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JULY 3, 1869.] PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARIVARI.

/

PREFACE.
" T WAS obliged to ask you to meet me, MB. PUNCH," said the EMPEBOB,

" and this was about the only place where

we could meet without fear of listeners. Deign to accept my apology for having asked you to pull out into

mid-channel in such weather."
"

Don't, mention it, MAJESTY. I am the Old Salt of the Earth, and shan't melt in the sea. I am at your

Majesty's service, so far as that is consistent with my devotion to Balmoral."

" Would I injure your admirable balmorality, my dear friend ? You will confer a benefit on all Europe by

advising me at this crisis."

" I advise your MAJESTY to light up."
" I imitate you iii this, and in much else, MB. PUNCH. And now to business. ' No man of many words am

I,' as our friend Du MADKIEB saith. You have noted and considered my Elections ?
"

"
Habeo, Sire

;
which is Latin for, I have."

" And what do you deduce."
" A Fact and a Lesson."

"The first?"
" One half of France, and that half which contains the Brain, has nnmistakeably pronounced against Personal

Government. You see, Sire, that some personalities cannot be tolerated by civilised society ?
'

" You put things pleasantly," grumbled the EMPEBOB. " But the fellows on my side don't want cleverness."

" I should say that they did not, Sire. They must have a good stock in hand. For they never use any.
Even the work of managing your elections with reasonable decency very few of them have done. Half your victories

are moral defeats. But never mind that. You have out of the 290 men in the Chamber 913 of your own to 77 liberals,

42 real, 35 red. Are those the figures?"
" Are you ever wrong ?

"

"
Never, Sire. I way take that slight credit. Well, your President can frown on the Opposition, and stop any

mouth that is uttering disagreeable things, and a majority of 136, like a certain coramination,

" Ce cher Byron."

"
Answers every doubt so eloquently well."
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"
Wee, Sire. But there is another passage in the writings of that misguided party but meritorious poet, and

though the splash of these infernal waves interferes with the effect of my elocution, I take leave to recite that passage

"
Still, I'KEEDOM, still, thy banner, torn but flying,

Streams like a thunder-cloud against the wind,

Thy trumpet voice, though broken now and dying,
The loudest that the tempest leaves behind."

" I am not given to sentiment, Sire, but it is liked on the Continong. Will you extract my meaning in the

above recitation ?
"

" I understand."
" Why then rejoice therefore, Sire, as the Divine WILLIAMS observes. For I credit you with meaning well. To

understand where one is, and to intend to act rightly, be twain steps in the road to honour. I believe I am spoiling
True THOMAS of Chelsea, but he loves me and will pardon."

" Have you visited the French Gallery in Pall Mall?"
"
Aye, Sire, and with pleasure."

" On the East wall is a portrait of a Boy."
" A princely Boy, Sire, and you desire that years hence the catalogue that describes his portrait should call him

what his father is now is called. Bern teteyi ?
"

" Acu."
" He will be Emperor over free men, Sire, or no Emperor at all."

"
Bridge the space between fact and lesson, MB. PUNCH. You say half, and the half which ought to have

Ascendency is my enemy. Am I to throw the gates open to him ?
"

" Do you prefer that he should batter them open ?
"

"
Batter," gaid the EMPEROB, with a kindling war-glance that swept the Boulevards. " I had an Uncle."

"
They say so at St. Helena," said MB. PUNCH, kindly.

"
Come, Sire, you are a better man than he, and too

good for thoughts like those. If a nation cannot be governed without a constitution of cannon, it is not worth

governing. Do you believe that of the France you have recently discovered to be noble ?
"

" I am bewildered," said the EMPEHOB. " Holdfast is a good dog, as your proverb is."

" There was another dog, Sire, who wanted more than was good for him, and so lost all. Our WILLIAMS has

said, ''Tig better using France than trusting France,' but on my honour, MAJESTY, I think you might act on the

opposite rule."
" And trust France ?

"

" Half of which yes, Sire, in spite of that. Because France, which is generous, would then begin to trust you.

Conquer France, Sire. Nobody else can do it. It will be a grander campaign than any of your Uncle's, and it will

have neither a Moscow nor a Waterloo."
" I will think about it," said the EMPEKOB, moodily, turning away his canoe and raising his hat.
" Don't think too long. Sire," cried MB. PUNCH as His Majesty departed. And read to your young Prince my

Jfiftg-Sfetfj
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A RUN WITH A RANTOONE.

THE COVER SIDE. 10'45 A.M. SPRIOOIXS COMES DP WITH THE Htnrr ox HIS FAVOURITE "RANTOONE."

lO'SO.
" FOR'AED AWAY !" SrRiaOlNS GETS ALOSO FAMOCSLY.

.U.V.'lW-'W*
"-_(-,

<-xT'V^3

10'56.
" YOICKS!" Spnif;ciN3 LEARNS WHAT A " CROPPER" MEANS.

"TALLT-HO!" SrRicoras REALISES THE SESSJLTIOX or BIINO"
KL'N AWAY WITH." 11-56. FIVE MILES FROM EVERYWHERE ! !
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SCENES FROM ANIMAL LIFE.

VULPINE SAGACITY WISE COUNSEL.
Poor Puny (in riotnt agitation).

" COCRHFD YESTERDAY, *xo HI'KTED THE BAT

BEFORE ! AND HIRE THEY ARK AOAIS. DOOS AMD ALL ! !

IMotkog. "WHY DON'T YOU STICK VT FOR YorRSELT A LIT!

/ WOK'T BE UT VMS BY ANYBODY ! / IUOVLO L1KM TO iff THIH TKt 11 OMI'

A SENSIBLE YOUNG PERSON.

Tis not because she dresses well

That I admire Miss BROWN :

Let otber tongues her toilettes

tell,
I cannot note them down.

Nor is it from her talents that

My admiration springs ;

Although I hear that she can
" tat

"

As sw.eetly as she pings.

'Tis that no other charms she 'U

wear
Tlum thosi' !>> nature grown:

Her cheeks are paiutles*, and hyr

hair.

I 'm told, is all her own.

SOCIAL SUPERSTITIONS.

THAT it betrays a vulgar mind
to carry a parcel iu the street,

e*i>fi-UUy if it be wrapped up iu

a jmve of newspaper.
Tluit if you are seen running,

as though really in a hurry, you
must certainly lose caste, and
that nolxxly worth knowing will

take notice of you afterwards.
That something dreadful must

happen if you leave your gloves
at home, although the weather
is so hot that you cannot bear
to wear them.
That if you are a lawyer you

will lose all your best clients

should you carry a blue bag, but

nobody will be offended at your
carrying a black one.

A NEW SAW. Industry ia the

parent of Idleness.

VAN, DICO, PISXtT.

WHO ought, when alln, to bare

painted the Susaex Downa near

Brighton t

Kvidently VAN DYKE.
N.B. There Is no proof that

VAN DVKI erer wai on the 8u-
ex Downi ; but there it * " Dytt
Van " which goes there regularly
In summer.

A COSTERMONOER'8 CANT.

BILL Carrot said,
" See them

two font
Them there'! both femaka,

Ulster ;

A pilchard the In this here dub :

That 'ere
'

her 'errin' sister."

THE WONDERS OF THE DEEP.
(FROM NATCRE.)

IT fish can judge of space, l it

supposed they do so by the rod,

pole, or perch? or, if musically

inclined, do they sing "I'd
choose to be a dacey

"
t

MIXIC-AI. SLASO.
" THAT 's

terribly bald." said a critic, after

hearing a new overture. "Bald,
eh?" remarked his Iriend.

"

suppose you mean to say th at good
airs are rather scarce in it !

"

LOCAL EXAMINATION PAPER

ftoffrapAy. Name a bigger Isle

of Dogs than our own. New-
foundland.

IN a domesticated state do

hares sit upon chain as well as

forms?

Asa leopard cannot help being

spotted, is it possible for him to

conceal himself?

SEPTEMBER FEMALE EMANCIPATION. A paper Is read at

the Social Science Congress
" On Women's Rights." The

ladies unanimously agree that their wrongs are innumerable,
and resolve to demand complete redrebs on every change of

fashion.

EPITAPH ON COCKLE. His PiUmmaire is ended.

IMPROMPTU (AT SIX MONTHS).

Tom. Let 's keep a diary : where one down sets

All that occurs, my MART JANE

Mary Jane (impromptwnuly). Oh, Ittt '* !

AMI-8EHEXT8 FOR THE FAMILY ClRCL.-A pastime occa-

sionally practised at the domestic board is that of divina-

tion by tea or coffee-grounds. ZADKIEL might adopt this

instead of Astrology, which, his blunders must convince the

most credulous, is entirely groundless.

HAvi pigs been known to lend their spare ribst
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A GOOD PRACTICAL JOKE.
MKS. POTTLETOX (BY THE AID OF HER MAMMA) HAVIKO EXACTED A PROMISE FROM HER HUSBAND OF A KKW HARMONIUM, BECEIVRS AN AGREEABLE SURPRISE.

" SWEET-CHEEK
" was a pretty term of endearment a couple

I hundred years ago. It might be revived with appropri-
.teness ;

for not only are the cheeks of our young ladies

Siite

aa sweet as those of their ancestors, but to do some of

em justice, their characteristic is of course the nicest,

tut still cheek.

ZOOLOGICAL. Naturalists tell us that such a thing as a

douse is not now to be found on the Catskill Mountains.

THEATRICAL. Not the least important part of the ma-

hinery of the modern stage is the lever de rideait.

A PROFESSIONAL VIEW OF THINGS. When placards of

HOLMAN HUNT'S picture of The Pot of Basil were all over

London, a sporting friend, up from the country for the

Derby, inquired who Basil was, and how much he had won.

BY A COMPOSITOR. Novelists have no hesitation in say-

ing that AUGUSTUS imprinted a kiss on ANASTASIA'S fair

cheek. By way of a change, how would it sound, if they
were to say stereotyped instead of imprinted ?

TOAST AND SENTIMENT. The bank that no cheque will

stop.

THE EFFECTS OF EDUCATION. Our housemaid (AMELIA)
is fond of fine words. The other day she gave warning,
When asked the reason, instead of the usual answer that
she wanted to better herself, she said that she wished to
ameliorate herself.

ARCHITECTS OF LONDON. BEAU NASH built Regent Street.
HADLEY was the Inventor of the Quadrant. ASTLEY created
the Circus.

AN IMPOSSIBILITY. Hanging out clothes on Shepherd's
Bush.

THE CODE PUNCH.
THE following Crimea and

iffences may be committed with

mpuiiity, and without fear of

consequences :

Killing time.

Murdering an air.

Smothering the feelings.

Stifling a laugh.
Strikinga balance.

Forging anchors .

Picking your steps.

Stealing- a kiss.

Coining money.
Poaching eggs.
Breaking into a gallop
Trespassing on the attention.

Beating- carpets.
Cutting jokes.
Shooting Niagara, and
Setting the Thames on fire.

AGRICULTURAL QCARTEB SES-
SIONH. The county crop is now
reaped, ami fields arc open for

unproductive labour. No griat

brought to the treadmill.

SURE TO BE So. The result of
all the nonsense that has been
talked about the " Two Sexoi
of Man "

is. to make one dis-

like more than ever masculine
women.

INTERESTING TO COLLECTORS.
It may not be generally known
th'tt all our ottriheiiware came
originally from one place Pots-
dam.

CULINARY. Many epicures aro
of opinion that cooking by g-is is

not xinfavourable to gastronomy.

FROM WINDSOR. Are you a bad
aleepcr? Always wash your face
before going to bed ; it ia an ex-
cellent Sooporific.

OLD SAW NEW SET.

WHEN is a door not a door?
Of course, when it 's ajar, you '11

way. Not at all. The answer ia,

When it 's a Jack Daw.
And, apropos of Jack Daws,

where sin mid you say was the
link between the bird and the
fish ?

It ia supplied, it appears, by
tho Jack I);tw on one side, and
the Juhn Dory on the other.

8/wt$man (Brititk).
" HULLO ! I SAY, YOU'RE NOT GOING TO SHOOT THE BIRD RUNNING?

Chasseur (Frtnck).
'*
MAIS, NOW, MOS AMI ;

I SALL VAIT TILL HE STOP!"

MY uncle was six feet two.
He used to take me and BILLY

(my brother, arcades amlto twins

both; aged eleven), out fora walk.
He improved the occasion educa-
tionally by telling us how we
three "illustrated a dactyl. He
would playfully walk before us,
and say,

"
Now, here it ia : a

long followed by two shorts."

POOR OLD LADY. MRS. MALA-
PROP, whose head just now is

full of Ireland, says the doctor
tells her there is something the
matter with the Irish of her eye.

HAS it been noticed that ladies

who like long trains are partial
to the outskirts ?

'

WHY would you expect most

^iirdt-ners to be proud ? Because

they are taught Haughty Culture.

OH ! OH ! If you wanted to

write a grand poem like MILTON'S
Paradise Lost, what lozenges

ought you to eat by way of ob-

taining inspiration ? JFpic-cacu-
anha,

ITALIAN, AND VERY NASTY.
Why is a great Saint's day in the
Roman Calendar a sore point to
touch upon with Catholics ?

Because it is a Festa.
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SUCH IRE IN CELESTIAL MINDS!"
1 YOI- BE DISESTABLISHED ! I 'u. r.ivt HP-.R FLOWERS, OR WHATEVER I LIKE."
' I'M DISENDOWED IF YOU SHAM.! Now THI:N !

"

CORUSCATION FROM CoI.NEY HATCH. A disciple of

HAHNEMANN and PRIKS.SNITZ, mad on homoeopathy, and
also on the water-cure, maintains that an infinitesimal doso
uf mountain dew is tho -jure, for cataract.

A TRAVKU.LR'S OBSERVATION. The Ameiicans say our
likes nre fine, but theirs arc (nntaUon finer ray, ttey
insist that they beat all in the wurld in this respect, because

they h-ivo 011= which is S'ipc-rior.

A COMMON COMPLAINT. Young clergymen whose newts
a>-e in their work often suffer much when ftmt they ddrcm
their cougrrgiti<Jin The ciuse U well known fnlfii-
HOB.

CARTE OF A LUNATIC
DINNER.

ODD tish, in.-'ndiug pike and
sui.nl tish. Broth of a boy,
moektail, and I' soup II !mn<

and cold slinuldrr l'h'<ps an.l

cbHiigu-<. Ducks mid dniki-s, .md
>'a -rh lian's. liMiK'-l i.\\-l

.

.s, aud fair g.tinu.

aina'. Hot
and Al>ril I'

nf

>,'m

's :ind tlum
.lhr,-

i^f]

-

tillilo iv.TV

H:M.* n and l

IvlU ;n i IVriiham Hyi- 1-r.ad.

S.,!l V uf till' Nil.-. I

'

ik

alu. I'ilPltins and chei '
I

Ki-uit-i of tin- Kl-'rti'in. innl-

dl'T^. ulivr 1. allrl:r~, a;>|'!

tile 1 VadStM.i-lirrry I i).",
( .

and lelnnns, ( il\ j.linn-., i

jam and yaim- }>rt->cr\-.'~ \\ n

from the wnol and spirits frujn

the deep. The whole to . c.iu-linlc-

with T . SM! ,. r water, and weeds
in tho j,'inli-ii

THKIIK an- two pi.|-i".i . in tho
life of Man. at wliieli tic i- t,.!

wise to U-ll W..man tin

truth: when lie is in luve and
when he isn t

" A Qi KSTON TO BK ASKFM."
It S,:iT ( 't \'"!i ,;,'

! adopt, "I, :! 1

Sjiinsters ^ t \ot,'s, ha.v \eill tliev

like to be called Uallot Girls '.'

Ql'ERV FOR THE ETIINcH.ui.lru.
SOCIETY. What is the iviati. .n

of the .Saxon and Celtic- c

the Derby?
PROVERBIAL riii'osopnv. Do

not kill the Golden Calf for its
veal.

CHIT-CHAT. Girls' talk.

QUERIES.
WHAT sort of a uUtnc-3 U

" Musical Pitch"!
Will some sportanan tell us

what "double gunny lg "
aret

What an " Matrlnxnial IXmii-
Does"?

Is
" Zoroaster

" a flower ?

What Is a "
portable ux-tall ?

*

Isa "cotton gin "Intoxicating?
Where do "literary laurel."

growt
Can you steer a Teasel by the

"
compass of the rolce t

"

How much is "The Village
p -.i.-l

Is MR WATERiiofsr. HAWKINS
acquainted with I!

;,
d Ante-

dlluviau BcssWoM'f

L'Mf '.II Papa'! COIlt 11,1:1 r,,,l\
i Gtorgt.

" UM ! HE'a A GOODISH TOPP'D

HORSEY.
How ii vc.i- I. IKK MY NEW HORSE, GEORC;E?"

'UN, BUT AWFULLY COARSE SHOULDER, AND TOO TlIH K IX

A JUST TmBfTK. W..meii are

i.onest. We firnily believe

thxt'the only female In tlii num-
try who likes to be in debt is

BHITAX.NIA.

Smoxo MOTIVE Powra. Tbcro
. ec]ual

to that of the IW--r Kiinine in IU
poorer of eleTating the luusea.

CATSE AND EITECT. " Th
.

'

Uncovered

byOKIMALDl ll.n the pecu-
liar sppearaiKM of the Cluwu'

MAY MEETIMII rLTiTTDEs
KOR TH PLATKORJI The Milk
of IlumHn Kindness owes no-

thing tn the Cow with the Iron
Tail. Its croam Is no cream of
tartar.

A FALSE ALARM. When you
fear your m-'.v t.---th are coming
o'lt. i'dt ihc-y don't.

" THF. ACT or TOL-(DE ROL>
ERATION." Singing Comic Songs.

GERMAN STOCK. AlDen-Stock.
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CQAIE-lli/E WITH ME, AND BEMY L VIf

I0RIIIK TO ME ONLY

THE FOOLS' PARADI
IN and about the Honeymoon,
Young Love in his fever gloweth ;

He waxeth fast, he waneth soon,
He cometh, and he goeth.

Young Love hath wings that fiout his legs,

And soareth, Life unheeding ;

Young Love is the goose with the golden Eggs!
And soon he lies a-blceding !

The road is red with roses sweet,
That leads you to his Dwelling

With shoes of swiftness on your feet,

And Joy there is no telling !

And each a cap about the brow,
But ne'er the Cap of Knowledge :

The Cap of mnny Bells I trow.

Fits best in Young Love's College !

He weaves his bandage round your
He casts his blindness o'er you,

That you may dream all Paradise

Doth stretch away before you !

Ard dreaming each the other blest

With Love's own wings behind yi

You dare the Parson do his best

For aye and a day to bind you !

For all a month He bids you fain

Go feed among the Posies ;

And hides the Padlock and the Cha
For all a Month of Roses ;

And gives you nought to care about

But Love, till Truth be minded
That you should find each other ou
And be no longer blinded !

TROVE", A JB O R A K. E
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OR LOVE AND LIFE.
(> Love ! that all the best of you

lie over with the wooing !

O Wedlock ! All the worst of you
That there be no undoing !

lt\ Hey! Ho! and Welladay
Fur ^ mith and Love, and Honey !

It's Hcigho I and Workaday
For Bread and Cheese, and Money !

"_O Dream of Dreams ! O was it worth
" The pain of this our waking ?

" O what is there of balm on earth
*' Can heal us of our aching?"
() Love is he dead before the Prime,
" Love that was born so newly? "...
Poor Fools, go pin your faith on Time,
And Time shall tell you duly.

.

Weep not, poor Foojs, nor hold aloof!
Take up your chain together,

And earthwards) pad the wandering hoof
That brought you fooling hither !

O Help each other, and share the load,
For steep the pass and thorny,

For Time that scorned love's earlier ways,
His mellower secrets holdcth ;

These, living out our length of Days
We learn as Truth unfoldeth.

Who knows but in a year or two
That Love may have the kindness

That leads you thorough from Love's Abode To come without his wing* to you,
To Life, and rouijh the Journey t And holpen of his blindness?
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DM
'

CLEVER LITTLE PUSS.
KJU DEAR, THERE WERE TWO SUCH Rl'DE DOVS IS THE TOY-SHOP l.IId MORNING.' THEY DID STARE AT ME SO ! I STARED AT THEM AGAIN, BUT AS THEY

I TOOK TO AVlNKIXo!"
DID NOT MIND THAT.

Biano. " OH, CHARLOTTE. HOW CAN vor STAY ,v nonll,
HOME EXERCISE.

CtoriQft*. "WELL. HAVEN'T I BEEN TAKINO VIOLEVT EM'SF"
A
I v'p"'

1 ' 1
'

01' DAV? WE>VE "AD SUCH A Jou'Y Loxo WALK-"
BEEN READING CoPSIN GEORGE'S STORY IN THE ' GOODY-GOODY MAGAZINE,' AND DOING NO END OF SKIPPING."
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SENSATION OPERA.MUSIC OF THE FUTURE.

&

THE ROOT OF THE MATTER.
Pnultnt Afort-o/ thoroughly well brotight-up Marriageable Daughters, to the new and well-connected Curate. "I AM MOST HAPPY, DEAR MR. CECIL N'EWTON, TO FIND THAT Y<

ARF. SO SOUND. I NEED NOT EXPRESS MY HOPE THAT YOU DO NOT HOLD TO THAT SAB HERESY ABOUT THE CEIJ8ACY OF THE CLERGY ?
"
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WISE IN HIS GENERATION.
Fushionable Patient.

" COD LIVER OIL ! ! ! MY DEAR DOCTOR, I COULDN'T TAKE SUCH HORRIBLE STUFF A3 TH\T !

'

Fashionable Doctor. " WELL WELL WHAT DO you SAY TO A CREAM AND CURACOA?"

REGISTER ! REGISTER ! !

* Y
ONER 'AS PARISH BEADLE AND NIOHT CONSTABLE OF ntt Cjjra! Tw^i ^ ,?

CoRONER JfR"a, COMMON JURIES, ANNOYANCE JURIES, PAY POWDER TVx AVD ARMORUL BEARINGS, ACT
IT"

IA "
_*'

A
J
iD

-
AN " "' -Nr'SAKCES, REPORT ON FEVER DISTRICTS, AND ALL JOI.LY TlllXGS OF THAT SORT."



PROVERBIALLY So. A young lady's taste in pootry is not

aVways unexceptionable. When you seo pile "f books im

her tiblo, you km>\v pn-tty \\-ell what, will ! Trrrr K in '.

PARSIMi.

(For ( Use of School!.)

Possum. A creature in the

forests of America, and a \erl>

in the Latin Urammar. In its

first character it gets up a tree

when you 'ro passing. In its

second it puts any one up a tree,

who can't manage to parse.
Posset. Imperfect subjunctive

of Possum, and very nice with

treacle and sherry when 3

got a cqlit.

Amo. I love, only in Latin, but
'tis nut much of a mot in another

language. Amnri is the infinitive,

meaning to love. As you read

this book at tier, and sigh out
that the Latin Granun.tr ways
that if you want " to love," it

must bo A Mani, hand he]- MJ-.

Punch'* Almanack, ami let her
therein read your honumai'le
sentiments.

CHARADE. My first is part of a nrm, my second to a

later, my third is a musical instrument, and my whole to

nonsensa. Conundrum.

HlOHLY POETICAL. Yo\l h*VO
had words with your wife she

rejects your advice, or disputes

your authority she walks out of

the room, shutting the door with

unnecessary violence which of

SHELLEY'S Poems does she make
you think of by t'jat act? The

'Revolt of Islam.

A RIPE THOUGHT. It is a mis-

take to talk of the decline of the

stage. The British Theatre is

now in perfcetiun with its mcl-
low-drania.

WHERE a sale is divided into

alphabetical lots, undur whieh
letter would three gallons" of ink
come when knocked down by the
hammer? Ant. A big ti-lot.

PEOPLE WHO no THINGS "BY
HALVES." Schoolmasters.

GREAT CRICKETERS. The
Catch Club.

NKW PROBLEM. Can COLENSO, or somo other gn*t arith-

metician, UU u. If one Swallow do* not make a Summer,
how many will T '

RIDDLES BY A WRETCH.

C. WHAT to the difference be- 1

tween a Surgeon and a Wltard ? .

A. The one to a Cupper, and,

the other to a Sorcerer.

O. Why to America like the act 1

ofreBectlont
A. Bcaueittoaroomy-nation. ,

C. Why to your pretty Cousin

Uke an alabaiter raut
A. Became she Is an <Aj-t di

bob
O. How to It that a man born

in Truro can nerer bo an Irish-

man?
A. Because he alway to a Trie-

Roman.
O. Why la my game cock like

a bishop t

A. Because he has Us crows

here (cniur). i

HARD LINES.
Bvu-Drivtr (12-30 P.M., in a hoarse vHtper). "I'M LIKE THE PILGRIM o' Lovr, HIR!"

Prosaic Patiengtr (ttartltd\ "LIKE THE WHAT?"
Bus-Drivtr. " PILGRIM o' IXJVE, SIR ! 'No REST FOR ME srT THE GRAVE . .

,,.,;;;
[^nti then he explained Aow he '<J been on the boxfrom 9 m the Morning, m

horsr.', and rheumatic! in both thoulder-bladei ! ^___

MARCH. High winds may be

expected. Tiles blown off house,

become projectiles. N B. It to

better to have a billycock on

roiir head than a chimney pot.

Much insanity this month. Slatea

loose in the upper storey.

THE Hi'OHT or MODESTT.
The molt bashful girl we ever

knew was one who blushed when
she was asked if she had not

been courting sleep

Hour. LATINO. Why isa dnma
written by a couple "f collabora.

teurs like pitch? Because it is

by two men (biJu-mn).

IT a redbreast comes into TOUI

fruit garden, does he come then
a robbin ?

CHORUS TOR A RiTTALiar.

.RiK-follow-Liddell-lol de ray.

THE PARADISE or UKCLES.

Polynesia.

AXILIKE DYER. What Ok
Ladies use.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
^TUESDAY, December^. The House of Commons sat but for one
*- golden Lour, and did nothing but cheer the Ministers, and issue

some writs. But mark you now how the hand of a great artist shall beat
out that gold, and give you a lonesome and important article. The
Kid, is that the nation hassetupsuen a clamour for

"
a lot of Essence,"

as the nation inelegantly puts it, that we cannot deny it such a New
Year's Gift, the less that it will get no more until Wednesday the
2 ! i h February.
Fact is, Mr. Punch had some doubt whether it would be prudent in

him, as the father of a family, to resume this Essence at all. For he
had been so horribly frightened, ever since the Reform Act passed, at
the terrific warnings of those who called it a Revolution, that he slept
for weeks with revolvers under his pillow, and only discontinued the prac-
tice because they slipped down to his toes, and went off in the night to
the discomfort of his household. Chaff the new Parliament, he thought.
Never. And he beheld in his mind's eye furious mobs electing savage
UANTONS, and MARATS, and ROBESPIERRES, who immediately formed
themselves into a dreadful tribunal, erected a guillotine in Bride Court,
and brought out Mr. Punch to look through the National Window.
Doubtless he would have met his fate with decency, but to say nothing
of his much preferring not to die at all, consider his life assurances.
which would have been vitiated by his execution. He shuddered, and
resolved that there should be no more Essence.
Then he hid himself, (as it is all over now, he doesn't mind saying

that it was in the least likely place in all England to be searched, the
abandoned lighthouse on the top of the hill in the enclosed gardens at

Purfleet) and made calculations. He discovered that the Reform Act
would add one Million to the electoral rolls. As this fact flashed upon
him, he became so dreadfully ill that it required all the kindness and a

great deal of the champagne of the excellent hotel at Purfleet to bring
him to anything like a comfortable state.
But he held on somehow, until the elections began. Then, unable

to behold any frantic mobs, except through the mind's eyes of some
of his contemporaries, he gained a little courage, and abandoned his
fears of the National Window. But he said to himself in a legible
whisper,

"
They are going to elect men like the leaders of the Reform

League, pretentious, stuck-up folk, of that detestable class that can
neither give nor take chaff, or of that more detestable class that can

only give and can't take it." And then he thought of a
majority

of

Forcible Feebles having him pulled up to the bar of the House of

Commons, and asked how he dared smile at the Representatives of the

Millions.
"
I will never go down on my knees and ask pardon," he

said, with a revival of his gallant spirit.
"

I have too much pluck, and

respect for my silk stockings for that." But whether the Essence

should be written or not bothered him, and he asked counsel of friends,

who talked to him the usual nonsense of Friends in Council not

MR. HELPS'S, who are the wisest and most delightful councillors he

knows.
The Elections were over, and again he fled away to his lighthouse to

consider the returns. You should have seen him come smiling down
the hill, and along the road to order another banquet. He struck the

stars with his sublime head. A Revolution. You be disestablished !

A Revolution, you disendowed fool! Nothing like it. A Capital
Good Parliament, whence he deplores sundry exclusions (as MILL'S.

ROEBUCK'S, and BRUCE'S) but composed for the most part of good
men and true, of all parties, but with a great majority pledged to

support his friend PEELIDES. Educated, wealthy, some titled, all

vowing to be governed by no ignorant constituents, but by a resolution

to do justice to all men. And the average age of a Parliament-man in

1 369 is Fifty Two just the age that a wise man ought to be until he

becomes fifty-three. That last fact settled him, ana he swore that the

Essence of Parliament should appear again, and like old VanihalL
with fifty thousand additional lights, every week. And he pledged

I to do it, too, and took the pledge in Burgundy.
Which pledge the former, he now proceeds to redeem, and wishes a

Happy New Year to the nation in pledge the latter.

As hath been said, the Conimons met, and the newly re-elected

SITAKER took the Chair, which means, sat down in it. Took has

various meanings, for which see Tools 's Dicertiom of P*rley, and you
will not find them.
The Ministerial benches were about half filled, out'this must not be

taken as ominous of ministerial half measures. With Falataff, we
hate an unfilled can. But what would have been the use of a large

attendance ? There was nothing to do. Why should men
spoil

their

Christmas holidays ? Echo answers with a profession of inability

to make a satisfactory response. There were very, few Opposition

VOL. LVI.
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Members. Why should they have come, when there was nothing to

ippose, except a beestly driving small ram ?

MR. DUNDAS took the oath (we 've only one little oath now) and

lis seat for the Orkneys. These are islands of the north, and were

;alled Orcades by the Romans, but they were known to the ancients

>efore the circumnavigation of Britain by AGRICOLA, who, as his name

implies, having been a husbandman, easily learnt to be a navigator, and

might have made railways, if he had thought of it.

MR. GLADSTONE, Premier of England, and Member f9r Greenwich,
was loudly cheered on his entrance. We shall always think the better

af Greenwich for having made such good use of its new franchise, and
;

shall be happy to show our satisfaction by accepting any invitations to
j

meet pleasant people at either of the great fish-houses. By the way,
here has been a plentiful lack of imagination in the Greenwich cooks

ately, and we hereby order them to invent a Sometliing a la Gladstone,
and let it be an excellent good thing, and let us have no humbugging
with old enemies under new names. Somebody says that Punch is a

acclaimed Epicure. So he is, but where did EPICURUS place pleasure ?

ii virtue. And is there no virtue in a good dinner ? If not why does

t or what is meant for it and never is precede an appeal for a

Charity ? Away, and vex not thou great Punch's mind With thy shallow

wit, Vex not thou that creature's mind, For thou canst not fathom it.

Various Ministers took the oath, but the Right Honourable JOHN
BRIGHT made affirmation strong as kiss of Holy Writ. This reminds

us of an American story, which has nothing whatever to do with MR.
SRIGHT'S case. A poll-clerk, fancying from a voter's hat that he was
a Quaker, asked him whether he would swear or affirm, to which the

voter, in a pleasant manner, replied, that he was disendowed if he cared

which.
On a new writ being moved for the County of Louth, which is, we |

jelieve, somewhere in Ireland, but we should be louth to say we know i

where, up and spoke
The LORD BURY, son and heir of the EAUL OP ALBEMABLE, the

Jord of Ouiddenham Hall. This frightful Revolutionist (mind you,
we don't like it ; read CARLYLE, and see how at the beginning of the

French revolution certain young aristocrats who had been in America

and LORD BURY has been in America, and we dare say will declare

hat he is very happy indeed to have been there began proposing to
\

abolish old customs Bury, too that has a funereal kind pf sound)
]

ihis frightful Revolutionist, we say, inaugurated the destruction of all '

ihings by complaining of the inconvenience occasioned by the law

which compels the re-election of those who take office under the Crown.

Se thought he should venture to move, hereafter, for the repeal of
j

;hat law.

Between ourselves, the rule, very proper when Sovereigns were I

more despotic, and could force a Minister on the nation, has become

simply a foolish nuisance, when Ministers can hold office only by permis-
sion of Parliament. But then it was made in the days of the good y i EEN

ANNE, and it would be disrespectful to the sainted memory of MRS.
TKUEMAN to repeat it. Besides, if you begin abolishing, when will

you leave oil'? It is clear that the spirit that would abolisli an old rule

merely because it is useless and mischievous, would abolish the Throne
and the Altar, nay, the very Precession of the Equinoxes. The House
of Commons said nothing to the titled Revolutionist, but let us hope it

thought the more, like the Welshman's Bubo, or Owl.

More new writs were issued, including one for South Derby, where
the vacancy has been caused by the second demise since the general
election. Eight more of the Administrators have got to issue

addresses, take long journeys in vile weather, make speeches, and
come home again, in obedience to the law of the good MRS. Tiu KM s\.

Her correspondent, DUCHESS FREEMAN, would tell her, if they lived

now, that the law was nonsense, and if SARAH didn't put a strong

word, such as disestablished, before the noun, her manners would be

shown to have mended in Elysium.
Nextly, we had some Notices of Motion, but they were'mostly given

by new Members, whom the gentlemen in the gallery had not seen

before, and of course were not bound to know. There is a vast lot of

these in the Parliament, and it would be well if each new man would
get his name legibly printed in large type, and paste (or gum) it upon
the top of his hat. The outside of his liat, we mean, Irish Members.
Then the reporters would notice him as he lifted his hat on rising (or

he might hold it up towards them for a moment) and his fine

oratory would not be set down to "an honourable Member," or to a

wrong person. MESSRS. HANSARD would, no doubt, print such a

thing on moderate terms, or an M.P. may come to Whitefriars. and
sit in our office while the MS. is being set up only he must bring
his own cigars.
Of tlie notices, one was anent Local Taxation, one for the Legisla-

tion 9f Trades' I'nions 'ha! spirit of ROBESPIERRE !), one for making
English and Scotch bankruptcies alike, one (this was for MR. TORRENS)
about the asylums for the sick poor, and one (this was by MR. LYSTER
O'BEIHNK) for leave to bring in a Bill to facilitate the acquisition of
small estates in Ireland. This is a very desirable object, and MR.
O'BEIRNE may acquire a small one for us, if he will be so good. Or,
on second thoughts, a large one. And we are ashamed to trouble

him but would he make it in England, as we are desirous to reside

upon it, and do not care about crossing the Channel P He shall come
and see us whenever he likes, nobody welcomer.

MINISTER AYRTOX, Joint Secretary of the Treasury, then moved
that the House, at its rising, should adjourn until Tuesday the 16th

February. And being interrogated (we mean asked) as to whether
the meeting was for business, he made as brief reply as the American

General, in that capital new poem, when told that

" Dat Hummer der Breitmann ish holdin' derford !"

He replied,"
Yes."

Then did such of the Commons of the Kingdom as had attended

disperse, without making any particular Revolution to speak of. But
we shall watch them, and prepare to bolt at any appearance of danger
to ourselves, or to the State.

SOBRIETY OF ELECTION.

THE suggestion of the Right Honourable the PRESIDENT OP THE
BOARD OF TRADE, that the public-houses should be closed on the

nomination day at elections, deserves to be considered. There are,

perhaps, some constituencies in which a certain amount of drunken-
ness prevails, even amongst the class of British electors who cannot
afford to spend any of their hardly-earned wages in excess of drink.

Certainly, it might be in a great measure prevented by the closure of

the public-houses ; but would not that be an ill compliment to the

toiling millions of this great country ? It is surely at the top of

society, as much as at the bottonij that we are to look for drunkenness,
and it would be an invidious distinction to close the public-houses
without closing also the private cellars, and the clubs.

A voter, who gets drunk at Election time, gets drunk on duty. He
unfits himself for the exercise of that exalted privilege which is the

birthright of every Briton above the residuum. For an elector to be so

drunk as not to be capable of giving the name of the candidate whom
he means to vote for, is to be drunk and incapable indeed

; certainly,

to be incapable of performing his lofty constitutional function. Indeed
it may be neld that any elector so drunk as not to be able to say, dis-

tinctly, "British Constitution," is politically drunk and incapable.

Suppose, then, gross drunkenness, apparent at the hustings, is sub-

jected by the Legislature to disfranchisement, temporary, or final.

On the one hand the public-houses might remain open, and the pub-
licans suffer no injury. On the other, constituencies would be weeded
of unworthy voters

; of course to the sole detriment of a bigoted and

stupid faction and to the unqualified advantage of the party of

enlightenment and progress.

CHINS AND CHIGNONS.

MOUSTACHE and beard we did not wear
When I was young, days long ago ;

But modern girls no longer care

If swells have bristly mouths or no.

Not only shave not fogies old,

No good by shaving who could gain,

But gallants, in an age less cold,

Who would have shaved, nor shaved in vain,

Moustaches only in the way
With soup a fellow now can find

;

But if lie will take soup he may :

At any rate the soup won't mind.

Sparkle on the Bench..

WE find, in the Era, the following piece of wit, emitted by the

Chairman of the Petty Sessions for the Enfield district of the Dnchy of

Lancaster. A brace of rogues, male and female, had cheated a pub-

lican, and were sent for trial. The male requested that the female

might be released on bail, as he would be bound for her.

" The CHAIRMAN'. yes. The prison walls will stand bail for both of you."

True wit on the bench is so rare that Punch at once immortalises

this Chairman, and recommends him to MR. GLADSTONE for Chancellor

of the Duchy.

A BSCONDED, on Tuesday evening last, between the hours of eight
-CA- and ten, a Beautiful Big Baby, aged juet eleven weeks. Had blue

eyes and a pink sash, and answers to the name of Trottums. Very learned

for its age. Knows who stole the donkey, and what sugar plums are made for.

Can recognise papa in the " Bun with the Rantoone." ( Vide Punch's Alutn-

naek for 1889.)
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

SOMETHING LIKE A PREFACE.

IIE learned CHEILOPOTOS, of

Kissos, has laid it down as

an axiom, in his treatise

upon the Science of Cre-
ative Duplication, that "No
entity can ever be lost in

Nature for want of its coun-

terpart." Hence the Sage,
logically working out his

own premises in the course
of five considerable vo-

lumes, establishes this as

a fact beyond all question,

namely, that "the collective

idiosyncrasies of all the

possible varieties of Human
Individualities are to be
found separately in the

animal kingdom," which

regal community he pro-
ceeds to divide into three

K-tates; and this division

can l)e conveniently ac-

cepted as that of Birds,
Beasts, and fishes.

Therefore, the Greek

slave, not the lovely ideal

of Divested Beauty, but the crook-backed satirist JSsqp, finding
that he might stand all day in the market-place vainly holding xij

mirror to his fellow-citizens, could hit upon no better plan for their

instruction than that of exhibiting to them the ugliness of their

moral defects, the mean character both of their social and domestic

littlenesses, and of their boasted commercial acuteness under the form
of what may be fairly termed,

" Cock and Bull Stories."

Since his day, which was a little matter of half a century over two
thousand years ago, teacher after teacher has taken up his parable
with what great and marvellous success, the improved state of society
iu our own time presents sufficient proof.
So beneficial has been the effect of this Moral School that in this

year of eighteen hundred and sixty-nine it will, as you are all aware, be
a matter of some difficulty to show me where exists such a foolish dog
as would drop the meaty bone from his jaws for the sake of grabbing
at its image in the stream below ? Is there anybody who having made
a fortune uses it as a magnet to attract other metal to it, and finds the

magnet drawn from his grasp ? Of course not : thanks to two thousand
five hundred years' worth of moral teaching, there is, there can be, no
such person or d>

Are there any Wolves who punish poor little Muttons for drinking
in streams that don't belong to either of them, and then having 11

and devoured the mutton aforesaid dress themselves up in their wool
so cleverly as to make old birds, like you and I, not generally caught
with chair, believe in them for very sheep ; aye, perhaps, eve'n to the
extent of sitting on their backs, giving them our advice, and serving
thfm by allowing them to be seen in such respectable company.
Of course there are none such now-a-days. You couldn t find them,

could you, if you tried your utmost ?

No. At this present, sheep arc sheep, and wolves are wolves, as

truly as eggs are proverbially eggs, and naught else.

But for all this, wolves there are and wolhsh natures unchanged.
Sheep, too, with sheepish natures unchanged, Hirul erat i prin-

ciple, ett rtunc, el

It is, then, this gratifying result, calmly considered, which has led
me to seek for my illustrations of modern society in the air, on the

land, and in the deep and shallow waters.

Thoroughly satisfied with the success achieved bv my great prede-
cessors in fable-teaching, among whom I may modestly rank .I'Sor,
PH.EDRUS the Latin, AKISTOPHANES, and two or three others (whose
names I will leave to your own industrious research), I, nil erpfHaivt,
and blessed in that expectation, here, or rather in the next number of
this periodical, am commencing a series of sketches upon the - !

idea, it' not upon his principles or plan, for the benefit of this our
modern society, which, as you and I so well know, only requires the last

touch, the final polish, to make it absolutely perfect. The Ancients
have done their work with the rough : 1 have to deal with the smooth,
They cleared away the vices : there are no vicious now. I deal wit li

the virtues and the virtuous. There are no others. It is mine to con-
solidate : I settle the virtues in their place bv such doctrine as the
three estates of the Animal Kingdom can afford.

Whether to succeed or fail is given me, is not within mortal prescience ;

but, SEMPBOXIUS my friend, 1 will try and deserve what it is not in my
power to command.

And so the next you '11 see of Birds, Beasts, and Fishes is Chapter
the First.

(To be continued.)

BARONESS VON. WEASEL ON MODERN DIPLOMACY.
" No whispering allowed here." I really wonder that those words

are not written in Roman capitals over the entrance to the Foreign
Office. Then we could understand why such loud talking goes on,
where solemn silence lutely reigned supreme. I can remember when
the door was li.sted, and to put an ear to the key-hole was love's labour
lost. No douljt Ministers were sometimes caught napping, and even

Plenipotentiaries would murmur in their sleep. I'.nt -ucli infirmities

those at least can pardon who profit by them. Scientific people tell us
that all substances arc porous, and the head of a department is not

wanting in that quality, simply because it is very dense.
"
Aprcs mot le dftuyf," said an old friend of mine, and it has come in

a flood of festive eloquence. Over their dessert Politicians descant on
Peace, as if a pacific policy were nourished on olives. I fancy I see my
poor TALLEYRAND with his proper detestation of zeal above all things,

shivering as he reads some complimentary orations, "Oh, Lucifer!
Lucifer !

"
he sighs, with tearful hds,

" how art thou fallen !"

Is diplomatic finesse, I would ask, to be considered as a Fine Art
lost ? I had hoped that Woman, whose lawful ambition was repelled

by a lofty Bench and a stubborn Bar, might be allowed to
pass

into

the labyrinth of international differences unchallenged and alone. A
sensitive hand was once needed to more along the silken clue in those

umbrageous walks. Alas ! the diplomatic maze is now illuminated by
artilieial lamps ; and, by standing on a platform, any Member of a re-

formed legislature may overlook and expose its most sacred intricacies.

This, to me, is particularly dreadful, but it is quite consistent with our

daily experience of masculine audacity. No matter what may be the

avenue to distinction. If Parliament were Paradise. Man would rush
in where angels feared to tread. And if it were toe reverse, which

perhaps it is, I suppose it would make no difference.

I have only one or two further remarks to make. I'iplAacy
should be independent of Philology, resenting the dicia of JOITIISON

nor tolerating the impertinencies of WALKER. 1 would have "Publick
so spelt, because too much respect should not be shown, to those

iiemies of secresy and order, the noisy Repuhlick of Letters.

Protocols are degraded by punctuation, and a Holy Alliance should be
fortified with polysyllables.

OUK NATURAL EFFECT OF GRAVITY.

THE Saturday lirrieic thinks that we ought all to be, if not miserable,

grave, this Christmas, because we do not see the future of oar Paupers
and our Peers. Well, let us see. Suppose we begin by making all

1'aupers into Peers. Then the "genteel" class will at once mako
open house for their Lordships, lend them money, marry them to

their daughters and set them straight with the world. That's soon
settled. But what's to be done with the Peers? We don't wall to

make them Paupers, though a good many of 'em hare chosen to per-
form that transformation for themselves. It is as politicians that the

A'. J{. is afraid for them. Come, as they have not committed any par-
tieu'ar crime of late, suppose we copy the language of Etcaliu to an

alleged sinner,
'' Even let them continue in their evil courses, till thou

knowest what they are." We are always ready to be grave at the

shortest notice, hut only that we may see how to get rid of the reason

for gravity ! Haven't we done so in this case ?

"LOOK AT THE CLOCK."

(Caution to Modistes, Millinert, et idgtnut omne.)

A LEICESTER Square Dressmaker was summoned and fined hist

under the Act iu that case made and provided, for working a d
her young ladies over-hours. She pleaded a large order from

ir "Girls of the Period." MK. TVRWHITT verv property de-

cided that employers must not work "
Girls of the Period," orer the

period fixed bv the statute
;
and fined Madame 40. and costs, with the

remark that
"
he had no notion of work-people beins made slaves of."

Mr. Punch has a notion that this class of workpeople Of made slaves

of, very often, and rejoices accordingly whenever the 1

Act is brought to bear on the sla'

AC'AGKD
RIKD. Ah. how I long to see thee ! How I pant to

:fst, to this wildlv beating waistcoat! Fain would
I call a tab, and rattle down to . But Papa is crow and stingy, and I

have no tin. fi l>i< .' moit tkirr omit .' Buy Punch's Almanack at once,

and read alT the riddh-< ir it. Ihen you may guess why adore is not a door,
Yours fondly. ANXIOUS TOMMY.
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL!"
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MUSIC HATH CHARMS. See.

" THE PARISH WAITS.
" To the Ladies and Gentlemen residing in," &o.

" LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, With sensible recollection of by-gone pa-

tronage, your Wandering Melodists, the Christmas Waits, beg to offer their

best compliments on the approaching Festival. The Band on this occasion,

us heretofore, bus been numerous and select, and trust to merit that liberal

difi'usion of your favours, which has enlivened our homes and cheered our

hearts for a series of years. We hope our sprightly notes of Melody awaking
!- i ct Hcho on the dull ear of Night has stule on your gentle slumbers, and

again lulled you to repose with the soothing candanza of the T.ullaby. (Here
follow the names of the liai.J,

' numerous and select,' four in all, their instrU'

men/a, and addresses.)"
Having redeemed our pledge,

we shall have the honour of paying our

.personal respects in the Holiday week.
" In respectfully taking our leave, we beg to remind you that as some, who

are pretenders to the Magic Wand of Apollo would attempt to impose on your
liberality, and defraud us of your favours, it may be necessary to Bay, that we
will produce a Card containing our Names, Instruments, and Addresses as

above; we therefore hope you will not give this Bill, or your Donation, to

any persons unless they produce the Card above named."

Is'not this appeal irresistible ? Could any one could even the house-
holder who has escaped to

"
gentle slumbers

"
from gout, indigestion,

neuralgia, or a fractious teething infant at 2 A.M., and been awakened at

2'30 by cornet, harp, &c.. playing the "soothing candanza" of the

Belgravia Waltz, or Kathleen Matoumeen, or other appropriate Christ-

mas melodies, be churl enough to refuse a donation to the
'

Wandering
Melodists," when they paid their

"
personal respects in the holiday

week"? You, resident, may have held aloof from plum-pudding,
you may have forfeited all chance of happiness in the new-kid year by
refusing mince-pies ; you may have sung no song, told no ghost-story,

propounded no riddle, pulled no cracker, and cracked no joke ; you

may have moped alone with the (Quarterly Reriew on Christmas Eve,
ana dined in a tavern with no company but that of the superfluously
civil waiter on Christmas Day; you may have shunned the mistletoe

bough as you would the Upas-tree, ana never wished one of yonr
kind a merry this, or a happy that; but it is impossible that, if you
have received and read this persuasive Bill, you can have withheld

your modest Christmas gift from your Christmas Waits. If you have

mark, something dreadful will happen to you in the course of the

festive season of 1SC9. An undesirable relation will drop in upon
you just at dinner-time on Christmas Day, or the kitchen chimney will

catch fire and the engines arrive at 6 p.m., or the Norfolk turkey will

go astray to Newcastle-upon-Tyne, or Newark-upon-Trent, or the
dressmaker will be faithless, and fail to send home your wife's new silk,

or most signal retribution of all the
"
Wandering Melodists

"
the

legitimate wielders of "the magic wand of Apollo," will not pky in

front of your mansion between 12 and 2 a.m., for several successive

nights in the month of December !

HAVE PITY ON THE UNLEARNED.
" 5[R. LOWE, perfectly aware of the ox on his tongue, justified his reticence

on the broadest and most elementary grounds."

REALLY, newspaper writers should remember that it is not everybody
who has had the advantage of a classical education, and if they must
deal in allusions which those who have small Latin and less Greek can.

not be expected to understand, the least they can do is to add a word
of explanation, or a foot-note. MR. LOWE, with an

"
ox on his tongue,"

has proved a hopeless pu/./.le to numbers of painstaking rc:uiers who
conscientiously try to make out the meaning of all they see in print.
His admirers only hope that it is not some dreadful disease with which
the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER is threatened.

POETEY FOE GREEK PANTOMIME.
MOTIIXU ENGLAND lay.

WHO dares at Christmas time break Europe's peace ?

. Who dreams of doing so P What, little Greece ?

You naughty good-for-nothing boy, get out !

Or else you'll soon have me your house about.

You, that an infant are as yet, and not a man.
You, puny Power, think you can match the Ottoman.
Presume to tread on the Sublime Forte's corns,
The Crescent hope to make draw in its horns,
The Sultan the Grand Seignior's self you cheek ?

There never was such imperence as Greek !

Aiding the insurrectionists in (

'

What could yon do against the I

The Mussulmans would in a jiffey whack you,
For don't suppose the MUM you.
1 've a good mind to take you up and smack you.
You gosling, Oh, you silly goosey gan<:

Have you one hero now, like ALEXANDER
TIIK GREAT, LYSANDER, CONON, PERK
Or equal to an ALCIBIADES F

Not all of them would make you the Turk's peer ;

That is, at least, the British Grenadier

Upon his aide suppose you had to tackle

So put your arms away and cease your cackle.

Instead of raising land and naval forces

To work set, and develope your resources.

Discharge your mind of Philhellenic frets,
Turn it to industry, and pay your debts.

When you 've rown up, and have got so much bigger
In Europe as to cut a serious figure,
Then then- may be some chance for yonr audacity,
At present you are not of that capacity.
So now desist from yonr intrigues and robbery,
And let me hear no more of all this bobbery.

BEWARE OF TRAPBOIS.

Is there any sufficient reason why sending a money-lender's circular

to a minor should not be rendered punishable ? And ought that act to

be made less punishable than the offence of sending a threatening
letter to anybody P

If. however, the paramount importance of Commerce requires that
the liberty of advertising shall be unbounded, might not some protec-
tion against usurers be afforded to infants by a certain relaxation of
the law of libel? If TRAPBOIS must needs be allowed to advertise
himself without restriction, let it be lawful to advertise TRAPBOIS.
Let parents, preceptors, guardians, clergymen, philanthropists, any-

body and everybody, have a right to post TRAPBOIS all about the
Universities and over camps and garrison towns, or any other places
in which TRAPBOIS is likely to catch youth.

"
Beware of TRAPBOIS."

"
Keep out of TRAPBOIS'S Clutches."

"
Borrow not of TRAPBOIS, the

Usurer."
" Who 's TRAPBOIS P A Bill Discounter lends money at

sixty per cent." Such are the sort of legends with which it ought to

be lawful to bill the hoardings, dead walls, and railway-stations, or to

put the unwary and inexperienced on their guard by means of a
watchman with a staff and a lamp displaying a nocturnal illumination.

Area of Force v. Force of Area.

THE
falling off in the security of our streets is ascribed to the great

extension of the area of Police-duty. This is very true, and may be
put in another way. Not only is the Police too small for the area, but
the area is too much for the Police

;
or to put it dynamically,

"
The

action of the force is in an inverse ratio with the area."

QUITE RIGHT, MY DEARS.

ALICE, CONSTANCE, DAISY, EVELYN, GEORGTNA, STJSETTE, and a
great many more most charming but slightly illegible correspondents,
are perfectly right in the conjecture which, with that intuition peculiar
to women, they have unanimously formed. BROwsixo'fcnew poem,
The Ring and the Boole, is all about a Wedding !

IK-DELICACIES OF THE SEASON. The Burlesques and Pantomimes.

THE CRIES OF THE SEASON.

A STRIKING illustration of the late extraordinary mildness of the
season occurred, the other day, on the Basingstoke platform of the

London and South-Western Railway. A boy ran along a train which

stopped there, shouting,
"
Any apples, oranges, lemonade, soda-water,

ginger-beer ?
"

If the weather shall have changed, will that boy and other boys,

touting the trains, cry,
"
Any taters-all-hot, kidney-puddings, wine,

negus, brandy, rum, pin, whiskey, spirits-aud-watrr, p- They
may add Punch's Almanatk. But both that and this periodical are to

be cried at all seasons and decried at none.

" A Bloated Aristocracy and a Bloater Church."

"JonN Ksox" confides to J/r. Punch his opinion that
"
Like all

people between two MOO!-,," Ritualists .-/ come to the rround.

They are neither Protestant nor Papist,
"
neither lish, flesh, nor good

red-herrin'."

Neither fish nor flesh, perhaps. But Punch must demur to the rest

of the description. Many Ritualists are
"
good," a few are not only"

read," but
"
well-read," and all, without exception, are

"
errin'."
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A COUNTRY-HOUSE STUDY.
Sister.

"
Toic, I THINK THIS MUST BE ONE OF YOUR GAITERS.

GET IT ON !

"
1 CAN'T

THE RITUALIST EAT.

(Sung in Character before the Judicial Committee of

the Pricy Council.)

PEOPLE talk of Church Mice,
And they call us Church Rats.

We, with subterfuge nice,

Dodge your dogs and your cats.

All your traps we defy,
We despise all your gins :

Ma'am, we don't want to pry,
But confess us your sins.

No. you can't rout us put
Legal ferrets are vain.

You go idly about
Rats of our sort to bane.

So we nibble your loaves,
And your fishes we gnaw,

To get rid of us coves,
You have too little law.'

You behold your Church all

Undermined with our holes.

Well, suppose it should fall,

We '11 take care of your souls.

We shall know when to flee,

From a tumbling-down home,
To the Fisherman's See,

Ratting over to Rome.

May be Seen any Day.
VISITORS to the New Metropolitan Meat Market in

Smithfield are struck with the appropriateness of a name
which appears over one of the stalls there SILVERSIDE.

KILLBT, too, they think not out of place, and when they
read at the foot of an announcement of the

"
Annual

Dress Ball in aid of the Building Fund of the Butchers'
Charitable Association," that the name of the Hon. Sec. is

BUTCHER, they go away happy.

RESIDENCE FOR THE CLERK OP THE WEATHER." The
Clearing-House."

THE DANGEROUS CLASSES IN DANGER.
SCENE A Thieves' Public House.

WILLIAM. JAMES.

James. Well, BILL
?
wot 's to come o' this here Re-formed Parliment ?

William. We shall see. 'Tis pro-rogued.
James. Ah ! Pro-rogued no doubt, out I 'm afeard it 's goin' to be

anti-rofjue.
William. In wot way, JIM ?

James. Well, yer see, BILL, there's a precious cry the respectable

beggars is now a gettin up for wot they calls the pertection of Society
agm the dangerous clarses. That 's we.

William. Ho, ho, ho !

James. You was never whipped. It's no larfin matter, I can tell

yer.
William. Who 's a goin to be whipped, unless he uses wilence ? and

there ain't no downright needcessity for that.

James. 'Twouldn't surprise me one bit if Parliament was to order
whippin for any fakement wotsomdever. Cause why 'i Cause it 's 'ad
sitch a effect upon garottin.

William. Cats is cheap, JIM.
James. That's jest it. And this here new Parliment is likely to be

equononucal, particler with that blessed BOB LOWE Chancellor of the
Exchequer.

William. No doubt but wot a whippin and twenty-one days is wus
than five years penial servitude alone.

James. A precious sight. I know I 'd rayther be in for ten year
ban two dozen lashes. Werry likely Parliment 's aware o' that fact
and may think it a good deal better and cheaper to whip me and send
me back to my pals than to keep me in quod.

Williami As I heard your namesake JEM the Penman once say,
PLATO, thou reasonest well."
James Too well, I'm afeard. They won't need for to keep us in

quod neither, if they does wot I expects they will.

William. Wot 's that?
James. Wy pass a blessed lawr exposin" hevery bloke conwicted of

a fust offence to so many years sirvelliance of the blessed Police.

William. Wot will the Bobbies do, then ?

James. Foller yer about wherever you goes, and if they suspects
you 've are a little game on 'and, search ye, to see if yer carries any
tools. If they finds any sitch thing as a jemmy about yer, or skellintons,

they '11 hike yer off to be tried for intendin' to commit a felony. Which,
bein' conwicted, praps you '11 be whipped all the same as if yer had.

William. Wot a blessed shame ! So this is 'ow you expects the new
Parliment to serve we. Call that a Reformed ParHment !

James. We ain't represented, BILL.
William. And yet the Railway and Jinte Stock interest is.

James. That ain't no more than 'arf a representation of the minority.
William. They talks of doin' away with the disqualification of the

Compound Householder. I tell yer wot it is, JIM. There won't be no
reg'lar Reform until they enfranchises the Compound Housebreaker.

James. BILL, let 's 'ave a demon-stration in 'Yde Park.
William. JIM, I 'm yer man. Representation for the Residivum !

But, in the meantime, I'm gallus afeard Parliment will anyhow put
us under the sirvelliance of the Police.

James. Which in course must be the total destruction of our lively-

wood, and then our only halternative will be industry or the workus.
William. Which is wus than the jale. Yah !

James. Yah! Ah! [Scene closes.

A Card.

BRITANNIA presents her compliments to Punch, and begs to observe,
on the suggestion that she should give up Gibraltar for Ceuta, that

Gibraltar does uit her, and Ceuta don't suit her.

ADA
TO FRED. Dinner forget if you like. Mais tie m' mibliez pas,

mon petit chat. If you do, by George ! nothing earthly can console

me, excepting Punch's Almanack, and that is really heavenly!
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DR. P (?} ON MR. MACKONOCHIE, 8cc. A NEW WAY TO PAY OLD BETS.

E, I don't often write to FOOLS who fling awav their fortunes by betting upon how
you, but havnifc last week would do well to take a leaf out of ihr bat ins-books where wagers like
sent a letter to the /'///;/<, the following are registered. We quote them from a recent Ictt'-r

it occurs to me that the from America, inserted in the Timet:
next best step to be taken
ii a rninniiinipiitinn nn tlif

slme su",ject to you

" Ludicrous election beta are now being paid in many placet. Tho lc*ra

wheel* the winner through the streets in a barrow, preceded by a Ui.
.,.; ...,1 r.,11 J I : J

Jn j;ew yor one j^j WM p^y ^
atreeU, and thui practically U=

mi f i o* f uv.vo in' niniM i lllivm&ll LUC *UCVtn 111 ,1

Ihe Judgment Sir, of
niusi.-, aud followed by a gaping crowd. In

the Privy Oouncil is but the loser wheeling a negro through the street
an exposition of various his regard for the African race."
Acts of Parliament, show-

ing what if the Law on this
'

,

e ""gw commen tis nove stye of betting to the noble race of

matter of Kites and cere- Plun?ers wno now gambol on the turf. How much better to wheel

monies in the Church of I Yin
m,
er "* a **rrow, than to hand him over a handful of bank-

En"land. It is not biudin"
notes ! V"5

"? ***"* a no fun
,

m "?PtyS one's pockets, and the

upon the consciences 01 Proce?3 exhausting one s credit with one s banker can hardly be

Churchmen It does not
amus'n > although done for sake of sport. Bets, however, of this kind

prevent them from Miecina rcP rte4 *rom ^ cw ^"ork 'TOuld afford both entertainment and pleasant
whatever they eaoote to occupation to men who find their time hang so heavy on their hands

belies. Therefore they can that they arc forced to kill it by goin? on the turf. To the philosophic

hold all Roman Doctrine,
lmnd

.

a pleasing theme for contemplation would be the sight of noble

even the supremacy of the
swel

.

k
^'V5 Reeled

about the streets each preceded by a band of

POPE in a certain sense as
mnalc anl' a banner, on which should be placarded the name of the

long as they do not out- }
oser

'.
an

|l
the wager he had lost. Instead of

betting
"thouV and

wardly demonstrate their !
Pomes' as young foolish plungers do, thev might, by betUng ndcs

inward convictions. This is what I mean by
"
the Loss of modes of '? .eelbarrow9, effect the needful tune-slaughter without hurting

outward expression of belief only drives pious souls more inward Pe
.

lr
,

e9ta
.
tes - By way of a variety, perambulators might be used

and the inward devotion shines the more through
" instead of wheelbarrows, and, in Leu of bands of music, a blast of

Since writing the above 1 have been led to consider the full import P,

cunv trumpets might proclaim the conquering better in his passage
and bearing of my argument, and I discover in it a new moral code for though the streets. Other wagers too might follow, such as drives

the benefit of society at large
about Hyde Park in a costermonger s cart, or rides upon a donkey in

I have been accused of too great liberality towards schismatics,
the thick of

^tten Row, with the eason at its height. Young GRKEX
heretics and Dissenters by my own party and I may again incur its may book a bet tliat lf I>ar'iltorM wms the Derby, he will hare to black

displeasure by stating boldly, ihat rdeeply sympathise th all those
hls

T
face a d plal the '""'J for an

iu
ll"u

.

r upon the doorstep of his club;

unhappy criminals hung or unhung, and with those no less unfortunate ,

r LoRD ToM NODDY may record that in the like event he will hare to

sufferers in civil actions, who have been unable to evade the legal
shave off one of his pet whiskers : and to go for a whole fortnight with

penalties which they have severally incurred a cabbage-leaf instead of a camellia in bis button-hole. Beta too may
This is a legitimate conclusion from my own premises and from it I

be mad
.
e tnat men must ^fe UP smokin? sixpenny cigars, and for a

do not shrink. given time must condescend to common Pickwicks; and wagers'

What, Sir, is any Judgment, Criminal or Civil, but
"
an Ezpotitioit 7^ be laid tbat

' '^Styrociel wins the Leger, LORD SWELLINGTON will

of an Act or Acts of Parliament ?" have to carry a baked tatoe can twelve times along Pall Mall, or

And, cu suck, not binding vpon the conscience of Englishmen.
ENSIGJC GUZZLER will have to drink mulled ginger-beer in lieu of iced

Ihe felon, unfortunately for him, being in the dock and guarded by champagne, and, instead of whitebait dinners, will be reduced to tea

police, cannot walk out and snap his fingers at Judge and Jury, as can
and shrunps upon his next six trips to Greenwich,

""^ n i!

!ai
r>^

IerRyman
-
at LoRD CAJKI(S. 'he ABCIIBISHOP OF YOBK,and all the Privy Council.

n
1! .^' ,?

ir> I wiu conclude
; and in conclusion will say this to

all Ritualists

<i,

1
!? T

ma
i

tter "* wbat Precise terms our belief is condemned ; no matter
hat Bishops and Archbishops equally condemn all our distinctive

:ts
; no matter that the spirit and tone of the entire English Com-

munion is against us, we can always meet a Judgment as we should a
temptation, and find a >ray to escape. Words may mean anytiling,
vervthmg, or nothing. Actions shall be valuable or worthless. But

with the exception of a few absurdly straightforward and honest men
who are no longer with us, we have shufiled and shirked from the
commencement, and, please Heaven, we will shullle and shirk to the
"na.

SMALL BEER CHRONICLES.

TWO EPITAPHS FOR A BIRD AND A CAT.

L
A CAT of our household killed a pet bird. The victim was buried

with as much pomp as a stable-boy for gravedigger, the cook and the

housemaid as mourners, could give to the ceremonial. On the tomb-
stone I inscribed

" Bora Atu in Terrii."

Neither the gravedigger nor the cook nor the houtemaid understood
it ; the latter, indeed, objco|Bg on the score that the canary wasn't kid in

a terrace at all. If the lower classes had been educated, they would
have understood this classic epitapL

n.

Onr large dog killed the cut that had killed the bird. We were
_

_,
^ mean) indeed much grieved. Two of the softer sex wept. One of the sterner

epuJdn t some, clever lawyer, like LEWIS AND LEWIS, find out that the interred the remains of poor Pussy, and another of the same persuasion
Judicial Committee had no right to sit unless the BjSHOP OF LONDON wrote o'er her silent tomb,
(or some dignitary) was on the Bench all the time ? Then the proceed-

"
Reqiiiet

>

I am, Sir, yours,

(The signature is illegible. Ed.)

P.S. In effect, I would say, with old Mr. //WAr,
"

\Vliy warn't
there an alleylu ':

'

i mean (and 1 don't often say what I do mean)

ings would have to be commenced de

A Rubric Well Ruled.
DR. PCSET complains that the Judicial Committee have not inter-

pret cd a certain Rubric, relative to the M.u KONOCIIIE case, gram-
matically. Ihey -will be generally considered to have interpreted it

according to its
obviously intended meaning. DR. PCSET must not

expect worldly judges to interpret even Church law in a non-naturalcpnco

Thcn^ moumfu] proccssion broke ,,, and gloomy regret .

PETTUMS,
DARLING !-Be not sulky. Xini is a good boy

loving lollipop awaits thee at the old, old tryst. fiorie>,s toi
Jeiiifi, tt tM it l'i _\rj[. Go and get his Almanack, if you still are in
sulks. It is a certain cure for jealousy as well as indigestion.

Think of Your Health.

BISCCIT." The opinion of the Medical Profession is

earnestly requested as to the injury likely to be done to the coats of

the stomach by such a mode of preparing an agreeable article of food,
which has hitherto been looked upon as perfectly innocuous.

LOST THE TRAIN.

HARLKT WnrpOLE, in the Christmas holidays, wishing to get as

soon as he could from Paddington to Shoreditoh, unfortnnat

hold of a cabman who did not know London well. The end of it was
that poor HARLEY was driven to distraction.
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"OH, THE MISTLETOE BOUGH!" (OLD SONG.)

Greengrocer, Jun. (to whom our Little Friend in Velvet had applied for a piece of Mistletoe for his own private diversion). "I'VE GOT YER A

BIT, MASTER GEORGE. IT AIN'T A VEKY BIG PIECE, BUT THERE'S LOTS o' BERRIES ON IT; AN' IT'S THE BERRIES AS BOSS IT!!!"

TELL THIS TO THE MAEINES.

PUNCH never allows an empty bottle to be called
"
a Marine

"
at his

table, without repeating the good old explanation of the image
" A

good fellow who has done his duty, and is ready to do it again."
He hates to hear the Marines chaffed, because he knows them to be

about the least indulged, most devoted, hardest worked, best drilled,

best set up, best officered, best disciplined, and best behaved corps in

the Service : and because at the bottom of the chaff occasionally fired

off at them by dandy and empty-headed officers of more
"
swell

"

branches, there lies nothing more respectable than snobbishness, con-

ceit of caste, and pride of privilege, the natural enemies of unfavoured

merit, continuous hard work, harassing service, and uncomplaining
devotion to duty.
As for Jack's half real, half affected antipathy to

"
sogers," that is

another matter. There is a natural antagonism between blue jackets
and red coatees, white-duck and pipe-clay, loose order and drill, stocks
and shirt-collars, schakos and straw-hats, buttons and lanyards. But
that does not hinder each Service from respecting the other at bottom ;

and both from pulling, working, and fighting together on all occasions,
like twins of the same bull-dog.
For the same reasons that Punch don't like to have his Marines

chaffed, he is sorry to hear that the Plymouth Manager has so far

forgotten himself as to poke fun at the Marine Officers in his Panto-
mime. He is still sorrier, however, to learn that the Marine Officer iii

command of the corps at Plymouth has condescended to notice this

piece of bad taste by forbidding the Marines the theatre.
COLOXKL PKNROSE should remember that the proverb,

"
de minimis

non rural," applies as well to military law as to civil.
r all, Pantomime impertinences should no more give offence

than Pantomime red-hot pokers burn. We never heard that Police-
man X was a less formidable guardian of the peace because of the bad
tune he has of it at the hands of Clown and Pantaloon ; or that the
butcher, baker, and greengrocer of private life were more liable to be
taken sights at because of the gross insults perpetrated on their order

in the comic business, for which their shop-fronts usually furnish the

background, and the proprietors the victims.

But. even if the stage were more likely to hurt, nobleut oblige.^

The Marine should be above bandying buffets with the Manager,
the Marines like to stay away from the theatre, let them, but don't

enforce their absence by pickets.
At the same time one cannot be sorry if the Plymouth Manager

should suffer for his impertinence in insulting a body of men who are

far more of an honour to their cloth than he is to his. We never heard

of anything that was particularly to his credit. We never knew anything
that was not pre-eminently to theirs.

Dead and Buried.
" LORD BURY signified his intention of moving to repeal the statute of

ANNE, making necessary the re-election of Members accepting offices under

the Crown." Parliamentary Summary of Tuesday, December 29M.

HOORAY ! More Power to LORD BURY ! It may be
"
no news

"

that
"
QUEEN ANNE'S dead ;" but it will be decidedly good news that

QUEEN ANNE'S Act 's buried.

A Great Curiosity.

"PIOR SALE. A Printing Machine (perfecting) made by DRYDKX.

Is it known to his biographers'that the great poet was of a me-

chanical turn ? The South Kensington Museum should secure at any

price this most interesting relic of ^' T~.*V,

THEATRICAL.

MR. BURHAKD'S new Burlesque, now playing at the Haymarket, is

called The Frightful Hair. Does this mean the Chignon ?

COUNTET SHAREHOLDERS. Ploughmen.

"
ren, la the M h

f iv?vH""'"'
d S1^''" l

>?
P"''h of *"" n'rkenwelj. In the County ol Middlesex, at the Printm* Offl=e of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, ft Co Lombard

tnan, in tl City of London, and Published by him at No. M. Fleet Street, In the Paruh of St. Bride, City of London. SiTtaUii . January 9, 1869.
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A NOTION OF A CHRISTMAS NUMBER.
HRISTJCAS and its holidays "are

over, but the Christmas perio-

dicals are still selling, at least

to judge by the maxim, ex vno

disce omnet. Modesty forbids

the more particular mention
of the Almanack to which this

refers. Some say there are

Christmas annuals more than

enough, but there is room for

one more, which, however,
would not make them the

more the merrier. Could not
the conductor! of a censo-

rious journal, if such there

be, come out, for once in the

way at least, with a Christmas
Number P The majority of

Christmas publications gush,
or are meant to gush, or to

eem to gush, with the milk
of human kindness. The one
which any severe contempo-
rary may be advised to issue,

mifrht, on the contrary, gush
:he bile of critical acri-

mony. The principal stock

subjects in connection with
( h i istmas might all be treated

in the spirit of Smellf**ptu,

by way ofa refreshing novelty.

Holly and mistletoe might be
shown up as paganisms parti-

cularly inappropriate to the

season, and instead of those

emblems, cypress and yew
might be recommended as

being more ecclesiastical,

because of their relation to churchyards. Plum-pudding and mince-

pie might be abused as conducive to heathenish and swinish gluttony,
and very unwholesome besides. "Holly and Mistletoe," "Plum-

pudding and Mince-pie," indeed, might be taken for the titles of articles

written in the tone above indicated. The topic of
" Pantomimes

"

illicit be treated in the same way with a pointed exposition 9f the

particular contrariety to all that Christmas means of gross and riotous

iiull'oonery. "Blind Man's Buff," and "Hunt the Slipper," might
be decried as well, and denounced as imbecilities characteristic of the

liritish middlr-elassrs, alike customary and contemptible. "Snap-
dragon

" would furnish a theme for similar comment, concluding with
the expression of the wish that every idiot who played at that

execrable game might burn his fingers.

A LADY'S PROTEST.
DEAR MR. PUNCH,

I AM a very social girl, and also very scientific, so I always
read the reports of the Social Science Meetings. I see that at one of

them, mentioned in the Standard (I am a Tory girl) DR. STALLARD
said,
" If only one quarter more of the dirt of London could be swept away than

now is, how great would bo the gain."

Dear Mr. Pinn-Ji, the gentlemen should be reasonable with us. I am
sure we women do what we can. My dress is very long, and I never

loop it up, not that my ancles are bad, but because it is absurd to care

about saving the clothes other people pay for. And I never come in

from a walk without bringing in more than my fair share of London
dirt with me, to say nothing of cigar-ends, orange-peel, herrings'-tails,
and other trifles, aud the way my brothers go on at me for what they
are pleased to call slatternliness, and how they name me DOROTHY
DRAGGLETAIL, and sing stupid songs about me, would daunt anybody
but a female who scorns to be dictated to about dress. Really, we
cannot do more than we do, and I only wish you could see my stock-

ings, and the state of my Mamma's new Turkey carpet.

Yours sincerely,

IMPBOVIDA.

Our ".Wag's Last."

IT is said that there were disturbances at Ceuta, owing to the delight
of the people at the idea of becoming English. But this was premature.
They must not be too ambitious. Ne Ceiita ultra crepidam.

SUPPLEMENTARY TKEASUEY MINUTE.

To be appended to that competed by Mr. Ward Hunt, and pulilitked

by Mr. Ayrton.

MY LORDS, adhering to all that has been set forth in the above

Minute, in regard to the extravagant habits of certain Civil Servant*

(whereby, and by reason of the embarrassments into which they plunge,
they are the less qualified to attend to the Business of the Nation . but

holding also that prevention is better than cure, annex the following

suggestions.
That young Civil Servants, on appointment, do privately take a

piece of paper, of any size or colour they may prefer, and do write

down thereupon the amount of their salary. That they sub-divide

this, with the aid of a Ready Reckoner, into fractional parts, so that

they may see how much hard cash they ought to spend daily, weekly,
monthly, quarterly, and yearly.
EXAMPLE. 100 a-year sounds largely to a youth who has previous!/

had nothing but pocket-money from his parents, but let him look at it

thus:

Per T*mr.

100
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them on your note-paper for you, with no charge for stamping. Free

armorial bearings, therefore, would afford a great relief, not so much to

the purses of the bloated few, as to the consciences of the attenuated

of Private Bills only and those not Par- many, whose letters are emblazoned, but who omit to return ttUBl

rid of them by reading hem this day six ! liability on that account in their assessed tax-papers. Perhaps MR
,rivate bills there is one which suggests a LOWE will, with lus ingenious ability, manage to

^repeal ^nmch
of

that which weighs

A FEELER ON FISCAL FREEDOM.

these private

Eublic

bill in store

the people. The

grocer's bill reminds

those who have been

obliged, or have been

stupid enough, to run

one up, of the bill

which is to give us

untaxed tea, coffee.

chocolate, sugar, and
all the otter elements

of breakfast, includ-

ing, of course, sar-

dines and caviare ;

although that may
still be "caviare to

the general
"

as much
aa ever.

MB.. GLADSTONE
will first despatch the

Irish Church Esta-

blishment. In its

stead he will esta-

blish ecclesiastical

liberty and equality,
to result, doubtless,
ia secular fraternity.

Having given Ireland

a free clergy, Angli-
can and anti-English,
as well as Noncon-
formist, he will make
way for ME. LOWE
to give the people of

the truly United King-
dom a free breakfast-

table, and thus carry
out the original idea

of MR. BKIGHT.

Of course the

CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQUER will un-
tax the breakfast-

table through mere
fiscal economy. He
will do it without

raising the Income-
Tax by one farthing.
He will not make a

class pay for the free

breakfast-table of the

community. No, the

present Government
is not going to imi-

tate the injustice of

its Conservative pre-

decessor, which did

part of tne nation the

expensive honour of

appointing them to

defray the cost of a

national war. But if

a Liberal Ministry
could stoop to adopt
the mean policy ol

confiscation, under'.the
mistaken idea of there-

by conciliating the

masses, who desire

nothing but equality
before the tax-

gatherer, how many desirable things they could liberate from taxation
besides the breakfast-table ! For example, Armorial Bearings.
The duty at present levied on the last-named appurtenances is no

longer a tax on aristocratic pride, but an invidious distinction, and a
cause of fraudulent evasion to boot, but not the boot of the Treasury.
Everybody almost now uses armorial bearings. If you have no crest

and scutcheon that you know of, you have only to send your name to

certain advertising stationers, and they will find you arms, and engrave

A STUDY FROM THE PARLOUR-WINDOW.
SEUSAN, TAKINO IN WHAT SHE NOT UNAPTLY CALLS THE " AREA-ATED BREAD."

upon our coats of

arms, without aggra-

vating the Income-
Tax.

PUNCH AT THE
MONDAY POPS.

SOMEBODY has de-

scribed the pleasures
of Elysium as eating

everlasting Me gras
to the sound of trum-

pets. But trumpets
seem to our thinking
to smack of Lord

Mayor's dinners, and
the like coarse enter-

tainments : and we
think that far more

exquisite than trum-

pets and fat livers

were the bliss of hear-

ing JOACHIM eternally

play Beethoven,. Or-

pheus with his lute

made fleas Skip to

him when he did sing :

but Orpheus with his

lute made never
sweeter music than
does JOACHIM with
his fiddle; and no-
where else does JOA-
CHIM play more
charmingly than at

the Monday Pops, for

nowhere else is he
more sure of an ap-

preciative audience.

Popular as these con-
certs very literally are,
and though many hun-
dreds of one shilling
seats are always
crowded by the public,
such silence is pre
served from the first

note to the last as our

opera habitues would
do well to try to imi-

tate. When the
Kreutztr is performed
by the fingers ofHERR
JOACHIM and ARA-
BELLA GODDARD, you
might even hear an
H drop, if any one
so far forgot himself
as to exclaim, "'Ow
'eavenly !

"

Punch has often
heard much nonsense
talked by musical con-

noisseurs, who com
plain of the sad dearth
of taste for music
in this country ; but,

seeing how St. James's Hall is weekly crammed in this eleventh

season of the glorious Monday Pops, Punch cannot quite agree
with this complaint against his countrymen. In the Delief that

such performances have a civilising influence, and in the want of a good
antidote against the poison of the music-halls, Punch wishes all success
to the

"
Ops

"
and to the

"
Pops

"
; and he hopes that no good church-

man, when he wants to hear good music, will think that, for his ticket,
it is wrong to go to CIIAPPELL.
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A YOUNG PHILISTINE.

Sunday School Teacher (examining the Children from the Old Testament).
" AND WHO WAS THE STRONGEST MAS ?"

Pupil (addicted to Light Literature).
" JACK THE GlANT-KiLLEB, TEACHER ! !

"

PRECOCIOUS PRINCES.

THE TUILERIES.

Prince of Asturia. I am so fond of you, my dear Louis, you can't
think. I like you better than all my sisters put together.

Prince Imperial. I have neither brother nor sister.but I am sure if I

had, I should prefer you to them. Do you like my Papa ?

Prince of Asturia. Much better than the King, I can tell you.
Prince Imperial. I don't see never mind. I hope you will live in

Paris a long time, ALTONSO.
Prince of Asturia (laughing). Thank you. It seems likely, I believe.

But if you were all to move, I think that my Mamma would follow
you.

Prince Imperial. She is a dear, but tee don't mean to more. My
Papa's dynasty is secure.
Prince of Asturia. How do you know that, my dear Louis ?

Prince Imperial. Wliisper. He knows all about it. He gives the
Marshals all they desire, and keeps them in the best temper with us.

Prince of Asturia. You are a year older than I am, Louis, and there-
fore I must not teach you. But I will only say that my Mamma did
exactly the same, and here we are.

Prince Imperial. Ah ?

Prince of Asturia. Yes, indeed.

[They meditate a
little, poor children, and then luckily recollect the

naing lesson.

Good News for Shakspearians.

Tir
CHARMING MADEMOISELLE NiLssoN has been prevailed upon byMR. MAPLESON to undertake to sing Ophelia in London, and is now

studying the part in Italian. We are
"
so glad." For she can sing.

Also, her delightful performance may direct English tastes towards the
play whence her opera is taken, and some day who knows we may
witness a good performance of Hamlet.' Thus sweetly doth music
become a patron of poetry.

PHOSPHORUS ON BOSPHORUS.
GHOST of MAHOMET THE SECOND !

" One of the Mosques of Con-

stantinople (that of Foundoukly) has, by the SULTAN'S order, been lit

up with gas, and the other Mahometan places of worship are to be

similarly illuminated. Punch is quite too much dumbfoundered to do
more than mis-quote a departed poet of Blackvood ;

" Stern shades of the proud Palnologi, come,
And when moonlight is stone on the broad Hippodrome, .

There pledge to the shroudless Comncni the cup,
For joy that the Hosques are all gas-lighted up."

Constantinople gas ! We wonder whether it is better tb/iif London
gas. It easily might be. We are the laggards in civilisation. Allah
Ola Allah!

Awful Warning to Wags.
A NEW literary journal has appeared at Bordeaux, called L'Huttre.

The authorities interdict its sale in the streets. Various pleasing

thoughts occurred to our Wag, hereon. He first asked why an oyster
should not be sold in the streets of Bordeaux as well as in those of

London. Then he was imbecile about an oyster being crossed in

literature. Then he got upon pearls, but we couldn't stand him any
longer, and told him that the second meaning of L'Huitre described

himself. He ran out to get a dictionary, and came in much depressed,

having discovered that such second meaning was The Simpleton. We
sent him home in a cab, and hope that he is no better than could be

expected.

CONUNDRUM BY DR. Z. B. P S T.

a Parish .Clerk is always offending hisWHY is it probable that

Clergyman during the week ?

Because the congregation invariably hear him on Sunday making
Amem to him.
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER THE FIRST. OF THE HAPPY FAMILY
FIRST BIRD OF THE LOT.

THE

FROM the Preface which was honoured. I hope, by your perusal last

week, you will have learnt the object of this present series. If you
liave not, I should be inclined to go over the same ground with you

again, did I not recollect that at the end I should be no further ad-

vanced than I was at the beginning, and moreover I should be com-

pelled, at the request of any who had seen neither this chapter nor the

nitial one, to accompany them also along the old path.
These two concessions would form precedents for a third, and then

Eeaven knows when the first Chapter would begin.

And besides the above considerations, there recurs to my mind the

ixcellent advice given by the celebrated MR. DUCROW to a dramatic

author, "Cut the dialect, come to the osses that's amoosin'."

No one knew better than that equestrian genius wherein lav his

strength. Peasants might defy proud nobles behind the footlights,

md be dragged off by the tyrant's
"
creatures

"
to the deepest dungeon

jeneath the castle moat, heroines might utter sentiments the most

virtuous, and keep the double-dyed villain at bay with his, the double-

dyed villain's own sword, but to '"osses" it must come at last; and
'osses meant to MB. DUCROW what the people had not only

" come for

to see," but the amusement of the evening, without which the

audience would not go away satisfied, even if they left at all, the

attraction that drew the metal into the Manager's pocket.
Cut the dialect and come to the 'oases. Cut this sort of semi-

jreface and your apologies for not giving us another for which

ipbody axed you, Sir, she said and come to your beasts, or your
iirds, or your fishes, Mr. Showman ; one by one, or two and two, in

Noah s-arkical fashion ; or all together, as they used to be when the

Eappy Family occupied
"
the finest site in the world

"
(I quote some

iclebrated person), between the Great Basilican Cruet-stand, commonly
ailed the] National Gallery on the one hand ; and on the other,
the Square of Trafalgar, with its terrace, and steps, and fountains,
with its view of a black GEORGE THE FOURTH, riding nowhere,^without
stirrups ; with its LORD NELSON, like an elevated DANIEL among the

Lions, near a cable to sit down upon whenever he feels so inclined,
but at present preferring to look over in the direction of Westminster,
reminding Honourable Members what are England's expectations of

every man in regard to his particular duty.
And the above description flows out of a space six feet or so, by

three or thereabouts, occupied by the familiar cage of the Happy Family.
I wonder what has become of them ? I seldom see them now

I had almost written
"
never," only that, being a logician. I knew that

a "particular" would totally upset my "general;" and I have a dream-
like notion of having met them once within the last ten years. Perhaps
it was a dream. I think that even then the Cat and the Monkey had
had a slight difference, not amounting to an actual rupture of the
amicable relations hitherto existing between them. They shared, so
to speak, a tail between them. Tins belonged to the Cat, but she
could scarcely call it her own for two minutes together, as the Monkey
was never tired of handling it, pulling it, admiring it, and evidently
regarding the Cat with envy, as a being at once curiously and wonder-
fully made.

1 fancy too, from a prophetic hint casually dropped by the Show-
man, that the Owl wno had sat blinking on her perch for years,
began to misuse her powers of observation. She made a deal of
mischief inside, and outside too, by communicating her suspicions to
the lookers-on, who up to that time had considered them as dwelling
in a perfect Agapemone, or Abode of Love. She spread some scandal
about the sleek black rabbit and the demure pretty little guinea-pig.
Not that Mrs. Owl said much ;

she hardly uttered a sound
; but if the

delinquents' names were mentioned by outsiders, she'd wink porten-
tously and shake her head so gravely and solemnly that you couldn't
help murmuring,

"
Dear me ! how shocking ! 1 'm really very sorry to

hear it," and would pass on without subscribing a penny for the support
of

^such
a hypocritical and profligate institution.

Thus it was, i believe that this Happy Family was broken up. Still

Owls, you see, run very deep. I dare say the dissolution of this

Happy Family is an exception. If the Owl had never winked and
blinked at anybody outside the cape, that little matter between the

'1 r. Rabbit and Miss Guinea-, ig might easily have been hushec
up ; and as no one beyond their own circle would have heard anything
about it, folks would still be holding up their hands in admiring wondei
at such blissful unity.

If the late estimable CHAHLES WATERTON had "not preferred stuffec
to live animals, he was just the man to have collected a Happy Family
on the above model, which he, doubtless, would have called "The
English Establishment." MR. WATERTON didn't, however, and I
won t ; at least not at present, having quite enough on hand with my
present exhibition.

I am rather among the birds, at first. It is not necessary to hav

kept poultry in order to have frequently met with, or heard of, a Jolly Old

Cock. The epithet "old" is loosely applied, and is more a term of

ndearment thana.deseription of any very advanced age; indeed, more

oquendi, it may be used of any one from fifteen to a hundred.

Nor, indeed, are the adjectives themselves so arranged as to bear too

lose an analysis of this meaning.
"
Jolly," by that licence which is

onceded to poetry and slang, is -often in the place of the superlative
'

very," and it might therefore appear as if the Cock in question was
'

very old."

As I have shown, such is not necessarily the case. 3

oily Old Cock to be
"
Old

"
(in an affectionate sense) Jolly Cock,

you will at once have before you a pretty clear idea of the bird in

uestion.

Now for this and other birds.

Some time since I had the pleasure of making the acquaintance ol a

jeautiful specimen; middle-aged, in full plumage, and quite Cock ot

his own walk.
I had known him by reputation for years before. Everyone said he

was a
"
Jolly Old Cock." I think as many say so now ; though, perhaps,

hey are not the same people.
The peculiar circumstances that interested me in this old Bird were

hese ; namely, that he was a Jolly Old Cock, that his son was a Great

loose, who married a Little Duck.
And of these the story you shall hear forthwith.

(To be Continued.)

HONOURABLE AND EIGHT HONOUEABLE.
The Right Hon. JOHN BRIGHT arrived at Osborne on a visit to HER

ilAJESTT.

The Right Hon. JOHN BRIGHT dined with HER MAJESTY.

The Right Hon. JOHN BRIGHT took his leave of HER MAJESTY."

Court Circular.

AND so
"
the whirligig of time

Brings its revenges round
"

!

Is it the ground has changed for him ?

Or has he changed his ground ?

This sitter 'neath the gangway moved
Up to the Treasury Bench !

A Member of the Cabinet, he
Who erst made Cabinets blench !

And yet the^ Offices go on
In calm circumlocution :

In Whitehall and in Downing Street

No roar of revolution !

And he can boast, and truly boast,
The change is not in him.

1 waited, as the years went by,
A .'id, resolved, and grim.

Thought out his thought and spoke it out,

Nor cared for howl or cheer :

Reckless what faith his speech might win,
What hate provoke, or fear.

Foresaw, foretold, derided oft,

The current of the laws ;

Nor steered his course for Office, more
Than shaped it for applause.

Till the great tide, whose forces deep
Nor men nor modes withstand,

Bore spoils of office to his feet,

And power into his hand.

"
I sought them not : they came to me,"
He says and says what 's true :

So Punch can vouch whose baton oft

Hath beat him black and blue.

A Comic Boon to Humanity.
CHLOROFORM appears likely to be superseded by the Protoxide of

Nitrogen. This new anesthetic is the old laughing gas. Operations
will become mere jokes when the patients undergoing them laugh at

them. Of course there will then be an end of all serious operations.

NEW TRAVELS.

MRS. MAIAPROP, who took the greatest interest in the QUEEN'S
Book, is eagerly looking forward to another treat of the same kind,

having heard that
"
HER. MAJESTY'S Tower

"
is about to appear.
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BETSY WARING.

(On Ecclesiastical Vestments and novel Ceremonies.) Affi :

"
Jenny Jonei."

You knows
" BETSY WARING,

What goes out a-charing,"
Likewise for an airing

On Sunday I go.
To Church at eleven,
Or P.M. at seven,
To 'ear about 'eaven

And what 's down below.
I likes when my teachers,
The reverend preachers,
Send tears down my features

A running : and, oh !

1 'ra sometimes a-weepin',
And sometimes a-sleepin',
But always a keepin'

Respectful : just so.

I 've old fashioned notions
About my devotions,
Which 1 takes, like my lotions,

At the proper time.
I 'm fond of a sermon,
And psalms about Hermon,
And hymns to a German

Tune ; which it 's sublime !

I likes the prayers said out,
The Colicks all read out,
With them we are fed out

Of Scripsher alone.

'Tis a block for my stumblin"
To hear parsons mumblin".
With the organ a-rumblin

To give "em a tone.

Years back, cast your eye up,
The pulpit was high up,
The reading-desk nigh up

ToMaf: it was/fe.
His head just emergin'
And dressed gown of serge in,
Sat droning and dirgin'

The clerk his
" Amen."

But now that 's all knock'd down,
The Clerk 's somewhere cocVd down,
And boys, whitely frock'd, down

The Church walk demure,
The "

wersiekles
"

singin',
The "

innocence
"

a-swingin',
And sparks about flingin',

I nope they insure.

The Curate, a spooney 'un,

Sings the Communion;
His voice is a tuney 'un

At a slow rate
;

They separate
"
the sexes,"

Which some people vexes,
And they sing all the texes,

While handin" the plate.

They crosses and blesses,
Wears wonderful dresses,
Their names no one guesses ;

/WM (old: so you see .

They call "em
"
dam-maticks,"

Ana that 's like Rheumatics,
Which I wish them fanatics

Could feel 'stead o' me.

We don't have no hossacks :

The clergy wear
"
cossacks,"

Which fit as they wot sacks
Tied in with a band

They calls lessons, "lections;"
They makes "

Jcnnyflexious
"

In various directions,
I don't understand.

They 've one papist Massy bell,

They wear
"
cope

"
and chatty\\,

Which makes me irascible

As a Protestant taught
To call all this flummery"

Papistical mummery :

"

They do this my summary
What they didn't ought.

If Bishops don't stop it,
The Clergy won't drop it,

The rich folks up prop it,

Well let 'em, / say.
I '11 pat my golosh up,
And TOM'S magginloM up,
Till I 3nd where to teas/tup

In the old fashion'd way.
They've "chassybel" and

A
cope" too,

They '11 soon have a Pope too,
I must say I hope to

See them go to Rome :

Oh drat them fanatics

As wears them dammatics,
Yes, 1 '11 stop, with rheumatics,

Next Sunday at home.

HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
PASS the Amontillado and touch upon Spain, glancing rapidly at its

beggars, bull-fights, castanets, chestnuts, \Don Quixole. fans, randan-

goes, gipsies, Inquisition, LOPE DE VEGA, mantillas/mules, MURILLOS,
olives, olive complexions, olla podrida, onions, priests, queens, revolu-
tions and wines (including its CLARET) ; then, by an(easy transition,
glide from PRIM to Primogeniture, and entail upon your audience a
brief resume of the letters and articles that have lately been written on
this fertile topic, so as to land them in a discussion embracing the
descent of real property, wills, marriage settlements, eldest sons, in-

testacy, gavelkmd, fee-simple.^ solicitors' charges, and Borough
English, which will remind you of the Election Petitions, and the

pleasant Christmas seventy M.P.'s must have passed, thinking of those
three terrible Judges, BLACKBURN, WILLES, and MARTIN, whose
name will naturally (or rather natural historyally) introduce the un-
timely appearance of a swallow on a vicarage lawn in Somersetshire,
as an indication of the mildness of the season, the swallow leading
you on to dilate upon the cost, as lately stated, of the dinner on Lord
Mayor's Day, an entertainment sure to put into your head the

"
Loving

Cup
"
which gave you so much pleasure at the New Royalty Theatre,

and the Pantomimes, and Cyril's Success, which deserves to oe a great
success at the Globe, and the new Gaiety, whose Manager, following
the good example set years ago at the Adelphi, having abolished afl

fees, ought to be rewarded by finding his handsome house become in
this cosmopolitan London to quote MR. BURKE" the Gaiety of

Nations," a phrase which perhaps, at this present juncture, you will

remark, does not make one at once think of Turkey and Greece, two
nationalities certain to tempt you to serve up some) of the fine old
fruity jokes their names suggest ;

but you must resist your evil pas-
sions, and also your inclination to go into the Paris Conference, and
guesses at its result, and other speculations, (including OVEREND,
GURNET & Co.), and instead be firm as a rock, and protest against
Gibraltar being exchanged for Ceuta, and express your satisfaction at
the decision come to touching another suitor in the cause of MARTIN
v. MACKONOCHIB, always provided that you have previously made
sure that there is not amongst the company an uncompromising mem-
ber of the English Church Union," or the Editor of a High Church
paper, or a Curate blushing rubric red, or fiery young Acolyte dis-
sentient listeners who might be the cause of an eruption, which would
be undesirable just when you wished to join the ladies, and ascertain
the exact shade of the new Colour" Aamme du Vesmte."

AGRICULTURAL. The poorest farmer in the land, if unable to feed
his calves, can always graze his shins.

,

LONG LIFE TO THE LIFE-BOATS !

"
LIFE let us cherish," as an old song says, and therefore, as another

old song says, let us Man the Life-boat. Now, you Gentlemen of

England, who live at home at ease, and sit cosily at dinner with TOUT

napkins on your knees, how many lives do you suppose have been
saved in the last twelvemonth by the Lifeboat Institution ? Just look
at this account of its year's labours in life-saving :

" This long list makes a total of 570 lives rescued by the life-boats of the
Institution from the above-Darned disasters, in addition to twenty-four vessels

saved from destruction. During the same period the Life-boat Institution

granted rewards for saving 259 lives by fishing and other boats, making a

grand total of 829 lives saved mainly through its instrumentality. In the
same period the crews of the life-boats of the society, at a very large expense,
hare either assembled or put off in reply to signals of distress ISO time* to

ihips not eventually requiring their services."

And look at this account of work done since its starting :

" The number of lives saved either by the life-boats of the institution, or

by special exertions for which it has granted rewards since its formation, is

17,800, for which services ninety gold medals, 792 silver medals, and 28,906
in cash, have been given as rewards. When we remember that nearly every
life saved by life-boats has been rescued under perilous circumstances, it wifl
at once be seen what great benefit has been conferred by the Life-boat Insti-

tution, not only on the poor men themselves and on the country, but also on
their wives and children, who would otherwise be widows and orphans. Since
the beginning of the present year the institution has spent 18,813 on its

194 life-boat stations on the coasts of England, Scotland, and Ireland ;
and

since its first establishment in 1824 it has expended 212,820 on its life-boat

stations."

Britons often brag about their British
"
institutions." Now, is not

this an Institution which we may well be proud of ? and should not

every great Briton, and small Briton, who is rich enough, fork out like

a Briton for the Life-boat Institution f

A Trifle from the Bock.

WE have rarely read a better thing than this, which we find in the

Home News for India :

" 'Whether we give up Gibraltar, or do not, there can be no hurry. We
should like the Spaniards, in the first place, to show themselves mindful of

two things ;
the Bonds from which England delivered Spain, and the Bonds

which Spain has delivered to England."

If Indian readers are often treated to brilliancy like this, no wonder
they don't think much of LORD MATO.
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A NOBLE PATTERN TO PUSEY AND CO.

OP course. Mr. Punch, you are aware that the MARQUIS OP BUTE,
who was said to have arrived at years of discretion the other day, has

gone over to Rome. You will probably consider that in so doing he

set an example which the Ritualist parsons would do honestly to

follow. One of these gentlemen, the REV. MR. GOING, is reported to

have celebrated a mimic mass at St. Paul's, Walworth, last Sunday
week. Is it not high
time, Sir, that this

GOING was gone ?

And if he hesitate to

;o, about his business

it any rate, and out
of his Walworth in-

cumbency, ought he
not to be made, and
can he not be ? Are
lot these also ques-
tions to be asked con-

cerning the REV. MR.
ABBOTT, one of his

issistant mimes, and
likewise with respect
to the REV. MR,
RICHARDS, who is

said, whilst MESSRS.
Some and ABBOTT
were playing Popery
it Walworth, to have
>een engaged in a
similar performance
at All Saints', Marga-
ret Street? As to

MR. MACKONOCHIE,
le appears not as yet
:n have made his mind
up whether he will

obey the law or no
;

the necessity, there-

fore, for his expul-
sion is not urgent.
In the preachment

ofPARSON RICHARDS,
as reported in the

Times, on the occasion
above referred to,

you may have been

amused, Sir, by the

passage following :

" But now that the
Church is in earnest it

is persecuted; it is in

the condition of the
words of St. Paul,
1 Troubled on every
side,' and he doubted
not that days of prose-
cution and persecution
were in store, and that
some would seal their

confession with their
blood."

Perhaps, Sir, MR.
RICHARDS has as little

serious doubt that the
time is coming when
Ritualists will be

martyred, as he has
of the reality of his

power to perform in-

visible miracles. If

so, then there is all

the greater reason

why he should take pattern from that conscientious young man, the

MARQUIS OP BUTE. He may be quite sure that the Legislature, so
far from ever venturing to persecute the genuine Roman Catholic

Priests, will let them have everything entirely their own way, except,
perhaps, that, should they insist, as ARCHBISHOP MANNING says, on
either

'

mastery or martyrdom, it may be so judicious as to allow
them neither the one nor the other. If Parson RICHARDS will only
turn Romish Priest, he may profess to perform what miracles he
pleases without molestation from the law or the Legislature. He
will also enjoy the satisfaction of having his miraculous pretensions

not denied both by Protestants and Romanists too : and this is a con-

sideration which all the other Ritualist parsons might put in their pipes,

or rather their censers, and smoke. Parson GOING, for example, is

held by the priests whose practices he tries to imitate, a mere layman,

disqualified from filling any pulpit above that of an auctioneer. He
may knock himself down, then. Again I say, let GOING be gone.

The MARQUIS OF BUTE is reported to intend proceeding to Palestine.

On this pilgrimage the patrons of the M. B. waistcoat may be farther

advised to march after him. Anyhow they might go to Jericho.

The version, not
to say either conver-
sion or perversion, of

the MARQUIS OF BUTE
is his own affair, and
that of nobody else

but the POPE, and the

POPE'S British sub-

jects, for whom, pro-

bably, it will be a

good thing. In get-
ting a

"
vert

"
worth

300,000 a year, the
Fisherman of the

Tiber may be said to

have hooked a con-

siderable gold-fish.
From this combina-
tion of "or" and
"
vert

"
will accrue,

doubtless, Peter's
Pence and their

equivalent in many
Zouaves and Chasse-

ppts, that will perform
visible miracles, which

nobody can deny ; no,
not even one who
holds, in relation to

the See of Peter, the

place of the Member
for P TERBOROUGH.

P.S. The Ritualist

parsons cannot follow
the MARQUIS OF BUTE
without leaving their

incomes behind them.
But what is that to
"
pious souls

"
like P.

and Co. ?

'A BONNIE LASSIE OF '"THE PERIOD."

AJARRING NOTE.

THE subject of
"Musical Pitch" is

too abstruse for us,

quite out of our com-

pass, as the whole
tenor of this para-
graph will show, in-

deed we have been

obliged to look into
"
Knight

"
for the

meaning of diapason ;

but as there are pre-

luding symptoms of

discord and disagree-
ment on the question,
we just note it, on
this which is or ought
to be the octave of

St. Cecilia, to express
a hope first that the

conductors of the dis-

pute will not be such flats as to descend so low in the scale as to

pitch into each other, and next that they will come to a harmonious

conclusion, and be successful in attaining the pitch of perfection. Pitch

suggests toss, but perhaps this mode ofdeciding the point (not coun-

terpoint, is it ?) would be thought too low. We proposed it with a

quaver, merely as a crotchet of our own, and hope very soon to have
the pleasure of hearing MR. SIMS REEVES in Exeter Hall again.

" WATERLOO JUNCTION." WELLINGTON and BLUCHER.
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OLD NICK-OTIN STEALING AWAY THE BRAINS"
GATOEAMUS IGITUR, JUVENES BUM Suiir/s ;

IN JTJOUNDi JUVENTUTE, N08 HABEBIT fVXVS I

OF HIS DEVOTEES.

THE CHEMISTRY OF QUACK HATE-WASHES.
MR. PUNCH,

TRUTH is stated in the letter in the Times of the other day,
headed

"
Poison for the Hair." My hair has got very grey but I am

not very old so my hair is greyer tnan it ought to be, and I look older
than I am. Hence I have people, on occasion, offering me their arms,
as though I could not walk without assistance. Unless I take care to

spring into an omnibus, my entrance is generally expedited with a

helping hand by the RICHARD BAXTER of a conductor. Also people
are apt to shout into my cars as though I were deaf, and to inform me
that 1 must expect this, that, or the other at my time of life. All this
is a bore, and if I could renovate my hair, at least to a shade that
would not be ridiculously out of keeping with my visage, I shouldn't
mind.

Sir, a bottle of wash fell in my way, purporting, by a statement with
which it was labelled, to be a restorative of the hair to its pristine
colour, but no dye. If I had believed this I should have used the

wash, in order to put a stop to the civilities and incivilities with which
people, according to their natures, are accustomed to annoy the aged-
looking. But I suspected that it contained sugar-of-lead the parent,
by absorption, when rubbed into the system through the scalp, or any-
where else, of painters' colic and palsy. So I got a spoonful of it

given
me, not to buy a bottle for several shillings, and to this, Sir, I

id add a few drops of iodide of potassium dissolved in water. Let
any of your readers who flatter themselves that they are renovating
but not dyeing their hair by the use of any such popularly advertised
wash, go and do likewise. If, then, the wash thus tested is struck, as
I found it, a rich yellow, the lotion is leaden, and their heads will be
more so if they continue to use it.

Ah, Sir, the best thing to prevent the hair from turning grey, and
without which nothing will ever restore its colour, is the blessed cer-
tainty of a sufficient income. It is the winter of anxiety that crests
the head with snow, and makes a Mont Blanc of a man be he never so
stumpy. If Nature has endowed him with reflective faculties, and

Fortune has not endowed him with an assured competence, no wash
that is not a dye will avail to renew his hair, so as to improve it to any
colour from that of mouldy, if not, CAJJISSOCUS.

Tuelfthcake Day, 1869.

FINNIS AND THE FARMER.
PUNCH has a propensity for praising Aldermen, and it is a shame

that they do not more often give him the opportunity of indulging it.

He pounces upon a case in which he has that happiness. A Norfolk
farmer of substance (for he occupies 700 acres) was brought before

MR. ALDERMAN FINNIS, last week, charged with sending up abomi-

nably unsound meat to the London market. When the charge had
been proved, MR. ALDERMAN FINNIS observed that a fine woula be no

punishment, and therefore he favoured the substantial but unrighteous
farmer with a sentence which probably involved some-^-he sent the

farmer to the House of Correction for a month. The rich are in no

danger from such rascality, they pay hideously extortionate prices, but

they get good meat ; but in the interest of the poor, who are poisoned
with carriou food, Mr, PaneA heartily thanks ALDERMAN FINNIS for

the example made in the person of FARMER DODD, of Great Ryburgh,
Norfolk. We imagine that it will be very safe indeed to deal with
that bucolic personage, when he shall have returned into the peaceful

groves of his county.

Never Despair.
MR. DREW, who has not succeeded in drawing MR. BRIGHT, as

President of the Board of Trade, into approving his scheme for destroy-

ing bottle-nosed whales, should apply to the Teetotal Societies : they
would be sure to join him in any plan for exterminating animals of such
a dissipated appearance.

Vox STELLARUM. It is reported from Greenwich Observatory that

there is reason to believe that Berenice's Hair is false. Nothing sur-

prises us now.
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EVENINGS FROM HOME.
HE Covent Garden Panto-

mime, or Pdguw-tomime, as

it might be called but- isn't,

is brilliant and
"
gorgeously

mounted," especially Ma.
STOYLE, the basso, on two

ingeniously contrived cro-

codiles ;
but it is not, to

my thinking, very funny.
Funny, when the inimitable

PAYNES are on, it can't help

being, representing as they
do Robinson Crusoe and
Man Friday, but very fuiinj

it is not. Nor is MK. MOR-
<;AX'S Transformation Scene

equal either to his last year's

performance, or "the clock"

one in Cinderella ; neverthe-

less it is sure to be popular
on account of the lavish

display of foil, tinsel and

bright colours. By the way,
MK.HAKUIS is a very clever

man; but why does he

always come forward to

bow whenever great 'ap-

plause greets some scenic

effect: surely he can't do

everything at Covent Gar-

den? Perhaps, though, he

does, and I didn't know it
;

so lest 1 should make some

other egregious mistake, I will, with the kind permission of my friends

in front, pass on to . ..

. Drury Lane. Charmingly pretty : specially adapted lor young chil-

dren, and to old boys, it is brimful of real pantomime fun. The Pvss in

Boots is played by MR. IRVING, who sings and dances capitally.
Ihere

is a good little bit of burlesque on the sensation scene in After Dark.

The Cat is shut up in a basket, and breaks through to save his young

master, whom villains as cruel as MESSRS. WAITER LACY and MURRAY
at the Princess's have laid across the track of of no, not the tram, but

the Miller's Wheelbarrow, which is driven on with all the noise, shrieks,

and steam-up music that announces the approach of the velocipede

engine and third-class carriage in MR. BOUCICAULT'S piece. MR. CUM-

MINGS, as a Notary, sings a well written song, detailing the legacies in

a will, which would be encored in a smaller house. The Comic business

by MR. CLOWN & Co., (there are a double set), is full of "hits of the

past year all more or less telling. Had I two hearts, 1 had lett them

both with Mademoiselles the Columbines ;
but not being so provided,

I could only envy MR. HARLEQUIN, and console myself with a pinch ol

snuff, subsequently, at the house of everyone's esteemed friend and
"
dear boy," Paddy Ever-GREEu's. .

The Lyceum is also a capital boys' and girls Pantomime, and i

remarkable among other matters as containing only one allusion tc

somebody of the name of SMITH. We shall return to this subject next

week, as the legs, or corkscrews on which MR. |VoU8 dances deserve ai

especial notice, and the Transformation Scene is one of the prettiest

and most tasteful of any we have witnessed.

By the way. among the signs of these Theatrical times is the lact

that at four Theatres in London are now singing and acting four young
ladiesfrom the Music Halls. The Gaiety has one in Miss CONSTANCE

LOSEBY : Covent Garden one in Miss NELLIE (why not ELLEN ? was

she christened NELLIE ?) POWER : the Queen's one in Miss KATE

(Catherine surely,
not KATE, sweet KATE) SANTLEY, and Drury Lane

possesses Miss HARRIET COVENEY.
Perhaps the Music Halls are not doing so particularly well just now

certainly I see that no spirited Proprietor has yet got the Oxford.

The Gaiety, in MR. GILBERT'S Operatic-burlesque of Roberto, present

good Christmas fare; and MIL WIGAN'S personification of the Mounle
lank is the salvation of a crude piece. This theatre, I suppose, i

going to take up the Opera bovffe line, and I hope its management wi

bring forward some English talent which is only waiting such a chance

The lobbies of this house being still, of course, rather damp, are fum

gated by
" RIMMEL'S vaporisers." This is not mentioned as a puff

tar from it: but if MR. RIMMEL will only put some of his delicion

perfumes (and he has got some) into these machines, I will mentio

him again .with pleasure. The Gaiety stalls are comfortable, and th

house is brilliant. Here Venus and Mars wait upon the worshippei
of the ComicMuse that is, amiable young ladies take your coat, ifyou

'

let "em (and you can't refuse), and commiuionnaires take your tickets

amiable young ladies offer you books and refreshments, rommiisionnair

briefly, but politely, tell you where to go ; and more amiable yonn

adies curtesy you to your seat. These nymphs were I was informed

yaslydogwL knew all about it, trained behind the counters and

alls of the Alhambra. Perhaps so; but no matter: they are very

ice, and here's a health to all good lasses, merrily take your opera-

lasses, sweep the stalls and boxes round. .

What can I say of the HaymarketP MR. BOTHERS is back : with

im the Hero of 'Romance as Jumpy as ever Alter this piece is ended,

on will see MR. KEXDAI.'S performance of ryvyan the InMful Ihnr ;

id if you've not seen HERR BANDMANN, you'll, see MR. KENDAL m
travestie on his part which i better than the original : it you haven

;en BAKDMANN, never mind, see KBNDAL. Any author of travesti

eceives his reward from MR. GOMPTON, who plays burlesque M

pirit, seriously, and makes every line tell, when it has got anything to

11 in it- and when it hasn't, why his delivery makes you think i

Iiss IOXE BI-KKK sings and plays well
throughout,

and comes
put

ery strong in the last scene as a barrister. By the way, talking ot

ood music (I wasn't, I know, but suppose we suppose 1 was), MR.

VKNDAL gives MR. ARTHUR SULLIVAN'S Fifaro sort of song Irom lus

ontrabattdista admirably. Not a note or a word is lost.

This was only intended as a sort of prelude to one of the usual dra-

latic sketches made in the front of the house, which, Ladies and

reutlemen, I shall, with your tey'mA permission, call the Man in the

ox, and which 1 will give you next week ; or, not to be too particular

s to dates, as soon as possible. . , .

** Why do actors ordinarily say
"
Stee-y

"
for sky, ***-id ' r

ind,
"
Leeeeto-cj

"
for Lucy,

"
7/a-aven

"
for Heaven ? &c. 1 his is not

ew ; but no explanation has ever been given. A Pronouncing Dic-

oiiary for the Stage would be useful.

AN USURER'S THRENODY.

TWOS the cruel minute on my ujc as urn iu.

Of the Treasury Board wot they made at Whitehall.

And the thought to my 'art like a dagger went 'ome,

As I thought of the ruin of bis'nis to conic ;

And I felt pretty nearly to tear my clothes fain,

But thought that would be wastiu my own things in vain.

I remembered how fondly on them bills I gazed,

That I 'eld of young clerks for the money they raised ;

Bills at sixty per cent, vilst they now must decline,

At the risk oftheir berths, all temptations of mine.

I'm afraid of sitch profits I've seen the last day,

And best part of my custom shall 'ave took away ;

And I vishes an earthquake 'ad appened instead,

And the Treasury fell on the Government's 'ead.

The 'Oss Guards may the same regulation ordain,

And the 'Varsities likewise, prewentin my gain ;

Then us poor bill-discounters all ruined vill be,

And 'ave vurk, or the vurkus left only for ve.

PUNCH'S REVIEW.

Kelly's Directoryfor 18G9.

THIS notice is simply apologetic. We have laid down one rule tor

ourselves, from which we will not depart. We never review a book

which we have not gone through from beginning to end, making such

notes for reference, as may occur to us. Christmas has somewhal

interfered with our examination of this Directory, and we have as yet

?ot only to the north end of Bowterie Street, E.G. Thus far, we have

found no fault, and we may say that the gigantic work appears to us

to contain everything that anybody can by possibility want, and i

great deal more. But we are approaching a most interesting and ex

citing part of the composition, and we will spoil neither the pleasure

of our readers nor our own by forestalling. We are rejoiced to see

that the author is unflagging as ever, and that his stores seem to be

inexhaustible.

Music and Patriotism.

MR. SIMS REEVES is carrying the point for which, with true artistii

feeling, he has long been struggling, in his own interest, no doubt, bu'

not less in that of the singing world. MR. HALLE, among other cele

brities, has given in his adhesion to the proposed reform. The Englisl

Pitch is to be lowered to the French standard. But never shall the

English Tar bow before the standard of France. Jammy, Mounseer

That, we are adamant about.

FAR most IT. The woman who is bent on marrying a man because

he is a Lion, should remember that it does not necessarily follow tha

she will become a Lioness.
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
and the KIM; or GREECE; and the Paris Conference; and the

Velocipedes in that city, and the probability of their becoming the
fashion in London ; and the dirt and danger of our streets ; and the
Police ; and the organs ;

and the niusinil pitch ;
an<i u;tion

of sea-birds on the Bass Hock; and Gibraltar; and the settlement of
the difficulty with China, and "

Tea, Sir, is in the Drawing-room."

i.\VAYS adapt your conversation to your company. ,

If you find yourself seated at dinner by the side of
j

the wife of a dignitary of the Church of Ireland.
[

eulogise Alii. GLADSTONE and MR. BRIGHT, and
j

ask her whether it is true that the average at-

tendance at Divine Service in Protestant Churches
in the Catholic Provinces is eleven, includ-

ing the clergyman's family and the officials. If your next-chair

neighbour chances to be a lady who is of the Evangelical way of think-

ing, lament the unpleasant consequences that seem to result in China
and elsewhere from the injudicious zeal of Missionaries, and tell her,
if you happen to be an M.P., who has not been petitioned against, that

you mean to bring the matter before Parliament. References, amusing
but slightly irritating, to MR. BENNETT or Ma. MACKONOCHIE. and a

positive assertion that ARCHDEACON D N in [early life held Pela-

gian opinions, and that DR. P T was inclined to adopt the tenets of
EMANUEL SWEDENBOKG, will make the after-dinner hour pass pleasantly,
if the clergyman near you shows by his vestments and conversation that
he would prefer the stake to having his candles put out by that extin-

guishing LOUD CAIRNS. You can have no hesitation as to what you
should sny to the foolish young creature whose hair, now of golden
lustre, you remember was shabby colour when you met her twelve
months ago at the LUMLKY GILLSONS : remarks ou the destructive
character of dyea and washes and the diseases their use brings on.

including hydrocephaliis, malaria, madness, and impecuniosity, from all

of which several of your own friends and relatives have had hair-breadth

eseapes, will fill up the intervals between the quadrilles agreeably,
and if you are of a jocular turn, as you go round the room, and the
room goes round with you in the waltz, whisper that you suppose
women always were, and always will be, dying for men. Your popu-
larity with boys in the holidays will be unbounded, if you can encourage
them to give you the date of the foundation of ancient Rome, or the

leading events in the life of NUMA POMPILIUS, with a translation off
hand cl

" Mm iiniti'i- xi/x exf mala," or any other scrap of catch Latin
you can think of over dessert

; while, if you desire to make yourself
agreeable to their sisters' governess, the readiest way will be to invite
her opinion as to the best manuals of geography, chronology and
calisthenics.

Pass the bottle and get upon bottle-nosed whales ; and the PRINCE'S
visit to Egypt, and the reception he will have from the Viceroy ; and
LORD SPENCER'S public entry into Dublin; and GLADSTONE'S inten-
tions on the laud question ;

and threatening letters; and letters in the
papers about primogeniture, hair-dyes, young men, criminalism and
pauperism ; and poor outcasts in rags looking into fruiterers' shop
windows at pears a guinea a-piece ;

and the first-fruits of Ministerial

economy, as shown in reductions m Commissiouerships, Dockyards,
and Public Departments ; and the Department of Science and Art,
and the Meyrick Collection of Armour at South Kensington and the
new Parish Church it is proposed to build in that quarter of London

;

and the Ritualists and their meetings in freemasons' Hall ; and the
PRINCE OF WALES having become a Freemason while, in Denmark ;

VOL. LVI.

HEEE HE IS AGAIN !

WHO? WHT, OCtt OLD POET OP THB PHILHARMONIC. DON'T TOD
REMEMBER BIS DIVINE STYLE IN BYE-GONE YEARS OF MUSICAL
STRIFE 'i YOU WILL DIRECTLY.

WELL. I declare ! If Music, which means the tame as Harmony,
And if there are any Savage Breasts professes to be quite equal to

charm any,
Isn't again causing Able Conductors and Pleasing Vocalist* to fly

at each other.

When every true Musician should regard the rest as a Man and a
Brother.

(Of course I don't mean when he 's a Sister, that 's different conditions.
Instance GRISI, PATTI, LUCCA, NILSSOS, ARABELLA GOUDARU, and

TrriENs)
Instead of letting Passions rise because Pitch is to be let fall,

Surely such Sentiments don't become I'hiladelpheion, namely, Exeter
Hall.

Highty tighty, goody me, I tay, Come you know, Bless me. My word !

Considering the Matter in unfriendly Spirits is a good deal worse than
absurd.

Why, you know, if Brazen instruments gets rusty, a Sensible Man oils

'em,
But if Human Voices grow rusty, the rust takes and Spoils 'em,
Because you can't oil voices, though you can the inside of a throat,
As salads, Cod Liver, Olives, Castor, Sardines, and others useless to

Quote.
Brilliant no doubt, Conductors are, like the lightning which runs down

them.

(Not them, but the iron ones) and ought to have Noble Laurels to
crown them,

And I'm sure to hear a great orchestra go off Simultaneous

Impresses with the highest idea of Instrumental genius.
But voices before instruments, MIRIAM before TUBAL CAIN,
(At least she came after him, but my Allegorical meaning is

plain)
What is made by Nature can only be mended by her, and she won't

mend it,

Whereas Most Respectable makers will mend your Pipe whenever you
please to send it.

And if SIMS REEVES, and HALLE, and MANNS, and the rest say Down
with Pitch,

(As if laying Bitumen pavement) the Conductors should behave as sich.

That .is, conduct themselves, namely, with Suavity, Conciliation, and
leave off sulking,

Pitch ill feeling to the deuce, and Toss discord clean out of the Welkin.

NOT AT ALL PHARISAICAL.

A FRENCH gentleman, writing on French theatres, informs us that

as soon as a Parisian young lady is married, she demands to be taken
to a playhouse, where it is supposed that she is more likely to see and
hear tl: it she should not

"
than in any other edifice of the kind. We

are sorry to hear such an account of the mothers of Young France.
On the whole, we are glad that no such marriage right exists in Eng-
land, and that if there did, we have no theatre for its exercise. Flippant,
stupid, sensational, our theatrical presentations may be, but they are

nearly harmless, and would be quite so if managers were aware how
very inexpensive, thanks to free trade and improved machinery, femi-

nine garments are. The misplaced economy which deprives the ballet

of clothing may be creditable to the honesty of managers, but is other-

wise objectionable. But we have no Palais-Royal for the demoralisation
of brides.

Parliamentary Thought.
ONE of the Windsor election witnesses described somebody as the

very nian that was wanted as an agent,
"
because he looked e.\

like a tool, but wasn't one." Curious, that many electors should employ
precisely the opposite rule when selecting the very man wanted as

an M.P.

WELL BUM:.

SENDING a donation the other day, anonymously, to the -Metropolitan
Free Drinking Fountains' Association (a deserving society), V\ ATER-
FORD LAKE signed himself, not inappropriately

" A Well-Wisher."
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PLEASANT REFLECTION.
Servant. "On, MISSIS SAT, you 'RE TO ASK WHY CANDLES is DEARER, AS

TBEY DON'T GIVE NO BETTER LIGHT."

Grocer's Soy.
'

WELL, YOU KNOW, THEY TAKES ALL THE BEST TALLOW NOW,
TO MAKE HOTTER WITH."

GIBKALTAE.

SAYS Punch unto GLADSTONE,
" The Rock 's not a bad stone."
" We won't let it go,"
Savs the fiery BOB LOWE.
"Hold -it tight, hold it tight,"

Says the stalwart JOHN BRIGHT.
"

It was hard work to win,"

Says the sensible GLYN.
" Red hot balls from the anvil,"

Says elegant GRANVILLE.
"

It 's a
place

we should guard well,

Says moderate CARDWKI.L.
"

Yes, that 's clear enough,"

Says the well-informed DUFF.
" Who'd yield it be huns,"
Says the Scots lawyer, YOUNG.
" the thought were too grovelling,"

Says Irish O'LoGHLEN.
" One's brain it bewilders,"

Says chivalrous CHILDERS.
" And stirs up one's bile,"

Says the valiant ARGYLL.
" Sooner fight every swearing Don,"
Says smoke-loving CLARENDON.
" Who 'd yield it's a Pagan,"
Says Catholic O'HAGAN.
" And we won't to the Don sell,"

Says gold-scorning MONSELL." He ought to be taught his cue,"

Says spirited FORTESCUE.
" We fet the old buffer in !

"

Says dignified DUFFERIN." Because donkeys will bray hard ?
"

Says plain-spoken LAYARD.
" And talk Mrs. Partington ?

"

Says valiantest HAIITINGTON.
" Such appeals are no use,"

Says the true-hearted BRUCE.
" And make a man toss chin,"

Says lofty J. GOSCHEN.
" We don't give things thot way,"
Says mirthfullest OTWAY.
"
British flag on that old ridge,"

Says classical COLERIDGK.
" Good boys," say quite fatherly

LORD PUNCH and LORD HATHERLEY.

SIR,

OUR POLICE.

Two subjects have lately been prominently before the public in

the Times our Criminals and our Theatricals. The galleries o! our

targe theatres when pantomime is played are crowded, and in the

crowd must necessarily be a large proportion of pickpockets, from the

professor to the graduate, from him to the undergraduate, and so to

the pupils at Faoin's preparatory school for young gentlemen. Well,

Sir, what do they see? Sir, the object which most excites their

laughter is the Policeman ill used by Clown, and treated with contumely
and indignity by that speckled ruffian.

Now, Sir, as long as we permit the representative of law and order

to be thus assailed and exposed to public ridicule, how can we expect

minds, naturally leaning towards evil, to be imbued with the majesty of

those principles which are embodied or embobbied in the persons of

our protective force ? I used the word
" BOBBY

"
just now. At this

time, when it is proposed to erect a new statue to that eminent

legislator, SIR ROBERT PEEL, can we find no belter way of sustaining
his fame in the Metropolis than by calling the beings of his creation

'

Bobbies," and occasionally
"
Peelers

"
'1

door, &c., in order that seven constables, one after the other, may fall

over you and hurt themselves, is not a model for imitation.

I remain, Sir,

Yours, EDUCATION.

VERY INDUSTRIOUS.

FOLLOW the little shoeblack home, who has been brightening your
boots in these dirty streets, and you will find that his work is not yet
done, for you will see him busily polishing off his supper.

THE OVEREND AND GURNEY AFFAIR.

MR. PUNCH is certainly not going to forestal the decision in the

OVEREND AND GURNEY case. It is before a Mayor and an Alderman,
and until they shall have said their say, he reserves his. But he wants

to protest against the case being called
"
great," in compliance with

the foolish habit of the day, which takes bigness for greatness. It is

only great because a great deal of money was lost and a great many

people were ruined. And the fate of MESSRS. GURNEY, BIHKBECK,

BARCLAY, GORDON, and RENNIE, ought not to be affected by anything

except justice. They are accused of a specific offence, and they declare

that they can refute the accusation. The allegation is that they frau-

dulently constructed a Company, whose assets largely consisted of bad

debts, that the men who sold these debts to the Company were insol-

vent and that those who bought those debts knew the circumstances.

It happens that the old firm of OVEREND AND GURNEY is charged
with having owed Twenty Three Millions, and with having had to set

against this only Twenty Millions of doubtful assets. The charge may
be disproved, as may other charges raised by the prosecutor, DR. THOM,
and his solicitor, MR. LEWIS. But the case should be argued apart

from the magnitude of figures, and as if a firm of Tripesellers in a

back street behind Holborn had owed 23, and set over 20 to a

Trotter Company, Limited. Let right be done, and let us have no false

moral perspective.

Playing upon a Word.

AN acquaintance of ours, an incessant flute-player, who is fond ol

fine words, but has had a somewhat imperfect education, will talk about
his Tootle-ary Genius !

MOTTO FOR THE WISEACRES WHO PARALYSE THEMSELVES BY RUB-
BING SUGAR or LEAD INTO THEIR SCALPS TO DARKEN THEIR HAIR.
" We never say

'

die,' but we do it."
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"SOUR GRAPES."
Old Bachelor Friend (to Paterfamilias, who was disposed to chaff him on kit single eunednen).

" You 8KB, JACK, YOU 'VB OONB IN FOB
THE OLIVS-BRANCHES ; 1 STICK TO THE OLIVES, Mr BOY I !

"

THE RITUALISM OF TERPSICHORE.

A CKIITAIN man went the other night to a ball at past ten o'clock,
and he did not come away till three. He believes he left the whole ol
the dancers behind him, except two young ladies and their Mamma,
whom lie took away he is bound to add, at their own time. Nobody
else, that he knows of, had gone but a gentleman who did not dance,
and who did not care to slay because he could only get claret-

cup and not any brandy-atid-water. The gentleman might have danced
if he had remained, but then again he might not, for there is no affirm-

ing the converse of Af/ao saltait sobrius. Indeed that aphorism itself is

not altogether undeniable. The companion of those three ladies danced,
and he was never drunk in his life on duty. He danced attendance,
to be sure that was all.

By the way, he would fain remind the numerous girls whose educa-
tion has enabled them to construe Latin, that the insobriety pro-
nounced by CICERO conditional to dancing, does not necessarily imply
brandy-and-water, or anything like it, or even so much as claret-cup. It
is quite compatible with nothing stronger than Adam's ale; as teeto-
tallers often demonstrate by their demonstrations.
He has heard serious people object to dancing. If they would but

go to a ball and see any, they would find it no laughing matter. He
can assure them that the most part of dancers go through the amuse-
ment of spinning round and round, and wheeling in prescribed direc-
tions, with perfect gravity. In one dance, indeed, named "The
JLancers, this man, who had never for many years witnessed any
dancing out of a theatre, where it was incidental to some otherwise
rational performance, beheld a sort of gesticulation ceremonious to the
degree of absolute solemnity. The parties concerned in this action
stood facing each other and bowed half-way to the ground. An idea
then struck him. He thought it would answer the purpose of a com-
poser ot dance-music to publish a Ritualist Quadrille, with a coloured
portrait of MR. MACKONOCIIIE in full pontificals on the face of it
It occurred to him that a dance illustrative of Ritualism would afford
ample scope for the display of grace and elegance in congees and genu-

flections, and that the Terpsichorean rubric of chaaez-croiuez, especially
ero'utez, might be executed in characteristic style. Also that occasion
would be afforded by a Ritualist Quadrille for wearing the most mag.
nificent vestments, liable to no possibility of prohibition by the Privy
Council, that flowers might be exhibited in profusion, candles burnt by
^as-light, and eau-de-Cologne or kiss-me-quick could do duty for
incense.

[The writer of this article has a wooden leg, and a tendency to
bunions oa his remaining natural foot. ED.]

"
GIB."

WHKX gentle France gives up Algiers,
Prussia the kingdoms lately gripped,

Off from Circassia Russia sheer?,
And SAM'S Red Indians prowl unwhipped :

When Italy surrenders Naples,
Spain's fangs on Cuba's neck unlock,

We '11 think about Gibraltar's ape hills,

And theu we "11 keep the grand Old Rock.'

The Logic of Bribery.
IT is the opinion of a good many free and independent British

electors that bribery is not only in nowise wrong ; but, on the contrary,
quite right and proper. They argue that liberty to barter tlicir votes
for a sovereign, or any number of sovereigns, is a prerogative of the
sovereignty inherent in the Sovereign People, and that there is not one
of all our most cherished institutions more valuable than Sovereign
Alley.

A T1IOIGUT IN THE GRILL ROO1I.

SMITHFIELD was once notorious for its stake, but now, with lie
great meat market there, it will become famous for its steaks.
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"HOME."
MY DEAR MR. PUNCH,

NOT having written any beautiful plays for tlie last forty or

fifty years, may I write a word in the way of a theatrical notice P You
see that I cannot be suspected of wishing to please anybody except

myself, yourself, and the rest of the population of the world.

Mull at the Haymarket. I like those stalls, because there is

room to pass other people without making women frown and men
scowl. Also there are only three rows, so that you can catch the feeling
ol a real pit, and 1 am old-fashioned enough to like to see how a play
works with the groundlings. Go and see Home, the new Comedy by
MK. ROBERTSON, a gentleman who writes plays which arc very much
to the taste of yours truly. He makes real men and women, and lets

them talk as men and women do, but elevates and points their talk,

giving it dramatic purpose, and I suppose this to be true art, distin-

guishing dramatist from playwright.
There may be some French in the pedigree of Home. I don't know,

and I don't care. There is some in my own pedigree, but I am English
enough, and so is the play.

Having told you to go and see it, of course I am not going t9 tell

you the plot. It is a verv pretty one, however, and the main business
is the deliverance of a father, by a sou, from a marriage which would
certainly have had its disadvantages, though the lady turns out much
better than we expected, and the scene in which she does so is charm-
ing, and charmingly played by Miss CAVENDISH. The effect, upon
the other characters, of her touching revelation of a history of trial,
and their change from dislike to sympathy is in the spirit of high-class
Comedy.
MR. SonrERN plays the S9n, an Englishman who has served in the

American army. It suits his quiet, observant, incisive style, and it is

creditable to him that so far from taking lion's share in a play produced
for his sake, he has been content with a part which, though it is the

pivot of the piece, is anything but showy. His self-possession, and
never-flagging attention to his own business and everbody else's give
great finish to the performance, but an actor gets little credit for this
with most folk, who do not hold with the doctrine that it is art to con-
ceal art. They like to s<r points worked up to and made vigorously.
1 do not. Ma. SOTHERN'S scene with Miss HILL, when both, being
earnestly in love, are awkward and embarrassed, is another bit of real
comedv. And when Miss CAVENDISH'S true nature is seen, and
MR. BOTHERS who has previously shown bitter contempt for her,
suddenly bids his pure and pretty little sister shake hands with her,
the touch of generous atonement hit the house hard. [I use the curt
old phrases, Mr. Punch, Sir, because I am writing to you. Believe me,
dear Sir, I have the amplest assortment of polysyllables for my genteeler
lucubrations whence 1 sedulously eliminate all conventionalisms and
cpl pquialisms.] Finally, MR. SOTEBRN showed much humour, espe-
cially when grumbling at himself.
MK. COMPTON'S part is the one which stands out. He is a sordid,

cowardly, drunken ruffian, with a red face, and moustache. That
sounds disagreeably, doesn't it ? And the part would be disagreeable
in the hands of anybody but this Master in his art. By Jove, Sir,
though Mountraffe is such a rascal, you are never angry with him. He
is so cool, so satis fled with his debasement, so good-naturedly uncon-
scious that he ought to be hanged, that I really won't say that I
didn t almost wish he had got a certain 20, which he had calculated on

tor himself. MR. COMPTON never showed a richer humour, or more
of what an artist can do than in somehow redeeming this scoundrel
trom hate. But you have not to learn my opinion of MR. COMPTON.

Le and 1 worked together towards the end of the last century. Ha !

bir, there was a character called Beeswing \>\& the present generationknows not what COMPTOX and Kninu s can do in conjunction.A word for Miss BDRKE, who had to be very young indeed to suit
her little young lover (very intelligent and modest, MR. ASTLEY I
think you 11 do), and who looked daintily, and frisked joyously MRA DALE was the Old English Gentleman of 50 (I say M n'
loBEHTso.N that 's not so old, come), about to marry a young wife

wtio had persuaded himself that he was going to do a wise thin"
[like got hold of the nature of the old fool. He adopTed

i I Brliamentan manner. I mean, of course, that he showed heKnew lie was a humbug.
The audience stormed applause, and called author and perf(

iig of course, m these days ; but 1 applauded, and
a great deal, 'ihe comedy is a success.
O by the way, the author. Just so. But why shouldn't I imitate
fashion, dumiM with a couple of words the author, who has spentweeks in conceiving ail the situations, and polishing all the dialogueand devote myself to praising the performed, the fcene-paintersftTe

ffiTt fT 1^ fi the "-boy, SIR JAMES MACKINTOSH
shan t. I have been an author myself, and I tell

n mt
r

^-'V
meth

M g
\,

do wilh the success f a P'ece, though

wuitS J,l ,,,'H tf-
M* toBMwoN has written ever manyH plajs; and this one, though not one of his strongest, is as

agreeable as any of them. I have to thank him for many pleasant

evenings, and Thursday's was one. 1 don't know what he was saying
to himself when lie went on the second time probably remarking
that he was glad to see EPICURUS ROTUNDUS in the.last stall, second

row, P.S.
The Gate de 1'Europe is a most respectable and convenient chapel of

ease to the Haymarket Theatre, and, as has been proved before MR.

Kxox, is the resort of very eminent characters. But I should be false

to my mission, if I said that my Seltzer water was sufficiently iced.

I have no doubt that it will be, next time.

Returning to my stall, I beheld the Frightful Hair. Somebody has

told me that its author contributes to your paper, therefore, of course,
I can say nothing about it, except that I laughed from the beginning
to a point at which duty to my family dictated my leaving off, but a

judicious friend kindly took up the laughing for me, and went on until

the fall of the curtain.

There were a great many pretty women I mean handsome ladies

in the house. I talked to several, between the acts. I wonder whether
it is overleaping the barriers to say that two fair faces looked, and had
a right to look, radiant at the respective triumphs of two husbands.
When I have added that a lady gave me two bonbons, I have com-

pleted my criticism, and I remain

Your old (I mean that I have written a long
time for you) correspondent,

Malcontent Lodge, EPICURUS ROTUNDUS.
Grumbleton,N.W.

ormers.
that is

IRELAND'S DOUBLE GRIEVANCE.
MR. PUNCH,

Fiat justitia, mat coelum, as LORD CHIEF JUSTICE COCKBURN,
when Recorder of Southampton, said to a barrister in the Sessions

House, who wanted the Court adjourned because the rain came in

through a hole in the roof, and wetted his wig. Be just and fear not.

Do iustice to Ireland, for instance, in respect of the Irish Church
Establishment, regardless of consequences.
However, the consequences of doing Ireland justice in that particular

will probably be good. The excessive endowment of the Irisn Church
is a substantial grievance. The redress of such a grievance will doubt-
less prove, in a measure, conciliatory. For a nation to have to pay for

I a clergy whom it disowns is an injury as well as an insult.

Disendow and disestablish the Irish Church, however, say some who
nevertheless regard it as a sentimental grievance merely. If it were
no more than that, Mr. Punch, your friend GLADSTONE would do best
to leave it alone. He would not, by abolishing it, abate the grievance
of which it is merely one exemplification. That grievance is the Pro-
testantism of the United Kingdom. The POPE'S Irish subjects will

not cease to feel sentimentally aggrieved whilst they are precluded
from the possibility of having a Popish Sovereign, and Lord Lieu-
tenant, or rather a Viceroy and a Subviceroy of the POPE'S, to reign
over them.
A sentimental grievance, regarded as an insult, is a sentimental

grievance, absolutely, as an insult is an insult. A substantial grievance
may be great or small. If you had ever been lucked much, Sir, you
would know, and as it is you can conceive, that there is a difference, as
to a kick, between boots and boots. A kick hurts, or may hurt, more
or less, accordingly as one is kicked with a light or heavy boot. Whereas,
a horsewhip, nourished over one's head, does not hurt at all if one is

a philosopher ; but. if it does hurt sentimentally, a little horsewhip
hurts as much as a big one. Of C9urse nobody but a fool will consider
himself horsewhipped when he is only told to. Still less will he
insist on considering himself horsewhipped when he is entreated to
think no such thing; but you won't persuade Ultramontane PADDY
that you have redressed his sentimental grievance whilst you maintain
the Act of Settlement. Of course that consideration will not prevent
you and GLADSTONE from dealing thoroughly on your friend COCK-
BURN'S maxim with Ireland; only you will do it with your four eyes
open, like the hundred of your most vigilant humble servant,

ARGUS.

JOB AND A JOBATION.
We have not the least idea what a meat salesman's man is, but he

must be a kind of JOB. We read in the City Press (a very good paper,
by the way, and full of news about London, new and old) that the in-
dividual in question has been described, at a public meeting, as

"
filthy,

depraved, gin-drmking, insolent, ignorant, licentious, and abandoned."
Lome, that is a nice derangement of epitaphs. And the representative
9! the

classy srely asks, meekly,
"
Why should this be said of us ? It

is not true. Pnma facie, people who can meet such a shower of com-
nent with so mild a remonstrance, must l:e good people, and worth

knowing, and we mean to take a lounge through the noble New
Market, and have a look at them.
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AN APOLOGY FOR PLAYGOERS.
CRITIC has been animadvert-

ing on the British Public
for thronging to see sensa-

tion-plays, burlesques, and

pantomimes, in preference
to the ideal and rational

drama. This predilection is

unphilosophicallyascribed to
dulness and depraved taste.

On reflection, however, it

will be seen to be really

owing to the high intellec-

tual and moral endowments
of the majority of playgoers.
Their daily life of business
consists in the laborious
exertion of the higher
mental faculties, and the
arduous exercise of the
nobler sentiments. In their
hours of idleness they fly,

for the recreation of change,
to scenes and exhibitions

which afford a temporary
excitement to their sensu-
ous proclivities and animal
natures. Suppose a man is

living in inactive luxury, or
is habitually engaged in

some frivolous avocation,
such, for example, as that

of writing levity without
ever trying to make it the

vehicle of any truth which may be worth considering, it is all very well
for such a fellow, when he wants amusement, to go to one of SHAK-
M' TARE'S plays, or an opera by MOZART or BEETHOVEN, or an oratorio

by HANDEL. His mind, whose lower powers arc those which he em-
ploys as a rule, is refreshed by the exceptional stimulation which it

derives from musical and dramatic performances of an elevating ten-

dency. Very naturally, therefore, this kind of man resorts to the

legitimate drama, or the lyric theatre, and frequents the Philharmonic
or the Monday Pops ; whilst the multitude, accustomed to grayer
pursuits, repair, for that variety which is restorative as well as charming
to the temple of buffoonery and nonsense, and to the music-hall.

NAIRN AND LAPUTA.

TIIKRE is some reason to suppose that the Public has not seen a

genuine copy of the answer returned by the Right Honourable the
TNT o) THE BOARD OF TRADE to the letter sent him by MR,

A i.i:\ \XDER DREW, of Nairn, inviting him to encourage officially, by a

Royal bounty, a company to be formed for the purpose of clearing the
seas of porpoises and bottle-nosed whales. It will be clear to every
person of any discernment that the following transcript of the reply
which Mil. DREW'S suggestion was honoured withal, is stamped with

authenticity :

Sir, It is impossible for me to express, in suitable terms, the

opinion I entertain of your proposal that the Government in which I

have the honour to serve should grant pecuniary aid to a commercial
association for

exterminating
bottle-nosed whales and porpoises. But,

unfortunately, Her Majesty's Ministers have not at their disposal any
public money which they could devote to the furtherance of an enter-

prise oven so practicable and promising as that which you propose. In
order to obtain the necessary funds, they would have to apply to

Parliament. I regret to say that the House of Commons is not yet

sufficiently advanced to be likely to view your project in any other

light than that in which Legislatures in all times have been wont to

repriml the great ideas of projectors whose conceptions, afterwards

realised, have proved blessings to mankind. This consideration alone,

however, would not deter me from urging your grand and original
scheme on their attention

; but I fear that, if I ventured to do so, I
should incur the risk which attends the advocacy, no less than the in-

vention, of designs too vast for comprehension by minds of the existing
age. In short, I am afraid that were I to move in the House of
Commons for a grant of money to be expended in promoting the

capture of those monsters of the deep, the bottle-nosed and other
cetaceans whose enormities you so justly denounce, the only effect of

my motion would be that the House would vote forthwith my own
immediate removal from the post which I have the honour of occu-

pying to a lunatic asylum. I am, Sir, with the profoundest respect and
the highest esteem, your faithful friend, j -g

SONG OF THE BOTTLE-NOSED WHALE.

(Dedicated to the RIGHT HONOURABLE JOHN BRIGHT, by the Colwell

Hatchney Poet.)

OH, who would not be a Bottle-Nosed Whale,
To sit on a moonbeam and weave a flail ?

JOHN BRIGHT ! JOHN BBIGIIT !

"Tis I would be the Bottle-Nosed Whale ! (J^ftiuimo.)
Oh come with me and be my love,
And we will all the pleasures prove
On earth below or sea above,
Sliding about in a peaceful groove.

But say, JOHN BRIGHT, my love, my life,

Why don't you dare the stormy seas,
And cast your nets
When: the salmon frets

Lonely beside such rocks as these P (Tenderoto.)
Put a tax (Fiercely.)

Upon our backs,
Crown us or drown us, no matter which,

For we '11 eat the fish

With a scrunch and a squish,
And the shells of the oysters to you we '11 pitch.

For oh,
For oh,

JOHN BRIGHT must know
That I am the Bottle-Nosed Whale below !

(Ironically, with trombone*.)
You 're safe, you think, in your chair of state,
Oh! JOHN Biu<;nT! But wait! wait! wait!

There 's a net, a net,
A cabinet,

Where you and your Privy Councillors met.
Don't tell me !

Fiddlededi-r !

I am the Bottle-Nosed Whale of the Sea !

( fPerryioflitrimoio.)
Up the silvery Thames (Drumt.)

Slink the
slimy

trout (FMei.)
Their conduct who condemns ?

JOHN BRIGHT is out. (Harmonium.)
The little creatures play

Ilegardless of their doom, (Combs.)
While fishes die away
In the silent gloom,
And go to the tomb (Sloicly and tolemnly.)
In a mourning broom
With a livery groom.

(Suddenly and gaily.)
But hey, ho, ho ! (Symphony of Bootjacks.)
The Bottle-Nosed Whale
May dance on a housetop,

Or sit on his tail ! (Solo on Shofhorn.)
Then mind what I say, (Organ i the distance.)

Or you '11 rue the day.
Oh yes, JOHN BRIGHT,
You '11 rue the night

When you wouldn't attend,
And you wouldn't lend

A sixpence to me in a gale,
JOHN BRIGHT:

To me the Bottle-Nosed Whale,
JOHN BRIGHT,

To me the Bottle-Nosed Whale.
Then say, All bail,

And come on my trail,

While ont on bail.

You '11 take the veil,

Pinn'd on with a nail

To the top of my tail,

And away we "11 sail (Crescendo.)
For a glass of ale.

But snub me or rub me or hurt my scales,

JOHN BRIGHT don't try,
I '11 tell you why,

I 'm King of the Bottle-Nosed Whales, ha! ha !

I'm King of the Bottle-Nosed Whales !

(Crank of all the Instruments, and the Sleeper's awakened.)

Railway Intelligence.

THE approved Method of Communication between Passenger and
Guard A Shilling.
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A PERFECT CURE.
Town Man. " How JOLLY IT MUST BE, LIVING DOWN IIEIIF. IN THE COUNTRY !

"

Country Gentleman. "
OH, I DON'T KNOW. IT'S BATHER A TORPID SORT OF

LIFE ; TIME MASSES VERY SLOWLY."
Town Man. " TIME PASSES SLOWLY ?

ON YOU AT THREE MONTHS ! !

"
YOU SHOULD GET SOMEBODY TO DRAW

ADVICE GEATIS.

OLD woman, do not dye thy hair ;

Old fogy, from thine hoary head,

Repel the darkening wash
;
a snare

Contrived with deleterious lead.

Ye who are prematurely gray,
Use dyes, and know not what -you do,

May brush in mercury, and may
Be prematurely toothless too.

It "may not harm the blood of man
If liquid iron the scalp's pores drink,

And then the head with juice of tan
Be washed, and so renewed with ink.

Or say that you blanched locks restore

To something near their
pristine

hue
Like faded clothes ; upon them pour
The old reviver black and blue.

But mind that all the salts of Mars
On linen leave a rusty stain :

A bosom's front, adorned with stars

Of reddish brown, there may remain.
The walnut's liquor will afford

To grizzled hair a safe disguise,
With that from time to time restored

It might be, rather than with dyes.

And there are mushrooms which do yield
A ketchup that would serve as well ;

Go, seek them in the pasture field,

Along the borders of the dell.

But better will you leave the pate
To grow, as Nature wills it, white,

Your aged face, that doth not mate
With raven fringe 's a sorry sight,

Which if you don't, old fools, discern,
Whilst you betray yourselves unwise,

All who behold you thence will learn

How much have likewise failed your eyes.
Attention to the head's inside

With more good will repay your pains ;

Philosophy of health, applied,

May help you to preserve your brains.

PRESENTS FOR A GIRL or THE PERIOD.-

olives, and a box of cigars.

-A bottle ol

THE NAPIER AND THE LADY.
DEAR SIB WILLIAM,

PUNCH does like you so, you can't think. You have all the
true NAPIER impulse, which ninety times brings your family into glory,
and ten times into grief.
You sent to the Times a letter from a Lady, who described what she

saw, and told what she had heard, during the late fighting in Malaga.
It was essentially

"
a woman's letter," and whether that phrase be

praise or censure depends upon whether the employer likes women or
not. Some people don't like them. Punch adores them.
Then somebody told you that the Pall Mall Gazette had been rude

to the lady. And then came out the NAPIER characteristic which
Punch does admire so, you can't think. You scorn to get the Journal
and see whether the accusation be true, but you write a letter of mag-
nificent abuse, and add that you will never again expose a lady to such
treatment. Probably, by this time, you have seen the paper, and may
think that beyond the liberty of daring to make any remark on anything
which a NAPIER has endorsed, there was no great harm in what the
Critic said.

Bless you, stick to this way of doing things. We (and others) find
it so convenient. When we read a sensation story of some grievance
or wrong, we instantly hurry out an indignant article upon it. For as
the story is nearly sure to be a wild exaggeration, or an unfair state-
ment, we should be done out of our gush if we waited for the facts.

Accept, brother-in-arms, best compliments, and believe us,

Your devoted,

PUNCH.

WHAT CAN you SAT ? Name any celebrated English humorist
you please to an American, and he will tell you, by way of reply, that
in his country they have a WUITTIER.

WELSH NANNYGOAT-ANECDOTE, WE MEAN.
" At the Montgomeryshire quarter session at Welshpool last week a tramp

was proved to have stolen clothes. After a lengthy consultation the jury re-

turned a verdict of guilty, and, to the surprise of every one in court, accom-

panied the verdict with a recommendation to mercy. The Chairman. Ou
what ground, may I ask? The Foreman (evidently puzzled). I do not
know (laughter). The foreman then turned round to his colleagues in the

box, and another lengthy consultation ensued, and after the lapse of a few
minutes the foreman suddenly started up, and explained the recommendation

by saying
* We recommend him to mercy because no one see'd him commit

the crime" an explanation which elicited a loud burst of laughter from
a crowded court."

To laugh at a Welsh jury is as natural a thing ns it used to be to

ridicule an Alderman for being rotund and liking his dinner. Nobody,
except LORD DALKEITII, ridicules Aldermen now, seeing that for the
most part they arc active intelligent gentlemen, who think less of
dinners than do the languid Swells at the clubs. But we must go on
laughing at the Welsh jurors, until they stand up on their hind legs
and try to imitate humanity. The above story is good, but how much
more advanced is the London constable than the Welsh clown P If
the former does not see a crime committed, he will do nothing for you.
So though we laugh at the Welshcrs, they have a laugh against the
Londoners.

Good News from the Tagua.
SPAIN has found a Sovereign at last, one all who wish well to that

country must
ear-iestly

desire may have a long rule, for we are in-
formed that

"
Tranquillity reigns throughout the Peninsula."

POINTED ARCHITECTURE. The Cathedral of Spires.
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A HOME STUDY.

Tiny Mite, No. 1 (female).
" NOT SPELL WINDOW ! 'CouKSB I CAN ! W I N, WIN, D o, no, WINDOW !"

Tiny Mite, No. 2 (male).
" AH ! BUT THOO CAN'T SI-ELL THE OTHtR WINDOW, NOW oj.v THOO!"

A GOOD WOED FOE A GOOD WOEK.

PUNCH is clearly not the place for medical discussions. People who
read Punch wish to be enlightened, instructed or amused, but do not

want to see a word which may shock their tender feelings. A descrip-

tion of a hospital is not the sort of article that one expects in Punch

any more than an account of a painful operation. Still, every now and

(hen, a word about a hospital is admissible in Punch, as is a charitable

word for any other work of charity.
The Royal Free Hospital is not more free than welcome as a

charitable helping-place to thousands of our poor. When it first was

started, not a hospital in London was ever freely open, as in charity all

should be, to such sick folk as the Royal Free was founded specially to

succour. In this really useful hospital, so Ions as there are funds un-

spent, and sleeping wards unfilled, any poor sick persons may come to

them and fill them; and they need not lose their little strength by

hunting up subscribers to send them
"
Open Sesame," in an admission

ticket.

Now, like most of us good people, the directors of this Hospital very

urgently want money ; for, like most of us good people, they don't get
half enough for the work they wish to do. See here what they say as

to what they have to do

"It must not be forgotten that the present medical practice i to
' build up

'

patients, and the resulting increase in the consumption of food and stimulant*,

coupled with high prices, renders the item for food, wine, and spirits a very
serious one. The arrangements of the dispensary are being remodelled with

a view to greater economy, but when it is considered that we have frequently
to make up 3000 prescriptions in the course of one week, and that the cost of

one year's drugs alone (purchased under the most favourable circumstances

open to the Board) amounts to more than 1700, we need not point out how

great is the expenditure connected with the relief to out-patients. They
crowd to the hospital, but must be turned away unless the public supply us

with funds."

And see here what they say as to what they want to get
" In no spirit of self-laudation, but merely to show that the managers are

not unmindful of their responsibilities, we may mention that within the last

vear four members of the committee hare between them contributed more than

.500 towards the hospital funds, but such effort* of coune cannot be con-

tinuous. Our annual subscriptions do not much exceed 1400, and the total

amount received from donations and legacies during the current year u little

more than 4770.
"
And, now, what is our position ? We have no property beyond the hoa-

pital buildings, and some legacies payable on future continrenciea. We ow
, nearly 5600. We have a very slender balance at our banker*, and our

expenditure (irrespective of salaries) is more than 110 per week. What are

we to do ? We have room in the wards for 200 beds, and we can only fill

about 70. We have beds and bedding, and are willing to work if the publio
will help us ; if not, we must close the hospital."

Please to fork out, therefore, Gentlemen. Yon surely would not

wish to see the Hospital shut up.
Think what suffering is succoured

by a chanty like this ! Think that but, for Heaven's mercy, you your-
I self, O Croesus ! might haply there become a supplicant ! Remember,
i
there 's no shamming in the sick ward of a hospital. Shut your fist*

against sham sick folk as close as you can clench ; their gin-distilling

breath tells where your coin will go to. But be royally free-handed to

the Royal Free, and be sure that you do good with every shilling that

you give to it.

Butyrum.

THOU, Alma Mater, know'st the trick

To put in principles that stick,

And Gentlemen thou shapest :

We make no doubt that BUTE 's a brick,
1

And though he be a Catholic,
Will never be a Papist.

EAST OF APPREHENSION.

It you had the misfortune to be hauled off to the Station by two

policemen, both seizing you by the uppermost part of your coat, what

eminent pianoforte makers' names might you mutter to yourself:

COLLAR'D and COLLAR'D.
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

SAPTER THE SECOND. A WORD TO THE WISE ; PRINCIPALITY OP A

JOLLY OLD COCK; ALSO OF MR. KOCK ROBBINS, THE PROFES-

SIONAL CRUMB-EATER, AND THE MACAWS.

to find there, and lie doesn't want to run the chance of a refusal. He
knows how men talk.

"
Oh, send to MR. ROBBINS," cries MRS. MACAW. "

He'll be glad
to come, I' m sure."

"
But at such short notice," says her husband, with some sort of

regard for ROBBINS' feelings, who, he should think, would not always
like being asked merely at the last moment to make an even number.

MRS. MACAW poohpoohs ROBBINS' feelings. She knows he '11 be too

eat force

Continued.)

'. AM perfectly aware that other Social Zoologists have from time to
Alighted to come, and she rather prides herself upon having performed

.e exhibited their specimens ; and so much indeed you may have a charitable action,

already gathered from the prefatory remarks to these Papers. If,
| "i'm glad." she says subsequently,

"
I thought of MR. KOCK

herefore, I do not originate the idea itself of such an Exhibition, at ROBBIKS . jje hasn't got much money, and it 's <juite a kindness to

all events I shall be able to show you new species of the old genus, i

aslc aim ou g this estimable lady spreads this account of poor
and even the genera themselves, under novel aspects. I show them BOBBINS among her friends and acquaintances, and consequently
all under one roof, and will point them out as they come and go, ROBBINS; for pity's sake, is the gayest man I know. He is, in fact,

lopping backwards and forwards. ..... , 'a Professional Dinner-Eater. He is less engaged in the Regular
The Jolly Old Cock. First Specimen Often described by his friends season than he is in the Off-Seasons ;

but at all times he has as much
nd acquaintances as a Rare Old Bird. He is apparently the essence as jje can ,jo> an(j ja the winter, especially, KOCK. ROBBIXS comes out
if hospitality. He is a widower without encumbrances, living an easy

-

bachelor life. His home, a compact snuggery, with all the appliances

of comfort and luxury within reach of his arm ; and, for what is

>eyond this distance, there is a butler attached to a bell, who will get

t for you, whatever or wherever it is. So excellent are this Jolly Old

dock's dinners, that, strange to say, other birds are perpetually press-

ng him to come away from them and dine at their nests, where neither

bod, drink, nor serving, are half so good as at the table of the Jolly

Old Cock himself. Yet he is not without at least four invitations for

every night in the week, including Sunday ;
and he would be really

welcome were he to "drop in" on some families suddenly at dinner-

:ime, only that he is much too old a bird to run such a fearful risk as

hat.

Young KOCK ROBBINS, who has recently gone on the Stock

Exchange, with a view to doing something somewhere (or, perhaps,

somebody), looks in upon me one morning about breakfast-time, and

complains of headache. KOCK ROBBINS even refuses the crumbs, he

s so poorly. Knowingly, I offer him soda-water.

"Yes," he says; "I was dining with old BARNDOOR last night.

Jolly old Cock old BARNDOOR. By Jingo ! he has got wine. You
don't want to smoke when you get such wine as that."

I observe that it 's a great treat to get really fine wine.
"
I should think so !

"
says ROBBINS, gulping down his soda-water.

"It was foolishly taking one glass of Champagne at dinner that gave
me my headache. I didn't know we were going in for Port after-

wards." .

Having relieved his mind on this score (he tries to believe in his

own theory about the one glass of Champagne ;
but knows that he

can't impose it upon others) he reiterates his conviction that
"
Old

BARNDOOR is the jolliest old Cock going. You must know him !

"
cries

ROBBINS to me, enthusiastically.
"

I'll introduce you to him. He '11

be delighted to see you at any time. Quite an accident my meeting him

yesterday as he was walking home from the City- he asked me to

dine without ceremony, and I was delighted at the chance."

Little KOCK ROBBINS is, by the way, a bird who is always coming
in for crumbs. When first Kooky came to town, he was in want of a

dinner, and hopped about piteously until something was thrown to

him.

Now, bless you, crumbs are spread out before him. He is a Pro-

fessional Diner-out. Not that he is asked out for his beautiful notes,

or his brilliant chittering powers: no, he is simply asked,
"

to make
one" ROBBINS is the small weight thrown in to adjust the dinner-

party scales. Time was when little Kocky would have flown for a

dinner from the Strand to Bayswater. Now, he says,
"
Notting Hill

is really too far to go," and he chooses the nearest out of three equally

good invitations. But wherever there is a dinner difficulty, ROBBINS
is called in.

The MACAWS of Macaw (whose plumage made such a sensation some
seasons ago) expect a party of fourteen to dinner.

On the morning of the day itself, MRS. MACAW receives an apology.
One can't come.
"
Well," says MR. MACAW, who is in his slippers examining the

Mining Journal, and is not fully alive to the difficulty.
"
Well, my dear," returns his wife,

" we shall be thirteen !
"

"
Shall we ?

"
answers MR. MACAW, who has just ascertained that

one of his numerous speculations is looking up
"
Well, it can't be

helped."
Thereupon MRS. MACAW demonstrates the utter impossibility of

sitting (town thirteen to dinner, and presses (not for the first time, of

course) her superstition upon her husband so pertinaciously as to make
him feel a little uncomfortable about that codicil which he has been

going to add to his will any day this last two years." You can ask some one at the Club, dear, can't you ?
"

suggests
MRS. MACAW. Cunning woman ; she knows that this, at most times,
would be a grateful concession on her part ;

but unf9rtunately he
can't go near the Club to-day in fact, must be in the City almost up
to the moment of returning to dress for dinner. This means that he
can't think of anyone at the Club, just now, whom he would be certain

THE SONG OF THE STREET RUFFIAN.

I 'M a Rough ! I 'm a Rough ! I 'm a cowardly thief !

Yet the way men endure me is past all belief.

I deserve to be hanged, but from JACK KETCIF I 'm free,

Coves ain't got the pluck now to 'ang curs like me !

I live as I like, and I fear not the law,

On me ne'er a Crusher his truncheon dare draw :

For I 'm strong as a bull, and no mercy I feel

While my fist carries weight, and my boot bears a heel !

If you ask where I work, well, garotting 's my trade,

And a good bit o" money at times I have made :

But it soon goes in lush when I 'm out on the spree,

For the molls like a man with his shiners who 's free.

I 'in a brute to my wife, and, whene'er I sets riled,

Her wisage it somehow is apt to get spiled ;

She 's seldom without two black eyes ui her 'ead,

And wheu drunk lor' I kick 'er, and leave 'er for dead.

'Ave we children ? Why, yes, we 've at present got three,

And them brats, if they live, will all grow brutes like me :

Their unnateral father ne'er guv 'em a meal,

They've been bred up from babbies to beg or to steal.

Will I emigrate ? thank'ee, I 've no taste to roam,
I prefers to live idle and wicious at home ;

And, besides, what 's the good of my crossing the sea ?

I 'm a Rough ! where 's the land as 'ud like to have me ?

OUR NEW DISSENTERS.

WELL, the Ritualists have held a meeting to consider whether they

ought to obey the law of the land, and they are good enough to think

that, on the whole, they may as well do so. But not the Reform

League itself, headed by the great BEALES, could have made it more
clear that in deciding not to defy the law, it was doing society an un-

merited favour. They declared that they did not recognise the

authority of the Court that announced the law, and as for the sentence

itself it was utterly absurd, as it did not allow the Ritualist the right

of going back to early days, and inquiring whether JUSTIN MARTYR,
IRENVEUS, ATHENAGORAS, ORIOEN, TERTULLIAN, CYPRIAN, EUSEBIUS,
ATHANASIUS, CYRIL (in the days of his Success), CHKYSOSTOM, AM-

BROSE, JEROME, and AUGUSTINE, or any of them, mentioned candles.

The meeting, indeed, was inclined to refuse to admit the duty of sub-

mission, and at first knocked out of a resolution words recognising
that duty ;

but ARCHDEACON DENISON, however tolerant of Ritualistic

nonsense, had too much respect for scholarship to sanction nonsense in

composition, and threatened to leave the chair if the sentence were not

completed. So the duty was owned, but it was also declared that the

degree in which it was to be performed must be left to individual judg-
ment ; that is, priests are to be ritualistic where they may, and to obey
the law where they must. And then they bound themselves to spread
to the utmost of their power the doctrine which they say can only be

properly taught by the aid of a yard of best wax. However, it is

something that they did not imitate the Scotch clergy, and leave tile

Church for a reason of conscience. They were too much men of the

world for that. Now, we would not persecute, even with a smile, a

sincere fanatic, while he does no harm, but as many of these gentlemen are

clearly not sincere, and as they all do much harm, preaching that which
their vows distinctly forbid them to preach, 1'unch continues to hope that

the bishops will look after them, or he will have to_look after the bishops.
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
CONCLUDE you hare
a prejudice against
that most useful

topic of all
workj

the weather, and
care not to know
whether the lady to

whom MRS. BUR-
TON JOYCE, your
hostess, is intro-

ducing you, has

taken her ordinary

daily exercise since

luncheon. If you
long to distinguish

yourself in some
other arena than
the Theatres, the

Monday Popular
Concerts, the Balls

or Private Theatri-

cals in your respec-
tive suburbs, do
not scruple, if the

lady consigned to

you is single, to

ask her at once
whether she is en-

gaged, and what

ortune she will have on marriage, whether she has any poor relations, whether

he dyes her hair or uses stimulants to her complexion, and what the amount of

ler allowance is from Papa ;
not forgetting, if you observe the slightest indication

jf a dawning pimple, to notice its intrusion with profuse regrets. If you have

.harge of a married lady, begin by making a guess at her age, or picking holes

i her dress, or finding some flaw in her jewellery, adding a little light pleasantry

about the skilful arrangement of the millinery on her head to hide that dubious

ilace in the parting, until, when you see that your remarks are taken in good

iart, you feel secure enough to inquire how much the weekly housekeeping ex-

>enses are, and whether she allows her servants fresh butter, and how often they

rive her warning, and whether her husband, whom you will not fail to point out

augliing and talking with pretty MRS. GA.YLEIGH DASHWOOD at the other end

of the table, is the same smiling amiable being in his own home, when tested by
lervants getting up late in the morning, by indifferent vegetables, and unexpected
)ills.

Try this style of conversation when next you are dining or dancing out : if it

succeeds, you will go home a happier man than you have felt for a long time, if it

ails, you can but fall back on your reserve of ROBERTSON'S Plays and BURNASD'S

Burlesques ;
and the Ballet in the Pantomimes and the Ballot at Elections ; and

.he Election Petitions, which fill the papers to weariness, and the new halfpenny

japer, the Echo, (mind you quote what DIAMOND DE WITT so neatly said, that it

s sure to pay, because Echo always answers) ;
and The Ring and the Book, and

,he Report of the Marriage Law Commission ; and the Convention with America,
and REVERDY JOHNSON, and the Alabama claims; and the Christy Minstrels;

md JOACHIM'S playings; and DICKENS'S Readings ;
and the new edition of

[/ARLYLE'S Writings ; and the Derby Course, and the course DISRAELI will take
;

and Government cutting down the clerks in the public departments, and requesting

(see Circular from the Controller of H. M. Stationery Office) that the Government

quill pens may also be cut down ; and the reduction in the establishment at Green-

wich Hospital ; and the Beggars in Belgravia; and the First Commissionership of

Police
;
aad Carbolic Acid, &c.

PRISON MINISTERS.

MR. SERGEANT PATNE, celebrated no less for his admirable decisions and his

marvellous wisdom at the Clerkenwell Sessions than for his recitations of poetry
at second-rate tea-pot meetings, argues that Roman Catholic priests should nol

be paid for their prison-work, because two out of three criminals, professedly
Roman Catholics, would rather nol see the priest. And, MR. PAYNE, perhaps two
out of three criminals would rather not see the policeman, or even your Worship :

or, to carry the argument somewhat further, they would rather that there were
not any moral law at all.

Is not a disniM-d man an idiot who will not call in the physician? How do

you deal with idiots!" Would you not be lacking in your duty to a friend who
so acted, if you did not do all in your power to force medical advice upon him ?

Were tin-re a chance of his disease being contagious, would you listen to an
obstinate man who refuses Ihe doctor's aid ?

You would regret, MR. SERGEANT PAYNE, that you could not force the ministra
tions of tlie physician upon your friend, and you would rather pay (he fee yourse/j
than allow a man to die of his disease, or linger out his days, a pest to society.
Your Irish Roman Catholic, or vpur English criminal of that fa.\i.\\,feart anc

respects tlie prietl ; but he flutters himself that he can blarney the Chaplain, for
whom he entertains no respect, nor of whom has he any fear.

You mu.it admit the Priest : you need not pay him ;

but MR. PUNCH, who recognises Catholic and Protestant

ou an equali'.y as Ratepayers, tells you that you will

lave to act fairly, you Board of Injustices, in spite ot

'ourselves.

DON JUAN AND THE LADIES.

" Fifteen thousand SpanUh ladies have addressed GENKHAL

'KIM, begging him on no account to permit religious toleration

.n Spain." Correspondence.

FIFTEEN thousand Spanish ladies

Yielding to a pious whim,
Gather'd 'twist the Bay and Cadiz,

And bssieged the gallant PRIM.

Saying
" COUNT TIE HERS or RE-US,

(Winch it's called we know nor care)
"
Prostrate at your feet you see us,i

Begging you to grant our prayer.

"
Count, you offer toleration

To religions each and all;

Do you wish the Spanish nation

From its ancient faith to fall?

"
Please reverse your resolution,

Penal make all creeds but one,
Or your blessed revolution

Ends by leaving Spain undone.

"
Better do a little burning,
Roast some Protestants or Jews,

For an Auto priests are yearning,
Meet the holy creatures' views.

" But if what you 've written 's written,

And you must not burn a soul,

Send all heretics to Britain,
'

Island somewhere near the.Pole."

Tolerantly smiles DON JUAN,
Smiles upon the kneeling dames.

"
Ladies, it would be my ruin,

Did I send one Jew to flames.

"
There "s a thing your lords call discount,

With the Jews it comes and goes,"

And 'twere worth the place of this Count
Did he singe one hooky nose.

" As for Protestants, their altar

Must not now be overturned,
Certain folks who hold Gibraltar

Much object to being burned.

"
Sweetest ladies, stick to flirting,

Roll dark eyes, wave jewelled fans,

Praise the bull-fizht's strife diverting,

Leave to man the work that 's man's.

"Tell the priests who gave your mission,

They 're a gang of nincompoops ;

If I see the least sedition,

Priests have necks and cords have loops.

"
If my forehead wears a frown, 'tis

Not for you, but them. I've done:

And (leave granted by my Countess)
1 would kiss you every one.

" And I '11 send your priests to Hades,
Dare they such sweet eyes to dim."

Fifteen thousand Spanish Indies

Smiled, and left DON JUAN PRIM.

The Boys' Own Beak.

A GOOD deal has lately been said about a sentence by
which a Justice at Petty Sessions sent a lot of little boys,
manacled like felons, to gaol for "tossing and obstructing
the streets." Several letters about it have appeared in

the Ti/aen, under the heading of
"
Untempered Zeal."

Would not
"
Ill-tempered Zeal

"
have been the more accu-

rate superscription ?
"
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THE CONFERENCE.
Foreign Office, Paris. Present, for France: MARQUIS DE LAVALETTE,

Minister ofForeign Affairs, President. For England: LORD LYONS.
For Russia : COUNT STACKJSLBUKG. For Austria: PRINCE MET-
TEBNICH. For Prussia : COUNT DK SOLUS. For Turkey : DJEMIL
PASIIA. Fur Italy : M. NIOBA.

" This Conference wa sadly borne." Benedick.

M. de LaraMte. Pray be seated, Gentlemen. The cigarettes are in
that box, the clears in this, and our friend the Pasha has his pipe.
Lord Lyons. The Pipe of 1'cace, we '11 hope. (Laughter.)
Pasha. That depends on yourselves, Gentlemen. Put that in your

pipes, and smoke it.

if. de Laralettf. lla ! ha ! We begin pleasantly a rood omen.
Pasha. Inshallah !

Lord I#o*. But where is M. RANGABK. our friend from Greece.
Will you not direct las admission, M. le President ?

Patfia. I have no objection to the son of a burnt father coming in
and sitting down. But lie must have no vote.

Count Stackelliurg. It is needless to say that my Government is

greatly displeased with Greece for agitating against the Sublime
1'orte

Pasha. Quite. (Winks.)
Count Stofkelburg. But will Greece accept the

proposed insult ?

M. de lavaletle. You have reason to think she will not ?

Count Staclulburg. I didn't say that.

M. de Lavatette. Well, we '11 see. (Rings.) Invite the Greek gen-
tleman to come in.

Enter M. RANGABE.

[All bo, except the PASHA, who grunts.
M. de iMtalette. There, M. RANGABE, is your chair, and the Con-

ference will I'eel indebted to you for the valuable information (markedly)
with which you will favour them in reply to any inquiries that may be
addressed to you.
Pasha (aside). His face is blackened already.
M. Rangabe (pertly). Any information I may (rive will be limited to

the informing the Conference which way I intend to vote.

M. de Lavaletle. I reply, Sir, with an intimation, on behalf of the

Conference, that such information will be needless, inasmuch as we
shall not trouble you to vote.

M. Rangabi. Ah, two words to that bargain.
Pasha. These sons of Sheitan are always thinking of bargains.

The Powers bought an unclean beast in a poke when they took up
Greece. May his grandmother's grave be defiled !

M. Rangabi. What is that Turk muttering? Gentlemen, I must
hear what my Government says to this outrageous proposal.
Pasha. Ilia Government ! A pack of brigands plotting in a back

shop.
M. de Latalelte. You must see, M. RANGABE, that you cannot vote.

Your Go-vcrnment was no party to the Treaty of Paris.

M. Rangabe. No
; nor to the Treaty of Utrecht, which has as much

to do with the question as the other. (lM>ks guardedly at the COUNT
^TACKKLIH no, who icinks at him to hold out.) In the name of the
Hellenic people, I protest against injustice, and I shall telegraph for

inline
M. de Lavalettn. Then, M. DE RANGABK, I reluctantly invite you to

take a cigar and your leave.

Pasha (aside). Fine tobacco is wasted on a fellow like that. A weed
at a sou is good enough for him, and lie would prefer it.

M. de Rangabe. EUKOPB SHALL KKPKNT THIS ! {Exit.
Count Sluckelburg. I did myself the honour to hint to the Conference

what would happen.
M. de Laoalelle. Nobody could speak with more authority, Count.

(All laugh.)
Count Stackelliurg (laughing). On my honour I never said a word to

him about his conduct here.
Lord Lyons. Never mind we can do just as well without him. I

am sure that the Count is quite as well qualified as RANGAJIE to look
after the interests of Greece.

Pasha, lln! ha! Very well spoken. By the Prophet, your face
shines like the sun, Lord of the Lions.

Count Stackelburg. My English friend and I understand one another.
Pasha. Yes, since Sebastopol.
If. de Lavalette. Pray pray memories are, at times, brutalities.

Well, suppose we do something. Of course when I say do, 1 mean
say. We must spoil some paper besides what is round the cigarettes.
Will the representatives that have not yet spoken oblige us with some
conversation ? Remember, we are bound to nothing that we agree
upon.
M. Nigra. I think the Musical Pitch is a much more interesting

subject than politics, and 1 hear, my Lord, that it is being agitated
again in England. Musical Europe decides that the Pitch must be
lowered before all the singers' voices are ruined.

Pasha (aside). These Italians are good for nothing but music.
Prince Metternich. I agree with the President that we must say

something, and our principal business seems to be to make that some-
thing mean as much like nothing as possible. My Government, of

course, can have no sympathy with a Power, larjre or small, which
seeks to aggrandise itself at the expense of a n

Count df SolMS. There are neighbours and neighbours. Moreover,
though this is an inopportune moment for disturbing the peace of

Europe, which peace, M. le President, you and 1 know is so dear to

our Governments, there are nuestions affecting Greece which
Pasha. I stand upon my ultimatum. If those questions are raised. I

can but retire to my hotel, where I hope to see you all at dinner at 8.

M. de Latalelte. We should be getting into business if we raised

questions. We are here to avoid business. But I think that if we
saw a way to recognise the justice of the Sublime Forte's ultimatum,
and such recognition were embodied in form, it might be for the

Sublime Porte to consider whether that would justify Turkey in with-

drawing the ultimatum, and expecting the submission of Greece.
Pasha. You had better let us lick her into submission. Be cJleim

on my eyes be it, we should make short work.
Lord Lyons. I have no doubt of the power and the va' :ar of Turkey,

bat I do not see that we can quite allow the wor of 1828-9 to be
undone by her.

Pasha. Well, by the Beard, I dont care. Will you lick Greece for

us, if she does not mend her manners ?

Ijord Lyons. As you well put it, Pasha, it is a case of manners, so
wo must deal with it morally. The President's suggestion teems
admirable.

Pasha. Inshallah, it will come to about the tame thing. Compre-
hend, Gentlemen, that Turkey may be going to collapse, or not, that is

with Allah. But she is not going to be punctured by a Greek poniard.
If the sons of burnt fathers take your hints well. If not, they will

have to take ours, which will be conveyed to them in the form of

bombshells. Make me happy, all of you, at 8.
\
/_

M. de Lavalette. That is what you call, in London, plucky, my Lord.
Count Slaekelburg. Especially as he knows that he will not be allowed

to fire a shot.

Lord IJOBS. Then he has supernatural knowledge. Nobody else

knows that, COUNT STACK ELBUKO. England has a fleet in the Medi-
I terranean, COUNT STACKKI.BCRG, and I do not believe that there is

anybody on board, from Admiral to powder-monkey, who knows that

Turkey would be interfered with, if, after all warnings, Greece persists.
Count Slaekelburg. Let us hope that she will be better adcited.

M. de Latalette. Some more tobacco, Gentlemen ?

Lord Lyons. Well, I think not. Don't give MM. the journalists a

right to say that the Conference ended in smoke.
M. de La'calelte. My dear friend, when did journalists speak the

truth? ===== [Exeunt.

WANTED AN ISLAND.

I DEPUTY-CORONER RICHARDS the other day pat the following question
to the husband of a she-drunkard, and then a Juror made a remark.

" CORONER. Why did you give her the money to get drunk ? In old times

when a husband found his wife getting drunk he lockrd her up in a room, nd
fed IIIT on bread and water until the got sober. In Scotland them it, it ii

I said, an island where drunken wires arc landed, and all that they are left by
their husbands is a loaf of bread and a pitcher of cold water.

" A JUHUB. If that island was near London, it would be thickly populated."

May be so, MR, JUROR. But we thirst for geographical informa-

tion, and hereby inquire of all Scottish friends (3.0U6,S03 at the last

census, but we imagine a baby or two may have been born since) where
this Sober Island is? What is its name? Is it Rum? Tke state-

ment is.

What Brown Said.

SCENE UaU of the Elysium dub.

Enter SMITH, F.R.S., meeting BROWN. Q.C.

Smith. Raw day, eh?
Brown. Very raw. Glad when it 's done.

{Exit BROWN, Q.C. Exit SMITH, F.R.S. into Smoking-room, where

he tells a good thing that BROWN said.

Mi INTO THE FUTURE.

Tire forthcoming (Ecumenical Council at Rome will, it appears, be

called "The First Council of the Vatican." Ititventu pro-

phesy perhaps we ought to say, to fWtoM-atc, that it will also be the

VERY LIKELY. An American travelled friend says that of all the

mountains he has ever seen he is sure his countrymen would prefer the

I Dolomite, or, as he humorously calls them, the Dollar-might.
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SOFT !

TOM USED OFTEN TO SAT HE LOVED THE VERY GROUND SHE TROD OK, AND REALLY IT LOOKED LIKE IT THIS SEASON.

S. THOMAS SECUNDUS.
" CHURCH Courts for Church Causes," MACKONOCHTE cries
" Law Courts in all Cases," BRITANNIA replies.
"
The Law of the Land, by the Judges laid down,

And the will of the Clergy controlled by the Crown."

Your Parson would fain culprits try by the rule

Which pedagogues practise on children at school ;

Make laws for the nonce, as occasions require,

As they did who heretics sent to the fire.

No, Parsons, to do legal justice we find

As simply unable the clerical mind,
As that of the Jury, more famous than bright,

Who, asked for their verdict, returned
"
Serve him right,"

Construction of words the judicial mind needs,
Alike in a question of statutes or creeds.

Just fancy a Judge who defined an offence,

Expounding plain law in non-natural sense !

" Church Courts for Church Causes ?
" O Reverend Divine,

That cry, lon^ ago, was another's than thine,
Of one who did seal with his blood that same cause ''

As thine, the Church Courts set above the Realm's laws.

Art thou, too, prepared to encounter the fate

Of THOMAS A BECKETT, and brave a cleft pate?
First let it be shaved, get thyself taken home,
Or go, where consistency cafls thee, to Rome.

The Popular Minister.

MR. REVERDY JOHNSON ran a terrible risk when he went the other

day to Luton, where they make miles and mile's of straw plait ; for,

suppose he had been
"
bonneted

"
? In connection with this subject,

we should be glad to know what and where " The MILES PLATTING
Institute

"
is, at which MB. JACOB BRIGHT has lately been speaking on

education.

AINSI SOIT-IL :

OR, as we believe the Freemasons say,
"
So mote it be." But what

imports the nomination of those gentlemen, and why is reference made
to that mote in the brothers' eyes ? This is why. Because we read

that before leaving Stockholm (which is the capital of Sweden) the

PRINCE OP WALES was made a Knight of the Freemasons of CHARLES
THE THIRTEENTH, after having successively received the six inferior

orders. Now the Oswestry Advertiser, in which Punch found this in-

formation, objects to the proceeding, because the Grand Lodge of

England recognises no six inferior orders, and holds the knightship of

CHARLES THE THIRTEENTH to be spurious Masonry. It further invites

the PRINCE OF WALES, after he shall have shown to his Princess that

noble exploit of Freemasons which is called the Pyramid, to come to

Wales, and be made into a right sort of Mason there, under the auspices

of Provincial Grand Master SIR WATKDT WILLIAMS WTNN, in Car-

narvon Castle. Further, it is suggested that the Prince do become the

Archmason of all, the Head of the craft, vice the EARL OP ZETLAND,
who would be happy to retire. To this latter arrangement Punch has

no objection, if his Prince have none, but Grand Master PUNCH pro-

tests against the Welsh business, nor does he propose to substitute a

ceremony in the Hall in the street'called after HENRIETTA MARIA. If the

Prince is to be made, it must be in no less noble a place than the Punch

Lodge, aU the brothers of which are of the most profound and appalling

learning in Masonry, and proceed to refreshment in a way which is

more imposing than can be imagined by the profane. We will hold a

Lodge of Emergency whenever the Prince likes, and rattle him through
the degrees before he can smoke a quarter of one of the unequalled

cigars that shall be presented to him. And instead of one secret, we
will impart to him at least a hundred. Moreover, he shall see a Cartoon

made, and other wonderful things. We take a base advantage of the

Osweslry Advertiser, which may not be much read in Vienna, by for-

warding to the Prince an early proof of this invitation. But if H.R.H.
should prefer to say with COWPER

" for a Lodge in some vast wilderness,"

we shall be happy to join him, our friend DR. RUSSELL, and our friend

SIR SAMUEL BAKER at Cairo, and hold our Lodge in the desert, while

the Princess looks smiling down from the top of the Great Pyramid.
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THE CHAMBERMAID OE THE VATICAN.

"I'VE WARMED THEIR BEDS FOR "EM; WHY DON'T THEY LIGHT THEIR CANDLES. AND FOLLOW ME ?"
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER THE 8BCOND.-OP MR KOCK BOBBINS, THE PKOFB3SIOXAL

CBUMB-EATfcU, THE MACAWS, JACK 8PBATT, AND THE JOLLY OLD

COCK. (CONTINUED.)

THBRB are some days when there is a. perfect rush for BOBBINS. If

he were the last stall left on an old Jenny Lind night, he couldn't be in

greater demand. HOBBISS' presence would be bought, if it could, at

dinner in hard cash and handsomely paid for, too. What was once

undoubtedly a favour to Rnumss, is now a favour KUmto
his entertainers. Ten families, for lave all filed the same

day for their dinner-parlies, and every family receives, on the very

same mornins, one refusal from one guest. All the parties are now
uneven numbers. At this crisis, what is to be done ? Send for

HOBBINS. So they all send for BOBBINS. Banm receives^the
invi-

tations by word ol mouth, or by letter. But a call in propridpersona,

from host or hostess, if not too late, does the trick, and wins BOBBINS for

his, or her, table. This is the only way to catch him, while, like the

Cit in Bombastes, he is,

"
Pondering which to take and which refuse."

BOBBINS has the power, you see, of making many people happy. For

it is a fearful cry that goes up from despairing matrons on such a

morning as that described above, of which the burden ia, "Ma. KOCK
BOBBINS ; or, Thirteen at Dinner .'" I hate heard of a party of twelve

ultimately reduced to KOCK BOBBINS alone ; that is, to him and his

host, for the lady of the house had neither the face nor the heart to

meet her husband's guest, even to reward that faithful henchman, and

decorate him with the blue Riband of the Almonds and B*isins.

BOBBINS now thinks that he is in such request, on account of his

gallant bearing, his polished manners, and his unexceptionable costume.

Presuming upon this, he was very nearly being kicked out by an indig-

nant husband, but that affair has oeen hushed up, (in fact, I only heard

it from MAGO PIE, and took it for what it was worth, in the smoking-

room,) and little KOCK BOBBINS is at the top of his profession.

His card bears upon it simply
" Mu. KDUK BOBBINS," with the

address, which yon may be certain is central ; for, like a doctor, he

must live where he can oe got at soonest, and with the least possible

trouble.

I do not care who the professional man is, or to what profession

he belongs, he can't afford to despise the humblest client.

If KOCKY were to refuse my crumbs, as 1 hear he has done some

people's, at whose doorstep he would, at one time, have timidly

scraped his boots, I shouldn't let him have the chance of refusing a

second time, that 's all.

KOCKY BOBBINS is a privileged man. A professional dinner-eater is

not expected to fine dinners, only to eat them. But, great as is

his immunity, the obligations of his state are heavy, and, sometimes,

oppressive. He is expected to eat of everything at table. He is ex-

pected to know his host's and hostess's taste, and should anything of

which they are fond be running short, he would forfeit their confidence

for ever, were he to take the last bit, just before it was being brought

(by particular direction given to the waiter) to the lady of the house.

He is even to suffer her to say sweetly,
"

I know yon don't care for

this," as the supercilious Plush passes him over. It would be an act of

ingratitude, for instance, if BOBBINS, after dinner, backed up somebody's

suggestion about another bottle of claret, or if he didn't meet such a

proposal by at once saying, "No more for me, thank you; I shan't

touch a drop, I assure you."
BOBBINS is becoming, however, so well known that this last trick is

getting somewhat stale,
and graceless fellows, who have no households

of their own, will inquire after BOBBINS' appetite, and drinkatite, in a

way which would make any amateur in the art of diuing-out blush first,

and throw decanters afterwards. Not so BOBBINS, he considers their

vulgar banter as a professional joke, and knows well enough that

they "11 pour in oil and wine on his wounds by asking him to a bachelor

dinner at the Club, where there '11 be the best salad, and with the bird,

the finest Burgundy that you can get anywhere in London.
KOCKY BOBBINS consequently is a great ally of Old BARNDOOK'S. As

Old BARNDOOR being a Jolly Old Cock, gives dinners, he likes to have

always some one ready to whom to give 'em.

I have heard that Acting Managers of Theatres know exactly
where to pounce dawn upon enough people sufficiently presentable to

make a fair show in his stalls, dress-circle, and private boxes, when the
business is horribly below par.

It is a tradition, 1 believe, that there are rooms full of these people
of all sizes, looks, shapes and ages, always in evening dress, with cleaned

gloves from six till nine, sitting as mute as wax-works till the messenger
from the Theatre arrives to say they are wanted, and takes off so many
of them as suit his purpose. I should like to come suddenly into a

family of "Orders," just before seven o'clock. At half-past nine (they
are never sent for later than this, and as a rule they needn't be in

waiting after eight) they lay aside their festive costumes, not to be
resumed until six the next evening.

Well, the Jolly Old Cock lias dependents of this kind. Should it

ever happen that there is a chance ol his dining alone, a thing the Jolly

Old Fellow abominates, he sends off, or goes himself to KOCK BOBBINS
as the head of the professional diners-out. Failing him and his kind,
he goes down the scale, and knows where to find those who will be

precious glad to come, and who think they are doing thnuelort a turn
(the simple slybooters !) when in reality they are actually conferring a
favour on him.

"
Hut, Lor bless you." as Little JACK SPRATT, a very respectable

teacher of the piano, with, I fear, very few pupils except a protegee, I

I
believe, of Old BARNDOOR'S as poor little JACK said tome,

" we don't
confer no benefit on MR. BARNDOOR, Lor no." JACK SMUTT call* BARM-
DOOR "

Sir," and he and his wife, whose platter is clean and
bare, are with

prote'ge'e aforesaid, always ready to dine with the Jolly Old Cock.
,

It would be as much as little SPRATT'S professional existence is worth
to refuse; nay, both MRS. and MR. S. call to apologise for being oat
when MR. B. came to ask them to come to dinner the other day. Old
BARNDOOR was kind to them when there was a man in possession, and
since that, SPRATT, or his wife, would lay down their lives for such a

: generous noble-hearted man. JACK SPRATT has told me at much with
tears in his eyes. MRS. SPRATT bad some objections to JACK'S giving

i

music lessons to the protege (a very pretty young lady, named Mus
(i U.KNB.) and

subsequently receiving her at the house. But the Jolly
Old Cock invited them to dinner, gave MRS. SPRATT a beautiful gold
watch and chain, and arranged with them that they should be at no ex-

pense if they would take this young lady in whom he professed a fatherly

be sure.

So MRS. SPRATT (who was a clergyman's daughter, and one of six-

teen) saw at once that there could be no harm in such an arrangement,
and severely blamed herself for allowing a shade of suspicion to cross
her mind concerning the conduct of such a kind, generous, good
creature as MR. BARNDOOR.
The Jolly Old Cock prefers his own table to anyone's."

I like, he says, jovially,
"
my friends to come to me. Let me en-

i
tertain them" and so dining out is to him more a nuisance than a

! pleasure. He is very rich, but is still connected with some business,
without which occupation his day would be a blank.

(To be Continued.)

LIVINGS . LIGHTS ;

OR THE REVEREND RITUALISTS* DILEM1CA.

To leave Bites in the lurch, or secede from the Church ?

Our lights or our livings to drop ?

The La (shame and woe !) says, Obey me, or go !
**

But the Profits advise us to stop.

The Law and the Prophets we 're bound to obey ;

As they differ, our
duty

's to doubt :

So we think, on the whole, in oar livings we '11 stay,
Until we are forced to turn out

ORDERS OF THE DAY.
Ma. PrrscH to ask

1. What is the Ritual Commission doing now P

2. Whether one part of the Thames Embankment won't be worn
away before the other is completed ?

3. When there is going to be easy communication between Guard
and Passenger on every Railway ?

I. When Improved Fire Escapes will be made and used ?

5. When the Police Force will be improved f

G. When known and suspected thieves can be dealt with preventively,
and their nests destroyed ?

7. U'tiether as to subjects of questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,.we must wait for

some tremendous accident or fearful crisis to hurry us into active

measures ?

Odd Things in the Papers.
" ROTAL COLLFOH OF SURGEONS. The following gentlemen pused their

primary examinations in anitnmy and physiology .... LOUD TATTBHSALL,
of St. Bartholomew's Hospital."
" NORWICH ELECTION PRTITIOX. MR. SKROBAXT BAILAKTTKB, MB. D.

I). KI-.ANB, Q.C., and MR. SIMS KERVES appeared for the 1'eti!

"" There is some slightly
bet; n" the anxious reader is on the

tip-toe of expectation, hoping at UMSI that the East End of London u meant
" the saline works at Wielic/
" PRINCB NAPOLEON appears to be mending." (What ?)
" When the Judge* are in itaurit."

' A WINDIXG-DP CASE." A Watch's.
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"WATER, WATER, EVERYWHERE!"
Extract of letterfrom Edith to Clara .- "'And then we had such fun, last week. Our part of the town was flooded, and HARRY (who

is so clever), with the aid of some canvas, &c. .'"converted a punt into a miniature Gondola, and he and CHARLES rowed us about, quite like

Venice," &c., &c., &c.

IS IT ONE ?

A GENTLEHAN who has lost his seat in Parliament through bribery

by his agents declared in Court that he Never told a Lie in his Life.

We have no doubt that he believed what he said, and that he is a

highly honourable gentleman.
When True Thomas was informed by the Queen of faery that she

meant to give him a tongue that could not lie, he vehemently remon-
strated against a present which he said would make him unfit for

lordlings" feast and lady's bower.
What is a lie ?

Is it One, when yon are courting, to tell the lady that you never
before saw any girl whom you could love, and that if she will wed you,

every hour, every moment of your life shall be devoted to efforts to

make her happy ?

Is it One, when a worthy and kind-hearted utter bore calls upon
you, interrupting your work, or preventing your walk, to say that you
are glad to see hita P

Is it One, when you get two invitations, to choose the pleasanter,

though you opened it after the other, and write to the sender of the

other that you regret that a previous engagement^
&c. ?

Is it One, when the author of a book which he has sent you asks you
how you like it, to say that you think it is admirable. Or to say that

you saw it was too good to read hastily, and that you are reserving it

lor quiet perusal during your holiday ?

Is it One, when you are being bored beyond bearing at a dinner-

party, to say that you must join your wife at another house, and thus

to excuse your slipping away early ?

Is it One, when a well meaning, but ignorant host asks you point-

blank whether that is not a fine glass of wine, to make him think you
think the abomination nectar ?

Is it One when a rich and religious aunt asks you whether you have

been to church, to express a hope that she does not think you have

forgotten the habits taught you by her when you were a boy ?

Is it One, when a fnend who never repays loans asks you for a

cheque, to be returned on Tuesday, to be sorry that your balance is so

very low just now, &c !

Is it One to say something ot the same kind when your wife, in the

course of a walk, shows a marked propensity for examining the

windows of silk-mercers or jewellers ?

Is it One when the Whip wants you particularly, and you can't get
an answer about the place you want for a voter's son, to say that'you
hope to be down for the division, but that you are afraid of bronchitis,

these disagreeable nights.
Is it One to misdirect a letter, so as to cause its delay, when you

particularly desire to stand well with your correspondent, and yet tliat

your answer shall be too late for his purpose ?

Is it One to oblige an incompetent person with a testimonial to his

fitness for office, in terms that will help him, but which, if examined,
commit you to nothing f

Is it One, when your friends are talking of their swell acquaintance,
to ask, in a casual way, whether anybody has heard of LORD HYPHEN,
as you did not see him at LADY ASTEHISK'S on Saturday the fact

being that you were not there, and don't know her or him V

Is it One, when A tells you that he knows you heard that story
against him from B, to give him your solemn word of honour that B
never spoke to you on the subject, the fact being that B wrote you the

story ?

Is it One when a painter shows you a bad work, and demands your
opinion, to tell him, in an important and final sort of way, that such a

Picture
as that requires no praise, and he knows much better than you

o what he has done there ?
We shall be happy to receive replies from Jesuits, moralists, people

of the world, clergymen, Philistines, Quakers, humbugs, women, and
anybody else who likes to answer all or any of the above conundrums.

Fact.

A GENTLEMAN who has just furnished his house writes to'ua to say,
that he finds dumb waiters don't answer.
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BRUCE AND BISGROVE.

IT seems barely conceivable that in a case where the Saturday
Review and the Pall '-lie are on one side, and the HOME

!;KTARY on the other, anybody should dare to express an opinion
that the Official is in the right, and his critics in the wrong. But Mr.
Punch must venture on this during step, iu the case of BKUCE v. Bis-

GROVB.
Here is the case as summed up by MR. BROCK.

a cobbler, had been drinking, but was not too drunk to

know what be was doing.
1 11 tliis state, at a late hour of the night, he comes upon a stranger

lying asleep in a li> M.
A devilish desire (as he himself confesses) seizes him to kill this man.
From the bed of a neighbouring brook he picks a stone of SOlbs.

weight dashes it on the sleeper's head, and kills him.

lie then lies down by the side of the murdered man, and is found
there quietly sleeping by those who discover the

body.
It is proved he had never seen the man, and that lie had not robbed

him.
A strange case, surely, on the face of it, but there is no 'evidence

tendered at the trial to show that the murderer is in other than his

right mind.
The jury find him guilty, with another man who was found in the

neighbourhood at the time, and the Judge passes sentence of death on
both.

BISGROVE subsequently confesses the deed, and exonerates the man
who has been sentenced with him.

A clergyman who had been present at the trial, struck with the

strangeness of the case, sets about inquiring into the prisoner's ante-

cedents.

He finds that he had been an illegitimate child, deserted by his

parents, and brought up by charity.
That he had become a collier, was quiet, inoffensive, and a general

favourite.

That a few years ago, while at work in a pit, he received a shock
from seeing a man killed close beside him by a fall of a stone from the

roof of the colliery.

That, ever since, he had been subject to epileptic fits, which had led

to his being discharged by his employers.
That it was the general impression among his neighbours that these

fits had weakened his mind (as epileptic fits, after a time, usually do).
These facts were communicated to the HOME SECRETARY.
He desired the Chief Constable of the county to go to tfie spot, and

carefully sift the evidence as to these facts.

The Chief Constable took the evidence of ten or twelve trustworthy
witnesses, which fully corroborated the clergyman's statement.
On this, Ma. BRUCE commuted the sentence.

For this he was roundly taken to task by the Saturday Renew and
the Pall Mall Gazelle, before his explanation of the circumstances
under which he stayed the execution was made public.

Unexplained, the commutation teas startling.
But as explained, it seems to Mr. Punch not only that the Hong

SECRETARY did his duty in commuting the sentence, but that the
method he took of satisfying himself as to the grounds for doing so
was sufficient, and, under the circumstances, not

open to objection.
The Pall Matt would have found no fault with him

"
if he had sent

down a physician of skill and experience in diseases of the brain, had
ordered aim to examine BISOROVB personally, had laid before him the
evidence as to his past history carefully sifted, had received a report
from the doctor that BISGROVE was certainly insane, had taken counsel
with the Judge who tried the case as to the weight to be attached to
this report, and had then, as the result of this investigation, given
orders for the prisoner's removal to a lunatic asylum."
How does the Pall Mall know that MR. BRUCE did not consult with

the Judge who tried the case? We would venture to assume that he
did. If so, the head and front of MR. BRUCE'S offending, even on the
Pall Mail's showing, is, that he substituted his own judgment and
the Chief Constable's for that of

"
the physician of skill and experience

in diseases of the brain."
We should be glad to know the physician whose judgment in such a

matter is prima facie so much better than that of a Home Secretary of

long experience at the bar, and a Chief Constable, that the acting on
the one would have been altogether right, while the acting on the other
was

"
altogether wrong."

The Pall Mall assumes that the evidence collected by the Chief
Constable was not subjected to the test of cross-examination, was not
borne out by the opinion of impartial experts, did not, perhaps, even
clearly distinguish between the fits whicU were matters of fact and

j

the mental weakness which was matter of inference. Is not this
rather a large assumption ?

It strikes us that the Chief Constable was in all probability just as

capable of such cross-examination and distinction and of taking
opinions of impartial experts, as the

"
physician of skill and experience

in diseases of the brain," would have been likely to be. Judging by

what Mr. Punch has seen of such physicians in the witness-box, he ia

not inclined to rate their average judicial faculty very highly; and
in any case that concerned himself decidedly rather trust the

judgment of a Home Secretary and Chief Constable than that of any
M.I), he has ever watched under cross-examination.
Nor can we see the nacif/e that so

"
astonishes

"
the Pall Mall, in

MR. BRUCE'S adding, (as evidence that he has acted rightly ilUhe
case,) that the Visiting Justices at Taunton had ordered a mMBal
inquiry ; that the man had been pronounced insane ; and that applica-
tion had been made at the Home Ofiice to have him removed to a

lunatic asylum.
What right has the Pall Mail to assume that either the Somerset-

shire justices, or the Somersetshire doctors have come to this conclu-

sion, as a matter of course, and merely or mainly because the Secretary
of State had come to it before them ?

We really do not sec what the hitter have done to deserve the

Pall Mall'i sneer that they would have carried independence to an
absurd pitch, if they had refused to enable the Visiting Justices to

support what MR. BRUCE had done, not because it was just and right,
but because he had done it.

Mr. Punch is glad to own to a better opinion of both Somersetshire

justices and Somersetshire doctors, and takes the liberty -poet the
Pall Mall in express kit opinion that the HOME SECRETARY ha* done
his duty in this case, and has not laid himself open to fair animadver-
sion by the way in which he has done it.

*IA'EAAHN 'EAAH2IN.

Mr dear little Hellenes, pet no more rebelling* :

Get np no more rows under auspices Huss :

There '* a fable of which you should need no more tellings.

Touching certain hot chestnuts, a pug and a puss.

Already by dabbling in Eastern hot water*,
Your poor little fingers you 've burnt to the bone.

Leave Russia in future to catch her own Tartars,

Fight shy of the CZAR, and let Turkey alone.

Need I tell you the tale how, when once dwarf and giant
Went to make joint-stock war on the world, the big gun

Thrust the small one in front, till the dwarf, too compliant,
Found that lie dropp'd a limb every battle they won.

If the Great Eastern question so presses for oping,
Let those who will profit by 't stand the expense.

Don't you play in the land of an ally
who "s hoping

That you '11 take the kick*, while he pocket* the pence.

Trust Bulgaria and Bosnia, WaUachia, Moldavia,
With their Suzerain Sultan to clear their own scores

Let the Turk bind Crete over to better behaviour ;

Leave Albania still Moslem, though close at your doors.
"
Grande Me "

though it be to make Hellas commander
Of all the Turk rules on this side Helle's sea,

There 's an idee I venture to call even grander
Let Hellas make Hellas all Hellas should be.

Instead of declaiming about her old glories,

Let her kick drones and demagogues both off her back

Open roads, pay off debts, and give up telling stone*,
Get rid of her brigands, her army bid pack :

Make her peasants secure of the fruits of their tillage :

Find the right men and in the right place set them fiat :

Keep her judges from bribes, her officials from pillage,

Turn her face to the future, her back to the pact.

Till the star of her youth through her dark present flinhm.

And the dead bones around stir and draw to its light ;

And a nobler Byzantium arise from Time's ashes,

And Hellas's'nilc is the rule of the Right.

Then beneath her broad tegis the nations shall gather.
While the glories of old re-emblazon her name,

And tlie shades of her heroes exultingly father

The Hellas they now from Olympus di*rii

A Saintly Garment.
" Aw evening ppr itatw that every teventh day Qtrrac ISABELLA receives

a small packet containing the chemiM which Suter PATKOCIXIO ha worn

during the preceding week ; her M.tjety, in her turn, dons thU garment for a

similar period." Fall Mall GattU (Part* Camtpondtna).

Poor DONSA ISABELLA ! What shifts she is put to !

" LIBERAL TO THB BACKBONE." The Gaoler who Flogs tke Ga-

rotters.
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OVEREND AND GUENEY.

(A Promoter's Protest.)

Is 't a fact, or hideous vision ?

Is it mockery or derision ?

Six DIRECTORS OP CONDITION
THREATENED WITH THEMIS' ROD !

DOCTOR TIIOM and his attorney
Pray that OEREND and GURNEY
May be sent the swindlers' journey
Fid Guildhall Dock to Quod !

Two faiths I had abiding ones
That Themis' scales were sliding ones ;

That shareholders, confiding ones,
Would bleed, yet stand at ease :

That law kept its fangs and feelers

For small cheats and petty stealers,

And not for daring dealers

With millionslike these.

But this hideous innovation.

Scouts the recognised relation

Of pec and spec-vilation,

Financiering treats as fraud :

To narrow morals panders,
And raises City danders,
Sauce for geese makes sauce for ganders,
Leaves Promoters all abroad !

Rudely calls their facts in question,
On their figures throws reflection,
Mars their programmes in conception,

Closely clips their fancy's wings ;

Judges big coups like little ones,
Makes promoters' pathways kittle ones,
Proves Mammon's pillars brittle ones,
And big bubbles risky things !

A March Hare.

THE DOCTOR'S BILL. AT a recent de lunatico inquiry, there was some difficulty

in proving the insanity, when a witness casually said that

Our Stout Cook. "WHAT'S THIS? 'MEDICAL ATTENDANCF, Two-AN'-Six
!'j he remembered hearing the alleged madman "argue with

WELL, THAT'S A GOOD 'UN! WHY, I ATTENDED ON 'IM ! AN' 'AD TO WAIT Two his wife." The jury, without even turning round, instantly
HOURS IN THAT THERE SURGERY ! !

"
'

gave the verdict of hopeless lunacy.

TWO-LEGGED VERMIN.
ALL you who have ever been accustomed to recreate your minds and

bodies by rural rambles, are familiar with a certain exhibition of

natural history frequently presented on the skirts of coppices. You
recollect the spectacle of sundry specimens of the sylvan fauna, in a

state of more or less perfect preservation, affixed to the trees. Stoats,

to wit, weasels, jays, magpies, carrion crows, owls, sparrowhawksj
and

kestrels
;
the kestrels owing their position to certain outward belong-

ings which they share with the sparrowhawks, namely, a crooked beak
and talons. Now, your kestrel uses these appliances principally, and
almost entirely, for the purpose of catching and devouring mice and
insects ; and it, at any rate, ought not to be found where you find it

gibbeted by stupid keepers, who, if they knew their craft, would leave

it alone to fly at large, and fan the wind over the fallows. The exter-

nal attributes of a hawk do not necessarily bespeak a member of the

dangerous feathered classes. Your honey-buzzard is as harmless as

your kestrel, destroying no creature of more consequence than a

dumbledore. Now, is it possible that what is thus true of the/a/-
conida:, may be equally true of the human species ? A useful bird may
be mistaken for a bird of prey ; but can any reasonable doubt be en-

tertained as to the predatory character of the plumeless biped named
in the subjoined extract from the Post :

" THE CONTENTS OP A TICKET-OF-LEAVE MAN'S POCKET. A man, named
JAMES GOLLAGHEK, was apprehended at Hull on Tuesday, and charged with

being a suspected person. He was remanded for further inquiries for seven

days. In his pockets were found two pistols loaded and capped, a black mask,
several wax-tapers and knives, such as are used by burglars, matches, and

gunpowder."

Few, probably, will question the individual, whose capture is an-
nounced as above, to be a really pernicious member of the raptorial
order. Not many would hesitate to bet a round sum, that the result of

any inquiries which may have been
effectually made was the discovery

that the possessor of the articles enumerated in the foregoing state-

ment is a character well known to the police, and most likely also to

the governors of a great variety of gaols, metropolitan and provincial.
What is to be done with such an obvious person of prey such an un-

mistakeable instance of human vermin ? What is he fit for but a place

equivalent to that assigned by the keeper to the local carnmora?

Humanity, however, forbids the cheapest way of dealing with him. It

will be for the wisdom of an enlightened Ministry and a Reformed
Parliament to devise the most economical way of making society safe

from the depredations and outrages of him and his like, whilst keeping
them alive.

WELCOME TO A POET.

MR. PUNCH observes that MR. ROBERT BUCHANAN, a poet of the

right sort, reads publicly in London. Ha ! Sirs ! We could well like

to hear him in his own bold talk between Silenas and Polypheme,
" That great sad Mountain, in whose depths doth roam
His small soul, wandering like a gentle lamb."

Mr. Punch -wishes him every success, and by way of pointing a

paragraph avowedly written to serve a gentleman for whom he has a

rd, adds that he has no doubt that MR. BUCHANAN speaks up, for

delightful as are his Undertones in print, they won't do on a platform.

Pauca Verba.

A NOODLE writes to ask Punch if there is any truth is the old saying
that

"
pigs see the wind," and if so what wind is it they see. Punch

is not to be done. He has his reply ready. Why of course they can,
and the particular wind in question is a

"
Sow-wester."

A JUDGE MADE POR THE ACTION.

A WATCHMAKER has lately got damages for injuries arising from an
accident on a Railway platform : appropriately enough, the case was
heard before the Secondary.

Printed by Joseph Smith, o( No. U. Holford Square, tn the Pariah of St.James, Clerkenwell. In the County ot Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans. A Co., Lombard
. _. Street, In tne Precinct of Whltetrlan. in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 84. Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. biTL-aoxi, January 30, 1809.
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LOOK HERE, LOYD LINDSAY.
Brisk Volunteer (to languid ditto).

" Yorj 'LL BE AT DRILL NEXT SATURDAY,
WON'T YOU 1

"

Languid One.
"
Kn, AH, IT 's THE FIRST THIS SEASON, ISN'T IT ? YA-AS,

'THINK I SHALL. THERE 's SORE TO BE MORE TALK THAN DWILL ; so IT'LL BE A
GOOD NlOHT TO OO !

"

BLACKHEATH AND THE BEGGARS.

BRAVO, Blackhcath ! What a blessing it would be if all the towns in England
were to follow its example, and set on foot a Men-and-women-dicity Society ! This
is how all beggars are treated at Blackheath :

" Tickets are supplied to every house in the neighbourhood ; one of these is to be given
to the beggar in answer to his application. The ticket merely gives him the right to be
attended to by the society's officer, at the Alexandra Rooms, Blackheath, and has, therefore,
no marketable value.

" The officer listens to liii tale; if he be resident in the neighbourhood, he will receive

a printed form, in which his statements are inserted, enclosed in an i lie relieving
"Hirer of his district. Very few of these letters will ever be delivered, the impostor well

Knowing the
reception which awaits him ; and, being unable to procure anything but the i

society's tickets in the whole of the neighbourhood, lie will go elsewhere.
" The committee is quite ready to admit that there occasionally may be a worthy case.

In this instance the letter will reach the relieving officer. By him a form will be filled up,
-' wliat the guardians have been able to allow, and expressing his opinion if any

further assistance might he advantageously given. The applicant is thereupon referred
to the clergyman or minister near whom lie resides ; and the society hopes to be able to

forward a donation for his relief, to be applied through authorised local channels."

If the beggar be deserving, he will be relieved ; if he be an impostor, he will be !

detected. How many beggars in ;i hundred are worthy to be helped, the bulletin

which is displayed at Blackheath every week may indicate :

" BLACKHEATH MENDICITY SOCIETY. Cases attended to last week, 98; ditto last

month, 410. Professed mendicants .in 1 .ii-tressed labourers sent from the neighbourhood
last week, 69

; ditto, last month, 2 H . Deserving cases last week, 6
;
ditto last month, 20."

Honest workmen out of work, and wanting to get home, have a railway ticket i

given them to do so. Beggars who declare that they are absolutely starving get
a bit of bread, which they must eat in the presence of the officer who gives it.

Worthy cases are endorsed by the parish authorities, and charity flows in abund-

antly to help them. But scamps are scared away, and tramps go tramping
off

from the village of Blackhcath, and on this account it surely may be callea the

Happy Village.

RETRENCHMENT : A SOLIIXXJUY.
(BY A SENTIJTESTAI.IST IX THE CIVIL SER\ :

OLD fogies say, old stories show,
That fellows, fools though far above ;

For girls half mad went years ago.
Fell, as they used to say, in love.

So frantic as those fellows flew,
Never in these days you see men ;

Some seniors this attribute to

Tobacco, which they smoked not then.

They melancholy got, and pale,
In various books, the fact we read ;

Became indifferent to ale.

And actually off their feed !

A state of mind one scarcely can
One 's self imagine being in ;

Except, supposing that a man
Were terribly hard up for tin.

Yet when I look into the face

Of somebody that I could name ;

It is undoubtedly the case
That something like a gentle flam.

Communicated from her eyes,A slight sensation does impart,
Which, if a fellow were unwise,
He might encourage in his heart.

Her smile such happiness beams through,
That, if she were a fellow's wife,

He fancies he 'd be happy too.

Being the partner of her life.

But when be estimates her dress,
And counts the cost of being wed,

Of course this dream of happiness
He then dismisses from his head.

But now economy Vthe cry
In public service : so it may

Become the fashion by-and-by
Likewise in the domestic WIT.

Impressions one might then allow
To have upon him those effects.

Which prudence will not suffer, now,
Them to produce, if he reflects.

Once, on two hundred pounds a-year,
I 've heard, a couple could commence ;

Now it requires a thousand, clear

So great is married life's expense.
Perhaps Retrenchment will recall

The cheaper times of which we 're told,

And fellows, if they choose, may fall

In love, and marry as of old.

THE ASTRONOMY OF THE STACK.

STUDENTS of theatrical astronomy who are desirous of

learning all about the movements of the Stars in tin-

dramatic firmament, should provide themselves forthwith

with MR. ANSON'S Almanack, wherein abundant infor-

mation is furnished on such matters. Here thcv will find

recorded the times and places of the rising and the setting
of all the stars of any magnitude that have appeared since

wellnigh SHAKSPKRE'S time until the present. Here they

may learn the orbits of the planets who go starring hi the

provinces, and the; positions of the fixed stars that prefer to

keep in town ; and they may find recorded very interesting
tales of many of the comets, or eccentric bodies, that from

time to time have blazed upon the stage. Here they will

learn when Harlequin, that bright, particular star, first

shone before the footlights ; and they will hear who first

discovered the constellation Pantomime, at which so many
telescopes, in the shape of opera-glasses, are nightly now
directed.

THE PRESIDING GENIUS or THE PUBLIC OFFICES,

(ACCORDING TO MR. AVKTON). High-pay-tia.

To BE REVIVED (SiscB THE ALARM ABOUT Poisosous
WASHES).- The Rightful Hair.

VOL. LVI.
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THE PERFECT CLERKS.

A Drama of a Government Office in 1870.

INSCRIBED TO ME. OKEG.

ScBME A Government OJlce. Him Fifteen minutes before the hour

fur attendance. But all Ike ffentlemea, haoe arrived, and all their

coats and hats are dull/ hung up. SEASON Wittier.

GOODY. This is a most excellent

plan, Gentlemen, tliis arriving
a quarter of an hour before the

time prescribed. It not only
insures the commencement of

the nation's business at the

proper moment, but it enables

us to enjoy that social converse
which would be improper
during the hours for which we
are paid.
Mr. He Coram. If I could

add anything to so delightful
a remark, it would be that we
are also able, in what 1 may
facetiously term an Economic
Parliament, to discuss any
little ideas that may have oc-

curred to us for the promotion
of the reforms desired by our

respected chiefs.

Mr. Docile. Happily said.

May I take the liberty of asking
each gentleman present to ac-

cept from me (opens a small

parcel) one of these Penwipers,
which I think- will be found useful. Nothing tends to the conservation

of a pen. so much as carefully wiping it when done with, or in the

intervals of business.

Mr. Goody. Speaking, I am sure, not only my own sentiments but

those of our friends here, I may say that we are much obliged to you,

DOCILE. Your own handiwork, might we ask ?

Mr. Docile. Well yes that is, with the assistance (blushes) of a fair

friend or two.
Mr. Arch. Ah, DOCILE ! (Lays his hand on his heart.)

Mr. De Coram. Nay, spare the banter. He said
"
or two." We will

assume sisters or shall we say cousins ?

Mr. Docile. Not so ; but aunts, who are deeply interested in our

little economic reforms, and favour me with many hints in that

direction.

Mr. Amenable. I shall ever regret that I was not taught to write

with steel pens ; but it is no affectation to say that I cannot discharge

the required amount of duty without quill pens. But 1 feel so strongly

that the nation ought not to lose by the inadvertence of my parents

(of whom, however, I would speak with all reverence), that I have cal-

culated the difference in cost between steel and quill, and it is my
intention to supply myself, at my own expense, with the latter, so far

as its cost is in excess of the former.

Mr. Goody. Our friend needs no praise but that of his conscience, or

I should say that I hardly know whether to admire most, his exact

habit or his sense of justice.
Mr. Amenable. Praise from MR. GOODY is praise to be received with

out hesitation, and to be remembered without vanity.
Mr. Mililf. I hear with regret that there has been cause for displea-

sure in the next room. I will abstain from using names, but I am told

that a gentleman, having the misfortune to overturn his inkstand

(general shudder), was thoughtless enough, instead of wiping up the

ink with his coat, or his handkerchief, or some other article of his own,
to use the national blotting-paper. (Sensation.)

Mr. I><iri/c. The painful report had reached me, but I thought it best

to be silent, in tin; hope that there might be exaggeration. But I

deplore the fact that the case was even worse than our friend Ma.
MILDE has forbearingly put it. The blotting-pad was a new one.

(Renewed sensation.)
Mr. Goody. I trust that the Heads will take a lenient course, but I

doubt whether they will consider it justifiable. Was it a first offence,
do you know, DOCILK ?

Mr. Docile. Alas, no. The same misguided person had been already
admonished for cutting his nails with a national penknife.
Mr. Goody. Tims imperilling the edge; for the nail, unless saturated

with water, is exceedingly bard. Yet I can feel for the offender, for

(smilf.i) I had nearly been led astray in the same manner.
All. You!
Mr. Goody. Indeed, yes. For though, of course, I carry a knife of

my own, fur use on such occasions, in a moment of abstraction 1 was
on the point

NT. Arch. Of the knife ?

Mr. Goody. Ever playful but harmlessly so.
_
No, but of using the

wrong one. Providentially, I noted my mistake in time.

Mr. Prim. It has occurred to me, but, as a very young employe here,

I make the suggestion with diffidence, that did we all bring slippers

with us, much wear and tear might be saved to the national carpet.

We could change our boots or siioes for them in the washing-room,

resuming the former at the close of business.

Mr. Goody. The suggestion evinces so good a spirit that I hesitate

to damp it, but I may mention that the idea has been considered by the

Heads, and its adoption has not been recommended. I am without

information as to reasons, but as we are bound to believe the best (as

indeed it is a pleasure as well as a duty to do), we may assume that

cold feet, whence indisposition, and of course incapacity, may be feared

from the use of slippers. But pray, MIL. PJIIM, believe that your zeal

excites admiration iu your colleagues.
Mr. Gentle. Friday next, 1 observe from Men of the Time, is our own

Chiefs birthday. Do not think that I would suggest a testimonial of

the ordinary kind he would dislike, if his kindness did not prevent
|

him from refusing it. But suppose we marked the occasion by tendering
him a document in which we should express our willingness to remain

at our desks for an additional hour ? (Partial applause.)

Mr. Goody. 1 think, my dear M.K. GENTLE, you have the happiness of

being a bachelor, by which very imperfect expression I mean that you
have not the happiness of being a husband ?

Mr. Gentle. I am indeed a solitary one.

Mr. Goody. Then I will, with all respect, ask you to reconsider that

idea of yours at a date when other than official influences have sway
with you.
Mr. Arch. There are circumstances over which some of us have no

control flome of those circumstances have bright eyes and ready

tongues, and they consider that the nation has enough of our time.

Mr. Gentle. I am answered.

Mr. Softroe. I could wish you, MR. GOODY, to notice a trifling act of

duty. My private stock of note-paper was exhausted yesterday, and

it was necessary for me to write two notes in time to save post. I

wrote, of course, after four o'clock, but I borrowed two sheets from

the office. I replace them, adding a third, for I think that I tore one

sheet about two mouths ago. I am not certain, but it is well to be on
the safe side.

Mr. Goody (gravely). The restitution is honourably C9mplete, but I

may be allowed to remind you that London is full of accident, and that

had anything happened to you between taking the nation's note-paper
and replacing it, your recovery might have been retarded by the

promptings of conscience.

Mr. Softroe. That thought came upon me so strongly to-day, that I

nearly fell off the omnibus, and thus might have incurred the peril

against which you kindly warn me. The matter shall not occur again.

Mr. Goody. So best. Our fire is but low this morning, and the

weather is chilly. I will ring arid order a better blaze.

All. Not so, dear Sir.

Mr. Goody. No?
Mr. Docile. No. We have all brought our railway rugs, or other

wraps, and with these over our legs, any present appeal to the national

coal-skuttle will he needless.

Mr. Good)/ (visibly affected). Gentlemen, I am proud to be associated

with men of such devoted patriotism. You are all far above the petti-

ness of desiring plaudit, but it would be unfair to me, to yourselves,

and to the nation, if I did not say, Ma. GUM SHALL HEAR OF THIS !

r Clock strikes X., and the next instant all are hard at work.

A CURE FOE THE STREET ORGAN PLAGUE.

THANKS to the exertions of benevolent Mr. Punch, street organs

may be silenced now more easily than formerly. Still it is not always

pleasant to rush out of one's study, and get a big thick stick, and strut

into the street, some half score of times a day, to send away the

miscreants who get pennies from your neighbours for worrying your
life out. So we are very glad to see this scrap of news from Florence :

" A Bill has been brought into the Italian Chamber to prevent the expor-
tation of boys for organ-grinding."

What to do with our street criminals ? This is one of the momen-
tous questions of the day. Well then, why not "export

"
them, in

exchange for the Italian organ-Qeuds imported here ? It Italy persists

in sending ns street-brigands, who rob us of our comfort, to say

nothing of our coppers, why should we not retaliate by shipping her a

cargo of our scoundrelly garotters ? A hint to this effect would surely

expedite the Bill to which we have alluded
;
and perhaps our Foreign

Secretary will be so good as to convey the hint by the next post to

Florence.

OUT OF HER ELEMENT. The kst place which you would expect a

woman to like is a Still-room.
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EPICURUS AS GYMNAST.
caring so much for the drama as to think it worth his while to go and

say a
"
thank you

"
to an author who had done the Slate some -

by his pen ! We fear that such a notion is one that never will bo
OMFORTAHLF. PUNCH, I have

"".,,^,,,,.,1 from the French." ,rthat,
been very much; y

j

n the interests of humanity, and as a trifling recognition of his civilisingM H. MAI LAKKN s new book
influence, a Peerage and a pension were conferred on Mr. 1'unck.

on Exercise, lou read <

thing, so of course you have

read that book, and are aware
that it is a masterly exposi-
tion of a sound system of

physical education. It
ap-

hat anybod]

HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.

START, selecting a pause, with something startling. Have they
heard let your tone be deep and distinct of the latest London terror,

makes it

to me that

I am injuring one
iinest bodies nil 1 one of the noblest minds in the world, hy not taking
Millie: 1 it my tmtualiiM iati) to matt to ya* on
the su!

Sir, 1 liate exercise, and the sight of MR. M
represent grace '.'ill vouihs bedcweii v'\<\i :; ;n a .M>i:r- 1 may ,;m>!r

th to -how tha'. I am a JBnl.lemani tlyinir :Mi MH^ CBM: ov.-r ail

of bars and u me admiration, hut no envy, lam
not tile ti^nre for that kind of

, .efly devoted to yont
I altered me from a yran lit p*er into a r-ir Mm ten* atque

<: fit*!/US.

Bui, Sir. he says that if I do not take exercise, my brilliant intellect

will become impaired, and the doctors will be of no use.

It occurs to me, Sir, that now is the time for you to come forward in

that generous character for which you have always tabu. credit I

know that you have long languished to
prevent

me with a testimonial.

Now, Sir, is your chance. I want no watches, teapots, salvers, brooches,

chains, or ouches. I want exercise. Behind my nouse are stables.

Hire one, and guarantee the rent, (i rooms are to be had
; engage one,

down by_t he
ixford

~

M K.

,
Oxford CymnmnM.

MACT.ARF.N i

WimbTedon'CwaWSnooters-
centre of a densely-populated district,

rifle pockets and lighten purses, inched
look on and laagk, lor.

by the approval of the pabue proa. A
raise your voice and drop yomr nmMq^j
not to the HOVE SECKKTARI

it, who will introduce them, in her

<fc Vat, "the Ladies' Highwayman," I

any night at the it-alre, and
LoMkm telling everybody that the new
well, with its ammunition of good sceaer

bngbt sayings, and one scene,
im the

Talking
other

will take care of me. 1 enclose you,
and not for publication, my weight.

Sir, in the increased and continuous brilliancy of my work for you,
and in the applause of a satisfied conscience, and of Ma. MACLAKEN,
you will find your triple reward. 1 remain,

Your obedient Contributor,

Malcontent Lodge. EPICURUS.

I'.S. I am told that I shall look very well on horseback, and I have
a beautiful pair of long riding boots. I will be photographed as que>, i

and soud you a picture'.

wherel hy *e emigration of ft* Roy*l Academy to their new Pinaeo-

thtk in Piccadilly, MR. Box ALL and KB. WORXCM will soon have

room for the proper display of their precious possessions new and old ;

and the old masters will make you think of the new masters and the

Winter Exhibitions; and, catching at winter, a knowing hand like

you, who always has his weather-eye open, will slide into remarks on

the changes in the temperature, and the disappointed hopes of the
1 '

s, who will bring to your recollection the following riddle and
know that there is no more popular being in society than the

ho asks, "Why ate the Three Per Cents, like stewed celery ?
'

or,
" What is the difference between a fixed star and a corkscrew ?

"

"
Why is a man learning to skate like a phrenologist?" mth ita an-

swer, to be administered immediately,
"
Because he becomes acquainted

with bumps," which last word must bring up the Oxford and Cam-

bridge Boat Race, and those remarkable members of the human race,

A LEAF FROM A FRENCH PLAY.

OF course it never could occur to any English dramatist that it

might be worth his while at sundry times to borrow an idea from the

French. But we really feel inclined to wish that, just for this once, a

notion could be taken, and transplanted into England, from a play
which has been brought out at the Ambigu Comique. In a street-

scene, laid in Paris, this incident occurs :

" A horse is seen on the stage vainly endeavouring to drag a load which i

too heavy for him. When he
stops, exhausted, a brutal carter beaU him

ferociously with the butt-end of the whip; a crowd collects; a generous
Mirnrri'

; carter threatens oui-ritr ; ouvrier knocks down carter
;

tableau
; situation ; and tremendous cheering."

In London, as in Paris, there arc brutes who beat their beasts ;
and

in London, as in Paris, a lesson such as this might be given witli

effect. Here too,
"
tremendous cheering

"
would probably arise when

the ruffian was floored
; although an English audience is rarely so

intelligent as an audience in France. But we doubt if our Society for

Protecting Animals would act like their French brethren in the
manner here described :

" At a recent meeting, the Sorietc Proteetrice des Animaux, recognising
the daring of the author in riskini: the fate of his piece for the sake of humane
ideas,

'

congratulates M. B.uuufeUE on h aid thanks him for his

courage.'
"

Fancy any English dramatist being ever thanked by any one for his

courage in attacking the vices of the day ! Fancy anyone in England

_ _t the iligyptia!

their~way~tothe'Pyramids and the Nile, and NILSSOW," whom "jon

hope to hear again this season, and PATH'S triumphs at St. Petersbwfc,

and Russia's views about Greece (be prepared
to explain to MRS.

DAN VEILS what a protocol is), and the book STEPHAHO'-

is bringing out, and the result of the OVKRESD and QVUBT investi-

gation, and the Election Trials, and "the Man in the Moon," and the

Eclipse, and the Adelphi drama we are promised, to be built, on The

Moonstone," aud the two capital plays we have got m ttrkool and

Home, and the hope* we hare of the HOME SBCRKART, and the

employment of women in the Civil Service, and the new Club for

Women, and the Lectures for Ladies, and the CHANCELLOR OF THE

EXCHEQUER'S speech at Gloucester, and the rumour that he will take

the duty off coffee, and the universal thirst there appears to be for

cocoa, if the placards may be believed, and the advertisements of

Besiquc, and the close of the game season, and any other Imht and airy

topic, such as KAKI. KTSSELI. on the Irish Church, or the MARQUIS OF

BUTE in the Romish Church, adapted for home consumption and

exportation to the colonies.

Logic for Ladies.

THE Madrid Correspondent of the Times quotes, in connexion with

Spanish affairs, the saying of somebody that
" no religion is better

than the best." Who oneinated this aphorism ': The Drlp'rc Pytho-

ness, one would think. In the same way we might say,

is better than the best," a proposition which might have been affirmed

by the Gymnosophists, and would not be denied by the readers of the

Queen. But then, you see, dears, that there is a very considerable

difference between no particular costume and no costume at all.
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BEHOLD three gallant gentlemen
Beside their true loves three !

There 's TOM, the bearded Englishman,
On DORA doateth he :

There 's MAT, the'whisker'd Welshman bold,
And ETHEL is his queen ;

And Sandy BOB, the Scotsman, loves

Pair MAUD (in velveteen).

THE OTTOMAN.
And DORA doats upon the beard
That decks that English face ;

And ETHEL loves the whiskers which
Those bold Welsh cheeks do grace ;

And MAUD adores that Scottish man,
And, if the truth be told,

His Caledonian sandiness

Doth seem to her like gold !

Now, some would be that Welshmau fain,

And some that sandy Scot,
And some that bearded Englishman,
With DORA, for his lot :

But as for me, I 'd sooner be
Of all the men I 've known,

That fond and foolish Ottoman,
For reasons of mine own !

COMMITTED FOE TRIAL.
" THE LORD MAYOR said that, after much anxious consideration, he and

his colleague had determined to commit the defendants for trial. A cheer

rang^through
the Court at this announcement, which was taken up in Cheap-

side." Report of the proceedings on the charge of conspiracy to defraud, of
the Directors O/OVEKEND, GUKNEY, & Co. Limited.

"
COMMITTED for trial !

" A cheer, long and loud,
From Guildhall and its court, to Cheapside and its crowd !

Pour, virtuous JOHN BULL, pour wrath's bitterest vial
;

But let 's be quite sure who 's committed for trial !

On the bench, a Lord Mayor : in the dock, six Directors,
Looking pale in the light of a host of reflectors
A crowd their committal to Newgate who 'd hail
But for smug millionitaires' and M.P.'s eager bail.

Let us
(

f>wn we 've sat through an instructive dissection ;

Had a Great House "
laid out, by the knife, for inspection :

Neither lens has been stinted, nor scalpel been spared ;

All its depths we 've had probed, all its nakedness bared,

Watched each gangrene bisected, and bandied each sore,
Until the poor

'

subject
"
could teach us no more.

Enough ! Cover up the dishonoured remains :

Bear a hand with a bucket to wash down the stains.

For if 'twas instructive, 'twas sickening too,
When one thinks that the subject might be I or you,
The shout of the crowd seems to jar on my ear :

And, do what [ will, I can't echo the cheer.

Are they cheering that pride should have come to a fall P

Or that
"
great

" men are made to rub shoulders with small ?

Or rejoicing that Justice has one set of weights
For penniless pickers and squires with estates ?

Then better were silence of sorrow and shame,
At the thought Justice could have had weights not the same :

That 'twas cause for exulting to have it made sure

That the law for the rich was the law for the poor.

Rose the cheer from the victims, their ruin that owe
To bund faith in these names, once so high, now so low ?

Then silence were better, and veiling the face :

Theirs the loss, but all England's, methinks, the disgrace.

If they 're guilty, no cheer : why insult the bowed head ?,

Why pour bitter scorn where foul ashes are spread ?

If they 're guiltless, no cheer : they but went with the throng,
Blind, blundering o'er landmarks between right and wrong.

In no issue a cheer, but a groan and a cry
For the soil'd name of England, that once stood so high-
Stood so high, has so

fallen, through gold's abject lust,
That they who would seek it must look in the dust.

A Handsome Commission Expected.
A HINT for an enterprising Art Publisher. Bring out views of a

well-known watering-place on the Norfolk Coast in Oroaier-kthu-

graphy.
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COMMITTED FOR TRIAL.

RUOHD SHAREHOLDER. YES, THEY ARE COMMITTED FOR TRIAL : BUT WE, MY CHILD, TO HARD LABOUR

FOR LIFE!"
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DEAD OR ALIVE.

OWE, the Academic Antipodean
(behold him) has been making a

speech at Gloucester, and has

fivcn
considerable offence to the

'ories. He stated that they were
Dead to all intents and purposes
extinct. What does he mean?
asks the Standard, with some
acerbity. Dead ! Why, we are

two hundred and eighty, a firm

and compact phalanx, as the

Government shall have the plea-
sure of seeing in about a fortnight.

Surely we ought to know whether
. we are dead or not. We represent

WONT the aristocracy, the wealth, the^im '

mtamr intellect, and the respectability of

the
5fe?

and
,

L
,r

a maiion
more of the people than we repre-
sented before the lleform Act.

Dead be hanged. And we think
that MR, LOWE is as bad as

1 SH M AEL and worse than BRIGHT.
We don't know what to say. It

is a delicate question. Certainly
it is hard upon a Party, in the singular, to be told that he is dead,
(aa PARTKiDGB.tbe almanack-maker was told,) when he has every reason
to believe the contrary, and the hardship is multiplied when Party is in

the plural. But then MR. LOWE is a very clever man, and when he
made his grand anti-reform speeches, the Standard regarded him as

almost, if not quite, inspired. We repeat that the situation is delicate.

But we are glad to think that the knot will soon be cut. It is mani-

festly a case for a Coroner's Inquest. And the Grand Inquest of the
Nation is about to be held. If the Party is alive, we presume that it

will feel it a duty to look so, but if it be only two hundred and eighty
ghosts, MR. GLADSTONE knows Latin enough (and to spare) to lay
them in the Red Sea. Pendente lite, we will stand and mark," as the
Laureate hath sung.

LEGAL ENTERTAINMENTS.
FROM time to time questions as to the legality of certain entertain-

ments arise which, after a vast deal of expense, time, labour, and
trouble, are disposed of with a certain, amount of satisfaction to the

parties engaged, and to the public in general. Entertainments then
are to be thus divided Legal, illegal, undecided.

Setting aside entirely the last class, and of course refusing to have
anything to do with the second, a suggestion occurs to me, with regard
to the first, which would lead to the announcement of Legal Entertain-
ments for the People.
But Legal Entertainments under a novel aspect, combining instruc-

tion with amusement. IVrmit me to explain.
The study of the Law is dry let us moisten it. It is heavy I

j

will lighten it. How ? By adopting the entertainer's plan, and adapt-
ing it to the Law-Students' and Law-Lecturers' requirements.

1 mean the plan of such an entertainer as MR. WOODIN used to be,
or any of those gentry who dive behind a table and come up as some-
body else with a wig on.

In stead of our Law Lectures at the Temple being heavy and unin-

viting, they would become most attractive, and many a youth, now
deterred, at the very commencement of his legal career, oy the character
of the studies, would throw himself into them with an energy which
would soon hoist him on to the top of the first vacant woolsack.

1 will at once give an example of my meaning, and will then leave
the matter in the hands of those whom it chiefly concerns.

SCENE. -A Lecture Room, or Hall, in the Temple. On the Dais at the e*d
\

stands a piano and a table with two lamps on it. N.K. Renting
would hf thefittf.it time but this isforfuture consideration. Students

arrangedfaring the Dai*. While they art assembling and inscrib-

ing their names in the attendance-book, a Pianist performs various

airs, e.g.,
"
late ci darem,"

"
The Jra Wali:^." ft., jr.

Enter the Law Lecturer through a private door on to the Dais. Great

applause. He boms and continences.

Gentlemen. I shall treat of various subjects in this evening's enter-

tainment, and I must ask the kind indulgence of my sood friends in
front if they will allow me to call them so (applause) should 1 be com-
pelled by the disorder under which I still labour (coughs and dissembles ;

applause) to omit some of the imitations, recitations, and musical

illustrations, with which it has hitherto been my wont to enliven the

passing hour. In accordance, I say, with what I term my tco*t, the

present exception is far from being agreeable to my tciU.

[Laughter and applaute. Lecturer tmilei good-hunourcdly, coughs,
and continues.

You have, no doubt, Gentlemen, heard, or read of, or in some way
met with, the expression Corporeal Hereditaments. 1 will try and
convey to you some notion of its meaning, by explaining what it doesn't

mean. I will now appear, Gentlemen, as a Corporeal Hereditament.
[Lecturer disappear! behind table. Music, ''Scott who tehee." Buz*

of expectation. Chord. \JT\\WT rr-upprors in targe white wig,
green spectacle*, false ruddy chefla, ami generally fining the

fat man. Great applause.
lecturer 'imitating an old man's querulous tone). Don't talk to me of

Corporeal Hereditaments. 1 say, don't. 1 recollect when your great
grandmother was alive -ah, let me see, that was in 11 Geo. I., o. C5,
when the Trustee Act was amended Lor' bless you don't tell roe

\Mune-iimff,.
An :

"
Sai, Ray McGregor, oh!"

"
Oh, yes, Sir, I have heard of Cor-

poreal Hereditaments.
Which it is a term of Law,

Shewing a wit immense," &c., 4c.

\Of course His is only a sketchy outline, tehich ant/ Lecturer can fill

upfor himself. 4fter the laughter has subsided, he viU disappear
again, and reappear as himself.

Lecturer (continues). Having shown von what is and what is not a
Corporeal Hereditament, 1 will now explain how it is that neither Uiots,
Lunatics, nor Infants, are legally capable of making any binding dispo-
sition of any estate in them.

By
"
estate in them," I do not mean thatany of the above-mentioned

characters could hare swallowed Hyde Park, or any other estate,

(laughter), though the attempt would only go to prove the man an idiot,

and, therefore, as 1 have said, incapacitated. 1 will now appear as a
Lunatic. (Music :

" Hush ! 'tis the Maniac !
"

Lecturer (re-appear* ringing)

I 'vc seen him dancing in the Hall,
He cannot bind himself at all," ic., &c.'

\_Great applause. lie disappears and pops up again as the Infant,
then as the Idiot ; <\naUy in his oten character.

Lecturer. So now you see Richard is himself again. (Applause.) We will

next consider the Mortmain Act. Some people think it necessary in

order to perform this, to have at least two bare-backed steeds and a
circus. Not so, I assure you.

[Music. lie goes through the Mortmain Act. Terrific applause.

. The Second Part of the entertainment will consist of the story of
The Descent ofan Estate in Fee Simple, when I shall have the honour of

assuming the following characters -.Susannah Brown and John Smith
(without issue), then Joseph Broun, the father of the Purchaser;
Bridget, his sister, from the country; Timothy, her half-brother, with a
song. The climax will be the Failure of the Heirs of the Purchaser,
and the sudden but triumphant appearance upon the scene of Harriet
Tibbi'who is entitled to the estate of her Maternal Grandmother and
Her Heirs after her. (Much applaute.)

The Third Part is very brief, and will consist of a series of beautiful

Dissolving Views, showing the practice of the Divorce and Matrimonial
Causes Court (applause), which will conclude with a dance of Kevs>
sionary Interests and a military review of the Contingent Remainders.
And lor the present, Gentlemen, there are ten minute* allowed for
Refreshment. (Great applaute, dtring ichich the Ltetmrer horns and
retires.)
Of course, this scheme it only here presented in its germ to the

public.

A STRANGER TAKEN IN.

Is a letter to the Times,
" Re OVEH.EXD, GmurET, & Co.,*' MR,

STEPHANOS XENOS speaks in very dyslogistic terms of that wonderful

money-maker, the now famous Mu. HOWARDS. He says that MR.
EDWARDS compelled him to

pay
him 500 a year, and also to give him

a steam yacht worth 2000, much in the same way as the dove gives
herself to the hawk." One would have thought that EE'NOS was a

guest, or stranger among ns/not to be taken in by anybody but EfNOj
a uost ; Greek thus meeting Greek with reciprocal hospitality. MR.

is
going^ to give an account of himself in a book. May he

succeed in provii i
- os did not take in XF \

mTFEKBKT MEASURES OF VALUB.

THE Spanish ideal Millions !

The Spanish real Two-pence halfpenny !

A BLUNDER-BUSS. Kissing the Wrong Girl.
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ADVICE TO AN EMPEROR.

SIRE, my good Brother, you do make,
Excuse me, an immense mistake
In doing things by halves a way
That never yet was found to pay.

You, in Crimea's war, 'twas thought,

Fought off when you should on have fought :

Did scarce with foe relations mend,
Mistrust whilst you inspired in friend.

In Italy you went not through
The work yon undertook to do ;

Let Prussia your default supply,
And win from you your sole ally.

O'er Mexico a Prince you pkce,
And hold him on his throne a space ;

But by-and-by your troops recall,

And let your MAXIMILIAN fall.

Yet do French soldiers still maintain
The poor remainder of a reigu ;

Conserve the Triple Hat cut down,
With your consent, to Half a Crown.

This half-and-half work, Sire, my Brother,
Offends both one side and the other ;

So now you stand alone, you see,
Without another friend than me.

Go the right animal entire

No longer halve the creature, Sire.

Your stand the whole hog boldly take on,

Do that, and then you '11 save your bacon.

DELICACY.

Young Swtll. "WE WON'T GO DOWN CONDUIT STREET, FOR I HAVEN'T PAID

Popular Progress.

THE following passage in Le Follefs "Fashions for Feb-

ruary
"

is significant :

" The fanchon bonnet is disappearing gradually; the diadem

gaining favour month by month.

_., .. .. , This fact evidences the growing sovereipty
of the people.

MY TAILOR HIS CHRISTMAS BILL YET, AND IF HE SHOULD SEE ME HE MIGHT The diadem is getting to be worn by all the world and his

FEEL EMBARRASSED !

"
wife.

BIROS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER THIRD. THE JOLLY OLD COCK ; A PARTY AT HIS HOUSE ;

THE HENS, THE WRENS, AND THE SKYLARK; THE GOOSE AND
THE DUCK.

As a married couple the BARNDOORS were not, I believe, singularly

happy, though he was as Jolly an Old Cock then as he is now. MRS.
BARNDOOR was a quiet little woman, who tried to force a sympathy with
her husband's jollity.

She brought him a large fortune, which will, one of

these days, go to his son (the young Goose), with whom I do not think
the widower is on the best of terms. Goosey BARNDOOR married the
dearest little Duck in the world, as poor as a church mouse 'tis true,
but every one thought that Old BARNDOOR was too Jolly an Old Cock
not to give them something handsome, and help 'em along.
The Jolly Old Cock, however, talks of Goosey with the utmost kind-

ness, regrets his step, pardons him (over the wine), complains of his

conduct as a son towards him, a kind indulgent father,
" who had spent

enormous sums upon that boy, Sir are you taking Madeira or Port ?

and that boy, Sir, that young rascal, has repaid me by but there I

won't bother you with my affairs your health. Now let me ring for

another bottle of that "20."

Of course such a good hospitable old Cock as this must have been in

the right, and his son consequeatly in the wrong.
Old BARNDOOR'S table groans under a profusion.
You are expected to take something of everything : you, as an inde-

pendent guest, needn't- KOCK ROBBINS must so must SPRATT, or

perish in the attempt. The Jolly Old Cock wants to know, (though I

am only this instant introduced to him, and have been just invited,)
whether there is

"
anything I particularly fancy for dinner ?

"
Of

course I leave it to him.

"And," says he, jovially, "I leave it to the Cook; ha! ha!

Whereat KOCK ROBBINS, and SPRATT, and I, all laugh : SPRATT in

convulsions : he overdoes it.

At table the Jolly Old Cock is full of stories ; and I never heard

stories obtain such a hearing, or such receptions as these.

The dependents know them, and can laugh in the right places, with-

out being off their feed. SPRATT will point out the ioke, or pun, to a

guest, or will repeat the story in part,
with a note of admiration upon it.

To BARNDOOR'S house come singers, players, artists, and ladies and

gentlemen, patrons of the arts. Ladies love going to MR. BARNDOOR'S,

they say. lhave been astonished to see to what extent these Ducks

and Hens will flatter and smile, and laugh, behind their fans, at a

slightly naughty story from the Jolly Old Cock, for the sake of gloves,

or scents, or an opera-box, or fashionable concert tickets, which are

sure to reward their attempts to fascinate.

Goosey and the little Duck are, never seen at such parties, and

no opera boxes, or gifts, go to them. But then we hear from the

Jolly Old Cock that
"

his dear boy Goosey is making a lot of money
at the bar, and getting on capitally;" so, of course, he doesn't

In fact, everyone says that Goosey has behaved badly, that though
there are two sides to every question, there is only one to this, and
that Old BARNDOOR is the Jolliest Old Cock ; while the ladies flatter

themselves that they can get anything out of him.

And how disgusted are MRS. WREN, and Miss WREN, and Miss

COOBIDDY, and several nwre, if any preference is shown by the Jolly
Old Cock to one pretty little hen in particular say, Miss AUGUSTA
DORKING. The WRENS and COOBIDDIES would peck her to pieces, if

they dared, there and then, in the presence of the Jolly Old Cock him-

si;if, 9nly they know better, and tolerate Miss DORKING as being un-

certain about the next holder of Old BARNDOOR'S handkerchief.

Meanwhile, they will peck her to pieces behind her back as they
drive home to-night. ^ .

"
Upon my word," says MRS. WREN, throwing herself back in the

double brougham, "it's disgusting to see AUGUSTA DORKING really

fawning on Ma. BARNDOOR."
" Did you see what a beautiful watch he gave her on her birthday ?"

cries Miss WREN, whose Papa has promised her a similar present one
of these days.'
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"Well," says Mus. Wi:r.\, with asperity, "I hope no daughter of

mine will ever lawn and grovel as that girl does."
" Indeed not !

"
replugs her daughter, wrapping herself more closely

up in her opera-cloak, and considering to herself what she can do to

pill Ai BUffU DiiKKiM, out of the field.

Old WREN (a direct it of SIR CHIMIOPHEK'S) feigns sleep,

and wonders to himself how women (including MRS. \\ i

such confounded humbugs. Then his thoughts return 1o Old BARN-

DOOR, and he wishes that he could get the Jolly Old Cock to "go
i

into a rather extensive building speculation into which he has recently

entered. An idea just crosses his mind that his womeiikind might
somehow manage it for him

;
for he has a shrewd suspicion that the

Old Cock is not to be caught with salt sprinkled by a male hand on his

jolly old tail.

Miss SKYLARK, however, and not Miss WREN, is destined to over-

come hi I'- Mi, for a time. Miss SKYI,\KK has the piano, so

to speak, at her fingers' ends, and can warble deliciously.
"

Will Miss At GISTA sing?
"

asks the Jolly Old Cock.
She will not so sorry not brought any music.

A difficulty soon provided for. Miss SKYLARK has brought a

qvanti/ii, and, no doubt, there ia some little piece among her collection

which Miss l>i IKK ING can sing.
Miss DORKING inspects the repertoire. There are several pieces she

knows by heart, but this far .is to herself, and pretends that

Miss SKYLARK has nothing there with which sin; is acquainted.
Miss SKYLARK suggests various songs, to which she will \xdeligUed

to play the accompaniment for AUGUSTA. AUGUSTA, not to be taken

in. declines with profusion of thanks. Perhaps she calculates, to her-

self, that Old BARNDOOR will sit with her on the sofa (there is an opera-
box question trembling in the balance), while Miss SKYLARK performs
on the piano.
He does. He sits by her side. He! : consciousness

of future victory exhibited i eyes. A UGTSTA'S mother
sits herself down by .\l;ss Sk .nther. Admirable tae

When Miss SKI i and plays, AUGVSTA'S mother will talk to

MRS. SKYLARK, and ask questions as to her daughter's musical ac-

quirements, her studies, her masters. M us. SKI LARK, don't you see, !

won't like to say,
"
Hush, Ma'am! can't you be quiet when my child

is singing?" Thai wouldn't be polite. But she returns, smilingly,
the shortest possible answers, and generally tries to substitute a nod
for a monosyllable.

Tactics all in vain. La SKYLARK'S voice rising above the chandelier,

piercing through the cunningjy concealed ventilator, enters the bed-

room above, where the housemaid catches it and takes it down-stairs with
her for imitation. Old BARNDOOR hushes AUGUSTA, and will listen .

to the SKYLARK. When she has finished, the Jolly Old Cock heartily

congratulates the young lady on her voice, the mother on having sucn I

a daughter, himself for knowing where to obtain such a pleasure, and
!

then praises her to AUGUSTA and AUGUSTA'S mother, who, of course, I

perfectly agree with Mu. BABNDOOR, and would, were it not for the!

pains and penalties attached, do her to death with hair-pins, or back
i

combs, or suspend her without her chignon, Absolom fashion, from
the hiirhest branch in Hyde Park.

Tactics are necessary again. So they join Old BARNDOOR in pressing
her to sing once more, in pressing her to sing once more after that,
and ever so many times alter thai. For are not the chances in favour
of ONE failure ! But MAMMA SKYLARK'S wing is at hand to shelter
her child. The carriage is at the door. The retreat is an admirably
contrived triumph."

Oh, pray don't come down, MR. BARNDOOR !

"
entreats the young

lady, pressing the arm of the gallant host, who insists upon her taking
something, and being well wrapped up before he sees her into the

carriage.
How sweet, how sympathetic, are the exchanges of

"
good nights

"

among the ladies ! How full of a secret sub-understanding with a sort of
.M asonic significance arc the farewell nods and shakes of the husbands !

They all know what they're going 1o hear as they drive home, and
will be prepared to recline, doze, and avoid conversation.
So La SKYLARK flies home, and next day calls Old BARNDOOR with

kind inquiries, a box for the theatre, a bouquet, gloves, scents, and an
invitation to his next dinner-party.
The other Sultanas nowhere.

Somehow, the Jolly Old Cock's caprices affect neither JACK SPRATT
nor his wife, nor the BARNDOOR'S artistic prosper, who, learning the art.

of singing and playing in public, is domesticated at SPKATT'S, and
makes one of an apparently very happy family.
Coming out, of the house, and crossing the road after lighting a

cigar, 1 stumble on a lady and gentleman, not in evening dress, who
are regarding the lights in the windows, and remarking upon the
shadows within.

" We are just as happy without all these parties," the girl's voice
is saying softly, and somewhat pleadiugly. The tone of the answer
is impatient."

Hush, GEORQE," returns the first voice sadly,
" Remember ke is

your father."

" Let him remember it," is the bilter rejoinder.
"
Let him re-

member it first. Look at these people confound them! and we who
should be there by right."

Here little KOCK KOHBIVS joins me.
"
Wasn't it an excellent dinner, eh ? First-rate," he asks, taking

my arm with somewhat unnecessary hurry, and bringing me out of the

gaslight.
"
Pardon !

"
says he.

"
I want you to come a little way off

see those two?" He indicates the pair whose voices had forced

themselves upon me, and then adds in a clear emphatic undertone,
s DOOR'S ton and hia tci/r-. Fact- -come on !

"

Is it possible that the bird we call a Jolly Old Cock is not infre-

quently a selfish, worldly, cruel, wicked old cock, after all ?

(To be Continued.)

NO WORK TO DO FOR THE NATION.

IIKT news! Hooray! Oh!
Hooray! Woolwich and

Dei .t lord Dockyards are to

be closed. They were very

expensive and of very little

use. The order for their

abolition has gone forth

from MR. GUILDERS. Well

done, GUILDERS that 's

the thing to'do now. Cut
down all useless establish-

ments retrench right and
left. Clip and shear in

every direction pare all

round. Try if you can't

effect some little reduction

of the national expenditure,
and take off a correspond-
ing amount of taxation.

Well : there ! we shall get
rid of Woolwich and Dept-
ford at any rate, and with
them of between 3000 and
4000 workpeople, earning

wages, which we had to

pay. Good tidings laud-

able administration ! But if

those 3000 and more work-

people suddenly thrown out

of employment do not, most of them, starve, will they not have to go
into the workhouse P Very likely. Then the charge of their main-

tenance will fall upon local unions, and cost the nation n9thing. To
a deputation of the artificers about to be deprived of their means of

subsistence, MB. GUILDERS truly replied that the measure which would

ruin them was adopted solely for the good of the public. Of course ;

without any consideration for individuals. Perish individuals, so that

the public save a little money. He held out to them not the slightest

prospect of relief. To be sure not : and who knows but that a good

many of them may relieve themselves, and what is of more consequence,

relieve the ratepayers by suicide ?

But is not this alternative of suicide or starvation, or else the work-

house, rather hard lines ? Economy be praised above almost every-

thing ;
but is the public so poor that you must needs turn its humble

servants adrift all at once without any compensation? Give work

people compensation ! Nobody gets compensation now but ex-

Chancellors, and such. Nor wouW ex-Chancellors get it, but that, if

they didu't we shouldn't get Chancellors. There is not any sentiment

in the case. No sentiment, now-a-days ! No mercy ! May we never

have to howl for it ourselves.

Apologia pro Vestitu Suo.

BT 1XOBNATT8.

WHY do you wear that ancient hat,

And in those timeworn slops go disrht ?

The reason is exactly that

Which tiles a miller's crown with white.

I, forced to pinch, appearance pare ;

That thrift affects but outward form :

And therefore 1 mine old clothes wear

As long as they will keep me warm.

INTERNATIONAL SEDATIVE. MR. REVERDY JOHNSON'S American

Soothing Syrup.

" AN ESCUTCITBOK 01 PRXTEXCB." A Parvenu's Coat of Arms.
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A HOLIDAY TASK FOR AN M.F.H.

To KEEP IN Goon TEMPER WITH A LARGE FIELD, WHILE MR. TITUPS AMCSES HIMSELF BY HEADING THE Fox, AND RIDING OVER
THE BEST HOUNDS.

A PUZZLING PERFORMANCE.

OF all bewildering advertisements, none perplex us more than those

relating to the Stage and to theatrical engagements. Here, for instance,
is a specimen :

WANTED,
a WALKING SINGING LADY, stating her lowest

Terms.

A lady walking and singing and stating her lowest terms ! What a
curious combination of simultaneous performances ! What a queer
jumble a songstress would make of any ballad, if, while singing it, she

kept on stating what her terms were, and bargaining about them !

Into some such stuff as this would a sentimental ballad be reduced by
such a process :

I "M leaving thee in sorrow, ANNIE,
See the tear upon my cheek :

[Terms ? You '11 find them less than many :

Only one pound ten per week.]
When I gaze upon thy photo,
With grief my brain goes whirling round ;

[What ? And wear my dresses low, too ?

No, I could not say a pound !]

Lo, my eyes again are filling,
See the dew upon their lids ;

[One pound five ? Well, yes, I 'm willing,
If you '11 keep me in white kids.]

Daily am I growing thinner,
Nightly for my love I sob :

[Come then, if you '11 stand a dinner,
We '11 say five-and-twenty bob !]

Advice to Youth.
TAKE aim to live worth money, timely got
For men, when they die worth it, have it not.

TEA MI 'G RADH !

OUR dear friend PROFESSOR BLACKIB, whom Punch loves, and who
loves Punch, has been speaking as followeth, the occasion being the

anniversary of the birth of a Scottish poet of the name of BURNS : ]

" There was not a greater bore in the whole creation than an untravelled

Scot he was generally a most bumptious, cantankerous, disagreeable crea-

ture, and required to go abroad and get rid of half of his Scotticism before he
could be admitted into good society."

Then thus again :

" He would not on any account give a dinner-party on a Sunday, but it

seemed odd that people should not be allowed to play the piano on Sunday in

Scotland, or that a minister should be considered wrong jn going to the kirk

on Sunday with a rose in his coat button-hole. That, he believed, waaa
piece of gross and degrading superstition, which all Scotchmen would unlc;^
as soon as they travelled abroad from the narrow triangle within which they
were born. Another remarkable characteristic of the untravelled Scot was
his immense self-conceit his high estimate of his own learning. But when
such a person went three months to Berlin, or some such place, he found his

notions curtailed he began to feel that he knew almost nothing."

The Professor, being a Scot, knoweth, and moreover, being a Scot,

may speak impune. Such is not Mr. Punch's experience of Scotsmen,
whose weakness is that, thanks to the facilities afforded in Scotland

for learning things, they know a deal too much to enjoy healthy non-

sense, that sovereign remedy for many evils. They don't (habitually)

admire the Unfitness of Thinss, and he who doth not this is an incom-

plete party.
For the rest Mr. Puwh can but express, in Northern

Scotch, his surprise at the Professor's boldness, and hath done so at

the top of this paragraph. I say ! He would add,
"
Come, you know,"

only his Gaelic youug man is gone out.

A Good Reasoner.

A TEETOTALLER'S arguments are pretty sure to be sound, for he is

certain to make use of nothing which will not hold water.

Printed by Joeph Hrmth, of No. 24, Hplford Sqnar*>.lTi the Parish of St .Tnmes Clfrfc'-riu-H' in the County of MidillesrT. at tne Pnntitis Offices of Messrs. Hradbury, Evans, & Co.. Lombard
Street. In the Precinct of SVIutefriant, in tlie city of Ixmilon , ami Published by hi:n at No. M5, FU-ct Street, in the Parish of St. liride.City of London. SATURDAT, February C, 1WJ9.
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HYGIENE,
Uearly Old Gentleman (to dyspeptic Friend). "DOESN'T AGREE WITH YOU?!

OH, I NEVER LET ANYTHING OF THAT BORT BOTHER MB ! I ALWAYS EAT WHAT
I LIKE, AND DRINK WHAT I LIKE, AND FINISH OFF WITH A GOOD STIFF GLASS
o' GROG AT BED-TIME, AKD GO FAST ASLEEP, AH" LET 'jr PieuT 'T OUT 'noira
'

THE BRIDES OF PAEIS.

WHAT a pleasant thing it must be, for a man of moderate means, to be so lucky
as to fall over head and ears in love in the charming city of Paris ! at least, sup-

posing he be forced to marry in that capital, and furnish for his wedding-day some
trifle Uke the following :

" A very interesting bride has entered married life in white satin and Alen^on, for

which latter trimming (a flounce) the turn of 50,000 francs was paid by her happy husband."

An agreeable rule of three snm is suggested by this anecdote. If the flounce
of a girl's wedding-dress costs fifty thousand francs, how much is it likely that

the rest of it will cost? A bride who spends two thousand pounds upon the

trimming of her flounce, would probably require a
fifty pound bouquet and a

hundred guinea handkerchief. The other items in her toilette would be costly in

proportion, and not the Koh-i-Noor itself would satisfy her wants in the matter
of her jewellery. Judging from the lace expended on her wedding-dress, it is diffi-

cult to guess wnat amount of
yearly

income would be needful for her pin-money ;

but when one thinks of bonnets, gloves, shawls, parasols, and shoes, and other
little trifles, one would fancy that a husband had need to be a Crosus to support
a wife in Paris.

To unsophisticated folks it may seem well-nigh preposterous to talk of such a
thing as a hundred guinea handkerchief; but there is little doubt such articles

may be procured in Paris, or we should hardly find recorded there an incident like

this:

" Another bride has had her pocket-handkerchiefs exhibited in a large store of the Hue
de la Paix. They amount to the small item of 80,000 francs."

Mademoiselle fiepensiere." What a

What a sight for a father ! and for a

" Grande Exposition dts Moufhoirs de

pretty notice to put in a Paris newspaper !

fiance! Why, a girl must be afflicted with chronic influenza, to require upon her

marriage eighty thousand francs' worth of bridal pocket-handkerchiefs ! Even if

they cost her but a ten-pound note a-piece, she would for eighty thousand francs
obtain some sk-and-twenty dozens of them. Whatever be the uses to which they may

be put, clearly
hundred guinea handkerchiefs are not things

to be sneezed at. But imagine the expense of a bride's

entire trouueau, if above three thousand pounds be ex-

pended on her handkerchiefs ! How many new bonnets
would be needful for her honeymoon, and what would be
her wants and wishes in the way of pearls and diamonds ?

Well, Punch thanks goodness he is married, and so be
runs no risk now of having to fork out for a trouueau
a la Paritienne. In the judgment of Putuk, no such
foolish luxury ever can be needful to make a happy bride,
however much it may be deemed so in the Judgment
of 1'nris.

FINE TIMES AND FINANCING.

(Ai Connected by a Clodhopper.)

HOW OVEREND AND GuRHZYS
Have rooun spread around !

But counsel and attorneys

Thereby has bisnus found.
The pardners stands committed

Their trial for to abide
;

Them fellers wun't be pitied
Whats'ever nied betide.

But '(ain't sitch dceperydatora
Alwoan as is to buune,

The tribe o' speculators
Is all a'most the same.

Wus they to goo revealnn'

All their accounts, you 'd find

Best part on *un was sailun'

Owdacious nigh the wind.

Your shareholders, as trustys
Them harum-scarum Dooa,

And, when the bubble busies,
Their little all do lose,

Could they but make assessments
Theirsefves to blame they "d zee :

Wants more for their investments

Nor safe consarns can gie.

I tell 'ee what 'tis, neighbour,
Folks now lives all too high

Above their means that labour
Or fortune, can supply.

Plain livun' and high th'inknn',
As some un said, 's no moor ;

But atun', dress, and drinkun",
And style unknown afoor.

They tries to gain as much as

They needs, with all their might ;

Wi' their left hands they clutches,
And squanders wi' their right.

Their property they chances.

In pomp and state to dwell :

And them rogues as finances

Risks other folks' as well.

I knows that I hain't clever ;

But my plan is to run

No hazard whatsomedever
I possible can shun,

And try to bide contented ;

Misfartuns there must be :

But most 'ood be perwented
If you 'd all live Uke me.

Surprising Zeal.

THERE has lately been a struggle between the two great

ecclesiastical parties as to who should fill vacancies in the

Standing Committee of one of the leading Church Socie-

ties. Is it not astonishing that there should be any con-

tention for a situation which must necessarily be of a very

fatiguing nature ?

GOOD SEWS FOR ENGLAND.

IT is announced that Land and Water is 'permanently

enlarged. It turns out to be our good friend, MJL BUCK-
LASD and Water who is permanently enlarged.

VOL. LVI.
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were, not only many and virtuous, but, besides, many learned, many
noble, and many rich. But his treacherous contributor knew well

what importance the common British mind attaches to nobility and

riches, as well as to learning. He knew how likely it was to be

alarmed by the announcement that the wealth and intelligence of the

country were going over to Rome. He also knew that, as to learning,
it would never consider what was really the case, and ask itself what

learning had gone thither but that of mere scholars : how many men
accustomed to sift evidence and investigate truth : how many natural

philosophers : how many lawyers : whether any such fish had come to

the Fisherman's net as a PROFESSOR OWEN, or TYNDALL, or HUXLEY,
'

or a LORD CAIRNS.

Finally, the Unita Catlolica asserts that the principal object of the

ARCHBISHOP OF WESTMINSTER'S visit to Rome this winter is to execute
1 a mission intrusted to him by MR. GLADSTONE; namely, to prepare the

way for a re-establishment of official diplomatic relations between the

British and Pontifical Governments. Now, if this assertion had been
found in the Record or the Rock, everybody would know what to think
of it. We should all say it was a weak invention of MURPHY or
WHAI,LEY. The Unita Caltoltcu, doubtless, publishes it in good faith,

but has evidently been hoaxed. You must see that the thing is an
insidious canard, devised for a base purpose by Protestant bigotry. It

is too bad, Sir, it is unworthy of Britons, it is mean, it is low,
to practise this kind of humbug on the simplicity of unsuspecting
Italian Ultramontanes. But the ridicule of educated Englishmen will

defeat the endeavour to create an absurd impression amongst the

vulgar that, in this land of liberty, this land of enlightenment, this

land of political and intellectual progress, Popery is gaining ground.
But even if it were, what would that be to you, and GALLIC ?

P.S. I shall now smoke a cigar.

STARTLING EFFECT.
ONLY TO BE PRODUCED BY LONG HAIR PINS AND EQUESTRIAN

EXERCISE.

MB. PUNCH,

WHALLEY'S NEWS.

HAVE you heard of, or do you suspect, the existence of any
Secret Society, in connection with Exeter Hall, which is employing
agents to get fictitious paragraphs and passages inserted in Continental

papers, to the end that, being translated, they may excite and awaken
British fanaticism P

For instance, Le Sport, in its sporting news, too, contains the follow-

ing announcement :

"
During the last year there were two thousand conversions to the Roman

Catholic faith iu England."

Hereupon a contemporary remarks,
" Two to one there will be more

this year taken." It is all very well to make a joke of obvious fudge.
But are there not stolid Protestants by whom Le Sport, in publishing
the above- quoted statement, will be taken in earnest, as of course it

was meant to be by the parties who smuggled that statement into it

under the pretence of fun ? I don't say that they are connected
with Exeter Hall but I suspect it. Sir.

Then we have the Osserratore Romano, expatiating in a leader on
"
Joyful events in the history of England !

"
namely, on the conver-

sion to Popery of the MARQUIS OF BUTE, and the spread of Ritualism.
Protestantism has its Jesuits, and did not one of them write this

article, in the assumed character of perhaps a genuine disciple of

LOYOLA ? Judge you from its conclusion :

" The joyful events, then, which have been, are being, and will be fulfilled

in England are the conversion of the Anglicans, and the return of that Island
of Saints, as it was formerly called, to the Catholic religion. Meanwhile we
have a gauge of this happy future in the frequent conversions of so many
virtuous, learned, noble, and rich persons, not the least of which is the joyful
event of the conversion of the young MAntjuis OF BUTE, which excites such a
noise now, and agitates so profoundly all the English."

Nobody with eyes in his head can fail to see the drift of all this. It

is very cleverly calculated to frighten the British Public with the idea

FROM ROME.

(From our Exclusive Correspondent. News warranted not to be

in any other Paper)

THE POPE is very well. He has had several games of billiards lately
with CARDINAL ANTONELLI and the young MARQUIS OF BUTE.

I record somejeux de mots made by His Holiness and His Eminence
on the estimable young Convert's name. The Marquis made nine at

one stroke.
" You play," exclaimed ANTONELLI, in his best English,

"
BUTE-

ifully !

"

The CARDINAL, at pool, held the POPE twice in the middle pocket.
His Holiness had only one life left

;
this the Marquis took.

" Et Tu BUTE !

"
cried his Holiness, in a tone of mock reproach,"

then I give up the game." On second thoughts he starred two, and
won.

'

Italy is like you, Marquis," said ANTONELLI, at supper."
Why ?

"
asked the generous youug nobleman, determined to give

his jocund Eminence a chance.
"
Because," returned the Cardinal,

"
It is a Boot, and so are you."

This answer threw a gloom over the party, which soon after broke

up. The Marquis has gone to Egypt, where he and MONSIGNORE CAPEL
(whose name some clever English papers have given as

" BISHOP
KEPPEL" so well-informed are these Correspondeuts, forsooth !) will

probably join H.R.H. the DUKE OF SUTHERLAND and EAIIL RUSSELL
of the Times and Chelsea (in posse), with whom no doubt they will go

Up and down the River Nile,
In and out the Desert,

That 's the way the money goes

And "
pop goes the weasel

"
is the proper or popper finish, but it

won't come in.

There is a Reaction in Rome, but which way it goes, I dou't know.
There are Reactions all over the place ;

it 's very puzzling. It only
wants two equal Reactions to be going on at the same time for Italy

to be perfectly quiet. Isn't that the doctrine of Mechanical forces ?

Rather. And as the Italians say, in one of their best proverbs,
"
Mio."

But I will send it you in full on hearing from you that you will under-
stand it in the original, as it will not bear either translation or the

sea-voyage.
You telegraphed to inquire after my health

;
thank vou ;

and to say,

generally, "How d'ye do?" Thank you again. I "do" at Rome as

they do at Rome, and am ever your faithful Correspondent.

Suicidal.

THE most ludicrously inconsistent, thing Punch has heard of for a

good while was the attempt of the Ritualists to get into the Committee
that we are rapidly drifting into Popery. The Editor of the Unita of the Society for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge. What on
Cattolira was taken in. Some people cannot reflect. He did not see ' earth have they to do with Christian Knowledge? The more they keep
that any controvertist who knew what he was talking of would know out of its way the better for them. We shall hear next of blackbeetles

better than to boast of conversions on the ground that the converts '

insisting upon getting into scalding water.
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
S you may choose something odd, someth ing
out of the common way, for a beginn ng,
instead of enlarging at length on the n

rious fact that the days are growing longer,
ask everybody who is conversible, inc lud-

ing LORD CLARENDON, if you can get! hold of

him, whether they saw the advertisement in

\vhichaLecturer on "Women Doctors" an-
nounced that he, would "

exhibit a t'orci gn body
six inches down his own throat," and what
t hey thought of it. Or read aloud, w ith a proper
attention to elocution and stops, the following
tempting invitation :

BOAIII)
and KKSIPKNTK for WORK. An

old literary gentleman invites some lady, about

40, to assist him in doing without servants, excejit-

inf; the bent pc'iiiTul servant tli.it the highest
' in i.ii!. mi anil the kindest treatment can

secure. The lady must undertake mfrlmt, soups,
she must be too strong to feel the

slightest fatigue, all the work of the house will
In in linly directed by her own taste to her own com-

fort. Company (at luneheon only) once a month. Large bed-room, private
sitting-room, laundry free. The gentleman and lady dining together at

7 o'clock. References of mercantile exactness required. Address A. B., Sec.,

stating age, and very full particulars of antecedent position, &c.

If you think it safer to stick to the ordinary necessaries of conversa-

tion, the weather will be all the fresher if you plunge at once into the
Gulf Stream, by which it is supposed to be unduly influenced and inti-

midated ; and you will derive much quiet amusement, if, taking the

precaution first to read up all about this notorious old offender in the
usual standard works of reference, you probe your victims' knowledge
on the subject, and ask, just for information, what the Gulf Stream is.

where the Gulf Stream is (venture as far as latitude and longitude), ana
how it comes to pass that the Gulf Stream should have the power of

interferingwith the temperature and the consumption of coals in Bel-

gravia or Blooinsbury. You, who have carefully prepared yourself for

examination, will be shocked at the ignorance of Society about this

one of the great Meteorological Powers, the wicked partner, as it may
be called, of the weather.
Do not lorgct what the fourteenth of this month is. Just as

pec-pie
want to know the connection of goose with Michaelmas, or,

at Christmas, cannot rest until they are told the meaning of mince-pies
and the origin of kissing under the mistletoe, so now you will find that

they seek information about BISHOP VALENTINE and his family con-
nections and ecclesiastical preferment, and the way in which he, a

great dignitary of the Church, came to be mixed up with fancy
stationery, and the postman, and Hymen, and Cupid, and affec-

tionate couples and couplets. Always be prepared for these emer-
gencies, (io to your Notes and Queries, or your llone, or your
Chambers, or the recesses of your own imagination, and have ready for
immediate use at the dinner-table or on the drawing-room ottoman,
just the sort of neat little obituary notice the papers would have put
in, if S. Valentine had lived and died in this country and century. A
few Post-office statistics as to the yearly increasing number of Valen-
tines would not be amiss, with a calculation that if all those distributed
in the year 1SGS could have been heaped one upon the other, they
would have exceeded iii height the Monument piled upon the Great

Pyramid, with the Duke of York's Column thrown in. If you can add
a romantic little story of a youthful painter who had for more than six

weeks worshipped in secret a beautiful girl, with chestnut hair threaded
with gold, living with an aged aunt in the second floor front opposite
his studio, and at last made known his passion by a lovely Valentine,
his own design, in the flamboyant style, and was married to her after
some opposition on the part of her friends, and became prosperous, and
a Royal Academician and had his will quoted in the Illustrated
landon News, you will not regret the result of your efforts to please.

Other topics suggest themselves, such as the enthronement of the
ABCHBISHOP OP CANTERBURY, the Hull convent case, pricking Sheriffs
and (can it be true ?) flogging girls ; but the one which you will pro-
bably find most in vogue is the LORD CHAMBERLAIN'S Circular to the

Managers of the Theatres, and his laudable attempt at petticoat govern-
ment. Talk to MRS. DE COLTY on this subject. You will have no more
gloomy forebodings about the decay and decline of Old England, you
will forget your apprehensions that we are going the way of Ancient
Rome, and Assyria, and Babylon, and all those other wicked kingdoms,
when you hear how warmly, how properly, she expresses herself con-

cerning the shockingly indelicate dresses worn by ladies on the stage.
But say everywhere and to everybody that

"
a thorough good hissing,"

as one of the papers sensibly recommends, would be the most cil'ectual

way of abating the shame.

THE CANINE FANCY. Too often the calf of one's leg.

SEWAGE IRRIGATION A LA FRANCHISE, IN EGYPT.
THE PASHA or EGYPT seems to be knitting himself by all his three

tails at once to the I'r'rUt mignoiu of ti lie has granted a
concession to the administration of one '; rli has
voted too hot for Uomburg and Wiesbaden, to set the ball rolling and
spread the board of green cloth at Cairo. He has engaged Grande
Ihii-hrsM-. SciiMiniKii, and a Parisian cortu d ballet; has set his

sign Office clerks translating into Arabic the liveliest librettos of
H and the spiciest of the Palais Royal vaudevilles, and has

i the ladies of his harem private boxes to look on at their perform-
lancc: !

Tin' man who has done this deserves to be called a Fic<--roy in the
richest sense of the word.
The purveyors of operaJamffe. balkt, rouHle, and rouffe-tl-notr, at

least, will be able to disprove the old proverb,
"
*x NUo nil fit" and

prove that a good deal is to be made out of

Who says Egypt is not advancing, and le of civilisation is

not even now beginning to flow into her bosom from France,
Said, through the Suez Canal;'

ODE TO FEBRUARY.
mouth of chill and change,

inllow hearted, mine no more ;

I'was pitiful, 'twas strange, 'twas passing strange,
UMMwders and the mixture as before

v\ in the moated grange,
That 's how the water comes down at Lodorc,
So drop the Shop and heaven will bless your Store.

A Call to Conversion.

\Vi: hear a great, deal about conversions each as that of the MARQUIS
OP BUTE, and in the meantime onr Volunteers are armed with uncon-
verted En (it-Id rifles. If we were invaded by troops fighting with

breechloaders, what would become of oar national defenders? MB.
OuimvKLL, pray have the Enfields instantly converted to Sniders.
Let not conversion be delayed until it is enforced by the wonders
wrought on our Volunteers by the Chassepot rifle.

now SIMPLE.

SPAIN has been for months trying to find a King. This shows the

unpractical character of the nation. The instant the Spaniards search
in the right place, the King's name is discovered. They have found it

in the Directory.

Literary Anecdote.
" How came you to insert that story P

"
said.^beipiritiut X ....

to the sparkling Z (editor of the brilliant *****.)
" You couldn't

believe it." My dear fellow," said 'L . . . .

"
don't confuse matters.

Editing 's one thing, and Crediting 's another."
" Ah !

"
said X

\SONABLE.

THOSE who think the LORD CHAMBERLAIN'S Circular about the

dresses worn by actresses and dancers does not go far enough, should

remember that he could hardly be expected to do more than skirt the

subject.

From an Excited Goldflnder.

A VAGABOND stole some gold from a digger on the DCKE OP SUTHER-
LAND'S fields. What was his punishment? I don't know, but he

ought to have been condemned at the Old Bailey, and then sent to

Nugget. (Is Newgate meant ? Yes.)

TO A CORRESPONDENT.
" A CIVIL Service Clerk a Fortnight Old

"
is assured that the Con-

j

troller of the Stationery office signed his real name to the circular

about the quill pens, and did not assume a nom deplume.

An Evident Oversight.

A POOR fellow brought up a week or so back at Marlborough Street

Police Court, told the Magistrate he had been
"
often murdered." It

is strange that the astuu- Mi;. Kxos should not have thought of

asking him if he was a Dramatic Author.

CRIMINAL QUERY. Can a prisoner who commits himself, also form

his own conviction :
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" ABE YOU AWARE, MADAM, THAT THIS is A SMOKING COMPARTMENT ?
"

"YES, YES, I KNOW! PEAY GO ON ! WE ALWAYS TRAVEL IN SMOKING COMPARTMENTS TO AVOID CONTAGION."

SAURIN v. STAR.
Am " J won't be a Nun."

THOUGH a soarin' ambition it mayn't appear to be
To sweep floors and empty dust-bins for a lady born like me

;

Yet, if such work must be done,
I '11 do 't, to be a nun,

Yes though kicked, cuffed, trod, and spit upon I will be a nuu.

I 'm sure I cannot tell what 's the mischief I have done,
That dear reverend mother says I 'm not fit to be a nun

But I will be a nun,
Yes, I will be a nun,

Though she whip me, starve and strip me, yet I will be a nuu.

Though I 'm kept for hours en deshabille at reverend mother's door,
Made to sleep on the bare boards, and to sit on the bare floor,

Yet I will be a nun !

Yes, I will be a nun !

Though 'mong sisters of no mercy, I will be a nun !

I '11 stand until I drop, I '11 eat mutton 'gainst the grain,
Wear a duster on ray head, scrub my hands to chap and blain,

But I will be a nun,
Yes, I will be a nun,

And the more that they don't want me, the more I "11 be a nun.

So take care, dear reverend mother, and let your daughter be,
For I mean to bring my action for assault and batterie ;

Though I want to be a nun,
Yes, and mean to be a nun,

If they give me swingeing damages, my STAB, won't you be done !

NAUTICAL NOTE. A muddled mariner writes to ask Punch, if the
introduction of the French Pitch will in any way damage the. British

THE NEW CHIEF POLICEMAN.
WE know not which feeling should dominate, in regard to the

appointment of COLONEL HENDERSON, C.B., as the new Chief of the
Police. Suppose we mix our sensations, and on the one hand con-

gratulate that gentleman on having a name out of which no joke can
be made, while on the other we condole with the smart writers who
have been so unconstitutionally done out of their legitimate perquisites.
AlATNE'was a rich harvest for the wits. Had HUGHES been the new
name, the police would have got hughesd to him. Had it been KNOX,
police-knocks would have been suggested to the dullest. SHAW, too,
would have been pshaw, you see. But HENDERSON is hopeless.

Rhymes, of course, can be done, e. g. on the Sabbath closing question
" For beer she wished to send her son :

The inn was shut by HENDERSON ;"

and so forth ;
but a complex rhyme demands a cleverness not usually

accorded to the smart. We do not think, on the whole, that Govern-
ment has used the wits well ; but if COLONEL HENDEESON makes a

good Chief, bags thieves and bangs ruffians, we must try to look over
the short-coming.

Antique Epigram.
HE lied, which s

d
, the other day,

Y* Eddystone was swept away.
He lies, however sad h" tone,
Who says he '11 sweep y" Gladdystone.
Both beacons, wh

y= billows mock,
Because both founded on y

e
rock.

REVOLTING PEROCITT.
" You ought always to take me out with you, my dear," said a wife.

" You know they say that Happiness was born a Twin."
"
Yes, love

;

but not a Siamese twin," said the Brute.

ROUND NUMBERS. The "Globe" Audiences.
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OUR SIAMESE TWINS.
MR. BULL. " YOU DON'T THINK THE OPERATION WILL BE FATAL TO EITHER F

"

Da. GLADSTONE. "
OH, NO !

"

DR. BRIGHT.
" NOT A BIT ! DO 'EM BOTH ALL THE GOOD IN THE WORLD."
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER KiifHTH THE STORY OP THE JOLLY OLD COCK

HOlIIilNS I'll KS
SIGNALLY FOR 'I -TllK GOOSE CONSORTd WITH A DOB-

MOUSE AND A POIiCUI'INK.

quarter, then ROBBINS is as festive as he can be all by himself, on tea,
buttered toast, marmalade, and an uncertain egg.
His patrons had failed him on thin Christmas Day, and hence it

APTKR FOURTH.-THK STORY OF THE JOLLY <>I,D c( K (uojrnKuiD). hanpencd that he was passing slowly very slowly, in front of the

IIIK I;ODSI: lus AX INTERVIEW WITH THE OLD BARNDOOR KOCK Jolly Old Cock s house, where, he felt there was still a last chance of

i MAS CRUMBS AS OWL ACTS PROKE8- an invitation.

So the ill wintry wind which blew sharply on GOOSEY s face patted
ROBBINS on the back, at the same time and on the same doorstep.
The Jolly Old Cock beckoned him in, as GOOSEY slowly pat on his

IT seems that as I understand from little KOCKY ROHBINS, GOOSEY CORt and hat in the hall.

chose to run counter to Old BAHNDOOR'S wishes in every particular.
" ^ Merry Christmas!

"
said KOCKY, blithely, to the poor Goose.

GOOSEY came of a wilful stock : he seems to have tried to please his The Goose thanked him, and returned the compliment, as of no use

father, but all to no purpose. The Jolly Old Cock brought up GOOSEY
;n kit keeping.

expensively, with a view to position, and making a connection. He " YOU 'U just make np our number," exclaimed Old BARHDOOR,
sent him to the University with the same idea. So far so good, and shaking ROBBINS' hand heartily, and drawing him into the drawing-

i went on the usual road. He proved himself not more of a room.
Goose than nine out of ten of his ceaualet; he came out of the first Then GOOSEY knew that he was not expected, and passed out by the
examination an unpluckcd Goose, and being subsequently crammed and door which the servant was holding open for him.
fattened up for the Christmas examination for B. A. degree, he came old BARSDOOR gave a magnificent dinner that night. Everyone
out of that well placed in the penultimate class, and had the privilege politely asked after GOOSEY as their host's son, and everyone was per-
of putting his head between the Vice Chancellors legs in order to be

fectly satisfied with any answer. It was the Jolly Old Cock they'd
told, in Latin, softly whispered in his ear by way of a secret, which gome to see, and ku dinner they were going to eat, and they wished
he wasn't to tell anyone, that he was nothing more or less than a him and themselves many such another happy Christmas in the same
Baccalaureus Artium entitled to a hood, a pair of bands, two Brings place, and really meant it. And if there had been, which there wasn't,
to his gown, and to pay about forty pounds for these enviable dis-

any gort Of doubt as to BARNDOOR'S right and title to beingpar excellence

Unctions. a Jolly Old Cock, it would have been set at rest for ever on that jovial
The Jolly Old Cock knew that a degree was the period put to the Christmas night.

necessity for an undergraduate's residence at the University, and, To DAWSON DORMOUSE and others who. whatever opinions they
having been himself iu business from the age of fifteen, he suddenly held as to the conduct of Old BARNDOOR, freer/ told his son that he
announced to GOOSEY that he had obtained for him a situation in a had bear.ved like an impolitic Goose Goosir explained his father's

Banking House. GOOSEY did not realise the situation until he had motives ; but not until two years afterwards, whem tkev had been ex-

fairly entered upon his duties, and then, after taking counsel with some
plained to him by MR. OWL, the solicitor, to whom it fell to draw up

friends especially with DAWSON DORMOUSE, an old College chum, he a deed, by which, for a certain annual consideration, GOOSEY made over

naturally set their advice on one side, and followed his own course. to Old BARNDOOR all chums upon such property as would of right be
Now his own course was diametrically opposed to the Jolly Old his at the Jolly Old Cock's decease.

Cock's plan. T\gnte'gte, who lodged at SPRATT'S, had not a little to do with
;. GOOSEY showed his father how unfitted he naturally was for business, the JoDy Old Cock's conduct in this matter.
and how this uufitness had become positive incapacity under the train- old BARNDOOR found his son a nuisance, a cheek upon his pleasures,
ing which Old BARNDOOR had himself given him. Now of all days in an expense when he had looked forward to his being no burden upon
the year GOOSEY chose Christmas day, after Church time, as being best him at all.

suited for his explanation. One reason for this was, that it was a holi-
1

"
jjut he can afford it ?

"
I asked DORMOUSE.

day in the City, and another had something to do with the kindly tone
j

Qf course he can, and plenty over
"
returned DORMOUSE, slowly,

and charitable feeling which was, as it were, brought in by the recur-
1 And the DORMOUSE bestowed a vanety of epithets, at intervals, as is

rence of the Christian festival But as you have seen, GOOSEY teas a his way, upon Old BARN DOOR, among which not the least strong were
Goose. So,when BARNDOOR heard his son's mild explanation, he grew miserly, cunning, selfish, wicked, cruel, debauched old scoundrel
redder than ever about the gills, and sw9re that if his son didn t do gut this, after all, is only the opinion of DORMOUSE, and perhaps one
what he wished, he would not give him a sixpence. This he confirmed or two others who are partial to GOOSEY ; but if you ask SPRATT, or
with an oath : in fact, being highly choleric and explosive, he sent him- KOCKY ROBBDJS, or the WRENS, or the SKYLARKS, or, in fact, any one
self to perdition, conditionally, more than once during the interview,

i who knows BARNDOOR, his house, and dinners, they '11 all be unanimous
GOOSEY said he had tried and failed. It was hard for him at his age, ;n declaring that

"
he is, without exception, the Jolliest Old Cock

and after his education, to be doing a mere office-drudge's work.
possible."

Old BARNDOOK, glowing before the fireplace, exclaimed,
"
Why, con- Being thrown upon the world the Goose found two friends in

found it 1 was put at it when I was
only

fifteen. Yes, I had to work DAWSON DORMOUSE and TOM PORCUPIHE, who had lodgings together,
for my daily bread

"
this phrase was thrown in as a sort of pious and were delighted to offer their spare room to the Goose.

quotation suited to a father and deuced glad I was to get it, 1 can DAWSOS DORMOUSE was at College with GOOSEY, and is, nominally,
tell you. rowrwork! /was there from half-past eight till six, and

very nominally, at the bar. TOM PORCUPINE is (i.e. at the time of GOOSEY>
Old GRANNIT would have turned any one out who was a minute late, i

expulsion : keeping myself in the present tense as accompanying"
But you were only fifteen, you say," commences GOOSEY, about to GOOSEY in his career) three or four years older than his two friends.

show that np parallel exists.
"

Well, Sir, and you 're twenty-t
He is in the precarious position of a sort of extra-clerk in a Govcrn-

renty-two, Old BARNDOOR retorts, sharply. mcnt om
-

cej put on for a special occasion when there i work to be" What of that P You ve had a blanked fine education, which you done, and has
"
something to do with the papers," and something less

seem to forget you owe to me to your father."
"
No, I don't forget that," says GOOSEY,

"
but

"

(To be Continued.)

to do, but equally mysterious, with a Publisher in the East End.
..,, Two fellows more dissimilar, apparently, than the Dormouse and"
But, but, but but WHAT !

"
shouts his Jolly Old Cock of a the Porcupine, never chose to lodge in the same hole together.

father, and before GOOSEY can continue his answer, Old BARNDOOR has

taken it, up for him, sneeringly," But You are too proud ;
hut You can't sit in an office ;

but Ton
can't go the rounds on account day to the other houses ;

but Ton can't

associate with clerks, because your father has made a gentleman of you ;

more fool he to waste his money on such an ungrateful vagabond.'
At this point, after a little quiet swearing to himself, during which

GOOSEY was wishing he could adduce some new and telling argument
on his own side to justify the facts which he admitted, the Jolly OM
Cock thrust both his hands into his pockets, turned on his heel abruptly,
walked to the window, and looking out into the street, it was winter

time, and looked very starved and cold, said, scowling,
"
There ! I 've

had enough of this. If you change your mind, well and good ; if not
don't come here again. Ah, how d' ye do ? How are you ?

"
This salu-

tation was given in the pleasantest tone possible to KOCK ROBBINS,
who happened to pass at that moment.
KOCKY KOBRINS, not being; allowed by his profession of dinner- Canons!

eating to be a family man, depends upon his patrons for his Christmas

pudding. If his patrons fail him, he has to jolliticate by himself :it

his Club, if he is in funds, or in his own room on the landlady's beef

and pudding, which come up for him warmed after their first appearance WHY is a man who lives in Russia certain not to be the same man
at the one o'clock dinner. Should there be no crumbs from even this who lives in South America ? Why, because he's a-northfr person.

By a Ritualist Lunatic.

THE Men of the Moon,
To a Hanwell t-

Marched up to the
"
Christian Knowledge ;

'

But the Church's mouth
Said,

"
Your way is South,

Be off to the Sacred College !

"

SPANISH INTELLIGENCE.
" THIRTEEN Canons of the Cathedral of Burpos have been arrested

for complicity in the assassination of the Civil Governor."

Will they be let off?

Poor

BY A SIBERIAN CAPTIVE.
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BRILLIANT IDEA

OF YOTOG HARDUP DURING THE TRADESMEN'S BILL SEASON.

AN ENGLISH-SPANISH FLY.

WE entirely hold with the late" KING EDWARD THE

SECOND, that when men close for serious fighting, it is not

a time for courtesies.

" In battle day," the King replied,
t( Nice tourney rules are set aside."

But is there any particular fight between the Horning
Star and the English Ambassador in Spain, that can quite

justify the Correspondent of the former in this severe pitch

into the latter ?

" I believe the salary is 6000 a-year. Let the English who
come to this city, answer what help or courtesy they receive at

the hands of the Ambassador. As it is, one must go generally

twice, sometimes thrice, before one can even deliver one's cre-

dentials to the deputy, the principal being seldom visible, o*

visible only for a few moments. The only place where one is

certain to find him is at the Museum, copying, with more or

less success, one of the many masterpieces to be found in that

magnificent collection. The new Ministry might do a far worse

thing in diplomacy than recal SIR JOHN CRAMPTON."

Really, this seems a harsh punishment to begin with.

Even Sam Weller^is& for a much milder initiatory hint to

the Shepherd, and would not in the first instance put him
into the water-butt and shut the lid down. It LORD
CLARENDON were to write a strong letter to SIR. JOHN.

intimating that he must sometimes forget MURILLO and
attend to travelling cockneys, the remonstrance might have

its effect, as Mr. Punch has always heard that the Ambas-
sador is a gentleman. Besides, the best thing that

_

an
Ambassador can do, is to do as little as possible ; this is a

doctrine which we are sure that the Star will approve. At
all events we cannot approve the Spartan sternness which

proceeds to execution without giving the alleged offender

a chance of self-justification or of reformation. The Star

Correspondent may be justly vexed with the Spaniards for

having returned a Monarchical 1'arliament instead of a

Cortes of Republicans, but he should not vent all his ill-

temper on SIR JOHN CRAMPTON, or interpolate, in a com-

plaint, the feminine spitefulness of hinting that he is not

a good painter. The Star is usually so honourably dis-

tinguished by its avoidance of vulgarity that we have the

utmost pleasure in at length being able to hit a blot.

SYMPTOMS OF A COMING ROW.

ANYTHING for a Fight. Hooray! The Irish Protestant Defence-

Association is up and roaring like a young lion. An "
enormous

"

meeting has been held at the Rotunda, and MR. GLADSTONE caught it

in a way that would make his friends very uncomfortable, if they did

not know that he had been already likened to everything from Anti-

christ down to BEALES, both included. Quotations of the most terrific

character were hurled at him, one speaker not very luckily likening
him to Achilles raging to slay Hector (Hector being, pro hdc vice,

the Irish Church) but PEELIDES can bear that. Another orator en-

couraged the Defenders of the Faith Church we mean with the

following touching sentiments :

"
Although we have

' A struggling warfare, lingering long,
Thro' weary day and weary year

A wild and many-weaponed throng
Hangs on our front and Bank and rear."

J

I would remind you that ARTHUR WELLESLEY, driven back behind the lines

of Torres Vedra, yet lived to see his victorious arms within the battlements of

Saint Sebastian, and his brave troops marching upon Paris. We must be
filled with such a determination ; we must be inspired with a like courage.
Yes, my friends, when I look at and consider our high and noble cause, I

would say
' Ne'er heed the shaft too surely cast,

The foul and hissing bolt of scorn,

For, with our side shall dwell at last,
The victory of endurance bom '

(applause).''

Applause ! We should think so. At the risk of tautology, we must
again remark Hooray! The wild and many-weaponed throng, by
which is meant the Liberal majority, also likened to BONAPARTE'S
Frenchmen, must shake in their Wellingtons and Bluchers. But one
remarkable lapse was made. MR. VERNER, M.P., to whom we are

indebted for the above splendid outburst, was shamefully abandoned,
at one moment, by his guardian angel, and was allowed to say :

" We have our BEADY a most valuable but scarcely reliable institution,
given to us by MR. GLADSTONE, AS HE ONCE GAVE us PEPPER."

Well, we do not care to be prophetic, but if the Defenders go on in

this way it is just on the cards that MR. GLADSTONE may again favour

them with that pungent present. Without unduly intruding on
domestic privacy, we may say that we happen to know that MB,
GLADSTONE'S pepper-caster is by no means empty. Things have been

very dull this winter, but
"
the wild night-huntsman hath gone by,"

and we shall have a row. Finally, and for the third time. Hooray !

NEW THING IN RACES.

AFTER all, we shall be able to bear up should there be no Derby this

year. Racing is becoming more comprehensive, as is proved by the

report of a velocipede race for twenty pounds. The horses of those

who accompanied the competitors could not keep up with them. This

will probably inaugurate a new era in racing, and we shall shortly hear

of the Grand Wheelbarrow Stakes, the Perambulator Cup, and the

Iron-Hoop Handicap. Why not? It will improve the muscles, and
benefit the human race in a double sense. In the particular instance

quoted, a MR. WALOSKI "trod" that is the correct term, it seems
the two miles in nine minutes and a half. This is a capital idea

; for,

after all, why should betting scoundrels be the only
"
legs

" who find

their condition improved by racing ?

Logic and Lighthouse.

ON Wednesday night last week a telegram from Plymouth announced
that the rumour reporting the Eddystone Lighthouse to have been

destroyed was without foundation. So all thinking persons expected
to hear. Of course. They were sure that the Lighthouse had a very
strong foundation, and they were not sure that the rumour of its

destruction had any.

"
HOLIDAYS of the Church !

"
exclaimed an elderly 'gentleman,

who was perpetually being worried into
"
early services

" and "
high

celebrations, by his Ritualistic daughters ;" Don't tell me of such

holidays my festival and real day of rest is /?W-Sunday."
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STAGE COPYISTS AND STAGE CRITICS.
E read in

DEACON HAUL'S
Guesses at Truth

of a kind of men
who, coming near
a tree, never lift

up their eyes, but

go looking dili-

gently on the

ground till they
come on a dry
stick, and having
found it, cry with

aloudvoice, "Eu-
reka ! behold one
of the roots !

"

From this order

of men seems to have sprung a good many of the dramatic critics

now-a-days, incompetent or indisposed for the more useful duties

of their calling measuring the merits, analysing the purposes, gauging
the point, wit, humour, fancy, poetry, imagination of a play, or the

merits or shortcomings of the actors, they are large on the possible
sources whence the author may have borrowed his idea, incidents,

subject, story, or situations. If they can possibly refer anything in

the play to anything that has ever been presented on the stage before,

they insist on doing so, no matter how remote the resemblance, or how
improbable the

"
conveyance."

This is a safe and easy game, and gratifies the smaller sentiments of

critical natures. It may sometimes be fair criticism ; but in a great

many cases it is equally unfair and useless.

Ever since there has been a stage, dramatists have borrowed their

subjects and stories, and it was when they were most original I hat they
borrowed most freely and fearlessly. SHAKSITAKK wax :i reckless con-

veyancer. Look at the Italian novelists whom he drew upon without

scruple. See how he cut up NORTH'S Plvtarrh into cantles for li
;

I '<rxar and ( 'urtutanux, pcivinc; liimself no more trouble than was required
for the. slicing of NORTH'S prose into ten-foot lengths. Think of the old

plays he was content like a master-cobbler as he was to vamp and

patch and polish, and sole and heel, the earlier King Johns and Henry
the Sixths, and Timons of Athens, and who knows Hamlets, perhaps.
He had his critics of the time, one of whom pitched into him as a crow
beautified with our feathers.

'

But before and after him, in all times
and all countries, play-writers, grave or gay, big or

little,
have put in

practice the right of taking their matter where they found it. TERENCE
robbed MENANDER, SENECA, SOPHOCLES, and EURIPIDES: ROTROU,
CORNKILLE and RACINE, SENECA and the Greeks

; MOLIERE, UEU-
NARD, and their followers, TERENCE, PLACTCS, and the Spaniards:
VASBRITGII and \\"Y< HERLT, MOLIERE

; SHERIDAN, BUCKINGHAM and
VANBRUGTI. And so stage conveyancing has gone on, in a round of

wrong, in all countries, from the earliest times to our own.
BoticiCAULT and MADDISON MORTON are not less original than

COLMAN and KENNY, but the French sources which the elder play-

wrights drew from were not known to their public. The moderns do
not and cannot keep theirs a secret. Everybody reads the French
feuilMons ; JEFF'S shop is open to all; and the Maffa-tin Thtatrale
costs only sixpence a number. But, as a matter of fact, what are called

the good old English comedies and farces are, in six cases out of ten
at least, adaptations from the French.
Of course, the dramatist who invents story as well as dialogue and

characters deserves more credit than he who invents only one or two
of the three. But he who makes a character live and move and have
its being for reader or spectator, does more than he who ferrets out
from life or history a subject not yet turned to stage account, or builds

up a plot out of his own invention. So does he who clothes his bor-
rowed skeleton of a story in the beauty of fervid passion and hiirh

thought, sweet and stately verse, consummate wit, or genial humour.
These are the qualities that show the master. The story is but the

peg to hang them upon. True, -when the sole merit is in the story,
when all the interest is got out of surprise and suspense, or the shock
of a startling incident, as it often is in modern plays, he who borrows
the story, situation, or incident, borrows all. Where play of passion or

display of character is nil, poetry absent, wit wanting, humour, point,
or trrace of style dispensed with, for mere story, let us by all means
credit the inventor of the one quality of the piece with all its success.
But let the critics learn to distinguish between borrower and bor-

rower, between adaptation and adaptation, between those who convey
to enrich, grace, embellish, and invest with new life, and those who
steal to deform and defoul, stunt, and starve those who bring
everything, and those who bring nothing to replace all that evaporates
in translation.

Why should there not be a rule laid down that the word "
orisinal

"

shall be confined in the bills to pieces of which no original in a dramatic
form already exists, and why should not the International Copyright

Bill be so modified that he who lays a foreign author's work under
contribution shall pay for it ?

In the meantime Mr. J'unrh is not sorry that this question should
have been started by the recent charge against MR. ROBERTSON of

having borrowed the idea of his charming c ml, from BBKE-
DIX'S very inferior Aschenbrodtl. For mis may set people thinking
wherein lies the merit and demerit of stage-ji

Would that lack of originality in plot and story were the worst fault

ir dramatic writing.

Undoubtedly, it cannot be said to be a good time for the theatre in

which coarse sensation, buffoonery, and bare ballet-girls usurp so much
room, and are so relied upon to draw.

But there is a great deal more to be said for our stage, even as it is.

than the critics are in the habit of saving, just aa there is a great deal

,
to be said against it that needs saying and is left unsaid. And this

I
applies to acting as of play-writing.

Till we see sounder and honester, more impartial, and outspoken
judgment of both the judgment of critics who know what is good and
relish it, yet can take into account the conditions of the time which
stand in the way of what is good who have taste and culture, jet are

neither pedantic, bigoted, or impracticable, and above all critics who
have no interests to serve but those of Art and the public, Mr. Punch
is as little disposed to lend an ear as to look for good to the cuckoo

cry of originality, raised without distinction or discrimination, and

prompted far oftener by the ill-nature of a rival, or the jealousy of an
unsuccessful mitfrere, than by the outraged feelings of those who respect

originality, and are anxious to see every man credited with all that

fairly belongs to him, and no more.

THE ENGLISHWOMAN'S DOMESTIC BROWNRIGG.

A SERIES of vile letters has been published in a certain Magazine,
with the apparent object of outraging the feelings of simple people,
in order to gain notoriety by creating sensation. These communi-

:s mi -lit. be described as a sort of Brownrigg Papers, with the

qualification that they do not profess to advocate pushing MBS.
BROWNJUOG'S practices to murder, and that they affect to recommend
the perpetration of them, not by mistresses on apprentice girls, but by
mothers of families on their grown-up daughters of eighteen or twenty.
The writers of these foul, if feigned, article* enter into minute

details on the choice 9f instruments of torture, and on devices for

inflicting on young ladies a combination of
" shame and pain." Over

these some of them appear to gloat in such a way as almost to persuade
one that they are in earnest, and write under tne influence of feelings

which have been engendered, or aggravated, in Ritualist confessionals.

For further particulars, see the Saturday Review of Jan. 30.

But, although all these odious letters in the Magazine may be mere

inventions, it is possible enough that they may produce the effect of

inflaming the morbid cruelty and malice of some depraved female, and

may so develop a maternal BROWNRIGG. In that case it is to be hoped
that Ms. BROWNRIGG. on first discovery, will let his wife know what

he thinks of her discipline by a vigorous application of it to her own

person, and teach her to inflict
" shame and pain

"
on her daughter by

putting her to both herself. For this purpose, before all the family

and the servants, following her own procedure, MR. Baowinupe
would but perform an act ofretributive justice by lashing MRS. B. with

a horsewhip to within an inch of her life. With a horse-whip ? No ;

with a dogwhip the more appropriate scourge.
~ ~

Conventual Tender Mercies.

THE Court of Queen's Bench has presented us with a pretty TOT f

a convent interior. Who says the disclosures are
rerojtar

f

treatment which Sisters of Mercy are
liaoij

to be subjected to m
seem merciless. But doubtless it is founded on 'principle, its object

is educational.
" She had suffered persecution, says STMJTB, and

learned mercy." Sisters of Mercy are tormented to teach them their

business. .

Personal, Surely.

MR. RAIKES, Opposition Member for Chester, declared at a political

banquet, that what a distinguished American said to his fnend m a

difficulty was the best thing that could be said, at this crisis, to a Con-

servative
"
Stick !

" We have no objection, except to the rudeness.

It is what is always said to a person who is too stupid to know how

to Act.
.

PLEASANT READING.

IN Berlin they have a paper which from its name must be a rery

disagreeable one to read, and is, we presume, the organ of all grumbling,

cantankerous, and ill-tempered people, for it is called The Qrou

tie.

A FACT. The best check for pauperism one of PBABODT'S.
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Mamma. " You KNOW WHO BUILT THE ABK, GEORGE ?
"

George (promptly).
"
NOAH, "MA."

HERESY.
I Mamma. " AND WHAT DID HE BUILD IT FOE?"

George (dubiously}.
" FOR LITTLE BOYS TO PLAT WITH, 'It*. *

!

'

PITCH.
DEAR PUNCH.

You will recognise my signature, probably, although I have

been so terribly screwed up of late that when I speak. 1 hardly know
myself from my next door neighbour. There is a great deal of nonsense

written about all my friends and relatives just now, and you, dear

Punch, can do us service by correcting some false impressions that

have gone abroad.
It was COSTA who made me so much sharper than I was formerly ;

therefore he alone is to blame if J am bold enough to say what I think.

It is absurd to accuse poor VERDI and other Composers of our rise.

How can any man write us a semitone higber or lower ? You could

not, if you tried. Yet an authority, who has, I suppose, confused har-

mony with tuning, attributes to VERDI and others our present elevated

position. He supposes, because VERDI extended the compass of the

Baritone, and wrote Tenor music for him, that therefore he wrote

higher, as truly he did, but not sharper. The trap was a good one,
and the wise man fell into it. The same critic talks about the police
not interfering with us, and complains that the

"
Teutonic Directors

take their own line as to the pitch fork." If they do, he ought to

follow their example, and take to farming.
Some people sneer at MR. SIMS REEVES, and at all the efforts he is

making to restore us to our proper positions. They say MR. REEVES
has been singing

"
under pitch

"
for the last twenty years clearly a

gross error ; for though MR. REEVES may be sometimes not up to

scratch, he was always up to and never under anything else in music.

My near relative A has been cited as being too highly favoured by
MR. REEVES. I have often heard the note brought out by our great
Expositor, but never oftener than HANDEL (who knew us when we
were differently situated) would have wished. The particular note is

employed by our old Master no less than eleven times in
"
Sound an

Alarm," twice in
"
Thou shall break them," and twice in

" The Enemy
said." I can only remark that I wish I were A instead of what I am,
and that HANDEL could hear me when MR. REEVES deigned to give
me out shouldn't I be proud !

But the object of my writing to you at all was not to expose the

folly of anybody so much as to explain that we unfortunates, who
belong to the only harmonious scale in Nature, have been hardly used by
COSTA. Ever since he came into power he has insisted upon pulling us

up higher and higher, to make his band sound more brilliantly, until at

last we are not only out of our element, but out of the good graces of

all good singers, young and old, whose voices we are seriously

damaging. We don't mind giving ourselves airs, in fact it is our duty
to do so, but we strongly object to the high jinks we have been;made
to play for the last quarter of a century.

Yours,

BOBBY! BOBBY! BOBBY!

THE other day at Manchester a Clown was arrested on a warrant for

not supporting his wife. Now, if this sort of thing is to be repeated,
it will be a sad blow to an ancient amusing and highly immoral institu-

tion. From time immemorial Clowns have been considered free to

exercise every kind of atrocity with impunity. Who cannot picture to

himself the delighted countenance of the policeman who, as the repre-

sentative of his much wronged fraternity, turned the tables on poor

Motley, and actually had him up before the Magistrate ! This is a

dreadfully levelling age, but if Clowns are not to be allowed to do as

;
they like, there is from a pantomimic point of view no hope for the

country.

Philosophy on Four Legs.
POOR and content ! What do you mean ?

No wants to gratify ?

Hog without hunger, dozing, lean,
In EPICURUS' stye.

TABLE OP CONTENTS. The Dinner Table.
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AN INSULTED BIRD.

11 K Poet of Paradise I/at and //

Petuitroso, my dear .I//-. Punch,

says of the nightingale :

" Sweet bird, that shunnest the
noise of folly,

Most musical, most melan-

choly !

"

Addicted as I am to soaring,
I hope I do not fly too high in

saying that MILTON might have

sung nearly the same about
me. Nearly, observe, not quite.

Although I say it that shouldn't,
I am most musical, but alto-

gether the reverse of most

melancholy ;
on the contrary,

universally accounted most

merry. Hence, my name has
come to be abused in a shame-
ful manner ; of which I now
complain to you. It is made
to signify a sort of merry-
making which is about the

most despicable and brutal

foolery that I look down upon
from th(! sky. \<m saw in the Pall Mall Gaietie, the other dav, that

two young snubs were committed for tearing down the fittings of a first-

class carriage, and throwing the footwarmer out of window. They
: licit tliis damage was only done for a purpose to which they

gave my name. I object to such a vile misapplication of it. Drunken
idiots usually make the same excuse for wrenching off door-knockers
and bell-handles. Even in common discourse it is customary to use

my name as a synonym of the word, equally vulgar and disgusting with

the outbreak which it signifies, called a
"
spree

"
by Champagne Charlie

and the gents. I do protest against the misnomer of terming a silly mis-

chievous frolic, of which the character is always essentially low,

Heaven's Gate, Dunstabk. A LARK.

SCOUNDRELISM ON THE SEA.

I'KKHAPS no plummet that shall be cast will ever find the bottom of
human baseness and wickedness. We have sometimes thought that
we had nearly sounded them, as in the case of the first Napoleon, or the
last hag sent to penal servitude for stripping children of their clothes.

But up crops a new case, which seems to' demand a heavier lead and a

longer line than Uu either of the criminals we have mentioned. At
know nut whether to thank MR. JAMES GREENWOOD, or not,

for making the revelation, so disgusting is the cold brutality he
records : but, on reflection, we thank him for having added another to

I deeds. What think you, brothers and sisters, who lie safely

listening to the furious tempests, and who find some comfort, when
you are pitying the sailors, in the thought that they are furnished with

life-buoys, that may hold them up in the fight with the black waves,
what think you, we say, of this ?

"
Writing tn me," says MR. GREENWOOD, in last Friday's Star,

" eon-
M it. DIXIIX, a welt-known life-belt and buoy maker

"I
1

Siimlerlanil, iut'urmeil me Unit lie hnd grave suspicions of the quality of the
ii.i. iiirnl in London, und supplied to the Jew slop ghopa. lie

himself "hud met with lilr-tiuys composed of the basest materials, and sent me
Rome hits of fniniHiin ruth as a, sample of the interior of one he had dissected.

Ho further
apprised

me of the fact that to such an extent had this fraud been
(1. that a very Urge number of seamen would have nothing to do

with lifi-bunys, declaring that they would rather go down and have done
with it. tli.m Dane in the jaws of death for a few hours, with the certainty of
drownint after all, lie i uiniir,- m<>re apparent a< th'- treacherous support gradu-
ally soddened, and sank under their weight."

There, just read that quietly. It is no case for tall language. The
simple words are pretty nearly enough, don't you think P You have
taken in the fact. The men struggling in the waters, thinking of
firesides and children, and feeling the article from the Jew's slop
shop giving way under their cold hands. Let us go on, then.

Mu. GRBHNWOOD, naturaBy, did not care to receive this story without

inquiry. He is no Gusher, eager to gush before a tale can be contra-
dicted. On the contrary, a hard-headed, practical gentleman. He went
to Shadwell, and found a belt and buoy maker. The man was frank

enough :

" He informed me that the buoys which are all stamped
' warranted cork-

wood,' are nothing of the kind; 'not one in a dozen.' ' You couldn't do it

for the money,' said my informant ;

' the Jews that such as we work for won't

give more than tbree-and-six or four shillings each for "em, and how much

cork can you afford to stuff into 'em for that, I 'd like to know ? "... He
appeared to think that it did not matter what the canras coven were stuffed
with so long as they were well sewn and painted. I further inquired as to
where the precious goods of his manufacture might be bought, and he replied
shortly,

'

Anywhere.' And it seemed that this was pcrf.

lie told MR. GREENWOOD what was put into the articles rushes,
shavings. But this will be shown better in Mi. GREENWOOD'S own
account :

" The neighbourhoods of Shadwell, Itatcliff, and Poplar were visited, and at
each place at a seaman's slop-shop a 'good life buoy' was inquired for and
bought. One was branded ' warranted corkwood,' one '

all cork,' and the third

simply bore the word ' warranted.' They ranged in price from six shillings to

seven-and-sixpence. They were all three carried home, and dissected with the

following results:
" No. 1 (' warranted corkwood'), when its flimsy yellow skin was slit, was

discovered to consist bodily of straw, sparely covered with cork shavings for

the satisfaction, it is presumed, of any cautious mariner who might feel din-

posed
to risk a like slit in his purchase so as to make sure of its quality before

he paid for it.

"No. 2 (' warranted') was stuffed with rushes.
" No. 3 (' all cork ') cork chips and rushes, about twenty per cent of the

former and eighty of the latter.
" To test the buoyant capability of the three detected impostors they were

placed in water, a weight of ten pounds being attached to each. This was the
result :

" ' Warranted corkwood :

'
sank in an hour.

" ' Warranted :
'
stood the test for nearly two hours, and then succumbed.

" ' All cork,' floated for four hours, and "then sank from view."

We really do not see that we can do better than leave the case as
thus succinctly stated. We thought that no form of rascality could

surprise us much
; but this revelation has more nearly produced

astonishment than any atrocity of which we have read for years. Yet
why be astonished ? For,

"
buthiness is buthiness," as the Jew slop-

shop keeper would say ; and
"
business is business," as his Christian

rival would remark. But, but would it not be pleasant to fling a gang
of the vendors of these accursed things into the sea off Brighton pier
on a blowy day, and pitch them a choice assortment of'their own
buovs and belts to save them ? We doubt whether a purer pleasure
could be suggested to us, unless we could hand them to the unfriendly
Maories about dinner time. We may not hare either happiness ; but
we may call upon all our contemporaries to do their best to spread the

knowledge that such are among the devilish tricks of trade ; and we
may among us save a good many poor fellows from the deep. Can't
the Sailors' Home, among other channels, send about the facts P

And if Jack inquires into the matter, and, breaking open a buoy at a

slop shop, finds straw or shavings, we hope that he will not be so hard
as to pull the Jew's nose off that is, not quite off.

CUTTING IT FINE.

Tin- Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office has issued a
Circular to the public offices, urging greater economy in the consump-
tion of quill pens, which, judging from MR. GREG'S cutting remarks,
appear to be'very wastefully used between ten and four. As this is a

question of pounds, shillings, and pnu, the nation having to stump up
a large sum every year for the supply of these quills, the Controller is

no doubt right in making a pounce upon what seems a decided abuse.

But, perhaps, a still more necessary reform would be effected, if the

consumption of another article in constant use in Government offices

could be lessened Red Tape.

Nice Police News from Wigan.
THE other day at Wigan a publican and collier were tried for brutally

assaulting a policeman who had called at the house of the former after

midnight, lie knocked him down, kicked him, and, says the local

report, "tried to hold him over a fin a performance in which they
succeeded for a short time." The publican was fined ten pounds : the

accomplice half. Policemen are evidently not very highly valued at

Wigan. There is a touch of professional originality in the collier's

putting the policeman on the coals. Possibly they had been bitten by
the Pantomimes in which the guardians of the peace are generally
roasted.

A Box of Smoke.

A SBA.-CA.PTi.ts has been fined, at Liverpool, for smuggling over

tobacco in a missionary box. As such things are about th

cisrar-bpxes, the poor man's offence could not have been ver

Why didn't he plead that the tobacco was some pious and ano

contribution to the society to which the box belonged ? If "ViciLixs"
and other Argus-eyed writers say truth, many missionary contributions

are dissipated in much less sensible ways than the smoking them.

ELEGANT EXTRACTS. In a Dentist's Window.
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SPORT?
Ruffian (to Snob).

" You 'VE BROKE HIS WING, AND NO MISTAKE, MISTER."

Snob. "
YES, I 'u A GETTING ON."

STUCCO : A MADEIGAL.

BEHOLD the domes of wealthy pride
In London's Western quarter;

The best of them are built, inside

Of sorry bricks and mortar.

Whilst 'you survey their outside fair,

With admiration struck, O
Remember that the fronts they wear
Are but all stucco, stucco !

All stucco, stucco,
All stucco, stucco.

The fronts those splendid mansions wear
Are naught but stucco, stucco.

So Beauty 's but skin-deep at most,
Thus much you may depend on,

Beneath it there 's no more to boast

Than muscle, nerve, and tendon.

If ever you a wooing go.
Consider that, young Buck O !

Fair face, which hides such things below,
Is but all stucco, stucco.

All stucco, stucco,
All stucco, stucco,

Is as a mask to things below,
And naught but stucco, stucco.

WONDERFUL CURE BY EPSOM SALTS.

WELL, what did Mr. Punch say all along ? That Ma.
STUDD would win on the Derby Course. He has won.
He is to be paid about what he demands for the use of his

land, and he appears to have thrown a bit of generosity
into the bargain. The disinterested creatures who train

horses only to improve the English breed, and run them
only to give the public a holiday, and bet on them only
to keep up their practice in arithmetic, and let seats

at exorbitant prices only that their patrons may not be

over-crowded, grumble, no doubt, but MR. STUDD has
his rights, and we are very glad he stuck out for them
against Cant. But now, let all be now forgotten. The
Festival is saved, which might have been a Mournival.

DESPERATE GAME. A Stag at Bay.

PRISCIANITIES.

As there is likely to be a good deal of talk about the Spanish Par-

liament, it may be convenient to the ill-informed (most, persons) to

know that this body does not spell its name like that of CORTEZ,
mentioned in liokeby :

" Till sank PIZABRO'S daring name,
And CORTEZ, thine, in BERTRAM'S fame,"

Nor is it in the singular number. It is masculine and plural, spelt

Cortes, means States, and therefore not to be followed by "is,"

except in the language of such persons as say Sugars is riz. While in

Spain, let us demand why people say they are going to the Al Hambra,
any more than they would say they have been reading the Al Koran.
Even the Greeks are educating themselves in the matter of language,
and shall an Englishman come behind a Greek, except to give him a

kick, if misconducting himself ?

A SPANISH BULL.

AT the opening of the Spanish Constituent Cortes MARSHAL SER-
RANO made a speech, epitomised in a telegram, concluding with the
announcement that :

" The inaugural address was received with great enthusiasm, nnd at its

conclusion shouts were raised of '

Long live the Nation !

' *

Long live the
National Sovereignty .'

' '

Long live the Provisional Government !

' "

How little the shouting part of mankind are accustomed to consider
the meaning of their vociferations, it is amusing to see.

"
Long live

the Nation !

"
is a reasonable cry, and tliere is consistency in

"
Long

live the National Sovereignty ;

"
but the Cortes convoked to settle

a permanent Constitution, evinced a rather unthinking enthusiasm
when they shouted

"
Long live the Provisional Government !

"

PEARL FROM A FISH-DINNER.

ANYTHING prettier than the way the young MARQUIS OF LORNE
(son of the DUKE OT ARGYLL, you plebeians who haven't a BURKE)
returned thanks for the ladies, at the Fishmongers' dinner to Ministers,
cannot, be. Lest it should be forgotten, we immortalise it. First he

quoted SCHILLER we forget the exact words something of this kind

" Honour to women, to whom it is given,
To make men sigh to escape to heaven,"

or to that, or another effect. But the gem was the finish.
"
I thank

you, Prime Warden, for this homage to those who are the Wardens of

our Hearts." The worst is that one can't use this again, as Wardens
are not often met. But if ever we meet one at a wedding-breakfast,
and we propose the bridesmaids, we see our way to something about

making them Church-wardens of our hearts. Church don't you see

marry 'em eh P Thanks, LORD LORNE the fishmongers don't often

hear such pretty things about the maids.

A CIVIL MAIDSERVANT'S QUESTION.
THE other night, at a meeting of the National Association for the

Promotion of Social Science, a philogynist read a paper, and a con-
versation ensued, on the employment of women in the Civil Service
which the Government are about to reduce. The argument of the

paper, however, and the general opinion of the meeting, were in favour
of opening the overmanned Civil Service to women. The utility of so

doing may appear less obvious than the equity ; but the idea, at least,

suggests an inquiry perhaps of some importance as a woman's question.
There is one particular in which women will naturally like to know

,
whether, if eligible for the Civil Service, they will be subject to the
same condition as that which generally regulates the Domestic "No
Followers Allowed "P

' A RESPECTFUL NEGATIVE." The Photograph that Flatters.

RACING QUERY. Is a fiery horse the best animal to

on":'

'

put a pot
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PROVOKING !

1 THAT'S IT, Ouv'.NKRl forr!! GIVE IT 'IM ! I ! Yia HODB 'LL SOON BE vr 1 1 II
"

A LITTI.I: I'U;A roR LARGE APPETITES.

I'Koi'LE wlio have suffered from a plethora of turkeys, and who, with
all tln-ir frolicking; and feasting this lost Christmas, may have found it

hard some days to set an appetite for dinner, are likely to forget thai

hunger really is a most unpleasant feeling, and becomes indeed distress-

ing when carried to excess. To a gourmand who is daily gorged with a

good dinner, hunger may appear a sensation to be wisned for; and
envy, more than pity, may be the inward feeling with which he may
regard a child halt starving in the streets. A boy stuffed to repletion
with plum-pudding and miucepie may awaken his compassion in a far

higher degree than the little hungry urchins who crowd about the pic-

shops, and flatten their small noses against the dirty glass.
But we are not all gourmands, and Christmas feasts are over, and we

most of us know what it is to have a healthy appetite after a day's
work. So we most of us can feel real pity tor the little ones, with
whom appetites are far more plentiful than dinners, and whose limbs
are lean and stunted by paucity of food. But something more than

pity it is in our power to give, arid how to give that something usefully
may be learnt from this :

" Last year the Committee of the Refuges for Homeless and Destitute
Children commenced, in December, a system uf providing 500 children with a

good dinner weekly. These dinners were regularly given during the months
of December, January, and February last, the whole number of dinners pro-
vided having been 6,682, at a total cost of 196 It. Id., or at a very small
fraction beyond the sum of 7rf. per dinner."

Sevenpeuce per dinner ! and here are hundreds of us Christians

dining pretty often at some three guineas a-head ! At one meal we
consume the cost of giving dinners to above a hundred children, who
need a dinner far more than we do ourselves. If you have any doubt
on this point, listen to what follows :

" It is impossible to calculate the value of these meals to those who ate

them, but it may be safely estimated that this one good meal in seven days
has saved many a little child from fever, lung disease, or some other malady
Such as would be almost certain to attack the little frame wasted and weakeut'd

by a lack of nutriment. Many of those little ones are the children of vert-

poor parents. Their fathers have probably no regular employment : and when
wnrk fails, food, as a matter of count, fails *lw>.

' You ire not as quick is

usual,' says the teacher of the ragged school. '

Teacher, I have hid no

breakfast, "and I feel very weak,' is the reply."

Starving often leads to stealing, and a good dinner ouce a week may
save a child from growing to a ruffianly thief. Think of this, please,

you, whose selfishness is really the mainspring of four charity ; and
reflect that the more dinners you subscribe for in the Refuges, the less

likelihood there is that you will be gurottcd by some hunger-bred
street- ruffian a dozen years, say, hence.

BROTHERLY, BUT A BORE.

WE read in the Pall Vail Gazette

" The inspectors of weights and measures for St. Fancris have again in-

flicted penalties on a large number of tradesmen for having defective weights
and measures. Amongst others they have fined a vestryman 10s., but accord-

ing to the system adopted by the vestry under the local Act of Parliament the
names of the vestryman and other tradesmen who hive been fined are kept
strictly secret."

Punch considers this latter course rather noble and brotherly on the

part of the Vestrymen. Each is willing to bear his share in the dis-

grace. But it is also rather a bore for the public, who have to procure
a list of the Faucras Vestry, and carefully abstain from buying anything
at the shop of any vestryman who sells by weight or measure.

To Authors and Manager*.

WK wish to suggest a suitable name for the first new Burlesque or

Pantomime that shall be brought out with decent dresses. Let it be a

pastoral YVatteauesque piece, and let it be called, out of compliment to

the LORD CHAMBERLAIN, Arcadia, SYDNKT'S Arcadia.

LEG-ITIMATE SUCCESSES. Modern Extravaganzas.
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
NEVER show ignorance. If

SEBASTIAN SCALES, enthusi-

astic amateur, talks to you of

SCHUBERT and SCHUMANN.
or of Jephtha and the

"
normal

diapason," and imparts his

belief that "an A of 870
vibrations makes music quite
as enjoyable as one of 910 ;

"

although a series of algebraic

symbols would be fully as

intelligible to you as what he
is saying, do not merely hear

him, but listen to him, and
\

look knowing, and move your
head acquiescingly. Should
he touch on the prospects of

the Opera, and sound you as

to your opinion of STACCA-
j

TIKI'S lovely mezzo-soprano
and wonderful

"
register,"

(nothing to do with stoves or

elections,) give to your face

an intense and experienced
expression, even though you
are conscious of some confu-

sion in your mind between
the compositions of BELLINI
and ROSSINI, and are uncer-

tain as to the authorship of II Sarbiere (always speak as if you were familiarly acquainted

with this work), and know that you go rarely and inexpensively to the 9pera, and that when

you do go you go to sleep, and wish they would omit all the recitative, and relate their

joys and griefs in a language you could understand.

Again, yoa probably could not tell the difference between hydrogen and oxygen, and

would be puzzled to give an intelligible account of the cause of an eclipse ;
but for all that,

if Miss CERULIA STOCKEN chooses to enlarge upon HUXLEY'S paper and TYNDALL'S discourse,

upon molecules and protoplasms, spectrum analysis, and
"
BAILY'S beads," ordinary polite-

ness, and the remembrance that you belong to the superior sex, should save you from dis-

closing your ignorance. It seems superfluous to hint that you must never let any one

suppose you are other than thoroughly well

versed in the 'usual modern languages, and that

all anecdotes, epigrams, and witticisms, parti-

cularly if concealed in verse, circulated m those

tongues, are to be welcomed by you with a

knowing grin, whether understood or not.

You are a little tired of the beautiful STAB

case, and Sister SCHOLASTICA and her inadequate

sweeping-brush and monotonous mutton, and

skeleton suit, and thimbles, and gooseberries,

and all the rest of the mean and miserable story

of her persecution ;
and have probably settled

these two things in council with yourself that

SAURIN v. STAR and Another must damage
llomanism in England and its base counterfeit

in the English Church, and will necessitate a

stringent inspection of all convents and monas-

teries by Act of Parliament. Parliament ! in

that one word lie hints for conversation for

months to come. Are we not all delighted that

the sixteenth of February has come at last that

the row is going to begin, that "Disestablish-

ment" and
"
Disendowment

"
will be spoken

and written, and printed times innumerable

; between now and the twelfth of August, that

! the Right Hon. Gentleman will resume his seat

amidst loud and reiterated applause, alter

speaking two hours and a half, without inllu-

I encing a single vote or changing a single opinion,

that there will possibly be another Education

Bill, probably another Bankruptcy Bill, and

I positively another Abyssinian Bui. and that if

'the Lords are very tractable and considerate

the Irish questions may be settled about the

year 1872 ? Who does not envy the SPEAKER
of the House of Commons ? Or would you
rather be the Lords Lieutenants, and receive

deputations, and reply to addresses; or the

EMPEROR NAPOLEON, to enjoy the treat of giving

an audience to the ingenious inventor of a

new system of tin pipes," or perhaps COLONEL
HENDERSON P

VERY SERIOUS DANCING.

A
quadrilles

SHORT time ago some one ventured to suggest the idea of Ritualist

^ Lrilles. The following statement, in a published letter from Pans,

announces an advance far beyond that in the cultus of Terpsichore :

" An Italian composer has published some dance-music under the title oi

' The Seven Cardinal Sins !

' This is a new idea, and may even sell bad

TERRESTRIAL ANGELS' TEARS.

You are all aware of the saying that the French capital is the place

of final beatitude reserved for all good Americans. Even to its native

inhabitants Paris, fashionable Paris, seems to be very nearly Paradise.

Very nearly ; not quite. In Paradise there is no crying, of the lachry-

mose kind, at least. But in Paris, says the Post's Correspondent,
there :

" The Skating Club people have not recovered from their disappointment at

the sudden break-up of the frost. It is a source of positive uuhappiness to

some ladies who had ordered icing costumes. I called to-day on a family, and

found Madame in her drawing-room, gazing sadly on a pair of beautifully

engraved skates and lovely Polish boots.
' Why so melancholy ?

'

said I.

' Adieu patins !

' she exclaimed, and burst into a flood of tears !

"

Only think how happy, in general, this lady must have been to be
j

dlvmlty

capable of weeping over the skates to which the mildness of the season The divinity that came to the aid of the composer of such dance-

obliged her to bid farewell ! What surroundings, what memories, what music as that abovenamed can hardly be conceived to bear any relation

prospect could leave her tears for the despair of exhibiting her agility j to the divinity which
"
doth hedge a king." It may be rather imagined

in ornamental skates and boots ? From four to five, or even six meals akin to the divinity apostrophised by lago. Dance-music really charac-

a day, and nearly as many changes of dress in the height of fashion,
j

teristic of the Seven Cardinal Sins would be music to which one mighl
are doubtless her portion in this vale of tears, of which vale Paris is a

j fancy fools dancing down an inclined plane, on the
"
primrose path,

'

er. To all these blessings, house, servants, equipage to
"facilis descensus,"

music. Here

Caracteristiques

Luxure,' valse ; . _ . .

vie,' polka ;

' La Paresse," mazurka."

Hereon observes the letter-writer :

" Dance-music is often played in the churches of Italy. Why should not

livinity come to the aid of music ?
"

part, even to her. . . . _

match, and all the other good things of wealthy life, lots of ready

money inclusive, may be supposed to be added ;
and Paris, no doubt,

contains legions of equally blessed beings, in respect of their blessed-

ness almost angels, let very probably, like herself, they all cry at

,^ , , , down the middle, and not up again.

But perhaps the Cardinal Sin-dances, in spite of the present state of

Parisian society, are not really characteristic. Possibly none of them

are illustrations of wickedness, such as might be, and sometimes, if not

usually, are, presented to the public in the modern ballet. It may be
**, * T . i l . ii_i'Al-__tf II J 1 1.

times, because something prevents them from showing themselves off
]
that pride, avarice, luxury, and so on, as the titles of poLkas and waltzes,

in some special finery, or for some other disappointment or calamity
j no more imply immorality than Sebastopol, Magenta, and Solferino, in

not more heartbreaking. Therefore even to them Paris is something the same connection, do carnage. For aught anybody knows, they
short of Paradise even their own Paradisaical part of it is. For there

we other parts of Paris, where dwell les mis&rabl-es. If the beautiful

superior beings of that city could only know, and think, what the
wretched classes have to cry for, they themselves would never cry at

being merely precluded from wearing superfluous and fancy clothes.

Paris would then become for them as nearly as possible the place with
which it is identified in the imagination of good Americans. Almost,
if not quite, all tears would be wiped away from their eyes, had they
any notion of the sorrows of those others.

A SOUND JUDGE. A Musical Critic.

express nothing worse than the condition of mind from which words

that mean the most solemn things are commonly employed, by some

composers, in the nomenclature of dance-musicidiotic frivolity.

Conundrum.

WHY oughtn't a Boot and Shoemaker to be trusted f

Because lie's a Slippery Customer.

WHAT MANAGERS, ACTRESSES, AND SPECTATORS ALL WANT. A
good Dressing.
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER FIFTH. THE STORY OF THE JOLLT OLD COCK, THE OOO8E,
ANT) THE LITTLE DUCK, INTERRUPTED BY A DORMOUSE AM) A
BAT THE DORMOUSE AT HOME HIS HABITS HIS PROFESSION
HE LECTURES ON CHAMBER PRACTICE, AND OIVE8 THS,

GOOSE hOMK EXCELLENT ADVICE.

DAWSON DORMOUSE is the sleepiest fellow I ever met. I don't
know what he was as a boy, but at college, where GOOSET made his

aintauce, his somnolent habits were proverbial.
No one, with any experience of DORMOUSE, ever thought of asking

him to breakfast at nine. Such an invitation has often received from a

Night Bird the answer, "My dear fellow, / don't tit up so late," but
DORMOUSE hadn't this excuse ; in fact, he had no excuse, but would
accept the offer of hospitality with the proviso,

"
If I don't oversleep

myself," which was tantamount to informing his host that he either

wouldn't come at all ; or, if he did come, would not make his appearance
till nicl-day.
He has always been the same

; as he was, so he is, and in all proba-
bility will be to the end. DORMOUSE is not a man who lives fast ; he
docs not, for instance, agree with those Sad Dogs who assert that
"
not going home until daylight doth appear" is a necessary condition

of conviviality. On the contrary, DORMOUSE will dine with a party
determined to make a night of it ; will join them in that determination;
will drink toasts, will take his share in sustaining ihe conversation,
will help himself and pass the bottle, will smoke, will, in short, not be
behind any one there in promoting the pleasure of the evening j but,
about halt-past eleven, some one will suddenly exclaim,"

1 1 ullo ! where 's DORMOUSE ?
"

Two or three wags will instantly look under the table, where,

perhaps, they will be in another two hours, and, not finding him there,
will discover, on further inquiry, that he had left about three-quarters
of an hour ago. Whereupon they will cry,

" What a fellow that

Domcopu is !" and apply themselves, in a most Christian spirit, to

make up for his defection.

DORMOUSE, in the above instance, has kept to his expressed resolu-

tion to
" make a night of it," only he has done it in his own way.

lie
"
makes a night of it

"
in bed: and a

precious long one it is too ;

for though DOKMOUSE has no regular time for rising, he is punctual to
half an hour in retiring." DORMOUSE is a horribly provoking fellow," young BAT tells me,
and tells him, too, to his face. Young BAT is of opinion that night
was made for sitting up." He will stay up long past the smallest

hours without any sort of excitement, or even without a companion, as
if he expected the end of the world .petween twelve and six in winter,
and therefore it was no use his going to bed. When he is satistie I

that another day has commenced, he looks at himself and his wry huir

in the glass, shakes his head, and after observing confidentially, tlml

"this sort of thing won't do he must give up these i;ite hours," he

jumps into bed, and closes his eyes to the fact of the grey dawn.
Nothing will induce DORMOUSE to sit up with BAT, although lie "11

begin an evening with him. DORMOUSE will look in at BAT'S rooms,
on his road home, at nine o'clock.

"
Capital !

"
cries BAT ;

"
come along, and sit down. Have a

ciu-iir ':

"

DORMOUSE returns that he doesn't mind if he does. A" cautious
character is DORMOUSE'S, you'll observe. A somnambulist never

i s to harm if you only let him walk on : and in my opinion DOR-
MOUSE is never thoroughly awake. He sits down bv the fire and
commences his cigar. Conversation gets along at a fair pace : they
arc plunging into the topics most interesting to Bachelors, and BAT is

warming up when DORMOUSE looks at the clock, then corroborates its

evidence by his watch (some men have this morbid craving for absolute

certainty), and then says."
Eleven o'clock ! I didn't know it was so late."

"
Late !

"
exclaims BAT -.

"
Nonsense ! the night "s only beginning.

Have another cigar.""
Thank you, I will," replies DORMOUSE ; and BAT, handing him a

light, is rejoicing at the success of his scheme for delaying his de-

parture, when DOKMOUSE takes up his greatcoat, and observes that the

cigar he has taken
"

will just see him home."
"
Oh, hang it !

"
says BAT,

"
stop a few minutes longer."

It is always a request for "a few minutes" with BAT. This ex-

B-ession

means anything from a quarter of an hour to half a day.
OHMOUSE is adamant.
"

Well, then," says BAT, with an air of decision, as if he must really
make this a matter of business,

"
stop .till the half-hour exactly, and

then go."
Anybody but DORMOUSE would yield to

:

this: in fact, BAT knows
that,\this concession once made, to gain another half-hour after that is

a comparatively easy matter.
But DORMOUSE is granite in his determination. He merely shakes his

head pleasantly, and, putting on his hat, still puffing BAT'S cigar, which

liis friend considers as obtained under false pretences, be wishes BAT
good night."

Oh. you 're not going P
"

says BAT, trying to make it appear that
he really can't believe DORMOUSE to be in earnest.

But DORMOUSE is in earnest, and moves towards the door. BAT is

at bis wits' end for any pretext to delay him, in order that he may have
some one to sit up with.

"Oh," says BAT, suddenly,
"
Just stop ! I wanted to say something

very particular to you." DORMOUSE nausea, and BAT feels that the
corner of the thin end of the wedge is just wriggling in, and that the

greatest delicacy of manipulation is required.
DORMOUSE waits a few seconds. BAT assumes a puzzled air, as if

he was trying to recall what he so particularly wanted to say to DOR-
MOUSE. Invention fails him : he can only implore his friend to

"
wait

a minute, and he '11 think of it." But DORMOUSE observes that
"

it

doesn't matter : he '11 look in again another evening."
Now. nothing annoys BAT more, at this juncture, than the postpone-

ment of a sitting. He is inclined to say, indeed sometimes don
say,"

Ah, perhaps I shan't be here another night," and adds, that he is

probably going to Devonshire or Cornwall for a week : which is merely
a little romance of his to induce DORMOUSE to seize the present
momer. .

"
\\ ( II," replies the imperturbable DORMOUSE, "I must take my

chance good night." And before BAT has time to think of another

excuse for procrastination, DORMOUSE has crept down-stain, and is

out of the house.

DAWSOJT DORMOUSE is studying the Law. His notion is to take up
Chamber Practice. 1 think his idea is that there 's no moving in this

line.
" You see," he says, while in his dressing-gown and arm-chair, with

his feet on the fender and his breakfast, at two o'clock p.m., by his

side. "Chamber practice will just suit me. In the first place, it 's

practice," his friend admitted that it was, "and then it's in a

Chamber." This also I owned sounded far from improbable."
Well, then," he continues, putting one foot over the other, to give

each its due turn at the fire. ''A chamber's comfortable ; there "s no

rushing into Court at ten o'clock in the morning. In fact," he says,

pursuing his idea of chamber practice,
"
there 's no reason why you

shouldn't see people in bed, or in your dressing-gown."
I suppose my face assumes an air of doubt upon this point, as he

continues,
"
Why not ? 1 give up these chambers and I have chambers

in Lincoln's Inn : very good. I sleep there my bed-room adjoins my
sitting-room. Client comes to clerk in the outer room ; Clerk shows
him into the chamber. I am in bed, in the next room, with his

papers
on the counterpane. Client wants my opinion.

" What do you think

of So-and-so P says he in the sitting-room.
"
Well," I should reply

from my bed-room,
"

it 's a case of Tenant-in-Fee," or whatever it

might be, you know.
"
All right" he says, goes away, and I make my

fifty guineas (with something included for the clerk, you know, who

opens the door, and brushes one's clothes, and so forth) without stirring

out of bed. That 'i chamber practice."
"You don't wear a wig, I suppose?" asked GOOSET, who was

present, and for whom the public work of the bar had many attractions.

"A wig?" repeats DORMOUSE, thoughtfully, as if this was a
< jaestion on which he had read a great deal at one time, but had subse-

quently forgotten. "A wigP Well I suppose not in chamber

practice.""
Yet," says GOOSET,

"
all barristers have the same dress."

"
Ah, yes,

1*
returns DORMOUSE ;

"
but not in chamber practice that

is,
it would be absurd to suppose that I should be obliged to wear a

wig and a gown in bed, while I am giving my opinions."
Of course." says GOOSET.

"
But no one doe$ practise in bed.

"
\Vliy not?" asks DORMOUSE, who has evidently only chosen this

department of the Law on the distinct understanding (between himself

and imaginary Vice-Chancellors) that he can do business in his own
style, and in comfort.
When GOOSET was going to the Bar, how the MOLES helped him I

will presently record.

(To be Continued.)

Great Ingratitude.

CUMBERLAND and Westmoreland people are about to petition the

House of Commons against the appointment of MR. HEJJRT LOWTHER
as their Lord Lieutenant, MR. DISRAELI'S hut snug little arrangement ,

done just as the door in Downing Street was closing upon him. Un-
reasonable Counties ! Why not be satisfied to remain contented and

happy under the sway of your great family at the Castle, and o enable

us, envious outsiders, to i alise the idea of a Lowther Arcadia ':

IRISH ITEM.

THERE have been floods in Cork. Cork, as usual, kept afloat not-

withstanding.
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.nswered SAUL, but instead of limiting his

reply to that accurate statement, was so

superfluous as to add,
" which is also called

PAUL." Unbridled iteration is no more than

what we expect from CHADBAND; but a

Dean should know where to stop.

WHOLESALE!
Patron (yawning).

"
AUOH, WELL, THESE SORT OF THINGS ARK ALL MUCH THE SAME TO ME.

I 'LL TAKE A LOT BY WEIGHT MOUNTS AND ALL. How MUCH A POUND FOR THIS LOT ? 1

"

DECANAL ITERATION.

THE DEAN OF YORK is reported to have thus spoken in improving the occasion of a deplorable
accident, the result of obvious and extreme incaution :

" These dispensations we are unable to fathom. But this we may say, these things happen for examples
and they are written for our admonition upon whom the ends of the world are come."

Suppose a man, carrying a gun at full cock, and dragging it through a hedge behind him
shoots himself, would the DEAN OP YORK consider that a dispensation which he was unable to
fathom f That casualty would be not a whit less mysterious than the one to which he referred
When the Dean remarks that these things happen for examples, no doubt he is right. So die

deaths by fire through Crinoline. But when he says that they are written for our admonition
does he ascribe sanctity to penny-a-lining f And what does he mean by

"
upon whom the ends

of the world are come "
? Apparently much about that which was meant by the celebrated under

graduate under examination, when, being asked who was the first King of the Jews, he

THE CHANT OF THE CONVENT
BELL.

HARK, the Convent Bell is ringing !

Child of Fashion, young and fair,

From your heart affections, clinging
Still to home, it bids you tear.

Hark, how it seems to say,
"
Tired of a life too gay,

Hither your used-up soul bringing,
Come and let us crop your hair.

"
Here, from constant dissipation,
You will find a nice retreat,

Of the flesh mortification ;

Mouldy crusts of bread to eat :

Fat mutton if you hate,
Fat mutton on your plate.

Come where holy maceration
Shall take down your self-conceit.

"
You'll be chastened here by snubbing,

Have, for faults, to kiss the floor.

On your knees be set boards scrubbing.
When your scullion's work is o'er,

Unto deaf ears may cry
For tallow, to apply,

When you shall, the skm by rubbing
Off, have made your fingers sore.

"
Or, if there be cause to blame you,
You '11 be made to knuckle down,

And, in public, more to shame you,
Wear a duster on your crown.
For bloom yon '11 have disgrace
With rose to tint your face ;

Here they know the way to tame you,
Or the proudest girl in Town.

"
Here your tongue must be close holdeu
As it can, from each

'

extern,"
And the rule of silence golden

E'en with sisters you must learn.

If you exceed in chat,
You '11 punished be for that.

Will example not embolden
You a blessed nun to turn ?

"If you have in your possession
Bit of rag, or candle-end,

That will be a dire transgression ;

Or. a letter should you send,

Though to relations near,
Them if

you call too dear,
Such misdeeds will need confession,
Penance too, when you offend.

"
Wholesome discipline will humble
You completely to the dust.

Bear it well whene'er you stumble,
Or you'll out of doors be thrust.
With foul brand on your name.
Come, suffer pain and shame ;

But remember, if you grumble,
Go you shall, and go you must !

"

The Right measure.

TUB new LORD LIEUTENANT and his

Countess are likely to be popular in Ireland,
and will probably soon have a poem written

in their praise in the SpENSKRian stanza, of

course.

" STANDING ORDERS." Free Admissions
who can't get Seats.
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TWO GIRLS OF THE PERIOD.

REALISTIC UIEST. "THERE, MY CHILD, OBSERVE THAT EXAMPLE OF HUMILITY AND DEVOTION.

HOW SWEET TO CHANGE THE VANITIES OF THE WORLD FOR A LOT SO HUMBLE!

FASHIONABLE COVERT. "OH, BUT THAT IS NOT AT ALL WHAT I EXPECTED I-AND WEAR SUCH AWFUL

SHOES? AND- \H REALLY, ON SECOND THOUGHTS, I SHALL STICK TO BELGRAVIA."

\
~~
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LONDON STONE.

\h
INCH presents his best com-

]iliinriitsln Mu..lnii\ LANDS
andM R. CiiARLES CURTOTS,
Churchwardens of St.

Swithin, Lombard Street,
and begs leave to intimate

to those gentlemen that he

is much pleased to read

that, abandoning the usual

churchwardenly instinct,

they propose to take due
care of London Stone, to

enclose it in an ornamental

covering whereby it will

remain visible, but out of

the reach of mischief, and
to erect tablets with Latin
and English histories of

the Stone. The City ought
to be pleased also, and even
MR. ALDERMAN Li SK

might smile upon the pro-

ceeding, if we give him our
solemn assurance that, to

the best of the belief of STOW and Punch, the Stone is not from the

chisel of PHIDIAS. At least, DR. WILLIAM SMITH does not say any-
thing about PHIDIAS having executed it. Perhaps the worthy
Alderman would like to write the Latin inscription shall we start him ?

HOC LAPIS LONDISEN8U8 NON KHAT SEMPER HIC,

SKD NEMO SCIT UBI VEJJIT DB,

80LUM 8TET1T HIC UNUM TERRIBILE (AWFUL) TEMPUS,
KT JACKIDES CADIUS VAPPLAVIT ID CUM BACULO J08,

DICBN8, UT AIT 8HAK8PBRIU8,
" NFNC KST MORTIMKRIITH DOMINUS HUJDS CIVITATIS,

ET 8EDKNS SUPER LAPIDEM LONDI8EN80M,
JUBEO ET MANDO UT," ETC.

Now, dear, clever Alderman, go on with the Running.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
,

/'.-/n-uarii 11. Of course, the universe had marked down
in its Pocket-Book (Punch's) that the Essence would be resumed next
week. But the extraordinary importance of the proceedings of Thurs-

day last, in the House of Lords, to say nothing of Mr. Punch's glowing
impatience to rush into political fray, induces him to forestal the hap-
piness of the universe, and at once begin a New Series of Records,
which promise supernatural interest ana excitement. The fiery Fish-

mongers, in their nohle eagerness to learn news, gave the PREMIER and
his colleagues a splendid banquet on that same Thursday, but MR.
GLADSTONE told them only that his hand was at the plough, and he
did not mean to look back. Look put, therefore, for the Plough-
Monday, or other day on which he will unveil the statue of llibemia
Placata.

In the House of Lords, to-day, the new Chancellor, LORD HATHER-
LEY (mind, we don't object to occasionally naming the officials, but
folks with bad memories must get a Ministerial list), took his seat on
the woolsack at two o'clock. The seat of the Lord High Chancellor
of England in the House of Lords is called the woolsack, from its being
a large square bag of wool, without back or arms, covered with red
cloth. Wool was the staple commodity of England in the reign of
EIIW.VKD THE Timui, when the woolsack came first into use. It was
fortunate for Chancellors that so agreeable a material offered itself for

their seat, as if the staple commodity had been Hint arrow-heads,
tenpenny nails, or Wenham Lake ice, their comfort might not have
been so entirely complete.
The House sat at two, in order to show that the Peers are wise men,

and despise lunch. They regard it, as did a great epicure of the last

generation ; namely, as an Insult to Breakfast and an Injury to Dinner.

Prayers were read by the Bishop of Hereford, DR. JAMES ATLAY.
Hereford is the capital of Herefordshire, and is a bishop's see, near
the Wye. When a husband resembles it, in being near the why, that

is, in thinking of demanding his wife's reason for doing or not doing
anything, he had better go out of town and remain in fresh air and
meditation until he shall have regained his senses.

EARL GRANVILLE, Colonial Secretary, sat on the Ministerial bench.
He was doubtless prepared to answer any question that might be put
to him as to any of the Colonies. Our colonies and dependencies em-
brace, affectionately, about one-third of the surface of the globe, and

nearly a fourth of its population. Their area is more than Four Mil-
lions of square miles. Oar colonial and dependencial population, at

the latest returns, was 154,810,787. LORD GRANVILLE was ready to

give information as to all or any of these places or people. Bat the
House of Lords was as well informed as himself; at all events it was
not considered necessary to ask him a single question. EARL DE GREY,
Lord President of the Council, sat by him, affably.

There was not anybody on any of the Opposition benches. This, we
think, is a gratifying fact. It showed that there was no immediate

disposition on the part of the Conservatives to harass the Administra-
tion by raising factious questions. LORD MALMESBURY has solemnly
handed over the leadership of Opposition to LORD CAIRNS, who will

doubtless take many an opportunity to
" Show what the Arm of Old Erin has in it."

But, ever just, Mr. Punch compliments the Conservatives for not

having come down to the House for mischief. He thinks it exceeding
probable that they all forgot that the Lords had adjourned until this

day, and not the following Tuesday, but there are so few occasions on
which we can safely say a civil thing about anybody, that we pounce
with hawk-like avidity upon any chance of being polite. This is a sad

world for disillusioning of people. Punch heard the other day that a

publican, in a road much frequented by the humbler class when they
take holiday, had subscribed two pounds towards a drinking-fountain
near his place. "Noble fellow," said Mr. Punch. "It would seem
the last thing a vender of liquors ought to be expected to do." So
Mr. Punch went into the liberal man's hostelry, and ordered refresh-

ment. While consuming it, he pleasantly complimented his temporary
host on his goodness in the matter of the fountain. He was an honest
and frank man.

"
I 'd pay a deal more than that, Sir." he said.

"
to save

the bother of children coming in, on busy days, and asking for drinks

o* water. You can't refuse ^m, but it 's greatly in the way of busi-

ness." But this is a digression, and we now come to the next item in

the
proceedings of the day.

The BISHOP OF DBRRY,a Representative Prelate, whose name is

WILLIAM ALEXANDER, D.I)., took the oaths and his seat. Dcrry is

the same as Londonderry, but we presume that when the disestablish-

ment takes place, the English half of the word will be finally cut away.
Derry is situated on the Foyle, and therefore foiled all KINO JAMES s

army for many months (see Pinnock, also Mangnall. if you don't believe

us). In the favourite chorus,
"
down, Derry doten, the famous siege is

commemorated, only Deny did not go down. But this is a trifle when
an antiquarian fact has to oe assumed.

It was then felt that the House should address itself to serious busi-

ness, and the Colonial Secretary rose. We usually put
an extra

hydraulic screw upon speeches, but we shall give this m full :

"
I move that your Lordships adjourn to Tuesday next."

This speech appears to us to be as nearly perfect as possible in a world
of imperfect tenses. Every word was needed. It might have been

shortened, had the Earl said,
"
you

"
instead of

"
your Lordships."

but something is dne to traditional courtesy.
" To Toosday

"
would

have sounded ill" grated," as LORD CHIEF JUSTICE COCKBURN says,

from an old-fashioned speaker, but LORD GRAXVILLE is an accom-

plished linguist, and hit the happy mean (not that the mean can ever

De happy) between the
"
too

" and "
tew." Were we hypercritical we

might say that
"
next

"
might have been omitted, as the proximate day

is always taken for granted when a date is not given, yet precision
should mark the utterances of a legislator. Non ofendar macula is a

good rule, except when they are spots produced on the shirt-front by
carelessness over your soup.
The House of Peers rose at ten minutes past two.
We have depicted a placid scene. The torrent's smoothness ere it

dash below. But in the Orcadti of THORMODUS To&r JEUS, and also in

BARTHOLINUS, is a Norse song -.

" Ere the ruddy sun be set,

Pikes must shiver, javelins sing,

Blade with clattering buckler meet,
Hauberk crash, and helmet ring.

Sisters, hence, with spurs of speed,

Each her thundering falchion wield,
Each bestride her sable steed.

Hurry, hurry to the field !

Imitate the Moon.

IF you are a wise man you will treat the World as the Moon treats

it. Show it only one side of yourself, seldom show yourself too much
at a time, and let what you show be calm, cool, and polished. But look

at every side of the World.

OP COTRSE.

THE idiot who writes to ask if DRUITT on Winet was published at

Stockton-on-Tees is beneath anybody's notice.
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% V

LITTLE AND GOOD.
Gentleman. " WHO DO THESE PIGS BELONG TO, EOT ?

"

'Chaw.' "WHY, THIS 'EKE OWD Zow."

Gentleman. "
YES, YES; BUT I MEAN WHO'S THEIR MASTER?"

' Chaw.' " WHV, THAT THERE LITTLE 'UN ;
HE'S A VARMUN TO FOIGHT !

FISHMONGEEING. A MYSTEEY.
" Polotiius. Do you know me, my Lord ?

" Hamlet. Excellent well. Tou are a FISHMONGER.
" Poloniut. Not I, my Lord.
" Hamlet. Then I would you were aa honest a man."

Samlet, Act ii. Scene 2.

" THE immortal7WILLIAMS" down upon it, as usual !

Although the Fishmongers' Company had not yet, in his

time, hoisted the true blue flag, as the Liberal Phoenix

of City companies, his prophetic pen has bracketed for

evermore FISHMONGER with HONEST MAN.
And now GLADSTONE, whom, in his opinions, his

enemies declare to be "neither fish, flesh, fowl, nor good
red herring," but 'in

|
whom Punch devoutly believes as

honest man, is, in sober earnest, the Fishmonger that

Hamlet's "wild and whirling words" dubbed
Polonivs.^

From this time forth he can at once enjoy the Fishmongers'
room and the Fishmongers' Company, and will find it

hard to say that ,the one is better than the other, the first

being the most stately of halls, as the second is the most

go-ahead of guilds.
And why should Ministers not be Fishmongers ? Unless,

indeed, it be thought that to become free of the Fish-

mongers is lese-majeste in Ministers to their own special

mystery THE LOAVES-AND-FISH-MONGERS.
Otherwise, the connection between Ministers and Fish-

mongers is obvious and manifold. Like the Apostles,
Ministers are fishers of men. In the way of votes all is

fish that conies to their net odd fish or flat fish, fresh fish

or stale fish, fish with scales (to weight them in) and more

without, fish with tails (like the large family of the Tad-

poles) and fish with no more tail than WHALLEY.
Everybody has enjoyed their flounders when in diffi-

culties ; has heard their opponents denounce their bills

as
"
fishy." and has seen them trying to cobble up a bad

measure by help of fresh soles and 'eels. Who ever

knew a ticklish negotiation, when a certain Lord was at

the F.O., but he was charged with helping to mull itP

Above all. their demand for place is, as a rule, rather over
the supply. They will take any quantity that is offered,

and seldom care how high they bid against each, other to

secure it.

Algebraic Etiquette.

IT is polite to believe a man to be rich unless he
bears signs of poverty. As in algebra, plus is understood
when there is no minus presented.

CULLEN'S PAEADISE.

(See the Speech of the CARDINAL ARCHBISHOP at the Dublin banquet)

AIR " We may roam through thu world."

WE may roam through this world, North and South, West and

East,
For the soles of our feet and our faith seeking rest,

From the kingdoms of earth we know best and like least,

To the kingdoms of earth we know least and like best ;

But if peace in this world and place in Heaven
Are the choicest blessings that life supplies,

Seek these where Infallibility's leaven

Helps poor mortality's dough to rise

In that land of lauds where the POPE sits crowned,
Where Faith is at anchor, and Truth at home,

Where Doubt is dumbfoundered and Heresy bound,
Seek these in that Heaven upon Earth called Home !

Poor England in constant hot water is kept
By heretical jangle and wrangle and brawl ;

Through her Church's pale blind Reason has crept,
And with fruits of faith pkyed the deuce and all.

Ah, she wants the high and holy fence

Which round Home's blessed dominion dwells,

Admitting belief while it shuts out sense,
And reason's bewildering light repels.

Then remember who in the flesh sits crowned
'Neath the one true cross on St. Peter's dome;

In the deluge of doubt who would not be drowned,
Must ship in the Ark PBTER'S bark at Rome !

France under Imperial colours may sail ;

Her Coifre de Bismarck let Prussia try :

Spain may make PATRONICIO and CLARET turn tail,

And Italy bid the Church good-bye
Pio NONO on bay'nets be forced to sit,

French cannon guard Civita Vecchia's shore,
Rome loves the gag and adores the bit,

More kisses her rod as she 's whipped the more :

Then remember, when nations run their round
As by reason's will of the wisp they roam,

In one spot faith's steady light is found,
And that is the Heaven upon Earth, called Rome !

AN ANTI-EARTHQUAKE COMPANY (LIMITED).

Tnus says the Leading Journal :

" EARTHQUAKE TIMES. The citizens of San Francisco have formed a com-
mittee to inquire into the means of preventing or lessening the destruction of

property by earthquakes. The bricks used in building are reported to be very
defective, and it is proposed to adopt a method of bracing buildings with kon
rod."

A good precaution. But wouldn't it be better to construct the

houses, as to their framework, altogether of iron, and build them on

springs ? Here is a suggestion for the benefit of any enterprising

speculators whom the revival of credit may dispose to invest capital in

a promising speculation. How much for the idea ?
" Gentlemen

Capitalists," as Cabby says,
"
Leave it to you."

A Joint Stock Company could be formed for the purpose of supplying
the San Franciscans and others in like case with iron architecture.

Then iron might be profitably exchanged for gold.

" THE LORD CHAMBERLAIN'S CHARGE." A Three-Act Drama,
two guineas.
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IMPERIAL FRENCH POLISH.

Do the boots ordinarily worn by the EMFEROK or
THE FRENCH consist of common or patent leather?

Because M. ROUIIER. the other day, in the French

Senate, replying to M. DE MAUPAS, spoke as follows :

" You want to cover the responsibility of the Sovereign ?

I declare to you that it is this very responsibility which will

be his glory and las grandeur. As for us, obscure servant*, .

we have no pretension to enlarge the pnrt allotted to us.

You talk about a President of the Council. It is a puerility.
"We are devoted, and that is all."

The fpregoini? effusion deserves a reward, and the

form this should take depends upon the substance of

the Imperial boots. Were Louis NAPOLEON to honour
us with a visit, and perambulate this metropolis, he
would probably be now and then accosted by the cadets

(not cads) who constitute a certain Brigade of Foot, so

to speak, in the Public Service, with cries of
"
Clean

your boots, Sire, clean your boots !

" One of these !

youths might be a lad of some education, accustomed
to read the papers. Suppose the EMPEROR were !

pleased to have nis boots cleaned perchance by such a

member of the brigade, and then, struck by his intelli-

gent appearance, were to ask
" What is your name P

"

ORNAMENTAL?
OR USEFUL?

The bright young brigadier might answer
"
ROUHER."

To clean boots of patent leather you want only a
moist cloth. But if M. Rounzn's master is accus-
tomed to wear boots that require polishing, the

recompense which his
"
obscure servant

"
has merited

by the above-quoted adulation is a set of brushes and a

blacking-bottle.

LINES

(Dropped in Pleasant Plaee.)

On, let the Church be an absolute Monarchy.
Severed from State, cries MR. MACKONOCHIE.

SOKO BY A SCOTCHMAN' ON HKARING Qt THB DUKE S

DIGGIXS.

DlGOERT Diggery dock,
Agen I 'm ganging bock.

From the " FaMotu" :

" LADIES' HATS ARE MADE
TO FIT THE HAIR, AMD ARK
WORN vEKYHir.H BEHIND"

EDWAED WATKIX EDWARDS, you 're

An Assignee indeed !

But none to you would go, we 're sure,

Except an an in need.

AND OCCASIONALLY QUITE OVER THE F.YFS IV FRONT.

ROBBING AND REFORMING. ;

WE hope there is no'' truth in what this Correspondent states,

although the journal whence we cite it is not renowned for letting
falsehoods be inserted in itsjcolumns :

" There are hundreds'of hard-worked Civil Sen-ants whose incomes are

barely sufficient to keep'body and soul together. They have been for a long
time crying out (after a smothered fashion) that their salaries have become
so reduced in value, through the increased cost of living, that they find it next
to impossible to pay their way and support their families in common decency.
. . . The persons I refer to are clerks in outlying Government department*
of twelve to twenty years' hard service, on salaries of from 100 to 200 a year ;

highly intelligent, indefatigable fellows, many of them, without whose patient
industry their well-paid chiefs whose principal duty it is to attach tbeir im-

portant autographs to the productions of others' brains would cut a sorry

figure, indeed. These are the persons, I expect, on whom the first-fruits and.

benefits of financial reform will fall with a vengeance. Secretaries of State,

Chancellors of the Exchequer, and ' my Lords ' know nothing of them. They
are too small to be recognised * parts of the Government machinery, and their

cries rarely reach the atmosphere which surrounds ' my Lords.'
"

Retrenchment, it is true, is now the order of the day, but in aiming
at retrenchment the nation, we should hope, has no desire for robbery.
Now it really would be robbery to cut down the small pay of some

Soor
devil of a clerk, to whom the cost of living has of late been nearly

oubled. Good work deserves good pay : and if MR. BULL expects to

have his books well kept, and his income well collected, he must not
starve the men who often have the means of cheating him.
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EVENINGS FROM HOME.
(Being from

" Home "
of course the Theatre here represented is

not the Ilaymarket.)

A FIKST NIGHT.
SCENE Interior of the Royal Bertie Theatre, on the first night of a

peculiar Comedy, by MR. WOBBISON.

Wall Keeper. Yes, Sir. (Reads our numbers.) Stalls 67 and 99.

Friend (astonished). Here, they 're together.
Stall Keeper (finding he has turned one card upside down) . Beg pardon.

Yes, Sir so many people to (Calls to invisible assistant) Sixty-six
and Sixty-seven. (We descend.)** We arefortunate in the position of our Stalls, and especially in

finding ourselves near a remarkably WELL-INFORMED PERSON
who apparently belongs to a party of six. On his right is an
ELDERLY LADY with riie-iihisses, and, next to her, a younger
Lady. On his left two Gentlemen, one evidently being a visitor

to Town, determined to see as much as possible in a short time.

Well-informed Person. I chose this night because it 's the first of the

new piece, and you "11 see all the Theatrical and Literary notabilities here.

Elderly Lady (referring to bill, under a sort of impression that she 'II

find their names down there). Indeed !

\_Rustling in the Stalls. Enter a brilliant party of two Ladies and
two Gentlemen. They nod and smile to several people in the back

:

row. While the Ladies are settling themselves down, the Gentle-
'

men nod and smile to various persons in the front rows, as if\

congratulating themselves and everybody else on having done \

something curiously clever and witty in being there at all. When
j

the party is seated, they are acknowledged by other parties in

private boxes. More nodding and smiling.

Lady (just come in to Gentleman with her). There 's MRS. PURKKT
up in that box. (Inclines herselfgraciously to Lady in box, who returns

the salute. A Gentleman!s head appearsfrom behind the box-curtain, and
bows and smiles to Lady in Stalls, then nods somewhat jovially to her

companion. The idea conveyed to a looker-on is, that if they were not

separated by their respective positionsfrom one another, they would all rush

into each other's arms, so pleased do they appear at the mutual recognition.

The dialogue in Stalls continues.} What has MRS. PURKET done to her

hair ? I never saw such a-
Gentleman. Saw PCRKET driving a pair to-day. They seem to be

going it. Can't last. (Recognises more people, smiles and nods.)

Well-informed Person (to Gentleman on his left). I say (sotto voce) you
see that man there with the brown moustache ? (After general mistakes,

friend hits upon the right individual.) Well that 's the Proprietor of

the- (Voice sinks into whisper).
Friendfrom country. No! is it? (Inspects the Gentleman in question

with curiosity.) Does he write much ?

Well-informed Person (with some contempt). Write ! No, of course

not. Enormous fortune. (Turns to Lady.) See that tall man just
come in ?

Lady (with glasses). Yes. (Feels deeply interested. Young Lady
listens.)

Well-informed Person. That 'a (Sinks his voice, and tells her who
THAT it.)

Elderly Lady (feeling that she ought to know all about him). Really.

(Considers.) Let me see, he wrote-
Well-informed Person. Wrote ! Why he writes all those pieces at

the Magnet Theatre. Don't you recollect you liked 'em so much.

ly LuilH. Oh yes, of course. (Inspects him again, as though with

Well-informed Permit (in/enselyexcited). Look ! there's SMUGS, who
writes in the Fac-Simile Gazette, he 's shaking hands with CLIPPDN

that's CLIPPUN who wrote the Traitor's Daughter. SMUGG walked

into him the other day cut him up awfully in the Fae-Simue.

Swell (in answer to a Friend). Always come first night of a piece.

Something 's sure to go wrong, or stick, and the Prompter s such fun.

First Orilic (to Second Critic).. Is WOBBISON here ?

Second Critic. Yes, saw him just
now. Up there in a box.

[WOBBISON'S head suddenly bobs forward in a private box. He u
recognised by severalfriends below, who give him an eneourtignig

smile. WOBBISON retires to the back of the box, and thinks

it 's getting confoundedly hot. Gallery and Pit show signs of

impatience. WOBBISON irritably wonders why the dickens (hey

can't begin. WELL-INFORMED PKKSON, who has been pointing

out a totally different person as WOBBISON, falls a peg or two

in hisfriend's estimation.

Amateur Critic (distantly connected with the Papers). The piece is

from the French yes I recollect it years ago. Old BARILLON played
in it at the Gymnase.

Professional Critic (seeing capital to be made out of this information.)

What was the name of the piece ?

Amateur Critic (considering). Oh shall forget my own name soon;

ah, dear me, yes of course L'Homme.

First Act received with rapturous applause. Everyone called, including

the scene-painter.
In the I/)bby.

Enthusiastic Friend. Capital, isn't it ? best thing he 's done ! Out
and out ! !

Cautious Friend. Well, it's nice and pleasing; but nothing very

ii MI 10 tn see. if he
'

writing a play note.)

Young Lail/i (iiitereslfd). Who is it, Mamma?
Mnniiua. Well, I (quietly to daughter) I didn't quite catch the name,

but I '11 ask MR. TOPLIN again presently.

Well-informed Person (nodding delightedly to a tall severe-looking

Person). Did you see that man I was nodding to ?

His Friend (proud of him) . Yes. Who is it?

Well-informed Person. That's JIGGERSBY, of the Piccadilly.
Hit Friend (as if he had expected something quite different). Is it

really ? (To Young Man.) That 's JIGGERSBY, you know, of the Pic-

cadillyfYotmff Man, uninterested in everybody except a very pretty girl
iritli light Iniir in n private /m.r) JIGGERSBY, you know, who wrote

I mi/iff Man (seeing a handsome Lii'ly with the Gentleman pointed out
as 3 IGGKRSBY.) Who 's that with er what 's-his-name, eh ?

Well-informed Person (who hasn't got the slightest idea). That's his

wit'p, / think. {Young Man uses Opera-glasses.
nn (installs, talking earnestly). Did you see that re-

view of GROUGHIN'S book in the Mausol'
Second Lit. Yes who did it ?

Third Lit. Don't know but it seems GROUGHIN got all his plot from
an old Hindostanee romance, &c.

\_Thty lay their heads together, and reveal to each other awful liti'n/ry
secrets.

Enthusiastic Friend (icho hales a middle opinion). Oh, it's admirable ! !

splendid ! ! !

[Continues to jabber about the excellency of the piece until he creates

a. positive antagonism to it, himself, and WOBBISON.
Amateur Critic (who has had several pieces declined with thanks, depre-

citttiix/ly). All from the French good but nothing original.

Jl'u/itmon's Professional Friends (eagerly). What? eh? from the

French P

[Amateur Critic, having obtained an audience, repeat* his information.
In the meantime, as we walk about, everyone is how-d'ye-doing

everyone else, and the Private Box doors are, as it were, thrown

open to the public. The WELL-INFORMED PERSON comes out

very strongly here.

Well-informed Person (loudly). I was at the Turret Theatre the other

night seen it ? No ? bosh. (Taps Friend on shoulder, and subdues his

tone). There 's COPPALEEN BAWN. (Pointing out an elderly gentleman
in a glossy hut.)

Friend (as if this "must "
be impossible.) No.

Well-informed Person. Yes : he 's made about two hundred thousand

pounds by one play.

[Friend staggered, having hitherto held a vague idea that dramatists

produced their pirns merelyfur thefun of the thing.

Second Act commences. Every one charmed, t/n/n: /li less so than icith

the First Act. Slight hissing somewhere, apparently fur no particular
reason. Great applause.

Amateur Critic (reporting of the piece afterwards when, we come, across

him nt ,t Club). Success? 'Not a bit. First Act went well; but the

Second was hissed off the stage, Sir.

Friend (interested). How did the Third Act go ?

Amateur Critic (who prides himself upon not brii/ii carr'n'd mrny by the

vulgar i-n/hiixii/sm). Flatly. Wants cutting. It is delightfully acted.

(ife allows this in order to account for a success.) But as a piece not

up to the original French.

Knter WOBHISON, to Supper.

Amateur Critic (///////// him). Hullo ! WoiiBY. I think you must
be satisfied with the way your piece was played, hey?

Wobbixtjn (modestly). Yes. It seemed to go very well. Hope 'twill

be a success.

Amateur Critic (as heartily as he can). Hope so, I'm sure. Luck's
everything. (Thinks he has hit WOBBISON hard there, and can now
make a good exit) Good night.

[Exit, and thinks to himself how he. 'IIfinish his little Comedy, and
have it ready in case WOBBISON'S doesn't do.

And so we finish the evening, with a not very clear idea of the piece,
and an undecided opinion as to its merits, and we think to ourselves

that if we want to form a correct judgment about a piece, we will not

again go to see it amid the bustle, heat, confusion, and excitement of a
First Night.

Quoth Robert Lowe.

ECONOMY in the abstract makes a good cry for office ; but economy
ia the concrete makes a badfoundation for popularity.
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MAKING UP FOR IT.

Ludy.
" BUT IF YOU HUNT F:VE DAYS A WEEK, YOU CAN'T HAV TIME FOR ANYTHING KLBB !

"

Foxhunier. "0 YES, I DO LOTS OF THINGS ;
AND THEN I AM CHDBCHWAKDEN ON SUNDAY, DON'T TOD KSOW !"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
FEBRUARY 10. Tuesday. The QUEEN'S Speech was read by LORD

CHANCELLOR HATHERLEY, his first appearance as a reader of QUEEN'S
Speeches. MR. GLADSTONE had not given him a great deal to do.

1. HER MAJESTY recurred to the advice of Parliament as early as
Ministerial arrangements had permitted.

2. Did so with special interest, at a time when the Popular branch
had been chosen with the advantage of a greatly enlarged enfran-
chisement of her faithful and loyal people.

3. All right with Foreign Powers. Believed that they desired to

keep the peace.
4. Rejoiced that there was nothing serious in the Levant.
5. Hoped to place friendship with America on a firm basis.

0. Grieved at disturbances m New Zealand. Was confident that the
Colonists would take care of themselves.

7. The Estimates would show A DIMINISHED CHARGE UPON THE
COUNTRY.
We need not continue to suspend Irish Habeas Corpus.
Can we have further guarantee for purity and liberty at Parlia-

mentary and Municipal elections ?

Poorest class of Hate-payers to be relieved.
Scotch Education to be improved.
Also English Endowed Schools.
Invent Financial Boards to control the County rate.

Reform in Bankruptcy. Abolition of Imprisonment for Debt.
THE ECCLESIASTICAL ARRANGEMENTS OF IRELAND are to be
considered at, an early date.

(a) Regard to be shown to every legitimate interest.

(b) Welfare of Religion to be promoted through equal justice.
(c) Undivided feeling of Ireland to be secured on the side of

loyalty and law.

(J) Memory of former contentions to be effaced.

(e)

~

8.

9.

10.

11.

14.

15.

Sympathies of an affectionate people to be cherished.

That was what LORD HATHERLEY bad to say, and the intelligent

reader, even without the help of the SMALL c ATITALS, might perceive
that there were only two points of much interest. He may just note

that No. 3 means that it is politic to seem to think that France and
Prussia do not want to quarrel, though the former is nagging viciously
at the latter, through Belgium. No. 5 meant that nothing was settled

with America, except the Yacht-match, and if the Speech had been

delayed forty-eight hours, the QUEEN would have had to mention that

America rejects the Reverdy-Johnson Convention. No. 6 means
that the New Zealand colonists, who grumbled at our soldiers, are not

going to have them again, but must fight the Maori on their own hook.

No. 9 is interpreted by sundry to mean that the Government are inclined

to the Ballot. No. 11 we seem to have heard once or twice before.

There was another thing which might as well have been mentioned
in the Speech, except that it is gracious for a Queen to say as little

about disagreeable matters as may be. The HUME SECRETARY, the

next evening, gave notice of a measure for the Repression of Crime.

Nos. 7 and 15, meaning Reduced Expenses and Irish Church Dis-

establishment, will be the great texts for Parliamentary preaching upon.
As for the Debates on the Address, they really do not deserve so

hard a name. Honey on velvet, flowers, compliments, everything that

is delightful. LORD CAIRNS, the learned lawyer and brilliant debater, who
has succeeded dear MALMESBURY as leader of the Opposition, has

nothing to find fault with, and was blandness itself. LORD GRANVILLE
is always polite, and to-night expressed modest concern that he had to

succeed, as leader, one who had made himself a great name in history,
EARL RUSSELL. We believe that LORD CAIRNS was going in the

excess of his good humour to say ",So have I," bat was pulled down
by his moral coat-tails. All was over by seven.

In the Commons announcement was made by MR, GLADSTONE that

on Monday, the 1st of March, he should reveal his Irish Church
scheme.
LORH EUSTACE CECIL (brother of LORD SALISBURY) means to deal

with the tradesfolk, Pancras vestrymen or others, who use fraudulent

weights and measures, and Mr. Ptmck hereby pledges himself to stand

by LORD EUSTACE in this crusade.

VOL. LVI.
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The Honourable HENRY COWPER moved the Address, which was
seconded by MR. MUNUBLLA, new Member for Sheffield. MR. Dis-

KAKI.I thought that the former had spoken with ability. Doubtless the

latter thought so about himself.

Really, MR. DISRAELI and MR. GLADSTONE were so courteous and
civil to one another, thatPtMoi had better refer the universe to his

Cartoon, for an idea of the impression produced upon him.

MR. WHITE asked why the Speech said nothing about Spain.
MR. GLADSTONE replied, that as the work of the Spaniards was in-

complete, it would have' been premature to talk about it, but that they
had, of course, our best sympathy. As MR. WHITE is a China mer-

chant, it seems to Mi: Punch that the Honourable Member for

Brighton might more properly have inquired why we heard nothing of

the new treaty by which we are bound not to cut off an offending
Chinaman's pigtail ourselveSj

but to remit him for Imperial justice.
Some of the lesser stars blazed out a little. MR. NEWDEGATE inge-

niously suggested that the reason why the Spanish revolution had not
been mentioned was that it was a heavy blow and a great discourage-
ment to the POPE, whose friends in the Government did not like to

allude to the subject. Surely, MR. NEWDEGATE must have said this

to oblige WIIALLEY he could not have meant such nonsense on his

own account.

MR. MACFIE, Member for Leith, was pleased that Scotland was
mentioned in the Speech. This was becomingly humble, as all that

was said of Scotland was, that her education would bear improving.
MR. M'MAHON was not pleased that there was no mention of a new

Reform Bill for Ireland. What, another ! Come, has not Ireland got
her share of the programme for tin's Session ?

SIR P. O'BfiiEN hoped that Government would let Fenian bygones
be bygones in Ireland.

MR. HADFIELD spoke ill of Bishops, and hoped that they would all

be ejected from the House of Lords, their restoration to which was one
of the blackest pages in history. Hereat was laughter, and the speaker
then sneered at the Bishops as old tutors and schoolmasters. The
venerable schismatic must have been getting crusty for want of his

dinner. The House may have felt this, for the Address was instantly

voted, and we were up by 7'45.

Wednesday. Symptoms that the halcyon days will not last. LORD
ROBERT MONTAGUE brought in a Bill about Cattle, and MR. HEADLAM
promised to defeat it if he could.

Thursday. The young DUKE OP NORFOLK, Earl of Arundel and of

Surrey, Baron Fitz-Alan,Clun, Oswaldestre, and Maltravers, descendant
of him of whom we have all read :

" The murdered Surrey's love, the tears of GEUALDIXE,"

took the oath and appeared as Hereditary Earl Marshal, Premier Duke
and Earl of England.
My Lords grumbled a deal because the Ministers will not give them

Bills to discuss. Specially they demanded the Bankruptcy Bill, but the
CHANCELLOR urged that it contains so much that affects the trading
interest as to be a measure which the Commons ought first to have.
A graceful announcement was made in both Houses. The QUEEN

desired to receive, in Person, the Addresses in reply to the Speech
from the Throne. It was stated that Her Majesty had been most
anxious to open the Reformed Parliament ; but, said MR. GLADSTONE,
the Sovereign ." had been suffering, more than usual, from severe

head-ache, and to a degree which precluded the required exertion."
Tbat simple and homely language should be felt to be appropriate, and
in tone with the affectionate relations which QUEEN VICTORIA has ever
held with her people.
The Constitution, however, is always remembered, and English

statesmen never forget precedent. It is exceptional for the Houses to
attend a monarch with addresses, unless the Speech to which they
reply has been delivered in person. One exception was made
after the battle of Trafalgar, and MR. GLADSTONE thought that ours
was somewhat of a kindred case,

"
the celebration of a great and

peaceful triumph, which largely extends the liberties of the people."
MR. DISRAELI held it "important and desirable that some personal
relations should be established between the QUEKN and the new Par-
liament," but desired all precaution against the establishment of a
precedent. SIR LAWRENCE PALK, of East Devon, winced at MR.
GLADSTONE'S mention of a triumph, and protested against any con-
gratulation on a

"
political

"
victory. Of course, in both Houses the

assent to the Royal visit was unanimous.
In the Commons the Right Hon. JOHN BRIGHT cave his first

Ministerial answer it was to say that the Portpatrick lighthouse
would probably extinguish its light.

Do vou know what Hypothec is? Find out. Or you may save
yourselves the trouble, as it is going to be abolished.

^
MR. FORSTER brought in his Bill for reconstituting Endowed

Schools. Ihere is also to be an Examining Council, which is to have
compulsory power, and to give certificates to masters and scholars.

There will be an Irish row presently. MR. JOHNSTON, remote Tory,
and the O DONOGHUE, remote Liberal, combine to have the Party

! Processions Act repealed. Whack ! Your sowls to glory ! Ubbubboo,
&c., &c.

Friday. It was announced, in both Houses, that HER MAJESTY
would receive the Addresses on the following Monday. But the

nation next day heard, with sorrow, that the illness of the PRINCE
LEOPOLD would detain his Royal Mother at Osborne.
Two matters of different interest presented themselves in the House

of Commons. A protest, raised by LORD ELCHO, and seconded by the

Chief Commissioner of Works, against a useless and hideous viaduct

to be raised in the rear of the beautiful Embankment ;
and a revelation,

I by MR. FOWLER, of such atrocities, perpetrated by our allies the Boers,

upon the miserable Kaffirs, as may here only be alluded to. We arm
the Boers, and refuse arms to the Kaffirs, so that the savage murder
of the latter is easy and the Boers do worse than murder. It seems
that we cannot interfere, but we can cease to sell guns to the Boers
and this has been ordered. About as revolting a bit of detail this

night, as you shall iiiid in your Parliamentary annals, MR. PHILISTINE
PHARISEE BULL.

GREEK STREET ALIAS QUEER STREET.

THE Times Correspondent at Athens lets in' a startling light on the

little game of the last Greek Cabinet, or rather its head, M. BULGARES.
It seems that M. BULGARES came into office a year ago with a pro-

gramme of peace, retrenchment, and administrative reform, very much
of the cut of MR. GLADSTONE'S, in short.

During eight months he carried out a policy in the teeth of his pro-
gramme, blowing up the coals of war, increasing expenditure, and
reforming nothing.
At last, having emptied the national till, being unable to raise a

penny on the security of Greek credit, and his Financial Minister

being at his wits' end not a very long journey, M. BULGARES found
himself on the horns of a dilemma, between resignation and bank-

ruptcy. The only thing like hard cash within reach was the specie in

the National Bank, and the only way to get hold of that was by plowing
the trumpet of war till the Chamber voted a war contribution of a

million drachmas, and gave the Minister leave to get the money when-
ever he could find it. And then M. BULGARES walked into the bank,
and swept out its specie-drawer. Then came, in rapid succession, the

I
Crisis, the Conference, and the Collapse. Greece is left humiliated
and sulky, with its paper-currency inconvertible, its industry stagnant,

i

and its property insecure.

|

Mr. Punch, on the faith of these facts, would ask leave to alter a

proverb and a name.
For the well-known line

" When Greek meets Greek then comes the tug of war,"

he would propose to read henceforth

" When Greek robs Greek then comes the talk of war
;

"

and the "BULGARES Cabinet" he would have re-christened the
"
Burglarious Cabinet."

Strange Food.

WITH horse the daring epicure
His palate oft regales,

Feeds upon toadstools, nor impure
Accounts a dish of snails ;" And under Marlow Bridge ah, why,
My friends," he says,

"
should we

With eating canine suckling pie

Reproach the Thames Bargee ?
"

Carried without a Division.

A DINNER was lately given at one of the great hotels, to bring the
Australian preserved nieat into notice. If, by the introduction into

England of these provisions, whicli seem to be moderate in price, some
of those amongst us who now seldom, if ever, taste animal food, can

get a good nourishing meal, everyone must wish success to such a
meritorious case of Dish-establishment.

Reversing the Order of Things.
AT a recent meeting of the

"
Victoria Institute

"
a paper was read

" On the Doctrine of Creation, according to DARWIN, AGASSIZ, and
MOSES." Would it not have been more reverent if the last of_these
three names had been placed first f

CLERKLY CRITICISM.

Clerk in Gcil Service, log.
"
Ministers don't say this time that the

Estimates have been framed with a due regard to economy. Haw !

No ! Fact is, they 've been framed with an undue regard to economy."
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HE IS A MAN."
CNCH is indebted
to the ^fuxi<al

If'orltlfor calling
bis attention to

the following bit

of keenness and
justice. He did
not see, at first,

what the topic
had to do with
music ; but, on
second thoughts,
the wisdom of

the editor of the

M. W. in extract-

ing the passage
became evident
those who praise
snch trash as

MB. WHITMAN'S,
perform on (lie

instrument called

Fiddle-faddle,
which the M. W.
has of course a

right to criti-

cise :

"The New York

Weekly Jttntv,
discoursing npon
the Atlantic Mon-
thly, sayi :

" In another part
of the same maga-
zine, the reader is

told that whenever
MB. WALT WHITMAN speaks,

'

you hear the voice of a man.' The fact that
Mu. \S HITMAN is

'

a man,' ought to be pretty well understood by this time,
:< minus emphasis and minute particularity with which If H.

WHITMAN himself has described his physical attributes, to say nothing of the
stress which hi* , riiira! admirers have laid upon his virility. Could it not be

ngreed, all round, once for all, that Mu. WHITMAN u 'a man,' and a very
large and heavy one, so that the topic may be set at rest ? Its disappearance
from the field of literary discussion would be a great relief. The statement
that Mu. WHITMAN is a poet, would still remain for controversy, and surely
that is sufficiently exasperating, in view of the copious catalogues, suggestive
of nothing so much, as a crazy auctioneer, which MK. WHITMAN continues to

publish under the name of poetry."

If the M. W. sees any more such good bits, we shall be glad to read
them in its pages, which we observe have lately become replete with a
serener wisdom than of yore. Perhaps RABELAIS teat a little over the
heads of the majority of musical folk. Still. Punch hopes it will occa-

sionally leud the good service due from all educational journals towards
demolishing Shams, whereof there is no greater than MR. WHITMAN
we say it, even at tlie risk of bringing on an American Wii War.

TAR TAR.

A VERY
pretty story of tarring and feathering comes by a recent

Melbourne letter. A person of the name of BLACK went to survey
some mining property, and was laid hold of by a gang of ruffians, who
tarred him, and then coated him with

"
fragments of wool, straw, or

whatever rubbish came to hand." But BLACK is evidently a very long-
headed roan, and instead of divesting himself of his uncomfortable
attire he had it "taken off" by a photographer. With this negative
argument in his favour he goes into court claiming two thousand
pounds damages. We heartily hope he will obtain a verdict.

"
Cheer, Boys, Cheer !

"

ONE of the first things the House of Commons did, was to appoint a
Committee to control the amusements of the kitchen and refreshment-

rooms, and, very wisely too, to place an Alderman upon it. As another

prominent member is r RENCH, and VIVIAN has a convivial sound about

it, the prospects of the Parliamentary cuisine may altogether be con-
sidered good cheerful.

A FIXE OPKXIXi,.

THE IIA1R AND MANY FIUEXDS.

VICTORY ! Victory ! Glorious news, my Punch. Only look at this -.

" The great ladies of Paris have determined to abolish chignons. False
> be repudiated, and women air to appear as if

they
dressed their own

hair. In th> hair in to be simply plaited and confined in a net.

In the evening it will only be needful to put on the head a crown, or u
wreath of roses or ivy, or some other creeping plant."

A Las let chignons ! be our battle-cry in England, now that Common
Sense has won the fight in France. What great ladies do the leas are

sure to imit:. Miore wigs for women! No more borrowed

plumes to bedizen silly jackdaws ! No more piling up of Pelion on

Ossa, or, as wags would say, on 'Oss hair ! Ladies, for the future, or

at any rate for the present, are to dress their heads an naturel, and

only wear a crown, or else a wreath of roses, or some trifle of that sort.

As they are to have the option, I would advise their wearing roses rather

than a crown, for
"
uneasy lies the head that wears a crown," and only

queens of fashion can be the fitting wearers of one. As for ladies

wearing creepers in their hair, I see no harm in this, so long as they
are only of a vegetable species. From creepers, such aa gregarines
and other little insects, ladies' heads will now be free, and tats is more
than could be said of them while chignons were in vogue. So long as

these excrescences are worn, if I were a young man I should think

twice before I asked a girl to give me a lock of her hair, leat I

might discover it was hersTjy purchase only, when a microscope might
show me certain little specimens of animated nature, imported possibly
from Russia, and these would not increase my admiration or my love,

SIMPLE Cntov.

BALLET OF THE PERIOD.

SCENE A Theatre. TIME Rehearsal.

Manager. Here, where 's the fairy for the car ? Who is it ?

Promoter. Miss MONTMORENCY, Sir, is the fairy. (To Callboy.) Call

Miss MONTMORENCY. (Pause. Boy returns, and whispers Prompter.)

Manager. Now then, where 's Miss

Prompter. She left about half an hour ago. She said she had waited

long enough, and her brougham was'.therc to fetch her.

Manager (growls fearfully, then inquires). Well then, DELAMEKB
where 's DELA
Prompter (apologetically). Miss DELAMERK told me, Sir, to tell you
when that her Mother was very ill, and she was obliged to go away

in a hurry.

Manager. And in a brougham, too. (Growlsf but remembers the value

of Stalls and Private Boxes.) Well, go on : this sort of thing won't do.

j\'o it ifon' t, and here's poor honest hard-working and pretty Miss
SMITH atfifteen or twenty shillings a week, with shoes and lights to find,
has had to stop here all the morning, dinnerless, and she can't leave on

any account, or if she did, she 'd befined. But you can't fine Stalls and
Private Boxes, you know. An old story, perhaps, but one that doesn't

come in badly now ye Gentlemen of England who sit in your stalls at

EASE, and loot: at >

KINGS AND OTHER THINGS OF SPAIN.

So FRANCISO is to be King of Spain. What ? The late titular

king, F. DE Assis P No, M'm, he sporteth on the Boulevards, and

may sport. Don't you know that his name is FRANCISCO if

women would only be accurate? It is Field Marshal DON FKAN-
ciso SERRANO Y DOMINGUEZ, Duke de la Torre, born at Cadiz, 1810.

What, Kiii-':
1

Well, as soon as the Cortes shall have Ten tied them-

selves, he is to be head of all things, and to form a new Cabinet. That

is uncommonly like Kingship, M'm. The Directory seems to_be hud
on the shelf a new nation cannot produce a good one, like KELLY'S,
or TH<IM'S. Kixi; SKH 11 \xn would sound very well. SKRI

Spanish, means Montagnard in French, ind Highlander in K.ngfiril,

So we may say of him, with the Princess in Love's Labour's Lost

" Who e'er he be, he shows a mountain mind."

It is possible, of course, that this mountain may bring forth a mouse in

the shape of an insignificant king, of royal blood ;
but if we were

SKKKAXO, and PRIM didn't mind, and the army were affable, we should

put it to the Spanish nation whether a native nobleman were not better

than a foreign prince. And probably Echo would (as a great writer

said) answer in the affirmative.

Goody Four Shoes.

HERE 's a chance ! The Strand Union is prepared to give twenty ! BY the more humane farriery which
" The British Goodenongh

pounds a year and part rations to a night nurse. Her hours are to be Horseshoe Company
"

wish to introduce, it appears that the horse is

trom seven in the evening till seven in the morning. What munili- likely to be the gainer. On this account alone, therefore, the object of

cence ! Almost as much as the wages of an errand boy. the company is good enough for us to wish it sue
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" READING
Teacher. " AND WHAT COMES AOTER S, JACK ?

"

Pupa.
" T !

"

WITHOUT TEARS."
Teacher. " AND WHAT COMES AFTER T ?

"

Pupil.
" FOR ALL THAT WE HAVE RECEIVED," &0. &C.

THE BOW BEFORE BATTLE.

THERE never was known such a season !

So soft and so mild and serene,
That Londoners looking the trees on,

Stare to find that they 're black and not green.
And the mildness has spread to the Session,
And the Commons have 'countered in calm :

And the
"
outs

" on the men in possession
For vials of wrath distil balm.

O'er DIZZY grave GLADSTONE drops honey :

For a kiss DIZZY drops bark and bite ;

Each his compliments paying in money,
Which, whatever its worth, looks all right.

Then why should we look in their hearts

Or the hands that upon them they lay ?

Consummately both play their parts,
Ajid gracefully each says his say.

So Fontenoy's ranks prefaced burst
Of battle with bows, ere they drew,

The French Guards begging ours to fire first,

While the English replied,
"
After you .'

"

Does this bow before battle presage
That this Session's fight will enjoy

Butchers' bills, such as redden the page
Of Fame's ledger that holds Fontenoy ?

Let us wait till politenesses pass,
Nor pooh-pooh palaver and praise,

As if we thought either the ass
To believe his antagonist's phrase.

At the shake-hands a set-to before
The ring "o'er the left

"
points its thumb,

* or it knows that, the handshaking o'er,
There is tapping of claret to come !

PUNCH'S STEREOSCOPES.

The Queen's Speech.
" The LORD CHANCELLOR read, on

yesterday afternoon, to the assembled
i'cers and Commons, a speech which,
for directness, clearness, and grave
dignity, will challenge comparison
with any that have been put in the
mouth of HER MAJESTY since her
accession. A good cause, a knowledge
that the nation is in thorough sym-
pathy with the Government, and a

clear view of the immediate exigen-
cies of political progress in England,
have helped MK. GLADSTONE to an

exposition of Ms policy, at once simple
and impressive, which stands out in

marked contrast to the rhetorical

cloud of phrases in which Mil. DIS-
RAELI has been accustomed to mask
his meaning, orhia want of meaning."

Star, Wednesday.

" The House of Commons, held to

be the first which has hitherto repre-
seiited ' the people,' and therefore de-

serving of especial distinction and

respect, was yesterday convened to

listen to a Koyal Speech which, in

sub.stunee, was retailed to the public

by a daily contemporary on Monday
last. Save in respect to its closing

paragraphs, it is not a very provoca-
tive speech. Its style is feeble and
stilted, it is clumsy in construction,
its language is vague and affected,
and its promises of useful legislation
are meagre in the extreme; but we
are not disposed to criticise too harshly
a document composed under peculiar

difficulty,
and evidently inspired by

the maxim,
' the least said the soonest

mended.' "
Standard, Wednesday.

An Unlucky Blow.

THE Scotsman, says that during the very high wind, the other day, a

lady who had been drawing five hundred pounds out of the National
Bank was surprised to see several notes fly off, some of them over the

housetops. Many of the notes still remain so high that the tallest

tenor can't reach the fivers. Probably the lady will get them back
when the pitch is lowered.

AGAIN ?

Ir, under the guidance of the new Greek Minister, M. ZAIMES, Turk
and Christian become united, they ought to be called the Zaimes Twins.
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EXTRAORDINARY MILDNESS OF THE POLITICAL SEASON.

MR. DISRAELI.
" DELIGHTFUL ' SPEECH FROM THE THRONE '-QUITE CHARMING !

"
&c., &c.

MR. GLADSTONE. "SO GLAD YOU LIKED IT-THE REPLIES TO THE ADDRESS WERE ADMIRABLE!" &c.. &c.
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.
I the noble Roman would rather not have had about him (this is my
graceful way of saying that he was of the lean kine), there must
Irivc been in him something peculiarly attractive to bluebottles.

IN ADVICE AND PKACTICE-TOM PORCU- Perhaps 'twas his known long-suffering towards flies that encouraged

BLUK1 i UN TO POK- the brutes to annov him, special y at his work.
.

PORCUPINE used to write criticisms on theatrical and operatie mat-

a weekly paper, and manv an author and singer owe tlieir

escape from the sharp point of the Porcupine Quill to the blueh

upon whom he nsed to visit all his wrath. Not that the journal in

OUAPTKK SIXTH
I'INB A DIGRESSION ON
CUPINE-YOI'K UTKNTIoN IS REQUESTED TO THE FUNNY DOO, Ml
SINGING BLACKBIRD, AND OTUKKS WIIICII WILL BE BEEN WHKN '

EXHIBITED SO WE PASS ON.

DORMOUSE gave GOOSBY some excellent advice. It was on the oc- Vhich PORCUPINE'S articles appeared was so influential on matters of

asion of young LURCHER asking DORMOUSE to go into the country ^ ^ e[t^eT t iic critic m his proprietors imagined ;
but that is npt to thecasion

for a week or two. DORMOUSE refused. It was winter time, and
purpose. If TOM was disgusted with a piece, an actor, or a singer in

as you could scarcely get DORMOUSE out of his room even to a five summer time, as surely as Tie would sit down to smash them with one
o'clock dinner at Lincoln's Inn, it wasn't likely that any inducement of QJS fiercest quills, buzz would come a bluebottle, and in order to

would entice him into the country ; besides, there was the chance of write at all, it became necessary to rid himself of his tormentor. Then
Christmas festivities, of late hours, of not being able to go to bed PORCUPINE. glutted with the sacrifice of his victim, would, in a calm
when you like, and being obliged to get up

>
(by abominable bells, and frame of mind, and at peace with all the world, re-consider his trucu-

t'iimily rules and regulations) when you didn't like. Now, though this
jent criticism, and would either destroy the sheet already penned,

is always the reason of DORMOUSE'S refusal to invitations, yet he
or> after erasure, would substitute something which, compared to the

is fond of putting it down to business. cancelled opinions, was as mild as milk-and-water.
v,. ., ,\A ), f fiv " wh 'You see," said he to GOOSEY.

" when you 're at the Bar, or going in

for chamber practice, you must be on the ipot."
GOOSEY said he thought that there was good sense in that.
"
Now," DORMOUSE went on.

"
if clients, and you luww anybody

... Ivn xilinnt " Jli- Q M f\ 1 V\nttA t K 1 Q OO if if TTtlfi II II T I 1 ft < < 1 (til U'ltFlMllt.

Ton POR'CUPINE would say a sharp cutting thing for the sake of say-

ing it : and would attempt to tone it down afterwards. This did not,

make him many friends but what matter F Who has many friends ''.

And are they only to be made by perpetual soft-sawdering and

.

There is a publication called Good Word* it is bound up at the end
of the year, and is edited by a clergyman- Can you imagine a corn-

spot
"

for some years, having adopted panion annual entitled Bad Wordt, and not edited by a clergyman f In
r yet heard of any client attempting to find sucij a WQ^ I should insist upon a great many marginal references,

the spot, you know, why what the deuce are they to do ?
"

down. Everyone can see a well ; but a spring is invisible.

DORMOUSE was perfectly satisfied with being" on the
spot

*itwivl Tis these confounded bluebottles have led me into this digression,

any further results. When in bed, he is on the spot. Well, he
and, u j wr;te this. I dread the summer, for the history even of a blue-

reasons,
"
there I am ; if clients want me, where 's a better place to bottle repeats itself, and I regret, by anticipation, what I know I shall

iind me P I'm certain there : I can't gad about when I 'm in bed, can say in my wrath.
1 ? Then I get up : well, I 'm still on the spot ; in my room : that 's

simple enough."
lie has stayed

" on the

chamber practice, but I never yet ,

him there. Yes, there is a story of one client, who, being directed
shifting on to the wings of the bluebottles the responsibility of whatever

thither by a friend of the family, thought he 'd do the young barrister j might utter, in moments of heat, during June, July, and the first two
a turn. He went to chambers at 11 A.M., and was informed by the weeks, at least, of August.
clerk on the landing that he wasn't to knock, as MR. DORMOUSE teat I jf^ revenir a numPoreupiiu.
asleep, and wouldn't, probably, be vp till about two. Of course, the clerk j e wiji jo you> or anyone, a good turn if he can, and go out of his

was threatened with dismissal, but was let off on account of his plead- war to jo it
.

yet ne must needs be for ever pumping up satirical

ing insufficiency of instruction ; for it was not till after this that the humour, and cynical speeches. He used to be fond of attributing all

formula was invented, "MR. DORMOUSE is very busy just now, Sir; apparently good actions to selfishness ;
and this for the sake of startling

but he '11 see you in a few minutes, if you'll walk in and take a seat. '

What name shall I say, Sir ?
"

The other occupant of the Chambers where GOOSEY was received

a theory which was as clever as it was infernally (that's the

word) unpleasant.
TOM PORCUPINE would splash almost every one over with the word

when the Jolly Old Cock's door had been shut against him was, as I Snob in large letters : those who escaped that bespattering were
have already mentioned, TOM PORCUPINE. .

"
Swells." He affected age and the wisdom of experience ; would

TOM lives now, as then, by his quills, and being a cheery, soft- generally assist a friend with the best possible advice, on which he
hearted warm-natured creature, he is perpetually guarding his good could never act were the case in question his own.

nature, and keeping it prisoner behind a very fortress of bristly points. When the Goose, TOM PORCUPINE, and DAWSON DORMOUSE were
He wouldn't hurt a fly, though perhaps he would draw the line at young men all together. TOM the Elder would look upon the other two
bluebottles ;

which is excusable.
'

as
"

swells," because they had university friends, received invitations

Excusable ! To kill a bluebottle is meritorious. Who kills his hun- to parties in Belgravia, wore white ties at the theatres, and dressed in

dreds deserves well of his country. For, what one single recommen-
1

the fashion of the day which TOM affected to despise. He thought of

dation to our respect, esteem or charity does a bluebottle possess V TJ &. JOHNSON, and took some praise to himself for a certain amount of
On my word I don't know. I kale a bluebottle ;

as much as he slovenliness and carelessness in his apparel.
hates me. A thought strikes me, have I mistaken his motive ? Is it How delighted his real friends were when he became suddenly suc-

love and not hate that brings him buzzing about my room, flopping cessful! for TOM PORCUPINE, then, bashfully broke upon us in faultless

against the ceiling, settling somewhere to be in reach of me, coming trousers, and a hat which in. polish was only equalled by his boots,

suddenly, in (it may be), quite a playful manner, on to my paper or and rivalled by his gloves.
book, and causing mo to dash down the pen or book, and utter a fine

|

He had been to a first-rate tailor's slyly, and in a huffy sort of way,
old Saxon monosyllable ? as if the idea of hit doing this sort of thing was too ridiculous : so his

if 1 see children making cages of paper, and therein imprisoning coat and waistcoat were models of artistic cut.

bluebottles, I say to them,
"
That, my dears, is cruelty ;

"
but I say

it, as it were, professionally, in my character of senior, and therefore

guardian, but my sympathies are with those little ones whose cry is

war to the bluebottles : only, 1 add, mere confinement for a few hours

is not sufficient punishment.

A friend congratulated him on
"
quitting Grub Street :

"
whereat

TOM laughed [I think he blushed; but a blush doesn't show much
against his red whiskers] and sang out,

"
I 'd be a butterfly," and im-

mediately fell to making cynical remarks on his clothes, his boots, his

r hat, his gloves, and everything that was his. But at night didn't he
For myself, I don't, now, wait until I find the bluebottle on mv beef

put them carefully out to be brushed, and wasn't he particular in

or nose : I kill him when 1 take him, giving him no benefit of a doubt, his dii the maid as to folding and brushing?
He is a bluebottle, and therefore in my eyes guilty. It is nothing

to me that it is his first day of existence, it is nothing to me that

he has never
" blown upon

"
the food in my larder. He nuty. If

he lives, he mill. I can t take him and educate him ; therefore he

dies. I can't send a bluebottle to a reformatory ; therefore I. provi-

dentially, and for the benefit of society at large, execute nun by

Lynch law. On the window-pane (which is dangerous, and sometimes

expensive), on the table, on the table-cloth (which has to be sent to the

wash forthwith, that the unsightly stains of gore may be effaced), on

my friend's back, on my horse's shoulder, wherever the insect may be,

down I come upon him, and down I shall always come upon him,
while I have life, health, and strength, with the Law of Lynch, free

from all forms and dilatory processes. TOM PORCUPINE could put up

But it was before these gay days that TOM PORCUPINE and DOR-
MOUSE invited GOOSEY to stay. _Now, of what came of that invitation,

and how GOOSEY did stay with DORMOUSE and PORCUPINE, and of the

Moles (aforesaid in last chapter), and of what they did for him, and of

the Funny Dog, and of the Singing Blackbird, and of .\

IXGALE (not FLORENCE), and of the Little Duck, is it not all w
the Seventh Chapter of the Chronicles of Birds and Beasts and Fishes ?

No ; it u not. But a part thereof is ; to which we will now come, and
thereto I do plight you my truth.

(To be Continued)

with flies, but though almost belonging to that order of men which to be sure.

WHICH is the wickedest portion of America?. Why
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THE FOG.
"
LACKS, MUM, IT WAS THAT THICK, SAIRY AN' I COULDN'T FIND THE WAY

TO THE PUBLIC-'OUSE !

"

DINNER AND DICTIONARY.
MB. PUNCH,

I READ that "The Dictionary Club held their second dinner," and for the
first time in my life I think of a Dictionary as convivial, enjoying itself in tem-
porary forgetfulness of all the cares and anxieties of derivation, definition, and
orthoepy. I amuse myself with wondering what the rules can be which each member
of this club is 'expected to have imprinted on his memory. I assume that every-
body present is bound to employ in conversation at table only such words as are to
be found in pur best Dictionaries ; and that any member is fined a page of JOHN-
SON, folio edition, to be learnt off by heart and recited fasting at the next meeting,
who, when warmed by generous wine, has the misfortune to let drop a slang or
colloquial expression. Then I picture to myself all the company rising when the
cloth is drawn, and drinking, in solemn silence, the toast of

"
The Health of the

Great Lexicographer," and see them immediately afterwards busy with a word, say
concrete, or idiosyncrasy, or metaphysics, or protoplasm, or something of the same
simple character, just sufficient to exercise the brain and assist the digestion, and
writing their definition of it down on a piece of paper (with illustrative quota-
tions), for the Chairman of the

evening
to read out, and the assembly to decide

which is the best. Engaged in such harmless recreation, I can imagine the club
spending a most agreeable evening over their words and wine. Probably between
the definitions they have a quire to sing to them some charming little Anglo-
Saxon morfeau, or comic song in Low Dutch.
Nothing further suggests itself to me at present, except that I cannot doubt there

is a stringent regulation to prevent gentlemen being carried away by philological
excitement, and getting three sheets in the wind

; and another forbiading the use
of cabs or vehicles of any kind, either in coming to, or going from, the place of

meeting, every member of such a Club being reasonably expected to be a Walking
Dictionary. T

5. JOHNSON WALKEB.

A Pleasing Conviction.

THERE are certain Theatres in London to which we go, feeling sure that if not
delighted ourselves, we are certain to see others transported, such is the character
of the pieces produced.

A GENUINE MASON.
Dedicatedas our Contribution to First-class SERGEANT MASON,

of the X Division, recently rewarded and promotedfor his

gallant conduct on the 51A of January last.

IT was the time 'twixt night and morn,
Four bur-glars in a cart were borne,
Along the Uxbridge Road.

They had been practising their art,
And all their plunder in the cart,
Had safe away been stowed.

They do not fear to laugh and talk

Over each silver spoon or fork.

The four were named thus :

First DOWNY DICK, then STUNNING JEM,
The next the

"
Doctor," and with them

Comes the gay magsman Gus.

A figure on the road is clear,
A mounted officer draws near

" A Peeler !

"
cries young DICK.

"
'Tis SERGEANT MASON," says the one

Who knew him best,
"
By goles we 're done,

Doctor ! we '11 hook it quick."

The Sergeant stops the trotting mare,"
I know you all what have you there ?

You're prisoners yield to me."
" What four to one, and prisoners ! No !

Back from the rein you fool, leave go !

"

Cries DICK, no coward he.

They ply the whip, but 'tis too late,

The mare o'erburdened by the weight,
Against the lash revolts.

Then SERGEANT MASON seizes Gus,
And DICK. Says JEM,

" He shan't take us."

And with the Doctor bolts.

Unequal combat ! two to one,
Both armed with bludgeons. Then the Sun

Rises to view the fight.
It sees two burglars on the ground,
By hero-sergeant tightly bound,
And crowns him with its light.

Rewards I trow has MASON gained,
Guerdons more honourably ootained
Were never yet bestow'd.

Say are there more like MASON who
Stopped the four burglars and bound two
Upon the Uxbridge

THOSE DREADFUL BOYS !

MR. MANN, in a paper read at the Statistical Society,

proposes to employ boys
"

to do one-third of the work or

the public offices.

Well the Public Offices may want to be kept afloat, now
that everybody is trying to run them down, but we should
doubt the feasibility of buoying them up in this way. To
judge by Mr. Punch's experience of "boys" in his own
office, he is disposed to think they spoil quite as much in

bad work as they save in salary, to say nothing of the wear
and tear of temper and waste of time in looking after them.
On these grounds he protests against the whole arrange*
ment MANN and boy !

From the Archbishop of York.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, Eaton Place.

WHY did the Ministers make the QUEEN call the

Commons the Popular branch of the legislature ? Was it

not rude to ignore what I said in my City speech, and what
Professor THOROLD ROGERS does not seem to like, namely,
that we Bishops are the Popular element, and a. priori,
Liberals ? Ministers may disendow churches, but should
not snub churchmen. Allow us to \iepapulares,

while they
are populantes. Please, preach on this text. I mean,
remark on this subject, and oblige,

Yours, faithfully,

WILLIAM EBOB.
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A THEATRICAL FOUR-IN-HAND.

MR. WATTS PHILLIPS has per-
formed or shall we say there

has been performed, by the

aid of that gentleman a
theatrical feat which Mr.
I'u.ii-h holds it just to note.

Four London theatres are
now playing important pieces
by MR. PHILLIPS, and three
of these were produced within
the same week. Of the re-

spective and comparative
merits of the leash, tin

Censor, having been too much
engaged with MB. GLAD-
STONK to have many spare
evenings, does not as yet
intend to say aught. But
he has witnessed the revival
of one of MR. I'im.urs's

plays, the Dead Heart. He
retains his opinion that this

is one of the best Adelphi
dramas which have been pro-
duced. Its origin is patent
enough,'jet it is original in

an artistic sense. He remem-
bers no more effective scene
than the dark one at the foot
of the guillotine, with the

passionate dialogue before

dawn, and the mother's cry
as the light breaks in, bringing

her son's last day. MR. WEBSTER'S personation of the vengeful but repentant
victim of treachery is, as it was, as fine an illustration of dramatic art and power
as the English stage can offer, and he gives it with all the old unflagging force
and subtlety of detail. MRS. MELLON has forgotten no jot of the skill with which
she used to depict the agonised mother. Gloomy as the play is, it is a wholesome
gloom, whence we emerge with a healthy tone of feeling. MR. WATTS PHILLIPS
laid his whole strength into the construction of this piece, and had his reward in
its instant and permanent success. He should not be too proud to take a lesson
from himself.

PAT EOONEY TO MR. DISEYALI.

AlK "
Paddy' Weddiny."

WE 're all intint

On Parliamiiit

Expecting jostice daily oh !

From WILLIAM G.,
The Primiair he,

1 ust ill of DISRTALI oh !

We soon shall be
From taxes free,

Which kape their Parsons gaily oh !

Och whin that day
Comes round this way

I'll florish me shillelagh oh !

Och doo ! blatherum boo !

For Jostice blind and scaly oh !

May GLADSTONE be
Tht: 1'rimiair we
Did not find DISRYALI oh !

(Here comes in an oliligarter on thepoipes.)

No Fenians more
Will pass the door

Of London's dark Old Bailey oh !

For England's Queen
Rules Erin Green

In spite of DISRTALI oh !

1 f she '11 but smoile

Upon our Oisle

There '11 be no Thraitors, raly, oh !

Let 's see her face,

And all is pace,
And come too DISRYALI oh !

Och doo ! blatherum boo !

For Jostice blind and scaly oh !

She loves her Queen
Does Erin green.
And don't mind DISRYALI oh !

(Oliligarter agen on Ihepoipes.)

THE EX-MEMBER FOR BEWDLEY. A Parting GLASS.

PREMATURE TOBACCO-PIPES.

WHAT fools men are to smoke that is, if it hurts their health, for
otherwise the folly is clearly not conspicuous. But little boys who
smoke are greater fools than even men, for tobacco at so young an age
is sure to be injurious. See here are some medical statistics on the
subject :

tcllcct, and a more or less marked taste for strong drinks. In 3 the pulse was
intermittent. In 8 there was found OH examination more or less marked
diminution of the red corpuscles; in U there was rather frequent epitaxis ;

10 had disturbed sleep ; and -1 had slight ulcerations of the mucous membrane
of the mouth, which disappeared on ceasing from the use of tobacco for some
days."

Boys mostly take to smoking, not because they like it, but because
they think it manly. They take a snobbish pride in aping their big
brothers, and don't mind making themselves sick if they can get the
reputation of being fast young fellows. Silly little snobs is what they
really should be called, and some such name as this, if frequently re-

peated, might help to put their pipes out. A simpler course woul'd be
to knock them from their mouths, and follow the assault by a sound
box on the ears, whenever little boys are publicly seen smoking.

Good Friday Forestalled.

THE Post announces :

" ANOTHER PBRVEKSIOX. The REV. WILLIAM HUNNYBUN, M -V Vie -ir
ot Bicknoller, Somerset, has resigned his living, and has been received into
the Church of Rome."

The Romish Church will doubtless find the late Vicar of Bicknoller
no lukewarm adherent. It may be presumed that HUNNYBUN has
become HOTCROSSBUN.

THE VOCALIST'S REAL "FRIEND AND PITCHER." MR. SIMS
REEVES.

GENERAL BALFOUR AND GENERAL RETRENCHMENT.
GENERAL BALFOUR, who was sent to the War Office, as the best

hand to cut down unnecessary expenses, retired one day last week,
but to everybody's astonishment, if not to everybody's satisfaction,
returned to office and resumed his operations in the

"
cutting-room,"

a few days after. His reason for resignation is said to have been, that
in the sweeping operations of the new brooms at the War Office he
found his duties swept away, and himself reduced to the ignominious
position of a sinecurist.

At this, GENERAL BALFOUR very naturally kicked, declaring that
he had come into the office to serve under King STORKS, and not under
a set of King Logs ; and that, if he were allowed nothing else to

reduce, he should be obliged to reduce himself.
Since then it has been found that in spite of the new brooms there is

still a little room for economising at the War Office, and GENERAL
BALFOUR has consented to resume the stool of retrenchment.

EARTHQUAKE IN JERSEY.

THE other day, according to intelligence from Jersey in the Time*,"
the whole island was agitated from centre to circumference." This

alarming announcement, however, is qualified by the explanation that
the movement was synchronous with the proposal, in the

"
States," of"

a bill for the levying of a tax on tobacco to the extent of \d. per
ounce." The earthquake, therefore, of which Jersey has experienced
a shock, was merely a political and moral convulsion. Its violence,
however, was such as to compel the abandonment of the tobacco-tax,
designed for the purpose of liquidating the insular expenditure. St range
to say, the Jerseyans have since submitted to the enactment of an
increased spirit duty to raise the needful, whilst their island has
remained unshaken.

Soldiers for Schoolmasters.

MASTERS for Preparatory Schools in Russia are to be selected from
the ranks of the Russian Army. Of course it is expected that they
will teach the young idea how to shoot.
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IRISH ASSURANCE.
The O'Mullygmi (who has been assuring his life}.

" HAH ! ANOTHER WORD, GINTLEMEN ! Oi HEAR A GOOD DEAL ABOUT MERCAN-
TILE FRAUDS AND FINANCIAL IRRIGULARITIES, AN' I 'VE ONLY THIS TO SAY : IF MOY IXICITTORS HAVE ANY BOTHER IN GETTING THIS
PAID, 'FAITH OI'LL IXTBRPATE INT-HIRELY THK THIS SITTING BOARD ! ACTUIRY, SICRETARY, AND IVEKY MAN JACK iv YE ! MAKE
YOUR MlMORANDUM O' THAT, AN' GOOD DAY T 'YE ! !"

A PERT PRISONER.

MR. PUNCH hoped, a few years ago, that by publishing the lines of

which the following are part, he should, as Mr. Puff says, have placed
the petting of criminals

"
in so ridiculous a light

"
that the system

would have been done away. Yet it not only goes on
;
but the petted

ones exult in it, and even sing Mr. Punch's song with insulting mirth.

He had to note this fact in September, 1804 (does He, any more than
the universe, forget an act of his own '() and now he reads that

ALDERMAN WILSON has just told the Middlesex Magistrates that a

prisoner left Mr. Punch's lines written on a slate in his cell these :

" I cannot take my walks abroad,
I 'm under lock and key ;

And much the public I applaud
For all their care of me.

" Not more than others I deserve,
]n fact, much lees than more,

Yet I have food, while others starve,
Or beg, from door to door."

We are sorry that the interesting creature should have applied our
moral wrongly, and we can only hope that the next gaol he gets into
he will find that we have been understood in a sense made clear to him
by his finding nothing to sing about, except in the way of singing out.

Falsehood and Its Reverse.
IT is satisfactory to know by telegram that :

' The Sultan of Zanzibar has imprisoned the man MOSA, who gave false

intelligence regarding DR. LIVINGSTONE."

MR. MOSA, or whatever his name is, will now, perhaps, learn to tell
the truth, by lying in prison.

BEAUTY AT BATTUES.

ON the last day of the shooting season in France there was a battue
at Marly. In a letter from Paris we are informed that the EMPEROR
killed one hundred and ninety-three head of various game, his male
companions between thirty-six and seventy-five each, and :

" The EMPRESS brought down thirty, but then Her MAJRSTY only shot

during the first part of the sport, that is tin- portion of time before luncheon."

Of course, EUGENIE is a fair shot, and after the rate, if the foregoing
figure represents her average, as fair a shot as a lady need be. As
France leads the van of civilisation, and the EMPRESS is an acknow-
ledged pattern to her sex, not only in clothes but also in conduct, we
shall doubtless see the girls of England take to shooting, as soon as

possible after its next commencement. Few of them will, perhaps,

attempt
the moors on the 12th of August, but a large number will,

doubtless, be out on the 1st of September, and although not equal to

heather, may be expected to be quite up to turnips. The majority,
however, of sportswomen, still following the example of the EMPRESS
OF THE. FRENCH, will probably confine themselves to battue-shooting,
and the slaughter of tame birds, pheasants, and hares, sport which,
though a man may contemn it, is manly enough for a woman.
A French humorist's joke against us English was the saying that,

when inspired by particularly fine weather, we were accustomed to

exclaim.
'

It is a beautiful day come, let us go and kill something."
France has, perhaps, had some ground for this fling against English-
men, but not, hitherto, against Englishwomen.

To Sydney.
THE LORD CHAMBERLAIN'S recent edict about the Ballet's brief

skirt is at all events one mode of re-dressing a grievance.

A WARM RECEPTION. A Crowded Levee.

WJJiS2?
I2 t?"f Wuitelruuv m the ',' 'V,"

6 ?>r""1 "' St ' ',"" Clerkenwell. in the County of , Hle,e . at the PrmOn, Offlcei of Mem. Bradbury, Evan.. * Co.. L
:ty of London, and Publi.hed by nirn at N<j. 84. Fleit Street, m tne Paristt of St. liride, City of Lonaon.-Sn;J)iY , February 27. 186
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HONOURABLE AMBITION.
Colourman (quite cmtcnud).

" On ! PERMIT ME TO SEND THEM FOR yor, SIR,
OK WRAP THEM IN PAPER."

Swell.
" No THA--NKS, I'D RATHER CARRY THEM MYSELF THU PS;

'SHALL BE TAKEN oii AN ARTIST !

"

NO JOKE FOE A JURY.

POOR Jury, boxed, poor Jury,
Three weeks odd, each day but one ;

Rose impatience not to fury
re your weary task was done ?

You were special, picked and chosen
For the nonce, were yon, indeed .

But had one among your dozen,
Business of his own to heed ':

Put an artist on an action,
Ur a scribe as juror bind,

How shall that man help distraction,
From his duty, of his mind ?

Thoughts of lost employment pressing
He can chase not, nor control

fell anxiety, distressing,
If it were to save his soul.

If your case need comprehension,
Litigants, your jury, then,

Must, to give it due attention,
Be composed of leisure men.

Swells in yachts life idly leading,

Fishing, hunting, shooting, who.
Might, to work for bread not needing,

Sing,
" We 've got no work to do.

An Answer in Kind.

WHEN you lament that you are not well enough off to

Sursue
your favourite studies, travel, hunt, shoot, and fish,

ve amid the surroundings yon would like, dress like a

gentleman, and associate with your friends on equal terms,
some people pretend to offer you consolation .by bidding
you compare your lot with that of a beggar, and remind-

ing you how many paupers there are in the workhouse. As
if anyone with a rightly-constituted mind could derive any
satisfaction from considering the unhappiness of others.

THE CRETANS AS THEY WERE.

Now that the Greek difficulty is over for the present,

perhaps the Cretans will Lie still.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
FEBRUARY 22. Monday. EARL RUSSELL delighted the Peers by an

intimation that as soon as he shoujd be instructed, from returns, upon
certain points connected with national education, he would deliver a

speech upon that novel and entertaining subject. The Peers, unable
to contain their joy, instantly went away.

Cattle plague was mentioned in the II. of C. Such mention gives
Mr. Punch a peg on which to hang a note that Miss COUTTS has pub-
lished a kindly and womanly plea (pardon the tautology, Wardens of

our Hearts) in behalf of youthful cattle, better known as calves, who
are cruelly treated by the ruffians to whom for the most part the con-

veyance of the poor creatures is entrusted. Miss COUTTS urges that,
at a time when we are paying so much attention to criminal bipeds,
it would be but Christianlike to spare a little for innocent quadrupeds.

Tlii' HON. JOHN BRIGHT promised a Mercantile Marine Bill, with an

Appalling number of clauses. lie appalled ! Tell that to the Mer-
cantile Marines.
MR. HARDCASTLE, who, from his question one"would think must live

in the Castle of Indolence, actually askod when the holidays were to
be. It was not a fortnight since school had met. DOCTOR GLADSTONE,
Head Master, could not say, but was willing to hear what the boys
wished, Easter falling so early. He was for giving them a Vacation
when they had done something more to earn it and, he added, as a
placebo, when they would have a more genial season for its enjoyment.

Being asked to define a House, the same great master of definition
declined to do anything of the sort. In other words, he was not in-
clined yet to begin tinkering the last Reform Act.
The JKISH SECRETARY announced that out of the eighty-eight Fe-

nians whom we now have in Band for being Opinioned (Tiogbtrry and
Verges) forty-nine should be released, as hot-headed fools, who had
been misled. The other thirty-two comprised all the main founders,
organisers, and leaders of the Fenian movement. Yet an Irish Member

thought or said that they might also be let out, if they could give

guarantees of good conduct.
"
There 's some virtue in a lock and

key." Thirty-four of the supposed harmless felons are in Australia,
and Government, asked whether it would bear the expense of their

coming home, reserved a right to consider each case by itself. If the

Australians do not mind keeping them, Punch conceives that it would
be a

pity to deprive them of the advantages of emigration.
The PREMIER mentioned (as LORD GRANVILLE had done elsewhere)

the exceeding sorrow with which the QUEEN had foregone her purpose
to receive the Addresses in person. They were sent in the usual way.
One paper which Mr. Punch has received stated that the Address of

the Upper House'was to be presented by the Lords with White Slaves.

Is this the nineteenth sentry, or do we live in maxliocre days, among
surfs and willans, under the Fuddle system ?

MR. GLADSTONE brought in some technical Bill about Pensions, but
as he made no mention of the pension we ought to have, we abstain

from minding what is not our business. As Grand Adviser of Cabi-

nets, we should have thought but no matter. Money is not every-

thing in this world it only procures everything.

Now, this next paragraph may Bore some, but it must be heeded for

all that. Rates ! do you know what rates are, M'm ? Is your mantel-

piece ever free from those detestable little notices, demanding sums
which are detestable but not little ? Well, rates are laid on at random,
and if they were collected in the same way, there would be a chance for

everybody. But the collection is the only part of the business which

|

is done systematically. We pay about One and Elevenpence in the

jb.,
and London pays about a Million and a Half. We are most un-

justly assessed, and good MR, GOSCHEN is going to rectify this, by
appointing Boards who shall assess fairly. This will be a real reform,
and tends to a Free-Breakfast table one free from acrimonious

remarks, on the part of Pater, to the effect that he is always paying
rates, and that he has a great mind to live in a hotel.

MR. M'EvoR resolves to repeal the Ecclesiastical Titles Act. Will
he P Ha ! Clever M'EvoR well, do your endeavour.

VOL. LVI.
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Tuesday.
" You want work, my Lords, do you ?

"
said LORD PRIVY upon Society, and it was now necessary for Society to make War upon

SEAL KIMBERLEY.
" You shall be obliged. MR. BRUCE has handed . them.

over to me the Bill for the Suppression of Crime, and I will thank you
j

The Bill is what Cant calls
"
un-English." That is, it proposes to

to be in your places on Friday.
"
Since your Lordship is suppressing, repudiate, in certain cases, the doctrine that a man must be held inno-

we '11 come," said the Peers, who were evidently acquainted with the
'

cent until proved guilty by others. It enacts that if he have been

Boiler, in Dombcy. \ proving himself guilty, by incurring the penalties of the law, the proof
In reply to LORD ELCHO, MR. CAUDWELL, Secretary-at-War, made ; of his subsequent innocence shall be offered by himself,

a dignified and resolute little speech, which was applauded. First, we
|

The Ticket-of-leave man may be called on, at any time, to show that

learned the grand universal fact that the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE is not he is pursuing an honest calling, and if he cannot do this, he may be

the Commander-in-Chief, but a Field-Marshal commanding in chief, sent back to prison for the rest of his sentence.

and, secondly, that he is under the command of MR. CARDWELL, who
|

After a man has been twice convicted of felony, he shall be under

intended that he should remain so. This plain speech (it was a trifle the eye of the police for seven years, and at any time that he cannot prove
but not much more euphemistic no, not euphuistic, you ass

; EUPHUES he is engaged in an honest calling, he may be sent to prison for a year.

was a quaint writer, with a peculiar style) pleased the House of

Commons.
Little Girls, mind your P's and Q's, and indeed all your alphabet,

especially your I. O. U. For a great man, a Minister, stood up to-

night, and declared that an Infant might be arrested on a writ of

capias, and that a child above twelve might be outlawed, if a boy, and

younger, if a girl. It is no silly talk, my dears, for a girl under fourteen

was arrested and taken to Whitecross Street Prison the other day. So
beware of running in debt for goodies, photographs, valentines, or

beads.

We debated, on LORD BTTRY'S motion, whether a section of the

Statute of ANNE (not the Statue, that 's before St. Paul's, hass), which
makes it needful for a person who takes office under the Crown to be

re-elected, should be done away, as needless and inconvenient. The
House was indisposed to disturb old arrangements. MR. VERNON
HARCOURT (Historicus) made an effective maiden speech against change.

QUEEN ANNE is dead, but her statute is not to be Bury'd.
The noticeable point in a debate on the Excessive Taxation of

Houses and Land (MR. GLADSTONE will attend to it when he has a

little spare time) was the astounding statement by MR. NEWDEGATE
that a certain High Official, pestered with applications, writes in a

So, ifhe haunts public places with apparently unlawful intentions, or

is found in a private house under suspicious circumstances.

If he be sentenced a third time, he shall be under surveillance for life.

And after a third conviction he shall receive no less than a seven

years' sentence.

Receivers of stolen goods, once convicted, 'shall, on every future

charge, have to prove their own innocence. Bad for Pawnbrokers and

Marine-Storekeepers.
Magistrates may give six months instead of one month of imprison-

ment for assaults on the police.
LORD KIMBERLEY'S speech was an able one, and it was most favour-

ably received, LORD SHAPTESBURY pronouncing strongly in its favour.

LORD GREY declared it founded on right principles,

thought there was much that was wholesome in them.
LORD CAIRNS
An endeavour

to send the Bill to a Select Committee was generally condemned.
MR. GLADSTONE and the Liberals have grappled boldly with one of

the great questions of the day, and (subject to the improvement of

details) the Declaration of War against Crime will be applauded by all

honest men.
The only noticeable thing in the Commons was the introduction, in

an excellent speech, by MR. SYKES, of a Bill for the protection of our
corner of the applicant's letter, as instruction to the secretary for

j

poor, harmless, beautiful, useful sea-birds from snobs and ruffians like

reply, U. B. D. We have not the faintest idea what is meant. those lately exposed in one of Mr. Punch's pictures.
The Lateral Viaduct, with which it is intended to spoil the Embank-

ment, was laudably hindered by MR. LAYAHD, according to promise,
and referred to a Committee. He who would spoil the noble new Via

ought to be Ducked.

Wednesday. Salmon in again. And very good it is, and how we pity
the ignorant wretches who eat lobster sauce with it, or anything else,

except a few' drops of lemon-juice or Chili. However, this has nothing
to do with MR. DODDS'S motion for information about some "

fishing

coops
"

of LORD LONSDALE'S, in which]we suppose his Lordship keeps
hens when salmon mustn't be caught.

The Logic of Liquor Laws.
" OUR statute books pretty plainly show that we have very small

scruple in abridging the liberty of the subject for the general: good."

True, ARCHBISHOP OP Y9RK most true, most reverend. But do our

statute-books show any instance of the liberty of the public at large

fishing abridged for the mere sake of restraining a minority from the abuse

thereof ? Would'st thou deprive them that shave of razors, lest certain
1 I

. . 1 _ It _ 1* _ J.L __'_. J_Q Tf i- l._. _!4-k U ! ,J 4-Kn nnvn
lunatics should slice their weasands ? If not, why withhold the com-

forting draught from all, only to the end of disabling some to get
drunken ? Go to !

Consolation.

8LIOO, NOT DUNOANNON.

ONE COLONEL KNOX
Is in wrong box,

And doubtless deems his fate infernal ;

But not the KNOX
Whose jovial vox

Makes mirth when night 's at noon our Colonel.

Thursday. Thanks to JOHN KNOX, education in Scotland has been
for many generations provided by Compulsory Rating. The schools

are so good that, as the DUKE OP ARGYLL told us to-night, the children

of the peasant, the
tradesman^the gentleman, sit on the same form,

and learn, not only the 3 It's, but geography, history, and very
often Latin and Greek. It is perfectly unfair that a part of the island

should enjoy such advantages in the race, and no wonder the Scots
win it so often. This system must either be put a stop to, and the Scots
children be reduced to the coarse level of English training, or England
must have similar chances. Manet son terlia, repeal the Act of Union.

Meantime, the greedy Scotch, on the plea that parishes have outgrown
original arrangements, are actually going to improve their already
admirable system, liberalising it on religious matters into the bar-

gain. The weasel wants to suck more of the eagle's princely eggs. AN ADMIRABLE FIRST LORD.

MR* D^KE ask
e

ed
a
hfs firet Question we hope to' hear him ask many

" FLYING Guilders "may or may not have been as swift as is com-

another, as he is not a gentleman likely ever to put a foolish one. It monly supposed, but there u a CHILDERS fully able to keen pace with

was whether the capital of India is not henceforth to be some healthier the times. Success to him m his arduous course ! Uphill work, but

place than Calcutta. MR. GRANT DUFF is not yet in a position to reply.
^ ne perseveres, he is

CAPTAIN STACPOOLE asked a very proper question about the Oriental

Vagabonds who scowl about our streets, and demanded why a whole-
some Indian rule providing for the return of exported servants were
broken. He was told that most of these vagrants were independent
adventurers, which we believe cum grams multis.

MR. GOSCHEN introduced a Bill, for remedying, in a somewhat cir-
" '&

cumambagical way, the hardship sustained by the poorest ratepayers.
MR. BRIGHT made his first speech as a Minister, and was sure that
MR. DISRAELI had not intended to cause the suffering complained of.

MR. CHAMBERS re-introduced the Bill for enabling a man to marry
his sister-in-law. We shall not marry ours, because we have none, and

ICE Ell !

IN the American news we find that
"
an Ice Bridge has been formed

near the falls." We should imagine there would be a great many falls

WHY are Sedate Old Maids like some of the best qualities of the

Spanish soldier ? Because they are found in general PRIM.

for other reasons, but all needless restraints on marriage are contrary
to morals and English law. Question therefore remains, is this restric-

tion needless ? Let us hear what Reformed Commons say.

Friday. After some good news of the New Zealand War, and of a

signal chastisement of the Poverty Bay murderers,
LORD KIMBEHLEY introduced the Government Bill for the Sup-

pression of Crime.
He said that the Dangerous Class, who number 120,000, made War

Scholastica-1.

THERE is one measure which the Lords cannot possibly object to

have sent up to them at the fag end of the Session the Endowed
Schools Bill a useful piece of legislation which we hope both Houses
will Foster.

" THE RATING OP WEEKLY TENANTS." What they get when they
don't pay their rent.
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TEMPERANCE AND TAXATION.

^DRESSING, from the Chair
at St. James's Hall, a

ing of an Association which

may be described as the

Society for the gradual

Suppression of the Liquor
Trade, the ARCHBISHOP OF
YORK adverted to certain

facts, of which he said :

" The first was that in one

way and another the revenue
ii country wa recruited

10,000
out of what people drank."

So much the less taxa-

tion, at present, for total

abstainers. But if ever the

agitators, endeavouring to

^uppresa the trade iu ex-

cisable liquors, effect their

object, they will thereby
necessitate anaugmentation
of the Income-Tax by an

amount proportionate to tin; deliciency which they will have created
in the i .nine, bo tlien, they are ready to incur increased
taxation, tor the sake (if compelling the

tipplers of the community to
In- solier. i low more, than disinterested of them : How self-sacrifi-

cing! Only onu would like to know how many of them pay Income-
Tax, and IHIW much, ami whether tlit-y would generally be so anxious

up thti suit- Hi' wine, spirits, and beer, if they thought that the

liquors was likely to be replaced by a rise in the taxes
(in tea and sugar.
A select part of the. nation has had the honour conferred on it of

'u defray the national expenses of the Abyssinian war. Now
(inly let t lie. prohibition of the tratiic in liquors be combined with a free

', and that same fortunate class may hope to be still

furt her honoured with the obligatory privilege of paying for the enforced

sobriety of sots.

TOO HARD UPON COLENSO.

As the Houses of Parliament are accustomed, on occasion, to rote
thanks to victorious Commanders, so might the Houses of Convocation

acknowledge the services of triumphant Defenders of the Faith. A
candidate for the honour of their reverend commendation comes forth
in the person of a learned gentleman, whose name adorns the title-page
of a work described as

"
Critical Letters. Letter IV. By DR. FRASER

HALLE, Author of the Doctrine of Logical Units, Exact Philosophy, -c.,

Critical Imposture: III Logic and Scholarship. With Illustrations.

On this production a contemporary reviewer observes :

" As regards the subject, the principal point here examined has reference to
BISHOP COLBNSO'S easy assumptions, in common with other sceptical writers,
that what is called the Hebrew text

'

contains the original language of the
Pentateuch."

He then proceeds to quote DR. HALLE himself, as follows :

"
It is out of the limits even of possibility for any logician to elaborate a

proof that MOSES either spoke or wrote what we cull Hebrew."

If DR. HALLE has succeeded in proving that the Hebrew Pentateuch
on which BISHOP COLENSO commented is not authentic, he certainly
has confuted COLENSO, and thereby deserved the thanks of Convoca-
tion, provided that he can produce, or reproduce, the genuine original.
Otherwise he will have cut the ground not only from under COLENSO,
but also from under every other commentator on COLENSO'S theme.
He will thus, perhaps, be considered to have proved rather too much ;

and Convocation will have to thank him, if it thanks him at all, for
less than, nothing.

Too Great Rejoicings.
" A Telegram from Belfast states that the success of MASTER M'GRATH in

carrying off for the second time the Waterloo Cup has evoked great rejoicings
on LORD LUKGAN'S estates in. this neighbourhood. In the town of Lurgan
great enthusiasm prevails ; tar-barrels are blazing in the streets, the houses
are illuminated, and there are great crowds."

AND all this fuss because a greyhound runs away with the principal
stakes at a Coursing Meeting ! What will such hare-brained people
do next ?

A SHAM NOTION. Of all the characteristics of its inhabitants, the

stranger in Sheffield is most struck with their JCaiceiv !

THE PERILS OF THE STREETS.

HERE is an agreeable morsel of intelligence for folks who daily takr
their walks abroad in London. We clip it from the Registrar-General's
report :

" The expected number of deaths by violence in the street* of London it,
in the present condition of their traffic, between 19 and 20 in fire weeki ; the
actual number* registered in the five wi-eks of thU year amount to 21 : 6 Mr-
tons were killed by horses, 1 by a carriage, 2 by omnibuje*, 2 by cabs. 6 by
waggon* or vans, and 6 by cart*. What appears the work of chance i* the
natural affect of causes which admit of control."

When deaths are caused by accidents "which admit of cont

ought they to be viewed as merely accidental death* ? Is it not hu_
probable that there would be far fewer of such accidents, if a verdict of

manslaughter were now and then returned ? We rather think that
horses would be kept more under control, if once a week or to a
carter or a van-driver were reported in the newspaper*, as being sent
to prison for carelessness in driving, which had been the mean* of

causing an
"
accidental

"
death.

It is a pleasant thought for Londoners that really one may now"
expect" to be ran over whenever one walks out. Oar over-crowded

thoroughfares are well nigh as deadly as a battle-field. Cabs and cart >

kill people as readily as cannon-shot, and the nnrmm rninrrl by van-
drivers is as great almost as that by Juggernaut itself. When to the
deaths occasioned by the

"
accidents

"
of driving we add the injuries

resulting from street-prowlers and garotters, it will be obvious that any
one who wishes for long life had better take short; walks, and rare

ones, in our deadly London Streets.

CONGRESS IN CONFUSION.

THE row which 'took place the other day at the joint meeting of

Congress in the American House of Representatives, and increased to

such a degree of confusion that MR. SPEAKER COLJAX
" was finally

compelled to order the serjeant-at-arms to arrest any member obstruct-

ing the proceedings of the Convention," is an additional proof of the

absurdity of calling the United States the Model
Republic.

The House
of Representatives, was originally modelled after the House of Com-

mons, which it now seems to resemble chiefly in the particular of

keeping a serjeant-at-arms ;
an officer for whose services its members

apparently give frequent occasion. So far from haTingacquired any

pretension to be regarded as a model to the Commons' House of Par-

liament, the American House of Representatives, if not Senate too, as

to order and decorum especially, are presented with a model in the

Marylebone Vestry.

An Odd Show.

WB read in the Illustrated London New that

" The meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society, held on Tuesday, wa* a

mo*t successful one. There wa a
perfect

blaie of flowers, amog ,
which the

cyclamens, and various form* of Chinese primrose*, were greUy admired.

What does this mean? Should not cyclamens and Chinese prim-

roses be left to the Royal Horticultural Society? The only flowers

the Royal Agricultural Society could with any propriety show would

be Cowslips and Oxlips.

How to Treat a Guest.

OJTE GUEST, a
"
respectable

"
farmer, has been committed to prison

for three weeks at Sheffield, for selling a diseased cow for food,

to be hoped the fate of this GUEST will be .1 warning to the hott who
are carrying on or meditating the same rascally fraud.
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A GENTLE VEGETARIAN.

"'MORNING, Miss! WHO'D EVER THINK, LOOKING AT us TWO, THAT YOU DEVOURED BULLOCKS AND SHEEP, AND 7 NEVER TOOK
ANYTHING BUT RlOE ?

"

WHAT CONVENTIONAL REPUTATIONS COME TO.

On dear, oh dear, and oh dear, here 's a muddle
Alabama Convention got all in a huddle :

Though STANLEY and REVEBDY o'er it did cuddle,
And swore 'twould hold water like what is called

"
puddle."

There 's JOHNSON 's been dined ever since we first heard of it,

High-faluting, serene, has in rapture referred to it,

Swearing all the Conventions e er drawn but absurd to it,

And here 's UNCLE SAM won't say never a word to it !

Here 's the Press has been blowing its trumpet o'er STANLEY-
HOW he 's all that 's straightforward, clear-headed, and manly
How ne'er was

diplomatist speaking humanly
So beyond either blunder or bungle as STANLEY !

And here we have all been consigning to blazes

Old-fashioned diplomacy's myst'ries and mazes ;

And, iu self-satisfaction's complacentest phrases,

Singing new-fangled open diplomacy's praises !

Here was REVERDY JOHNSON, all gushing and go a-head,
To count chickens unhatched, and e'en ask them to crow a-head ;

Here was STANLEY, perfection ! Nor too quick, nor too slow-a-head ;

Here was CLARENDON, after the first foul, to row-a-head !

All these wonderful cooks, with their wonderful toiling,

The broth have completely succeeded in spoiling :

And REVERDY JOHNSON his slack-jaw up-coiling

May sigh
" We 're small taters, I guess, the whole boiling."

And sorest of slaps on the face, not a doubt of it,

To the diplomates who in advance made a shout of it,

And at mutual compliments had quite a bout of it,

Here's JOHN BULL, like JONATHAN, glad to be out of it !

" A JEWEL FROM AN EARTHEN POT."

George Herbert.

EVEN if this squalid Convent case had dragged its twenty days' length
along to no better end than this (it has done vast good in exposing
the character of convent life), Punch could not say that the time had

quite been thrown away when occasion was siren to SIR JOHN
COLERIDGE, Solicitor-General, to say what we thus embalm for the

ages:
" I will take the libertv, Gentlemen of the Jury, of giving you a warning

upon another matter. 2)o not be afraid of doing what is right and just
because it chances to be popular. "That is a danger to which sensitive and

high-minded men are much more liable than to the coarser and commoner
forms of temptation. But, Gentlemen, there ia one old and a grand distinc-

tion a distinction drawn first by, perhaps, the very greatest man who ever

filled the seat that my Lord [C.
J. COCKBURN] now so worthily occupies, I

mean LORD MANSFIELD the distinction between the popularity which follows,
and the popularity which ia followed after a distinction which I earnestly
entreat you carefully and inflexibly in this case to remember."

Those be words, SIR JOHN, for which Mr. Punch heartily thanks

you. They point a moral which needs a good deal of pointing just

now, and which Mr. Punch, who has ever been superior to the weak-
ness condemned, begs all sensitive and high-minded men to remember
and apply. Vox populi is not necessarily Vox DEI, but neither is it

necessarily the exact Opposite. Once more, thanks, COLEMDGE, for very
happily timed counsel. Your grand namesake and relative never spoke
more wisely we despair to add a compliment you would like better.

A Safe Guess.

WE see a little treatise advertised under the attractive title of
The Stomach and its Difficulties. What may be these difficulties, we
who are not medical and know not indigestion, are happily quite ig-
norant. We apprehend, however, that with very many persons, the
chief difficulty of the stomach is that of regularly filling it.
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THE END OF THE TEMPEST.
PnospEKO.

" BE FREE, AND FARE THOU WELL ! "-Shaktpeare.

"
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BIRDS BEASTS AND FISHES.
I used his influence to reinstate him in his former berth, but unfortu-

: nately GOOSEY must needs blurt out his reason for this seeming
! penitence and when Old BARNDOOR heard of IDA and of her magnili-

AGAIN RUFFLED-OP THE MACAWS-LADY DOIK>-THE STORKS, *c.

THE FUNNY DOG! IS INTRODUCED, AND SO IS MR. PAUL PARKOT.

IT was Christmas Day you recollect when GOOSEY was turned out of

doors by the Jolly Old Cock, and on the same afternoon DAWSON DOR-

MOUSE and TOM PORCUPINE gave him their spare room for as long as

he liked to occupy it ; and DORMOUSE begged Mm to come and spend
Christmas night, with a merry party of Dormice, to which also IOM
PORCUPINE had received an invitation.

So they kept Christmas happily among the Dormice, and there it
|

was that GOOSEY first saw the Little Duck, who was Governess to the

younger members of the family.

Miss IDA DRAKE was the young lady's name. Her father, the REV.
j

MR. DRAKE, had a curacy in a midland county : he possessed
"
a '

quiver full of them," and was not quite so happy as the commencement
of that quotation would lead you to suppose. But it should be remem-

bered that quivers are of all sizes, and if in one fashioned to accom- 1

modate ten arrows you find yourself compelled to carry twelve or more, !

the problem becomes embarrassing.
So it has fallen out with the REV. MR. DRAKE, and he was only too

glad to send one of his elder arrows into the paternal bosom of a

Dormouse ;
that is, to accept his offer of a home for IDA, where she

would be kindly treated, and be able to make a return to her benefactors

by instructing the children, and taking the household under her'charge.

For MRS. DORMOUSE was too great an invalid to superintend the

domestic arrangements herself, and was delighted to obtain the advice

and assistance of Miss IDA, who had had the experience of a
"

little

Mother
"

in her own home.
Miss IDA was not handsome : but hers was a beautiful face.
"
She has such a beauty," said PORCUPINE, thoughtfully,

"
as would

calm a tempest." The servants respected her, the children loved her,

and to their parents she was invaluable.

GOOSEY BARNDOOR saw, and was conquered.
It never struck him that having nothing to live upon was an obstacle

to marriage.
He thought, as he came to know her better and better, and the

difficulty aforesaid had been judiciously represented to him, that if they
j

had notning, she was exactly the person to economise and make the

most of that tremendous income.
" Ducks and geese," a learned writer on Birds has said, (I think it

is BISHOP STANLEY)
"
possess strong affection," or words to that

effect ; and in a short time it was evident to any regular visitor at the
j

Dormouse Nest, that a real attachment had sprung up between our

friend GOOSEY and Miss IDA.

When a young man without a sixpence is head over ears in love

with just the person with whom, irom a socially-advantageous point of

view, he should not be in love, every one who does me the honour to

read this, knows how readily the young gentleman will listen to sage
counsel and advice ; how eager he is to profit by the experience of his

seniors, and to avoid the frightful examples adduced for his benefit by
those interested in his career. Every one, I say, must know how, in

such a case, the words of wisdom are never thrown away : how easy

it is to convince the young man of his error, and how cheerfully he re-

linquishes his own headstrong and rash resolves, in order to adopt the

prudent course set before him by his sincere well-wishers.

Didn't we all, DAWSON DORMOUSE, PORCUPINE, and even that

with great weight, and in a most affectionate manner, point out to him

that though he (Old DORMOUSE) had married MRS. DORMOUSE witlwut

either of them having a shilling, and had lived happily, healthily,

wealthily, and wisely ever afterwards, yet that this was only an example
proving the rule to the contrary, and therefore to be avoided ? Of
course lie did

;
and wasn't GOOSEY more struck bv his illustration than

by his arguments ? And, to sum up, wasn't the result of all our

counselling, and advising, and illustrating, and talking against impro-
vident marriages, this, uamely, that young GOOSEY meeting Miss IDA
the very next day by the ornamental water in St. James's Park, pro-

posed to her there and then ? Undoubtedly. And what did we ?

Why, we we shook hands with him heartily, and wished him joy,
and told him he was a confoundedly lucky fellow. All, except KOCKY
ROBBINS, the professional picker-up of crumbs, who did not foresee

much for the fowls of the air from that table.

IDA'S determination was, however, to teait until GOOSEY could get

something to do. So first he ate humble-pie, and returned to nis

father, like a prodigal as he wasn't. He professed himself ready and

willing to return to the banking-house ana drudge to the full content

of the Partners' hearts.

Now at this the Jolly Old Cock might have come round, and have

nor would he help them, nor in any way do anything for them, and so

on, until he was purple with rage, when he flung out of the room, and

GOOSEY, for the second time, was to all intents and purpose* kicked

out of the house. Old BARNDOOR saw in liis son, and such a marriage,

only an incumbrance and inconvenience to himself, and an obstacle to

a plan which he was gradually preparing to carry out (not unconnected
with that cunning little pianiste, who lodged with the SPRATTS), and
so he would not for one minute countenance neb. a match as that

upon which GOOSEY was then bent.

We were all looking about for something for GOOSEY to do. DAWSOX
DORMOUSE was most energetic in his own way. That is, he stayed in

bed two hours later than his wont every day for a fortnight, in order,

as he said,
"
to think the matter over thoroughly."

The result was, that he strongly advised Goomrr to remain
"
on the

spot." He also wrote letters to several people on the subject, most of

whom wrote back to say that they 'd be delighted to oblige any friend

of hit whenever they saw an opportunity,
and then, no doubt, forgot

the affair from that day to this. The applications were Bade in earnest,

the answers were mere formalities.

About this time the MACAWS, of MaeMr.-gare a party. They had

very fine feathers had the MACAWS, and Uiey had the appearance of

remarkably fine birds. That MR. MACAW possessed money's worth
was evident from his house, horses, his carriages, and the plumage of

MRS. MACAW and her daughter. ,

They were neither elegant nor refined, and indeed MR. MACAW
would explain privately to such friends as he cared to trust with the

secret, that all this paradin', and parties, and suppers, and operas
were all given for the sake of the female MACAWS whose touching
devotion to fashionable society deserved a more affectionate return

than it at first received.

It was old LADY DODO who first gave the MACAWS a lift, in conse-

quence of the success of some speculation by which MACAW had

managed to double her Ladyship's income.

LADY DODO immediately introduced him to the MARQUIS o ARGUS
(the family name is PEACOCK), LORD and LADY STORK, SIR JOBS
PARTRIDGE and family, and many other influential personages who

keep, as it were, the keys of the beau monde, though their recom-

mendation can only secure an entrance without guaranteeing a perma-
nent position. The latter must depend upon the Invisible Tribunal of

that Social Committee before whom all, except Royalty, must appear.
And even Royalty, sometimes at least on the Continent ; for is it not in

last week's news that the Marquis of Something refused to admit

PRINCE HUMBERT as a member of some musical society, and that the

Old Nobility gave up their boxes when VICTOR-EMMANUIL visited the

theatre at Nice ; so that the gay and gallant monarch, once so popular,

sat in the Royal Box surrounded by a galaxy of theatrical orders sent

for by the manager (who was bound to make a full house) and brought
at the eleventh hour (that is punctually at eight, when the overture

commences) out of the highways and byewavs, evening costumes

being perhaps provided out of the wardrobe of the theatre.

Then LADY DODO took up Miss MACAW, and advised her mother to

give an artistic party, a concert, or amateur theatricals.
"
Well, but," quoth MRS. MACAW,

"
I know nobody who will act."

Whereat LADY DODO smiled grimly (she had not been an inartistic

performer in her day) and at her ladyship's next
"
at home "

introduced

MRS. MACAW to MR. TED NIPPER, known everywhere as the
"
Funny

Dog," and also to MR. PAUL PARROT, whose imitations of popular
actors are still, I believe, the delight of gay lads and lasses (from

seventy downwards) who nightly throng the gilded saloons, and only

depart when the stirrup-cup is prepared, and when the last saraband

has been danced in the hall.

How the MACAWS, the DODO, the STORKS, the PARTRIDGES, the

FUNNY DOG and the PARROT, directly or indirectly, assisted to make,
or made, or marred, or helped to mar the fortunes of the Goose and the

Little Duck, will be duly recorded. For the present, a Chapter at

least must be given to the FUNNY DOG and MR. PAUL PARROT.

(To be

Bailings for Bailings.

SAY the Semi-Officials who scribble in Gaul,
"
Don't think, you brave Belgians, you make us sing small :

From your chcmin-de-fer to expel us you fail.

For, by Tuileries orders, we 're all on the rail."

THE result of going out for a
" Lark

"
very generally is, that th

last part of the Lark you see is the Beak.

ADDITION TO WALKER. Convent, ., a lunatic autonomy.
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STUDY
OF AN ANCIENT BUCK AT A MODERN BURLESQUE.

SISTERS AND WIVES.

As a Romish Bishop can absolve a Nun from her vows by virtue of a faculty
obtained from the POPE, would it not be well to allow Nuns to make vows only on
condition of observing them till canonically dispensed from their obligation ?

Feelings change : a Sister might get tired of celibacy : and a fact came out in the

evidence on a late trial which shows that some Sisters would make some men ex-

cellent wives. One of the witnesses deposed that she had worn her veil for ten

years ;
another hers for a term still longer. No doubt they both of them make

the rest of their clothes last a proportional length of time.

Now a woman, such as one of these two Nuns, would be just the wife for a

poor philosopher who remains single because he is deterred from matrimony by
the fear of h'nendrapers' and milliners' bills. Such a philosopher would only throw

away money by advertising for a wife accustomed to want a new dress as seldom
as he wants a new suit. He would probably not find such a woman outside of a

convent. But now he may know that within the walls of nunneries there are ladies

who wear their veils as long as he wears his hat. If one of them could and would
but have him, she might make him as happy as any philosopher in narrow circum-
stances can be made by her who shares them. And almost all philosophers are

in narrow circumstances. A man, endowed with sense enough to live as hap-

pily as possible within his means, is usually possessed only of straitened means,
and, being blest with prudence, has little of the pecuniary needful wherewithal to

bless himself or anybody else. Evidently the only suitable wife for such a man is

a Sister.

War-Song.
DOWN with the Beershop, the dirty, the drear shop,

That poisons the rustic whose legs are so small,
And down with the Brewers, the tyrants, the screwers,
That make the poor publican poison us all.

MUSICAL AND MELANCHOLY.

Q. WHAT is the difference between a pitchfork and a tuning-fork ?

A. The one is used to make hay with, and the other to make "A" with.

MOTTO POR PURCHASERS OF SHADWELL LIFE BELTS.
"

I don't believe you,
my buoy."

A REMARKABLE CASE.

(Vide Report of Proceedings before the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council, in the "Times" of February la, on

which this Romantic Legal Legend isfounded, Namei
exact. Facts not warranted)

A CASE was brought
Before the Court,
The names we know
As told at the Bar

were

KachBkalayanSi Rungappo
Kalaka Tola Oo-diar ;

That 's one : the other less difficult far

was

KachlvIjayS Rungappo
Kalaka Tola Oodiar.

The case was heard :

At every word
A voice laughed loudly out

"
ha, ha !

"

Says the Judge,
"
I know

That 's Ruugappo.
Now officer, go ;

Take Rungappo."
Says the Officer, "Oh,
Which Rungappo?"

Says the Judge,
"
Bless me ! What a fool you arc !

The man you 're got to take, you know,
Is Kachekalayana Rungappo
Kalaka Tola Oodiar."

They took up Kachekalayana.
" Go

To Prison you naughty Rungappo !

'

Says the Judge." Oh fudge !

r>

Says Rungappo,
"
this pas is faux,

I didn't laugh, indeed, no, no.

Says the Judge,
" Then show

To me the man who laughed just so

Like this," and the Judge gave a loud
"
ha, ha !

"

Says Kachekalayana,
"
Now, I know

That 's Kachivijaya Rungappo
Kalaka Tola Oodiar."

"
Now, Chorus !

"
cried the whole of the Bar,"

Sing Kachivijaya Rungappo,
Kalaka Tola Oodiar."

"
I can't catch Kachivijaya, though

I 've tried," says the Usher to Rungappo."
If you cannot Kachivijaya seize,

He won't come back to pay his fees,"

Observed an attorney down below.
Then suddenly cries,

"
Hullo ! hullo !

Why where 's the other Rungappo ?
'''

Says the Usher,
"

Sir, when he heard of fees,

A trembling shook the Indian's knees,
And he ran away, like a frightened pup."

"
They 've gone," says the Judge,

"
so I'll sum up.

"
If Kachekalayana Rungappo

Is in the right it follows, you know,
That in the wrong is his mortal foe,

Kachivijaya Rungappo."

But which is which is not for us,
To decide at all, but Jus is Jus
Now let us sing, as away we go,

Kachekalayana Rungappo !

Kachivijaya Rungappo !

So here 's to you both, whoever you are

Kachekalayana !

Kachivijaya !

Kalaka Tola Oodiar !

Chorus (by every one concerned). Kachekalayana !

Kachivijaya !

Kalaka Tola Oodiar.

[Exeunt omnes.

An Unhappy Misnomer.

A NEWSPAPER paragraph advertises a "celebrated kid

glove" by the name of JOSEPHINE." This is very un-
historical. Poor JOSEPHINE owed her divorce from the

benefactor of his species to the misfortune of being kidless.
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
RB you benevolent, anxious to

relieve a case of real distress,

and to lay your
head on its

pillow at night, conscious that

you can say with PETER THE
GREAT, that yon have not lost

a day ? Make known, then,
over your Julienne or a la

Seine, the following piteous

appeal to any one you may
think able to alleviate the des-

titution it discloses :

A GENTLEMAN, who dines

occasionally in the City,
Becks information where good
soup may be obtained, SERVED
UP HOT. He i aware it ii a
secret known only to a few, and
he will make a donation to some
London charity for reliable infor-

mation.

Modest gourmet! He does
not crave a loan, or a wife, or

a Government appointment in

exchange for a douceur: he

only sighs for hot soup. May
his soupir not be unheeded !

(N.B. If you dislike that push-
ing wora "reliable," quote it

under protest.)
Not improbably the conver-

sation will now take a culinary
turn in Dublin the tendency
would very likely be CULLBN-
ary and you will find your

SR advantage 'in having read such
a savoury old work as The

Original, and such a succulent new one as The Epicure's fear Book, an
annual, we hope, will long flourish

; but beware of fishing up from
your common-place memory anything so stale as the story of the great
chef who killed himself because the turbot did not come in time, or
SYDNEY SMITH'S receipt for salad, or DR. JOHNSON'S partiality for

veal-pie with plums, or LORD ELDON'S fondness for liver and bacon.

The Fine Arts are nearly related; one introduces another. The
pleasures of the palate are in most men's mouths (one of the few things
in which woman is the inferior creature) ; the delights of the palette are
almost as much appreciated. Cooks are great female artists, women
of taste, but

.
the ladies who show their 'paintings in Conduit Street

are greater, at least aesthetically (this once idolised word has been
somewhat neglected of late) ; so leave oil and vinegar for oil and
water, and touch on the pictures, and drawings, and studies in the
various Exhibitions at present open, with the air of an expert and the
mien of a judge. Next, as a suitable introduction to the

politics you
must come to let us keep away from the Irish Church as long as we
can, for the services there will be protracted and weary descant on the

meeting of the two Houses, on the coalition of the two Companies,
(like the Siamese with one band between them), under Mr. Prime
Minister GYE, and Mr. Leader of the Opposition MAPLESON, and on
the aviary of singing birds that are to make Covent Garden melodious,
with the coming of the sweet airs and showers of April ; postponing for
a few happy moments WILLIAM and BENJAMIN, ROBERT and JOHN, to

linger with the Lady Superiors of Song, PAULINE and ADBLINA,
CHRISTINE and TERESA. (We congratulate everybody on their break-
fast table being free from

"
The Great Convent Case," and are ready

to take all sorts of vows never to hint at it again.)

for
a few moments only ! For WILLIAM GLADSTONE will be heard

betore WMum Tell; MICHAEL COSTA may or may not be Conductor,
but BENJAMIN DISRAELI is now the Leader of a powerful band : there
is a Don (lioranm to be listened to at Westminster as well as at Covent
Garden, and the tale of his conquests is not yet complete ; there is

more than one Robert, with a Budget not likely to be quite so amusing
as Figaro; and Les Huguenots may set us a-thinking of the massacre
that is impending of Bishops, and Deans, and Pastors without flocks ;

of columns of newspapers, and divisions in lobbies ; of manoeuvres,
and tactics, and skirmishes, and general engagements ;

and of all the
defeats and victories in the great campaign, perhaps another SevenYears'
War, the first shot of which was fired on St. David's Day, the last

bayonet-thrust dealt when P The Greek Kalends or Latter Lammas
would be as easy a date to fix.

Drink your Chateau Lafitte, or your Chateau Ordinaire, whichever
it may chance to be, smoke the hodman's clay or the Sultan's chibouque,
care no more for the Established Church of Ireland than you do for

the worship and ritual of Buddha, have as little feeling for Bishops as

for Bonzes, be as ignorant of Politics as of
protoplasms,

be indifferent

to all parties but evening ones ; you must talk, and will be talked to

about Dis-&c. and l)is-&c. ,
and the College of Maynooth, and the llegium

Donum, and the Act of Union, and the Coronation Out h, and Protestant

Ascendency, and Papal Aggression, and Tithe Rent Charges, and
GLADSTONE s magnificent speech of three hours and a half, and !):>-

RAEI.I'S equally splendid oration of three hours and three-quarters

so, for there is no ticket-of-leave for you, incarcerate yourself! and read

blue-books, and pamphlets and debates, and come out as well informed

upon the subject of the Irish Church, as you already are on the laws of

short whist, or the public running of the best two-year-olds ot

the new regulations as to Court Dress, or the Gulf Stream.

CLERICAL HARD-BLDEBS.

UPPBB House of Convocation
To the QUEEN a mild address pens,

Groaning o'er Gladstonization,
But not louder than some press pens.

Lower House of Convocation
O'er the mild address of Upper

Falls to fierce recalcitration,

Scorning bit and breaking crupper,

Finds it Gallio-like and gall-less ;

Sprinkling with mere milk and water

Sacrilege what can you call less,

GLADSTONE'S conduct o'er the water ?

Adds to it a brace of riders-
Moved by canons and arch-deacons

Pitching into the backsliders,
Who would quench pur Irish beacons

Calling GLADSTONE'S Irish measures
Clean un-Christianization ;

Wilful wast'ry of the treasures

Of the glorious Reformation.

Its "Anathema, Maranatha
"

Thundering in the old Church fashion,

On the family of wrath a-
bout to encroach the Church's cash on.

Gently, Lower-House dividers !

Lest folks claw back when yon claw them :

And if you must needs draw rt

riders,"

Try if you can't milder draw them.

Hunting men (without implying
Thereby anything censorious)

Say the Clergy for supplying
Hardest-" riders

"
are notorious.

Bnt by Clerics to be chidden
Ends in riling Lay outsiders :

JOHN BULL now, if once priest-ridden,
Won't stand Clerical rough-" riders."

A Publicola's Plea.

EVERYBODY who has the public interest at heart will rejoice that the

Conservative element in the House of Commons obliged VISCOUNT
BURY to withdraw his motion for leave to bring in a Bill to repeal that

portion of the Act, Gth Queen Anne, chap. 7, which necessitates the

re-election of Members accepting office under the Crown. The main-

tenance of the law requiring such Members to be re-elected often

occasions a contested election, which is always a good thing for the

publicans.

Two Great Worka.

THI Dundee Advertiser says that since the ugly revelations in the

great RUMBLE case were published, information of similar mal-practices
has been pouring in on the Admiralty from all sides, and that M K. 1

"
the indefatigable secretary," is giving up his time and attention to

routing out these rogues in and out of the office, at the cost of much

personal ill-will. All Punch can say is, Bravo, BAXTER! The Member
for Dundee is determined that hit great work shall not be Baxter

1
*

Saints' Rest, but Baxter's Sinners' Dufurtanee.

A BOOKWORM'S OBSERVATION. When a man has got turned of 70,

he is in the Appendix of Life.
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ZOOLOGY.
Railway Porter (to Old Lady travelling with a Menagerie of Pets).

" 'STATION MASTER SAY, MUM, AS CATS is
'

DOGS,' AND KABBITS is
'

DOGS,! AND so's PARROTS
;
BUT THIS KBE ' TORTIS' is A INSECT, so THERE AIN'T NO CHARGE FOR IT !

"

BALLAD OF THE COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH.

LONG last the Law of England to govern great and small,
Within this kingdom paramount, alike for one and all,

And, with respect to persons, no distinction ever draw :

No Prince, no Priest, no Prelate here, no soul above the Law !

Let other nations patch up their Concordats with Rome's See,
But never to such compromise do thou, JOHN BULL, agree,
Monks against monks for justice, against nuns if nuns should stand,
Be there for them the Junes still, and Judges of the Land.

Superiors in the witness-box, and Bishops too, must show,
And at their peril testify of what the Court would know ;

A Cardinal could be enforced, if need were, to appear :

The POPE might be subpoena'd if his Holiness were here.

No priestly jurisdiction
to suffer let us deign,

But in old England evermore our English Law maintain ;

That law, of human reason the perfection that would be,
Of but a few absurdities if it were only free.

A BAD PRE-EMINENCE.

MB, PUSCH for many reasons has a high esteem for Manchester.
But his esteem is not enhanced by this statement in the Times :

" In comparison with the metropolis, it appears that in Manchester alone
more than 3000 lives are annually sacrificed to personal dirt, municipal
stupidity, and social neglect."

The death-rate in Manchester is higher than in any other city in the
kingdom ; and this, we are informed, is owing chiefly to its dirt. Death
and dirt go often hand in hand in crowded cities, and the dirtier a
place is the more deadly will it prove to be. If Manchester would send
its dirty people to the wash, the chances of longevity to the rest of its

inhabitants would doubtless be increased.

GOOD FENCING.

PUNCH has not yet read a novel called Mela's Faith (he has no faith
in meters, the gas-chaps cheat awfully), but the tongue of good report
hath been heard in its favour. And if there is much in it; like this, he
is sure it is worth reading :

" A family without the masculine element is something like an egg without
salt. . . Even if a man can do nothing else in a house, he seldom fails to

give the women about him abundant opportunities for self-denial, and so

brings out the noblest part of their nature.
,

.

A very well
planted hit, dear lady-author. If women habitually

fought their battles with such neat fence as this, men would not think
that they always get the best of it, as they now do. However ha !

ha ! will the wives thank you, MRS. META. Is not the above a hint
for a good excuse for a man's dining out, and refusing an evening
party ? That 's our riposte.

Respectability Presents her Compliments.
WHAT though, to show how warm well-doers thrive,
Her Gig Respectability may drive P

She begs to say (after a late sad tumble),
She may ride in a Gig, but scorns a Rumble.

Admiralty Office, Somerset House.

AN OBSCURE DISEASE.

ABNORMAL growths must be more common than is generally sup-
posed, judging by the number of afflicted people who confide to you
that a song grows upon them.

WHY doe* the commerce of our country, as represented by the
Gladstone Ministry, present a strange anomaly ?

Because though our Trade is BRIGHT, our Exchequer is LOWE.

Printed byJoseph Smith, of No M Holford Square, in the Parish of St. James, Clerkenwell, In the CountT of Middlesex, at the Pnntinfr Offlce* of Messrs. Bradbury, Eyans, 4 Co.. Lombard
6trt,li> tne Frecmct of Wnjtefnars, la the City of London , and Published by him at No. 85. Fleet' Street, in tin- 1'aribh of St Bride. City of London. SITCIDII, March 6, 1869.
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
T is possible that

you may find peo-
ple more ready to

talk, over the

fpergnt, of the

contest which will

takeplaceonWed-
nesday, the 17th,
at four o'clock,
than ofthe conflict

to commence on
Thursday, the 18,
about the same
hour, and dispos-
ed to take a keener
interest in the
Oxford and Cam-
bridge Boat Race,
than in the

"
Bill

to put an end to
the Establishment of the Church in Ireland." Should you be placed
next thoughtless creatures like these, in whose eyes the row on the

.ies is far more important than the row on the Liffey, you will, of

course, lament to yourself the frivolous indifference of society to the

approaching
extinction of Archdeacons in Ireland, and the absence of

j

all excitement on such stirring subjects as Glebe Houses, and the

County Cess but you will do well to put your oar in and go with the

stream, and drift away for awhile from the See of Dublin to the river
that runs by Putney and Mortlake.
So be readv furnished with the customary details of the number of

years Oxford has won in succession, and the reasons always given
for the defeat of Cambridge, and the names, weights, and colours of
the rowers, and MR. MORRISON'S coaching, and Hammersmith Bridge,
and the behaviour of the steamers, and the conduct of the towing-path ;

using one or two becoming boating phrases feathering, and jerky
action, and pulling well together, ana catching crabs, and the like,

although you may be as ignorant of aquatics as you are of hydraulics
and not forgetting to refer to that

" Annut Mira&ilit
" when Oxford

won seven-handed, or to speak of the race as "the river Derby."
Do all this, artfully concealing your own preference until you have

found out whether she is a dark blue or a light blue, and you will get
credit for having quite a flow of conversation, enough to tide you over

dinner, unless, as you are on the river, you are reminded of the threat-
ened reduction in the number of the swans on Linlithgow Loch, owing
to the desperate condition of the public finances ; or prefer to speak at

ngth of Miss SWAN, the Nova-Scotian giantess ; or the gulls on
the Serpentine; or the Bill for the preservation of Sea-birds; or that
which is to permit you to marry your deceased wife's sister a subject,
perhaps, as well avoided if you have a wife, and she is within hearing
or the playful notion of ERASMUS LAMBLEY'S, whose fireside circle is

not considered by his friends to be the happiest in Woburnia, that a
Mother Superior must be a Mother-in-law ; or any other harmless little

joke you can extract from the lighter topics of the day, such as the

Army and Navy Estimates, the Bankruptcy Bill, or the Election petitions.
What an impetus the trials of these petitions must have given to a
better acquaint mice with English Geography! Did you know, Ix

MARTIN and WILI.ES and BLACKBURN began to reign, in what counties

Bewdlcy and Bodmin and Stalybridge and Westbnry were situated f

About as accurately as yon do now the position of Kashgar and Yark-

and, and the exact whereabouts of Semipalatinsk, or the Issy-Kul Lake.
Where 's Wisran ? At the <:nifty, is. we believe, the only answer you
are able to give, without turning to the atlas.

Slightly Different Conclusions.

IN a scientific lecture at Paris, lately, the lecturer exhibited enlarged
photographs of notabilities by the magnesium light, throwing the rest
of the theatre into darkness. When the EMPEROR'S photograph was
seen, it was saluted by a storm of seditious cries from all parts of the
darkened house.

" A la porf ."'
"

I'ice la lUpublique !'
"
II fen

ira bifiitiit !
"
and so forth. Query. Is the logical inference from this,

that all those who abuse the EMPEROR are in the dark, or that every-
body, in the dark, abuses the KMIT.HOK?

BETTER DATS.

WrE are told that
"
the agricultural statistics of Ireland show an

increase of meadow and clover." This improvement and her brighter
Church prospects lead us to hope that Ireland is at last in clover. We
trust that the seeds of discontent will now cease to be sown.

CONVENTS AND ('< >NVi:YL\S.

WITH reference to the late Convent Case, the Pan* Correspondent
of the Pott says :

" Tho ioandaUof the convent* of Italy and Spain would throw your very
mild little drams into the shade. The inttrumraU of torture employed in the
monastic establishment.- of Italy are more like thon which may be Men in the
Tower of London, though not 10 terrible, I coufcm. 1 remember that
VIANELIJ, a Neapolitan artist, who punted interior* of churche* and con-
vent*, had a collection of '

discipline iiutrumunta,' which he had contrived
from time to time to extract from convent*. Therv win- rod* of fine wire,
collar* at inn, heavy ring*, heavy iron (hoe*, and torn* lueer little thing*
which wouU puzzle you to conceive how they wen applied to the body. I am
-; . .ikiiii; of duvs when the civil power in Italy could not penetrate a mooaitic
establishment without Church permission."

Of course there is no fear that an/ such articles a* those above-
specilied would be found, on investigation, among toe disciplinary

loll). IlUIHIill

,-.,_-. ST thine than
what it is in Italy ; and, although clandestine letter-writing to friends

appears to be about the highest crime known to conventual law, no
educated person conversant with genteel society, can possibly imagine
that, in any nunnery throughout these dominions, a Sister has ever to
suffer anything much worse than being crowned with a duster, or

having to wear a pair of boots hung round her neck. Besides, the Italian
'iere differs from our own ; and the suggestion that any kind of

inspection of monastic establishments in this country is advisable,
in the true interests of civil and religious liberty, be too

promptly pooh-poohed.

is and apparatus of any convent in the United '.

nature in England, and even in Ireland, is quite

"
SOLAR PROMINENCES." San Blinds.

A SKETCH FROM NURSERY HISTORY.

Cheering Intelligence.

ACCORDING to a contemporary, on delivery of the verdict in Sauna
v. Star

" A chocr arose in Westminster Hall, which was immediately taken up out-

side."

" Taken np?" Indeed ''. Taken up by the police, ch, and ca

to Bow Street? But whichVas taken up, pray the chr

minster Hall ? One might leam to be more cartful in attending to

one's grammar, when one has been recounting the quibbles of a law case.

I N WORK. The public will learn with satisfaction that a use has been
found for Ex-Colonial Bishops. Several of them are now industriously

employed as curates to those Prelates at home who are unable to attend

to their official duties.

VOL. LVI.
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HEAVY.

Stranger (just arrived at the city of Eastminsler).

DINNER, WAITER?"
Waiter.

" ANYTHING YOU PLEASE, SIR !

"

Stranger.
" WHAT ARE YOU CELEBRATED FOR HERE ?

"

Waiter. "
WELL, SIR, THEKE "s THE CATHEDRAL ! !

"

WHAT CAN I HAVE FOR

ALL WHALLEY.

WELL, now the Convent Scandal's done,
Fade out of memory let it.

At least, as touching monk and nun,

Agree we to forget it.

You've liad a peep'behind the veil ;

'Twas rather melancholy :

But never rake up that old tale,

Or take your place with WHALLEY

The worst of nunneries we know,
By recent revelation ;

And nothing wiser should we grow
Through more investigation.

Inspection of them only name.
And you '11 talk such mere folly

That everybody will exclaim,
"
Why, you 're as bad as WHALLEY !

"

The "
Upper Ten " have not a few

Relations in the Cloister,

Oh, do not say reduced unto
The level of an oyster !

If highborn maidens scrub the floor,

Like BETSY, JANE, or POLLY.
What then ? The subject is a bore.

Don't dwell on it, you WHALLEY.!

That faith whence Convents do proceed
A Marquis has enlisted ;

The social influence of that creed

Is not to be resisted.

Let it alone to work its way,
While we ourselves are jolly :

Whoever tries the tide to stay,

Him we will call a WHALLEY.

A bigot, crazed with anile zeal,

Is each man that opposes,
In aught, those priests who the genteel
Are leading by their noses.

On him, of scorn and ridicule

Keep up a constant volley.

Kin to the baser part of mule
Is he ;

his bray all WHALLEY.

NAME TOR ST. GEORGE'S, HANOVER SQUAJLE. All

Swells.
'

POLITICAL ECONOMY.

RUMOURS of further considerable retrenchments and reductions reach

us from various Public Departments.
The birds are to be taken off the ornamental waters in the Parks, as

it is not thought right to make ducks and drakes of the Public Money.
White ducks will be discontinued in the Navy. The sea-gulls on the

Serpentine are to be sent back at their own expense.
A Treasury Minute is about to be issued intimating that gentlemen

in the Civil Service of the Crown will in future be expected to provide
their own soap iu their rooms, and to pay for the washing of the Go-
vernment towels. When the towels now in use are worn out, they
will not be replaced out of the public funds.

With a view to increase the average duration of the National matting,
a memorandum has been transmitted requesting gentlemen never to

omit
carefully cleansing their boots before entering from the street.

Neglect of this injunction may bring them into a scrape.
The people's matches are on no pretext to be used for kindling cigars

or lighting pipes.
A fee of one shilling will in future be charged to strangers wishing

to see the New Foreign and India Offices. Photographs (cabinet size)

of the Secretaries of State for these Departments will be on sale in the

Messengers' rooms.
A further reduction is contemplated in the Army. The mounted

sentries will be withdrawn from the Horse Guards, where they have
stood for centuries.

It is proposed to make the new Park railings profitable as well as

ornamental, by allowing advertising boards to be suspended upon them.
Tenders to be addressed to the Board of Trade.
In the construction of any new vessel of war the figure-head will be

omitted.
There will be no Rhododendrons placed in the Park this season.

A WHY AND A BECAUSE.

A COMPANY has been formed to fish up the pieces of eight aboard

the Spanish ships sunk in Vigo Bay by ADMIRAL ROOKE in 1!

COLONEL GOWEN, who dealt so successfully with the wrecks in Sebas-

topol Harbour, is to superintend the diving operations.
" MERCATOR" writes to the Times to remind sanguine investors that

the same venture was tried a great many years ago, and with no better

return than a certain amount (limited) of crockery and pewter. Under

:cause It 8 (jrOWEN.

A Company to sink money is very common. A Company to recover

sunk money is not quite so familiar.

May COLONEL GOWEN'S adventurers recover not only a little pewter
like their predecessors, but a great deal of tin into the bargain.

A Thing Done by Half.

THE first act of the new Parliament has been the rejection of MR.
FAWCETT'S Election Expenses Bill, intended to enable candidates in

moderate circumstances to get cheaply into the House of Commons.
As all the harm that briberv and corruption can do is that of giving
wealth the preponderance m legislation over intelligence and morality,
the House, which negatives the only measure calculated to insure

purity of election, may as well, while they are about it, repeal the Anti-

bribery Act of last Session.

A BRIEF EXISTENCE. A Barrister's.

MOTTO JOR IGNATIUS. 'Tis Parson strange.



CAUTION TO LADIES.

DON'T TBT TO CATCH A GENTLEMAN'S HORSE TOR HIM, UNLMS QUIT* SORB TOO CAN STOP rr !

[Gentleman in distance tea every chance offinishing the run on foot, and is grateful in proportion.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY. March 1. The Great Magician began to utter the Words
of Power that, when all are said, shall set the Protestant Ariel free,

and bid her fare far better than ever. That night, the FENIAN CALIBAN

" had cramps,
Side stitches that did pen his breath ufj ; urchins

Did for that rant of night that
they; might work

All exercise on him. That most lying slave,

\Ylmm stripes might move, not kindness,"

felt that soon his occupation would be gone, or else

But to the Words.
New Year's Day, 1871, will see the Irish and the English Churches

But the work of Disestablishment and Disendowment is to begin on

the passing of the Bill, the Second Heading whereof stands for the

18th of this month.
Then is the present Ecclesiastical Commission for Ireland to be

wound up, and a new one formed. For the purposes now before us,

the Church is to be under two Governments, one, the State's, to last

ten years, one her Own, to last as long as the Church pleases.

The first is a $tto Commission, appointed by the State.

The second is a (SSototrmng JjaBu, elected by the Church.

No new Vested Interests are to be created after the passing the Act,

but for the temporary government of the Church, spiritual appoint-

ments may be made.
The QUEEN loses her prerogative of appointing Bishops ; but, on the

prayer of the Church, may nominate them for spiritual purposes.
The Irish Bishops at once depart from the House of Lords.

Synodical action is to be restored to the Irish Church, and it is invited

to elect a body which shall fairly represent bishops, priests, and laymen
of the Anglican communion, and if the Government shall consider that

To this body, which it will be convenient to call the 0. B. (let a*

hope the initials will also mean Gret Blessing), will be set over so

much of the property of the Church as she is to retain. Careful calcu-

lations have been gone into as to the value of that property, and of the

rightful claims upon it, and it will be seen that provision a made for

the clergy of various ranks.

Incumbents are to have their net income (less cnrates salaries) so

long as they discharge their duty. Or, if they please, the annuitr

representing their interest may be commuted, and handed to the G. B.,

subject to the trust of paying the income while duty is done.

Curates are divided into two sorts, the Permanent and the Transitory.

The former are to have the same provision as Incumbents ; the latter

are to be dealt with as are Civil Servants.

No, aged ladies of both sexes. MR. GLADSTONE does not plunder the

Private Endowments, nor does he hand over the Protestant churches

to the Papists. On the contrary, every private endowment since King

CHARLES TUB SECOND'S Restoration (before which MR. GLADSTONE

holds that the Irish Church was Calvinistic, and different from our own)

is to be religiously preserved to the G. B. These are valued at half a

million. And as for the churches, they are to be handed to the G. B.

conditionally on its keeping them in order for divine service, or under-

taking to pull them down, and build others where there are more

Protestants. And,
Twelve churches, which are national memorials, or objects of art, are

to be maintained by the Commission. Ruined churches, or such as are

refused by the G. B., are to be transferred to the Board of Works, to be

taken down, and the materials and the land sold.

Nor are the Protestant Church Burial Grounds to be given up to

Popish ghouls, but are to pass with the churches, all rights reserved.

All other burial-grounds go to the Guardians of the Poor.

We disincline to trouble you about Glebe Houses and the trlebe,

lest, like ADDISON,
"In the sultry glebe you faint.

such bodyls properly representative, the QUEEN will recognise^t, and^it
will govern the Irish Free Episcopal Church of the future.

Governing Body that has been mentioned.

But take it from us that the proposed arrangements are very just to

This is the the Church.
Would you like to know the value of the Public Endowments of
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the Irish Church? Ma. GLADSTONE estimates them at Sixteen

Millions.

Now. when we have said that Ecclesiastical laws and courts are

to be abolished on the passing of the Act, but that the former may be

accepted by the Church in the way of Voluntary Compact, until the

G. B. shall please to alter them, we proceed to mention that

The Grant to Maynooth (Catholic), and the Regium Domim (Presby-

terian), the former 20,000 a year the latter about 50,000, are to be

continued for Fourteen Years. Fierce is Opposition wrath at this,

which is described as giving Maynooth 380,000, out of Protestant

money, a distinct violation of MR. GLADSTONE'S pledge. There will

be a row, especially as the gift is made permanent, instead of being at

the annually expressed will of Parliament, which might be ultra-

Protestant.

It is hinted, very broadly, to Trinity College, Dublin, that it will

have to be overhauled shortly.
The tithe rent-chargebut you don't understand that, my dear.

Well, never mind. It is a very important matter, affecting the land,
and MR. GLADSTONE has devis'ed a plan by which the landowners can

get the charge
"
merged

"
on easy terms. When the matter is fought

over in Committee, Mr. Punch, will tell you as much about it as it is

good for you to know.
All the Clmrch Lands are to be sold, and the present tenant is to

have the refusal of his portion, and if he likes to buy he is to be helped
with a loan of three-quarters of the money, to be repaid by instal-

ments.
The Income of the Irish Church is calculated at 700,000 a year.
Now then,
Of the Enormous Sum which has to be dealt with, the Sixteen

Millions.

Eight Millions and a half is to go back to the Church, for the pur-

poses which have been mentioned.
There will be upwards of Seven Millions and a half for MR. GLAD-

STONE to deal with, and as a delightful writer says,
" What will he do

with it P
"

We '11 tell you what he will not do with it.

It is not to go to any Church.
Not for any teaching of religion.
Not for Education, or we should soon be in quarrel.
Not for public works, for the Irish would "job," and "scramble,"

and besides, the arrangement would not be final.

Not for railways, for similar reasons.
But the application should bear Legible Marks of a Christian

character. Therefore,
Let us apply the money in aid of that region of want and suffering

which lies between the independent part of the population, and the

purely pauperised population, the region where the Poor Laws work
not.

Let us first, and most largely, provide for Uunatica.

[Here Mr. Punch interpolateth, at his sweet will, a'note. What did
DEAN SWIFT write P That he, too, would give the surplus of his pro-
perty in the same direction, in Ireland. Vide Cartoon. He said :

" He left the little wealth he had
To build a house for fools or mad
To show, by one satiric touch,
So Nation wanted it so much."']

The other objects of aid are to be the Deaf and Dumb, and the

Blind, the Training of Nurses, Reformatories, Industrial Schools, and
Infirmaries.

Surety the Christian character is, as Milton says,
"
writ large

"
there.

Such is the Magician's scheme. It was expounded in a speech of
three hours, a speech in which an artist, whose praise is worth having,
MR. DISRAELI,

"
willingly admitted that there was not a phrase too

much." That its lucid order should surpass that with which Mr. Punch
has presented the plan is not in the nature of things, but Mr. Punch
willingly admits that his own lucidity was paralleled. And though he
seldom stoops from epigram to eloquence, he can cordially admire
the glowing words winch sent argu nent home to the heart, and on
this occasion he will immortalise an orator's peroration. It will be
historical. As regarded the Irish Church, he said,

" I venture to believe that when, instead of that fictitious position in which
we have too long bolstered up the Irish Establishment, it is called on to trust
to its own resources, to its sacred mission, to all that it can draw from ite

ministers and members, and all the high hopes of tne Gospel which it teaches,
it will find that it has entered upon a new era of its existence, an era blight
with promise and instinct with life."

And thus he concluded, nobly :

" The credit and powr of this assembly are involved. This assembly,
which has inherited long ages of accumulated honour, in numberless trials of

peaceful legislation, is now called upon to address itself to a task which would
nave demanded the best energies of the best of our fathers and ancestors. I
believe it will prove itself worthy of the task. Should it fail, even the fame
of this assembly will suffer disparagement ; should it succeed, its fame will
receive no small or insensible addition. . . . We are sanguine of the

issue. We know the controversy is near its end, and for my part I may
say I am deeply convinced that when the day of final consummation shall

send forth the words that give the force of law to this work of peace and

justice, those words will be echoed from every shore where the names of

Ireland and of Great Britain are known, and that the answer will come back

in the approving verdict of civilised mankind."

MR. DISRAELI said that his side had not changed its opinions, but

looked on the Disestablishment as a grave political error, and upon
Disendowment, especially for secular purposes, as Confiscation. He
bore the tribute Punch has cited, and would not oppose the introduc-

ti9n of the Bill. But notice has since been given that on the 18th he
will move that the Bill be read a Second Time that day six months.

So we are to have battle.

With such a Whale in the offing, we have no care for the little

fishes. Those who like to catch them can. Brazil is thought to have

ended her Slave Trade, so we are to abolish our high-handed Act under
which we seize slave-ships in her waters. MR. FA.WCETT, against re-

monstrances, persisted in getting himself beaten on the proposal to

throw hustings expenses on rates, a new Member gracing his maiden

speech with mentioning that one of his constituents had declared he
would see him D before he 'd pay such a charge. A London Tramways
Bill was read a Second Time by a large majority. MR. TOM HUGHES'S

Sunday Trading Bill is to be referred to a Committee. Another Com-
mittee is to consider the means of promoting purity at Elections, and
the HOME SECRETARY declared himself a convert to the Ballot.

But the pleastintest hearing was MR. LOWE'S announcement that the

Abyssinian Expedition, which was warranted to cost us only Five

Millions, will certainly have cost us Eight and a half, and probably
more. There are prettier things in the South Kensington Museum
than those crowns and robes, and things that have cost a deal less.

The Bill for dealing, not gently, with gentle BILL Si KES, has been
read twice by the Lords. The Commons heard LORD E. CECIL on
adulterations and bad measures, but were persuaded by MR. POCHIN
and MR. BRIGHT that these are small grievances, that tradesmen cheat

themselves as often as their customers, and that the adulterations are

rather beneficial than not
;
so the poorer class are still to be victimised.

The Bill against the snobs and ruffians who murder the poor sea-birds

made progress, and a Bankruptcy Bill has been introduced, based on
the Scotch system, which allows those who understand a debtor's case,

and are most interested in his prosperity, to manage his affairs in their

own way. MR. HENRY JAMES has turned out SERJEANT Cox, and is

the able Member for Taunton.

WHAT SCIENCE SAYS OF US.

STALE enough is the old story how a fishwoman was put into a rage

by being called a parallelogram. But though hard words break no

bones, there are few of us who relish them. Where, for instance, is

the man who does not slightly feel disgusted when informed that he, in

fact, is nothing more than a mere protoplasm ? Yet any one who reads

PROFESSOR HUXLEY'S recent paper will find that this is how a man
ought to be designated. If folks were all as learned as the erudite

Professor, what curious remarks might be dropped about a dinner-

table ! Fancy hearing somebody observe that he had 1
lately met a

protoplasm, that had told him how the Income-Tax was going to be

doubled ! Or imagine the dismay of an elegant young lady at being told

that a distinguished Irish protoplasm, expected later in the evening,

was dying, positively dying, to be introduced to her ! Punch envies

the great minds that, by the aid of science, can throw light on the

momentous question,
" What is man ?

" But Punch, without a spark
of envy can contemplate the society where men are only mentioned by
the name of protoplasms, and where talkers use large words to hide

their littleness of thought.

BAD NEWS.
"
Steps are being taken, we believe, to re-open the Great Convent Case of

Samin v. Star and Kennedy."

A MORE distressing announcement has not been made for a long
time. The rumour will be received with consternation by thousands of

newspaper readers who are hardly yet convalescent after three weeks of

weary suffering, and can see no end for months to come to the Election

Petitions and the Irish Church. The thought that columns of the

paper may again be filled day by'day with the Great Convent Case,
must bring terror and dismay to many a happy breakfast-table. The
LORD CHIEF JUSTICE is expected to resign, and take a peerage.

Operation on Old Kile.

A SUBSCRIPTION was started amon^c the inmates of Colney Hatch
for the purpose of engaging an eminent Surgeon to accompany the

PRINCE and PRINCESS or WALES on their Egyptian expedition, and
couch the cataracts of the Nile.
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THE PHILOSOPHER'S REVENGE.-CA STORY WITHOUT WORDS.)

CHAP. I.
CHAP. V.

(To be Continued.)
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SWIFT ON A LARGE SCALE.
GHOST OP DEAN Swift.

" WELL, Mil. GLADSTONE, YOU QUOTED MY WILL, BUT, BY GUMDIUGON, YOO

MIGHT HAVE GIVEN ME CREDIT FOR BEING THE AUTHOR OF YOUR PLAN. I LEFT MY CH

SURPLUS TO A LUNATIC ASYLUM.
"TO SHOW, BY ONE SATIRIC TOUCH,
NO NATION WANTED IT SO MUCH,"
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER EIOIITIL THE FUNN'Y DOO OP WAOO-MR. HY.KN'ER AND
MISS CATTERINE CHE3SE11 MORE WAOO MORE NIPPER-POODEL
NIPPER'S ORIEVAN'

MR. Tun Nipi'KK, the Frsxv Doo. is what is called in society an

Acquisition. He is formed by nature for a drawing-room low comedian,
and possesses certain advantages over the professional Droll, inasmuch

between the former and the latter, or rather, the former and the

per-former." But then WAOO is nick afellow!
W.MJO (while 1 am on the subject) is not equal to NIPPER, that

is, in society's opinion, though in reality little WAM is original and
\ \ PPKII is not

;
moreover he says clever things, which is utterly beyond

NIPPER, who is simply a Droll. Sometimes
they

are asked to a party

together, when NIPPER, in conversation at the dinner-table, is utterly
snuffed out by WAGG?

and is, so to speak, nowhere. In fact, on this

occasion, but for the justice he does to the dishes and drinks, NIPPER
might as well be under the table as at it. He seldom ventures upon a

passage of arms with WAGG without being speedily shut up and dis-

comiltcd ; when, with much tact, he joins the laugh against himself,

and gives such a comical roll of his eyes, and such a funny little abrupt
cough, by way of an aside, as puts WACO'S witty repartee out of every
one's mind, and sets them laughing at and with NIPPER. NIPPER
professes much friendly feeling for WAOO, and secretly envies him his

talent. WAGG affects to patronise NIPPER, whom he treats as a hope-
less buffoon.
" How d'ye do P

"
says MR. NIPPER to MR. WAGO one day. At

which funny speech his admirers went into shrieks of laughter. "For
you see," as that giggler HY.KSER explained to me, "it's not so much
what he says, but the way he says it ; in which observation I perfectly
concurred.
When the FUNNY DOG gave utterance to the above memorable

speech, he accompanied it with a shrug of the shoulders, a closing 9f
the eyes, and a pursed-up smile which increased the merriment of his

audience. He can't even say the most commonplace thing without

some drollery of this sort.

"Hallo! JACK PUDDING," replied Ma. WAGG, "what a
pity

it is

old WIDDICOMJ* isn't alive: you'd have made a fortune with him as

the Clown at Astley's. I wonder you don't take to a Circus now ?
"

Whereat MR. NIPPER was very much annoyed, as he informed me
afterwards, privately ;

but at the moment all he did was to imitate a
Clown in a Circus, asking MR. WAGO whether there was "

anything
he could go for to fetch for to carry for to bring," and other conven-
tional funuimcnts of the Circus level. MR. HY.KNER at this was in

yells
of laughter again, and as for Miss CATTERINE CEESSER (a young

lady who is always, according to her own account, either
"
shrieking

'

or screaming
"
with exuberant merriment), she fairly

" went off
"

in a

high giggling key, and begged MR. NIPPUR, in an exhausted voice

from behind a small pocket-handkerchief,
"
not to be so very absurd."

VIST DOG was much hurt by WAGG'S expressed opinion of him
as a buffoon.

"
Hang it !

"
he says to his intimate friends,

"
I 'm not a buffoon,

am 1 It" His tone is so piteous that you can't find it in your heart to

tell him that WAOO isn't far wrong, even if not entirely right. So
NIPPUR'S friend, probably MARSH TOADIE, replies,"

Buffoon, my dear fellow, of course not. You 're a deuced good
actor, and WAGG 's jealous. It was only for the sake of saying a smart

thin? before Miss Cin>
"

Yes," says the FUSSY DOG, not much relishing this last remark;"
but it wasn't a very smart thing to call me a buffoon."
"
Bah, my dear bov," returns TOADIE,

" JOHNSON called OARRICK a
buffoon

;
but that didn't make him one, eh ?

"
"
No, of course not," says the poor FUNNY Doo, quite brightening

up a! this portrait of himself as GARKICK. Henceforth he adopts this

argument as his own, and when WAGG repeats his offence, NIPPER is

down upon him with the example of JOHNSON.
"

What, JOHNSON f
"

asks WAGG. " BEN or SAM ?
"

" Eh ?
"

says popr NIPPEII, taken aback ; for his memory is bad, and
his acquaintance with literary history, or any history, worse.
" BEN or SAM P

"
repeats the inexorable WAGG, adding,

" Under whiuh king, Uezonian, speak or die ?
"

There is only one way for the unfortunate NIPPER out of the diffi-

culty. If he shows, before an admiring crowd top (" That 's the worst
of WAGG," he complains ;

"
always says these things before a crowd

such nonsense, you know "), ignorance of GARRICK. BEN and SAM,
his reputation will receive an injury from which it will be difficult to

recover ;
for he is supposed to know all about the Drama, past and

present, and generally to be a very clever fellow. So, when WAGS
repeats

" BEN or SAM," the FUNNY DOG takes refuge in the assump-
tion of a hoarse voice, supposed to belong to the traditional peep-

showman, with whose celebrated speech he now parries WAOO'S
searching inquiry."

Vichever vou like, my little dear," says NIPPER, in the character

just mentioned.
" You pays your money, and you takes your chi'cc."

His admirers describe this as "doosed clever of NIPPER," and "a
regular shut-up for WAO<;." But the FUNNY Doo is perfectly aware
that he has had to defend himself against the charge of buffoonery by

Euttiug
on the cap and bells, and begging for quarter at his adversary's

and, in the character of an idiot. Calling upon him next day I was
enabled to follow the course of his studies since the encounter of the

previous evening, by his ingenuous remark to me, that
"
It was odd,

but be never knew, or rather, had never noticed till to-day, that

BEN Jossos spelt bis name without an n." He had also been

looking out (IIRRICK'S date and contemporaries, for BOSWELL'S Life

was lying on the table.

WAGG is a performing dog in his own way, bat in a totally different

line, as you perceive, from NIPPER'S.
Then' is also ALF POODEL, who belongs to the category of Funny

Dogs. But hr is only an inferior Nipper, with puns added of the worst

description possible". POODEL, like the marmalade in the advertise-

ments, is "an excellent substitute for" NIPPER at dinner, or at

amateur theatricals. POODEI. is, in fact, the tecmd low comedian, and
if POODEL and NIPPER have both to perform in a piece, to NIPPBB i

given the choice of parts, and POODEL takes what he can get and
makes the most of it if he can.

As to his personal appearance, the Funny Dog is abort all funny
dogs are. I only remember one exception, and if was a Grotesque of

over six feet high, which was somehow fanny in itself, as a sort of

exaggerated caricature. In fact this comic monster was NIPPER seen

through a magnifying glass of immense power. Do my readers recol-

lect te shout of laughter which used to greet the appearance of the

magnified lecturer, i'ooussed on to the dissolving-view white sheet at

the Polytechnic, where he used to open his cavern of a month to eat a

penny, or as it Me* appeared a two-and-sixpenny, bun P WelLif they

do, that will give them some idea of the cumbersome tall Droll, at

whom no one could help laughing when be opened his mouth ; that is,

if it -wasn't to say anything.
NIPPER is inclined to podginess. POODEL is more sketchy. NIPPER

belongs to the Grimaldi order of down ; POODEL to the tumbling.
The Fujnrr Doo is not only funny in himself, but is the cause of

attempts at fun in others. Thus the gravest men meeting NIPPER
will think it incumbent upon them to assume a manner totally at

variance with their known character, much in the same way as we
accommodate our conversation to the infantile style when we visit a

friend's nursery.
This, by the way, is a source of as great annoyance to the Fronrr

Doe as being stigmatised as a Buffoon by WAGS.
A Chancery Barrister, at whose house NIPPER has been very happy

in a Buckstonian character, in some recent theatricals, meets him
in the street. The Barrister is middle-aged, ordinarily grave and
solemn.
He sees NIPPER. In a second that grave man forces himself to be

jocose and practically funny. He exclaims,
"
Ha, Mr. Bo* .'

"
which

is the character he has taken in that classic work, and favours him with

(as he thinks) a complimentary imitation.
" How do you do r

"
returns NIPPER, severely, by way of reproving

the Chancery man for attempting to interfere with his (the FUSSY
DOG'S) peculiar line.

" Been acting lately ?
"

asks the Barrister.
" No !

"
returns NIPPER, carelessly,

"
not much;" though the fellow

knows he has been performing every night, and is full of engagements.
" Aha !

"
says his friend, we must have some more theatricals

soon. We '11 do a farce for you and me. I "11 play whatever you like.

How you made my wife laugh ! She can't get it out of her head. ]

never saw anything so absurd as you were in that white hat. Ha !

Ha ! Ha !

" And the worthy Lawyer goes off into a roar (all by way
of compliment) at the bare recollection.

The FUNNY Doo despises him for laughing at such nonsense, and

feels annoyed at his reminding him of having made a fool of himself.

He complains to a friend.
"
Why," he says,

"
can't he

"
(referring

to the Chancery man)
"
speak to me sensibly. I don't want every one

to come up with a caper and a grin. It 's abominably annoying. I

think I shall cut farces, and play nothing but serious parts. Serious

with a dash of sentiment in them. "Pon my word," he goes on bitterly,
"
people seem to think that I 'm always going about with a white hat,

and hiding in a cupboard, or sitting on somebody's bonnet in a band-

box. Idiots !

"

But really and truly so he is. He was born for it ; and is never

funnier than when he is seriously annoyed.

(To be Contiimed.)

TWO HEADS ARE IfOf BETTER THAK DICE.

THE duel system in the Armj has been abolished with advantage.

The dual system might follow with equally satisfactory results.
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" WHAT 's THE MATTER, MR. JINKS ? You SEEM ODT OF SPIRITS !

"

" MATTER, MY DEAR MADAM! WHY, I'VE JUST BEEN THE DOCTOR, AND HE
TELLS ME IF I DON'T TAKE THE GREATEST CARE OF MYSELF, I SHALL BE A
COMPLETE WRECK IN ANOTHER TWENTY YEARS!"

NOTHING TO VOTE FOE,

WHAT harm is there in bribery
As you or anybody see ?

If I can understand, blow me !

You calls my vote a trust for who ?

For them as vot.es theirselves P For yon ?

Or only for the llesidoo ?

SMITH for a railway to his town,
For a mail-packet line votes BROWN,
Now I prefers the stumpy down.

My politics is Number One,
I votes for them as pays ;

or none
Out of my vote must I be done ?

If, forced to vote without my pay,
I tossed up to decide which way,
Would that be any better ? Eh?

As good a reason why to vote.

As chance, for them m either boat,
I take it, is a ten-pun' note.

Of all the swells that talks so pure
Who wouldn't sell their votes, if sure

To fetch a jolly sinecure P

But since the judges of the land

Has took sitch a determined stand,
Between us and the open hand,

I now from votin' shall abstain,

As I consider, and complain, _

A serf enfranchised hall in wain.

A Hint.

Two people have been badly hurt last week through
slipping on pieces of orange-peel. Now the police haven't

many people to arrest in the day-time, why don't they
"
take

up
"

all the orange-peel they find on the footways P Besides

they would then give an opportunity to an irreverent joker
of calling them orange-peelers.

THE WAY OF THE WHIRLED. The Rail-way.

ECLOGUE OF THE SIAMESE TWINS.

SIAM'S famed twins, conjoined by living band,
Before the British Public took their stand

Prepared, the one to chant in lofty strain,

The other to respond in numbers plain.
The Brothers thus alternate verses sang,
CHANG first ; then tuneful ENG, succeeding CHANG.

Chang. BRITANNIA, glorious Island of the Free !

Eng. There isn't such another in the sea.

Chang. Great Ocean Queen, BRITANNIA, rule the waves ;

Eng. You, Britons, never, never should be knaves.

Chang. Here are two hearts in unison that throb.

Eng. Admittance to examine them, one bob.

Chang. The fulness of these hearts no hand can feel !

Eng. No stuffing this, like that you get in veal.

Chang. But oh, oelieve our feelings are sincere !

Eng. We 're very glad indeed to see you here.

Chang. On you, ye forms of loveliness, we gaxe,
Our souls entranced with rapturous amaze.

Eng. Ladies, the crowds that throng to see us two,
In a great measure, are composed of you.

Chang. Those gently glowing cheeks and eyes of light

Gleam, oh how beautiful, and oh how bright !

He who would bask in Woman's sweetest smile,

Should, of all lands, repair to Britain's isle.

Eng. Young Abyssinian ladies can compare
With English in the way they dress their hair ;

But you, in every other point, no doubt,
Cut them, and afl your sex besides them, out.

Chang. But now, farewell ! Ye Loves, like spirits blest,
In dreams you "11 hover o'er our nightly rest,
Of which the blissful time is drawing nigh.

Eng, I "m tired, and want my supper so'good bye.

A STORM IN A TEA-CUP.

THERE is now a war in print about the right to write books in which
all the words shall be like these ;

that is to say, all short, for small folks.

One of the soft sex is quite hard on some ones of the hard sex, and

says that they have not kept faith with her as to some books which she

said she would write, and which they have told two new scribes to do

in this small way, for kids. It does not seem a great feat for any he or

she, nor, as there is not a nice nurse who does not write out nice tales

in this way for the dears in her charge, does the fight seem to be a

grand one, and the rage of the dame makes Punch laugh in his snug

way. She says that she has writ, or wants to write thus some books

which she names, but how the juice she means to do it is a nut which

we fail to crack, as one of the books is the Swiss Family Robinson, and one

more is the Evenings at Home ; but we guess that she will call the first

the Swiss Kin of tions of Bob, and the next Nights not spent Out of the

House. Sure there is not much here that should make grown up folks

snarl and scold ;
but we are glad of fun, and we thank our friend who

prints the fight in his scsthetical hebdomadal publication, denominated

the Alhenteum.

A WAVE OF OUR BATON.

THE word Star rather crops up just now. There 's MRS. STAR in the

Convent Case, but we 've happily done with that, and can leave its lesson

to soak into the minds of Priests, Women, and Families. Then there 's

the Transit of Venus, classically called a wandering Star, or planet.
Then there 's Miss STARR, the artist, for whose sake Mr. Punch writes

this paragraph, to note that in a graceful and appreciative notice of

some Art-works, in the Pall Mall Gazette, the critic
" assumes

"
that

young lady
"
to be a student," and for the moment forgets that she

was a student, certainly, who took the Gold Medal for about as bold

and fine a work as the Academy has often guerdoned. A.S Herald to

the Nobility of Art, Punch, King-at-Arms. insists on having the pro-
cession to the temple of fame duly marshalled.
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HOW TO FEED OUR GAOL-BIRDS.
workhouse fare, the diet in our prisons may be looked upon as sump-
tuous ;

and there is very little doubt that, to many a pet prisoner, the

i
nuisance of confinement is palliated greatly by the pleasures of the

To live "like a fighting cock" is generally conceived as an agreea :

palate clearly, then, our gaol-birds should be stuffed a la Franfaue,
existence. But it can hardly be agreeable to live like common poultry, ag poultry are at Vichy. Doubtless, now, their dinner is a comfort

and a pleasure to them, and this would hardly be the case if it were

forced into their gullets through a tube which utterly prevented them
from tasting it. For

at least if one be fattened in the way they are at Vichy :

" A large circular building, admirably ventilated, and with the light par-

tially excluded, is fitted

up with "circular cages,
in tiers rotating on a

central axis, and ca-

pable of being elevated,

depressed, or rotated,
which are so arranged
that each bird has, as

it were, a separate stall,

containing a perch.
The birds are placed
with their tails con-

verging to a common
centre, while the head
of each may bo brought
in front by a simple

rotatory movement of

the central axis. Each
bird is fastened to its

cell by leathern fetters,
which prevent move-
ment except of the head
and wings, without

occasioning pain."

To live strapped up
in a cage can scarcely
be regarded as a

comfortable way of

passing into pingui-
tude ; and one would
think that even birds

would become ex-

tremely bilious when
deprived of means of

exercise, and daily
stuffed with food in

the manner here de-

picted :

" When the feeding
time comes the bird is

enveloped
in a wooden

case, from which the

head and neck alone

appear, and which is

popularly known as its

ptilctot, by which means
all unnecessary strug-

gling is avoided. The
attendant (a young girl)
sri/.rs the head in her

loft hand, and gently

presses the beak, in

order to open it
; then,

with her right, she

introduces into the

pullet a tin tube about

the size of a finger.
This tube is united to

a flexible pipe, which
communicates with the

dish in which the food

has been placed, and
from which the desired

quantity is instantly

injected into the
stomach."

"
I would I were a

bird !

"
is one of the

last wishes this des-

cription would excite,
if one has any taste

for enjoying a good
dinner. What

A CHECK.
Short-tempered Uuntmnan (to Party who has ban fidgeting about, thinking to pad the Fox).

" G' OUT o' TH' WAY ! You WON'T FIXD ANY PRIMROSES ABOUT HEKB !

brutes who beat their

wives, and for ruf-

fianly garotters, a
further torment might
be added by cram-

ming them with dain-

ties such as rout pig
and plum -

pudding,
upon which they
might be suffered to

feast their eve* a-

while, without having
the enjoyment of any
further relish. We
should vastly like to

contemplate a party
of street ruffians, en-

cased in wooden
pale-

tots, and with their

noses tightly pinched,
to prevent their even

sniffing what thev

were forced to swal-

low without the

power of tasting.

THE TWO-YEAR
OLD PLATE.

TALK about a hier-

archy ! What is that

topic, gentlemen
sporting-men, to the

subject of Horse ?

Of how small import-
ance is the Bill for

the disestablishment

and disendowment of

the Irish Church

compared to the ques-
tion whether or no
the Jockey Club shall

legislate on the run-

ning of two - year -

olds ! Are these

young race - horses

overworked? So it

appears. ADMIRAL
Rocs says they are
"
stumped up*'

*

five years old ;

rousing announce-

ment, surely, to al

lovers of horseflesh,

especially to those

who love to discuss

it, not only as

theme, but also as a

dainty at dinner

For, though stumpe<

up for the Turf, your
two-year-old may stil

remain available fo

the Table, and if n<

longer fit to be en
tered for a plate, may
nevertheless, be very

presentable in one,

punishment it would be for an alderman, for instance, to be fastened in and capable of being brought into the ver

a wooden case, and forced to sit bolt upright, with a tin tube down his and fork. This consideration may perha

throat, and so be crammed with turtle soup, without the power of to reconsider his proposed Turf Reforms. P ^Lnd
tasting it ! The torments of Tantalus could scarce have equalled this, carcase of a stumped up winner of the

for we doubt .if turtle soup were invented in the days when Tantalus fancy price per pound,

was tortured.

Now. why could not some tantalising punishment of this sort be

adopted with garotters and other British gaol-birds ? Compared with HOTEL FOR BEE-FANCIERS. The Hum-mums.
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THE SIBYLLINE BOOKS.

TARQUINIUS the Tyrant,
In purple and in pall,

Sal in liis chair of ivory
Before the Senate-hall,

Watching the busy toilers

That crowded Tiber's strand,

Hcing beam, and squaring marble,
For the temple he had planned.

When sudden came a dark'niug
Of the bright sun in the sky,

And TAHQUINIUS looked heavenward,
But nothing could he spy';

No eagles on the left hand,
No eagles on the right ;

Presaging good or evil,

By the manner of their flight.

But still the day grew darker,

Though no cloud was to be seen
;

And there fell an awful shadow,
The King and folk between.

And it deepened to the blackness

Of a summer thunder-cloud,
That clove, and gave a passage
To a woman bent and bowed.

O'er a forehead, carved with wrinkles,
Fell a forelock thin and hoar,

And in her lean arms gathered
Nine rolls of books she bore.

And her robe against the darkness
Shone white, as she stood there,

Confronting, with no reverence,
The monarch in his chair.

She looked her glance took all things

Aronnd, before, behind ;

She spoke : her voice seemed distant,
Like a far-off ocean wind.

"
These nine books hold the wisdom
Of the Sibyl ;

I am she :

From Cumo: i have journeyed,
By the sunny southern sea.

"All Apollo hath revealed me,
All the wisdom and the wit

That the sun-god's love hath quickened,
In these nine books is writ.

Therein all public evils,

And therein all their cures ;

Which the State that heeds not, falleth,

And the State that heeds, endures.

"
These nine books, oh TAHQUINIUS,
Shall unto thee be sold,

For a talent of white silver,

And a talent of red gold ;

But all the sand Pactolus
E'er swept down to the main,

Were little to the value

Of what these books contain."

All scornful sat TARQUINIUS ;

For the cloud had pass'd away :

And his heart within was hardened,
And he said the Sibyl nay.

But scarce the word was spoken,
When the great cloud fell once more -.

And the place where stood the Sibyl
Was empty as before.

Then TAIIQUINIUS felt a pricking
In his heart, and wished, within,

He had ta'en the woman's proffer,
So those nine books to win.

And scarce the wish was shapen.
When again the crone was there,

White robed against the darkness,
Before the ivory chair.

"
Again, oh King, 1 am with thee,
For thy unbreathed wish I heard :

Without ears 'tis mine to hear
What is spoken without word.

Again my books 1 offer,

But three no more are mine ;

And the same price thou shalt pay me,
For the six as for the nine."

Then scornful laughed TARQUINIUS,
And Ids heart was like a stone :

" To pay the price of nine for six,

For fool were to be known."
Then again the woman vanished,
Like a cloud into the cloud,

And the King wished he had'closed with her,
But spoke it not aloud.

When, lo, as on his wishing,
Stood the Sibyl at his knee.

"
Again my books I proffer :

But the six are fall'n to three."

Again my books I offer,

And again their price I fix ;

And the same price thou shalt pay me
For the three as for the six."-

Then TARQUINIUS was astonished,
And the Augurs' counsel prayed :

And they said he had done evil

That with evil would be
paid

:

For the Gods had brought him wisdom,
But their purpose he had crossed :

And now of that deep knowledge
Six books of nine were lost.

So the red gold and white silver

Were paid by tale and weight,
And the Sibyl's books were garnered,
And guarded by the State.

Locked in the sacred Capitol,
Shut in a chest of stone,

And two seers to guard and search them,
And make their wisdom known !

Then let England think of TAKQUIN,
How the oftener he said nay,

Still the Sibyl's books grew fewer,
And the same he had to pa/,

For less knowledge of the evil,

And less knowledge of the cure,

By one of which States perish,

'And by one of which, endure.

When Ireland's cloud lay blackest,
And PITT, our Sibyl, came

With a plan to pay the priesthood,
And

spoil
Sedition's game,

His wisdom was rejected,
And the nine books came no more

;

And the black cloud lay still blacker

Round the Green Isle's weeping shore.

Now GLADSTONE stands for Sibyl,

With six books instead of nine,

And offers a worse bargain
Than PITT'S in ninety-nine.

And if we spurn this offer,

The six books will shrink to three,
And less profit we shall purchase,
And more the price will be !

A Nice Place.

Two remarkable paragraphs from Chicago
" An average wedding

costs ten thousand dollars." What is an average wedding ? But the

following is more startling" A Chicago judge reproved two police

officers, whereupon they assailed him on the bench and almost throttled
him to death." Policemen "collaring" a judge mnst be a pleasant

sight for a prisoner, but scarcely edifying for the general public. If an

average wedding there costs ten thousand dollars, we wonder what is

the salary of an average judge, and it the above little case is an excep-
tional one, or only an average example of the playfulness of the Chicago
police.

AN UNNECESSARY OFFICE.

AN easy life leads GULLAWAY, 'tis sure,
For a Quack's living is a sine-cure.

ROUGH'S GUIDE TO THE TURF. The Police.
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TERRIFIC APPARITION
SEEN DURING THE RKCKKT Foo AT WESTMINSTER.

GULLS BY SEA AND LAND.

're drawing a Bill to save sea-birds

Whose stiff "rings no doubt deserve pity-
Why don't some one bring in a Bill

For protecting the Gulls in the City P

These poor Gulls are just as much shot at,

Plucked as bare of their plumes, though they go
Not to deck ladies' hats, but line pockets
Of PROJECTOR, DIRECTOR, & Co.

You will find just as many lame ducks,
As many poor geese who have bled,

Limping sadly around Capel Court,
As you'll find about Flamborough Head.

And in both city-court, and sea-crag,
While fish swim, and shares rise and full,

Yon will find hungry Cormorants watching,
Who find no prey too great or too small.

Above all you'll discover that puffin'
Has an equal attraction for most

Who follow their game in the City,
As for snobs who hit fowl on the Coast.

If 'tis well to protect sea-gulls' eggs,

Why leave land-gulls' eggs, let me ask it

Whose produce was counted ere hatched,
To be smashed, often, all in one basket 'i

If we think it our duty to shelter

Young sea-gulls unable to fly,

Why let unfledged land-gulls risk necks,
On paper-wings soaring sky-high P

If a
"
close "-time for sea-gulls is fixed,

When 'tis penal the creatures to
"
pot,"

What a blessing a
"
close "-time would be,

That would keep Land-Gulls safe out of shot !

The land-gulls "close "-time to begin,
Like that 9f the sea-gullslet 's say

From that highly appropriate date

Of April the first-All Fools' Day !

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
MARCH 8. Monday. The Lords fixed their holidays. They agreed

to rise on .Friday, the 19th instant, and meet again on Monday, the
5th April. The intervening time Punck supposes that they will expend
in talking about the Boat Race, and the arguments against the Irish
Church Bill. The water coaches will have done their work splendidly,
but how far MR. DISRAELI will succeed into coaching his men to pull
together, and not catch crabs, is another matter.
One has not heard much of Oriel College, Oxford, lately. In old

days there was a capital parody on Roderick rich Alpin Dhu, wherein
that hero, transformed into a Don, who had fallen in love with Miss
ELLEN DOUGLAS, says,

" Thank Heaven, there 'a one man whom I don't see about her,
Her townsman, the tutor of Oriel, fitzjama,

For though of the two I am somewhat the stouter,
ilia legs are for neater, much older his claims.

Look on this tutor true,

ELLEN, for love of you,
Just metamorphosed from blacksmith to beau,

Hair combed and breeehes new,
Grace-altered Roderick Dhu,

While every gownsman cries, wondering, Ho ! ho !

"

But now there is a Bill for enabling a layman to be appointed to the

Provostship of Oriel. LORD DERBY, Chancellor, does not object to

this, but to the way in which a lay provostship is to be endowed. The
matter does not seem to concern the entire universe, and Mr. Punch
would hardly have mentioned it but for the sake of displaying the
magnificent memory that can bear in mind a squib which he read forty
years ago.
LORD RUSSELL made a sensible speech, urging a general system of

popular education, and LORD SALISBURY could not see any connection
between the diminution of crime and the increase of education. Crime
was a matter of moral depravity, and no teaching would make a
criminal depart from his original bias. The way to diminish crime was
to diminish poverty. As thus boldly and baldly put, the Marquis's

VOL. in. i

proposition may shock, but it is not to be dismissed with a jeer. The
BISHOP OF LONDON knew better than to jeer, but he reproduced the

idea in a Christian form.

We read, for the Third Time, the Bill for doing away with what
CONSUL RICHARD BURTON, in his delightful new book on the Brazil

(with the religious protest by his Catholic wife, the editor, against iU
anti-Catholic and Mormon doctrines) calls one of the greatest insults

ever offered by a strong nation to a weak one, the assertion of our

right to seize slavers in Brazilian waters. \\ hy, by the way. don't

we invent the Brazil ? Here is a glorious country, rich in gold and

diamonds, and much better things, and only in want of derelopment.

Willing, moreover, to be rescued from speculators and jobbers, and
set in the right groove. Mr. P*rh .adds with satisfaction that our

Coffin Squadron, that of the West Coast of Africa, has been reduced,
and is to be kept on foot only for the purposes of trade. This note does

not mean that he thinks, as many well-informed persons do, that the

Brazil is on the West Coast of Africa, quite the reverse, it is on the

East Coast of South America, unless there has been any alteration.

Ma. CHILDERS moved the Navy Estimates. There is a reduction of

above a Million.

Tuesday. The Duxz OF SOMERSET pitched into the Missionaries in

China, who are always getting into scrapes, and calling in armed force

to help them out. Of course, a young sea-officer is delighted to be

asked to let fly at the Chinese, and then a complication occurs.

Missionaries were either rogues or enthusiasts, and it was no use

talking to them, they must be forbidden to do mischief. This is

coarsely put, but there is truth in it. The Missionary is not a man of

the world, he believes that anybody who cannot see the truth of what

is taught at the Baptist or Independent College must be a fool, and

therefore incontinently brays him in a mortar. Some folks don't like

braying ;
that of Exeter Hall, or otherwise. The Chinese had a religion

and a highly-finished literature when we were running about stained

with woad, and burning children to idols, and they do not see that

a third-rate English preacher should rush into a Chinese town, and

begin to make fun of the objects of its worship. Suppose a Chinese

Missionary arrived at Charing Cross, ran down to the Abbey, and told
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the people in it that DEAN STANLEY was an ignorant idiot, and that

the figures on the altar were all Guys, and hammered at these with his

umbrella, defying them to defend themselves. Well, he would speedily
be in a police-cell. But suppose China were strong, had a lot of gun-
boats in the Thames, and should land a dashing crew who proceeded
to liberate the REVEREND CHOPSTICK PIGTAIL, and slaughter the

policemen. Only, you see, China is weak and we are strong. Some-

thing will have to be done on the side of justice. LORD CLARENDON
has given our Consuls some hints that may tend to restrain the fanatic

impulses of illiterate Missionaries. It is due to the great religious
societies to say that they disavow the absurdities of the kind of men
who are so objectionable, but there must be more done. No man has a

right to compromise his country by insulting the creed, or superstition
of another country, and as the QUEEN is the Chief of Mohammedan
Sovereigns, this rule ought to have been understood long ago.
A Primogeniture Bill, MR. LOCKE KING'S, was debated in the Com-

mons. Its object is to assimilate the law of real with that of personal

property in the case of intestacy. Punch cannot see any objection to

this. MR. HENLEY said that it would snuff out all forty shilling free-

holders, as they never made wills. More fools they. A man who will

not take the trouble to make a disposal of his property, is simply a

booby, of whom no legislature is bound to take care. Mr. Punch
would go a great deal further in support of this principle, and if it were
carried out in reference to Election matters, nine-tenths of the present
scandals would cease. We would have no nominations, no canvassing.
Let each candidate issue an address, and let the returning officer fix

the day of poll, on which every public-house should be shut up. The
elector who will not take the trouble to learn who asks his suffrage,
and where it is to be given, is a personage whose voice is not wanted in

the selection of representatives, and the man who cannot walk up to

the booth, and mention his own name and his man's, without instantly

wanting beer, is still less worth consulting.

Wednesday. A fight on the Solicitor-General's Bill on University
Tests began, and as in the battles of HOMER, evening closed upon the

fray, and the combatants drew off.

Thursday. LORD ROBERT MONTAGU brought forward his Contagious
Diseases in Cattle Bill. He wanted to make separate waterside mar-

kets, and prevent the admission of afflicted cattle, while the Government
Bill applies only to cattle after they have been landed. Government

opposed the measure, contending that their Bill is to be a sort of code
on ilie whole subject, and for the first time a Liberal and Conservative

battle was fought, the result being the defeat of LORD ROBERT by 253

to 197.

Friday. An Indian Government Bill, introduced by the DUKE OF

ARGYLL, and nearly the same as that brought in by MR. DISRAELI'S

Ministry, was read a Second Time in the Lords.
Some slanders perpetrated against certain most respectable men in

the Foreign Office by some discontented persons,
"
bastards, and else,"

as Faulconbridge says, were mentioned, to be dismissed with the

contempt they deserved.
MR. WHITE, who talked toudly on a supposed Admiralty grievance,

was informed by the Authorities, past and present, that he could not
utter greater nonsense. We hear that he denies this, and means to

prove that the Authorities were foolish in such a defiance.

MR. CARDWELL moved the Army Estimates. There is a reduction of

above a Million.

Hypothec. Ha ! Have you, in compliance with Mr. Punch's gracious

invitation, found out what that means yet? If not, he regrets it,

as there was a most interesting debate on the subject in the House of

Lords to-night. If you have found out, of course there is no necessity
for his saying anything in the way of explanation. The matter is really

very important and hypothetical.
A Bill to arrfend the Law of Bankruptcy in Ireland was brought

in. DR. MORIARTY, one of the Popish Bishops, has written a letter

upon the Irish Church Bill, and affects to think that its result will be

bankruptcy among the married clergy. The letter is a coarse and

vulgar one ; and the real character ot the Irish priest is revealed in

that of the clown who affects to regret the prospect of seeing
"
a

married parson out at heels and elbows, with a lean wife and naked
;

children.
'

This scoff at a fellow-clergyman is so characteristic of
'

the priests of the Affectionate People, that Punch notes it only in
j

proof of the venomous hate entertained by the Affectionate People's
priests first, for Protestants

; secondly, for Marriage. However,
a moralist would prefer that a clergyman should be subject to the
purifying influences of home affections (even if they involve hard self-

denial) than that he should be the full-fed leering roysterer, with a
double entendre ever ready on his tongue, and absolution for every
crime except submission to law. Some of the exuberant zeal of the
Irish parsons may have amused us in other days, but we never insulted
them by placing them in the same category as the clownish agitators
and vulgar libertines who have never taken one step to put down agra-
rian assassination, though a general curse from the altars would have
done it.

In the Commons, Debate on the Want of Education among the

Poorest Classes in the large towns. Stereotype statements usual
result.

Fagot votes are a good deal manufactured by the Conservatives of
Scotland ;

in fact, without such aid they would scarcely get any seats

at all. Complaint is made, and the defence is of the weakest, but we
are asked to remember that the Anti-Corn Law League did the same
thing. No, replied Her Majesty's Minister, MR. BRIGHT, the latter

votes were real. Well, in a sense they were
;
that is, they meant pro-

perty which could be seized and sold, and so, it appears, do these
Scotch fagots. But if we take a large view of the question, we may
say that any vote made for the sake of the vote, and not arising out of
the voter's interest and residence in a district, is of the fagot nature.
You can't humbug Mr. Punch, either side.

" In spite of all your tricks it

Is not in you JUDGE FDNOH to do, not nohow you can fix it."

A Committee was appointed to consider the contracts with the

Cuuard and Inman Lmes for carrying the American Mails. The
late Government made these, and the new Government does not

entirely approve of them. There is an odd story about some Coals.

As a specimen of the wisdom of Parliament, and the sound and accu-
rate information with which Members arm themselves when they hav e

to discuss a question, Mr. Punch would mention that Ma. GRAVES,
champion of the lines, was pleased to inform the House that tke

Postage of a letter to Paris now costs eightpence. We forget what
remark by a lady to LORD CHESTERFIELD drew from that earl the

reply,
"
Oh, Madam, I believe only half what I hear."

A CRICKET-MASTER WANTED.
E old proverb says,

"
All

work and no play makes
JACK a dull boy

'

so let

JACK have his holidays, or

he may become a dunce.
But does not JACK at some
schools play a little to ex-

cess? Else how do you
account for such advertise-

ments as this ?

r\ RAMMAR SCHOOL,
VJ W R. Wanted im-

mediately, a Second Assistant

Master, to teach thoroughly
writing and arithmetic, also

junior English subjects. Must
be a good cricketer and round-
arm bowler. Character to bear
the strictest investigation.

Salary 40, increasing to 60.

How the Schoolmaster abroad at Paris, say, for instance would
lift his eyes, and shrug his shoulders, at a mastership like this ! Fancy
his astonishment at hearing that a gentleman was paid to teach boys
cricket, as well as English reading, writing and arithmetic ! Doubtless
he would next expect to learn that a professeur was appointed, to teach
lads to play dominoes as well as to speak French ; or else he might
conceive that, in this benighted country, men learned in the classics

taught their pupils Greek and Latin, and the Art of Self-Defence.

THE CHARITY OF THE STAGE.'

IT is a weakness with some preachers to throw hard words at the

stage ; but though there may be sermons in stones, it is rarely wise to

throw stones in a sermon. Charity covereth a multitude of sins, and,
whatever else they may be, actors certainly are charitable. No sooner
do theatrical calamities occur, than help is given liberally by those who
live by acting. To poor players time is money, as it is to other
workers ; yet they never grudge their time in a charitable performance.
Hard-worked as they are, half the best actors in London played at

Drury Lane last Thursday, to help the sufferers by a fire last month at

the Hull theatre
;
and all who wish to aid in a work of real charity

ought now to go the Hull hog in sending in their cheques.

Prophecy for Wednesday.
WE have carefully considered all the chances of the Water Derby,

weighed each man, examined him as to his teeth and his catechism, the

ages of his father and grandfather, and his opinion of the Dig^amma
and pate defoie: gran. And on mature reflection, we have no hesitation
in saying that both Oxford and Cambridge will show themselves worthy
of their renown, but that the colour of the winner will be

BLUE.
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A SENTIMENTALIST ON SEA AND LAND BIRDS.

HERE is nothing of a character more

contrary to that of BILL SIKES than
tlit; Bill for the Preservation of Sea-

birds, which MB. SYKES has brought
into the House of Commons. It is a

pity that this measure cannot be en-

larged so that land-birds also shall

be Drought within its purview. 1'or

the benelitof agriculture there ought
to be fixed a period, namely the
whole of breeding-time.duringwhich
small birds shall be out of season as

well as game, so that the operations
of sparrow-clubs shall be temporary,
like those of goose-clubs. It may
be remarked that, at present, the

sparrow-clubs are goose-clubs in a
sense other than that in which the goose-clubs are so called ;

that is

to say, they are composed of geese, stupid clowns, who know not
that sparrows eat up much more mischief, in eating caterpillars, than
a'l i liry do to the farmer in eating corn.

Natural history may be a thing of no consequence. If so, any
demand for the preservation of its objects, as such, is of course absurd.

According to this view, there is no reason why any limit should be

prescribed to the employment of gamekeepers in destroying all varieties

of the British fauna which they account vermin. But on the opposite
supposition, which supports the British Museum, and also the Zoolo-

gical Gardens, in as far as that rendezvous is also a scientific institution,

kites, .buzzards, hawks, ravens, crows, magpies, and even badgers,
stoats, and weasels, ought not to be suffered to be, as they are in swift
course of being, exterminated. As to a kite, nobody ever sees one
now, except that flown by a schoolboy, or a gentleman in difficulties, or
a rogue in ordinary circumstances. All these ornaments of our wilds
and our landscapes are doomed to disappear and perish, for the sake of

saving a few head of game. This is a sentimental complaint is it f

Very well. Say it is all bosh. Then zoology, apart from its physical
uses, is all bosh too, and so is botany.

Abolish the fauna and the flora too. Improve all the beauty of the
earth off the face of it

; do as much for the water and throw out
MK. SYKES'S BUI ? No. MR. SYKES has informed the House that the
sea-birds follow the plough, picking up worms and grubs, that they
give merchant-sailors warning of rocks, and tell deep-sea fishermen
M|II TO to cast their nets. Therefore protect these gulls, and puffins,
and cormorants, and terns, and the rest; but only because they do a
considerable deal of that material good which is now generally pursued
as the summum bonum, to the progressive disfigurement and defacement
of these dominions.

MADAME RACHEL'S LAST APPEARANCE.
MADAME RACHEL'S house, furniture, and effects have come to the

hammer. The lady's business having been kuocked down by the

Judges, her effects are about to be knocked down by the auctioneer,

ilogue and sale bills are quite overpowering to the imagination.
The drawing-rooms and principal apartments are said to

"
present

splendour and magnificence difficult to describe." There are cande-
labra (brass and lacquer probably), formerly belonging to the EUPEROR
NAPOLEON, and incense-burners once the property of the K
l)i i .111 ! "Dispersed through the house are numerous works of Art
and articles

qt rirtu, many of them presentations from MADAME
RACHEL'S distinguished patronesses."
Let us hope the works of Art include choice specimens of MADAME'S

own face-painting, and that the articles of tirlu left in MADAM'E'S
hands by her distinguished patronesses have not been cracked or other-
wise damaged.

A Newspaper Heading.
"PRESIDENT GRANT'S first check." What did he do with it?

How delightful to receive your salary so immediately after taking
office ! It must have been paid in advance. If so, here i's an American
institution which all who hold Government appointments in this

country, from the PREMISE to the postman, would rejoice to see
introduced amongst us.

[Our Contributor is in error : the
"
check

"
received by the President

was of another sort altogether.]

THE OXFORD AND CA.MI5RIDGE BOAT-RACE.
TUIS DAY ! !

I WAS asked to make one in a Drag and see the Great University
Aquatic Contest, and I said I would. I was asked to ride with some-

body else along the Bank, and 1 said I would.
I was asked to walk with a companion also along the bank, and I

believe I promised him faithfully that 1 would be with him at mid-day.
I hope he has not waited for me.

I was invited to go on board a steamer, and see the race from a

paddle-box. I said that was what I should enjoy above everything.
Tickets a guinea, I think, including the chance of falling into the

water, and not returning to Town.
I was invited to go in a Hansom Cab. I said I was sure this would

be delicious, if fine. Share of expense one pound five. At the hut
moment I thought I wouldn't.

I was invited to five breakfast parties on the eventful Wednesday
Morning; and last night I was at two Supper Parties after meeting
the givers of those Entertainments at the Venerable PADDY GREEN'S,
whither the Gentlemen from our Two Seats of Learning do generally,
on this annual occasion, betake themselves.

I was not therefore at home in bed until the daylight (" It's my
daylight on a shiny night," was the last chorus we sang at SMITHS'
with three cheers for the Light Blue, baring previously at my other

supper party joined in
"
They are Jolly Good Fellows," meaning the

Oxonians with three cheers, equally hearty, for the Dark Blue)
until the daylight, as 1 was saying, did appear, which it did this

morning considerably before its time, I am sure : a fact, by the way,
which frecommend to the notice of the Astronomer-Royal and the

Authorities (if any) of the Greenwich Observatory.
Having made this a holiday with a view to having a

"
day out," my

landlady nad not had notice to call me at any particular boor, and
therefore left it alone entirely, I suppose, as it was nearly one o'clock

before I awoke.
Then came the debate, in bed, as to how I should see the race.

This took at least half-an-honr ; and finally 1 arrived at the conclusion
that I should get into hot water with most of my friend* with whom I

had failed to keep my appointments.
The mention of hot water suggested the idea of the preliminary step

so necessary to going out at all ; and so I rang the bell, and having
i ordered my hot water, consulted my watch, considered how long it

!
would take me to go to Putney ; how uncomfortable it would be when

1

1 got there ; how I hated a crowd, and how my appearance there, if

detected by my friends, would lead to the necessity of a variety of

! explanations, I determined upon having the race in my own room
before the fire, where I could see it at my leisure in my dressing-gown

\
and, with a pipe of much peace in my mouth, without the trouble of

putting on, to say the least of it, my boots.

I stood, then, on the top of a drag drawn by four greys, with cham-

pagne, game pies, and our party equally divided into light and dark
blue : mine was a light blue with fair hair, with whom I betted gloves
on the event, and knew my fate whatever happened.
We are to see them finish. Cheers and huzzas in the distance grow

louder and louder, and we are all excitement. My Light Blue thinks

it.dangerous to stand on the top of the drag, and I show her that, if

you are well guarded by an arm, no danger need be apprehended.
Oxford is seen in the distance through her glasses : for me I see only

Light Blue. If Oxford sees her, it will put on a spurt and win. Dark
1 Blue is going well forward, and the boat's nose But what to me
is the boat's nose I see no nose but Light Blue's, shaded by the hand
that holds the race-glasses. Hoarse snouts from the bank, "Now
yon 're winning !

" Am I f
" Go it, Cambridge !

" " Now then,
Oxford !

" " Now for a spurt !

"
Jostling, trampling, scrambling,

shouting, clutching, splashing, on comes the crowd. I hear them;
but my eyes are on Light Blue. Oxford presses Cambridge closely.

I am Oxford for the moment, Light Blue is Cambridge. What do I

care about races ? Now they 're winning ! A loud cheer : a bang, a

chug of bells.***
Yes, I will call on her to-morrow. This afternoon I will walk down

to the Club, and see which has won the University Boat Race of

Eighteen Hundred and Sixty-N me.

BIS DABIT.

MK. E.mwrrir has
postponed his motion on Central Asia. We

thank him. If he would only add to his kindness by going thither and
delivering the speech, our happiness would be complete.

Happiness of the Million.

DRAWN by the Universities' Boat Race,
See what a crowd, intent each eager face !

The kindly heart delights to think how free

1'rom every care the multitude must be.

A HEARTY GOOD WISH.
"
ADMIKAT. Rors upon the Turf." We hope it will be a"very long

I
time before the gallant Admiral is under it.
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"
Now, LADIES, IF YOU PLEASE! LOOK STRAIGHT IN MY FACE WHILE I COUNT FIFTEEN, AND PRA.T DO NOT LAUGH! !"

ATHLETICS AT THE UNIVERSITIES.

IN consequence of the increasing preference now given to the study
of Athletics in the University, we may shortly expect vast changes in

the ancient systems hitherto existing in our two great seats of learning.
Latin will be nowhere, Leaping everything ; Geometry will yield to

Gymnastics; Philosophy to Fencing ;
PALEY to Pole-jumping; HOMER

to Hurdles ; Co-sines to Calisthenics ; Trigonometry to Training ;
and

we shall probably hear, in the course of time, of some such changes as

the following being made in the Oxford and Cambridge curriculum :

LITTLE Go. The Preliminary Examination. Candidates will be
examined in Fistiana, Chap. I. to VI., and will be expected to give the

Examiners practical illustrations : e. a. Let C be a circle ; it will be

required to describe in it three rounds and a square.

Extracts from Questions. 1. Explain the terms, Nut ; Potatoe-trap ;

Knowledge-box ; Mawley ; A Mouse.
2. What do you understand by the Upper cut ? Practical illustration

necessary. If the Examiner is floored, the Student will receive full marks.
3. How and when is the Sponge thrown up?
The Flat Race. 1. Explain the terms, Lap ; Sprint race ; the Lead

;

Waiting on some one; Easy winner; Spurt.
The Candidates will be required to run a one-mile, a three-mile, and

a one-and-a-quarter-mile course.

Problem. If A is to B as C to D, how would you handicap them for
a two-mile course ?

The Hurdle Race. This will be exclusively confined to Candidates
for Honours. In every case the Senior Athlete will have to walk round
the Senate House and show his muscle.

The Senate House, by a grace after dinner passed for this special

purpose, will be fitted up with ropes, poles, gymnastic bars, the flying
jumps, and

special corners will be fitted up for the Professors and
Students of the Noble Art of Self-defence.

m the Bourse of next year, be conferred upon
honour

to the victor (previously duly qualified) after a fair stand-up pugilistic

encounter in the College Quadrangle with an antagonist of his own
size, age, and weight.
The VICE-CHANCELLOR will hold the belt for Fighting, Running,

Leaping, and Pole-jumping, also the Challenge Cups for the same, for

one year, when he will have to meet all comers or resign his office.

Each Vice-Chancellor will, if unchallenged, prove his right to tenure

of office by clearing a jump of twelve feet high with the leaning-pole.

College Livings will be conferred on Muscular Christians only. They
will be examined in the Evidences of Muscular Christianity.

Scholarships of 60 per annum, with commons and rooms included,
will be given to the best hands at "putting the weight" and "throw-

ing the hammer."

Scholarships of 30 for best flat racers over a mile course.

The Proctors will be chosen from the best runners of the year.

Boating, Cricket, and Billiards will be duly considered; as also

Tennis, Rackets, and Fives.

When we come to consider that during this week the Members of

both Universities are engaged in athletic contests and Billiard and

Racket matches, for which they have been in careful training and

practice during the entire foregoing Term, it must be conceded that

the above arrangements are not only not improbable, but will be ren-

dered absolutely necessary by the impossibility of Undergraduates being
able to find time for even such light studies as the works of the old

Latin and Greek authors, the study of mathematics, the Constitutional

History of HALLAM, or the philosophic arguments of the playful PALEY.

Rec9mmending the above to the consideration of our University
authorities, and of Parents and Guardians interested in our educational

system, we leave the subject for the present, and remain theirs truly.

Sportsmen at Sea.

Tom (exhibiting a tern which Tie has shot). I say, "ARRY, wot bird 's

this "ere ?

'Arry. A auk, I should say.
Tom. What yer calls a sparrerawk ?

'Arry. No. Hay, u, k, auk without the sparrer.

THE PAYMASTER-GENERAL. MR. JOHN BULL,
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THE "HABITUAL CRIMINAL" CURE.

BILL SIKES. "LOR, BLESS YER, I AIN'T UP TO NOTIIIN' ! WHY /WAS JEST A-GOIN' 'OME TO MY TEA!!!"

(1 A. SJW KOTHING, BUT WALKS HIM OFF.)
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BIRDS. BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER THE NINTH.-PAUL PARROT-THE MACAWS-MRS. UUMMIN
HYKDK-Mll. RATTKL.S NAYKE MR. UYRDB LADY DODO'S ADVICH

OF TUB PARTY \Vlli:Ui: Mil. PARROT GAVE HIS ENTERTAINMENT.

we were left, not to drink like Fishes, and turn under the influence of
Circe's Port into Swine, as was half-a-century ago the abominable

custom, but to refresh ourselves with a libation to the God Chicory,
and a burnt sacrifice of one delicate cigarette to Nicotine, the Dusky
Divinity, then we thought that the host would call on PARROT. Hut
no : not a word came from our little friend PARROT. Nay more, he

actually, and so did our cruel host, permitted a young University Man,

,

uble the obseryationj
' Ah, you'll hear i>mc imitation, up-stairs

-IT
---

~-

----ii j i !* j _i j *!, i,:.

yellous
mimic, who however does not, it is understood take off hu

,

fnends, but exercises his powers on the imitation of weU-known publ c
presently that >U astonish you ; eh, PARROT ?" Whereat PARROT smiles

personages whose peculiarities afford admirable opportunity for this feeb, &nd attempts nerv(/us iy

'

to
'

style of entertainment.

Of course there never was a man who imitated that didn't offer to

give you BUCKSTONE, within five minutes after you'd made his

acquaintance, or give him without the offer. The latter case is,

perhaps, somewhat dangerous, unless for a professed expert like

PAHROT. as an imitation without the previous announcement that it is

intended for So-and-So, is apt to cause mistakes among the audience,

and lead to questions far from complimentary to the imitator's skilL

As a rule it is safer to say, "This is BUCKSTONE," and do BUCK-

. . . . drink nothing put of his coffee-cup.
Then the host rises, and we go up-stairs. Nightingales and Larks

sing. MRS. BTRDE and MR. NAYU give us that
"
aqmtitf duet"

out of that
"
charming operetta

"
by Young Krso FISCHER, the ama-

teur, who. you know, is really quite another OrrRXBACH. "
oh, quite,"

and we all applaud ; and then, when the entertainment begins to flag,

our host brings PAUL PARROT from somewhere, out of a corner and
behind a crowd, much as the street conjurer suddenly shows the little

travelling doll popping out of the bag when he has been for some time
- -

, e , supposed to have been absent on a voyage to China. So, unexpectedly,
STONE, than to do BUCKSTONE first, and then have the chance of being PARKOT gte into th(J Mntre of the SSaMHOom. Some people ask
annoyed by some one saying, Excellent ! COMMON wastn 1 1 who he j, ^ what he ^ to d and others, prottd ^ thYkn0w-
PAUL PARROT need never preface any of ku mimetical

illustrations, M th&t thifl b pAB|OT ^ now you tfl hear j^^e the
I m bu

)
he does -

nd modestly Rives out
"
This is BUCKSTONE, JJg

'

wonderful imitations in the world.
or "This is MACREADY "

as if to remove.the chance of there being any The F Dogs do not envy him the t^t. It docgn
.
t interfere

doubt on the subject afterwards.. This is PAUL PAAROT s one talent with them ^ in fact y, rath r like expreMing aioud ^^ tMtimony
and this he, so to speak, hides, in a dinner-napkin, and brmgs.it out

to PAMOT.
S excellent rendering of BucksTOin. or PHELM, or CoMr-

after dessert down-stairs or up in the
Drawing-room

afterwards just,to of WEBST m order to^how how familiar they are with the
break the monotony of the songs and music, and give a special colour

Ori8inai, whom ^KJ _iYe you to understand, they know privately ; or,
t

"My
e

d
e^ s

9

aJTKS? DODO to MRS. MACAW,
-
these people draw

MK *** * to

>?>

"

their audiences, they have their
'

following
'
iust as preachers have, and

there are sets where acting and charades ana tableaux are all the rage ;

and wherever they are given, it is absolutely necessary, in order to

obtain a complete success (which implies that you have made the pre-

vious party-giver jealous, and have raised the spirit of emulationf
,1 i. \ f \ 'i_v A_ 1-- i_J 1 1. _ . mM\

AMERICANISED MEDICINE.

As the Bight Honourable the PRESIDENT or THE BOARD or TRADE

as a imall tooth-comb. It don't go
business, and is as certain as an alarm clock."

a1 )ut> bl

SsfeS S SKttXS! fcCfef
n, i> i \/_ D.,, D.,,- xfn HTTUUIV Rvur> mii t tions. Unless we stop, rostcnty, at least, may see a rresioent wnting

,hsss~SislSr,SlS tsar's*J^$xsrsnzuiMRS. MACAW, in arrangmg_your^pie< s wh^
1Jy ^,^,1 n,,r .i.l in.titntinn* will nmhhlv nrmedii

political in

;utions tha

i, professini

cannot leavers place for a minute." 4uotes an example :-

So LADY Douo went through her elementary instructions to the "A WOXDKRFOL MBDICINB. The following advertisement ii firoa a rwent

MACAWS of Macaw ; and hence it happened that Little PAUL PAHROT New York paper :
' If you want a really pure, unsophistioatod

'

fiunily pill,'

was of the party. buy DB - R '

liver-enoouraging, kidney-penuading,
nlent peimmbulatar

I had-we had all of us, GOOSEY, DORMOUSE, and myself-heard so twenty-seven in a box. This pill is as mid
ae^a pet-lamb, and ai..p<Ain.;

much of him that we expected to be snuffed out by PARROT'S wit and

brilliancy during dinner. It was an entirely gratuitous assumption,
because why should a man who copies your snuffle, or your growl, or Puffery resembling, if not quite equalling, that above instanced in wit

your squeak, as you may have been gifted by Providence apparently and humour, is fast gaining ground among us. America has taught us

with an especial eye to PARROT'S benefit I say, why should such an how to advertise. Thank BARNUM. The advertising sheet, the poster,
one be original and witty, and make you die of laughing with any other the placard, arc in rapid course of being Americanised out and out
kind of humour than that for which lie has been peculiarly adapted by Facetious advertisements, like the foregoing one, tell on the British as

a kindly Nature P well as on the American Million. In other days the same class were
If he were original, he would cease to be MR. PAUL PARROT. If he 4 *- ' J

set the table in a roar, he would perhaps anticipate the effect to be

produced by his entertainment when we had left the table and betaken
ourselves to sofas and drawing-room chairs.

We met him first at a large party. He was not introduced to any
one of our trio, nor were we to him. I didn't know him by sight, and
no one pointed liim out to me as the GREAT PAUL PARROT. But
there he was, like JACK HORNER, in a corner, and taking his food
with that mimetic mouth, silently and placidly as one who knew his

power and future
triumph,

and would not discount his reputation by
hazarding an original observation. I noticed not knowing who he
was then that he was rather particular about the salt, and had a mar-

well as on the American
wont to be persuaded by the mountebank's zany to buy his

physic. They were the wise. Their multitude is great and increasing.

So do the wise increase. We have been, and are continuing to be,

Americanised. We arc progressing.

" The Use of Salisbury."

EVERY amateur of old Church Chaunts and Services is familiar with
' The use of Salisbury," but it is

from the old

did all she knew to attract him, yet he hadn't a word or a look even
for her, who forthwith began to practise her eye-battery upon a more
susceptible individual, who shall be nameless here, and who would
have utterly succumbed before the attack, had he not been previously
armed against the insidious advances of the SHEEPSEYE Family, whereof
Miss LAMBKIN is of course a member. MR. RATTELS NAKE was at

her other elbow, and he was, naturally enough, engaged, as usual (but

/say nothing), with MRS. BYRDE, who certainly did look radiant.

When the Lady Birds had retired to commence warbling aloft, and

-

Sesslon^ PuttmK SALISBURY

to find
"
the use of

to the modern Civil

We 've got no work to do,"

by the active-minded
in the first half of the

use indeed.

LEGAL CHARGE.

A CONTEMPORARY stated that

" The trial of the great Nun Case coat about two hundred and fifty pound*
a day."

A Cockney friend adds, that was about a Nnn-dred every two hours.
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STUDY IN BELGRAVIA.
Little Ladyship.

" PARKER ! YOU SHOULD HAVE CARRIED POPPET TOO !

HE'LL GET HIS FEET WET!"

ROGUES ALL !

COME ! Perhaps we, eminently respectables of the shop,
the office and the counting-house, had better not turu up
the whites of our eyes in such very holy horror over the
sinful sixpenny defrauders by false weights and measures,
when forty per cent, of us are detected by the Inland
Revenue Commissioners in making false returns to the

Income-Tax, under Schedule D, and to the tune of 130

per cent, under the mark, on the average statement of our

profits.
Let us add the figures for our own more edification.

Out of 350,000 persons assessed under Schedule D.,
140,000 make false returns.

Amount returned and paid on, 14,042,000.
Amount not returned and not paid on, 57,254,000 !

The Metropolis accounts for a iifth of the total assess-

ment under Schedule D.

Every man who relieves his own burden by a dishonest

return, throws an additional burden on his honester neigh-
bour.

We would suggest that Schedule D. should be printed
with a motto from Falstajf:

" Rob me the Exchequer, the first thing thou dost, and do it

with unwashed bands, too !

"

BALLAD OF THE BOARD OF TRADE.

SAT not tradesmen cheat in weight,
Or practise fraud in measure,

To such extent as to create

Much harm, or gain much treasure.

say not with intent unfair

The shopkeeper arranges

Unequal scales ; but wear and tear

Their due proportion changes.

'Tis few that can with rogues be classed

Of all the trading body ;

No gross aspersion on them cast

Excuse a little shoddy.

AGRICULTURAL MACHINES. Farm Labourers.

COMPETITIVE BRITISH JURIES.

MB. PUNCH,
CONSIDERING the great Convent

trial, every Briton must feel

a very great exaltation of his already high opinion of a British Jury.
In that case twelve Protestant jurymen had to settle a question of

convent law between contending Roman Catholics. What next ?

Another such body of gentlemen may have to determine doctrinal dis-

putes. A MR. FPOULKES has written a certain letter to ARCHBISHOP
MANNING his Archbishop. It is denounced by a portion of the

Roman Catholic Press as heretical. MR. FFOULKES, however, pro-
fesses Catholicism, and has not been excommunicated. Now, suppose
MR, FFOULKES were to bring an action against any organ of his own
denomination for calling him a heretic. Surely he might : heretic is a

hard word. An accusation of heresy is calculated to do a man injury
with his co-religionists, may even subject him to special damage. Well,

suppose an action of libel to be brought on that ground by MR.
FPOULKES, or any one else in the like case. The defendants would
plead a justification, and call authorities to support it. Opposite
experts would be called by the plaintiff, including, perhaps, those who,
if they deemed him a heretic, should, and would, officially have pro-
nounced him one. Then, of these differing Roman Catholic doctors,
a British Protestant Jury would have to decide which were right and
which were wrong in deciding whether the plaintiff was a heretic or
not. Sing

" tremendous British Jury !
"

Of course the same arbiters may also be called upon, in like manner,
to determine a similar controversy between Wesleyans, Independents,
Baptists, or litigants of any other Protestant persuasion, Churchmen
inclusive, and even Jews as well.

Now, therefore, your British Jury ought to be perfectly fit to perform
the united functions of the Court of Arches and the Consistory of

Rome, together with every kind of Dissenting Council or Conference,
and the tribunal which serves for the Jewish Sanhedrim into the bar-

gain. To be, however, thoroughly up to all this work, British jurymen
in general can hardly, perhaps, be considered to have had quite so

much education as they ought. But that advantage could be insured

only by a system of examinations at which the majority of persons at

present liable to serve as jurors would take exceedingly good care to be

plucked. The sole way to get any of them to pass would be that of

paying jurymen liberally for their services. If this were done, the

examinations for the Jury List might even be made competitive. What
a noble institution the British Jury would then become ! There would
be no more petty juries ; every jury would be a Grand Jury. Com-
posed of successful competitors, our British Jury would indeed be

what, in original language, I may venture to call the envy of sur-

rounding nations and the admiration of the world.

The honour, and still more the emolument, of being empanelled on
a jury would then be sought, instead of the inconvenience and the

loss being, if possible, avoided, by the generality of persons in the

position of A. HOUSEHOLDER.

P.S. What would be a small addition to the County rates? Only
the price of exemption from a burden and a bore often attended with a

ruinous loss of that time which is money.

A VEGETABLE GIANT.

THE Builder reports the arrival from Nicaragua of specimens of
"
one of the most gigantic plants in the vegetable kingdom." They

may be said to be connected with the aristocracy of that kingdom, as

the plant is
"
closely allied to

"
those distinguished members of the

Arum family, our English
"
Lords and Ladies." It has only one leaf,

but that one is nearly fourteen feet long, supported on a stalk measur-

ing ten. The flower-stem is a foot in circumference the flower, or

spathe itself, two feet in length. As to colour this Aracean, or

Aroidean, monster is "purplish blue," and it exhales "a powerful
carrion-like odour," being thus strong in full proportion to its size.

Finally, our architectural contemporary informs us that "as this re-

markable species of Aroidece is quite new to men of science, it has not

as yet received a name." In compliment to the City of London,
suppose the botanical authorities call it Gogmagogus graveolens.
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MILITARY ARITHMETIC.
Y DEAR MR. CARDWELL,

I CONGRATULATE you
heartily upon the progress
in arithmetic which you are

making at the War Office.

Your r predecessor never

studied further than addi-

tion ; bat you are bold

enough to venture on some

problems in reduction.

You will require both skill

and courage in mastering
this rule, but you need not

be afraid while you have me
to back you. I think that

on the whole you have
worked out your four first

sums with very fair success.

The reduction of the Army
by eleven thousand men,
and the reducing of the esti-

mates by a million and a

quarter, are problems you
may pride yourselfon having
nearly conquered. This is, I

consider, a good result of

labour, seeing that you did

not begin to work till Christmas. Still you cannot be too careful in

the way you do your sums. Here, for instance, are mistakes which

you might hare well avoided :

" Th<s most useful arms in the Service are undoubtedly the infantry of the

line and the artillery. In the former we have reduced some 7000 men, in the

latter 1439. The least useful branch of the Service for military purpose*, or.

as far as we are aware, for any purpose but such as the beefeaters would
answer as well, is the household cavalry ; and in these corps the reduction

amounts to 12 men !

"

I don't think beefeaters on horseback would look by any means so

imposing as life-guardsmen, and it is chiefly as mere ornaments that

our life-guards are of use. Still in the eyesight of a taxpayer their

looks may seem imposing in quite another sense, if he only takes the

trouble to consider what they cost him :

" The cost of the 1308 life-guardsmen, who delight the nurserymaids in

St. James1

Park, is no less than 121,834, without including the expenses
connected with their barracks ; while the same number of artillery and

infantry men would cost 62,866 and 52,320 respectively. In other words
the country pays for each showy life-guard who appears in London or Windsor
93 per annum, as compared with 47 for the gunner and 40 for the foot-

soldier, for service in every part of the world."

What we want our Army for, is not' for splendour, but security. We
enlist recruits for soldiers, not for showmen. Never mind how nurse-

maids may cry for their lost loves. Reduce the Ornamentals, when
next you try your hand at a problem in reduction. The Sovereigns of

France and of Austria and of Prussia are each of them content with
two hundred for their body-guard, and if the thirteen hundred life-

guards were reduced to the same number, I think the fact would not

be displeasing to our QUEEN, and, as a tax-payer, it could not but be

pleasing to your

A STRANGE SPECTACLE.
" The 'hideous structure,' the semaphore in Parliament Street, as CAPTAIN

DAWSON DAMEK called it, will be brought before the House by him on

Monday." Morning Paper Summary.

How many policemen were required to bring it in ? Was it sent
back again, or consigned to the custody of the Sergeant-at-Arms ? Did
the Members think what they were doing, when they allowed this"
hideous structure

"
to be introduced within their walls ? The pre-

cedent once established, what is there to prevent all the other hideous
objects in London being brought before the House, until the Lower
Chamber is turned into a Chamber of Horrors ? The Statues alone
would so scare and terrify Members that it would become a matter of

great difficulty to get together a sufficient number for the transaction
of business. The House knows something of ugly jobs, but nothing to

equal these.

Impromptu on a Tumble.

(By a Backslider from the. Liquor Law Platform.)

You shee I 've got no lorush shlandi :

Tha 's too mush sorra-warra an' brandy.

HINTS FOE CONVERSATION.
" ON the behaviour of Thermometers in a Vacuum," the title of a

paper lately read before the Royal Society, worded, by the way, as

though thermometers'were creatures of flesh and blood instead of tubes

of glass and quicksilver, and accountable for their actions leads

one to think of the behaviour of Society in a vacuum or pause in con-

versation, and the valuable auxiliary that man or woman is who can

fill it up with suitable stopping, i or Society abhors a vacuu

you will secure honours and rewards, smiles and invitations, by making
its existence, when you are present, an impossibility. The newspapers

carefully examined will often supply material. Take this as a sample.
"
SIR CHARLES BRIGHT has picked up the electric cable lost last year

between Florida and Havannah." There are famous Twins now ex-

hibiting in London, and a Giantess, also a Circassian Lady, all doing,
it is reported, a good business in shillings ; but if SIR CHARLES could

be induced to show himself in the character of the strongest man that

ever lived, and perform a few feats of this sort, the receipts would be

enormous, and he would soon pick up a fortune. (Newspapers want

very careful editing : here are two or three little mishaps. The eminent

Frenchman lately dead, M. TROPIONG, the President of the Senate, is

registered in one of the chronicles as having been born in
"
1705

"
;

I he

actor now playing at Drury Lane is spoken of as
" DK." DILLON ; and

a young lady of the name of
" EDITH "

is twice mentioned in a notice

of School, who was certainly not in toe piece when we had the pleasure
of seeing it.)

You will find everybody still in the bluet, and you are recommended
to buy a scarf and charter a steamer, and

" Go to Putney
"

to see the

Boat Race, if you have social engagements for the 17th and following

days, and do not wish to be completely stranded in conversation, or

considered a poor dull creature unacquainted with the light mtr&t of

the table the names of the crews, and the Court Circular, and the new
colour, and bicycle Velocipedes, and the fate of DEMONIA HUDDKRBURN
in the hut number of The Monthly Stimulant, and only caring for such

solid fare as the Debate on the Second Reading, or Habitual Criminals,
or the Site of the Law Courts, or PRESIDENT GRANT, whose Cabinet

you will be surprised to find does not enter half so much, into table-talk

as MBS. THWAITES'S, or MADAME RACHEL'S furniture.

Take the opportunity, when discussing the Race, (which yon may be

certain the papers will say was attended oy a greater crowd than in any
previous year, andwas timed by one ofMATNE SPRING'S chronographs,) if

there is a seaman present, to ask him what
"
logarithmic waves

"
are ;

and do not be astonished if the great contest brings on the cloth other

University matters of the highest moment. Can you guess what they
are ? You very properly suggest unattached Students, or new Pro-

fessorships, or the Abolition of Religious Tests, or, perhaps, the Keble

College f Nothing of this sort will come on for hearing. You mistake

if you'suppose that the main object of a modern University education

is study : you would jump to a right conclusion if you said it was sport.

Oxford and Cambridge are splendid Gymnasiums, with the public
schools for preparatory academies, and will soon, no doubt, have

athletic Professors, Fellows, and Scholars ; and men will go out in the

Athletical school just as they do now in that of History or Natural

Science only in greater numbers. Boat-races, cricket-matches, bil-

liard-matches, racket-matches, athletic sports with all these pressing

engagements to attend to, is it not unreasonable to expect a man to find

time Tor a careful study of the works of THUCYDIDES and ARISTOTLE,
or the tedious productions of EUCLID and NEWTON? So for you
will hardly like to appear an ignoramus in the presence of a young
gentleman with perfect clothes and a faultless arrangement of his hair,

whose parents pay three hundred a year that he may decorate the

family sideboard with silver cups and medals qualify yourself in-

stanter to talk about pole-jumping, and hurdle-races, and putting the

weight, and throwing the hammer, and the wide jump, and the high

jump, and all the other new University studies which, by their intro-

, duction into the academical curriculum, are bringing plenty of business

I to a most valuable class of men the silversmiths and, as some people

think, to the doctors also. But if Paterfamilias approves of all this

athleticism, on the whole preferring it to asceticism, who need growl ?

Bern Acu Tetigisti.

SIR C. E. TRBVELYAN suggests that Cleopatra's needle should be

brought from Alexandria and set up on the Thames Embankment, in

the open space between the new wings of the Temple, facing the river.

We confess we can't quite see the point even of so large a needle on
such a site. We would suggest, as a more appropriate posit ion, on

1

geographical and other considerations, the front of the India Office,

and beside the needle, a statue of Jons DUKE OF ARGYLL, as the

greatest CAM'EL living, trying to get through the eye of it !

" PARTY PROCESSIONS." Going down to Supper.
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EXTRAORDINARY TAKE OF TWIN SALMON.

A UNIVERSITY BOAT-RACE SONG.

(ADAPTED FROM MOORE.)

HARK. ! as the clocks the quarters chime,
The sound of the sweeping oars in time ;

Hark ! as the bright, blue blades appear,
The crowd, the cry, and the rolling cheer !

Row, Oxford, row, the stream runs fast,

The Winning-post's near, and the Bridge is past.

See ! all the line your flags unfurl ;

See ! the blue crest upon braid and curl ;

Now, for the love of the girls on shore,

Pull, stroke and bow, puU every oar !

Row, Cambridge, row, the stream runs fast,

The Winning-post 's near, and the Bridge is past.

Fly on the tide this afternoon !

City and Town will shout for you soon ;

City and Town will wish for you there

Cool heads, stout hearts, and wind to spare.

Row, victors, row, the stream runs fast,

The good is here, and the danger 's past.

LORD.GLASGOW.
LORD GLASGOW is gone. He seems, though but a racing nobleman,

to merit a word from Punch. For he was also a racing gentleman.
He loved the sport for its own sake, and took its risks and chances as

"sport." So the real turf-man, the fellow who cares no more about
his horse, except as a thing to play with, than you care about the dice

that give you the bar point, called him eccentric. He had a bothersome
habit of not naming his horses, and this was inconvenient to the betting
rascals, whose vocal powers, except for bad language, are small. He
was a gentleman peace to his mattes, and those of his steeds.

THE HEIGHT OP FASHION. Ladies' Hair as now worn.

A SAINT REHABILITATED.

ST. GEORGE, in his character of a gallant knight on l^rseback,

spiking a dragon, was disgracefully removed from the sovereign ; and
Mr. Punch has scarcely cared to take a sovereign since. If he does, it

is only to do like other people, and because that coin does as well as

any other to shy at a waiter after dinner, and in exchange for the

cigar-light. But St. George, as the jolly Cappadocian Baker, has

never had half justice done nim, and Mr. Punch inclines to consider

him in this light. The notion came into his head at St. George's own

Hall, nearly opposite the Polytechnic, the other night, while he was

listening to the Christy Minstrels, who made musical the echoes of

that highly superior edifice. It occurred to Mr. Punch that he would

write them an opera, to be called George, the Cappadocian, or the Brave

British Baker. We hereby copyright the idea. There be passages
in the life of St. George which would not only delight, but instruct.

We should not leave out the Dragon, but should put him in a new

light. George was brave, but a cheat. The Dragon was the type of

the Magistrates who seek to prevent bakers from cheating. We
should not give George the victory, though he gets it now-a-days,
thanks to the imbecile idiotcy of Vestries, but we should repress him by
means of the beautiful Princess. We forget whether Cappadocia is a

place where blacks live ; but no matter ;
we should certainly let the

Christy Minstrels wear their sable, though we never could comprehend

why really charming melody should come more pleasantly to the ear

through redded lips than from an artist's natural mouth. Yes, we are

rather nuts upon our Cappadocian opera, and shall probably give the

scenario at an early date. Meantime, go to St. George's Hall, and hear

the Minstrels ; for they are exceeding good, both in serious and comig

work, and they have excluded all the vulgarity which used to make
Punch long to break the woolley heads of other days.

A Sweet Idea.

GIVING sugarplums to children, if not an act of bonhomie,
r

v&y surely

be regarded as an act of bonbon-nomie.

THE QUEEN'S LSVY. Taxes.

Printed by Joseph Smith
,
of No. 24, Holtord Square, in the Pamh ot St. James, Clerkenwell, in the County of Middlesex, at tne Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans. * Co., Lombard
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
\ ni.i N-] i:i 11 Review, a dis-

tinct thing altogether
from

au Amateur Magazine, is

to be held next Monday
at Dover, and you are

hereby cautioned not to

tiro off as your own that

joke about
"
Dover's Pow-

der
"
which you read in a

newspaper, when once
before Shakspeare's Cliff

reverberated with the roar

of riflery, and the poor
samphire-gatherer hung
halfway 'down, terror-

stricken at the warlike pro-

cecdingsofthe Honourable

Artillery Company.
You have heard of

speaking-trumpet, of fa

tasting-order, of smelling-

salts, of a touching dis-

course, ofa laughing-stock,
a crying evil, a walking
dictionary, a

"
talking

oak," and many other

things which, if there is

any accuracy in language,
must be considered as en-

dowed with the senses and faculties of animate beings ;
and we have

now to acquaint you with the existence of another member of the same

category always be scientific in your nomenclature which, if it can
be generally introduced into Society, will prove a real blessing to the

dullest, tlie shyest, the youngest of its victims, and save them from the

i- and cold extremities. The. discovery we have made is that

there is Midi a iliing as
"
a Conversational Sofa." Only secure that

and you will never again have to resort to the

earthquake, or the Irish Church Debate, or the prospectus of the

amalgamated operas the new "Musical Union" or PRINCE ARTIII: it's

visit to Ireland (the MARCHIONESS OF ELY'S country-house will be
known in history as

"
ARTHUR'S Seat "), or any other of those subjects,

wliicli when started are a fatal symptom that old A.DDLBBY or Young
BOOBISON is pumped dry, and attacked with the distressing thought
what on earth am I to say next P

Do people ever talk upholstery when assembled round "The
Mahogany Tree," just as they talk dress, or wines, or horses ? If so.

please to try and find out from some thoroughly well-informedperson.ana
get to the bottom of it if you can, what an

"
occasional

"
chair is, and

what it is at those not infrequent times when it is not a chair ? Will

}<m also asl. i lie lady who lias just charmed 'you with that tender
andante of M IM>H.SSUII\'S, what

" warmed pianos" are, and what is

the caloric applied to these instruments, and if coal whether Silks-tone ?

Everybody should have a good word and a good wish for the Volun-

tary System. Were you not once yourself (for six weeks) a very
inetl'eetive private in the Third 'Stock'ingh.imshire Rifles, and was not
the drill-sergeant almost driven to drink by the uncertainty you displayed
as to which was your right leg and which was your left, and did you
not resign, on the

plea
of a lengthened stay in the Metropolis, rather

than have your nether limbs distinguished by chalk symbols ? Unless,
therefore, you are greatly changed, and have seen the error of your
legs since those pleasant days (notwithstanding the drill-iergeant) at

\ de, you are not very likely to be found amongst the plucky men
who will leave home in the gray of the morning and their uniform on
Monday, the -11 ih, and return, covered with dust and glory, a little after

midnight. As, however, you may be dining out on that day at some hos-

pitablr house which has sent its gallant contingent to the great muster.
lor action by making yourself acquainted with the names of

the officers in command of divisions and brigades, and the names and
numbers as given in the papers, which you had better make up your
mind will be particularly vociferous that evening, of the various corps
which left the railway stations at G A.M., in high spirits and knicker-

bockers, if you desire to get on satisfactorily with charming persons in

pink tulle and blue silk whose parents, husbands, brothers, and lovers

(there is
probably

now a genteeler term, but we don't know it, and this

is in Shakspeare and Tennyson) have gone forth to march past a flagstaff,
and increase the traffic receipts of the London, Chatham and Dover
Railway.
You may be as ignorant of musketry drill as of harpooning, you may

be as clnmsv with a rifle as you would be with a theodolite, you may
think MK. CARITWELL right not to increase the capitation grant, but

you must wish the Volunteer army (to whom Easter Monday will not
be exactly a holiday) fine weather, a pleasant journey, a successful

meeting, and reasonable hotel-charges.

P.S. Grumbling are you, because there is nothing in this despatch
about tin- Irish ( hurcli Debate P Go to your

"
Essence of Parliament."

You are sure to find there far better hints than any we can otter.

THE LAST LAUNCH AT DEPTFOIil'.

loyally and Ivnugly Dedicated by Ma. Pt'scii to Jl.H.ll. PRINCESS

Lot

1 Y there's a spirit of the tree, as fair Greek fable tells.

Ami the green blood of the Dryad is the sap of acorn-bells,

Not death, bat higher life, befalls the Nymphs of the oak-trees

That are squared and shaped, and set to frame the ships that rule the

seas.

And they were not doleful Dryads, but exulting ones that spread
Their unseen wings for shelter of LOUISE'S gracious head,
As she faced the nipping March wind, like a daughter of the sea,

To christen the last war-ship that from Deptford launched will be.

Lift high the wine, sweet Princess, and with blood-red baptism crown,
The bows, slow creeping streamwanU, as the dog-shores are struck

down :

And, tit name for last heart of oak that from Dept ford-slip* shall glide,

Hid
"
(iod speed

"
to The Druid, as she curt'sies to the tide.

Tis the last launch from Deptford : the old yard has had its day ;

Time, change and war-ships with them : oak yields to iron's sway :

There are wider slip* and statelier sheds, and broader quays olwhcre,
And Wisdom says

"
concentrate," and Thrift says

"
save and SJMUTC."

Deptford is now a frowsy place, ill-smelling, dank and low,
muddy banks are eat away by a foul stream's festering flow :

Where low Vice hauuts and flaunts, and flares, fed full on sailors' gains,

And threatening them with surer wreck than all lee-shores or mams.

But the Dcptford that we look on, to whose yard we bid good bye,

Was once the Deptford, where, in pride. Me Great Harry wont to lie ;

Where, lusty King to lordly ship, from his Greenwich palace near.

Bluff KING HAL among his shipwrights showed broad breast and face

of cheer.

With delicate ANNE BOLEYX upon his brawny arm-
Lamb and Lion. monarch's majesty, enhancing woman's charm
To mark, well-pleased, how in his yard the work sped swift along,

From fair keel to tall top-side of swift pink and carrack strong.

And rapid ran the Ravensbourne, a cleanly country stream,

Glassing in its bright bosom, brave attire, and banners' gleam,

When, fenc'd in tower of jewelled ruff and tun of pearled robe,

Came good QUEEN BESS to welcome CAPTAIN DBAILK from round the

globe!

Twas in this very Deptford creek was drawn The Golden llixd,

Fragrant with spices of New Spain, rich with heap'd spoils of Ind,
As to bold Queen bold Buccaneer knelt on his own deck-board

Plain CAPTAIN DRAKE, and rose again SIB FBASCU from her sword.

'Twas in Deptford yard, from reign to reign, the PBTTS* their credit

won,
Handing their craft of ship-builder from famous sire to son

;

To Deptford smug SAM PKPYS took boat, in CHARLES'S thnftless day,
To note

" how still our debts do grow, and our fleet do decay."

And hither, from the fair-trimmed yews and hollies of Sayes Court,
Came a burly, bull-necked Muscovite, for labour and disport ;

Sturdy swinker, lusty drinker ; king with king, and tar with tar,

The Northern Demiurgus, Russ Prometheus, PTEB TZAB.

Richer in slips and stores and sheds, there be other yards, I trow,
Hut none more rich in memories. Old Deptford yard, than thou.

.s well done and worthily of a Princess fair and sweet,
To christen the last war-babe, born of thee into our fleet.

And may The Druid ne'er disgrace the parentage she owns,
Or mar the glorious memories that spring from Deptford it

May she bear her worthy England, and the white hand that but now
lias dashed the wine of baptism upon her shapely bow !

The PETTS were the
'

"f the English nsvy from

the days of JAMBS THE FIRST to those of JAMES THE SECOND.

A Third Competitor.

IT may have escaped observation that on the day of the University
Boat Race there were three eights on the River the Oxford Eight, the

Cambridge Eight, and the Chiswick Eyot.

VnT. T.VT
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"A PENNY SAVED IS A PENNY GAINED."

Scotch Excursionist.
" YE DINNA CHARGE A BAWBEE AT A' THE BRIGS ih

TOON DI YE ?"

Toll-Keeper.
"
OH, HO BLACKFRIARS AND LONDON BRIDGE ARE FREE."

Scotch Excursionist (repocketing coin).
" E EH THEN, WTJD YE BE KIND ENEUCH

JUST TO DIRECT ME TO LUNNON BRIDGE ? !

"

A CHANT FOR COLLEGE ATHLETES.

How doth the busy Undergrad
Improve each shining hour,

Loving; each new athletic
"

fad,"

To show his muscle's power !

To learn to row and feather well,

What awful pains he takes ?

But just to see his name in Bell,

Full compensation makes.

To pull stroke-oar, to coach a crew,
He aims to be a dab ;

And such disgrace he never knew,-
As when he caught a crab.

The, cue, the leaping-pole as well,

Have each their charms for Mm
;

Or at the gloves he takes a spell,

To keep his lungs in trim.

At cricket, racquets, or at fives,

He yearns his skill to show ;

And little time to spare he strives,

To pass his Little Go.

In feats of strength and games of skill

His time must all be passed,
Heedless that, 'spite of cram, he will

Be sorely plucked at last.

Papers out of Print.

WE see announced a recent invention by a foreigner for

thoroughly obliterating printers'-ink from newspapers, so

that to-morrow's news may be published on returned

sheets of the journal of to-day. This may be economical,

and, if so, will perhaps be pretty generally adopted. We
may live to hear of journals being hired for perusal, and
then sent back to be cleaned and reprinted for next day.

As for most of the French newspapers, and especially the
" Comic "

ones, the sooner all the ink is taken out of them
the better ; for what they print is frequently so unclean in

its character, that they often should do penanceby appearing
in white sheets.

THE BEST ARGUMENT FOR THE ENDOWED SCHOOLS
BILL. To show respect for Founder's wishes. Throw
over their wills.

LAW APPRAISING MEDICINE.

ATTENTION, Judges, Gentlemen of the Long Robe, and British Public

at large, to the following utterance of the MASTER or THE ROLLS, re-

ported to have been delivered in SANGER . SANGER, exports DR.
JAMES CLARK. Note that the sum referred to in it was that of a

hundred guineas, which DR. CLARK having at first declined, had

finally accepted.
" His LORDSHIP said, I think this sum is even more than DB. CLARK is

entitled to, and I must dismiss his summons with costs from the time when
he rejected the guardians' offer of a hundred guineas. I think it right to add
that if the ease had not ended as it has, I should have disallowed the visits to

the sea-side altogether, as well as the concluding item, and have materially
reduced the allowance for visits."

DR. CLARK had, as a general practitioner, attended two young ladies,

sisters, the elder for some slight complaint, the younger for measles
and other ailments of a dangerous kind which "required his continuous
care and attention for many weeks." These young kdies were at

school at i St. John's Wood. DR. CLARK had paid one hundred and
twenty-five visits, inclusive of two journeys to \Vorthing and three to

Brighton, besides meeting SIR WILLIAM JENNER in consultation thrice.

He charged at the rate of a guinea a visit or half-a-guinea, when he
saw the two. His whole claim amounted to 310 5s. fid., which,
besides extra charges for the journeys out of town, comprised a fee of
six guineas paid to DR. JENNER, and forty guineas for

"
correspondence

and sundry consultations and interviews with the solicitors and other

parties interested in the cause." This claim, for which he had sued
the guardians of the young ladies, Da. CLARK had "adjourned from
Chambers," whereat the Chief Clerk had awarded him 82 13s., which
the MASTER OF THE ROLLS appears to have thought enough, as he
considered a hundred guineas too much.

It may be that Da. CLARK, in the amount which he claimed, did not

at all under-estimate the value of medical attendance. But did the

MASTER OF THE Rou.s not, somewhat depreciate that commodity in

appraising so much of it as DR. CLAEK had supplied those young ladies

at less than a hundred g-iineas ? Did not the, learned Judge under-

value it, if not absolutely yet relatively ? LORD ROMTLLY has ascended

to the eminence which he adorns from the Bar. Does he account

the remuneration asked by DR. CLARK for medical services,

however exorbitant simply considered, to be at all unreasonable in

comparison' with that to which a corresponding quantity of forensic

work is commonly allowed to entitle barristers ? It is true that

Da. CLARK'S own counsel acknowledged that his charges were large.

One would like, however, to know how much the briefs of those learned

gentlemen have cost DR. CLARK, and whether the fees which they
are accustomed to derive from their clients fall, on an average, very
much below the rate at which that medical gentleman charges his

patients. If a tariff were to be fixed for Law, proportionate to that

which the MASTER OF THE ROLLS adjudges to Medicine, would not the

legal profession, and especially the Bar, have to deplore a loss of

income which lawyers could now incur only from circumstances affect-

ing their labour-market, so as to occasion a tremendous fall in fees P

Representation of Shop.

THE legal profession owes a debt of gratitude to MR. T. CHAMBERS
for opposing MR. BAINES'S Libel Bill, which would tend materially to

diminish the number of actions brought against newspaper proprietors.

In order to discharge this obligation, the inferior class of attorneys,
and the lowrr Members of the Bar, might club together and get up a

subscription for the purpose of presenting the honourable and learned

gentleman with a gilt wig.

HABIT-UAL CRIMINALS. Exorbitant Tailors.
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THE PHILOSOPHER'S REVENQE.-(A STORY WITHOUT WORDS.)
CHAP. IX. CHAP. XIII.

CHAT. XVI. AXD LA*T.

(The Right of Translation is restrced.)
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, March 15. This week, but, not until Thursday, began the

Grand Remonstrance against the Irish Church Bill, which the Con-

servatives call Spoliation, but MR. DiSKiELi will not he draws the

line at Confiscation, a much prettier word, and derived, as Mr. Punch's

boys, just home for Easter, inform him, from the Latin signifying
"

laid up in the public treasury." This is rather a happy escape from

nonsense, only we doubt whether the Conservatives, generally, are suffi-

ciently up in their classics to appreciate their leader's delicate euphemism.
Laid up in the public treasury is just what the Irish Church revenues

are going to be.

But Mr. Punch will briefly note the work'which preceded the He-

monstrance. On Monday the Lords took the Criminals in hand, made
the clause against the Receivers of Stolen Goods still more severe,

and listened to the appeal of the Pawnbrokers, who allege that a great

many of them are too respectable to deserve to be included in a

Bill directed against rascaldom. This appeal was felt to be reasonable,

and there is to be a separate measure for the Universal Uncle. Why
the Marine Store-keepers should also be allowed consideration, Mr.

Punch is unaware, as he considers them pests, who do more to

encourage the breeding of thieves ,than! any class of the f QUEEN'S

subjects. He would like to see them extirpated. But he trusts that

the powers which will be given to the police for dealing with them will

be carried out with such persistent and unrelenting vigilance and

severity that the abominable trade will soon become hardly worth

following. MK. MELTER Moss is also to be legislated for, and we

hope that he also will hear something greatly to his disadvantage.

ALDERMAN WATERLOW was declared unduly elected, on the ground
that he had not relinquished a Government contract quite early enough.
Formalities are valuable, but Mr. Punch will be sorry if an energetic

and able reformer of social grievances should not be again returned.

MK. MIALL. victor at Bradford, t9ok his seat, and Mr. Punch joined in

the cheer which greeted this distinguished Dissenter, because, though
the former is by no means in accord with MR. MIALL upon many
subjects, he is a thoroughly honest champion of the opinions which
he professes. MIALL, according to the learned MR, MARK ANTHONY
LOWER (whose book on the derivation and meaning of family names is

the pleasantest of reading) is from MIGHELL, a mediaeval form ol

MICHAEL, which it may be agreeable and consoling to the Member
for Bradford to know, when he is fighting with the Dragon Establish-

ment.

The "
heedless rhetoric

"
headless would be as good a word of a

ridiculous Irish priest called SHANAHAN (what can it signify what a

creature called SHANAHAN says?) received more notice than it de-

served. Most of the utterances of such folk may be dismissed in the

spirit in which FONTENELLE spoke of his brother, also a priest
" What does your brother say, M. DE FONTENELLE ?

" "
In the

morning he says mass."
" And in the evening ?

" " In the evening
he does not know what he says."
We then had a most interesting speech from MR. FOHSTEK, ex-

pounding his scheme for the Reform of Endowed Grammar Schools

If people comprehended the importance of this subject, they woulc

talk more about it. We have the means of giving a capital Secondary
Education (as distinguished from Elementary) to every boy of "pregnan
wit," and we have a net 350,000 to give it with. But we have let the

schools go to the Juice, and it is very hard work to get a boyttaugh
at all. If you send him to a costly school, he learns Greek and cricket

and if yon send him to a cheap school he learns nothing but slang

Now, as we want him to learn some classics, much science, and severa

modern languages, reading, writing, and arithmetic, it is clear that our

system is wrong. It could be all set right, without injury to anybody
and with incalculable benefit to myriads, by carrying out the wise in

tentions of our ancestors. This is what MR. FORSTER'S Bill is designec
to effect, and we wish it all success. If the British Parent is bettei

than a Parent of Goslings, he will wake up on this question. The BiJ

goes to a Select Committee.
The University Tests Bill was read a Second Time, after an abl

speech by SIR ROUNDELL PALMER, who purposes to introduce into i

a declaration that the admission of non-Churchmen to the goyernmen
of the University shall not interfere with the system of religious in

struction now, or hereafter to be established there. This seems but
sort of anodyne effort, but it may soothe sundry. In the course o
his speech he quoted COWPER'S description of the sheep who were s

frightened by the houuds that it was proposed by one terrified ovi
that

" To save our lives we leap into the pit."

Mr- Punch apologises for the burst of laughter which broke fron
him when the next orator rose, and which seemed to puKzle th

SPEAKER, and all around, but the fact was that the next fines in th

poem occurred to him :

' Then followed him his loving mate and true,
But more discreet thun he, a Cambrian Ewe,"

r the next Member who rose was MR. O. MORGAN, a clever Welsh

lember. Of course, he is neither SIR ROUNDELL'S mate, nor a Ewe,
ut that 's nothing when a wittikism occurs. He spoke very well. So

d DR. LYON PLAYFAIR, whom Mr. Punch welcomes to the political

ena. The Bill was read a Second Time without a division, though

[R. HARDY, admitting that there was as much personal religion

what 's this a religion that likes personalities ?) among Dissenters as

mong Churchmen, fulminated valiantly against it.

Tuesday was a Ballot Night. MR. LEATIIAM delivered about as

ood a speech for secret voting as you should desire to hear, and

ished it made an instruction to the Committee, which is to sit on the

uestion of making Parliamentary and Municipal elections more pure,

hat they should consider the Ballot. SIR GEOKGE GREY and the

REMIEK, however, thought this unadvisable, and the motion was

withdrawn. Observe the Cartoon, for an exquisite and exact illustra-

on of the hugely mended prospects of
"

Little Boy Ballot."

MX. WHALLEY, having ventilated Income-Tax notions, was cruelly

erided by Ms. LO\VE, and replied that the Chancellor was impertinent,

nd therefore-^nark the wise WHALLEY he would divide. But MR.
IRIGHT told him not to be so absurd, so he abstained.

The only other remarkable things were that on the Party Processions

Vet COLONEL KNOX (we told you that Our Colonel was to the fore)

tated that MR. GLADSTONE was about to fling the Bible on the floor

f the House. Whatever the PREMIER'S intentions may have been, he

erformed no such indecorous act that evening nor has he done it up
o the time of our going to press.

Wednesday. Revenue officers can vote, but now they want a relaxa-

ion of the law which prevents their meddling and muddling iu clcc-

ions. MR. GLADSTONE opposed the proposal, and spoke strongly

gainst imitating one of the worst features of American arrangements.
t was rejected by 207 to 88.

MR. AYRTON, tor Government, opposed the Bill for freeing news-

papers from actions for libel in respect of reports, announcing that

jovernment were, going to bring in a great measure for establishing

he Freedom'of the Press. This sensational announcement is worth

noting we fancied that the Press had made a Public Opinion which

.ad already established that Freedom, but officials know best.

Thursday. My Lords had a spirited debate on the Administration of

jaw in Ireland, and there was much taunting of Government for

etting loose the Fenians, whose friends exult and jeer.
" No more

advice "(is to be given to the QUEEN on the subject, which means that

,he Fenians now in gaol are to stick there ana very proper, too.

In the Commons, as hath been said, the Grand Remonstrance began.

Sin, DISRAELI, in pursuance of notice, led off with an oration, termi-

nating with a motion that the Church Bill be rejected. Now, neither

in the
1

case of MR.. DISRAELI, nor of the other speakers, is Mr. Punch

;oing to flood his invaluable space with notices of twenty times used

irguments. He merely means to note anything salient, or sapient.

MB. DiSRAELi's.speech was, in one sense, a failure. Yet Mr. Punch

is not sure that such failure is not more honourable to his candour,

and more creditable to his brains, than if he had delivered the most

crvent and brilliant of harangues against his manifest convictions.

The best thing that can be said of his speech is, that it utterly dissatis-

ied his party, who were .ominously silent, who went away displeased,

and whom it was sought to comfort next day by assurances thai

;here was the utmost wisdom in their chief's
"
studied moderation."

You may judge him generously, or cynically, according to your natures.

If you take the former alternative, you may say that though accident

lias made him the head of the Tones, he cannot talk their nonsense,

and that as MACAULAY wrote of PEEL, he could but
"
perform the hare

task of translating the gibberish of bigots into language which might
not mis-become the mouth of a man of sense." If the latter, you cat

hint that MR. DISRAELI was too clever to make a speech that shouk

effectually prevent his ever taking advantage of the chapter of acci

dents, and again leading the House of Commons. Anyhow, he deliverec

a mere Perfunctory Protest. He expatiated upon the advantages o

religion, and upon the freedom which a Union of Church and State

had given us, and pictured the consequences of a destruction of tolera-

tion. The Church of Ireland was not the only cause of Irish disaffec

tiou, and wetshould next have to deal with the Land. If the principle

of confiscation were to be introduced into Ireland, it must also be in

troduced into England. After some ingenious battering at the details

of the measure, and a few adroitly framed and amusing paradoxes
which he would be the last to call arguments, he described the measure

as almost dangerous one. If MR. DISRAELI were bound to say any

thing, Punch does not see how much less he could say, in his position

but assuredly his party has only to thank him for giving them thr

broadest hint that the situation must be accepted.

However, they were avenged by dear SIK GEORGE JENKINSON, who
raved away like a good one, talked of Jesuitical sopliistry, substitution

of the Supremacy of the POPE for the mild sway of the QUEEN, blow

ing-up of prisons by Fenians, who were rewarded by release, and ht

even revived the lamented SIUTUORT'S Tivieo Danaos, We hopee

those poor Greeks had gone to sleep. There were several mor
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speeches, and the Irish Secretary made one of the best which could be

delivered on the subject.
" The Bill was sweeping and severe, and it

would be weakness and folly if it were anything else."

/. Very effective sparring between two clever Irish lawyers,
l)ii. BALI, and the present ATTOmsET-GBNERAL for Hibernia, an ex-

ulting address from M K. M i U.L, and a series of neatly-aimed shots from

I.TIICOTK'S small-bore, were the not in

of the night, which was closed by one of the finest orations ever

|!HIOUT. We had heard much about Religion, but

MK. BKK.IIT introduced the element of Christianity, which asserted its

power, mid gave the speaker a grander triumph than one of mere

ice, however splendid. Never "despair of the republic,"
u to speak such words, and men to listen to them as

the English Commons to-night listened to JOHN BRIGHT.

WELL-DRESSED GUYS.
JUDICIOUS article, Mr.

Pmieh, in the Pall
Mall Gatelte on
"The Dress ofEng-
lishwomen," con-

tains the following

passage :

"lien u well as

women sometimes
dress in an (coentric

manner from mere

caprice, or from an
idea that it is un-

worthy of a ' sensible
'

person to take any
trouble whatever
about dress. They
think it is creditable

to them to say,
' I do

not care how I dress.'

In reality it only
shows that they are

untidy by nature. No
man pays his brains
a compliment by going
about the streets a
sloven. Men of talent,

great writers, am
great orators, mus
cherish the belief tha

they are superior to

dress, or the shabbiest men in the community would not be found so often in

their ranks."

All this is undeniable. There arc, however, those who take no
trouble whatever about their dress from quite another cause than th

idea that it is unworthy of a sensible person. Let me describe one o

them. Nr, I ;n M accustomed, myself, to dress without the least regan
to any oi -i rations than common decency, comfort, durability

cleanliness, ;uul cheapness I never did dress with much concern foi

was simply because I knew it would be thrown away
In my best days even I was short, fat, and dumpy, not, indeed, exactly
round as to figure, but oval : my circumference at the waist being m;

greatest, and the measure thereof considerably exceeding my height

.My le^s were what my schoolfellows called bandy, as of course the;

remain ; and in growing older I have grown not taller but bigger

round, so I hat my form approaches that of the Earth, and if I were a

monk I might be said to belong to the Order of Oblate Fathers.

In face 1 was, and am, what women euphemistically call plain in a

plain word, uly. Not only were my features always as coarse anc

lumpish, nearly, as they are now, but they at all times wore a dull, un

intelligent expression, which has by no means improved with years
and if I were quite as foolish as. I look, I should be as great a fool

almost, as anyone I know.

Now, if any arts of dress could possibly have rendered my bodil;

disadvantages otherwise than remarkable, 1 should certainly not havi

failed to dress, in my youth at least, as well as 1 could afford :

"
Costly my habit as my purse could buy."

Because, never having been an object of anybody's fear, I have often

had my personal defects ridiculed in my own presence. When I was a

boy some other boys would continually inform me of them ; just as

men, who were once such boys, are, chiefly for want of anything wiser

to
say,

wont to remind each other that they are getting old, losing
their hair, their teeth, their sight, their memory, or their intellect.

Now, so long as people say nothing that is likely to do me any
damage, I don't care a straw how they talk about me behind my back

Anyhow they may laugh at me as much as ever they please. But ]

object to being made fun of to my face. If a man merely gird at my

nose, and I pull his, I commit an assault. Prudence may even forbid

me to retort upon him in a sarcasm. Not resenting Ins insult, I feel a

emporary humiliation. To ! sure it is only temporary, but

ime it is unpleasant, and could 1 avert this annoyance by wearing
i dress I would, unless it were too expensive.

I should once have taken as great pains about my clothing as any

'op could, if I had been so good looking a fellow as to be capable of

conciliating the favour of young ladies ; but 1 knew tli

could put on would prevent me from being outweighed, in their esti-

mation, by every handsome fool. I have now attained to an age at

which every man ceases to be an object of interest to the gentler sex,

unless he is rich ; but, if I thought that, by an improvement of mr cos-

;ume. I could ingratiate myself with the better sort of them, 1 should

still be disposed to adopt it. Circumstanced as I am, however, all

expenditure on decoration, which would be unavailing and not pay, is

jxcluded by the economy which of necessity presides over my wardrobe.

What I save by thus retrenching that outward show that could give

me no pleasure, enables me to purvey gratification to a sensitive in-

rior. So, albeit never taking the least trouble about my dress, I un

not, 1 contend, ever ill-dressed. On the contrary, 1 say, I always dress

as well as 1 need to, and therefore nobody can really dress better than

Your humble Servant,

GrrtDo.

P.S. I assure you that, whenever I cease to be importuned by

beggars, I always purchase new appareL I doubt whether 1 could

dress much better than I do, if I tried to. I might quit the
stop-shop,

indeed, and employ a tailor to make my clothes, if I could find anybody

worthy of that name who would venture. I could ask MK. POOLE, but

think it very probable that he would refuse.

GLORY, GLORY, ABYSSINIA !

FIVE million pounds voted last Session for the Abyssinian war !

Three more millions to be voted immediately by the present Parlia-

ment, and how much besides ROBERT does not know. The Income-Tax

payers had better make up their minds to be fleeced altogether to the

amount of 10,000,000. For all these millions we have to show the

captives'of the late THEODORE, and a quantity of Glory. O Glory,

what millions have been lavished in thy name !

The Yankee soldiers in the Secession Civil War used to march sing-

ing a song about JOHN BROWS'S body, of which the burden began

with
"
Glory ! Glory !

"
They sang that ultimately to the tune of

many millions; so many that it is to be hoped they will not be in

a hurry to sing it again. Its notes were greenbacks, which, standing

for dollars, in sum equivalent to hundreds of millions of pounds

sterling, formed altogether a tune that was very dolorous.

THEODORE was no ARMINIUS, and LORD NAPIER OF MAGDALA proved

himself anything but a VARUS, so that Her Most Gracious MAJESTY

has no cause to cry, with C.BSA* AUGUSTUS,
" O NAPIER, restore me

my legions!" But the Income-Tax payer may well shnek, and,will

find himself in case to shriek yet louder, "O Abyssinia, give me back

my millions !

"

The Income-Taxed'portion of the community may, however, conso

themselves with the consideration that, besides the Glory which

country has made them pav for, there certainly are the rescued pri-

soners to show. Glory, with nothing else, has generally been th

successful result of our wars, and now that battles have t

with iron-sided turret-ships, and projectiles so highly improved
that

shells cost from twenty pounds or so, and no shot that will make

considerable smash can be fired under some five pounds, the war t

paying class cannot but implore the Government and the Legislat

to go to the very verge of national humiliation rather than incur

another Glory Bill which that class will be obb'ged to defray.

"A Vision of Life."

A TRINITY College (Dublin) man was talking,
the other day upon

the small value attached to life by uncivilised nations. Somebody n

marked that in China, if a man were condemned to death, he coulc

easily hire a substitute to die for him.
" Ah yes, said 1 . t. U.,

believe many poor fellows get their living by being substitutes that

way." ..

Puffer's) English.

IN the catalogue of the articles to be disposed of at the sale of old

BEAUTITUL-FOR-EVER'S effects in Bond btreet. one .

scribed in vulgar auctioneers' slang as a
"
matchless s:

matchless * Was there flo match to it, or no match m it

tain no matches, or was there no sideboard out so good a-

malch for the old woman's ?

NEW MEMBER." The Ear of the House."
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AWFUL SUMMUT
THAT TCMMAS MET AS HE WAS A-COMIN WHOAM " TA LOOKED LIKE A MAN A KIDIX' 'I'O.N NAW THIN!"

POVERTY A1STD PHYSIC.

THANKS to MR. TORRENS, who presented their petitions, above a
hundred Poor-Law Doctors appealed the other day to the Collective
Wisdom of the country, for redress from certain grievances imposed on
them by certain Boards of Poor-Law Guardians, who may not impossibly
be viewed as part ot the Collective I

1

oily of the country. Of these

grievances the principal are over-work and underpay, and that there
are certainly some fair grounds for a grumble, the following will

show :

" There are parishes in London, and other great towns, where the pay of the
medical officer does not exceed threepence on an average for each individual
case. Can anything be more unfair to him, or unwise for the community ?

How is it possible that he can be expected to devote the time and attention

necessary for checking disease before its disastrous ripening, or dealing with
its symptoms after it has come to maturity, when hundreds are distracting his
attention by their importunities, and when the paramount claims of his own
household hourly call upon him not to neglect the private practice, "whereby
alone he can live ?

"

This we quote from the Examiner, a journal which is noted for its

good sound common-sense. As a rule, our Poor-Law Guardians are not
famous for this quality, or they would not expect one Doctor to do the
work of six. Such penny wisdom leads to pound foolishness, of course,
for by allowing poor sick people the sixth part of what they want in
medical attentions, their maladies are likely to be multiplied sixfold.
Thus disease is spread, and parishes are over-burthened with sick

paupers, who might otherwise be healthy, active labourers, and in need
of no relief.

YOT remedy, the Examiner gives the following good advice :

" One or other of two things ought to be done. Poor-Law medical officers

ought to be so multiplied as that their work for the parish or the union should
be adequately compensated by a moderate stipend ;

or the stipend should be
augmented as to justify their being debarred from private practice."

AVe can fancy what a braying would be heard in certain board-rooms,
if either of these notions were proposed to be adopted. What he-haws
would arise at the idea of Parish Doctors being paid enough to free them

from the need of private practice, and to enable them (it would be

added) to visit their out-patients in an elegant new carriage, and to

amass a handsome fortune in, say, half-a-doz:;n years ! Yet, after all, it

may be questioned if this extravagance would not be cheaper than the

present stingy system of screwing down poor Doctors to such a scanty
pittance, that they would soon themselves be paupers did they not
elsewhere earn money by neglecting, somewhat, those committed to

their care.

LITTLE BOY BA.LLOT.

LITTLE Boy Ballot, come blow me your horn,

Many now love you who laughed you to scorn :

Where 's the small boy who was ordered to keep
Under the hustings, fast asleep f

Bribing and bullies have waked him now,
And Cabinet Members are patting his pow,

Bidding him bring out his musical box,
That echoes the notes of the popular vox.

The Government Gymnast.

WnAT,'s the use of complaining that Athletic Exercises occupy three

times more of a schoolboy's attention than they ought to do ? MR.
FORSTEH himself has recognised the system, and actually declares this

to be his notion of the use of an Endowed School,

"
WE, WILL MAKE LADDERS OF THESE SCHOOLS."

QUITE IMPOSSIBLE.

IT is stated that Sin JOHN LAWRENCE, when raised to the Peerage,
will take the title of Foyle.

"
Foyle" SIR JOHN may be, and deserves

to be, but foiled we can never imagine him to be, under any circum-
stances.
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LITTLE BOY BALLOT*

THE HON. R. LOWE. "HE'S PRECIOUS UGLY, BUT HE GROWS TREMENDOUSLY!"
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THE RECORDER'S RIGHTS OF WIVES BILL.

So MR. RUSSELL GUIINKY, you have brought into Parliament a Bill

for securing the Kiirhts of Property to Wives. Very good, Sir, of

you ;
and so much the worse for handsome CAPTAIN SCAMP and his

kind, including MR. MANTALINT. But now, when next you are on

your less to speak upon your Married Women's Property Bill, could

you just answer these questions r
1

\\hru a wife, under your arrangements, possesses real or personal

property of her own, w'ill her hnsb;unl lie entitled to claim the rent

thereof, or the dividends ? If not, and he nevertheless take and pocket

tlirin, will he rob her?

1 f lie rob her, will lie commit a crime ? What will that be ; petty

larceny or felony ? Will he be liable to be tried for it ? In that case

will she be permitted to give evidence against him ? Should his theft

amount to felony, will he, on conviction, forfeit all his goods and

chattels to the Crown ?

If a rogue of a husband pick his wife's pocket, will she be enabled to

call a policeman into the house and give the offender in charge, and

will a Magistrate be empowered to sentence him summarily to imprison-

ment and hard labour ?

If a brute of a husband not only rob his wife, but also beat or throttle

her, accompanying robbery with violence, do you make the conjugal

garotter liable to be flogged ?

If a wife die intestate with surviving relatives, will her widower

inherit only his
"
thirds

"
? In that case will not the following verses

probably be set to music by some future MOZAKT :

MAKE THY WILL.

LOVE what life shines through thine eyes
So bright, of clear unclouded blue !

What radiant health, my Treasure, dyes
Thy dimpled cheeks with roseate hue !

How frail a thing is yet that life !

1 think its loss myself would kill.

But lest I should, my little wife,

Perchance survive thee, make thy Will.

O'er us, united, many years,
i trust, there are to roll away ;

But who can, in this vale of tears,
Be certain of another day ?

The least
delay

how oft we rue !

Precaution let that thought instil

What should be done at once to do ;

Now that is, dearest, make thy Will.

Else I should not obtain the whole ;

Some part would go away from me :

My'owii one, make me, then, thy sole

Executor and Legatee.
Then let the happy moments fly,

Far distant be that hour, until,
If 1 be, not the first to die,

When thou wilt leave me. Make thy Will.

The foregoing Stanzas are supposed to be sung by a fond husband to

his young wife who has come into the possession of property which, in

the event of her death and intestacy, he would divide with Co-heirs.

fortnight and, thanks to smoke and fogs, there is little fear at present
that'any London savant will condense sullicient sunbeams to stop the

earth from moving, and thereby whirl us off its surface into never-

ending space. But it really makes us shudder when we read of thlBM
like sun-machines, aud imagine Archimedes living, say, in Africa, with

sunshine always handy, and experimenting quietly to send us all to

smash ! To condense the solar rays is a grand idea, no doubt, and a

century or two hence some good may be
g^ot

out of it. Meanwhile, we
wish mat somebody, instead of bothering his brains about

"
arresting the

earth's course," would try to hit upon a plan for putting sunshine into

bottles, so that we might import it, as easily as oranges, for our winter's

use. As for condensing sunshine for practical utility, that, we fear,

will prove all moonshine.

BEZIQUE*
DOUBTS having arisen as to which is the right way to play this

fashionable game, we have waded through a lot of correspondence in

the newspapers, and have come to the conclusion that these are the

iroper rules :

1. The game is commenced by each player cutting a card, and is

ended by each player cutting away.
2. The highest cutter deals, and, in cases of dispute, a foot rule may

>e sent for so that somebody may measure him.

3. A ten can take a king, and a cat may look at one.

4. When some one plays the knave, in certain cases some one else

may send for a policeman.
5. Should a player be so lucky as to score 500 for a double Wdque,

lis opponents are allowed to sav he came the double over them.

G. In declaring a marriage between a king and queen, it is not

needful that the banns be published by a clergyman.
7. In Scotland it is dangerons to make a declaration of marriage, if

on are playing with a widow, and witnesses are
present.

8. Until the last eight tricks you need not follow smit, unless you
lave the ill lack to walk behind a chimney-sweep.

9. Whatever points yon hold you must make a point of counting
,hem

;
but you must not count, t liis point in addition to the' others.

in. The game being 1000 points, when a player scores that number
to 500 of his adversary, the odds are even at the finish, 500 to won.

The ways of gpeffing this new game appear to be at various as the ways of

playing it. Bfsique, Bizique, Baziqne, Basique, all of these appear to be
"

ks. we see, to Bazouk, perhaps
ind thus somehow confounding

PHCEBUS AND ARCHIMEDES.

ACCORDING to GULLIVER, the means of Laputa spent a good deal ol

their lime, iu attempting the extraction of sunbeams out of cucumbers.
We find it easier in England to reverse the problem, and with the help
of earth and seed to grow cucumbers from sunbeams. But this appears
a paltry purpose to which to put oar sunshine, when we learn from a
late letter to the Stockholm Aftonlladet that, by condensing the sun's

rays a motive power may be generated equivalent to stopping the
motion of the earth.

"
Stand out of my sunshine," will

certainly
be

soon the order of the day, if credit be attached to calculations such as

this :

" In weather suitable for the action of sun-machines thn action of the mit

on a supci tides of 100 square feet can evaporate 489 cubic inches of wate
in an hour. This corresponds to the action of a motive force capable a

raising 29,750 Ibs. one foot per minute, and is rather greater than one-horst

power. It follows that 61,800 steam-engines, of 100-horse power each, can be
worked with the rays thrown on a Swedish square mile. Archimedes, having
calculated the force of the lever, explained that he could move the earth fron
its position. I assort that by condensing the rays of the sun, a force could be
created that might arrest the earth in its course!"

We doubt if any patent will be taken out for sun-machines, in this

country at least, for as a rule the sun shines barely more than once

Equally
in vogue, and one eccentric writer sticks, we see, to Bazouk, perhaps

from thinking it a rather boshy sort of game, am
it with a Boshy Ba/ouls.

LET US BE GENTLE.
SATS a respected contemporary
11 Music-hall' songs are becoming increasingly idiotic. Subjoined is a

quotation from a song of MB. ARTHUR LLOYD :

"
Jamsetjee ma jabajehoy,

Jabbery dobi porie.

Ikey, Pikey, Sikey, Crikey,

Chillingowullabadorio !"

Nay, nay, let ns praise when we can. Our contemporary perhaps
thinks that it is, while blaming, implying a compliment, on the principle

on which DR. Joiissos remarked that he was glad to hear a fellow had

been kicked.
"
Because, Sir, his character must be rising. I supposed

that no one thought him worth kicking." Our contemporary rebukes,

but had previously not thought a music-hall song ,or singer worth

rebuking. There is much in this. But we had rather praise directly

The above verses are an improvement on the mass of music-hall min-

strelsy. They are not indecent, they are not even coarse, they do nol

express the feelings of a foul cad, there is nothing in them for which a

singer should be smitten on the mouth. They are harmless nonsense

Nay, the first word shows that there must even have been some little

education in the writer, as he has correctly copied an Oriental name.

Nor should the respectful reference to
"

1 key," a sort of patron-saint

of music-hall people be unnoticed, and
"
Sikey

"
too may be affectionate

for BILL SIKHS, who before he was hanged probably frequented such

places. The verses are quite harmless, and if the LLOYDS, and SYBSEYS,
and VANCES, and the fike kept to this sort of thing, we should be in-

disposed to express, very harshly, the contempt a rational person must

feel for Music-halls, their habiiuts, and their performers.

Natural Enough.
THE entrance-doors of the South Kensington Museum are lettered,

"
Ingress,"

"
Egress." The other day a visitor was overheard won-

dering where the Ogress was.

BLACKTHORN WINTER. Why is a Sharp Frost in Spring like a

B'mbailiff ? Because it arrests
"
The Rake's Progress."
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THE SPRING ASSIZES.

How blithely to the vault of blue
The lessening lark in carol rises !

The violet blooms, the primrose too ;

And now we hold the Spring Assizes.

When fair flowers blow, and sweet birds sing,
We hold Assizes in the Spring.

The buds put forth their tender leaves ;

All Nature in her freshest guise is
;

Meanwhile the Judges rogues and thieves

Are trying at the Spring Assizes.

The downs with bleating lambkins ring,
Assizes whilst we hold in Spring.

The wild doves in the forest coo,
And maids and widows win rich prizes

For breach of promise when they sue
Deceivers at the Spring Assizes.

Of trover, lads, your actions bring
At our Assizes of the Spring.

FAITHFUL EVER!
Magistrate's Clerk (swearing Witness).

" Kiss THE BOOK, MR. JOLTEH."
Mr. Jolter (exemplary old Peasant " never been before the Justices in his life").

"NoA, NOA, I BEAN'T A-GOIN' TO Kiss NOBODY 'CEPT MY OW'D WOMAN! !"

SHAKSPERIANITY.

DEAR ME. PUNCH, I have just read, in a book of
travels :

" At first, the motion of a Mule occasions to the inexperienced
a feeling of sickness."

SHAKSPEARE knew everything, Sir. Do you think this

fact was in his mind when he wrote (As You Like It, Act
II., so. 7)

"
Muling and puking."

Yours truly, A DEVOTEE.

[Get out, smaller parent of a mule. Ed.]

No Purity of Election !

THERE is no denying the truth of what some ass, who
confounds the meaning of words, might urge as an ob-

jection against an enactment establishing Vote by Ballot ;

namely, that it would institute Club Law.

A FLAT RACE. Simpletons.

CONJUGAL CONFESSION.
DEAR MR. PUNCH,

No Lady's letter, cynics say, is complete without a postscript,
our best thoughts being afterthoughts. You will please observe, how-
ever, that this is an honourable exception. My husband may make
any addition he thinks fit, but for that MR. W. must be held respon-
sible, even should his hand be gently guided by mine. I only write to

gratify him, as he always smiles whether I appear in type or in tulle,m pearl or in small caps. MR. W. likes to see the
"
young idea

"

dressed in a pretty print. MR. W., I should tell you, is a City gentle-
man : he has already attained civic honours, and is therefore public
property. He sits on a Board I am not sure that he don't sit on two
Boards but I am quite certain that when required he is never absent
from his post. His political principles are similar to my own a light
straw colour. Before marriage he was a decided blue, but not wishing
to create disunion, and all my family being straws, he at my solici-

tation, on our wedding day, without a moment's demur, consented to

adopt the fashionable Whig dye.
MR. W. is naturally sanguine and speculative. He is so fond of

dabbling in tallow. I scold him, and then he plunges into hides. Once
or twice but for my restraining voice, he would have fallen heavily over

pig-iron, and have become involved in cotton-twist. His social feel-

ings would render him the life and spirit of any company (limited), and
impel him to join in any wild-goose chace for premiums and bonuses.
The commercial atmosphere in which he moves is not healthy it is too
highly cent-ed.
I never could have acquired such control as I now exercise over

MR. W . s financial movements had 1 not, at an early period of our
union, laid down this salutary rule. Every evening 1 require and
expect that he will make a candid and unreserved confession of all his
monetary designs and deeds. If he has taken a false step, and is

penitent, of course 1 absolve him. Occasionally he has to perform
penance, but that only happens when his confessions have been over-
heard by his mother-in-law.

1 am perfectly aware that attorneys are generally considered best

qualified to act as confessors, because they look as if they were
deeply "concerned" for suffering humanity. But an attorney, you
must remember, cannot proceed without consulting his authorities,
whereas a wife has no one to consult but her Mamma, and has

tile consorts to make confessors of them. My friend, MRS. CREAMLEY,
has no notion at all what "

Scrip
"

is, and MRS. SATINWOOD fancies

that it is something .like those small pellets of silver-paper which we
sometimes find mixed with our bohea.

Now that ladies are aspiring to so many vocations for which formerly
they had little or no incltnaton, there is one important profession to

which I would earnestly invite their attention. I mean the office of
Public Auditors. I have seen butchers turn pale and tremble at a

very young wife's examination of their monthly bills. Think you that
Directors who had cooked, or made a hash of their accounts.could
resist the scrutiny of such auditors as MRS. PINPOINTS and MRS. DOTS P

Would they not sink on their knees, penetrated by the indignant
glances of MRS. FLINT or MRS. BRIERS, whose hearts, it is well-known,
are as impenetrable as adamant, and their mental faculties as finely

pointed as their pens F Let us make the experiment.
.Another thing I would strongly recommend is that when a large

Company is in course of liquidation, a warning bell should be rung
every five minutes, and after a certain interval the decanters replaced
by tea, chocolate, and coffee.

I enclose my card, in case you should wish to communicate officially

' Yours obediently, MAIUA THERESA.

P.S. I cordially indorse all my wife says in her excellent letter, and
think her plan of appointing female auditors excellent. As to Com-
panies in course of liquidation, I fancy their present expenditure con-

siderably exceeds what under my wife's management would be their
Tea-total expenses. FRANK
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"NO! IRISH NEED APPLY." (A FACT.)

Maid. " IF YOU PLEASE, MA'AM, I wisu TO LEAVB IMMEDIATELY."

Mixtresi. " WHY ?
"

Ma id.
" WHEN I TOOK THE PLACE, MA'AM, I WAS NOT AWARE THAT MA.STER WAS IRIHU ; MY FRIKNDS WOULD NEVER FORGIVE

ME IF I TOOK SERVICE IN AN IRISH FAMILY."

Slistress.
" Bur YOU CAME TO us FROM THE MARQUIS OF BALLYMALONEY'S !

"

Maid. "
YES, MA'AM

;
BUT HIS LORDSHIP WAS NEVER AT HOME WHILE / WAS THERE."

BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER THE TENTH. OP AN ARISTOCRATIC QUARTER DORMOUSE
MAKES A CALL LADY DODO STORK THE BUTLEIl-WE TALK IN
THK STREET AND STAND ON THE DOOR-STEP WE ARE SHOWN
Ur-bTAIRS BUTLEIl STORK AND HIS GHOST.

DAWSON DORMOUSE, by n superhuman effort, managed to leave his

bedroom at four o'clock in the afternoon, to get himself launched,
TOM PORCUPINE assisting, into the stream of flaneurs',

and carried to

the town residence of the DOWAGER DODO, iu the neighbourhood of

Mayfair.
LADY DODO lives in one of those compact little houses, situated in

one of those compact little streets, which stand away from the vulgar
thoroughfares with such an air of quiet aristocratic repose, that even
the careless shop-boy lowers the

pitch
of his shrill whistle, if, indeed,

he does not cease altogether ; ana his idle companion rattling with his

hoop-stick occasionally against the area-railings with unaccustomed

timidity, finds in even this slight infraction upon the monotonous atmo-

sphere no relief to his sense of oppression, and giving it up hopelessly,
trudges on, as if ghostly six-foot footmen in plush and powder were

ordering him onward ; nor does he again draw breath freely,
until he turns up in Grosvenor Square, Park Lane, Bond Street,
or Piccadilly.
At almost all hours, in these streets, in some form or another, you

will see grooms, or coachmen, or stable-helps. Either they arc fur-

tively coming out of area-gates, in mufti, having been, nominally, for

orders, in reality to join the domestics in the eleven o'clock beer and
bread-and-cheese (a sort of kitchen dejeuner a la fourchetlr very
generally, I believe, patronised by our masters below), or they are

standing on the steps of the front door, waiting to take a message, or

to receive an answer. Or the groom, turned out spic-and-apan, and
mounted on a troublesome animal, will be holding SIR TOBY'S fifteen-

one cob, which was born to carry a Bishop and splash heavily on wet
days through Rotten Row, to give the portly Churchman exercise.

Or the coachman, looking straight before him over his immaculate stiffly
starched white

tie,
with a face so bright, and bard, and polished, that

it gives you the idea of his cheeks having been rather planed than
shaved before he came out, sitting, impassible as a Sphinx, on the box
of the neatly-appointed brougham, into which anyone of the residents
of that street ought step without noticing that it was not his or her

own, so strong in this quarter is tlic family resemblance among the
vehicles. Carriages with ruby-gilled coachmen perched up aloft, look-

ing, generally, as if that eminent Judge, MR. BARON MARTIN, had laid

aside his robes, and was taking some friends out for an airing, these

may be seen waiting for their ladies in the afternoon ; but they are in

the minority as compared with broughams, and their appearance here
is usually a sign of the advent of some illustrious stranger making a
visit of ceremony.
Round the corner, at the public-house closely connected with the

mews, the employes of the stables do mostly congregate. Here is

their club, their reading-room, their loungmg-room ; to which the

only drawback is, that ladies are admitted, and those ladies the

matrons of the mews, or, as W.VGG would say, the Mewses. (By the

way, 1 don't think this is quite good enough for WAGG ; it 's more in

ALF POODEL'S line, who forces out the most audacious and atrocious

puns whenever he can get an opportunity, which, may his patrons and
toadies be forgiven, I regret to say is too often given aim.)

A noticeable fact in this quarter is, that they seem to love a semi-

darkness, as if they were a colony of Spiritualists, engaged in perpetual
teanfts. Perhaps the carpets are so rich and rare, that the sun's

rays, piercing even through the smoke and fog of London, might
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cause their bright colours to fade, and then there must be new
carpets. And new carpets here are a consideration ; for, mark you,
this quarter knows not luxurious opulence. The residents here

have their position, and will only surrender it with life ; while, during
life, they will defend it at all points, with such weapons as studious, un-
ostentatious economy can supply. Every dowager, every bachelor,

every married pair in this quarter knows exactly, and to a fraction,
what can be done for a shilling, and what can not. Position, they say
here, is nine points of the law, and to keep it is the tenth. If you
cannot give ten dinners in the season, and keep a brougham, then give

two, and keep your brougham. If "at homes" or "drums" serve

instead of dinners, and mean two horses instead of one, and the two
are a necessity, then

"
at homes

"
and

" drums "
be it. A temporary

illness, a bereavement (carefully announced,) in one season, will enable
a dowager to let her house for the three months, deny herself for once,
and pay for the painting and whitewashing which is inevitable in the

spring of next year. Hitherto the denizens of this part have been
somewhat exclusive in avoiding almost entirely any connection with

Tybumia on the upper side. But this state has been some time

Eassing
away, and such dowagers as LADY DODO, finding a new prp-

;ssion, as it were, open to them, do not hesitate to take payment in

kind for leading and ruling in Tybornia, which they can now do
without in any way damaging their position (indeed, sometimes they
can improve it,) in their own Mayfairian sphere. The LADY DODOS
find their account in taking up, from time to time, the MACAWS of

Macaw, the SWALLOWS of One Summer Hill, and sueh-like ephemeral
celebrities.

MB. MACAW doesn't call on LADY DODO, you understand, and say,
"LADY DODO, here is five thousand pounds, introduce me into

society :

"
but MB. MACAW is interested in certain mines, or railways,

or companies, or something that will pay cent, per cent, at the least,
and he advises LADY DODO to transfer her money so advantageously
that for every hundred she received before, she would now receive

two, and, moreover, ME. MACAW, to prove his confidence in his own
speculation, offers to "hold her harmless," and does so. So LADY
DODO "

realises," and advertises MK. MACAW, and he finds his account
in his generosity. And LADY DODO wants to bind him to her, and
therefore takes his wife up, and introduces her

;
and when Society

once knows that this is MBS. MACAW, wife of MB. MACAW of Macaw,
who can make your hundreds thousands, and your thousands millions,

they answer her invitations in shoals, and the aristocratic Eagles, the

Kings and Princes of Birds, wing their way to MACAW'S perch, and

heartily feed with him. Ah ! what fine feathers the Macaws had for

some seasons ! Then they moulted, and were pecked by all sorts of

birds, and then thePrince Eagles left, disdaining the carcasearound which

they had gathered, and other Eagles (of the great Crooked Beak Tribe
from the East) came and chaffered, and bartered, and sold, and bought,
and pulled the nest to pieces, and there was an end of the MACAWS of

Macaw.
" Ah !

"
exclaimed LADY DODO, burying the MACAWS out of sight,

and writing their epitaph once and for all,
"
I told him,from thefirst,

that he was too rash."

And all the above was information absolutely necessary to be given
by the cicerone who accompanied DAWSON DORMOUSE to the DODO'S
door (oh, vile alliteration ! but let it stand, as we did on the steps),
where TOM PORCUPINE would have left, had it not been for our

expressed wish that he should stop with us, and witness the trying
interview. Eor we were not there to leave cards, but actually to visit

in person LADY DODO.
It was then we noticed the darkness of the house. Its eyelids were

half closed in a sleepy, dreamy sort of way. I have suggested the

carpets as a reason. PORCUPINE observed it was more likely to be"
complexions," but in the midst of our discussion the door is opened

noiselessly (I think it had been opened for some seconds before we
discovered it), and STORK, the Butler, is ready to shut us in, and
announce us to his lady." What names shall he say P

"

We tell him what names he shall say : giving him three, from which
he selects one, masters it, and gives it clearly in the drawing-room.
The other two names STORK leaves to explain themselves.
STORK is the butler for LADY DODO. Above the average height,

thin, and of such an ascetic pallor, that the most uncharitable could not
accuse him of undue liberties with her Ladyship's cellaret, even if he
could get at it. But, bless him, LADY DODO is Butler over him, and
he never met his master before his engagement here.

STORK is noiseless and quick. He would in other and happier times
have made an admirable executioner to the Vehmgerioht, or to any secret
tribunal where an imposing appearance and great physical strength
were less an object than secresy and despatch. (I suppose this is how
they would have advertised for such an official.)
bTORK has no words to throw away. His eye is quick : he knows

when to nil, and how much to pour in. If you were staying in the
house for only one night, you couldn't, on leaving, give him less than
half-a-sovereign on any pretence whatever. If you have a reputation
to keep up with LADY DODO, so you have with STORK

If LADY DODO was (as she must have been) meant by nature to be a

gentlewoman, then was STORK born to be an Aristocratic Butler.

There are Nature's Noblemen : there are Nature's Butlers. Like

clings to like ; money attracts money ;
and a kindred aristocratic sym-

pathy united STORK to LADY DODO. See him behind her Ladyship's
chair. On my word, there is a family resemblance. Both are thin,
both are pale, or both would be, had not LADY DODO the advantage of

twenty years' seniority, and the excuse of her sex for the addition of

the slightest soupfon possible of colour on her withered cheek, and of

powder for filling up Time's furrows. STORK'S face has been furrowed

too, but very neatly done, less indeed the work of Time's plough than
of the Old Gentleman, as an artist, drawing carefully on wood, and

leaving a great deal to be finished in a year or two.
STORK is the sort of man who couldn't be a ghost ; or, if allowed to

revisit this earth, like Hamlet'x father, he would be shaken hands with,
and welcomed as the very STORK. He might tell them he was a

ghost ; no one would believe him any more than we should now if he
turned round upon us on the stairs, and announced such a fact.

Eigure to yourselves, my readers, such an after-existence a ghost
journeying to and fro over this earth, and never able to get any one to

believe innim. Bah ! The Wandering Jew is nowhere by the side of

such a romance.

Say STORK dies
; STORK is buried on Tuesday ; STORK turns up on

Wednesday night, just as you're going to bed.
"
Hullo, STORK," you

say, not a bit frightened,
" what do you want at this time eh ?

"

"I am a ghost," returns STORK, in sepulchral tones. Yo'i smile,
and think how absurd it is for STORK to attempt to be funny.

"Ob, by the way, STORK, as you are here, I 11 send a note by you to

LADY DODO ;

"
and thereupon, down you sit to write the le* ,er

probably something about a dinner-party. STORK sighs, and, while

you are inditing your epistle, vanishes. You look up. He 13 gone.

Queer fellow that STORK," you say.
"
Wrong in his head, I'm

afraid. Pity. Capital servant." And you turn into bed.

If STORK would, do this it would confer a great benefit on a society

largely inclined to superstition, and would do more to ruin the whole

fraternity of Ghosts and Spirits than all the sneers of all the sceptics
that have ever existed.

We are now coram LADY DODO, and STORK has retired.

Now lest it should be inferred by impatient readers, that, of GOOSEY
BARNDOOR and Miss IDA DKAKK they will hear no more, it behoves
the writer to tell them that such inference is wrong, and, further, to

refer them to MR. EDITOR PUNCH for his philosophic defiuitioi if the

term Space, as applied to these columns.

(To be Continued.)

JUDGE v. JURY.

HAS a Judge the right to criticise in Court the verdict of a jury ?

This question is suggested by what passed at a late trial at the
Middlesex Sessions, when
" The jury retired, and after great deliberation found the prisoner Not

Guilty." MR. PAYNE. Not guilty, Gentlemen! Well, after that verdict there will
be no protection for the public. If you believe the Prosecutrix, why, the

prisoner is guilty. She swears positively to him, and says she had seen him
before.
" The FOREMAN. We were not satisfied with the identity, my Lord.
" MK. PAYNE. Let the Prosecutrix stand up again."

Trial by jury has been long regarded by many a British orator as one
of the chief bulwarks of the British Constitution. But if Judges bring
their juries into the Court's contempt, the moral strength of such a
bulwark will be sensibly diminished. Perhaps in the above case the

Judge may have been right and the jurymen all wrong, although the
odds were twelve to one against that supposition. A Judge may charge
a jury to the muzzle as he pleases, but, when their verdict is delivered,
it is not his business again to open fire on them. It is his duty very
often to pronounce a judgment on a prisoner, but he has no right to

pronounce a judgment on a jury.

A Step on the Safe Side.

AT the boat-race to which all London went last Wednesday, for the
first time no horsemen were allowed upon the towing-path. For the

safety of the public we trust that this good precedent may be observed
in future, and that the towing-path on match-days may only be the

heel-and-toeing path.

WOULD IT WERE NOT so.

CAN any one doubt that there are faggot Members as well as faggot
Voters, who thinks of the number of

"
Sticks

"
to be found in the

House 'f

CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE-WORK. Getting the Pillar to England.
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EXTENUATING CIRCUMSTANCES.
Employer (on his way to business on Monday morning).

"
AH, SAUNBERS ! I'M

SORRY TO SEE TOU IN THIS WAT. I THOUGHT YOU 'D TURNED OVER A NEW LEAF !

"

Sounders (repentant).
" SHO I 'AD, SHIR, BUT (hie) 'TSH ALL ALONO o' THESH

'ERE WA'ER Co'rANiEs I 'SSHCRE YOU, SHIR, 'ERE WASHN'T 'DROP o* WA'ER
IN OUR SIIISHT'RN ALL YKSHT'RDAY ! ! !

"

THE LADIES' CLUB.

A LADIES' Club is said to be in process of formation. How the male mind shud-
ders at this most tremendous news ! What a field for fearful questions the intelli-

gence suggests ! Will there be a Club Committee ? and if so, at its meetings how
many ladies' tongues will be allowed to speak at once ? Will there be a smoking-
room ? And, if so, will cigars be suffered to be lighted, or will the fear of being ill

restrain the ladies from indulgence in anything except the very mildest cigarettes?
Will conversation be restricted to the politics of the nursery and the latest news
in bonnets ; or what will be the limits sanctioned to recounters of a thrilling bit of

scandal, or to narrators of a tale of love, or marriage, or divorce, which has just been
set a-wagging in high life f Instead of billiards we presume the younger members
will amuse themselves with tatting, while the elder are engaged in a fierce battle

at B6zique. We would suggest that, if new members be elected by the ballot,
it would be fitting that the votes should be signified by cotton balls. Of course no
husband will be suffered to set his foot within the sacred threshold of the Club,
but he may drive up to the door-step, and send word to his wife that the carriage
is in waiting, when perhaps she may reply

that he had better drive straight home,
and let the children have their tea, and on no account wait dinner, as she probably
will stay to take a chop with an old school-fellow, who has just come from the

country, and wants to know a few of the best women of the Club. By the way,
what a sensation would be caused on the street pavement, if the Club belles were
to congregate about the Club beau-windows, and stare through their eye-glasses
at every handsome man who passed !

wort
Chatterers while
there may doubtless be some little ducks desirous to belong to it. But we trust,
however silly may be certain of its members, nobody will ever dream of calling it

The Goose Club.

THE ONLY COMPANY NOT LIMITED BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT. Bad Company.

SOUND PORT AND PRINCIPLES.
AIR" Hie Vicar of Bray"

I AM an old and sound divine,
Amongst a few surviving

Who still adhere to old port wine,
To get it genuine striving.

As much as 1 do find suffice,

I go on drinking daily ;

And this is always my advice :

O stick to Port and I'ALEV !

When good port wine was, long ago,
The Clergyman's potation,

Church parties preached,
both High and Low,

And practised, moderation.
But when from port they fell away,
To my dissatisfaction,

The Low Church rose, and had its day,
And then ensued reaction.

When eyes were bright that now are dim,
And heels that halt went skipping ;

Sim "The man at Cambridge called a
Was noted tea for sipping ;

At Oxford, whilst the other school,
Thereat first ground then gaining,

Applied themselves to live by rule,
From their port wine abstaining.

Had every one to port alone
Continued still a true man,

Tractarianism had never grown
Of PUSET and of NEWMAN.

No Ritualists had made a fuss

Of vestments and of candles,
Nor would that ass, IGNATIUS,
Have sported frock and sandals.

No Estayi and Rrrirui had seen
The light, if such true nectar

Their authors' constant drink had been
As what once wanned each Rector.

The liquor of Oporto's grape
Had ne'er perverted men so :

But lo it was exchanged for Cape !

And that inspired COLEXSO.

Port wine would have kept Popery
Within our Church a stranger ;

And no occasion there would oe

To cry
"
The Church in Danger !

"

The Irish Branch intact had stayed,
Establishment and treasure :

Tis GLADSTONE'S claret that has made
The way for GLADSTONE'S measure.

Now England's Clergy, as of old,

No more drink port, no wonder
A first step taken you behold
The Church and State to sunder.

And port is getting scarce and dear.

That Pair Fate will dissever,
That wine will fail ;

their end is near :

They "11 last my time, however.

Dunce Dunstan.
" A man called DCNSTAN hu blown up the Tiilmon rock with

powder." Timei.

DUNSTAN, for sordid greed, or stupid spite,

To bits the Tolmen, Cornwall's wonder, blows :

The next time DUNSTAN and A Party fisht,

O, may the pincers be on t' other nose !

Dialogue from Nepos.

Sharp Boy. Yes, Uncle, I 'm out of my teens.

''. W hy, you're not sixteen yet.

Sharp Boy. Never said I was. But I 've got cloth clothes

on now.
t 'afle (brhind hii age). Well, what 's that got to do with it ?

Sharp Boy. Why, I'm out of my celrel-tcfns. Give us

sixpence, Uncle. \Kiil Uncle.
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
PHIL 1 is not such an

important day as the

last great festival in

the calendar, Feb-

ruary It, and per-

haps should rather be

ranked with Michael-
mas Day, the one

being dedicated to

fools, the other to

geese ;
but as its

peculiar rites are still

carefully observed
alike in densely
populated districts

and sparsely peopled
wapentakes, you will

do wisely and well

to consult ADAM
SMITH, the learned

BUSBEQUIUS, and the

other Standard Au-
thorities, so as to be

able, if appealed to

at the hospitable
board or the polished

round table, to trace back the origin of these ceremonies to the

Hyperborean races who overran Antarctic Europe under ZENDAVESTA,
ana planted their settlements and their salads on the shores of the

Equator in the darkest ages. Then proceed to show, from the

pages of PSAMMITICHTJS or SIR BENJAMIN FRANKLIN'S Encomium
Morite, translated on foolscap from the Swiss the first thought of

which occurred to him as he was sitting on the ruins of Carthage,
listening to the hymn of the Marian monks at luncheon-time that the

universality of folly is attested by the historical fact that all civilised

nations, from the Pelasgi to the Pelargoniums, from the coasts of the

Carpathian to the peaks of the Pocahontas, have set apart one day in

the year for mutual stultification. (If in this learned disquisition some
slight inaccuracies have crept in, in the quotation of authorities, &c., it

must be attributed to the influence of the festival now in question, one

which, if we were sporting characters, we should be inclined to call

The Hoax Day.)
Yon will find plenty more to talk about on this day. First,"qnote a

few words from JEREMY BENTHAM'S Salmonia in explanation of

poissons d'Avril. Then, and you must not be surprised it your state-

ment causes some astonishment, announce that MR. GLADSTONE, out
of respect for MR. WALPOLE'S feelings, and impressed by LORD
GEORGE HAMILTON'S mature convictions, has written to MR. DIS-

RAELI, offering to withdraw the Irish Church Bill, and to substitute

a measure, enabling all the Hibernian Bishops to have seats in the

House of Lords, and making attendance at the services of the Esta-
blished Church compulsory, at least four times a year, on every one
who contributes to the Grand Jury Cess. (It is understood at the

Clubs and drinking fountains, that in return for this courteous be-

haviour, MR. WARD HUNT has engaged to abstain from demolishing
MR. LOWE'S Budget, and that SIR JOHN PAKINGTON and MR. MOW-
BRAT have relieved MR. BRIGHT of a source of much uneasiness, by
promising, in the handsomest manner, never to follow him in debate.)

You will gratify those of your hearers who are Conservatives by
assuring them that the DUKE or MAHLBOROUGH has consented to

introduce in the Upper House (by way of giving
"
Peers, Idle Peers,"

something to do) a Bill for the abolition of Primogeniture early in the

spring of 1870.

Military men will be interested to hear that H.R.II. the DUKE OF
CAMBRIDGE has decided to resign the command of the Army to MR.
CARDWELL,who will immediately oe made a Field Marshal, with rations
for four aides-de-camp, and the usual allowance for forage ;

and if a
Naval officer is present, he wijl grasp your hand with emotion on being
told that in future no sailor will pe allowed to enter the Queen's Service
without passing the Civil Service Examination, and that any seaman
will have ginger-beer served out to him instead of rum, on commu-
nicating his wishes to that effect (in writing) to the Port Admiral.

To a right-minded Ritualist the announcement that LORD SIIAFTES-
BURT is to be at the head of a Commission charged with the duty of

removing from pur churches all ornaments, vessels, and vestments
which were not in use in the time of KING EDWARD THE CONFESSOR.
will be most consolatory ; and you will diffuse happiness all around

you by reading a letter from the Cape, with the happy news that

COLENSO and MACRORIE have been induced by a common friend, a

Wesleyan missionary, to shake hands, dine at his table, and sing duets

together at a Penny Reading, numerously and respectably attended by
the delighted Caffres.

BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER THE ELEVENTH. INTERVIEW WITH THE DODO THE PRE-
PARATIONS FOR THEATRICALS WHO WAS TO BE WIIO-HOW THE
LITTLE DUCK CAME IN AND GOOSEY NIPPER WAGO PORCUPINE
MUCH ABOUT MISS CATHERINE CHESSER REHEARSAL COM-

MENCESTHE MISSES RABBITS.

IT was settled by LADY DODO, on. behalf of MRS. MACAW, at our

interview, that we were all to do our best to assist, in the theatricals

which were to be given at the MACAWS' house. TOM PORCUPINE was
to be Stage Manager, and to draw out the programme, which was to

consist of an operetta and a farce. In the course of the evening PAUL
PARROT was to give his imitations, WAGG was to amuse the people
and make himself generally useful, ALF POODEL was to play in the farce

with TED NIPPER, who was also to sing the funny part in the operetta

preceding.
MR. RATTELS NAYKE was cast, of course, for the tenor, with MRS.

BYRDE as his soprano to be made love to. Miss KATE CHESSER was
to be in the farce, and both Miss LAMBKIN and Miss GAZELLE in the

operetta. DORMOUSE was to play an elderly gentleman, and after it was
arranged what everyone should play, the important question started by
MR. KYNG FYSCHER, whose operetta it was, arose as to who should

play the piano. MRS. BYRDE couldn't, and wouldn't ; she couldn't

act, sing, and play too. That was evident the other young ladies said

the same. -A professional pianist was all very well for a quadrille, or

dancing generally, when he could take his sherry and sandwiches, and

play mechanically in a corner for hours together, with his eyes shut.

But to accompany singing, to "humonr the voices," said KYXG
FYSCHER, "that's another thing."" Would he do it, then," asked LADY DODO, a suggestion which was

firmly, but civilly declined.

Here DORMOUSE put in a word. (By the way, he had brought
GOOSEY as one of his

"
clever friends who was first-rate in anything of

the sort," and who had consequently been set down for Mr. Augustus
de Montmorency in the farce, and a remorseful Bandit in the operetta.)
DORMOUSE said that the Governess at his father's house was just
the very person would do it, to oblige, with pleasure ; and, in fact,
so lauded her, that he nearly roused even Mus. MACAW'S suspicions ;

and as for LADY DODO, she placed her old hand on his, and said, with
an approving smile,

" You shall bring her then, my dear, to rehearsals.

What is her name P
"

Whereupon IDA DRAKE was mentioned, and
LADY DODO goodnaturedly affected to remember a DRAKE family in

Leicestershire,
"
to a branch of which," said her Ladyship,

"
the young

lady probably belongs." Now this was not given out purposelessly,
but as a hint to MRS. MACAW as to how she was to comport herself

towards the young person, who was such a Godsend, you know, at the

piano. At these rehearsals, then, it will be at once seen that M R. GOOSEY
BARNDOOR, being very strict and punctual in his attendance (for had
he not two mighty difficult parts to perform ?) was continually meeting

j

Miss IDA. There was a song for the remorseful Bandit, I remember,
'

when he falls in love with the Seconda Donna (whom he had been paid
to waylay, and did

; paid also to murder, and didn't), and sings,
"
Ah,

thine eyes ! They teach me how to love !

"
which GOOSEY was for

ever trying over to Miss DRAKE'S accpmpaniment, in order, as he said,

to master the true expression of feeling, which the words (words by
ALF POODEL) were intended to convey.
MR. BYRDE, a quiet elderly gentleman from the City, about fifteen

years, at least, MRS. BYRDE'S senior, accepted the office of Prompter,
as LADY DODO had previously arranged with MRS. MACAW. But as

the rehearsals were very seldom fixed for an hour when he could
"
attend in his place," the prompting was done by different people at

different times
;
and MR. BYRDE coming once to a night rehearsal, fell

asleep at the fifth page and fourth hour of the operetta, and snored

loudly during the great duett, for which he was very properly reproved
by his wife. He did not fill the post again nntil the night of perform-
ance, when, as might have been expected, he knew rather less of the

pieces, and where the actors were likely to
"
stick," than he would

have, perhaps, of the first verb in a Hebrew Grammar, had he been
asked to conjugate ;

"
a task," as POODEL would say,

"
which he would

at once decline." (If POODEL had said this, WAGG would have taken
off his hat respectfully, and explained to the bystanders that he always"
saluted such very old friends as POODEL was fond of introducing."

Whereat ALF POODEL would smile, abashed, not daring to show his

annoyance, lest he should only expose himself to some more cruel blow
at the hands of the merciless WAGG.)

I recollect some advertisement to the effect that
" No breakfast-table

complete without somebody's celebrated something or other," I forget
what ;

but this is the formula which I would use as applicable to almost
all the amateurs above mentioned : specially NIPPER. If, as you re-

member, a place at a dinner-party is vacant, send for KOCKY ROBBINS :

if you want to start theatricals, send for NIPPER. If, however, you want
your entertainment to be as near perfection as possible, don't rely upon
NIPPER'S recommendations for your other performers.
The charity existing among professionals for one another, is pro-
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verbial. They get their bread by the stage ; and a funny man, or a
tragic man, rnuy be robbed by a funnier or a more tragic man of his
crumbs. A Droll may be at the top of the tree ; still there is the tree
below him, and a Droller than he may climb up, and displace him,
whereby the Droll's income is considerably diminished, and MH*.
DROLL, will have to pinch, and the little DKOLLS not be able to go to
school next half. So you see one is not very much surprised if a pro-
fessionally comic, or tragic, man speak disparagingly of las fellow crafts-
man ; that is, if the latter be rising, and with more than probable chances
of ultimate success in his favour. But it is remarkable that one should
find precisely the same kind of charity and good feeling among the
amateurs of any art notably, however, of the dramatic. Ob, heaven !

how these Christians do love one another !

"
cries TOM I

,
after

discussing, in his character of Stage Manager, the question of who
was to be who at Mus. MACAW'S theatricals. "It's Bottom all over
again, Snuy the Joiner, and all the rest of 'em," says TOM,

"
SHAKES-

PEARE must luive begun as an amateur, or he 'd never have known so
much about it."

And indeed NIPPER, eminently comic, no sooner hears of the

Heavy Father who has some tender and pathetic speeches in the piece,
than he immediately wants to throw up the i'unny Waiter's part (who
hides in a box, you know) and take that of old Martin Graylocks.
He is again unsettled on reading the Villain's part (which was

originally played by the great tragedian GROWLER when he was a
younger man), and he can't help observing that he should like to have
played that. TOM PORCUPINE, however, fixes him in the Comic
Waiter. "Hang it!" says NIPPER, "I'm always a Comic Waiter."
But he knows, the sly dog. that it is the part in the piece, and that having
seen Buczsron in it lil'iccn limes at least,, he can, without troubling
his originality, reproduce the chief points of that excellent comedian's

performance,
"
without their being recognised," as that satiric WAGS

whispers in an aside to MRS. BYRDE. WAGO is not asked to act, but
drops in at rehearsals, as amicus curia, and a precious nuisance he is.

Miss CATTEIUNE CHESSER is a handsome young lady somewhat
resembling the character of Mr. William. Taylor, drawn in that cele-

brated ballad as being
" Full of mirth and full of spree,"

provided always, that "spree" is understood as never passing the
bounds of propriety. Miss CHESSER'S only chaperon is her theatrical

reputation : it guards her everywhere, it travels with her all over

England. Her parents may thank Heaven that, so to speak, the Comic
Muse has stood godmother to their CATHERINE, and has provided for
her for life. She is as full of engagements as a Professional Star.
"
She is so goodnatured : she is so useful : she is so clever," say the

matrons who get up these parties, and at whose houses Miss CHESSER
is a great attraction. In fact, though they cannot exactly advertise in

print, yet the MRS. MACAWS of society will be careful to get it well put
about that Miss CIIESSER is going to play, and then there is a rush of
the best young men of her following.
Miss CUESSER has a really strong appreciation of humour tempered

by a woman's gentleness. Thus NIPPER, as a perpetual Droll, sends
her off

"
into tits," as she expresses it, when he only asks for the salt,

or offers his opinion on the probable weather of the day after to-morrow.
But she gives no more than a smile to WAGG'S repartees, while of Ton
PORCUPINE'S sarcasms she is simply afraid ; but then TOM mill force a
satirical meaning (as I have shown already) into everything, and as
Miss CHESSEK will "roar" and "scream" at NIPPER'S, or even ALF
POODEL'S saying

" How d'ye do?" so she will
"
be sure MR. PORCU-

PINE means something satirical" when TOM salutes her with precisely
the same words. If there is one thing above another she enjoys, it is a
Rehearsal. NIPPER comes on in the character, not in the dress. He
says his first line, and gives his queer look out of the corners of his

eyes at Miss CIIESSER, who is the Chambermaid. Safe laugh, that

queer look.

"Ohdon'lf MR. NIPPER," she cries, struggling with almost irre-

pressible laughter, and utterly unable to proceed with her words." What is it, Miss CIIESSER ?
"

inquires that dog NIPPER, pretending
tO

(

be perfectly unconscious of his comic power, and doing it again."
I shall tierer be able to go on," says the young lady, whereat

NIPPER, still feigning ignorance of the cause, becomes funnier than
ever.

"
I know I should scream if I was in front when you were acting,"

she says; at which avowal NIPPER smiles deprecatingly, but on con-

sidering the matter over, going home, acknowledges to himself that it

is wonderful what a comic power he has, and lor ! what a fortune he
would have made on the stage."

My sister says," Miss CIIESSER tells NIPPER,
"

that when you
came on with that red wig the other night at the Fan*, she ikrieM."
NIPPER is delighted to hear it, though again he only smiles depre-
catingly, as much as to say,

"
Oh, dear no. I 'm sure 'tisn't so

eery luiiuy only you're good enough to say so" and thereby he
gets, with some folks, a reputation for modesty.
By the way, when Miss CIIESSER tells him that her sister "shrieked"

and she "screamed," she only means to convey her idea of being
immensely amused, and laughing most heartily.

And both the CHESSER (rirls can do this, and are not simperers like
the Miss RABBITS, who snigger behind their pocket-handkerchiefs, or
smile, and then look round to see if any one else is smiling too, as
though your witticism was something of a dubiously proper character.

(To lie Continued.)

OUR HABITUAL CRIMINALS.
Eli-- I'r.vui,

i MO been a pick

pocket almost from my
birth I may call myself a
memberofthe criminal per-
suasion, tho I calls myself
a cobler when I'm brort

before the Beak. As sich,
I feels a natrsi hintrest in

the progress of the bill for

putting down abittual cri-

minals, and shuttingup the

shops of them as deals in

stolen goods. Well, all as
I can say is if you shut up
the receeivers you '11 soon
shut up the thieves, for as
I lays to CHARLEY CLY-
/AKIR what's the good
o* prigging tickers when
there

'

nobody to sell 'em
to ? We shovellers of in-

dustry,* as our lively

neighbours calls us, in

course must find that

clyfaking is all a waste of

labour, when there ain't

no market open where we
can sell the swag. To us old

prigs
it seems a pity our indoostry should

be wasted, and all our skill and science which has cost us so much trouble
be found of no more use. But I spose we must regard ourselves as

wictims of Society, and if Society have only the pluck to get the steam

up, I shouldn't be surprised at the fulfilment of a prophecy I lately saw
in print

" Fire yean of correct legislation, capable administration and adequate ex-

penditure, and crime as a profession might be extinguished in Great Britain."

To pass a law to take a cove's bread out of his mouth aint what 1

consider as "correct legislation." But we pore martyrs must submit
to be extinguished if Societv insists, and I 'm doubtful if Society will

give us compensation, though rogues as bad as we have ad it afore now.
But while Society's about it, there are other thieves than us pore prigs
as ort to be looked artcr. Pray, aint there thieves in bubble companies
who prey upon the public quite as much as we do? Aint there habitual

criminals in the money-lending line, whom Society would do well to

put under surveillance ? Aint there rogues in grain who adulterate

their bread, or put poison in their beer, and rob people of their health

as well as of their money P Aint there rogues who rig the market and
trade upon a panic, and care nothing for the widows and the orphans
whom they ruin ? Aint there fraudulent directors, and fraudulent

trustees, and fraudulent tradesmen, who buy their goods from fraudu-
lent bankrupts, or who swindle poor folks by selling them ? Afore you
brags of the

"
hextinction of crime

"
by act of

parliament, yon must hit

upon a plan for extinguishing sich criminals like them as I ave named.

Why shouldn't money-lending swindlers and rogues who sell short

measure have a ticket o' leave given 'em, arter proof
of first offence,

the same as prigs and burglars who have served their time in quod ?

They are all habitual criminals every bit as much as me and CHARLEY
CLYFAKER, and if Society 's in earnest about the crushing out of crime
it ort to set the crushers on the criminals I 've mentioned, as well as

on pore pickpockets like Yours truly, PETES PJUGGINS.

Query Chti-alitrt flnduttrit.

Papal Toys.

AMONG "
Notes from Rome "

in the Pall Mall Qazttte, it is stated

that
" CARDINAL MATHIEU, Archbishop of Besancon, has lately brought

to Rome a considerable number of breech-loaders as a present
Pontifical Government." Of course these breech-loaders are mere

playthings. A Pius could have as little use for any other as an
INNOCENT. We all recollect the original breech-loader of our early
childhood. And Papa's breech-loaders, of course, are only Pope-guns.

A LIGHT EMPLOYMENT. Cleaning windows.
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LEFT TO THE IMAGINATION.
Host. "

I AM so VEXED, EMILY, THAT DOCTOR M'CLUSKIE SHOULD HAVE TAKEN ALL THE TROUBLE TO PUT on EVENING DRESS
FOB SUCH A SMALL PARTY AS THIS !

"

[The Hostess cannot help speculating on what the learned Doctor's appearance must be when he has not taken Oie trouble to put on evening dress.

CUKIOSITIES OF NATURAL HISTOEY.

(By a Casual Contributor.)

1. The Perverse Mouse. One evening a young lady was playing a
waltz on the piano when a small mouse came out of a hole near the

grate, and danced a polka. Not being in the least alarmed, the young
lady played a polka.init the mouse immediately danced a waltz. On
her discontinuing, th mouse retired and was never seen again.

2. Sagacity in Whales. In the North the winter is a hard season for

whales, which can barely obtain a subsistence. A sailor once saw a
whale spouting." Being observed, the monster dived suddenly, and
the sailor vainly searched for the ticket. It is supposed that it must
have been taken with him.

3. The Bashful Cat. A cat once being alone with a fiddle, played
three tunes on it beautifully. Seeing a stranger, however, listening,
she laid it down, and would never, for any amount of coaxing, take it

up again.

4. The Bullfinch. The Bullfinch is a cross between a Bull and a

Finch. There is more of the Finch in it than the Bull, and some
naturalists have entertained the opinion that, if killed at a proper season,
it would furnish a small family with very excellent beef.

5. The Butterfly. A similar observation (to the above) may be made
in the case of the Butterfly. They are excellent substitutes for cows,
as their name implies, and no dairy should ever be without a good
supply of this delicate and useful insect.

6. The Modest Centipede. A Centipede was lately seen entering a
tailor's shop. It was reported that it ordered fifty pairs of light
summer trousers. The prevalent belief is that the Modest Insect had
been much affected by the Lord Chamberlain's edict about lengthening
the ballet-dresses. We cannot, however, vouch for the exact truth of
the story.

7. The Arithmetical Snake. A Countryman was one day much
alarmed at hearing a snake doing a sum. On examining the reptile

cautiously, it proved to be an Adder. This, it should be noted, took
place in Summer.

A RUBRICKALL READYNGE.

IN a right sensible address to his clergy, the Most Reverend the

ARCHBISHOP OF YORK, touching a matter in controversy, whereon some-
what hath been unduly drawn from the late judgment of the Privy
Council, well saith :

" But this was never argued before the court
;
-which would have had,

before deciding it, to consider on which side is
' before the table,' since that

another rubric leaves the precise position of the table undefined ; also whether
' before the table

' means more than ' at the table.
1 "

Truly a man may stand before a chair, because if he stand on the
other side thereof, he shall stand behind it

; but he cannot stand behind
a table, for a table, look you, hath no back. Every man who is at a
table needs must have the table before him, whether it be round, or

square, or oblong, mark you that. The Chairman at a dinner sitteth

before the table, and so doth the vice ; so do the company sit likewise
on either hand. You shall stand, indeed, before a table as to your
beholders if you stand between it and them, and that alike whether you
stand with your back to the table or to the beholders. Go to, then.
An you be at a table, and not before the table, then must you be either

on the table or else under the table, where, my masters, may none of

you ever be found. Save you, Sirs ; joy be with you : and so farewell.

To Sportsmen and Others.

MOTTO for the new "
Ulster

"
over-coats Ne Plus Ulster ; i. e. an

Ulster beyond the knee.
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IRISH CHURCH
BILL

DIVISION

FOR 568
AG-T 2.50

DISENDOWMENT AND DISARMAMENT.
FENIAX. "BE JABERS, Y'RE RIV'RENCE, IT'S SPILIN' OUR TIIRADE THEY ABi, INTOIRELY."

His RIV'REXCE.
" THRUE FOR YOU, ME BOY."
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

WHITING of Ireland in 1619, great THOMAS CAELYLE with
" To

for the few ? The present condition of things was alterable.
" We can

alter it," concluded M K. LOWE,
"
and we will"

MR. GREENE, on the other side, made some fun until the adjourn-
ment. He did not want a division, as only 30 oat of 058 Members had

those who think that a land over-run with Sanguinary Quacks can be
spoken

healed by sprinkling it with rose-water, these OLIVER CROMWELL '

letters must be very terrible indeed. But in OLIVER'S time men had a '

Tueiday. MR. WALPOLE opened the fourth and 'last night. He
notion that the difference between Good and Evil was still considerable. ' spoke, as ever, like a thoughtful man. desirous to convince. Hi best

It was a true notion. Only in late decadent generations, fast hasten- point was, that voluntaryism would fail to support religion as it had

ing towards Radical Change, or final perdition, can such indiscriminate failed to support education.

mashing np of Good and Evil into one universal patent-treacle, and SIR HENRY BULWER thought that we ought to alter the Act of

most unmedical electuary, of ROUSSEAU sentimentalism, universal Pardon Union, because Ireland had altered from what is was when that Act
and Benevolence, with dinner and drink and one cheer more, take was passed.

effect in our earth. Electuary very poisonous as sweet as it is. and MR. VERNER had a
panacea

of his own for Irish discontent. Let

very nauseous, of which OLIVER, happier than we. had not heard the
' the Church alone, abolish the LORD LIEUTENANT, and let the PRINCE

slightest intimation even in dreams. With which ominous prologue OF WALES go to Ireland and represent the QUEEN.
our great THOMAS proceeds to show how the Irish massacres of several LORD GEORGE HAMILTON made a smart maiden speech in behalf of

score thousand Protestants were reasonably well recognised at the Church.

Droglieda, Wexford. and elsewhere, abiding memories of the just ven- .But the grand event of the nisfht was the oration of MR. HARDT,.LSI vsgiiijvin, ?? VJAIUIVI. cuiu UUTVTTUUJV. uusiuiu^,

geance of a tremendous great Englishman. vlio, to do him justice,
"
did all Le knew "

for his party. He pitched
Let us cast rose-water out at the window, and for the moment let away all notions of compromise and conciliation, and let drive, right

us believe in something else than
"

final perdition," and try our and left, at the BilL against which he meant to fight to the last. The
THOMAS'S alternative. Radical Change. Of a verity, brethren, the Church was part of the Imperial establishment, and a recognition of

division on this Irish Church Bill rang out note of such change to him the supremacy of the Almighty. She has done, and was doing a great
that hath ears to hear. A majority of this size means something, or ! work, and the State had no right to touch her. A for the Government,
there is no meaning in this terrene sphere.
The numbers are worth conserving.

Voted for Second Beading of Bill Liberals . .

Conservatives

Voted against same
Liberals

Fairs .

Absent .

Absent
Vacant Seats

Speaker

Liberals
Conservatives

366
4
370

346
6
252
14
2
4
15
1

~658

In which numbers, saith the leading journal, may be seen the Death-
hurch. And it is difficult to say w"

Let us hope that Content and Lo;

j .olved. Anyhow, we do justice to t , .

ought not to be necessary that in any future time we do justice on 8

thRm Or.TVF* fashion nr ntherwise nVlA\! towards the dawn,

t hey wen afraid of the Fenians, whom they were releasing in droves,
ana few, not policy, was the reason why this Bill was brought in.

MR. HARDT fought in the most fearless and defiant manner, with a

fluency that often rote to eloquence, and ended with a solemn denun-
ciation of what he termed Sacrilege. He took all the Conservative
honours of the debate, and the House rang and rang again with the

shouting of the delighted party.
The PREMIER finished the debate. He charged MR. HARDT with

"
bringing an indictment against a nation." and with endangering the

Union by alienating the nations. Remedies for Irish discontent must
be introduced piecemeal, and Government had begun with the Church.
The Opposition had proposed no scheme, except that of

"
levelling

np," and this the country would not tolerate. MR. GLADSTONE had
not much difficulty in dealing with the tempestuous rhetoric of MR.
HARDT, bat Mr. Punch has heard him to more advantage than in his

reply to SIR ROUNDKLL PALMER the fact is, the men are of kindred

minds, and MR. GLADSTONE wanted much more time to enable him to

deal with his friend's distinction, and subtleties. He "fed, that inBlow of the Irish Church. And it is difficult to say what else can be a ' s " "'

discerned therein. Let us hope that Content and Loyaltv in Ireland n
t

sent 'n to Ihsest shrnent fi HJTOBLL had given up the

may hereafter be evolved. Anyhow, we do justice to the Irish, and it
,

^ Portl.on of the argument. But the battle .was over, and MR. GLAD-

them, OLIVER fashion, or otherwise.

Having thus risen to the level of the occasion, Mr. Punch subsides

to that of mortals, and briefly notes the incidents of the third and
fourth nights of debate.

after an effective allusion to the clock which was moving
towards the dawn,

"
so are rapidly flowing oat the jean and

months and days which remain to the existence of the Irish Estab-
i;<>i..w4 r<k Mk >> :*i *i.i ; M. fn t.A ;*._.* ft .11 tk. *K;.lished Church,'' said that it was for the interest of all that this

establishment should not be kept in a prolonged agony and struggle.
The judgments that had been given on this question could never be

Monday. There was more interest about the first speech of this recalled.
"
To-night, another stroke will be struck in the tame cause.

night than about any other. For it was delivered by the learned I will not intercept it for a single moment more."
SIR ROUNDELL PALMER, who, but for his inability to concur with the The rest has been told, and the House rose until the First of April.

Ministry in this Bill, would have been MR. GLADSTONE'S Lord Chan- Mr. Punch has now his innings. He begs to state that he nates

cellor, or Attorney-General, as Sin ROUNDELL might- have pleased. He
'

these important debates. They may be all very necessary to the well-

could go but a certain distance with Ministers. He would Disestablish, i being of the country, to the Crown, and the Altar, and all that is

and he would even Disendow to an extent for expediency's sake, pro- 1 grand, but they interfere detestably with that other enormous institu-

bably to that of some half of the property of tlie Church. But the ! tion, the Essence of Parliament. They do not admit of Rabelaisian

State had no right to take the property of a part of the community for
j

treatment, and you can't
play leap-frog over mountains. There is a

the benefit of the whole, except on a ground of forfeiture. But he comic side to everything, for fools, but then Mr. Punch is not a fool.

should try to mend the Bill in committee, and he advised the Conser-
vatives to accept the wrong like men and patriotic citizens.

The SOLICITOR-GENERAL objectionably said the second-hand taunt
has been disavowed by his partizans that SIR ROUNDBLL PALMER
had brought the question into Chancery. It must be taken as a whoje.
He was more fortunate in his general argument, and eloquent at its

close.

MR. HENRY RICIIAUD, Welsh Dissenter, begged leave to comfort
those who were afraid that religion would not thrive under the Volun-

You don't dance to the sound of a church-organ, even when it is being

E
laved for the last time before being taken down. In this spirit he

as spared the small folks on both sides who introduced the element of

grotesque into a great debate. But he must draw the line somewhere,
and he proposes to draw it at a Second Reading. Accepting MR.
GREENE'S hint that there were 65S Members, or so, who mean to

speak, he warns about 600 of them that they had better not. The

respect which he has chosen to manifest for the House will not actuate

him towards a Committee. If he sees any First of April work on that

tary system. The greater part of the religious service in Wales was !
date or after it, he intends to mention it in a way which will be remem-

provided by voluntaryism. It is due to an educated clergy that
v

Jllr. Punch should add, that though the dissenting teachers in Wales
are mostly very good men, and supplv food wliich satisfies their flocks,

they can in that sense only be called Pastors.
LORD CLAUDE HAMILTON fired off a thunderous volley of hard words

at the Bill, and the House laughed.
MX. LOWE, Chancellor of the Exchequer, commented on MR. DIS-

RAELI'S speech, and warned young Members that he could do much
better things than that if he liked. Nobody could reason with more
closeness and force, if he chose, but on this occasion he had not chosen.
The Irish Church had not fulfilled its mission. The State was no
Trustee. It would not do to establish such a powerful Corporation as

the Church would be, if left, as SIR ROUNDELL PALMER desired, with
half its revenues and no State control. The laity had no vested interest
in the maintenance of the Church. Were or were not the many made

bered. With this gentle hint, he dismisses Parliament for the Easter

Holidays.

At Least.

BABIES may come, and passing-bells may clang
In Lent ; but Marry Not," your priest insists :

His superstition lacks all Pagan twang,
MOKS and LVCIXA are no Ritualists.

A Puzzle.

MENTION was lately made in the House of tlie
"
Cadastral Survey."

What is this ? The only Cad-astral Survey we can think of is, when
an omnibus conductor looks up to see whether the stars are out.
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CANDID.

Undergrad.
" WOULD YOU TELL ME, SIR, WHY I HATE BEEN PLOUGHED ?

"

Don. "
SIR, YOU HAVE BEEN 'PLOUGHED' (AS YOU ARE PLEASED TO EXPRESS

IT) FOR IMPUDENCE."

Undergrad.
" OH VERY SORRY. I WILL TRY AND BE SETTER up /.v IT

NEXT TIME !

"

A NEW AMERICAN DRINK, OR AMERICANISED
CLARET.

AMONG the arts cultivated in the Republic which we
have had proposed to us as a political and social model,
there is one that might be called the art of adulteration,

only that it is more than that. Adulteration is the admix-
ture of rubbish with genuine goods. The American art

which transcends it is the simple substitution of sham for

reality. Its first recorded fruits were wooden nutmegs,
and now, according to the British Medical Journal, we are

actually instructed by one of its learned professors at a
scientific Institute :

" How TO MAKE CLARET. At the meeting of the Polytechnic
Association of the American Institute on the 7th of January,
during a discussion on the adulteration of wines, DR. VAN DER
WEYDE is reported by the Chemical News to have described a

mode of making claret, viz., by allowing water to soak through
shavings, and adding thereto a certain proportion of logwood
and tartaric acid. This produced a wine hardly to be distin-

guished in flavour and colour from claret."

An eminent statesman has declared his belief that adul-

teration is very little practised in. England. Need he have
been ashamed to acknowledge the fact that it is very
largely practised indeed ? He glories in the idea that we
are Americanising all of our institutions. Suppose we also

Americanise our commodities. We shall then go beyond
merely adulterating them. Adulteration will be no longer
our national reproach. Our national boast will be Ameri-
canisation.

Wants Correcting.

THE Liberty of the Press is great in America, but the

liberties of the Press there are still greater, as taken by
that type of American publishers who make a profit out

of the brains of English writers, by reprinting their works
without first obtaining the sanction of the authors, or

afterwards sending them a cheque.

Weather-Beaten.

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER has declined to

accede to a request from the Meteorological Society of
Scotland for a slice of the grant made by Parliament to

the Royal Society. ME. LOWE is weather-wise. He
evidently thinks the Society ought to raise the wind for

themselves.

A CAST FOE ANOTHER DRAMA or REAL LIFE, TO BE
ENTITLED

"
Fettered." The Siamese Twins.

FLASH NOTES.
MY IDEA.

(A Flash ! a Dash ! and an Appeal !)

AT Five o'clock precisely, or if not precisely, thereabouts, an Idea
struck me a grand, a glorious, a splendid Idea.

It was the thing. It was what I nad seen long ago would make my
fortune. I jumped from my chair and said, "By Jove, that's it !

"

I saw how to carry it out, clearly. In a second everything connected
with the Idea flashed before my mind's eye, as we hear a drowning
man views a panorama of his entire past fife in an inappreciable frac-

tion of time.

I paced my room I looked out of the window it must be done
at once. No time must be lost. Paper, pens, ink

; meet it is I set

it down.
A large sheet before me, pen in hand, ink by my' side, blotting-paper

in its place Now.
A wave of the pen, a word on the paper. That is not the way to

express my Idea scratch it out.

Pause : my Idea must be memorandum'd at once. But how?
Heavens ! have I an Idea that won't po on paper? It must it shall!

Another word. My hand moves unwillingly, my thoughts will not
direct it ; my grip is firm on the pen my will is iron. Words will

come, yes, they do come, but none express my Idea.

Am I to lose a fortune, hundreds, thousands, millions, perhaps,
because I can't fix this Idea and develope it on paper ?

Stay, let me think it out, and then develope it. My long German
pipe, my arm chair ; outof the draughts and comfortably before the fire.

The days are drawing out, but duskiness creeps on apace.
* *

I have sat for two hours with my Idea. At least, I think, with my
Idea. There are difficulties in the way of carrying out my Idea.

What they are I don't know, but they are insuperable I feel they are

insuperable.
Other Ideas have started up. Little Ideas buzzing about the great

one, and worrying it. Or, the Idea itself has split up into these little

ideas which is it ? I resolve to come to it fresh to-morrow, and work
it out.

To-morrow. I look at a large piece of paper lying on my study table,

with heavy-handed words scored through and through. It is headed,

by way of memorandum,
" A Great Idea "then follow date and hour.

I ruminate What was it?

I know from my memorandum that it was a Great Idea, but What
was it ?
Was it in Music ? or in Politics ? or to do with Literature ? or with

Marriage ? or Law ? or Physic ? or What ?

My memory tells me generally that it was something great some-

thing immense that my future fortune hung upon it. If I could only
find out what led up to it ? Of what was 1 thinking before the Great
Idea struck me ? I don't know, I have no clue.

If anyone can help me, I should feel personally obliged to them.

Imagine the situation : in my own room, before the fire, with a pipe, in

a dressing-gown, looking at the coals, slippers on (red and black),

hands cold, feet cold, head warm, leaning Back in arm-chair, a little

drowsy, no noise, no distraction, sunset outside (but nothing to do
with me, that hasn't), and an arm-chair with nobody in it opposite side

of the rug. There 's the picture : in this position I was struck by
the Great Idea.

If any one of your numerous readers will give me his notion on the

subject, I shall be for ever grateful. Any suggestion might recover the

Lost Idea. An Imaginative Pollaky would be useful here. Establish

an office for Lost Ideas. No, that wasn't the Grand and Great Idea ;

nor, I am sure, was it anything like it.

Should I know it again, if I heard it ? Ye - -
es, ye - -

es, I th-i-nk so.
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But
cent

try do try, somebody, and you shall have twelve-and-a-half per

_j. of whatever 1 make by it -that's business. Now, What wot it?

N.B. Imagine what important discovery may be lost to the world

if my Grind lilr.-i is not found '. !

WARNING : IMPORTANT TO ALL. Anyone during the next Month

hitting upon a limit ll<-n, anywhere, will understand from thu that IT

is MINE ;
and he is hereby advised, on pain of prosecution, to send tt to

ME, under cover to the Editor of
"
Punch," Punch Office.

** An acknowledgment will be published in our next issue of

Flash Notes. BANQUO.

DE PROFUNDIS!
lYxcn has groaned o'er (lie Black Country's gloom,
That from body lias gathered to soul.

Has spoken his mind of it plainly,

lias sharply been called o'er its coal.

But he owes the Black Country a lesson,

That from depth of its darkness is given,

Of trust in the goodness of God,
And the love of our 1'ather in Heaven.

As they toiled in the deep-driven mine,
Came the rush and the roar far away,

That told the pent waters were loosed.

And the black flood 'twixt them and the day.

Thick and thicker the air to the breath-

Dim and dimmer the lights to the eye

High and higher the wave at their foot

Choice of death, but no choice save to die !

Slowly dragged the dull hours, as they sat

Huddled close by the lip of the flood,

As light after light dimm'd and died.

And the cold crept and crept on their blood.

'Twas at five, Wednesday night the flood came,

Their last light died next morn before seven,

And up-spoke STEPHEN PAGE in the dark,
"
Lads, our lights are not put out in Heaven."

They have prayed, as men pray, from whom hope,

Save in God and his goodness, is fled
;

Written farewells to children and wives,

To be found, when Earth gives up her dead.

Calm they wait God's good time, all save one,

In whom suffering, o'er manhood had sway,
Till in darkne-ss without and within,

That crazed life ebbed in ravings away.

Fouler still grew the air: quickened breath,

In the darkness, with labour they drew.

With their mouths to the face of the flood,

Where a thin pulse of sweet air came through.

And they knew by the faintly heard clank

That the pumps were at work night and day,

And cold hands felt the ranged coals, that told

How the flood, inch by inch, ebbed away !

1 noli by inch, hour by hour ! It was hard

Of those ebbs which would win to divine;

That of life's stream, in slowly dulled veins.

That of death's stream, in slowly drained mine.

Inch by inch : hour by hour : hunger gnawed,
Men who had, gave to boys who had none ;

There is little to give ; it is given.

Eat the candles : the candles are done.

Inch by inch, hour by hour ! Weary day
Undistinguished draws on weary night ;

Failing fingers, by touch of the hands,
Read the watch-face denied to the sight.

But still each pump-stroke drives a breat h

With strengthening and hopefulness rife,

And they thank God to think now the tank

That draws off death, bringeth down life.

Incb by inch, hour by hour ! Night and day
By tneir reckoning have five times gone round ;

Still with crowds that watch, weep, hope and pray,
The pit-mouth and pit-heaps are crowned.

Ply, good pumps ! Drain, good tanks ! Comes a pause
For a thwart rod, or chain gone awry

What's that P In the hush Can it be? .

Faint and far, from the depths comes a cry !

Yet again, and again ! There 'B a rush
in shaft and for answer is giv"n,

A cheer to put life into death.
From earth's core to the blue height of Heaven !

Above, 'tis a multitude nnd,
Who can say what it is, down below ?

Man the cage ! It is manned ! Lower away !

Oh, the hope from despair ! Joy from woe !

Then the sick thrill of hope long deferred,

And the back-sweep ofdread and despair
And of all that ten thousand tense souls,

No soul but is offering its prayer.
Here 's the cage ! Back ! Stand back ! Lo, the news
From crowd-edge to crowd-end flashes through

They are found ; they "re alive ; from the cage

They are lifting them, ghastly and blue !

Again and again with its load,
Where life flickers faintly and low.

The cage is steered gently to bank,
And a shout sends the news to and fro.

Feeble pen, silly poet, that strivest,

Through thy little channel to pour,
The great joy of ten thousand hearts

O'er those twelve to life rendered once more !

I but utter, how weakly soe'er,

The thoughts, through all England that go,
With (hose eager watchers above,
And those patient watchers below ....

Through the fears, hopes, and joys, shared with these,

The faith, that with these we 'd fain share.

To the truth, plain through all, that our God
Still compasses Earth with his care.

PUBLIC SERVICES REWARDED?
TUB Eatlern Post, no doubt well posted up in trustworthy rumours,

makes the following announcement :

" THE LBADBRB op TITE RKFOHJC LSAOU*. We are informed that MR.

BEALEH, late President of the Reform League, will hortly recede a County
Court Judgeahip. It i raid that MB. HOWEXL, the late Secretary to that

body, hag been appointed private tecretary to a Member of Parliament."

This, if true as stated, is as it should be. It was well and wisely

done, too, if done at all, to liberate the Fenian prisoners without

tickets of leave. See, one may say, how a generous confidence has

been justified by demonstrative gratitude. Never again will roughs

need an invitation to mob the House of Commons. Never, under any

circumstances, will Hyde Park railings go down any more, or prison-

walls and poor people, in Clerkenwell or elsewhere, be blown up.

By the way, couldn't something be done for poor FISLBS ?

Female Politicians.

Fiw women, except a very few exceptions, really know a word, or

care a straw, about politics. Many, however, strenuously declare

themselves Conservatives or Liberals, as the case may be, according to

the parties of their respective husbands, papas, or men in the place of

those protectors. The better part of them take those men's sides, the

rest the opposite.

How to Grow Mushrooms.

(Jlr. Punch's fray.)

TAKE a lot of snobs. Manure them with money, made fast Plant

them in the House of Commons, and stick their wives in Society. You

will have a fine crop of Mushrooms.

Fine Art.

SPEAKING of the Raphael recently sold in Paris, one of the papers

says" it is now duly recognised in PAS SAVANT'S Life." Is there

not a little mistake here ? For PASSAVANT, who wrote the Life of

Raphael was certainly a tatani on that subject.

AND snnrrsc LIGHTS.

WHAT Scotch Presbyterian Minister has a name that might be

applied as a nickname to an Anglican Ritualist Parson ?

DR. CANDLISH.

A GOOD MOVE. The Society for the Suppression of Mendicity have

determined to put down begging the question.
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SANITARY MEASURES.
THE RHINOCEROS (BRITISH MUSEUM) HAS BEEN SUFFERING FROM PARASITES GOTER'MENT ORDERS HIM TO BE VARNISHED !

BERWICK WORKHOUSE ECONOMY.
A SMALL bird has informed us that an extraordinary meeting of the

Berwick Poor-Law Guardians was held the other day for the purpose
of taking into consideration an answer, the only one received, to a

certain remarkable notification, lately published by them, of being in

want of a medical officer and a workhouse porter. It ran as follows :

"
GENTLEMEN. By an announcement which has appeared in several

of the journals, I am informed that you desire to engage the services of

a medical officer, and also of a porter. To the former you offer 25

a year, out of which he will be required to pay for all the medicine
which he supplies, except cod-liver oil, and you expect candidates for

his appointment to attend before you at the election day at their own
cost. To the latter you offer 20 a year, with board and lodging.

I beg to propose myself, conditionally, as a candidate for the situa-

tion of your medical officer. Circumstances, peculiarly narrow, will

preclude the possibility of my attendance at your Board, where, if 1

could attend, perhaps 1 might not find any competitor. Accordingly,
should no applicant present himself, a line addressed to me as below,

accepting the proposal I am about to make to you, could summon me
immediately; and I would be with you punctually on the First of

April.
For the place of workhouse porter, 1 apprehend that you will expe-

rience no want of applications, it being obviously by much the more
eligible of the two. In case your views could be met by the combina-
tion of both officials in one person, allow me to propose myself to you
as ready to constitute that one. You would then obtain the advantage
of a resident medical officer, whose duties, as porter too, would not
forbid his visiting patients in the receipt of outdoor relief, because his

calls would occur chiefly during the night, and in the meanwhile,
whether by night or day, paupers and tramps seeking admission might
wait, as also might patients, whenever you, Gentlemen, arranged to

visit the workhouse.

My poverty prevents me from offering to perform your medical

officership merely. I couldn't do it on the terms. To ask that you
will allow me to undertake both of those employments in union may

I say workhouse union ? my poverty, and not my will, consents

Accordingly I am, Gentlemen,

Your most obedient humble servant,

AN APOTHECARY.

P.S. For testimonials I refer you to MR. W. SIIAKSPEARE, Strat-

ford-on-Avon. Please address Mantua, Poste-rentante.

The foregoing communication having been read, a discussion ensued

amongst the Guardians as to where Mantua was, and who and what
was MR. W. SHAKSPEARE. On which points nobody present being
able to supply any information, the meeting was adjourned, a member
of the Board, who was able to write, having undertaken in the mean-
while to communicate with MR. SHAKSPEARE.

ANYTHING BUT COMB IL TAUT.

THE Admiralty are advertising that they will receive tenders for

"Ivory Combs." Our belief in MR. GUILDERS as an economical

reformer has been great, but if he is aware of this piece of reckless

extravagance, and does not instantly order the advertisement to be

withdrawn, Punch will doubt his sincerity. We are quite at sea as to

who can possibly require
"
Ivory Combs "

My Lords, or officers

afloat (no enemy to have a brush with now), or the clerks at Somerset

House and Whitehall ? Whoever the requisitionists may be, we put it

to them whether, in the present state of the national finances, they

ought not to be satisfied with a less expensive material horn, or gutta

percha, or ebonite? If ivory combs are supplied, why should not

ivory-backed hair-brushes, and other toilet requisites of the same costly

description, be also furnished at the public expense ?

From the North.
"
BEZIQUE !

"
said an old Yorkshireman who had been reading all

the controversy about the game,
"
I be ziqite of it."

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. M. Bolford Square, in the Pamh cf Pt James, ClerkenweU. in tne County of Middlesex, at the Printing Office* of Messrs. Bradbury, Brans, ft Co.. Lombard
Street, m the Precinct of Whitelrlan, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 86. Fleet Street, In the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. SATUBDAT, April 9, 186B.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
CHRISTMAS is over.

The almanacks railed

it Easter, but a decent

Easter would be
ashamed of such

weather, and besides,
a pantomime has jus!
been produced af

Dr.iry Lane it vita

Christmas, we repeat,
and it is over. The
House of Commons
in t again on

April 1, Thurtday.
That is, a few of them
came, and stayed for

a short time. Attor-

ney - General SIR
ROBERT COLLIER
announced that the

Judges' report
against Norwich and
Bridgewater was so

strong that we must
have two Commis-
sions to inquire into
the evil doings in

those places. Some local men protested, but Ma. HARDY declared that
the House must stand by the Judges, ana the Commissions were agreed
to. If we have any influence with our respected contemporaries of the
daily press, we would ask them, when the investigation is going on,
not to waste their valuable space and irritate our valuable temper with
column after column of report of low, vulgar, and paltry exposures, but

10 sum tlie matter up with a line to the effect that
"
another

batch of Norwich cads to-day made shameless confession of their

malpractices." Why should the sayings and doings of such animals be
recorded as history f

The Bill for the Abolition of Imprisonment for Debt was brought in,
but as its parent did not make a speech about it, Mr. Punch will await
his explanations. It would seem that the Prison is to be reserved only
for those monsters of crime and contumaciousness who fail to obey the
decree of the County Court.

Friday. Still they didn't como, but there were quite enough to

carry on debate uutil past one ia the morning. A sensible question was
put to MR. LAYAKD by SIR HARRY VERNET about the protection of
ancient monuments in this country, and the Chief Commissioner of
Works made an earnest reply, stating that he had asked the Royal
Society to write him out a list of toe monuments requiring public

11. This l;iiKii STANHOPE had undertaken should be done. He
alluded to DCNSTAX the Vandal who recently destroyed the Tolmen in

Cornwall, in whose favour Mr. Punch last week expressed the hearty wish
that the next, time DUNSTAM and the Enemy contend, the latter may
get hold of DUNSTAN'.X IIOM', instead of the affair going as in the legend.
But it is uselrs*, as I'KTK.K PINDAR said, to whip pigs with velvet, and
nothing that Mr. Piiin-li or MR. LAYARD can say could affect DUNSTAW.
Still, the parson of his parish might be down on him with the bit from
the Commutation Service about the curse that resteth upon him who
destroveth his neighbours' landmark, explaining to him, for his dismay,
that tue Tolmen was a landmark for everybody. If the reverend
gentleman will frighten IH-.SSTAN into "the horrors," Punch will make
a" handsome present to the church school.
MR, CiLLRi.KS BUXTON raised a question about an appointment in

the Mint. Ho was completely answered by MR. DISRAELI, who had
made that

appointment, and MR. BIXTOX was told by MR. GLADSTONE
to shut up. I he only points that concern the reader are two. First, the
young gentlemen at the head of the Foreign Office are declared to be
young gentlemen of the greatest intelligence, assiduity, and perse-
verance

; and, secondly (and this is useful to people who write novels
of political life), when

"
a man" (said DISRAELI) becomes leader of the

lions,' he is allowed two private secretaries, and one of them is ap-
pointed from the office with which he himself is connected, and without
reference to politics. When MR. DISRAKLI'S private secretary first

entered his room iu that capacity, the late PREMIER had not the honour
of his acquaintance, nor did he even now know the gentleman's poli-
tics. Note this, authors and she-authors, that you may not describe a
Minister's private secretary as some pet of Mrs. Minister's, selected
tor his Adonis looks, and that you may not make him suddenly spring
from his desk, and iu an access of

passionate politics reveal to his

employer a scheme for overthrowing the Constitution.
'iheii the Navy Estimates were taken, and ships were talked all the

evening. The Government are bent upon building two grand sea-

going turret-ships that will go anywhere, and they will not build any

more wooden men-of-war. MR. CORRY, the late First Lord, denounced
these great ships, and read heaps of letters from sea-officers, who pre-
dicted that they would be useless. Hut on division MK. CHII.DKR.S
was ordered to have his own way by 122 to 4fi. There was also a good
deal of controversy about recent Admiralty changes and reforms, but on
the whole the Committee of Supply thought that the Administration
was on the right tack.

The Budget is to follow, MRS. GRu.vnr.and of course the Income-Tax
as before, MRS. GBUNDY, and lucky if it isn't increased, MR*.
GRUKDY, M'm.

MATRIMONIAL AGENCY BALLS.

A Lecture delicered at the Purngford Social Science Imtilnle.

BY PROFESSOR BUCKLE.

GENTLEUEV and Ladies, I hare the honour to propose the institution

of Matrimonial Agency Balls.

The one sole object with which grown-up persons in general go to
balls it matrimony, either for themselves or the girls they take with
them. But you may go with your daughters to a public ball, and not
find a single eligible partner, that you know, for one of them in the
room. There is the price of tickets, amounting, perhaps, to several

guineas, gone for nothing. There it also the cost of dresses and deco-
rations. This I call throwing away powder and shot ; besides which
you are kept up until perhaps four in the morning.

All this waste of time and money would be saved at a Matrimonial

Agency Ball.

The ball might either be got up through subscription, or given, on
speculation, by a Matrimonial Agent, or Agency Company. Allow me to

mention a tew of the arrangements which would be requisite to work it.

Let a hall or gallery be provided in which the photographs of persons
designing to attend the ball may. if they please, be exhibited. Each
portrait to be accompanied with a statement of terms, requirements,
qualifications, capabilities, and so forth. As for example :

No. 1. Man of sixty. Wife wanted, young and beautiful. His
ncome, from safe investments, -20,000 a year. Will settle all his

property, and her own, if she have any, on herself.

I hope, Gentlemen, that there is not one among yon who entertains
so low a view of humanity in its fairest form as to think that the original
)f the photograph thus ticketed would be in a position to throw the
landkerchief to any single lady in the Matrimonial Agency Ball-room,
unless he had a competitor still more opulent than himself, or one
squally rich, but older. I trust, too, that none of you would ven-

.ure the insinuation that the bare statement of particulars, in such
a ease, would suffice, and no photograph be necessary. Well ; now
magine a Candidate of a contrary description ; a handsome young
man, entered as :

No ICaptain in a Cavalry Regiment.
Would undertake to make any rational woman I

Longs for a domestic life,

>ut can't afford it. Would undertake to make any rational woman happy.
Here you see would be a chance for an heiress who might or might

lot be beautiful and accomplished as well ; for an old maid, no matter
low old, if wealthy ; or for a rich widow. Given a maintenance, the

gallant Captain, we may suppose, would not look any gift horse in the

mouth. The cases I have imagined are extremes. A variety of others

nay be conceived. A nobleman might have a title to bestow on the
>est bidder. Intellect might be desired by some men mere beauty by
others. Then men have fancies in these matters. One is particular
about eyes, another cares for complexion, another regards flgnre
rather : this man thinks most of a face, that of a foot and ankle. All

hese men, in stating circumstances and requirements, could specify
heir peculiar vanities for oh, my friends, are they not vanities,

after all ? Why now, I can fancy a gentleman registering himself

and his predilection simply as :

No. 3. Artist. Admirer of RUBEXS and ETTY. Embonpoint.
As to the ladies proposing to attend a Matrimonial Agency Ball,

heir pictures alone would say quite enough, with a very fewexe*
inch as when the hope of a husband is based on culinary skill, or some
other utility, or accomplishment, or on

f.
d. Marriage is, and always

will be, most girls' living ;
their faces being their fortunes, as the say-

ng is. For what man, in these days, can possibly afford to rive his

laughter a portion that would be of material use to anybody but a

mall shopkeeper ': Kveryone wants to spend much more than he is

ible. The professions may, as Society progresses, get thrown more and
more open to the better half of mankind, and l'n~;rrity will perhaps seea
woman on ti . But, for a long time, the field of female

mlusiry will remain restricted to that >.; .Cation wherein obtaining

mployment would be greatly facilitated by the institution of Matri-

monial Agency Balls. Palrttfamiliantm Matretfanuliarum ! Parents,

iuardians ! I earnestly hope that the realisation of the idea which I

lave now suggested will enable you to economise time and money in

ecuring matrimony.
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DOVER, EASTER, 1869.

" IT WAS LUCKY THE WlND BLEW ON SHORE, OR CERTAINLY SOME OF TS WOULD
HAVE BEEN TAKEN OUT TO SEA !"

A SMASH FOR THE SEED SWINDLERS.

WITH lamb at thirteen pence a pound, and beef and
mutton at eleven pence, there are certainly substantial

reasons why a man who is not rich should become a

vegetarian. Instead of doing so. however, nine men out

of ten would prefer to see meat cheaper, and will welcome

any means whereby it may .become so. A hot summer
and short crops of clover, grass, and turnips, are by some

people alleged to be a cause of the high prices, and perhaps

they may be also in some degree assigned to the fact that

poor old Mother Earth is swindled shamefully by seed-

merchants :

" Inferior German rapesced (which has the appearance of

English-grown turnipseed) is steamed, then kiln-dried, which

destroys its vitality, for the purpose of mixing with turnipseed
to the extent of about one bushel of killed seed to three of

turnip-seed. The rape costs about 48s. per qr., and the turnip-
seed about 10 per qr."

Again, inferior and old samples of clovers are dyed for the

purpose of mixing with cloverseed of greater value, and trefoil

(a cheap and inferior kind of clover) is also killed and dyed for

the purpose of adulterating red clover."

If farmers sow bad seed they
must expect bad crops,

and meat must rise in price when cattle-feed is costly.

Farmers are ever ready to complain of their bad luck,

and assign it to bad weather. They would, however, show
more sense if they took care to sow good seed ; but as

sense is not a quality for which 'they are remarkable, a

Bill has been promoted to atone for their deficiency. By
this measure a smash will come upon the seed-swindlers.

It is a burning shame that a kiln for drying seed should

be a kiln for kill'n it : and they who swindle Mother Earth

in the way we have described, ought to be hauled over the

coals and well scorched at the fire of public indignation.

A Contradiction.

VENICE is always said to be a City of Canals and

dolas, nothing but water,
"
the Pride of the Sea." I

then, are we to understand
" The Moor of Venice ?

" Low,

THE HEAL "
CAPTAIN OF THE WATCH."

" The Captain" just, launched and all congratulation

on your child, CAPTAIN COWPER COLES.

FROUDE ON THE TWO R'S.

ON being installed Rector of St. Andrew's University, MK. FROUDE
the other day delivered an inaugural address which, as reported, shines

in vivid contrast to the prolix Buncombe commonly puffed by
"
able

editors
"

as eloquence, whereof you read so many yards in the news-

papers under the head of Parliamentary Intelligence. The talented

President of the Board of Trade, however, and some other persons,

how thoroughly soever they may approve of part, wul as entirely

dissent from the remainder, of the following passages in that remark-

able discourse :

' ' We have had thirty years
of unexampled clerical activity among us

;
the

churches have been doubled ; theological books, magazines, and newspapers
have been poured out by hundreds of thousands, while by the side of it there

has sprung up an equally astonishing development of moral dishonesty. From
the great houses of the City of London to the village grocer, the commercial
life of England has been saturated with fraud. So deeply has it gone that a

strictly honest tradesman can hardly hold his ground against competition.
You can no longer trust that any article you buy is the thing which it pre-
tends to be. We have false weights, false measures, cheating and shoddy
everywhere."

The PRESIDENT OF XUE BOARD OF TRADE, and the minor mercantile

gentlemen of Southwark and Marylebone, are doubtless in perfect
accord with so many of the foregoing words as those which assert the

increase and allege the unfruitfulness of clerical activity and church-
extension. We may suppose them ready to concur in the statement
that parallel thereunto there has arisen a proportional development of

moral dishonesty ; that is to say, amongst part of the upper classes

for instance, the horse-racing. But that the trading classes generally,
and in particular any class of shopkeepers, have grown in roguery, we
apprehend that the Minister of Commerce, and its cultivators north
and south of the Thames, will strenuously deny.

"
False weights,

false measures, and cheating, we have nowhere to speak of, MR.
FROUDE. Not a word about shoddy." To all that comes next, bar-

ring the reference to shoddy and the like of that article, the Right
Honourable Gentleman, and his right honest clients, for the most part,

we dare say, cordially assent, and the wiser part of our clergy not to

say laity themselves, must lament that it is nearly all unquestionable :

" Yet the clergy have seen all this grow up in absolute indifference ;
and

the great question which at this moment is actuating the Church of England
is the colour of the ecclesiastical petticoats. Many a hundred sermons have

I heard in England, many a dissertation on the mysteries of the faith, on the

divine mission of the clergy, on apostolical succession, and the theory of good

works, and verbal inspiration, and the efficacy of the sacraments ; but never,

during these thirty wonderful years, never once that I can recollect on common,

honesty, on those primitive commandments, Thou shall not lie, and thou

shalt not steal."

There may exist some doubt whether, in all the time that MR.
FROUDE mentions, he never heard one single sermon against lying and

stealing ; but, even if he has heard, and forgotten, one or two, they are

as the one or two apples or pears, the production of which, to disprove

the statement that the orchard they were found in contained no fruit,

was instanced as a donkey's argument by DR. JOHNSON. MR. FROUDE
tells manifestly quite the truth in representing the Church of England
as at present chiefly occupied with millinery. So much is this the case

that one wonders that not one of the Ritualist publishers has got up
an illustrated ecclesiastical fashion-book, under the title of Le Follet

Courricr des fylises. The art of printing in colours, tastefully applied,

would make it a safe speculation.
There is an analogy, as well as a parallel, between the Ritualism and

the Roguery now and of late both rampant. Ritualism plays fast and

loose with the Thirty-Nine Articles. Roguery, as to an indefinite

number of other articles, tampers with weights and measures. Ritu-

alism adds various Romish stuff to Anglican linen. Roguery adul-

terates its cloth for sale with shoddy. In short, we may couple
Ritualism with Roguery as the two R's.

Not Herveys Now, but

THE world is [divided into three classes, men, women, and people
ho have written to the papers to say they didn't give bail for Motherw

RACHEL.
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THE JIBBING PONY.
"CAN I DO ANYTHING TO HELP YOU !"
" YOU ARK VF.KY GOOD. IF YOU WILL KINDLY FORCE A HANDFUL OF MUD INTO MT PONY'S MOUTB, HI MAY PKRHAPt) GO OH !"

MOTHER ENGLAND ON THE TORPEDO.
AH lawks-a-daisy, little

pood in these times one can often mention !

But now one thing I will allow to be a capital invention.
'Tis a machine sunk in the sea, to serve our arbours for protection,
Which have been by ingeuus men brought very nearly to perfection.

I" ve heer'd about a Spanish Don famed for his wisions, one QUKVBDO,
Daresay he never dreamt of this thing which they calls it a Torpedo,
Alter a flatGsh as I "in told, that, bathin if you treads it under,
Gives you a strong helectric shock, and which they say 's the same as

thunder.

Likewise by the galvanic spark this epperatus, bein loaded
With nitric-glycerine, gun-cotton, powder, is at will ixploded.
When if the inimy 's above, the nbbles, reptiles' crew, ah drat 'em !

It blows their ship up in the air, and sends the wretches to the bottom.

That 's how 1 wish as we could deal with all detestable invaders,
As couldn't be prewailed upon to keep aloof by sitch persuaders.
Give us the means, I 've always said, of blowin up the base attackers,
Just like the boys does wopses" nests with fireworks, divils, squibs, and

crackers.

The wonders that Saint Chassy Pot did for the Pope of Rome was
trifles

To sitch as the torpedo works, a hinstrument wuth all your rifles.

And bless whoever did contrive so hexcellent a institution
For to defend our native hind with avoc and with hexecution.

Of stakin your own lives agin them plaguy vermin I 've no notion.
Set traps, I say, to pison "em, or burn, or sink "em in the hocean.
Ah ! if we could destroy 'em all, there 'd be an end of war and battle,
Which we abhors, and only gets dragged into by them foreign cattle.

The thing of all I can't abear to hear a person name is glory.
Men killed and wounded ; taxes ; tea and sugar rose : the old, old story.
Glory, juice take it, glory, yah ! the very word my fancy sickens.

Glory ! I hope torpedos will blow all your glory to the dickens.

Oh what a blessed appy thing to live in peace and out of danger.
By bein able at a blow to spimicate the orstile stranger,
When upon all the people of the earth around in war delightin,
We shall look out o winder like, and as it were at dogs a fightin !

Wrack, ruin, olesalc, swecpin, h instantaneous death, annihilation,
To them as ever dares to lay a finger on this peaceful nation !

No wrong, harm, hurt to nobody, whilst we be left alone would we do ;

But hands off, all you foreigners, or bang at you goes our torpedo !

A CAPITAL ENTERTAINMENT.

THANK you, MR. GERMAV REED Pnnek thanks you very much for

a vastly pleasant evening. The "
Entertainment

"
at vour Gallery is

really entertaining, and that is more than can be said of many so-called
"
entertainments. You have done the Stage good service, too, b/

introducing on it an excellent new actor. Clearly his performance is

of more than usual promise. Not only he can act, but he can sing as

well; and, when.these powers'are combined, the warbler must be looked

on as a rara ana. In these days of vulgar music-halls, and vapid,
coarse burlesques, it is a treat to hear a gentleman, who really is a

gentleman, sing a comic song, which really is a comic one. This is

done now daily at the Gallery of Illustration : and Punch, remembering
an old service in a charitable cause, records with pleasure the success

of MR. ARTHUR CECIL.

A Rock Ahead.

A TELEGRAM from Madrid has agitated our Foreign OfBce by the

portentous information that :

" In to-day's tilting of the Cortes, SBNOB ORKJJSE gave notice of an

interpellation respecting the future of Gibraltar."

That future some Spaniards would fain have us make a present of,

i
by presenting them with Gibraltar. As long as Gibraltar is necessary
to our maritime position, don't they wish they may get it f
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CURIOUS ENTOMOLOGICAL STUDY
MADE FROM OUR STALL THE OTHER EVENING.

DEESSING AND DEVOTION.

WE wonder if fine ladies ever go to church to show off

their fine dresses. One would fancy that some must do so,

at any rate in Paris, else wherefore have some dressmakers

there put forth what they please to call a
"
programme for

the Holy Week," whence it may interest fair readers if we

cite the following :

" Toilette de Sermon. Kobe de poult de soio noire ;
Metter-

nich do mCrne etofle, garnie d'une ruche chicoree
; chapeau

satin, mance Sultan, nu'le de Chantilly, forme Maintenon;

hotlines de chevreau Sultan
; gants do Saxe ;

missel de chagrin

rouge ; col et manches toile de Hollaude ;
cravate de Chan-

tilly ;
boutons d'or uni

; chapelet d'or."

A congregation all arrayed in their toilettes de sermon

must be a most improving and most edifying sight. A
lady whose mind is quite at ease about her dress, who is

conscious that her boots are of the fashionable colour, and

that her bonnet is constructed of the very very latest

fashionable shape, can of course devote her thoughts en-

tirely to devotion, and can listen to a sermon with undis-

turbed attention, in serenity and peace. Where all arc

dressed alike, too, in the very height of fashion, there can

be no disquietings of jealousy or envy, and no dread ol

being criticised can rankle in the breast. We doubt, how-

ever, if a sermon be the better laid to heart for being
: listened to by ears adorned with fashionable ear-rings ; and

', heads which are so filled with the worship of the toilette,

have but little room for storing up the wisdom of the

text.

Dover, March 29, 1869.

WHEN JULIUS C^SAK landed

On Dover's chalky height,
The troops that he commanded

Put Britons brave to flight ;

But if he, last Easter Monday,
The coast had ventured near,

He'd have turned tail to the fury of the gale,

And the British Volunteer.

CROWNER'S QUEST LYNCH LAW.
MB. PUNCH,

AN assize jury has, of course, reversed the verdict ot man-

slaughter returned by a coroner's against the twobreaksmen concerned

in the railway accident at Abergele. It acquitted the prisoners in

ten minutes. Sir, they have, however, by no means escaped punish-

ment. If they didn't find bail they went to gaol, and at any rate,

they have been put to the cost, and subjected to the suspense and

anxiety, of having to be tried for felony.

Whenever any individual, still more when any numbers, of the British

Public are killed by accident, somebody must be punished. Somebody
did or omitted to do something, and so caused the accident. But
common law does not make such act or omissi9n necessarily criminal.

It admits the excuse of infirmity or error in judgment; will not call

homicide by misadventure manslaughter ;
will so call casual homicide

by carelessness only, or by culpable, ignorance. So, by assize law

breaksmen, stokers, engineers, or other railway servants, having the

misfortune, without any fault, to occasion the death of any passengers,
would go unscathed.
Here Crowner's quest law supplies the defect of assize law, Mr. Punch.

Coroners' juries find verdicts of manslaughter irrespectively of fault.

Those verdicts cannot be sustained ; but the prisoners found not

guilty have in the meanwhile been punished in the ways above-named,
inclusive recollect, perhaps of some months' imprisonment. British

Crowners' quest law, you see, Sir, is in its way supplementary to law

proper, much as Lynch law is in the United States. Only Lynch
Law cares for natural right as well as public safety Crowner's quest
law contemplates public safety alone.
Your Consistency will see that law proper should be reconciled with

Crowners' quest law. It soon will. We are evidently on the verge
of a ^reat legal reform. In conformity with a very extensive feeling,

occasionally asserted by some of our principal public instructors, acts

will in no long time come to be judged with respect to their operation

only, and without any regard to their motives.
"
Hang homicidal

maniacs," is the cry, which, more or less paraphrased in various

quarters, expresses this feeling Society's pure instinct of self-protec-
tion. Never mind the maniac," look simply at the homicide. Why not
also cry,

"
Hang all breaksmen and others who break people's necks,

and occasion homicide, whether by misfortune or by negligence ?
"

Only because it might be difficult to replace them, or to retain the un-

hanged in their situations.

There appears to be a growing conviction' that the end of punishment

is simply protective. On that principle the law would punish a fatal

mistake, not at all for any supposed guilt in it, but solely with a view

to make the offender, or, if it hang the.offender, then to make other

people, more careful another time. You would hang a homicide, bir,

just as you gibbet a scarecrow, in terrorem, and for nothing else
; you

would whip a garotter precisely as you would a hound, to break him ot

his practices, and discourage his like. In short, it is fast becoming

unfashionable to consider crimes, or any other actions, as to their moral

character at all. Such consideration is commonly stigmatised by our

strong-minded men as sentimental ; and, certainly, morality and senti-

ment, in as far as sentiment is not immoral, are convertible terms.

Abolish sentiment abolish morality.

Fiat justitia mat ccelum? Not for the future, Mr. Punch. If the

skies should fall, larks would be caught ; but the British Public, and

every other Public, would be crushed, Sir. Fiat mjjtstitia to any amount,

if necessary for the public safety. Hang everybody, j ustly or unjustly,

whose execution may be needful for that paramount purpose. Don t,

indeed, exactly hang breaksmen, pointsmen, stokers, and engine-

drivers for accidental homicide ; but spare their lives only because, it

you absolutely hung them, you would thereby incur the inconvenience

of a railway stand-still. There is also a reason for not making them in

every case of fatal railway accident legally punishable for manslaughter.

Such accidents sometimes occur from parsimonious arrangements, in

which cases the protection of the British Public would be the rather

consulted if the parties made criminally responsible were the Directors.

I am, Sir, the Supreme Law. You must sacrifice individuals to

SALTJS POPULI.

Not a Doubt of it.

A WRITER in the Times upon the
"
Criminal haunts

"
of London

assigns much of their vice to the demoralising influence of the numerous

low pawnbrokers. In fact, these criminal haunts would never
be^so

full of crime, were it not for the abundance of the criminal uncles.

WHAT WILL IT TAKE ?

GOLD has many properties, but we never knew that it could feel a

desire for drink, until playbills and posters told us of Ihe Ikirst ot

Gold at the Olympic.

"
OPEBATIVE SPIKNERS." Spiders.
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APRIL FOOLS.

COME, April fools, from this side sea,

Conic, April lish, from t'other
Let 's hob and nob, and all agree
Each April gowk's a brother !

For you 're a fool, and I 'm a fool ;

And in this nipping weather
more the fools the merrier ....

So here 's all fools together !

Which head were't best that 1 invest

With 1'iinrk's Cap of Folly ?

Who with its bells is like to make
Music most melancholy:

1

.

England has hosts of candidates,
And France, I sec, has plenty:

One Arch-fool it is hard to choose,
Though easy to choose twenty !

Say, should it be the Fenian,
That dab at vulgar fractions ?

Whose scheme is to make Ireland one,
By letting loose her factions :

To feed her fat by damming out
The commerce of the Saxon ;

And ease her load by leaving nought
The State can lay a tax on.

To raise to flood her tide of wealth

By drying up its fountain
;

Ana turn on JOHN BULL, in the might
Of molehill against mountain.

To share the land : spin ropes of sand;
Fools' Heavens convert fools' Hells to :

Rise up, my Fenian April fool,
You 've earned the cap, and bells, too !

And
yet

I wist my Ritualist's

A formidable rival,

From bobs and bows, and mops and mows,
Who looks for faith's revival

;

Who in a cold, dark world finds light
And warmth in altar-candles :

Holds rites and vestments helps to Heaven,
And prayers in plain clothes scandals.

Who shakes his head at LUTHER'S name,
And sighs for

"
Papa noster ;"

Meantime, from pulpits Protestant
Doth Papal doctrines foster :

Content by thumb of Priest and Church
To gauge Heaven's rule and Hell's, too

lie leaves the Fenian in the lurch
Give him the cap, and bells.

But rampant rise to claim the prize

Competitor* a couple;
An Onui-e-man with bloodshot eyes,
An Ultramontane supple.

For I'mtcslant ascendency
The one, tor Papist t'other ;

At odds in all. but the resolve
Of each to damn his brother.

O'er GLADSTONE'S Bill had 'they their will,

Kilkenny's cats they 'd equal :

And light till but two tails were left-
Two tales without a sequel !

But cooler England steps between,
As their wrath high-tide swells to ;

And since the crown she can't assign,
Divides the cap, and bells, too.

" Now nay, now nay !

" LOUD JOHN may say :"
Advance our feudal banners :

And raise a claim to cap and bells.
In morals' name and MANNERS' !

Right in the teeth of saucy facts,
I "11 make my docile flock run,

DAME PARTINSTOJJ swept back the sea,
Back MANNERS bids the clock run !

"

And here come Lords of Vested Rights
In Schools and Boards and Vestries,

To prove that what 's wrong is our own.
What 's right, is our Ancestry's.

If they think long-befooled Joiw BOLL
^Vill longer yield their yells to,

I think their Lordships may nut in

Good claim to cap, and bells, too.

But turn the sight to left or right,
The cry is still

"
They 're coming!"

Like flies about a honey-cask,
Or wasps round peaches humming.

So dense the swarm of April fools,
Pur '

r (lie picking,
ril fish can find

No r< ails for sticking.

'Tis clear one crown is not enough
Among so many claimants.

So glorious in their length of cars,
And motleyness of raiments.

Keep England's cap for English fools,
For French let 1 ranee provide one ;

Witli heads so worthy crowns api*

Why stick two pates inside one ?

HINTS FOE CONVERSATION.

CUSTOMS, Excise, Stamps, Abyssinian Expedition, attacks upon
income otherwise Income-Tax, deficiency, reductions, fortifications, and
the fifty other items of THE BUDGET, will figure rather largely in

Conversation for the next few days, and bind you to know something
about Exchequer Bonds and Ways and Means.

People will be wrapt up in the balance sheet, and full of MB. LOWE'S
maiden speech as the great taxing-master and purse-bearer ; and will,
more than ever, appraise those Abyssinian cases (cases belli) at South
Kensington, in which you may now stare at a really fine King's crown,
as the most expensive acquisitions ever exhibited by any Museum.
The Budget has made you low. For the time you are rather annoyed

at having an income, and can hardly abstain from stamps, and form
resolutions to discontinue excisable articles, and never again to en-

courage armorial bearings, and hair powder ; but for all that, you arc

not an
apostate

from your faith in LOWE and GLADSTONE. The men-
tion of the Prime Minister, one of the primest England has ever had,
is, by association, to make you, and all around you, happy once more.
For is he not Member for Greenwich, and is not Greenwich the home
and haunt of the infant herring (has not DR. GUNTHER proved it!

1

We hope we are correct and not erring, in assigning this distinction to

the baby bloater, rather than to the youthful pilchard or inexperienced
sardine our natural history, particularly ichthyology, was always fishy),
and has not the Whitebait Season commenced, and are they not cutting
brown bread and butter at the "Trafalgar

1' and the "Ship" day
and night, and importing cargoes of limes and lemons from all torts of

tropklf
But if Whitebait is coming in, Beefsteaks are going out. as you

found when you went to CHRISTIE'S, and saw the pictures ana prints,
the wines ana wine-glasses out of which it pleased yon to think PEG
WomxcTON had drank and been toastedof the

"
Sublime Society

of Beefsteaks," born .17:55, died 1809, sold by auction; as yon will

narrate at dinner to ELEANOR RAHI LIFFE, whose smile and charms
make you content to have a taxable income, and whom you will take,
under auntly chapcronagc, before the week is out, to see Slack and

White, or Dreams, or Won by a Head (with MBS. STIRUBG in it), or

Cox and Box, or some other of the Easier offerings.
Miss RANCLIFFE'S tastes are many and various

; so yon are certain

to have a gracious listener, whether you talk of Easter plays, Easter

eggs, or the desirableness of making Easter a stationary feast about the

middle of April ;
of the Opera or LADT PETKE'S admirable Crecte ;

of the Preston strike or the London season ; of BROWSING'S poem
or STOPFORD;BROOKE'S sermon

;
of Customs or fashions ; of the faces

you have seen in the pictures intended for the Royal Academy ; or, to

return to our first love, of the figures in MB. LOWE'S Budget.

Archiepiscopal Confirmation.

THB ARCHBISHOP or YORK, in a letter, of necessity declining an

nvitation to the dinner about to be given in Liverpool to MB. CHARLES
DICKENS, writes :

" I much regret to say that, being engaged with my continuations, it will

quite impossible
for me to be present

to do honour to one of tbr greatest
writers that have adorned English literature."

Thus has the ARCHBISHOP OF YOKK confirmed the popular i

of MR. DICKENS.

FROM
LONG'S.

THE HOTELS. The Nova-Scotian Giantess is staying at

The Siamese Twins are at The UNITED.
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THE EGG-POACHER (A TALE OF COUNTRY LIFE, IN 3 VOLS.) VOL. I.

CHAP. I. W"M" CHAP. V. JUST IN TIME

CHAP. II. TEMPTATION. CHAP. VI. IMJUBF.D Ixx(iri:N-ri-.

CHAP. III. IMMEDIATE ACTION. CHAP. VII. A MOTHER'S GRIEF.

XT://

End of Vol. I.
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CANTABRIGIAN ONOPHAQY.
T times it has rained cats and

does lately; but the subjoined
extract from a newspaper sug-

i the probability that those

]HMir nuimrils are going to be

rnlilii-d of their meat :

" GASTHOXOMY IN CAMBRIDGE.
At the instance of (i prominent

Trinity an aft ha* been

slaughtered, dressed, and prepared
for rooking. It it an animal about

nine years of age, and was for gome
ttme lubJMtad to

li^ht work, but

of late has been '

living in clover
'

on the furm of MR. LANOTOX, at

Tnimpington, in the vicinity of

Cambridge. It w5 duly fattened

up,
then butchered and dressed by

Hit. HOLDF.N, a butcher, of Fitzroy
I, Cambridge."

The mere information that an
at Cambridge had been

slaughtered, dressed, and pre-

pared for cooking, would of

itself alone look frightfully

anthropophagous, since it does
not assure us that the Cam-

bridge Ass, killed and prepared for cooking, was not an Under-
graduate, or even a Don

; for Dons have been, and may still be, some
of tin in, Donkeys. But our minds are relieved by the statement that
this Ass was only about nine years old. Men do not come up to the

University so early as nine. We perceive, therefore, that the victim
:L regular quadruped with long ears, and not a man, called, or

written down, an Ass because of inability, for instance, to pass his

little-go. There are still, however, many people who, when they con-
sider that

"
a prominent member of Trinity

"
has eaten

"
moke," when,

if I" 1

l'-i>l thoaen, 'n; might have (lined on mutton, will say that the
word prefixed to the above-quoted paragraph, should have been, not

tronomy," but "Cannibalism."

SONGS OF SIXPENCE.

1. A SPORTING SONG.

Am " All my Fancy dwells upon \ancy."

TIIKHE was a man whose name was DAN,
And a hunting he would go,

So, before he went, his time he spent 1

hi learning
"
Tallyho!"

In learning Tallyho, boys,
In learning Tallyho ;

fur all his fancy dwelt upon NANCY,
^rf-learning" Tallyho!"

This young man DAN was in love with NAJT,
\Vhich p'raps you'd like to know ;

To her he came to confide his plan
Of learning "Tallyho!"
Of shouting Tallyho, boys,
Of screeching Tallyho ;

For all his fancy dwelt upon NANCY,- "Tallyho!"

A Huntsman came, I forget his name;
But it doesn't matter : no.

Ten hours a day he passed away
In teaching

"
Tallyho !

"

In teacliing Tallyho, boys,
In screeching Tallyho ;

And all his fancy dwelt upon NANCY,
While teaching

"
Tallyho !

"

Says DAS, says he, we '11 married be
In sixteen weeks or so ;

Says NAN, says she. you 'II give up me,
Or learning

"
Tallyho !

"

Or learning Tallyho, boys,
Or turning Tallyno ;

.//"all your fancy dwells upon NANCY,
Then give up

"
Tallyho !

"

Says DAN to NAN, who used her fan,
Remember I 'm your beau ;

But for all Hal, I mial get pat
This cry of

''

Tallyl,
This cry of Tallyho, boy,

cry of Tall;.

Says she, your fancy '= not nil upon N \

But most on "1

The Huntsman winks and blinks and think*,"
Oh, isn't this a go F

She knows y fancy dwells upon NANCY,
And** on Tallyho!"
And not on Tallyho, boys,

.(//on Tallyho;
No, til my fancy dwells upon NANCY,
And BOMS on "Tallyho!"

This was his plan : he made young 1U\
top in a room Mow

;

And run about and hollow and shout
11 one word "Tallyho!"
This one word Tallyho, boys,
This simple Tallyho;

And i* you can fancy, he made up to NAN.
While DAB sang "Tallyho!"

When DAN had done what he 'd begun,
To NANCY he did go ;

Saw she 1 'e kewd that you preferred
To your "Tallyho!"
Your horrid Tallyho, boyi,
Your DMty Tallyho ;

You 'vc followed your fancy, and lost your NAJTCY,
By learning

"
Tallyho !*'

MOKAL.

If on a Miss, a girl like this,
Your love you do bestow ;

Then marry away.
To pick up

"
Tallyho !

'

No, hant: \ lio, boys.
Yes, bother Tallyho ;

For if all your fancy dwells upon NANCY,
Then give up

"
Tallybo."

Now let us sing God Save the King,
And loyalty we '11 show :

That is, 1 mean God Save the Oaten
With yoicks and "Tallyho!"
With yoicks and Tallyho, boys,
With yoicks and Tallyho;

For all our fancy dwells upon NANCY.
While ice sing Tallyho !

Grand Choria.

For all our fancy dwells upon NAHCY,
While we sing

"
Tallyho !

"

OUR SPIRITED BRITISH SELVKS.

WHAT a wonderful calorific is enthusiasm ! At the Volunteer
Review on Easter Monday at Dover, the prices of admission to the

grand stand were from ai. to 10.*. a-head. What philosopher would, in

ordinary March weather, stand out a Review, even if paid the larger
of those two sums to do so, unless he were very hard up indeed f But

philosophers are cold-blooded, and their blood is not to be wanned

except with some such stimulant as wine or spirituous liquor. A more

generous spirit
than brandy, rum, gin, or whiskey, firing the British

Public, enables it, surveying the evolutions of ita patriotic protectors,
to resist, for hours, the operation of a very low temperature, and pay
very high prices for the privilege of an altitude in the cold.

A Friendly Suggestion.

THE "
Minders

"
are amongst those on strike at Preston. Would

it not be well for all, both Masters and Men, to be
"
minders

"
of the

advice of snch counsellors as MR. MUNDELLA.

AN EXCEPTIONAL MONTH.

MANY people have complained a good deal about the weather which

we have had during the past month. Nevertheless, after all, thi last

March has been none so dusty.
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ANXIOUS INQUIRIES.

Lady.
"

I SAT, MARY, WHEN JAMES GOES HOME TO-NIGHT, TELL HIM TO
CALL AND ASK HOW MRS. SMITH IS. IT DOES NOT MATTER ABOUT THE ANSWER
TILL TO-MORROW."

TETE DE VEAU EN TORTUE.

OF all laws sumptuary laws are about the most odious.

Of all sumptuary laws the most odious law that can be

imagined would be a law forbidding the consumption of

real turtle. But what would aggravate the odiousness of

that law to the highest possible degree would be a state

of things which, disallowing the consumption of real

turtle, permitted that of mock.
The REV. MR.. LOWDER, on Good Friday last, with a tail

of Ritualists at his back, is said to have perambulated St.

George's-in-the-East, as the Coryphccus of a mimic lloman
Catholic procession.
Now this is undeniably a case of mock-turtle. That is

to say, if Popery is turtle which nobody of all the jour-
nalists and other gentlemen, as well as ladies who are doing
its work can deny. If Ritualism isn't mock-turtle, say that

it is mock-oxtail, mock anything you like
;
at all events

mock.

Suppose ARCHBISHOP MANNING and a train of Popish
priests had made, in public, the original demonstration of

which Parson LOWDER'S was a copy, would they not have
committed an illegal act ? Would not the Police have been

empowered to compel them to move on, off, and away ;
and

in case of their refusal, to conduct them to the station-

house ? As a fact, we see no Roman Catholic processions
in the thoroughfares, but only shams of them, and what
is there to prevent the realities but the law ?

If Parson LOWDER can, and ARCHBISHOP MANNING
cannot, march the streets at the head of an ecclesiastical

posse, that condition of non possumus, as MANNING might
say. is very unfair to the Papists. The law is a WHALLEY
still, and cries

" No Popery !

"
Religious equality is not

yet ; persecution still vexes our Roman Catholic brethren
we had almost said fellow-subjects ; but as for us, our alle-

giance is undivided, and we own no Mikado at Rome. If

the Ritualist clergy are free to practise parade, forbidden
to the Romish priesthood, what is sauce for the goose is

not sauce for the gander ; or, to speak impartially, what is

sauce for the gander is not sauce for the goose.

A Deal Too Bad.

WHAT can have induced the Preston WMst-players to

join the Strike? We ask this question from reading that
"
the Card-room Hands "

there are involved in the dispute.

"
HAIL, GENTLE SPRING, ETHEREAL MILDNESS,

COME !

"

(The most unseasonable line in THOMSON'S Seasons.)

HAIL, Spring, and snow, Spring ! bite, bluster, and blow, Spring !

And give JEMMY THOMSON, that humbug, the lie.

Dispel our delusion that Elora doth owe Spring
The snow-drop that comes from the earth, not the sky.

When have March-skies been sadder, or March airs been madder,
Or March-winds been edged with more pitiless blast ?

Not at Dover alone, the forlorn Easter gadder,
May sneeze out,

" Thank goodness, we "ve got our
'

March-past !

' "

JEMMY THOMSON invoked thy ethereal mildness,
He 'd have still better reason to call for it now

;

Or for
"
mildness," methinks, he 'd have given us

"
wildness

"

Thou that nip'st lamb on leasowes, and bud upon bough
I sing thee, 'tis true, but my song a long sneeze is,

And instead of light lyre I've a heavy catarrh ;

And my Ver is a lady in fur, and she teases
For a hot-water-bottle to put in her car !

Proper Pride at Greenwich.
Too much pride is a bad thing, as we know from MILTON and others.

But proper pride is to be commended, and here is a little of it. At a
meeting of the Greenwich Conservative Association one SHERSBY
remarked of one COVIL,

" Fl
.

a
.
dne8i n to principle was now most important to the country, and

they might be proud of their friend, MB. COVIL, when they saw the Prime
ater had shown the most

extraordinary vacillation. (Cheers.)"
Let us all be proud of COVIL; only who is he, and while our in-

formants are about it, who is SHERSBY f

SCIENCE ON ST. PAUL'S.

ON Easter Monday one of Mr. Punch's friends took his alpenstock,
and with three companions who carried parasols, made the ascent of

St. Paul's Cathedral. He would like to know if the party are now
eligible for the Alpine Club.
In the gallery surrounding the dome, he put his chin over the balus-

trade, when an ascending fragrance immediately regaled his nose.

Whence came it ? From a commercial establishment. What was it P

The aroma of a substance undergoing a process. He may say no more.
Further particulars would amount to an advertisement of which the

Ritualists and aU the quacks in the world would say, and some of them
perhaps even think, that Mr. Punch had been paid for the insertion.

But what an advertisement ! One that would circulate, untranslated,

over every land where the English language is spoken ; translated

throughout every other. Of course, no shop whatever could possibly
afford to pay one-tenth of the price such a puff would be worth.
But puffery of every sort and kind is wliat Mr. Punch abhors, and

he publishes the fact above stated merely as an instance of the minute

divisibility of matter, and the height to which odorous particles can
ascend.

Reviewing the Past.

WHAT the Volunteers would like to have, when they go again to

Dover, would be a Walmer reception by the LORD WARDEN and the

weather. They hope the next tide they see there will be a Whitsun-
tide.

Advertisement.

(BY A DYSPEPTIC.)mANTED, a LIGHT POETER for Supper time.

THE VOLUNTEERS' OATH. "
By George !

"
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SHE "JESTS AT SCARS," cc.

Aunt. " AND HOW 'a LOUISA, MY DEAR 1 WHERE is SHE!"
Sarcastic Younger Sitter (fancy free).

"
On, PRETTY WELL, BUT SHE WON'T BE ON VIEW THESE Two HOUM. SHE'S WBmso TO

HKR ' UKAK FKED': AT LEAST I FANCY I SAW HER COME our OF THE LIBRARY WITH TOPPBB'S POEMS AND A DicnovARrt It

BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CHAPTER THE TWELFTH. THE REHEARSALS DIFFICULTIES OF MR
SALMON MK. DACE-MR. PORPOISE MR. SALMON AND HIS MAN,
WO01>PK.CKEK-MEA8UREMENT-THE GAB QUESTION ARRIVAL OF
THE PROPRIETOR

THE rehearsals of KINO FYSCHER'S operetta for the private thea-

tricals at the MACAWS' (of Macaw) party afforded a very pleasant way
of spending the spare hours between four o'clock and dinner-time, and
also various evenings when there was no other engagement.
NIPPER was, 1 recollect, the man whose time it was difficult to suit,

as he was out every night, and would only promise to
"
look in

"
after

one of his parties, on his road home ; which promise, being made con-

ditionally, was rarely kept. To the rehearsals in the afternoon he was
as punctual as a sentry at the Horse Guards, seeing that being engaged
in an office (as assistant-secretary's assistant clerk, a very gentlemanly
appointment of some considerable value) he was very strict m observing
to a minute the hour when business finished. This was four o'clock,
and at half-past Niri'Bii was at MRS. MACAW'S.
The difficulty was to get every one to time. One day we were all

there but KING FYSCUER, who came, full of apologies, just five minutes
before everyone had to go away. Another time it would be ALF POODEL
who thought we were going to rehearse the operetta and without the

farce (he only playing in the latter), and would in the evening (when
the operetta was rehearsed, and not the farce) overwhelm us all with
his sorrow for the

"
inconvenience which he feared he really must have

caused," &c., &c.
TOM PORCUPINE having been lugged in, on account of his knowing

something about the stage and stage matters (he could, it was averred,
shake hands with three managers, calling them by their surnames,
without prefix, and had had one farce refused by fivs principal theatres,

and one produced somewhere at some time or other), was made much of

when he came, and pleaded most important business, in a literary way,
as an excuse for nonattendance generally.

"
If they want 'us to go and rehearse," said TOM, crustily.

"
why

don't they ask us to dinner ? Rehearsal first, dinner afterwards."

And this, beinp a good idea, was suggested to MBS. MACAW, who not

having many invitations at present, had several evenings at her own
disposal

"
Oh, MR. PORCUPINE," says she, one night,

" what ikall we do
about the stage?""

Better hire one," suggests TOM.

NIPPER, who must be worth a fortune to theatrical costumiers and

perruquiers, immediately puts in,
" Go to SALMON can't do better

than SALMON."
ALF POODEL objects.

" Go to DACE." says he, mentioning another

eminent purveyor of costumes theatrical.
" Not Tor a stage," says NIPPER, speaking as an authority.

" DACE
don't put up stages.""

Ah, well," returns POODEL, yielding this point ;

"
but I dvayt go

to DACE for dresses."
" Not so good as SALMON !

"
cries NIPPER,

"Oh, isn't heP" replies POODEL, sarcastically.

There is a great difference of opinion on this important subject

between these two authorities, and well might SALMON and DACE
tremble in their slippers did they know how their respective menu
were being discussed by the two distinguished amateurs above-

mentioned.
On one common ground they meet, namely that PORPOISE is to do

the wigs.
So MRS. MACAW sends to SALMON (or "if MR. NIPPER would call

and tell him, she would be so much obliged ;

" and he does so, making
MR. SALMON distinctly understand that he appears in his shop only as

an agent, and perfectly irresponsible), and of him orders a stage,

scenery, and some dresses; while a party, led by POODEL, prefer (also

as irresponsible agents) to procure theirs from MR. DACE.
MR. SALMON appoints a time to call at the house, measure the room,

and see what MRS. MACAW exactly doet want.

MR. SALMON, a red-headed little gentleman, whose presence imme-
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diately conveys the idea of a predominance of hair-oil in. his toilette

(having apparently washed his nauds and face in it by mistake), arrives

with his man (a snlky and silent person, very dirty, with a carpenter's

rnle in his pocket), and is at ouce shown up-stairs by the servant, who
holds him at first in no small awe, as having some mysterious connec-

tion with the "Theayter." Mil. SALMON enters the drawing-room
in an easy and affable style peculiar to himself, and, if neither NIPPER,

POODEL, nor PORCUPINE are there, at once assumes the command,
and rules with the powerful confidence of one "who knows exactly

what you want, Ma'am."

Strangely enough he seems to hit upon the scenes in KING FYSCIIER'S

operetta, not to mention the dresses and characters, as if he'd bsen

familiar with them from his childhood upwards."
PECKER," says he to his man, who shelters himself bashfully in the

shadow of his chief, and slouches out with a two-foot rnle, "just
measure this here." Then to MRS. MACAW, in rather a thick, dusty

voice, "I know exactly what you want. Interior of
'ut.Ju.st

act : set.

An nin, second, with table, chairs, and ushull properties."
"
Yes, quite so," says Mus. MACAW, vaguely.

"Twenty- live by thirty," growls PECKER, pocketing his rule, and

retiring once more into the shade.

"Very good," continues SALMON, as if he now saw it all at a glance.
"
'Ut first

;
Inn second. You'll wish us to find everythink ?

"

MRS. MACAW replies rather faintly (being a little overcome by the

prevalence of the hair-oil),
" Oh yes, if you please," and rejoices to

think that further particularising is not expected of her.

MESSRS. SALMON and PECKER are just taking their leave when enter

NIPPER and POODEL, followed by PORCUPINE.
In a second MR. SALMON descends (as it were) from his throne of

conscious superiority OVLT Mus. MACAW'S ignorance of theatricals, and
is ready to listen to what MR. NIPPER has to say.
NIPPER is exacting, lit knows all SALMON'S scenes, and insists (on

pain of losing his custom for ever) on SALMON not giving them that

old make-shift of an Inn which he sent to Mas. SANDPIPER'S the other

evening. SALMON promises ; in fact will have
"
a new scene, pran new,

fresh a purpose for this operetta ;
and is there hanythink else P

J'
It

appears that there are several anythinks elses, and MR. SALMON spends
his next hour under sharp examination from NIPPER and PORCUPINE as

to the scenes, the dresses, and the lights." We must have a front scene of a wood," says NIPPER.

" We '11 paint you one," answers MR. SALMON, readily." And mind it works well, and that we have it for rehearsal," insists

NlPPKR.
"It shall be here," replies SALMON, "and the practicable winder

and doors, and the wings and borders, all complete." As MH. SALMON
makes this summary, he moves towards the door.
A fearful thought suddenly strikes MRS. MACAW. " Oh !

"
says she,"

you won't knock the walls about very much, will you ?
"

MR. SALMON- immediately professes an instinctive reverence for the

rights of property, and an intense regard for the preservation of walls,

folding-doors, and hanging-pictures.
"
There shan't be a nail any-

where," says he, in a most conciliatory tone, "except, perhaps, just a
taek or two where it won't be seen, and is habsolutely necessary. Ma.
NIPPER knows me."

NIPPER, not altogether displeased by this appeal, corroborates
SALMON'S statement; and MRS. MACAU 's minii baing set at rest on the

subject of thi! walls not being knocked about, is unwilling to see MR.
SALMON detained any longer, when ALF PooDKt. (who doesn't think

much of SALMON' and his arrangements) suddenly exclaims,"
Yes, that 's all very well for the scenes ; but how are you going to

light 'em ?
"

"
Foot-lights," savs TOM PORCUPINE, as if nothing was easier.

"
All ! but where?" says PooDKL.'putting this as a poser.

"On the ground," answers NIPPER, "of course;" while MR.
SALMON looks from one to the other.

"Let's have them gas, then," says PoonEL; "and can't we have

gas at the wings ?
'

SALMON rubs his chin thoughtfully. He is waiting to hear the

opinion of the lady of the house.

"Easily run a gutta percha tube," says PORCUPINE, "alon^the floor

from some gaslight on the stairs, and you can have a row of 'em."
" Or take up a board, eh ?

"
suggests NIPPER.

" You can easily do

that, MR. SALMON ''.

"

"Oh, lor', yes, Sir," answers MR. SALMON, looking at his man, who
scratches the back qt

his neck with his foot-rule, ana nods assent in a

grumpy manner, as if letting in gas under boards or pulling down a
wall for the sake of a footlignt. was merely child's play to him.

"Hey, what?" exclaims Mil. MACAW, suddenly arriving on the

scene (from the City).
"
Gas and gutta percha ? Hey ? What 's

this ?
"

(To be Continued)

PHRENOLOGY AND FUDGE.
WONDERFUL psycho-
physiological disco-

very has been made
by an anonymous
philosopher. He
thus enunciates it

amongst a series of

objections to phre-

nology, advanced, in

an unfavourable re-

view of a work on
that subject, in the

Morning Post ;

"
Matter, active

and inert, cannot ar-

range itself; it is only
set in order by its co-

existent colleague,
spirit, endowed with

properties as multi-
farious as its own.
Varieties of these are

conveyed by different

agencies into the
human frame, to per-
form their vital func-
tions. Some of them

ascend by the vertebral tissues into the brain, and select the cells in which

which can be taken of phrenology, and may serve to account for the cases by
which its advocates maintain that their opinions are confirmed."

Let us try and construe so much of the foregoing extract as we need
in order to be enabled to see precisely how profound is its meaning.

Varieties of properties of spirit are conveyed by different agencies
into the human frame to perform their vital functions. Whose vital
functions P The vital functions of the different agencies, or the vital
functions of the varieties of properties of spirit themselves their own
vital properties ? Not the vital functions of the human frame

; our
philosopher says their," not "its." We have accordingly to form to

selves distinct ideas of the vital functions of an agency, and also of : that this sage has settled phrenologyVliash

the vital functions of a property, both, if we can ;
if we cannot, then, if

possible, clearly to conceive the vital functions of either a property or

an agency. Having made sense of both, or either, we shall have little

difficulty in making further sense of the vital functions of different

agencies, and of the vital functions of varieties of properties, or else of

the vital functions of the former or the latter, as the case may be. We
may, however, consider, without much fear of being mistaken, that

these several vital functions are on the whole pretty much alike and

equally intelligible.
The next proposition which we have to master is, that varieties of

properties of spirit, conveyed by different agencies into the human
frame, ascend by the vertebral tissues into the brain. Of course the

author of this statement knows that the vertebral tissues are the com-

ponent parts of the vertebra; or bones which united constitute the

backbone or vertebral column, and he means to say that varieties of

the properties of spirit climb up into the brain by this ladder. (Do they
begin to climb at the os coccyyis ?)

The divine WILLIAMS avers, by the mouth of Falsta/, of
" a good

sherris sack," that it "ascends me into the brain; . . . makes it appre-
hensive, quick, forgetive, full of nimble, fiery, and delectable shapes."
Our antiphrenological reviewer's varieties of spirit behave in some
measure like sack. They ascend me into the brain

;
but then they do

me more than filling it with the shapes which Fahtaff mentions. They
select the cells in which they develop the perceptions of sense and the

faculties of mind. What an astonishing selection is this, made by
varieties of properties of spirit ! But that is not all. The spheres of

the productive energy of these varieties of properties of spirit expand
by action. We have only to picture to the mind's eye this easily

imaginable process. The spheres arc, of course, cerebral cavities, of a

spherical form, in which the varieties of properties of spirit exert their

productive energy, making the spheres expand. In expanding they
must necessarily raise the overlying portions of the cranium beneath
which they work ; that is, of course he means, are worked by varieties

of properties of spirit. They could not expand without a corresponding
expansion of the cranium. If the cranium did not expand, the

expansive force of the varieties of properties of spirit would occasion

apoplexy.
It will be very mean and shabby of the College of Surgeons if that

learned body do not, in the interests of science, award a gold medal to

the anonymous discoverer of the cerebral spheres, which, expanded by
the action of varieties of properties of spirit, expand portions of the
cranium which those properties work under, thus suggesting the only
rational view that can be taken of phrenology. Is it necessary to say

?
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
HE there- such creatures as shy yonng
men still to IK- found by enterprising
naturalists ? Perhaps the species is

not wholly extinct : here ni. -,

a specimen may be discovi

country towns where they have one

public ball, for the benefit of the

Dispensary, and three private dances
to amuse them in the winter months,
the assembling of the Yeomanry once
in three years, in May, and an an-

nual pleasure fair and water-party
as summer entertainments. Do we
address any who are diffident, but

barely provided with conversation
in their intercourse with the diviner

sex, particularly with the younger
angels, grouping on gala occasions
with other youth in corners and

doorways, and not emitting a bril-

liant light in, dining- and drawing
room?
There is hope for such as these,

there is something better than the
"
conversational sofa

"
mentioned a

se'nnight or two back there is a

professor, rather a professoress, of
the talking art who removes shy-
ness, extracts diffidence, and com-

pletely eradicates all nervous awkwardness. But they will have to

go to America to be cured to thriving Chicago, where, according to

///// Star, a young woman advertises that she will "give
lessons in etiquette, and the way of conversing with ladies, to any
young gentleman who does not feel at ease in the society of the oppo-

. Tuition to lovers, extra." If the
"
young woman," who is

reported to have been "quite successful," will come over to England
after she has finished her lessons in America, she will be welcomed
almost as heartily as MR. LOTIIROP MOTLET, have an immense class
of pupils, and go back to Chicago, there to spend a happy old age in
the possession of a handsome competence and first-rate testimonials.
But is not the interference with lovers of doubtful propriety, especially
if t.lie young woman is good looking, or, to use the language of the
plarmlin^ papers, "of a highly prepossessing exterior" r We leave
this to Congress,
As MR. MOTLEY, the successor to MB. REVERDY JOHUSON, who

deserves our kindest farewells, is likely to be a good deal talked about,
it may be as well that you should know something of his picturesque
Dutch Histories (WILLIAM the

"
Silent" will at last be dragged into

conversation) if only of the title-pages ; and having correspondents in

New York and Boston, it will not be strange if you express a wish
that this distinguished man of letters may help on cheap ocean
postage.

Further, mindful of your parting promise to MARIAN WINTHORPE
when she went to stay with her aunt at Clayworth a village purely
agricultural, and not possessing many objects of interest to send her
two or three numbers of The Echo at a time, you are sure to stand up
(and sometimes sit down) in Spciety, for cheaper book-postage at home ;

which subject, or one akin to it, appears to have attracted attention in
other places besides the House ofCommons, one of the learned Societies

having been amusing itself with a paper on "an Envelope in the Cubic
Correspondence of Points." (Another paper being entitled "The
Invariants of a Pair of Conies," we are daily looking out for an
announcement in the Tirrifs that among the latest additions to the
Zoological Gardens are

"
a Pair of Conies," presented by the Nawab

of Nagpore.)
Talk as you please on the question of Life Peerages (here 's a health

to LORDS LAWRENCE and PENZAMCE), for you are not very likely to
arouse angry passions on that topic ; but be cautious what you say on
the subject of opening Public Museums and Galleries on Sundays.
(Were you not sorry for MR. BRUCE when you read that in one day he"
received three deputations, and had to listen to no fewer than twenty-

five speeches on the Sunday Question?" He ought to have his

salary substantially raised if he has to go through such sufferings as
these frequently.) Not because you have any doubt that they ought
to be opened, and that they will be opened, but because it is always
desirable, when you are enjoying exquisite savours, and flavours, and
vintages, and the company of fair women, to avoid anything like argn- 1

ment or dispute; and as there might be some one present engaged in
the liquor trade, or largely interested in publichouse property, or a
believer in the fitness of allowing no recreation on Sunday, except
what may be derived from successive quarterns of highly sophisticated
gin, do not, at all events, rouse the subject. But if you find that your
neighbour thinks as you do, ask him if it is not surprising that those

of us who can go to Trafalgar Square and South Kensington any day
we like in the six, and irardrn*, and
well cooked dinners nii<!

wish to deny a p!'

siderable part of tli'

of monotonous wen
whose home is in 11 sullen, stifling court, and whose only c

seeing something that shall amuse : i perhaps
lies in a rcfnniieil, but nut a re*

speaking here of the opening of Free N
something might be said in rt Crystal Palace ter

&
OP all the types in a printer's hand,
Commend me to the Amperzand,
For he 's the gentleman, (seems to me)
Of the typographical companie.

my nice little Amperzand,
My graceful, swanlike Amperzand.
Nothing that CADMUS ever planned
Equals my elegant Amperzaud !

He's never bothered, like A. B. C.
In Index, Guide, and Dircctorie :

lie 's never stuck on a Peeler's coat,
Nor hung to show where the folks must vote.

No, my nice little Amperzaud,
My plump and curly Amperzand.
When I 'n a pen in a listless hand,
1 'in always making an Ampemod !

Many a letter your writers hate,

Ugly (/, with his tail so straight,

.r, that makes you cross as a bear,

And
j:,

that helps you with zouns to swear.

But not my nice little Amperzand,
My easily dashed off Amperzand,
Any odd shape folks understand
To mean my Protean Amperzand !

Nothing for him that 's starch or stiff,

Never he 's used in scold or tiff.

State epistles, so dull and grand,
Mustn't contain the shortened and.

No, my nice little Amperzand,
You 're good for those who 're

jolly
and bland,

In days when letters were dried with sand
Old frumps wouldn't use my Amperzand !

But he is dear in old friendship's call,

Or when love is laughing through lady-scrawl :

" Come cj- dine, <} have oachelor's fare."
"
Come, fy I '11 keep yon a Round fy Square."

Yes, my nice little Amperzand
Never must into a word expand,
Gentle sign of affection stand,

My kind, familiar Amperzand.
"
Letters Five do form his name :

"

His, who Millions doth teach and tame :

If 1 could not be in that Sacred Band,
I 'd be the affable Amperzand.

Yes, my nice little Amperzand,
And when P. U.X.C.H. is driving his five-in-hand,
I 11 have a velocipede, neatly planned
In the shape of a fly-away Amperzand.

Haittcell. SCANDULA EXOLCTA.

Hattention !

MEMBERS who find it a sell to discover some other M.P.'s hat on a

favourite seat, and who wish to know how to act under the circum-

stances, are recommended to go into the Library and consult
"
Hat-

sell's Precedents of Proceedings in the House of Commons." Or they
might take the opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown.

MOTTO TOR PRIZEFIGHTING ix AN ELECTION RIOT." Spargitt
nuces ;

"
i. e., Scatter their nuts right and left.

VOL. LVI.
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THE NATION
HAVING GIVEN THE ROYAL ACADEMY A SITE LARGE ENOUGH TO EXHIBIT ENGLISH PAINTING

ADEQUATELY, SLODOER, IN GRATITODE, PAINTS "THE FINDING THE DEAD BODY OF HAROLD,"
OF A SIZE BEFITTING THE GRANDEUR OF THE SUBJECT (HIS FAVOURITE ONE), ON THE SPOT

TOO, AND FARMER COBBLEY'S BARN MAKES A CAPITAL STUDIO.

Mrs. Colbley (very intelligent woman, Mrs. C.).
"
AH, I CALL THAT SO'THIN' LIKE A GRAND

PICTUR'. WHY, OUR ARTIS'S DOWN IN OUR TOWN HERE, MISTER LOR' BLESS YER, YOU
MIGHT PUT HALF-A-DOZEN o' THEIR PICTUR'S INTO A FRYIN'-PAN ! !

"

Oriental is not in the aggregate easily moved,

and, least of all, by an infidel show ; and although
here were graceful salutations by upraised hands,

and the most respectful attitude on the part of

,he multitude, drawn up as if by order on both

aides of the tortuous streets, not a sign of admi-

ration at the fine sight, or of any emotion at the

aspect of the unusual uniforms, could be detected

in their faces."

The contrast between this unmoved gra-

vity on the part of the Egyptian Public,

with the demonstrative enthusiasm towards

illustrious personages in procession usually

manifested oy the British, no doubt afforded

diversion to Her Majesty's Heir Apparent.
Heartiness is one of the many high qualities

in which the sight-seeing multitude of Eng-
land excels every other people in the whole

world, perhaps not even except the American.

The graceful salutations by upraised
hands" witnessed by DR. RUSSELL, "as
our Prince's carriage, preceded by outriders

in scarlet and gold, and by mounted cavasses

in full uniform, slowly passed out into the

street," were doubtless the expressions of

Oriental reverence, but as little can it be

questioned that those other hands by which
there were hats and caps raised

"
pertained

to sojourners in the land of Egypt, natives

of another land, countrymen, indeed, of the

PRINCE OF WALES, and individuals of

exactly the like class with those who com-

monly figure, performing the like acts, in

the woodcuts representative of similar occa-

sions in the Illustrated London News. Those
of the spectators from whom "

a few cheers

were heard" were of course the same

persons, or at least belonged to the same

magnanimous nation.

Let cold-blooded aristocrats eulogise the

stolid apathy of Oriental dullards, and call it,

if they will, dignified courtesy but Britons

will continue to nourish their hats and caps
in testimony to the pageant which excites

their ardent and irrepressible admiration, to

hail its exalted yet condescending hero with

successive cheers, and respond to his frequent
obeisances right and left with shouts of

"Bravo!"

THE APATHETIC EGYPTIANS.
THE PHINCE OF WALES must have been amused when, the other day, his Royal Highness

went in state from the new Palace at Cairo to the old, thereat to honour with his presence
the levte of ISMAIL PASHA. Thus writes the Special Correspondent of the Times:

" There was a considerable crowd outside the Palace railings as the Prince's carriage, preceded by out-
riders in scarlet and gold, and by mounted cavasses in full uniform, slowly passed out into the street to

the sound of the Koyal salute, and there were hats and caps raised, and a few cheers were heard
;
but the

DON'T FORGET THE PARCEL.

MR. JOHN LOTHROP MOTLEY, the delight-
ful historian, is likely, we are told, to come
here as the new representative of the United
States. He will oe welcome he is well

remembered in fact, we do
"
wear Motley

in our Brain." But Mr. Punch hopes that

something in the shape of an English tribute

will be offered to that kindly hearted gen-

tleman, MR. REVERDY JOHNSON, before he is

allowed to go away. He has been assiduously

doing his best to create the international

sympathy which we desire to believe exists,

and if ever a man came under the provi-
sions of the beatitude about peace-makers,
MR. JOHNSON is the man.

" Welcome the

coming, speed the parting guest" is an
admirable social rule, but there will be less

good speed than haste, if we let MR. JOHNSON
drive off without our kind regards tied up in

as large a parcel as he would like to add to

his luggage.

Reform your Sailors' Bills.

WRITING upon naval retrenchment, as

proposed by MR. CORRY, a contemporary
observes that there are

"
mountains of red

tape," and the like impeding obstacles, for

him to surmount. But what are mountains
to a man who has the staff of Punch to help
him ? Be they high as Alps, all that Punch
need say to vanquish them is merely this :

"/, Corry,pfrAlpes!"
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THE GREAT BIG HUNGRY BEAR TO THE NICE TENDER PLUMP LITTLE GIRL.

" OH ! WOULD I WERE A BlRD,
THAT I MIGHT FLY TO THEE ! ! !"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, April 5. There be divers Formosas, or Formosa, including

the winner oi the last Oaks. One of them is an island in Chinese

waters, where the people don't seem to like Presbyterians, and where

this singular repugnance was recently illustrated by an attack upon
some native converts to Johnknoxism. To correct this weakness on

the part of the islanders,
"
the inevitable English gunboat

" came up.

and LIEUTENANT GURDON, her commander, in the most gallant and

skilful manner attacked a Chinese fort, slew some dozen of the bigoted

Formosans, and made the authorities pay the expenses of their chastise-

ment. But as we have arranged with China that she is to be treated

like other civilised nations (a gracious concession, as she had colleges,

institutions, and all sorts of refinements, while our own respected an-

cestors wore nothing but woad), we have apologised, removed the

Vice-Consul who called up the secular power, and sent the money back.

The difficulty is laid to the Missionaries, whom we shall certainly have

to ticket and license, one of these days. LORD SHAFTESBURY hoped
that they would take the excellent advice that had been given them to

be particularly careful. Where is that Cassowary? China is not

Tiniouctoo, we know, but the moral 's the same.

The Commons partially discussed the Bankruptcy Bill, and MR.
JESSKL delivered an elaborate speech thereon. As nobody who care-

fully reads Punch, and acts up to his teaching, can ever be in any
difficulties, pecuniary or otherwise, the topic may soon be dismissed

here. The general object of the Bill is to let the creditors settle

matters with the bankrupt, by which plan they will get at a lot of his

property, if he has any, instead of a very little, as now. We also dis-

cussed the Bill for the Abolition of Imprisonment for Debt. The only

point really at issue is whether the County Courts should be able tc

do with the small debtor what no Courts, except in strong cases ol

fraud, are to do with the big one. The usual phrase about one law foi

the rich and another for the poor, was of course brought into play, bul

it is urged in iinswer that the poor must have credit, and that the

tradesman will not give it unless he has a hold on the person of him

who is usually without property, and of whom the Scotch humanely
remark

" If he hare not gold to fine,

He hai shin* to pine."

Apropos whereof, Ptutch would much like to make the Tally-man's debt

irrecoverable. This fellow goes, in the husband's absence, and tempts
the wife into extravagance, by the offer of credit, and nuarrels and

misery are the result. Husbands should cry
"

tally ho ! when they

see him skulking off, and set any dogs on him that may be at hand ;

and if there is nothing with four legs ready, a three-legged stool may
be dispatched with the happiest result.

Tuetday. The Lords polished
off the Habitual Criminals Bill. There

is no mistake about this bold and salutary measure. It carries the

war into the enemy's country, and wages it by no means as the DOKI
used to wage war, or as if it were a Civil War. There will be small

choice for rascaldom. Honesty, or emigration, are the alternatives, i

the law be worked vigorously. The great lawyers see the necessity foi

it, and it is to be hoped that the Commons will not listen to the smal

lawyers, and other small folks who will make a clamour about the un

English practice of asking a scoundrel, with a mask and jimmy, whaf

he happens to mean by being near your door at midnight.
CAPTAIN ARCIIIJALL is, and has been for thirty years, the Conscrva

tive Member for Fermanagh, which is in Ireland. He gave notice tha

on the third reading of the Irish Church Bill, he should move that it

provisions extend to the Church of England and the Kirk of Scotland

First, says the Conservative Standard, there were cheers, then there

was laughter, and lastly there was a kind of puzzled silence. Thi

puzzle we are not careful to put together, but there be various sorts o

silence, and that which succeeds laughter is not of the kind most to be

coveted by a speaker.
MR. GRAVES, Conservative Member for Liverpool, introduced, m a

able speech, an important question. Why do we pay the English post-

office so much for carrying newspapers and other printed matter, when
on the Continent and in America people pay so little ? It is cheaper
said MR. MUNDELLA, to post a circular in Palermo, in Sicily, for Aber
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deen, in Scotland, than to post it in the Strand for the House of Com-
mons. Companies can deliver, for Eight and Ninepence, a thousand

circulars, for delivering which the MARQUIS OF HARTINGTON charges
4. '&.i. 4rf. Of course, figures do not prove everything, and the speed

and certainty of our own system are most valuable. The official answer
is Revenue. This, however, was the answer when SIB ROWLAND
HILL'S penny postage scheme was started. Another answer is that

Letters are the first consideration, and that they could not be delivered

as rapidly as at present if printed matter came in avalanches. But this

is a detail, and will not do for Mr. P-unch. The idea of there being
any difficulty, of a mechanical sort, in these days, is preposterous.
While on this topic, why are Letters much more heavily taxed than

print? It costs as much to send an envelope, inscribed
"
All right,"

as 19 send ten closely printed pages of a daily paper. With the Budget
in view, of course there was no chance of immediate success for ME.
GRAVES, and the Previous Question was moved. Then MB. GLAD-

STONE, knowing that there were numbers of new Members present,
obligingly rose and delivered a little lecture explanatory of this form.

He apprised the novices that the vote for the Previous Question only
meant to signify that this was not the moment to settle the matter.

MR. GRAVES was resolute, and took the division, getting 62 against
229. We shall hear a good deal more on this subject.
Then the House minded or mound (if you want a new verb) its

own business that is, its own want of accommodation for its Mem-
bers. We never intrude in matters that do not concern us, but mention
that MR. HEADLAM said that one of the great charms of the House
was the graceful social relations between its Members, whose friend-

ships were not likely to be promoted by fights for seats; that LORD
ELCHO found a pair of dogskin gloves in his usual place, which articles

being put there against prayer-time, he called Devotional Dogskin ;

and that MR. GLADSTONE was calmly cynical, and in replying to the

argument that new Members would attend in large numbers, observed

that the same thing was said at the time of the first Reform Bill, but

the attendance soon dropped off.

A Select Committee was appointed on the Enclosure of Wisley
Common. Mr. Punch detests the enclosure of Commons, and is more-
over informed, on good authority, that this business is a device to shut
out the public from one of the prettiest and wildest places within

twenty miles of London. The Members most nearly interested in the

matter never opened their lips in the debate. Mr. Punch regrets to

add that they are all Liberals. If the Wisley Enclosure can be de-

feated, he will have spoken Wisly, but not too well only exactly well

enough.

Wednesday. Nothing of interest, except the able maiden speech of

MR. KAVANAGH, a gentleman, whose victory over physical malforma-
tion is one of the most remarkable triumphs of will.

Thursday. Poor LORD REDESDALE continues to be haunted by the
Coronation Oath, and gave notice that he meant to ask whether
Government intended to have it altered. It is odd that so shrewd a
man of business a man whose eye darts through and through the
most elaborate swindles of railway folks should be so dull in this

simple matter. We incline to appeal to his pride. Ought not a
man to be ashamed of holding the same superstition as GEORGE TEE
FOURTH ?

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER, AND HIS BUDGET.

By Jove ! MRS. GRUNDY, M'm, he takes a Penny off the Income-
Tax, one of the two pennies which were laid on by KING THEODORE.

Also, he abolishes the shilling duty on Foreign Com, and the Poor
will benefit.

Also, Fire Assurance Duty, after Midsummer.
He modifies the taxes on Locomotion, and specially makes so huge a

reduction of the duty on Cabs, that a bad cab ought never to be seen

again.

Payment for a Licence to sell Tea is to be done away, as a sacrifice
in honour of Temperance.
Hair Powder is to fly free.

What do you say to that, M'm ? Reads well, doesn't it ? Parlia-

mentary Magic, the HONOURABLE CHANCELLOR called it.
"
Rough

Magic," M'm, as Prosperp observes. How do you think MR. LOWE
gets at the means of doing all these noble tilings ? Thus, respectedMm.
The Assessed Taxes are at present collected in a clumsy manner,

and by instalments. Henceforth they are to be in the nature of Excise
Licences, and are to be collected by trained and disciplined Govern-
ment officers, who will exact them to the last farthing. Moreover,
they are all to be levied in January, in a lump, and we are to pay them
all at once. MR. LOWE says that the poor hate being often bothered
for taxes, and the rich like to pay once and have done with it. But
how about those who are neither very one nor very t'other, and how
will they like being called on for a year's taxes in a lump ?

By this means, and with the aid of MESSRS. CARDWELL and CHILDERS'
heroic savings in Army and Navy, Abyssinia and all is set straight,

and we shall have a surplus of 442,000. MR. BOBBLO'S tour deforce

is brilliant. So was not his speech, but he gave us two characteristic

bits, one in which he condoled with his predecessor because the right sort

of old people didn't die, to increase the succession duties, though use-

less old folks were falling right and left
;
and the other in reply to a

question. He said that if a man married in April, and his matrimonial

speculation was unfortunate, and he hanged himself on or before the

29th of December, he would not be asked to pay taxes. The quaint

Budget, quaintly expounded, was received with favour.

Friday. The Hudson's Bay Company sells all its happy hunting-

grounds to Canada. It is quite right that the sale should be made,

but we are bound to say that the screw was put on in a way that would
have done credit to the most accomplished artist in thumbikius.

EARL RUSSELL spoke ably on Life Peers. He would allow the

Crown to make 4 per annum, and would enact that there should not

be more than 28 altogether.
The Commons passed the Bill for protecting the poor dear Sea Birds.

The Scotch fishermen, who got up a deal of canny interest inibehalf
of their right to murder the creatures, were kicked down-stairs.

MR. FAWCETT, again persisting in taking a division, against the

advice of his leaders, got a signal defeat recorded for the Competitive
System. There was nothing else of much consequence, except that

MR. HUNT managed to irritate the PREMIER into
" much warmth and

vehemence," and to elicit from him the declaration, that he was still

desirous to tax Charities. MR. DISRAELI was, of course, deprecatory
a plain business question should not be answered with a torrent of

taunts. We have all been so dreadfully affable, hitherto, that it is

refreshing to see that men have got their swords about them.

AGRICULTURAL RETURNS.
" Put that in your pipe and smoke it."

A LONG time 'tis now since I 've looked in the glass,

But I feels I be ruddle all oaver the veass,
I blushes and colours as red as you zee.
For shame that us farmers sitch rude clowns should be.

Commiss'ners of Inland Revenny remarks
As how we insults and opposes their clerks,
A gwaiun their rounds 'mongst the yeomen and squires,

Agricultural statistics as comes and requires.

To gie infurmation and git a new tax
We 'm too much afeard when our answer is

" Ax !

"

Too loth for 'urn out on us sacrcts to screw," What odds ?
"

in replyun, or
" What 's that to you ?

"

And then to disclose our affairs we refuse,

Although the best time to chastise us they choose,
The summer, when all we 've to look to 's mere play ;

No moor nor to watch lads and lasses make hay.

Wi" pipes in our mouths whilst we zets in the shade,
Beholdun youth daancun and rompun wi' maid,
Wi' nothun to mind, and wi' much time to spare,
To stand 'zamination the time is that there.

" Good gentlemun welcome," our spache ought to be,
" We 're quite at your sarvous, at laisure and vree,

What questions you likes ask ; we '11 lend you a ear,

And gie you true answers ;
zet down : ha' zome beer.

"
Don't think we be busy wi' hoss or wi' cart,

By no manes, mun, nothun not now o' that sart,

'Tis haymakun time, and you wun't do no wrong,

By keepun o' we talkun all the day long."

Was we up in London, myzelf, mates, and you.
And had need to Zummerzet House for to goo,
And question them just when they 'd got most to write,

For all they was busy they 'd still be perlite.

They 're called civil sarvunts, the rason for why
Is their always gieun a civil reply ;

Which shows us a pattern what answers to gie
At hay-harvust when they comes questionun we.

Their Guardian Angel.

Miss BUHDETT COUTTS has been nominated one of the Guardians

for Bethnal Green. Of course she will be elected by acclamation. But
the office and title will not be new to her, for she has long been the

Guardian of the Poor.

t THE CONTROLLER OP THE MINT." The Greengrocer.
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A TABLET AND A TOKEN.
Pull Mull iin:,'liet as i illustration of
"
provincial flankcyism," thus refers to

an aifocting example of humility :

" Thf Wilt.-hire papers give us a full

account of the proceeding! at 'a grand
it tiy a Choral Society at Wilton,

where XI 11. GLADSTONE has been on a visit

t., \.\K\ ii> KIII-.UT OF LEA, into whose

genlle, keeping the adjoining domain,

together with the allegiance of the towns-

,
hus fallen fur the ;

" local

1 on this occasion was

overpowering. The EEV. D. Ou.ivim
declared that it was a very memorwu
occasion, for they had been honoured

with the presence of the I'KI.MIIK "i

this fjri'at country ;
and he thought a

portion of the school fund might be used

to place a brass-plate where ME. GLAD-
STONE had that evening sat."

"

It may be expedient to correct a possible misapprehension of one of

the preceding statements: "The local incense expended on this

occasion was overpowering." Consideration of the fact that the

it's late hostess is the widow of one of Ma. GLADSTONE'S old

theological and political associates, and one of those fashionable ladies

who have passed from High Anglicanism into the Romish persuasion,
to which her Ladyship is one of the most zealous converts, might make
some stupid people imagine that the "local incense expended" on the

occasion of his presence actually consisted of sacrificial perfumes
exhaled by fire in glorification of a Minister asserted by wild Protes-

tants to be swayed by Romanists' influence. Let them know, then,
that incense, in the foregoing connection, means no more than what
butter and soap mean in the mouths or the manuscript of low persons.
The Rev. DR. OLLIVIKH, we may be quite sure, would never think of

Cfnsing persons or things uncanonically ;
would certainly under no

circumstances cense a layman like MB. GLADSTONE. But his notion

of fixing a plate of brass to do honour unto the Prime Minister's place
was perhaps a little excess of that natural lowliness which a priest

might exercise, with a will, in saluting his ecclesiastical sovereign's
toe.

HABITUAL CRIMINALITY.

THE following charming piece of biography appeared in the police

reports of the same day with the debate on the Habitual Criminals Bill.

Readers may think that some little extra remedy for certain social evils

is wanted :

" SEHOEANT DOWDELL, 12 F, said the prisoner kept a house which was let

out in lodgings to expert and well-known thieves, and she assisted them in

carrying oil' and disposing of the stolen property. One of her sons waa a ticket-

of-leave man. and two of her daughters were convicted in this court, and
1 1'iieh I- i ,-hi < n months' imprisonment, with two other persons, who

were respectively sentenced to seven and ten years' penal servitude for rob-
beries from the person. Witness and SERGEANT ACKHELL had also had two

jierr-iiiH eonvicted to penal servitude from this house, and the prisoner was
known to be one of the worst receivers in London. She ostensibly kept a bird

(hop, but it was nothing but a blind for the reception of stolen property."

All the lessons which law sought to impress by the above treatment
of the interesting family were lost upon the prisoner, and she waxed
over-bold and came to grief. When we get the new Bill, we hope to

see her lodgers, the
"
expert and well-known thieves," and some of

her customers in similar trouble. Meantime the amiable bird-seller is a

gaol-bird.

A Cornish Lord.

THE Judge in Divorce is very deservedly raised to the Peerage. Sni
JAMKS WII.HK takes a Cornish title, p.nd is LORD PENZANCE. We
might think that, considering his Lordship's special avocation, another
Cornish title, Lord St. Keyne of the Well, might have been as appro-
priate. But that is his business. He arrives in the House of Lords in

capital time, just as that tribunal has to take a most important Divorce

case,
"

State v. Establishment, (falsely called Lady Church of Ireland)
and others," and we believe that he has a strong opinion that the

petitioner has a good case, on the ground of incompatibility.

HIST FOR A 1IOLIOAY.

Go to the Zoological Gardens, if you want to enjoy them, always for
choice, on a very wet day. In your water-proofer, and under your
umbrella, you will then have room, without inconvenience or obstruc-

tion, to see the wild beasts fed.

" CHANGE FOE A SOVEEEIGN !

"

(An Old Fogeift Lament.)

GOOD Gracious ! what terrible times I 've lived into !

Revolution seems knocking at everyone's door!
Each day brings ita call some new faith to give in to,

Each day makes its business some old one to floor.

Not a pillar of trust I once clung to, but's broken :

Not a key-stone of faith but they d loose in my creed :

My watch-words as texts for coarse mock'ry are taken,
And my beacons called will-of-thc-wisps, to mulead.

I was born a True Blue, I was brought up a Tory ;

Trained to liute ! . Lev'llcrs, and Rads :

To drink
" Church and State," and think PITT England's glory ;

To believe Frenchmen fools, and lump Lib'ruls with cads.

I 've lived to see Tories bring in Household Suffrage,

Ami, witli DKKIIY fur guide, in the dark take a leap ;

When the mob Hyde Park railings tore down in their rough rage,
llnrse or foot-guards I saw not : I saw WALPOLB weep.

I 've known Vested Rights aye of old Corporations-
Walked a-top of not only by FORSTER and Lowi !

I've seen bureaucratic French Centralisation's

Rude hand at Self-government's ark deal its blow.

That
"
whate'er is, is right," ancient wisdom would tell us :

That "
whate'er is, is wrong," now for wisdom is known :

And things they call "rights of the million" compel us,

To say, men mayn't do what they like with their own !

An Englishman's house, of old time, was his castle,

Now that house by Inspectors and Boards is controlled,

Till JOHN BULL that was once Lord of Law as Law's vassal,

finds e'en his own homestead no longer his hold !

Once we stuck to old ways, howe'er slushy or skew ones :

But now the old ways we must curb, drain, and mend ;

And be thankful if old aren't abandoned for new ones,

As taking, forsooth, shorter cuts to their end !

"Twixt the rogue and the rope we once planted as buffer,

A maxim of that
"
perfect wisdom," our law

"Better ten guilty 'scape, than one innocent suffer;"

But new-light State doctors "ont changi tout ce/a."

If a poor wretch, of theft twice convicted, should blunder

Into backyard or area, his purpose we doubt ;

And harshly inferring he
' come there for plunder,

A meddling police force his ears bring about !

Once 'twas said of a fellow whose name had a handle,
He was born with a silver-gilt spoon in his mouth ;

But now to promote one's relation 's a scandal

Younger sons, who won't work, must face hunger and drouth !

Examiners' barriers, at backstairs are planted,
And family tickets won't pass people through ;

Though 'tis high birth that wants, or low berth that is wanted,
There "s but one road the cram-road for snobs and for you !

Time was, when in Ireland the Protestant pastor,
Could flourish his crook in the Romanist's face,

And the hatred of creed proclaimed which Church was master,
More plainly than even the hatred of race :

Now GLADSTONE, of Church and State once the defender,

And Champion a I'otitrance, through thick and through thin,

Of Irish-Church income proclaims the State spender,
And 'mong Papists and madmen shares Protestant tin !

In short, life 's a series of painful surprises,
And Society clean topsy-turvey is whirled :

Why call in JOHN BRIGHT to Americanise us,

When Tories turn traitors, to new-make the world ?

Why seek the Antipodes F Only stay quiet-
As the drunken man did, while the houses swam round

And we'll find ourselves set, thanks to change's mad riot,

With our heels to the sky, and our heads to the ground !

AN AGREEABLE SURPRISE. ME. LOWB will go dowii to posterity

as the author of a Surprise Budget. He may be said to have sur-

prised everybody by Lowe-ring taxation.
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LATEST NEWS OF A YOUNG NOBLEMAN.

A GOOD many inquiries have recently been made as to the

whereabouts of an estimable young nobleman, named
EDWARD HENRY LORD STANLEY, born 1826, who has

filled several important State offices, and did not speak m
the Irish Church debate, but gave a silent vote against the

Bill. For the information of all who are anxious about

him, or who have advertised that if he will apply at

Downing Street lie shall be treated as one of the family,

we reprint an official intimation which has appeared in the

Conservative organ, the Standard :

" We will allow that it is a great public misfortune that LORD

CLARENDON, instead of LORD STANLEY, should hold the seals

of the Foreign Office. We confess that the noble Lord might
command his own terms from the present Government, and

might have done the same at any time during the last ten years.

Yet, notwithstanding all this,
* * * It is perfectly true

that existing combinations cannot last for ever. No combina-

tion could be more unnatural and more precarious than that

which leagues together .the members of a Ministry like the

present ;
which unites Papists and Presbyterians, Dissenters and

Infidels, Ritualists and Secularists, by the sole bond of a common

animosity ;
which seats MR. BRIGHT and MR. LOWE on the

same bench, and induces the chiefs of the great territorial fami-

lies of Whiggery to serve side by side with men who avow semi-

socialist doctrines in respect to landed property, and are

shrewdly suspected of thinking much more in that direction

than they yet care to avow."

We do not quite understand how LOUD STANLEY could

have commanded his own terms from "the present"
Government at any time during the last ten years, because

the present Government came into office only in last

December. But this may be a lapsus penrue,_
and the

Standard may mean "
any Government." The important

part of the announcement is that LORD STANLEY believes

that the present Government cannot last, and that he is

ready to take office under MK. GLADSTONE'S successor.

Very well, but we think he may have to wait and he can

alford to do so, having, as we have said, been born in 1826.

SEE THAT YOUR GARMENTS ARE MADE
WITH A LOCK STITCH MACHINE.

Street Boy (bursting with ecstasy)-
" YOUR TBOWSIKS is A-COMIN' UNSEWED, SIR !

"

Good Conduct.

SIR, I don't know what time Magistrates get up. But
I am no early riser, and yet I was up before a Magistrate
twice kst week. Something wrong here.

Yours, WINKER.

THE AKT-HOUSE AND THE ALE-HOUSE.

DEAR LORD SHAFTESBURY,
WHICH is the better place wherein to spend a Sunday after-

noon the South Kensington Museum or the bar-room of a beer-shop?
You will agree with me, I think, in favour of South Kensington ;

and yet I find your Lordship heading a deputation 'tother day to the

Home Secretary, and, as its mouthpiece, talking nonsense, which the

Times condenses thus :

" LORD SHAPTESBUEY opened the subject in a very short speech, in which
he declared that the people had the greatest and strongest possible objection
to the opening of museums on Sundays, and there was no argument made use

of for the opening of museums which would not equally apply to the opening
of theatres.

But who are
"
the

' The people," says your Lordship.
people

"
? Surely not those whom your Lordship introduced ? Your

deputation, says the Times, "was composed mainly of people of the
middle ckss, few artisans apparently were present."
Now your Lordship surely knows that it is expressly for the artisans

that the Government has been asked to open the Museums, and your
deputation followed one which the Times says, was "composed of
kona tide members of the artisan class," whose spokesman was a
"
Mister," and spoke his mind out thus :

I'
The sensible working-men of London could attest the necessity which

exist* for other places being opened on that day besides churches, chapels, and
public-houses ; and especially in the winter was this necessary;

for there was
a craving among the people at large for intellectual cultivation, and in the
winter this could only be satisfied by the study of the works of art now to all

intents and purposes closed against the great mass of the people."

From this your Lordship sees that there are other people whose
tastes

should^
be consulted, as well as those whom you are pleased

to talk of as
"
the people." As a rule, men of the middle class, whose

mouthpiece you were made, have many opportunities for leisure on a

week-day, and therefore have no need to
"
desecrate the Sabbath

"
by

studying the handicraft of Nature or Fine Art.

But they surely have no business to call themselves
"
the people,

and to arrogate the right of shutting the museums in the faces of their

neighbours, whose only time for seeing them is Sunday afternoon, and

to whom the only alternative left 9pen in the way of recreation is to

sit and smoke, and swill in some crime-breeding public-house.

Beseeching you in future, when you talk about
"
the people," to

state clearly whom you mean, I have the honour to remain, your

Lordship's humble Servant,

" A FICO FOR THE WORD."

DESPERATE, uncompromising Tories though we are, we own that

we do not much like this advertisement in the Athenceum :

THE
PROPRIETOR of an influential and old-established Conser-

vative Weekly Paper in a large and fashionable city, and to which is added

a first-class and profitable Jobbing Business, &c.

Well, well, we may be hypercritical, but why Jobbing Business ? It

is not a pretty phrase. We, as a party, do understand jobbing, as it is

vulgarly called, and it would be difficult for us to get on without it.

But there is no sense in using ugly words. Why not say
"
unusual

facilities for carrying out arrangements in the interest of personal and

political friends ?
"

That reads so much nicer.

A New League.
THE tax on Armorial Bearings is to be increased. Those whom this

proposal will affect are already up in arms against it, and think of

making the Morning Herald the organ of their grievance. But they

are not likely to find supporters, and if they come into conflict with

MR. LOWE will issue from it crest-fallen, for this being one of his

achievements, he cannot shield them.
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.
flooring could be taken up, and gas introduced as foot-lights, he was
startled into verbal interference, and exclaimed,

"
Hallo ! what

'

this?"

CHAPTER THE THIRTEENTH. -THE PREPARATIONS MR. SALMON, THE TOM PoRcvpiNE is immensely amused, but says nothing, waiting to

COSTUMIER MR. PORPOISE THE PERRL'QUIER TM E PERFORMING SCB what Will HOW become of lllS mighty Original Suggestion. \\ A',',,

SALMON PROFESSIONALLY roiii'iiisK DITTO BEHIND TUE who lias looked in to see how things are getting on, cannot resist the
SCKNKH-TIIE LADIES' COSTUMES THE DRESS REHEARSAL HOW

opportunity.
THE UNDERPLOT PROGRESSES. Oh, it s nothing, MB. MACAW," says this funny dog, "nothing

at all : we 're just ar-

ranging to take up
the boards, introduce

tubing for gas, run it

up the walls inside

(where it won't be

seen), and bring it

out in various jets,

so as to light up
the wings the side-

scenes you know
and also the top of

the stage ; because in

the great scene where
there's a house on
fire

"

MRS. MACAW thinks

he is going too far,

and interposes. She

explains that what

they are going to do
in toe way of lighting
is absolutely neces-

sary ; which state-

ment NIPPER and the

rest corroborate, and
MR. SALMON is ready
to confirm it on oath.

In a minute SALMON
sees whose orders he

has to take, and

henceforth, ignoring
the Master and Mis-

tress, he looks to

NIPPER, to whom
he promises

" new
scenery, new dresses,

first-rate lights, and

everythink complete.
You know me, MR.
NIPPER."

SALMON, the cos-

tumier and purveyor
of these portable

theatres, lives in the
midst of amateur

theatricals, knows
the costumes of all

periods, theatrically,
and those of the prin-

cipal characters in

every piece. It is

improbable that he
ever saw a play, as a

spectator, from the

front, or even as a

professional assistant

from the wings,"
his entire knowledge
of all plays having
been obtained from
the dressing - rooms,
where the little man

THAT ME. MAC \u

should come in with
such an abrupt, in-

quiry as "What's
this ?

"
in his own

house, too, was un-

precedented.
For MR. MACAW,

who was more at

home among his City
friends and acquaint-
ances, and even with
tlirut only when dis-

cussing business, was
a quiet little man who
went into and out of

the East End regu-
larly every day, as if

by well-oiled machi-

nery, leaving his door-

step (he used to let

himself out without
the slightest noise)

immediately after his

breakfast at an early

hour, and returning
as quietly (he used to

let himself in again)
between five and six.

He did not profess
to understand his

wife's fondness
'

for

theatricals and par-

ties, but looked upon
it, from his own point
of view, as good for

business.

Strangers coming
to the MACAWS' house

(and there were al-

ways a ;rreat number
of people who had
been

"
brought," and

were as utterly un-
known to their hosts,
as their hosts to them)

Strangers, I say,

coming to the Macaw
Saloons, would cau-

tiously ask which was
MR. MACAW, haying
at first been peculiarly
civil to the butler,
under the impression
that they were speak-
ing to the head of the

house.

On these occasions
there was no mis-

taking MRS. MACAW.
There was no mis-

taking MRS. MACAW.
There she stood in all

her glory of feathers,
false hair, real pearls,
and diamonds. Such
diamonds as even the

Countess of Pen-
guin (of Beak Castle,

Wales, and Flapwing
House, Twickenhamshire) who used to be at

WHAT WE MUST EXPECT TO SEE
IF THE Gnu. OF THE PERIOD xxxrs PACK WITH THE LATEST NOVELTY THE GIANTESS.

is invaluable.

Of what the cha-

racters do when they
are dressed, 1 do not

imagine he hat any
idea. They leave him,
to be made up by

all parties ablaze with
|

MR. PORPOISE, the
perrnquier,

with whom both SALMON, whose chief

jewellery, might well envy, as there is no doubt she did, for, methinks j
business lies with hamachures," and DACE, who does the regular

'twas the flashing of these sparklers that induced her Countesship to professional work, and is an artist in his own line, are on the best pos-

invest in one of MR. MACAW s cent-per-cent. speculations. sible terms.

MR. MACAW wisely left to his wife all the arrangements for the So SALMON was to undertake the stage, the lights, and dresses ; ALF

gaieties in which she thought it necessary to indulge. But when he BOODEL, and one or two of his followers, were to go to DACE for their

came in suddenly upon a discussion as to the facility with which bis costumes, and all to PORPOISE for the wigs and
"
make-ups.
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NIPPER and POODEL call together on PORPOISE. His shop is in a
theatrical neighbourhood, and it is not improbable that you may actu-

ally meet real actors (think of that !) coming out, or may pop in upon
MR. BUCKSTONE, or even the great Ma. PHELPS trying on a wig ! !

Such happiness as this does sometimes fall to the lot of persistent
amateurs. But though amateurs go to PORPOISE every day, the visits

of actors, like those of angels, are few and far between that is, in these

days of long runs and stupendous successes.

It would be a base calumny to call PORPOISE a thin man, or even
stoutish. MR. PORPOISE does not know what it is to be cold, and how
there comes to be anything left of PORPOISE after a severely hot summer
is next door to miraculous. PORPOISE moves himself about the shop,
and about a room: he does not walk: indeed, I don't think that

anyone ever yet saw his legs, which are generally behind a long white

apron which lie wears, so to speak, theatrically ; that is, if you were to

call a drama Porpoise, you would commence with such a stage direction

as this :

"
Apron goes up : legs discovered, standing"

PORPOISE has a wonderful memory : order after order is given
verbally, every man singly, considering his the important case to which
PORPOISE ought to give, if he knows his own interest, his whole and
sole attention, and, with only an occasional memorandum of an address,
not a lock of your wig that you were so careful in ordering, will be

omitted, not a curl twisted the wrong way, not a hair but as your
worship commanded it. NIPPER is most exacting : so is ALP POODEL.

They both try several wigs, and make grimaces at themselves in the

glass, PORPOISK not moving a muscle. If MR. PORPOISE is in a hurry,
and has more important business to attend to, he will smile, approv-
ingly, at the first face that either NIPPER, or ALF POODEL pulls j

which
admiration from such a man as PORPOISE (" PORPOISE, you know, who
is intimate with all the professionals, and doesn't laugh at things
unless they

sre really good," as NIPPEB wisely puts it) decides either

of them at once.
"

I think that '11 do for Peter Spriggins" remarks NIPPER, who
generally chooses a close crop of light or red hair.

"
Couldn't be better, Sir," returns PORPOISE : whereupon ALP

POODEL, who is tired of waiting for his turn with PORPOISE'S wigs,
observes that if he (POODEL) was NIPPKR, lie should certainly fix on
that wig for Spriygins. By which he delicately hints to NIPPER, you
see, that he is not the only person in the world who can play Peter

Sprigging.
It is the same in, the dressing-room, where NIPPER, we '11 say, is

waiting for POODEL'S face to be finished by Mu. PORPOISK.
PORPOISE can get up a face capitally, if he gives his mind to it.

His general rule (when he doesn't give lus mind to it, but works
mechanically) may be stated thus :

Young Gent, somebody's lover. Rub hare's-foot, with rouge, over

cheeks, sharply but lightly. Powder the nose. Only takes half a

minute.
"
Shan't I black my eyebrows ?

"
inquires Young Gent, somebody's

lover, not liking (o be dismissed in this abrupt manner.
"

If you like, Sir," says PORPOISE, more in sorrow than in anger ; as

much as to say,
"
Well, black 'em if you like ; only a jolly guy you'll

be when you've done it."

So the Young Gent cedes his chair before the glass to some other

character, and goes into a corner to consult a friend as to
"
how, he

thinks, he does
;

"
with whose opinion, when given, he is of course

more or less dissatisfied, and is subsequently found alone before a

looking-glass in a separate dressing-room, surreptitiously blacking his

eyebrows and moustache with burnt cork, which comes off on Clorinda's
cheek when that kiss is given on the stage, of which they have been so

shy during the rehearsals.

Old Gent by MR. PORPOISE. White powder all over. Black line

with thin paint-brush down each side of the nose. Little black of
burnt cork rubbed into cheeks where the hollow should be.

Three little lines at the corner of each eye.
More lines on the forehead. Whitened eyebrows."
Grey 'air or scalp P

"
asks MR. PORPOISE. The Amateur replies by

asking which he, PORPOISE, thinks the better." You 're not to be too old, Sir ?
"

says PORPOISE, who hasn't an idea
what the character is.

"
No, not too old," returns the Amateur, who beyond having learnt

the words of the part, knows as much about the character as PORPOISE
himself.

"
Grey 'air, then Sir 's best," says PORPOISE, and fixes the wig

adroitly on his customer's head.
Guards, Noblemen, and Peasants, POUPOISE dismisses with a dab of

rouge on each cheek, and a bold dash of burnt cork when moustachios
are begged and prayed for.

PORPOISE is a long time making up NIPPER, and NIPPER watches
the operation closely. ALF POODEL stands by, and exclaims, after
wai ing for two minutes and a half, "Hang it, NIPPER, You 'II do very

ell. Never saw anything better. Now let me come, as I 've got to
But NIPPER 's not to be hurried, and not a line

of black, or a dab of red or white is to be omitted, simply because ALF
POODEL won t have time for his own toilette. Sometimes PORPOISE,

who never loses either his temper, presence of mind, or his comb, even
under the most trying circumstances, will say to spmn old hand of an

Amateur, who has been bothering him, "There, Sir, there's the hare's,

foot and the indian ink, you can make yourself up, can't you, Sir ?
"

and flattered by this opinion of PORPOISE'S, the Amateur goes to work
gingerly, and experiences much difficulty as to getting the candles

right on either side of the glass. At the end of a quarter of an hour's

screwing up his mouth, elevating and depressing his eyebrows, toning
down a splotch of black which ought to have been a thin line, wiping
offa quantity of powder which had made him too pale, rubbing off apatch
of carmine which had made him too red, and having twice dipped the

paint-brush in the gum by mistake for the water, he refers himself to

PORPOISE, who. having painted, got up and done for an entire set of

characters while he has been hard at work on only one face, and that
his own, says without any show of triumph,"

Sit down. Sir. Now what are you. Sir ?
"

"
Sort of Brigand or Robber Captain," returns the Amateur, and

in two minutes he leaves that chair the incarnation of scoundrelism
;

that is, if burnt cork, indian ink and carmine go for anything.
The Ladies have a great deal of consultation about their own dresses,

and artistically match their colours.' They are so obliging to one
another.

"
My dear," says MRS. BYRDE to KATE CHESSER,

"
if you like to

wear the mauve, I '11 wear the pink."
Then they discover that as they don't appear in the same scene

together, each can be left to her own choice.

So while they were all consulting about dresses, and lights, and
make-ups, GOOSEY would be indefatigably practising the Brigand's
song to Miss IDA'S accompaniment.
Then came the great Dress Rehearsal, which was to have commenced

at seven, but didn't till half-past eight, and when we only got through
half the operetta, and everybody lost their temper, except the couple
above-mentioned, who appeared thoroughly satisiied with everything
and everybody.

After which we had another Dress Rehearsal for the Farce and the
remainder of MR. KYNG FYSCHER'S operetta, and then came the night
of performance.

It was on this night that the Goose proposed to the Little Duck
;

but as that was in a very quiet
corner of the room when the dancing

had commenced, you and 1, my friends, (it being no business of 9urs if

two young people go and make donkeys of themselves) will join the
crowd of Birds, Beasts, and Fishes in the Supper Room.

After you, if you please. Enter.

(To be Continued.)

ERNEST JONES.

WE have not so many men among us (we do not forget him who
might now be Chancellor) who are ready to sacrifice 2000 a year, for

conviction, that we need be afraid of being often asked to assist their

widows and children. ERNEST JONES, however, made this sacrifice,
and his family, consequently, needs aid. LORD LYTTON, though a

Conservative, can hardly be more opposed to the political faith of
ERNEST JONES than Mr. Punch is. The author of The Caxtons re-

membered only that a brave man had died poor, and sent generous aid.

Conservatives, you may safely follow the lead. Liberals, you need no

bidding to follow Mr. Punch's. Any contribution may be safely sent
to the

" ERNEST JONES Fund," 20, Cockspur Street, Charing Cross.
For the mere literary point of honour, there should surely be no
distress in the household of him who wrote the noble lyric beginning,

" Chief of the North ! From the labours of war

Lay thee to rest on thy pillow of Death :

For thy funeral torch Heaven kindles a star,
And the tempest that rides on the conquering ear

For thee clothes in thunder the might of his breath."

Note for Ill-used Nuns.

NEWSPAPERS state that DR. MANNING has consented to become
Chairman of the Committee formed to collect subscriptions for the

purpose of defraying the costs of the late trial, SAURIN v. STARR. It
was suggested by the Popish press that Miss SAURIN ought, instead of

going to law with her Mother Superior, to have appealed to the titular

ARCIIUISHOP or WESTMINSTER. Now that he lias taken up MRS.
STARR, we see what Miss SAURIN would have got by doing that.

ECCLESIASTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

WE rejoice to hear that the Musical Services of St. Paul's have been
much improved by Canon GREGORY. Congregations will doubtless be
attracted to the Cathedral by its Gregorian music.

His FAVOURITE Disn. Lamb is now in perfection. There is no
one so likely to enjoy his Mint sauce as Mu. FREMANTLE.
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THOSE who produce this Periodical desire that it should contain a record of their affectionate

regard for one, who, at a good old age, and in possession of all the rewards due to an upright

and energetic life, has just passed to his rest. Ma. BRADBURY, from the early moment when

he became associated with this Journal, devoted himself to its interests in a spirit of no mere

commercial venture : he rejoiced in all its successes, and to contribute to them was at once to

become the friend of a man with whom friendship was no idle name. His genial presence at the

meetings of the Contributors was ever welcome, and his hearty co-operation in matters of business

was not more appreciated by them than his avowed pride in the fortunes of the work, or his

brotherly sympathy with all engaged upon it. They will not soon forget the good man, and good

friend, who has peacefully passed away.

April 15, 1869.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
MONDAY, April 12. What a comfort it is to have somebody on the

Treasury Bench who has read the Bible, and got into his mind its

sturdy and compact English ! MR. BRIGHT was asked for a mass of
statistics from the Board of Trade, lie replied that he did not think
that giving them would be useful, but that the publication would only
induce various branches of the service to Magnify their Office. One
of your platitude-mongers would have said that the invitation to a

multiplicity of departments to manipulate and tabulate infinitesimal

details would be disadvantageous^ conducive to well-intended but
undesirable amplitude, dictated by an ambition that the department
with which the reporter was connected should assume an undeserved
prominence in national estimation. Thank you, MR. BRIGHT, for the
Pauline phrase teach the House as much of the language of the Bible
as you may, and, while you are about it, a little of its spirit
A discussion about Branding deserters. The case is this. Scoundrels

have a habit of deserting from one regiment and enlisting in another,
for the sake of the bounty money. So, for their identification, they
are branded with a tiny but ineffaceable D. The question is, whether
this should be done more than once. MR. CARDWELL did not approve
the practice at all, but said that the fraud in question was so common
that some effective method of checking it was necessary and so the
matter stands. Why did not MR. BRAND speak ?

Delicate question. Many bishops are so aged that they cannot do
their work. An intelligent mind will supply the rest of the story, and
MR. GLADSTONE said that he believed that the Bench was giving con-
sideration to the subject.

Tuesday. The new Member for Wareham took his oaths and seat.

Ha, Sirs, the name of MR. DRAX makes us young again. How is MR.
GKANTLEY BERKELEY ? Kemembereth he that grand day of sport,
when he mounted his steed, and

"
Iti'fore his head was dog ODIN led,
And behind his tail came DRAX > "

The good old days ! But drink, Sirs, we shall never be younger.
MR. DHAX was victor on that day, nevertheless GRAKTLEY and ODIN
did their work well, and all but won that desperate game.
The Crypt under St. Stephen's Chapel is ready for divine service,

but MR. LAYARD said that if the House wished for that, they must
make some endowment for a minister. But why can't the House go
to prayers there, and have their own excellent chaplain ; thus getting
rid of the unseemly

"
devotional dogskin

"
and other secularities ?

MR. MAGUIRE, in a very good speech, brought on a very good debate
on the Irish Society. One or two persons may

"
not exactly recollect

all about this Society, though of course they know generally
"

and so

forth, which means that they know nothing at all on the subject, and
if we were to tell them (we 'd scorn the action) that the Irish Society
was an association founded in Cork, in 1711, by WILLIAM AND MARY,
for supplying pikes and testaments to the citizens of Ulster, they
would know no better. But they shall know better. JAMES THE
FIBST desired to plant the confiscated hinds in the north of Ireland,
so he composed a puff, as MR. MAGUIRE said, for the purpose of

inducing the London citizens to take the district in hand. Of course,

they were too wary to believe the King, but they sent four discreet

men, MESSRS. BROAD, FRIESWELL, ROWLEY, and MUNNS, to see how
far His Majesty had told the truth. To the astonishment of the City,
the spies reported well of the Irish Canaan, and a Committee, which
afterwards became the Society, got a charter from the Crown. After
the settlement, of course the King began to play bis usual tricks, and
at hut their property was taken away, and they did not get a new
charter till 16/0. Since that time they have managed much as might
be expected from London citizens, that is, on the whole honestly, but
with at least an eye and a half on London, and only half an eye on the

Irish. They have, naturally, had a vast deal of fun and feasting put
of the revenues, but MR. RUSSELL GURNEY says that they have fairly

discharged their duty. The Irish Secretary thought that there was a

case for consideration, but not one which demanded any particular

huny.
We had a slightly personal debate. A representative of the Great

House of Lowther has once more been made Lord-Lieutenant of the

Counties of Cumberland and Westmoreland. The dynasty has endured,
we believe, some 130 years. MR. DISRAELI made this hut appointment
a few days before resigning. It was challenged to-night by
MR. CHARLES HOWARD. So MR. DISRAELI had to explain, in his

lofty comedy style, that he had not been actuated by dynastic conside-

rations. That MR. DISRAELI should give such a thing away from the

heir of LORD LONSDALE, was really not to be expected ; and
MR. GLADSTONE spoke up in his defence. The argument that a
moribund Cabinet ought not to give away patronage, MR. DISRAELI
met by observing, that if a Minister ceased to be a Minister before his

successor were appointed, there might be Dreadful Moments for which

nobody would be responsible, which was shocking and unconstitu-

tional. He said that he should have been happy to give the appoint-
ment to any other qualified person ;

but there was none. COLONEL
LOWTHER, the L. L. in question, had the pleasure of hearing himself

thus discussed ; and MR. HOWARD of course apologised to him, as

became an aristocratic neighbour. We must quote what MR. DISRAELI
said about his own resignation :

" When the borough elections had well nigh concluded, it occurred to me
and my colleagues, who, howe?er, were scattered over the country, that the

VOL. LVI.
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result was not satisfactory to us, and that it was most painful after tho decla-

rations we had made, that we should continue to remain in the possession of

power and patronage (hear, hear), and therefore we took the earliest oppor-

tunity of considering our retirement Difficulties, however, for a time pr-
rented our arriving at an unaniawvt decision, but ultimately the Cabinet

arrived at the conclusion and it was their unanimous decision that the time

had arrived when it was their duty to retire from the post they then held."

We should like to know something 'about the
"

difficulties," when
MB. DISRAELI happens to be communicative. Who wanted to stick

in, and fight the 120 V

Wednesday. Asked whether the MAYOR OF TYNEMOUTH had prohi-
bited MUKPHY, the firebrand, from lecturing, the HOME SECRETARY
said that he had, and by the authority of the Home Office. Very right
too. MR. WHALLEY raged iu silence that day, but, next night said

that he was making arrangements to send out a dozen Murphies to

plant the Protestant standard. Thank Providence, there be a dozen

gaols to accommodate these missionaries.

Nearly all the sitting was given to the Bill for Protecting the Property
of Married Women. MR. JESSEL, Q.C., explained that a married

woman, in England, in 18G9, occupies just the legal position formerly
assigned to our slaves, even to flogging and imprisonment, which are,

by the common law, still recognised as the right of the husband. Punch
doubts whether the majority of married women are aware of this fact.

Let them be thankful that husbands rarely use their rights. The Bill

was read a Second Time, in an assembly consisting for the most part of

married men, which fact speaks well for masculine nature.

Debate on the Sunday Trading Bill was adjourned. Somebody
stated, and somebody else agreed, that the upper classes observe

Sunday much more devoutly than they used to do, and thereby set a

good example. Mr. Punch mentioned this with pleasure, at the

Zoological Gardens (not the
"
Zoo," you mimic of a music-hall cad) on

Sunday last, and again at the one of the eleven aristocratic dinners
to which he was invited for that evening.

Thursday. The Irish Church fight recommenced. Ton are aware

that, when a Bill has been read a Second Time, it goes into Committee ;

that is, the mace is taken off the table, the SPEAKER delightedly resigns
his sway to Ma. DODSON, whom Members address ; and it is permitted
to everybody to speak as often as he pleases if the Committee will

hear him. But before going into Committee, it is necessary that a

motion should be carried to the effect that such journey be taken
; and

it is open to anybody to resist this. As MB, GLADSTONE explained
the Previous Question, Mr. Punch deems it proper to educate in similar

fashion. Well, MR, NEWDEGATE, the great Protestant, being deter-

mined to hinder the Irish BUI as much, as he could, opposed the
motion for going into Committee, and this whole night was
occupied with a renewal of the debate on the general question.

Nearly all the speakers were Conservatives, and none of them had any-
thing new to urge, with the exception of MR. RAIKES. This gentleman
adverted to a recent cartoon of Mr. PuncKs, in which the Irish Church,
as Ariel, is seen delivered from the encumbrances of State trammels,
and rising free and beautifuj. Ma. RAIKES complained that, inasmuch
as the Church was to be stripped of all that she had, Mr. Punch should
have depicted her as entirely undraped. There is no objection to the
unclad figure, if treated with purity, as you will own when you shall

have seen a certain picture by MR. LEIGHTON this year, and there is

great objection to it, when treated as French artists and their wretched
imitators do, and Mr. Punch was not deterred, as MR. RAIKES sug-
gested, by fear of the LORD CHAMBEKLAIN. But he was deterred by
the fear of putting forth that which would not have been true, seeing
that Miss ECCLESIA HIBEKNICA has by no means been stripped, but is

left with an exceedingly handsome fortune. MR. DISKAELI regretted
that ME. NEWDEGATE had opposed the regular stage of proceedings,
as the principle of the measure had been affirmed, and he wished to get
at real work. But MR. NEWDEGATE would divide, and the Government
got a larger majority than before, 355 to 229120.
MR. H. SIIKRIDAN this week carried a motion for making the

Metropolitan Railway folks provide smoking carriages. They must
paint their vehicles in an unmistakeably distinctive manner, or in tho
rush during the half-minute stop there will be no end of mistakes,
with rows to follow.

Friday. We went into Committee, and MR. DISRAELI moved to
leave out the Second Clause of the Bill. This enacts that on the 1st
of January 1871, "the Union between the Churches of England and
Ireland shull be dissolved." MR. DISRAELI, without desiring to inter-
fere with the object of the Bill, wished the Union between the Churches
preserved, as the maintenance of the Royal Supremacy alone would
secure liberty. Most elaborate debate followed, but the real answer
was, that it is left entirely to the will of the Church of the Future to
ask the QUEEN to reign over it, appoint its bishops, and otherwise
protect it, but that it is due to the Protestants to give them the liberty
of choice. MR. DISIIAELI contended that, the Roman Catholic religion
was already established in Ireland, under the Supreme Pontiff, and
that the Anglican Church ought to have a similar advantage. He,
Daubed Ihe debate with an animated peroration, and the Committee!

finished it by a division which rejected MR. DISRAELI'S motion by
344 to 221 majority, 123.

We are going on with the debate at all possible times, until the Bill

has gone through Committee. Mr. Punch would give a hint to those
who are congratulated on having

"
found their voices

"
that is, have

learned that they can amuse themselves by making noises, and pre-

venting speakers from proceeding. There be bores who must, in.

the fitness of things, be shut up; but there must be no
system of disturbance. This measure is more important than

any holidays, grouse, or continental tours, and ample time must
, be given for its discussion. And fur those who will not listen to argu-
ment, but require menace, Mr. Punch would gently urge that the

Lords are hostile to the whole scheme, and will assent to it onjy in

consideration of its being sent to them as an expression of the will of
the nation, as represented in the Commons. If the Lord* are able to

say that debate has been stifled, they will have an excuse for asking
that the Bill be re-considered below. So we recommend the noisy
Members to go on the terrace, and chaff the bargemen, and so get rid of

their excess of legislative steam.

A SENSIBLE PETITION.

To the House of Common Sense in Parliament Assembled,

The Humble Petition of the Ginshop-keepers, Publicans, and
other Pious Persons,

Sheweth, That an infamous attempt is being made by certain

sacrilegious and misguided British Workmen to persuade your House
to desecrate the sanctity of the Sabbath by throwing open certain,

places of mundane recreation, such as Galleries of Pictures, Art-

Museums, and the like.

That such places are supported by the money of the nation, and should
therefore be kept closed upon the Sabbath day, if ever so minute a

minority of the nation, perchance, should think it proper.
That improvement of the mind is alleged as an excuse for this

unholy desecration ;
but as improvement of the mind implies an

exercise, or work, it is breaking a commandment to improve one's

mind on Sunday,
That the nation gets a great part of its revenue from drink, and

ought therefore to support the trade of those who sell it.

That if galleries and museums be opened on the Sabbath, their

attractions will materially diminish the attendance at the ginshops,
which are now the only places of rational amusement that, on Sunday
afternoons, are open to poor people.
That British workmen state that they can not compete with foreigners

in elegant design and rare artistic handicraft, while they are denied the

means of studying the fine arts, for which their only leisure is the

afternoon of Sunday.
That if British workmen take to competition with the foreigner in

matters of intelligence, they perhaps may lose their relish for the

pleasures of the beer- shops, and will entail thereby a heavy loss on the

Exchequer.
That, moreover, Hampton Court is graciously permitted to be open

after Church hours, and plebeian amateurs have there the opportunity
of cultivating profitably their taste for the fine arts, by studying the

Beauties of the Court of CHARLES THE SECOND.
Your Petitioners therefore pray that, for the sake of public piety,"
public" worship be enforced, as heretofore, upon the Sabbath that

is to say, the worship of the public-house.

A Trifle for Pesth.

RIDE a cock horse,
To YAMBEKY cross,

And hear (hat we 've gained, in Shere Ali, a loss :

That we ought to snub Russia,
And stamp on her toes,

And think her a Burglar wherever she goes.

The Greater Contains the Less.

Miss BURDETT COUTTS has withdrawn her name from the list of

candidates for Election as Guardians of the Poor ot Bethnal Green.
.)//-. Punch cannot regret this.

The smaller office is included in the larger one, which Miss
BURDETT COUTTS already holds for life that of Guardian of the Poor
of all London.

A GREAT LOSS.

A SECOND Course of Lectures for Ladies is now being delivered at

South Kensington on
"

Size and Shape." The Nova-Scotian Giantess
and the Circassian Lady would be suitable living illustrations of his

subject.
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HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.
HERE is an interesting

question for tin: Re-

gistrar -
General, or

the Statistical Society,
or the Dinner-Table

Society and Drswing-
Koom Association :

Why has then: been
tliis year a falling-off
in the crowd of mar-

riages which usually
take place immedi-

ately after the Lenten
six weeks fast from

matrimony is over ?

How are we to ac-

count for the decrease
in the number of pairs

published in the first

column of the Tine,
with all those pretty
musical combinations
of feminine Christian
names amongst which
unadorned MAKY, and
JANE, and
hardly dare to mingle;

and all those curious family details, whereby we learn that

EMILY GERTRUDE is the great-niece of a knight, and that EXMEI INK
MAUD MARIAS'S godfather was a baronet the connection of the first-

mentioned young bride with the opulent miller at Barleytborpe, who
was her grandfather, and the close relationship of the second to the

leading grocer at Byfordbury, being carefully suppressed P

lias the unprecedeutedly (not a bad word to set in a Civil Service

Examination) limited amount of bullion in the vaults in Threadneedle

Street, which c;u i Table uneasiness and alarm to those of

us who bank with a lock-up drawer, done it; or the dimiun
our exports of cutlery and cotton goods to Siam ? Or is there an
inadequate supply of bridesmaids, and have they struck for more
expensive lockets ? Or is nobody in future going to marry on less

than a thousand a year, and a brougham, and a man-servant, and a

Sevres dinner service f

These are questions of serious import almost too grave for lights,
and flowers, and Pompadour dresses, and sparkling wines ; and rather

befitting that still, solemn hour when the guests are assembling, and
the great people of the party are terribly late, and the hostess is

anxious, and the shy desperate, and the cook, below, an incipient
lunatic.

But asked they must be, if we are not all making arrangements to

go into monasteries and nunneries, and precedence this inquiry into

the diminution of gentlemanly and gentlcwomanly marriages ought to

have, unless celibacy is to be the humour and fashion of the day, over

every other topic, except, perhaps, the Married Women's Property
Bill, an excellent measure, but one unforeseen conscience of whictt

will be, and it is n-h;, that the Select Committee sftwtld know i*,

that we shall be forced prematurely into marriage with BMAEMK*
DAY BELL, because, good little woman a* she is, she is scarcely moalte
the absolute disposal of the four thousand pounds left Mr by an
excellent maiden aunt, happily unencumbered with any sued rtm<
nonsense as trustees, or sole and separate use, or freedom from
marital control.

Whilst you are at table take the opportunity ofasking whether anybody
knows anything about

"
Semolina, to be relieved in future, by the kind

permission of MR. LOWE, from a disagreeable duty ; and why SKI.IXA

and WILHELMIXA are not to be similarly favoured? Perhaps, also, you
may be able to find out what "here or bigg" is, eatable or drinkable,
tmd whether

" Manna croup
"

(which reminds one unpleasantly of the

diseases of infancy) is an article of food commonly met with, and to

what culinary i urposes "cassava powder" and "mandioca flour" are

most frequently applied. Moreover, if you take a glass of beer with

your cheese (this is not vulgar, is it ?). seek to know what
" Mum "

is,

u thirty-six gallon barrel of which delicacy is henceforth, unless the
Conservative party see a lurking danger to the British Constitution in

this daring innovation, to be assessed at a guinea ; and if everybody,
with the usual deplorable ignorance of society, is silent, say to yourself," Mum "s the word," and call tor a draught of

"
spruce, another beve-

rage which is to be made more accessible, certain that no well-educated
butler will ever permit his master's sideboard to lack this refreshing
drink.

If you are not interested in the Conference of the Irish Church, or
the Hudson's Bay Company (you may extract a little geographical
amusement out of this far away Eur Land, if so disposed), it will be

only natural that over your wine you should draw attention to the voter

" who had been
'

bottled,' and gave his own account of the process"
to one of the Election Judges. In the dmwinff-rooin you will not, we
are confident, neglect your old friend, ho has lately
been using too great exertions, and in eon . i-r-heating i

running into all sorts of eicesacs with thermometers
;
nor fail to

the return of those volatile absentees, the swallows, to their accub
toned haunts in the Poultry and Paternoster Kow ; and the cuckoo
which some observant naturalist has heard earlier than usual on
Knightsbridce Green

;
and the "Swedish Nightingale" of oar day.

CIIKISTIKI NiLssnx, who is to come with the bloom and blomoM of
May ; and SIR Mi i \ (not many worthier *u he) .

and tin; report that Her Majesty's Theatre will not be used u a fraud
Music Hall

; and the clever young actress at the Ulobt, Miss MACHJIK
HRKXNSN, and MR. KIM., the excellent new Hamlet at Drury Lain-
and velocipedes, handsomer cabs, and street tramways; ana all tin-

other topics of the hour and the day.

Till; HAIR ON LAW.
THE Police Force are in future not to be forced to use the razor, lip

and chin are no l>mgcr to go bare. This change in the facings of the

Constabulary,
which will make them more than ever airy favourites, i not

the result of a shaving clause in an Act of Parliament, bat of an order,
we might say au Imperial decree, of the Chief f rnniuinasr. who in
such matters is supreme. By those who are (ticklers for the liberty of
the subject, some alarm is felt lest we should now be bearded by the
Police ; but this is a groundless apprehension, and may be dismissed
at once without the interference of SIR THOMAS HEXHT. On the
whole the Force i.t to be congratulated on this change of hair, which
to Jook well should be uniform ; bat having experience of the disposi-
tion of the vulgar in the street* of London, adults as ill as boys, to
offer unpleasant personal remarks, we shall feel for P.C. during the

sprouting season. A sudden thought Now that tin- tax u going to
be abolished, would it not be destrable to give the Police a matt im-
posing appearance, by permitting them to wear hair-powder?

" A THING OF BEAUTY IS A JOY FOR EVER."

JUST so. BUT SUUELV IT MIGHT BB *o ARRANGED THAT THOSE
METROPOLITAN CONSTABLES WHO WISH TO TAKE ADVANTAGE or THE
RECENT EDICT SHOULD BE PLACED UPON NlQHT DUTY TILL THEIR
BEARDS BATE UKOWN TO A DECECT LEKOTH.

Advice to Fawcett.

(()H the Iltftaf, by 181 to 30, in a ditition farad in tin ttetk ofkit bettfriauU
advice, of ha doctrinaire resolution,

" To make all civil and <iW **i*

appoiitimtntt by comftlitict examination.")

:Y. 's good in competitive examination."

Say its friends. Tis a fact. Punch is glad to endorse it :

Bat it mustn't be pushed to pedanti-fication :

And the best advice Punch can give FAWCZTT "s
"
Don't force it."

A Duck and a Canard.

THE Musical Worll treats as a canard the story that the Due DK
M v* \ mnrries the divine MUI.LE. NILSSON. We hope that the

.)/. //'. is right, for though MH. JtsstL says that all wives are slaves,

we should not like to I lunk that such a wife hud always to address

her husband as
"
massa."
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TALENT APPRECIATED.

Jemima Cook. "On, MARY! How WSLL HE PLATS!"

Mary Parlourmaid. " DOESN'T HE!! SUCH JlxpRBSSiOfrf 1 1
"

COIN OUT OF CROSSES.

THE only Englishman that ever had his great toe saluted as that of the Sovereign Pontiff
was ADRIAN THE FOURTH,

'

BRAKESPEARE, chiistened NICHOLAS. His present Holiness can,
however, on occasion talk as much like a true born Briton as he could if he, too, had been a
native of Abbot's Langley. He had a great variety of gifts offered for his acceptance on the
llth of April, and the Pall Mall Gazelle says :

" The POPE is annoyed that so many of the presents consist of crosses, and the other day he remarked
to some members of his household,

'
I have too many crosses. What I want is money, money, and still

money."
"

This speech will raise the Holy Father in JOHN BULL'S estimation, as a man of the world, who
looks to the mam chance like the rest of us, and whose cry after all, if not before all, is

"
Money,

money, money !

" And he gets not a little.

" THE HOUSE THAT JOHN
BUILT."

"And we're all grumbling grumb, grumb,
grumbling,

We 're all grumbling at our house at hame."

ALL must own the House of Commons,
Though dear to all who sit in it.

Is too small for six hundred
And fifty-eight to fit in it.

That its seats aren't wide enough for

Broad based administrations,
Such as, in lukewarm periods,
Plan measures and rule nations.

No wonder names with Stephen
Our House of Commons barters ;

The first of martyrs he was,
And M.P.'s say they are martyrs :

Stretched out, a la Saint Lawrence,
Upon a huge grid-iron,

With DR. PERCY down-stairs,

A-making of the fire on.

Members should be men of mettle,

By the means employed to mould one :

Now blown up by a hot blast.

Now cooled down by a cold one.

With Father Thames exhaling
Breath a mud-lark fit to smother ;

And in default of sweet air,

The sewers distilling t'other.

Then for distinguished visitors

There 's no room on occasion,
Unless upon each other's laps

They find accommodation.
And the ladies in the cage have
Most inconvenient quarters,

Not to speak of their susurrus

Distracting the reporters.

And as the House is too small

For all its Members, keen 'uns

Who want seats put a hat down
By way of locum tenens.

Punch don't object to that, but

By cynics it may said be,
Seats should not be kept by hat, but

Should only kept by head be.

There 's one way to a new House :

If BARRY would build over
The Court outside the old one,

M.P.'s would sit in clover.

And as the Commons' power
The Crown's has caused the stop of ;

There 's reason good the Commons
Should sit a Court a-top of.

But COLONEL FRENCH objects that

This would destroy the dining-room ;

Letting M.P.'s in the basement,
For eating, ain by mining, room.

And he maintains that Members
Would be anything but winners
If they improved debates,

By dis-improving dinners.

The Colonel feels that forces

Need for their conservation,
What the French, in phrase well chosen,

Entitle
"
restauration."

And now that folks are zealous

For Commons' preservation,
The Collective Wisdom's dining

Is of moment to the nation.

Whoe'er comes near the Commons
As second best will fare with them ;

'Tis like them, the Lords' dining-rooms,
To ask the Peers to share with them.

Now Peers' rights to graze the Commons
Are assailed with doubts and sneers :

It 's too bad to give the Commons
Grazing rights upon the Peers.
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CIIAPTBa THE FOURTEENTH -WB KVTKR TUB 8OPPBB ROOM-LADT

brigand's dress and resumed the ordinary garments of private life, will

be ready to meet her, and escort her proudly to the supper-room.
Mu. KINO FrsciiKR, who is ambitious (as what amateur compov-r,

if he thinks himself '.v not ?) wants to get SIGNOR '

MOKANTI'S opinion. The Signor u hard at work with another profes-
sional friend at the supper, and beiutf challenged by FYSCHBR to cham-

pagne, politely taken tin' opportunity of congratulating his young
friend on his work, and then urges him to aup, not wishuaf; at that

moment to relinquish his own delightful occupation for the sake of

forcing a conversation.

But FISCHER U not to be put
off. He wants the sir's frenu.

linion, and commences a learned musical ooaverssfeM wuth that

eminent person, carrie 1 on ia technical terms, and involving all son
the t\

I.ADY LYNX'S KYK CI.A.18KB.

BIRDS, Beasts, and Fishes, certainly come out strongly in a supper-

room. The Birds are there to be seen swooping, or pecking; the

Beasts gorging themselves, said mumbling over their food and the
t ^

Fishes drinking as if they had been sufferiug from drought for a
opinion, and

fortnight past. . .

'

eminent pan, _. - .... .-

LADY DODO'S advice to the MACAWS has been In giving a large of ^r^tiom u to the capabilities of a mezzo, L

party like this, my dear, you must, of necessity make a sort of salad of
pressiouof an andante, and so on, and expatiates

I '.ut an excellent salad ;
for that is an appetiser, of which who eats of getting

"
amateurs

"
(he lifts himself quite above Hum far the

1
' i A A- __ J +-*- -* IK .,,..._ *.Wtastt at *% W*SMSBS*_ 1 V , 1 ' fit] f>k>

agrees with him in everything ;
he advises him to worL

I f II ___! I . 1

Then-to taste and thai is your object at starting.

ion your salad with a sprinkling of the pro!
an author or two, an actor, a

is in the case of women

beii

'

Rn(j

j3 wajting

once deshres

fore, my
herb. A couple of

singer here and thei- ,

because a foreigner, with us has no antecedents, and as a professional,

is admitted to our Society by virtue of her professional reputation dressing-gown when he gets _.

only and, in fact, dear, any other notability who M a notability, and
composing, having seen a portrait, of BEETUOVEN in t

whom your guests feel some curiosity to meet. An acquaintance 'with turn-down collars] and writes, off-hand, a chorus of soldiers and p<

these people will cost yoa sosMsfcing, perhaps, but yon are well repaid (w;thout words), a tenor song, and something sentimental

in return. You will have to be a patron for benefits; you will feel it
gopnmo, in which he sees the elements of his future

necessary to purchase a picture ;
to help Madame or Signor in getting jj^. Majesty's or Covent Garden.

up their select concert at some rooms
; taking so many tickets at a LAJ,Y LYKX is there too. a great friend of LADY DODO'S ;

guinea a head yourself. If you manage this well, you will find your yoimger than that elderly dowager. Having done ample jwtice
account in it. Your parties will be unique, and, in time, even Royalty to the supper, she is taking a littto interval of rest previous to

itself may express a wish to visit your salon." ^^ refreshing henelf (when MR. POODBL shall offer itj with just one tttlc

in
U

I

This picture nearly took MRS. MACAW'S breath away; and is it a mrtrr : and she is delivering, totto ntae srMSon
n ;

LADY LrNX
. ,

wonder if she used all her influence with her husband for the benefit of the performer*. POODBL is running everybody down ;

of LADY DODO'S little propert.y ': Royalty at her house! PRINCE 8,y
. OB ,

i Qout think MR. Nivi'ERdid that badly
"

meaning a* the

himself, accompanied by a Royal Duke, dashing up to the oomic waiter.

hall-door in the well-known Royal carriages, and, walking behind ~~i don 't say badly," replies POODBL, who sees himself ia the

them, MAJOR JACKAL, Equerry in Waiting, who somehow in character. "It was vulgar;" and LADY LYKT taps him on the hand
MRS. MACAW'S mind, gets mixed up with "all the Royal family, for witn |ier fan; and the reason for the interruption is made obvious by
whom she devoutly prays in Church every Sunday. her saying,
And well may a pious, fashionable congregation, supplicate Heaven "&.\i t

Mil. NIPPER, how good! how rharming .'" And POODBL hns

on behalf of these August Personages, upon whose health depends all to modify |,i8 expression without absolutely eating his words in the
+ K/. Mntnf*r nT tliA aiivTm*r 111 I , nil H Oil MT IL3 'IVlV f'( t Itf I" !'I V F obSfii*Ve(K . ~f I .t,w T .VKFV Uv nrknm K n ,lnaan*t iVB n t *rt Kf snt flnfVn A

deceive him)i
"
mustn't mind my being a little disappointed with one

, or two parts w |iere i thought you lost a point."

him, he was to satirical : whereat TOM snorted, and probably thought NipreR professes Mmself delighted to hear his famlU, and LADT
g lady was, unconsciously, the more satirical of j^x leaves them, to stand alone for a few seconds, surveying the

'

be deferred till, at all events, the end of the season. But this was

only what TOM PORCUPINE said ; and then, as Miss CHESSBR told

him, he was to satirical :

to himself that the young ,

the two. . ..... 'scene through her eyeglasses. Good gracious ! Ar doesn't want eye -

The amateur opera is over, and everybody is delighted : some I

glasses ! There
'

nothing in that room that escapes her ; and so I go
because they liked it as well as they liked anything ; some because

up> and, knowing what her ladyship wants, bring her a glass of

they didn't care for it one way or the other, and to praise was the Sparlcling champagne ;
in return for which she tells me who is who,

more pleasant ;
and some (and they were enthusiastic) because, what- ancj ajso enlightens me, socially, as to what is what.

ever its merits or demerits, it was over. _
MR, KINO FYSCHER enters the room ready to receive the congratu-

lations of everybody, and to ask the musical professionals, when r-nvfRP'RT KD PATVPOTSV
he can take one or two of them aside, what they really did think of

it. as if their opinion given in public was what they really diMt think QWBCT to COLOSEL HENRY LOWTHIR for Lord-Lieutenant of Cum-
ofit. berland and Westmoreland ! Why ?

to Miss CHESSEB, and vie with one another in supplying her with e--- JI- '---- v- T ">"> T ^-- '

She has a short triumph over Miss SKYLARK, who comes up
to say how much she was delighted, how admirably she (Miss CHBSSER)

played her part, and how fatigued she must be after her exertions.

MR. RATTELS NAYKE being an old hand at this sort of thing, accepts

praise as his right, and prefers chicken and iced champagne with MRS.
BYRDE in a quiet corner, where far be it from me to intrude upon
them. MR. BYRDE will come up presently to mention the existence of

the carriage, and MRS. BYRDE will reply that
"
If he is tired he needn't

wait for her. as," she explains,
"
he has to be up so early for business

in the morning ;

" and undertakes to see herself home after a dance or

two, for which amusement she knows he doesn't care. Old BYBDE,

very much MRS. BYRDK'S senior, wouldn't on any account be consi-

dered a jealous man, but doats and doubts, and and in fact, lights a

cigar, and goes home to bed. Heavens ! if married couples can't trust

one another for a waltz, out of each other's sight, for an hour or two,

what a miserable world this would be !

DORMOUSE of course went otf to sleep in the middle of the evening s

entertainment, and was neither useful behind the scenes, nor orna-

mental in front of them.

Miss IDA DRAKE looks very pretty and very flushed on emerging
from the screen behind which she has been accompanying the opera all

the evening ; and, 1 warrant you, there is a certain seat in the ante-

room where a certain young gentleman, when he has got out of his

Secondly, because ha is LORD LONSDALE'S successor and nephew ! !

First of the first :

Why shouldn't MR. DISRAELI make a parting present to Cum-
berland and Westmoreland ?

And what better present could he give these counties than the

gallant Colonel lor their Lord-Lieutenant and autoi ntolonm f

Second, of the second :

What is a Lord ?

One who rules absolutely.
What is a Lieutenant P

A locum tenent: one who stands in the place of another.

What is a Lord-Lieutenant P

One who stands in the place of a Lord.
Who is the Lord of Cumberland and Westmoreland ?

The EARL OF LONSDALE.
Who is the fittest person to stand in the place of LORD LOHSDALE ?

His heir and nephew, COLOXU. HEXRYLOWTIIER.
What follows ?

That COLOSEL HENRY LOWTHER is the natural Lord-Lieutenant
of Cumberland and Westmoreland.

Q. E. D.

As EQUITY DRAFTSMAK. A Lawyer who Sketches.
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OUR ART-SCHOOL CONVERSAZIONE.
AT WHICH (IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE INCREASED SPACE ANTICIPATED AT THE R.A. EXHIBITION) THERE IS A GREATER CROWD THAN USUAL.

Model (who has charge of the Hats and Coats).
" No. 97 ? YESSIR. THERE NOW ! IF I DIDN'T SEE THAT 'AT AH NOT A QUARTER

OF AN HOUR AGO ! I

"
[Not a very satisfactory look-out for Bouncefield, who has barely time to catch his last train !

PIO NONO'S TWO JUBILEES.
" On Sunday, April 11, was celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of the ordi-

nation of hie Holiness Pius THE NINTH." Newsfrom Rome.

JUBILATE ! sing loud, to our brave PIO NONO !

Fifty years on his ffrey head their winters have strown
Since that head was first tonsured (pro publico bono ?) ;

Two-and-twenty, since o'er him the pallium was thrown !

Fifty years ! Let us hail thee, oh Bark of St. Peter,
That labourest sore in the stress of thy see,

And ask thee, which tide-set is stronger and fleeter,

That to port on thy chart, or to shore on thy lee.

Jubilate! sing loud, though the growl of the thunder
Hound the sore-shattered vessel be threatn'ningly rolled ;

Though her pumps are scarce able to keep the leaks under,
And her cargo's dead weight is adrift in her hold !

Jubilate ! sing loud, in despite of the quaver,
That tells of the tremor of captain and crew :

Perhaps holy water and relics may save her,
But 'tis more than the skill of her pilot can do !

Fiftv years ! What has come of that Holy Alliance
That to young priest MASTAI seemed a pillar of trust ?

Fifty years to his order one long drawn defiance,
And for end, Peter's pence, and a throne in the dust.

From his dream of a Pope, free from trammels and fictions,
To give life to a nation, and faith to a world

From Liberal longings, that once seemed convictions,
To the lowest Inferno of Priestcraft lie 's hurled !

Contrast thy two jubilees ! That from a nation

Rejoicing to link its new birth with thy name,
And this nasal chorus of priests' gratulation,
With no warmth of love and no forecast of fame.

Well for thee hadst thou died, ere Church mildews had eaten

The gloss of thy unworn tiara away,
Ere Italian's hopes and man's instincts, down-beaten,

Left thy soul to Priest's hates and Pope's terrors a prey.

Is the Apostrophe Right ?

ONE of the papers, in its account of the dinner given to MR.. DICKENS
at Liverpool, spoke of the music as being performed by

" The Orphan
Boy's Band." As the

"
Orphan Boy's" music appears to have been

good, it would only have been fair to have given the
"
Orphan Boy's

"

name.

No Flattery.

WE do not think that a smaller amount of praise than this was ever

bestowed upon a novel. Yet the publisher is grateful, and he extracts

the tribute into his advertisement.

" All readers cannot fail to be interested in ' Oliver Lancaster.'
"

Morning Star.

Can it Be So ?

THE RIGHT HON. JOHN BRIGHT, speaking as the President of the

Board of Trade, lets fall a word or two at times which may lead one to

the notion that, what with deputations in the day-time, and questionings
at night, he himself in his own person, without mention of his colleagues,

unfortunately constitutes the Bored of Trade.
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LIMITED MATRIMONIAL LIABILITY.

IIMK objection to MR. RUSSF.M. GURNET'S Mar-

ried Women's Property Hill would
perhaps

be

removed by a clause annexed to it allowing per-

sons about to marry to subject themselves to its

arrangements or not, as they might choose,
;r intention previously to their

marriage, lest one of the happy pair should after-

wards see fit to break a merely verbal agreement
with the otl

Tradesmen and others, dealing with married

partners, would like to know whether the hus-

band was liable for the wife's debts or not.

Therefore if the Recorder should be pleased to

adopt the foregoing suggestion, perhaps he

would further be advised to provide that hus-

band and wife accepting his Act should be bound
to write themselves, on all occasions, for example,
MK. and MRS. ROBINSON (Limi-

S()N(!S OF SIXPENCE.

II. THE MODEST FISHERY

(To * Calling Air.)

THERE was suck a modest man,
That he used to use a fan,

To hide his Washing face, I know.
I f you 'd ever seen his head

Topping out above his bed,
He'd hare fainted in a fit.

Just so, just so,

Chora*, lie 'd have fainted in a fit, just so.

Now this very modest man
Went and bought a fishing-can,
For a-fishing he wanted to go ;

All alone he read in books
How to use his lines and hooks,
And he practised in his bath,

Just so, just so.

Chorus. And he practised in his bath, just so.

Now I cannot tell his name,
Nor the county whence he came :

If you press me, I must always answer
"
no."

And if you ask me why
I refuse, I must reply,
lieeanse I don't know,

.last so, just so.

Ckon.i. Tis because I do net know.

He travelled to the North,
Long beyond the Frith 'of Forth,
And a boat he hired to row;

Rut they said,
" What the deuce

Of a boat, Sir, is the use,
If a-fishing yon 'd go,"

Just so, jnst so.

Chnrux. If a-fishing you would go, just so.

So he paid his money down,
It was more than half-a-crown,
For a man who the way would show ;

Says he,
"
You 'II take my rod,

For the tittlebat and cod.
Says the man a-grinning,

"
Yes

;

I so, just so."

Chorus. Says the man a-gnnniiig. Yes, just so.

Then there came another man,
For the job two miles he ran,
And his mate he called him JOB,

And they carried rods and cans,
Nets and compasses and plans,
In single lile they marched.

.lust so, jnst so.

norm. In single tile they marched, jwt so.

Say the men,
"
In this here stream

Swim perch and dace and bream,
And mackerel and trout alto."

Thus spake his pleasant guide
When a-walking by his side,"
Tliat 's very nice," says he,

Just so, just so.

I'horitt. That's very nice, says he, just so.

The fishes in the tide

1 )id race and jump and glidr
With very many sorts of roe,

And the grayling swam a<<

,lil

'

VOUl,
Both nuking at tip- bank.

Both winking at the bank, ;* o.

He threw his line and hook
In the way he 'd learnt by book,
And walked till he rn-?an to blow ;

But everythinir

And angrily lie

"Jnst so, just so."

And angrily he cried, just so.

When for hours he had fished,
"

ll isn't what, I willed,"
He exclaims in a tone of woe ;

" And oh, I so perspire,

If, my friends, you will retire,

I shall jump into the stream,
Just so, just so."

TM. I shall jump into the stream, just so.

So they went behind the rocks,
Which funned :i k " ' "i uueks
Hound the bath which lay below ;

Kirst he looks about, then peels,
Thnn you only .-ee his heels

As he jumps into the stream
.hist so, jmt M.

Cbonu. As he jumps into the stream, jnst so.

When twice or thrice he 'd dived
He felt very much revived,

And he scrambled on the bank. Bat, la !

Though he stood upon tiptoes
He saw no clothes nor hose,
He most walk home as be is

Just so, jnst so.

Own*. He must walk home as he is, jnst so.

Now, what was he to do ?

I do not know, do yon ?

And the time passed very
slow ;

He had nothing on his back,
And he couldn t get a sack,
Nor a waistcoat, nor a pair

-
Jnst so, jnst so.

C/teru*. He was very rnach perplexed, just o.

He was never seen again,
Ah ! I mention it with pain,
Bat a figure, with a face like dough,

Is at night seen in the North,

Searching near the Frith of Forth
For the somethings he has lost,

Just so, just so.

Ctonu. For the somethings he has lost, jut so.

Finale.

The Legend has been told, just so,

And if to the Frith you go,
There 'a a Modest Ghost that seeks,

Through the valley for his breeka,
And vanishes if once yon show.

To Several Habitual Correspondents.

Ir SIR SAMUEL RAKEK is going to the Nile Basin, that is no reason

rhy yon should rout out a grey old joke, and ask us whether he will

afterwards proceed to the River Plate.

EASV PCS Tire DRAFTS*.**. The Bill which has buen laid before

the House of Commons relating to the Post Office Savings' Banks, is

about the simplest ever drawn, consisting entirely of Saving clauses.
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PROPER REPROOF.

Puny Party. "WHY DON'T you TOUCH YOTO HAT TO xx, BOY?"
Country floy.

" So I WUL i' YEAOU'LL HOWD THE CA-AU !"

MISS CUBA AND HER OFFERS.

PRESIDENT GHAUT (not the P.R.A.) is asked to recognise the Republic of Cuba.
Of course it will be asked, with excessive wit,

" what 's He-Cuba to him or He
to Cuba?" But when the lauprliter shall have in some degree abated, Mr. Punch
may remark, through the appropriate smoke of his mild Havannah, tlmt if he were a
Cuban, he should gesticulate in a most remarkable manner for such recognition.
For those who don't know anything about the matter are therefore probably
unaware that the unfortunate Queen of the Antilles has been used worse than

He soon came home, wealthy with Cuban plunder. Now, of course, the new
Spanish Government intends to patronise every virtue that lived with BISHOP
BERKELEY. But a Republic in the hand is worth two Constitutions in the bush.
We have no burning desire to see Cuba annexed to the dominions of KING ULYSSES,
but we are not altogether astonished at her emulating MRS. ARTEMUS WARD'S
courtship, and saying, with an indescribable look at the American lover,

"
If you

mean gittin hitched, I'm on."

TO HANG, OR NOT TO HANG ?

IT is probable, as the Pall Mall Gazette says, that,
" If the time should ever come when certain vague and ill-understood notions, which

shelter themselves under the phrase of the
sanctity of human life, are permitted to be

rationally considered, the question will be asked about others as well as murderers, and
may receive an answer which, would more or less surprise,the present generation."

If the sanctity of human life is to be held absolutely inviolable, sing old Rose and
bum the gallows. But if that apparatus is to be employed at all, is there much more
occasion for its employment given by the cutter of a single throat than by the
breaker of numerous hearts, and the causer of several suicides? If CiLCRArr is

necessary for the protection of Society from ruffians, is he not equally needful f9r
its security against rogues whose fraud entails upon their victims death, and ruin
to which death may be preferable. Hang fraudulent directors, or hang not at all.

THE BALLAD OF BOB LOWE.
MY name it is BOB LOWE,

Cutting down, cutting down !

My name it is BOB LOWE,
Cutting down !

My name it is BOB town,
And I 'd have yon all to know
For retrenchment in I go,

Cutting down !

Of saving I 've a plan,
Cutting down, cutting down !

Of saving I 've a plan,
Cutting.down !

Of saving I 've a plan,
To tax each British man
As lightly as I can,

Cutting down !

To spare you money lost,

Cutting down, cutting down !

To spare you money lost,

Cutting down !

To spare you money lost,

Your means which did exhaust,
I '11 dock Collection's cost,

Cutting down !

A building job immense,
Cutting down, cutting down'.!

A building job immense,
Cutting down !

A building job immense,
Proposed with vain pretence,
1 '11 frustrate ; vast expense

Cutting down !

No nonsense I will stand,

Cutting down, cutting down !

No nonsense I will stand,

Cutting down !

No nonsense I will stand,
But keep, with steady hand.
Whilst I the knife command,

Cutting down !

I mean to peg away,
Cutting down, cutting down !

I mean to peg away,
Cutting down !

I mean to peg away.
That tax-payers may say,"
Continue, ROBERT, pray,

Cutting down !

" You do jour best, we know,
Cutting down, cutting down !

You do your best, we know,
Cut ting down!

'

You do your best, we know,
To mitigate our woe.
Our taxes, ROBERT LOWE,

Cutting down!"

COLLARS FOR COLONISTS.

OUR Colonial Friends will be enchanted to hear (as they
have just been told) that they may be made Knights, if they
deserve and desire the honour. An alteration has been

made, in their favour, in the statutes of the Most Distin-

guished Order of St. Michael and St. George. Mr. Punrh'i

boxes are full of orders, stars, chains, jewels, and the like

gauds, and he really forgets whether he has St. M. and
St. G. among them. Consulting, however, his dearly-
beloved Debretl, which is always at his hand, by day and

by night, he perceives that the motto is Atupiciu* tielioru

<ni. which, meaning the Promise of a Pleasant Evening,
makes the collar just the thing to go out to dinner in.

The Chancery of the Order is the Colonial Office ; and as

there are some capital fellows among the Knights, and as

he would like to give the Order a good start, Mr. Punch,
Member for all the Colonies, will trouble LORD GRAN YII.I.E

to send up a few collars, that Mr. Punch may try them on.

The ribbon is watered Saxon blue, which just suits his

delicate complexion.

VOL. LVI.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE' OF PARLIAMENT.

F MONDAY. April 19. Rather a fragmentary sort of week hath to be

accounted for. Dear LORD REDESDALE began it by bothering about

that eternal Coronation Oath, which he still thinks debars the QUEEN
from passing the Irish Church Bill. Punch utterly declines to try any
more to make him understand the case, especially as he lias now got to

the point of demanding an Act of Parliament enabling HER MAJESTY
to dispense with the obligations of the Oath. That is, the QUEEN is to

absolve herself from it with the aid of the Estates. Bat will she not

do so in ordering La Seine le veul to be said over the Irish Bill ? LORD
HEDESDALE seems to think the QUEEN is a personage of the mental

calibre of GEpRGE THE THIRD, who replied to the explanation that

he had sworn in an executive and not a legislative capacity,
" None of

your Scotch metaphysics;" or of GEORGE THE FOURTH, who, in a

sober interval, wept over a Bill which he thought would affect his

holy religion. LORD MELBOURNE'S pupil knows all about it, dear

LORD REDESDALE, and you know all about railways. Stick to 'em.

A Bill in regard to the Indian Council brought up the new peer,

LORD LAWRENCE, amid general applause. He spoke for half-an-hour,

very calmly, and as one who thoroughly understood his subject. He
said that LORD MAYO was but carrying out with the Afghans a policy
initiated by LORD LAWRENCE. There, M. VAMB^RY.
MR. BRIGHT, on cigar smoking, commanded much attention. He

objected to compel the Metropolitan Railway to provide smoking car-

riages, as the trains would soon arrive every two minutes, and it would
be impossible to sort, first the three classes, and then the three classes

of smokers. So what was good for the Metropolitan District lines was

held not to be good for the Metropolitan, and MR. SHERIDAN was
defeated by 31.

Sickly soldiers before discharge are not
"
cupped until the world

goes round," or at all, except for medical purposes.
We then went again into Committee on the Irish. Church Bill.

Every amendment on which the Opposition divided was rejected by a

large majority. MR. DISRAELI had, we are sorry to say, HORACE
WALPOLE'S

"
Remedy," so could not attend, and MR. HARDY took the

defeats in his absence. The date of Disendowment was fixed at

January 1, 1871, the clause for effecting it was carried, the Irish

Bishops were turned out of the House of Lords, and the Committee
would not alter the clause for deducting compensation to curates from
the income to incumbents. On this last division the Conservatives got
their largest number since they divided on the Second Reading, but the

figures were 330 to 232.

Tuesday. The Lords discussed, and the Government disapproved, a

Bill of LORD CLANRICARDE'S on the Tenure of Irish Land. The Bill

is a mild one, and its object is to compel the use of Written Agree-
ments for letting. But the mass of Irish tenants do not like this, and
prefer verbal engagements, as more elastic. It is difficult to supply
documents to an Affectionate People that settles conveyancing instru-

ments by the light of the flash of a blunderbuss ; but if the system could
be enforced, good would be done. Some Conservative Lords joined in

the debate, rather (if Mr. Punch might be permitted to wink his

thought) with the hope of extracting some damaging information as to

Government Land plans, than for the sake of helping to adjust the

question. But Lords GRANVILLE and KIMBERLEY would not be

drawn, and so were informed that the Administration no doubt held

dangerous and revolutionary views as to the rights of property, and
that they would be responsible for all the Tipperary murders next
winter. After which pleasantness, their Lordships went away.

SIR EARDLEY EARDLEY, Baronet, was sentenced to imprisonment
for a very cruel bigamy. His term has been abbreviated, and he is on
the Continent. It was imputed that a powerful connection in the

Ministry had helped him, but the explanations of the late and present
HOME SECRETARY made it clear that he had been treated as any other
diseased convict would be perhaps a little more rigidly. But it is

always well to know why criminals are let off.

Then did we not have a sensation? Did not MR. LOWE astonish
the House ? There was debate on the Site of the New Courts of Law.
The lawyers wish to adhere to the Carey Street location, and there are
other objections to doing this besides the prima facie one that the
course is acceptable to our natural enemies. The public, directed by
the Demon ot Taste, according to SIR ROUXDELL PALMER, wish the
new building to adorn our noble Thames Embankment. When the
discussion had been protracted far into the night, the CHANCELLOR or
THE EXCHEQUER rose, like Samxaa .Igonistes, to spoil all the architec-
ture. He would agree to neither plan.

" This uttered, straining all his nerves, he bowed
As with the force of winds and waters pent,
When mountains tremble, those two massy buildings
With horrible convulsion to and fro
He tugged, lie shook, till they rame out and drew
Their two roofs after them, with burst of thunder,

Upon
the bonds of all who sat to hen-.

The vulgar heard the howl who stood without."

Pardon the slight variation on MILTON. But MR. LOWE, like the

magnificent Armado, did excel Samson. For he not only destroyed, he

erected. As for the Carey Street plan, it would cost Four Millions and

more, and he would be no party to such extravagance. Nor would he

build on the Embankment. But there was a site already cleared,

between Cecil and Arundel Streets, Strand, and bounded on the north

by Howard Street, which could be had for a reasonable sum, and there

he proposed to build the Temple of Law. It would have no Strand

front, but might have a splendid front towards the river. As he spoke,
Father Thames, now a nice clean old man, quite unlike his former dirty

self, rose from his purified tide, putting little salmons and whitebait

tenderly aside, and held out his arms to the virgin Themis, imploring
her to come and be his beautiful neighbour and love. Behold the

Cartoon. Finally, MR. LOWE said that INIGO JONES had planned a

Palace for CHARLES THE FIRST near the suggested spot, the plans were
to be seen, and might be adopted. The House, simply staggered,
could only beg that the subject might be adjourned ;

and in about three

weeks the Australian Slasher is to produce a Government scheme.

Temple Bar, again saved, has been in such a paroxysm of joy ever

since, that we hear that MESSRS. GUILDS' employes complain of its

unseemly agitation, and threaten to ballast it with a few tons of sove-

reigns, if it will not keep quiet.
Electors of Dublin, an address was carried for inquiry into your

Electioneering behaviour. Step out now, and say something for your-
selves, for we 're in a mighty purifying inood.

Of course, a new and reformed Parliament must be
asked for its opinion as to marrying your Wife's Sister. We had the

usual arguments, and the battle was ended by two of the Ministers,
who opposed each other with all their might. MR. BRIGHT had never
heard any real argument against the alteration of the law. He was a

Quaker, and his sect had always allowed such marriages. Warriors
and lords were bad enough, as SIR JOHN COLERIDGE'S relative, the

great poet, had said, but priests were worse, and the opposition to this

Bill was ecclesiastical rubbish. The SOLICITOR-GENERAL, nothing
moved by the family quotation, responded that Christianity had for

1500 years repudiated such marriages, that it was a woman's question,
and that the women of England were not converted to the new doc-

trine. He objected to the change
" Because it endangers one of the most blessed and delightful relations

which can exist between man and woman, because it narrows the circle of the

iilt't'dion into which passion cannot enter, an affection which cultivates the

highest and purest parts of our nature, and which they would all agree with
Slu. BRIGHT in characterising as being that to which we owe a debt greater
than we can express."

On division the Second Reading was carried by 243 to 144, majority
99, and the ladies in the cage called their gallery instantly set up such
a clatter, clapping hands, waving handkerchiefs, and rattling parasols,
that Mr. Punch, who seldom wonders at anything a woman does,
almost wondered at such a demonstration, though he sternly rebuked
a cynical Member near him, who growled that a good many females
seemed very anxious for the deaths of their sisters. The Bill will be
thrown out by the House of Lords, as matter of course. Do you
remember what LOVID PALMERSTON said about it that it was a
humane measure, for it would enable a man, though he married twice,
to have but one mother-in-law.

Thursday. What's the Tendering Hundreds Railway BUI? No
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railway people ever tendered us hundreds, and we should like to catch

them at it. Whatever it was, the Lords passed it, aud we are (imte

ready fur (lie money.
LOHI. LYTTIJ ro moved the Second Heading of a Bill for making a

ereat lot of new lilt le Bwhopi" subscription Bishops as the L

>K SOMERSET amiably called them. The real Baron-Bishops gave it

nit scant approval.
' ' KV, YORK, LOSDON, < K spoke

against it. LoKD <\KSAK\'>N vud lli.it, tote ! not times when

oiks would be very ready to risk ecclesiastical or educational widow.

nents We hear you, my Lord. LOKI. LYTTLKTON said he had been

called an enthusiast, but he had no desire to be particularly enthu-

Mastic on that or any other question it was merely a m.<

uithentic and common sense. 'Ihe Bill was rejected by 43 to 20.

HOME SECRETARY KRUCB was asked why he had not hung one

.vho had been sentenced to death for an atrocious outrage,

lich he had committed another, and who, it you kill anybody at

, lainly a savage of whom this world might as well be rid.

i;icl a very good answer in the representations of teni ot

hejury.tJid in the recommendation of MB. Jtnwici tUJ
ie desired to show that he had discharged his duty properly : out of

eleven persons sentei'ced since he came into office, two proved to be

nnocent, one was insane, two had been sent to penal servitude lor

life, and he had hanged the other six. The House applauded.

Irish Church again, and Compensation to Curates. If you want

details, tin; daily papers are open to you. One amendment, m the

of the poor Curates, was agreed to by Ma. GLADSTONE, and a

reasonable present is to be made to them. The Organists make a

)ioise hut ili) not receive much favour, which is not wonderful, if

.shave often heard Irish church organs. The only incident

was rat her a neat quotation by Mu. Hi MM OUD HOPE, who, looking

towards MR. SYNAN, Catholic Member for Limerick County, said,

"
Viotorquc SINON incendia miscet

Insullans."

Now this was good, and Mr. Punch is not pleased with MR. SYNAJT,

who, instead of accept invr a classical fling as a compliment, as scholars

and }." usually do, answered angrily, and borrowed a second-

i.nhet of scoff M Mu. More. An Irishman not take a joke!

Could he not>-for lie waited a long time to reply have run into the

libra, Si-EsinitP This event convinces

us that Catholic Emancipation ought not to have been granted.

Friday. LORD MONCK, of Ballytrammon (what a good name), late

Governor-General of the Dominion of Canada, called attention to the

state of the Army, which he did not think at all adequate to our require-

ments. The Uuder-Secretary for War, Lone NORTOBROOK. thought

better of it, but announced' various improvements. The DUKE ot

CAM BIUDOK hoped that there would be no destruction of the present

system until another should have been tested. Our GEORGE a speech

was very sensible, but in manner a beautiful illustration of the way
veterans hammer the same allegation into you a dozen tunes consecu-

tively. LORD TRURO most properly urged the Government to look

after the Volunteers.

Irish Church again. Amendments intended to improve the carnal

prosperity of the deposed Church all defeated. The docile way in

which both sides obey their leaders is lovely. Ouly a few of the chiefs

really understand the details of the Bill. If you suddenly asked one of

the rank and file on either side to explain the purport of the proposed
insertion for or against which he was going to vote, you would get an

answer much in the style of Jofph Surface, when the screen has fallen.

But the faithful followers never go into wrong lobbies.

"They know this truth, enough for them to know,
DisitAELi walks out thia way that way I. '<\\ a."

HINTS FOR CONVERSATION.

WANTED : A STEAM-DOMESTIC.

THAT this present were my dwelling-place,
With one steam-servant for my minister ;

Then I 'd dispense with all JKMIMA'S race,

And, hiring none, keep it instead, of her.

Tc mechanists, by whose unceasing stir

New helps are still invented, can ye not

Construct me such an engine ? Do 1 err

Jn deeming such will work in many a cot,

Though with one to be blest may never be my lot ?

CAUGHT NAPPING.

THE sleepy habits of some of the Members make it certain that there

is one kind of hat seldom seen in the House the Wide-awake.

A MONEYED MAN. From an account of the Yeomen of the Guard
we learn that one of the officers is called

" The Clerk of the Cheque."
Of course lie acts as Paymaster?

AY -!)AT! Instead of asking
IA whether

llicy went out shopping this morn-

ing, or for a ride 111 the
"
Kow,"

or a walk along the charming new

landscape garden in the Park,

inquire of them whether they got

up early, and went .Maying with

their young companions of tin-

upper classes in the \Villedcn

. and had a May .M

with Jack-in-tbe-Gmm and tin-

chimney-sweepers of the vicinity in

-iume ;
and what spoil

of scented hawthorn blossom and

wild (lowers they brought
to the family mansii

Grandiion Street: and how they enjoyed dancing tip

the Mavpole in the Strnnd, reared at daybreak by the Metropolitan

i'n the presence of the LORD MAYOR and Sheriffs ;
and whether

they did not tind May-dew, applied as a wash to the complexion, a

wholesome and sufficient cosmetic ; and who, after a ballot, was elected

en of tin: May," and what objection they see to giving up the

Opera for this one night, and going, in sedan-chairs and chariots

lighted by link-boys, to any hill conveniently situated they may choose

to select, Mount Primrose, or Ben Haverstock, or the Peak of Stam-

ford, or, perhaps, the more sylvan Denmark, there to kindle, will

NT AND -\1 AY'S matches, blazing fires, in revival of the ancient

-pell it with a
" K ") heathen festival known as

"
Beitem,' and

fullydetailed in the works of that luminous historian, IGMISS PiuXMW?
HE and AUGUSTA may not be able to report that they nave

performed any of these rites and ceremonies, and may elect to go to

William Tell, or MRS. CLIFTON CI.K\ K.I.ANI.'S dance, m '

green light-of-

day tulle," in preference to rambling on Herne or Netting Hill ; bat

you will have had the opportunity of displaying your antiquarian know-

ledge, to which, when you brush against the chimney-sweepers, you can

impart a more modern turn by references to MBS. MONTAGU, and the

"youns nobleman," as dear CHARLES LAMB calls him, who was lost,

and found, all in black, in the state bed at Arundel Castle, and

the dinner she used to give to the London sooties on the first of

May, and the sweet voices of the Oxford choristers singing their

morning carol on fair Magdalen tower; concluding with a classical

allusion to the Roman "
Ploralia," held in ancient times at this period

of the year under the patronage of the resident nobility, clergy, and

gentry, which you will translate into Flower Games, or Flower Shows,

and so adroitly bring your fair and dark hearers back home to the

Regent's Park and South Kensington Gardens, where, by a happy con-

spiracy, you all met to see the spring flowers, sat under the Upas Iree

(which, from its supposed fatal power of causing the
death^

of every

I person who came near it, ought to have been called the lou H on t pass

Tree) admired the new voluptuous blossoming shrub from the Cordilleras
1

Hookeria Sfr*mtiosiimamA noted the last novelty in omsols.

Ask that Irish archdeacon, peeling an orange, who is recruiting his

health ia furnished apartments in Piccadilly after the exhausting duties

of his sequestered parish (Protestant population 20, emoluments M46,

good substantial house, and some glebe), what the
'

Kentish lire

is which of late has been rather extensively consumed in public meet

ings and assemblies where Mu. GLADSTONE is not idolised whether a

sort of Protestant firework (wholly different from Roman candles)

dangerous when entrusted to firebrands and of a highly inflammable

character ; and talk to him nicely about Maynooth, and the POPE and

the Jubilee he has been celebrating, and ARCHBISHOP MANNING, and

his own prospects in the Archidiaconal future, until you have made

him comfortable and happy for the rest of the evening. .

As you are personally interested in the matter, being on the point of

marriage with a lady who is one of six daughters, get, if you can, at

the views of MR. Lorrus H. SMALLEY, the Member for New Sagent,

on the Deceased Wife's Sister and Deceased Husband s Brother

Question; or, if you are a lawyer, ascertain whether he inclines

Carey Street or leans to Howard Street ; or startle the timid lady you

took down to dinner, in a shy-coloured silk (there is a new novel worth

reading In Silk Attire and HENRIETTA ANNESLEY is advising every-

body to make the acquaintance of her namesake, Hetty, m Once a Week)

by asking her if she has seen the article in one of the scientific periodicals

on
" The Lion in Britain," which great

"
carnivore

'

she has hitherto

hoped was confined to the Zoological Gardens, where you can recom-

mend generally all who have a taste for the ferocious to go and see the

young Wild Cat ;
or condole with the company round on the possi-

bility of the revival of the great Convent Case, which you forgot at

the time to say was a nonesuch ; or, finally, having reserved it as a

bonne Louche, thinking the subject one certain to arouse universal

interest, set yourself to elicit the opinions of all at the social board on

the Bulgarian question.
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TO SUFFERERS FROM NERVOUS DEPRESSION.
IT'S VERY WELL TO GO DOWN FOR SlX WEEKS INTO THE COUNTRY BY YOURSELF, TO GIVE UP TOBACCO AND STIMULANTS, AND TO

LIVE THE WHOLE DAY, so TO SPEAK, IN THE OPEN AIR
; BUT ALL THIS WILL DO YOU NO GOOD, UNLESS YOU CULTIVATE A CHEERFUL

FRAME OF MIND, AND TAKE A LIVELY VIEW OF THINGS.

THAMES TO THEMIS.

(After MARLOWE'S "
Come live with me, and be my love")

COME build by me, and be my love,
And we will all the pleasures prove,
That spite of PALMER aud of FIELD,
BOB LOWE and STREET and LATAED yield.

Here you shall sit on granite blocks,
And see the Lawyers shear their flocks

Of shallow clients, to whose squalls
Sweet mud-larks shall sing madrigals.

Here will I bless thy servants' noses
With smells as sweet as scent of roses ;

I, whose foul breath was wont to curtail

The joy of whitebait and Ship turtle.

A stately mansion, reared by STREET,
(Not Strand), no gaudv home but neat
Its fair front on my banks shall show,
Where high thou 'It sit, at cost but low.

For lo ! thy friend that PALMER stayed,
Hath a front by him ready-made,
INIGO JONES'S that, for thee.
Unto STREET'S body tacked shall be.

A site, with access for JOHN BULL,
To leave thee, shorn, or bring thee wool;
With air and light, thy scales to hold,
That weigh Law's brass with Bight's pure gold.

Smokeless, the Temple Garden studs,
Jbor me, its green with pompon buds

And if these pleasures may thee move,
Come build by me, and be my love !

Leave foul and frowsy Carey Street,
For bills to flare and cats to meet ;

To other tenants sold, not thee,
That site, like its supporters, be !

The Temple swains will dance and sing,
If to my banks thy halls thou bring :

Then from dull Lincoln's Inn remove,
And build by me, and be my love !

LEGAL PANIC.

ONE Supreme Court! Law and Equity to mean the same! All
suits to begin in one Court ! No more quibbles over mistakes ! Real
Justice ! Such are the grand features of the Report on Judicature,
made by the highest legal authorities. The news is too frightful to
be treated lightly. Numbers of the profession are, we hear, studying
the last passages in the life of AHITHOPHEL. But let them not be hasty.
There is another chapter, called the Chapter of Accidents, that has
been very consolatory to the afflicted. As SIR WALTER says,

"
It 's a

beautiful thing to think how longand how carefully justice is considered

over," especially how long. Don't let them imitate AHITHOPHEL,
beyond

"
saddling their asses" clients, we mean. There's no hurry

for either the legislative, or what FARADAY would call the induced
boon to the nation.

Scotland Yard.

POLICE NOTICE.

THE Public are cautioned to be forbearing to the Police, who are

unavoidably irritable while their Beards are in stubble. Br ORDER.
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THAMES TO THEMIS.
' COME BUILD BY ME, AND BE MY LOVE." (After MARLON.)
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CH.MTKll THK FIPTKKNTH.-TIIE JOLLT OLD COCK AUAIN OOO8ET
I.U'Y l.\NX-lli:it MANA<iKMKNT-MU. UA1IYT MISS GUINEA FIGO

MISS I M TL'KKKT.

'

OLD lUiiMidoii, the Jolly Old Cock, was there, hearty and honest

as ever. GOOSEY was somewhat troubled in hia mind as to what his

parent's reception of him would be. seeing that, on their last partin?,

he, Gonshi, had, so to speak, been kicked out of doors. To see OH
BAUMH.OK salute his son in his heartiest manner, was, as LADT LYNX
observed, really quite toucliing; and then how courteous and pleasant

he was with Miss IDA DRAKE, in whom lie hud then no idea that he

was welcoming a future daughter-in-taw. Hut LADY LYNX saw it all,

knew it all, every bit of it, better than we did, who were, to a certain

in the secret.

LAHY l,vs\ having disposed of her own encumbrances to advan-

tage, undertakes matrimonial speculations for friends, as it were, on. '

commission. No one who knows her Ladyship would urge, for a

moment, that marriages are made in Heaven
; unless he were inc!

to flattery, when an explanatory addition could be made to this effect :

"Or in your Ladyship's drawing-room, which is the same thing." If

such spiTiilauma were a thoroughly recognised business, then on
LAIIV Lrsr'a cards would be inscribed. "Matrimonial Promoter.

Managing Directress of the Holy Alliance Company. Unlimited."

How many excellent matches has not this enterprising woman made !

Of how much misery lias she not been the muse !

Misery! Bah! That's their affair : not hers. She brings them .

together. She introduces MISTER KARYT to Miss GUINEA PIGG, the

Scotch heiress, panclte and gawky, with red hair and an irritable nose ;

she brings them together, throws them together, leaves them together,

drops hints of KAUJT'B passion for Miss PIGG, and regrets that she

(LAJIY LYNX) having been made the confidante of RABYT'S secret.

cannot, betray him to lur : though- And. here she will break off ana
exclaim that she wonder* how some people can be so blind. Then she

gives Miss Pico a little smart kiss on the forehead, and two little

good-natured taps with her fan on her arm, just as the servant enters

announcing
"
Mit. RABYT."

" How curious are these coincidences ! We were only this moment
speaking of you." And here my Lady casts a significant glance at

MR. RABYT, who utterly fails in an attempt to appear at his ease: while

Miss I'IGO, in shaking nands with the visitor, can hardly trust herself

to throw her large eyes up at him, lest he should then and there go
down on his knees on one of the large flowers in the pattern of tne

carpet, and make an impassioned declaration.

I f M R. RABYT, aged twenty-two and with plenty of money (" Money
clings to money," says LADT LYNX) is led to propose to the Scotch
heiress with a Jamaican fortune, well, they deliver themselves to each
other of their own will, by their own act and deed. Cupid lights a

hymeneal torch, and, being a universal lamplighter, has to run off,

ladder and all, to the next post, and thence to the next street. If

there 's a poor supply of oil, out goes the lamp. It is hard to blame
LADY LYNX in such instances : yet they do. The parties themselves
blame .her, and wish they 'd never entered the Dowager's drawing-
room, or been placed under her chaperonage.

She knows this no one better. "But, my dear," she says, quietly
nodding her head, "they come to me in their difficulties. And,
assuredly, many a domestic rent has this invaluable woman patched np.
Aristocratic clothes-carts, with baskets crammed full of dirty linen, are

driven up to the Lynx laundry, where the washing and cleaning is

carried on with the greatest possible secresy.
When LADY LYNX chats with you (she is delightfully chatty), she

merely indicates her knowledge of a scandal here and there, as baits to

draw you out, and discover wnat you may know about the affair, what-
ever it is. She took up Miss WEASEL, a very wide-awake young lady,
without a fraction of a consol in her possession, and married her to
SIR GUY Fox, the Catholic baronet, of ancient lineage, with one of the
finest estates in England, which he had some idea of giving up to his

brother ami entering Into the ecclesiastical state, had it not been that

while he was ileliaiin;* the subject with himself, he paid a visit to his

cousin, LORD ST. REYNARD'S, where LADY LYNX came, bringing as her

companion Miss WEASKL, who, professing intense dissent from the
baronet's religious opinions, showed an under-current of inclination
towards being converted to the tenets of his faith.

"Catch Miss \\'HASKL fast asleep," said her Ladyship, playfully, to
SIR GUY,

"
and win a pair of gloves of her." And the guileless baronet

did it too.

\\lun Miss WEASEL became LADY Fox, her kind friend, LADT
LYNX, "who had been a second mother to her," (her first being in a

very humble sphere of life, and kept judiciously in the background.)
was always gushingly welcomed at Holecastle, SIR GUY'S seat, which
had been in the Fox family for centuries. But, after a time, a coldness
ew up between them, and when, in two years' time, little Guv v. as

rn, the Old Fairy didn't receive her invitation to the christening.

She did not arrive, however, in a chariot drawn by dragons, and did not

prophesy any ill to the child. She only said in confidence to L\I>Y

DODO, "NELLY WEASEL will want me one of these days. I know her.

I am told SIR GUT is very devout, and is giving up all balls and par-
ties. She is not made for a dull life. They tell me LORD MOTH has

been staying at Holecastle lately."

LADT LYNX could have pointed out to OLD BARNDOOR the Little

Duck as his daughter-in-law, with the very time and place of the pro-
posal that evening, had it served her purpose to notice such small

game.
Within a week the DORMOUSES, in whose family you may remember

M iss DRAKE was governess, knew all about it, and communicated with
the Ki v. MK. DRAKE, her father, in tint Then GOOSEY had
to go through the ordeal of a visit to the Jolly Old Cock, when that

amiable old gentleman told him that he was throwing himself away,
that he had expected, from the society in which he had seen him, he

would have made a good match, and more to the same old purpose,

finishing by condemning himself, in a most Christian spirit, to a fate

worse than that of llamltts father's ghost, if he should ever allow one

sixpence to a son who was so blaukedly ungra
The fact was, he wanted all the sixpence* which should in time hare

come to GOOSEY, for his own present use and benefit
;
and what more

natural reason for his own justification in this matter could there be,
than the unfilial conduct of his sou ? For, as every one, who knew
Oi.n BAHNOOOK'S parties and dinners, concluded. "There miul be

something wrong in a lad who could behave badly to such a kind,

good, .1 .ckasthat."
The above interview with t he parent bird was, as I have said, a week

or more after this party at the MACAWS, bat it was here that he

politely yielded bis place at the supper table to a portly, middle-aged
gentleman, with whom he fell into conversation, and to whom he was

subsequently introduced by MR. DORMOUSE Senior, when, to poor
GOOSEY'S dismay, he found he had been discussing legal points with
the great SERJEANT TURKEY himself, whose name M a Quarter
Sessional Judge, is a terror to prisoners, and whose presence is an
ornament to any bench of magistrates.

(To be Continued.)

SISTE11S-IN-LOVS r. SISTERS-IN-LAvV.
" The announcement of the majority of 96 for Second Reading of the Bill

(for Legalising Marriage with a Deceased Wife's Sister) was followed by
rattling of fans, clapping of hand*, and something very like cheering behind
the lattice of the Indies' cage." Parliamentary Report.

WEEK TOM CHAMBERS and BRIGHT, with unhallowed delight,
Broke the barriers 'twixt husband and sister-in-law,

Behind the cage bars, in LORD CHARLES'S* despite,
Fans rattled, sounds rose 'twixt

"
hear, hear !

" and
"
haw, haw !

"

Were those earthly fans in live hands that so rattled ?

Came that eldritch laugh from live feminine throats ?

Or was't bodiless spirits that giggled and prattled
Their delight in those speeches, their joy in those votes ?

Were they ghosts of dead wives, smart of old raws diverting
With the thought of this new matrimonial blister,

Of a wife, with the mission at once of asserting
The rights of her sex, and the wrongs of her sister f

Were they ghosts of wives' sisters, who wed in their life-times

Cared neither for status nor statutes a straw ;

Now exulting in prospect of legalised wife-times,
For sisters-iu-love who are sisters-in-law ?

Be those sounds from live women or spirits of dead ones,
Woman lua made her voice heard in Parliament's halls ;

And the gain of one mother-in-law for two dread ones,
Must be set 'gainst the chances of sisterly squalls.

Loan CHAKLES RUSSELL, the Sergeant-at-Arms.

A Wonderful Feat in High Art for Lowe.

(Suoject for a Grand Cartoon in the Salle del Pat Pert/Hi oftttt Sm>
Law Courts.)

As a Pendant to SAMSON carrying off the Gates of Gaza BOB Lows
with INIGO JONES'S front upon his back !

gre
Born

Too Vague.
AT the last meeting of the Geographical Society a paper was read

giving an account of a
"
Journey through the Afar Country." There

are so many countries which are
"
afar

"
interesting to geographers,

that a rather more precise indication of the particular region meant

might, perhaps, have been desirable.
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THE SECRET OF DELICATE APPETITES.
SCENE A Lady's Boudoir on a Wet Afternoon.

Ellen (with, the plum-cake). "AREN'T YOU GOING TO HAVE ANY MORE TEA, KITTY! THERE is NEARLY AN HOUR BEFORE DINNER!"

THE CENTENARY OF NAPOLEON THE FIRST.

LETTEB OF THE FRENCH EMPEROR.

(BY TELEGRAPH.)

(From our Own Correspondent.)

PARIS, APRIL 27.
The Journal OJficiel, only published very late this morning, contains the

following letter from the EMPEROR to M. KOUHER :

M. le Ministre, On the 15th of August next it will be a hundred
years since the EMPEROR NAPOLEON was born.

This fact, M. le Ministre, is incontestible, if the major contains the
minor. My respected Uncle was born in 1768.

But, out of his adoration for France, he was pleased to advance the
date of his birth. He was a Corsican, and his native island did not

belong to us until he was a year old. Great and noble being, who
could thus sacrifice his swaddling clothes on the altar of glory, and
make himself a Frenchman in defiance of Providence ! A lie, baptised
by genius, is a holier thing than a vulgar truth.

During that long time plenty of ruins have been made, but the great
figure of NAPOLEON has remained up-standing. It has been occa-

sionally removed from Arches of Triumph, columns, and the like, when
France foolishly and madly got weary of Napoleonism, but it has been
replaced, for the present.

To celebrate what we will designate the centenary of the birth of the
man who called France the Great Nation because he developed in her
those masculine virtues upon which empires are founded, is to me a
sacred duty, in which the whole country will willingly assist.
For those cavillers who pretend that France was a Great Nation,

and was so called by Europe, centuries before my respected and Cor-
sican Uncle was heard of, I have no reply but disdain. That France
had valiant and meritorious Kings in old days it is impossible to deny,
seeing that the Revolution which brought up my Uncle kicked their
skulls about the churches in which they had been laid by the piety of

Frenchmen. But who thinks of the stars of night when the dawning
sun breaks forth in splendour F

Others assert that my respected and Corsican Uncle was a Failure,
even in the single art which he understood, that of slaughter. They
pretend that he was beaten out of Russia, beaten out of Egypt, beaten
out of Spain, whence a hook-nosed aristocrat had the insolence to follow
a flying French army into France itself. Finally, they affirm that he com-

pleted the list of his Failures at Waterloo, and that though his life was

contemptuously spared, he died in transportation. Such reminiscences

are abominable, and an abuse of memory, and I scorn to deal with

them. But to recall grand historical memories is to strengthen faith in

the future to do homage to the memory of great men is to recognise
the most brilliant manifestations of the Divine will.

I will not dwell upon my own superiority to my respected Uncle.
He was Emperor only from 1804 to 1815, with an interval, whereas I

have been Emperor from 1852 to 1869. Deus nobis htac otiafecit.

Let us hold a JUBILEE in honour of my Uncle's alleged birthday.

That it may be pleasant to everybody, let us increase our national

expenditure by several millions of francs. Let us not waste them,
however, upon the starving Schoolmasters of France (whose clamours
are offensive, and who ought to console themselves in their penury
with noble and elevated thoughts of their sacred mission), but let us

give them to old soldiers who shared the defeats of my respected Uncle.

I deplore the fact that though Frenchmen affect to be as alive as ever

to a sense of the glory of France, and would be as prompt as ever to

rush to war were her honour attacked, they are stupidly blind to the

fact that there can be neither honour nor glory without Napoleonism.
They hiss the war-songs that delighted their fathers, they laugh in the

theatres at military sentiments that of old drove them to fever. Those

pestiferous journals preach peace, and goodwill, and commerce, and
dwell on the hatefulness of the conscription, which they say drags the

flower of our youth to a useless life, or a bloody death. How can one

argue with such materialists, or kindle the true flame in their stony
bosoms ? Still, we will do what we can.

I hear, with disgust not easily clothed in words, that the objectionable
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KISM A HCK, having
an inkling of my intentions, is ubout to carry a Bill in the so-

called Prussian I'urli.-imrnt (how different from our frank and free Legislative

Assembly !) for providing pensions for the surviving Prussian volunteers of 1813.

This is, of course, a challenge. Noui verroni.

Prepare the Bill for the new military expenditure, and let the proper officials

make an example of all who must be intended by Providence to be destroyed,

seeing that they are already driven so mad as to refuse homage to the manes of my
respected Uncle.

With this, M. le Ministre, I pray, &c., 4c., &c.' NAPOLEON

\\

FOREIGN NOTES.
" The Cuckoo has already been heard in our neighbourhood, her welcome notes

bearing testimony to the extraordinary mildness of the season." Extractfrom Qaily
Paper.

YES ! AND THE CUCKOO WISHBS SHB HAD NOT BEEN SUCH A FOOL ; FOB WITH
A SEVKKK COLD IX HKR HEAD, HER WELCOME NOTE IS CHANGED TO

CVCK-A'TOUBWI

THE BEST POSSIBLE INSTRUCTOR.

OF course the Daily Telegraph knows all about it, when it tells us, apropos of
the execution of SIIEWARD and the reprieve of WILTSHIRE,

' The mill fart is, that reprieves are mere chance-medley. The Home Secretaries are
overwhelmed with work

; they do the 1 est they can, by the help of certain rough-and-
ready rules; until, after one or two exercises of clemcncj, the irresponsible balances which
they hold tilt up, at the touch of fancy or a dogged opinion, and the culprit who happens
then to '

lie for execution ' ' draws a blank
'

in the Home Office Lottery."

Shallow people, who do not draw their opinions fresh and fresh from the lips of
our contemporary, might be apt to think that the HOME SECRETARY, who usually
combines the qualifications of lawyer and statesman, in exercising so solemn a
function as that of dispenser of the mercy which is one of the prerogatives of the
Crown, would be likely to act under a grave sense of responsibility to weigh the
reasons which have to decide the momentous issue of life or death, carefuDy and
anxiously, to proceed, in short, in a way as unlike "chance-medley," or the guid-
ance of 'rough and ready rules

"
as can well be imagined.

The leading-article writer in the D. T. knows better. He has watched the
Some Office Secretarial Staff, Private, Parliamentary, and Permanent, at their
little game of tossing for

"
Life or Death," like the group of street urchins at their

game of "Heads or Tails" in HOGARTH'S picture of the Idle Apprentice. He
has seen Sportive Fancy, and Dogged Opinion, like Sin and Death at their

diceing, in the Ancient Mariner tipping up the irresponsible balances kept in

Whitehall for weighing Guilt and Innocence. He ha stood

by while the convicts "lying for execution" were dipping
into the Whitehall "lucky bag" for their chance of a

reprieve, like Cockneys round a Wheel of Fortune at

Kamsgate.
When one reflects on the probabilities of the case, by

the light of what one knows of the station, education,
and training of English statesmen, the feelings which are

likely to guide them, the influences they habitually act

under, ana tfieir liability to answer for their act* in the
House of Couimci.f as well as in foro co*tcie*ti&

t
it is

impossible not lu lo..l convinced that the It. T. is in the

right on this matter as on all others, and that we cannot
do better than accept its conclusions, till we are forced to

correct them by the help of the HOME SECKKT\IIV'S straight-
forward answer to a plain question put to him in Parliament.

NECROMANCY, OE NONSENSE P

(Aid to ixrettiffalion. IteJiraltd lo Ike Dtalefiical

Society.)

SPIRITS, who are not only able.

Through MR. HOME, to move a table,

But also lift himself in air,

Maintain him long suspended there,
And float him in and out of casement,
To gazer's horror and amazement,
Assist him a live coal to hold,
And place in hands which feel it cold,

Whilst, touched, another hand it burns,
Who stretch and shorten him by turns

A foot and more above his stature,
As much below his height by nature;
Who make him do what MICHAEL SCOTT,
With all his graniarye, could not.

Things which with wonder would exhaust us

More than the deeds of Da. FAOSTUS,
Facts if a Barrister-at-law

Did see, which facts he says he saw ;

And if those facts had a foundation
Outside of his imagination
Now listen to an invocation :

Say, Spirit* of departed folk,
You can, or HOWITT is a moke,
Lares, Penates, Lemures,
Or Poltergeister what you please
Why did you to your HOME prove lacking
In time of need P Call you that backing
Your friends, to keep yourselves aloof

Just when their credit wants your proof ?

When LYON venut HOME was tried,

Why were you not at DANIEL'S side P

You might have proved, by demonstration
In open Court, his

"
levitation."

When Counsel him did cross-examine
You might have shown yourselves no sham, in

Whisking JAMES, Q.C.'s wig off, or

The wig of the Vice-Chancellor.

And yet so much you did not, then.
As scribble with his Honour's pen.
Or even knock, with unseen blows,

Upon the desk beneath his nose.

Come now, will you a sign afford

To Punch, when at his festive board,
Your presence at that board revealing

By hoisting it unto the ceiling P

Nay, raise it but an inch or two
To satisfy him that will do.

What can you not, for his conviction,
Give him one rap ? Your name is FICTION.

NOTICE TO A CORRESPONDENT.

"EDWARD" has been misinformed by the buffoon who
told him that Spanish interests are represented in Parlia-

ment by the O'Cosoa DON.

Too FAST. What is
"
an Improved Driving Clock ?

"

Is it a companion to a Hunting Watch ?

THB RBV. BENJAMIN SPEKE is going to be married,

they say. Is it to be a run-away match ?
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OUR ADVENTUROUS ARTIST,
SKETCHING ON THE CORNISH COAST, AND WHO HAS TAKEN PRECAUTIONS AGAINST SLIPPING OVER THE ROCKS, is SEEN, FROM BELOW,
BY THE LEARNED GERMAN PROFESSOR LONGBAUER, AND MADE THE MOST OF IN HIS "

TRAVELS," AS AN INSTANCE OF THE CRUEL
'

TREATMENT OF THEIK POLITICAL PRISONERS BY THE ENGLISH GOVERNMENT !

VOLUNTEERS! ATTENTION!

GENTLEMEN, you Lave got it at last. Do you see what Sin HOPE
GRANT, a veteran General, says about you :

" IN MY OPINION THIS FORCE CANNOT BE REALLY SERVICEABLE IF IT BE
NOT PLACED, WHILE UNDER ARMS, UNDER 80MB MORE STRINGENT MILITARY
CONTROL. SUCH A LARGE BODY OP ARMED MEN NOT AMENABLE TO ANY
MILITARY DISCIPLINE MIGHT BE THE CAUSE or VERY SERIOUS EMBARRASS-
MENT."

He tells you only, my brave boys, what you yourselves knew, but he
has now told it to the public, which is very ignorant and very good-
natured, and admires your pluck, and your uniforms, and thinks that

really you do very well, considering. Come, this sort of thing must not

go on any longer. Meet, choose a small body of representatives, who shall

nave power to bind you, and let them go down to the Horse Guards,
and demand proper officers. The details may easily be settled, if you
are in earnest. And if you are not in earnest, after SIR HOPE GRANT'S
declaration, you may play at soldiers until you are tired. But you '11

do nothing of the kind, my Household Guardyou'll choose your men,
and send them to my friend GEORGE at the Horse Guards. He has

promised to do what is right, and he means it. Come, elect.

85, Fleet Street. pmNCJtj.

A New Creature.

THERE is a book called the Adventures of a Bric-a-Brac Hunter.
Will some fellow of the Zoological Society have the kindness to inform" An Ignoramus

"
what sort of an animal the

"
bric-a-brac

"
is, and in

what country the curiosity is found, and whether one can be seen in

the Society's Gardens ?

SOMETHING WRONG.
THE Seasons, we are often told, are changing and interfering with

each other, but now the months also are getting into confusion,
"
May

Meetings" being openly held in April.

A CREDIT TO CAMBRIDGE.

STUPID indeed, one would think, must be that constituency which
sent to the House of Commons a representative capable of uttering the
internecine arguments which follow :

" Much had been made of the expression in Leviticus that a man was not
allowed to marry the sister of his wife during the life of the latter, but many
eminent Hebrew scholars were of opinion that in this, and in a number of
other instances, the Hebrew word 'sister' merely meant 'woman.' It must
not, however, be forgotten that the Jewish system exhibited a rudimentary and

imperfect code of morality compared with Christianity. A system which
tolerated polygamy could not be regarded in the same light with the religion
of the Gospel."

How, if the Hebrew word "sister" in Leviticus merely meant
" woman "

could the
" Jewish system

"
tolerate polygamy any more

than pork? The reasoning which provokes this obvious question
occurs in a speech reported in the Times as that of MR. BERESFORD
HOPE, who actually represents the University of Cambridge !

" Hot-Water Apparatus for Heating Churches."

WE have received a long list of testimonials to tke merits of MESSRS.
BLANK & Co.'s contrivance for this purpose. But read the articles in

the Church-Union organs and the Record, and the speeches at the

Dublin Church Conference, and then say what can equal Ritualism

and Dis-establishment, as a
"
Hot-Water Apparatus for Heating

Churches" f

PSYCHOLOGICAL.

THE state of mind that man is in who risks largely in a lottery, and
does not draw a prize, may be described as Blank Despair.

AN EXTRA OPERA KNIGHT. SIR MICHAEL COSTA.

Printed by Joseph Hmith, nf Xo 24 Holfnrd Squ.ire, in th" Parish of St. James, ClerkenwoU, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices ol Messrs. Bradbury, Evani, & Co , Lombard
ttreet, In the Precinct of Whitefnurs, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. S-ITI RDAT May 1, IMS.
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REAL BENEVOLENCE.
FIELD-MARSHAL PVKCB HAVING LEARNT, TO HIS GREAT SURPRISE, THAT THERE WERE

HUNDREDS OF BEAfTiruL PICTURES, BY ENGLISH ARTISTS, EXCLUDED THIS YEAR FROM THE
t

R.A. EXHIBITION FOR WANT OF SPACE, OFFERED TO LEND THE GREATER PART OF THE FRAME
OF HIS FULL-LENGTH PoBTBAIT, AS THE USUAL CURTAIN, PlLLAB, INKSTAND, OPEN LETTER,
GLOVES, AND COCKED-HAT COULD BE SEIN IN SEVERAL OTHER WORKS IN THE ROOM.

CHIGNONS AND CONFIRMATION.

YOUNG Ladies, yonr attention if you please to this appalling intelligence :

" It is said that the liisnor OF NEW JERSEY has refused to confirm young ladies adorning themselves
with borrowed tresses."

The term "borrowed tresses" is an euphemistic phrase, which means in plainer language
liairthat has been grown upon another bead than the one which now is wearing it. Girls who
buy this borrowed nair, for the purpose of adornment, are like the jackdaw that went strutting
in the peacock's left-off plumes. They cheat the eye by seemiug prettier and more comely
a wag would say more conibly than they naturally are ; and a Bishop is quite justified in declining
to confirm them while they practise this deception, or else it might be hinted that they were con-

firmed offenders.

DISRAELI'S PAETY.
AlH " Ham Breitmann gift a barty."

DISRAELI made a party ;

What right had they to frown,
If he did it on the principles
In Wvian Grey laid down ?

If a tool to ope bis oyster
In Toryism he saw,

And in the Tory peerage,
A collective Carabas ?

DISRAELI gave his
party

Much pleasure I 11 be bound,
When in PEEL he thrust his dagger,
And turned it round and round :

When he hacked up LORD GEORGE BKN-
TISCK

In his figures and his facto ;

Out of place, resisted reason ;

In place, accepted facts.

DISRAELI used his party,
As his stepping-stone to place ;

No more scruple in his conscience,
Than passion in his face ;

And climbed, and still climbed higher,
And with flap-doodle fed.

Their follies whom he flattered,

And their foibles whom he led.

DISRAELI taught his party
(And they were not slow to learn),

There never yet was principle
But inside out 'twould turn.

That what *s a lie in Whig mouths
In Tory mouths is true :

And Household Suffrage always
Was a genuinejTory view.

DISRAELI led his party,
Two several times to.power :

To raise the cost of ruling,
Its character to lower.

Now of ape and now of angel
The part so well did play,

As to perplex plain Tones,
And drive able ones away.

DISRAELI had a party
Where is that party now ?

Like sheep without a shepherd,

Queered where to turn or how.

Yearning for SALISBURY'S courage,
Or PEEL'S blunt sense of right ;

Or following HARDY'S banner,

Straight-forward from the light.

COMFORT IN PARIS.

DESCRIBING a fashionable residence in

Paris, a New York Correspondent states

that the chief bed-room is
"
extremely com-

fortable," having
" In one corner a piano, on which old matters

are played for private enjoyment"

Tastes differ, we all know, and what in

Paris is thought comfortable, in England
may be deemed to be exactly the reverse.

Fond as we are of music, we should never

dream of putting a piano in our bed-room.

Fancy the delight of being waked in these

light mornings about four o'clock, A.M., by
one's wife playing the old masters for her

private enjoyment ! Why, it would be actu-

ally worse than the Waits !

"
Motley 's your Only Wear."

MB. MOTLET is coming. America in the

person of REVERDY JOHNSON, has had enough
of dinners. MR. MOTLEY comes in for get-

ting her desserts.

VOL. I VI.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY April 26. The Lords had what our old friend RABELAIS

would have called a jolly little great debate. Well, we do not insist

upon its jollity, save that all rows are conversationally said to have that

founding a family. EARL RUSSELL, in defending his Bill, said that
JOHN LOCKE would have made a good peer, and that JOHN MILTON
was equal in business talents to LORD MALMESBURY, with the addi-

tional advantage of having written Paradise Lost. It was also agreed
to consider the process of making Scotcti and Irish Representative

u>juu ii~> j....,,
i

Peers. And in the course of the debate the DUKE OP BUCCLEUGH
quality. But it was little -. also great. Some Conservative Lords, and

,

"
repelled with scorn and indignation

"
an imputation that had not been

one remarkable Lord who hath been in his time a Liberal, and some- made . QOO^ mei drama, banished from the stage, takes refuge in the

thing more, were minded, mark you, to make it clear unto the pro-
'

Senate.

moters of the Irish Church Bill that the measure need not indulge
j

Took his seat in the Commons LORD HYDE (son of LORD CLAREN-
itself with any hopes of an affectionate reception up aloft. And bet ore DON) the new Member for Brecon. Ha ! 'Punch has mentioned this

dinner, which must have been eaten about nine o clock, the amiable young noble before, but. it was a very long time back, and when he was
intention had been carried out with a vigour worthy ot a better a

-

very young noble. One who 'singeth no more sang the wail of a
cause. loving footman in the service of LORD CLAU'NDON, then leaving Ireland,

Firstly, did LORDS LISMORB, BATH, CAIRNS, and MALMESBURY ^^ taking with him his family and maidens-
make strong, but not too strong reference to the Tipperary murders.

They insisted that Government ought to say whether repressive mea-

sures were not to be adopted. This was all right. But it was a good
deal less right (when LORD GRANVILLE said that the LORD LIEUTENANT
OP IRELAND had telegraphed to beg that the question might not be

pressed) to try to pin the Ministers to a date for giving information.
t r-, _!_ \_* i : ,J ,,.,,.4 ^.c ;<- ; ,, .,t 4-^ 1^*- *v.

" And little LORD HYDI, and the Chewtor,
And what will I do
Without you,

MEAKY, with eyes of the blue."

MR. LAYARD re-stated MR. LOWE'S plan for the New Palace of JUS-

LORD SPENCER is minding his business, and part of it is not to let the tice, the Home of Themis, or whatever else we are to call it. Govern-

assassins or their Fenian or priestly sympathisers know what he is
|

ment resolves that it shall not be on the Carey Street site, and shall be

going to do.
!

on the Howard Street site. All the judges, except' one who had not

But, the drama having begun with a dark scene, its tone was pre- been consulted, were stated to approve the change,
served. Nominally discussing LORD CLANRICARDE'S Bill, the Oppo- ! The young Minister, MR. TREVELYAN, won his spurs by a speech
sition Lords endeavoured to show that the disaffected state of Ireland

,
introducing a Bill for the reform of Greenwich Hospital. All the old

was due to Anti-Church agitation, that Government had unsettled salts are to be sent away with pensions to be spent where they like,

opinion on the rights of property, that Irish land would become un-
;

except, those who require the shelter of an infirmary, and these are to

marketable, and that the peasantry fully believed that MR. GLADSTONE, be sent to Haslar and elsewhere. The present infirmary is to be given
in return for election support, meant "to give them the land." These ;to the Dreadnought hospital. Government has not made up its mind

pleasing utterances were varied by quotations from MK. BRIGHT i what to do with INIGO JONES'S grand building. The merchant seamen

whom LORD DUFPERIN cleverly defended, and from MK. BRUCE, the who have contributed their sixpences for ten years are to have 4000

only drawback to the effectiveness of these second citations being the
[
a-year among them they have long complained of being wronged, and

trifling fact that the HOME SECRETARY had never said the things have been answered that the fleet protected the navigation by which

imputed to him.

DUKE OP ARGYLL, indignant, told the Opposition plainly that in

pretending to be impatient to settle the land question, they were
_*__!_;____ J.1- _* 1__ A. f il T_:_l_ /"I I.... _-.U "Dill ~U. WM_ 4-nn nn rvv-ir

they lived. This shows the advantage of going on grumbling.
Scotch game seems a grievance, but landlords can get such enormous

rents from rich Englishmen who like sporting, that the tenants have not
[) J t'l t .IRllllli LU UC J.UlUill'iCIJ.l; \j\J actt'lC tllU IUU. m*.^ouiv/ii.j vn^j T^/IV/

,
it-iii/o LI

manifesting their hate for the Irish Church Bill. He was too angry.
! been listened to. However, something is to be done now. While the

however, to enforce this palpable truth with effect, and the practised legislation is on, could not a clause be put in for hanging the man who
advocate, LOKD CAiRNS-amplified over him with some success. murders an eagle ? How could SIR EDWIN have painted that picture,

But it was for LORD WESTBUKY'S speech that we all looked, and he if all the eagles had been murdered, as they will be a precious time

was serene and defiant. If the Government had a land scheme, we before we have another LANDSEER ?

ought to know something about it. Most important was the question A most particularly objectionable debate was raised by MR. NEW-
of fixity of tenure. Unless the Ministers had views thereon, they DEGATE over the alleged confession of O'FARRELL, the Fenian who
ought not to have unsettled the question of ecclesiastical tenure. As sought to slay the DOKE OP EDINBURGH. Ministers very properly
for the Church Bill, we had been told that we must accept or reject it. I refused to make the House a party to publishing such ribald trash.

Just so. But was there not a third course ? The pacification of Ireland
j

And a Bill for dealing with the aoominable Beershops, which demoralise

being the sole pretext on which such a measure was pressed, could we
not postpone it until we had the whole Pacification scheme before us ?

Well asked, thought the Opposition Lords, who began to discover

that the once dreadful LORD WESTBURY, Bishops' Demon of the Privy
Council and annihilator of other demons, had much goodness and
wisdom in him. LORD GRANVILLE did not say what he thought, but

we shall hear at fitting time. He says he talks slip-slop, but nobody
talks better.

LORD CLAITRICABDE, graciously assuming that Ministers had pro-
mised that their Land Bill should not be destructive of the rights of

property this must be a great comfort to us all postponed Committee
on his Bill till the 25th May.

In the Commons we went on, nndaunted, with the said Irish Church
Bill, and MR.DISRAELI (recovered) made a smart speech, in which he set

forth that the gracious and generous Bill which had been promised in

the autumn had been made a sweeping and severe one. The PREMIER
replied that it was as G. and G. as it could be, but such a measure
must also be S. and S. But he assented to some minor amendments
suggested by MR. DISRAELI.
Then we had a goodish fight. The Government had proposed that

Twelve Irish Churches we mean actual edifices should be preserved
as national monuments, and that the Future Church we mean
ECCLESIA should be paid to keep them up. But it is thought that

this is a sort of homage to the Protestant Church, so the clause was
struck out. Did not certain Protestants rage, and declare that this

was a concession to the Papists, made at the command of CARDINAL
CULLJEN ? However, majority 100 settled that matter.
Then there was a Glebe Houses wrangle, in the course of which

SIB, HERVEY BRUCE politely observed that the observations of MR,
GLADSTONE were disingenuous, even for him. Of course he apologised
on demand, but scarcely mended the affair by saying that he really did
not know in what words to express his meaning.

Tuesday. The Lords read a Second Time, and without a division,
EARL RUSSELL'S Bill for enabling the QUEEN to make Life Peers.
LORD DERBY, Iwwever. signified that Peers ought to be men of great
estate, and that it should be expounded in the patents of the new class

more clowns than can be counted, made progress.

Wednesday. A Bill for improving the method of taking Evidence in

the Divorce Courts was read a Second Time, on MX. DENMAN'S motion.
LORD PENZANCE approves it, which is one thing in its favour, and
another is that it is a further step towards getting rid of the idiotic

rule of law, defended only by lawyers and therefore primafacie wrong,
which prevents a Judge from asking for information from the very
person who best knows the facts.

Thursday. Another and another Irish murder. The desire of Members
to know that the Government is doing something, cannot be blamed.

The Irish Secretary stated that the executive would proceed with the

utmost vigour, but deprecated the entering into details. There is a

Ruffian called the Mayor of Cork, who has presided at a dinner to two
of the released Fenian convicts, and who eulogised O'FARRELL, who
wounded the DUKE OP EDINBURGH. MR. GLADSTONE said that the

fellow's language could not be too severely condemned. Is there no

loyal and strong-armed Catholic gentleman in Cork who will take a

hunting-whip, and handle this Mayor as the Greeks handled Sos-

THENES while GALLIO smiled ?

Irish Church Bill all night. Government insisted that the Glebe
Houses should be paid for. MR. MOORE, a zealous Catholic, was for

giving them up freely to the Protestant clergy, but MR. O'REILLY,
understood to speak for the Catholic hierarchy, would not assent to

this. Majority for MR. GLADSTONE, 91. Then, after an interesting
historical speech from MR. DISRAELI, who desired that the date of the

private endowments, to be retained by the Church, should be put back
from 1660, "to the Flood" said MR. GLADSTONE, "to 1560" said

MR. HARDY, a majority of 80 supported the Government date. Prac-

tically, the Church will not lose much by the decision the diverting

thing is to see a theologico-historical era settled off-hand by an assembly
a fraction of whom probably may know the difference between an
USHER who was an Archbishop and the Usher of the Black Rod. MR.
CHAPLIN, hitherto chiefly known on the turf, made an excellent maiden

speech (on the Opposition side), on which he was gracefully congratu-
lated by the PREMIER, whose praise is worth bavin

I.OIM.VU, MUM vuav *v ouuiuu UC OA.yuuuueu 111 LUU (Jitlumb Ul I'UC IICW UlilSS

that they accepted such a rank because they had not the means of
| Friday. Both Houses were occupied with debate on the State of
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Ireland, and there was much ^bitterness of incriminatiou and recrimi-

nation. The Church Bill was laid aside in tin ( 'ominous that the

Ministry might be assailed. GLADSTONE, BKIOIIT, STANLEY, CLAUD
HAMILTON were among the Combatants. It was a good night to have
an order for the Gallery.

SEASONABLE HINTS.

For Social Gardening : adapted to ProfHeal Cultioatori i* Stiffn

Mayfair,

LL the winter
months you will,

during your stay
at various Country
houses, have taken
care to prepare the

grounds for the

seeds of innocent
flirtations.

tlarck. Sow in

time for the Lon-
ti'in s* ;i*<-u.

Beware of late

frosts.

Confirmed ba-

chelors, or eon-

lirmcd married

men, may now set

about destroying
weeds. The sim-

plest process that

we can recommend
is to cut IV the

thin end, and
instr:

mouth.

light the other end
with any inodorous
match : inhale and

exhale the smoke. Tuns the weed will be gradually destroyed ; and

with the assistance of a few friends thousands may be got rid of in the

same way.
Box. To Ladiet. Box in all gardening operations is merely used as

an ornamental border. The best for the purpose of setting off colours

is the Opera-box : then the Theatre-box. Any box on the Grand Stand

at Epsom or Ascpt will well repay whatever trouble it may have cost a

careful mother with three eligible daughters.

City men may cultivate stocks with a view to future operations.

Jpril. Ladies can now make cuttings. In Hyde Park, in the Row,
in the Hottest Houses, a cutting is easily made, and the objectionable

person disposed of for the remainder of the season.

Now is a good time to transplant affections. In all such operations

you must treat them as you would early peas, and look well to the

In ordinary gardening:, the proverb that "as you make your bed

so you must lie on it," does not apply. The gardener, who was found
;i his bed after he had made it, would be immediately dismissed.

May. For Gentlemen. Now is the time for a good crop. One
shilling to yonr hairdresser will do it.

A good deal of careful and judicious dressing is required morning
and evening. About this period wallflowers come into bloom ; they are

to be effectively trained in rows, on landings, in ante-rooms, and up the

stuiiTiiM's, of Mansions and Hot Houses during the Ball-giving season.

To Ladies for the Tvil,ile Tn/ile. Pot 9ut rouge, and blonde de perk.
Be careful about Jlella Donna and Indian ink. Trust in Cupid and

keep yourpowder dry : also a powder-puff in your pocket.

Bettering the Instruction.

THE London Stereoscopic Company announces that its Pompeian
Studio is peculiarly adapted for taking Portraits of Gentlemen on their

own Velocipedes.
The enterprising photographer, near Westminster Bridge, the polite

attentions of whose "
touter

"
all who pass that way must acknow-

ledge, has improved on the brilliant idea of the Stereoscopic Company.
He announces his

"
Ass-yrian Studio, peculiarly adapted for taking

Portraits of Costermongers on their own Mokes."

SOLD AT COVENT GARDEN.

(BT A VICTIM.)

TUB Opera troop, last Monday week,
H'lLrrt tli'- lir.cil were to do.

I took a place to my own cheek,
And other places I took two.

Observe, 1 took our tickets

The lime Four Thirty. \Vlicn I took
Those tickets, also let me s'

I at the same time bought a Book.

The Book was. at Four Thirty, mind,
In, :uitl /',', rfn, still,

To TITIEXS with her purl assigned,
i 1 posted then in every bill.

Inim my seat,
1 had tied.

A i"l there, to my disgust complete,
// Trota/ore was instead !

'iWtake!
Dashed may 11 Troratore be!

I forked out for Rulirrto'i sake.

// Trvn/'/rr- \\M\S for me !

I jmid my price for XI t TERBKKR ;

To get my money's worth I fail :

Get swipes for stingo, and a mere
Allowance of your smallest ale.

To keep engagement* my design
If any arc ild croai,

As was the undertaking mine.
So I ihnii hwe to Mad tte>.

Dealers, for special wares prepaid.
If a impartible concern,

Wlio cau't perform the promise made,
The money taken do return.

Such dealing did, I grieve to say,
At Covent Garden not appear ;

My money was all thrown away
On stun at sixpence all too dear.

Who pays his money takes his choice,
As righteous showman's law is known ;

In no such luck did I rejoice :

The choice was HOBSOS'S, not my own.

Of course this cannot be the rule ;

'Twas no intentional device :

For nobody, except a fool,

Once sold so, ever would be twice.

Tliu restitution was forgot

By a mere oversight that's plain,

And, I am confident, will not,
In time to come, occur again.

KIDDLE. (BY THE MAN AT TILE WHEEL.)

WHY should all Steamboat Smoke be suppressed? Because it's an

in-funnel nuisance.

PENCILS AND PENKNIVES.

THERE are other topics besides the Irish Church engaging the

anxious attention of the Cabinet. Curates, and organists, and pew-
openers, are not the only persons whose wrongs wring the hearts of

Her Majesty's Ministers. The entire Civil Service will rejoice to

hear (according to the Pall Mall Gazette) that

" The great
' Penknife question' has been set at rait bv the cancelling of

the order that no more penknives should be iwued. Tlie matter wo*, we

hear, carefully considered by the Cabinet."

How true it is that the greatest minds can attend to the smallest

trifles ! But we should like to know more particulars. Was there a

sharp discussion on the subject, full of personal, not to say pointed,
allusions? Did the Secretaries of State preserve their temper,
or did they cut the Chancellors, and proclaim war to the knife against
the Presidents P Will the indulgence thus granted to the Government
Officials who were all, it is rumoured, on the edge of rebellion, end
with penknives; and must pencils, which, we believe, were also

included in the original ukase, be in future provided by struggling
clerks with large families at their own expense? If so, let those who
were foremost in restoring the public penknife, now take the lead in

giving back the State pencil ; and let Ministers cede a point which is

likely to prove a sore one if not instantly yielded. Cut down our

pencils ! That would be too sharp practice.

THE FLOUR OF LOVELINESS ? Pearl Powder.
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MONDAY, APRIL 26TH.
OUR ABTIST GOES TO THE ROYAL ACADEMY ON THE APPOINTED DAY TO HEAR re HIS PiCTtme is ACCEPTED. HE BARELY ESCAPES

WITH HIS LIFE AND HAT !

ANOTHER " STOET OF ELIZABETH."

HUNGER is the best of cooks, said one of old. He was not altogether
wise. The work of the best of cooks is lost on a ravenous man.
But gentle hunger, which we call appetite, is delightful. Natural, it

is best. It is good when gained by
" brown exercise." It is not to

be despised when helped on by sherry-and-bitters. It is even welcome
when invited by bark. All agree that there is nothing so pleasant as a
reasonable hunger.

Yes. But there is one thing highly expedient. That is, the having
wherewithal to satisfy this reasonable hunger. But why introduce
such a common-place ? We all all who are worth thinking about
have all we need; and as for the paupers, how many millions do we not

pay yearly for work-houses ? Nobody need be nungry in England
longer than he or she likes.

Exactly ; and what a nuisance those newspapers are. They are
always disturbing our satisfaction with existing arrangements. Just
as we smooth ourselves down to a comfortable cigar and a glance at
the criticism on the last play, which (the criticism) is not so bad, we
come on a pestilent bit like this. A coroner has to view what is left of
ELIZABETH WILSON, milliner, of Chelsea, aged 35. Having been far
gone in consumption she could not do much work, and a quarter's
rent being just due, her landlord distrains, much sooner than nsual,
being a wise landlord, who knows that consumption may be rapid.
However, she paid him 2 10*., but there was 5 owing. Broker left
in possession. She could have crawled from bed to do a little work,
but was not allowed to use her sewing-machine might injure it, per-
haps, and so dimmish its value to the landlord. Clergyman comes,seeks a Relief agent, and a sovereign is paid, that she may use machine.
Agent comes again a day or two later, and landlord has swept all away,and consumption lies on a bag of rags in a corner. Agent (a good man,MB. DAWES) sends her a bed and food. But ELIZABETH WILSON
insists on dying.
These things mil happen, and Punch would hardly have intruded

Uie story on polite readers, but that it bears upon his opening remarks
ELIZABETH told the clergyman

"
That, being an out-patient ofthe Hospital for Consumption, sho had plenty

of physic, but that she dared not take it always, as it made her hungry, which
she could not afford to be."

Pray take notice, Mr. Punch is not blaming anybody. He never
blames anybody. Things go in averages, and there must be an average
of murder, fire, starvation, every year, to be duly tabulated, and argued
on at Social Science meetings until dinner-time. ELIZABETH WILSON,
unluckily for her, came into an average, and now is out of it, and at
rest. There must be an average of landlords, too, who look a little

sharply after their rights, and will be much comforted, we trust, to
think that they did so, in the hour when the doctor says they may have
"whatever they like" words set to passing-bell music. All Mr.
Punch would point out is, that moderate hunger may, under certain

conditions, be undesirable. Whether any sort of private visiting
society, that could amuse the idleness from which the women of the

period say they suffer so much, might look up such cases as these, is no
question for him he piques himself on never being practical. He is

half inclined to apologise for telling
"
the story of ELIZABETH."

To Sir Edwin.
120. The Swannery invaded by Sea- Eagles. Academy Catalogue, 1869.

TRUE Poet-Painter ! the debt that you owe us
From Genius's funds, you are constant to pay ;

Your youth is renewed like the Eagle's you show us
Far, very far off be the Swan's parting lay.

Protection Wanted.

THERE is a Bill now passing through Parliament entitled the"
Sea-birds' Preservation Bill." This is a very commendable measure ;

but would it not be advisable also to protect another class of creatures
rather too much shot at just now ? Is not a Landlords' Preservation
Bill desirable ?
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"KEJECTED!"

OE, THE VICISSITUDES OF ART..
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EVENINGS FROM HOME.

AT THE OPERA ;
FOR 1L FLAUTO MAGICO.

7* the Stalli.

Elderly Gentleman (from the suburbs, who hai brought kit youthful

nephew, aged fourteen, by way of educating him mwstcally look* at ha

watch). Ah, 1 thought we should be 109 early, (took, abuut and sect a

flight sprinkling ofpeople.) It won't begin for a
quarter

of an hour.

Youtl.l whowould have come half an hour before*M could).

Oh, that's jolly, Uncle. (Enthusiastically.) We shall hear the taming! !

*,and Nephew examines the programme ajter

which an idea strikes him.) I say, Uncle, I should like to Lave a book

they 're selling books.

(foreseeing also that Mu-ten the Arts there are rrfretkmrnw.

Oh, you don't want a book of this. (Nephew disappointed Uncle

relents) Well, you can go and get a book.

[ Furnishes him with half-a-crown. After a short interview with the

Stall-Kefper, Nephew returns
f
and overcoming a natural inclina-

tion to keep the changefor himself, tenders it to his relative,

f'nrle (generously). Fat it in your pocket.

[Feels the satisfaction consequent on an act of disinterested IctnOMttt,

and considers ike future refreshment question disposed of.

Enter Two Ladies, escorted by a MilitaryJookinff Gentleman, who pats

over Elderly Uncle's toes to their stalls. Military-lookina Gentleman

following, holding his hat high up in the air, as if he'd been petrified

in the act of cheering a speech. Ladies settle themselves in their seats.

Vague Gentleman (of military appearance, i difficulties with hit hal).

Very odd I can't (ret this

[His head and shoulders disappear, and presently he cones up red

and baffled. . .

Habitue (compassionately, after watching the struggle). It s very simple

-permit me. ISkow nim how to do it.

Vague Man gratefully). Thank you, (pleasantly] all stalls are so

awkward. (Laughs. Pause. Enter the Conductor into the orchestra. Par-

tial applause.) Ah! (to Ladies) Here's COSTA!

Habitue (kindly). No: AJLDITI.

Vague Man. Oh, yes ; ha, ha ! (laughs as if at hit own absurd mis.

take. To Ladies) I meant AEDITI. COSTA, you know, used to be 1

mean at the old House.

[Becomes mystified, as it suddenly occurs to htm that Covent iraraen

was burnt down, and so was Her Majesty's, in which case where

vat COSTA ? Before he can arrange his thoughts on thu subject,

Overture commences.)
Habitui (to his Friend). Charming overture.

Friend (who doesn't like being instructed). Yes know it well.

[Turn turn turns with his fingers on his opera-hat, as if checking the

orchestra's performance.
Vivacims Lady (between two other young mamed Ladies, attended by a

Middle-aged Gentleman in a fourth stall; they are earnestly and audibly

conversing during Overture). Yes, I told Mamma that WILLIAM couldn t

get a place for him ;
but you know MRS. BROMFIT will always say such

unkind things of everybody, and so we settled not to do it.

2nd Lady (much interested). It is so like her.

'irrl lady (equally interested). And wasn't it, after all?

2nd iMdy (evidently feeling herself of some importance). No. But

when DOCTOR GIBSON came he said

[Relates what DOCTOR GIBSON said. This recital is earned on at

intervals through the Opera.

Enter Very Near-sighted Man. He stumbles against comer of

third row of Stalls.

year-sighted Man (confusedly, to nobody in particular). Beg pardon.

MM to feel for his eye-glassesf
which he has evidently left

behind him. Vexation of Near-sighted Man. Tries another row,

and inspects corner stall to find his number discovers some one

in corner-stall, apologises, asks for his number.

Swell (in corner-stall, annoyed) Number-aw 'pon my soul, I there

it is at the back.

[Leans a littleforward so as to let Near-sighted Man read it on the

bark of the stall.

Near-sighted Max (politely). Thank you. ( Wonders where the deuce

the number is, but not liking to inconvenience Swell any further, appears

satisfied.) Thank you, yes much obliged. [Retires, puzzled.
! (to Friend) Wants to take my number, like a cabman.

[Says this audibly ; thinks it doosed witty, and intends to repeat it

at different dinner-parties, with a preface of
" What I said to a

fellar, who," fyc.

His friend (an amateur musician). Yes: here's the tenor song.

(Tenor tings. Friend shrugs hu shoulders, and intimates by expressive

pantomime that he is suffering tortures, then says audibly.) Oh, dreadful !

[Dratcs in his breath and compresses hi* lips, as if preparing himself
to bear the worst heroically.

Nephew (to Uncle). What 's be singing about ?

Uncle (to Nephew). You 've (?ot it in your book.

[Nephew collapses. Near-sighted Man having hit upon the happy

expedient ofgetting the Stall-keeper to see him to his seat, it now

installed, and is attempting to follow the Opera from a book,

which he hat brought with him from home. He keeps hit eyes

close to the page, and rubs every line with his nose.

Near-sighted Man (to himself). Wonder where they've got now?

(Turns over twoptges, and tries to catch up the Tenor in the middle ofhis

song.) No it 's (Looks off his book, and tries to see what is going on

on the stage. To his eye the Tenor looks like a blurred photograph)

EhP Ah! Ii there anybody else on the stage? (Motet his heail

aboutfrom one ride to the other, scrutinising the ttage.) No. (Is satis,

fied.) It's a solo. (Looks for a solo song in hit book. By the tinr hr

hat fixed thu.fther tongs hate tome on, a quartette has been sunp, and

then we have SAKTLEY at Papageao, making the luggers dance with hit

Near-tighted Mm (insptetiisp
the book closely, and referring to the

stage.) I can't make it out at at
1

. It's ah (Thinks he's got tome

clue to it now.)

Habitue (for the information of people generally, speaking in a loud

voice to his fritnd.) 1 remember this- ar-Operar some twenty years

ago it WM a wonderful oast MARIO, Gam, ROSCONI. HERB

Fried (who ka wmted Ut opportunity to eat in and
fitleftu objec-

tionable instruction.) And LOUISA PYKE, who iang the Queen of

Night." I know.
Habitue (taken aback.M ttill with a reservefare*). Yes, when
Friend (coming in .juickly with a finither). Whem Ainu ZiKK was ill,

and couldn't plav it. [Habitue w shut up.

Near-sighted Man (aramutn the book closely and Inns over tkne pages

rapidly to himself). Dear me ! can't make it out Bass solo P (Looks

at the ttage.) No, there are five or six people on.

[Goes three pages back again, and wishes to goodness he had* t left

his glasses behind.

Lady to Vague Gentleman. What is the story of this ?

Vague Otntleman. Well, it's not easy to follow. You see, there s a

princess and a black man, who he is in love witk her and the

lady. But what does MURSKA play ?

Vague Gentleman. MTTHSKA ? She is the fairy the Queen of A ight

who she rescues them somehow ;
and they put through fire and

water. And and it
'

a stupid story.

Well-informed Person (to Funny Friend). They call this the Italian

Opera and we 've an Englishman, an Italian, a German, and a role.

Funny Friend. A Pole! Most of 'em sticks. (Laughi and looks

round to tee if the joke
hat tickled anybody else. Disappointed in IAit, he

becomes serious.) But who 's the Pole P

Well-informed friend. MURSKA. (Suddenly distrusts himself.) Or a

Swede (Distruttt himself again.) Though now I think of it, I rather

fancy she 's a Russian. (Betumt to hit original proposition.) But at

all events she's not an Italian.

[Drops the subject and uses hu lorgnette.

Near-sighted Man (to himself: utterly staggered by what he CAS make

outfrom the book and the stage). They don't seem to be
playing

it at all

like what it is here. This is the Second Act, and I can t

[Refers to Irritable Gentleman sitting next htm.

Irritable Gentleman (who has been much annoyed during the opera by

New-sighted Man's jerky and fidgety mamur of talking to himselfand

turning over Ike pages). Ye, Sir ; they 're quite right. Opera played as

^Near-sighted Man. Well, but it's the Second Act and they ought to

te doing- [Shows him hu book.

Irritable Gentleman, (glancing at it sharply). The opera is // Flaulo

Msgico.

Near-tighted Man. Yes, I know, and
Irritable Gentleman (wishing they wouldn't admit such people to the

Opera who WILL interrupt). And yours is the book of Lucia di Lammer-

moor.

Near-sighted Man (referring to title). Bless me, so it is!

[Puts He took in Ait pocket. Commences looking for hit coat and hat.

Irritable Gentleman "confounds" him, sotto vote.)

[End of Opera. Exeunt Omnet.

An Omission.

IN the notices of the new and splendid Market built by MR. DAE-

BISIIIRE for Miss COUTTS, no mention is made of one sort of decoration

which might have been expected to have found a conspicuous place

there Marquetry.

CARET STREET EH?

DON'T let the lawyers be afraid of placable times, even though MR.

LOWE'S Law Court plan should be carried. There will surely be storms

enough when Mother Carey's Chickens are seen on the Thames.
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A POST-OFFICE PUZZLE.

Intelligent Foreigner.
" Om, C'EST BIEN LA POSTS ! MAIS, C'EST

DBOLE ! Is IT THAT ONE MUST PUT ZE LETTARE IN ZE LANTERNE i
"

THE BUNS AND THE BEASTS.

CAN anybody tell us why the buns at the Zoological Gardens seem

all of them expressly constructed for the beasts? There are bears

among the visitors and bores too, we dare say, not to mention that

wild donkeys upon fashionable afternoons are pretty frequently
seen

herding there. For such animals as these the buns and other eatables

provided may be good enough ;
but when any nobler creature of the

genus homo hungers there, he finds it difficult to feed on such inferior

food. A walk about the jgardens is an appetising exercise, and after

seeing the birds fed, one often feels inclined to peck a bit oneself. But
to stuff oneself with stale buns is an insult to one's dinner, and till

something better be provided there for luncheon, folks who have fine

appetites should be careful to destroy them before leaving their own
homes. ^_

No Stake in the Country.

THE BISHOP or LONDON has effectually put a stop to the proceedings
instituted by MB, SHEPHERD against the Romanesque Vicar of Frome.
On the other hand there is no bringing COLENSO to book, so much as

to determine whether he is right or wrong. Never mind in toleration

we excel all Christendom. Other Churches, in union with the secular

power, have doomed heretics to fire and faggot. Our Establishment
cannot even call them over the coals.

"
HAIL ! COLUMBIA

" MARKET.

Miss ANGELA BURDETT COUTTS, the Lady of the Poor, has given
Bethnal Green a Market costing, it is said, 200,000. This is the best

Money Market we ever heard of.

THE LEGITIMATE DRAMA. COLMAN'S "
Ueir-at-Law."

AN ILLUSTRATED ARCHBISHOP.

THE Illustrated News recently contained a leading article in which
the writer commented with severity on the alleged language of ARCH-
BISHOP MANNING to a Fenian deputation. DR. MANNING replied,

through his solicitors, denying the accuracy of portions of the report
on which the censure had been based. He also favoured the News
with his opinion that in misrepresenting the Archbishop it did not

promote loyalty on the part of that large proportion of the population
that look to him for advice. But the Illustrated News, remembering, we

suppose, that a much larger proportion of the population look to it for

advice, rejoined by withdrawing any remark based upon an imperfect

report, and then retaliated thus :

" There are two kinds of imperfection. We have dealt with one. The other
we regret that the Archbishop does not enable us to deal with as agreeably.
Minor details are corrected, but nothing is said in answer to the general

purport of our article, which went to show that the Archbishop separated

political from other offences, expressed a sympathy for convicted felons, and

spoke of them pityingly, as '

poor men,' not as bad subjects and condemned
criminals. In return for counsel, which we receive in a perfectly friendly

spirit, we would suggest that the loyalty of that class advised by the Arch-

bishop might be largely stimulated if those who rule in the Catholic Church
would remember that something is due to the great 'British nation, and that

the work of conciliation, at which English statesmen are honestly labouring,
would be rendered easier by a few loyal, manly, and patriotic utterances on
the part of the Catholic hierarchy."

Very sensible, and none the less effective for being very polite. But
eui bono ? Dares the Catholic hierarchy speak out in the way desired ?

What would CARDINAL CULLEN say, eit.her from himself or from
41 54' N., 12 27' E. ? In old days Christian bishops helped Govern-
ments to suppress crime. If the districts in Ireland, red with assas-

sination, were deprived by the Catholic spiritual authorities of religious
rites until the murderers were in gaol, we should hear no more of
"
agrarian outrages." The assassins in the late cases are, of course,

supping whiskey in the cottages of an Affectionate People. In England
or Scotland they would have been hunted down and delivered over to

the law. for in England and Scotland religion means, among other

things, hatred of murderers.

DRY BONES THAT LIVE.

W. RUSSELL has been convoying the PRINCE and PRINCESS OF
WALES over the scene of his old experiences in the Crimea.

Captain Pen, who did such gallant service for Captain Sword all

through that mighty siege, has drawn his weapon again, for war against
a new and formidable enemy the apathy that surrenders the monu-
ments of the gallant dead to the wasting hands of time and the

elements.
It seems that our cemeteries on the plateau which for so many

months was the home of so much valour and so much suffering, are

falling rapidly to decay. We paid 13,000 for having them walled in

and put in order ; but we had nobody to see how the money was spent,
and it seems to have been absorbed, as a good deal more money of

English tax-payers has been swallowed up in the same region, without

serving the purpose it was paid for ;
and so, in those seventy grave-

yards which dot the wild slopes of the Crimean plateau with their

white mementos of courage quelled and endurance over-borne, the

stones are decaying, the weeds are springing. The star in stone is

chipped off one monument, the honoured names are illegible on others.

Everywhere there is decay and desolation, where England believes and
wishes there should be decency and order, and

everything
which in

graves of the dead should testify to the love and reverence of the living.

The note of pain and protest over this dishonour of the resting-places

of our fallen soldiers, comes well from WILLIAM RUSSELL, the most

generous and vivid chronicler of the deeds of those heroes while they
fived. Let England blush, and let MR. CARDWELL look to it.

Academical.

Suggestion for a Hunting Picturt.

REPRESENT that obstacle peculiar to some counties called a Double.

Represent a horse stopping abruptly on one side of the double, while

his rider has gone over his head on to the other. This picture should

be painted by MR. DYCE, and be called in the Catalogue

No. A. 1. A THROW.
"
Double and Quits."

Hymeneals in the House of Commons.
IF women ever succeed in acquiring political equality, they will be

eligible for seats in Parliament. The consequence of their election as

representatives of the people will be, that Honourable Members on the

same side of the House will, more often, perhaps, than on opposite sides,

have recourse to the arrangement of pairing off.
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THE "DEPTFORD SPEC" AND THE "DERBY
SWEEP."

SEVEN persons of fashionable exterior, who
gave the names of ALGERNON UEUCEACE,
SIH.IUIIN PUNTBB, CAPTAIN HORSLEY, THOMAS
FITCH, MONTGOMERY GKEKN, ST. LEOER
KI.ATIIEH.S, and PLANTAGENET J)E Boors, (the

two latter of quite boyish appearance) were

brought up at Bow Street charged with esta-

blishing and conducting sporting lotteries under
MC of the

"
Derbv Sweep," the "Two

IK! (iuinea Sweep, and similar titles.

.Mil. POLAND, who appeared for the prose-

cution, pat in various articles seized by the

police, including receipts for money paid to

the different defendants, and lists of the various

sweeps, which it was proved hud been exhibited

at various clubs, mess-rooms, colleges, and even
in the rooms of some of the upper-form boys at

Eton and Harrow.
HORACE PiGE9N, a young man of distin-

guished but dissipated appearance, who was

brought up from Whitecross Street, said, I am
;

a young man of good family, I fancy, and of

what is called a sporting turn, I suppose. I have expectations :

nothing else that I know of. Of course, I have debts. On the iir-t

of April I was a member of the Mausoleum Club. I suppose it is what i

would be called a fashionable club. Should say decidedly it is frequented
by gentlemen rather. How could a snob get in, with a committee-

'

ballot? It is in St. James's Street. I saw one of the lists produced,
exhibited over the smoking-room lire-place at the Mausoleum. I went
in for a chance. I paid a sovereign for it. Can't say where I got
the sovereign the Jews, I suppose. I have gone in on four of the
lists produced, and paid my tips tor them. I paid the money at the
Mausoleum to FITCH. I believe he is butler at the Mausoleum Club.
I paid it, in two other cases, to DEVCEACK and PUHTER, They
managed the Sweeps at the Isthmian in Piccadilly, and the Grosvenor
in Pall Mall. They are Clubs, too. I belonged to all three, and two
besides. I paid two sovereigns for my chance at the Isthmian, and
five at the Grosvenor. That was the highest sum I paid. I got
receipts for the money I paid, of course.

Cross-examined by SERJEANT WINKING for the defendant!. Ilad no
doubt the thing was all fair. Expected to collar the lot, if he drew
the first horse

;
and half, if he drew the second. Had heard of fellows

winning as much as 300 and 500 at the Mausoleum and the Gros-
venor. Had no doubt the thing had been going on for many years
past. As long as he had been about town, in fact. Is down on his

tuck now. Had dropped all he had, or is ever likely to have, and a

good deal more, he should say, on the turf. Might have laid he had
been

"
rooked :

"
might have said he would like to pay off DEUCBACK '

and PUNTEE. His friends have always been preaching to him it was
his duty to pay everybody off he owed anything to. Owed DSUCEACK
and PUNTER a

"
turn." The Serjeant knew what that meant as well

;

as he (witness) did.

Similar evidence was given in the case of the other defendants. The '

evidence againstl FLATHERS and Du BOOTS, the one an Eton the other
a Harrow Loy, was extracted with difficulty from two of their fellow

schoolboys of twelve and fourteen, whose smart appearance, knowing
mode of giving their testimony, and coolness under the cross-examina-
tion of the learned Serjeant, created much amusement in Court.
SIR THOMAS HENRY said it was very deplorable to see persons in the

position of the defendants engaged in breaking the law. It was par-
j

ticularly melancholy to see mere lads, like FLATHBKS and DE Boors,
showing such a familiarity with the worst features of the turf, and not

only concerned in these criminal practices themselves, but tempting
their younger schoolfellows to join in violation of the law of the land.

He could not overlook such a flagrant infringement of the law on the

part of persons who ought to have set an example to those of humbler i

station. He had lately committed six men, of a lower class it was true, |

for the same offence. They, also, seemed to have conducted their
j"

Lucky Ba$
"
and

"
Deptford Spec," as they called their

"
Sweeps,"

fairly and with good faith to their subscribers. The law could not

recognise any distinction of classes. As he had felt it his duty to

commit LEICHMAN, FARRAU, and their agents and associates in the

"Lucky Bag "and "Deptford Spec" lotteries, he should feel it his

duty to commit the defendants for establishing and conducting the

Mausoleum. Isthmian, Grosvenor, and other
"
sweeps," including the

Eton and Harrow ones. They might be tried at the same sessions of

the Central Criminal Court as LEICHMAN, FABRAH, and the Deptford
offenders. Indeed, he saw no reason why both batches of prisoners
should not be included in the same indictment.
The prisoners were committed for trial, bail being taken in very

large amounts. The Court was crowded with a distinguished and

fashionable audience, who on several occasions manifested their sym-

pathy with the prisoners so loudly that the Magistrate threatened he

would have the Court cleared. There was quite a rush to tender
bail^

and the bail a famous sporting Marquis and his "confederate
1

and stable-adviser, a gallant Captain, all equally well known at
"
the

Corner," and wherever else sporting swells do congregate having been

accepted, the prisoners left Bow Street in their carriages, amid the

cheers of the crowd assembled, as usual, to greet the departure of the

prison-van.

HKXJAMTN HKKiS.

(A Central Gas Shareholder'a Lament.)

OH, BENJAMIN HIGGS, thou most arlful of prigs '.

Our books, howsoever we twist "em,
Show us short sev'nty thousand, along of thy rigs,

And in spite of the perfectest "system !

"

We had pass-books and checks, 'cutest rogues to perplex,

Payments daily, boards weekly, yet still

Here's a book-keeper shifty, at a hundred and fifty,

With his hand in the
"
Central Gas" till!

He was ne'er sick or surly, left, late and came early,

So diligent nought could o'er-task him
;

His own toil ne'er would shirk, would do any man's work

Pay in cash draw it out onlv ask him !

The Central Gas Office at
?
none but took off his hat

To that model of book-keepers, HIGGS ;

And Directors up-atairs, thanked Hcavea in. their prayers,
For such a protection Irom prigs !

How little they thought, as the daily 'bus brought
That modest and ill-paid young man

To his desk and his stool, each employe" was his tool,

And that "tapping our main" was his plan ;

That at High-" Tide-end Place
"
he was going the pace,

Lighting up quite a Central Gas flare,

That the clerk in the City, whom all used to pity,

Was the Teddington milliounaire !

What 's the good of Directors, Accountants, Inspector! ?

"Gainst burglary what use to keep dogs ?

If you 're plundered by those you most trust as protectors,
And find those are wolves, you thought sheep-dogs ?

If your great Millionnaires with their preaching and prayers
Had not first practised

"
cooking accounts,"

And so long 'scaped uncensured, would HIGGSES have ventured
On their smaller, yet swingeing, amounts ?

SIB,

A FRIENDLY ADMISSION.

APFBAPO of the debate about a man's marrying his wife's

Sister, I tee as how a uooaepapcr remarks that MB. BRIGHT
" With a grand quod amper, quid ubiqur, quad ai> omnibm sentiment, in-

forms us that the Quaken hare always admitted the legality and propriety of

such marriages."

My atention was attracted to this ere by seeing the word ornnHia.

which I've druv one of them wehicles for uppuds of 10 year, and I

takes a natral interest in most anything consarnmg 'em.
Sir, 1 don't

see what a omnibus have to do with marrying your wife's sister, nor
have it I consider much in common with the Quakers, leastways its

precious seldom as a broad grin, I mean to say a broad brim, ever gets
outside one. But I 'm puzzled how a Quaker or any other man can
have

"
admitted the legality

"
of what is now, and allways have been,

cpntrairy to the law, which hoping MB. BRIGHT will explain this here

discruppency, I remain, your moit obedient, THOMAS BLUMT.

A Scratch with a Saw.

Artist. Why is Hanging at the lioyal Academy Exhibition like

kissing ?

Academician. I 'm sure I don't know.
Artiti. Because Hanging goes by favour.

Hardly Likely.

SPEAKING of a Debate in the House,, one of the papers said that,
" MR. GREENK and LORD ELCUO stood up for the preserving interests."

On hearing this, Mrs. Malaprop wished to know whether that MR.
LOWE was going to tax her jams.

FREE TRANSLATION. Sotto voce. In a drunken voice.
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THE EQQ-POACHER (A TALE OF COUNTRY LIFE, IN 3 VOLS.) VOL. III.

CHAP. I. THE HABITUAL CRIMINAL

CHAP. II. WATCHED FBOM AFAR.

CHAP. III. CAUGHT IHI ACT.

CHAP. VI. THE PLOT THICKENS.

CHAP. IV. A FOWL BLOW.

CHAP. VII. THE PEACH-MAKER.

The End.

CHAP. VIIL READER, FAREWELL
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TO PARTIES FROM THE COUNTRY, AND OTHERS.

You will certainly
have your money's
worth if you go to

theUolboruThratre
and SIT

which all who are

glad to have the op-

portunity of again

enjoying a play by
one of our Old
Masters in Comedy,
LORD LYTTON.more
commonly known
as BULWKR, must

heartily wish it may
pay the new Lessee,
MR. lUauY S r i.u -

VAN, to have repro-

duced, In Money,
as it may now be

seen on the Holborn boards, there is good acting,' sterling good acting, and the

attention given to it by the House proves that the taste for excellent

English fare, when well served up, is not yet spoilt by indulgence in tkoM more

highly seasoned relishes in whicn the flavours and spices of r rench cookery are

sometimes rather too predominant. The intervals between the ac;

short, and the piece is handsomely placed upon the stage. So in your theatrical

programme do not omit to include a Moneu-ooi..

You want to see a good Burlesque, and are balancing the pros and coin as to

where you should go ? Do not hesitate. Go and enjoy the new and laughable

prate Burlesque of The Military Billy Taylor (first Cousin to Black-Eytd Suta) at

the Royalty. You will find it anything but prosy ; and must be prepared to come

back with a splitting side-ache.

"JUST BKKOKK Til K BATTLK, MOT1IKK."

(Autkorited feriion.)

Jt ST before the Battle, Mother,
JUUNNY felt unwell ;

\Vliii was ailing JOHNNY, Mother,
.luii.NNi couldn't tell.

JOHNNY runaway, Mother,

Braving captain's ire,

JOHNNY can't abide, Mother,
I [raring cannons lire.

JOHNNY came to me, Mother,
Wasn't JOHNNY right?

Tea with me was nicer, Mother,
Than a horrid fight.

Let me marry JOHNNY, Mother,
1 we '11 bless the day,

When just before the Battle, Mother,
JOHNNY ran away.

Most Refrigerating.

Is the Royal Academy (the new
"
Palace of Art ") there

is a grand landscape by M it. MAC WHIKTER, entitled "Loch
Coruisk, Isle of Skye." In the hot summer with which
the weather-seers again threaten us, his will be a moat

refreshing picture to stand before, seeing that it not onlv

its the Loch, but also the Cuchulin (Coolin)

Mountains.

VICTOB HUGO'S NBW NOVEL.

L'llmme qui rit is addressed to L'Homme gut readt.

CAPTAIN SWORD AND LIEUTENANT PEN.

GUKAT and little Britons arc continually grumbling that theirs is the

most expensive Army in the world, but they rarely take the trouble of

inquiring why it is so. and in what manner the cost may be most

sensibly reduced. Soldiers, as a rule, are seldom fond of writing
letters ; yet, according to the Times, it seems that Army correspondence
is one of the chief ways in which we are most wasteful of our military

means :

''

Military correspondence is absurdly large, and employs an army of clerks.

The whole system breaks down inevitably during a campaign. Can any one

give a valid reason for paying troops nominally a certain sum daily, and then

stopping a regular portion of the money for food and necessaries r There is

none, unleis it be that no other means could be devised for employing so many
clerks. Why not say at once that the soldier is fed, clothed, and paid 6rf. or

Oil. a -day besides, as the case may be ? About two- thirds of the paper work
would be saved by such an arrangement."

Powder, shot, and pipeclay are considerable items in the outlay of

our Army, but these are probably exceeded by paper, pens, and ink.

Captain Sword requires such service from Lieutenant Pen as enhances

very greatly the cost of Private Crossbelt. Even in time of peace an

army of clerks is always kept on active service, and a paper war is

being continually waged. Moreover, says the Timet,
"
Many of the clerks in the War Office and other Government departments

are examined competitively, paid highly, and then set to add up rows of figures
and copy letters, work which would bo better and far more cheerfully per-
formed by non-commissioned officers at about one-fourth the cost, very often

indeed by copying machines."

If this be so, competitive examinations for military clerkships should
be limited, for candidates, to mere copying machines. Why should
educated gentlemen be invited to compete, when the work is quite
mechanical, and requires no mental skill P A clerk who has to copy
letters, and to add up rows of figures, need hardly be proficient in

Greek, Hebrew, trigonometry, dynamics, and High Dutch. Such
acquirements are both difficult ana costly to attain, and ought not to

be wasted in a service where, it seems, they serve no useful end, and
only put the country to considerable expense.

THE FAL-LAL MONITOR FOR MAY.

SPECIFYING the various
"
Fashions for May," Le Follet announces

that
"
Paniers are still very much worn." Are they ? Then perhaps

the Parisian world of fashion, impelled by an instinct of self-apprecia-

tion, has taken to going on all-fours. If their much-worn pauiers are

carried on their backs, perhaps the creatures may be considered to be

appropriately laden. But, according to recent intelligence from Paris,

there is a league of ladies in course of formation, under the title of

Rtactioiutaire* elegantes, against the asinine absurdities of attire with

which they have hitherto submitted to be burdened by dictatorial

dressmakers.
Lt Follet also notices a costume of shot foulard, but says nothing of

shot sea-gull serving for fanchon. It does, however, particularise a

bird's-nest
"
formed of heath, moss, leaves, and miniature wild flowers,

such as blue-bells, daisies, forget-me-nots, and lilies of the valley, in the

midst of which is placed a very small humming-bird, as if in the act of

flying from the nest." The contempt for physical geography exhibited

in this combination of the botany of Northern Europe with tropical

ornithology, is to use the milliners' own epithet, charming.
Not only are ornithology aud botany, hut entomology likewise is

tributary to
"
Fashions for May." /> Follet describes a head-dress,

named thu
"
Diadume Marquise, which has

" At the side a bouquet of white daisies surmounted by a small gold butter-

fly."

The somewhat whimsical decoration of a butterfly in the diadem is

one which, if bonnets were still in vogue, might be replaced by the still

more significant emblem of
"
a bee in the bonnet."

A Pious Memory in Paris.

Ox the fifth of last week, according to intelligence from Paris :

" This day being the
anniversary of the death of NAPOLBON TUB FIRST,

religious services were celebrated in the chapel of the Tuileries and at the
llutel dea Invalides."

Is there no Mosque in Paris ? For aught that seems to be known,
the only persuasion which the Great Philanthropist and Truthteller
ever professed was the Mahometan.

VOL. LVI.

Tardy Irish. Tories.

IT is announced that a meeting of Conservative Irish Peers and
Members of Parliament, headed by COLOSKI TAYLOR, VISCOUKT

CRICIITON, LORD CLAUD J. HAMILTON, and LORD A. E. HiLLrT&Bvoa,
is to be held at the Carlton Club on Saturday next, at 4 P.M., to con-

sider the propriety of immediately forming
"
and bringing into working

order" a Conservative Registration Association for Ireland. Will not

this be very nearly like taking steps to shut the stable-door after the

steed has been disinstalled P

Extraordinary Feats.

IN Belgravia, not long since, a builder succeeded in running up a

house, and this feat was succeeded by his running up a dozen 9thers.

Having found his rents, however, rather difficult to get, he now is very
active in running down his tenants.
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(ft*

A MISNOMER.

Country Valetudinarian. "An YES, Mr/'u, I'VE HAD THE 'LUMBAGBR' TTTR-

R'BLE BAD, MU'M I

' KETCHES ME IN THE SUALL of THE BACK 'ERE, MU'M 1 1

"

mPPIC INTELLIGENCE.

IT used to be commonly said that the French invent ideas, and we improve
upon them. The converse of this rule will probably be soon exemplified in at
least one particular. Monsieur has imported from England the fashion of exhibiting
cattle and other animals. The large Exhibition Building of the Champs Elysejes
has lately, after the manner of the Islington Agricultural Hall, been occupied with
a horse show. This exhibition was organised by the

"
Hippie Society." The

Hippie idea will probably expand into the Hippophagic. Larger prices are
now given for horses in J?aris than in London. The comparative dearness of
horseflesh in the former capital is doubtless owing to its greater consumption. Its
admirers may expect in a short time to be presented with the spectacle of a Fat
Horse Show. This, modified as to season by difference of national usage, and
with the further difference of subsequence instead of antecedence, will most likely
stand in the same relation to the Carnival, as that which our Smithfield Club display
bears to Christmas

;
and who knows but that the Parisians on Shrove Tuesday

next may feast their eyes on the procession of a Cheval Gras ?

NOTE. Hippie ! it is good ; yea, indeed it is good phrases are surely, and
ever were, very commendable. Hippie ! it comes of Tiriroj, very good a good
phrase, is it not. Master Shallow ? Hippie ! a neat substitute for "horsey ;

"
you

may call a stable-minded character, gentleman or cad, as the case may be, a

Chippie man," and for "talking horse," say "hippie conversation." Of a truth"
hippie

"
is well calculated to become a popular euphemism. The horse has no

loet yet to speak of; had once a sporting "Vates," but never a votes sacer.
.ENNYSON or BROWNING write a Hippie Poem ?

poet ye
WillTE

Well Protected,

In the account of PRINCE ARTHUR'S reception in the Isle of Man (and lovely
Woman), an address presented to him is mentioned as that of

"
the Lieutenant

Governor, Council, Deemsters, and Keys, being the Legislature of this Island."
Her Majesty's Manx subjects must feel particularly secure at the present time,
for remembering who their gallant Governor is, they may be said to be under
LOCH and Keys. But how can

"
Keys

"
join in an address and legislate ? This

beats Gold and Silver Sticks in Waiting.

SONGS OF SIXPENCE.

III. THE BROKEN-HEARTED CLIENTS ADDRESS
TO HER LAWYER.

DRINK to me only in thine ink,

Pledge me in legal draught ;

Urge me to action with thy wink,
Aid me with subtle craft.

Wreath codicils around thy brow,
Burn bonfires to COKE

;

B-ecord in writing each fond vow,
Thy true love ever spoke.

Let me'thy Dom-bec be ! 'Thy Act
And Deed I '11 sign and seal ;

Accessories before the fact

Shall at our wedding kneel.

Yes ! 'twas the mystic hour^wejmct,
It was 'twixt 10 and 4 :

Be mine, my own Processus Stet !

Be mine for evermore !

Ah ! was thy conduct Cadgery P

You signed no contract, true.

For Scribere est agere,
Which maxim well you knew.

You did propose (you Balaam !)

You sent a friend to me,
Quifacit, Sir, per alium

Facit, you know, per se.

Facit, indeed ! you '11 face it out
That you did no such thing ;

Don't you remember port and stout,
And promising the ring ?

Qui peccat ebrius, as you 've said

Often to me while gay,
He Sobrius luat this poor maid

Will take your heart as pay.

It was a Simple Contract plain
It was upon each part

A Habeas Corpus 1 ']} obtain.

Then cry,
<!
I '11 have your heart !

"

Second Part New Movement.

What ! am I wild ! are you still free !

Will I crouch, fawn, or beg ? No !

Mandamus! quid pro quo ! In re!

Ha, ha ! ne exeat regno !

You 've called me Prochein amy ! Fie !

In accents hot and fiery ;

Where 's now yourferifacias ? I

Shall get &pr<smunire.

" Wed you ! don't suppose it, Ma'am,"
(He used to say CECILIA !)" Wed you, the Lex nan cogit, Ma'am,
Ad, Ma'am, impossibilia."

He has kfemme and infants three,
I saw them out last Sunday.

So back 1 '11 go and married be
To some one else on Monday.

Perplexing.

AT the Royal Academy Dinner the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE,
referring to the Army, is reported to have spoken of

"
the

leading features on which it is founded. Will some
physiologist explain what these

"
leading features

"
can

possibly be ? If His Royal Highness had said
"
leading

limbs, we might have supposed he meant the arms of the

Army.

WHAT AN M.A. THOUGHT. Many ladies visit the Exhi-
bition at Burlington House elaborately dressed. In Univer-

sity parlance, they may be said to go
"
in full Academicals."
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MUTUAL ACCOMMODATION.
Aunt Ellrn.

"
I WONDER YOU ABB NOT ASHAMED TO LET ARTHUR BO YOUB SUMS FOR YOU KTERY DAY, MlNNIB !

"

Minnie. "
WBLL, BUT AUNTY, I ALWAYS BUTTON HIS BOOTS AND GAITERS FOB HIM !

"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, May 3. Want of dinner prevented Mr. Punch from men-

tioning last week an odd little episode in the Irish Debate on Friday.
There was not much in it, but Parliamentary anecdotes are scarce,
and a good deal was, later, made out of the affair. LORD CLAUD
HAMILTON (brother to the DUKE OF ABBRCORN, late Lord-Lieutenant)
made a vehement attack upon the PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF

TRADE, charging him with having greatly contributed to Irish discon-

tent and disaffection. Inter alia, Loiu> CLAUD quoted a letter of MR,
BRIGHT'S, written three years ago, in which he said that "if Ireland

were a thousand miles away, justice would be done, or the landlords

would be exterminated by the vengeance of the people."
Mil. BRIGHT responded at considerable length, denied no charge,

said that there would be no pence in Ireland until the soil was much
more largely in the hands of the people, and added that he had a plan
to propose for effecting this without injustice to anybody. [And, Gen-
tlemen Landowners, it is only fair to MR. BRIGHT to recognise the fact

that he declares his interpretation of the word "injustice" to be the
same as yours, so you are not to suppose him a reformer of the type of
the French revolutionist, who, when a man had proved that his ances-
tors had possessed his estate for two hundred years, gave it to his rival

on the score of justice the other side had had it long enough.]
Demanded MR. HARDY whether MB. BRIGHT were authorised to

announce the policy of Government in regard to land.

Somebody on the Treasury Bench answered
"
No."

It was assumed that the speaker was the PREMIER, but the Star was
authorised to deny this. The mystery has been well kept. We divulge
it. The speaker was
Mr. Punch.
And what he meant was, not that MR. BRIGHT is not in accord with

the chiefs of his party, but that nobody was authorised, at that time,
to announce anything.
So much for that matter. On Monday the Commons behaved like a

pack of great schoolboys. The PREMIER proposed rather short Whit-
suntide holidays. Whereat, say the reporters, half the House groaned,

and the other half howled. It would have served the idle fellows right
had the Head-Master at once declared that they should have no holi-

days at all, and morning sittings every day. But MR. GLADSTONE has

been a boy, and haa a boy at Eton, and so he goodnaturedly said that

his decree was not written in letters of iron, and later, he extended the

vacation. What do they want holidays for now P There are no birds

to murder.
We went on with the Irish Church Bill, and a student of human

nature would have been interested, if not pleased, with the. sweet sub-

missiveness of the Conservative Land-owners to the Sweeping and
Severe clause which makes them such a splendid present in the matter

of the Tithe Rent Charge. MR. FAWCBTT did not like it, and explained
that it will have handed to the Irish landlords eight millions and a

half of sovereigns, at the end of fifty-two years, on the condition that

they devote it to the commutation of their charge. It was meant to

buy off their hostility to the Bill. MR. GLADSTONE tossed fUurcs
about with exquisite skill, and so completely convinced the landlords

that it was a right thing for them to take the money, that when
MR. FAWCETT divided, he got only 33. It was touching to behold such

humility and patriotism.

Tuesday. The Lords sent the Sea-Birds Bill through Committee, but

took out a clause making the possession of eggs penal, as collectors

and museums might be informed against. But that our friend

MR. Du MAURIER'S egg-swallowing Frog has had his offence con-

doned, he would have had an interest in this question.
That Mayor of Cork, who eulogised the man that tried to shoot the

DUKE OF EDINBURGH has brought the Government down upon him.

To-day (morning sitting) the Irish Attorney-General announced a Bill

for knocking him off his chair. There will be a great deal too much
clatter over such a fellow, but it seems that a Bill is the only way to

get at him. He went to the Cork gaol, and let out prisoners. It was
a pity the gaoler did not bundle the buttermonger into a cell, and keep
him on bread and water until the check was taken out of him Mr.
Punch would have guaranteed the official against consequences.

Irish Church again, and we came to Maynooth, on which a great

fight was expected. But the chief incident to-day was exchange of
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vituperation between MESSRS. NEWDEGATE and WHALLEY. The latter,

however, made a statement that MR. GLADSTONE had pledged himself

to abolish Maynooth, which, of course, the PREMIER denied, and an

amendment of MR. WHALLEY'S, for preventing the College Trustees

from holding land, was rejected by 324 to 196. After some more pro-

gress, MR. GLADSTONE named the three Commissioners who are to

carry out the Bill. He could not have made a better choice. They
are L^RD MONCK, who was Governor in Canada, and has seen a dis-

established Church get into work there : MR. JUSTICE LAWSON, an

eminent lawyer and a man of the world : and MR. GEORGE ALEXANDER
HAMILTON, a Protestant, a Conservative, one who has the confidence

of Irish churchmen, and disapproves of the Act he is to execute.

At night MR. HEADLAM proposed to do away with the Lighthouse
Tolls, but the Government could not afford to listen to such a thing.

Incidentally, MR. BRIGHT said that the Trinity House managed its

work most admirably.

Wednesday. We went at the Buttermonger of Cork, whose name is

DANIEL O'SULLIVAN. Everybody (except (MR. MAGUIRE) felt that

he ought to be demolished
r
but the Conservatives determined to have

an onslaught upon the Ministers, in House of Lords style. So MR.
DISRAELI gently mentioned that his Government had dismissed

O'SULLIVAN from the county magistracy for seditious language, but

that since that time a "revolution" had commenced in Ireland, gaols
had been opened, and a flood of traitors and assassins had been let

loose over the land. Therefore, MR. O'SULLIVAN might have thought
that his profligate foolery would not be punished. MR. GLADSTONE,
in reply, took advantage of a contemptuous expression used, or worn,

by MR. DISRAELI in reference to the Irish Attorney-General, and made

indignant remonstrance hereon. The Opposition did not really resist

the Bill, and MR. BERESFOHD HOPE warmly supported it, but had a

fling at MR. DISRAELI ("Batavian grace" not forgotten) and begged
the Government not to mind musty constitutional precedents. MR.
SYNAJJ (Limerick) pleased the Assembly with an Irishism, mentioning
that COLONEL FRENCH had had a seat for many years, and was likely,

if lie lived as long, to retain it for the period of his natural life. The
house laughed Synanimously. He writes to say lie meant

"
as long

more " almost as pretty a phrase as the other.

Hypothec. That, we presume, is enough.

Thursday. We know the beatitude touching him who expecteth
nothing, and therefore shall 'not be disappointed. We keep it in our
minds in all transactions of life, with men and assuredly with women.
But we had almost a kind of idea that if nothing particular prevented
it, there would be something like a glorious shindy on Maynooth. For
to hear the language which has been used on the subject since the

promulgation of the Church Bill, the furious menaces of Demonstra-
tors at St. James's Hall and elsewhere, one might believe that the
forces of the Church were coming up for a sort of Protestant Arma-
geddon. " One conflict more, the fiercest but the last,

When the old Dragon-Monarch of the air

His fiery pinion on the cloud shall cast,
To fight the final hattle of despair."

There was, really, no fight at all. A couple of divisions certainly,
but who took them ? Did the Conservative army march forth to the

fray, with banner, brand [no, they could not have BRAND, he "s Liberal],
and bow ? Did the leaders pour hot volleys into the bosom of the
Scarlet Lady ? Nay, verily. Hear the tame end of the Maynooth War.
SIR GEORGE JENKINSON moved that the money for Maynooth should

not come out of the funds of the Irish Church. COLONEL BARTTELOT
said MR. GLADSTONE had promised it should not. MB. GLADSTONE
denied it, and almost said that any one who supposed the money would
come from smother source, must be an ass at least crass. He pro-
tested against bigotry. Then the Scotch element came in. with some
clatter, but it was made clear that the Scotch Members, who had been
sent to support the Bill, would do so, and leave Episcopacy and Popery
to settle their own quarrel. SIR JAMES ELPHINSTONE abused the

Ministry for leaguing themselves with CARDINAL CULLEN to rob the
Church. More clatter, and a speech from MR. BRIGHT, who complained
that the Opposition to the Maynooth clause proceeded from hostility
to the religion of the Irish people, which was probable enough, seeing
that the opponents are Protestants. But MR. DISRAELI said that Pro-
testants and Conservatives had endowed Maynooth. He thought the
new grant should be Imperial. MR. FORTESCUE made a point by
reminding MR. DISRAELI that he had strenuously opposed the Maynooth
endowment. Then the Committee had had nearly enough of it, shouted
everybody down, and rejected SIR GEORGE'S Amendment by 318 to
192. Next, MR. AYTOUN moved another Amendment for paying life-

interests instead of a lump sum, and MR. GLADSTONE elaborately ex-

plained that this would not do we forget why. MR. WHALLEY said
that he had been an unappreciated prophet, and soon afterwards the
Amendment was rejected by 305 to 198 majority 107, and the May-
nooth Clause was passed.

Friday. What wilt thou do, renowned SALISBURY,
Call BBIOHT a Villain and a Murderer ?

"

quoted LORD PUNCH (improving pn SHAKSPEARE) as he saw his

brother nobleman arise, meaning mischief, which was also meant by a
number of other Peers, impatient for a fray. LORD SALISBURY used
no unworthy language ; on the contrary, he spoke of MR. BRIGHT
with respect and admiration. But, referring to the incident of Monday,
recorded above, the Marquis let fly at the Ministers, and demanded to

know whether they had a Land-policy, and what it was.

LORD GRANVILLE is an excellent Manager of the House, and never
showed more tact than to-night. He told the Peers frankly that MR.
BRIGHT had violated the usual reticence of a Minister, and had since

said to his colleagues that he was sorry to have omitted explanation
that he spoke for himself only. Then he distributed slight but stinging
cuts all aoout, and refused to make any revelations.

Peers CARNARVON, CAIRNS, CLANRICARDE. GREY, RICHMOND, all

fired shots, but they did no great harm; and when the CHANCELLOR
quietly said

" We quite see what all this means." LORD PUNCH could
not help shouting out,

"
Don't us, my boy P

" But it is due to himself

to say that he was so ashamed of his rudeness, that he instantly left the

House.
House of Commons sent all the rest of the Irish Church Bill through

Committee, and the last clause was passed amid Liberal shoutings.
Some amendments were urged, apparently for the sake of filling up
the morning sitting. They were of course rejected, and may be

forgotten. The next stage the Report was fixed for the following

Thursday. The Commons thought that they had done enough for one

day, so, at the evening sitting, they were Counted Out, and Mr. Punch
has nothing to say in the way of rebuke. They have worked well at

this measure, according to their lights and their darknesses; and
Mr. Punch congratulates MR. WILL. GLADSTONE on having walked,
as DANTE says,

" Where WII/L and POWER do hold one only path."

WHAT THE WALLS HEARD AT THE ACADEMY
DINNER.

REALLY the speeches at the Academy Dinner this year have been
most imperfectly reported. Luckily new walls have ears as well as old

ones, and the walls of No. 3, Burlington House were listening on

Saturday se'nnight, on Mr. Punch's behalf, and have forwarded him
for publication some unreported utterances of this year's dinner.

(From MR. GLADSTONE'S Speech.)

He was a free-trader in Art as in other things. He was as ready to

welcome foreign productions to our exhibition as foreign products to

our custom-house. But he thought, as Government had duties in the

one case, so the Academy had duties in the other. One of these duties

was so to manage the admission of foreign works of art, as not to ex-

clude meritorious works of English growth. Now he had noticed in this

Exhibition about sixty foreign pictures some of great merit. But he
had heard, he was sorry to

say,
of more than sixty English pictures,

also of great merit, sent back by the Council. Now, either the accepted

foreign pictures were occupying places to which the rejected English
oneslhad the first claim, or, supposing both only equally entitled to

exhibition, he for one would have been glad to see the walls more

closely covered by the admission of rejected pictures, equal in merit

in many cases, if he might trust to what he had seen himself and

heard from others, to three-fourths of those accepted. Of course he

did not include the works of Academicians. They could not fairly be

taken into calculation, in fixing the standard either in
"

levelling up
"

or
"
in levelling down." Looking round those walls, he thought he

could see room enough for at least two hundred more pictures. He
did not suppose there could be more cases of harsh and unmerited rejec-

tion than that. Probably there were not nearly so many. But if there

were only fifty if there were only twenty if there were only ten he

thought the Council who rejected them must have a very heavyweight
upon their consciences. He would not attempt to paint the heart-

ache, the bitterness, the gnawing sense of wrong, nay, 190 often, the

blank wretchedness of despair, which these rejections might produce.
He did not insist upon these painful consequences of rejection in order

to wring the hearts of the Members of the Council, or Hanging
Committee, who might be listening to him. But he referred to them,
in order to impress upon the Academy the deep, nay the painful, re-

sponsibility of the duty imposed upon them : all the deeper, all the

more painful, because those who came under their fat were practically
without appeal, and because it often happened that rejection meant
more than disappointment, it meant ruin, the loss not of the hopes

only, but too often of the comforts nay, of the bare means of subsist-

ence for the year. That might not be a fair consideration to urge in

the case of unquestionably bad pictures, but it was a very sufficient

reason why the utmost care should be taken not to reject any picture

that was not unquestionably bad, having regard to the standard

adopted, as indicated by the accepted pictures. He hoped the
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Academy would not be offended by these observations. But he was in

the habit of addressing another Assembly, of a more distinctly repre-
sentative character, the members of which were elected, not by their

brother members, but by outsiders. That Assembly, he was proud to

say, was in the habit of largely considering the interests of out-

siders. The poorer and more helpless those outsiders, the more

generous, as a rule, was the consideration of their interests. In fact,

it was this consideration, which, in the Assemblage he referred to, had

mainly governed the course of Reform, and the whole progress of legis-

hii inn. lie felt it ought to be so, he trusted it would be so, in that

Parliament of Art, whose members he was addressing.

(From MR. LKIOHTON'S SprecA.)

He had returned thanks for the Volunteers, but he had lately been

scrvm:,' in a corps that was not exactly a Volunteer one he meant
tin: Hanging Committee. (A laugh.) There was a general impression
that it was not a pleasant thins to be hung. lie shared that impres-
sion. But he could safely say it was a more unpleasant thing still to

hang. Still he would remind their distinguished guest who had spoken
on the subject, that the acceptance and rejection of pictures rested not
with the hangers, but with the Council. He had taken part in that

work too. For corroboration of his experience of it, he would appeal
to all his brother Academicians who had fulfilled the same most painful

duty. He begged to assure their Right Honourable guest that it was
not possible humanly to avoid injustice. Let him consider what was
involved. This year it was worse than ever: for there were one
thousand five hundred pictures more than usual sent in, and no more
time to judge them nay, less, in fact, for the workmen were in the

building, and the work of the Council and hangers was necessarily
much interrupted. But here were more than four thousand pictures
to be judged in three days, from ten to six, with an interval of about
an hour. That gave twenty-one hours, or one thousand two hundred
and sixty minutes to do the work : or between three and four pictures
to a minute ! Among the four thousand, of course, there were many
pictures that aroused a good deal of discussion, and had to be put to

the vote. He left his hearers to judge how much cool judgment or
deliberation was possible, under these circumstances. Of course there

were many pictures so dircfully bad, and some so pre-eminently good,
their reception or acceptance was settled by acclamation at a glance,
as it were. But the mass of pictures came within neither of these

categories. Great care and much time were often necessary to weigh
fairly the merits of a modest unpretending picture, which had occupied
many mouths perhaps of thought and labour, but which might not have
been seen by any member of the Council till it was swept oefore them
in the rapid tide of pictures brought up for judgment. It might be in

a style the Council were unfamiliar with perhaps of a class most of
them were ignorant of, or indifferent to. Landscape, for example. There
were only two or three landscape painters in the Academy. None of
them might be on the Council. What chance had a simple, natural,

unconspicuous, yet faithful and meritorious, landscape, of fair judg-
ment, under such circumstances f So far from wondering that some
good pictures were rejected, his wonder was that cases of hardship and
involuntary injustice were not far more numerous. Luckily, though
some of the Council might get drowsy, others desperate, while all of

course, grew fractious, they had as a rule, a sense of duty among them,
and felt they were sitting as judges, and tried to do their best. But it

was physically impossible to get through the work properly, in the time
allotted to it. Luckily a good many pictures were seen before-hand in
the studios : and men had their friends and acquaintances, of course,
and looked after their pictures. And a good deal was done by outside
influence. There was a class of people it was impossible to refuse any-
thing to, if they really set their minds on it. But, with all these cor-

rectives, he had no doubt that cases of cruel injustice did occur, par-
irly to the works of unknown and modest men, who had no

friends on the Council, and no influential acquaintance outside it. or
who shrank from setting that sort of influence in motion on behalf of
their works. He, for one, was ready to confess all this, and to avow
his penitence for any unintentional wrong that might have been done,
and to submit to any penance that could be imposed upon him except
to serve again on the Hanging Committee. The truth was, the time
allowed for selection was too short. He would give thrice as long to
the work. He would like five hangers instead of three, and he would
always have a landscape painter if not an architect, among them. He
would not have the fate of pictures decided at one glance, but would
leave time and opportunity for re-consideration, iu aU cases but those
of pictures so bad that they carried their fate in their faces. He did
not know whether a Council twice as numerous was not desirable,
and whether it might npt be an advantage for them to act in relays,
so as to relieve the strain of too long-continued attention. After some
hours of rapid picture-seeing, it became almost as difficult to distin-

guish go9d work from bad, as Port from Sherry after many hours of

wine-tasting.

Again, it should be considered that this was their first year in the
new rooms. The Council really were all abroad. They did not even
know with any certainty, how many pictures could be hung. They
began, as might be seen, by hanging wide, and leaving a great deal

of upper wall, but they kept hanging closer and closer, as they got on,
till at hut they hung almost as high and as close aa in the Old Kooms.
As it was. they had only hung about one hundred and fourteen more
pictures, he believed than last year : and this was exactly the extra
number sent by Academicians and Associates. Then, though there were

sixty foreign exhibitors, he was very sorry to say the catalogue of 1869
showed forty-two fewer names of English exhibitors than that of 1 *'>.

Considering the large additional space at their command, he could not

say he thought this satisfactory. He hoped they would manage better

another year.

(From the PRESIDENT'S Sptech)

They had been afraid of lowering their standard of excellence. The
fact was, they could not afford to do it. The difficulty was to keep it

up, particularly if old Academicians good old boys, he was well aware,
bii t regularly used up, would insist on sending pictures, as they often

did. lie had done nis best, for insiders and outsiders too and he

thought, for his own part, the Council and the hangers had been too

sharp in a good many cases he had seen them at work, and could only
say he was thankful fii.i pictures hadn't to pass through their hands.
When people talked of

"
levelling up "and he didn't object to the

phrase he agreed with their distinguished guest, the First Lord of

the Treasury, that Academician's work a good deal of it, at least-
mustn't be taken into account in fixing the standard. Perhaps it

might be well to put a mark on a good many of the R.A.'s pictures to

show they weren t to be considered by the students in the
"

levelling

up" business. He wouldn't say some of his own Portraits mightn't
be among the number and perhaps his excellent friend, the Secretary,
wouldn't object to two or three of hit being

"
spotted," in the same

way. Of course they had sent their full number. They were under
the notion there 'd be lots of room this year. It seems there wasn't,
for he had heard even more grumbling about rejections, he thought,
th;m usual. He had no doubt there was reason enough for it. There
were'a good many young fellows took to painting nowadays, who had
better have stuck to shoemaking or tailoring, or some other honest
trade : good fellows enough, he had no doubt, and clever, he dared say,
but with no connections, and no fortunes, and no manners ; who
looked like guys, and could only live from hand to mouth, and were on
their beam-ends if they didn't sell their picture as soon as it was

painted. He pitied 'em ; but he didn't see how that sort of thing was
to be helped, if that sort of people insisted on coming into a gentle-

manly profession. He was told their schools were to be improved.
He understood they wanted improvement, and he was glad it was

coming. There was another thing. The Academy had changed
its quarters. It meant to change its manners. In future a politely-
worded note would be sent to those whose pictures were rejected,

informing them of the fact, and telling them when and where they
would have their pictures returned. Then there would be arrangements
for the orderly admission of applicant* for rejected pictures at specified

times, and for returning their pictures without their having to wait
and hustle for them for hours so that the bear-garden business of

last week would be avoided. It was too bad to have a row round their

place like that at the old Opera pit-door on the Jenny Lind nights,
which he remembered. A civil notice would be sent to outsiders

exhibiting, of the day on which they would be admitted to varnish or
touch up their pictures. After all. the Academicians were gentlemen,
whatever the artists might be as a lot, and he thought they ought to set

an example to outsiders of good breeding and consideration. He was

glad to see they had got a decent refreshment-room. He was told it

was well managed : prices fair, and refreshments as good as they usually
were at such places rather better, if anything. That was an improve-
ment But there were the umbrellas. He was afraid improvement
was sadly wanted in that department. The two poor devils he had seen
at that work as he came through the hall, even at the private view yes-

terday, looked regularly baked groggy he should have said blown,
dead beat. They knew what he meant. It was regular cruelty to

animals. And if that was so yesterday, what would it be on Monday,
all next week, and all through the season, in fact ? They ought really
to put on half-a-dozen fellows instead of two. They could afford it,

and he thought some clever fellow might invent a spring clip, or some-

thing of the land, to put on the umbrellas, instead of those big tickets

with long strings that took such a deal of tying and untying. These
were small matters, perhaps, but after all they told on people's com-
forts. And he thought the President of the Academy should be like'

an Elephant he did not mean that he ought to have a trunk and tasks,
but that he ought to be able to paint a portrait, or to pick up a pin.

He had been picking up pins in Academy administration, and sticking
them into his brethren that is, not exactly his brethren, for he was

President, and would allow no brother near the throne he meant into

the other Members of the Academy. He thought they ought to march
with the times, whatever some obstructive old fogies might say ;

and

he, for one, would be glad to march at their head.
"
Live and let

live
" was his motto. He might not be as good a painter as some who

had filled that chair, but he would yield to none of his predecessors in.

the desire to deal kindly and justly with all, in or out of the Academy,
whom he had anything to do with. (CAeert.)
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A RURAL STUDY.
BURLESQUE-WRITER FORCING PUNS.

STANZAS TO SUMNEE,
SAT that an Aristocracy, which fears

Plebeian rule too much, and street-made law,
And rough equality where all are peers,
Well pleased the cleft of your Republic saw,
And South Secession's sword against North draw ;

Rejoiced to think that chasm would never close,
And huge Democracy the world o'erawe

No longer, split asunder, and at blows :

Withal took not your part, but sided with your foes.

Say that a Government the fact too soon

Proclaimed, which it needs must have, soon or late,

Giving your rebels 'vantage, for which boon
Prom your own act they would have had to wait,
So much if you unblnshingly can state :

Say that a better watch it might have kept,
And that you had just cause to be irate,

Because a pirate cruiser, while it slept,
Out of a British port, the Alabama, crept.

Suppose all this. How spoke the People's voice P

Your adversaries did they back or you P

Why, your War's issue hung upon their choice,
NAPOLEON would have made your Nation two,
Would Englishmen his plan have helped him through.

Yet not for Manchester and all its poor,
Starved by your conflict, did they prove untrue

;

Bearing dire loss with patience, they forbore
The cry that would have made your Union last no more.

What 's your return for British sympathy.
SUMNER and Senate ? On wild fiction based

You proffer us outrageous humble pie,When meekness only can have earned its taste,
Yielding so much we were all but disgraced.

Bullies, before the French Imperial throne,

Let, if you dare, your dainty dish be placed.
There tender humble pie in hectoring tone.

Ah, but already there you "ve feasted on your own !

ROO-EY-TOO-EY-TOO !

MB. GOLDWIN SMITH writes from Boston to MR. POTTER, editor of

the Beehive, to say that emigration to the United States had better not
be thought of for the present, MR. SUMMER having aroused so bad a

feeling against England. He thinks there will be no rupture, but "is

prepared for a turn of affairs which will oblige the English to leave the

States." Mr. Punch declines to prepare himself, at present, for any-

thing of the sort, and unless the two foremost nations of the world are

mad, he believes the re-publication of the
" SUMNER'S TALE," by one

G. CHAUCER, would be as likely to produce war as the Munchausen
Manifesto of his friend CHARLES, with whom, moreover, he means to

have a word shortly. However, as it is well to avoid the least mis-

understanding between friends, Mr. Punch himself has paid MR.
SUMMER'S Bill. The handwriting of the latter being indistinct,

Mr. Punch is not quite sure whether he asks for Two hundred and

Fifty Millions, or Billions, and therefore has sent over the latter sum.
If there is a balance, MR. SUMNER can keep it for himself, or lay it out

in building a lunatic asylum, into which, if the quarrel should really

arise, the people of the United States will do well to insert every public
man they have, from sober SUMNER down to drunken CHANDLER.

Absence Makes the Fingers Grow Fonder.
" ABSENT but not forgotten." Such is the tender, touching heading

to an advertisement in which a lady is quoted (by a sentimental but

business-like Co.) as saying that
"
she has been away for three months

"

from what, from whom does the sympathising reader think ? From the

home of her childhood, from all who are nearest and dearest to her P
"
from her sewing machine, but is much pleased with its working, now

she has returned !
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HUMBLE PIE(?)
JONATHAN (AS INTERPRETED BY MR. SUKNEH). "WAAL, REVERDY ! GUESS THIS LOT 'LL ABOUT DU FOR YOUR

FRIEND JOHN BULL THAR."

RBVERDY JOHNSON. "HA! I'VE DINED WITH HIM A GOOD DEAL LATELY, AND HE WON'T EAT THAT, I

PROMISE YOU."
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HOW TO CHECK TRADE CHEATS.

YER OSNBRD MR. Pnscii
Sin. You knows all the

swells in the litter airy

way, &
peraps you know

the cove who've been a

wisiting our cribs, which
he call* em criminal aunts,
as though they 'd been his

own relations. I'd be

grateful if you'd give him
a small piece of my mind,
and arst him what the

[expletive] he means by
ng tlic Paul Pry on

a lot of onest fellers,

shoemakers and sich, as is

mostly out of work & finds

it ard to earn a living.
He'd took good care to

have the boobies at his

back, else he might have

got a bonneting & preshus
well he wanted it. I says
as its a shame for cove:

to be exhibited as if they was wild beasts, & for crushers to be ired

to play the part of showmen. How would you swells enjoy a
i ami SUMY SAM, which he's a night-man by purfessipn,

'" we wos jist to drop in quite permixious some fine evening
at your Clubs, and wos to jine in conwersation with you at your

: 1'reshus nice ewasive answers you d be tipping us I fancy,
if we arst you how you lived & if you 'd paid your tailors, and how
much in a week you 'd ever made by onest labour. Them 's the sort

of questions as you put to us poor kiddies, & expcx a cheerful answer,
which I wishes you may git it.

But aint there other criminal aunts as ought to be inspected P How
about your grocers shops & your butchers & your oakers, where

cheating goes on wholesale, & retail too, with customers, by using ol

false weights & breaking the commandment by committing of adultera-

tion ? If one could see behind the scenes, sich aunts would prove as

wicious as the wust of our relations. Why, see here what 's been said

of em by gents as have inspected em :

" The inspector! of balances, weight*, and measures think the only way of
the numerous cases of deficient weights and measures in the parish is

to those persons on whom the fines are levied. We think
h authorities ought to take the matter in hand, and be more strict.

. . A famous tea-merchant, on our last round, whom we had occasion to fine

ing a 2 Ib. weight 607. deficient, and a 7 lb. weight 4 oz. deficient),
suid he would sooner pay any amount than have his name published."

I see a pictur once in Punch of Justice with a pair of scales in one
hand, and playing blind man's buff with a bandage on her eyes ; and
this is how she goes about inspecting Weights and Measures. Precious

ic must be not to see with arf a eye that the only way to stop
iVom selling of short weight, is to put his name in print and

tidle. If a kiddy fakes acly, he gets quodded for a

twelvemonth, & his name is promenarded in most every blessed paper.
Well, coves who picks your pocket by selling you short weight is just
as bad as prigs & should be punished similar. You 'd soon spoil their
little game if you stuck their names in print, & lugged em up afore the
beaks that the public might appreciate the booty ol their persons.

Till this he done we pickpockets must look upon ourselves as ighly
injured indiwiduals, seeing as we also like to have our names kep dark,
lest when we get in troubble the Beak should recollect em and give us

. dose for assuming of a halias, which 1 remain Sir yours obe-
dient NATIIAXIKL I'IUCG, though in Society my chums prefer to call

me CONKY CHARLEY.

THE SWIGMOGRAPH.
OUR scientific readers are probably aware that an ingenious little

instrument has lately been invented for taking automatic tracings of
the throbbing of the pulse. From a couple of Greek words which
mean the writing of pulsation, the inventor of the instrument has
christened it the

"
Sphygmograph :

"
and the name, we are informed,

tracing upon paper the condition of a person who has been swigging a
good deal of alcoholic liquor, and, by an automatic action, recording
the cerebral pulsation of a headache engendered by excess. By pre-
serving thus a picture of the throbbing and the racking and the split-
ting pains he suffers, the swigmographer will be warned against all

dangerous indulgence in the pleasures of the table, and may be spared
much vinous folly and subsequent remorse. A glance at a bad Dead-

ache, as depicted by the Swigmograph. will be a prudent prelude before

going out to dinner, and may operate benignly in resisting the tempta-
tions of a perilous repast. Habitual diners-oui will find the Swigmo-
graph a salutary adjunct to their dressing-room, and may thank its

timely warnings for a fortunate escape from many a racking headache
or severe grip of the gout.

WHO CRIED "NO"?
" In our first article yesterday wo said,

' It is quite true that MR. GLAD-
STONB said ' No' when MK. HARDY aked whether Mil. HIIIOIIT had authority
to announce the policy of the Cabinet.' The writer was mutoken in ascribing
the exclamation ' No'!

'

to MR. GLADSTONE. We have unimpeachable autho-

rity
for stating that, whoever uttered it, the word did not come from the

Prune Minister." Iforniny Star, May 4.

Tii UN who was the Party that shqnted out
" No !

"

And instantly caused a Conservative crow P
< i which of the partners in GLADSTONE & Co.
Was so awfully prompt independence to show,
Inducing the Tories to mop and to mow,
And hope that dissension would

speedily grow,
And their leader again find the ball at his toe P

Was it outspeaking ROBERT, whom some call BOB Low,
Or GUILDERS, who 's tafcen the Navy in tow,
Or good AUSTIN BRUCE nay, he's rather too slow,
Or GOSCHEN, the long arithmetical JOR,
Or COLEHIDGE, with scutcheon as spotless as snow,
Or LAYARD, so quick with his damaging blow,
< )r CARDWELL, the carefullest card in the row,
Or MoBCBnn vich Advocate, ho ieroe,
Or eager-tongued SULLIVAN, all in a glow,
Or HARTINGTON, Lord of the General P. <

>.,

Or COLLIER who lingered so long statu quo,
Or FORSTER, so full of decision and go,
Will nobody telL for does nobody know.
Who flung out that answer to HARDY the foe P

Methinks explanation the Ministers owe,
And i'ltnrh as he thinks so, takes leave to say to,
And then that eternal old cynical bean,
The like of whom lives not twixt Severn and Po,
And who 's wise as DE LOLME and DE STAEL and DE FOE,
Tosses off to your health a large glass of noyeau,
And proceeds, with a wink, this here chaff for to stow.
If a goose asks its reason, the answer is Bo !

SIR,

WHY STRANGLE YOUR SOLDIERS P

As an old soldier who has seen, and, doubtless,
"
done the

State some service," as that actor fellow says, I have a right to' my
opinion on the prospects of the Army ; and my opinion is, by Jove, Sir !

that the Army is fast going to the deuce. I don't often read a news-

paper, but when I do I 'm pretty sure to stumble upon something dis-

agreeable relating to the Service, and the other day I happened to
stumble upon this :

" I foci convinced that the amount of aortic aneurism in the Army may be
much diminished by the tunic being fitted more loosely round the neck and

upper portion of the chest: nor can I we the propriety of making any portion
of the soldiers' dress so tight as to place him at a great disadvantage in regard
.0 health, comfort and usefulness, when actively employed."

This is what some doctor fellow, hang him ! has the impudence to

state, and I daresay there are fools who will believe him, and agree
with him in thinking that a soldier can't be comfortable if he be nearly
choked. Perhaps he 'd like to see the Life-Guards dressed in flannel

shirts and wideawakes, like those ragged red-sleeved Garibaldi scare-

:rows, and with baggy knickerbockers and a pair of hobnailed high-
ows, to finish their costume. Pretty figures they would be for one's

nspection on parade ; and how could any officer expect 'em to look
smart P

Those infernal doctor fellows always like to trot out fine new-fangled
vords, and no doubt

"
aortic aneurism

"
is a new-fangled complaint.

[n my young days
I never heard it mentioned in the Army, but now

'. 'm told that soldiers are eleven times more likely to be attacked and
die of it than men not in the ranks. Of course civilians and

taxpayers.
,nd people of that sort, may grumble at the cost of thus killing off old

servants, for without a stiffish bounty one can't get new recruits. But
of course no British officer ever bores himself by thinking upon matters
of economy ; and as for making troops more useful by giving them loose

unics, who expects 'em to be useful while a Quaker fellow 's suffered

o sit among the Cabinet, and the Government encourages retrench-
ment and reform ? Yours, PIPECLAY.
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THE PRINCIPAL REASON WHY MAC STAYED SUCH A SHORT TIME IN LONDON.

At Bilkins's Royal Hotel (Limited), London.

Mac (hungry).
" LO-OR-SH KEEP'S ! CA' THIS A BK'AKFAST ! !"

At the Bob Boy Inn, Peebles, Unlimited !

THE ART AND ABMS OF ENGLAND.
MB. PUNCH,

MAY the gallant Vphmteers of the Artists' Corps be destined
never to have any brush with an enemy. But should it ever be their

cue to fight, who doubts that they will make good the words of MAJOR
LEIGHTON, thus spoken in responding to the toast of

"
The Volun-

teers
"

at the Royal Academy dinner P

" Of my own colleagues in art I shiill nnly say that their peaceful pursuits
do not unstring tbem for the ruder offices of war. 1 confidently assert, on the

contrary, that one who year by j ear, in search of the picturesque, pencil in

hand, has lingered with loving feet i.long the Innes and round the peaceful
homesteads of this most lovely country, will not be the last in the hour of
ned to stand forth in its defence; and I will add, with the assent I am sure
of every artUt present, that a man wbo in tiie life-long- search after ideal

beauty, shall have found its nearest image in the face and form of English-
women, will own a double debt of chivalry in the defence of those homes of
which they are the light and the crowning grace."

Gallant MAJOR LEIGHTON -would, after TUz-Eustace, ask :

" Where's the coward that would not dare
To fight for such a land "

as that which he calls
"

this most lovely country." But what, Sir,
when this country, now not so lovely as it was within boy's not to say
man's memory, shall have lost all its loveliness ? The beauty of the
face of the earth, as well as that of the human face divine, is but, so to
speak, skin-deep, and, by the railway progress of material utilisation.
is in the way of being very fast used up. When this country shall

v u Ji

een converl'ed into close clusters of towns with intervening
hotbed, where, Mr. Punch, may we not ask, with some misgiving, is
the enthusiast who will care to fight for such a land, with its beauty
improved off its face ? To be sure, Sir, there will still remain the face
and the torm of Lngushwomen, off whom we may trust that beauty
will never be improved, and therewith there will coexist all the motive
of fighting that men had before HELEN of Troy ; but, in the meantime,
il but to keep up the national courage by maintaining those incitements

of it, which, according to MAJOR LEIGHTON, inspire the Artists' Corps,
and particularly in that corps the Landscape Artists, let us wish, and
drink as often as ever we have an opportunity,

"
Success to the Society

for the Preservation of Commons."
1 represent the lauded interest, but it is that of the community,

Mr. Punch, not the landlords, and especially not that of the Lords of

the Manors. If the House of Commons become not more true to its

name than it has lately shown itself, there will soon be not a common
in England for a goose to graze upon, or that will regale the vision of

one whom, if you were a Philistine, you would call your iesthetic

EDWARD.

A PERFECT PICTURE.

HERB is an advertisement on which the stable mind may ponder, if

it please :

TpOR
SALE. A PERFECT LADY'S HORSE. Warranted.

Is it the lady or the horse that is warranted as perfect P Gallantry
and grammar both incline towards the lady ; common sense, however,
points rather to the horse. But the word "

perfect "_may be used as

denoting a past tense, and meaning something passe, and, if we thus

construe it, gallantry would forbid us to apply it to the lady, and

experience would incline us to apply it to the horse.

A Variation from Watts.

WHY should you deprive your neighbour
Of his beer against his will P

Let men drink fat ale who labour,
Not thin slops and water swill.

A LAUGH IN THE LADIES* COLLEGE.

YOUNG Ladies, in studying Euclid, sometimes giggle over their

geometry. This is your
"
Gratus pnellte risus at angulo'
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BIROS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.
what was "common;" which, but for their good fellowship, might
have ended in uncommon incivilities.

The Jolly Old Cock would not give him the slightest assistance,

CHAPTER THE KmKEXTH.-SERJEANT TURKEY-GOOSEY'S CONVER- being rendered almost beside himself
(apparently) by the intelligence,

- brought to him by GOOSEY, of his sons marriage with Miss IDA

DRAKE, the Little Duck. That this wrath was entirely assumed, was
made manifest to

,

the lookers-on, by an

application from MR.
OWL, Old BARS-
DOOR'S solicitor, for

an interview with

GOOSEY a soon as

convenient.
DAWSOM DOR-

MOUSE and PORCU-
PINE accompanied
their friend to the

Solicitor's office,

where on hearing
the proposal which
MR. ( >wi, was em-

powered to make to

his Client's son.

they strongly urged
GOOSEY not on any
account to accept
the terms. The ar-

rangement was to

the effect that if

GOOSEY would sign

away his little pro-

perty in future, and

place it at his kind,

good father's dis-

posal, he, Old BARN-

DOOR, would gie
him, per annum,
something less than
a very ordinary City
clerk's salary, for his

money, during his

(Old BARJJDOOR'S)
life-time.

The young man
would not be ad-
vised. He thought
that to acquiesce in

the proposal would
humour his father,
and render him ulti-

mately less unfavour-
able to his marriage,
and kinder towards
himself and wife.

That was hi* idea,
not that of his

friends.
- Ma. OWL, who had
been the Family
Barndoor solicitor

for years, didn't offer

an opinion on the

matter, and only sat

at his table with the

parchment before

him, pen in hand,
looking over some
briefs and referring

occasionally to the

Clerk during our
discussion. He was
seventy-five, and im-

penetrable. He had
not much more to

say in this world,

MARRIAGE WHAT WAS D'NK FOlt HIM Till: MOLES.

Si i!.i]:\\r TUHKKY
was a great creature :

not much of a lawyer,

pcrhai s, hut fat, red-

faced, and imposing',
When you come to

think of it, whil mar-
vellous moral eiftlit

is there in a portly
stomach, an old fash-

ioued black

waistcoat, and an old-

fashioned watch-

guard!' Throw iu a
bald head, a ail you
have a picture of

Wisdom. The Ser-

jeant was blustering :

was kindly. His lc<?al

decisions were sel-

dom, if ever, ques-
tioned: beingfoumled
on common sense,
whieli is the basis of

all Law : only that it

it so, Lawyers for-

get. And Clients,

too, for the matter
of that; but 1hry,
and not Idealised

Justice, are blind-

folded, ami hence
litigation.

The above was the

sum and substance or

i 's observa-

tions to the Serjeant
at the supper-table;
Miss IDA being close

at hand, was wonder-

ing at these learned

remarks, until she
was presently taken

away to dance with
MR.' WAGO, of whom
and whose attentions

our young friend

was not in the least

jealous.

When, therefore,
GOOSEY found out to

whatgreat legal lumi-

nary he had been

giving his opinions,
he was much abashed,
and was inclined

severely to blame his

own youthful gar-
rulity.

"We must look

out for you," ob-

served the Serjeant
good-humouredly," when you practise
at the Fiddlesticks

Sessions."

Now this promise,
coupled with TOM
PORCUPINE'S sugges-
tions as to the Bar

being his (GOOSEY'S)

" With a proper teacher of their own sex, and with suitable dreues for the preliminary practice,

ies can obtain such a command over the velocipede* in one week's practice, of iladies can

they cun ride side-saddle-wise with the utmost ease." Xew fork Sun.
an hour daily, that

On ! THEN, THIS IS WHAT WE MAT EXPECT TO SEE THIS SEASON.

and what he had, he

kept to himself. At
* /~"i: * ;,! (< A n

line, and also with DORMOUSE Senior's desire to aid his son's chum
j

his age he was Legal Mechanism personified. A Client said
"
do

in every possible way, fired the inmost soul of GOOSEY, and set him this," and he got it done to the best of his ability. Going home
_T1 _ c. 1.1 1 __r_ __ _i__ :_j !_ _ T 1 i _ f f ,.!._* StU / \..- , ; _1, J _ 1, ;

all agog for the honour of a wig and gown.
DAWSON DORMOUSE impressed upon him that if he entered the pro-

fession he must "
be on the spot

"
perpetually.

To which GOOSEY sensibly replied, that he was not going to take up
Chamber Practice, but the Civil, or Common, Law to commence with,
which straightway led to an argument as to what was "civil" ana

in the evening I have a sort of fancy that Old OWL sighed over his

Clients' victims
; nay, in some cases regretted that

"
business

"
did not

permit him to offer advice contrary to his Clients' interests and

objects.
This is what your father proposes," said he, quietly, and offered the

document for GOOSEY'S inspection. That was OWL'S mission, nothing
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more. Other birds have their eyes open ; Owls are always blinking ;

but they see when others sleep.
"
I have not met you, MR. GOOSEY," observed MR. OWL, while

GOOSEY was irresolutely playing with the pen,
"
siuce you were three

or four years old."

This reminiscence had in it something tender. It was as much as

MR. OWL could say safely, and conscientiously, as regarded that

Invisible Presence, his Client.

To remind GOOSEY of those days had in it, I say, something of tender

warning. It seemed to say,
" You are younger than I am by a lifetime.

/ have known your father all these years. / understand him. You
don't. Take care." But the handwriting on the parchment was- mere
pot-hooks and hangers to GOOSEY, and the old OWL'S hint, if hint it

was intended to be, was utterly thrown away. In vain we told him
that of all.edged tools a legal instrument was the most dangerous." Bah ! he would trust his father," he said

;
and to that sentiment

what could we return ? nothing.
So GOOSEY signed away his money, and was happy. Receiving so

much a year, quite a trifle, he was determined to marry, and did
;
for

IDA, with all her good sense, was not proof against his enthusiasm.
She could have met argument with argument : affirmative possibilities
with negative probabilities, and could (if occasion had required) have

damped ardour. But Enthusiasm did everything in half-an-hour, even
to buying the ring, and setting off in a cab to swear before a gentleman
at a writing desk (Cupid's Secretary, pro tern., whom you expect to be
cheerful and radiant, and generally interested in your personal matters,
but he isn't, and merely asks your name, her name, takes as a matter
of course parents' consent, pockets a fee, and continues the ordinary
work your entrance has interrupted), and even to enlisting on his side,
the sympathies of such a staid elderly couple as ME. and Mas. DOR-
MOUSE.
DORMOUSE Senior came out very strongly on this occasion, promising

to lend him his expenses of a
"

call
"

to the Bar, which GOOSEY was
to repay when he should make a fortune in his profession.

I pass over the wedding, a very quiet one, and the Honeymoon, of

which, of course, I am profoundly ignorant ;
but when they returned,

and took lodgings in town, we all put our shoulders to their little boat,

and assisted at the launch. And should the barque overturn, could
not a Duck swim, and a Goose too P So we were confident and hopeful.
GOOSEY passed an examination, and obtained some honourable dis-

tinction, and therefore DORMOUSE and PORCUPINE took him one day to

call upon the MOLES, one member of which firm TOM PORCUPINE was
going to See on a matter of importance to him, and not of even six-and-

eightpenceworth importance to MR. MOLE Senior, who ^ould give as
much time, care, and attention to a case that could nevjer bring him
in a groat, as he would to one which was to.be worth thousands to his

practice.
The Three MOLES Solicitors had their offices in one house, were

partners, each one, however, in his own separate and distinct line.

They were Members of some one or other of the Most Ancient People's
Tribes, and despite all Christian prejudice and tradition to the contrary,
were as kind, as liberal, as charitable, and as generous, both in and out
of their business, as any Gentile, in the same line, that you would ever
come across in a long summer-day's search, from Holborn Valley to

the end of Queen Street, Lincoln's-Inn-Fields.

(To be Continued.)

THE CHIEF MAGISTRATE OF CORK.

UNDER the heading of
"
Extraordinary Proceedings at Cork," the

Globe states that
" On Sunday the MAYOR OF COKK went to the Bridewell, and discharged

the prisoners confined there."

Did the MAYOR OF CORK really talk the treasonable Thuggery that
he is reported to have vented at the Fenian dinner ? Did he cpunte-
nance the Fenian dinner at all ? Then there is no wonder in his

having gone to the Bridewell, and let all the scoundrels loose. But it

is to be lamented that he went to Bridewell on a Sunday of his own
accord, instead of having been sent there upon a working-day by
lawful authority.

Demi et Demi.
IT used to be said that one half the world does not know how the

other half lives. As to the French world of fashion there is much
doubt if this saying holds good any longer, and no question that the
upper half well knows, and that by experience, how the under half
dresses. Please not to copy any longer.

HONOUR TO WHOM HONOUR IS DUE.

Mn. OFFICER, the Speaker of the House of Assembly of Tasmania,
has been Knighted. It will be generally agreed that he is the proper
officer to receive this distinction.

THE SOLDIER'S POOR FEET.

SIR JOHN FALSTAFF had a very good reason for objecting to march

through Coventry with his regiment of ragamuffins. Is it possible that

he would, if now in being, have had an objection, still better founded,
to march through Fleet Street the other day with certain companies of

the gallant 98th ? Doubtless, albeit revived in rejuvenescence, as when
he was not an eagle's talon in the waist, and could have crept into any
alderman's thumb-ring ;

when eight yards of uneven ground would
have been, not threescore and ten miles, but a joke with him. The
said 98th had to march from the other side of Staines to the Tower
Wharf, a distance of nearly thirty miles, and by the time they passed
the quarters of Field Marshal Punch, were seen, by a correspondent of

the Times, most of them hobbling. Knocked up even with that long
march along a level turnpike ? Yes

;
as a troop of Spartan infantry would

have been in like case, forced to march all the way, as the 9Sth were,
in new boots a forced march truly. The Times sensibly suggests that

now, when it is proposed to employ the leisure time of our soldiers in

some kind of industry, a few shoemakers, who could see where the

military shoe pinches, and put it right, might be attached to every
regiment. At present there appears to be a sad deficiency of respectable
Shoemakers in the ranks of the British Army, whilst, among those

superior persons who are responsible for the way in which its Foot is

shod, there are some very bungling Snobs. It is all to no purpose that

we talk of improving the condition of the Britisli soldier, and putting
him on a better footing, when every man who knows how badly the

Lobster, as he is vulgarly called, is off for what the vulgar also term

Crabshells, would, on no account, like to be in his shoes.

VERY QUEER FISH.

ACCORDING to the Hampshire Independent :

" An American contemporary says fish may be kept alive for ten <lays or

more without water by filling their mouths with crumbs of bread uuturalrd
with brandy, and pouring a little brandy in their stomachs, after which, in
this torpid state, they may be packed in straw. They bcuoine alive in a few
hours when af,'aiti placed in fresh water."

And then, one would think, they must be very fresh themselves.
The freshness of the fresh water, however, which refreshes the fish, we
may presume to mean the contrary to vapiduess, and not the absence
of salt ; though of all the scaly and finny race,

" Fishes that tipple in the deep,"

should be the most capable of standing spirits, and the least of being
reduced to insensibility by brandy. It may, indeed, be argued that

salt-water fish are apt at times to get half-seas-over, and thus screwed
in some degree, if not to that of being absolutely tight. But this is

the unscrupulous sophistry of an abandoned punster. It is occasionally
said of a bibulous person that he drinks like a fish

;
that is, practises

the reverse of total abstinence without being the worse for liquor.
The truth, however, is, even if the above-quoted statement is true,
instead of being simply American, that the only fish who ever get
drunk are fish out of water.

DE POTATORE EXCLUDENDO.
Dn. MANNING, the illicit Archbishop of Westminster, advocating a

liquor law, argued at St. James's Hall, the other evening, the justice of

such a law from
"
the admitted right

"
of majorities in these days to

impose legislation upon a minority against its will. Oh, DR. MANNING !

No such right is now admitted more than it "ever was. The minority
never recognised the right only submitted to the might. And to-day,
if DR. MANNING and his associates were a majority instead of a minority,
the majority that now is, then reduced to a minority, would as little

admit the right of the greater number to debar it from liquoring up, as

the few under HENRY THE FOURTH admitted the right of the many to
restrict their liberty of conscience by the statute de hteretico comburendo.

THE HIGH HORSE AND THE HOBBY-HORSE.

THE Cavalry of the English Church Militant consists of the richer

class of parsons ; its dignified clergymen are the Church dragoons ; of
course its bishops are all mounted, and even its archdeacons mostly
proceed to deliver their charges upon chargers. The Curates, as a

body, constitute the Church infantry, and may be described as the

walking clergy. For the ecclesiastical Foot generally, and those of
their superior officers who cannot well afford to keep horses, the

Church Review suggests that velocipedes
"
may become a useful means

of rapid communication." Very likely ; but what the more zealous of
the divines who form the two leading divisions of the clerical corps
want much rather is a means of rapid excommunication.
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THE FORCE OF HABIT.

WONDERFUL, ISN'T IT? THE POLICEMAN HFRE, WHO HAS ASSISTED THIS OLD

GENTLEMAN (WHO HAS BEEN DIHINO WITH HIS " COMPANY ") INTO HIS HOUSE,
WAITS TO SEP. THE RESULT!

THE WEATHERCOCK AT ITS WORST.

KNOW you a more unpleasant day
Than one with an East wind in May ?

A melancholy sky, of lead,

Or slate, frowns drearily q'erhead.
An air, bedimmed with blighting haze,
Look where you will, offends your ga/.e ;

Branches with nipt, shrunk leaves, the trees

Toss wildly in the blustering breeze ;

The lilac-bloom is faded, sere ;

Flowers wither in the blast severe ;

The song-birds all have ceased to twitter,
Because the weather is so bitter ;

You shiver in the blinding gust,
Whilst in your eyes it blows the dust.

And then you think about poor souls

In want of blankets and of coals,
And letters to the Timei enclose,
In thought, soup-kitchens to propose,
Instead of thinking on resort

To Greenwich or to Hampton Court,
With your own aliment in question.
In Bushy Park the sweet suggestion
Of the Horse Chestnuts out in bloom
Is chased by atmospheric gloom.
And so a season flies, which all

That man can do will not recall.

O JSolus, old fellow, stow it :

The wind in May that blows East blow it !

The Irish Puzzle.

CERTAINLY, the Irish are a riddle. If it is proposed to

I reat them exactly as if they were English, there is a blaze

about our Philistinism, and non-understanding of nation-

ality. But when they practise
"
wild justice." and set law

at defiance, we are warned not to deal with them except

hy the most scrupulous rules of English law. As their own
poet writ (of Love or Friendship)

' Which (hall it be how ihall we woo ?

Erin, choose between the two."

HORTICULTURAL NOTE. For Flower Show Day read

Flower Shower Day.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, Nay 10. SIMON SCROPE of Danby wants the Wiltes

Peerage. It was created in the time of RICHARD THE SECOND. His

successor, our HENRI QUATRE, cut off the head of the Peer, and the

House of Lords, after long and patient consideration, decides that this

operation extinguished him. The DUKE OP CLEVELAND, who appears
to think that a Peer can do without a head, wanted to revise the deci-

sion, but the Lords held that the beheading finished the business.

This did LORD SYDNEY go and tell the QUEEN at Windsor.

Their Lordships then spoiled the Scotch Education Bill. Scotland,

except and please to note the exception the Scotch clergy, desires

the measure. That single line explains the case. Our Primate honestly
showed his hand by objecting to a Bill which brought the Lords into

collision with questions that affected both England and Scotland. Just

so, dear Archbishop. But the collision will come ; and if Questi9ns
mean hindrances to popular education, may we respectfully remind

your Grace of GEORGE STEPHENSON'S answer, before a Committee, in

the pre-railway days :

"
Suppose a cow should come into collision with

a train P
" "

So much the worse for the coo."

LORD COLONSAY, new and venerable Scottish law peer.'was actually

for introducing a clause enacting that the wee laddies and lassies should

be taught the Shorter Catechism of the Kirk of Scotland. But the

DUKE OF ARGYLL objected to incorporate that document in an Act of

Parliament. There is only one Catechism that ought to be taught to

any child, and that is our old friend ISAAC WATTS'S "First." Without

speaking of the dreadful Scotch and hideous Westminster bundles of

dogmas, see the difference between WATTS'S and that of our beloved

Mother Church. She begins,
" What 's your name ?

" He begins," Can you tell me, my child, who made you ?
" Which is the religious

teacher P

A notice given in the Commons about opening Museums on Sundays,
reminds us that some persons fear that this will lead to the opening
Theatres on that day. This again leads us to a speech made by MR,
BUCKSTONE at the General Theatrical Fund Dinner last week. He

said that no member of his own Haymarket Theatre would ever consent

to perform on Sunday, and he believed that such was the feeling of his

Profession. Also, he stated that great numbers of actors and actresses

regularly go to church. It is satisfactory to know this, and likewise

that the Stage does not encourage Dissent.

A long debate, begun by MR. CORRAXCE, on Pauperism and Va-

grancy. MR. GOSCHEN admitted the alarming extent of pauperism,

and the consequent deplorable increase of expenditure. Nothing par-

ticular came of the discussion, but there seems to be a growing convic-

tion that as workhouses are to be found everywhere, vagrancy is

adopted as an easy profession, and that the tramp should be treated as

a criminal.

Law Court battle again. MR. STREET is preparing his plans for

what is wittily called the Lowe site. SIR ROUHDELL PALMER menaces

his best oppositipn. By the way, Mr. Punch, who never forgets any-

thing, and is justice incarnate, intimates that there is bad taste and not

altogether fair play on the part of the Government in allowing the Law
Courts Commission, at the head of which was SIR R. PALMSR, to be

abused for extravagance and absurdity. For SIR ROUNDBLL was MR.
GLADSTONE'S Attorney-General in the last Liberal Administration, and

was then entrusted with the business of officially defending the Com-
mission and its purchase.

Tuetday. A morning sitting of Commons in order to deal with the

Cork Buttermonger. As Machealk sings
" The Court is

prepared,
the Counsel are met,

The Judges all ranged, a terrible show."

But the Mayor caved in denuded himself of his robe ^declared by
letter (read bv MR. MAGUIRE) that he had not meant to justify assas-

sins, and resigned his office. So Head-Master GLADSTONE, who had

previously remarked, in the old scholastic rhyme, to Monitor EDWARD
SULLIVAN, "

Hie, htec, hoc,

Lay him on the block,"

And had taken a thundering rod out of pickle for DANIEL O'SULLTVAN'S

VOL. LVL.
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be nefit, abstained from laying it on, and in consideration of DAN'S respectful attention to their desires, and rejects this Bill because it is

penitence, permitted him to adjust his garments, and retire, with a hoped to give something fairer and better.

about a dozen
s. theAUKQUis OF TOWNSHEND proposed two out (**** Last day befre the Holidays. So Old RUSSELL (we use

bills of his, framed for the most part In the interest of
[

he ad
Jf

' e as schoolboys do, not irreverently) thought he would

humanity. One was to protect the property of Lodgers who owe no
hve and b nneted Old GRANVILLE, cheeking him
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rent, yet have their goods seized by a landlord, the other for punishing
about

h
ln

,

sl1 la
(

"d
"^'ifl ^"S hwi he had better have minded that

brute! assaults on women and children. The former BUI was opposed
than bankruptcy and sch?ols. Or, if you want to be serious, he accused

on technical and worthless grounds. Against the latter it was afieged
Government of having encouraged dangerous hopes, and held

that such assaults are becoming less frequent, and therefore new legis- ,

thf > bVthelr sllenc<
;. rf

ponwble for MR BRIGHT s p ans.

lation is not needed. We should be glad to believe it. None of LORD I^^ GaANViLLB
!>ad nothing to say but what he had said before.

TOWNSHEND'S Bills will be carried, but none the less honour to a I
e aun

?inced **%%* P,vern
f

m
?nt wer

f
not responsible for MR.

Christian nobleman who, in the Hoise and out of it, defies the vulgar
B
,
RIG11T s

,

vlews' bat tkese had nothmS m tkem opposed to the rights

grin of those who call him "
eccentric

"
because he believes that pro- ,

OI
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n

.. , .

perty has its duties. If he gambled away a magnificent ancestral \
D

.

K* sa
l
d
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th
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TrishL had been led to beheve that no more

estate, like one peer, debauched until he kUled himself, like another, or ^nt "" to be Hd after 1870. He drew a pleasing parallel between

ran away with Ida bosom friend's wife, like a third, he would not be ,

J HIG
r

HT
,

and tbe Buttermonger. The plans of the former would

laughed at, but only called "poor fellow !

" onvulse Ireland, and before they were promulgated he hoped that the

Property has its Duties. But its Taxes, at least those on Real pro-
perty, are light. At least so contended MR. FOWLER, and raised a

army in that country would be largely increased.
LORD KIITBERLEY replied with a tu quoque, setting his Lordship

debate of much prosiness. MR. LOWE said the question involved a
;

?ffhj \
n

.
respect to MR. BRIGHT, and the DUKE OF ABERCORN (late

problem which he could not solve then, but he promised that if an idea ;

J -Laeutenant) contrasted the
present unhappy state of things,

flashed upon him, the country should hear of it. So he merrily escaped i

m
?f \

ty Mat. BBIGHT and his friends, with the tranqmlhty

the snare of the fowler. Apropos whereof, there was a quarrel over
Scotch game again, and a one-sided Committee which MR. Locir had

compounded, but not to the satisfaction of other Scots. Evidently, Scot-

land is waking up on this game question, and when she really wakes
she has a habit of not going to sleep again until the rousing matter has

just been settled.

County Financial Boards do you want to know anything about
them F Punch supposes not. Do you remember Mr. Hugging, in

HOOD'S Eppiny Hunt, who, being run away with by his horse, thought
that

' ' He never saw a County go
At such a County Kate."

In the Lords now, then, MM. Clever? The Lords
don't sit on Wednesday. They don't, eh ? Have you any other valuable
information on the science of egg-sucking to impart to your grand-
mother F Perhaps the PRINCE or WALES is not a member of the
House of Lords, aud perhaps the EARL OF PUNCH is not going ta
note, with satisfaction and delight, that this day the PRINCE and
PRINCESS OP WALES returned to England, after months of absence in

the East and elsewhere, lunched with HER MAJESTY, embraced their

infants, who were brought up from Windsor, went with the QUEEN to

the Royal Academy, drove in the Park, and attended a State Concert.

Says BROWN to JONES,
" You and I are temperate fellows, and more-

over have cellars of our own. ROBINSON may be tempted to drink too
much. Let us shut up all the public-houses. He has no cellar. Then
he must be sober, and his wife and children will get his wages." So
BROWN and JONES get SIR WILFRID LAWSON t9 ask Parliament to

allow a majority of two-thirds to shut up the public-houses.
Parliament is right. But, as MR. FORSTER said, the Permissive Bill

is demanded by
"
the aristocracy of the working classes," and though

this plan for repressing drunkenness will not do, their wishes must Tie

considered.

There was a long debate. COLONEL JERVIS opposed an infringement
of the rights of the subject. MR. O. MORGAN believed that some such
special enactment would do much to put down drunkenness. MR.
CAWLEY did not approve of this Bill, bat would support any prac-
ticable project for reducing the number of public-houses. To MR.
BAZLET, who had stooped to repeat the silly slang about "not making
men moral by Act of Parliament," MR. FORSTER said, "No, but you
may diminish their temptations." Punch hoped that slang was extinct,
but it is too foolish not to live long idiots do, and so do shallow
phrases. LORD SANDON believed that the working classes were

ref9rming themselves. MR. WALTER dwelt on the evils of gin-drinking,
which was worse than beer-drinking. MR. JACOB BRIGHT supported
the BUI, but hoped there would be a sharp and general interference
with the liquor traffic. He would legislate in the style in which they
had dealt with the Irish Church.
The HOME SECRETARY spoke most sensibly and satisfactorily. The

present system must be considerably changed. But education was the
chief remedy. The upper classes were sober, because they had mental
resources. But the class whose only enjoyments were sensual, instinc-

tively drank. Repressive measures must, however, be adopted, and
hitherto no Government had been strong enough to carry a valuable
measure, because representatives were afraid of certain influences.
Now that the franchise was widely spread, those influences would
greatlv diminish. [Bungo,

"
mine host," how do you like that F] It

was the honest intention of the Government to deal with the ques-
tion next Session, and meet the wishes of the people, without inter-

fering with innocent enjoyment.
So the Permissive Bill was rejected by 193 to 87, and next year look

of Ireland under himself and the Conservatives. LORD WESTMEATH
but we imagine that will do. My Lords, having thus finished the prc-
Whitsuntide sittings with a good row, rose until the 31st.
There was no disturbance in the Commons. The General Omnibus

Company having failed to defeat the Tramways in Committee, tried to

spoil the Bill in the House, by getting leave to run any vehicles on the

tramway. MR. BRIGHT exposed the dodge in language which even a
conductor would call straightforward, and the Buss Coves were floored.
We were told that in rural districts the postmen were, if they liked,

to ride on velocipedes, or bicycles; but, said LOBD HARTrNOTON,
pleasantly, as the art of riding those articles is not included in the Civil
Service Examination, the thing is to be optional. We can imagine
rose-garlanded CELIA, in her arbour (0 thanks, Mn. LESLIE), singing
sweetly, " Don't blamo, dear Mamma, this ecstatical throb,

But the Bicycle Brought me a Billet from BOB."

Then did we finally Consider the Irish Church Bill, as amended, fix

the Third Reading for the 31st, and after some Budget details, not
unamusing, including a complaint by MR. LOWE that when there was
an alleged grievance the

"
Inevitable Widow '

we rose untU Thursday, the 27th.

was always brought up,

THE ZERO OF FRAUD.
Is it come to this ? Under the head of

"
Notices of Motions," in a

programme of
"
Parliamentary Business

"
recently printed, there was

the foUowing entry :

" LORD EI.CHO. To call attention to the adulteration of manures
;
and to

move that, in the opinion of this House, it is desirable that the attention of
the Board of Trade should be directed to this subject."

Has commercial rascality descended even to the adulteration of
manures F Why this is worse than TENNYSON'S conception of the

pharmaceutical rogue
"
pestling a poisoned poison." It is the lowest

conceivable depth of dirty dishonesty. British mercantile morality
must indeed be at a low ebb if LORD ELCHO has reason for bringing
the adulteration of manure itself before the House of Commons. What
will Parliament do to prevent it ? We can imagine what the Collective

Wisdom of our ancestors would have done. It would have doomed the
debaser of manure to stand in the pillory, and be pelted with his own
wares purified.

SOLILOQUY BY A SOT.

No SHWILFRID LAWSON, no ! Sh' House 'fuses you permission
On everybody'sh beer to put a prohibition,
An' every shober man in sh' 'bitual sot 's position,
Him tha 'sh got. shelf-control, an' him 'sh got weak volition,
To treat 'em bo' like boysh tha' 'sh shubjec' to tshuition,
Idiotsh an' imbeshilesh incap'ble o' cognition
Ash t' how mush liquprsh more shan 'sh goo' for zsheir nutrition,
To govern 'cm ash priestsh rule shlavesh of shupershtitipn,
All 'cause shome, like me, can't keep out o' zshish condition,

Tha'sh reason why I shined zshe Liquor Law petition !

out for BRUCE'S Permits. Punch points out to the superior class of, ..
artisans that Parliament, which legislates for all, has nevertheless given

!

before it on

Going Astray.
IT will be a great mistake if our learned societies involve themselves

in political discussions. We make this remark, because we notice
with regret that one of these bodies has permitted a paper to be read
K f"" - f "" "

The Property of the Radical axis."
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AGRICULTURAL FROLICS IN FRANCE.
THKRE'S a Cathadral at

Winchester; that every
fool knows. Accordun to
the Times there 's also a
Cathadral at Chart rex

Now, if you wun told as
how the farmer of them
two sehaacrcd edifiusscs

looked down t'other day
upon a ploughuu match,
I dwoant suppose as how
you'd make any par-
tickler observation, 'cept
that you didn't know toe
Cathadral had got eyes in

his tower, and that, if so
be as a did look down
upon a ploughun match,
that couldn't ha took

place on the Downs
cause they be above un,
and looks down upon he.
but must ha come off

down below in the valley
o' the Itchun. But when you larns, if you needs to lam, and dwoant know already,
as how that sart of a trial o* skill was witnessed by the tother venerable buildun,
I expect you'll say them French fellers be a gettun on. That's another leaf

they ve taken out of our book; fust they took to hoss-racun and ie tport, and
now they be a imitatun our manners and customs in the farmerun way. Fur
twusn't only a ploughun match as was performed at Chartres, bat that there

perfamance came to pass in the coorse of a agricultural meetuu, and the Times says
them gatheruns is becummun as common in France as they be this here side o'

the Channle. Fur the credit o'Jons BCLL, howsomedever, you'll be plazed to

know that the fust prize, a goold meddle and 200 franks, was carried off by an

Englishman, sent over by MESSRS. HOWARD, of Bedford. I wish't had been
Hamshire. But no matter fur that. Old England fur ever !

1 '11 own its grativyun to zee that the French be begiimun to lower a little that

there terreeable consate o' theirn, and to find out who 's their masters in MM
things at any rate, and whilst they brags about Icadun the van o' civilization, that

they hain't above bein" show'd who drives the plough.
There 's one pint wherein I be curus to know if the French be gwaiun to foller we

at their agricultral meetuns, and that is as to prizes. I wonder if the Moosoo
'squires and farmers 'ool gie any for good conduct and length o' sarvus

; perseut a
carter, fur instance, by way o' reward for bringun up a faiualy of a dozen *ilUp
without help o" charutty wi a napoleon ana a pair p' cordroys. Praps instead
o' the oordroys they '11 award un a cross o' the Legion of llonner, which '11 be
zommut more greashus, and arnamental for un, if not so useful.

Ibe,&o,
JACOB HOKMUBV.

P.8. I dwoan't know, though, about the twelve childern. I fancies the French
hain't much inclined to incumdge merit in that Une. Well, they han't got no
colonies that herearter zonie o' these days ool break away vrom 'un and then zeek
occasion to plunder 'un and cut their drooats. Zo much for your increasun

poplation of the Anglo-Zaxon reass.

AN ADDITION TO THE DAIRI.

THE British Medical Journal publishes an analysis of sow's milk by PXOFESSOR
CAMEKON, of Dublin, showing that it contains IS 20 parts of solid matter per cent.,
whereas in the milk of the cow there are only about twelve. Amongst the consti-

tuents of the former fluid the quantity of lactin, or sugar of milk, as stated by the

Professor, very nearly approaches the average proportion existing in the natural
diet of babies. In fats his table exhibits sow's milk as nearly twice, in casein and
other nitrogenous matters as almost four times as abundant as the other. Its ex-
cessive richness would therefore perhaps be considered by the Faculty to dis-

qualify its producer for the situation of wet-nurse, for which her aptitude might
seem to be suggested by the largeness of the saccharine element in her milk, as

also by the advantage that its formation requires no stout, which, together with
loads of other "nourishing things," is usually consumed in vast quantity by the

ordinary substitute supplying maternal attention. There is no foundation what-
ever for the proverbial comparison which implies that excess in intoxicating liquor
is a besetting infirmity of that female pachyderm to whose parental care, and
lactescent qualities, we are indebted for sucking-pig.

Parliamentary Intelligence.

THE Bouse of Commons, in addition to its permanent inmates, has now got a
GUEST in the person of the new Member for Youghal. We hope a Welcome Guest.

A GOOD SITE FOR A HOSPITAL. Healing.

JOHN THOMAS AT ELYSIUM.

MOST afternoons in May we co,
And figure in the Park of Hyde,

1 1<>. what a tight is Rotten Row-
Likewise the Ring, our carridge ride.

Tin-in faces, calm and bright, reweals
The better classes peace of mind,

A state by sympathy 1 feels,

The fooi-board whilst 1 treads be'ind.

My hi ow 'appy they must be !

()w rich, them raptured looks to wear !

So well-off only phancy me,
Thinks I and seems their bliss to share.

They sheds it from their beamin' eyes,
Which 'tis a gladness to beold.

Like sunshine from unclouded skies,
When meddows glows with green and gold.

His hincorae-tax he must enjoy,
Whose hindcpendence is secure ;

Or sallery from some employ
As is genteel, well-paid, and sure.

No habject funk, no sawdid dread
Of ruin aunts his noble breast.

That 's why the Swells a hinfluence spread
That sets me, for a time, at rest.

Knee, hall you hugly slaves of toil,

Whose frowns and scowls base care betray !

This Paradise your looks would spite

Keep your hill-favoured mugs away.
Your features is so painful coarse !

Though what makes countenances fi ?

Tis wealth, which some calls Labour's force

Conserved. There won't be much of mine.

Of five good meals a day, and plush.
Could I but count to my life s end,

For my costume; I ne'er should blush,
However spruce, you may depend.

And has to work, I 'd change my own
For nothing but superia pay,

With any Servant of the Crown,
That '& subjec' to be turned away.

Down fcwtfeought, drive paw drudges mad !

Down mean hanxiety and fear !

I won't look like a earewawn Cad,
A hobjeet in this 'eavenly sphere.

I ay, with iatcinatin* hi,

Some bairns catch in yonda scene ;

But not with liniments all wry ;

Joux THOMAS keep your brow seceoe.

ESCALADE OF THE SHANNON.

A BXCEirr list of Parliamentary notices included the

anawraoement of a question to be put to the CHICT SECRE-
TARY TOE lHZLA*DT>y MR. OKMSBY GOM, respecting the

Government's promised construction of salmon Udders on
the River Shannon. This question suggests another

inquiry which does not, however, appear to have occurred

to MB. GORE, or any other Honourable Member whose
attention he may have called to the subject of salmon

ladders. When the salmon scale the ladders, do the ladders

scale the salmon ? There is the rub, so to speak ; and we

pause for a reply.

Debates at the Fingers' Ends.

NOT every reader of Pu*ch may be aware that there

exists a Society called the Deaf and Dumb Debating Club,
otherwise the

" WALUB Club."
"
This organisation," sajs

the Post,
"
has just terminated its third session in the usual

English fashion by a dinner." During its last term it has

had nine debates on various subjects, political, social, and
scientific. One question which the Deaf and Dumb De-

bating Club might have opportunely discussed at the

dinner with which its meetings concluded, is whether a

dumb waiter is not as good as a deaf one.

" LIGHT DUES." Photographers' Charges.
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THE STOLEN LADDER;
OR, HOW WILI, THEY GST DOWN AGAIN?

The Lancet must be wrong. The head of

the Board of Works is called LAYAHD. His
antecedents have shown that if he cares for

architecture much, he cares for the British

soldier more. We call upon him from his

place in Parliament to contradict the slan-

ders of the Lancet, and to assure us that if

he has shut up one window in the Sergeants'
room at Buckingham Palace, it is only that

he may open two.

We were not aware, till so informed by
the Lancet, that the architecture of Bucking-
ham Palace could be spoiled. But if the

Board of Works considers that such a feat is

possible, we are sure it will not be done by
! opening a window in the dog-hole known as

the Sergeants' room i and that the most
sesthetic passer-by will gladly compound for

the irregular opening, when it is understood
to be the only provision for light and air in

a room occupied by the non-commissioned
officers in authority over soldiers who keep
watch against the intrusion of possible boy
Joneses into the Palace of the Sovereign.

A PRETTY -SIGHT IN PARIS.

AFTER all it seems that there is still some
good taste extant in the drawing-rooms of

Paris, although, from what the fashion-books
and newspapers have told us, we may perhaps
have doubted if such could be the case. Mais
voila In preuve :

" Some young ladies of the elite of Parisian

society have obtained at the last files a real

success, by showing themselves with their hair

simply braided."

Hair "simply braided" is indeed to our
mind simply charming, and we wonder how
young ladies who have prettily-shaped heads
can disfigure them with chignons and simi-

lar excrescences. A girl who simply braids
her hair and wears nothing on her head but
that which Nature has implanted there, will

please the eye not only of the lover of the

beautiful, but in like degree of the admirer
of the sensible. A pleasant sight she like-

wise will present to the phrenologist, who
in these days of monstrous feminine hirsute-

ness can rarely get the cluince of a sight of a

girl's head; so much false hair is heaped
upon it.

A simple glance would be sufficient, where
the hair was simply braided, to show which

bumps, or organs, appeared the most deve-

loped. Those of modesty and candour would
be prominent, no doubt : while those of vanity
and folly would be reduced to cavities. A
man who wants to marry should look out for

a girl whose hair is simply braided, for he
then could form some notion of her cerebral

qualities, before it was too late to escape
being their victim.

LOOK OUT, LAYARD !

THE Lancet some time ago called attention, not before it was needed, to the wretchedly insani-

tary state of the Guard-room at Buckingham Palace, where, in the Sergeants' room more par-

ticularly, the arrangements for slow poisoning by foul air were carried to a pitch of perfection
hardly attained, much more

surpassed,
in any of our many highly pestiferous barrack quarters.

The Lancet's ventilation of this abomination, we were glad to near, was like to lead to the
ventilation of this dog-hole.

Proposals were submitted in the Estimates for new windows to give light and air, new Gallon's

stoves, a plentiful introduction of ventilators, and a new cooking apparatus.
The Treasury had approved. Parliament had sanctioned. The improvements were nearly

completed, under the authority of the War Office, which has control of the inside of the Guard-
room. But the outside, unluckily, is under the Board of Works. And the Board of Works,
on the plea that the new windows were an architectural disfigurement, has given, so says the
Lancet, peremptory orders to the War Office to put things

"
as they were."

The Gravity of a Flea.

BY an ingenious little instrument which is

called a pulexometer, it has been found that
the strength of the Pulex irritans, or do-
mestic flea, is

"
equal to eight hundred times

its specific gravity." Without in the least

questioning the truth of this scientific state-

ment, we may be allowed to say that it really
seems a joke to talk about a flea's

"
specific

gravity." As if any one could specify the

gravity of a flea ! One might as well attempt
to chronicle the humour of a cockchafer, as

pretend to specify the gravity of a flea.

TO WIT. The best way to

dispose of a Bottle of Smoke Un-Cork it.
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THE BLOCK FOR TRAITORS.
MASTER O'SULLIVAX CORK. "PLEASE, SIR, I DIDN'T MEAN WHAT I SAID, SIR; AND I DIDNT SAY WHAT

I MEANT, SIR. BOO-HOO-BOO-HOO-OO!"

HIAD MASTER.
"
O, YOU DIDNT, DIDNT YOU? WELL, I WON'T FLOG THIS TIME. BUT IF YOU'RE UP

TO ANY MORE TRICKS, YOU 'LL CATCH IT. YOU MAY GO."
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THE OLD MASTERS TO THE NEW.

FROM MICHAEL ANGELO, RAPHAEL, GIAN BELLINI and MORONI,
COKHEOGIO and DEL SARTO.TITIAN, TINTORET, and GIORGIOXK,
From REMBRANDT and from Ru HENS,VAN DERWEYDKxandVANEYCK,
VELAZQUEZ and MURILLO, CLAUDE, the Poussrss, and VANDYCK

PETER DE HOOOHE, and TENTERS, OSTADE, POTTEB and VAN DIR
NEER.

And all the Old Masters of all the old schools, whenso'er, and where-

soe'er,
To SIB FRANCIS GRANT, President, and Messieurs the Academicians,

Greeting and all good wishes for successful Exhibitions !

May it please you to remember, from your REYNOLDS to your TURNERS,
That we are the old masters, and you but the young learners :

And that it ill beseems you to a Palace to have flitted,

While we 're obliged to be thankful for the shabby rooms you hare

quitted.

There are contrasts as likely to be provoked, on the one side as the

other,

'Mong the crowds, who cram your fine new rooms till they 're almost

fit to smother.
And among the sclecter visitors to our good hosts, BOXALL and

WORNUM,
Who appreciate our beauties, or study, in. hopes to learn "em-

Contrasts between our respective walls, and the pictures to them con-

fided

'Twixt the lodgers to be provided for, and the lodging rooms provided :

Contrasts, that can hardly fail to provoke somewhat odious com-

parisons,
Between the old and young strongholds of Painting, and their garrisons.

All this considered duly though, as it is. we are thankful

For elbow-room since already we find they have filled our every rank

full,

And, spite
of the new walls, some of us are hnng closer than we like to

be,
We send you this as a warning that there "s an Old Masters' strike

to be.

We won't stand yonr being lodged like kings because you 've had

kings for supporters
While we, your elders and betters, are in such inferior quarters :

We want a Burlington House of our own, instead of this Wilkins stable,

Though to build it out of our private funds, like you, we may not be
able.

We have not been in the habit of sacking "the nimble shilling;"
Our visitors have been welcome to us, free gratis, when they were

willing :

And probably, if we had made them pay, the balance at our bankers
Would not have been what yours is cash was ne'er one of our sheet

anchors.

But jnst let ns remind you, and, through yon, Jomf BT/LL your patron,
That though there 's a small run on our rooms, and on your rooms

there 's a great run,
We are your masters, and shall be, and as such chum better lodgings,
And will thank MR, LAYARD to give us them, without more delays and

dodgings !

Coming Events.

MR. LAYAKD recently assured the House of Commons that
"
both

the orvpt and the baptistery were complete, and were ready for the use
of Members, if required." What does this portend P We can under-
stand the attachment of some Members to the House being so strong
as to lead them to wish to be buried in the Crypt but we confess that

so long as the Church of England remains the Established Church of
the land, we have no desire to hear of our Representatives joining the

Baptist persuasion, and going in batches, ueaded, it may be, by
MR. GATHORNE HARDY and MR. BERESFORD HOPE to undergo the
rite of public immersion.

Returned, with Thanks.

THE Holborn" Circus is closed for the introduction
r

of first-rate

music, but in the country (at Liskeard) an act of Horsmanship has
been successfully accomplished, which must give satisfaction to all

who wish to see the Company now performing at Westminster still

further strengthened.

"
RocK-/r APPARATUS." A Cradle.

THE GREAT " NO !."

i.

DEAR M it. PUNCH, Home of Commons.
WITH your usual kindness and chivalry, you took upon your-

self the responsibility of having cried out
"
No, upon the occasion on

which you rhymed last week with such unequalled grace and wealth
of diction.

But it was
"
a way we had in the army

"
to fight our own battles,

and you must please to state that it was your humble servant who
gave that prompt response to my friend, MH. IKiun.

Nevertheless, with thanks and admiration, believe me,

Yours always,

J. 8. COWBLL-STKPNBT.
To Mr. Punch. (Formerly in the ColAlrtam Q*ardt.)

u.

MY DBAE COLONEL,
We are all frail, and even I myself have my moments ot

fragility. The temptation to allege that 1 had been the man to say the

right thing at the right time was too much for me. In the state of

innqcency ADAH fell, and what should Fahtaff or Punch do in the days
of villainy ?

But 1 apologise to you, and hasten to declare that the Member who
so properly cried "No" was not Mr. Punch, but COLOSEL COWELL-
STEPNET, the veteran Liberal who worthily represents Carmarthen.

Ever yours faithfully,

To COL. COWSLL-STEFHIY.

P.S. May I print oar correspondence ? I may ? 1 will.

WHY SHAVE YOUR SAILORS ?

MISTER Pinfcn,
Oua ship's just been paid off after a cruise of nigh four year

and as that 's a tidy spell of seeing nothing but salt water, and con-

versing in Chinouk with them Vancoover Island savages. I thought
I 'd better steer my course to have a look at London, ana spin a yarn
or two with some ofmy more civilised relations. Well, the first of'em
I hailed was my own brother Bii, as was on duty at the station,
when our train came to its moorings. He 's a policeman now, is BILL,
and has growed out of all knowledge, leastways I "m blest if I 'd have
known him, f9r he 's growed a stubby beard and sort of toothbrushy
moostarch, which he used to go as clean shaved about the month and chin
as any sailor in the service. But hullo, JACK. ! says he, and hullo. BILL !

says I
;
afieriwhich affecting welcome, BILL, I says, why who s your

barber ? So BILL he spun a longish yarn, and said as how moostarches
were allowed him by his admiral, and how he 'd parted company with
his shaving brush and scraping iron for upwards of a month or more,
and, though the boys they chaffed him cruel, he found his beard a wery
great purtection from the weather, which to look at it you'd say
was more imagination than literal true fact.

Well, thinks I, me and my messmates we 'd be thankful for the same,
not alone because of our exposure to Nor* Easters, and at times when
reefing torpsles they 're sharp enough to cut one's throat, but you see

as shaving aboard ship it isn't easy work exackly in a sea-way, when
she 's a rolling yardarm under, and unless your hands is steady and yon
lays hold of the end of it, the chance is that you slices a half inch off

your nose. So I thinks as how we sailors we 're the Sea Police, and,
if Whitehall would serve us all the same as Scotland Yard, well all as 1

can say is we 'd be grateful to the government, and we 'd chuck onr
razors overboard and sing, be joyful !

I remain, Sir, yours respeckful to command,
JACK BOWLDTE.

A RETREAT FROM THE MARRIAGE MARKET.
AT a time when marriage, owing to the cost of housekeeping and

millinery, has become impossible for gentlemen of limited means, and
the generality of young ladies are either eating their heads off or going
out as governesses, Paterfamilias and Materfamilias will rejoice to hear
of an opening for any pictorial talent their daughters may possess at
" The Female Gallery of Art," established at 101, Great Russell Street

Bloomsbury,
"

for the sale of works of art executed by ladies only."
We hope to hear that this institution is really selling pictures,

not

painters, and shall then deviate from propriety of speech so far as to

say, with reference to the latter, that gab will do well to try the above-
named gallery.

SIR WILFRID LAWSOS'S PERMISSIVE PROHIBITORY BILL.

IF
"
People can't be made good by Act of Parliament," how can we

have any faith in the Temperance that 's Law's son P
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LE FOLLY.
MR. PUNCH DARE NOT TELL HOW HE HAS BEEN LBT INTO THE SECRET, BUT

THIS IS POSITIVELY THE LATEST FASHIONABLE MONSTROSITY FflOM PARIS.

PROSPERITY AND PROGRESS.
OYSTERS are going,
Salmon is growing

Scarcer and scarcer, boys, year after year ;

Mouths must be shut on
Beef, veal, and mutton,

Butcher's meat 's got so confoundedly dear.

Prices for chicken
Poulterers stick in ;

Fowls are about twice as dear as they were.

Splendidly living

People are giving
Six, seven, eight, and nine shillings a pair.

House-rent is rising.

Very surprising !

Births still increase at a wonderful rate,
O the severity
Of our prosperity !

Hey ! Will Posterity want or abate'.?

A Safe Irish Landlord.

THERE is one argument in favour of ME. BRIGHT'S
scheme for the purchase of Irish estates by the Govern-

ment, wflich the EARL OP DERBY, perhaps, has not con-
sidered. That plan would constitute Government the
Landlord of Ireland. Government might possibly pet
payment of rent, or the price of land resold, by enforcing
it, and Government is a kind of Landlord that could not be
shot from behind a hedge.

Who >s Afraid P

THE nation at large may make itself perfectly easy about
its dispute with America. War can cost it nothing but its

excess of
population.

The pecuniary expenses of any
battles that the country may have to fight will of course,

according to the Abyssinian precedent, have to be defrayed
by the payers of Income-Tax.

FENIANISM FROM A FRENCH POINT OF VIEW.

UNE idee Napolepnienne,
Fenian Mayor shipped from Cork to Cayenne.

AN UNCANONISED MAETYB.
ON Friday, the 7th instant, according to a newspaper, was cele-

brated at Orleans ihefeie of the famous Maid of that ilk. Christmas
comes but once a year, and when it comes it brings a variety of demon-
strations. The same may, with a difference, be said of JEANNE DARC'S

anniversary. The difference is chiefly that the latter has no pantomime
performed in its honour ; though JOAN OP ABC, just now, is the victim
of a burlesque at the Strand Theatre. It was, however, observed the
other day with the usual ceremony," Orleans was decorated with

flags, the principal inhabitants of the vicinity were present, and
" A large number of the Episcopal hierarchy took part in the festival ;

amongst them being the Archbishops of Rouen and liourges, the Bishops of

Beauvais, Poitiers, Chalons, Nancy, Verdun, Saint Di, Blois, Troyes, Con-
stantina, and lastly of Orleans. The civil and military cortege started from
the bridge and arrived at eight o'clock at the Cathedral. The Mayor handed
JEANNE'S standard to the ARCHBISHOP OP ROUEN, who pronounced a
discourse."

Which unfortunately is not reported. We can only imagine what
his Grace of Rouen said. Perhaps something of this sort :

" We
are here to celebrate the festival of a glorious heroine, martyr to

patriotism. JEANNE DARC, what was she ? A saint, a witch, a lunatic,
or an impostor? To imagine her an impostor would be to insult
France. If she had been indeed a saint, in the sense of the Church,
the ecclesiastical authorities, with the predecessor of my venerable
brother here present in the see of Beauvais, PIERRE CAUCHON, would
not have made the immense mistake of pronouncing her a witch, and
causing her to be burnt alive. Let us draw a curtain over all that.
As to witchcraft we well know that it is nothing more than a heretical

superstition, condemned solely as such by the bull of POPE INNOCENT
THE EIGHTH. This bull did not commit infallibity to any assertion of
the mediajval belief in witchcraft. As JEANNE DARC was no impostor,
it follows that she could have been no witch, and CAUCHON and his

colleagues whom I will not call cochons erred, it must be avowed, with
a deplorable stupidity. It was the temporary aberration of a mis-
informed tribunal now reversed by the authority present here to-day

of no less than twelve Bishops. Was then, JEANNE DAHC a lunatic ?

No, no a thousand times no. She had, without doubt, a fixed idea ^

but that idea was noble. What was she, then ? I say a generous, a

sublime, a devoted enthusiast. Honour, immortal honour to the

memory of the Maid of Orleans ! She would not have been misun-
derstood in the present day. We enjoy the happiness of living in the

civilisation of the nineteenth century, so fine a thing for France and

Humanity, except in those points which have been condemned by the

Holy See, particularly in the last Encyclical and syllabus of the Holy
Father."

" Ire Licet."

MR. PUNCH is glad of MR. HORSMAN'S election, for the House is

not lively. But the mysterious explanation given by the new Member
for Liskeard of the reason for his return smacks of the Cave of

Trophonius, rather than that of Adullam. The Liberal majority was
for the millionnaire, LYCETT, when down came the Tories like Cedron
in flood, and seated MR. HOHSMAN, but the election had nothing to do
with LYCETT, or with Toryism either. We "

Cave
"

in.

Meller and Pochin.

THERE were two nice Members for Stafford,
One's agents spent all they could a/ford :

The other one's purity
Proved no security :

1 walked 'em both clean out of Stafford.

BLACKBURN (Judge).

THE SEASON OPENS WELL.

HORSES are clever animals, but until the other day we were not
aware that they could play cricket. It seems, however, that there has
been a match at Lord's

"
between eleven colts of the South, with

HEARNE, and eleven colts of the North with GRUNDY."
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AFTER A VISIT TO THE ACADEMY.
THEN they all joined
in a Pyrrhic dance
at the Garrick
KIM; Coi'iiKTUA,

andQuEBN ESTHER,
and UR. JOIINSOS,
and NELL GWYNXK,
and Jonx FOWI.ER,
and the lovely KII<>-

DUS, and the Alien-

BISHOP OP YORK.
and ELECTRA, and
SIR MOSES MONTE-
PIORE, and OA-
TH ui; \K HARDY,
and HETTY, ana
CARDINAL WOL-
SBT, and ANDRO-
MEDA, and DON
QUIXOTE, and VA-
NESSA, and \\ i i,-

LIAM FAIRBA.IRN,
and a sweet little

maid all in white,
with a (lower in her

hand, which she

gave to MB. RAS-

RAM, who was a

fugitive, and hiding
in a great chimney

"alter Culloden," while QUEEN MART was "lighting the beacon
to guide ",the LORD MAYOR, attended by

"
a man in armour," across

Loch Coruisk in the Romagna, to "CBLIA'S Arbour" among the

Sierra Nevada Mountains, where Joins SIMON and GRIMLWO GIBBONS,
"Floating Down to Camelot" to "the Belvoir Hunt," stopped to

admire some
"
Girls Dancing

"
in

"
Autumnal Showers." nntil a

" Fiw
at a Theatre" (in "The Minstrel's Gallery"), obliged Da. HUME to

leave "The Duke's Antechamber" and HERO (at Lucknow, with
the Red Cross Knight), and join the Master of Trinity, that

instant returned from hunting gazelles in the Pontine Marshes with

MARTIN LUTHER, and off again immediately to
"
a Christening in

France
"
by the Prolocutor of the Convocation of Canterbury, accom-

panied by MRS. GEORGE MOORE and MLLE. HrtDA DB BUNSEN, who
were "

letting the cow into the corn
"
on

" The Ptarmigan Hill," while

CATHERINE DE LORRAINE, on her way to
"
The Cattle Tryst," was

urging JUDITH to assassinate GENERAL GREY busily engaged making
cider with ROBERT BROWSING (both

"
Prisoners

"
oeing caught by

the tide") in "The Swannery" on Plymouth Breakwater, assisted by
PROSERPINE, Miss ESDAILE, The Venerable BEDE, and MR. GLADSTONE.
when the

"
Alarm of Invasion

" was "
half-post seven, Sir !

"
and I

awoke to find I had been dreaming after a long, delightful, tiring day
at the Royal Academy.

A SONG FOR A SPEECH.

(At a Liquor Late May Meeting.)

THE Orang-outang and the Chimpanzee.
And the big Baboon with the nose of blue,

Teetotallers are those Apes all three
All three are Vegetarians too ;

And your grinning Gorilla, a fourth is he :

As they live so the rest of the monkeys do.

Shall I stint myself to jackanapes* fare P

Not in sooth if I know it, sage masters mine ;

For your nuts and apples no jot 1 rare,

Saving after good dinner, and with good wine.
Give potatoes alone to the pigs I swear
By the haunch, and the steak, and the brave sirloin.

I trow not that ADAM drank ADAM'S ale,

Till when ADAM and EVE had no stronger beer ;

When thistles sprang up, and streams did fail

To run with aught better than water clear,
With those herbs and that liquor yourselves regale
For the Jackass accounteth the same good cheer.

THE BUM AND MILK CURE FOE CLERGYMEN.

CAN it be that the Right Reveren ! .:OP OP MASCHKSTKR
is acquainted with a certain celebrated matron unmet! (iurstiv

^
It

can hardly be otherwise ;
and the excellent BUhop appears to cherish a

very grave deference for that lady's criticisms of the personal habits of

clergymen. So at least it would seem from the judgment reported as

below in the Timrs to have been, after mature deliberation, delivered

the other day for him by DR. BAYFOUD, chancellor of his Lordship's

diocese, and one of his assessors at a court of inquiry respecting

allegations of druukennoss preferred against the KKV. L. 11. Mmi-

I-E,
for the last eighteen years perpetual curate and titular vicar

of Haslmgden :

" The charge* were all dismissed on the ground that the evidence for the

defence, on the whole, outweighed the videnre on tl U the

same time it wa remarked, as a curiout and one evidently open
I to misconstruction, that the defendant should )

: a medicine, as rum and milk.instead of adopting ome MOiedy equally efflca-

and less equivocal, Tha conduct of two of the oomplsinants wa no

doubt open to comment, hut in tile cae of the third there could be no possible
'

reflection on the imture of the prosecution ;
time hod been a clear cue for

inquiry, and under these circumstance* ech party should pay hi own costs.

Bnt it was proved in evidence that MR. MonrucpuE's medical

attendant
" had sanctioned a prescription of rum and milk for him, as

j

he was in a weak and nervous state." Then who could possibly nave

suggested to Manchester's estimable prelate
that tho reverend gentle-

1
man's persistence "in the use of such a medicine

'

a rum and milk

instead of adopting some remedy equally efficacious and less equivocal,"
I wa "

a curious circumstance, and one evidently open to misconstruc-

tion
"

f The openness of such a circumstance to misconstruction is

'

not evident at all. MR. MORDAC QUE cauld perhaps not have taken

any remedy equally efficacious with rum and milk for the cure of his

complaint ; and rum is rum, nothing can be plainer : mm is a remedy
not equivocal at all, how rum soever. Nor would tho circumstance

that he persisted in the use of rum and milk be at all curious, even if

he could have used any remedy that would have been equally effica-

cious. He may prefer rum and milk -to a remedy equally efficacious

! but less agreeable. Then why should he not take rum and milk ? Only
! because MBS, OnrxDY says he mustn't.

The good BISHOP or MANCHESTER could have derived his ideas of

the nnsuitableness of rum and milk as a cure; for a clergyman only

from MRS. GRUNDY. Nobody else could have put them into his head.
1 MRS. GRUNDY says all she can to restrict the liberty of the clergy in a
1

great many things indifferent. She condemns a clergyman for smoking
cigars, to say nothing of a cutty pipe, unless he smokes on. the sly.

For MRS. GRUNDY doesn't blame hypocrisy. Sue objects to a parson's

taking a'hand at whist, or standing up in n country-dance, or riding

occasionally after the hounds. She prohibits him from wearing a

pudding-bowl hat or a black-tie, or from growing a beard. A Curate

is required by MRS. GRCSDY to lunch on a piece of plum-cake and a

glass of currant-wine rather than on'a biscuit and sherry. Rum and milk

For a clergyman, even though taken medicinally, she calls a potation

only less awfully improper than early purl of which liquor MRS.
GRUHDT knows the ingredient*. It is quite clear that the judgment of

the respected BISHOP OF MANCHESTER touching the REV. MR. MOK-
DACQUE in regard to rum'and milk was, in fact, ner Judgment. A bad

job this for the defendant, who, though acquitted, had, having employed
SERJEANT PARRT and Mi. ADDISOH, to pay his own costs.

In the defence of the abovenamed* learned Serjeant's calumniated

client, says the Timei .

"
It wag implied by tome of the testimony that MR. MORDACQITB had been

on the side of the Liberals at the Korth-Bast Lancashire Election."

But whatsoever influence this fact may hare had upon M*. MOR-
DACQUE'S accusers, we may rest satisfied that it exercised none on his

judge, whose sentence, in so far as it was a condemnation of rum and
milk as an uncanonical remedy, may be safely presumed to have been
the pure expression of the specifically clerical and perhaps pedagogical
mind, dominated by MRS. GRUNDY.

TEACHERS ON WHEELS. It is proposed that oar less-paid Clergy
I U 1__ il_ __ 1_ J -lr.1 1 I -T 1 1

should make their parish rounds on Velocipedes !

mustn't be Wheelers.

On the Eminent Telegraphist.

ENGLAND believes his telegrams,
Whether they please or t'risut her :

Other Electric sparks are right,

But he is always right-r.

LAUGHTER HOLDING BOTH HER SIDES.

SIR SYDSET SXIKKK has grown so cheerful, from the success of the

No, no. Leaders New Academy Rooms, that his friends have suggested he should change
i
his name to BROAD-GROT.
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LABOR IPSE VOLUPTAS.
Rosy Philistine.

"
YA-AS, I DISCONTINUED SMOKING. I FOUND i COULD DO A PERCEPTIBLY LARGER AMOUNT OF WORK WITHOUT IT !

"

WELL, THAT'S THE MOST EXTRAORDINARYSallow Artist. " EH !

REASON I EVER HEARD !

GAVE UP SMOKING FOR THE PURPOSE OF DOING MORE WORK ! ?

'GAD! THERE'S NO ACCOUNTING FOR TASTES!"

THE BEST OFFEKING TO O'CONNELL.
MAY HTH, 1869.

" The remains of the Liberator were this day transferred from their tem-
porary resting-place where they have reposed since 1847, when he died, with
great pomp, to the tomb raised for him by national contribution in Glasnevin

Cemetery." Dublin News ofMay Uth.

BEAR his bones, with all pomp, from the place they have kept
For the twenty-two years that have pass'd since he slept,
To the tomb that his Erin has painfully reared
For the Champion she loved, and her enemies feared.

There 's a time to note sharply, a time to pass by,
The flaw in the brilliant, the cloud in the sky :

There 's a time to be gen'rous, nor narrowly scan
The stains on a mem'ry, the faults in a man.

Standing now by his tomb, who devoted his life,

With wrong and oppression to wage deadly strife,
Till from Captive, Emancipate, Erin he saw,
In the liberty won by the triumph of Law,

Why gauge the alloy that was mixed with his gold ?

Earth and matrix why weigh, 'gainst the gems in their hold ?

A great work was laid on him, and that work he wrought ;

He'd a battle to fight, and that battle he fought.

And he wrought to good end, and he fought till he won,
And the sum of injustice was less 'neath the sun :

Let what smallness or selfishness darkens his name
Be drunk up and drowned ia the light of that fame.

Let us think of the warm heart, still open, at need,
To the wronged of his race, the oppressed of his creed :

Untempted by pelf, and undaunted by power,
Too noble to crawl, and too daring to cower.

Let us think of the big brain, and eloquent tongue,
That like Erin's own clair-seach * now wailed, and now rung,
O'er the wrongs of the slaves he was vowed to set free,
Or in praise of his green isle, his gem of the sea !

On the bier that is borne to Glasnevin to-day,
One offering the hand of the Saxon can lay
The Bill that the Church of the stranger strikes down
Of the work of his life consummation and crown !

Last link of the chain, once red-rusted with gore,

Forged by Saxon for Celt, in the ill-times of yore,
At whose crushing coil, forty long years ago,
His hand struck the first and the deadliest blow !

* The ancient Irish harp.

Next Tear, if not This.

THE Royal Academy have accomplished great things enclosed their

Exhibition within handsome walls and their Catalogue in neat covers ;

revived the spirits of sculptors, and refreshed hungry and thirsty
visitors ; done honour to foreign painters, and done justice both to

home and foreign art, by hanging pictures neither too high Mr too

low. Will they not undertake one more reform label every picture
and sculpture with the name of the artist andjiitle of his work ? How
the weary would bless them !

[Oh yes ! Who 'd buy our Catalogue ? J. P. KNIGHT.}

TO THE COURT NEWSMAN.

WHEN the Court Circular gives the names of certain guests who-
"
were honoured with invitations after dinner," are we to understand

that they came in to dessert ?

PASSING THE TIME. Going by a Clock.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 21. Holf ird Bquar-. in the Parish of St. James, Clerken troll, In the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, ETans, 4 Co. .Lombard
Street, in the Precinct ul ft'uitffnarfl, ia the City of London, and 1'ublishoa t>y ui:u .it No. 85, Fleet S't Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. S*ToaDAi May n. 1969.
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PUNCH'S DERBY PROPHECY.
Y pensive pachyderms,
here we an again, wine

as an owl, merry at a

kitt'-n, and punctual as

jiiinoxious Proces-

.i'lii. What foul in human
form propagated the re

l>rt th a Punch would
have no prophecy this

year? I ahould like to

prop a gato with h

to it, and shy turmuts at

him till he cried peccory,
whirh you may see at the

. ical gardens any
Sunday. No Prophecy !

Sooner than gin

none, ho 'd give you the

Prophecy of DAWTE, with

note* by his stater An
DA.XTE, whoso name is on
all the !K>Dg. llut I for-

give him at this Festival

time. I dare say the

report originated
in the utter downfall,

scrunch, and smash up of

All the adv.

l>het who beg for xaooejr

l)cfore they predict. Look
tit their advertisements.

.ve all

off ! Their

if coarse ctuekiiietf

lifferent fr<>-

elegant badinage uf

l is gone.
'

be their chaff and slang
and impudence now? A
more melancholy vet of

beggars doesn't mendi-

. fiat let us not

contemplate any of those

wretched screws. Leave

'em in their sordid cribs.

Here is PuncA, the aris-

tocratic, high - blooded,

generous-minded, frank-

speaking, affable Punch to

the fore again, with the eyes of an eagle, the voice of a SANTLEY, and th smile

of a Mephistopheles, sunning his white brow on the hill of Epsom, cooling his

melodious throat with Moselle-cup, and smoking his on and-threepenny cigar

promiscuous and anti-pleonastic as ever. And how are you all? Pretty Robertish ?

That 's right. And should a cloud uf gloom perversely linger,

Let us at once Aing every care away
lu the enjoyment of this Derby Day !

(Punch, 184T.)

Do I know the Winner? There's a question! Does Ma. DISRAELI know MB.

GLADSTONE? Does an English dramatist know MB. jErn? Do the Siamese Twins

know one another, or are they waiting to be introduced ? Shall I chalk his name
down your respected back, Sir? Or shall I whisper it to the violet* in that sweetly

gloved hand, BELINDA ? I' faith, ye make me (mile, you merry throng, as the

marine-store keeper's placard has it. Let us take things easily. Fatina Unit fast

in Lent but eat at Whitsuntide and afterwards, yea, and drink. Tour healths I

and may your rosy hours roll gently like perfumed bubbles Into the abyss of Time.

Do / know the Winner of the Derby ? You make me give Echo a headache. Away
to thy Bojotian Narcissus, sweet nymph of the Cephisus, I will call on thoe thus

rudely no more. And thou, well-instructcd-ln-classics BELINDA, smile not that

BOB, reading this to thee, boggled over the river's name, doubtful of quantity. Yet

do, fur 1 like well to see thee smile, BELINDA. Thy health !

Farewell, farewell, the voice you hear Has left its last Soft tones with you. The

next must join the Starting cheer, And shout among the welshing crew. Horses,

horses, produce your horses, and let the Great Prophet behold ! H'm A
Rum Lot, yet things may be worse than ruin old rum. 1 detect merit under

some of those silken skins. Be pleased to name the animals as they pass me,

my dear MK. DOKI.INO. I am glad to see you looking so well, MB. DORUNO,
and all your arrangements are as c'rect as your cards can I give you higher

praise? This quadruped is termed what ? Thoraaldtm. A great sculptor's

name. A name to be reverenced. Ho who bears it should cut a pretty figure.

At least he should cut out the running, and chisel many. The next? Rupert.

My LORD DERBY bath won the name of Re PERT, but 1 debate much with myself
whether Rupert will win the Derby. Should he tumble down, we will playfully
call the feat a Rupert's drop. Vagabond. Let me look again. "Stick to your
panUummos, vagabond," wrote Jumcs to GARHICK, but this vagabond is no pan-

VOL. LTI.

tomlme steed. Howbctt, all depends upon whether he be fugitive and vagabond.
You can put money upon him, If you like, but you bad better not, as It will all fall

off as soon as he begins to move. A vagabond la usually a beggar, au<l L-

one who loved a beggar-maiO. jr.....

MACLISE hath this year made thee an entity, or, for the better understanding of

young swells, a fact lint for ('..- !,. . which Is named after the affcrUouaU king,
ii him not hugely. Lmtei, another lung ? I ft. k * Why that 's my baw.

cock. What, hast smutched thy nose ? Mine honest friend, will you take eggs for

money? Wumler n.,t, BKI.INIIA (an: yju there, sweet one? 'Us well) at these words
they come from out the play whence Levntti takes name, and no one heed* the

appropriateness of a quotation : tL. lat yon are a scholar . Take
away Lianltt, boy, pv.,,.> <>n him \\<.r. / who is this? Elltm 1 Anil

why his numo ? My friend Arfut says tint Ernn was a swift Scottih King what,
anotberktng? I rather hold with my friend, Lor-. ,, who, as 1,

the Manor of Wye, is ever ready with a good Because, that the name is muddled
from that of jEthon, one of the horses of the Hun. But it from the Greek (or a

i 'i
, ho is a custom : T In this observance. Exit tyrmuuu, Mtfun

uttimut, and after Kings let us behold a Pntmder, usually of a better Mood than

they. Come on, proud steed, and sun thyself In BEI.IXDA'S eyes, brighter than
Phcebus above-named. Well, what shall we say what ball we sing, bat a
Jacobite rhyme t

Heaven bless the King, Heaven bleat the Faith's Dofunder,
Blens there ' no barm In blessing the Pretender.

Whleh the Pretender la, and which the Knit;.

Hcavon bleu us all, is quite another thing."

Tliut was t good story, well recollected by M*. SALA. " When LAKY BTSASCE,
the widow of the famous engraver, was old and well-nigh paralytic, a pert young

Mian once happened to speak in her presence of < 'n uu t * KHWARI> as *tho

i I' cried old LADY STRAMIC, from h-r
.tin Was this masculine ? X<>

; it w;v- .id on
Me boast, honoured boy. Merry it is in the good green wood faith, we are

ajiirlU are finely touched by a word, and here comes
Thin is the people's idol A cynlo would say that I have

aldeuou^h. 1: I !i . i..,- lielli. ami drum* should be the harbingers ul BMrri-
Ultl.t. 1 -,iy uiii ,!.; it.i . : , : . j, .% li i,, '* iTrn if hi-

J
..

>:>-y f. ,'- hn.i

Martfnt'rm-U he i his owner ou call him Jams
M AKI VK 'loin, if be CLriatian Apologist. Perry Zfevn is a name

vu drank a glass of perry, it

i >o perry down, and being Insido you, thure is an opening for an industrious

young joke about lu-cider. But mind what I am going to say. Perry is made f

pear-juice. Do you understand that? Very well, then, remember it. Here is

ftrry Otmuzno, Pcro. Now, don't go generalising and jumping at conclusions, or

you may come a cropper. What I said about the last horse by no means applies to

this one. Pen may go down to Zero, yet be quicksilver still.

lla ! Brown Ladm. He wa* a famous courier in claasic days, and victor at the

Olympic games it is a good hone-name. He won the Convivial Stakes, and as

Epsom is, if anything, a convivial meeting, that ouwn Is good. Bide, distance,
ridel And this is the I'rtimmerf Not handsome, assuredly, but give him the
benefit of the proverb, and let him go, the rather that be can stay. Cometh the

butt of Bea-Jrfort to be again beaten by Beltadrum, or comes he for vengeance? Dux
means a leader, but some leaders are very heavy look at the newspapers. Botvortkf
He who there cried, (in 148i, BILIUDA,;

" A hone ; a horse ! my kingdom for a
horse !

* meant not a horse like this. Alpttuloct. Methlnks he should be good at

getting up the hill
" whate'cr he Is, he shows a mountain mind." Lord llatrtkom

Is a new peer, 1 find him not in Delmlt, but let him prove himself one of Nature's

nobility, if he can. His name is of good odour marked you, my BELINDA, bow
sweet was the scent of the blossoms? MatUr Whifltr may be a good boy, but the

Derby Is no child's play, and R'uhwnrth, good to look at, Is not worth a rush, nor

will he make one, ugly or pretty. Dt fere, aristocrat, I fear me your manners have

too much repose for the rough sport of tho day. Border Kni>rht, chivalry come*
from c/ie,t, no doubt, but we will mount tho horse foaled of aa acorn if you lead

the charge to-day, fmmut comes, but not for conquest, nor is it at our

weighing here that we throw a sword into the scale. Tkt JBgm* I I want

nothing from the gean save Cos, whose lettuces are welcome to our salad,

BELINDA. And so they have passed, like the years that have fled. Truly, as

Bottom saith, I have an exposition of sleep come upon me. Happiness is

the best substitute for happiness. I would repose. Lead DM to my carriage,

and throw the handkerchief of Peace over the countenance of Virtue. I dream a

dream, and I see a vision horses there be, but no nightmares. What do I behold ?

Comes the dream through the gate of Ebony or Ivory ? I see a mighty rush of horse-

men upon glittering steeds, and the horsemen an gaily attired in all the colours of

the rainbow, the various Iris, who came from Juno to cut the hair of the departing

Queen of Carthage, see Virgil and other classical authors. Some of the horses an
before, others, on the contrary, an behind. They shift their places, they change,

they dodge, like unto the little black pig who ran about so that the negro could not

count him. Ha ! from the ruck then press forward a few, and they make fiercely

for the goal fiercely ply the riders whip and steel and onward rush the maddening

horses, yelled at by ten thousand voices of a madder public one two three are

in advance, and now four, and two yields to three, and one drops in roar of two,

and four toils desperately for the third place, and now now all is over, and the

winner of the Derby is

Hallo, you scoundrel, give me that handkerchief ! How dan you snatch it from

a sleeping prophet, you irreverent rapscallion? I will contund you to a Jelly, you
tatterdemalion mooncalf

III about to ruth from hit carriage to vop the fictfocket, but it held back by
the coat-tails.

Let me go, I say. I 've told you the Winner a long time ago. [Exit in full ckate.
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FENCE."
Swell (screwing himself upjor the contest).

" How MUCH ?\

Cabby (vrilh a rush).
" FIVE SHILLINGS, SIR I

"

Swell. "
On, NONSENSE! I DON'T WANT TO BUY TOUR HORSE !

MEAN !"
WHAT s YOOR FARE, I

[Cabby (jives in.

SONGS OF SIXPENCE.

IV. THE UNPOPULAR CLUB MEMBERS. A DRAMATIC CHANT.

RUB a dub'dub,
Two men in a Club
Came and kicked up
A hub-a-bub-bub.
First they found fault
With the mustard aud salt,
And made a to-do

With the brew
Of.the Malt.

Then they complained
"Table-cloth stained;"
Blew up the waiters,
Dashed the pointers,

Swore at the dish

Used for the fish,

Cried out,
" Oh Gammon !

What not got salmon !

'

Made waiters start

Calling for carle.

Potage ciux ceufi

Filets de bceuf."
Nothing but that :

Food for a cat !

"

Mulligatawny."
I 'm not so sawney !

"

Sparagus heads
Fresh out of beds.
" Hate em. Some treat

Wo want to eat."
" Han? Irish stew.

Something quite new;
Try turnip top
Mashed with a chop.
Or would you take
Small juicy steak ?

Nice pint of stoat
"
Waiter, get out !

Knives are all grimy';
Butter is slimy.
Ice ! where 's the ice ?'

None here ? that 's nice !

Sakd and bowl,
Also French roll.

What ! got no lettuce ?

Done just to fret us !

Jug us some hare."

Hare, yes Sir, where ^
Where shall we buy one

Boil, bake, or fry one ?

"No hare! Then, drab it,

Fetch us a rabbit."

None, Sir.
" The reason ?

"

They 're not in season.
"
Quails ?

"
No. nor snipe, Sir.

"
Peaches ?

" Not ripe, Sir.
" Whitebait ?'' All eaten.

"All! Oh, the Cretan !"

No, 'tis the truth, Sir,

There was a youth, Sir ;

Gave a large party ;

Jovial, hearty,

Guests, wisely blended ;

When it was ended

Nothing remained ;

But, as explained, 1

Tops, Sir,

and

Chops, Sir,

Which I recommended.
" What 'cos one buffer

Dines that 's your tale

Are we to suffer

In cakes and ale ?

If/in the upper
Iloom dine six thov%

Shall we lose supper,
Yet make no row ?

"

Suppers ain't takm,
Sir, in this Club ;

No use your makin
A Hub-a-bub-bub.

Rub a dub dub,
Rub a dub dub,

Says one to the other,
" Now I see the rub.'"

" The nib, Sir, why ?
"

" Why you and I

Such unpopular members be

Yes, that 's their notion of you and me
That when a man goes and dines the lot

All are asked, and we are not."
" Rub a dub dub,
A hub-a-bub-bub
We 've made,
I 'm afraid,

We must leave the Club."
" Good bye," quoth the Members, nothing

loth,"
Your money 's returned," and exeunt both.
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v>

Swell Amateur. " You NEEDN'T COMB TO THE DOCB wrra ME/
Artist.

" THAT'S JDST WHY, MY LORD."

AM ALSO AN ARTIST, REMIMBER."

A SCRAPE FOR THE STATUES.

KINGS and Queens, in their oxidised lattcn,*

Had for ages slept snug in the Abbey,
Till some snobs, with no relish for patin, t
Of late raised a cry of

" How shabby
"

!

Hence a talk about stripping each statue

Of the coat of black dirt it had on,

And, straight, through the Timet shot off at yon,

Flights of letters, some pro and some con !

But bold LAYARD has sanctioned a trial,

And PERCY declares in a letter

That an old lady of the blood royal
Has been scraped clean, and seems all the better.'

When forth springs LAKE PRICE, with approval
Of patina "s reverend rust,

And kicks up, against dirt's removal,
What irreverent folks call a

"
dust."

But WARD, R.A., 'tother way leans,
Is for cleansing the statues en masse,

And bringing our smirched Kings and Queens
Back to their original brass.

Now Punch has been leaving his card.

On HKXKY THE SEVENTH'S old motherj:
The usage she 's had she thinks hard,
And begs they won't rub-up another.

And looking all over the place,
It certainly must be coufest,

The composition usually described as "
brass," used for ancient Se-

pulchral Statues in metal.

T The crust formed on metals by oxidisation.

That the old lady's newly-cleaned face

More dirty-faced makes all the rest.

As you've polished up poor COUNTESS Ax
If you polished the whole royal crowd.

Though the statues might look spick aud span,

The effect would be rather too loud !

And JOHN BULL would be apt to complain
If the Dean ordered

" Down with the dust !

Like MARTINCS SCRIBLERCS,* in pain,

When the nurse cleaned his shield from its nist.

Bright faces new Sovereigns may fit,

But old Sovereigns should be sacred things ;

And Punch won't have disturbed not a bit

The dirt, or the dust, of his Kings.

Sea in the memoir* of that illustrious worthy, how, by hi wife's direc-

tions, the ancient shield, destined as a cradle for bis ion and heir, was iprnonntlT

and irreverently polished till it looked for all the world like a new dish-cover !

Tho

A.M. or P.M. P

<; The Royal train arrived at Perth at 8-30 on Saturday evening

Royal party breakfasted in the station refreshment rooms."

How exhausted the Royal party must have been, going without their

breakfast until half-past eight at night ! Or is this now the fashion-

able hour for that meal ?

THB VERT WORST THING SAID OS THE DERBY DAY.

THE Court Circular states that the PRINCE and PRINCESS or WALES
drove out Yesterday. We honour their energy, but if they had let

Yesterday alone until twelve at night, he would have gone out of

himself without any driving !
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TOUCHING HORSES' NAMES.
MR. PUNCH,

I SHALL forsake the genteel but not very lucrative profession
to which I was brought up, and inaugurate a new one. I shall become
a Nomenclator. I shall advertise in all the newspapers, railway sta-

tions, railway carriages, and omnibuses, and on every tempting wall

and hoarding in London, in company with the
"
Excelsior

"
Velocipede

and
"
Caraccas Cocoa," that I will undertake to supply appropriate

and original names, duly registered at Stationers' Hall to prevent piracy,
for racehorses, roses, greyhounds, pictures, pet dogs, plays, novels,
new songs, waltzes, and Her Majesty's ships of war. I shall meet
a great want, and make a great fortune. My charges will be nominal,
but I shall stipulate for a liberal per-centage, to be determined by three

Commissioners appointed by the Government of the day, on all gains,

winnings, and profits, whether in specie or gold and silver plate, accru-

ing to those patrons benefited by my instructions.

Can anyone doubt that I shall render a substantial service to English
nomenclature, who reflects on the clumsy and unsuitable names to

instance only one class of appellations bestowed on those high-bred
and costly animals, the elite of which, now in their second season,
are at this present hour more thought of and talked about even than
the Irish Church or the American claims ?

Let us run through a few of the most fashionable of the horses

engaged in this year's Derby, and try whether their names ring like

winning ones.
Do you think Pen Gomez, whose colour ought to be Spanish chest-

nut I halt for a moment, to remark that, as a rule, I should exclude

foreign names likely to bring SIR JOSEPH HAWLEY the luck again P

Do you fancy Perry Down
"
Hey, derry down !

" must be the chorus
to the song of triumph if he is the victor ? Can you imagine the whole
course shouting,

" Ladas wins ! Ladas wins !

"
or

"
Ethus ' Ethus !

"
P

Will you put your money on Bosworth, or Ryshworth, or De Vere, or

Duke qf'Beaufort, or Thorwaldsen? Do you expect that the cheer of

victory will greet any one of these horses about half-past three on the
afternoon of the 26th ? If you do, it can only be because you have
drawn him in a sweep.

Still, ye young gentlemen of England, who are going down to Epsom
with luncheons, and ladies at all times partial to putting questions, and
particularly so on such an eventful occasion as the Derby Day, which
makes so many of us think of

" The Gloves of the Angels," you will do
well to get up the histories of such of these hippie names as have any ;

displaying, for example, your classical learning commenced at St. Scho-

lastica's, continued at Oxford, forgotten on the Stock Exchange, and
now revived by the aid of DR. W. SMITH'S excellent Classical Dic-

tionary, over Ladas, a performer who had a great run, a good many
years ago, at the Olympic (Games not Theatre), but is not so sure of
fame at our Isthmian ones; and showing your acquaintance with
modern Art when you reach Thorwaldsen, who, you will explain, was
not a breeder or a trainer, but a celebrated Danish sculptor with an
European reputation, perhaps not destined to be increased at Epsom.
(May he not

"
chisel

"
nis friends on Wednesday !)

When you are asked about the horses which have good winner-like

names, be ready with an epitome of the life and adventures of the Young
Pretender, who once before got as far as Derby, and will not now
surprise his adherents if he makes good his claim to the crown of the
British Turf, in which case you would regret that there was no FLORA
MACDONALD to compete with Scottish Queen in the Oaks (observe that
the fillies are generally better named than the colts). In Belladrum's
name does there not lurk the germ of a joke, for surely his backers
must hope that he was not made merely to be beaten P Martyrdom,
as a Professorial friend appositely remarks, immediately suggests a
stake

;
the Drummer will be heard of at Tatt(oo)enham Corner

;
and

another outsider, or
"
extern," as, conventually speaking, he should be

called, Vagabond (one of the best names in the lot), will for this day
only not be interfered with by the Surrey County Police, or the Society
for the Suppression of Mendicity. Lastly, express your hope that no
one will be a beggar made by King Cophetua, or have reason to regret
that he did not rely more on his Alpenstock, or lament that he treated

Rupert too cavalierly.
HIPPOCRATES, Junior.

Disappointing.

WE see advertised
" The new improved Baby, requires no feeding.

and is warranted not to cry." This is a real blessing to fathers and
mothers, and distracted lodgers and to be had, too, for a few stamps ;

but is it not rather cruel to offer to send the little dear by the post ?

(Great blow to our hopes "the new, improved Baby" we find is

only what so many actual babies are boasted to be" a regular
picture ! ")

TO TIMID VISITORS TO THE ACADEMY.
BE prepared. In Gallery, No. I., there is the

"
Study of a Lion" !

A WOMAN'S IDEAL.

A PARODY.

WHOE'ER he be,
That not Impossible He,
To be hereafter lord of me,

Though he now lie

Where mortal naked eye
Cannot his shape descry,

I do believe that he,
Most verily,
In flesh and blood doth wait for me.

I wish him beauty,
That owes not all its duty
To arts of dress pins, rings, or blue tic.

Something more than
Hats or blacking can,
Which make the fop, and not the man.

An eye that 's bright
With youth's own eagle light,

And needs no
"

glass
"

for sight.

A stately form and tall,

Highest in field and hall,

As was of old KING SAUL.

Standing among men, proud,
With a free step, uncowed,
With a high head, unbowed.

Tender to woman's tears,

Pity for maiden's fears,
Kind words for children's ears ;

A true heart and clear head,
Yet not all Euclid-bred,
Or on stale classics fed

;

One who can ride to hounds,
And loveth sylvan sounds,
But is not "horsy" without bounds ;

One who can steer and scull,

A "
biceps

"
that can pull

Up-stream a whole boat-full.

Yet with a soul and parts
For finer, gentler arts,
That live in noble hearts :

One who can rise and sing
When maidens waks the string,

And softest cadence fling.

A fair, good name,
Perhaps no renown or fame,
At least no taint of shame.

A manly grace,
That looks you in the face

And owns to no disgrace.

Now, if Time knows
This him, for whose high brows
There waits my wreath of vows,

He that dares be
What these lines wish to see,
I seek no further it is he !

HIPPONOMY AND NOSOLOGY.

SOME controversy has been raised as to the original whence the

owner of Ethus derived that name for his horse. Nobody seems
to have disputed the derivation of Belladrum, which, nevertheless,
is open to some question. There is, in nosology, a term Tympanites,
which signifies a drum-like distention. In the popular tongue this

intumescence is denoted by a word which differs from Belladrum most

obviously by beginning instead of ending with drum. The only other

difference is that existing between the final vowel of Bella, and the

vowel, sometimes a consonant, with which the other word ends. Is it

possible that medical science suggested that modified inversion for the

English of Tympanites, which would form Belladrum, to the stable

mind ?

FINAL CAUSE OF BEARDS. The interception of superfluous particles
of soup.
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BIRDS, BEASTS, AND FISHES.

CnAPTKK TIIK SKVEXTEENTH.-THK MOLES-TIIEIR NAME AND POWEB
AN EXAMPLK -i PROSPECTS OK OLD BARNDOOR OK

COCK ROBYN.S A(iAIN ALSO A PEW WORDS CONCERNING THE MA-

CAWSTHE CAGE IS CLOSED FOR THE SEASON-A FAREWELL.

JOHN MOLE, SAM MOLE and Louis MOLE were the occupants of a

legal sanctum, "contiguous," n9t to the
"
melancholy ocean" with

my compliments to the ex-Premier but to a stream of life running

rapidly along one of our great thoroughfares.
Business of all sorts was transacted in the Molehill, from cases which

paid nothing to cases which were a fortune to Solicitors and Ba
and a joy to their underlings, every kind of respectable work found its

way in and out of the Moles' doors. Did anyone find himself suddenly

lugged into a Comity Court or Police Court, he sent for the youngest

>I.E, who got him off, if getting off was possible. Were you
I'laintiir nr Defendant at Common Law, MR. MOLE the second would

so instruct some eminent Counsel on your behalf, that if the eminent

Counsel would only take the trouble to make himself master of his

brief, your success was certain.

The Senior MOLE undertook Chancery matters, as became his age
and grave demeanour.

Tint name, of MOLK is a terror to uncivil cabmen ;
and 1 feel confi-

dent that the Juniorist MR. MOLE might walk through the most dis-

reputable thieves' haunts unmolested, so strong is their superstition

concerning his power.
a was going to consult the Second MR. MOLE one day on some

important business, and being in a hurry took a cab to within a yard of

MIS. MOLE'S door. WACO gave the man eighteen-pence. This

being precisely the sum to which the driver was entitled, he of course

led from his perch, and assuming a defiant air, inquired with

one eye askant upon the shilling and sixpence in his right hand.
" Wot 's this?"
"

\V hut's what? "
returns WAGO, quietly, who knows London, and

is not to be bullied.
"
Why this "ere," says the cabman, lashing himself up to fury pitch

on seeing that a crowd was rapidly collecting, in expectation of wit-

nessing a fight."
That 's cighteen-pence," answers WAGO, imperturbably."
Well, it won't do," bawls the cabman. As far as this goes he has

the crowd with him. None of them would evidently have taken

eightcen-pence for the job whatever it was.
"
Why not ?

"
asks WAGG, keeping his eye on cabman, and his hand

on his stick.
"
Why not!" shouts the excited driver. "Cos it won't. Here,

where 's your card I ain't come no less than four mile o' ground
here he appeals to the public, who listen to him sympathisingly

"
and

this "ere won't do. 'fire, where 's your card ?
"

"
Give me back the eighteen-pence," says WAGG, kindly,

" and you
may summon me."
The crowd wavered, this wasn't a bad idea. How would the cabman

take it. It was getting exciting."
No. 1 sharn't," replies the man, decidedly. "You just 'and me

over your card. You oughtn't to go riding .in cabs if you can't pay
wot "s right. 'Ere, where 's your card. You ain't no gentleman, you
ain't. Eire, "and over-"

"
Now, don't you be impertinent, my man," says WAQG, sharply.

The man thus addressed, makes a rough demonstration with his fists.

swears he ain't impertinent, and again demands the card. The crowd
becoming somewhat weary of the monotony, are closing in upon

;, and one or two in the outer circle propose that the cabman
should pitch into him, and settle the matter that way oil-hand

\ I I Ins instant a brilliant idea flashed across WAGG'S mind. He was
determined tint to give another penny, and wasn't going to give a card.
"Now look 'ere, 'and over that card" The cabman was just

beginning threateningly when WAOG interrupted him.
'

'i on came from the top of Regent Street
; well, my office is close

here. Come with me, and we '11 see what the cab-fare is marked on the

Regulation List."
"

( >h, yes," returns the Cabman, ironically,
"
where is your office ?

"

"Here," answers W M,C;, quietly pointing to the Moles' door-
Mom & SON I think you know me," he adds with an impressive
glance at the irate vagabond." MOLK ,V Sox," repeats the Cabman, as if he could scarcely believe
his ears, while the crowd, as if expecting legal proceedings against
them individually and collectively, begins to break itself up and slink

away.
\V AGO goes to the door, and produces his own latch-key. Seeing

this the Cabman accomplishes the ascent to his box with even greater
alacrity than had marked his jumping off it, and venting his ill-

humour on the tumble-down animal in the shafts, drives without so
much as an audible grumble, out of reach of MOLE & Co.
So much is in their name, so much is in their power.
These good people gave GOOSEY a lift, and the DORMICE had given

him a start. With a lift and a start, the young gentleman working
assiduously, managed in the coarse of a few years to jump into some
sort of practice, which went on increasing, to the great joy of the

LITTLE DUCK, who had not at first found swimming against the stream
i easy a matter as the Enthusiastic Goose before marriage

would ' are had her believe.

As lor our old friend BARNDOOR, the SFRATTS still gather round his

table, or rather round her table, for the old gentleman married lii.i

young musical protegee, who has led him a delicious life ever since, and
serve him right.
LITTLE COCK ROBYNS dines there occasionally, and comes away

pitying his host. Even he prefers picking up his crumbs elsewhere, if

it can be done ; and, indeed, he is, now-a-days, not sorry to accept an
invitation at the shortest notice from that rising young Barrister.

M it. GOOSEY BARNDOOR, who "
suddenly made a heap of

COCK ROBYNS informs us.
"
by being put into the Railway bu-

the Committee Rooms before the new regulations, Sir, b/ Jove."

Whereat COCK ROBYNS is as pleased as are GOOSEY'S best friends, for

he can't afford to know a poor man, and the prosperity of an acquain-
tance enrols, as it were, the little bird as a member of another first-

rate London Club.

The MACAWS of Macaw vanished. They gave larger and larger

parties grander and grander, louder and louder, until one fine,

morning there was a burst and a bang, and whether the/ were shot,

or whether they took flight and flew away in the smoke that ac-

companied the report, nobody knows, but a great many people fare.

It was said that they were not Macaws at all, but only old Rooks, who
had pecked a bird of rare plumage to death and flaunted it bravely in

his feathers.

Pigeons cried, and were comforted by Hawks ; and the small birds,

who had suffered, appealed to legislation to protect them for the future

against the consequences of their own folly.

What more P

Much but not at
present.

Go to the Zoological Gardens, and
there draw your Sunday Moral from the Birds, Beasts, and Fishes

now on view.
For the present I draw the night-covering over my Happy Family,

and shut up the Cage.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I remain, yours, yAjr HUHBCO.

(Concluded.)

LANDLORDS AND LODGERS.

THE Peers, with ever adverse will,

Injustice to undo,
Out of their House, LORD TOWXSHEND'S Bill

Protecting Lodgers, threw.

The Irish Romanists are strong ;

The British Lodgers weak :

Those first they '11 grant redress of wrong,
But leave these last to seek.

This rule it seems their Lordships use
In

practice
to apply ;

Do all the right you daren't refuse :

Do none you dare deny.

DUKES AND DUFFERS.

WHAT sort of a Duke was he that kept a fool who, once upon a

time, trimmed his cap with strawberry leaves ? No such Duke as any
modern Scotch one. The ducal SAWNEY is no fool. Sacrifices senti-

ment to siller. Lets the shooting of his estates to the best bidder.

Cherishes no feudal nonsense about game. In a practical, business

way is destroying all stupid reverence for all such tradition in regard
to sport as that which SCOTT glorified in his verse on the occasion

" When in the cleugh the buck wa ta'en."

Teaches his enlightened people, and all others whom he can influence,

to value such an animal in such a place as a buck in a cleugh, by just

the same standard as he would a pig in a - exhibit

himself in invidious contrast to the new landed in'

traders. Does his utmost to discredit the fallacy that not/If*re Mipr
the delusion, indeed, that there is any such quality as jtvlitew in the

nature of noblemen ; to demonstrate, in fact, that the idea of itoiletse

is all humbug. Understanding the spirit of the age, accepting the

times, he has exchanged the spirit of chivalry f irrce.

Should only, for rents' sake, take care that excessive m of

game does not ruin his tenants, and must be prepared to hear people
demand the abolition of the hereditary privileges of Peers.

RACE GLASSES. Champagne.
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JOHN BROWN AND THE CID. (IN TWO ACTS.)

SCENE Foreign parts (or thereabouts).

DRAMATIS PERSON.?; : TUB CID, <m Invincible Gamicod: xKrv, a Yankee Gamecock. Jons BROWK, a. Tame Eagle. Thru Yi>.,\l-tt Snilm. Three Abarigino.

ACT I.

DEFEAT OF THE TANKER SAILORS' Bomnm.

THE LAST DOLLAR.
THE HAPPV TIMI-OHT.

JOHN BROWN.

THE CID, AND ins OWNERS.

THE YOUNO GKSH s

A TANKEE GAMECOCK.
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SLR JONATHAN FALSTAFF.
PRINCE OP WALES. "

SIRRAH, DO I OWE YOU A THOUSAND POUND ?
"

Sin JONATHAN. "A THOUSAND POUND, AL' P-FOUR HUNDRED MILLION ! THY LOVE IS WORTH FOUR
HUNDRED MILLION : THOU OWEST ME THY LOVE."-SHAKSPEARE (slightly altered).
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McNEILE TO GLADSTONE.
As a Protestant Dean, to protest is my right :

As an Irishman born, I 've a mission to fight :

As a preacher of peace, 1 hid all hold their tongue,
And list, while my curse at the Papists is flung.

\ mi are deaf to remonstrance, and hardened 'gainst ruth,

nil 'tis my duty to tell you the tnith :

i rr.id my letter, and say how you feel

When you 've swallowed two columns of red-hot MoNnu.

You talk of equality ass that you are !

As if Papist and Protestant could be at par !

As if the sole question were not, and must be,
"
Shall I keep down the Papist, or he

keep
down me ?

"

And why to the wall lie, and not I, should go,
'Ti.s my duty by Christian reasons to show :

Not that you Christian reasons are likely to feel

But such are the reasons that weigh with McNzr

Imprimis, I take it for granted, you know
.My view of the Papists, expressed long ago ;

\Vhru Liverpool shook, as i laid down the law,
And defied Priest or Pope in my proofs to find flaw

That Papists arc tricksters, and traitors, and thieves :

That none of them ever says what he believes :

That their faith makes the Irish to cheat, lie, and steal,

And be blackguards as sure as my name is MeN BILL

That the seven deadly sins are summed up in a priest :

That the clerical tonsure 's the mark of the beast :

That their Pope is the red Babylonian fye-fye :

His tiara a fool's cap, his cross-keys a lie :

That their preaching and teaching lead straight to the pit :

That in devilish conclave their canonists sit,

Forging fetters for Protestants soul, head and heel,
And fashioning faggots to roast HUGH McNEILE.

That Protestant landlords Priests view in the light
Of victors in wars waged in justice's spite :

That to tenants, as landlords de jure, they hint,
That the landlords defacto have no right to rint.

That if they distrain, and the wrong'd tenant like,

There 's worse sins than a shot from the back of a dyke :

That theirs is no theft, who from heretics steal,

And that 's Papist morals, say 1, HUGH McNEILE !

If you tell me the question's not
"
Which Church shall rule?

"

But "
If Law shan t rule both ?

"
1 reply, you're a fool.

If you call for the proof that confession and mass
Lead to shooting of landlords 1 say, you 're an ass.

If you ask
" How its jaws Canon Law 's to outstretch,

And swallow up Common ? " 1 say, you 're a wretch.
That this proves my thesis, I hope you will feel,

And allow me to write, Q. E. D., HUGH

A SHOT AT THE GUN CLUB.

PARLIAMENT has shown its sense as well as its humanity by passing
a good law for the prevention of cruelty to Sea-birds. But there are
certain land-birds, also, that are cruelly ill-treated, and have claims

upon humanity, although Parliament is not unlikely to forget them.
Not to speak ot the poor skylarks imprisoned in small cages in our

noisy London streets, where they sing their lit tin souls out in sighing
for their liberty, what think you, Honourable Gentlemen, of the
thousands of poor pigeons which are slaughtered every season by your
honourable selves and fellow members of the Gun Club P Would it

not be kind to establish by an Act of your collective wisdom a close
time for these birds as well as partridges and pheasants f The Spring
is pairing time for pigeons as for indolent M.P.'s, and yet the meetings
of the Gun Club are held mostly at that season, and hecatombs of"
blue rocks

"
are annually sacrificed, that certain noble sportsmen (?)

may win a few bank-notes.

Moreover, Mr. Punch has heard from an eye-witness of one of these

day's sport (P) that wounded birds are often left to welter in their

blood, and at times a half-hour passes before some one takes the
trouble to put them out of misery, and wring their pretty necks. This
is not a pleasant thought to entertain of noble sportsmen, nor can
their happy shooting grounds, bestrewed with blood and feathers, be a

vastly pleasant sight, let ladies, it is whispered, sometimes go to see
the slaughter, and applaud successful shooters, without feeling any pity
for the pigeons that are shot.

" THE DOUBLE EVENT." Twins !

THEATRICAL PROTECTIONISTS.

WAI., Punch, old hoss, I guess as heow yon Britishers air A singing

pritty small now SUMNKK hev fired into you. Four hundred million

tterlmg is a biggish lump of money, toe shell out. and JOHN I

must pull his horns in, and give up givin' dinners afore he 'II find the

needful. And besides the Alabama, there's another little claim, I

ruess, he '11 hey to settle. See what ss our Tribune .

Our native and naturalised acton and actresses are in imminent peril of

their professional life. The inroads of English companies are taking a shape
which seems to denote systematic organisation and a determination to check

;he growth, if not to strike at the root, of American dramatic art. Already,
ii this city, half a dozen theatres are occupied almost exclusively hv f

performers, and others shine only by the light of Kuropean stars. The evil is

bitterly complained of, and protection is loudly called for. ! !iould

be afforded. England offers inferior article* at cheap prices ; managers bargain
it wholesale, and retail to the public with immense profit; and American
tuitrionic industry it crowded out of the market."

Applesquash and airthquakes ! it 's enough to rile a skunk toe see

our Stage A trampled under foot by foreign talent. Keep your stars

to shine at home, where you 're in need of some enlightenment, or we
shall hev to snuff 'em out, as we would a two-cent rushlight. Euro-

pians may think 'em fine, but Yankees aint Europians, and their tastes

ir far superior. This is what the Tribune ses, and I ses ditto toe the

Tribune :

The commonest American artisan, the meanest mechanic, is shielded from

unfair foreign rivalry
;
tbe actor, almost alone, stands undefended, painters

are protected and sculptors. Poets are not, but that is the fault of the copy-

right law, and not of the tariff. The most popular art of all is left by
thoughtless government to take care of itself. In what manner, and to what

nt, duties might be imposed upon foreign players, it is not our province
ermine. The scale would probably be settled by professional rank and

' lines
'

of business. Upon every individual a sufficient sum should be levied

to make it necessary for him to demand the same salary an American actor of

the same degree would receive. . . A tariff revision is the one thing needed

to save the native profession from impending doom."

A tax on
"
heavy fathers

" would pay well if a heavy one ; and I 'd

come down heavy tew upon your light comedians. But I 'd go further

than the Tribune, and claim a compensation for the damage as our

against JOHX BULL for injuring ___
,

he '11 find it as well founded as our Alabama claim, and will be as easy
bullied into paying it.

Wai, writing 's thirsty work, so I 'U jist go and put myself outside

of an eye-opener.

Yours, old hoss, as formerly,

JONATHAN MARCELLUS JOSH GOLIAH Goso.

* Without questioning the statement that English actors are per-

forming "at cheap prices" upon the New YorK stage, might not

England plead a set-off in this case for compensation, on the ground
that New York actors have been highly paid in London? But l*ah.
Lord Dundreary, and dear old Kip ran. Winkle have come and left such

pleasant memories behind them, that we would gladly welcome any
similar competitors with native English actors upon the English stage.

Grandiloquence for Bumbledom.

IT might"please the fancy of Vestrymen, Churchwardens, Overseers,
and other such officials, to assimilate domestic and parochial to foreign
and diplomatic cant, and, by way of a beginning, instead of

"
local

self-government," for the future always say
"

topical autonomy."

Armed Peace.

PEACE, Peace ! What Peace, when, every day,

Firing off money tried guns rattle,

And for new arms we have to pay ?

Why this is war, if not yet battle.

CAUTION TO JOKERS.

THE Members of a certain Medical Society were invited by one of

their number to discuss the question :

" Whether vaccination can be

effectually practised with printed matter ?
" He has been placed under

restraint.

GALLERY, HO. DC.

AT the 'Academy, the other day, a visitor experienced a singular

sensation, while looking at one of LEIGHTON'S pictures (No. 705) he

was Electra-fied !
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A CASE FOR REFORM.
First Omninrus (in the cool of Vie evening, when tJie pullic have. gone}.

" WHAT DO YOU SAY TO A SANDWICH ? I DARE SAY THERE
ARE SOME LEFT."

Second Omnivorus. "En! WHAT, ONE OF THEIR SANDWICHFS ? OH, NOT FOR ME, THANKY. You MUST BE HUXQRV II"

FILIAL APPEAL TO A PAEENT.
AIR" Cheer, boys, cheer!"

Do, please, Papa, take me to the Derby !

It is a scene I do so long to see.
Jditte negotivm ; fiet nil in Urbe,

Qubernator ailectissime /

Say to expense you entertain objection,
Then we can go by railway, if you like ;

Bnt I confess I have a predilection
For the good old time-honoured road, and pike.

Stand ns a drag; us youths, and certain others ;

Seat us, that is, the vehicle outside ;

Drive, if you will, myself, my friends, and brothers,
Or let some expert whip our horses guide.

All round our hats the veil of azure wearing,
(Schooled by my seniors I've been taught to be ;

And of instruction fruit, I trust, am bearing,)
Dust or no dust, to Epsom Downs tend we.

All the way down, at window, wall, or paling,
Females their powers of fascination try,

Which on us chaps prove wholly unavailing
We know that kind of thing is all my eye.

1 ellows, when they are going to the races,Onk at horses ever ought to look.
Let idle boys, time wasting, stare at faces

;

1 d rather pay attention to my Book.

'Mid soldiers, statesmen, artists, men of letters,
laking our stand where best we can, what fun

beemg example set us by those betters,
Who, all around, are betting odds to one'!

There we behold, with interest undivided,
As viewed alike by publican and peer,

Of all events the greatest one decided
Which all the world can show in all the year.

Oh ! then unpack those things we should say grace on,
Which will have been, through kind paternal care,

Largely purveyed by FORTNUM atqtie MASON,
Pop goes the cork while we consume the fare !

Hip, hip, hooray, whoever was the winner !

Hip, hip, hooray for such a jolly lunch !

None of us after that will want a dinner,

Hip, hip, hooray for old Papa and Punch !

Then we descend and mingle with the masses,
Where various rogues unwary victims fleece ;

Where stroll the Swells among the lower classes :

Thimblerig, gipsies, preachers, and police.
Let those who will at nuts and toys go shying,

If they delight amidst the Cads to roam.

Light your cigars, and whilst the day is dying,
Chaffing and chaffed we '11 jollily go home.

Conundrums.

WHAT reason is there to suppose that frost has an intoxicating effect

on flat fish ?

Because in frosty weather we so often see soles and skates
"
screwed

"

together.

If a leaden bullet hits a man, what striking metamorphosis takes

place ?

The leaden bullet becomes felt.

Why is a list of musical composers like a saucepan ?

Because it is incomplete without a HANDEL.
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ON THE DERBY DAY.

TO oo DOWN UN A FRIEND'S DRAG PROVIDED YOU CAM XANAGE TOUR VEIL BKILFULLY, AND DON'T HIND WIND, AXD Dim, AND 8tN i* TOVB EYES,
AND voi'R NEIGHBOUR'S CIGARETTE Anuia BLOWiNa IN YOUR PACE ALL THE WAT.

OBATII-MNU T.I USD NOTHINO BIT THE
ClIAUPAONE HAb BEEN FORGOTTEN.

OnOLATOBY, WHEN YUD KATE Lo*T YOI F

U'-trr. TO MEET CHEERFUL Fnirnt* wmi
BATE BACKED TBB WrncER.

ALL VERY WELL TO SBOW LADIES THE COURSE FROH THE BACK SEAT
or YOUR DRAG; BUT JONES DID nor BARGAIN To LEND mu BEST FIE' j

OI.ASS t-OR QUITE ALL DAY

POSSIBLY AN UNDIONIFIED, CERTAINLY AN- UNCOMPORTABLE FINISH ; BUT IP THE*' POSTILION CAN'T BE PODND, AND TOU HAVE NO LOXO REINS, WHAT is TO BE DONE
BIT RIDE HOME YOURSELF!
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MAN'S RISK IN MATRIMONY.
An Eclogue. BROWN. JONES.

Brown. O JONES, your countenance is glum. Avow
What cause with anxious care has marked your brow.

A sum upon the wrong horse have you lost,

Or are you in the tender passion crossed ?

Jones. Not yet my Book miscalculation knows,
Nor have I jilted been, as you suppose.
No ; on the contrary, the truth to say,

Tbe dresses all are made, aud named 's the day.
Broicn. Then does another flame your bosom fire,

And from your bargain would you fain retire ?

"1'is true that MABEL'S charms much MAUD'S excel :

And do I talk to an inconstant Swell ?

Jones. MAUD will have wealth, and MABEL will have none.

My thoughts on RUSSELL GURNET'S measure run;
Bill to select Committee now referred :

The "
Married Women's Property "absurd !

Brown. Why should that Bill, designed, in spite of sex,

That wives may bold their own, your mind perplex r

'Tis not yet passed ; wed quickly while you can,

Ere it, enacted, can affect a man.
Jones. Why, so I would BROWN, but that, don t you see ?

MAUD has to come into her property.
If RUSSELL GURNET'S Act for married men
Should prove a retrospective one, what then ?

Brown. Had you not better, while you can, withdraw ?

Jones. Then what in case the Bill become not law,

Such as I fear ? Meanwhile, did I break loose

For breach of promise could I plead excuse ?

Brown. An awkward hole no doubt that you are in.

He runs a risk who marries now for tin.

Should the Bill pass, then only men that fall

In love will marry : none besides at all.

Jones. 'Twill give the girl whose fortune is her face

As good a chance as girls in richer case :

A better, if the richer girls are plain.
How many such old maidens will remain !

Brown. A good thing too, for them at any rate,

Better celibacy than wife's estate

Shared with a sordid wretch, who bad in view

Naught but her money JONES, I don't mean you.
Jones. And if you did, you know I shouldn't care.

I apprehend that, marriage will be rare

When men are moved thereto by love alone,

My wedding how I wish I could postpone !

A CASE OF BADGER-BAITING.
" BROCK "

in the dialect of the North means
"
badger." The REV.

W. BROCK, rector of Bishop's Waltham, is acting up to his name as

well as his nature when he badgers MB* GLADSTONE. His letter is

about tke richest specimen of Clerical Billingsgate ever penned, and

that is saying a great deal.
" Under the name of Liberality, MR.

GLADSTONE," writes the reverend gentleman,
"

is abusing his power to

put down the Protestant religion and the liberties of England." But

thousands and tens of thousands of true Protestants in England are

determined to expose and crush his conspiracy against the faith and

freedom of the Empire.
'

The time may not be far distant when
"
the

vile person" (t. ., MR. GLADSTONE) shall no more be called Liberal.

The REV. W. BROCK is much mistaken if this last act of GLAD-

STONE'S, undertaken at the bidding of his priestly masters, does not

speedily bring his measures and bis Ministry to a bad end. GLADSTONE
is committing sacrilege. GLADSTONE is teaching the people of this

country to lie and to steal. GLADSTONE is suborning our Gracious

QUEEN to perjury.
It will be a consolation to the REV. W. BROCK, before he ministers

at the Lord's table on the day he writes,
"
to have lifted up his humble

voice thus publicly against the sin of GLADSTONE."
But the most awful threat is to come. The REV. MR. BROCK means

to take steps to send copies of his letter, when printed, to both Houses of

Parliament !

It will be a comfort to our readers to know that when we last

inquired at Carlton House Terrace, the badgered GLADSTONE was as

well as could be expected.
The REV. W. BROCK begins his letter by reminding GLADSTONE that

it is an old trick of the Jesuits to choose good names for doing the

worst things : and that (he adds) is just what the Government is now

doing.
Mr. Punch will close his article by reminding the REV. W. BROCK

that it is an old trick of parsons in a passion to choose bad names for

doing the best things and that is just what the REV. W. BROCK is

now doing. It must be a comfort to him to feel that in this, as in all

else, he is in direct opposition to the Jesuits.

RITUALISM ON THE TURF.

TIIE readers of the Record are probably not many of them accustomed

to the perusal of Sporting Intelligence, but will doubtless be interested,

if not excited, by the following extract from a letter of
" ARGUS "

relative to a horse-race at Salisbury :

"The Wilton Stakes was won very cleverly by High Church, whose success

was hailed with a good deal of pleasure by all the Eitualists present on the

course. She was bred by SIR LYDSTON NEWMAN, and, being a Newminster,
was named High, Church by your Correspondent, and I hope the appellation
will meet with the approbation of LOUD WINCHILSEA."

It will be evident to that serious class of the community above

indicated, that the Ritualisrs are very fast filling up the measure of

their iniquities. From ecclesiastical pastimes they have advanced to

actual sport, and now attend not only matins, mass, and vespers, but

races, insomuch that there was what American journalism calls "quite
a number" of them upon the Salisbury race-course

;
and they all re-

joiced in the success of a horse named High Church ! What is this but

downright horse-worship, at which they have at last arrived from
Romish idolatry ?

" ARGUS "
proceeds :

" I may add also that a filly out of the dam of High Church by Crater, is

coming up at the forthcoming sale of the Mamhead yearlings, and from what
I recollect of her, she is well worth looking at"

The passage last quoted will doubtless be read with horror in Exeter

Hall, as a fearful sample of the phraseology of self- convicted Ritualistic

reprobates. Now that Ritualists have taken to the Turf, they will

perhaps additionally outrage evangelical feelings by a new modification
of costume, adjoining to the characteristic M. B. waistcoat a coat and
trousers of a horsey cut, to which might be prefixed the same initials ;

the B signifying the monosyllable synonymous with animal, as applied
to that noble animal the Horse.

SEA BIRDS (lo be carefully preserved). The Flying Squadron.

THE SWEETS OF OFFICE LIFE.
"
I WOULD I were a boy again, a free and happy boy !

"
is a senti-

ment familiar to most after-dinner singers. But one would hardly feel

a yearning to recommence one's boyhood, if one therewith had the

prospect of three years of youthful slavery, such as this advertiser offers

in a newspaper at Leeds :

WANTED,
in an Office, as Correspondent and Shorthand Clerk, a

Touth under 20 years of age. He must, as Correspondent, write a good

commercial hand, and as Shorthand Clerk must be able to write to dictation

at the rate of from 90 to 120 words per minute. Office hours 8-30 A.M. to

7 P.M., Saturdays to 3 P.M. He must find sureties for 150 at once, and at

his own expense, and enter into a 3 years' engagement at following wages :

first year, 18s. per week
;
second year, 22. per week ;

third year, 28s. per

week. One witli some knowledge of mechanical drawing preferred. State

references in reply to ISox * * Post Office, Leeds.

"
I would I were a bird," or any sort of living creature, rather than

myself, must surely be the aspiration of any poor young fellow, whose

poverty and not his will consents to let him take a situation such as

this. A poor young fellow must indeed be pitiably poor if he be forced

to work hard daily for ten hours and a half, and receive but threepence-

halfpenny an hour for his work. A clerk who is to act as correspondent

in an office, and, moreover, to write shorthand at the rate above

recorded, must be worth a little more than the wages of an errand-boy ;

and if he knows something of
"
mechanical drawing," he had better

turn his knowledge of mechanics to account by drawing somewhere

else a better salary than that of eighteen shillings for threescore hours

weekly of work for such a skinflint as this advertiser seems.

A Slight Confusion.

MRS. MALAPROP, who is growing just a little deaf, on hearing a

friend read out from the paper something about
"
the last Encycbcal

and Syllabus of the Holy Father," observed that, good Protestant as

she was, she should like to taste that syllabub.

MORE FALSTAFFERY.

IF you were an invalid, and you went by Sir John Falstaff in the

street, why ought you to be condoled with ? Because you would not

have passed a good Knight.

THE COURSE OF EVENTS.

1869 may be Pretender's year. 1868, when we had Ma. D 1 as

our Leader, certainly was.
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THE CONVALESCENT.
New Curate (tenderly).

" MY GOOD MAN, WHAT INDUCED YOU TO SEND FOB
ME?"

Oldest Inhabitant. " WHAT DOBS HE SAT, BKTTT 1
"

Betty.
" 'SAYS WHAT THE DEUCE DID YOU SEND FOB HIM, FOE ! !

"

THOSE ISTHMIAN GAMKS
1 Thou Evening Stilt."

THOSE Isthmian Games ! those Isthmian Games !

!I"W one and all admit their claims !

From snob to swell, from grave to gay,
from flats that bleed, to roots that prey.

For them the shop-boy robs the till.

lor tliem the plunger backs the bill ;

J'or them touts watch, and tipsters lie,

And sweeps are filled, and pigeons fly :

For them the road pours down its shoals ;

For them the rail its myriads rolls ;

Theirs is the carriage-crowded
"
Hill,"

The nigger song, the chaff, the mill !

Theirs are the black-eyed gipsy's tricks.

Aunt Sally's three-a-penny sticks :

The DOHLING'S card, that, hoarsely cried,
Proclaims their names and weights that nde.

The luncheon hampers, and the drain

Of Hamburg sherry and champagne ;

The popping of a million corks,
The flash of countless knives and forks.

The thrill that stirs a million hearts,

When, after false alarms and starts,

The cry
"
They 're off !

"
sweeps through the crowd,

Like lightning through a thunder-cloud !

The Stand, lit up with sudden sun
Uf myriad faces, turned like one ;

The passing rush of hoofs, and hues,
Their shouts that win, their pangs that lose !

Three minutes' madness in a day !

A headache, and a bill to pay !

A book, whose losers fail to show,
Bat on which you pay what you owe !

So 'twas, ere I saw Derbies ran :

So 'twill be. all my Derbies done !

There '11 still be flats to own your claims,
Nor count your cost, dear Isthmian Games !

GOOD NAME FOR A SCOTCH POLICEMAN. MACNAB.

" DE PAR LA HEINE !

" HER MAJESTY (pent her 50th birthday quietly at Balmoral.
marked the day by conferring the Order (see poem)." Court Ci

The
Circular.

THEN " God Save the Quee* .'" let us loyally whistle :

PRINCE L. got the Garter PRINCE A. got the Thistle.
If you ask why this difference in ribbons should be,
Then know that PRINCE A. was already K.G.

All health to the QUEEN who is Over the Borders :

She always does well when she 's giving her Orders :

May WEBSTER and BUCKSTONE be honoured, some day,
With orders to fit up her Box at the Play.

A Good Riddance.

THERE was joyful news in the papers last week for wearied and
disgusted readers. One line brought them great relief, after months
of bribery, corruption, intimidation, guzzling, treating, tippling, fencing,
and various other old English sports and pastimes. It was simply

" THE LAST OF THE ELECTION PETITIONS."

BLACKBURN, WILLES, and MARTIN, who ought to be the best

judges of their own feelings, are understood to share in the general joy
at this most welcome announcement.

A Horrid Old Pig.
Old Bristles (inspecting through eye-glass Portrait of a Young Bride at

the Royal Aeadtmu Exhibition). Lovely Being! Nice picture! Suppose
it cost a good deal of money. Hrumnk ! Wonder how much anybody
would stive for the likeness if he thought it would fade as soon as the

original ':

PUNCH'S DERBY PROPHECY.
"

N'OTHIICO CUD do me good. I should bo quite happy U anything could do me
harm," remarks a blaii young arlitocrat in one of MR. DUKAKU'S beat novel*. In

the lame spirit Mr. Pttndk wishei that he could sometimes be wrong, instead of

being so invariably and inevitably right on all subjects in this distracted orb.

Somebody ostracised ARISTIDU, being wearing of hearing him called the Just.

Punch the Jutt thinks of ostracising himself (only oysters are out of season), tired

with incessant tributes to his wisdom. Spare your compliments, dear Universe, and
let him be. His Derby Prophecy? Well, he prophesied, of course, that PrtUatltr

would be first. Pen Coma second, and the Di-ummtr third. And, equally of course,

they were so declared to be by MR. CLARK. " Let him go handsome U that hand-

Home does," he remarked of the Utter horse" let him go, the rather that be can

stay." Of Pen he said, with playful jingle,
" Pen may be at rero, yet be quick-

silver still.
" His prediction of Pretender was so plain that nobody could mistake for

a moment he blessed the hone, Introduced him to BKUHDA, and then named him
winner with what U absurdly called an oath, borrowed from LAor Snuiraa. The

anecdote which he took from MR. O. A. SAL* " seemed to have no connection with

the other sentences
"

so wrote humble inquireis. Why you idiots that was just

it He inserted it, tpropot of nothing, for those who bad eyes to see. When
Mr. Punch not only names a horse, but names him, swearlngly, ye must be dull

indeed to doubt his meaning.
"

Pretender, and be to you." It might not be

civil, but It was concise, and clear. Happy are those who plucked the sweet nut

out of the rough shell. With what exquisite accuracy he described the finish of the

race (a splendid one, though the pace was slow) observe by comparing the accounts

of the scene, the rather that none of them agree* with any of the others. Well,

your Prophet hopes yon were all happy. It was a lovely day, and the PRINCHW or
WALIS was present, and Punch had told you how to bet. What more could you
want In the way of terrestrial happiness '. Now, his wearied lips he 11 close, Leave,

O leave him to repose until Hay 1870. Valete et plaudile.

Gome TO EXTREMES. A Friend of ours is so humane lhat he
cannot even bear to dine upon Hung Beef.

VOL. LVl.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

THURSDAY, May 27. The holidays lasted until over the Derby Day,
so that the Serious Parties who are exercised in spirit by hearing of

.,,,* ( * Fnw t-lta t-'il-d f\t' o IK\I*QIJ ra/>a " Karl tV*ir IPPM11O' SHfirPfl
adjournment

"
for the sake of a horse-race," had their feelings spared

this year. There be Pretenders elsewhere than at Epsom.
The debate promised to be eminently stupid, but broke its promise.

Before noticing it, Mr. Punch reminds himself to ask his respected

contemporaries of the Daily Press why, in the name of all that is

illegible, they devote column on column of valuable space to lists of

the Petitions ? Who wants to know that the Sunday School children

at Barking have been told to sign a petition against opening Museums
on Sunday ? that some folks at Luton dislike compulsory vaccination ?

that nobody at Frome wants to marry his wife's sister ? that North-

ampton objects to the Dunchurch Turnpike Trust after 1870 ? that a

MR. PRICE and a MR. HART think women should vote ? that at

Rusholme (where 'a that ?) somebody thinks that criminals should not

rush to their last home by capital punishment? These are out of

Thursday's list rather a short one ; sometimes we have a yard of such

rubbish. The stupidest letters from correspondents and the depth of

their stupidity is frequently abyssmal were more acceptable than such

a catalogue of opinions by people of whom nobody ever heard before,

and of whom everybody hopes never to hear again.

The Alabama Papers were promised in a few days. They are now
without interest, Mr. Punch's Falstaff Cartoon having not only settled

the question of American demand, but having so worked upon the

affectionate nature of the Americans, that MR. MOTLEY is instructed

to ask LORD CLARENDON whether we should not like a few hundred
millions of dollars, and to insist on our accepting Cuba, which is to be

immediately conquered for us.

We then got into MR. LOWE'S Budget. Most of the cats which he
let out of this bag are sleek and pleasing creatures, welcome to our
hearths, but there is one ugly big black beast which was a good deal

chivvied to-night.
In other words, the more people look upon the amiable proposal that

they should pay Five Quarters of Income-Tax in one year (that is the

requisition, and the Governor of the Bank of England himself told

MR. LOWE so), the less they all like it. It does not matter whether they
like it or not, because Parliament has enacted that they shall pay, but
MR. LOWE might just as well spare our feelings, and not try to per-
suade us that five ia four. The grave men in the House, who can do
sums without pencils, and who have had plenty of time to look at the

proposal, smiled sardonically at MR. LOWE'S clever juggling (vide

former Cartoon), and seemed to think that he had better take his

money, and not affect to fancy that it was only the regular thing. If

Mr. Punch has any friends to whom money is an object, he advises

them to begin putting away Income-Tax in a Savings' Bank, as the

collector will be down on them for an awful lump in January next as

ever is, proximo.
But this was nothing compared to the profane way in which MR.

LOWE and others talked of the Bank of England and the Money
Market. The man who had been heard to speak disrespectfully of the

Equator was pious compared to these speakers. MR. LOWE said that

the Money Market might take care of itself, and it was not the busi-

ness of Government to cocker up the Bank of England, a private
banking institution, and help it to assist trades and hoist storm signals.

The Governor of the Bank, MR. CRAWFURD, Liberal Member for the

City, expressed his great regret at the indifference which the CHAN-
CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER showed to the value of the function

exercised by the Bank.
"
Function," applied to the Bank, is, Mr.

Punch takes it, derived from
"
funk."

MR. LOWE said one thing on which it is Mr. Punch's intention to

act. He observed that a man is happy if he is able to do his duty, and
does his duty, by one set of people. This is a noble and moral senti-

ment, and Mr. Punch, who is attached to his family almost to a fault,

designs to carry it out. He means to do his duty to that set of people
as far as a beautiful country house for the Summer, many garden
parties, a yacht, an expedition to Norway, an opera box (grand tier),

and a private band may contribute to the happiness of
"
that set."

There is another set whom he will not attempt to do his duty by ; but

if, when MR. LOWE'S five quarters of Income-Tax shall have been paid,
there is any surplus at the bankers, why they may call and ascertain
whether at some .future time Mr. Punch may take their demands into

consideration.
We got through the Budget, Lord Mayors no, Brood Mares, are not

to be taxed, and we had a debate on the Pensions Act, only noteworthy
because MR. FAWCETT was again in opposition to MR. GLADSTONE,
who, however, said that he did not in the slightest degree resent that
course. Finally, when we were on Beer-Houses, MR. HENLEY wanted
a definition of the words "a notoriously bad character." Some per-
sons, he said, would call a man that, if he were a teetotaller some if he
beat his wife some if he were seen with a pipe in his mouth. As
regards the first sort, Mr. Punch thinks that a man is rather foolish
than bad who denies himself wholesome liquor in moderation. Beating
his own wife, beadle, devil, and everybody, he is not called upon to

criminate himself. But he frankly concedes the entire depravity of any-
body who smokes a pipe, and that reminds him to thank a lady admirer
for two pounds of the finest Latakia he ever tasted.

Friday. MR. CHARLEY, Member for Salford, called attention to a
case in which an Irish priest, called LAVELLE, had (by his agent) knelt

upon a she-parishioner, and bruised her, in a squabble about some oats,
and had (personally) turned a lot of other parishioners out of chapel,
for having sent their children to the National School. An Irish jury
had given this amiable ecclesiastic one farthing damages for a published
letter, which illustrated his proceedings, and there the matter might as
well have dropped. But MR. CHARLEY, who is a vehement Anti-

Gladstonian, told the story, and pointed a moral. As Government
was, he said, desirous of conciliating Home, and looked upon Educa-
tion as one of the three heads of the Protestant Upas Tree, MR.
CHARLKY wished to know whether MR. GLADSTONE meant to do away
with the National Education system, or whether he would protect the
humbler Catholics against their priests. MR. G. MOORE made an
excuse for LAVELLE, and MR. GLADSTONE said that Government had
no desire to conciliate Rome, except by doing justice. A Ministry,
composed, for the most part, of zealous defenders of the National
System, was not likely to wish to destroy it. In these days of slip-

slop, it is comforting to read so exquisitely neat a sentence as that with
winch th PKKMIER ended :

" What we have to ask is whether the law

works, whether the officers of the law do their duty, and whether the
ends of the law are attained, and it does not appear to me that the
Honourable Gentleman has affirmed the negative of any one of these

propositions."
Patents and Poor-Laws occupied the rest of the night which followed

the most hideous Oaks day ever witnessed. We believe that there
were no human beings on the course, but that the animals got up the
race among themselves, and that Brigantine herself telegraphed to say
that she had won.

NOW CROWN TOUR EDIFICE.

NAPOLEON, you have done some things, and made some points of

glory;
The man will write a big book who shall duly tell your story :

But,
"
Ere his death," the ancient sage said,

"
nobody call happy ;"

A thousand years hence by mankind may you be called so, NAPPY.

"Gainst him that was before you of the Tuileries possessor,
I do not mean your Uncle, but immediate predecessor,
The people, weary of his rule, on one fine day revolted.

He put the name of SHITH upon his carpet-bag, and bolted.

Ne'er will it be your fate, I hope, in like case to come over,

And, going by the name of BROWN, to step ashore at Dover ;

Yet needful to the tenure of your throne is the condition
Of Popularity and lo, a growing Opposition !

Now will you try to put that down by physical repression,
And force of arms

;
or mean you to disarm it by concession ?

You are a clever fellow. Nay, I don't intend to flatter.

You can see how the cat jumps. I should think you 'd do the latter.

Then, if you fail you'll nobly fail ! If you succeed or no, it

Is sure you '11 be a hero for historian and for poet.

Sire, you will be immortalised, the Edifice for crowning,
By TUPPER and by TENNYSON, by CLOSE, and me, and BROWNING.

THE DULNESS OF THE DERBY.

SPEAKING of the Derby Day, a "special" writer says :

" Freaks of riotous misconduct were far fewer than is usual, and on the

whole there has been seldom seen a duller cooling from the Derby."

"
Come, gentle dulness," shall be our invocation when we next

venture to the Derby : that is, if by dulness is meant absence from

brutality. Jolly dogs may think it dull not to get drunk, and black-

guard cads and roughs may think there is no fun in going to the

Derby unless they can fling beer-bottles about as they come home, or
fire volleys of foul chaff at the ears of decent people. Blackguardism
such as this is neither jollity nor fun, but simply riotous misconduct

;

and any nian of any sense must be glad that better manners contri-

buted this year to the dulness of the Derby.

Political Cries in Paris.

(WALKEK'S Telegrams.) PAKIS MoNDAT .

YESTERDAY the elections terminated.
The majority of the perple uttered cries of

"
Vive 1'Empereur !

"

The cry of the minority was
"
Vive la Libert*; !

"

Some buffoons cried
"
Vive 1' Esclavage !

"
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ON BEAUTY'S HEAD HORRORS ACCUMULATE.

T is not often that one finds an expression of opinion by a
writer on the fashions. An article indited on this interesting

topic is usually confined to a description of new dresses, and
seldom ventures to give utterance to such remarks as these

upon the want of taste in ladies, for whose benefit alone such articles are
written :

" Modem chignons give a truly frightful shape to female heads. Any idea of the
natural hair being worn is out of the question in presence of those gigantic edifices

of loops and of (Irene's. AH the charm of n coiffure is lost as soon as one sees

nothing but artificial tresses in those curls and bandeaux, put on as ornament*, but

suddenly becoming an object of real repuUion."

What queer ideas of beauty must any woman have, who can put on a big
chignon, and fancy it an ornament ! She might just as fitly wear a false

hump on her back, and imagine it enhanced the graces of her figure. A
lady with an edifice of false hair on her head appears as much deformed
as though she were afflicted with some scrofulous disease that caused cere-
bral swelling. Her head is out of all proportion to her body, as doubtless are
her brains, m an opposite direction

;
for as a rule one may consider that,

the bigger is the chignon, the smaller are the brains which lie semi-dormant
under it.

DOUBTFUL DRESSING.

THE following advertisement in a newspaper is simple and suggestive :

" -VTECHI'S DRESSING BAGS."

The number of a shop and the name of a street are subjoined, and that
is all. Well ; but in labouring to be brief, does not Ma MECHI become
obscure ? Very likely a great many agricultural gentlemen have been visit-

ing the establishment, at which his Dressing Bags are sold, to inquire about
them, expecting to find them sacks containing some fotm or other of fer-

tilising matter, such as guano, the double phosphate, or deodorised sewage.

SONGS OF SIXPENCE.

V. A MORAL LAY ON CONTENTMENT AND TRUE HAPPINESS.
I HEARD a Ploughman o'er the Lea,
I do not know where that may be,
Singing a song. Thus he began :

I 'd be a butterfly. Poor man !

Why should I cry, Poor man. like winking ?

Because that song set me a-tliink

And, perched upon a new hewn ttuuk,
Here is exactly what 1 thuuk :

This man to providence demurs,
And his own ways he far prefers ;

For though an honest ploughman,
he

A gaudy buttcrtly would be.

The thought to me itself presented"
This worthy man is discontented."

He has to work, he has to toil,

To make his children's kettle boil :

He, discontented with his wittle,

Bewails his lot 1 mean his little.

1 with brush'd hat and kerchief sc

I nai the butterfly : and discontented ?

A in 1 contented with my lot,

Quite sati.sfied with what I 've got ;

Am I, let 'a see. or am I not,
If not what do I want come, what?

Give me a farm of acres four,
A cottage with a little door,
A gable roof, a sanded floor,

fj,te ! 1 "II ak thee for no more.
( I l<-rr cottagers shall live : while 1

Reside in Manor House, hard by.)

Away from cares, away from noise.
We '11 take our fill of rural joys ;

Leaving the town, like CINCISHATUS,
Who took his otium diggin tators.

(That is, I "11 pay the proper men
To hoe and sow ; say, gardeners ten.)

I do not ask a single pound,
Nor carriage ; no, nor horse nor hound :

Only a house that 's truly rural,

And all the others- in the plural.

Upon my word I do not care
To be a princely millionnaire :

Give me my modest bouse and grounds,
With but ten hundred thousand pounds.
I would not envy Lords or Deans,
Or sigh for aught beyond my means.

Yet I can rough it if there are

Truffles and pdte Jefoiei pros.
Hardships 1 can endure if I

Quaff Burgundy with cold grouse pie.

A little food for me will do,
Breakfast at nine and lunch at two ;

Or else with lunch 1 can dispense,
As should do every man of sense.

If after cup of tea at eight
He for a dejeuner can wait

Until eleven o'clock shall strike,

When let me eat just what I like.

Then tea again at half-past four,

A muffin p'raps and nothing more,
Until the humble dinner-bell

A sound you know and Jove so well :

Or when may be the Chinese gong,
With thundering voice cries Come along

"

Until in fact'twixt half-past eight and nine

Dinner is served and down you go to dine.

Give me enough : I need no sumptuous feast,

Except such little luxuries at least

As are but luxuries beyond a doubt.

And as for necessaries I '11 do without.

To Fate I make this delicate presentment,
Owning that Happiness is in Contentment.
And this Contentment with your settled lot

Is to want nothing that you haven't, got.
And so True Happiness, depend npon't,
Is simply having everything you want.
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LITTLE BIFFIN, "WHO is HIS EAELT DAYS HAS HAD A DEAL OF EXPERIENCE IN WHITE MICK, INVENTS A VELOCIPEDE, AIRY, LIGHT,
COMMODIOUS, AND ENTIRELY FHEE FROM DANGER.

SPIRITUAL PERSPICUITY.

SOME of the American papers con-

tain reports of a process which had
been for some time going on at the

Court of "The Tombs," New York;
the trial of a person named MUMLER,
a photographic artist, for swindling
people by pretending to furnish them
with cartes-de-visite including, with
their own likenesses, portraits of their

deceased relations. MR. MUMLER
stood on the genuineness of his spirit-

photographs, calling evidence to at-

test the reality of such alleged facts

as those on which he grounded his

defence. Amongst his witnesses was
JUDGE EDMONDS, who deposed to

having seen various spirits, and one IN REPOSE.

spirit in particular, as to whom he

made a statement, as reported, to the

effect that :

" He saw the spirit sitting at a window,
he was clothed, but JUDGE EDMONDS saw

through his clothes and himself also, the

objects behind him being clearly visible."

Spirits, by many accounts, are de-

scribed as occasionally diaphanous;
but a spirit photographer, one would

think, must always be a transparent
medium. Yet, whether JUDGE ED-
MONDS saw through a spirit or no, he

did not see through ME. MUMLEB.

A HUMBUG IN HERALDRY. Snob-

boy Knave at Arms.

PUNCH AND HIS FELLOW PROPHET.

BETWEEN Mr. Punch and DR. GUMMING nothing but the greatest
harmony and affection has ever existed. The two Augurs do laugh
when they meet in the street, and shake hands in friendship. And
Mr. Punch is only too happy to announce anything that may spread
the renown of his friend the Doctor. In that spirit he begs to promul-
gate the fact that DR. GUMMING, having again consulted omens,
maintains that we are coming to the end of all things. Last Wednesday
he said, at Manchester, that

" We must expect in our midst convulsions the most stupendous ; changes
the most rapid ; evolution of scenes the most startling; the disappearance of
the Crescent ; the restoration of the Jew. Another sign was the wasting and
destruction of the great Western apostacy. But he did not expect to see the
POPE destroyed at once."

We are very glad of this ; for though Popery has no deadlier foe

than Punch, the present head of the Catholic Church is rather a

favourite with him, and he would, be very sorry to think that His

Holiness would not be able to have that Cardinaldrum for which so

many invitations have gone out marked R.S.V.P.

Wild Sport at Woimholt-Scrubbs.

Is there any sport corresponding to tame pigeon shooting ? Yes
;

and the Gun Club might as well, now and then, as a substitute for

deer-stalking, diversify their accustomed sport with sheep-shooting.

HIPPOLOGICAL REASONING. Why is horse-racing a necessity?
Because it is a matter of Course.

POPULAR PROTESTANT SONG.
"

Charley is my darling."
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"L'HOMME QUI KIT!
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OUR 'DEAR" HOTEL-KEEPERS.
11. PUNCH, the great Re-

former of Hotels, has

still work before him in

that direction, and lie

means to do it. Shall

he not take his ease in

his Inn, without fear of

the bill? Liberal, nay,
handsome remuneration
he is ever prompt to

render to his Host, for

a comfortable hotel is

an admirable institution,
and to know that one
can walk into it at any
hour of the day or night,
is much. But gold may
be bought too dear, and
so may comfort. In the

interest of the British

Public which he is

sworn to protect, he
means on all occasions
to speak out when an
Inn becomes Inhospit-
able.

There hath lately been

correspondence touch-

ing charges made at the Bull Hotel, in Cambridge. In reply to com-

plaint, the keepers of that house
"
consider that the Times is bound "

(the Times being, of course, their property, or they would have made a
civil request for space) to print the whole of the bill complained against.
Which the journal obligingly doth. Mr. Punch, whose space is more
limited, will not imitate the example, but will mention that a party at

the "Bull" was charged something over 10, and that one of the

charges admitted by the
"
Bull

"
to have been made was this :

" A Night-Light Threepence."

Expcde, and so on. The "Bull" pastures on classic ground, and no
doubt understands Latin. Now Mr. Punch remarks that to his know-
ledge Night-Lights, of the best sort, cost One Shilling per dozen that

is, One Penny each. If a quantity of boxes be taken, as would pro-
bably be the case at an hotel, the price of each would be ninepence, so
that the cost of one light might be stated in farthings. But let us
assume the Penny.
Then the "Bull" makes Two Hundred per cent, on the article.

Two Hundred per cent, profit, even in these days, is pretty well

Possibly, when a party had dined generously, taken two bottles of

champagne at half-a-guiuea each, and other things to match, the
"
Bull"

felt ashamed to charge a lady a penny for a light in her bed-room, and
so raised the price to the more respectable sum of Three-pence. But
if Two Hundred per cent, be the profit which an hotel-keeper looks for

on all that he sells, no wonder Mine Host prospers. Mr. Punch, how-
ever, makes a memorandum that if he should ever sleep at the "Bull,"
Cambridge, he will lay out his private penny at a wax-chandler's, and
burn his private Night-Light.
But if Two Hundred per cent, be Night-Light profit at the "Bull,"

what per cent, is taken at the Great Northern Hotel, Peterborough P

There yet the sacred cathedral, memorial of piety, is near Mr. Punch
,

himself was charged, the other day, Sixpence for a Night-Light. That
(

was noble. Sixpence, for what may have cost a penny, and probably
cost three farthings ! But there was other nobility of charge at the
Great Northern Hotel. Mr. Punch had dined at the place, and had
partaken, modestly, of wine. He was charged Eighteen Pence for his
Bed-room Candle 1 The bill is before him, and shall be placed in his
window in Fleet Street, if anybody desires to see it before it goes to
the British Museum. Of what costly wax that candle was made,
he knows not. Imperial Napoleonic bees may have made it in a hire
of gold. At what shrine a candle, consecrated by the use of an inch
ana a half by Mr. Punch, has since been offered, he guesses not. But

,

there is the fact Sixpence for a Night-Light, Eighteen Pence for a Bed-
room Candle, at the Great Northern Hotel, Peterborough. He thinks
of instructing MB. WHALLEY to bring the matter before Parliament.

THE JOLLY GEOGRAPHERS.

You know that a transit of Venus over the Sun's disc is to occur in

1874, and another in 1882. You know that a passage of that planet
over that orb took place in 1709. You also know that the ship
Endeavour, commanded by CAPTAIN JAMES COOK, and carrying SIR
JOSKFU BANKS and Da. SOLANDER, was sent to Otaheite by the
command of (JKOKGE THE THIRD, to observe it for scientific purposes,
and that the Endeavour succeeded. Know you if you know not, that

scientific purposes require the phenomenon of Venus traversing the
face of Phoebus to be azain observed, this time within the Antarctic
Circle. Hear what SIB RODERICK IHFET MURCHISON delivered the
other evening on this subject in the Chair of the Royal Geographical
Society at its annual meeting, held at the Royal Institution :

" That preparatory expedition* must bo fitted out to secure the establish-

ment of proper observatories, ia order to clear up this great datum in the

physics of the Universe, I must consider certain when I quote the Astronomer-

Boyal. who speaking of the expedition lent into the Pacific to observe thu
transit of Venus in 17 ( 'U, justly says that it has ever since been esteemed one
of the highest scientific glories of England in the last century. Suruly then oar

country, largely as it has advanced in physical science in the last hundred

yean, ought much more strongly to feel the urgency and desirability of thi-.

new expedition. But alas I I cannot but feel a misgiving as to the "M""* 1

endeavours which will be made, when I know that BO important a braaeU
of science as North Polar research, whirh did not carry with it the vulgar re-

commendation of usefulness and profit, was slighted by too many of my
countrymen, with whom the common aphorism of rut bono it a MnMeat
apology for a shabby abstinence from much which would ennoble our

The foregoing extract from a newspaper report probably contains a

misprint. It is unlikely that SIB RODERICK MURCHISON called
rui bunt}? *n aphorism. He doubtless said asinism. For an bono.'
is the characteristic saying of a donkey it always was. Donkeys asked
em bono? concerning electricity, and gas.and steam. They did not reflect,

being unreasoning creatures, that the Future might answer them as it

did. Knowing this, and not considering it, contemporaneous donkeys,
greater donkeys than their predecessors, continue with regard to

every new discovery or proposed investigation, to ask cui bono f still.

In rebuking the cut bono mokes the great SIB RODERICK has shown
himself a foe of the Philistines, who are all cuibonists. Therefore,
giant as he is in geology and geography, it will not do to call him a
Goliath. On the other hand, Samson would be the reverse of appro-
priate, for an obvious reason.

Thinking of the inferior maxillary bone, we are reminded that PRO-
FESSOR OWEN, another of the scientific AnnVim, spoke at the dinner
of which the jolly geographers partook after their meeting. The Pro-
fessor, from what he said, appears to have had much fun in his voyage
up the N ile with the PRINCE or WALES. He saw no end of the Egyptian
fauna ; flamingoes, spoonbills, pelicans, herons, ibises, hoopooes, king-
fishers, and curlews. The Prince, with unerring rifle and fowling-
piece, shot specimens for him as fast as he could examine them ; also

suggested to him the provision of a seine net, by which he was enabled
to catch and examine numerous

"
living forms of ailuroids, snouted

mormyri, and other Nilotic scaled rarities." Through the kindness of
his Royal Highness our British CUVIER also enjoyed an opportunity of

observing a live
"

Choreutica agilu," which appear* to have been an
uncommonly queer sort of fish, or as eccentric a serpent as any of old
Nile. By the way, the Professor saw no crocodiles. He said that"
the improved rifles have driven them to the Cataracts." Consequently,

MBS. MALAPROP, unless she got above the Cataract*, would now look
in vain for an allegory on the Banks of the Nile.

To Sight-Seers.
LOVERS of the marvellous may be glad to know that the Metropolis

can show something far more wonderful than the Siamese twin
brothers" Seven Sisters' Junction"!

THOUGHT IN THE ACADEMY. A Jacobite in hiding is a favourite

subject with our painters this year. So to match fugitive poetry we
now have fugitive painting.

Mr. Gladstone's Good Health.

A WINE for twelve bottles of which you give G0., not including the

bottles, is often really worth no more than the price of a liquor modestly
advertised at

"
12*. per dozen (bottles included), as supplied to the

leading London Clubs, &c.," under the somewhat aspiring name of
"
University Claret." This claret ought to be good. lour University

Claret, surely, is the proper wine wherewithal to wash down your
College Pudding.

Sycophants and Slanderers.

(Epigram by a Son of Erin.)

SATS DONOVAN :

" What reptiles base
There is among mankind !

They "11 kiss your heels before your face,
Aid bite your back behind."

WANTS PUTTING DOWN.

Is it not sad in these enlightened days of Women's Rights, Women's
Lectures, Women's Colleges, Women's Examinations, &c., still to see
" Mauds "

openly offered for sale at Railway Stations ?
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SPLINTER, THE HORSE-DEALER, is
" trp

AT THE HORSE SHOW.
FOR CAPTAIN CLINKER; BUT MR. SMASHER (OF CLAPHAM) "SHOWS" FOR HIMSELF.

[N.B. And finds the revolving hurdles an admirable invention.

VULGARIANS AT THE PLAY.

OUR Tory Contemporary, the Globe, which we beg leave to congra-
tulate upon its re-assuming the lively and readable character that it

bore when under the sway of Military Omniscience, has published a

letter on theatrical matters, one paragraph from which epistle Mr.
Punch purposeth to reproduce. The writer, who signs himself CHRIS-
TOPHERO SLY, we presume as a discontent spectator of certain per-

formances, believes that they would be better if private boxes and stalls

were swept away, and authors and actors were brought close to the

educated audience, which he thinks would (moderate prices being

demanded), take the place of ignorant swell-dom. This is matter of

opinion, and CHRISTOPHERO has much to say for his. But there cannot
be two opinions about the absolute justice of the following observa-

tions. Having characterised a performance as rubbish, MB. SLY says :

" That it is rubbish is not much excuse for the very numerous vulgarians
who go to the private boxes to talk and laugh ; or for the ' swells

'

who, after

a late dinner, yawn in the stalls, or still more offensively chatter there with
the paintings from the academy of the demi-monde. They need not manifest
so openly their unconcern with the business of the stage, for it is quite certain

that they do not know whether they are witnessing good acting or bad. But
this is detail

;
it is piteously pleaded, however, by the poor actors, who ask how

it is possible for them to put their hearts into their work, while they catch every
word of the noisy flirtations in the private boxes, and see that the stalls are

yawning ? Here I interpolate a tribute to the highest personage but one in
the kingdom. The PRINCE OF WALES sets an admirable example. There is

no talking in his box. He attends to the performance, such as it is, with
the real courtesy which kindly recognises an attempt to please. He has seen

plenty of continental acting, before real audiences, but never allows English
actors to feel that they suffer by the comparison, which must be inevitable.

Flunkeydom might take the hint."

Mr. Punch, has frequently pointed with his baton at offenders of the
kind indicated by MR. C. SLY. But the offence is so much on the in-

crease that one of Ihese days the baton will be used in another way
meantime, let "vulgarians" accept this re-printed paragraph as

warning. Mr. Punch adds a bow to H.R.H., and rejoices in indorsing
the Christopherian tribute.

NIGHTSHADE AND NIGHTSHADE.
ME. PUNCH,

THE Pall Mall Gazette quotes from the Liverpool Mercury an
account of a case of poisoning by the undersigned, attributed to

another. According to this narrative, a man pulled a root out of the

ground, mistook it for a carrot, ate a piece of it, was presently seized

with convulsions, and died within ten minutes.
"
The plant proved to

be the Deadly Nightshade, Solanum Dulcamara." Sir the Solanum
Dulcamara is not the Deadly Nightshade. It is the bittersweet, or

woody nightshade, no more a poison than the potato a mere simple.

Your friend, DR. DDLCAMARA, derived his name from that member of

the Solanacea. It promotes the functions of the skin, liver, and

kidney, as one of your young men can tell you from personal experi-

ence
; and, your fair readers who want to be fairer may like to know, it

makes a cosmetic potion better than anything advertised, to remove

tan, pimples, freckles, discolorations, bubukles, and whelks, and knobs,
and flames of fire. I form a cosmetic lotion, and I dilate the pupil.

Therefore a preparation of me is used by silly women to give what

they call expression to their eyes. Solanum Dulcamara is only a

distant relation of mine, and has none of my powerful properties. I

am the deadly nightshade. Ha ! ha ! I represent Medea in the

Vegetable Kingdom see her picture in the Royal Academy Exhibi-

tion, by MR. SANDYS, and agreeably to my fatally killing qualities, on
which I do not scruple to own that I pride myself, am botanically

named your ATROPA BELLADONNA.

P.S. At your service, if you want to be returned felo de se. Am to

be found among the ruins of Netley Abbey. S. D. bears red berries

in clusters. Mine are black, shiny, and single.

To a Correspondent.

You cannot be serious in supposing that the question of additional

Bishops could have any connection with
" The Reserved Lawn Stakes

"

at the Epsom Meeting. We shall send a Rural Dean after you.
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UP IN A BALLOON.

[THE report as to the great balloon, which so suddenly broke from

its moorings last week, having as yet alighted anywhere, is, if our

.it is to be believed, not strictly lu accor-

dance with the facts of the case. It is still somewhere above, and we

have dcspatelieil messengers in every direction in order to pick up

such scraps of intelligence as may be dropped by our highly-valued

scientific friend during his most remarkable aerial voyage, which will

mark an epoch in the history of balloon navigation. EJ.\

Firil Day. Alone on the ocean of air how did I come here
'

l'i-r

'

(pretty word tot) per totdiacrimina rerun tendinitis

ipted.
i^ 1 saw the Ballo9n. I bad longed for the

opportunity it had come at last. Provided with instruments for

taking and making observations, and with my well-stored luncheon-

basket. purchaM-d for the Derby that Derby which I was not to see

1 approached the Car.

In vain the enterprising Lessee of Cremorne implored me not to

t the ascent, at least without paying a sovereign down.
" SM -TII," 'iily, "you do not kuow your man, when you

. to dissuade me."
He swore by the rim of his hat, turned up heavenwards, that I should

not go.
His myrmidons (the Myrmidons were the followers of Agamemnon,

you may recollect ; they now follow SM-TII) would have restrained me.

My science 1 am scientific in more ways than one set their puny
cll'orK at defiance.

Flooring them right and left I sprang into the Car, and in another

instant the rope strained to its utmost tension, snapped in Twain like

twopenny Twine (Do you like alliteration C I do), and the Giant shot

up into rind-air, with the force as of a cricket-ball, from a catapult of a

hundred hone-power,
SM-TH tainted. His last cry was for Cremorne Sherry. I heard it

and smiled. In a second I was smiling at nothing in the azure sky.

I write this as I sit in the Car. I shall jot down my diary and

observations, and drop them, addressed to you, with a request on the

envelopes that they may be forwarded, in the interests of science, to

your Office, at once.

I look over the 'side nothing. Farewell Earth farewell planet
of my birth farewell revolutionary body. Excelsior!

7 P.M. Rising. Atmosphere gradually more rarefied. Proceeding

easily in W.W.oy W.E. direction. (If this is any use to the Post-

office authorities let them know, as any letter forwarded per another

balloon would reach me.)

7'30. Mercury in the bulb up to something. I have just passed the

preparations for a new comet they will not be perfect for another

hundred years. The Comet, on close inspection, resembles a kite of

peculiar form, with a magnificent tail. The tail is formed of luminous

nebula, \\ hen these are sufficiently weighty, it descends so as to

trail across the earth and other planets. There is no danger, except
from the tail being over-weighted. In this latter case the comet would
be pulled down and would come into sharp collision with the Globe. I

do not, from what I have observed, think that there is any danger of

such a contingency for some time to come.

8. Glass down to 20. By careful manipulation I have just managed
to let the Balloon down sixty miles, and thus increase the temperature, i

By the aid of my powerful glass I can see the people below. They are

pointing me out to each other, and from what I can gather from the
inn, tuent of their lips, are describing me to one another as SM-TH.

\\'e have received an independent statement from Gretna. The
mistake was as our esteemed Correspondent rightly imagined. The
memorandum forwarded to the office ran thus :

Gretna. &p.m. E. T. SM-TH jusi passed over here. Not spoken with.

Subsequent telegrams of a similar nature, from other places still

further north, tend to confirm this mistaken notion, which we at once
hasten to correct. Ed.']

815. Proceeding pleasantly N.N. by N. As I always dine at this

hour I shall now dress myself, and hand myself down to the repast.
Luckily I have my carpet-bag with me, and my opera hat.

A light soup, a bit of fish, a chicken with truffles, and a pint of
Moe't. That is all. Then a cigar. To those who know how to smoke

'

in a Balloon, there is no danger.
Time flies apace. I like to enjoy a siesta for a quarter of an hour,

and then con over a few chapters of a novel. Say L'Homme qui Sit.
1 have the Gent/email's Maga:inr with me.
The moon has risen beneath me, and the stars are muddled about

the sky, making the Milky Way as awkward a place to steer through,
as is Regent Street after mid-day in June.

Moreover, though the lights are sufficient as preventives, they are
not strong enough, if you want to read by them

; being as dull as those
in most railway carriages.

9'30. A Brilliant idea. If it is Night here, it is Day at the Antipodes.

To the Antipodes! ! '. ....

I drop this before descending, and hope some kind friend will forward

it to you
Sinking. Sinking. Sinking. By simply using weights and counter-

weights, and withdrawing the Balloon's sails and the
"
current ropes

(do you understand Balloon tackle f No? well then, take my word

for it) I can so control the
"
Gerent coil

"
as to allow the body of

the car to exert a pressure downwards, which may be with almost

mathematical precision expressed algebraically by

x*> (a + l/)c"
= abcd(mi

allowing as much for cosines as would reduce the opposing forces of

air-currents to a mere logarithmctical value.

This process has hitherto been but little understood by Aeronauts,

and indeed I believe that I am the first to, at all events, avail myself of

this most useful discovery.

9 46. I am in daylight again. The Antipodes, including America,

Asia, China, and some undiscovered Continents, of which I shall at

once proceed to make a map. By what races they may be peopled I

cannot, at this distance, determine.

Apropos <A races, if you get this in time, take twenty to one in

thousands against Belladrum. Do it for me. J authorise you. Also

put in some lotteries for me at a guinea a ticket. 1 shall be down again

soon. I '11 lay against Pretender. Do it.

10'30. A Welsh rabbit I had with me here became suddenly cooked.

The chicken in my hamper is broiled. We are too near the Southern

Cross. The rabbit I will eat now. The chicken must do for supper

I am somewhat nervous about the action of the Solar rays at this

proximity upon the soda-water and champagne.
I look over the side. China, I think.

People pointing me out to one another. Their lips form the same

word as did theirs in Scotland. It 's very annoying to be taken for

SM-TH again.

[From an esteemed Correspondent in China, this telegram has been

received corroborating our highly-valued Contributor's statements -.

Pekin. E. T. SM-TH just pasted over here. Wind S.E. by E.

Knew him oy his hat. Ed^\

Do correct this erroneous impression on receipt of my communication.

I shall re-ascend to-night twice, as I need rest sadly. I have brought

my travelling cap to fold over my ears, which will serve me for the

night.
I now understand the people's mistake. I have just taken off my

hat in order to replace it oy the aforesaid cap. It bears inside the

initials E.T.S., and is very much turned up at the brim. It was

changed in the scuffle before I
leapt

into the Car.

By a simple scientific process I re-ascend and anchor off Taurus.

There are festivities going on in an adjacent constellation. The music

of the spheres (I suppose) is playing an air well known to Aeronauts

who have travelled any distance worth mentioning; viz.,
"
Partant

pour la Siritis."

I must move on somewhere else.

It is fair weather, quite Bartlemy Fair Weather, for the Great and

Little Bears are being led about, Virgo calls herself the Something'-

assian Giantess, and the Gemini are exhibiting themselves at so much
a-head. Aquarius has given up his watering-pot and taken to organ-

agaiiut Pretender : I authorise mm to do to.

[Of course we acted immediately on our valued Correspondents

hints, and, on his behalf, laid heavily against Pretender. We have been

obliged, on his behalf, to pay. We hope the balloon will soon come

down again. The last note we received from him was forwarded

to us by a kind friend, and is published immediately under this paren-

TAursda'y, May 27. Going on as well as can be expected. Think I 'm

over Kamschatka. Am taking bearings and soundings. Results to be

sent later on.

Wind S.N.E. by E.W. Thermometer 20.
Aeroid 605 x + 24 per cent, for the fall.

Consols i to f , up here.

N.B. I hope you've carried out my instructions exactly, and backed

Pretender at any odds. I haven't got an idea what '11 win.

[Some mistake evidently, as our esteemed and highly-valued Corre-

spondent will see when he comes down. Ed.']

Turf Reform.

BROOD mares arc to be exempt from taxation. If race-horses gene-

rally, and especially two-year olds, were not taxed beyond their strength,
the change would be for the better.
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COMPARISONS.
Barber. " 'AiR 's Exre'oRDiNARY DRY, SIR. (Customer explains he has been in the Country, and out o' doors a good deal.) AH ! jus'

SO, SlB. KUINATION TO THE 'AiR, SlR ! IF I WAS TO BE KNOCKIN* ABOUT 'UNT1NQ AND FiSHIN', LOR', SlR, MY 'AlU WOULDN'T BE
IN NO BETTER STATE THAN YOURS, SlK ! !

"

AN EXAMPLE TO THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

OH, Mr. Punch! Read this. It is the C9nclusion of the Post's
usual letter from Paris, and refers to the Exhibition of the Works of

living artists now open in that awful city :

" The galleries are visited by thousands of persons daily (1 fr. entrance),
and on Sundays the public are admitted gratis. When are you going to do
likewise ?

"

When? Too soon. Sir, I am afraid. Is there anything in the Royal
Academy's Charter to prevent them from throwing open Burlington
House on Sundays gratis ? Unless there is, we have every reason to
fear that they will follow the shocking example set them, by the autho-
rities who preside over the Parisian Exhibition. It is not only the

exaggerated ideas which, as artists, they entertain of the moral influence
of painting, but also the notorious liberality of their general views and
practice, from which the danger of their conferring on the working
classes the boon of access to a view of their pictures on Sundays may
be apprehended. This would, of course, soon be followed by the con-
cession of admittance to the National Gallery, British Museum, South

Kensington ditto, and all similar places of mental recreation for the

people on the day of leisure. Now, Sir, only consider how the higher
orders have been depraved and demoralised by the entrance to the

Zoological Gardens, of which they practically possess the privilege on
that blessed day. Let our Sabbatarian friends lose no time in peti-
tioning the Legislature to prohibit the Royal Academicians from
taking, if they have now power to take, the first step towards seducing
the minds of the masses from true religion, and genuine QLD ^

Irish Steeplechasing.
THE present horsey season suggests an idea which may reconcile

Irish Protestants to disestablishment and disendowment. Hitherto
their Church, as against Popery, has been heavily handicapped. When
it carries less weight, it will have more.

THE ROSE SHOW IN ST. PAUL'S.

SOHE people may be shocked when Mr. Punch informs them that, if

they want to see the very prettiest of flower-shows, they will find that

it is really to be found in a cathedral. Still the fact will be admitted

by any one who pays a visit to St. Paul's on the first Thursday in June,
when the school children assemble there. Such a display of roses is

rarely ever seen as that upon the cheeks of these fresh, healthy little

creatures. They look so oright and blooming, these pretty little buds,
that it is clear the blight of poverty as yet has brought small harm to

them. All who see this rose show must own it is the prettiest of any
they have witnessed, and will regret to hear a rumour of its coming
discontinuance. But a whisper has been echoed lately in the whispering
gallery that one of the Great Guns or, if not, the Minor Canons has
been thundering at the show,

"
because it interferes with the ordinary

service." If this great gun would open fire at certain choral slovenli-

nesses, and singing-boy irreverences, which disfigure very frequently
the

"
ordinary service," he really would be doing a good service to his

church, and a better one than at St. Paul's on week-days now is ordi-

nary. But the rose show at St. Paul's is a pleasant yearly sight, ami

puts many a good thought of kindly Christian charity into the forgetful
head of many a good Christian. Many a man who goes there yearly
comes away the better, for the sight is one that can in no place else be

seen; and Canon Punch devoutly hopes that some greater gun may
silence the Canon afore-mentioned, and that the roses and the show
alike may be perennial.

Teetotalised Shakspeare.
Druncan is in his grave ;

After life's fitful headache he sleeps well ;

Liquor has done its worst : nor gin, nor whiskey,
Nor foreign spirits, nor domestic heavy,
Cau touch him further.
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Old Gentleman (who has not hurried over his Dinner, and has just got his Bill).

"WAITER, WHAT'S THIS? I'M CHARGED HERE TWOPENCE FOB STATIONERY.
YOU KNOW I 'VE HAD NON* "

Irish Waiter. " FAIX ! YER HONOUR, I DON'T KNOW. VAVE BEIN SITTIN'
HERE A 1X)NO T-H-IMK, ANYHOW ! !"

.ESCULAPIAN GAMES.

THE Medical Students have naturally enough fallen in with the fashion which
has become prevalent among the schools in general, of contending in bodily exer-
cises. On Wednesday last week those of St. Bartholomew's Hospital held their
third annual athletic meeting at the Beaufort House Grounds, Walham Green, in
the presence of a large number of the sumptuous classes.

'lu.n. \',^i f.ft\.... - ~ r * L : i _ . ___!__ i

-) -*Q i n m
j-,

i WVUOV/lUVllSU AMAW* J.IAObl'UU VI bill tj W 111^ LUG
Cricket Ball, one seems to fancy that the feat really performed was that of throwing
the Cranium ; that the Weight put was a measure of that Heavy which, put down
the tesophoffus, serves to relieve the dryness of anatomical studies; that the
hiimmer thrown was the Malleus, a little bone which it would be hard to fling a
long way ; that the Hurdle Race was managed with frame-works composed of
tibia, fibula-, radii, ulna, and ribs ; that the High Jump was a leap over the skeleton
of the Irish Giant in Lincoln's-inn Fields, and that the Consolation Race concluded
with a composing draught of beer.

No doubt the study of the muscles must tend to give a peculiar alacrity and
expertness in this exercise. The Hospitals ought at least to equal the Universities
in muscular proficiency. Bartholomew's and Guy's should institute an annual
boat-race There is nothing like athletic sports to test endurance and pluck
the only pluck to be named m connection with medical students.

The Nobility and the Noble Animal.

ANOTHER nobleman, and a Duke, is done up by the Turf. His Grace has
tailed for upwards of 95,000. A man in the way of being mined used to be said
to be going to the doses. In the same way, when a Peer or any other person of

property goes on the Turf it had better become customary to say that he is going
to the horses.

" A LIBERAL WHIP." A Jockey's ?

A SONG TO THE EIGHT TUNE.

MR. RUPERT KETTLE, of Wolvcrhampton, who has

already settled by his arbitration so many quarrels about

wages between masters and men in the Northern Coun-
ties, has just effected another arrangement of the tame
kind among the Cotton-spinners of Oldham.

All our readers will remember the opening of a famous
domestic quarrel in one of UICKENS'S Christmas Stories :

"
Kettle begun it."

Let ns hope that henceforth all stories of trade-quarrels
in the North will run

"
KF.TTLK ended it," and that, en-

couraged by the success of this voluntary Conciliation

Court, masters and men. instead of striking, will strike up
the popular chorus,

"
Polly, put the Kettle OH." Punch

begs leave to offer them a version of the song for such
occasions.

Better put the KETTLE on,
Better put the KETTLE on,
Better put the KETTLE on,
And let 's agree !

There 's some love striking
Till clemmed they lie :

There 's some love ratt'ning,
And blowing sky-high.

But tee 'tl put the KETTLE on,
We will put the KETTLE on,
We will put the KETTLE on,
And friends we '11 be!

If men, let's remember
A master 's a man ;

That if all will be masters,
There 's nobody can.

So let's put the KETTLE on, &c.

1 f masters, remember,
In playing our parts,

You cannot nave hands,
But yon have heads and hearts ;

And let 's put the KETTLE on, &c.

Let 's all do our duties,
Not talk of our rights ;

And we '11 soon find our interests

Are one against fights,
And we '11 put the KETTLE on, &c.

If men thought of masters,
And masters of men,

They 'd agree in compounding
N ine quarrels in ten,

And put RUPERT KETTLE on, &c.

The head needs the hand,
As the hand needs the tool :

To set either 'gainst other's,
The thought of a fool.

So let 's put the KETTLE on, &c.

And the thought of the fool

Of the knave is the sin,

When either cheats other,
And thinks so to win.

So let's put the KETTLE on,
So let "s put the KETTLE on.
So let 's put the KETTLE on,

And friends let's be!

Seamanship and Sporting.

A MASTERLY letter on " The Turf
"

appeared the other

day in the Times, occupying about a column and a third

of the leading journal. It was signed H. J. Rons, Admiral.
"
I have been on the Turf upwards of fifty years," says

ADMIRAL Rous therein. Truly the gallant Admiral may
be regarded as the Patriarch of the Turf. There are

Admirals of the Red, the White, and the Blue. Should
not ADMIRAL Rous be constituted Admiral of the Grey, or
the Bay. or the Brown, or the Chestnut F There are even
those who dare to whisper that the distinguished naval
Officer who presides over the Jockey Club deserves to be

appointed, not without a proper increase of pay, Com-
mander of the Horse Marines.

VOL. LTI.
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A KISS FOR MISS AUSTRALIA.

R. PUNCH, who has Cor-

respondents every-

where, has received
a complaint from
Western Australia.

No part of the uni-

verse is too remote
to be noticed, at

need, by him, and
he has double satis-

faction in replying to

this complaint be-

cause he can throw
in a word or two to

all the Australians.

His Correspondent
alleges that people
at home have no in-

terest in the Colo-

nies, and that the

gratification expressed bv the DUKE OP EDINBURGH in his recent
visit to Western Australia, was not unmixed with surprise at the

graceful and splendid hospitality which he received. He had not been
aware of the progress made, in those regions, in the arts of civilisation.

Does the COLONIAL SECRETARY himself know it ? Yet, a Perth bard
is not satisfied with what was done in honour of the Duke, and vents
himself thus in the Fremantle Herald :

" Our preparations were not quite so grand
As you might see in a more favoured land

;

Think not young Prince we are a whit less true
In our devotion to our Queen and you.
Oh no ! God bless her, and your Koyal Self
And every member of the House of Guelph ;

In fact had you but stayed another day
We would have made some efforts to be gay."

Premising that Mr. Punch has reason to know that the Personage
whom the loyal colonists chiefly desired to please by their reception of
her son is more than pleased at that reception, Mr, Punch proceeds to
answer his Correspondent from the Swan River.
No interest in the Colonies, dear Sir? You mistake the matter

entirely. There is plenty of interest taken by those who know where
the Colonies are and what they mean, but the fact is that the majority
of people are so utterly ignorant of geography, that if they know where
Australia itself is, they are quite proud. But you must not expect
them to go into such details as the difference between New South
Wales and Victoria, or to know that Brisbane is the capital of the

former, that Perth is the capital of Queensland, and that South Aus-
tralia used to be called Port Phillip.
Ha ! ha ! my Colonists, you laugh, but those who have fallen into

my three traps have no idea why you laugh.
Will you tell Mr. Punch how he is to make English people under-

stand a little about you, just enough to prevent their making a colonist
choke himself at dinner when his hostess asks him whether there are

any schools in Melbourne, or the gentleman next to him supposes that
the British population of Australia probably exceeds one hundred
thousand by this time ? MR. ADDERLEY descanted on this ignorance,
in the House of Commons itself, last week, and no one contradicted
him. Mr. Punch has tried to stick a few colonial facts into people,
but the seed falls on stony ground. However, he will not discontinue
his efforts. He insists on the following hymn being committed to
the memory of all persons under Twenty-one, and their Elders will be
none the worse for learning it :

Australia, little boys and girls,

Contains Divisions Five,
Where quite a million British folk

Do bravely toil and strive.

The first is New South Wales, my kids,
At breakfast eat a kidney :

That fixes in your little minds
The Capital's name, Sydney.

The second's Queensland called, my brats,
Give rat white arsenic, his bane :

That fixes in your little minds
The Capital's name, Brisbane.

The third's Victoria called, my pets,A diver 's down in bell borne :

That fixes in your little minds
The Capital's name, Melbourne.

The fourth is South Australia, ducks,
JONES said the bet was bad he laid :

That fixes in your little minds,
The Capital's name, Adelaide.

The fifth is West Australia, chits,

All Cedric' pigs loved Chirtk :

That fixes in your little minds,
The Capital's name, Perth.

If each of all these dozen facts

Within your memory dwells,
You'll know much more than three in four

Colonial Office Swells.

WHAT IS LUGGAGE ?

IN these days of over-dressing, when ladies cannot manage to travel

for a week without a score or so of boxes, in each of which a cainel-

lopard might be comfortably packed, it is not surprising that the

question,
" What is luggage ?

"
should be argued in a Law Court. If

we look into a dictionary, we find that luggage is defined as
"
anything:

cumbrous and difficult to carry: of more weight than value." Now
ladies' dresses, with their long trains, certainly are cumbrous, and,
when packed in elephantine trunks, are rather difficult to carry ;

but

they are mostly so expensive that nobody can say they are of little

value. In the Queen's Bench very recently it was decided that a

rocking-horse was
"
hardly a thing ordinarily carried by a passenger,"

and therefore was not
"
luggage

"
in the ordinary sense. Several

good judges were heard on this occasion, and several good things were
said in course of argument, as the following will show :

" MK. JUSTICE HAYES suggested that the point might have been put that a

rocking-horse required a horse-box. (Laughter.)" MK. JUSTICE LUSH put the case of a child's cradle, or a perambulator, or

a bedstead.

"Numerous cases were put in the course of the argument; the case of ;i

gentleman carrying home a salmon or a barrel of oysters for dinner, or u

hamper of wine for his cellar, or a case of books for reading in the train, and
so forth.

" MR. JUSTICE HANNEN suggested that the rule might, perhaps, be laid

down thus that the passenger was entitled to have anything which passen-
gers usually required for their personal use or accommodation on a journey,
which would include a bath or bathing tin, but exclude a rocking-horse or
cradle."

With due respect to JUSTICE -HANNEN, we may doubt if he will find
that many ladies will agree with him in thinking that a cradle is not a

thing "required on a journey," when there is a baby to be earned and
popped into it, as soon as the train stops. We can C9nceive what
indignation would be felt by a young mother, if her precious poppet's
cradle were taken from the luggage van, and sent by common goods
train, as though it were a beer-barrel. As for carrying one's bath

about, that in some few summers more, we hope, will be quite need-

less, even on the Continent, for as civilisation spreads so does the art

of tubbing. To let one's bedstead travel with one is not a usual

course, although it certainly might save one from nocturnal irritation

where fleas do mostly congregate. But as to salmon and oysters,
these should clearly be called luggage, and carefully conveyed as such,
or what will your friends say when you leave town to visit them f A man
who goes to spend a few days in the country takes a bit of fish as

naturally as he does the latest Punch, and if the fish, not being luggage,
were sent by the goods train, it would probably arrive just in time to be
too late for any one to relish it.

UNDER THE BUTTERCUPS.
AMONG the miscellaneous intelligence of a country paper occurs a

paragraph stating that :

" A man, named FORTUNE, aged 68, died at Swindon (Wilts) last week,
and in accordance with his last will and testament, the whole of the coffin

furniture, including the breast-plate, was painted yellow, indicative of the

political principles he had advanced in his life."

Was MK. FORTUNE the Man in the Moon ? Yellow principles, one
would think, are the sort of principles advanced in Sovereign Alley,
which might be otherwise called Yellowboy Lane. But perhaps this

yellow politician was only bilious.

Facilis Descensus Averni.

NEW reading of an old proverb (apropos of the late swallowing up of
certain noble flies by certain ignoble spiders)

" Nemo repintefuit lurfminaii."

The meaning, we need hardly say, is exactly tie same as that of the
usual version.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Hay Z\st, Monday. A night to he remembered. This night did the

Commons read a Third Time and Pass the Kill for Disestablishing and

Disendowing the Irish Church. Mr. Punch beard of no dismal Signs
or Prodigies worth mentioning, but perhaps they are reserved for the

day when the Royal Assent shall be given.
The Conservatives, of course, took a division, by way of a final

Protest, and it was preluded by an exceedingly flat debate, a matter

of mere form. MR. HOLT, of North Est Lancashire, moved the

Rejection of the Bill, and LORD Ki.cim, like a bold Volunteer,
volunteered to second the motion, and made some very fair jokes the

only fun of the evening. After speeches by divers who may dive into

Lethe, and stop there, MR. DISRAKU and the PREMIER finished the

business with orations which they were bound to deliver, but neither

jmt
himself into his work. The Leader of the

Opposition,
at great

length, contended that the destruction of the Church would not tran-

iiuillise Ireland, and that it was the first of a series of revolutionary

measures, the end of which would be the triumph of the Papacy, and

perhaps something worse. MR. GLADSTONE was pleasant over MR.
DISRAELI'S rejected amendments, and one passage is worthy of immor-

tality, which we thus give :

" It appears that the Right lion. Gentleman has borne in mind the history
of the patri :in h Jon. The life and sufl'i rings of that excellent man commence
with a touching account of hi* Discndowment, and the admirable courage with
which it was endured

;
i"l the.- inrrative then cheeringly ends with the

announcement that, at the close of his life, he hid more stock and greater

possessions than ever. He was the precise example, the very model on which
the Hight Hon. Gentleman has framed his amendments to the ducndowncnt
and disestablishment of the Irish Church. Had the benevolent designs of the

Right Hon. Gentleman taken effect, the Protestant Church, rich as it is in

numbers and the work it lias to do. would be richer still. Under these

circumstances (lie Ki.uhl, II. in. (.. nt!i m <M'K power of astonishment was as

remarkable as bit power of rhetorical description."

He had no complaint to make of the Lords for rejecting the

Suspensory Bill, but the opinion of the country had been taken, as

demanded by their Lordships, and now they would stand face to face

with the nation, lie would not he so nniust to them as to donbt that

they would consider what was due to the people on one hand, and
to their own permanent dignity and utility on the other.

We then voted, and the numbers may be worth record.

Voted for the Bill 363
Voted against it

Pairs ....
Absent Liberals

Absent Conservatives .

Vacant Seats .

Our friend the SPEAKER

m
n
9

3
11

_1
658

The Majority for the Bill was Oye HUSDRED ASD FOCRTEEX.

The occasion being important, Mr. Punch would like to conclude
the tale with an elegant classical quotation ; but as there was no
Established Church in Ireland in the days of HORACE, he refrains from

any allusion to one. Still, come, hang it all, a gentleman and a scholar
must be able to cite Latin on the slightest provocation :

" Conclamant oinnes, thumpuntque outrageously mensas."

They didn't, for there were no tables to thump, but the macaronic
moral is the same. And so we dismissed the Irish Bill for the

present.
That Elephant's Trnnk pokes itself round the corner on all occasions,

and to-night it picked up the pin before it rooted up the oak. The
House, previously to finishing off the Irish Church, took cognisance of
the case of two small children who were apprehended at dirty Brent-
ford (well, it is dirty, and so it was when SIIBNSTONE writ

" As when through Brentford town, a town of mud,
A herd of bristly swine i pricked along)

for stealing wood from a fence. As usual, the grievance was nil

parents had sent children to plunder, and the latter were led before the
lirak, that the punishment might reach the real offenders. So stated
the HOME SECRETARY. Were we not Elephantine ?

The Lords read the Newspapers Bill a Second Time. It is to do
away with certain regulations about securities and the like, once useful,
now vexations. LORD CAIRNS took the opportunity of complaining
that the Government had sanctioned the suppression of the firebrand,
MURPIIY, by the Magistrates of Tynemouth, one of the most sensible

things ever done where the song in the genteelest circles is,
" Where hc-( te been, m:i\v canny hinny,
An' where hest te been, maw b'onnv bairn :

Aw was up and doon seekin for maw ninny,
Aw was through the town seekin fur maw bairn."

The singer might have seekt in vain, if MURPHY had caused one of
his sanguinary riots.

Tuesday. LORD GRANVILI.E laid the Irish Church Bill on the table

of the House of Lords.
" And when goes hence F

"
as lady MacMh

asks. The Second Reading was fixed for Monday, June 1 I'll.

Tin: Lords read a Bill about the Stannaries in Cornwall The word
stannaries come* from afaanuni, which means tin. The Latin term
might be adopted by those whose mental conformation so curiously
disinclines them ever to mention Money, and who always talk of cash,
the needful, tin aforesaid, the rowdy, browns, dibs, dragons, sinews
of war, coal, ochre, lilthy lucre, mopuses, and so forth.

It was stated in the Cnmm -
() f Egypt would be

here about the .'.'nd of June, and that : i. would be hospitably
treated. He is to be lodged in Buckingham Palace. Mr. Punch
observes that objection has been made to calling this eminen' poten-
tate the Khedive, which should bn Khcdeve because, it ii Arabic
for king, and the SULTAN is King of Egypt. But if raviller-i will con-
sult that invaluable work, Mu. Mums's S'<tt$ma*'i Year Book,
(which more well-informed writers consult than eit ha! ha!), they
will find that this title was conferred by a i imperial Firman of May 14,
1SC7. Egypt, is independent, and hereditary in the family of ISMAIL
PASHA, our guest. " What wants thin Brave

That a king should have "

Hudson's Bay by the way. That reminds us that GEORGE HUDSON.
onoe Railway Khedeve, is in sore want in Paris. In remembrance of
much fun at his expense, and not in condonation of any of his alleged
offences against commercial morality since his time illustrated by
brilliant financing which throws his cookery of accounts into the shade
Mr. Punch point* out the case for notice. It can hardly be expected

that the sycophants who fawned upon him, in their greed for his money
and hospitality, will do anything for a fallen man 'tis not their nature
To ; but some of a better sort must have profited by him, and might
help the poor old king.
Hudson's Bay, we repeat, is taken (for a noble consideration) from

the Hunting Company, who were chartered by the chartered libertine

who reigned in 1070, and it is to belong to the Dominion of Canada.
There is an awful lot of the very savagest sort of Indiana to be im-

proved
off the premises, Stone, Copper, Hare, Dog-Rib, Strong-Bow,

Cree.'and Black-Feet cusses ; and as our friends, the subjects of KING
ULYSSES, next door, have got their hands in at that sort of work, they
might show their good feeling by lending us the said hands. Then.
Mr. Pmch takes it, a grand field for wholesale emigration will be laid

open in this huge region, hitherto a strictly preserved hunting-ground,
where poachers were treated even more summarily than in the dukeries.

Wednesday was a holiday, HR MAJESTY'S fiftieth birthday was kept
There were illuminations some were Crowns; Mr. Punch lighted up
a whole Regalia and smoked it, to the delight of mankind.

Thursday. The Lords put LORD RUSSELL'S Life-Peerages Bill through
Committee. The number of peers to be made in a year was reduced
to two, and the total number is to be twenty-eight. The motto for

these coronets should be from POPE :

"
Why, you '11 enjoy it only all your life."

A neat thing in Indian Civil Services came before the Commons.
Successful native candidates disqualified because their Horoscopes, or

whatever do duty for baptismal certificates, did not state their age
rightly. A sharp native found this out, and gave the next candidates
the straight tip, doubtlesa disinterestedly. We can only recommend
all natives to be baptised.
We put the Bankruptcy Bill through Committee, with much

lawyer-wrangle.

Friday. Statement by LORD CLABMIDON, on the invitation of the

Great Eltchi who spoke with the most finished and reticent

eloquence touching the American difficulty. Mr. Punch would be
content to leave to any half-dozen educated and impartial Americans
final judgment as to the willingness of England to do all that honour

enjoined or permitted.
MB. HADFIELD is a very good old Dissenter, and his eighty-two

years entitle him being a worthy man to consideration. But he
dissents a little too much. To-night he wanted to stop the Revision
of the Statutes, though it is going on very decently. No, said the

Commons, by a majority of 153.

MR. GREGORY made an earnest speech in favour of opening Museums
on Sundays. He was answered by MR. ALLEN (Newcastle), MR.
M'ARTHUR (Lambeth), and MR. CHAMBERS (Marylebone), who all

protested against what they contended would lead to French Sundays,
declaring that the feeling of the great majority of the working class

was opposed to the proposal. One of the artisans had designated

Sunday as "Heaven's antidote to the curse of Labour." Himself

irretrievably idle no, contemplative is a prettier word Mr, Punch

cordially endorses the sentiment that labour is a cuss, Interpone tuu
inttrdum gaudia curis. The Commons, following this counsel, were
Counted Out.

Saturday. Great meeting of Conservative Peers to consider what
to do with the Irish Church Bill. Mr. Punch considered them.
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EXTORTION.
Porter, S. E. R. " TICKET FOE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT, PLEASE, SIR."

Amateur Violoncellist (who never travels without his bass, indiynitUly).
" WHAT ! PAT FOR THIS ? I VE NEVER HAD TO PAY ON ANT

OTHER LINE. THIS is MT 'CELLO !

"

Porter (calmly).
" NOT PEKSONAL LUGGAGE, SIR. ALL THE SAME IF YOU 'D A HuRDY-GlTRDY, SlR ! !"

[Our Amateur sfaalinys are too much for him.

THE COLD SHOULDER.
(Irish Church Disestablishment and Disendoiffmeiit Bill brought into the

House of Lords, June Isi, 1869.)

PAINFUL the lot of the new boy, exchanging
Home's soft delights for the hard knocks of school ;

Painful the middy's, bis kit who arranges,
Shipped for first cruise under stern cock-pit rule.

More kicks than half-pence the greenhorn may look for,

From barn to barrack who ventures to shove :

Actors who try new stage-ventures I '11 book for

Candid opinions, with little of love.

Fearful the plunge, when the debutante blushing,
Red as the rose of her youth's early spring,

Chaperone-guarded, encounters the crushing
Of fillies, booked like her, to run for the ring.

What are the heart-beats, like hammer on anvil,
In school, ship, or barrack, new part, or first ball,

To those of the Maid, ushered iu by LORD GRANVILLE,
To our Un majores' Olympian Hall.

Time was that Hall she has trod in her glory
Of wealthy Endowments, established in pride,

When calmest and coldest of Dowagers Tory
Smiled her a welcome to seat at their side.

Reft of her state-robes, her plumes, train and trimming,
Gemless, except that one star on her brow.

Truth's bitter waters as if stripped to swim in,
Cold is the welcome vouchsafed to her now !

Say, will they spurn her, redress her, or rend her?
More hate than love those cold glances betray ;

Back to their hands whence she came will they send her ?

And bid them restore what they 've taken away ?

No ! Even Dowagers have their own reason :

Hate may be bitter, yet not be all blind :

What use to throw out the Bill, that next Season,
Will come for acceptance, with BULL'S name behind ?

THE ROYAL MASON.

So, the Heir Apparent is a Free and au Accepted Mason ! The fact

was proclaimed in Grand Lodge the other day by the EARL OF ZET-
LAND. The KING OF SWEDEN initiated His Royal Highness when in

Stockholm. This was reported at the time, but Great Queen Street
rather sulked, and said that the Swedish Lodge was not orthodox, or

something of that sort. But all SOLOMON'S wisdom has not been
inherited by Great Queen Street

;
and it is now clear that the PRINCE

OF WALES is as good a Mason as Brother ZETLAND himself. More-
over, he purposes to join one or more English Lodges. Mr. Punch,
being naturally pensive and a solitary, sighs

"
Oh, for a Lodge in some vast wilderness !

"

but he will cheerfully shake off the sorrow with which the follies of the
rest of the world inspires him, and join any Lodge which the Prince

may honour. Brother Your Royal Highness, welcome and salutation,
and in the sublime words of the Free Mason's oath,

"
May the diamond

staff of Golconda glitter less brightly than the incandescent star which
shall ambiently light you through the glowing flowers of social happi-
ness to the sparkling fpuntain of perennial wisdom and the polygonal
temple of patriarchal virtue !

"
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.

sf A" landau. The pro-
/ grass of mv book,

(*J Typical ftevelopmeiUi,
Vol. I., brings me
up to town to find

a publisher. MIL-

HUKI>, whom I meet

accidentally, says." A publisher would

jump at it." I ask
aim what publisher ?

He says, in an off-

hand way,
"
Ob, any

publisher," but
doesn't volunteer

any particular infor-

mation on the sub-

ject. BOODELS, 1 re-

mem'-cr, published a volume of poems a year or two since.

'://ir;:/iy T/wuyht.'^fi write to BOODELS, and ask what publisher

jumped at his poems.
Odd that my wife doesn't enter into my work. We have been

married three years. I read her the first chapter of Book I. daring the

aoneymoon. Since that time I have sometimes said,
"
Now, I '11 read

you some more," or have selected some passage that has struck me as

peculiarly happy. She has generally been busy. One evening, on my
opening the manuscript, she said she didn't want to be bothered. I

told her I didn't think it was kind of her. She replied, that rather

than I should think her unkind, she 'd listen. I returned,
"
Oh, but

don't, if you 'd rather not." She said that though she 'd rather not,

yet she would, to please me. I didn't want to be cruel, so I said,
"Never mind. She confesses she'd like to see it when it was in

print. Before we married I thought that FRIDOLLNE cared for litera-

ture. She doesn't : except for novels.

Her mother, MRS. SYMI-ERSON, is staying with us at my cottage, in

a lovely situation.

Happy Thought. To come up to London to look for a publisher.
Also might see the Academy, and the Opera, and dine with some
fellows at the Club.

Happy TfiouffAi.tiot to say anything about this, as of course I

don't know that I am going to do it: only mention the publisher.

They say they shan't be dull without me ; and as I haven't been away
for a holiday I mean away from home for some time, my wife thinks
it will do me good.

Happy Thought. ILO say it 's not a holiday it
'

business. Going
to London, in fact, ou business. My mother-in-law suggests that we
should all go. -/// 'means herself principally. I point out that I shall

only be away, probably, for a day or two. Better to say "probably" in

case I should stop three weeks. 1 add that I shall be engaged the
whole time, and not be able to attend to them. FKIDOLINB says,"

Yes, better wait till we can all go away to Brighton. Baby will want
change of air soon."

Happy Thought. To agree at once. Brighton, by all means, for

baby, at some time or other. I consider this to be the condition of my
getting away now. My own opinion privately is that Brighton may
wait. Baby is always having a rash, and always wanting, so they say,
to go to Brighton.

I leave the cottage (Asphodel Cottage it is called that is, FBIDDY
would call it Asphodel) in the lovely situation, and go up by the -t'40

to town.

Happy TAouffM.Take my cheque-book.
In the Train. It occurs to me that going to a hotel in town is

expensive. I '11 drive to BOB WILLIS'S, in Conduit Street. WILLIS
asked me whenever I wanted a bed in town to come to him.

In Conduit Street. I jump out and ring. I know WILLIS well : a
good fellow always glad to see me. WILLIS is a sort of fellow who 'd
do anything for you. I foresee how I '11 dash past the servant, rush

up-stairs, and say,
"
WILLIS, old boy, here 's a lark : 1 've come to stay

with you." And WILLIS will jump up, and order the bed, and
The door opens. The maid. "Is MR. WILLIS in?" "Ma. Who,
Sir P

"
the maid asks.

"
WILLIS." " No one of that name here," she

says, as if she expected me to
try another name, as that wouldn't do.

I ask her
"

if she 's quite sure . On second thoughts, this question
was absurd, as of course she 'd know who was living in the house. 1
am perplexed. I say,

"
Oh, he 's not here, eh ?

"
to myself.

Happy Thought. Perhaps he 's next door.
The maid says,

"
Yes, perhaps next door." She shuts hers, and I

go to the next door bell. I don't know why, but I fancy the cabman
doesn't think much of me after this failure. Perhaps his idea is, that
it 's a dodge of mine for not paying the fare. It's stupid of him if he
thinks that, because he 's got my portmanteau and my nat-box, and my

bag with the MS. of Typical Development! in it. 1 've heard of swindlers'

portmanteaus filled with stones. He may think mine a swindler's pori
-

, manteau, but even in that case it would be worth more than two-and-

sixpence his fare, at the outside. Besides, there 's Typical Itetelop-

menti, worth thousands, perhaps : only, not to a cabman.
Next door opens ; I put the question dillideutly this time : in fact, I

beg her pardon first, and then request to be informed if
"
anyone ot

, the name of WILLIS lives here ?
" "

Yes, Sir."

Ah, capital ! here we are ! Down come my things. Here, cabman,
half-a-crown. He is indignant, and says he 't been waiting about mon-
than half-an-hour. I dispute it. He says,

"
Look here : it was six

when you took me at the Station, now it 'a seven." It might have
been six it it seven.

Happy Thought. Always look at your watch wken you take
a cab.

Sixpence makes very little difference : pay him.
"
Which floor are M*. WILLIS'S rooms f" Second. 1 rush up. I

bound into the room.
"
Hallo, old boy

"
In another instant I

am begging somebody's pardon (whom I don't know) who was lying
on the sofa half asleep. I explain that 1 thought WILLIS was
I le cuts me abort courteously. They have a room together.

Happy nonffU.Lii.e Box and Cox.
I don't say this, but think it. WILLIS may be in by eight, or if

not by eight, not till twelve. Would I like to wait f

Happy Thought. Say I '11 come back about nine ; and first go and
get some dinner. I add that I think that will be my best comrse.
The stranger (WILLIS'S partner the Cox of the firm) politely agrees

with me that that will perhaps be my best course. He doesn't offer
' me any dinner there. I hate inhospitality. I mean if anybody, a

, perfect stranger, but still a friend of the partner of my rooms, came in,
1 should press him to take something sherry and a biscuit I say,

|
however, that I 'II leave my things here (this will give WILLIS a hint

1

of what I mean by coming at all), and I will return when I've dined.
: The stranger (Cox) replies, seriously,

"
Very good," and is evidently

getting bored by me. 1 retire.

Happy Thought. At all events I 've found out where WILLIS lives.

Must dine somewhere. Where ? At my Club, or somebody else's

Club.

Turning into Regent Street, I come accidentally upon WIOTHOHI-K.
He is delighted to see me. I am to see him. I think (to myself) that
I '11 ask him to come and dine with me at my Club. I think it over
while I 'm walking with him, and he 's telling me a story about what
he did last week m Devonshire. He stops suddenly to ask me if I

don't think that (whatever it was he was saying) a capital idea f I

reply,
"
Yes." and put off giving him my invitation until I see what he

is going to do. He asks me what I 'm going to do to-night.

Happy Thought. To reply, cautiously, that I 've got to go and see

WILLIS. He says that he 's sorry for this, as he should have liked me
to dine with him. I say I can, with pleasure.

"
Or, stop," he says,

suggestively,
"
suppose I dine with you?"

Happy TJkoKffM.Too late to order dinner at my Club. Very incon-

venient. Fix it for another day. Say I "11 write to him.
"
Very well,

then," he says,
" we '11 dine together, and you shall have a French

dinner."
"
Capital. Agreed." We walk off together to a French

dinner.

SPORTS FOR MODERN ATHLETES.

ATHLETIC sports of all descriptions appear to be (as elsewhere

recorded) so much the order of the day. that we should not be
astonished if the prize which is obtained for the throwing of the
hammer should be followed by another soon for throwing of the
hatchet. Nor would it much surprise us if the casting of the caber
were thought of more importance by certain clerkly rivals than the

casting of accounts. If a prize be ever offered for prowess in the feat

of outrunning the constable, we trust that all young athletes will

abstain from competition for it. In a similar conception, the sport
of running up a hill may be innocuous enough, but there is pen! in

the pastime of running up a bill. Be it remembered likewise, that

the athletic feat of jumping to conclusions may, in certain cases, be

practised with impunity, but the sport of drawing the long bow is

certainly more dangerous, and it had better be avoided by every civil

clerk.

Keep the Money at Home.
" Oriental Bazaar, at the Queen'* Koomn, Hmnover Square, on behalf of the

Palestine Christian Union Mission to the Arabs."

HAS not a word dropped out here ? Ought it not to be
"
to the Street

Arabs"? Too many of them may be found in London, looking as

though they sorely needed attention from some Mission or other.
Cannot Arabia wait until heathen London shows a little more improve-
ment ?
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CHACUN A SON GOUT.
BROWN AND MRS. B. SAY, THAT PEOPLE MAY SAY WHAT THEY LIKE ABOUT

AST, BUT IN THEIK OPINION THESE IS NO MISTAKE ABOUT THE IMPROVEMENT
IN THE ACADEMY THIS YEAS.

HINT FOR ASCOT.

In that excellent paper. Barrow's Worcester Journal,
there is an exceeding long letter in exceeding small type.
Those two facts, coupled with a third, namely that the

letter is a rampant Catholic's remonstrance with some
Protestant critic, utterly precludes Mr. Punch, who values

his eyes and his temper, from reading the epistle. But the

said eyes fell upon one passage, which he extracts. The
writer is defending belief m the efficacy of Holy Water :

" St. Jerome, in his life of St. Hilarion, tells a wonderful story
relative to the eflects of blessed water on the horses of Italicus,

a Christian citizen of Gaza. Hilarion having filled a cup with

holy water, Italicus sprinkled with it the stables, horses, drivers,

chariots, and even the race-course on which his horses were to

run against the duumvir of Gaza. The Pagan laughed at Ita-

licus
;
but when his horses had won the race many of the people

were in consequence converted. Such is the account given to

us by the great St. Jerome. Clearly he had no Protestant dread

of holy water."

As most turf men are heathens, of the darkest sort, we
wonder that some modern Italicus does not try this ex-

periment. If a Catholic horse wins at Ascot on Thursday,
we shall know what to think.

Forgetful Self-Devotion.

ACCORDING to the Union, French newspaper, legitimist

and priestly organ, a man in Spain, who has already lost an
arm and a leg in Carlist insurrections, had lately come to

place the rest of his body at the service of DON CARLOS.

Generous but unreflecting enthusiast ! If he should lose

his one leg, he will be unable either to go or stand
; and, in

case of his losing his other arm, how will he be able to

wash his face ? ut is perhaps fortunate that heroes do not

generally consider too curiously the particular inconvenience

which would result from the loss of both arms in battle.

FROM THE PADDOCKS.

WE hear discussions about what is called
"
the close-

time
"
for two-vear-olds. Perhaps, if the two-year-olds could

make known their views on the subject, they would say that

the close-time they like the best is when they are m the

fields.

" HOP PBOSPECTS." Balls to come.

A TORNADO WANTED.

ONE hates to bear hard on a nation in difficulties, as one hates to hit

a man when he is down, but really Spain is very trying.

"Trying" is the word. She tries, or professes to try, apparently
that she may be enabled to evade the end of trial Justice. The case

of the Tornado is now three years old. The ship is still condemned

prize, according to what the Spaniards call their Admiralty law, which

consists, Step 1st : in seizing an unarmed ship belonging to British

subjects as contraband of war. Step 2nd ;
in proceeding to condemn

her, on escparte evidence, taken behind the owners' backs, and without

allowing them to produce their witnesses. This is called the Sumario, or

summary procedure. It does seem
"
summary

"
with a vengeance

in the sense of the old summary Border law, called
"
Jeddart justice"

hanging first, and hearing afterwards.

Then comes Step 3rd, referring the case for rehearing to the Court
called Plenario, being the Court which has already condemned the ship
as Sitmario. This is what in Spain is called an Appeal. It is not

even the old one from PHILIP drunk to PHILIP sober, but from Don
Damnatory to Don Double-damnatory. This curious double shuffle

is introductory to

Step 4th, the Appeal to what is called a Royal Commission. But
the Royal Commission turns out to be composed of the same judges
who have already sat twice in the case, as Summary Court first as

Plenary Court afterwards.
So that in the Spanish Prize Court, as in SHAKSPEARE'S precious

verses,
"
one Judge in his time plays many parts :

"-

First, as Judge Summary ;

Second, as Judge Plenary ;

Third, as Royal Commissioner.

It need hardly be added, that the owners of the ship declined to

produce evidence at either of the two later stages, before the tribunal
which had begun by condemning them. And so Plenario has com-

fortably confirmed the sentence of Sumario, and Commissionario of

Plenario.

We remember nothing like this since the Irish gentleman, who hated

solitary drinking, and so used to pass the bottle briskly from right

hand to left.

As LORD STANLEY has already intimated to the Spanish Minister

that he considers the sentence of the Sumario a nullity, LORD CLAREN-

DON can hardly hold the nullity to be converted into a reality, by this

passing the same sentence from right hand to left of the same Judges.

If the Spanish Themis is a thimblerigger, that is no reason why JOHN
BULL'S servants should let her go on playing her little game' one,

two, three, under which thimble is the nimble pea." She has seized

an unarmed English ship : she has robbed, imprisoned, and ill-used its

crew : she has made widows and orphans of the wives and children

of some of that crew who have sunk under their hardships.

And when she is called to account for these things she tries to ring

the changes on
Sumario,
Plenario, and
Commissionario.

The "Three Courts" of Justice all rolled .into 'one," the Cerberus-
three heads but same dog who stands on guard at the door of her

Prize Court, whose bark is so much worse than its bite, that the

British Bull-dog is almost ashamed to show his teeth to an adversary
who shelters so much insolence under so much impotence.

But patience has its limits. Diplomacy is long-suffering, and mag-

nanimity never becomes the strong so much as when dealing with the

weak. All which while JOHN BULL most potently believes, he

believes also that his Government owes a duty to British sailors and

British subjects. If the owners of the Tornado were knowingly en-

gaged in sending out a Chilian war-ship, there is nothing to show that

the crew were participators in the knowledge, not a tittle of evidence

to warrant making them prisoners of war. still less plundering them,
and ill-using them, while thus unjustifiably kept prisoners.
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QThat Spain should be involved just
now in a tempest on her own

account;, a no reason why we should let her hear the last of our lorxado.

Even if we waive the claim and case of the owners of that ship, cross

injustice and cruel wrong have been inflicted on unoffending British

sailors and British subjects, and this LOUD CLARKN DOS is bound to

sec repaired, or
'

Thirty million Englishmen
Shi.uld kii'i lln- reason why."

NOTES IK THE ZOOLOGICAL GABDENS.

On going into the gardens the first feeling is one of disappointment :

the animal of all others which you made sure of finding at the entrance

is not there the Dormouse.
In (ho Monkey House see the Fruit-bat, most probably suspended

wit.li his head downwards, an ingenious gymnastic feat which fairly

entitles this little creature to be called an Aero-bat.

Because you are a good Protestant, do not be deterred from going
into the most popular building in the Gardens, on account of the

Capuchins. There is no intention of perverting the Monkey liouse

into a Monkery.
The Society should advertise their chief curiosities, and end the list

with And a man Pig.
Is a Goose in a pie necessarily a Pied Goose ?
" The Cheer. Two females and a male of this singularly marked bird

were obtained from Simla in the year 1857." They were popularly
known as "Three Cheers." There are sim'lar birds now in the

Gardens.
The Emeus,

"
belonging to the same group of birds as the Ostriches,"

may justly be said to Emu-late them.
The Harnessed Antelope is likely to be seen in the Drive in the

Park in the course of the Season. The Gnu is anything but new,
having been in the Gardens since 1865. Call upon the Sing-sing

Antelope for a song.
The legs of the Flamingo are not composed of pink sealing-

wax.

Immediately after seeing the Lyre-bird, go and look at the

Harpy.
The Society have not as yet succeeded in adding to their collection,

of Llamas the greatest of them all the Grand Llama of Tibet.
" No

more valuable present could be made by the Society's Correspondeats"
in that country.

If you do not read the label carefully, you will not unreasonably
from his grave 'appearance, conclude that the Boobook Owl is called

the Blue-book Owl.
The Otter likes warm weather. Indeed, he has been, heard to say,

(corrupted, there is reason to fear, by the conduct of too many of his

visitors with regard to the aspirate) the 'Otter the better.

Do not omit to visit the New Elephant House, aptly named by
MASSINGBR RIVBBS

"
Elephanta."

OUR LONDON l.A/.i i:o.M.

TUB orders given by Dogberry to the policemen of the period, that

they were
"
to comprehend all vagrom men," leem scarcely to be

echoed now in Scotland Yard, or we should not we so many beggars
in the streets. Such things are better managed by our friends across

the Channel, where the streets are cleared by law from all the human
rubbish that proves to be a nuisance :

md begging in a locality ii* u a |iuhli.'

establish mi-nt or:; mitedto obviate thr necciit"y fur mendicity, u punuhabli-

by iDiprisonmentfor a term of not lei than three, nor more than six, mouth*,

and u afterward* conducted to tin- dtput dt mtndieitr. The regular beggar
incurs u term of impiuonniuiit "f from one t . 'M. Boggart aotini;

in oonoert, or using threats, or mimicking inflrmitiei, or Impairing within

an enclosure, a yard, or fcbitattion, incur it prison penalty, the extreme limit

being two years."

By "demt de nndieite" is simply meant a poor-house, but our

French friends are particuliirly fond of a fine phrase. What a Messing
it would be if we could take a leaf out of their legislative code, and if

every beggar now in England were first popped into a prison, and then

shut up m a poor-house! Beggars >" acting in concert" very often

play the flute and other ear-tormenting instruments, with which they

rob poor working people working with their brains of time which

would be money to them, and of temper also, which is likewise
very^

valuable. Such beggars deserve richly to "incur a prison penally,

as do brutes who bully ladies whom they meet without an escort, and

frighten into giving what will pay for a night's drink. Rascals such

as these are punishable by our English law, as are impostors who sham
1 sickness for the sake of getting alms. But oar policemen, as a rule,

, have other things to think of their new moustache, for instance than
1

taking up street beggars ; and so London is infested with swarms of

i', who dog our heels, like yelping curs, whenever we walk out.

A CASE FOR PROPER HEARING.

PLEASE, dear Toby, stand up prettily upon your hind legs, and beg

your master, Mr. Punch, to order people not to crop the ears of little

dogs like you and me, who cannot hear without them. Perhaps they
do not know that cruelty like this is contrary to law ; but the other

day two men or rather brutes, as I should call them were pulled up
at a police court, and would have been sent to prison if they had not

paid a fine, for cropping a poor puppy. They said that cropping was
a

"
custom." and really did not hurt (I wonder how they would

have liked their own ears cropped, for an experiment), and their lawyer
tried to make out that because SIR Epwix LANDSEBB had

painted
dogs with cropped ears, he proved that it was customary, and himself

oven approved of it. But SIR EDWIN bravely gave his evidence in

favour of us dogs, and as he painted my great-grandfather I am proud
of his opinion.
As dogs can only bark, and yelp, and howl, and growl, and whine,

and whimper, (a language which poor human creatures don't yet

understand), neither you nor I, nor any of our friends, were put into

the witness-box to say if cropping hurt us. But there was this medical
evidence brought forward of the fact

" UK. Fi.i Mixci, veterinary surgeon of the Rival Engineers, stated that the

o; oration would be an act of cruelty to the dog, and cause it extreme pain.
lie- explained that dogs of that bree-l had drooping ears, which, if cut in the

way which was presented hy tho little terrier in Court left the inner part*

unprotected, and in many cast* produced deafness. He attributed the cutting
of dogs' ear* to a depraved taste, and denied that it was the usual custom."

Dear Tobf, please tell .Mr. Putteh that having half our ears cut off

does hurt us very badly ; and as it is against the law, I hope he '11 put
a stop to it, and thus win the lasting gratitude of you and me, and
thousands like us who have had the bad luok to be born

A-Torr TERRIER.

BY COACH TO BRIGHTON.

Ye lovers of the picturesque, approach !

To Brighton you can now go down by Coach ;

Ye hippie men, who love the whipthong's crack,

A Four-in-hand now takes you there and back.

Not in a railway carriage, but outside

A. Coach, by leave of weather, let me ride,

For riding's sake, with time at my command,
To gaze about upon a lovely land

That was, and so still, here and there, remains.

Where smoky Progress may hare spared the plains.

Waft me the breath of flowers, ye gentle gales,

And not such whiffs as firebox, stoked, exhale*.

Delightful change, woods, fields, and meadows lair,

From hideous posters in your face that flare,

Free of those horrors when the vision roves :

Not yet has puffing commerce billed the groves).

Returns, in thought, the old Saturnian reign,

And GBORGK ion FOURTH his wig assumes again.

Then the weird music of the vanished Past

Blends with the coach-horn's old remembered blast,

And spirits, while the horses changing are,

Appear ; as fellows light the mild cigar.

A WORD TO PLAYGOERS.

You are on the point, on the eve, of starting for a theatre. Yon

will be a loser if you do not go to the Adelphi, and see the new
domestic drama, Ere. It is

"
freely adapted

"
from the French (not

offensively), but the tenut the legal characters in the story tempt to

the use of legal terms is kid in our own country and time, and a

successful trial and a satisfactory verdict may be predicted for the

Adelphi appellants. There are only live of them stay, there are six,

for Miss LILLH LEE'S pretty ways and words must not be forgotten

I but all can make out a strong case in their favour on the hearing.

Indeed, MR. WEBSTKK, MR. U. NBVH.LE, MR. J. C. TATLOK, MRS.

MELLOX, and Miss FVBTADO, are not an unlikely party to carry the

Court with them generally. The story is one of temptation, and

moral danger, and noble distress ; but. happily, it has not been

thought indispensable to try any of the characters on a capital charge,
' or to make an inveterate former one of the dramatis ptrton/e ; and, in the
1

end, KM escapes from her peril as wife, and is restored to happiness.

, The second of the three acU is especially striking : all London should

see MR. WEBSTER in its power and pathos.

Perhaps the comic business, although supplying much amusement,

is somewhat intrusive ; certainly it is introduced too soon at the end
1

of the last act, where it interferes with a fine and pathetic situation.

But this little defect may have been remedied since the first nights of

1 representation.
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JOHN BROWN AND THE CID. (IN TWO ACTS.)
SCENE Foreign parts (or thereabouts).

DRAMATIS PERSONS : THE CID, on Invincible Gamecock. BCSKOM, a Yanket Samtcock. JOHN BROWN, a Tame Eagle. Three Yankee Sailoii. Three Aborigine!.

ACT II.

JOHN liltowji's FiHbT AI-I^KAHANOE IN A COCKM;-.

TIME 3 17' 6' i'.v.
'

o' 17' Oi" KM.

THE COMBAT.

3' 17' 7" P.M.

JOHW BROWN T*sn:, THE SES:9 u* VK.OHV. JOHN IJHOWN MARCHINO

1 ''
""I'.

'''
"/ ;''-':

" " " l^ri.t, of St. J m ,,, Cli-rki-nw.
,

11. Ue CVui.ty f Miadlfsrx.nt the Pr'.ntins Oflti-M o( M.wr.. llrnjlmry, Evan., * Co . 1(
. Precinct of Wti.U'h I, u, i,.. i:,t, ,,i I,, lllk,n. unu I-ul,l,,[R.o l,j !,,, nt No . 95, Fk'.-t direct, 11 IL. J-ilr.-.li ,..f St. l:ri,l,-. city of L ,n<lun.-s , n u,v. Juno 12, IW..

. 1 otubaid
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MEAT AND DRINK.

ENTHUSIASTS, who would have us to

Abstain from beer and wine,
And every spirit, how do you
Propose that we should dine ?

At dinner men not only bite,

They also need to sup :

Champagne and Claret were it right
To banish from the Cuj. ':

And when the month contains an K.,

With oysters, which are in,

The lips from Cbablis to debar

Would it nut he

EMBARRASSING.
Nervous Spinster (to wary Old Bachelor).

"
OH, MR. MARIGOLD, I 'M 80

FRK;HTENKD ! MAY I TAKE HOLD OF YOCR HAND WHILE w HE GOING

THROUGH THIS TUNNEL t
"

Breathes there the man who could forswear

Burgundy or Bordeaux
When at his woodcock P If so, where

Does he expect to go P

With whitebait give iced punch, if not,

Give whitebait not to me ;

And oh, without that same punch, what
Would even turtle be ?

With every dish a liquor goes,

By every wise man'*
ven every schoolboy knows

What Latin is for Goose.

What Goose is English for is clear

To all men but an ass ;

Him who maligns sound wholesome beer,

And bans the generous glass.

Our Irish Selves.

IT may have occurred to some statesmen that the best

way to settle the Irish difficulty would be that of making

poor old Ireland new. To this end emigration from Ireland

might be promoted on the one hand and immigration there-

into from England stimulated on the other. But the

worst of it is, that all people as soon as they come to be

born in Ireland become Irish, and if Englishmen, more

Irish than the Irish themselves.

SOCIAL SPORTING INTELLIGENCE.

AT this awakening season of the year the serious world starts into

activity as well as the sporting. Whilst the latter has been pursuing

its summum bonum on the Downs and the Lawn, the former has had its

whack at Exeter Hall. Different people have different 9pmions ; some

like the Turf and others the Platform : every man to his liking, as the

noble lord said when he backed his horse. A considerable muster of

the votaries of philanthropy, mostly of the
"
upper ten," was held on

Tuesday week last, at the house of SIR PERCY BCRRELL, Bart.,

Berkeley Square, in LADY BUBRJSLL'S drawing-room, under the presi-

dency of the KARL OF SHAPTESBURT, and the title of the
"
Ladies

Sanitary Association." This affair of the Shaftesbury lot is not in anywise
a humbug, but really altogether a good thing and no mistake about it.

Object, to extend and popularise the knowledge of the laws of health

by means of libraries, lectures, tracts, clothing and coal clubs, and

other similar agencies."

Though mainly composed of ladies, it does not scorn the assistance

of the sterner sex ; some of whom were present at its late rfuaioa, and

held forth. They included MR. CHADWICK, and, moreover,
several

distinguished sons of jEsculapius. Among the medical speakers one

was DR. FARRE, who, you may be sure, would never lend his name to

bosh, and another was DR. DRUITT, whose judicious treatise on light

wines is a material guarantee that he could not possibly countenance

any species of shamauraham.
The report of this fair Association of Good Sanitarians, read by MRS.

BUTLER, one of its Hon. Sees., disclosed a' goodly series of bond fide

transactions. H.R.H. the Crown Princess of Prussia had become one

of their Lady Patronesses. They had printed five hundred copies of

the Home Almanac in the present year ; the same number of essays on

small-pox and vaccination ; likewise one hundred copies of the Society's
10th Annual Report, and had reprinted some thousands of tracts, which,
their contents consisting of useful knowledge and common sense, have

probably not been physically utilised for spills, or otherwise, by their

receivers. The Association had sent 13,243 children, last season, to

play in the Parks cost 21 13*. Id., as SAM P*FTS sayi. The Com-

mittee of Destitute Children's Dinner Society (in co-operation with it

had opened 37 dining-rooms up to September, 186S. in the poorest

districts of London, made grants to the amount of 884, and sold

substantial dinners to 83,119 children, at Id. per head; thus feeding,

without pauperising, the hungry.
Some fifty of the ragged, if not the naked, had been also clothed by

the Association.
" The clothing consisted of fifty calico shirts, twenty-

one red flannel shirts with Garibaldi tops and long sleeves, twenty-one

linsey skirts, twenty-nine blue serge dresses, and fifty white straw hats

trimmed with blue ribbon." I quote these details for the edification of

your lovely readers. The London Dressmakers' Company, connected

with the Association, was thriving had shot branches into divers

towns. The Association had in view a project for establishing nur-

series for motherless young children, to serve as schools for nnrscs,

and for mothers of all classes. Balance-sheet for 1S68:- receipts,

511 2*. 1W. ; expenditure, 4frl 2. Id. ; surplus, 1107 0. 9<t This

Association has much to show for little money, precisely the reye"e of

Societies for the Conversion of the Cannibals, and the Jews, which have

many more missionaries to produce than converts, and in the opinion

of your humble servant, when its fair constituents send round the

function, they should get it back filled with bank-notea, and would

deserve to, even if the receptacle for subscriptions were a coalscuttle

bonnet. The horse no doubt is not only a noble, but a worshipful

animal, and some of the nobility and gentry, who have more money
than they know what to do with, may like to relieve themselves thereof

by playing at ducks and drakes with it on the Turf, whilst others,

like the Members of the Ladies' Sanitary Association, prefer to expend
their superfluous tin on the pastime of practical beneficence, which

must at least be admitted to be quite as amusing, if not as rational, for

those who like it, as the other. For a contrast between those two sorts

of diversions, the Ascot Week affords a seasonable opportunity to

LARKSPUR.

A HINT TO TTTE LORDS. Second Readings are best.

VOL. I VI. B B
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THE CHESTER GIRLS.

"WHAT imports the nomina-
tion of these ladies?" will

be the Shaksperianic query
that will at once occur to

Mr. Punch's myriad readers.

What of the Girls of plea-
sant Chester on the Dee,
the Deva of the Romans,
the capital of Cheshire, a

bishop's see, and a city

interesting for its antiqui-

ties, pop. 35,000? Why,
this, when Mr. Punch caa
master his rage sufficiently
to explain it. Somebody
has been writing in the

Cheater Observer to the

effect that the Girls of

Chester are a very flagrant
sort of Girls of the Period.

A sort of sensation has fol-

lowed, and 3fr. Punch is

appealed to for a just sen-

tence.

It is due to the Chester

Observer to say that it has

opened its, columns to a

defence of the young ladies.

But this defence, conducted

by independent, champions,
more or less gifted with the

power of spelling accu-

rately, is remarkable rather

forits zeal thanforits ability.

It chiefly consists in abusing the cynical critic. He deserves all lie

gets, but he does not get an answer.
Mr. Punch hereby tramples him beneath the deep Titanian prisons,

as SHELLEY'S Jupiter proposed to do with Demogorgon, only that

Punch does what Zeus could not do. Mr. Punch has had the pleasure
of beholding the Girls of Chester many a time and oft, and it is not
because they smiled upon him (how could Beauty fail to smile on

Chivalry ?) that he will believe that they cast other smiles otherwise

than with maidenly propriety. He hath pleasant memories of their

grace, their particularly English and fresh and cheery faces, and their

neat nay, elegant, and not extravagant apparel. Further, he hath

reason to speak of their good sense, for He is their favourite Author
and Mentor, and he is proud of his scholars. Nor does he believe, as

alleged by some of their unwise defenders, that the Youths of Chester,

by reason of ignorance and intemperance, are unworthy to find sweet-

hearts and wives in the fair Cestrians. There be fools everywhere,

(especially among people who volunteer letters to the press,) but let

the Registrar speak. Manly Youth and Gentle Girlhood of Chester
are as fond of getting united in

holy matrimony as in any other of our

comely cities, and the excellent Bishop of Chester waves his episcopal
staff over as meritorious a flock as you shall see in merry England.
All this happeneth to be within Mr. PuncKs own knowledge. He hath

spoken. Let the Dee become Laughing Water, as he blows his kiss

to the Cestrian Minnehahas. But the Rhoodee is the most beestly
racecourse in England worse than Epsom.

ME. PUNCH'S ENGLISH PEIZE POEM.

Omitted, by some unaccountable oversight, to be recited in the Sheldonian

Theatre, Oxford, on Wednesday June $th, 18G9, Commemoration Lay.

DEEP in the west the roseate life expired.

Woods, waves, and wolds with fierce effulgence fired,

Day to his doom had gone, Night's tranquil car

Rose from the zenith and the regal star,

Sirius arousing and the pensive Bear
To leap to splendour in their glittering lair,

And where the waters of Jaxartes foam,
To guide and guard the storm-tossed sailor home.
Sleep, like a mother, in her arms caressed
All who had sought the cradle of her breast ;

Birds, beasts, and bees recumbent from their toils

Found the repose dyspepsia never spoils,
And in the calm contentment of the sky,
Care lost its cark, and sorrow ceased her sigh.
Far in the bowers of a dreamy wood

A long-forgotten city daily stood,

Hidden away by busli and tangled brake,
It crowned the foreshore of an ancient lake,
And with a thousand shafts and spires of gold
Lightened the forest and illumed the wold.

Its towers of tufa, and its walls of quartz,

Spacious and splendid with vice-regal courts,
Chambers where Kings and ermined Kaisars spent
The contributions which their

subjects sent,

With rosy wreaths and bliss of golden wine,
With beauty's argent laugh and smile divine,

With voice and lute, with harpsichord and gong,
With cymbals clashing for the maddened throng,
With tissues woven iu Golconda's looms,
With diamond dados to rococo rooms,
With hawk and hound, the partridge and the fox,

And matches lighting only on the box.

A happy life ! before the Penny Press,
With no restrictions about evening dress,

Pleasure alone its lord, its light, its lay,

Born for the sunshine and the dream of day ;

Perennial mirth, perpetual jest.

Men free from duns, wives in their servants blessed,

Children who went to bed without a word,
Taxes unknown and organs never heard,
Smoke self-consumed, the weather always fine,

And no adulteration in the wine.

The people there in that ambrosial land

Gave Peace the fist and Fellowship the hand,
Called it not glory to destroy their kind,
And wore their hats according to their mind :

Content to see their image in the stream,

They would not trespass on the solar beam,
And when a great man died, they did not care

To place his statue in the public square.

They in their life no ebb, no reflex show,

Change or mutation they can never know,
Were then as now, and also now as then

Peaceful, pacific, paneirenin men.
Primaeval race, with undisputed wills,

And no man running or refusing billSj

Lapped in the golden age of hoary time,
When pleiosauri revelled in their slime,

And the great mastodon from dawn to day
Rood upon, rood in lush morasses lay ;

When Egypt's mummied kings were yet to come
With the soft timbrel and the sumptuous drum ;

Ere the last phoenix reared her latest brood,
Where godlike Nilus rolls his unctuous flood,

Ere Memnon watched the Sphinx's early grace,
And tuned her charms before her blushing face,

Heard by the Arab as he milked his flocks,

And speared the vampire on the jasper rocks,
Heard by the Fakir in the lonely swamp
Burying the ibis with affection's pomp ;

What time the wizard with his magic scroll

Watched for the planet wheeling to the pole,
And in the strange conjunction of the stars

Read the sure portent of impending wars ;

What time the maiden moon patrolled the skies,

And PLATO trembled at HYPATIA'S eyes,

Searching for wisdom at her secret shrine,

And teaching man the substance and the sign,

Yearning to seek, and seeking but to find

The best and brightest dogma of the mind,
Yearning to leave the eidolon he found,
Vestured with beauty, with enchantment crowned,
Till in the conflict of tumultuous thought
He grasped the vision which his genius sought,
And in the calm of his own Academe

Shaped for all time the transport and the dream.

A Worm for an Airlie Bird.

THE In verness Courier says that the EARL or AIRLIE, having become

possessed of the house made famous as LORD MACADLAY'S residence,

HoUy (or M'Holly) Lodge, has changed the name to Airlie Lodge.
Therein hath my LOUD AIRLIE acted like ALOIBLADES when he cut off

his beautiful dog's tail. He has done something to be talked about.

Only, unlike ALCIBIADES, ATBLIE never did anything else to be talked

about.

THE EQUESTRIAN ORDEB.

IF every Rogue upon the Turf to-day were to be under it to-morrow,
how many respectable families would be placed in mourning !
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, Junellh. The EARL OF DEVOX, presenting a petition for

the Rejection of tlit; Irish Clnirch Hill, disagreed with the petitioners

and advised the Peers to read a Second Time, and amend the suid

I. C. B. This was the counsel which the Lords CARNARVON. SALIS-

BURY, and STANUOPE Rave to the Lords ou the previous Saturday, and

which was spurned by Lnni> DKHBT, who resolved to go plenum ted

full butt against a stone wall, fide Cartoon.

On the Metropolitan District Railway Hill theDtnCBOT Kfrr.AM.

proposed a clause compelling the Directors to provide smoking com-

I ''mitigating nobles do not travel on tint line, so the Duke
A, however, is not enraged, tins time. There

be great objections to complicating
1

arrangements where the passengers
are so many and the stoppages so orief.

The BOMB 8Kf:iiKTAKV was giving an account of the late lamentable

affair at .Mnhl, where it was necessary to fire on a rasing and savage

mob of colliers, land where an unoffending girl was tilled through the

wicked hnbit of limit:, not straight at the guilty, but where the inno-

cent usually are,) and had paid a most deserved tribute to the forbear-

ance of officers and soldiers, when
i the House, and was received with cheering

whether you know the facts of a case or not) when Paterfamilias is

lofty about masculine habits of business. SIR STAI-KORD NOKTIUOTK,
under whose reign the money was spent, stood up pluckily to take the

responsibility, refusing to shift any of it upon the Indian Government,
and p:iyins a high, but merited tribute to the services rendered by SIR

!/., KIIU.M.

In Committee on Wife's Sister, MR. COLLINS poked fun. He moved
that a Woman should be allowed to marry her Husband's Brother, ami.

parodying the statements of advocates for the other change, declare!

knew many ladies who were anxiously waiting for the justice

he asked. Th.- House did not seem much amused, and after two divi-

sions the subject was adjourned. That there bo prohibited Degrees
does not excuse such Latitude*.

Wednetdiy. Ireland again all day. That island is intrusive. Some-

thing about Liquors nothing to be done. And something about

encouraging Irish Fishermen at the public expense.
It was s

Irish fish are now as ditlicult to catch as I

vfused what was demanded, in'

:ticky it was because they were asses, and that he should cer-

tainly not lend them Government nets. : neatly,

that the ftsh bare been scared away by predictions that all Ireland is

going to become Papistical (on the passing of the 1 . C. B.), and willM 11.

that snook the roof. This was the Liberal answer to the Conservative

demonstration against the I. C. M. 11 the Opposition bad remembered
; paxfonnucc of n imitated the Tories of

ne, who, \v cheered any passage in favour of

was uiife.lt."

. Mr. Pmtrh thanks PROFESSOR HBKBY MORLEY
il and compact of modern edition ime, of

ai ,jnat"aries"are'to'eome.
"

before the i

the SfHtalor, with admirable notes and specimens ot the quaint, adver- l

presto it was gtale(i l)v M ,.. , !l(1(iIIT hl

tisementa-ewry gentleman should be with it. \ou don t like the ^ Eogland, and I

phrase? Anything to So gentleman should lie without it
fe 1 1 ,

'

t f imDrowI1
Mul, tho> p i^rees with the Standard that it was

not for thri: *1 INISTKK t hey were melancholy and

sentlemanli ;>krn says. But they did their cheering on a ,
,

_', in honour of the Tory candidates who have won at Stafford,
gj

-i

A fearfully dull but, eminently "well-spent evening. The Compound J3L_,
Householder was revived, and is to flourish, if he pays less than

therefore want more fish for fast-days.

Thursrlay. \. >RY told a good story. Forgeries of signatures
ions for Smutty MU-- traced to two fellows, who,

notwithstandingnotice of their habits, were, he said, taken into employ
v Observance Society for nulling up thrir p<-ti'i.;i:

he Sabbatarians have denied this latter allegation. The accused

abominable rail-

ed against it in
'

over their respective contribution* to a new edifice.

spirit once why don't they burn the atrocious station

That delicate hint of their opinion would be effective. If

interfere, pitch 'em into the Babble there is nothing like a

lerstanding in matters of business.
ouseo , j^ LoWB ^mitted t^t the Koyal Commission on the New Law

London or less than 10 in the country MR. TORRENS pleaded ablv
Courts was in irin ^ questions of measurement and cost, but saw

on behalf of the over-rated (by which we don t mean too much praised,
<

for delaymg legislation while we were merely ascertaining
but too much rated i Metropolitan Kate-payers, and objected to new waat it ought to be
imposition of Poor-Rate until

inquiry
hail been made as to the extent LQRD ELCHO ^ iong9ome Dut able speech advocated an Army

of present accommodation for the sick poor. MR. HARDT advised the
j Reserve and MR CARDWELL promised reforms tending in that direc-

puttmg down with a strong hand what he termed the curse of the
ti(m yVc h(;rcb offer^ .

g punch't Pocket-Book to anybody who

He not only suggested but Commanded this.
daughter of buccaneer.

Tuesday. On the Life Peerages Bill, the DUKE OP ARGYLL read the It is not Parliament indeed the speeches are most nn-Parliamentary,
Peers a neat little lesson on their duty to keep abreast with public but as ,\fr. Punch writes a political nistory which will save all trouble

to a future MACAULAY, he may as well mention that about this date all

sorts of Protestant meetings were held to denounce the I. C. B.,
opinion. For which LORD SALISBURY went at him with extra steam

laid on, and declared that if the Lords were to be
only registrars of the

decrees of the Commons, the Duke might have the House to himself.

LORD MALMESBURY was plaintive over the Bill, because it did not

define the precedence to be enjoyed by young ladies who might be the

daughters of life peers. This, we admit, is a question of vast import-

ance, and we regret that the Earl did not move for a Royal Commission to

inquire and report upon it. The MARCHIONESS OP PUNCH (when her

lord is a Life Peer) will certainly insist upon her daughter taking place
after the wives of the eldest sons of Marquises, who come after the

wives of Dukes of the Blood-Royal, who come after Countesses of the

United Kingdom, including those Countesses of Ireland whose titles

were created subsequent to the Union,
because they love him.

All come after Mr. Punch,

"
Did you tell your Mamma that Miss BOREHAM was here, my

dear P
" "

Yes, Papa."
" And what did she say f

" "
She said,

' O
Bother !

' "
So said Mr. Punrh when the Lords agreed to five Com-

missions for raking into the corruption at Norwich, Cashel, Bridgwater,
Beverley, and Sligo. The papers will be full of contemptible details of

the doings of cads and knaves. Cut 'em short, dear contemporaries,
Punch begs. Dublin escapes, though as bad as the rest.

The Commons went on with the Bankruptcy Bill, which they took

again on Friday. Much quarrel over the means by which Shylock is to

be helped " To cut the forfeit from that Bankrupt there."

The Bill is thought to be at present moulded too much in the interest

of Jessica's parent.

Touching the Abyssinian Bill we mean the cost of the war there
is to be inquiry by a Select Committee. The first estimate was Three
Millions and a Half, and we have paid Eight Millions, Seven Hundred
and Seventy-Three Thousand Pounds. Write that out in figures,

Materfamilias, and then back in words : il will fix the sum in your
memory, and enable you to hold your own (not that you can't do that

whereat MR. GLADSTONE was called by the most outrageous names,
wretch and traitor being the mildest. But he wasn't much worsened.

Hard words usually come out of soft heads.

Friday. "A storm was coming, bat the winds were still." In anti-

cipation of the night on which the winds were to be untied and let

"To fight against the Churches,"

LORD GRANVTLLE said that he was unaware of there being any founda-

tion for Menaces to which reference had been made out of doors, and

that the Government had no intention of departing from that proper
and respectful course which it was the duty of Her Majesty's Servants

to follow in dealing with either House of Parliament.

The business in the Commons was so utterly dull, that even MR.
PETER TAYLOR'S taking action was a relief. He, with vast solemnity,

set forth the duties of a Member of Parliament, which he expounded
to consist of the redress of grievances, the alteration of bad laws, and

the passing of good ones. Having thus portentously delivered him-

self of first principles, he promptly descended to a shilling's worth of

greens. He complained that three children had been imprisoned for

stealing the same at Salisbury. When he had made a speech of exactly

three-quarters of a column of the Star, the HOME SECRETARY explained

that MR. PETER TAYLOR knew nothing about the matter, that the

offenders were habitual thieves, and had filled a sack and three wraps
with the vegetables plundered from gardens. MR. TAYLOR could just

as easily have ascertained facts as could MJI. BRUCE, and it would

have been respectful to the House not to tell it a cock-and-bull story.

The
"
grievance-monger" never came to sadder grief than to-night,

and we dare say he will, for a month at least, look angrily at greens,

when they are handed to him at dinner, which will be a pity, for they

are very wholesome, if nicely boiled.
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A DISTINCTION.
The "Good Parson" (to Applicant for Instruction in the Night School).

" HAVE YOU BEEN CONFIRMED, MY BOY ?"

Boy (hesitating).
"
PLEASE, SIR I DON'T KNOW "

Parson. " You UNDERSTAND ME
;
HAS THE BISHOP LAID HIS HANDS ON YOTT ?"

Eoy. "OH, NO, SIR, BUT HIS KEEPER HAVE, SIR VKRY OFTEN, SIR! !"

DUKE WKONGHEAD AND LORD LONGHEAD.

(A Peers' Eclogue.)

QUOTH DUKE WUONGHEAB,
"
His note change who will, or his coat,

Guide who will, by BRIGHT'S compass, his helm
I 'ye a mind of my own, and that mind I '11 make known :

Are we not an Estate of the Realm ?
"

Quoth DUKE WKONGHEAD
"
Are we not an Estate of the Realm ?

"

Quoth LOED LONGHEAD,
" Take care : that estate you '11 impair ;

For wise wills, not strong, 'tis a case.

If two men ride a horse, one rides hindmost, perforce ;

There 's nothing like knowing one's place,"

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD
"
There 's nothing like knowing one's place."

Quoth DUKE WRONGHEAD,
" How now ? To the Commons kotow !

At BRIGHT'S bidding one's scruples surmount !

Choke one's principles down, under grim GLADSTONE'S frown,
As a cipher be willing to count !

"

Quoth DPKE WRONGHEAD-
" As a cipher be willing to count !

"

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD,
"
Your Grace, ciphers tell in, their place,

Tens of units they make, at the worst :

And that 's more satisfaction than helping a fraction,*
Which ciphers must do, who 'd stand first."

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD
"
'Tis in fractions that ciphers stand first."

Quoth DUKE WRONGHEAD,
"
This jar must our Church make or mar,

And the cause of that Church is the Peers' ;

* Of course all Mr. Punch's readers are familiar with decimals.

1

)range blent with true blue makes the green, still the hue
On which Erin smiles through her tears."

Quoth DUKE WRONGHEAD
" On which Erin smiles, through her tears."

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD,
" But hear, if you chain Church and Peer,

On the weakest Church-link why fling weight ?
:

Blue and orange make green,' true for you, yet I ween
Green 's the hue blue and orange most hate."

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD
"
Green 's the hue blue and orange most hate."

Quoth DUKE WRONGHEAD. " My will is but Old England's still,

She thanks Heav'n for a staunch House of Lords.
Look around ! See the land at our side takes its stand,

With its prayers, and, if need be, its swords !

"

Quotn DUKE WRONGHEAD
" We 've its prayers, and, if need be, its swords."

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD,
" To me who 's old England may lie,

Matters less, than who 's Young England is :

You Ve the old dames, no doubt, both in cassocks and out ;

But their fume 's apt to end in a fiz."

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD
"
Their fume 's apt to end in a fiz."

Quoth DUKE WRONGHEAD,
"
Stout rope, and short shrift, to the POPE !

England ne'er 'neath a priest-hood shall groan !

Counting heads. Peer by Peer, our majority's clear,

And we '11 do what we like with our own."

Quoth DUKE WRONGHEAD
" We '11 do what we like with our own !

"

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD,
" The POPE will not vex us, I hope ;

Lord of all priests the Law should be known :
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You may do what you will with your own, but this Bill

Is the Country's, and so not your own,"

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD
"
Is the Country's, and so not your own."

Quoth DUKE WRONGHEAD,
"
Away with such sophistry, pray ;

I 've made up my mind for a fight :

This iniquitous Bill I can throw out, and will

So here goes for the Row, and the Right."

Quoth DUKE WRONGHEAD
" Here goes for the Row and the Right !

"

Quoth LORD LONG HEAD,
" Of course yon should know your own force ;

1 but steer after Sense's plain light :

And by that light 1 read 'tis an old-fashioned screed
' Never bark when you know you can't bite.'

"

Quoth LORD LONKHKAD
" Never bark when you know you can't bite."

DUK.E WRONGIIEAD was dumb : o'er his chin passed his thumb-
Quoth LORD LONG 11 E AD,

"
Oft 'neath party stress.

The Peers have said
'

nay,' when the Country said
'

yea,'
But our

'
nos

'

have still ended in
'

yes.'
"

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD
"
But our

'

nos
'

have still ended in
'

yes.'
"

"
Ermined caps crowns may guard : and Peers' heads may be hard,

But if to butt bulwarks we fall,

The pounding-match o'er, we shall find, sore for sore,
U r have hurt our heads more than the wall."

Quoth LORD LONGHEAD
" We have hurt our heads more than the wall."

brought to me), and therefore I think you suitable for the situation.

1 have nothing to say against your honesty, provided you are well

looked after, and your morals are effectually guarded by your age and

personal appearance. 1 am glad to know that you now go to church.

1 hope that you will obtain the place, in which your most marked

failings will have little opportunity of displaying themselves.

MRS. Bute BLUSDILL.
in.

To JAMES JONES, Esq., Candidate for a Head-Matterilup.

DEAJL JONES,
I CAN consistently recommend you to the favourable notice of

the Trustees of the Smotheringham Grammar School. I consider you
precisely the kind of Master required in these times of progress. Not
devoted to any particular study, you have a catholic feeling for all.

Were you a sound classic, you might be tempted to neglect mathe-

matics, and were you much acquainted with the latter, Latin and Greek

might not be duly attended to by your pupils. Did you know anything
of physical science, you might lead your charges to materialism, or

worse, and were you a profrssor of any particular religion, there would
be danger lest you should inculcate intolerance. As regards your
temper, I have no doubt that your rood sense will teach you, eventu-

ally, to control it, and the lesson will be enforced by your recollection

of having been expelled from your last situation for flogging an entire

class because you spilt the ink over your trousers. Thus, yourself

educated, yon will be qualified to educate others, and I shall doubly

rejoice at your success, partly for the sake of your family, whom you
mil then Lave no reason to neglect, and partly for my own sake, as

Smotheringham is 3<J7 mile* from the house, and banker, of

Yours faithfully,

TUOMAS TBCZMA-X.

THE BITTER-SWEET TESTIMONIAL.
THE Times had a very good article the other day, in which, in refer-

ence to the Recommendations and Testimonials which friends give to
their friend, when he wants a situation, it was remarked that these
documents are for the most

part untrustworthy, as they suppress all

disagreeable truth. Hence, they are but slightly regarded by those
who have appointments to bestow. This is perfectly true. But the

system might be reformed, and then a friend's certificate of character
and ability would regain the value which a gentleman's statement

ought to possess. Why should not Testimonials be framed on the

following plan f

I.

To JOHN BROWN, ESQ., Candidate for a House Stryeonship.

MT DEAR BROWN,
THE Directors of St. Vitus's Hospital might do worse than

make you House Surgeon. Yon have been fairly educated, considering
that your family was a low one ; and when you nave had more practice
in your profession I daresay you will make fewer mistakes than at

present. I am glad also to know that you have left off the habit of

drinking, with exceptions, which I have no doubt will become less

frequent when you acquire a sense of responsibility. When the
Coroner made those remarks upon your apparent ignorance and confu-
sion of ideas, he could not know that you had been at billiards all

night, and therefore his language ought not to operate to your detri-
ment. The patient would very likely have equally died if jou had been
to see him : in fact, 1 think you showed humanity, in the circumstances,
in staying away. 1 earnestly hope that your canvass will be as sue-
cessful as it deserves. Yours sincerely,

FRANK. BUFFEB.

To MBS. SWITCHES, Candidate for a Union Matromhip.

Mas. SwrrciiF.it,
I DO not hesitate to send you a testimonial, to recommend you

to the Board of Guardians 9f the Pickles Union, though I detect some of
your old impudence in asking it from a lady who refused to give you a
character when she discharged you from the place of Housekeeper.We ought always to hope for the best ; and though it is hoping very
much indeed for the best to trust that you have seen your errors, I
will act in the hope, though I never got back the sheets and pillotc-catet.
I can certify that you are a strong, large, healthy woman, quite capable
of beating, single-handed, any she-pauper who might misconduct her-
self, and you are free from any weakness of nature that might make
you unmindful that your one duty is to save the money of the rate-

payers. I daresay that you will have learned by this time to be respect-
ful to your superiors, and have profited by the advice of the Magistrate
before whom MR. BANG BLUNDBLL brought you for defying me with
the tongs. If you had continued in intemperate habits, you could not
write so steady a hand (I suppose the letter to be in your own hand,
though you cannot forget the history of a written character you I

A CHANCE FOR OLD GIRLS.

GRANDMAMMA, are you tired of the life you have led so many years
as a widow ? If so, here is a chance for you offered in an ml i 1 1 mm ill

which appeared the other day in a newspaper :

MATRIMONY,
Social

position Any Widow or Single Lady of

independence, dirou of an introduction to the higher circle! (through

marriage) may HEA& of a UESIUABLB OFPOBTUXITT. An interview with *

lady friend, if preferred.

Perhaps the above extract is an opportunity which some ladies at your
time of life, Grandmamma, would think very desirable indeed. It may
be an opportunity which they would derive from marriage with an insol-

vent old nobleman, or even an insolvent young one, and one not only

young, but handsome. The only question for them to consider, if wil-

ling to marry purely for social position, is whether, supposing they got.

through marriage, an introduction to the higher circles, they could
hold their own in them. That would depend. For instance, unless

very Wealthy indeed, so as to be able to empower their husbands to

exercise splendid hospitality, it would be indispensable for them not to

be given to drop their A's.

From the tenor, however, of this advertisement, addressed to

marriageable women indiscriminately, saving independence, you may
safely conclude that the advertiser (a racing Peer, perhaps) is not at all

particular, at any rate as to personal qualifications. Therefore, with a
view to treating with him, it will be quite unnecessary for you to go to

the expense of being made, as doubtless you can be, although MADAM E

RACHEL is in prison, just as well as yon could if she were at large,
beautiful for ever.

You see that either he is not under any apprehension that the
Married Women's Property Bill may become law, or does not care if it

will. Very likely does not care. He may be presumed to be a gentle-

man, if not also a nobleman, whose purpose will be quite sufficiently-

answered by any marriage which will insure him, as DR. JOHNSON said,
the certainty of three meals a day.

There, Granny!

A Great Oversight.
" Some disturbances of no great importance hare occurred at Besancon,

owing to the authorities baring seized an electoral address of M. OunreAiHE,
an Opposition Candidate. . . . Several bands of people marched about the
streets up till two in the morning [shouting]

' Vire OUOI.VAIKB !
' "

WHAT a fine opportunity for a judicious misprint was here missed.

It should have been
" Vin Ordinaire !

"

A CURIOSITY.

OUR friend, WENTWORTH WALKING-TON, is a great tourist, and
brings home relics and mementoes from every place he visits. The last

addition to his collection is a bit of the Isle of Wight.
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"EELS OVER HEAD."

POTTIES, WHO GOES IN FOB DEEP DIVING, HAS GOT IN A HOLE THIS TIME,
AND NO MISTAKE !

NOT A PIN TO CHOOSE.

THE Commemoration at Oxford this year proved a break-

down, or, if you had rather call it, a break-up ; the Under-
graduates making a row that at last became insufferable.

Noisy boys. Before the business of the day, which was
not to be concluded, began, after they had hissed off a mau
in the area with a green tie, according to report :

" ' The QUEEN
' was now loudly cheered, while the mention of

'BRIGHT' and ' GLADSTONE'S
' names provoked a terrific storm

of disapprobation.
' LORD DERBY ' and ' GATHORNE HARDY '

were cheered again and again, as were also the ' BISHOP or
OXFORD" and '

1>R. PUSEY.'
"

When our young friends cheered DR. WILBERFORCE and
DR. PUSEY, it could not have occurred to them that what,

they have to thank the latter for, is the inability of the

parsons to poke up the British Lion against the Ministers

whose names and policy were hooted on Wednesday last,

in the Sheldonian Theatre. They will probably live to

find out that, whatever ulterior measures
progressive

statesmen may adopt with regard to Church and State, the

influence exercised by the Puseyites and the Ritualists will

have rendered it impossible among the People of England
to get up any the faintest cry of

" No Popery !

"

PUNCH ASKS A QUESTION.
ANOTHER terrible colliery explosion ! Sixty men killed

or injured at Femdale, where, in 1867, 175 poor fellows

were destroyed by the fatal firedamp !

"
It is supposed,"

says the report of the lesser catastrophe,
"
that a man had

opened his safety lamp to light his pipe, and thus exploded
the firedamp."
Punch refers to these calamities in order to ask a ques-

tion. Could not that powerful illuminator, the Magnesium
light, be employed in coal-mines, and thereby remove all

FLAME from close proximity to the
"
workings

"
i Safety

Magnesium lamps placed
in different parts of a mine would

be costly, no doubt, but the consumer would pay the

charge, and every fire would burn the brighter when it was
known that the coals had been obtained with lessened

danger to the poor miner.

Latinitas Canina.

THE Members of the
"
Nulli Secundus

"
Club had their

annual dinner on Saturday evening at the London Tavern,

Bishopsgate Street. It is not generally known that this

distinguished Society
derived the name of Nulli Secundus

from having declared their determination never to sanction

duelling by becoming, anyone of them, second to anybody.

TOUCHING A RECITAL.
DEAR PUNCH,

I WAS a solicitor once. But, becoming conscientious, I of

conrse renounced that calling.
I remember that when I made Deeds, I had to put in Recitals. They

were of no use, but awfully easy and splendidly profitable. I need not

explain what they were, except that they were verbiage. Justifiable,

however, because I was inadequately paid for what really demanded

skill, and was useful.

The other day I went to listen to a Recital at the St. James's Hall.

It was not in the least like mine. It was made by MADAME ARABELLA
GODDARD, to whose name you rhymed

" Her with admiration all the critical squad heard."

It was not easy at
all, except to listen to, for it was Music of the

highest class. I hope it was profitable certainly there was a first-rate

audience. The lady^s playing is one of those things which you can't

puff, for you can't praise it enough. It is per se. I wish you would

go and hear the next there is only one more. MR. BENEDICT sits

near her all the time, which I should say was taking an unfair advan-

tage (for I don't believe he pays for his seat), only that everybody can
hear every note as well as MR. BENEDICT can. Also he accompanies
a very nice young lady. Miss EDMONDS, who sings charmingly. Upon
my word, I wish you 'd go and hear a RecitaL You 'd thank me for

sending you. Eyer yourS)
CARDUUS BENEDICTUS.

THE PROFOUNDEST CONVICTION OF THE EX-MEMBER FOR SHEF-
FIELD. That ROEBUCK and He-roe are two names for the same thing.

FASHIONABLE SUICIDE.
" WHAT fools there are in the W9rld !

"
will be a natural reflection

by the philosophic mind on learning the morsel of intelligence sub-

joined :

" An American paper says that nearly all the brilliant complexions seen

among the fashionable women of New York are the result of eating arsenicr

Since the introduction of the blonde fashion, arsenic eating has become almost

a mania."

"
Almost a mania

" seems rather a mild phrase. A person who can

swallow poison for the sake of her complexion must be either quite a

maniac or else a downright idiot. But this is not the only proof of

modern fashionable insanity. Some ladies take poison to beautify their

eyes, and others dye their hair with poisonous decoctions. Beauties

without paint will swallow deadly drugs to give a charm to their com-

plexions, and will run the risk of killing themselves in order to look

killing. Tight-lacing is another form of fashionable suicide, and annu-

ally slaughters a hecatomb of victims. Indeed, the wonder is that

ladies who only care to live in order to be looked, at, have vitality

sufficient to keep them in existence, while their life is so imperilled by
the means which they employ for the enhancement of their beauty.

The Situation in France.

(WALKER'S Telegrams.) pABis. JBNE 12.

LARGE bodies of troops have been massed at Satory.

The principal sausage-makers of Paris have received immense orders. Grea

quantities of Champagne are stored.

It is whispered that events are about to repeat themselves.
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TO PLAYGOERS.
HE Midsummer holidays are at

hand, and heads of families must
now be thinking of the aanual
visit to the sea-side. Many of

them will hear with satisfaction

that all the expense and trouble

of a journey to the coast may
be saved by merely walking or

driving to Long Acre, t<

cool and comfortable Queen's
Theatre, where every evening,
at half-past eight, The Tr* of
Ike Tide can be seen and enioyea,
without the draw back of lodging-
houses, bathing machines, impor-
tunate boatmen, itinerant min-

strels, and rainy weather.
Let no one be deterred from

going, through alarm at
"
four

acts, ten scenes, and I'mr

tableaux." The acts are not too

long, the intervals between them

commendably short, and the

tableaux very strikinj, parti-

cularly "The Cave of Murgane"
(no connection with any other

"
cave "), to which the only objection that can be taken is, that, as the

most exciting scene in the piece, it, occurring as it does in the first act.

comes too early upon the stage. (N.B. For the best thunder ana
H^liliiing, go to the Queen's.)
The story interests its seriousness being relieved by the amusement

.I//, and Mrs. Dauby, admirably represented by MR. and MAS. FRANK
MATTHEWS, afford. The acting of it is good; notably by MR. H.

YEHIX, MR. J. CLAYTON, MR. RYDER, Miss HODSON, and Miss
LARKIX. The scenery is beautiful, the dialogue has many telling

points, and the handsome costumes well, they are scarcely an exag-
geration of the present hunchy-bunchv style of dress. It would have
been better could Ltdy Clara's death have been managed off the stage,
but this tragic close to her unhappy life has, we imagine, been made
much less disagreeable than when the drama was first brought out.

We hope it will bring the tide of success to the Queen's, and that MR.
BORNAND, who in this piece the plot of which is founded, as he tells

us, on a novel published some years ago makes, we believe, his first

experiment in serious dramatic writing, will be encouraged again to

play truant from, but not be wholly faithless to his first love, Burlesque.
P.S. To Persons in search of a good laugh. Go, see, and hear Cox

and Box, at the Gallery of Illustration.

LE FOLLET BAISONNABLE.

Is Orson endowed with' reason ? Considering, however, that Orion

,

was a creature very much the reverse of a Narriitiu, perhaps we
>ld not ask that question, as of him, concerning a man-milliner, or

may be even a milliner and not a man. But in Is r'ulM's account of

the
"
Fashions for June

"
there are no less than three distinct traces

of positive rationality. Imprimis. Having stated that the immense
y of new materials for fiuery renders it impossible to enumerate

them, our papilionaceous contemporary proceeds :

" We timl, however, tli it ;''iul.ir<! of different kind* it very fs*bionablr,
more especially tin-

'
'

,' wlii< h ha* the texture and brilliancy
of China mine*; and the new Japanese, a kind of silk cloth winch iae* not

erumpU tatily, and is not injured by a ihetccr of /

Lest Le Polltt should get more credit than its due, it is proper to

mention that the italics which, above and below, mark pmiMgai dis-

i utional, arc not in the original. The next instance of reason,
in lie Follet, is this :

" There is a new manner of

looping them up with bows of .

irta, be dona in a variety

purptun fur >. ''- by ha

THE BAR FEMININE.

(Respectfully but remonstratively recommended to Ike notice of JOHN
STUART MILL.)

Is this, we earnestly ask, in the name of cruelty to legal animals.
what Court and Clients must be prepared for when ladies are admitted
to practice at the Bar ?

" The SHEDDEN legitimacy case was resumed this morning for the fifteenth
time before the House of Lords. The LOKO CHANCELLOR commented upon
Ike extreme prolijrily of Miss SIIEDDEN'S address, tchich has now occupied

(lays, and exhorted her to confine her rernarl* to tht evidence.

commencing to address tlieir Lordships this momii
in (], and was carried out. Du. BOND being sent for,

Uil\ was suffering from hysteria brought on by nervous exhaustion.
Thi'ir

Lordships postponed the i';u*c till to-morrow, when, if Mi.ss SIILIJDEX
i be unable to proceed, her father will be heard."

Let us hope MR. SHEDDEX Senior will be to the fore, or Heaven only
knows when their Lordships will be released.

"
"'lift tfttrnttmque sedebil,

Infelir CHELMSI
" Labitur et labetiir in omne colubilis avion,
Miss SIIKDUKN !

"

Talk of
"
the Subjection of Women," MR. MILL! Here's the whole

force of Law Lords in subjection to one woman. . . . who, after
til l ecu days, talks herself into hysteria, and their Lordships into but
what single word can be found comprehensive enoush to describe their

Lordships' state of body and mind, under the peineforte et dure of this

distressingly fluent female. Fancy a Bar of Miss SIIEDDBSS! The
masculine legal mind recoils in horror from the idea !

NKW WORK. Shortly will be published, Legendary Skittles, a com-
panion volume to

"
Historic Kinepins."

estct into short ones by merely
material. Thii looping

; t/nif a t/ret may atiticer two
flb-two bodies.'

Economy with elegance ; actual economy ! Here is example the

third:

" Dinner or Tinting dross of turquoise blue silk, made very long, looped up
or not according to ti<<', t>y menu* (' 1* i-.v - "f ribh m c,i .1 deeper hu
at the side*. '/'Ait arrangement arlinitu uf t/n drnt 1/itng worn titktr t >r

diiuur or vititinj."

If the man who makes two blades of wheat grow where only one

grew before deserves well of his country, what does not he or she

deserve of fathers aud husbands who is the means of making one dress
for a wife or a daughter answer the purpose of two y Nor less meri-

torious in their eyes will be the service rendered in the inducement, by
authoritative recommendation, of daughters and wives to wear such

dresses, and also the equally eligible dress consisting of
"
a kind of silk

cloth which does not crumple easily, and is not injured by a shower of

rain." The author or authoress of these recommendations maybe sup-

posed to have lately taken the benefit of a temporary residence at some
such an institution as the one that is now, in testimony to the progress
of the nation, being enlarged at Karlswood. Some germs of thought,

somehow, have been evidently developed in that person's mind.
It must be cheering to the breadwinner, who is also the muslin-

winner and silk and satin winner of a female family, to note that the.

use of articles of wearing-apparel which will stand a little rain is

growing amongst girls. When you come to think of the present style
of chignon, you will begin to see that, provided it is natural hair, and
does not come from the gaol or the workhouse or the hospital, it is by
no means so absurd a head-dress, nor anything like so grotesque as

you may have considered it at first. Whilst it subserves all the use of

a bonnet, it utterly defies the wet, and by its possibility of being occa-

sionally reconstructed and trimmed with changes of beads and bows of

ribbon, is capable of being transformed into no end of novelties. It

might thus be made to lust the wearer all her life, or at least as long as

it signifies what she wears ; for the term, at any rate, of her natural

beauty.

PERSONAL GRATITUDE TO PERSONAL GOVERNMENT.

MR. PUNCH could not understand the reason why such a rush of

letters came to him from France, demanding the instant transmission

thither 'of his number containing the Cartoon of the EMPBROR, as

L'Homme qui Bit, looking at the Election, Urn. French people are not

usually in such a hurry to obtain, at the cost of eightpenoe, the sight

of a picture which they can see for nothing. At last his eye lighted on

a paragraph in the excellent letter of the Globes French correspondent.
The Minister had ordered the number to b seizod in the cafes. The
Minister is most cordially thanked, and should he be in England (with
his present master) when the next Punch's Pocket Book comes out,

Mr. Punch intends to present them with a copy each in token of grati-

tude for a handsome donation.

A Cry Amongst the Clerics.

BRKTITREX, for the power, by hook or crook,

Critics, who freely dare our views to handle,
To bring with boundless licence, all to book,
And duly curse them by bell, book, and candle !

EXTRAORDINARY OBESITY.

THK visitors to the late Horse-Show at Islington included three agri-

culturists, whose united weights amounted to thirty-nine score.
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THE BEARD MOVEMENT.
Policeman (invidiously).

" IT'S POWKCTLY HOITIONAL VITH trs, YOU KJJOW !

"

["The Hairs them P'liccmm give thtirselves," John remarked a/lenoards, in

the Servants' Hall.

ODE TO UTILITY.

(On MR. COWPER'S Comment Presenatio* Hill.)

MATERIAL Utility,
With what a wise servility

For thy substantial wages labour we,
And with no brute stupidity,
No grovelling cupidity,

All things of beauty sacrifice to thce !

The progress of machinery
Is fast improving scenery

From off the face of this industrious isle.

The railways are victorious,
And architecture glorious

About each station thriving builders pile.

Where once, in ages drearier,
Stood groves, stand shops superior,

The public-house shoots up where bloomed the thorn.

Soou will arise dense villages
On land that under tillage is,

Where the red poppy clots the growing com.

The landscape, in the olden time,

By owls esteemed a golden time,
Adorned with spires that pointed to the sky,

Exhibits now, in lieu of them,
Tall chimneys, not a few of them,

Whose factory smoke conceals it from each eye.

Then with our whole ability

For thee we '11 slave, Utility,

Using old England up by swift degrees,
All our green fields coal measures too-
Yielding ourselves those pleasures to

Figs which engross and make mankind Chinese.

Scan. Hag.

THE disgraceful and contemptible figure cut now and

lately by so many insolvent sporting members of the

Peerage, suggests a question which M.R. SOTHERN. the next

time he playi Lord Dundreary, may ask as a
"
widdle." If

a nobleman who is a racing gambler were to take to honest

industry and turn respectable workman, what workman
would he begin with being ? A Turf-cutter.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

IT is universally admitted by all who have the faintest excuse for

calling themselves Rational Beings, that though it is entirely impos-
sible to predict the mode in which Mr. Punch will deal with any ques-
tion whatever, it is absolutely certain that such mode will be profoundly
wise and exquisitely graceful. With this wholly inadequate tribute to

himself, which does but echo the voice of admiring Creation, he takes

leave to introduce his account of the Great Debate which occupied the

House of Lords last week. He proposes in some degree to depart
from his ordinary yet extraordinary method of condensing Parlia-

mentary eloquence. He does this, partly because were he to deal out

but a Modicum neuter Latin noun, signifying a little of justice to

each of the orations which have been delivered by the Peers, his present
number would comprise nothing but Essence of Senate. Chiefly, how-

ever, because in the exercise of that brilliant and unerring judgment
which is among his myriad merits, the topic and tone of the debate in

question do not lend themselves so readily to his coruscating wit and

scintillating sarcasm as do most discussions in both branches of the

Legislature. His lamented contributor and friend, the late ARTKMUS
WARD, with much good taste, declined to make jokej. about the

Rocky Mountains, as may be seen in his famous Lecture, just hand-

somely published. In the same spirit, Mr. Punch holds that though as

a rule the Peers themselves gain enormously by his criticisms, which
indeed have notoriously educated the House of Lords up to its present

standard, and kept it well with the nation, the present occasion is one
on which he may satisfactorily discharge his magnificent duty by a
calm aud just record of incidents. The Great Council has been worthily
dismissing questions on which Mr. Punch never thinks lightly, and
therefore never speaks lightly :

" For Punch is He who always speaks hia thought,
And always thinks the very thing he ought."

The'dcbate has been upon MR. GLADSTONE'S Bill for Disestablishing
{

and Disendowing the Protestant Church in Ireland. The question was ; no merit beyond its earnestness

whether the Lords should read this Bill a Second Time, with a view to

the introduction of alterations which the Conservatives would consider

amendments, or whether the measure should be rejected altogether.

The battle raged for four long nights, and Thirty-Seven nobles spoke.

They may be assorted into three divisions. Ministerialists, under

LORD GRAHVILLE. supported the Bill as a whole. Conservatives, under

LORD DERBT (still the virtual head of the party nominally led by
LORD CAIRNS) opposed the Bill as a whole. Conservatives and some

Liberals, under LORD SAIISBCRT, held, first, that the national will

had been so clearly expressed at the elections, and by the large

majority in the Commons, that it did not befit the Lords to reject

the Bill, and secondly, that they might obtain better terms for the

Church, and place themselves in a better attitude in regard to the

country, by accepting the principle
of the Bill, altering it in Com-

mittee, and. throwing upon the Ministers the responsibility of refusing

the amendments. An intelligent Public and a studious Posterity

will, by this exposition, precisely comprehend the struggle in June,

Some of the speeches will be Historical. To those only with a few

exceptions is it Mr. Punch's intention to advert with any detail. But
it is due to every Peer who spoke in this debate to say that all appeared
to be impressed with a sense of the importance and even solemnity of

the theme, and that though every legitimate weapon of attack and

defence was used with the best skill a combatant chanced to possess,

the battle was fonght with chivalry. Both the Established Church of

Ireland, and the Irish People must feel that the case was amply and

admirably argued, that the very utmost was done on both sides, and

that this ought to be the Final Hearing of the great cause.

Monday. EARL GRASVILLE (Minister) proposed the Second Reading,
in a speech intended to be conciliatory, and therefore adroitly pitched

in a lower key than was adopted by the PREMIER, when introducing

the Bill. Government, pledged to the principles of the Bill, would

respectfully consider amendments of details.

The EARL of HARROWBY, in a straight-forward, honest address, of

s, moved that the Bill be rejected.

VOL. LVL c c
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LORD CLARENDON (Minister) spoke for, and the DUKE OF RUTLAND
against it.

LORD STRATFORD DE REDCLIFFE, so Ion? our famous Minister

at Constantinople, "the great Eltchi" of Ma. KINGLAKE, dis-

believed that the Bill by itself would conciliate the Irish, but in pre-
sence of the elections verdict advised its being accepted, though he
would reject it later unless much improved.
LORD RoMiLLY (Master of the Rolls) argued, as became a judge, that

the measure was just.
The ARCIIBISHOP OP CANTERBURY (DR. TAIT) made the most import-

ant speech of the night. The Primate of All England accepted the Bill

for the Disestablishment of the Church of Ireland, but he desired to

make it much better. It must be made more acceptable to the Pro-
testants of Ireland. Of the voluntary system he disapproved, as it put tlie

minister in a false position in regard to the flock whom he ought to guide.
LORD CARNARVON (Conservative) would endeavour to introduce

more generous terms, but it was impossible to resist the Bill.

The BISHOP OF DERRY (DR. ALEXANDER) utterly and dashingly-
denounced it.

Tuesday, LORD LYTTON was expected to speak, but gave way to

LORD GREY. The raising the question had done dire mischief in

Ireland, but it was raised, and must be dealt with. A worse Bill

would foltow rejection. Let the Lords accept with dignity, and let

not the Ministers be hard and arrogant.
The ARCHBISHOP OF DUBLIN (DR. TRENCH) took an attitude of com-

plaint against ungenerous and illiberal treatment of the Church.
The BISHOP OP ST. DAVID'S (DR. CONNOP THIRLWALL, b. 1797) made

one of the great speeches of the debate. He tore to pieces the super-
stitions about sacrilege, praised St. Ambrose, who sold the holy vessels

to ransom Christians, laughed at the idea of the POPE as a scare-crow,
and pointed out that Popery was crumbling in every civilised country.
He thought the Irish Church unsuited for its purpose, and in the way
of religious and political peace. By no means giving unqualified

approval to the BiD, he would accept and amend it.

The Law Lords, CHELMSFORD and PENZANCE (the latter the Judge in

Divorce, who now made his maiden speech) argued, the first for, the

second against the Bill, and the DUKE OF RICHMOND reluctantly sepa-
rated himself from his Conservative friends, and was for reading the

Bill, though it was one of violence, injustice, and spoliation.
The BISHOP OF PETERBOROUGH (DR. MAGEE) then delivered, against

the Bill, one of the most splendid orations that ever delighted an assembly.
Friends and opponents united in admiration of the eloquent Irishman.

Let LORD DERBY, himself a master of oratory, and one who has heard
all the great men of the last half-century, be the critic. "Its fervid

eloquence, and impassioned and brilliant language have never in my
memory been surpassed, and rarely equalled." The peroration was a

most solemn reference to the one Tribunal that can judge the motives,
as well as the actions of men.
EARL DE GREY (Minister) "supported, LORD CLANCARTY opposed.

LORD MONCK (one of the proposed Commissioners under the Bill)

denied that Voluntaryism had failed in Canada, of which he has been
Governor.

Thursday. The EARL OF DERBY, in a speech of touching earnestness,
assailed the Bill with all his force, and thus ended :

" My Lords, 1 am now an old man, and, like many of your Lordshi[ , .

the allotted span of threescore years and ten. My official life is at an end
;

my political life is nearly closed, and, in the course of nature, my natural life

cannot be long. That natural life commenced at the period of the great rebel-

lion in Ireland, which immediately preceded the union between the two
countries. God grant that it may not close with the renewal of rebellion.

My Lords, I do not pretend to look at the prospect of the distant future. But,
whatever maybe the result of your Lordships' consideration of this measure,
for my own part, if it be for the last time I now have the honour of

addressing
your Lordships, I declare that it will be to my dying day a satisfaction that I

nave been able to lift my voice against the adoption of a measure the political

impolicy of which is only equalled by it3 moral iniquity."

LORD KIMBERLEY (Minister) supported the Bill, the BISHOP OF
RIPON (DR. BICKERSTETH) thought it morally wrong, the DUKE OF
CLEVELAND was in favour of it as a whole, LORD REDESDALE dwelt on
the Coronation Oath, and quoted Malachi, the DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE
disliked Voluntaryism, but disliked an anomaly more.
The MARQUIS OF SALISBURY made one of the great speeches. He

demolished the pleas raised on the Union, and the Oath, and held that
it was the duty of that House to defer to the national will when it had
been well ascertained. There was no honour in resisting the will of
the nation. He was not afraid of any of the consequences that had
been menaced in case of

rejection,
but he was afraid of the verdict of

history, if the Lords should abandon their high rank and become a
faction. The provision for the Church was ungenerous, and must be

improved.
LORD COLCHESTER

opposed, LORD STANHOPE (Low) MAHON, histo-

rian) strongly supported a Second Reading, the BISHOP OF TUAM
(DR. BERNARD) opposed, and LORD NELSON, who said he had always
stuck by his party, and was no coward, would nevertheless read the
measure a Second Time.

Friday. EARL RUSSELL, who may have felt a sensation (only suc-

cesses usually come too late for such feelings) on occasion of the great
wish of his life being at last in course of accomplishment, delivered a

long and interesting historical speech, which everybody should read
dwelt on the fact that the Catholics were the great majority in Ireland,
and demanded justice for them. He liked not the title of the Bill,

nor the disendowment, nor the application of the surplus. The measure
must be improved.
The DUKE OP ABERCORN (late Lord Lieutenant) strongly opposed

the Bill, and described it as the work of Ma. GLADSTONE only.
The DUKE OF ARGYLL, on the other hand, described it as the natural

offspring of Emancipation. A closely reasoned speech, boldly delivered.

The BISHOP or LICUPIELD (DR. SBLWYN, of New Zealand) was very
manly and genial. He had lived and worked where there was no
Establishment, and was impartial, but no case had been made [out

against the Irish Church. Like the other Bishops, he introduced
humorous touches, and finished with a hope that religious conciliation

was at hand, and that the dove of peace would build her nest in the
tiara of a Disestablished Pope.
LORD WESTBURY'S was a sarcastic speech against the Bill, and he

displayed much acquaintance with the language of Scripture. He was
for distributing the Church property among all the religious.
The LORD CHANCELLOR (LORD HATHERLEY M.a. PAGE WOOD)

delivered a calm and able oration for the Bill.

LORD CAIRNS made an exceedingly long speech, in which he vigo-

rously pleaded for justice to the Protestants of Ireland, who had been
taken thither under a solemn compact that their religion should be

maintained, who had turned Ulster from a wilderness into a garden,
and who represented nearly all that was good in Ireland.

EARL GRANVILLE replied, briefly (for he rose at a quarter to three on
Saturday morning), and again asked the House to accept the Bill,

"subject to any amendments which your Lordships may think fit to

propose."
The LORD CHANCELLOR put the question.

" Your Voices, Lords."

For the Second Reading . . . 179

Against it 110

Majority for Second Reading . . Thirty-Three.

So ended the ablest debate which it has fallen to Mr. Punch to

describe since he began the Immortal Analysis which is j ustly regarded
as one of the chief institutions of the country. The Committee was
fixed for Tuesday next, the 29th June.
One episode varied tne debate. It is explained and illustrated in the

Cartoon so admirably that it is only necessary for Mr. Punch to record
that the PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OP TIIADE thought proper to
write a letter to Birmingham, calling the Lords not very wise, but

hinting that out of their unwisdom profit might come to the people."
If they delayed the Irish Church Bill three months, they would stimu-

late discussions on important questions which but for their Infatuation

might slumber for years." Called over the coals by CAIRNS, who de-

manded, at the length of Chancery Interrogatories (as they used to be)
whether Ministers shared their colleague's sentiments, LORD GRAN-
VILLE could but shrug his shoulders deprecatingly, and say that MR.
BRIGHT was

"
John Bullish." LORD RUSSELL said that they might

despise the irregular shot of an Awkward Volunteer who had fired

without leave. That suffices Punch dislikes Pleonasm.
The Commons sat, but no man regarded them. They were doing

their duty, however, with Bankruptcy, Endowed Schools, and other

important matters, and their virtue must be its own reward, for Mr.
Punch's lungs are full of the air of Olympus, and he cannot spendlhis
sacred breath in the plain.

Liberality of Convocation.

THE following item of intelligence, apart from any context, appears
in a contemporary :

" Convocation is to be asked to make a grant of 1,000 for apparatus for the
new building for Experimental Philosophy, under the care of PUOF. CLIFTOX."

There are, as everybody knows, Convocations and Convocations ; but
if Convocation were simply Convocation, you would wonder who could
be simple enough to think of asking it to do anything so liberal and
sensible as granting a sum of money for the promotion of practical
science.

Change of Name.

ONE of the gentlemen to be nominated for the office of Sheriff of

London and Middlesex for the ensuing year bears the name of

VALENTIN. The election takes place on the 21th, known in the

Calendar as Midsummer Day, but which will this year be commonly
spoken of in the City as Valentin's Day !

COMMERCIAL INTELLIGENCE.
"
Irish Lawn is at a discount."
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A NEW USE FOR A BIRD'S NEST.

HERE are people who
have plenty of money
in their pockets but

who are often sadly

puzzled as to how they
are to spend it. Hence
we tee in many such !

extravagance in dress,
and hence we hear

that ladies who hare
little to occupy their

time employ it very

largely in trying on
new bonnets. For the

tame reason, we doubt
not, the invention of

the modules is con-

tinually taxed to bring
out striking novelties,
such as that which is

thus noticed by a Paris

Correspondent :

" Nor mut we forget
'

to mention the bird*'- I

nest hate, a sort of puffs of moss with blades of gnu* and fern, and with drlir.it* flowers, such u
wood anemones and forget-me-nots. Upon the net, there is a pretty little bird with out-spread wing*.
So far one has not yet imagined to put eggs within the nwt. That will come perhaps); one will

also, no doubt, put little fledglings in it, opening wide their beak*, to receive their food."

Bird's-nest soup in China is a not uncommon delicacy ; but until we read this extract, we
never should have dreamed of seeing birds' -nest hats and bonnets. Strange are the uses

of prosperity. You may use anything you please in any way I you like, if you have but

wealth or rank enough to influence the fashions. For the mere sake of the novelty, rich

people put a thing to usage such as, but for their prosperity, would never have been dreamed
of. Perhaps we next may hear of ladies wearing birds' nests on their heads, for the sake of

carrying eggs about, to distribute to their friends when they pay a morning visit. This

really would be useful, if not wholly ornamental; and, absurd as it may seem, we really

see no reason to laugh at such a fashion. Morning callers, as a rule, are most insufferable

bores; but we would summon our best smiles to welcome any lady who would visit us

some day in a good big bird's-nest hat, filled up to the brim witn a lot of nice fresh plovers'

eggs, cooked ready for our eating.

LORD ROCHDALE.

SOME politicians, rather too hard upon JOHN
BRIGHT for his little epistolary mistake with

respect, or rather by *r lady, with disrespect,
to the House of Lords, have urged that he

ought to resign his post in the Ministry as Pre-
sident of the Board of Trade. The country can-

not afford to dispense with the services which
MK. BRIGHT is able to render it in that capacity,
and has begun to show that he is willing as

well as able by consenting to the
appointment

of a Select Committee on the Adulteration uf

Seeds Bill, whence it may be hoped that he will

also concur with any legislative attempt that

may be made to rectify railway mismanagement,
and deter fraudulent shopkeepers from the use

of false weights and measures.
If it were possible and expedient that the

Honourable Member for Birmingham should
withdraw from the Board of Trade, his retention

of some office in a Liberal Cabinet would be still

desirable. Then, in that case, the
position

most
suitable for him to occupy would clearly be that

of the PRESIDENT or TUB COUNCIL. No doubt
the present holder of that dignity would readily
vacate it in favour of Ma. BRIGHT who, ofcourse,
would have to be raised to the House of Lords.
And why not ? Because of his dyslogistic letter

touching their Lordships? That is the very
reason why he ought to have a seat among
them, where he would be enabled to fill a part of

the void, and perform one of the uses of

BROUGHAM, in telling the Peers occasionally,

unpleasant truths to their face. MK.BKIGIIT
might be created EARL or ROCHDALE.

Advice Gratis.

To a Fool moiiff*t Ptulotofken Respect vour-

self in proportion to the contempt with which you
are treated.

TEMPERANCE IN JERUSALEM.

IN the Clerical House of Commons, which met in the Jerusalem
Chamber on Tuesday last week, ARCHDEACON DENISON having said

that he had a, gravamen of his own to present, solemnly protesting
against the.'principle of the Irish Church Bill :

" After several petitions for the Reform of Convocation in respect of the

representation of the clergy had been presented, the House took into conside-
ration the report on intemperance, prepared by a committee of Convocation of

which the AHCHDEACON OF COVENTRY was the chairman."

Subsequently, notwithstanding this discussion touching the subject
of intemperance, the excellent but irritable Archdeacon, first of those
two above named, when, whilst he was speaking on the Irish Church
Bill, some of his hearers cried

"
Question !" could not refrain from

saying :

"There are some cries of '
Question.

1 Now let me lay to you, that if you
begin to call

'

Question,' I shall stay here till to-morrow night. If you wish
to save time, you had better listen to what I have to say."

At a later period of the debate, wanting to speak again, amid cries

of
"
Divide!" AKCHDEACON DENISON exclaimed:

" You shall divide when I have spoken, but not before."

He was pronounced by the Prolocutor to be out of order. In the
meanwhile DR. JEBB, in seconding a motion, had said that :

" He would endeavour to be as moderate in his language as possible, for
such were his feelings on this question that if he should speak the words
which would most truly express his views, those words would be actionable."

Accordingly, sailing not very far from the legal wind, the reverend
Doctor went on as follows :

" The Church of Ireland had no opportunity of expressing her views as a
Church upon the matter which att'erted her o nearly, and the opportunity to
ilo so had been refused by that man who had introduced this Bill, and he was
one who had forfeited the

respect
of the country (Order .') and was not to be

trusted with a single thing when the interests of two parties were concerned."

After all this abue, MR. GLADSTONE would show magnanimity in

making DR. JEBB a Dean. He could not, for reasons presently to be

mentioned, very well make him a Bishop,
continues to state that :

The report above quoted

" The speaker proceeded, amid renewed cries of ' Order!
'
to use expressions

to the effect that all who supported the Bill should be cut off from private

friendship : that he himself could not act with the man who supported the

Bill for those who supported the measure could not have the least tpark of

honesty or principle."

Hereupon :

" The Prolocutor rose and called the Doctor to order."

It would not exactly do for the PREMIER to heap coals of fire on the

head of the clergyman who scolded him so violently in Convocation, by
placing a mitre on that of DR. JEBB, because DR. JEBB could not

possibly, by his own account, act with the ARCHBISHOP or CASTER-
BURY or the BISHOP OP ST. DAVID'S, and perhaps would appear in too

striking contrast with them, as well as with the BISHOP or PETER-

BOROUGH, with whom he could and would act, on the same bench.

The subject of intemperance is one which Convocation may be con-

gratulated on having discussed before that of the Irish Church Bill ;

for otherwise, after the outbreaks of ARCHDEACOS DENISOS. and
DR. J EBB'S invectives upon the latter subject, most people would have

considered that the less that had been said about the former in that

Assembly the better.

The Wrong of Petition.

IN the notice of the debate in the House of Commons, on the ques-
tion of Opening Public Museums, &c., on Sunday, the following
instructive statement occurs :

"
BIGG deposed

that he had tilled in

200 fictitious signatures "to a petition], and that at 13, Cook's Court,
from 12 to 20 persons had been occupied for more than three weeks

filling in fictitious signatures." Thus it seems that petitions as well as

accounts can be cooked.

THE ABUSE Or JUSTICE.

THE Law Lords have been sitting for about twenty days hearing
Miss SHEHDES conduct her own case. Reasonably enough, they

appear to have grown a little tired of such a S(h)eddentary life.
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MAKING THE BEST OF IT.

To AETISTS WHO HAVE Bio PICTURES RETURNED ON THEIR HANDS :

" IF YOU CAN'T LIVE sr THEM, LIVE UNDER THEM !

"

" HITTING OUT."

AIR "John Todd."

You 'RE an eloquent man, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
You "re an eloquent man, JOHN BRIGHT

But the time of your song
Is still "You are wrong :

There 's but one man invariably right,
And that 's BRIGHT !

"

He 's the one man who always is right.

You're a well-abused man, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
You 're a well-abused man, JOHN BRIGHT

But for ev*ry hard whack
You give ten harder back

That 's what usually comes of a fight
With JOHN BRIGHT

"Taint oft JOHN has the worst of the fight.

Quaker breeding you 've had, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
Quaker breeding you 've had, JOHN BRIGHT

But the mild Quaker creed
In your own way you read,

Nor turn left cheek to him who hits right
Of JOHN BRIGHT

Nor turn left cheek to him who hits right.

Man of peace though you be, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
Man of peace though you be, JOHN BRIGHT

Those who shake fists with you,
Own, in black and in blue,

Ihere s no foe like a Friend who shows fightA la BRIGHT
There 's no foe like a Friend who shows fight.

So you've whipp'd your way up, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT-
bo you ve whipp d your way up, JOHN BRIGHT

"Hitting out" with a will

And conducting the mill-
As a rule, to your backers' delight

In JOHN BRIGHT
As a rule, to your backers' delight.

Many changes you Ve seen, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
Many changes you' ve seen, JOHN BRIGHT

But on the whole view,
Things have come round to you,

While your enemies' black has turn'd white,
For JOHN BRIGHT

Your enemies' black has tum'd white.

But what change have you seen, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
What change have you seen, JOHN BRIGHT

Like the right-about-face
That brings you into place,

And bids us Right Hpn'rable write
Plain JOHN BRIGHT

Bids us you a Right Hon'rable write ?

That change should bring others, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
That change should bring others, JOHN BRIGHT

When dignity 's new,
Manners should be so too.

And your manners want some setting right,

My dear BRIGHT
Your manners want some setting right.

You're a Minister now, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
You 're a Minister now, JOHN BRIGHT

And Ministers don't
"
Hit out," as are wont

M.P.'s on their own hooks that fight,
As used JOHN BRIGHT

M.P.'s on their own hooks that fight.

There 's the Minister's muzzle, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
There 's the Minister's muzzle, JOHN BRIGHT
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FORGETTING HIS PLACE.
JOHN BRIGHT. "IRISH CHURCH COMING DOWN! PULL OUT O' THE WAY THERE WITH THAT

'INFATUATED' OLD MACHINE OF YOUKS-CAN'T YER?"
GROOM OF THE CHAMBERS. "

JOHN, JOHN, YOU 'RE FORGETTING TOUR PLACE-WM MUSTN'T USE THAT
SORT OF LANGUAGE NOV."
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And if you can't bear

That muzzle to wear,
To be where you are you 've no right,

My dear BRIGHT
To be where you are you 've no right.

No Minister bullies, JOHN BRIGHT, Jons HEIGHT
No .Minister bullies, JOHN BRIGHT

Hi- must couch blame or praise
I ii Pickwickian phrase,

And hit hard with a hand that looks light-
Not like BRIGHT

Hit hard when he means to hit light.

He must think of his colleagues, JOHN BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
lie must think of his colleagues, JOHN BRIGHT

What you say may be true,

And may seem sport to you,

Yet their game it may ruin outright,
Or oust BRIGHT

Yes, may e'en in the cold leave Jons BRIGHT.

Very wise the Lords mayn't be, JOHN BRIGHT, Jons BRIGHT

Very wise the Lords mayn't be, JOHN HKIGUT
But there

'

Commoners, too,
Of whom the same

'

true,

And there'* one, Punch is sorry to

That's JOHN BRIGHT
lie 's one I'vxrh is sorry to cite.

If you give me "in quoque," Jons BRIGHT, JOHN BRIGHT
If you give me "in guoque," JOHN BRIGHT

(iitANVii.i.K's tact and good I

1 'II invoke in defence

To "
hit oat

"
1'unek chums as good right

As has BRIGHT

Yes, to
"
hit out

" we both have a right

PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE INVISIBLE.

BJPrxcn.
You probably

know that MR.
MCMLER, the gen-
tleman brought be-

fore a Magistrate at

New York, as your
leaders may have
seen in the Ecko, in

Public OpimoM, and
other newspapers.
on a charge of

swindling people by
the sale of pretended
spirit

- photographs,
was discharged for

want of legal evi-

dence to prove the

trick by which he

wrought them. Probably, if he had been had up for selling wooden nutmegs,
he would have got off through the same defect.

You remember hearing your distinguished friend, the late LORD MELBOURNE
say, speaking of another distinguished friend of yours,

"
I wish I were as certain

of anything as TOM MACAULAY is about everything." My own habit of mind.

Sir, resembles that avowed by the former one of those two of your distinguished
friends. 1 am not only uncertain of the truth, but also of the untruth, of any-

thing that, so far as I can see, may or may not be true. For instance, I am not

positively certain that there may not be some proportion of truth amidst a great
deal of mis-statement, and not a little lying, in the published accounts of the facts

alleged in proof of the persuasion termed Spiritualism. On the other hand, I

suspect, and if I had to back my own opinion by a wager," should elect to bet,
that not even one rap upon a table, ascribed to spiritual force, has ever been really
caused by any other agency than that of a fraudulent

"
medium."

On the subject of "spirit" photographs, however, I am happy to say that I

do feel a
satisfactory degree of certainty. There may be, for aught I know, disem-

bodied spirits. I do not know that disembodied spirits, if they exist, have not
the power of making themselves visible. A visible spirit could be photographed
as well as anything else. But nobody pretended to see the spirits that MUMLER
pretended to photograph. The idea that an object not luminous enough to form
an image on the retina, could reflect rays of light sufficiently strong to decompose
photographic chemicals, is one of which the suggestion must make Credulity
itself exclaim,

"
Walker! " and can hardly, perhaps, be seriously entertained even

by Mu. HOWITT.
Of course, spirit-photographs are all humbug ; but the ability to give a reason

for the disbelief that is in us. of anything how contrary soever to common sense,

appears desirable to your humble servant,
Thomas Street, Dubersome Square. PTBKHO.

Logic of the Ladies' Gallery Question.

THE principle on which ladies are screened off by a grating in the House of
Commons is much the same as that whereon negroes are restricted to nigger-
cars on railways in the United States. Therefore understand intervening premisses

the grating of the Ladies' Gallery ought to be abolished.
But the negroes in the United States are not too beautiful, whereas the ladies

in England are. Therefore the grating ought to be retained.

AN EAXLY SEPARATION.

WHEN IMian (in a novel) promises her beseeching Alfred that she will share
his home "

one day," are we to understand that she intends to leave him at the

expiration of twenty-four hours ?

A PLEA FOE THE i'RETTY DIBDS

(IN THE CA(iE).

(See Debate on Tlutnday, June 17.)

" TAKE down the cage," stout HERBERT cried
" Whose gilt and guilty wires

Rise, like a nursery screen, to hide

The aright eyrs and fair cheeks inside.
And guard us from their fires.

"
Say, are we children, to make known
That we dare not defy,

The fairest rose on cheek e'er blown,
The brightest stars that ever shone

In beauty's galaxy ':

" In times of chivalry, what knight
In tilt or tourney rode,

But in the glad and glowing light
Flamed from the eyes of ladyes bright,
Whose band the prize bestowed r

"
Why should not we, knights of the shire,
Or burgesses that be,

For grace of our tongue-tilt, conspire
Out of yon cage of gilded wire
Our lady-birds to free f

"
Oh, for the voice of mighty MILL,
The darlings' cause to plead !

In words that burn, and tones that thrill,
To prove that woman's wit and will

This House, and all, should lead !

" What influence ladyes' smiles and sighs

Might shoot to tongue and brain !

What thinkers, speakers, then might rise,

The raptured SPEAKER'S wandering eyes
To call to earth again !

" What bach'lor eloquence might flow,
A witching bride to win :

How married wit would wittier grow,
With a 'wives'

'

jury in a row.
The ladies' box within!

" How
they

who with the public cash
Now recklessly make play,

Would pause, if hard-pinched wives could dash
Cold water on expenses rash,
And whisper,

' Who 's to pay ?
'

" How trimmers would from trimming cease,
When the fair ones hailed the true !

How smiles and frowns would whips release

Until divisions knew decrease.
And parties blent their hue !

"
In short, from woman's presence dear,
What single ill could flow

Unless, it be that we need fear,

We should be up there, not down here,
And vote debating slow ?

"

A STAKE IN THE COTTNTRT. In the^Hedge.
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THE SEASON.

James. " Yotr DO A DEAL o' SHOPPIN', DON'T YOU, CHARLES?"
Charles.

"
YES, AND A GOODISH BIT o' HOPERA ; BUT THE HEARLY MOKNIN' CHURCH SERVICE TAKES IT OUT o' ME MOST !

"

JUSTICE TO IRELAND MADE EASY.

THE Irish Church question, by calming some fears,

Would be speedily settled for some nome Peers
Of the Land of Shillelaghs and Shamrock so green.

That Church disestablished to see they could bear,
But Church disendpwment 's another affair.

At that, too, they little, however would chafe,
If they knew from like process themselves would be safe,

In the Land, &c.

No bigots, to Popery hostile, are they
Religion 's a matter not much in their way,

In the Land, &c.
The Protestant Church they would leave to its fate,
If each one weren't afraid he should lose his estate.

The Romanist Priesthood, in true Tories' eyes,

Are, if not rival claimants, by nature allies,

In the Land, &c.

Not alone are they such in the country of PAT,
But moreover in all other countries than that

Called the Land, &c.
In all climes where Rome's Clergy prop absolute rule,
And a struggle maintain with the Liberal School,
Which is one thing for them when it combats their game,
And another whenever it favours that same,

In the Laud, &c.

With dispossessed Bourbons and ex-Dukes both side,
GARIBALDI abominate, hate, and deride,

In the Land, &c.

They were grieved when they saw the Italians unite,
And should Italy fail, they would dance with delight ;

They rejoice in beholding the Romans held down,
For the Sovereign whose Triple Hat flouts the QUEEN'S Crown

In the Land, &c.

On a great act of justice to Ireland intent,
Ye Statesmen, if you 'd gain the Landlords' consent

In the Land, &c.
Do but as to their acres their minds set at ease,
With the Protestant Church then do just what you please.
Then may loyal PAT shout, and contented PAT smile,
And Prosperity dawn on the Emerald Isle

;

Or the Land, &c.

WELCOME VERBAL STRANGER.

OUR well of English, once pure and undefiled, has derived a fresh

increment from America. By intelligence from Yankeedoodledom we
are apprised that :

" At Cleveland, on Saturday, May 15th, FERD. HAWLEY, of Rochester,
N. Y., velocipeded fifty miles in three hours forty-one and a half minutes."

Welcome new verb
"

to velocipede ;

" welcome equally with
"

reli-

able." British journalists will do well to take up this latest Americanism

instantly, and make frequent use of it. Very possibly the abuse of

England which the Yankee papers teem with, is in a very great measure
occasioned by the contemptuous avoidance of their phraseological
novelties which the higher part of pur Press persists in. If the lead-

ing literary organs of this country will only follow the example of their

inferiors in adopting every American addition to the English language
as soon as it comes over, and employing it on every possible occasion,

they will perhaps do far more than they could by any argument towards
a settlement of the Alabama "difficulty," and the establishment, of
cordial relations with the United States.

To be Pronounced Soft.

IF the Lords had thrown out (may we not say
"
evicted

"
?) the Irish

Church Bill, so many persons would have attributed this result to the

BISHOP OF PETERBOROUGH and the spell of his eloquence, that he might
have got the name of The Great Mageecian.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.

THE worst of Wir.Timnrr. is, that he's a fellow who never has any

change. I mnk<! tins note the day after our French dinner. I had

never met WIGTHORPE before in London: always in the country, at

somebody else's house, where, of course, one didn't want change.

He proposes a cab up to the French restaurant. It 'a somewhere in
.1 _,'lt ,.!., I.A I.,* aAvta ** n eli i M ittrv'u nrr\l*i It

*' A 1 1 O TIBAPI

knives in their mouths, recklessly. WIGTHOBFE ask,
" Why not P

"

When 1 tell him that 1 don't think it's good-breeding, he retorts that

I 'in narrow-minded.
Some of them have little bits of red riband in their button-holes, and

others parti-coloured rosettes about the size of a fourpenny piece.

WlGTHOKFl whispers to me that there are lots of secret
police

always
about here. I say,

"
Indeed!" and can't help looking about to find

out a Secret Policeman.

Soho, an5 will only be, he says, a shilling s-worth. A Hansom
j

Finf J)M Mu8gei, ^ butter. j think I 'd rather not. WIGTHORPE
passes : its driver looking the other way. I don t like to shout in

,

,
A1)sur(1 j YOU doa

'

t ^ow uow gooli they are." He adds, tliatou in
,

,
A1)sur(1 j

Kegent Street, so I hail him with my umbrella. He passes on. Ihree
;t ja flu digh hcrc After tasting them. I am sorry to hear it is the

Hansoms pass on, all looking the other way One trots up Wthno
( , is , M 1 confess \ don

-

t ^ tucm . \\ replies,
"
Perhaps

one inside. He sees me, but shakes his head, and doesn t stop.
,, d(m

>

t at flret_it
'

an acquired taste." I eat as many as I can, to
(s M coness n .

.
, ,

,, d(m
>

t at flret_it
'

an acquired taste."
is this? WIGTHORPE says it's because he s going, home. 1 say it a

e to WIGTIIOKPE that I am not a mere JOHN Bi
LI,

and preju-
-

,

impudcnce. I sav I should like to have taken his number. YVio-
diced but l cau

-

t t beyond half-a-doren, and those with suspicion.
THORPE wants to know what I should have done with it 1 reply, had W( . then j^^ some fisll^ Qr n^eT oi( and fob. WIGTHORPK.

him up. On consideration I don't know where I should have had him
is iu j^,,,^ He ^^ it

>
s ,he best French dinner in Loud

up, or what 1 should have charged him with. Ihe charge might have
t a bumper of red wine. I do the same. I suggest to WIG-

t>ecn for going home, and not taking me. 1 stop another. We get in.
.'

nl()K1 . E lhat per |mps it 's a little thin and acid. He won't hear of it,

moil I-K doesn't know the name of the place he is going to, he
j u iudi-nantlv,

"
Acid ! N ot a bit ! H*ng it, it *a the wine

tells him to drive along Oxford Street, and he 11. direct him whenever
f tfa J^j-

*
Hc 'I^,, ^ jf we were ;n France not within live

he has to turn.

is a fidgety fellow. Odd that I never noticed this

He

minutes of Leicester Square. I want some bread, and call out,
"
\Vaitrr '.

" WH.TIIORPE is disgusted. He likes to keep up the illu-______________ -~ r,--, .

before. He keeps popping forward to see where the turning is. He
8ion

~
about being" in" Paris'" Hesayi,"" fc'aryo/r/ rfpa<V.'""and puts

hits up the Mile Irap.door under the drivers nose, suddenly, and y jf Qn a
"

with the^ ^ and the secret police.
shouts out,

" To the right ! "then he directs him with his umbrella.
j >t gct spoon for the salt, or the pepper. WIGTHOBPE laughs.

intricate place Soho. We are perpetual y turning from right to << >. -

eft,
and left to right down little.streets. A last we stop at a shabby-

looking restaurant. Noww my boy, says \V IGTHOHPE, heartily, 1 11

r. He jumps ut and enters the house. 11

<<Th ncer lh

ae,f

djnes'

<he ;nt of

b^lter

s for^ and
After tfe faknife

him

he My9> belpingEim-
e j^ radishei, sir-

we >
Te finished dinner, as I 'm still

,

give yon a French dinner. He jumps put
and enters the house. 11 ,

,

'

The Wtt iter brings tomoftM* de bcnfau crason. WIGTHORPE
I pay the cabman now, 1 can settle with WIGTHORPE afterwards. A u {

*^^-^ There j/barely enough for one to be divided bv two.
married man must be careful.

}\
hen I was a bachelor, a trifle like

WlOTIIOBJ,E is astonished at my appetite. The next thing is the leg
eighteenpence (it isn t a shilling a-worth ) wouldn t have mattered.

of ft chicken in a lot of olives. This is also for two.

JJnppy Thought. lie says he '11 give me a French dinner. I wonder
; cheese, then coffee and a cigarette.

if I 'm dining with him, or whether we 're dining together r Delicate WIGTKORPK "
don't take milk with your i-afg !

"
\Vhile here he talks

_n I _ f__i:_l_ :_ . ._w 1.:., t.'^..nn l. T*nn. l,.nrl **n 1lioM to
question.

Then there is

For goodness' ske," cries

all his English in a subdued voice, and his French very loud. "There's

Happy Ttoitfffit.Beitet not ask. Take it for granted that I 'm a dinner, Sir," says he :

"
better than you can get at any Club in

dining with him. London; and only two-and-sixpence^ altogether. Two-and-sixpence
iow him in, along a narrow passage. At the end of the passage

is a perspiring man in a white nightcap, oackcd by stewpans and black

pots. He salutes WIGTIIORPB, and we pass into tlic dining-room.

In an off-hand way (just like WIGTHORPE, now I know him) he stops

each! Very cheap! And threepence for ^<wfo two-and-nine." WIG-
THORPE feels in his pocket, and confounds it, because he has no change.
"

1 have : what for?" "Ah," he says, "you can't manage a cheque,

can you, for twenty F
" "

No, I can't,"
"
Then," says he, pleasantly,

i the dinner, and I '11 settle with you afterwards. I don t

but had gjyeu his bedroom to a friend for the night. Good fellow.

WILLIS. Wonder how he knew I WM coming? Or did the maid

mean that he had given permission to MB. KAWUXSOT to let a friend

have it ? Maid says she dare say that was it ; only, as MR. WILLIS

hadn't sent up his own latch-key, MK. RAWLKSOS had lent his in case

I wanted to stay out late.

Happy Thought. Go somewhere.

"you square the dinner, .

feel I've dined, and say so. WIGTHORPE pretends to be perfectly

full and satisfied. He adds, "Well, we can sup together some-

dently giving me the dinner, as he lTas brought a note out with him, where."
and no small change. He takes off his hat to a respectable-looking

| 77^,^ Thought. To say I should like it, but am engaged to WILLIS.
woman standing behind a counter, and informs me that it s a.French , \VIGTUOKPE says good-bye, and hopes I '11

"
come and look him up

"

custom. in town. I wiu ; and then he can settle with me for the dinner.

Happy noKffU.Vfill go to Paris with WIGTHORPE. Will write Back to WiLLisVjn Conduit Street. Maid opens doorv _" Oh, are

and tell my wife. Better not take her until I 've been 01

myself, and know the place. A literary man
us Typical Developments) must go about aiid see

business, not pleasure. My wife and her mother-i .. .

read person, MRS. SYHPKRSOM) are.inclined .to call it pleasure. They left it out a purpose, as he was gone to bed early, and he 'd just had a

never can understand what I mean." letter from MR. WILLIS in the country, who wasn't coming up to town,
n appears to be known here. He says,

"
Gorton!"

/a J '-"

boldlv to the waiter, who returns,
"
Bienm'sie* !

" and whisks imaginary
crumbs off a table with his napkin. WIGTHORPE reads several 1 rench
names to me from the bill of fare, and asks me what I 'd like. I say
I '11 leave it to him.

"
Then," he says,

"
I '11 give you a regular

French dinner, just what you "d get at the Diner de Paru."

Happy Thought. Capital preparation for going to Paris. Come and
dine here often, and speak nothing but French to the waiter. Mem.
To do it.

I wish they wouldn't allow smoking while I 'm dining. That 's the

worst of foreigners ;
all in the same room and at different stages of

dinner. The room is full of foreigners Frenchmen, I suppose and
two or three have evidently brought their wives or daughters. They
nil seem to know one another, and talk across the tables and to the

U'omau at the Counter.

Happy Thought. Good name for a novel, The Woman at the Counter.

. in note-book.
The proprietor is a stout Frenchman, who plays with a d9g and a cat,

and patronises the establishment in his shirt-sleeves, which are very
white ;

in fact he is so round and white, and so white all round, that

his face comes out at the top like a brown plum-pudding. As this is a

decidedly happy simile (I am better, I think, at similes than I used to

be). I tell it to WIGTHORPE, who begs me to "hush," as the proprietor
understands English, and hates to be called a plum-pudding. WIG-
THORPE tells me that most of the foreigners dining here are Smigrts,
who are perpetually plotting something or other. He says that they
all stick together like wax. I should say they do, as they all look very
hot. [Note this down for Vol. II. of Typical[Developments, "On
Emigres."'] I notice that all these distinguished Royalists put their

Pharmacy Unusual.

ACCORDING to the report of a case of poisoning in Lancashire, caused

by taking a powder instead of a pill :

" The powder was intended for a wash, and not to be taken inwardly."

Mahometan "pilgrims in the desert are allowed to perform their pre-

scribed ablutions, in default of water, virtually with sand; but the

powder that was intended for a wash, one would think, could have

teen prescribed nowhere out of old Ireland.

New Fabric.

AT the State Ball at Buckingham Palace on the 17th, we are told

that the PRINCESS LOUISE wore a dress of
"
straw-coloured pont de

soie." Rather a remarkable sight, to see a young lady in a ball-room

dressed in a
"
bridge of silk !

"
(ViscouKiEss PUNCH'S Court Milliner

telegraphs to say that this is a mistake (oipoull de soie.)

A MOSSIER MEETING. A Giant and a Dwarf.
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INTERNATIONAL COMPLIMENTS.
English Workman (to Scotch Ditto).

"
I SAT, SANDY, HAVE YOU HAD YOUR PHOTYGRAPH

DONE YET ? 'CAUSE WHEN YOU DO, MIND YOU HAVE IT TAKEN '

PLAIN,' AND NOT '

Vl'NETTE/
OR ELSE I 'M BLEST IP IT 'LL BE LIKE YEE ! !"

Lotteries, too, are among those matters that

hey manage in France well enough, but we
can't anyhow manage in England. The Posfs

'aris Correspondent said lately :

'' The great lottery prize VUle loan, as might
>e expected, waa this week covered no one knows

low many times, and the obligations are at a

remium of 30 fr. A lottery in France will

Iways succeed."

Why shouldn't it succeed equally well in

_ngland without causing embezzlement, rob-

aery of tills, and suicide ? For aught you

enow, we have become more moral than we

were; perhaps our clerks and apprentices
;ould now resist temptation to which those

of a past period succumbed, perhaps unsuc-

cessful speculators would be content to live,

and speculate another day. Just think, Mr.

Punch,, if the Legislature could, consistently

with the public welfare, stand lotteries, how
many poor fellows it would make compara-

ively nappy. These fellows are at present

iving, and nave lived all their lives, in a state

>f discontent and despair ; discontent because

rheir circumstances are unequal to their

ipants, despair because they have no chance,

>yany exertion or other means whatsoever,
Dt making the fortune which would appease
.heir longings. Now they might nevertheless

>e enabled, by perseverance in resolute parsi-

mony, to buy a lottery-ticket annually, making
,heir minds up to lose, mentally writing off its

>rice. There would be still, however, always
n view for them, the bare possibility of

winning a great prize ; they would have at

east an infinitesimal spark of hope to comfort

;hem. Having any the smallest degree of

lope to live in is beatitude compared with

laving no hope in life, the present case of

;hese thoughtful and cheerless fellows, who
see no luck, or probability of good between
;hemselves and the cemetery.

You, of course, Mr. Punch, will tell those

'ellows that they must look beyond the ceme-

tery. Ay, reverend Sir. You will instruct

;hem that lotteries are pernicious for the

British Public, however wholesome for the

Roman, and are inadmissible in England,
even although they would divert much of

;he gambling practised by Diddlers in joint-

stock shares at the public cost, insomuch,

perhaps, as to rid the nation of the Income-
Tax by getting its equivalent in taxation out

of the gamblers. You will say that the only

lottery of which you can approve is matri-

mony. Very good, Sir ;
but that is a lot-

tery in which, if you draw a blank one year,

you can't, except by special fortune, try for

a prize the next, may never have another

chance of trying, and, should you, might per-

haps think you would be a fool to take it.

Your taking it would, as JOHNSON said, be

"the triumph of hope over experience"; a

triumph which hope, I fancy, seldom gains
more than once in the case of a widower.

Whereas, in that of yearly loss and re-invest-

ment of stake in the monetary tottery, it

would be annual.
"
Hope, like a glimmering

taper's light
"
you know the rest ; and will

tea me that hope in the lottery would re-

semble not that, out an IGJJIS FATUT/S.

THE OLD STATE SWEEP.
WHAT a different people we are, Mr. Punch, from every other ! When I say we, I mean

the great Anglo-Saxon race." What nations on earth, besides England and the United States
there in -which you see a party agitating for liquor laws to prevent their fellow-citizens from

getting drank ?
"
Mind your own business

"
was our forefathers' maxim ; our platform tells you

to mind your neighbour's.
How iait that we Britons get frightfully demoralised by things which do foreign popula-

In this country lotteries had to be abolished because they occasioned so much
er nothing of any bad effect produced by them in Austria, or the Roman States
e sanctioned by the POPE ; and to say that his Holiness could possibly even

r^?
: "f1"* would be to offer a gratuitous insult to the religion of a large body

01 Our lCllOW-WllM6CU.

P.S. Perhaps the most conclusive objection
to Lotteries that can be named just now, is

that they would tend to distract that attention

of the public mind which ought to be wholly
concentrated on the state of the odds and

book-making for the St. Leger.

A Question for Convocation.

As a complete example of what is meant

by the Church Militant, would it be correct

to instance the Chaplain-General ?

ISw*!Jt"0nli *1frimn, in t
?.'

ln
'J*

P*rish ot st - '"". Clcrkcnvr,.!!, in the County f.f Middlewx, at the Printing Oflior. o! Msrs. liradlrary, Kvanj, Co . Lombard
City of London, nd Puhluhcd by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London.-SiitaoxT, June 26, 1669.
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1

WHY WE AEE SO BELOVED ON THE CONTINENT.

.

"
irha offt.rs him Sausages).

"
I SAT, OLD FELLKK,

ANY 'OSSES DIED ABOUT 'EKE LATELY ? CHEVALS MORTS, YOU KNOW I !

"

[And the worst of it is, that thnugh his compatriots did not laugh, as he expected,
the "vulgarian' wasn't a bit abashed.

WELCOME, VICEROY OF EGYPT.

WE bid thee welcome, PHARAOH,
That comcst to us from Cairo.

O may thy shadow never
Be less nor greater ever !

A thousand rears extended

Thy life be, thy reign ended
No sooner ; glorious be it,

And may we live to see it.

By liberal cultivation

K xult thou still thy nation :

Continuing wise courses

Develop its resources.

BRITANNIA is thy debtor
For thou dost much abet her,
And wilt yet more, when Suez
Cut navigably through is.

She gladly sets her eye on
Late Host of her young Lion ;

Thy presence calls upon her
As Guest to do him honour.

If thou liast cause to mention
Some shabby inattention,
Be sure the doth lament it,

And Flunkeys shall repent it.

Her multitude will cheer thee,

They mightily revere thee,
With all who men of mark are,
Of lighter skin or darker.

Hip, hip, hooray !

Along thy way,
Which thou wilt hear them shout and say,
Means " Thou art great, O KHEDIVE,"
Whom some call ISIIMAEL PARKER.

Quite Out of Her Line.

PERHAPS the most furious talk against the Irish Church
Bill and MR. GLADSTONE has come from the Pomona
Gardens, Manchester. Rather hard this upon POMONA,
who has never before been accused of having anything to
do with the apple of discord.

TO PLAYGOERS.
WE will venture a prediction. When you visit the Haymarket

Theatre to see MR. TOM TAYLOR'S new Play, Mary Warner, you will

commiserate the unhappy case not of the author, for he is to be

congratulated on gaining another dramatic victory ; not of the per-
formers, for they have good parts to play, and play them well, (the
little

"
lady of the house," Miss MARY VViiiTE, deserves the applause

she wins) ; not of the audience, for they have wisely availed themselves
of one of too few opportunities of sharing the sorrow and joy of

George ami Muru H'arner ; but, as you look round at the well-peopled
house, and iind from your bill that you are watching with an interest

which accumulates act by act, a Drama that can only be played for a few
nights of the Manager, for whose sake you will wish that Mary
Warner's career in England, could be as long as it bids fair to be
prosperous.

If you have already seen Miss BATEMAN for whom this Drama was
expressly written you will be glad to store up another recollection of
her pathetic acting, and power of moving many hearts to tears

; if you
listen to her now for the first time, you will not fail to understand all

you have heard of her triumph as Leah, you will not fail to regret that

you are present at one of the nights of
"
a farewell engagement," and

that a too brief acquaintance with so much power and tenderness
cannot be prolonged.

It would be unjust to close this notice, without a mention of MR.
HOWE'S excellent personation of George Warner, and it would be an un-
pardonable omission not to add that Friday the 9th of July, will be
the last night on the English Stage of Mary Warner.

Sporting TJnintelligence.

Old Ltdy (animadverting on the Races). Ah, drat the nasty dirty
Sweeps on your Turf as you call it ! In course it "s them which occasions
the good-for-nothing Blacklegs.

A TRIAD.

CAN anyone explain the following puzzles ?

1.
"
Wanted, Amateur Vocalists and PianisU. A .Royal Academy

Professor will finish a BOY, if competent to appear at his Soirtct and
Concerts."

2.
" On repairing and keeping in repair the London City Mis-

sionaries. Copies of the above pamphlet may be hd "
&c.

3.
" A Bazaar was opened to-day in CARDINAL WOLSEY'S Hall,

Hampton C9urt Palace, in aid of the Royal Cambridge Asylum for
Soldiers' Widows. Many curiosities were exhibited, not the least

remarkable among them being a model of one of the Soldiers' Widows,
for whose benefit the bazaar has been originated, which had been fur-

nished by
"
&c.

A SUPPLEMENTARY PARAGRAPH.
IF there really be any disciples of ROCHEFOUCAULD who "

find in

the misfortunes of others something not altogether unpleasing to them-
selves," let them "

Spend a happy day," as they say at Rosherville, by
investing a shilling at the Supplementary Picture Exhibition, where
they will see how Genius can be neglected, and Industry go unrewarded.
The "

Rejected
"

have done right in making an Exhibition of them-

selves, and the Royals ought to be pleased also that next year's
Hanging Committee will insist, as a matter of fairness to their brother

artists, that more time be allowed them for the consideration of works
sent for approval, and so hang and not gibbet such meritorious pro-
ductions as are to be found amongst others on the walls of the Supple-
mentary Exhibition.

SURGICAL TOAST AND SENTIMEXT. Velocipedes and Compound
Fractures !

VOL. LVT. D D
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THE OPERA OF "OMELETTE."

(With every apology to M. AMBROISE THOMAS.)

DEAR PUNCH, f

HAVE you seen the new French opera I mean, burlesque c

Hamlet!
1

I have not yet, myself, my reverence for SHAKSPEARE

hinders me. fancy a Singing Hamlet, with "To be or not to be

turned into recitative, and emphasised at intervals with thumps ot the

big drum and thrums of the big fiddles ! Still, everybody tells me that

I lose a treat by absence. I hear the words are quite delicious, and the

music is delightful but any music must be so, when sweet-toned

NILSSON sings it. I also hear that SANTLEY makes a splendid Hamlet,

or Omelette, let us rather say: for in French, you know, the \

dropped in nearly everything but Lobster, and omelette is a word

familiar to a Frenchman. They tell me, too, he sings a famous drink-

ing song, does this melodious Omelette,. A capital idea, in truth, and

worthy of the character. Of course the lines

" As thou art a man,
Give me the cup ;

let go : by heaven, I '11 have it.

Show that Hamlet loved, his cups, and was a jolly sort of fellow A
drinking song is therefore just what SHAKSPEA.RE would himself have

put. into Hamlet's mouth that is, at least, if SHAKSPEAUE, like his

eminent translator, had been writing a burlesque, and then, perhaps, he

might have written some such nonsense as the following, to the tune

of
"
Bobbing Joan," or something equally appropriate :

To drink, or not to drink ?

That is now the question :

A glass of wine, I think,

Is good for the digestion.
So C9me, my old friend Pol-

onivs, do as I do ;

Sing tol de rpl
de rol,

And likewise tol de rido !

Chorus So come, my Pretty Pol., &c.

Or perhaps the British public would be better pleased just now with

a more modern drinking ditty, such as

Reeit. Champagne Hamlet is my name !

Champagne Hamlet is my name !

Up to any sort of game, my boys,

Champagne Hamlet is my name, my boys !

And the matter I won't mince,
Of good fellows, I 'm the Prince.

[Flourish of trumpets and trombones.

So I 'm one of the Upper Ten Thou-sand !

Chona (fortissimo). Yes, the matter we won't mince,

Of Denmark he 's the Prince [Pause, with variations.

So he 'a one of the Upper Ten Thon-sand !

Aria, with banjo obbligato
If you ask me what I am,
Well, without a bit of flam,
I 'm a Ham-let, 1 'ma Ham,
1 'in a regular rollicking Ham !

Chona Stentorisiimo

Yes, without a bit of flam.

He 's a Ham-let, he "s a Ham,
And we are the regular Rollicking Rams !

" BY THE RIGHT-DRESS !

"

"
The Soldier's Tear" has long been popular. The Soldier's "Wear

and Tear" has at last, and not too soon, attracted attention, lumcs

that check movement, impede respiration, absorb perspiration, and

wear out quickly, are about to be replaced by blouse-like Nortolk

coats loose round the chest, and drawn in at the waist with a band.

There will be howling from COLONEL PIPECLAY, and gnashing of teeth

from MAJOR MARTINET, over the innovation. It is the beginning ot

the end. Stocks will follow tight tunics. Men will be able to breathe

and run and jump, without rupturing their aortas or bursting their but-

tons ;
recruits will no longer be properly "setup," or meddlesome army

reformers properly set down : in short, the Service will go to the devil.

COLONEL PIPECLAY will find half his work of inspection cut from under

him and the worst part of MAJOR MARTINET'S vocation will be gone.

Nor is the audacious hand of innovation to stop at soldiers tunics.

Soldiers' shirts are about to be reformed, by the use of a mixture
pi

woollen and cotton, which, like its wearers, is warranted not to shrink.

It is, besides, to be cheap, light, and soft m a word, a model shirt

and made, let us hope, not at the slop-shops, but by the hands ot the

female prisoners of Brixton and Milbank, or by regularly and decently

paid workers in the Military Clothing Establishment.

Then the great-coat is to be lightened, and a waterproof cape added.

And then for a better packed and more portable knapsack !

More power to Ma. CAKDWELL'S elbow in these and all equally

sensible reforms ! But when we have done all that can be done in the

way of dressing our corps d'arviee, don't let us do with it what LORD
CHESTERFIELD recommended his son to do with the salad after dressing

it throw it away. Let the well-dressed soldier be well drilled, well

lodged, well amused, well employed, and well looked after while in the

Service ; and we will answer for his being well conducted when he

leaves it.
" Reform your tailors' bills !

" was a popular cry once. Let us hope
" Reform your Military BILLY TAYLOK'S bills !

"
is about to be as

popular a cry now ;
and that this will not be the only Card-well

played by the present SECRETARY-AT-WAB.

" THE NOBLE GAME OF GOOSE WAS THERE IN VIEW."
Goldsmith.

IN a recent police'case the witnesses spoke of one
" LORD HAMILTON "

who had been scrambling away his money, at a low public in Shadwell,

with the suggestive sign of the
"
Paddy's Goose." More than one

noble young British sportsman has been frequenting very questionable

publics lately for the same spirited pastime. But in these cases the

goose is rather the sign of the customer than the public, and the

nationality of the weakminded bird is not limited to one of the British

islands. We have had "Johnny's goose" and "
Sawney's goose" in

the person of the DUKE OF NEWCASTLE and the DUKE OF HAMILTON ;

for it ever what the Scotch call
"
dukes

" were geese, it is in the case

of these two amazingly silly boys ;
and in both instances, we fear, the

goose may be said to have been cooked, done brown, and cut up, by
this time.

WHO WOULD BE A PRINCE ?

" THE ROYAL VISIT TO HULL. An effort is being made to induce the

PRINCE and PRINCESS OF WALES to extend their visit to Hull for a few

present arrangements, that their

le same evening."

ARE YOU surprised that their Royal Highnesses intend to make so

short a stay P Read what follows :

" Addresses will be presented at the station by the Town Council, by the

Dock Company, bv the Chamber of Commerce, by the Consuls, and by the
" MAGNA EST VERITAS, ET VAPULABIT." Danish Residents/

MR. GOLDWDI SMITH has got into hot water in his American Pro- 1 (Why not also by the Custom House Officers, the Police,
_

the Fire

fessorship by speaking his mind about England and the United States, ! Brigade, and the Velocipedists F)

[Accompaniment of Horns, and Nigger Breakdown finale, in hours, but it appears probable, according to

which the Prince of Denmark joins.
\

Royal Highnesses will return to London the i

Alas, poor SHAKSPEARE ! Alas, poor SANTLEY !

This shall to the printers, with thy leave.
Alas, poor Punch !

BEN BUSKIN.

M u. SUMNER, and the Alabama case. He has found out, like many
'

and~Princess propose to

other too candid utterers of their thought, that among the wells better
|

let alone in the States, is the well with Truth at the bottom, when its
j

waters happen to be bitter to the Yankee palate. The papers sneer at
]

him as having been tempted across the Atlantic by a "fat Professor- i

ship." He might retort that he left a fatter ; and that for one place of

Do you wonder now that the Prince

return to London the same evening
"

f

honour or profit open to him in New England, ten were at his command
in Old. The last tiling those who know GOLDWIN SMITH are likely to

charge him with is a desire to win gold.

Changing Sides.

MR. SUMNER, we read in the news from America, is about to pay a

The Wrong of Petition.

WE are requested to state that the Petitions referred to in a para-
graph in our last week's Number were signed at 13, "Took's" Court,
and not at 13,

"
Cook's

"
Court, as we had it. We are now right to a T.

visit to the Pacific Coast, to lecture on the Alabama question.
MR. SUMNEII, upon the Alabama question, on the Pacific side ! A

case of the wrong man in the right place surely !

SOME OP OUB BEST MEN.

ABOUT the best
"
List of Contents

" we have seen announced for

a long time past was that furnished by the House of Lords on the Irish

Church Bill.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, June 2W. Various notices of the ways in which the nobility

int(;ml to improve the Irish Church Bill have been
(riven,

but sufficient

for llu! night, is the dulness thereof, and Air. Punch will not anticipate

iy. He may mention, however, Hint. KAIII. RUSSELL'S dissatisfac-

tion with the details manifests itself in a proposal that Church funds

be expended iii building houses and buying glebe for Presbyterian
and Catholic clergymen. V some time before M-K.

IK'S hymn will be, raised in the chapels of either class :

" When in the eultry Glebe I faint."

Orangemen of Ireland threaten a grand demonstration on the

.if July; and MB. CHICHESTEH FOHTKSCUE, questioned, stated

that, lie should send a particularly strong force of soldiers and con-

i.) prevent, distm hese fiery Protestants.

On two nights this week the Commons addressed themselves to the

isition ol' the Compound Householder, and he was duly recon-

d, iiml is .'///.. MR. VERNON HARCOURT
for him whether his landlord paid up

or defaultered, i :MNE hrld that we had to do with a

detail and not, with a new political reform. MR. HARCOURT, bravelv

persisting, 2'J1 against 42 marked the House's sense of his forty-two'a.

kj
The Nint'teen Abyssinians were selected for the Committee.

-nine fun in the Lords. The Strangers demonstrated so

boldly at the ends of the Conservative speeches on the 1. C. B., that

LORD ItnMii.t.y and others were scandalised, and there was reference

to the French Revolution and the Mountain. But Lom> GRANVILLE,
who would smile a roaring lion into affability, said that he did not

expect any horrors, and deprecated legislation on account of the

exceptional conduct of some excited Irishmen. EARL BEAUCHAMP
(who wedded LORD MAC.\M.\V'S "Valentine") complained that ladies

of title who had no right in the galleries were admitted to the exclusion

of Peeresses. But wiiat can otlicials do when beautiful women, in all

their loveliness ot arrogance, look them down and walk where they will?

Vet, if the officials of the House of Lords cannot do their duty, thev

might abstain from impertinence. LORD BEAUCHAMP had to call
"
Order," and found that the persons who were violating it were three

servants of the House, jabbering.

Bankruptcy in the Commons likewise Local Taxation, Pauperism,
Sunday Liquor, Sunday-School Taxation, and cognate topics of butter-

fly discourse.

To-day the VICEROY OF EGYPT came, and is understood to be by no
means delighted with his reception. What a Rum thing it is, that

whereas foreigners, individually, are as stingy as the Juice, their State

hospitalities always are splendid and graceful, whereas an Englishman,
who, individually, gives a guest the best that he can,

and as much of it

as he can, lets the powers that be manage to make Europe think that a
i to Knglaud is scurvily treated. However, amends were offered

to l he VICEROY at the State Concert, which was composed of the most

pious music set to words of Christian devotion, but into which was
; <1, iii order to cause the Mahommedan to feel quite at home, an

air from the Seraglio.

Where shall the Law Courts stand ?

Say, on the northern Strand,
Or shall Boblo
The building stow

Near yon Embankment grand ?

We beg pardon ,for this burst of poesy, but have had to ask the

question in prose until we felt, unequal to doing so again. Government
nlsn feels unequal to answer the question, which is again referred to a

Select Committee.
"

1
ley, Temple Bar, are ye standing yet, And are

your sides a shaking yet r" You may laugh, old one, but the masons
are born who shall come against you with pickaxes, yea, and with
crowbars.

. Somebody wants to abolish the Irish 1 note. But it is

clear that the peasantry like the article, and would not rather have a

guinea than a one pound note, for a shilling is charged for changing a

gold coin in the Green Isle. Moreover, they like to hoard, and it is

easy to hide away a note where feminine piety can't hunt it up for the

priest in the husband's absence. The abolition is not to be.

Among the scoundrelisms of trade is the Adulteration of Seeds
those the farmer sows. Not only do seed-dealers sell worse sorts than
those they profess to vend, but they will

"
kill

"
seed in tons to pre-

vent the discovery of their iniquities, or to raise prices. The question
of seed-murder is to be sent to a Select Committee Punch would
like to send a perpetrator before such a Committee, to consist of

twelve, with power to subtract from the number of rascals in existence.

Thursday. MARQUIS TOWNSHEND again proposed a variety of legis-
lations in the interest of humanity and social comfort, and with the
usual result. Among them was a clause forbidding the cruelty which

covers a long street or road with large rough stones, over which

miserable horses struggle, heart-broken, and gallant horses plunge and
put their hoofs and legs to pieces. A roller fused in one or two dis-

t rifts inhabited by Christians) would) save all this suffering, and im-

prove the roadway into the bargain, but the greedy contractor will not

employ one, and the 1'orochials are much too busy with their muddling
ilcs and jobbery to think of the horses.

The Bisiioi' OF OXFORD caused the insertion of a very good clause

in the Beer Houses Bill. The keepers of these dens are not content

with the mischief done
" on the premises," but often take adjoining

houses, where disorder is encouraged. The Bishop's claute will prevent
a fellow who does this from having any licence at all. His Lordship is

to be thanked. Apropos of nothing, who will tell Mr. Punch the

meaning of the arms of a Bishop of Oxford P The upper part of the

shield (tide DE BRETT) presents us with "three demi-ladies, conned,"
and looking down, as from a private box, on the Ox crossing the Ford.

Who were these members of the demi-monde ? Dear and learned MR.
l'i. \xi n K, to you we speak, you who know everything except how to

be uncourteous. (Not a goak.)
Commons perfectly dull, except that Ma. FAWCETT made fight

against portions of the Pensions Bill, and did induce the Government
to improve it, if you call it improving a Bill to enact that a person shall

have done something to deserve a pension before he gets it. The idea

of working for anything is too shocking to Mr. Punch for him to con-

tinue the discussion, but those who are fanatic, and believe in labour,

may be pleased with MR. FAWCETT. We concede his good intent.

Touching Greenwich Hospital, MR. GUILDERS made the following
lucid and elegant statement :

" Government did not propose to apply
Greenwich Hospital to any purpose which they might afterwards regret

having applied it to, merely for the sake of using it." The FIRST LORD
has been among his sailors lately, and might have heard of a better

Evasive Answer than that.

The House of Commons, at the instigation of his Grace the ARCH-
BISHOP OF YORK, then re-christened a place called Kirkthwaite, which

shall no more be called Kirkthwaite, but shall be called Cowgill. We
have not the least idea where the place is the Bill is called the Park
Gate Chapel Bill. The Cowgillers don't like the change, but of course

the House was not going to listen to them. Still, we remark that the

new name is hideous, and that cows have no gills, except in the case of

the Cow-Fish of Madagascar (Orthrogoruau vaccinatui) in the South

Kensington Museum. This place, by the way, being one of the few

good things in London, is not being completed, MR, LOWE having
no funds for such an object.

Friday. LORD REDERDALK signified that he should not allow the

Irish Bishops to be turned out of the House of Lords. If Mr. Punch
were quite sure that there would be a perpetual apostolical succession

of them capable of saying the neatest of things at the trvingest of

moments, as one of the Irish prelates did last week, he might be inclined

to vote with LORD KEDESDALE. He is informed that a Bishop of the

Irish Church trod upon the train of the amiable lady who resides in

Lambeth Palace. Apologising, his Lordship added,
" But is it wonder-

ful that we trembling prelates should cling to the skirts of CANTER-
BURY f

" Some dozen pretty things like that might imperil the Irish

Church Bill.

The Imprisonment for Debt Bill passed through Committee in the

Commons. There is to be no imprisonment for debt ; but if low people
don't pay their debts they are to fro to prison for contempt of Court.

What Eili OchUtree said hereon will occur to all but fools ; that is, to

all who are well up in the Waverley Novels.
MR. FAWCETT made an able speech on the necessity of compulsory

education for agricultural children, and, complimenting the Conserva-

tives on their having, twenty years ago, forced such a system on the

Manufacturing interest, asked them not to wonder that they, in turn,

were invited to adopt what had worked so well. MR. BRUCE admitted

the importance of the subject, an admission that a practised Minister

would begin to make if suddenly waked up in the middle of the night.

MR. HENLEY demanded religious education, which he thought the

people desired, and MR. SCOUKFIELD said that a man ought not to be

called ignorant if he could do the duty he had to do. Something like

Summer being reported, it occurred to Mr. Punch that he should

display ignorance if he did not adjourn for a cool potation. Potatunu
vos salulut

'

Quite Bight.

WILLIAM TITE receives knighthood. It is not much of an honour,
but WREN got no more, at least from Royalty. But as it is meant for

an honour, Mr. Punch is glad, for MR. TITB is a worthy gentleman
and an eminent architect. Which of the Orders of Architecture is it

to be ? Surely that of the Royal Exchange.

THE COURSE OF THE FRENCH ATLANTIC CABLE.

(In a tingle Hexameter.)
"
Straight from the Brest of the shore, it plunged in the Bosom of

Ocean."
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A POSER.
"

No, MY GOOD FRIEND, YOU MUST XOT ' LBAVE IT TO ME!' Now, LOOK HERE! IP YOU WENT INTO A
PUBLIC-HOUSED

AND

PARTOOK OF A CERTAIN XuiIBER OF GLASSES OF ALE, YOU WOULD NOT LIKE THE LADY AT THE BAR TO ' LEAVE IT TO Yd' .'

" MY EYE ! JUST WOULDN'T I, THOUGH ? THAT'S ALL ! !

"

" MR. TITE. M.P. FOR BATH,
WILL SHORTLY RECEIVE THE HONOUR OP KNIGHTHOOD."

So we read, by Owl-light.
And why not make a knight
Of stout WILLIAM THE ?

Nay, why not in full write,
Sin WILL RIGHT AND TIGHT?
Should the Crown not, by right,

Long Bath service requite,
K.C.B. making TITE,
Not a mere common Knight ?

On. his tomb we may write

When he 's put out of sight :

"
Oh, earth, lie thou light

On SIR WILLIAM TITE ;

The Exchange's fair site

Who adorned, and, in spite
Of his teeth, to the height
Of M.P. soared, and Knight."

Or, if Latin delight,

SUARUM FORTUNARUM ET BuRSJE LONDINENSIS
Hie JACET ARCHITECTUS, TITUS AQU.* CALIDENSIS,
Qui NUNQ.UAM DIEM PERDIDIT, suis, SCILICET, IMPENSIS.

Severity of the Season.
THE temperature of the longest day in this year was considerably

lower than that of the shortest in last. The younger branches of many
families, during the past week, have been suffering greatly from
chilblains.

THE VICEROY OP EGYPT'S FAVOURITE GAME. Pyramids.

BRAVO, BISMARCK !

JOHN BULL used to laugh to scorn the idea of a Prussian Navy, and

chuckled hugely when Punch christened it for him
" The Fleet of the

Future." But lo,
"
the wheel of Time has brought; about his revenges,"

and the Fleet of the Future is the Fleet of the Present ! Prussia has

a fleet and no chaff ! A respectable force of steam iron-clads, backed

by a serviceable knot of unarmoured sailing-frigates and corvettes,

with a first-class naval arsenal and dockyard, on the Jahde, is a very
different thing from the solitary

"
gunboat on the Spree," which we

used to poke our fun at twenty years ago.

BRITANNIA, through her Punch, rejoices to weave among her naval

azures a new shade Prussian blue ;
aud will be glad, in all fair

quarrels, to hail it alongside the true blue of the British man-o'-war's-

man.

The Battle of the Sites.

OBJECTIONS from sound and from sense alike ROUNDELL PALMER

oh
defies :

What if Carey be vocative of Cams, and mean, (says LAYARTJ)
dear-street ?

"

Howard Street will come jnst as dear in the long run ;
and besides

'Tis Clients. not Courts, of Law, that ought to be planted in

Queer Street.

The March of Intellect.

(To the Sight About.)

THE papers announced that his Royal Highness the PKTNCE OF

WALES would, on Monday the 28th instant, lay the foundation stone oi

an enlargement of Earlswood Asylum. The fact that this Institution

needs to be enlarged, taken in connection with the popular demand for

sensation novels, and dramatic performances which appeal to the unde-

veloped mind, is instructive.
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DARBY AND JOHN.
(IN THE TEA-ROOM, AFTER THE DIVISION.)

LOED DEHBY-.
" / NEVER THOUGHT WE SHOULD LIVE TO SEE TH[S DAY !

"

LORD JOHN.
" HA ! I DID !

"
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Conference (The), 37

Conjugal Confession.
Conundrums.
Convents and Convents, 7
Cornish Lord (A), 161
Credit to Cambridge (A), 184
Cricket Master Wanted (A), 110
Cries of the Season (The), 7
C'rowner's Quext Lynch Law, 144
Cullun's Paradise, 74
Cumberland Catechism (A), 171
Cure for the Street Organ Plague, (A), 46
Curiosities of Natural History, 134

Cutting It Fine, 65
1

) A N i . K KODS C lasses in Danger (The), 8
Dead or Alive, 51
Debates at the Fingers' Ends, 209
Decanal Iteration, 70
" De Par 1 Reine !

"
229

De Potatore Excludendo, 206
Do Profundis I 139
"
Depttbrd Spec

" and the " Derby Sweep,"
(The),

Dinner and Dictionary, 84
Disraeli's Party, 185
Don Juan and the Ladies, :!G

Dim't I'ur^'i't tin' I'ari-cl, 154
Doubtful Dressing, 231

Dressing and Devotion, 144
Dr. P*(t)on Mr. Mackonocliie, Ac., 9

Dry Bones that Live, 192
Dukes and Duffers, '2-21

l'ukf\VniUk:ht';id ;ind Lord Longhead, 252
Dulness of the Derby (TheX --^

EARTHQUAKE In Jersey, 85

Eclogue of the Siamese Twins, 106

English-Spanish Fly (An), 62

Englishwoman's Domestic Brownrlgg, 63

Epicurus as Gymnast, 47
Ernest Jones, 164
Escalade of the Shannon, 209

Evenings from Home, 22, 70, 191

Example to the Royal Academy (An), 238
FAL-LAL Monitor for My (The), 195
Falsehood and its Reverse, 84
Fashionable Suicide, 25
Feeler on Fiscal Freedom, 12
Kico for the Word (A), 162
Filial Appeal to a Parent, 226
Fine Times and Financing, 65
Flnnls and the Farmer, 21

KUhmongering. A Mystery, 74
Flash Notes, 138

Forgetful Self- Devotion, 246

Friendly Admission (A), 193
From Rome, 56
From the Archbishop of York, 84
Froudo on the Two R's, 142
GENERAL B ilfour and General Retrench-
ment, 85

Genuine Mason (A), 84

Gibraltar, 24

Glory, Olory, Abyssinia ! 123
Good Fencing, 06
flood Friday Forestalled, 85
flood Riddance (AX 229
Good Word lor a Good Work (A), 38

Gravity of a Flea (The), 210
Great " No 1" (The), 213

i i <-et aliat Queer Street, 78
Gulls by Sea and Land, 109
HABITUAL Criminality, 161
"

Hail, tJentle Spring," &c., 150
Hair and many Friends (The), 79
Hair on Law (1'heX 167
Have Pity on tho Unlearned, 1
" He is a Man," 79
Here he is Again ! 23

High Horseaudtho Hobby Horse(TheX206
Hint for Ascot, 246
Hints for Conversation. 19, 23, 36, 47, *c.

Hippie Intelligence, 196

Hipponomy and Nosology, 220
-
H.tting Out," 262

"
Home," 26

Honourable and Right Honourable, 14
" Hot Water Apparatus for Hosting
Churches," 184

House that John Built (The), 168
How to Check Trade Cheats, 203

How to Feed our Gaol Bird*, 107

Hymeneals In the Houseof Common*, 192
ILLUSTRATED Archbishop (AnX 192

Imperial French Polish, 75
Insulted Bird (AnX 65
Ireland's Double Grievance, 26
Irish Puzzle (The), 207
Is It One ? 42
JARRIXO Koto (A), 20
Jewel from an Earthen Pot (A), to
Job and a Jobation, 26
John Thomas at Elysium, 209

Jolly Geographers (The), 235

Judge v. Jury, 130
" Just Before the Battle, Mother," 196
Justice to Ireland rondo Easy, !(0

KEEP the Money at Home, 244

Kings ani other Thing* ol Spain, 79
Kiss for Miss Australia (AX 240
LADIES' Club (The), 181

Lady's Protest (AX 11

Landlords and Lodgers, 221
Last Launch at Deptford (TheX HO
Latest News of a Young Nobleman, 162
Law Appraising Medicine, 120
Le Follet Kaiaonnable, 257

Legal Entertainment*, 51

Legal Panic, 178
Let us be Gentle, 127

Liberality of Convocation, MO
Limited Matrimonial Liability, 173
Little Boy Ballot, 194
Little Plea for Large Appetites (AX 67

Livings r. Lights, 41
London Stone, 73

Long Life to the Lift Boat* I 19
" Look at the Clock," S
Look out, Layard I 210
Lord Glasgow, 118
Lord Rochdale, 261
M'Neile to Gladstone. 5
Madame Rachel's hut Appearance, 111

Magna est Veritos, et VapuUMt," *7i>

Man's Risk in Matrimony, 228
Matrimonial Agency Balls, 141
Meat and Drink, 249

Military Arithmetic, 117
MUs Cuba and her Offers, 173
More Happy Thoughts, 245, 287
Most Relrigerating, 195
Mother England on the Torpedo, 143
Mr. Punch's English Prize Poem, J-'H.

Mr. Tito, M.P., for Bath," Ae., -7i

Music and Patriotism, J:

NAIRN and Laputa, 31
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Napier and the Lady (The), 32

Necromancy, or Nonsense? IPS
New American Drink, or Americanisec

Claret (A), 138
New Chief Policeman (The), 53
New Fabric, 267
New League (A), 162

Newspaper Heading (AX 111
New Thing in Races, 62
New Ue for a Bird's Nest (AX 261
New Way to Pay Old DehU (A), 9
Nice Police News from Wigan, 65

Nightshade and Nightshade, 236
*' Noble Game of Goose," Ac., 270
Noble Pattern to Pusey and Co. (A), SO
No Joke for a Jury, 87
Not at all Pharisaical, 23
Not a Pin to Choose, 256
Note for Ill-used Nuns. 164
Notes in the Zoological Gardens, 247
Nothing to Vote for, 106
Notion of a Christmas Number (AX 11
Now Crown your Edifice, 230
No Work to Do for the Nation, 63
ODD Things in the Papers, 41
Ode to Utility, 259
Ode to February, 57
Old Masters and the New (The), 213
Old State Sweep (The), 268
Omission (An), 191
On Beauty's Head HorrorsAccumulate,231
On the Eminent Telegraphist, 215
Opera of "

Omelette," (The), !>70

Orders of the Day, 41
Ottoman (The), 48
Oar " Dear "

Hotel-Keepers, 235
Our Habitual Criminals, 133
Our Irish Selves, 249
Our Natural Effect of Gravity, 3
Our New Dissenters. 34
Our Police, 24
Our Spirited British Selves, 149
Overend and Gumey Affair (The), 24, 44
Oxford and Cambridge Boat Race, 111
PAPERS out of Print, 120
Pat Rooney to Mr. Disryall, 85
Pearl from a Fish-Dinner, 66
Pencils and Penknives, 187
Perfect Clerks (The), 48
Perfect Picture (AX 204
Perils of the Streets (The). 89
Personal Gratitude to Personal Govern-
ment, 257

Pert Prisoner (A), 86

Pharmacy Unusual, 267
Phoebus and Archimedes, 127
Phosphorus on Bosphorus, 13

Photography of the Invisible, 265
Phrenology and Pudge, 152
Pio Ni urn's Two Jubilees, 172
Pious Memory in Paris (A). 195
Pitch, 64
Plea for the Pretty Birds (in the Cage), 265
Poetry for Greek Pantomime, 7
Political Economy, 98
Poverty and Physic, 124
Precocious Princes, 13
Premature Tobacco-Pipes, 85
Pretty Sight in Paris (AX 210
Priscianities, 66
Prison Minister!, 36
Proper Pride at Greenwich, 150
Prophecy for Wednesday, 110
Prosperity and Progress, 214
Public Services Rewarded t 139
Punch and hie Fellow Prophet, 232
Punch asks a Question, 256
Punch at the Monday Pops, 12
rii/nch fclUMf *A*r,, 'EWlwr,., 43
Punch s Derby Prophecy, 217, 229
Punch's Essence of Parliament, 1, 73 77

87, Ac.
Punch's Review, 22
Punch's Stereoscopes, 80
Puzzling Performance (A), 54
RicoRneR's Rights ofWives Bill (The), 127
Reform your Sailors' Bills, 154
Remarkable Case (A), 94
Rem Acu Tetigisti, 117
Retreat from the Marriage Market (A), 213
Retrenchment : a Soliloquy, 45
Ritualism of Terpsichore, 25R tualism on the Turf, 228
Ritualist Rat (The), 8
Robbing and Reforming 75
Hock Ahead (A), 143

S>

Rogues All ! 116

200

Science on 8t Paul's. 150
Scoundrelism on the Sea 65
Scrape for the Statues (A'X 219
Seamanship and Sporting, 239

Seasonable Hints, 187
Sensible Petition (A), 166
Sentimentalist on Sea and Lind Birds

(A), 111

Sewage Irrigation a la Francalse, in

Egypt, 57

Shaksperianity, 128
Shot at the Gun Cotton (A), 225
Sibylline Books (The), 108
Sisters and Wives, 94
Siaters-in-Love v. Sisters-In-Law, 181
Small Beer Chronicles, 9
Smash for the Seed Swindlers (A), 112

Sobriety of Election, 2

Social Sporting Intelligence, 2-19

Sold at Covent Garden, 187
Soldier's Poor Feet (The), 208

Soliloquy by a Sot, 20S

Song for a Speech (A), 215

Songs of Sixpence, 149, 173, 19fl, 218, Ifc.

Song of the Bottle-Nose'i Whale, 31

Song of the Street Ruffian (Tim), 34

Song to the Right Tune (A), 239
Sound Port and Principles, 131

Spanish Bull (Al, 66

Sparkle on the Bench, 2

Spiritual Perspicuity, 232

Sports for Modern Athletes, 245

Sportsmen at Sea, 112

Spring Assizes (The), 128
Stage Copyists and Stage Critics, 63
Stanzas to Sumner, 200

Step on the Safe Side (A), 130
S. Thomas Secundus, 38
Storm in a Tea-Cup (AX 106

Strange Food, 78

Strange Spectacle (A), 117
Stucco : a Madrigal, 66

Supplementary Paragraph (A), 269

Supplementary Treasury Minute, 11
Sweets of Office Life (The), 228

swigmograph (The), 203

Symptoms of a Coming Row, 62
TABLET and a Token (A), 161
Tar Tar, 79
Terrestrial Angels' Tears, 68
Tell this to the Marines, 10
Tete de Veau en Tortue, 150

Temperance and Taxation, 89

Temperance in Jerusalem, 261
Thames to Themis, 178
Tha Ml 'G Ridh I 14
Theatrical Four-in-hand (A), 85
Theatrical Protectionists, 225
Those Dreadful Boys ! 84
Those Isthmian Games I 229
To Hang, or Not to Hang t 175
Poo Hard upon Colenso, 89
To Parties from the Country, and Others,
195

To Playgoers, 257, 269
Tornado Wanted (A), 246

Touching a Recital, 256

Touching Horses' Names, 2iO

Tiiad(A), 269

Two-Legged Vermin, 44
Two-Year Old Plate (The), 107
JNCANONISED Martyr (An), 214
Under the Buttercups. 240

University Boat-Race Song (A), 118
Jp in a Balloon, 287
Jsurer's Threnody (An), 22
fEOETABLE GlANT (AX 116

Very Queer Fish, 206

Very Serious Dancing, OS
Volunteers ! Attention ! 184

Vulgarians at the Piny, 236
WANTED an Island, 37
Wanted : a Steam Domestic, 177
Wave of our Baton (A), 106
Weathercock at its Worst (The), 207
Welcome Verbal Stranger, 266

Welcome, Viceroy of Egypt, 2(39

Well-Dressed Guys, 123
Welsh Nannygoat Anecdote, we Moan,32
Whallcy's News, 56

WhatConventionalReputationsCometo,90
What is Luggage ? 240
What Science says of us, 100
What the Walls heard at the Academy
Dinner, 199

Who Cried "No"? 203
Who would be a Prince ? 270
Why and a Because (AX 98

Why Shave your Sailors ? 213

Why Strangle your Soldiers? 203
William Bradbury, 165
Woman's Ideal (A), 220
Wonderful Cure by Epsom Salts, CG
Word to Playgoers (A), 247, 257
ZERO of Fraud (The), 208
&, 153

LARGE ENGRAVINGS :

BLOCK for Traitors, 211
Chambermaid of the Vatican (The) 39
Cold Shoulder (The), 243
Committed for Trial, 49

Darby and John, 273
Disendowment and Disarmament, 135
End of the "

Tempest" (TheX 91

Extraordinary Mildness of the Political

Season, 81

Forgetting his Place, 263" Habitual Criminal" Cure (The), 113
Happy New Year to All (A), 5
Humble Pie (?) 201
Justice to Ireland, 16, 17
" L'Homme qui Rit I

"
233

Little Boy Ballot, 125
No Playing at Soldiers, 147
Our Siamese Twins, 59
Prevention Better than Cure, 28, 29" Ram of Derby ;

"
or, Longhead v.

Wronghead (The), 253"
Rejected!" 189

Rival Conjurors (The), 169
Sir Jonathan Falstafi, 223

Sunday Question (The), 158, 159
Swift on a Large Scale, 103
Thames to Themis, 179
Two Girls of the Period, 71

SMALL ENGRAVINGS :

AT the Horse Show, 236
Awful Summut that Tummas met A-
comtng Wtioam, 124

Board Movement (The), 259
Bonnie Lassie of "the Period," 20
Brilliant Idea of Young Hardup, 62
Candid, 138
Case for Reform (A), 220
Caution to Ladies, 99

Chncun a son Gout, 246
Check (A), 107

Comparisons, 238
Convalescent (The). 229

Country-Houso Study (A), 8
Curious Entomological Study, 144

Delicacy, 52

Delightful for Lovers a good Old Cus-
tom Revived, 4

Distinction (A), 252
Doctor's Bill (The). 44

Dover, Easter 1869, 142
" Eels over Head," 256

E^g-Poacher : a Tale of Country Life

(The) 146, 174. 194

Embarrassing, 249

Extenuating Circumstances, 131

Extortion, 242

Extraordinary Take of Twin Salmr,n,ll
Faithful Ever 1 128
" Fence." 218

Fog (The), 84
Force of Habit (The,) 207

Foreign Notes, 1 83
Gentle Vegetarian (AX 90
Great Big Ugly Bear to Nice Tender

Little Girl, 155

Heavy, 98

Hereby, 64

Holiday Task for an M. F. H., 54
Home Study (A), 83
Honourable Ambition, 87

Hygiene, 55
International Compliments, 268
In the Season, 266
Irish Assurance, 86

Jibbing Pony (The), 143
John Brown and the Cid, 222, 243
Labor ipse Voluptas, 216
Ladles and Photographer, 112
Le Folly, 214
Left to the Imagination, 131
Little and Good, 72
Little Biffin invents a Velocipede, 232
Look here, Loyd Lindsay, 45

Making the Best of it, 262

Making up for it, 77
Misnomer (A), 196
Mr. Jinks out of Spirits, 106
Mutual Accommodation, 197
No Irish need Apply, (a Fact), 129
" Oh 1 The Mistletoe Bough I

" 10
Old Gentleman and Irish Waiter, 239
Old Nick-otin Stealing

" Away the
Brains "

of his Devotees, 21
On the Derby Day, 227
Ornamental? or Useful? 73
Ottoman (The), 48
Our Adventurous Artist, 184
Our Art School Conversazione, 172

Penny Saved is a Penny Gained (A), 120
Perfect Care (A), 32

Philosophical Revenge (The), 102, 121
Pleasant Reflection, 24
Poser (AX 272
Post Office Puzzle (A), 192

Principal Reason why Mac stayed a
Short Time in London, 204

Proper Reproof, 175

Provoking! 67j"
Reading without Tears," 80

Real Benevolence. 185

Royal Academy, April 26th, 188
Rural Study (A), 200

Sanitary Measures, 140
Santa Nicotiua Consolatrix. The Poor
Man's Friend, 35

Secret of Delicate Appetites (The), 182
Sea that your Garments are made with
a Lock-Stitch Machine, 162

Sketch from Nursery History (A), 97
Slodger Paints ' The Finding the Dead
Body of Harold " in Farmer Cobley's
Barn, 154

"
Smoking Compartment !

" 58
Soft ! 38
" Sour Grapes," 25

Specimens not yet Included at tho
Regent's Park, 258

Sport? 66

Startling Effect, 56
Stolen Ladder (The), 210

Study from the Parlour-Window (A), 12

Study in Belgravia, 116

Study of an Ancient Buck at a Modern
Burlesque, 94

Swell Amateur and Artist, 219
Talent Appreciated, 168
Terrific Apparition at Westminster, 109

Thing of Beauty is a Joy for Ever (A),167
To Sufferers from Nervous Depression,

178
"
Water, Water, Everywhere !

" 42
" What we must Expect to See," lie.,

163, 205
" Wholesale I

" 70

Why wo are so Beloved on the Conti-

nent, 269

Young Philistine (AX 13

Zoology, 96
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JANUARY 1, 1870.] PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARIVARI.

R E F A C E .

" TTTILL S. S. do me the honour of being as comfortable as possible ?
"

said MR. PUNCH, respectfully.
" Can S. 8.

Y V be more so ?
"

" Non possumits," said the POPE, smiling.
" And as for this cigar, I could fancy it came from my box of favourites."

" Your Holiness wished for that cigar, and it is here," said MB. PUNCH, improving on GEORGE DOUGLAS'S pretty

speech to QUEEN MARY. " ANTONELLI took care of that for me. He is a clever man, that ANTONELLI, Your Holiness."
"

Worldly, my dear MR. PUNCH. But I may say of you what was said in certain remarkable Latin you wot of:

"
Dixit Abbas ad Prioris

Tu es homo boni nioris,

Quia semper sanioris

Mihi das consilia."

" My humble counsel is ever at S. S.'s service."

"
Say advice, will you," replied the POPE. " The other word reminds me of the (Ecumenical, the greatest bore of

my life."

" ' Tu I'aa roulit
'

I beg Your Holiness a million pardons. I mean that the Council is not exactly a fortuitous

concourse of atoms."
" Mea citlpa, mea magna cidpa," replied the POPE, laughing.

" But how was I to know that JESHURON would
wax fat and kick?"

" Is it to me that S. S. confesses that he is not Infallible '!

"

" One to you," said the POPE,
" and make the most of it. I thought I was going to create a Function Temporis,

you know."
" And non omne tulit punctum S. S.," said MR. PUNCH, bowing.

" In fact Your Holiness's pointsmen appear
addicted to shunting. But better so than collision."

" There has no business to be any collision," said the POPE. " That Emperor of yours behaves, as they elegantly

say of a crime in Japan, in the manner which is not expected. You may translate that silently, however."
" I never curse, Your Holiness. But might I suggest

"Might you? Am I not here to consult you, knowing there is one person in the world who will tell me the

truth ? Prrtiere licet."

"
Then, Your Holiness, I would hint that considering what that Emperor I beg to disclaim any proprietorship in

him "
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"
Why, MONSIEUR PUNCH, you are always backing him up ?

"

"
Only against a worse system, and in the hope that he will establish a better."

" Not he. And he comes against me like DIABOLUS against Mansoul O, I have read your Bunyan
"

"
Happily remembered, Your Holiness. Who concluded your last Holy War, and had your army more visibly led

by S. Chassuput than the Spaniards were led at Compostella by S. lago ?
"

" He only did his duty. Besides, he wanted an opportunity of showing off his new guns. That chance has

saved him a good deal of trouble since. I consider him a very ungrateful son of of the Church. Why does he

interfere with my Dogma ?
"

" I suppose, Your Holiness, that his conscience (S. S. smiles) prevents his assenting to the existence of an

Infallibility that does not recognise his own merits."

"
Worldly, my dear MB. PUNCH. He is spoiling my Council. What shall I do ?

"

" I think I have read something, Your Holiness, about not disputing with the master of so many legions. I

do not like to mention a name of ill omen for the Temporal Power, but if NAPOLEON left Rome, GARIBALDI would

certainly arrive in time for supper if not in time to eat the exquisite dinner Your Holiness's cook composes."
" I wish they were both supping in purgatory. Come, that is not a savage wish, considering all things,"

laughed the POPE.
" I compliment Your Holiness on a digestion that sees no particular terror in a hot supper," replied MR. PUNCH.

" Of S. S.'s amiability there is no doubt. I think it will have to be displayed at this crisis, and that a disagreeable
situation will be gracefully accepted. Better this than slide on rotten ice, if I may recal a Cartoon."

" You made me laugh," said the POPE,
"
though I was in no laughing mood."

" When one's mood is not the Potential, Your Highness, a laugh is sometimes true wisdom. I reverentially

suggest a Smiling Policy to S. S. Let your Council deal in smooth things, and S. S.'s hospitality is well known, but

the sooner Rome has a good view of the backs of most of those prelates, the better for her Church. There will have

been some grand religious spectacles, and we cannot have a Council of Trent every three hundred years."
" I fear you too are worldly, my dear MR. PDNCH," replied the POPE. " But I think you mean me well. You

ought your ancestors were Italian, and though qui multiim peregrinatur raro sanctificatur, your insular sojourn has not

altogether vitiated you. Come to Rome, and I will make you a lay Cardinal."
" The stockings tempt me, Your Holiness, and my leg is neat," said MR. PUNCH, fondly caressing the elegant limb

he named. " But I have a prejudice in favour of cleanliness, and Rome may be the holiest, but is certainly the filthiest

city in the whole world. The stable of the King of Elis was tidy, comparatively."
" Come and be my ALciDES-^Edile ?

"

" I have work at home, Your Holiness. But my consilia shall always be yours, and that they may be ready
at your hand, and that you may be always prepared with the Smiling Policy I recommend, permit me deferentially to

ofler to S. S. my
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\

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY,
June 28. Now, we had better understand one another,

or rather, the Pensive had better understand Punch. Regarding
this Irish Church Bill. If any person thinks that Mr. Punch is going
to follow the Lords through all their debates on all their Amendments,
that person is deceived by his own fatuity. AKTKMUS WARD says that

his artist came to him, after one of his pictures had been exhibited for

six months, and said, pointing to a figure in it,

"
It is no use attempting

to deceive you any longer ; that it a horse." It is of no use Mr. Putifh

attempting to deceive the Pensive
;
this is an Analysis. What 's an

analysis ? Ask any schoolboy, and he will not be able to tell you. Ask
his sister, and she will reply with a sweet, half timid smile, "a separa-
tion of any compound body into the parts of which it is formed : the
solution of anything, whether corporeal or mental, into its first ele-

ments." Now you Know all about it.

'Pears to Mr. Punch that what chiefly concerns his affectionate

public divides itself, like the Irishman's sermon, into three halves.

First, what the Lords mean to do. Secondly, what the Government
mean to stand. Third, what special feature in a debate was worth
notice. Mr. Punch's sermon shall be preached on those heads.

Tin' Lords beiran (he Amendments discussion on Tuesday, and took
it up again on Thursday and Friday. LORD DENBHUI, who is a Roman,
begged leave to prelude with a declaration that the Catholics were not
at all indifferent to the measure, as the House should see if they did
not pass it. But they were surprised and pleased at beholding an
attempt to do them justice. He was good enough also to intimate that

they had no scruple on the subject of Church property, because that
was secularised when taken from themselves. This meant that Pro-
testantism was no religion at all. The speech may be held balanced by
that of the ARCHBISHOP or YORK, who proclaimed that Irish Pro-
testants held the Roman religion in detestation.
EARL GRIT wished to get rid of that part of the Preamble of the

I. C. B., which declares that the surplus shall not go to churches or

clergy. He thinks that much of it ought. He abominates the Volun-
tary System, which leaves a minister dependent on pleasing his con-

gregation, and he would give Manses and Glebes to Presbyterians
and Catholics.

With the Earl think ARCHBISHOP TAIT, the BISMOP or OXFORD,

EARL RUSSELL, LORD WESTBURT, the BISHOP or ST. DAVID'S, LORD
SALISBURY (who

"
prefers priests to lunatics "), and many others.

Against him think MR. GLADSTONE and his Majority, and so did the

PREMIER declare, with much earnestness, at the Lord Mayor's ban-

quet on the night after the debate. All Amendments, he said, should

receive the most respectful consideration ; but he had given pledges to

the nation when he was in the exile of Opposition, ana these he raut
redeem when in the seat of Power. There must be no departure from
the principle of the Bill.

Now, on the first Amendment night, there was merely a long dis-

cussion, and EAIIL GREY, on the advice of his friends, let the Preamble
be postponed, as usual The first ten clauses of the Bill were got
through, but

The Archbishop carried, by 130 to 74, an Amendment of Reprieve,
The date of Disestablishment was to be 1S72, not 187L On the next

night Government agreed to this, but as the Church's supporters dis-

agree about the advantage of delay, the matter is to be reconsidered.

On Thursday, Government gave way on the question whether the

Irish Prelates who now sit in the House of Lords should preserve
their seats during their lives. It was agreed that they should not be

turned out. There are but four, you know the AKCHKISHUP or
DrituN and three Bishops.
But then came a real tight on a point, not very large in itself, but in

which MK. GLADSTONE'S Principle is involved. We really do not feel

inclined to explain it, because the form the onslaught took i unim-

portant. Suffice it to
say

that the proposal, by the BISHOP or EtieR-

j

BOROUGH, went beyond the rule that nothing except compensation ior

I life interests was to be given.
Here the DUKE or AJLCTLL thought it good to blace out, in a

warning manner, against the series of Amendments. He asserted that

the nation had given a distinct verdict against indiscriminate endow-
ment, and he said that the Lords, in adopting this proposal, would adopt

|

a principle fatal to the Bill. LORD CAIRNS compliment ed his Grace on

rising to a pitch of enthusiasm that could not have been thought pos-
sible had it not been witnessed. Loun lUin would by no power on
earth have been induced to vote lor I he Second Heading had he pre-

viously heard the Duke, and would stand by the Amendments even if
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by doing so he should bring the walls'of that House down about thei

ears (laughter), even if he brought the Constitution of the country tc

the ground, and ruined the fortunes of himself and every member o

that assembly. (N.B. Born in 1831. Motto, "I hare good reason"?
This terrific thnnderblast daunted the Lords, and forced them to carry
the Amendment by 94 to 50. Mr. Punch, devoted to them, thus sup
plies them with an excuse for rescinding it which they may want.

They went on with the clauses, and LOUD CARNARVON and LORD
CAIRNS urged another amendment, intended to remedy what the
ARCHBISHOP or YORK called the want of generosity in the Bill

Again Punch declines explaining, but mentions that they sought to have
certain Redemption-of-Life-Annuities terms put at the figure 14
Government, offered a compromise, which was rejected by 155 to 86.
But on Friday night the Nobles made their great double coup

They firstly, on the motion of
" Renowned SALISBURY," altered the

Bill by giving back to the Protestant Church, its parsonages anc

glebes, gratis. This by 213 to 69, Then, contrary to the entreaty o!

the wiser Conservatives, the old Whigs, and many Liberals, they
refused to give to the Ministers of the Presbyterians and the Catholics
similar means of living in comfort and respectability. This by 146,to
113. Now cometh a Jolly Row, which Mr. Punch deploreth as a
Patriot, but is not displeased with as Journalist and Artist, who craveth
straw for his bricks his young men, who are all bricks. Yes, my
Lords, now for wigs on the green.
Mr. Punch next addresses himself to the other business of Parlia-

ment, and is happy to say that both the Bankruptcy and the Imprison-
ment for Debt Bill have passed the Commons, and that the Lords have
read the Endowed Schools Bill a Second Time. In Committee,
Mr. Punch hopes that something will be enacted to do away with the

crying shame that at certain huge and costly schools the boys do not
kave enough to eat at dinner, but are obliged to rush into shops, and
lay out their pocket-money in procuring sufficient aliment. "As
Hungry as a Hunter" is a good old English proverb ; but the modern
form, "As hungry as an Asterisks Boy after Dinner," indicates some-
body else's greed than the poor fellow's own.
In the House of Commons on Monday it was announced that all the

Telegraphs had been bought by the Governm.ent.who meant to have a

monopoly of messages, as they have of letters. But they will no more
interfere with the private wire laid from one house to another, than the

MARQUIS at HARTINGTON would think of prosecuting Mr. Punch for

sending one of his splendid menials from his stately mansion to his

publishing office with a note.

MR. GRANT DUFF, Indian UNDEH-SECRETART, made so capital a
little speech on being asked when the Indian Budget was to be intro-

duced, that it is clear he studies his Essence with avidity. The answer
so happily caught Mr. Punch's tone of pleasant sarcasm on the House,
for picking up pins when oaks want to be rooted up, that it has been
applauded all over England, and is now sailing away for applause
in India.

A long discussion on the Parks Estimates. Dne credit was given
to the authorities for the

"
lovely

"
floral arrangements which have been

made. ALDSRMAN LUSK offered a protest, characterised by his usual
elegance, against what he was pleased to call a "Drunkery" in
Victoria Park. It is exactly the reverse, being a quiet and respectable
place, where an artisan can get a glass of beer for himself and his child ren
without having to drag the latter out of the park and into a public.
The publicans abuse it, of course, but a Member of Parliament should
not echo the voice of the gin-shop. MR. LAYARD proposes to cleanse
the Serpentine, at the bottom of which is an abominable mess, the
result of years of now discontinued drainage. Some people actually
opposed this, but were put down. Persons who care abont Art will
hear with satisfaction that the Central Hall of the House is to have
more light, and is to be adorned with mosaics by

" two young and
promising artists, MR. POTNTER and MR. MOORE." Mr. Punch is

happy to concur with MR. LAYARD in the statement that those gentle-men are young; but he thinks that they are more than promising,
having nobly fulfilled promise. Moreover, the Committee very
properly refused to knock off an item for completing the beautiful
crypt, and as properly knocked off, at the suggestion of the Govern-
ment, the item for salary to the Roehampton gate-keeper, who keeps
people out of Richmond Park, and sends them three mife round.
Jufsdayv&s chiefly noticeable for a most vigorous cagtigation in-

.icted by the Irish Attorney-General on MR. GEORGB MOORE, for
rs which he had said in an eminently absurd speech abont thefeman convicts He wants them let out, and MR. BRTTCB has not the

least intention ofletting them out.

n^f"e
*^*

y th/re
*X* a debate on the Edinburgh Annuity Tax. Its

ect to reduce the number of ministers in "Scotland's Darling
r. Punch: Hi not prepared to say that this is not a desirable

bre^l, nf f'fi,
m0^of

B
dom

5 fc ^P8"8 to involve wiethin.r like a
uth. The Second RReading was carried by Nine. Govern-

Thursday. The Dublin "freemen" are likely to be demolished for

their corruptness. Sra GEORGE GREY thought we knew all about their

wickedness, and was for scrunching them out at once, but an inquiry
is to be made for form's sake. Usual outcry, of course.

Government refuse to prosecute in the "great" OVEHEND AND
GURNET case. MR. GLADSTONE, having some of his wondrous surplus
energy to expend, delivered a fine speech in support of his refusal

He re-affirmed what Mr. Punch has so often urged, that in these day!
we call a thing Great because it is Big, and he saw ngthing exceotiona
in this case except the magnitude of the amounts involved. Then he

poured in thunder on the present vicious tone of feeling in the mer-
cantile world, which seeks to get rich, not in an honest way, but all al

once, and no matter how. Rem, quoc.imque, tfc.

MR. LOWE hits straight. Denouncing a claim on the part of gaolers,
who will lose fees by the abolition of Imprisonment for Debt, he said

that the proposal was compensation run mad, and asked whether il

Parliament diminished the number of capital felonies, it would be asked
for compensation to the hangman. We fail to see the point of the

repartee by the Member who answered
"
Why knot ?

"

Friday. In the morning the Commons had a lively discussion on SIR
ROUNDELL PALMER'S proposal to introduce into the University Tests
Bill a declaration of adherence to the teaching in the Bible. This the
Committee did not like, holding that it meant either nothing or too
much. In the evening the SPEAKER'S hat fell at 29.

ROYALTY AND MUSIC.

MELODIOUS MR. PUNCH,
Or course you know the tale of the old Turk, who, being taken

;o the opera, thought the tuning of the band the sweetest part of the
jerformance. Surely this old story rnnst have flitted through the mind
of the man who made the programme of the Concert the State Concert
mind, and not the Crystal Palace one in honour of the VICEROY. But
f his Egyptian Highness has any ear at all for European music, he can
lardly have been pleased with the mixture put before him.
At the Crystal Palace Concert all was just what one could wish ;

'hile at the other Palace Concert all was just what one would not
rish. A bit of Robert le Diable was followed bv a morsel from the
Stabat Mater ; a solemn duet from the Lobgeiang succeeded

" Una
voce

"
from the sprightly Barbiere ; while the sacred

"
Cntcifizus

"

rom the Meat Solennelle, stood next to a Romanza called "La Man-
dolinata." A dainty hash of music this to set before a VICEROY ! To
my mind it was just as though a cook, in preparing his menu, were to
end up an ice-pudding to follow turtle soup, or were to introduce
boiled mutton to be eaten after custard. Who with any taste could
relish HANDEL'S "

roast beef of music," as it has been fitly called, if it

were jumbled higgledy-piggledy with the entremets of OFFENBACH and
'e vol-aa-vents of VERDI.
There ought to be no discord of opinion on this point, so believe me,

n all harmony of feeling, ORPHEUS JUNIOR.

Monarchical Policy.

ACCORDING to a provincial contemporary -.

" Monarch Insurance shares were freely dealt in on Thursday, at J to
remium."

Hence may be inferred the existence of a Monarch Insurance Com-
lany. The rate of insurance charged by that Company should be high ;

or Crowns needing to be insured must be doubly hazardous. How
nuch would the Monarch Insurance Company take to insure the
Monarch who delays crowning the edifice ?

Long Strip of Welsh Flannel.
' AT the Petty Sessions at Llanfaircaereinion, last week, the Magis-

rates had to punish Llanfaircaereinionites for making disturbances in
he neighbourhood of Llanfaircaereinion. Peiwns who live at places
with such beautiful names as Llanfaircaereinion should have more
elf-respect, and we hope that the Llanfaircaereinionic district will
not again be disturbed by persons unfit for the happiness of living at
T ilanfaircaereinion." Welth Paper.

Only One Letter Wanting.
" The tiert-parti, who have christened thenuelves the '

implacablee,' have
lad a meeting, at which it wa resolved to bring the home policy of the
jovernment before the Chambers. The attacking party will be led by M.
THIEBS." Parit Correspondent of the Echo.

SHOULD it not be the THIERS parti ?

"
LETTERS OF REQUEST." Begging Epistles.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
Y jolly to have a

riend like WILLIS.
ERY .

friend

A large-hearted, ge-

nerous fellow, who
keeps openbedroom
for friends. Perhaps
he'll let me stay
here for a week or

so. At nine o'clock

in London, with

nothing particular

to',do, it is difficult

toj decide where to

go. The theatres

are half over; and
then if you haven't

got your place, and
aren't dressed for

the evening, it's

un'comfortable.
There's Cremorne.
But nobody's there

until about eleven.

MADAMS Tus-
SAUD'S is always
the same ; but I

suppose that 's shut

by this. Besides,
I want something
more stirring and
exciting. Wonder
if anything"s going
on at the Egyptian
Hall? Might walk
there. I go there :

it is closed. At St.

James's Hall there

are the Chriitys. As
[ arrive, people are beginning to leave. Policeman at door says it

will all be over in ten minutes. No good going in for ten minutes.

Three shillings for fourteen minutes is three in fourteen is four and
two-thirds of a minute, or a shilling over. I should like to make
i night of it somewhere : but where ? I almost wish WIGTHORPE
lad stopped with me. I shouldn't have minded paying his cab to

3remorne, if he would have come. If I went now, I should be in time

'or everything : perhaps the balloon, too ; certainly the fireworks.

Happy Thought. Go to my Club, and see if I can get somebody to

50 wuh me.
Mine is a quiet little Club in a quiet corner. It 's very convenient

for anyone living in the country : at least so everyone says. But I

can't see why it is more convenient than any other when you're once
in London. It makes a home for you in town. As I enter I notice a
new hall-porter, who notices me, and he evidently inquires my name of

another porter. To save trouble, I ask if there are any letters for me.
[ don't expect any, of course. By the way, I do, though an answer
from BOODELS about publishers jumping at his poems. Porter makes
i faint attempt at pretending to remember my name. I help him to it.

There is a letter from BOODELS. Into the smoking-room to read it.

don't want any brandy-and-water, nor a cigar, but I call for them,
and take a seat in the smoking-room. As I don't recognise anyone
there, I am glad to have BOODELS' letter to read. BOODELS' letter

informs me that his printing and publishing was an exceptional affair,

as his publisher was a distant connection of his family's by his mother's

side, and so they did it more to oblige him than for any other reason
;

but he was sure, if I knew any respectable firm, they would be most

happy to do it for me. If it is a work of a philosophical and scientific

character, why not go (says the letter) to POPGOOD AND SPRITT P He
incloses POPGOOD AND SPRITT'S address (cut out of a newspaper) and
wishes me luck.

"
P.S. You mustn't be surprised if you hear of my

being married soon. Don't mention it at present. Any day you like
to come down and have some fun dragging the pond, do. 1 shall be
delighted to see you. Remember me to your wife."

Oh, BOODELS can't be going to be married. Impossible. But why
impossible ? Why should I be surprised P

Happy Thought. To write him something pretty and neat back in
verse. Something he can keep and show to his intended, and say,
Wasn't that thoughtful of him f

"

XT
1^ _,

A-'wkward word to rhyme to" BOODELS." Poodles
Noodles. 1 oodles. There 's a farce called The Toadies. Saw it once
in.a country theatre. Mr. and Mri. Toadies. Might say

"Oh, may you, WILLIAM AUGUSTUS BOODELS,Be happy as Mister and Mrs. Toadies !
"

Chen Noodles has to be got in :

"
'Tis true, my dear BOODELS,
Unmarried are Noodles,

They pet their small lap-dogs,

Canaries, and Poodles.

But you," &c., &o.

Mem To work this up, and send it to-morrow. I find that the firm

that published BOODELS' lucubrations was WINSER, FINCHIN, AND

WATTLEMAS. The whole firm couldn't have been distant connections.

fast Eleven o'clock.-'No one in the Club I know. If I go to Cre-

morne by myself, it 's dull ; and the fireworks will be over. Besides,

after all, what are fireworks unless you're in
spirits

for em ? A
gentle

man in evening dress saunters into the Club-room; followed by two

others, laughing heartily. They all order
"
Slings," and as the first

turns round, I exclaim,
"
Hallo, MILBURD !

"
It 's quite a pleasure to

join in a conversation.

He introduces me to his friends LORD DUNGENESS and COUNT
. I couldn't quite catch the name, but it sounded like

"
BOOTJACK. ;

" and MILBUKD took the opportunity of whispering to

me, immediately afterwards, that he was a distinguished Prussian over

here on a secret embassy.

Happy Thought To say,
" No ! is he f" and watch him taking gin-

iling.

Happy Thought. Hessian boots.

I put this down in my note-book as a happy thought, because,

someliow or other, I can't help associating a Count with Hessian

boots. I never met a real one before. Hitherto, I fancy, I had con-

sidered it as a stage title a dashing character in a Hussar uniform,

with a comic servant and a small portmanteau. I can't help think-

ing that (as WIGTHORPE said at the French dinner) I am narrow-

minded on some points. A literary man and a philosopher should

be large-hearted. I confess (to myself in my mem-book) that I am
a little annoyed with myself at finding the mention of a Count only

brings up the idea of Hessian boots. Somehow, also, polkas with brass

heels. It shows what early training is : I recollect some picture or

another, when I was a boy, of two smiling Hungarians, in red

jackets and brass heels dancing a toe-and-heel step to polka time.

My nurse used to call them a Count and Countess, and I've never got

over it. Must take care how I train my baby with the rashes.

[Our baby always has rashes all over him. There never was such a

troublesome baby. When my wife and myself once went to a theatre,

we heard a troublesome scoundrel described as "a villain of the deepest

dye." By an inspiration I noted down

Happy Thought. Our infant a "baby of the deepest dye."]

3 The COUNT DE BOOTJACK does not immediately get up and dance

the polka, but sucks his gin-sling rapidly, talking excellent English.
The conversation turns on farming. Ours M a country gentleman's

club, and therefore, whenever we can, we do turn the conversation on

farming. LORD DUNGENESS asks me how things are in my part

of the world P I reply (this being safe), that the farmers in my part

are complaining. He becomes interested immediately, and inquires
" What about P

"
I have to take time to consider my answer, as I

don't know what they are complaining about ; nor, except for the sake

of keeping up a conversation, that they are complaining at all. I throw

my remark out as a feeler, because now is evidently au opportunity for

me to learn something about Agriculture. (Typ. Develop., vol. iii.,

par. 1, letter A,
"
Agriculture.") MILBURD takes the reply out of my

mouth, by interrupting with
" Pooh ! let 'em C9mplain, the English

farmer doesn't know how to pull the value off his land." We are all

interested now ; ready to pick up intelligence about the English farmer.

MILBUKD'S idea is to
"

let the soil rest." This appears very sensible,

and I can't help expressing myself to that" effect : the COUNT asks me
"
Why P

"
I reply that it is evident to reason (not to put it on agri-

cultural grounds), that if you let it rest, it is fresh again.

Happy Thought. Got out of that very well. The explanation doesn't

seem to impress them much, as they continue their argument. [I note

down what i can of their conversation at odd times, for future use.]

LORD DUNGENESS wants to know "
Why let it rest P

" "
There," he

says,
"

is the ground there it remains it doesn't run away."

Happy Thought, which I say out loud,
"
It might, in a landslip."

MILBURD complains that I will come in as a buffoon. I beg his

pardon with some asperity, I meant it. The two others, the COUNT,
and LOUD DUNGENESS, agree with me that a landslip might make a

difference ;
but barring landslips, there was your land, you raised your

crops, you turned it over, you were always working it, lower soils and

top soils, with dressings, and you 'd pull off cent, per cent, every year.

The COUNT remarks that that is true, in Turnips alone.

Happy Thought. Cent, per cent, in turnips : go in for turnips.

MILBURD shakes his head over potatoes this year.

"Except," says LORD DUNGENESS, "in Jersey large exports

made there now. This diverts the conversation for a time to Jersey.

I say, apropos of the potatoes, that I've never been to Jersey. MIL-

BURD asks me if 1 '11 go, with him P We have more gin-sling, and I
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arrange to go to Jersey with him in a few weeks' time. Shall have to

explain this to my wife judiciously.
The COUNT saya that Prussian* let the soil work itself; which seems

clever.
"
But after three yean* of top-dressings ?

"
puts in LOKU UUNGKNRSS.

1 feel inclined (Loai) UUNGKNKSS has pointed this question so

strongly) to say,
"
Yes, what would you do then ?

"
only it occurs to

me that in that form, and from me, it would sound like a riddle, and
MiLBtiHi) would immediately reply,

"
(iil it up," like a nigger (/know

him) which would stop this really interesting and valuable conversa-
tion. So 1 merely listu u, and look as farmerish as possible.
An Irish gentleman ioins us, a large landed proprietor, Mimnui

wlmperit to me, and plunges at once, i mediat res, bv observing
defiantly that there is no tanning like Irish farming. The Pn;
Count attends to this closely. Perhaps this is some of the secret infor-

mation he has come over for. MILBUKU doubts this statement about
Irish farming. The Irish gentleman offers to prove it to him on his

fingers, with a cigar."
Thus, ye '11 take so many counties, ye see "we all say

"
yw," and

nod. "Well," he continues, "ye don't take one crop and there an

end, but ye just take one aft'her the other and work em on and on,
successively, and each one

helps
the others. Ye take one field with the

other
"

here he sums up on his left-hand fingers, checking them oil'

as fields, or farmers, or counties, (we are none of us, 1 am sure, quite
clear which)

"
and ye lose nothing 'tiv the prod'huce. The acres last

for ever it 's not like hard cash or paper and ye get your interest

and principal together, increasing the first, and the second too, for the
matter of that, in proportion. Ye see how 'tis ?" As we all profess to

have followed his argument closely, he doesn't continue, but an-
nounces himself as being dry, and orders

"
what you other fellows are

drinking there with ice in it. Here are two people I never met before
a Prussian Count and an Irish Landed Proprietor.

Happy Thought. Opportunity for varied information. Ask Irish

Proprietor if he 's ever been shot at from behind a hedge. lie laughs
at my credulity.

"
They never do it," he says.

"
1 reply that I had

thought from the Papers, that
"The Papers!" he exclaims. "If ye '11 believe a word they say of

Ireland, 1 give ye up intirely." As I don't want to irritate him, I tell

him that 1 don't believe every word they say, and assure him that I am
only asking for information.

Why, Sir," he says,
"
my property lies among the worst and

wildest parts, and I might walk among 'em any day if I chose, Protes-

tant or Catholic, no matter, without a gun or a dog, or a stick, or any
mort al thing, and they 'd not touch me."

Interesting conversation this : must get back to WILLIS'S, though.

PUFFS OF THE PERIOD.

A FIRM of Chemists and Druggists thus advertises, in the Pott, a

species of wash for the boudoir observe, not the pigstye :

" MILK OF Cu'juuHKiw. Thin celebrated American Cosmetiqun u now
used at every Court in Europe, being preferred for it* simplicity and world-

1 efficacy in rendering the akin fair, toft, and blooming. Also the
AMKUICAN PICK-ME-UI' BITTSKS, beet tonic known."

The Milk of Cucumbers probably owes much of its efficacy to the

property, for which those cucurbitaceous productions have been cele-

brated ever since SWIFT'S time, of absorbing the solar rays, whereby it

may be conceived they act cosmetieally in taking out sunburn, tan, and
summer-freckles. Otherwise, perhaps, yellow-soap in combination
with soft water would be preferable for its simplicity to anything else

in the way of a local application to clear the skin, unless in the estima-
tion of very simple minds. Yet the foregoing advertisement is evi-

dently addressed to fast
"

Girls of the Period." It recommends, to a
class of fashionable females the

"
Milk of Cucumbers," and also the"

American Pick-me-up Bitters, best tonic known." To be sure a
state of nasal promontory calling for a cosmetic, and a condition of

digestive organs requiring a stomachic, might alike result from habitual
excess in cigars and brandy-and-water.
A somewhat different order of readers is appealed to in the same

paper by the following equivocal announcement :

" CONVEHTIBLB OTTOMANS, for centre of Rooms; to form two Settees and
two Easy Chairs a great improvement on the ordinary Ottoman."

The Convertible Ottoman should indeed be a great improvement,
and a very great improvement, on the ordinary Ottoman. The latter

maybe supposed to be stubborn, if not stiff-necked; and therefore in-

convertible. The Convertible Ottoman is, we can conceive, less resisting,
and, so to speak, meeker than the other, and accordingly more easily to
be sat upon. No missionary platform can be considered to be com-
pletely furnished without at least one Convertible Ottoman that has been
actually converted, and it is manifest that Convertible Ottomans would
be conveniently put in their right places amongst the seats in Exeter
Hall,

CONFOUND THEIR IMPUDENCE
VOLUNTBKE cads hang them !

Dare to grumblr hang them !

When we, of the Service.

Condescend to slang them !

Plead, that in a field-day
Or review, no wonder

Amateurs, or regulars,
Should commit a blunder -.

Hint as how at Wormwood
Scrubs, and Aldenhot

Line and Guard* don't alirity*

Know where they have got to :

That there have been cases
Of what we call

"
clubbing,"

District Generals
"
wigging,"

Even "
Horse-Guards

"
snubbing :

That a brigadier
Not a very bright one-

Has been known to give the

Wrong word for the right one :

That, if Volunteers
hi sometimes make muddles,

Blaze away their ramrods,
Or get into huddles,

Are long closing into

Suuare, or opening out of it,

Will talk in the ranks, or

Turn head* not a doubt of it

'Twa&n't Volunteers,
But regular Queen's shillings,

Bet Dragoon Guards riding
Into Inniskillings.

How dare snobs, who never
Mustered round mess-tables,

Do "guards," "rounds," "inspections,""
Rooms,"

"
parades," or

"
stables "-

How dare they, who scarce know
What "

Eyes right !

"
or

"
Dress !

"
is,

Poke their noses into

Military messes ?

APPLEISTS AND ONIONISTS.

WHAT shall we say of the portentous fact thus stated in a leader on
prosecutions for heresy in the Tiatei :

" What in the eye of one Buhop i taring doctrine, to be clung to and pro-

pagated,
U in the eyes of another a pestilential herety, to be lUmped out

before it i* spread in the diocese."

Perhaps the best that can be said is a variation of a popular distich :
-

" Different Bishop* have different opinion* ;

Some are Ritualist* and some Socmian*."

Or, if you prefer the Latin tongue to the vernacular :

" Quot epiacopi tot sententiie."

So much, or so little is the least that can be said and that is the
soonest mended. What 's the odds, my Lords, so long as you 're

established ?

A Truth for the Table.
SAYS the Timet .

" We are authorised to state that TOUKIOON PASHA w* present at the
Breakfast given by the Quu at Buckingham Palao* on Monday but."

This welcome announcement will doubtless elicit a very general
quotation of the adage which, in commendation of punctuality, avers

that it is better to be too soon than too late.

THE SEVERITY OP THE SUMMER.

THE dog-days have come to find cautious people wrapped in fleecy

hosiery, and shivering over the fire. The weather has one canine

characteristic, not usually associated with the dog-days it is very

biting.
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NOVEL SCULLING MATCH,
IN ONE BOAT, AND ON A SMALL POND.

'

NOW, GlKLS, WHICHEVEK SlDE BUMPS THE SHORE JTIK8T, WlNS I So, ONE, TWO, THREE, AND AWAY ! AND, IF YOU LIKE, / WILL
BE TUB PKIZE !

"

(THE IRISH CHURCH) VENUS ATTIRED BY THE
(CHRISTIAN) GRACES.

"
Simplex muaditiis," not

"
naturalibm ;

"

Neat, but not naked, our mistress must be :

Shall Babylon's trull go in
"
pontijicalibus,"

And our Anglican maiden stripped stark shall we see ?
No ; the garments that GLADSTONE, with hand sacrilegious,
Irom her poor shiv'ring body relentlessly tore,We '11 not only give back, but her beauties egregious,We '11 cover with vestments more rich than before.

As Heathendom's Graces to fair Aphrodite
Gave the cestus and veil that her witchry enhanced,

Till those whom nude charms, though of magic so mighty.
Were powerless to sway, her draped beauties entranced,

so we, Christian Graces, fair Faith, florid Hope,
And Charity thinking and speaking no ill

Our Irish Church Venus, in spite of the Pope,
io bedeck, will employ all our strength and our skill.

Till they who no comeliness saw to desire her,

cu 11 v* ,
ulnbs, bare of purple, fine linen, and gold,

Shall bow down their hearts when we gloriously 'tire her
In the metal for which creed and conscience are sold.

JNot a garment she wore, when established aforetime,
. ^ut. u single-pile then, henceforth three-pile shall beAnd our ill-treated mistress shall rise, from this sore time
Kich m all Christian Graces' best grace *. d.

And Several of Them.

VOCAL GOVERNMENT.
WELSHPOOL is a nice place for Montgomeryshire, and the Welsh-

poolers must be uncommonly nice people, judging by a specimen of
those whom they elect to govern them. From the Oswestry Advertiser
we extract the following report of a sweet little scene at the Local
Board :

" MR. JOHN MORRIS. I say, without the slightest fear of contradiction from

any man alive, that had it not been for three members of this Board there
would have been no trial in RIDER'S claim.

" The MAYOR. I must make one remark upon that. I will not sit at this
Board and hear insinuations and accusations made by MR. JOHN MORRIS
against any member of this Board, and. repeating his own words, I will tell

MB. JOHN MORRIS that, without the slightest fear of any man alive, he is not
to sit at this Board and attempt to browbeat or intimidate its members,

" MR. JOHN MORRIS. Yes ! and look here too. I give you notice now, that
if you don't restore my water which you have taken away from me, I shall
have an action entered at once. There f I don't like any clique work !

'MR. D. HUMPHREYS. MR. MAYOR, I
' MR. JOHN MORRIS. Botheration ! Sit down ! can't you ?
' In the midst of a general Babel,
' MK. PARKBR. I rise to order. Will you please obtain order
' The MAYOR. I should be very happy to do so if I could. It really seems

quite impossible."

Mr. Punch would like to be a member of this Board. Its proceedings
may not be exactly dignified, but they are certainly not dull. He
proposes to keep his eye upon it, and trusts, next week, to read of
another General Babel. He always had an intense reverence for Local
Government, which this sort of thing is calculated to exalt in the
esteem of all right-thinking persons. Go it, MR. MAYOR, go it, MR.
MORRIS, and more power to your respective and respectable elbows.
N.B. Copy the Address.

A PROTESTANT PotE. Mohammedans leave their shoes at the
doors of their places of worship : Papists their understandings.
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THE SHILLING OPERAS AT SYDENHAM.
N Opera in a hot house is a com-
mon thing enough, but it is a

novelty to ait and near an opera
in a greenhouse. This is what may
now be done on Shilling Days at

Sydenham and people fond of

novelty had better note the fact,

and pay the place a visit. Amid
the Crystal Palace greenery, they '11

find a stage with pretty scenery,
And an orchestra and chorus,

whose singing is stenWous; And
a pleasant prima donna may
bouquets be showered on her!

And a tenor, and a bass, as is com
monly the case; And HERR MANNS.
who does his best, as indeed do all

the rest.

What with vulgar Music Halls

and stupid nigger melodies, the

shilling public now-a-days hear

plenty of had music ; and, as

Punch believes that bad music can

do no good to any one, he wel-

comes with delight any chance

whereby the public taste may be

improved, and therefore wishes all success to the Sydenham Shilling

Operas.

A FAITH ABOVE TACTS.

No Protestant but a narrow-minded one will deny that the POPE
is a fine old Roman gentleman. There is much in his Holiness for a

thoroughgoing British High Tory, in particular, to admire extremely.
Whatever a maintainer of Right Divine and the Royal Supremacy m
Church and State may think about those of the Sovereign Pontiff's

priuciples which are not identical with his own, he cannot out respect

the gallant determination with which the POPI sticks to them all, and

stands to his guns. The following passage in a speech made the other

day by Pio NONO, thanking the Cardinals and other dignitaries for

their congratulations addressed to him on the anniversary of his

accession to his pontificate is magnificent in its way :

" The world is divided, as it were, into two societies one numerous,

powerful, restless, and agitated ;
the other leas numerous, but calm and

faithful. . . . Thus, to-day, we see revolution with socialism in its suite,

condemning and denying religion, morality, and God Himself; and on the

other side the true faithful, who, calm and linn in their faith, wait patiently
for good principles to resume their salutary empire, and for the designs of God
to be accomplished. Ah ! if sovereigns adopted these good principles, how
much more easy would it be for them to govern their people ! How much

good could they do to their people and to themselves i

"

One Sovereign at least will certainly be allowed, and even boasted

by the Poi'E to have adopted those good principles of Government
which his Holiness mentions. Perhaps he will not only grant but

affirm that one other Sovereign has also sought to govern on the same

principles. Are not those the principles on which Rome is governed
to this day, and the Neapolitan kingdom was for a long while governed
until the other P But how easy did old BOMU.V find it to govern his

people, and how, by trying to govern them as his son and successor

tried, has it fared with the present ex-Klxo ov NAPLES P How easy
has Pius himself found it to govern his subjects, without the help of a

French garrison and thaumaturgic Chassepot rifles P What amount of

good have the POPE and FRANCIS TUB SECOND done either to their

people or themselves by the attempt at enforcing those principles of

government which his Holiness calls good? Never mind, says the

POPE. The principles are good, how much soever facts may appear to

tell against them. So much the worse for the facts. Facts aitathema

tint. Dash the facts, in effect, says the Holy Father, and it is brave of

him to say so. Facts are called by the vulgar stubborn things ;
the

POPE treats adverse facts as obstinate heretics. If there is something
ludicrous in this confidence, it borders on the sublime.

CASTLE OP OTRANTO BALLS.

THE entertaining Paris Correspondent of the Pott apprised us lately

that in the sphere of high jinks at that
capital.

"
the practice of asking

more people to a ball than the rooms will hold, even if the men and
women are packed, has become so ridiculous as to oblige some of the

late arrivals not only to occupy the stairs but the hall of the hotel."

He adds the following statement of a Parisian gentleman :

" Last night I never attempted even to approach the firt floor ; I found

some friends in the hall below, and the servant* waiting for the company
wen turned out, poor fellows, and we took their form seats, and enjoyed a

pleasant gossip. Two ladies were brawht down fainting, and on* old gcntU-

man, we beard, had indulged in a fit. Dancing was out of the question."

It hence appears that res angusta Jomi may coexist, and consist with

extensive means, ret angusta cum rctnu auguttit, spacious rooms with

lack of elbow-room. Certainly a considerably fat man's waistcoat

might have been too strait for the late MR. DANIEL LAMBERT, of

corpulent memory, or for the present M. BANTIHG before he bad done

Banting. So, if you will live out of all measure, and out of all com-

pus, your means, unless they are boundless, matt needs be straitened.

Every man's house in England is his castle ; but if anyone of us be fool

enough to borrow the French practice of inviting more guesta to his

ball than his house will hold, that castle will become something like

a Castle of Otranto ; quite like it if, as MR. O'BRALLAGHAN might

suggest, they all come into it.

We may dare to conjecture that were DR. JOHSSON alive on tins

earth, ana told about these Castle of Otranto Balls by BOZZY, also alive

and toadying, the great Lexicographer, Aphonst, and Jupiter

Tonans would have roared, "Sir, the man who will overcrowd his

house will outran the constable." It may be naturally surmised that

the sumptuous classes in Paris, accuatomed to give balls too big for

their ball-rooms, are also accustomed to purchase luxuries and splen-

dours of which the expense exceeds the limits, how wide soever, of

their incomes. Anybody, you may think, who would be fool enough
to do the one thing, would be also just the fool to do the other. Tbis

last supposition, however, may be questioned. It is not easy to con-

ceive even the greatest of fools giving balls at which the crowd prevents

dancing, with any view to pleasure either for himself or his company.
On the other hand it is clear that the giver of such balls wants, for

some reason or other, to take at least as many people as possible in.

In Their Right Places.
"
Ministers at the Mansion House." This does not, but might refer

to Dissenting Ministers, of whom some eminent ones have lately been

guests at the Mansion House banquets a very desirable addition to

the Lord Mayor's table.

LONDON SEWAGE AND THAMES BEEWAGE. Where dirty dogs
should go, for their reflections Barking Creek P

That reason may be the wish to impose, for his own purposes, on those

people. It may answer the purpose of a gambler on the Bourse, for

instance, to give a Castle of Otranto Ball

Pity for the poor servants shoved out of their hall, is an amiable

feeling suggested by the idea of these exorbitant balls. But if all

footmen are flunkeys, and all maid-servants as bad, the people who,
out of mere deference to a vile fashion, can go and occupy

"
their

form
"

seats, and there
"
enjoy a pleasant" and no doubt characteristic

"
gossip," are surely the right persons in the right place.

A TERRIBLE VISITOR.

Mr DEAR WHALLEY,
HAVB you heard the dreadful news ? It wai made known to

the House, just ere the witching hoar of midnight, on last Monday
week : when, referring to a vote of further funds tor restoration of the

crypt beneath St. Stephens :

" MR. OUILDPORD ONM.OW hoped the House would not refus* the vote.

A Catholic priest, a friend of his, had teen the crypt, and thought it very
beautiful. (Laughter)."

bed! Laughed P

?ur

fertile mind will grasp the terrible significance of the disclosure which

was made. A Catholic priest has been exploring underneath St. Ste-

phens ! When a visitor like this is admitted to a House, ought not

somebody to keep a sharpish look out for the Fatektt f

Yours, in fear and trembling,

PUNCH.

Boy* will TJnderatand Thi.

THE EMPEROR OP THE FRENCH, being followed by a lot of children

the other day, bought a quantity of ginger-bread, and tossed it among
them. So says the Star. We hope that it is a good omen. Let him

begin by giving Ginger-Bread, and then proceed to give Parliament.

At this awful news the House is reported to have laughed ! Laughed
63,

"
regardless of their fate, the little lambkins play." But yon

;rtile mind will grasp the terrible significance of the disclosure whic

EX MLO A GREAT DEAL PIT.

THE Harvest will, we trust, be a good one. Anyhow, the Crystal
Palace authorities, who received 33,000 persons at the fete for which
the VICEROY was lent them, will say that there is corn in Egypt.
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WIMBLEDON. 1869.

The Irrepressible 'Arry (to Swell Stnall-bore Man who has just fired).
" YA AH ! NEVER 'II IT ! !

"

A PLEA FOR PITCH-AND-TOSS.
MB. PUNCH,

THOSE of yonr readers who alao read the Times, and read it

hrough, not over-looking, but looking over, its column of police-

eports, saw that at the Temple of Summary Justice, named from the

Thames, on Monday last week, eight lads, between the ages of thirteen
and nineteen, were charged with playing at pitch-and-toss with pence
and halfpence in various parts of the district on the previous day. It
is true, Sir, that though pitch-and-toss is an amusement, not to say
recreation, generally deemed unsuitable to Sunday, those who practise
it thereon may be thought to harm nobody besides themselves. But
that game is unlawful on all days of the week; moreover, the"
gambling

"
of these youths

"
was accompanied with ribaldry and

noise," constituting a "nuisance," of which, according to the Times'

reporter,
"
the respectable inhabitants complained." There is, there-

fore, not the slightest reason to imagine that Sabbatarianism in any-
wise affected the judgment pronounced from the Bench as follows :

" The Magistrate said the last Monday he presided in that Court he limited
the duration of imprisonment to eight days. He should now extend the im-
prisonment to ten days with hard labour, and if that did not suppress the

nuisance, he should go on increasing the punishment until the maximum
sentence of three mouths' imprisonment with hard labour was indicted."

The Court in this case, I quite admit, very fairly awarded what the
law did give, and consistently proposed to award ai much more of the
same correction to gamblers at pitch-and-toss as it could. Magistrates
are bound to enforce the law. But had not the law as regards pitch-
and-toss gamblers better be repealed, for the benefit of their betters
the betting men ? Gambling is gambling at all times and all places, on
a race-course just as much as in the streets. Moreover, if the accom-
paniments to gambling called ribaldry and noise constitute it a nui-
sance, ol which respectable people have a right to complain, what
gambling ought to be more illegal than that which takes place on the

1 he dearest interests of jockeydom, Sir, stand in jeopardy so
long as pitch-and-toss is a prohibited pastime. Pitch-aud-toss, you
know, is tae special form of gambling to which the Houghs are parti-

cularly addicted. If that's to remain unlawful, they will by-and-by
demand the prohibition of betting such as that which ruins horsey

Peers. Now, Sir, only fancy a law passed to save noblemen and gen-
tlemen from themselves by making them liable to imprisonment and

hard labour for laying a wager on a racehorse ! Imagine your contem-

poraries (the Record and all) subject to a penalty for the publication of

sporting intelligence with the state of the odds ! This is the pass which

the Turf must shortly come to, unless pitch-and-toss is legalised ;
or let

the Aristocracy look out for Hyde Park palings. The Houghs will not

submit to stand by and see their fellow-men of the Peerage and the

Gentry privileged to demoralise and beggar themselves. They will

insist that seedy coronets and withered strawberry-leaves, and sold up
members of the House of Lords, the results of sporting, are at least as

ugly as any that can be adduced against pitch-and-toss. Perhaps,
there are Legislators, even in the Upper House, who will agree with

them on that point. Suppose LORD SIIAFTESBURY were obliged to

choose between playing a game at pitch-and-toss and backing a horse,

even at Ascot, I am afraid of the two he would rather play pitch-und-

toss, and that in the street. So, to say the truth, if he were a moral

man, would, Yours truly,

DONCASTEK.

UNGAINLYSBOROUGH'S BLUE BOYS.

ACCORDING to the Telegraph, the QUEEN'S breakfast has settled the

chief article of full dress for mornings a Blue Dress Coat, with Brass

Buttons. Dash our own if we put it on! That's final, and so the

proud tailors may go marching away, and invent something comelier.

We can't help women wearing whatever the things they call their minds

are set upon, but, disestablish it all, a man can refuse to be a Guy,
unless he have been christened by that noble name. A black frock

coat, and a flower, or no Buckingham breakfasts for Mr. Punch should

not the QUEEN command other garb. To please his Sovereign he

would come in a hop-sack, with a cabbage-leaf on his head ; but he

listens to no tailors, except JEREMY: TAYLOR.
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LOOKING FORWARD.
Larlif.

" PERHAPS I HAD BBTTER HAVE MT HEAD SHAVED AGAIN IN A DAY OR Two, MR. SSTPPINS.

HAIR GROWING NOW, BUT IT MAT COMB IN AGAIN SOKX DAT."
I DON'T CARB MUCH ABOUT MT

CROCKFORD'S AND TATTERSALL'S.

A MAN of mark upon the Turf, that calling who pursues,
Which PALMER, him of Rugely, brought to perish in his shoes,
Whilst walking down St. James's Street the Wellington passed by.
Called Crockford's in the days of yore, when great folks gambled high.

" Ah ! that was once the rendezvous of noblemen and swells."

Said then the pensive sporting-man, "the first of London's hells,

And now it is a restaurant to that use come at hut !

And hells are 'mongst old English institutions of the Fast.

"
Stay, are they P

'

No,' methinks I hear the moral lot exclaim,
' For betting-house and gambling-house in fact are just the same,
They say that betting on a horse is quite as bad as play,
And that the betting-house should go the gambling-house's way.

"Well, that I am informed by some, will make no odds to me,
No obstacle the racing odds in taking prove to be.

Because that Act, illegal which the betting-office calls,

Prohibits not a private Club and such is Tattersall's.

"
Alas, I fear if that 's the law 'twill not remain so long,

For betting no doubt gambling is, and wrong if gambling "s wrong.
A betting-office if a den of infamy you dub,
What else, except a bigger, can you call a betting-club ?

"
"Tis with a sad foreboding that I cast mine eye upon

That pile, in time past Crockford's, which is now the Wellington ;

And. all except the horse-mart, we may live, a Chapel's walls,
To the see site enclosing of what now is Tattersall^."

To the Mercantile Marine.

OFFICERS in the Merchant Service, at least those under the rank of

Captain, who find their duties arduous, should marry, for then they
would be sure of a helpmate.

A JENNEROUS SUGGESTION.

IN the course of a late discussion in the House of Commons touching
the Royal Parks, occasion was taken by MR. EDGAR A. BOWRIXO to

animadvert "on the various architectural incongruities and monstrosi-

ties which have of late rears been placed in the neighbourhood of

Kensington Gardens, to the great disfigurement of those Gardens," and
he "specially instanced the Speke monument, Dr. .lenner's statue, and
the alcove known as

'

Queen Anne's Arbour.'
"

The Speke monument may speak for itself. Queen Anne's Arbour
would perhaps have been relegated to Elysium some time ago, had
Commissioners of Works sufficiently understood the fact that QUEEN
ANNE is dead. But the statue of DR. .1 ENNER has perhaps a special
claim to be let stay where it is representing JENNF.R, rapt in a brown
study, meditating on the subjacent pool. The little boys and girls,

who, conducted by their nursemaids or governesses, arc accustomed to

frequent Kensington Gardens, might be taught by the governesses, if

not by the nursemaids, wnilst they frisk and play about its pedestal, to

look up to it as the image of their great benefactor, to whom they
should remember that they owe that prophylactic against disfigurement
and destruction imparted in what youth of both sexes generally regard
as the mcdico-chirurgical rite, so to speak, of vaccination. To transfer

Jenner's statue from Trafalgar Square to Kensington Gardens, was as

the French say, a generous idea, and there would seem to be a certain

defect of generosity in its removal.

Very Kind.

THE Spanish Cortes, we learn, has passed the budget, and authorised

the Government to lay out the sums necessary to be expended for the

public expense during next quarter. This is very good of the Cortes.

Unluckily, before the Legislature passed the budget, the Expenditure
did the same, by several millions. It is all very well to authorise the

Government
"
to lay ottt

"
money the point is to enable the Govern-

ment to "lay in
"

that useful article, which among other slang names
bears the highly ironical one of

"
the Spanish."
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THE FARADAY MEMORIAL.

SHALL FARADAY have a statue ? He would himself have said "No."
But the Philosopher,

" not lost but gone before," cannot mow decline

merited honours. And FAKADAY ought to have a statue, if anyone

ought. A statue in this world, as well as a good place in another, is

the meet recompense not only of the worthies of whom you have read

that
" Hlc manus, ob patriam pugnando vulnora passi,

but also of those others as pleasantly situated :

" Inventas ant qul vitam excolucre per artis."

Among these latter FARADAY was one of the foremost Nobody,
for a long time has adorned life with more discoveries ministering to

its uses than he. The manufactures of steel and glass, electro-tele-

graphy, aud the magneto-electric illumination of lighthouses, may be men-

tioned as a few of them. The achievements of heroes such as FARADAY
are their best epitaphs might be inscribed on the pedestals of their

monuments as battles are on those of meaner conquerors anil bene-

factors of mankind infinitely smaller if not malefactors. As thus,

to name a few :

Researches,
Theory of Induction,
Course of Electric Currents,

Magneto-electricity,

Diamaguetism,
Liquefaction and Solidification of Gases,
Conservation of Force,

Chemistry of a Candle.

The last named is not the least of FARADAY'S services, rendered, as

it was in immortal Lectures, especially to boys and girls, now men and

women, who will most of them subscribe to his memorial. He was
:i candle himself of high illuminating power ; he threw great light
on electricity, turned magnetism into electricity, and electricity into

light, and heat likewise, demonstrating the conversion of force into force.

fi/i bono? Lighthouses, &c., improved as above-stated. Wherefore
France has had the gratitude and the grace to name a street in

Paris after him, and shall England rest behindhand P Englishmen,
with the PRINCE OP WALES at the head of them, are taking steps not

to remain so. FARADAY is to have a statue ;
the only difficulty about

it will be to find a sculptor equal to malting one. We want a

MICHAEL ANGELO for the job, or at least a FLAXMAN. For further

particulars, apply at the Royal Institution.

TO PLAYGOERS.

IF you were to take up a newspaper, and see in it an article calling
attention to the merits of SHAKSPEARE as a dramatic writer, or start-

ling society with the announcement that the DUKE OP WELLINGTON
was a distinguished soldier, and HAJSDEL a great musical composer ;

or, if you were to find in a magazine a notice of the architectural beau-
ties of the General Post-Office, or a very particular description of the
Chain Pier at Brighton, would you trouble yourself to read matter so
full of novelty and interest ? Your answer is such a tremendous nega-
tive, that we should as soon think of giving you an outline of the story
of Robinson Crusoe, as of sketching the plot of the fine-flavourea,

sparkling old comedy, with a tiouqitet as fresh to-day as when it was
first offered to the taste of the town, which a manager of one of our

younger theatres, who, for this his second exhibition of one of the

masterpieces of dramatic art, deserves the recompense of a thronged
house and a teeming treasury, is now nightly giving all playgoers the

opportunity of seeing and enjoying. We will, therefore, only venture
to remind you that there are few more distinguished names in the Blue-
Book (of fiction) than Teazle and Surface, Sneerwell and Candour ; that
there flourished in the last century, long before envelopes, and lucifers,
and photographs, a writer of the name of SHERIDAN, who, amongst other
feats of genius, produced a comedy known as The School for Scandal,
now one of the oldest inhabitants of our Stage, and which will probably
be selected for the entertainment of the King of Australasia, when he
comes let us all hope, attended by a punctual cavalry escort a few
generations hence, to observe how the old country is faring ; and that
this

"
inimitable

"
comedy may now be nightly seen, cleverly and

spiritedly performed by MB. BARRY SULLIVAN and his company at the
Holborn Theatre.

It you have relished this play "many a time and oft," go and get
ehght out of it again ; if you are one of those unaccountable beingswho have never been to Paris, never had a whitebait dinner at Purfleet,

never tasted turtle-soup, never heard a nightingale, never beheld the
snnnse, never been in love, and never seen The Schoolfor Scandal, lose
no more time but go and efface this stain from your character without
a single night s delay.

Ladies, do you wish to know how you would look if patches and
powder were to be the fashion again? Do not neglect to make the
acquaintance of Lady Teazle, La<% Sneerwtll, and Mr,. Candour.

A MODEST AND RETIRING PENSION.

IT probably did not, Mr. Punch, escape your notice that in moving
the addition of an economic clause to the Civil Offices (Pensions) Bill,

MR. FAWCETT related, as an illustration of a scandal arising out of pre-
sent arrangements relative to the subject of that proposed measure, the

interesting story subjoined :

" An Hon. Member who had sat for many years in that House, and who
did not relinquish a single sixpence on taking office, which he hold for seven

years, having made the necessary declaration, obtained a pension equal to the
whole of his salary. Now, at the time he made the necessary declaration, he
was living in great luxury, having a town and a country house, a shooting-

box, and kept that costly luxury a large yacht, and 5 et he had obtained a

pension of 2000 per annum."

The declaration, which enabled the gentleman alluded to by the Hon.
Member for Brighton to obtain the pleasant addition of the above-
stated subsidy to an income which may be supposed to have been

already more than moderate, "merely required a man to state that
a pension was necessary to enable him to maintain his station."

Therefore MR. FiVCEft would substitute another for it. So far as

expense is an object to the nation, I won't say that he may not be

right. At the same time, I am by no means sure that he may not be

wrong.
Who is there that would willingly servo his country gratis? If such

an one there be. Sir, I suspect that his service is just worth what he is

willing to take for ir. How many volunteers are there on the Petty
Jury list, or even on that of the Grand Jury? ITore and there you
might possibly I say, possibly, 'doubting very much whether you
would in fact find a country gentleman capable of electing to serve as

High Sheriff, without being "pricked," from motives in part but not
all such as those which make a citizen of London desire to be Lord
Mayor. Not, all, because, in aspiring to the Mayoralty, the citizen is

actuated not merely by a pompous nature, but also in general by con-
siderations with some eye to business. But is the sort of man that

would choose to be High Sheriff the sort of man that yon would choose
to serve the nation, or even yourself in any capacity demanding
brains ?

Sir, I highly respect MR. FAWCETT; but let me suggest to him that

there are two ways of looking at a man who has obtained a retiring

pension of '2,000, equal to the whole of his salary, that pension being
plus the means of having a town and a country house, and a shooting-
box, and keeping that expensive luxury a yacht, and living in great

luxury altogether. One way is that of regarding him as grossly over-

paid, and thinking what a shame it is that a man already living in great
luxury should be enabled to live in still greater luxury at the cost of

2,000 per annum to the nation.

The other way in which such a man may be looked at is the way
wherein youth are invited to regard NELSON on the top of his column ;

except that the former exhibits no loss of an arm, but on the contrary,
a gain of 2,000 a year. He may be considered as constituting an

example, in short, to youth, of the advantage that may possibly be
derived from serving one's country.

Moreover, Sir, just think what a delightful spectacle a retired public

servant, enjoying himself on an ample income, presents to those who
rejoice in the happiness of another. MR. FAWCETT evidently sympa-
thises less with his fellow public man than with the British tax-payer.
Small blame to him, if any, for that, you will say ; and of course JOHN
BULL, as a commercial gentleman, cannot but ask,

" How small a

retiring pension can I give a public servant without being likely to find

his successor not worth his wages?" Perhaps you will think MR.
BULL had better err on the side of generosity than on that of paring the

STILTON.

P.S. Let a retired official enjoying, over and above private affluence,
a pension of 2,000 a year, be compared with a Chelsea or Greenwich
Pensioner subsisting on a smaller allowance, the recompense, perhaps,
for an empty coat-sleeve or a wooden-leg. Which of these two objects,
in his way, do you consider the more exemplary and encouraging one
to spirited young men? If some retiring pensions were made a little

less, with the amount thus saved some others might be made much
greater. Perhaps this would be the preferable arrangement.

Out of Harm's Way.
LORD ROLLO has been raised to the peerage of the United Kingdom,

and will sit in the House of Lords as LORD DUNNING. Certain Peers,
whose names have of late been prominently before the public, must feel

rather glad that they are not likely to be seen in the House, now that

Dunning has begun to be known there.

Two GOOD MILITARY REFORMS. Improving the Kit, and abolish-

ing t he Oat.

THE BIST "
Publisher's Circular." A Round Dining-Table.
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'THE YOUNG IDEA."
" YOU SEE, IT 'S NOT ONLY NECESSARY TO HOLD YOUR BREATH WHILE

TAKING AIM, BUT YOU MUSTN'T EVEN Movs A MDSCLB !

"

Charming Visitor.
" THEN HOW DID MR, STACKPOND MAKE THREE BULL'S-

EYES RUNNING?"

THE BRITISH LION SECURE.

MIL PUNCH will hare seen that his friend, the MARQUIS
or SALISBURY, discussing the question of

"
Concurrent

Endowment," adverted to the change, remarkable enough,
which has taken place in the mind of the British Public,

touching Roman Catholicism, since the time of the Papal
Aggression a change, says the Timtt,

"
such that the

Ecclesiastical Titles Act is daily violated, although it is

still retained on the statute book."

Yes ; and Mr. Punch, will have noted that a change has

also taken place in the affairs of Europe. Since the time of

the Papal Aggression, the Kingdom of Italy has been
created in a great measure by the help of Mr. Punch
Constitutional Government, has, with the same assistance,
been established in Austria, ISABELLA THE SECOND.

through not attending to Mr. Punch, has been obliged
to fly her queendom with FATHER CLARET at her tail,

and, owing much to Mr. Punch, religious liberty triumphs
in Spain. All these changes hare been made in perfect
accordance with the advice of Mr. Punch, and entire

opposition to the preachments of the Roman Catholic

Clergy and the fulminations of the POPE, and his Syllabus.
The British Public accordingly thinks it has now no longer

I

any reason to be afraid of Popery. It has not, and had
not when it rebuffed Papal Aggression, any objection to

Roman Catholicism as a mere religion for those who
belong to it, or choose it. The Ecclesiastical Titles Act
has done its work. Perhaps, Mr. Punch will possibly sub-

join. Nobody ever wanted it enforced. Almost everybody
would willingly see it repealed provided they first saw
the French garrison finally withdrawn from Home. Eb,
Mr. Punch!'

In the meanwhile it will perhaps be Mr. Punch's opinion
that if ARCHBISHOP MANNING would hare his order, and
their flocks, show gratitude to those who have been their

best friends, and greatest benefactors, he should exhort

them to subscribe handsomely for the presentation of

testimonials to VICTOR-EMMANUEL, GARIBALDI, and VON
BEUST. So at least Mr. Punch will think if the honour of

thinking with Mr. Punch has been vouchsafed to his humble
serrant the unsleeping MUSTELA.

" THE MORE YOU STIB IT," &C.

THE wisest thing MR. GRENVILLE MURRAY'S friends can

do. would be to borrow from his adversary a NEW man and

a FRESH field.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
JULY 5, Monday. Irish Church Bill in House of Lords Committee.

Archbishop Tail. MR. GLADSTONE fixes the date from which Private

Endowments are reserved to us at 1GGO. We have older rights. Let "s

say second year of ELIZABETH ? Statute of Uniformity, don't you see P

Lord Chancellor. No, I don't. The Primate's argument is faulty.

That statute was meant for the religious benefit of all the Irish.

Lord Grantille. Come, business, I should like to do a bit of business

with you this evening. We "11 give the Church Half a Million for all

her Private Endowments. Is it a bargain ?

Lord Cairn*. I think you 'd better put it in writing on the paper.

Archbishop. We Bishops are not attorneys for the Church. We look

at the date from far higher interests. Still, I 'm sure that 's very con-

ciliatory, very conciliatory indeed of the noble Earl. I will withdraw

my amendment. (Much applause.)

Archbishop. Well, now, about those Glebe Lands in Ulster Protes-
tant province, you know. Given us by the King, my countryman,
KING .1 AMK.S. We really must keep those.
Lord Du/erin. I say .' Why, they 're worth a million.

Bishop of Deny. So much the better. And pray remember what
good fellows the Ulster men are.

Lord Monet. Ulster may not like their being taken, but Ireland will.

Lord Grey. I might have supported the Archbishop, but for that
absurd vote of Friday against giving homes to the Priests. Touching
which I say we are not delegates to register the decisions of out-door

meetings, and at hustings. Government ought to have agreed to

giving the homes.
Lord

Kimberhy. Really, we couldn't.
lard Cairns. You ought, I tell you. Keep faith with Ulster, which

was colonised on a solemn undertaking that Protestantism should be
maintained there.

I/>rd Chancellor. Your historical knowledge is'imperfect. And I tell

EARL GREY that we are as high-minded as he is, only he is for a

paternal sort of Government, while we think the national will should

be consulted.

Lord Punch. How can the national Will be consulted until the nation

is dead and the will has been proved ? My noble friend PENZANCE will

tell you better than that. (Great disapprobation.) I have as much right

to talk nonsense as any other Peer, and 1 will. too.

BiihopofEly. You ought to have given the houses to the PriesU.

But to strip our Church naked and turn it out to fight by the side of

endowed churches, and .to expect it to succeed is to ask a

miracle.

Lord Punch. If you, my dear Lord, call all those millions nakedness,

I should like to see your tailor's bill (Shouts of
"
Order .' ")

Division. Archbishop victor by 105 to 55.

Lord Salisbury. On the Landowner's redemption of tithe rente I beg
to say that I don't want to hurt anybody's feelings, and only remark

that this Bill is full of conjuring tricks. However, I prefer landlords

to lunatics.

Clauses up to 67 got through, with muck controveny.

Tuesday. The Bill was resumed.
Lord Cairns. Now, as to this Surplus. Don't let us decide, by the

BiLL how it shall be applied. Let it be left to the subsequent discretion

of Parliament.
Lord Grantille. Your amendments hare made an awful hole in it.

Don't let 's keep the rest dangling as a bone of contention.

Lord Malmesbury. Yes, do. For it will gire time for public opinion
to come round to Concurrent Endowment.
Lord Punch. Concurrent, my dear Lords, means 1. Acting in con-

junction, agreeing in the same act, operating with. 2. Denotes union,

or concomitance. (Loud cries of
'
Shut up 7 ")

Duke of Cleveland. I see no objection to the delay. Public opinion
is changing on that subject.

VOL. LVII.
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Duke of Argyll. Ireland approves the Government Bill. Do not let

us stultify ourselves. This is a plan to undo the decision of Friday.

Lord Salisbury. You, Ministers, are many of you for Concurrent

Endowment, only you say that it is now impossible. Very well, let us

hold on, and wait till it becomes possible.

Lord KMerley. Don't lose all your amendments by one that will

make it impossible for the Commons to accept the BilL

Lord Grey. I approve the amendment.

Lord Granmlle. Do be cautious. Do be considerate.

Majority of 160 to 90.
"
Shan't."

Postponed Clauses taken. Preamble "amended;" that is, the declared

principle that the surplus should not be appliedfor any Church or Clergy
knocked out. Billpassed through Committee.

Friday. Lord Cairns. Now, we'll finally fix the date'of the end of the

Church at 1st May, 1871.

Lord Stanhope. I have been observing (through a Stanhope lens) the

Armagh Observatory. It enjoys certain tithes, which it ought to keep.

This is in accord with the spirit of the Bill, as the Observatory looks

after the Lunatics.
Lord Du/erin. The scope of the Bill doesn t include the telescopes,

but we '11 take care of them.

Various wild or uninteresting proposals.

Lord Clanricarde. I insist on the Church being made to pay the

building charges on the glebe houses.

Lord Denbigh. I am a Catholic. I said the other night that we
would accept houses for our priests. I am desired by our superior

clergy to retract that statement.

Lord Russell. Keconsider that Friday vote.

Majority of 91 to 56.
"
Shan't, we tell you"

Archbishop. Now, about that Half-Million so obligingly offered. We
are agreeable. Let us enact to that effect. We only ask a pittance of

Three Millions in all a fifth of our present property.
Lord Granville. Oh ! Ah ! Yes ! But after I made the offer, you

took the Ulster glebes. The bargain doesn't stand.

Frantic Chorus,
"
Yah ! yah ! Shirk .'"

Chancellor. Very fine ; but we mean what we say.

Archbishop. Well, we '11 put the bargain into the Bill, anyhow.

Lord Clancarty. I shall move, on Third Reading, the Rejection of

the BUI.

Having thus dramatised proceedings which, without such treatment

by Mr. Punch would certainly not be understood, probably not heeded,
he reverts to his usual narrative form, and descends to the House of

Commons, where on

Monday, among various matters, MR. FAWCETT made some observa-
tions on SIB JOHN COLERIDGE'S being retained for the defence in the

Overend-and-Gurney case, and therefore being unable to serve the
Crown and the country as a public prosecutor. The SOLICITOR-
GENERAL thought proper to fire up terrifically, and to C9me down in

blazing wrath on MR. FAWCETT. People abused the practice of lawyers
without understanding it. Any man had a right to the services of any
barrister not previously engaged. It was because barristers could not
select cases, but must take what came, that their profession was that of
a gentleman. If they exercised any judgment, they would be open to
the base charge of selling their convictions and opinions. Was an
advocate to refuse any brief because some day he might become an
officer of the Crown f He did not desire to be taught his duty by MR.
FAWCETT. The hitter endured all this storm of barrister indignation
in defence of the conventionality for which such nonsense is no defence
at all, but for which there is a real one in the convenience of the

system, and quietly said that he had meant no personality.
MARQUIS OF HARTINGTON (Postmaster-General) explained the Tele-

graph Scheme, for which the nation has mainly to thank MR. SCUDA-
MORE. You don't want details, but here are a few points :

Government has a monopoly in the matter, just as with letters.
All messages, not exceeding 20 words, are to be a Shilling.
You will have forms, to which you will affix payment in stamps, and

you may put the forms, when you have written your message (stupid),
into any receiving-box or pillar, and the message will be forwarded.
He did not say what would DC done if you are careless enough not to
put stamps enough the message should be forwarded, and your friend
made to pay the balance, as this will promote good feeling.
Next year you are expected to send 8,815,413 messages, which will

produce about 511,000 to the revenue.
He did not say this, but we hope it will be made law. At present it

is nuisance enough to come home at night, and find your hall table
spotted with a lot of letters, which you open, and find wine-sellers'

ins, chanty petitions, coal-vendors' price-lists, dentists' invitations
missionary appeals,

and tradesmen's bills. To have these things elec-
otyped will be maddening. Let it be enacted, therefore, that to send

anything of this sort by telegram shall be felony, and decidedly without

benefit of clergy, for the parsons are among the worst and most perti-

nacious of mendicants. A few executions for such crimes will do a
deal of good.

Tuesday. Contagious Diseases in Animals Bill discussed in the

Commons. We take leave to avoid an unpleasant topic. We always
do. The simple rule is, that animals which are Contagious must not be

Contiguous with animals which are not. The House's
"

talk was of

bullocks," as SHAKSPEARE contemptuously observes.

Ma. RICHARD, Welshman, stated, at great length, that all the land-

lords in Wales are Conservatives and Churchmen, and all other persons
there are Liberals and Dissenters, and that the former oppress the

latter for voting according to their convictions. He was accused of

personality, but how can you deal with such matters unless you prove
cases ? He was also accused of exaggeration, of which he was possibly

guilty,
for the Welsh imagination is vivid (though it appeareth not in

Welsh poetry) but those who know the Cambrian landlord know that

he hath amazing notions of his rights. But Parliament should refuse

all reform or relief to Wales until Welshmen begin to call themselves

by distinctive Christian names.

Wednesday was devoted to the Second Rsading of the Bill for legal-

ising Trades Unions, so as to give them power to protect their funds.

The Bill was read a Second Time, but MR. BRUCE does not think it

satisfactory, and promises Government legislation. Understand the

grievance. Unions are unlawful, therefore any rascal of a treasurer,
or other official who steals the cash-box, cannot be punished.

Thursday. LORD MALMESBITRY, on the Third Reading of LORD
RUSSELL'S Bill for making Life Peers, attacked it, but probably the
"
situation

"
in which Lords and Commons are, just now, had more to

do with the issue than his Lordship's arguments. Anyhow, and with
small wail, the small Bill was massacred by 106 to 77. It died very
easily. Bankruptcy and Imprisonment for Debt Bills introduced to

those who can neither be bankrupt nor go to prison for debt. The
subject is not very interesting, but the Bills are very good.
SIR HENKY BULWER, at the earnest request of the PREMIER, aban-

doned his intention to raise a discussion on the questions between us
and America. But he maintained that it would be better to discuss

them. We disagree, and prefer CHAUCER'S Sumner's Tale to BULWER'S.
In Supply, MR. LAYARD was attacked for having given some direc-

tions for House of Commons adornments without getting a specific
vote of leave. He defended himself with spirit, and successfully, having
a general and continuous right to deal with mere details, fie paid a

deserved tribute to MESSRS. MOORE and POYNTER, had been much
struck with the works of the former in the Academy, and said that the

latter's great picture of the Israelites in Egypt was known to most

gentlemen,
"
and had been made still more popular bj a celebrated

and remarkable Political Caricature." Mr. Punch's artist was not in

the gallery, or would (he says) have made a neat speech in acknow-

ledgment of the compliment, and we rather wish he had, as he would

immediately have been taken into custody.

University Tests Bill read a Third Time and passed, amid cheers. It

will be passed into infinite space, amid cheers, in another place.
It is distinctly of the Essence of Parliament (and if it wasn't, we

shouldn't care) to state that the Lords and the Commons seven of

each met at Wimbledon to let off rifles, and that whereas C9rpnets
beat Hats last year, Hats beat Coronets, signally, this year. Division,
353 to 315. Best shots among Lords, SPENCER and DENBIGH (a

Catholic, ha ! where 's WHALLEY ?) best among Commons, FORDYCE,
M.P. for Aberdeenshire. They all shot with Small Bores but we
refrain from a jest that is old, obvious, offensive, and inappropriate.
In fact, it never occurred to us.

Friday. A wonderfully learned discussion on Central Asia. We
have sent to MR. STANFORD for maps, and will publish the whole

debate, with illustrations, charts, and original anecdotes of SIIERE ALI
(all sheer inventions,) in a double Supplement.
Much fun on the question whether the grating should be removed

from the front of the Ladies' Gallery. A very lively letter from a lady,
read by MR. LAYARD quite Punchy. The grating is not to be

removed. 'It was justly remarked that the ladies who want only to see

and hear can do so, and others ought not to have
"
another evening

amusement" provided for them by the Legislature.

The Juvenile Stakes.

IN this year's competition at Wimbledon all ages have been provided
for, down to the very youngest, for whom the

"
Enfield Nursery

Prizes
" seem specially designed. But is it not a great risk to entrust

an Enfield to such inexperienced hands ? Would not a popgun be safer ?

SCOTLAND'S LONE FLOWEH.

LORD ELCHO has forbidden flower-gardens in the Camp of the

Royal Scottish. On second thoughts, however, his Lordship has
made an exception in favour of the gigantic thistle before the Scottish

mess-tent. None but an ass would think of meddling with that !
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SANITARY GARDEN PARTIES.

GARDEN parties as a rule are

pleasant things enough, if

pleasant people are invilod ;

and a man who has an hour

or two to spare before he

dines mav kill the time

agreeably by going to such

lierings. Flirting and

playing croquet synony-
mous amusements are pro-

vocative of appetite, and

benetit the health more

thansmokingaprtt-prandial

cigar, or silling in hot club-

rooms to read the evening

papers.
But there are other gar-

den parties which are still

more pleasant things,

namely, parties of poor
children who are taken to

the gardens of Kensington

and Kew and other pleasant places, there to roam and romp about,

and enjoy fresh air and sunshine. During the last eight summers

one Society alone has given garden parties to some thousands

poor children (statisticians may be grateful if we add the hgures

152 710), and has provided them with balls, and bread, and bands of

music, and skipping-ropes, and kites, and other marvellous enjoyments,

at a total cost, it seems, 1 3*. 8d., or actually less than a half-

P
lfow great 'a pleasure may be given with a very little nwmey, garden

parties such as these abundantly may prove. But for their assistai

many thousands of poor children, pent up in courts and cellars, migbt

never see a green tree or a blade of living grass. All success, then, to

the Ladies' Sanitary Association, whereby these wholesome children s

parties have been rightly set on foot.

N I', Wtographs, however bad, are most thankfully received a

office 8 Pont Street, provided they be placed at the bottom of a cheque.

There any one who wishes may obtain due information how his money

will be spent, and will be certainly assured that some hundreds ot

poor children will be the healthier and happier the more sovereigns he

se ======
FAS EST ET AB HOSTE DOCERL

i.

THE Lords may"love the Irish Church
" Nut wisely, but too well ;

"

The Lords may wish the Gladstone Bill

Had rung BILL GLADSTONE'S knell,

May give her back a little here,

Grant her a little there,

Till the beggar that came in to them
Comes out a millionnaire.

Until that Church is dowered with all

That GLADSTONE would have ta'en,

And dares to hope that godliness
Will be to her great gain.

2.

Lcmp WESTBURY may in her cause

His faith and fervour wed ;

LORD GREY may tling his (lowers of speech

Upon her threatened head ;

CAIRNS on her altars desecrate

May wake his Kentish fire ;

With DKNM\N'S wisdom, MARLBOROI: GH'S wit

May in her cause conspire ;

From bright MAGEE, blnnt LITCOTIELD,
DERRY ne'er Derry down,

The Bishops' shout. "On, STANLEY, on!
"

M:iy Timu.WALi, s accents drown ;

Wi'H for the Irish Church if Lords
Were Lords and Masters too,

If but my Lords' work were not done
For Commons to undo !

3.

But though their Lordships so unwise
And ostrich-like may be,

To think no force worth counting wi:h

Save force that they can see,

Upon
"
the Bill

"
must ice pin faith," And nothing but the

;
Bill,"

And deem good, by unfriendly hands
If proffered, merely ill ?

Must we so lump in black and white
Our Whig and Tory views,

As to bolt all that GLADSTONE bids,
All SALISBURY asks refuse

" Not so," says PnncH, for one : "not 10 ;

"

Sure, if slow-witted BULL ;

The nettle we 've to handle here,
Needs cautious hands to pull.

Then shut up, noisy pack your bark
Echoed from hound to hound,

That, yelps about the Lords, and cry,"
I )<>wn with them to the ground !

Shall they presume our Commons' work
\\iih rude hands to o'erbaul

Re-mould the Bill against our will,

And of us take the wall ?

Ask us their changes to discuM,
Their reasonings to weigh

Seek in their chaff what grain may be,

And when we find it, stay ':

One voice alone the nation has,
We hold the nation's powers :

We of the Commons are the Lords,
Their wills most bow to ours."

Not so : the nation has pronounced
Its verdict fair and free," What for the many 's meant the few
No more shall hold in fee.

Those who the altar serve shall lire

By the altar as of yore ;

Nor tens of Protestants usurp
On Papist thousands more."

But from the wealth one Church yields up,
If we a way can find

To clothe the other's nakedness.
We '11 give it judgment kind.

Better nse fat Church to help lean,

Than leave both Churches bare

That madmen's beds may be more soft,

And landlord's rates more rare !

JOHN PABJIY.

Ma. PUKCH feels that he has only to announce that his dear friend

everybody's dear friend, JOHS PABBT, is compelled-only for a

brief time, let us hope, to decline attending Jlrt. Soteleaf i delightful

Evening Parties, and needs help. If one-tenth of those who hare been

made happy, or forgetful of their sorrows, by the genius and remark-

able personations of Jons PARRY, would remember their obligations

to him. his Benefit on the 15th (Thursday next) would be indeed a

Bumper. It is not often that it is in the power of the public to

acknowledge their indebtedness to a Public Benefactor, and such

Mr. Punch considers to be his dear friend, JOHN PABBT.

The Gallant Ecot.

As a party of very pretty girls approached the camp of the Royal

Scottish at Wimbledon, the band struck up
" The Camp-Mitt are Coating !

"

BOX ET PB-ETEREA NIHIL.

MR. GRINVILLB MURRAY makes light of the effect of LORD CAB
's tap on the head. But to judge by the disgraceful scuffle in

Marlborongh Street Police Court, he was decidedly afraid of the effect

of MR. NEWMAN'S box on the ear.

WIMBLEDON C. WESTMINSTER.

\.T the Wimbledon match the Commons have beaten the Lords, fo

the first time. Let us hope that in the Westminster match the Lords

have not beaten the Commons for the last.

THE DCKE OF CLEVELAND'S GIFT TO THE IRISH PRIESTS.

" PANEM sollicitant: si non lapides, date glebas."
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PRIVATE RICKSHAW GOES DOWN TO WIMBLKDON AGAIN, DETERMINED TO PICK xrp SOMETHING THIS YEAR.

HE HEARS FROM "OLD HAND" OF THE FOUf.TEEN
THINGS HE MUST REMEMBER, FORGETTING ONE OK

WHICH' ni is SURE TO COME TO GRIEF.

HE TRIES AGAIN, BUT THE TARGETS ARE so
VAOUE.

;

"
Old Hand "

(just an Jtc's aoing to fire].
"
Now,

IF YOU MtSS THIS SHOT, MY BOY, YOU ARE DONE FOR !
'

THOUGHT HE MADE A " BULL "COULD SWEAR
HE GOT "ON." BUT IT WASN'T MARKED. SO
HE LOST HIS CHANCE FOR THE QUEEN'S PRIZE.

AND THE FORE SIGHT TAKES THE FORM OF A
LIVELY PEACOCK !

So HE TAKES IT EASY, AND SHUTS HIS EYES.
AND ULTIMATELY COMES IN FOR A CONSOLATION
PRIZE A SECOND-CLASS TAHOET, WEIGHING

SEVERAL TONS
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THE CHANGELING.
NURSE CANTERBURY.

" WHICH WE'VE TOOK THE GREATEST CARE OF 'IM, MEM, AND 'OPS \OU'LL

THINK 'IM GROW'D."

MRS. PKIME MINISTER. "THAT IS NOT MY CHE-ILD ! NOT IN THE LEAST LIKE IT."
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.

TILL at the Club. The conversation (kept up, with

animation, by the COUNT DE BOOTJACK, MILBTRD,
LORD DUNGENESS and the Irish Proprietor) turns

upon Drainage. I can't tear myself away from Drainage, as this

is to me a novel topic. [" D "
for Drainage, Typical Dttclopmenti,

Book V.] The Prussian Count questions (as I understand him, or
rather as I don't understand him) the utility of Alluvial Deposits.
MII.UUKD, who really seems to know what he a talking about on this

subject, observes that the great point is neither to exhaust the land

by over-manuring and working on three crops for one, nor to under-
fertilise it by constant drainage. This (I say, thoughtfully, as I cannot
sit there without making some observation) is mere common sense.

MILBURD retorts, with some sharpness,
" Of course it 's common

sense ; but who does it f
"

to which I can only reply, as he seems

annoyed,
" Ah ! that 's it," and take a sip at my gin-sling. A pause.

More orders to waiter.

Happy Thought. fo say that the Drainage question involves many

reply,
"
No. Jersey and Ireland I shan't go any farther."

"
Well,"

he returns,
"

if you do, look me up." 1 promise I will.

flippy Thought. Ask him to write down his address, so that 1 may
know his name, which of course can't be DE BOOTJACK.
The Count answers that everyone knows him, and that he 's always

to be heard of either at the Legation or the Embassy; or, if it 's after

November, and 1 go on to lurin, "just inquire at the Palace, and

they '11 tell you my whereabouts, and we '11 have a pipe and a chat." 1

reply,
"
Oh. yes, of course," as if I was in the habit of calling at

Palaces, and having pipes and chats with LORD DERBY.
"He s a greater swell than LORD DERBY when he's at home," tayi

MILRURD, to whom 1 relate my parting words with the Count. 1

really mtut go and see him, and drop Ireland and Jersey. More
character and life in Brussels, Vienna, and Turin. Diplomatic life, too.

The COUNT DE (I mtut get his right title,
as it would never do to go to

the Palace at Turin, and ask for a Prussian Count, describing him as a

greater swell than LORD DERBY, with a name like DE BOOTJACK) The
Count would introduce me everywhere.

Happy Thought. Get up my French and Italian.

Hapf>y Thought *J
"
good night," and go to WILLIS'S, in Conduit

Street. MILBURD and LORD DUNGENESS will walk part of the way.
MILBURD is suddenly in wonderful spirits. It is almost daylight.
MILBURD sees a coffee-stand, and stops. He says.

"
Wouldn't it be a

lark to upset the whole lot, and bolt ?
"

I laugh [Happy Thought
like the monks of old,

" Ha ! ha ! "] and get him to walk on. By
Burlington Arcade he stops again, and says,

"
Wouldn't it be a lark

to knock up the beadle, and when he came out just say 'How are

you this morning ?
'
and run away ?

" LORD DUNOBNESS wishes there
was a jolly good fire somewhere, as we 'd all have a ride on the engine.
MILBURD observes

"
he should like to have a row somewhere, and

DUNGENESS proposes St. Giles's or Wapping. MILBURD says to me,"
Yes, that 's your place (meaning Wapping) for character, if you

want to fill up Typical
'

Stepkai*.'" [He witt still call Typical
71. _-;.,.,../. " T__:..i L'i.ni.. n . >> TU - --

No one seems to notice my having said this, except the Prussian

Count, who smiles somewhat patronisingly, and says, Yes, we drain

slings," then laughs again. I laugh, out of compliment, not that 1 see

anything funny in what he said, as it was only a sort of explanation of

my joke. The Irish Proprietor asks me if I farm at all. I reply,
"
No,

scarcely at all." This reply sounds like a hundred acres or so, nothing
to speak of. [It really means five hens that won't lay, two pigs (inva-

lids), a cock that crows in the afternoon only, and a small field let out
to somebody else's cow.]
MILBURD observes that he's heard I've a very nice place in the

country. I tell him 1 shall be very glad if he '11 come and see me there.

Feeling that this invitation to only one in the company may be taken
as a slight to the others, I add (not knowing their names, and I can't

address the Count as DE BOOTJACK)
"
and any one who likes to come

down." They murmur something about being delighted, and then
follows a sort of awkward pause, as if I 'd insulted every one of them.

Jlitppy Thought. To break the silence by saying,
"
I like living in

the country."
The Irish Proprietor remarks, that I must come to Ireland if I want

to see country. "Ye must come over," he says, heartily, "to my
shooting-box this side o' Connemara, and I "11 show you Ireland."

Ilafipii Thought. A real opportunity of seeing life and character :

the Fine Old Irish Gentleman ; bailiffs shot on the premises ; port
wine ; attached peasantry ready to die for the Masther ; old servants

saying witty things all over the house; cardrivers; laughter all day;
flinging money right and left ; FATHER TOM and wluskev-punch in the

evening, and no one at all uncomfortable except a hard landlord and a
rent collector.

I accept with pleasure.
Irish Proprietor wants to know when I "11 come, as he shan't be at

home for the next four months, but after that will I write to him ?

1 promise.

Rote. Jersey with MILBURD, Ireland with MR. DELAXY.

Happy Thovght. Must arrange for my wife to go somewhere with

my mother-in-law.
Prussian Count says he must go to bed. I rise too. We say good-

bye. He asks me if I "in going anywhere near Brussels this year. I

Development* "Typical Elephants." That's the wont of MILBURD
always overdoes a joke. I will really get one good unanswerable

repartee, to be delivered before a lot of people, and settle him for

ever. One never knows, now, whether MILBURD is serious or joking.
It occurs to DUSGENESS that he knows what he calls

"
a crib where

the last comer has to fight the thieves' champion, and
"
stand liquor

"

all round.
"
It 's a sort of den," he adds,

fc
that it 's not safe to go

into without about five policemen." But he doesn't mind.

Happy Thought To say,
"
Should like to see those places very

much. But got to be up to-morrow morning, so must go to bed now.

Very sorry. Staying with a fellow, so won't do to be too late. AM I

open the door, MILBURD says,
"
Don't forget Jersey." Nod my head :

all right. As much as to intimate that I 'in ready for Jersey at any
moment. Can't help thinking what a good fellow WILLIS is to let me
have his room in town, and to write to say I might be expected.

Happy Thought. Simple arrangement a latch-key. Feel as if I were

getting in burglariously. Gas out. Wish I knew where the stairs

commenced. Stupid practice having a bench in the passage. They
might have left out a light

Happy Thought (in the (far*) instead of leaving a light out.
r iftm.

Put this down, and work it up as something of SHERIDAN'S. People
will laugh at it, then.] Fallen against the umbrella-stand. Awkward

1

if the Landlady is awoke. She s never seen me before, and I should
have to explain who I was and how I got there. Might end in Police.

;
WILLIS ought to have written to his Landlady about me.

Happy Thought. Stairs at last, and banisters. WILLIS lives on
second floor. Snoring on first floor. Stop to listen. Lots of snoring
about. Landlady below, perhaps ; maid-servant above ; lodgers all

i round : all snoring. Something awful in these sounds. Not solemn,
'

but ghostly, as if all the snoring people would certainly burst out upon
you from the different doors. Simile occurs to rat Roberto and the

Nuns. That ended in a ballet. Fancy this ending in a ballet with
the Landlady. Daylight streams in through window on second flight.

Very pale light: makes me feel ghostly, especially about the white

waistcoat : a sort of dingy ghost. Up the next stairs quietly. Pass
RAWLINSON'S bed-room. More snoring. RAWLINSON snores angrily.
The other people down below contentedly ; except one, somewhere,
who varies it with a heavy sigh. Glad to shut the door on it all, and

go to bed.

Ifajipv Thought (in connection icith the ballet and Roberto)." WILLIS'S
Rooms. Good idea this. Should like to wake up KAWLIXSON, and
tell him what I 'd thought of. Won't : don't know him well enough.
My portmanteau has been moved into the bed-room evidently. But
here s my bag on the sofa : everything in it for the night ready. See
these bv the pale daylight. Look at myself in the glass. Say, "This
won't do : mustn't stop out so late." Hair looks wiry. The bed-room
is quite dark, so I must light a candle to go in there, as somehow the

stupid idiots at home have put the only thing I really do want for night
in my portmanteau, instead of in my K.-r. Delicious it will be to go to

bed, and get up when I like in the morning.

Happy Thought Bed.
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In the bed-room. Hullo ! why, I can't have made a mistake : there 's

some one in bed. Is it some one. or a cat, or no, Some One fast

asleep. WILLIS come back, confound him ! He turns. It isn't

WILLIS. But I can't make it out : these are the rooms I was in

before. Yes. I go gently back and examine. Yes, not a doubt of it.

I return still more gently, and examine sleeping stranger by candle-

light. Don't know him from Adam. Wonder what he 's doing there.

Sleeping, of course. He can't be a thief. Thieves don't take all their

things off (his boots and trousers are littered all over the place anyhow),
and go to bed. Drunken lodger, perhaps, mistaken the room. I really

don't know what to do. Most awkward situation. Shall I call

RAWLINSON up to look at him ? What shall I say to RAWLINSON ?

Say,
" Look here, RAWLINSON, sorry to disturb you, but just come and

see what I've found in WILLIS'S bed."
I mustn't do it too suddenly, or nervously, or RAWLIXSON might be

frightened into a fit. Recollect hearing once of a man being awoke sud-

denly, and frightened into a fit. But I think, by the way, that that

had something to do with a sham ghost and a turnip. Perhaps, on the

whole, I 'd better take my things and go away quietly. Where P

Happy Thought. Hotel.
Must unpack my portmanteau, and get my things out first, as I

can't lug the horrid thing down-stairs without disturbing the house ;

in which case I should have to explain to everybody. Perhaps there
are eight or ten lodgers, and the Landlady. I still stand surveying him
by candlelight, as if there were some chance of his getting up, of his

own accord, in his sleep, and g9ing away to a hotel instead of me. I

only hope he won't wake. He is waking. 1 can't move. He is awake.
We stare at one another. He says,

" Eh ? Why ? What the -
Ilappy Thought. To answer very politely. Say, "Don't disturb

yourself. Quite an accident."

Happy Thought that will come into my mind. Scene from some-

body's opera or oratorio, The Sleeper Awakened. Whose ? Perhaps a
continuation of Sonnambula. This all flashes across my mind as he says,

Then starting bolt upright,
" Not fire ! ! Eh ?

"
hazily,

"
Accident !

"

THE SONG OF THE PASSEE BELLE.
"The Bismuthive Cream is on my brow,

I 've Belladonna in my eye,
Then meet me, meet me in the evening,
When the bloom is on the wry."

COLNEY HATCH AND EARLSWOOD.

WHAT do old nurses mean by a
"
blessed baby." The only baby that can with

any likelihood be called blessed, is a baby that enters this world with the one thing
indispensable to the enjoyment thereof in its mouth a silver spoon. The
subjoined paragraph (not entitled an advertisement) in a fashionable newspaper
relates to finery designed, apparently, to invest one of those possibly blessed
babies :

" MOONSHINE. A layette of extraordinary beauty is now on view in MOON'S New
Show-rooms Street. It has been piepared for a Parisian lady, and is thus described by a
poetical contemporary :

' The wardrobe of the coming angel is a beautiful, feathery,
lawny, lacey, silky confection, soft and pure as .Wbo*beams, and cost 450.'

"

This information about a layette valued at 450 may be supposed to have been
1 to lunatics, some of whom, lunatics of the softer sex, might like to have

such attimg bought for them at such a price. Its wind-up, however, descriptive
of the coming angel's

"
wardrobe, was evidently written by an idiot.

DE. GLADSTONE.

(An Irish Melody.)

AIR "Nora Creina."

WHEN released from State control,
And safe from Government seduction,

Orange Boys, yourselves console,
We '11 set to work at reconstruction.

Then our Church again will rise

Upon the site that 's clear for action,

Pointing nobly to the skies,
And give unbounded satisfaction.

Oh, good DOCTOR GLADSTONE, dear,
Our darling honey, DOCTOK GLADSTONE !

All the pills,

For Ireland's ills,

Don't equal your pill, Da. GLADSTONE.

Disestablished, disendowed.
No longer, a perpetual blister,

Poor old Ireland we '11 corrode.

And vex her with her English Sister.

Then, from all restraint exempt
On ruling hard and fast decisions,

We, at least, won't earn contempt
By not composing our divisions.

No, good DOCTOR GLADSTONE, dear,
Our sound, staunch Churchman, Da. GLADSTONE,

Oat we '11 kick

Each heretic,
And all free-thinkers, Da. GLADSTONE.

Hence, with Essays and Beviem,
We '11 drive all them that bother men so ;

Ritualists we will refuse

To stand, or tolerate COLENSO.
They '11 be drummed out to that tune
To which the Rogue, degraded, marches.

Don't you wish their likes, as soon
God rid of by the Court of Arches ?

Oh, good DOCTOR GLADSTONE, dear,

High Church, but Liberal, Da. GLADSTONE ;

We will be,
A Church set free,

To rule itself, by Da. GLADSTONE.

Converts must, in course be made,
Galore, unto our ministration ;

In Religion when Free Trade
Has reconciled the Irish nation.

Disestablishment delay
Not one unnecessary moment :

Och, the divil fly away
With all the dirty base endowment !

Yes, good DocToa GLADSTONE, dear,
Our gentle surgeon, DOCTOR GLADSTONE ;

We will, sure,
A perfect cure,

Bcdad, be made by Da. GLADSTONE.

NOT ABDICATED YET.

LORD DEBBT still seems to reign over his party, and
not to have forfeited his claim to the title of

" The E(a)rl

King."
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BUMBLE'S MEDICINE AND SURGERY.^
shut up Nmv, then, it may be seasonably mentioned that an eminent

,

surgeon, yet living, remenAers hanng heard people, in the early days

ot vaccination, declare positively
that they knew persons on whose

heads that process had developed
cowhoros. It s not mere r that

they had been to d so, and believed it. 1 hey vowed and swore they

had actually seen those who had been vaccinated, with horns growing
on their heads. Are you sure they were mad ? For aught you know,
were they not right ? >

There are sonic, perhaps, even now, who can sincerely believe that

those people really saw what they said they saw, and were m nowise

hut, on the contrary, very sensible people. And
the Bri: names two gentlemen who, very likely

indeed, are quite capable of entertaining that belief:

PUNCH'S FOURTH OF JULY ORATION.

Which proclaimed the Thirteen Colonies an independent nation.

Momentous Deed-whose signers All th.- bunds asmuW pull
,

Twilt Lt;ud Jo>, , ,m old .Iollx BuLI .
.

^ u ,e&, Mu, c

K GKO JE
>

S low.browed statuo from itspedesUl pulled down.

now dmo&t a century has run Us round of years
Since amid jubilee and prayer, an hopes and faars,

inomeutous Declaration was given to the world,
st iji biightt^ aiid still broader shows the flag then first anfurled.

Bold hands that would have rent it have met snarpand sodden stay :

1 Slavery's stain that dimmed it has with blood j>een washed away :

Now its stripes suggest no scourges, its stars no night of wrong,
VVeU may *35 8p"ch " proud

-gUd Deokration 80nR-

one of the Guardians, took occasion to oppose the proposal. He beh

said, that it and birbaroas action to put pouon into children ; and

.1 not want a better proof of this than the number of children in tli.'

miion-houbi :'nl tlie iMi soon after vaccination. In this statement

he was supported by Mu. COI.KS, another Guardian, who asserted, on the

authority of th# nurae, that there was the proof in the children themselves.
1

*

There is really no reason whatever for doubting, that the eruption

mentioned by the S. M. J. did. in fact, ensne on vaccination in the]

Croydon Workhouse. We will be bound to say, we would bet any

money, that it does so in a great many Workhouses. Croydon Work-
house may, or may not, be exceptional as to the common conditions of

the development of that disorder. Every boy will tell ever}' other boy

who has cut his finger that he will die after it. Of course MR. NEW-
MAN and MR. COLES have, as wise men, weighed that saving well; and

their idea of the consequence of vaccination is to be respected-
accordingly.
Medicine and Surgery come by nature to Poor Law Guardians, such

as MESSRS. NEWMAN and COLES, and certain others to whose credit

our British and Medical contemporary also relates the following

anecdotes :

" At a recent Meeting of the Board of Guardians of the Holyhead Union,

one of the relieving officers called attention to the case of a pauper who was

said to have dislocated his shoulder four months ago, and asked the Guonliant

to send the man for treatment to a bone-setter. It was thereon remarked by
MB. WALTHEW, a Surgeon, one of the Board, that, if the case were one of

dislocation, the man ought to be placed under the oare of the medical officer;

on whi< h several of the Guardians objected to this proposal, one of them espe-

cially asserting that medical men knew nothing of bones or their treatment."

MR. WALTHEW, continuing his professional remonstrance, extracted

from the Chairman a decision that the Board could not legally pay a

bone-setter :

" On which a Guardian proposed that a subscription should be railed for

the purpose."

This enthusiast, however, found among his feltows no seconder of a

proposal to go so far as to sacrifice money to their animosity against

regular practitioners ; and ultimately
"

it was determined that the

medical officer should report on the case to the next meeting." At toe

same institution :

" A case came before the Board a fortnight previously which was reported
to be one of fracture badly treated, but win
of die Board, ME. WALTHBW showed to be t

fracture or dislocation having occurred."

The Holyhead Guardians, perhaps, thank MR. WALTHEW less than

you think they ought to for his assistance in their deliberations on
medical matters. In regard to those matters they probably share the

sentiments of their two compeers at Croydon. The ideas of i

gentlemen about vaccination indicate them to belong to the denomination

of "Medical Dissenters," so calling themselves, founded by MORISOX, the

great original advertiser of the Universal Medicine. Freedom of medi-

cal conscience, medicine being obviously a mere matter of persuasion,

clearly ought to be respected much more than it has been by a too

scientific legislature; but still there is one consideration which MR.
NEWMAN and MB. COI.KS of Croydon, and doubtless also the Medical

Dissenters of the Holyhead Union, might do well to perpend. Whilst

it may be true that horns, as well as a cutaneous affection, have often

resulted from vaccination, it is equally true that, as testified byauthen-
tic pictures, the consequences of taking Morison's Vegetable Pills have

'

in full as many instances been the most alarming eruptions of crops of

turnips, carrots, greens, radishes, and onions. In the meanwhile Rate-

payers have to consider whether they act rightly in allowing the

medical arrangements of Unions to be directed by Medical Dissenters.

W Oat you can t OC i ,
r no.

Abjwin*^ allegiance unto the IWak crown,
To the powers of lw and duty in allefiaaee you bowed down :

Asserting rights of man, and end* of Government and rule.

You claimed no right of man to brafl^^Pf'VHfH^ae 'l-

'Mong the wrongs done by roar itei at Bribun, was not this,

Of miking you uphold as right whate'er you had done amiss :

Of branding as the deadliest sin in others, what in you
Is held venial if not virtuous, and claims praiae not blame, for due.

Yon can't be independemt of tho trntli howe'er yon strive-

That sauce for Gander's sauce for Goose be the birds dead or aJive ;

That if in the Alabama case < j, right you can't be,

When to work their will in Cuba, filibmters are left free.

You can't be independent declare whate'cr yon will

Of the great law that good feeling breeds good, ill-feeling ill ;

While for civil war in Ireland yon wish and work and
pray,

Can you complain if towards the South soiue English feelings stray ?

^ CoRRESPOSDEXT of the Timei ealls attention to the deplorable and

disirraceful fact that several of tbu finest trees in Kentingtoe Garaens,

^^Srf, five or six noble old Scotch fire, have beei brutally

jy^ whoww the Vandal tht-by the hands o?hi servants-felled

them? He must be a very stupid ft

A T<BY gumclm(T. REAM*.

FoR f ],e g^ ,;,,, ;a the memory of the oldest inhabitant of the cwp
at \Vimbledon the butts have been gravelled. The reMon girem fcf

isredit
"
the Turf

"
has faliwLoRD E t ,CHo, we understand, is the discredit

t jnto-

' _
A Double Meaning for Dia-Efldowment

to in compo-
two meanings. T ..

sc pin tti iuii \ tilC (jfTCCK Ql9t wil'Cu >t>viuu wwu-^- --

the Bill for
"
7>i>endowing the Irish Church," the Commons

"
dis

"
in the former sense ; the Lords, in the Utter.

A DISAFPOUCIJl

CONSIDERING the richness of CANOX GREESWF.LL'S finds in the

Barrows of the North of England very general disappointment has

been felt at finding so little in the Cairns of the North of Ireland.

" Coming Events," &c.

IN the match at Wimbledon the Commons beat the Lords. In the
J.X lUc IllalCU at M llliuicuuu mo WUI^HMM* \f*i*'

contest between these two bodies, expected to come off almost imme-

diately at Westminster, many persons are hoping
that the Commons

will be again victorious. Betting in favour of the Lower Ho'

A MATCH AT LONG ODDS. The Spider against the Fly, over the

Beacon course, Newmarket.
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J-^-s 7 Z^T*IM
AN OBVIOUSLY ABSURD QUESTION.

" ANY NUTS, MA'AM ?
"

THE PORTSMOUTH SEVEN.

RIGHT HONOURABLE PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF TRADE, hurrah !

Be of good cheer.Jomr. Fraud is not universal amongst the small

shopkeepers of England. Although, according to a Parliamentary
return lately issued, there occurred during the quarter of a year four

hundred and forty-seven convictions for using false weights and
measures in the Metropolitan district

;
in Lancashire, two hundred and

three
;

in Staffordshire, two hundred and eight -. in Sussex, Wilts,

Westmoreland, Northumberland, and Monmouthshire there were none
at all; in Berkshire and in Cornwall only two; and, remarkably

enough
" ID Hampshire there were only seven, and all in Portsmouth."

We are Seven seven jolly rogues are we. Septem apud Portesmutham,
Who and what were they who constituted those seven local exceptions
to the honesty of all Hampshire ? Who they were is what hath not

appeared, but ought to have. What they were may be more or less

accurately inferred from the circumstance that Portsmouth is a
maritime town, with a mixed population. Thence also may likewise be
divined what they were not. The general conjecture will doubtless be,
that they were probably marine-store dealers, and certainly not pure
Hampshire men.

CHAOS WITHOUT KNOX.
THE Marlborough Street battle let others relate,
We '11 deal with but one or two facts,

MR. D'EYNCOURT presides, but the suitors, they state,
Disrfam Court by violent acts.

But what, most of all, we can venture to say
Our sense of congruity shocks,

The parties to this most inglorious fray
Came to blows in the absence of KNOX !

TIIE WIMBLEDOH "
COMMONS." The Seven who beat the Lords.

LET IT PASS.
" The Irish Church Bill, which last night passed through Committee in the

House of Lords, will be reported on Friday," &c.

" REPORTED" again ! More columns of heavy artillery ! And why on

this particular Friday ? To us, in our weariness of glebes and concurrent

endowments, it seems as though the Irish Church Bill had been reported
not only on every Friday, but on well-nigh every other day of the week
for the last six months ! And now there are disheartening prophets

ready to predict that, if the Commons are firm, and the Lords firmer,

the work wUl have to be done all over again in a post-grouse Session,

or in the beginning of 1870, with more speeches, more amendments,
more excited strangers, more leading articles, more public meet-

ings, and more divisions both in Parliament and the parlour. If

so, the consequences must be fatal to some of us. Are we never

to have peace again, never to be cheerful any more ? Is the

Irish Church BiU to be like the Jew Bill, punctually passed by the

Commons, as punctually refused by the Lords, for ten years or so f

Mr. Punch, wislies his country to know that he holds himself ready at

a moment's notice to be called to the Upper House, if Dad's Peerage
is to be considerably enlarged. Any telegram signed

" W. E. GLAD-
STONE

"
will be attended to instantly night or day. (N.B.) Mr. P.

has made up his mind to decline a Life Peerage.

A Fraternal Act.

Is the report of the Banquet at the Trinity House, we read that
" In the absence of the DUKE OF EDINBURGH, who is Master of the

Corporati9n, the PRINCE OF WALES graciously consented to preside on

the occasion." We were, therefore, not surprised to find that His

Royal Highness
" wore the uniform of an Elder Brother."

QUERY IF SUFFICIENT ? The only objection to Concurrent Endow-
ment Current Opinion^

SWEETMEATS. Bull's-Eeyes.

i
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RE-ASSURING.
I KNOW TBK HOME WILL

Nervous OU Lady (Band in the Distance}.
"
OH, THERE ABE THOSE DREADFUL VOLUNTEERS, JOSEPH !

TAKE FRIGHT ! HADN'T YOU BETTER TORN HIM ROUND f !

"

Coachman (who mil have his own way).
"
OH, LET 'm ALONE, 'M ; Hs 'LL TURN 'ISSELT RoUHD, AM) PRETTT QUICK, TOO, nr HE

FBKJHTENED ! !

"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, July 12. With the thermometer at 120 in Wimbledon

Camp, and with the ink drying up in the pen on its way from the ink-

stand to the paper, Mr. Punch shows a fortitude equal to that of the

Karly Christians, to whom the BISHOP OF PETERBOROUGH likened the

Volunteers, in writing any Essence at all. He by no means pledges
himself to finish it

;
out if, with the aid of copious draughts of iced

Vichy water, he should be enabled to do this, so much the better for a

sweltering universe. He only hopes that nothing will occur to irritate

him while at his work, as he declines being responsible for his actions

iu such circumstances.

Now, to polish off this Irish Church business in the Lords. PRINCE
ARTHUR came and sat among the Peeresses, and PRINCESS Louise
came and sat by him.

Ijord Clancarty. lleject the Bill altogether. The Coronation Oath

Symptoms of throating things at Lord Clancarty.

lard Largan. A good Bill. Mo fear of religion being supplanted by
Popery. We Episcopalians are too much in earnest to let Protestantism
fail for want of funds.

lard Derby. My objections to the Bill are not altered by the Amend-
ments

;
but send down the Bill, and let the Ministers take the responsi-

bility of refusing 'em.

lard Lyttelton. The Bill is wise and just. There is a great change of

opinion as to Concurrent Endowment, and I should be glad to see it.

Lord Leitrim. We have heard very good speeches, and if you were
a spouting club, you should have my plaudit. But eloquence is one

thing, honour another. Yon 've all taken oaths to preserve our insti-

tutions. Bother the other House.

Hit/top of Tuam. Cheese-paring, cruel to Curates.

Lord Clancarty. Blessed if I take the trouble of dividing. There !

Lord Derby. A. lot of us want to Protest. Will you give us till

Thursday ?

Lord GranvUle. With all the pleasure in life. Protest, and but yon
all know that story of LORD ELLENBOROUOH ?

Tke Lord Chancellor. THAT THIS BILL DO PASS P

Lord Dnon. I think, you know, after all, that it is no good enacting

that the Irish prelates shall keep their seats here. It's preserving

Ascendency.
I/>rd Redetdale. Not as Bishops, but as Peers.

Lord Peniance. Don't you see that their baronies are their franchise,

and if you destroy the bishoprics they have no representative rights .-

They have nothing to sit upon.
Lord Punch. Well, their characters are very angelic, 1 am sure, but

they are not cherubim. (" Throw kirn out of vindoic .' ")

ArMithop Tail. It ought to be managed for them somehow, though.

Call 'em Bishops of the Disestablished Church.

Lord De Grey. No, no. We can't make Rotatory Life Peers.

Lord Punch. That would not be good for the common wheel. ( WM
you thut up ? ")

lard Cains. The plan may be an anomaly, but so is the whole Bill

Lord Punch. An anomaly, my dear Lords, means an irregularity, a

departing from ordinary law. It is derived (Savage tumult.)

move the adjournment of the House to this day eight months. (He u
carried out of the Chamber, but runt round, and pop* in from behind the

Throne.) Here WE are again !

Lord Cairns. I was going to say. when interrupted, 1 am sure with

the best intentions, by my noble and learned friend

lard Punch. You 're another !

lard Cairns. To say that the Bishops do not sit for baronies, but by

Express Parliamentary
lard Punch. Can't be Express and Parliamentary too. Can it,

SALISBURY yon understand railways ?

Lord Cairns. Provision, and are appointed by the QCEEX.
Lord Punch (to the Princess). Your Mamma, my dear.

Lord Carnarvon. LORD DEVON'S amendment is for the good of the

Church.

VOL. LVII.
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Lord Chancellor. They will have no function here, and had better not

be withdrawn from their dioceses.

Lord Devon's amendment carried by 108 to S3.

Lord Punch. So, out go the Irish Bishops. Bravo, my Lords, who

says you 're not Radicals? Come, get on, HATHERLEY. Oh, STAN-

HOPE. Ah, you may speak ; you always talk sense, lhat History of \

England of yours, though it may want the sparkle of MACAULAY 1 beg

your pardon pray go on perge, in fact.

Lord Stanhope. I wish to give your Lordships an opportunity ot

reconsidering your decision about refusing houses to Catholic priests
^

aud Presbyterian ministers. PITT wanted to give them. SIR Gr. C.

LEWIS said that in Ireland improvement must begin from above, not

below If we give houses to one faith, we must give them to all,

The Catholics would like them. At present the Bill does not sens
|

peace, but a sword.
Lord Honghton. The measure has the merit ot leaving no vested in-

terest unprovided for. Its effect will be small. But we ought to con-

ciliate the Irish, and I think this clause almost more important than

the whole Bill. I have spoken to some of the highest Roman prelates,

and I know it will not be unwelcome.

Duke of Somerset. I must say that this Bill is a most disagreeable

Lord Punch. And yet you don't like it, ch ? (" Order !") I didn't come

in with an order. I paid like a man. (Roars of laughter.)

Duke of Somerset. As to calling this a Liberal measure, when it

appeals to every sectarian prejudice, bah! And there's MR. GLAD-

STONE, once the foremost champion of the Church, now her deadly

enemy. He's like Coriolanus. The three Commissioners, Minos,

JSacus, and Rhadamanthus
Lord Punch. Do you know where they sat ? (The Duke takes the hint.}

Lord Kimberley. MR. GLADSTONE'S true statesmanship is shown by
j

what the noble Duke complains of. PITT'S scheme was quite different

he wanted to get a State hold on the Catholic Church.

Lord Granard. I assert that we Catholics are not for the scheme. We
can provide for our own clergy, and we do.

Duke of Leinster. I have given a house to a priest, a manse to a

minister, and a parsonage to a clergyman, and all live in peace and

amity. (Lord Punch.
"
Bravo, Augustus ! Orom a Boo ! ")

Lord Dunraven. The Catholics are disappointed with the Bill. It

re-endows the Protestant Church.
Lord Harroiffby. Here you go. Accepting the Bill m obedience to

what you call popular opinion, and now sticking in a clause in utter

defiance thereof.

Lord Russell. The scheme promotes real equality.

Lord Westbury. The public don't understand the question enough to

form an opinion on it. There is no sin in endowing the religion on

which nineteen-twentieths of the Christian world depend for salvation.

Will you deal damnation round Europe ? I pray you pass this clause.

lard Granmlle. I protest against it, though I am pleased to see this

quite new liberality towards Catholics. All parties and all churches in

Ireland oppose Concurrent Endowment. Neither the Government, the

Commons, nor the country will accept this plan.

Lord Cairns. No. It won't wash.
Lord Denbigh. I said our Prelates would not have it. I was wrong.
Lord Denman. I rise (Shouts of discontent.) Then I sit down.

Lord Stanhope's Amendment carried by 121 to 114.

Lord Punch. We are Seven, my old cockalorum tibbies.

THE IRISH CHURCH BILL THEN PASSED THE LORDS.

The LORD CHANCELLOR begged leave to call the attention of their

Lordships to the disgraceful conduct of the noble Lord who had last

spoken. With a levity totally opposed to the temper in which

Lord Punch. Levity is the soul of wit. I move this House do now

adjourn. What do you mean by levity ? All this is a solemn farce,

and on Thursday GLADSTONE will knock out every Amendment you 've

stuck into the Bill, except, I suppose, that Half-Million. Let's go to

bed it "s nearly midnight. What doth levity out of his bed at mid-

night ? I 'm awfully glad the business is done.

Loud and universal cheering.

And it all happened just as his Lordship had predicted, for on

Thursday, in the Commons, MR. GLADSTONE announced that the

Government would cut out all the Lords' Amendments, of any import-
ance, except as above. He likened the Lords to people up in a balloon.

He should
Restore the Preamble.
Put back the date.
Alter the Curate plan.
Refuse the Income-Tax alteration.

Agree to protect some Annuitants.
Disagree to the Fourteen Years' clause.
And the gratis Glebe Houses.
And the Ulster lands.
And the Deduction of Poor Rates.
And the Concurrent Endowment.
And the Holding up the Surplus.

MR. DISRAELI was sorry for the spirit in which the courtesy and for-

bearance of the Lords was to be requited. The Bill was an awkward

one, because MR. GLADSTONE had tried to legislate on abstract princi-

ples, which was always a blunder. However, he wished to facilitate

matters, and he hoped that the division on the Preamble, which involved

the principle of the Amendments, w(
ould save many others.

_

So
then;

was a brief debate, and then the original preamble was carried by 3i6

to 222 Majority for Government, 124. And so they went on dis-

agreeing; with the Lords, and restoring the old form, dividing three times

mofe, with similar results. On

Friday. The same process was resumed, and to the same result. All

the rest of the Lords' Amendments were rejected. There was good

speaking by the leaders, who got excited from their sheer weariness, as

MR. BRIGHT said. MR. DISRAELI again deplored the conduct of

Ministers, and MR. GLADSTONE defended it, and the Bill, which he

prophesied would be the religious regeneration of the Church. A
Committee was appointed to draw up the Commons' reasons for dis-

agreeing with the Lords, and the latter sat (talking about the discomforts

of their House, miserable reporting, now improved, and other things)

until the Irish Bill and Reasons could arrive. They entered at about,

half-past one in the morning, and the debate was fixed for the follow-

ing Tuesday. So much, for the Beginning of the End. "Would
'twere grouse-time, Hal, and all well."

MR. PUNCH deals en bloc sitting on a block of ice from Wenhaa;

Lake, which is in Norway with the rest of the Parliamentary work of

the week. Supply very likely the public will get a road through

Kensington Palace Gardens, for carriages Contagious Diseases Bill

for treating the Land of Intestates as other property is treated. On
this, MR. BERESFORD HOPE announced the ingenious doctrine that,

land in England was becoming less and less a thing thought of as a

source of wealth, which could be obtained so much more easily from

other quarters, but as a thing to be got as a means to a social position,

and to do good to the poor. Any estate the larger the better that

MR. HOPE will settle on Mr. Punch, on the above understanding, will

be accepted. The Lords, having done with the Disendowed Churches,
went at the Endowed Schools.

APPLE-SAUCE FOR THE GUN-CLUB.

IN answer to an objection against pigeon-shooting, that amusement
is argued to be not more cruel than game-shooting. Undoubtedly ;

and if game-shooting means a battue, pigeon-shooting is no less sports-

man-like. But then dog-fighting and cock-fighting, in point of cruelty

to animals, do not at all exceed pigeon-shooting ;
on the contrary, it

exceeds them, for dogs delight to bark and bite, and it is the nature of

gamecocks to be still fonder of fighting, by which, therefore, they

please themselves as well as afford pleasure to their spectators ; whereas,

for pigeons, being shot is no fun at all. Much the same may be said

of bear-baiting, badger-baiting, and bull-baiting, as of cock-fighting

and dog-fighting, and, when you consider apple-sauce with relation to

Michaelmas-day, you will see that in the lawfulness of pigeon-shooting,
the Roughs have certainly a just ground for demanding the liberty to

revive those old English sports and pastimes, so as to be, for diversion,

on a par with the Swells.

EPISCOPAL BRAINS GAUGE.

THE LORD CHANCELLOR says that the Resignation of Bishops Bill

is
"
not intended to effect by any compulsory proceeding whatever the

resignation of any Bishop." This statement must be reassuring to the

British Public, which regards Bishops with that loving reverence re-

markable as a peculiar feature of the commercial mind. For if the

retirement of incapacitated Bishops were to be made compulsory on

proof of their incapacity, then the question would be, how that could be

proved ;
and perhaps the House of Commons would decide that all

Bishops over a certain age should be liable to be called upon to show

themselves in possession of their faculties by chopping sticks and

counting hobnails. __

Spiritualism.

THE Manchester Examiner ends its account of a ghost in a hotel in

that city as follows :

" Meanwhile the house is nightly crowded by
hundreds of visitors, who, excited by curiosity, thirst of knowledge, or

other desire, have been exorbitant in their demand for spirits, to the

no small profit of the landlord." What insatiable people not to be

satisfied with one spirit !

A SLIGHT CONFUSION.

"A DELIGHTED Evangelical" is decidedly mistaken. It is the

Deputy Keepei of the Records, not the Editor of the Record, who has

been knighted.
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CUPID'S CHEAP TELEGRAMS.
F a surety, when the Telegraphs
Bill shall have become law, the

charge for telegrams having
been reduced to a moderate

figure, then, as the Times ob-

serves, "one great advantage,
to be anticipated from cheap and
extended telegraphic communi-
cation

"
will be

"
to diminish the

ever-increasing burden of letter-

writing." It is possible, indeed,
that letter-writingwill ultimately
be altogether superseded, so

V^MJH
~*1MJN that even lovers will correspond,

or at least that suitors will trans-

Tx init their declarations, and pas-
sionate and sentimental !!!'.

by the penny post no longer,
but by the sixpenny wire. Now this they will probably have to

do in messages of twenty words each, which will necessitate a con-

densation whereof examples will in good time occur in the course

of actions for breach of promise of marriage, telegrams having been

substituted for the amatory epuUes at present commonly prod
Court a lant, which that fool has furnished

himself. 11, t at Reading, according
to law report,

"
with much unction by UK. KKNKALY

"
:

"
My darling LIZZIK, On this charmi

warmth of its

such a delicious inspiration

your lovely image funny little nose, bri

rosea and lilies, and a mouth so mutint*

in nt to KC!

n sirl whose attractions an so it)

him

n-aven teems, by the

> few I am not cold to

ion and charm
le eye*, a completion (*iV) of

it a man would
ii wrong to care for

! have something in
: igrcsx which he can

:'r, HAH. A.V."only see with sorrow. Writo to me, lilt

Had the Post been superseded by the Electric Telegraph,
"
A. V."

might perhaps have epitomised his ideas as above imparted to his
"
darling LIZZIE

"
and

" BAB "
in sentences abridged, but also em-

bellishea, somewhat thus :

Blazing hot day. Heaven making love to Earth. A. V. sends ditto

toL.
Tootsicums. Kicksy-wicksy. Kiddlums Kiddlums Kiddlums. Fanny

little nose.

Conjure up lovely image. Bright blue eyes too. Also rose and lily

complextion, and mutine mouth. Popalorum Tibby blows a kiss.

Ducky-dovey. Love you to idiocy. Feel self growing imbecile.

Man who barrs every one else from attempting a progress which he
can only see with sorrow mast have something in him. Au revoir,

Bab. Excuse nonsense. Doody.
It is possible, however, that though love-telegrams will be sen-

tentious, the words employed in them will often be, singly, even
still longer and finer than those which men who write love-letters,

generally containing poetry, now, most of them, use. Because, though
a message at a given sum may be limited to a certain number of words,
there will probably be no limitation of the letters constituting each
word. Erotic telegrams, therefore, will very frequently perhaps be
couched in terms as turgid as those of a Popish pastoral, or the high-
tlown letter which the parish-clerk in Peregrine Pickle writes to replace

ie'i to his lady-love, lost by Tom 1'i/tts. Here arises a question
whether the compound words of a Germanised telegram, proposed as

single words, ought to count as such whether, for example,
"
ever-

rirl," word of five syllables, would be fair. It remains to be
M i'ii whether cheap electro-telegraphy will much lighten the labours
of the postman on Valentine's Day.

Forage at Wimbledon.

THE fine weather which we have -had for the last two weeks has
been favourable to the Camp on Wimbledon Common in all respects
but one. Mushrooms are good things, and they commonly spring up
on Commons, but moisture is necessary to their development, ana the

encamped Volunteers have missed the repasts which, if their Camp
had been less dry, might have been afforded them by the Jgaricvs
ciimpestrw.

A Shocking Solecism.

A TELEGRAM from Lisbon says :

" The vines are extensively dilapidated."

Hey ? The time of grapes is not yet ; and how can vines be dilapi-
dated except as to grapestones ?

DRAW I JACK 0\ DINNER.

(A Song of Ike WkilebaU Seatox.)

" GIVE me an English dinner plain
Substantial roast and b.nli-d for me:

French toys and kickshaws I disdain,"
Says many a man, and no fool he.

Soup, fish, and joint, if all correct,

May mean about the best of food ;

Turtli! ami venison, recollect,
And salmon likewise, may include.

But condiments, in measures vast,

i'y Britons ever in demnnd,
<rds convivial, to be pawed

Miikc you require the cruet-stand :

Which you mufcl call that, Jons may bring ;

Or i -.] :

ou would not that be did to you.

Ah, there 's the rub we all do feel
'

And ' -: of friend*.

That, to ciij'iy a Br:

Sit who would dine, should d.ine fJMfc

if you not alone would eat,

But food and COL -liare,

m<l that festive t

Whose viands akilfu! ire.

TJbere none cry
"
Hand the mustard, Bleaie,"

Domestic dinners' constant

Or, what's most true when
"
1 '11 trouble you to pas* the salt."

You take your dishes as they come,
With their ingredients nought combine;

Bat. if you dare to sin as tome,
Mix also, sugar with your wine.

Hump-steak, potatoes, bread, stewed-cheese,
A pint of ale, a go of rack,

At times on such good things as these,
For want of better, one falls back.

Of better, what 'a perhaps the best

Is, that you need not shout and roar

For waiters ; or your fellow-guest

Be, things to hand, bored by, or bore.

Sauces hare no man plagued to reach ;

Let every native board be crowned
Wi'h mustards, peppers, salts, one each,

Vinegar, and the rest, all round,

HBVUHK!

THE LONDON AND BARKING BANK.

MR. WILLIAM HOPE is said by a contemporary to have
"
stated in

evidence that he believed the metropolitan sewage could be utilised at

a fabulous profit." So probably thinks the Metropolitan Board of

Works, for it prefers obstructing the channel of the Thames, and

poisoning the Barking people, with the sewage of London, to endea-

vouring to convert it to any use. Let us hope that the profit which

niight be derived from all that amount of matter, adapted for deposition
in the right place

instead of the wrong would prove to be real, and not
fabulous, ror then the stuff now accumulating day by day in a
morbific mud-bank off Barking, would by the chemistry of nature, be

continually transmuted into a proportionate quantity of bread, potatoes,
and pasture ; thus, instead of undergoing slow and ever pestiferous

decomposition, being rapidly reconverted into esculent forms.

Mrs. Ramsbotham. Junior.

Ax Eton boy, her nfphew, told her that when mythological pagans
died, they were turned into stars, as for example. Orion

"Ah," said Mas. RAMSBOTHAM JUNIOR, "*>
great constellation to the survivors."

it must have been a

DIALECTISCHISM.

As Ex-Member of the Dialectical Society is said to be writing a

pamphlet on Spiritualism, to be entitled L'Home quirit.
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A TARTAR.

DE. M'CuRKiE (A CHILLY OLD SOUL), HAVING ASCERTAINED FROM BIS LANDLADY THAT COALS ABE SIXPENCE A SCUTTLE, POLITELY

INSISTS ON PROVIDING A SfdTTLK OF HIS OWN, AND BEGS TO RETURN, WITH MANY THANKS, THE CHARMINGLY TASTEFUL ARTICLE
SHI HAD INTENDED TOR HIS TTsE.

THE THIRD ATLANTIC CABLE LAID.

(Between Minou, in the Bay of Biscay, ami St. Pierre in Newfound-

land} My 11, 1S69.

ANOTHER tie completed of the Old World and the New !

Another path of lightning laid beneath the Atlantic blue !

Another nerve-cord throbbing 'twixt the young heart of the West,
And the various life that stirreth under Europe's ancient breast !

We have read, yet scarcely heeded, the reports from day to day,
As Great Ship and Great Cable measured their watery way :

For so this world of ours spins down the stream of thought and

act,
That what was last year's marvel is this year's familiar fact.

And a small thing now it seems to us, that, from Brest to Newfound-
land,

London and Paris and New York, through a hemp and copper band,
By the twinkle of a lamp, and the quiver of a wire,
Hold interchange of words and wills, like gossips by the fire !

Is this for good or evil ? tends it to peace or war,
This bringing those so near whom Heaven has set apart so far ?

Sure for use of more than markets, ebb and flow of more than

JfOld,
Thus Time and Space are conquered, and the severing sea controlled.

Is not our sordid purpose shaped to issues past our ken,
By the

mysterious power that rules the destinies of men ?

Are not these buried cables, these wires of speech and thought,
The warp and woof whereof the web of the wide future *s wrought ?

We may ask we cannot answer : deep, as in Ocean's breast,
Ihe unseen wires whose unseen fires flash betwixt East and West,
Lie hidden, in the awful depths of the Almighty will,
The secrets of the future, and the ends of good and ill.

LET WELLS ALONE.

MR. PUNCH had, somehow, fancied that there was a good rule in

reference to public appointments. The first thing is to get the best

man. If the best man is to be found among the natives of the country
whom the public servant is to serve, and who are to pay him, take that

native. If not, take the best foreigner you can get. But, of course,

this rule does not hold good when the appointment is in England, and

a German wants it. If it did, Mr. Punch fancies that at the present

moment the name of the Librarian at the India Office would be WELLS,
and not that of the doubtless well qualified German gentleman to whom
the DUKE OF ARGYLL has given the place. An Oriental scholar was

needed, and Mr. Punch believes that MR. WELLS, Turkish Prizeman at

King's College, London, who was the only man that could talk to the

SULTAN, when here, in his own tongue, whose acquaintance with

Arabic is of the most intimate sort, and who has written admirably
both in Oriental languages and about Oriental topics, might have very

properly been selected, but his claim was necessarily rejected because

a German gentleman was in the field. Germany is an Oriental region

also, which is an equally good reason for the choice. We are glad
MR, WELLS has been passed over, because he will have the more
leisure to give us other delightful -stories like

" Mehemet the Kurd."

A Change for Old Ireland.

MAT HOPE (not BERESFORD) turn out to have told no flattering tale

to the RIGHT REV. SAMUEL, Bishop of Oxford, when she said that to

him which made him say to the Lords, in the Irish Church Bill debate,
that he was "

hopeful of a great resurrection in Ireland." A resur-

rection will be a great improvement on insurrections.

A PLEASANT COMPANION FOR MONTHS TO COME. We are glad to

see a new pastoral story,
" The Vicar of BMhampton," by ANTHONY

TROLLOPE, illustrated too with WOODS cuts.
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WHAT TO DO WITH OUR OLD WOODEN WALLS.

DMIRAL PUNCH presents his

compliments to the old salts

and splendid swells who have
the happiness to form the

Admiralty Board, and begs
to know what to their think-

ing is the use of keeping afloat

a lot of obsolete old hulks
at some half-dozen of our

dockyards, now that sucli

ships are quite unsuitable for

purposes of war, and, ugly
as they are, cost the country
something handsome for re-

pairs and yellow paint ? As
economy is just now the order
of the day. Admiral Puxek
would mildly hint that some
thousands of pounds yearly

might be saved by chopping up these old ships into firewood, without

weakening in any way our national defences, or at all imperilling the

safety of our coasts. A better use, however, for these old wooden
walls of ours would be to put them in commission as Homes for

Homeless Children, and to station them in various ports and harbours
in the kingdom, as a fleet of floating schools to train up true MM
British tars. Admiral Punch has lately inspected the ship Chichattr,
at her moorings off Greenhithe, and was so thoroughly delighted with
all he saw and heard there, that he wishes all the liulks now rotting
near our dockyards were put to the same service as this now useful ship.
Here some hundreds of young school-less, shoeless, shirtless little

urchins caught haphazard in the slums, have been saved from grow-
ing up into roughs, ruffians, and rascals, and trained to be good
sailors, and to earn their livelihood by doing honest work.
The Chichater is kept afloat by voluntary charity, and three five-

pound notes suffice to feed and clothe and educate a boy there for a

year. Economists might grumble were the House to pass a vote of

funds for floating schools, nor is it likely that the country will soon be

so enlightened as to learn that keeping prisons costs more than keep-
ing schools. Any lad who may be rescued by such vessels as the

Cnichtiter, at a cost, while he is trained there, of but fifteen pounds
a-ycar, might possibly have grown into a ruffianly garotter, and have
been sent to gaol bynis enlightened country, at a cost for every year
there of not less than thrice as much.
Let the hulks now rotting useless, and not costless, near our dock-

yards, be put to such good service as the admirable Chichester, and
now many poor street boys will be rescued from the chance of going
convicts to

"
the hulks.

1

]

ROO-EY-TOO-EY-TOO ! TO. 2,375,963 CORRESPONDENTS.
WHAT ho ! A Goblet ! Drink for Mr. Punch ! He was born, Sirs,

on Saturday, the 17th July, 1841. Consequentially, Saturday last was
the One Thousand, Four Hundred and Sixty-Thira hebdomadal return
of his natal day. Affably thanking the Universe for its well-merited

confidence in his baton, he dippeth his beak in the Gascon wine, and
adviseth the inhabitants of the said Universe to look oat for his Two
Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty-Sixth hebdomad, when they
will hear something to their advantage. Hooray !

And. by the way, Sirs. Mr. Punch is not going to be published in future

at the North Pole, or on board the Great Eastern, or in the silver mines
of Potosi, or under the Great Wall of China, or in the caves of Klephanta,
or in the Grotto of Antiparos, or in the Apollo Gallery at Versailles, or
in the whirlpool of the Maelstrom, or at the top of the Great Pyramid.
Equally unfounded is the story that there is any

"
changing of hands

"

in respect to the immortal Punch, one and indivisible, fle is Punch of

Whitefriars, published by
his friends, BRADBURY, EVANS, & Co., and

he intends to be published there by them and their descendants in

strict entail for eleven hundred and forty-seven years, when the Millen-

nium, brought about by his endeavours, may render them unnecessary.
But until then, and possibly afterwards, he remains, your, the Public's,
and the Universe's friend, ^^ of 05^^,,,.

Altatia.

Bat and Ball.

IN a report of the well-contested Cricket Match between Eton and
Harrow, cleverly won by Eton, at Lord's on Saturday, you may have
seen that BEGBIE having, after a good innings, been caug'ht out :

" Another of Harrow's beat bats, APCAF, succeeded to the vacancv, and at

86 the Eton captain retired from the attack, MAI DB resuming."

May the gallant Captain and Cricketer of Eton retire no sooner than
at 86 from bowling in the game of life, and the brave Best, of Harrow,
have an equally long innings.

ST. SWITIIIX'S, 180'J.

I the rainy Saint is bland and benign to the Crystal Palace. On the

morning of Thursday the 15th he was distinctly heard to say making
a line i.i -,'s still more emphatic" there ikall not be a drop
of rain the whole of the livelong day ;" and it it only fair to add, that
he kept his saintly word, and so merited the confidence

placed
in him, when they fixed a

"
Grand Pyrotechnic

"
Festival for

his anniversary, and trusted that his waterworks would not interfere
with their fountains. He deserves to have a great set piece specially
in his honour in the next display, with plenty of Roman Candle* and
St. Catherine wheels.

Perhaps never since his canonisation in the reign of Pope Aquarius
XVI., has St. Swithin been so much the subject of conversation as he
was on the S.rdcnham Slopes last Thursday : and the blessing* that
were showered down on his head, in acknowledgment of kit thought-
fulness m not showering down any accumobted ooCare on ten
thousand nice bonnets, must have well repaid him for not being quite
in MR dement. He is now at liberty to do sometkrnff for the harvest
and the bops, but if he can make another exception in favour of the
DnsMtie Fete, and the Fireworks to follow, OB feitnfcgr the 21th, all

kinds of fine compliments shall be paid him.

I spent my money and time very agreeably over
" SMenham's

Works" on the 15th. I varied my amusement* and JTMt.andas
the day was true rammer and the thermometers it higk spirit*, perhaps
a short account of what 1 did deserves to be pat ayom Record by
yourself, Mr. P*ck, and Sra T. DCWJS HABDT.

I played croquet, and had my hair cut ; I got upon a vetaeipedc and
had my hair privately dyed ; I went to an opera, and was shampooed ;

my portrait was taken, and my carte de *Me rxpeditioady printed ;

I lost property, and on being weighed, was delighted to find that 1

had not lost something else, my frame being already too spare ; my
boots were highly polished, so were my manners

;
1 iked the Camera

Obscura, but not the dark railway carriage in whist I rode from
Balham ; 1 behaved circumspectly in the Circus, and went the round
of the Picture Gallery ; I enjoyed draught* (of cream soda, manufac-
tured by a wheel, and a dexterous young woman whom I did not envy
having to recollect a doM dsfera* syrap* for a dosem thirsty appli-

cant*), was introduced to the automaton Chess Player, and made
acquainted with his checkered career, and admired a krge number of

charming young persons in ruffs and panieri, whose affable demeanour
to their companions convinced me that they were in a fair way to be

speedily mated.
1 saw the Nawab and the other great

"
Bengal light* :

"
I visited the

rosary and the geraniumry ;
1 studied the raw material in the Techno-

logical Museum, and the cooked material in the Saloon Dining Room :

1 listened to organs, pianos, bands and babies ; I promenaded ana
lemonaded; and as a grand finale to the day's Programme (is not

threepence rather too much to charge for it ?), almost as pleased as

the excited school-boys who were my neighbours, I rapturously

applauded the maroons and the balloons, the saucissons and
asteroids, and Magnesium lights (which Mr$. Mmlafnp, near whom
I had the honour of sitting, would call sausages and asterisks, and

Magnesia), the cascades and the fountains (" red not" as one of the lads

well expressed it), the comets and the rockets, the batteries and the

salvoes, the temples and the palm trees, and all the rest of the successful

splendours achieved by MR. BROCK, who seems fired by a noble sky-

aspiring ambition constantly to surpass himself.

And then, after admiring the dazzling cornice of light round the

beautiful Palace, I came home in a girandole no, I mean in a railway

carriage where there might be more travellers than seats (that young
couple seemed to put up with the inconvenience very patiently),

on a

line of railway more remarkable on this occasion for safety than speed,

past stations not conspicuous for architectural beauty, and to a terminus
to my journey and my paper, my sole regret being that in my misplaced
confidence in the Saint, 1 had encumbered myself with, and lost, a
valuable cotton umbrella. AHBRLET H. NORWOOD.

A Noble Marksman.

Is the Morning Pott, the other day, appeared
a letter on

"
Pigeon-

Shooting," vindicating it from a charge of special cruelly, and signed
" WILLOUGHBT DE BROKE." Doubtless the cruelty of Pigeon- Shooting
has been greatly exaggerated, and its champion is a dead shot, other-

wise one might ask whether bis signature should not have been
"
WlLlOUGILBI DE

GALLANTRY IK THE HOUSE.

THERE is no truth in the report that MR. HESRY HERV.ERT, the

advocate of better accommodation for the Ladies in their Gallery, has

been offered the vacant post of President of the Virgin Islands. Rather

grilling this weather behind the grating.
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CROQUET.
Clerical Instructor. "Now, HOLD THE BALL FIRMLY WITH TOUR FOOT, Miss

SCRAMBLE, AND TAKE CAKE NOT TO HlT YOURSELF THIS TlME !

"

Miss Scramble (who is gelling rather bored}.
"
AH, WELL, IN CASE I DO, SUPPOSE

TOU HOLD THE BALL FOB ME, MlL SMILBR !

"

THE MARGATE BATHING-WOMAN'S
LAMENT.

IT nearly broke my widowed art,

When first I tuk the notion,
That parties didn't as they used,
Take reglar to the ocean.

The hinfants, darling little soles,
Still cum quite frequent, bless 'em !

Bat they is only sixpence each,
Which hardly pays to dress 'em.

The reason'struck me all at 'once,

Says I,
"

It 's my opinion,
The grown-up folks no longer bathes

Because of them vile Sheenions."

The last as cum drest in that style,'

Says, as she tuk it horf her,"
I 'm sure I shall not know the way
To re-arrange my quoffur !

"

By which she ment the ed of air,

Which call it wot they will, Sir ;

Cum doubtless off a convict at

Millbank or Pentonville, Sir.

The Parliment should pass a law,
Which there's sufficient reason ;

That folks as wear the Sheenions should
Bathe reg'lar in the season.

Shakspearian Rudeness.

HER MAJESTT has just conferred the honour of knight-
hood upon Six Gentlemen. Six ! Ha ! ha! If it had been

five, or seven. But Six ! Ha ! ha ! We must quote it

can't he helped. When the QUEEN left them, did she say,
"

I will now take my leave of these Six dry, round, old,

withered Knights?" Of course not they are all esti-

mable and some of them comely gentlemen but are we

going to be done out of a Shakspearianism because it is

inapplicable ? Perish the thought !

A BOOK ALL TITLE PAGES. The Peerage.

MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
As the Stranger comes up suddenly from under the bedclothes, and

inquires if it 's a fire, I can't help noticing (in the flash of a second)
that his appearance, about the head I mean, is rather conflagratpry than

otherwise. His hair is red, long, and rough ; his face is red, his mous-
tache and beard is red.

Happy TAouffM.The Fire King in bed.
I explain that it is not a fire, and that, generally, no danger is to be

apprehended."
Then," says he, stupidly,

"
what, 's the time ?

" As if he 'd been

expecting me at a certain hour, and I had anticipated the appointment.
It doesn't seem to occur to him that he is causing me any inconve-

nience
; and, having once ascertained that there 's no fire, he strangely

enough appears to take no further interest in me, but lies down again,

and, turning away on his side, mutters,
"
Well all right never mind

don t bother get out !

" He is not a bit afraid ; only, after a short,

spasmodic gleam of intelligence, he relapses into the heaviest drowsi-
ness.

This is so annoying that I determine to try if his sense of justice will

not bring him out.

Happy Thought. To say. simply, but emphatically, "I beg your
pardon : you 've got my bed."
He replies, gruffly and drowsily, without stirring,

" You be some-
thmged ! Don't bother."
Now I do think that to come home at three in the morning, happily

and pleasantly, expecting to turn in and rest, then to find a red-haired
stranger, whom you never saw in your life before, and fervently hope
never to see again, in your bed, and, on your informing him of his

mistake, to be told that you may be
"
somethinged

"
(a word worth five

shillings in a police-court), and are not to
"
bother," is rather a strong

proceeding, to say the least of it."
Yes," I reply,

"
but I mutt bother." I am becoming annoyed, and

I will have him out. Why should / pay for a bed at a hotel ? Why
not he? Or, stop

only fair.

1 continue, louder, so as to stop his going to sleep,
" You 've got my

bed."
From under the sneets he murmurs pleasantly, "I'll have your

hat !

"
as if he thought my address to him mere low, vulgar chaff. As

if I should come (I can't help putting this to him pointedly) at three

o'clock in the morning merely to indulge in low, vulgar chaff with a

stranger ! Does he think it likely ?

He pretends to have fallen asleep again. Humbug !

I repeat, angrily,
"
I tell you, Sir, You 're in my bed."

He replies, more stupidly than ever,
"
All right !

"

I say, sarcastically, Well, Sir, as you don't dispute the fact, perhaps

you '11 kindly turn out."

This does rouse him, as he turns round and asks me, in unnecessarily

strong language, who the blank I am ? what the blank I want ? why
the blank I come there bothering ?

I answer, simply, that WILLIS lent me his bed.

He retorts,
"

Well, WILLIS lent it me!"
I did not expect this, and am staggered for the moment ; so much so

that I can only say, very inadequately,
" Did he ?

"
"
Yes," continues the Stranger, angrily,

"
for as long as I like to

stop." Evidently implying that he 's not going to get up yet.

But," I remonstrate,
" WILLIS lent it to mofirst."

"
Couldn't," returns Ited-Haired Stranger, rudely :

"
I 've just come

straight from him. He gave me his latch-key." And, sure enough, on
the table lies the fellow to RAWLINSON'S.
" But I came up this afternoon," I inform him. I feel this is weak

as an argument.
To which he replies,

" And I came this evening."
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"
Yes," I reply, admitting the fact,

"
but I came here first :

"
where-

with 1 point, to my portmanteau, i don't exactly see why lie should

take this as rorroburnlivr evidence, but it. strikes int: I'M a Happy

Thought at the moment; that it will quite knock him over; whicli,

however, it, doesn't at all.
"
Well," says he, clenching the matttsr,

"
1 came to hod first.

1 can't deny this. Dou't know what to do.

the power of producing somo crashing argument which should bring

him out of bed.

Htippv Thought. Fetch KAWLISSOS.
1 look into his room cautiously, mid, as it werv, breathe his name.

1 breathe it. louder. He is awnke and holt upright in bed with I he

suddenness of a toy .lack -in-the-Box. Then he laughs : then he asks

me,
"
Can't you eat 'em ?

"

I ask, rather astonished,
"

F,at what ':

"

He replies,
"
Turnips" seriously ;

from which. I gather that he has

not yet mastered the tact of my being iu his room, and that, despite his

sudden liveliness, he is still dreaming. After a few more disjointed

words, he laughs and apologises, and adds that, as he 's quite awuke

now, he wants t know what's the matter.

"Ah ! that must be GRAINGER," he answers, when 1 tell him of the

red man in bed. He says this with
'

conviction thir

I've told him is so like (IK.UXGKK : (> down to the grounAM
fact.

It appears that WILLIS has been staring with OKUM.KK, and

that GRAINGER has come straight up from WILLIS, with permission to

use his room, while WILLIS uses ( I K 1 1 \<, MI'S in the country.
"

I don't

see how you can turn him nut," observes EUwUHSON, thoughtfully,

but at the same time settling himself once more under the sheets, as

much as to say,
"
and you e '

' to give up my bed."

l/.i/i/iy Thovght. To sav, "It's rather hard to have to turn out at

this time to go to hotel." 1 say tins piteously, with a view to appeal-

ing to his si- ip***' ".*8 1 had before to >

of justice. lUwt i ly under the clothes again, agrees

with me.
"
It is," he says,

"
confoundedly hard."

"
Such a nuiailJM^

1 continue, plaintively. "Horrid!" returns EUwLnraoH, under the

clothes, in a tone which signifies that he really doesn't care twopence
about it as long as he 's left alone.

Happy TAwyW. The selfishness of Bed. Note. This is worth an Essay.

I stand there hesitating.

Happy Thought To suggest
"
Isn't there a spare bed in the house ?

"

HAWLINSON answers, decidedly,
"
No."

I can't help feeling that if he got up and looked, I dare say he "d find

one ; or, in fact, that if he interested himself at all in the matter, he

might do something for me.
It occurs to me at this moment that I hare often professed myself

able to shake down anywhere, and rough it. I suggest (I can only

suggest, as 1 feel that now not having any, as it were, legal status in

WILLIS and RAWLIXSON'S rooms, 1 am there simply on sufferance a

wayfarer a wanderer, nrlad of a night's lodging anywhere, anyhow,)
I suggest, ti>

KAWUXSOX, hall' I asleep, replies, "Yes."

Happy Thou lylhfftthc table-cloth would do for sheets, &c.,

in the nope that he'll return, "Oh, if you want sheets, here you arc,"

and jump out ami liis cupboard. He does not

seem to be partieokrtY struck with the ingenuity of the idea, and

again, more fei'bl) 'Yes."

Hang it, I think he might do something. 1 am angry, 1 can't help it.

I go back to the sitting-room. Bread daylight. 1 might pit up till

RAWLINSON, or the red man, rises, and then go The sofa is a

hard horse-hair one. Suddenly I become determined. I'll go to a

hotel, and then write to WII.MS and complain. Complain? of what ?

Something 's too bad of somebody, but who's to blame ? 1 '11 have it

out to-morrow morning. Go >m to get portmanteau. Red
man has locked his door to pr ^ion. My night, things are in

the portmanteau. 1 trll him this through the door, lie / ,/i'f hear.

I thump. No. I anathematise the servant at home, who didn't pack
up my things in my bag, as I told her.

Happy Thw :!:/. Write down instructions in future. Anatl:

KAWLivs.'N, lied Man, WILLIS, everybody. Descend stairs with. bae.

i'Vel refkless
;
don't care whom I wake now. Landlady, maid, lodgers,

anybody. "Confound 'em ! they're all sleeping comfortably, while

I
"

1 bang the bag down in the passage, and open the door.

Where's a cab? All gone home. There 's one up in Regent Street,

crawling. 1 don't Care what noise I make now. Hallo ! I li ! Cab !

here!" As 1 put my bag in the cab, it occurs to me tint this looks

uncommonly like having robbed the plate chest, and coming away with
the contends.

" Where to, Sir?
"

1 think. I 'vc onlv once been to a hotel in town.

Morley's. Stop ;
on second thoughts, Mprley's wouldn't like being

rung up t this time. A railway hotel is the place where they're
accustomed to it.

Happy Thought. Charing Cross, where the Foreign Mail trains come
in. Always up and awake there, and suppers, and Boots, and Cham-
bermaids, all alive at night as well as by day.

Happy Thought. Much better, after all, to go to a hotel than to
WILLIS'S. Here we are. How sleepy 1 am. Discharge cab. II ,w

sleepy the night-porter is. Everything gigantic and gloomy. Large
hall, large staircase, large passages, sma
candle. A doubt crosses my mind, and I wish 1 hadn't discharged t .

"
Can I have a

sort of reluctance which I attribute to his slrepineas
t 1 can be accommodated with Numb
vc.

rnn.

ild like a sidvand- brandy, I say.
.o give him to understand thai 1 am .

Hundred and

Happy 'I'hovf
Answer: Ho

Not that I wu
outcast, to be |

five stories high. o other room ?

llappv Thought. "Not got OTIC on tli

to give him an idea of my importance. 1 am not a bale of (rood .

shoved up into Number Three Hundred and 8eveu :

idea that rooms on loor are about two guineas a day, ami 1

.re let out in. suites to Ambassador ruished For.

Happy Thought. Ambassadors hM^HSpOoms for nuthin .

for by their ' as tn tWriir '

M i LB'URD would have done it . u.dy ami soda out. II-

can giv, -ays, when the bar opens, about thr,

1 :; >t : V, , my bag: -.;-porter
He communicates with the houv . a pipe

;> stairs as far M I can, and I shall meetiu a hole

the In

I go up the grand n
staircases iu the llluntraltd Ltr,

Don't know why. Look dowu \<>\

keeping guard bef

tho prisoners having put their boots out.

case 1 meet the I my ba

prisoner gaoler carrying bag full of sto

ridor, up another, through a third, up
corridor smaller than the previous ones.

As I a nk of picture* of
and people going up them.

-)rtf ofboots out :

lake a prison on the silent system :

he 1 idling of last stair-

leads me (gaoler and
uwn one cor-

itaira, into a fourth

We come suddenly upon
Number Three Hundred and Seventy- Five. 1

door is opened : bang goes my bag on to a stand. I walk forward
towards glass, examine myself leisurely, debate, will give my orders

to the Boots, and take it, generally, very easily, having arrived at a

haven of rest.

Happy Thought. A haven where I wouldn't be.

Happy Thought. To be called at tea. and have a cap of tea brought.
He will be good enough to open my bag, and put out my things. I

like a hotel, because you are waited on so beautifully : much bettor

than at home.

the house-porter baa gone, without confound him '.without undoing
a single strap !

Happy, but very trngm, ThoufM'Vo rittf, and show him I will be

attended to. My hand is on the bell. I pause. On second thoughts,
I '11 pitch into him to-morrow morning. Go to bed now. Let me see

take my note-book to bed, and make mem for to-morrow. Koyal
. Academy to-morrow.

Happy l%ogfJU.--\(t?T night's fitful fever be sleeps well. He went

, away (howe-porter did, I mean) without my telling him when I wanted
to be called. Doesn't matter. Call myself, and nag the bell when 1

awake, to call hi* and pitch into him. Wiah I 'd got all my regular

night things. Know I shall catch cold.

Der Preischutz in Ireland.

A TELEGRAM from Dublin, the other day, told us that :

A body of 800 armed Catholic* lay in wait in Wolfe'* Glen for Probst .

but encountered UOIM."

In the opinion of many people it is a pity that those Catholics w

disappointed of M r Protestant match in the Wolf(e)'s gleu,
aud that Zatni'l didn't fly away with both sidea.

Fashionable Habit.

Ts FolM, this month, announces

This is a healthy fas!

bjooabli

ny rate.

<: umns' BLTTSDER.

SAID an Irish Lunatic to an Irish Hector,
"
The Lords mi:

mistaken you for / when they are for transferring 'the surplus' to
'

the surplice.'
"
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PARLIAMENTARY SHoOTINi, SAVKD.

ords against the Commons shot
At Wimbledon, nnd lost the iramr

This time; the Irin Church Hill Rot
Off, in contesting, much the san

But as to shooting, oh, how near
To Laving none was either !

Prolonged debate might hare, both )'.

And Commoner, withheld from Grouse.

Or, if dismissed awhile, to ohase
r feathered prey on niouut au.l moor.

They might hare been condemned to face

An Autumn BflHJo&'l awful bore,
Constrained to work when they would play,

partridge o'er tlic plains pursue,
Or. stationary, pheasants slay,

( )r slaughter litres in a bu

Bat noble Lord* bare saved their own,
And honourable Members'

And, when a few days shall hare tlowo,

Parliamentary Report
Will be bat the repeated pop
Of their breech-loaders on the Hills,

Both Houses having shut up shop,
Whilst birds alone bring forward bills.

Fashionable Nomenclature.

CERTAIN articles of ladies' dress hare names which, if

appropriate, strike one as rather curious. Among others

we notice that the singular excrescences which are worn
DOW on the back, are spoken of as

"
paititrt." Their

effect is to give ladies the appearance of a hump, like that

upon a dromedary. It were scarce polite to add that their
' name may well remind us of articles which sometimes
! may be seen upon the back of another kind of animal.

A CAUTION."
Comic Man. " WIIAT 's YOUH. FIOHTIN' WEIGHT, GOV'NOUK!"
Ala -ute (.

SUCH ANOTHER FOOL'S
YOU OVEE !

"

SALISBURY OS GLADSTONE.

Tur. observations of the MARQUIS or SALISBURY in the

House of Lords touching the PREMIER have been trans-

readily}.
" TWELVE STOKB TIN, SIR; AND IF YOU ASK ME lated by a Cabman, as

follow^
:" He won't hear no

,'s QUESTION, I "LL TAKE you IXT THE BALI-OUT, AND BBOP argimunt from nobody, he won't he's sitch a harbitrary
covr."

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

MONDAY, July 19. A fortnight ago 3/ir. Punch remarked of the

University Teats Bill, which had just been passed, amid cheers,
"

It

iill will be passed into Infinite Space, amid cheers," in another place.
That was exactly what happened to it to-night. It was not rejected,

certainly not ; only LORD CARNARVON carried the Previous Question
by 91 to 54. and the measure rolled away into vacuity. Of course you
know, ana if you do not, it is of small consequence, that the Bill

was in favour of Dissenters, whom it proposed to admit to University

advantages. LORD CARNARVON thought that the end of the Session,
and when people were thinking of the Irish Bill, a bad time to discuss

the other topic. Thank the Destinies, the ingenuity of man is never
at a loss to find a reason for Not Doing It.

" Without Repose, by neat excuses won,
Say what were earth, a world with all thing! Done."

The Commons were dull enough over the Education Grant.
MR. FORSTER gave statistics. There is increase in the demand for

Education ; but of the children of the humbler classes only a quarter
of those between 6 and 10, and a fifth of those between 10 and 12,

receive real teaching. Perhaps this may be an available fact for those
who believe in the necessity of Compulsory Education. Here the

well-to-do have a tremendous advantage, they Dare not keep their

children from school or home instruction.

Mr. Punch was glad to join in the vote of 25,000 for completing
the South Kensington Museum. On the British Museum vote,
MR. WALPOLE complained of the vile way in which many Readers
make out their tickets, thereby causing delay. There should be a

clerk, whose sole business should be to inspect the tickets, and tear up
the illegible ones, shying the fragments m the face of the illiterate.

This would not only be instructive to them, but a pleasing amusement
for the rest of the Room, as pleasure should be combined with study.
On the National Gallery vote there was some sesthetic talk, of the

feeblest kind.

Tuesday. The Irish Church Bill.

Lord GrtaivUlf. We do not mean to be contemptuous, bat we cannot

accept your Lordships' Amendments.
Lord tairnt. You promised attention to them, and so got votes on

the Second Reading. Now, see here. We'll give up everything,

Ulster glebes, residences gratis, and all except this. \Ve will not have

your anti-religious preamble, we will not have the surplus taken out of

the hands of another Parliament, and we will have our
plan

of com-

muting life interests, and the curate arrangement. We want no

collision.

7xW A'imtfrlfy. Really, we can't agree.
lard ffrfy. Do. Or f shall say that either you do not care what

becomes of the Bill, or you want to degrade the House of Lords.

GLADSTONE is very rude to us. We can't have Concurrent Endowment

now, but it is the Ministers' fault.

Lord Shaflobury. Most violent and revolutionary measure. I pro-

phesy, &c. &c.

Lord Raaell. The preamble is needless, and I shall vote against

Ministers, in the hope that one day the way may be seen to Concurrent

Kmlowment. 1 am not up in a Balloon, 1 thiuk.

'/ Argyll. Whoever says we want to provoke collision, he's

never nund. A Ministry attempting such a thing ought to be im-

peached. I tell you your Church has been treated with liberality and

generosity.
lard Salutary. No such thing. We are not resisting the will of the

country, but the will of one Arrogant Man.

Kishoji of Umdon. \ protest against secularisation.

Lord Gr,tnrtllf. The language used against ns is offensive. I appeal
to our friends to support as at a critical moment.

Lord Chancellor. 1 could hardly sit to hear such things said. The
idea of calling such a man as the PREMIER is, Arrogant ! LORD
SALISBURY had better take Kosaliite't advice to Biro*, and spend a year
in a hospital by way of taming his mocking spirit. Come, my Lords,
let us cultivate Christian love.

Duke of .Watifheater. An odd speech. This Bill is pitching a sword
into the face of Irish Protestants.

VOL. LVII.
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Lord Wiiichilsea. If this House is to be struck down, JACK CADE
may as well do it as any other public character. We needn't fear the

Papists, let us fear the party whence another OLIVER CROMWELL may
arise. I shall defend the right, though I take my chance of the Block.

Then, did the Lords stand by their preamble alteration, by 173 to 95.

Lord Granmlle. That 's a wopping majority against us. 1 can do no
more till I have seen my colleagues.

Wednesday. A Cabinet Council, which sat three hours. In the

evening, Mr. Punch, banqueting with the LORD MAYOR LAWRENCE,
all the Philosophers, and all the Painters, had just inserted his Beak
into the Loving Cup, when a message was whispered to him,

" We
Swallow." (Fact.)"

So do I," said Mi: L'tiiicli, suiting the action to the word. Conse-

quently, after this communication, he was quite prepared for the gushing
scene on

Thursday. When arose
Ijord Granfillt. We are for peace and conciliation, and I am sure

you are. Suppose we keep the date of disendowment at 1 January,
>

1871, as originally proposed ?

Lord Cairns. Quite so, I 'm so. By all means. Peace and con- !

ciliation, nothing can be sweeter, I'm sure. My Lords, EARL
GRANVILLE and I have had a private and quiet talk together. I

(Cheers.) I dare say you'll believe that we talked like men of the

world, that I said nothing about the Coronation Oath, and sacrilege,
and that he said nothing about the National Will, and sacred justice.

But we came to the point; and I must say, my Lords, that it's a

pleasure and a joy to do business with such a man, not to say such
an earl.

Lord Granmlle. I'm sure

Lord Cairns. Just so. Well, there was no time to consult my
friends ; but I think they will trust me ; and I am the Leader of

Opposition. I '11 tell you the bargain. The date as the Government
pleases. We've modified the curate matter. As to commutation,

they are to give us twelve per cent, instead of seven additional, if

three quarters of the clergy in a diocese resolve to commute. As to the

residences, well, we ought to have 'em for nothing ; but it is not worth
while making a row over 100,000. Then, as to the Surplus, we stand

to our guns, and the surplus is to provide
"
for unavoidable calamity,

or to be employed in such manner as Parliament shall hereafter

direct." There, I detest the whole Bill
;
but we could not make a

better bargain for the Church.

Archbishop Tail. Yes, I think we must take it ; and, after all, it is

something like a re-endowment. I can't abide Voluntaryism.
Lord Carnarvon. The difficulty of the case justifies LORD CAIRNS.
Lord Salisbury. He has been a gentle Antonio to a hard Shi/lock ; but

we are not so badly off I don't mean we, the Church that we Love.

[Tfaerybody went on congratulating and complimenting everybody for
a long time.

Lord Fingal. The Catholics are most grateful.
Lord Bandon. The Protestants are not.

Lord Granmlle. Quite delightful, I assure you, the way I have been

spoken of. Pray understand that CAIRNS, not I, got you the twelve

per cent.

[One dioision taken, which ffaue Coreninieut 47 to 17 on the resi-

dences but many Lords got behind the Throne, not to vote.

Bishop of Tuam. You are committing a National Sin, and a National

Injustice.
Lord Granmlle. All right. [Committee to draw up reasons. Cheering.

Friday. The House of Commons was suddenly transformed into a
Cave of Harmony. ME. GLADSTONE, in a most eloquent speech,
retracted the Balloon, enlarged upon the merits of the Irish Bill, as

finally amended, and paid a glowing tribute to the House of Lords.
He also complimented the Opposition in the .Commons for the manly,
but not factious way, in which they had fought for their principles.
He wished the Church of Ireland Goo-speed on her new career. The
Bill would, in a few days, become Law.

Various other Members raised the chorus of congratulation, a few
discords only serving to enhance the pleasing general effect. MR.
DISRAELI consoled his friends by denying that there had been any
unconditional surrender, and declared that

"
a wise and conciliatory

settlement
"
were the most prudent words in which to describe the

result. But he hoped that no more attempts would be made to legis-
late on Abstract Principles.
The Catholics and the Dissenters expressed their satisfaction, and

MK. MIALL promised the new Church all aid. Finally, amid loud

cheering, the Lords' Amendments, as last settled, were agreed to, and
the Bill was returned to the Peers.

Wednesday. MR. F. A. MILLBANK asked the SPEAKER what could
be done to LOAD SALISBURY for calling MR. GLADSTONE Arrogant.
The SPEAKER said that the Commons knew nothing of what was
done in Another Place.

The Bill for Protecting the Property of the poorer sort of Married
Women passed by a large majority, and ought to become law, in spite
of the advanced state of the Session. Women want this, not votes.

Thursday. SIR JOHN COLERIDGE, being very angry at the Tests Bill's

rejection bythe Lords, made his feelings known somewhat irregularly.
MK. BRUCE contradicted a statement that tin: Habitual Criminals was
to be dropped, and then we had a long New Zealand debate- the

Colonists insisted on being left to manage their own affairs, so they
must now manage their own fighting. Ma. WHALLEY attributed the

rebellion to
"
the Han Hau Virgin Mary and the Jesuits." We quote,

and are ashamed to do so. Afterwards, more and complaint
that Manchester gentlemen gave for a picture what it. was worth, and
thus prevented the nation from getting it under itsflegitunate value.

Very wrong of Manchester.

IP. DUKI-: OF ARGYLL produced the Indian Budget.
A decided Deficit, but no cause for alarm.

The Commons allowed themselves to be bored with speeches about

MURPHY, the Fire-brand, and his halving been prevented from doing
mischief. All rational people felt that a wise measure of police had
been adopted by the authorities wlio sat upon him. Then Ships were
talked about until past two in the morning. But everything hath an

end, and that of the Irish Session is not far off.

PUNCH TO THE POLICE.

MY DEAR COLONEL HENDERSON,
Do you ever read a novel ? If so, you may perhaps remember

the tale of The Three Clerks, by my friend, MR. TROLLOPE. I am
reminded of this story by the tale of the three bank clerks at the

Marlborough Street Police-Court, -where they were charged by the

police with being drunk and disorderly, and were proved to have been
as sober and as steady as MR. KNOX himself, who dismissed the charge
at once, and censured the policemen who had trumped it up against
them.

Stories similar to this have been related since by correspondents of

the Times, showing that
"
the force

"
have a weakness for strong

swearing, and will lie through thick and thin to contradict a truth

which may chance to tell against them. Tales such as these bring such
discredit on the service which is under your command, that I trust

you will do all within your power to prevent them. We pay policemen
to protect, and not to bully and browbeat us. Black sheep who try to

levy black-mail by force of their blue uniform, should be drummed out

i of your army to the tune of
" The Rogue's March." The public will

soon lose their respect for the police if they be perjurers and bullies,

I
and they may as well be all dismissed, if nobody respects them. "Every
man his own policeman," will soon become the cry ;

and people will

refuse to pay for keeping up a force which proves to be a nuisance.

THE RIGHT REV. OLIVER TWIST.

(Apropos of the late Debate^

IRISH Prelates, from TRENCH down, seemed thankful
" To save what they could from the fire :

"

Only TUAM will not take a bank full

Of dross, from the Lords to retire !

But the Primate of England appears
Chief Steward of Church scrip and store !

As the Olirer T/vist of the Peers,

Audaciously
"
asking for more."

the Commons was remarkable only in that MR. GLAD-
STONE gave his adhesion to the Bill for Marrying Your Wife's Sister.
He thought that it might have a disturbing influence among select

circles, but that the general mass was to be thought of, and wanted the
Bill. Whereon, SIR J. HAY politely told him that he seemed to desire
to abolish the Commandment which relates to conjugal relations.
Several large majorities supported the Bill, and it got into Committee.

Tales and. Details.

A " CALCUTTA savant," named CAMERON, has made up his mind that

in Borneo dwell Men with Tails. He wants to fit out an expedition to

ascertain the fact. Among his requisites are long-range rifles. But
this seems absurd. If the creatures are men, and lie shoots them, he

must be hanged. If they are not, cut bono ? We recommend him to

compromise, and try Salt.

Money not Monarchs.

"TiiE average life of a sovereign being taken at eighteen years
"

What an unpleasant statistical statement for kings and queens to read,

if they see it without observing the context, which will show them, to

their great relief, that these short-lived sovereigns are not flesh and

blood, but gold. There are crowns which do not last so long.
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WORKHOUSE ECONOMY.
Mr. Punch, has

proved to you that you must
not believe all you read in

the newspapers, represent-

ing a bench of Magistrates
as having committed a small

child to gaol for stealing a

radish, and so forth. But
as to Poor Law Guardians,
you are not, perhaps, able

to say that you have found
most charges of inhumanity
reported against them turn

out, on investigation, to

have been unfounded, or
indeed generally exagger-
ated very much. You will

not, therefore, probably feel

greatly inclined to question
the accuracy of the follow-

ing statements occurring in

/''war, dated

Cpwood, July 20, and signed
J. A. BtJSFIBLD :

" At the Keifthley Petty Sessions this day, a man was brought up for

begging. His defence was thnt he went to the workhouse the previous night
ana asked for a bed, which was provided. He had no supper, und the next

morning he left at 8. . without breakfast, and passing through the

town in search of work asked a little bread at one or two houses, which was

given to him, but he was not
guilty

of any incivility, and he had not r> . n . .

more than would, alt'ord a reasonable meal. He further stated that he had no
offer of food in tlm workhouse upon condition that he would work for it, and
as he said, he muaftdtenAnu either ask for it in the streets or starve."

However, Sir, the excess of your charity will peradventure suggest
to you that there may have been some mistake in this matter. You

may conjecture that the relieving officer, or person under him whose

duty it was to feed the casuals, happened to forget it for once in the

way, or may not have offered, simply
because he was not asked for

food. Such good-natured surmises do honour to your heart, Mr. Punch,
but they are not confirmed by what follows :

" On receiving this statement the Bench sent for the Master of the Work-
house, and were ind r <1 lint formerly it was the practice to give a casual

his breakfast upon condition that he performed some remunerative work, but

that now the Guardians had made an order that neither food nor work should

be provided. Under these circumstances the man was discharged."

Now, Sir, those Guardians were, like other Guardians, elected by
the Ratepayers, were they not? Very well; then the Guardians

represent the Ratepayers. Such as the Guardians, such are the Rate-

payers except in as far as they disavow any of those other gentlemen's

proceedings. Do the Ratepayers of the Keighley Union disavow that

order of the Guardians whereby starving casuals are provided with
neither food nor work ? If they don't, if they stand by their Guardians,
then they proclaim those Guardians to be their own Guardians Rate-

payers' Guardians, Guardians of the Ratepayers' pockets, not Guardians
of the Poor. And then, too, Sir, give me leave to say that they also

proclaim their distinct and total disbelief of Christianity, their dis-

belief of it in every particular, even that of its morality, nay more, their

belief 9f the direct contrary of its moral teaching as to the duty those

Guardians of theirs not only ignore, but positively contradict in an
order by which, expressly, the casuals being hungry, are not fed.

"What then?" asks somebody not you, Sir. What? Why, dis-

endow and disestablish the Church of England throughout the Keighley
district. Of what use can clergymen be to its population more than

they
could to so many pigs ? Who would be surprised or shocked if

such people as the Keighleyites should unite in making a great
bonfire of the Scriptures: were to sing old Rose and bum the

Bible especially the New Testament. Nobody but Mrs. Grundy, who
can stand seeing Scripture morally, but not physically, treated as

waste paper.

But suppose the Keighley people do not generally coincide in theology
with the late MK. THOMAS PAINE. In that case their attention is

invited to the statement, concerning the casual and the circumstances

above related, that,
" under these circumstances the man was dis-

charged." So, they will think, ought, at the earliest opportunity, to

be their Board of Guardians. Say they
do not think so, then 1 repeat,

they may as well burn the Four Gospels ; but the Poor Law Commis-

sioners, even if prepared to approve of that demonstration, will of

course take steps for compelling the Keighley Guardians, and others,

if there are any such, at least to show so much humanity to even casual

paupers as they are bound by statute. Of downright starvation the

very casual pauper himself, I suppose, the Poor Law Board would not

willingly let die.
' U hether the Keighley Guardians, and *ome others,

would or no is a question scarcely soluble by your very humble
Servant,

lr. jpunrh's protest
T THE PASHIXti TH 1RI

and all other Jo

SKILLIOOLEK.

MR. PUNCH, for

PROTESTS
1. Because this bringing the affair to a tame compromise is an injury

to himself and Msase whom he has named, inasmuch at it

Eliminates variety of wry good words, aa Crisis, Antago-
nistic, Complication, Constitutionalism, S*e*do*lism, Vitupera-
tive, Demonstration, Commutation, Disestablishment, Disendow -

ment, ami other valuable polysyllables, and the weather is too
hat for that Crystallisation of new ides*.

i Because he, nsrsgs*lly, is done out of an swfal lot of effective

Cartoons, which would have been supplied by a Collision, par-
Ueukri* s> virw f BEAMS marching upon the House of Lords,
and one of MB. DIMIAKU dcmamlinz tile im|-:iran.ei:' . :

Ma. BRIGHT for bad Latin.

e never believed in a Crisis. great many able

insisted there was one, sail ttey are brought to

w by the ridiculous business habits of Englishmen.
shall all be deprived of t he dailf satisfact ion of seeing

i of Commons well pitched into by the Standard, as

Dissenters, and Robciew, that estimable journal having

actually calmed down, on the SMSJII'IIH **" r the arrangement,
and being able to utter nothing stranger than the mild complain'
that

"
fidelity to principle has been sapplautcd by a dog-like

subservience to a man. We see the result of this in that mono-
tonous assemblage of dumb-fovssstoed motes which calls itself

the Liberal party, and which knows no higher line of duty than
to vote as MR. QLTS direct*, anrf kotow to MK. GLA.DSTO.VB and
MR. BRIGHT. The policy whieh, has reduced the Ministerial

ranks to that perfection of discipline exhibited in a school pre-
sided over by a flogging usher, has knocked out the brains of

the party, and substituted for an assemblage of thinking men a

fortuitous concourse of stilted mediocrities, whose mot d'ordre

is to vote as they are told, and yell down the Opposition

speakers."

5. Because English 'people were learning something about the

Geography of Ireland, and several accomplished persons had

been known to speak with comparative exactitude as to the

relative positions of Dublin and Oslway, Cork and Coleraine,

and had the debates lasted another year, there is reason to

believe that most people would have had a distinct notion of the

situation of the four provinces.

6. Because the passing the Bill is a new evidence of the tyranny of

England towards Ireland. The former, having ever been a

plunderer of the latter, now robs her of her last grievance.

7. Because Parliament will now have an excuse for addressing itself

to trumpery topics like Education, Pauperism. Emigration,

Sanatory Regulation, Crime, Taxation, and the like, which are

exceedingly dull themes, and which offer no points for fiery

orators or sparkling wits.

S. Because he did not want to go out of town, and
hoped

for an

autumn Session as an excuse for sticking to his Club, whereas

now he must go and be bored with scenery, bad cooking, and

dear lodgings at some sea-side place.

'. I Because he hates Papists.

10. Because he hates Protestants.

11. Because he hates Every Body, and means to, until the weather

permits him to wear clothes.

Music Hall Cads.

MR, Prscn rc.ids in the Daily \evi that at one of the Music Halls

a fellow sings reflections on t!i> the country

than in London, and that he is much applauded by counter-skippers

from West End sliops. Mr. /'//.i.7< trusts that decent artisans (who

understand why II KR MAJESTY is compelled to dwell in comparative

retirement) will abstain from rewarding the singer with bouquets in

the form of pewter pots. But when is Licensing Day ':

LOOKING BEFORE THEM.

THERE was one great quality possessed by the Volunteers at "Wim-

bledon, which must have struck even the most careless observer their

foresight.
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THE DIVISION OF LABOUR.

HOW WOULD IT BE IF THEY CHANGED INSTRUMENTS ?

AUDI ALTERAM PAItTEM.

IN these flays of unabashed puffing, fifty times in every season

BYRON and WALTER SCOTX are congratulated on being in Elysium, so
\

that those respectable writers may be spared the mortification of being
j

told, as it is the conscientious puffer's business to say, that they have
[

been completely distanced by a new poet or a new novelist. But there
|

is a burst of honesty sometimes, and here is one. It is not often that

a publisher has the candour to advertise a thundering puff, and then to

append its antidote, as in this case, we cut from the Atheneeum :

" Among the young poets who, during the last few years, have made them-

selves a name among our neighbours across the straits, no one arrived at that

ial end more swiftly than UK. **. At his first stride he touched

nished, rapid, with a Byronian accent now recalling

, rich in antithesis, and drenched with classical

is not likely to penetrate more

essenti:

the goal. His verse is finii

POPE, now CHURCHILL
ambrosia." Kcvue ties Dem Mondes.

" We can only regret that ' The *** '

than a few bachelor smoking-rooms." Press,

As the poem is 'neither so good nor so bad as is above stated, Mr.

Punch does not give its name or its author's, especially as the latter

may do better things when he acquires larger sympathies. The candour

of the publisher deserves all praise.

A Card.

THE Morning Star, m a frankly phrased announcement that it has

changed its proprietary, and is going in for more decidedly Revolu-

tionary Doctrines (the words meaning wholesale and wholesome

changes) states that it will be written by men
" who know what they

want, and say what they mean." All Mr. Punch's Young Men are

(after hours) at the Star's service. They know what they want, which
is to do as little work as possible in return for fabulous guerdon, and

upon every conceivable occasion they say that they mean to do it.

We think that the Star had better offer them engagements.

THEATRICAL. The only people who never suffer in the long run
Managers of Theatres.

DEADLY DRIVING.

FOR those who take their walks abroad in the crowded streets of

London, here is a rather pleasant morsel .of intelligence. We find it

in the REGISTRAR-GENERAL'S report :

" The expected number of deaths by horses or vehicles in the streets is 105

in 27 weeks
;
the actual numbers recorded in the 27 weeks of this year are

106. Eight persons were killed by horses, 3 by carriages, 6 by omnibuses.

15 by cabs, 33 by vans or waggons, and 40 by carts. One peraoa was killed

by a dray."

It possibly may interest a practised statistician to calculate how many
deaths may be

"
expected

"
through bad driving : but when the calcu-

lation is confirmed by actual experience, there seems to be fair reason

that some one should do something to endeavour to prevent a recur-

rence of the fact. Carters, van-demons, and cabmen appear to be the

deadliest of drivers now in London, and ought to be most strictly

watched by the police. If a few of them were sentenced somewhat

heavily for manslaughter, the rest might learn the lesson that they

ought to be more careful, and in course of time might even be persuaded
that they really have no right to drive over other people, at the rate of

five a week, as it appears is now the case.

Johannes Fulgidus.

LATIN is catching, like love. From sitting near his classical chief,

PEELIDES, MR. BRIGHT has taken to quoting the first-mentioned

language, and the other night he described MR. DISRAELI'S coming to

the House with dishevelled hair crinibus disjectis. Bravo ! Whydoesn't
he companion the Juventus Mundi with a Senectus Tuesday? or, better,

translate the De Amicitid for the Society of Friends P

VISION OP IKISH WALL-FRUIT.

IRELAND was thrown into a state of unparalleled excitement by
the debates in the House of Lords on the question of adhering to their

Amendments of the Irish Church Bill. The eyes of all the potatoes

were on the PREMIER.
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A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER.
GHOST OF QUEEN ELIZA.BEI.-. "AGREED, HAVE THEY? ODS BODD1KINS ! GiDS MY LIFE, AND MARRY

COME UP, SWEETHEART! IX .Vr TIME I'D HAVE KNOCKED ALL THEIR ADDLEPATES TOGETHER TILL

THEY HAD AGREED !

"
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
Need hardly put Ikat down, hut I will There's nothing like regularity
in details. 2nd. /

. Start a separate heading,
to writt. By tlie way, they haven't answered that bell. ( )nt of bed to
ring asrain. Jump in once more. Quite exercise. Jot <

Boodeh. I 've (tot lots to write, I note, but cn't think just mow to
whom. One to WILLIS about his bed and the stringer GKAINGER in
it. That

'
all. No. One to my wife. Forgot (hat. What can I say 'r

Happy Thought. Mustn't say
"
I 'm enjoying myself very ranch in

London." Will write,
"
Horrid place, London this time of yew."

(Happy Thought : Height ofthe Season.)
"
Wish I was back home m our

cottage. But can't : business with publisher most important,
baby for me. Lore to Mamma "

(I mean MM. SYMPBRSON, my mother-
in-law. Mutt shove in that). King the bell again. That 's the third

'

WAX K up in the Hotel apparently in the middle of a dream.

Happy Thought (on (Ae instanl). To note it down, as it seems a con-
nected story. My Dream. (Example of Connected Dreamt for Typical

Development}, Vol. IX., ch. ii., par. 8, under
"
D," for Dreamt, i.e.

Dreams of all Nations.'] I thought LOKD WESTBUBY came up to me,
somewhere in a room or a garden, took me aside and said something
to the effect that

"
his real name was Sarsaparilla." I don't think I

was surprised at the announcement, or perhaps I hadn't time to express
any astonishment, as immediately afterwards I was attempting to

creep on all fours under a kitchen-table, which some one (I don't know
who it was, as 1 didn't see him) said was a Monastery for Little Boys.
Then, immediately, I seemed to be in India, about to be executed for

insubordination to a General who was crying. I didn't know any of

the officers except BOODELS, who was explaining to me the principle
of the guillotine. I replied to some one (to BOODELS, I fancy) that I

must write home to ask permission. But for what I don't know,
unless I meant permission to be executed. The dream, at this point,
became confused, and by the way, on looking over the above notes, it

doesn't seem to me so clearly connected as it had at first appeared. I

am sure there are some missing links which have escaped my memory.
I '11 think of them durinpr the day, and put them down. My impression
about the insubordination in India and the guillotine is so vivid that I
am really quite glad to find myself in the Hotel bed.

lln/ipi/ Thoiifilif. King the bell and order cup of tea, to thoroughly
wake me. First, to Jim! the bell. It's generally, in hotels, near the

bed. No it isn't. Or above my head. No.

Happy Thought, (lirilliunt, infect.) To trace position of bell-handle

by following the wires at the top of the room. I should have made a

good detective. There are no wires. I sit up in bed, and then
observe that the bell-handles are on either side of the fireplace : as if

it was a dining-room. It 's absurd to have a bed-room like a dininjr-
room : the architect ought to have known better. By the way, is it

the architect's business f Curious how ignorant one is on these really
common subjects. I never thought of it before, but now I do consider
the matter, it appears to me that the architect only manages the

of the building its architectural part and has nothing to do with the

inside. Then who does the stairs V and the doors ? Carpenters and

upholsterers ? 1 wish I had a dictionary here, 1 'd look out what
fafaife means, as I tuoif it 's the architect's business to attend to that.

Odd, now I think of it again, I do believe I 've left out Architecture
under A in Ti//i!'-l Development, Vol. II. However, I shall show the

publishers only Vol. L, which is complete up to Abstractions. Get up
and ring the bell. Get into bed again. Delightful to tkink in bed.

To lie aud think : then take note-hook and jot something down. Jot
down my arrangements for the day. 1st. Getjap. Wath and dress.

Happy TkougU, (for letter to my wife) to throw in pathetically,
"The longer I stay away the more I am convinced there is no
place like home." This will be a sort of apology for my (taring
away ever so long now, perhaps including going to Jertey and
Prussia to see COUNT DB BOOTJACK. Looking at the sentence in two
ways, there is one in which it isn't very complimentary. {Happy
Thought. litxb. at it in the other way. Wife will, I hope.] Finish up
letter with,

"
There is no news here." (Where ? I don't exactly

know. Epistolary Conventionalities. Good title for hand/ book.
Suggest it to publisher. Wonder whether he 'II

"
jump at it.") Finish

with
"

I am, dearest FRIDDY "
(short for FRIDOLINE) your ever affec-

tionate husband" By the way, why sign my Christian and surname
to my wife ? (King the bell again. That 's the/ourM time. I suppose
I am so out of the way they don't care about me in Number Three
Hundred and Seventy-Five. Too bad ; because what should I do in

case of fire P Ah well, p'raps one would hardly want a bell then,
except to ring and order a cab. Say, for instance,

"
There

'
fire

here : so I shan't stay any longer. Get me a cab." Bank to bed for

the fourth time. That 's eight jumps in and out, and the room crossed

eight times : walk before breakfast.) To resume. Why should I sign
any name to my wife's letter ? Odd I 've always done it, but its

absurdity never struck me till this moment.

Happy Thought." Your ever affectioiutte'Utuband'." Full stop, and a
dash to the final "d "

of husband. This, as it were, marks an en in

letter-writing. I wish they'd answer the bell. Fifth time of jumping
out and in and ringing. Anise : no answer. Sixth time. Enter Maid
suddenly. "Did you rang, Sir," \es, I did rang, I answer crossly.
Can't help being eroas she 's an elderly woman of the very plainest,

pattern. [Note/or J^fiealDevelopmmU: I'hytiognomy: Effect onPertwu.}
I complain. Rang ten times : exaggeration pardonable. She never
heard the bell-it 's not her landing.

" Then viky did she Mme ?" I

feel immediately afterwards that this question is ungrateful. What
did I want P Well I (my memory is so treacherous. Odd. For the

moment I 've quite forgotten what 1 had been ringing six times for !)

Happy Tkoui/ht. Oh, please take clothes and boots, and brush 'em.
" Here they are, Sir, outside." Ah, taken while I wat asleep. Oh !

(as she is leaving the room) I know: Tea and a bath. She understands
me and retires. Note down what else I 'vc got to do to-day. Do the

Royal Academy.

Happy Tkourkt.Get
up,

and go early. It takes me a long time

getting up. Wish I could do what heroes in novels do. Their toilet

never takes them more than a few minutes.
" Ten minutes sufficed

him to complete his toilet, and then hurrying down the stain he

met," &c. &c., or
" To jump from the rude couch, and to buckle on his

armour, was with SIR REGINALD the work of a few seconds. When
fully accoutred he descended the steps and found LADY EVELINE on the

Terrace," &c., &c. I should like to fill this out (" Come in !

"
to Boots,

with bath) with details.
" To jump from the bed, look in the class,

brush his hair, blow his nose, wash his face and hands, tub himself, brush
his teeth, put on a clean shirt of mail, ask for a clean pocket-handker-
chief, and get his armour brushed and polished, was with SIR REGINALD
the work of fewer seconds than it has taken me to write this."

Happy Thought. After breakfast tell Boots to pack up bag, bring it

down, and I'll call for it in the course of the day. Very Happy
Thought, because by this means I don't have to lug it about town.

(By the way, where am I going to sleep to-night r At WILLIS'S, if

GRAIXGER'S gone : call and see). 1 don't have to pack it myself. And
I fetch it without any ostentation.

'

ostentation means that

ten to one against this particular Boots being in the Charing Cross

Hall, and so I shan't have to tip him. Don't deserve tips for not

answering bells. Almost a proverb this" Who answers no bells, gets
no Tips.'

r

Happy Thought. Compose a book of neat Proverbs. Offer tku to a

publisher who '11 jump at it. What a lot of things I shall have to offer

to the publisher when I go with Vol. I. of Typical Development*!
Mislit make a fortune if he only goes on jumping. "New
Proverbs" is a first-rate notion. Stop, though isn't it rather

sacrilegious ? (That isn't the word I want, but, 1 mean, isn't it rather

treading on SOLOMON'S ground ':> Wouldn't do this for anything. By
the way, didn't TCPPER? That's rather asrainst it. But mine's a

totally different notion.
" New Proverbs

"
with the celebrated motto,
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" Let who will, write their songs, give me the composition of their proverbs,"

or words to that effect. Mem. Find out who said this, and when : date, &c.)

Dressed and breakfasted. Now to the Academy.
At the Royal Academy. Early. Very early. No one there. Up the steps into

the halL Not a soul. No one to take the money. Perhaps they 've abolished

payments. Good, that. So gloomy, I 'm quite depressed. See a policeman. He
reminds me that of course how idiotic ! the Royal Academy has gone to

Piccadilly, and here I am in the old Trafalgar Square place.

Happy ThoughtTake a cab to the New Academy.
Ah, nice new place ! Inscription over the entrance all on one side. Leave my

stick, and take a catalogue. Hate a catalogue : why can't they put the names
on the pictures, and charge extra for entrance ? I know that there used to

be a North and a South and an East and a West room in the old place.

Happy Thought. Make a plan for seeing the rooms in order. Go back, and

buy a pencil. I '11 begin with the North, then to the East, then to the West,
and so on.

BLOW FLY FISHING."
THIS is HOW OLD PUFFINS (WITH THE AID OF A BLOW-TOBE) GETS OVER THE

EXERTION OF THROWING A FLY.

SPADE AND SAW r. RIFLE AND BAYONET.

Tire sorely-tried Military Authorities who have to decide on inventions, have

had laid before them a light steel spade, which screws into the butt of the rifle, as

the saw-backed sword-bayonet into its muzzle. When an old-fashioned soldier

used the butt of his piece as a weapon, he used to be said to
"
club his musket."

Henceforth, it seems, spades will be added to clubs, to help the points of the mili-

tary game. But now that
"
spade-drills

"
and

"
earthworks

"
are to be among the

chief reliances of the soldier of the future, the art of war seems really to be changing
into husbandry.

"
Turning rifles into spades, and bayonets into saws," is quite as

apt a symbol of the change, as
"
beating spears into shares, and swords into

sickles."

Playing at Priests.

MR. PUNCH observed a paragraph headed as above, and of course passed il

over, having had enough of Ritualism. But, seeing it again (paragraphs you want
to neglect always crop up, somehow) he found that three small boys got into a

chapel, lit candles, and were enacting priests. Surely Ritualism will feel sym-
pathy enough for fellow offenders to pay their fines.

SONGS OF SIXPENCE.

VI. LINES BY RAIL.

Off with a friend to Brighton,
1 went in the Express;

My heart was light,

My hat was white,
I wore a summer dress.

I went to meet my fair one

Upon the Brighton Pier.

Ah, now I do not care one-

Dump but you shall hear.

For mate from mate
To separate
Does seem to me a pity ;

Yet I came from Victoria,

My friend came from the City.

And when I say my friend, I mean
A friend who was at school with me :

And who since then,
Now we are men,

Has often played the fool with me.

I was alone, and thought of Her,
Who was no flirt or hoyden ;

The City train, I '11 here explain,

Joins t'other one at Croydon.

Perhaps I 'm wrong in this detail,

1 'd had one gin-and-seltzer,
With ice, and so

The change, you know,
Might have been somewhere else, Sir.

At all events my friend and I,

In this fine summer weather,
Were far apart, that is at start,

But somewhere came together.

So came together that we winked,
But cpuldn't talk, a. bpther ;

We sat in carriages distinct,

And far.from one another.

He was so far from me he might
Have been among the Feejees ;

But let that pass,
Neceiiitos

Nrni habet any leges.

I thought of her, I dreamt of her,

My own, my darling LATTRA ;

They woke me from a sleep, so deep,
Because I was a snorer.

I 'd slept an hour, I do believe,

The snooze was not a light 'un ;

And then we stopped, from what they dropped,
I gathered ('wasn't Brighton.

I muttered something 'twixt my teeth,

The mat beneath I stamped on.

Oh, rage ! despair ! Where, tell me where
We are ?

"
Sir, Littlehampton."

My friend went on to Brighton,
lie met my darling LAUHA.

Said he,
" Miss L.,

The truth to tell

'Tis 1 am your adorer !

"

"
Yes, your pretended lover has

With some one else decamped : on

My word I do,
Declare 'tis true

He 's gone to Littlehampton."

The pair they laughed,
I telegraphed

But p'raps you've heard before of it ?

If so, tho' true,
This isn't new,

And you shall hear no more of it.

But for this fickle friend of mine,
Who thinks himself a Crichton,

Whom I '11 no, not another line,

About my trip to Brighton.
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A NOODLE'S NOTE-BOOK.
IF you wish to sec human nature in one of its blackest and most

repulsive phases, observe the countenances of the eleven riders in an
omnibus when the twelfth passenger enters with a wet umbrella.

In seeking lodgings ask how long the servant has been in her place.

Depend upon it you will never be comfortable where there is a con

change of slaveys. A good landlady keeps her family, her temper, a
civil tongue, and above all her servants.

Unless you are a very strong person, never rush rashly into a row.
A man with uncertain soles to his boots should always avoid a scrape.
" At the end of the piece." said the successful author to the MIIMI.III

whose, house was not iillinpr, "the audience rose like one man!'
"
Yes," replied t he Manager,

"
far too like one man to please w

Managers, like farmers, ;ire always grnmbling. This reminds me nl'

one who described the. condition of his
"
business

"
thus :

" When it

was over, Sir, the audience went out arm-in-arm."

Never judge by appearances. Perhaps you think Jomu's face an
honest OIK > the Old Bailey dock and see what a change
there is in it. Picture the best faces you know in a like position, and

say if one and all would not answer to the reporters' phrase, a
"
suspicious-looking character."

There are certain people who declare they don't care what tUftBL
Never ask them to dinner, fox be sure they will go away and abuse

everything.

"Fine straightforward man, "i IIIMI i of his word. Never
knew him li:

--

iys he'll sell yon up, and does so." From aH

unpublished and (10 thru/ are Manager* .') lataeted Comedy.

Dear dogmatic old JOIIKSON declared a man who makes a pua
would pick a pucker. -My friend I'ILCHML says H may be true, but
what crimes are t nsters not capable of ! Pocket-picking,
after all, is only a perverted accomplish"

Always avoid men who are continually saying, "To make a long
story short," &c. Tbc>
He was a smart follow, who, when a man kicked up a distun

a theatre, exclaimed, "That gentleman is a disgrace to his <

Isn't
"
holding the candle to the deuce

"
merely making light of

wickedness ?

em
tot .'-

an, ywiwill

I'LAYGUhlO.

ARE you a Chessplayer as well as a Playgoer, a fanatic ah-

serious and solemn diversion, competent to engage in it blindf-.'

potent to carry on any number of games at one and the .

iiroiid anthur, it may be, of a new opening, the happy
brilliant en>im^, a member of Chess clubs and an .v

congresses
'' Should you be an enthusiast of this description, r

fair to warn you that if, allured by its title, yon are

Royalty, to see MB. HALLiDAr*s new "farcical Comedy
"

Chnkmal-,
in the expectation of learning something from it about your (arotrite

pastime, its history, science, and biblioirrapkr, you will meet
with a check Mid be disappointed . But if, after some epnsidermti >n at
to where you should go to be amused. you telnet tku litUe thcsftie in

Dean Street, you will receive a oheck (in eusMsgc for your laanry .

and certainly not be disappointed ; indeed OMB an
JTU---S pre'

what vou will say, after being highly diverted
and Man Ckarltttf Rune, and Sam and ttartka
in the tone of your voice, you will repeat \

frolic Ghei-kmatf -and in the accents of dehfc

add tbase remarkable w.rJs
"
a good i

The title DI l, or metaphysical, or m niiiijofcsAiil.
'

or whatever you, and :

nlists, and '

aafl tin-

Philist! . but the
j>

mirtbfnl an -cli so that in tlis entertaining toMf of
I MESSIEURS DEWAK and I>AKVEU, Mi.su Ut.rvr.H and .V

IOTH8, : iiably forget t ha lu't and the House of Lord*, ::.

Preamble ;< .'ion, and laugh, as <v

I
Councils, an tea as we all are of the Bill of Rifisaan i

(the arrest of the Fire Members.
Understand clearly the risk ycm ran in viv'iiu? the Royalty.

with Checkmal', and the pieoe of :

author, MR. litttNVNi); actors, the <v

with the agreeable addition of Miss BROML
! cise criticina, high Jinks you may so over-

|
at to require, on leaving the theatre, a

> soda-water, crashed lump, and either the v

orac.ly growth of our own Counties of Devon and Hereford, with
i tubes, and cream, and great men, their cattle, cathedrals, and

apple*- _ TVn.v

or ih>

ANOTHER WOMAN'S GKIEVANCE.
MK. PUNCH,

OCR ehampion, MR. MILL, has written a book on The SMection

of
Women. As yet I have not read it, but 1 hope when I do I shall :

mid an indignant protest against one of our wrongs, which has not
received sufficient attention from the Press, the Parliament, and

People. I mean the obligation we are under, when we marry, to take
our husband's name, whether we like it or not. It ought to be made

optional by Act of Parliament. If the husband's name is more eupho-
nious, more aristocratic than the wife's, let her adopt it ; but do not

compel the wife to exchange her own sweetly pretty name for one
which may be grotesque or vulgar.

I write sensitively on the subject, because I am about to suffer by
this most unjust arrangement. Look at my signature. Can any name
be more pleasant to bear, more desirable to retain ? Imagine then what
my feelings are. when I reveal to you that on Thursday week I shall

becoint Mus. HORATIO (I think the HORATIO makes
it worse) SIMLKINS. HOKMIO is a dear old fellow, neither vulgar nor

grotesque, with three thousand a-year, and I would not give him up
for a Marquis, but, his very absurd name embitters my cup of happiness.
When the dearest friend I have in the world, SARAH JASK Ounmn-,
was married to her cousin CLARENDON, she was of course delighted
to bid adieu for ever to GRIDRIP, and become MRS. CLARENDON
FrmiEiiBERT (she now signs herself SABA only; but nothing no,
not even the knowledge that should I ever unhappily be left a widow,
I shall have the right to vote for Town Councillors at Bablecombe,

can reconcile me to the exchange of MARMION-MOWBRAY for

SPILKINS! Fancy: the SFII.KLKSES !

Do, dear Mr. Punch, use your influence to get this altered.

(Cannot an Act of Parliament be passed by Thursday week, to save
me from being LEILA SPILKINS all my lifer) You will then endear

yourself more than ever to thousands of girls who would be glad to

have the chance of keeping their maiden name when they marry.

Yours, very sincerely,

Balileromlje. LEILA FRANCES KATHARINE MARMIOX-MOWBRAY.

Ex Fumo dare Luceiu.

PEOPLE have been writing to the Time* of the appearance of fire-flies

in Kent, and asking how they are to be accounted for. Quite natu-

rally. What siioiilil come of the
"
Kentish fire

"
of excited Irish Church

partisans, but Kentish fire-flio ':

A Lady's Note.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, I read in the
papers

that among the Bills now
being prepared for the Prussian Landtag there is said to be one for

introducing Civil Marriage.
That's easy enough, but will somebody prepare a Rill for introducing

civility after marriage
' That is what I should like to see and near.

How would you like, if you were a lady, to have to ring the bell your-

self, and be scowled at if you spoke when my lord is reading the paper,
and if you answer the parlour-maid when he happens to be retailing au

anecdote, O law ! Write upon this subject, and oblige,

Yours, aflecttonately,

GriteUa Tfrraee._ A SNUBBED WIFE.

Something to bo Overhauled.

TUP. Naval School at New Cross lias, according to tie Standard,

(which appears to $tr. Punch to have made out its case)
"
succumbed

to Bumbledom." A master who set himself against dirt, bullying, and

worse, who protected the young boys, and caused all to wash them-

selves, has been forced to resign. One defender of the Bumbles writes

that
"
boys will be boys." We beg pardon, they are boys, and will be

men, and it is to be wished that they should be humane and clean men.

and not cruel and dirty men. But Bumble perhaps thinks that a Naval

Cadet ought to be a Naval Cad.

WUT AT WIMBLEDON.

A SCOTCH Volunteer, one of the knot of critics round the! firing-

point where the Line-prizes were being shot for, on asking, with some

contempt in his voice,
" Whanr thae lads come frae ?

"
and being told

"Aldershot," was heard to matter, complacently, "Heeh, Sirs!

Aulder shots sud be better shots, I 'm thinkm' !

'

A Dog's Tale.

During the put fortnight MR. COOKB baa made complainU that 1

not carry on the business of the Clf-rkenwell Police Court, owinf to th>-

b:irkin(t of the dog* captured in the street, by order of the CommiMionrn of

Is this the Barking nuisance we hear so much of?

THE HEAT. A Contributor sends us the following, as-the best joke

he could make during the hot weather : A Tailor who supplies eques-

triennes relies upon his habits for his custom.
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"NOBLESSE OBLIGE!"
Stodge (in answer to the nproackful look of his Cabman).

"
WELL, IT 's YOUR EIGHT FARE

; YOU KNOW THAT AS WELL AS I DO !

"

Cabby. "On! WHICH I'M WELL AWAKE o' THAT, SIR! Bur ("more in sorrow than in anger") AN' YOU A ARTIS', SIR! !"

[Gets another Shilling !

FROM LONDON TO PARIS.

A PAKISTAN, writing from England, relates how he has visited the

Exhibition of his compatriot, MADAME TUSSAUD. After seeing the

Chamber of Horrors, he looks at the sleeping and breathing beauty, so

dear to us all in childhood's holidays, and exclaims :

" Dans ce lit une jeune femme (de cire) represented dormante. Un ressort

cachS souleve le drup a intervalles e'gaux, et simule le leger mouvement
cause par la respiration. L'illusion est absolue . . . . et non sans charme.

" La femme est, en effet, d'une beaute extravagante. Et, ma foi ! si elle

ttait a marier ....!"

Here's a suggestion! Perhaps in a week or two we shall read an

announcement, under the head of Marriages, which will inform us how
the Sleeping Beauty was attended to the altar by all MADAME
TUSSAUD s Waxworks, dusted for the occasion. In a public-house,
whither our Lively Neighbour had retired to refresh himself after, I

suppose, the overpowering morning in Baker Street, he says :

"Ce eont des bieres de toutes les couleurs, entre autres de Ginger-bien

composition savonneuse et mousseuse veritable invention de pharmacien
que ce ginger-bier. Prenez en couche et dans une cuiller a bouche, 1' illusion

est complete!"

I wonder where he got his Ginger-bier ? It will hardly bear thinking
of ! Did it, I wonder, occur to him to ask, whence the name of Ginger
beer? Is it Ginger and beer mixed ? Which is the beer, and which is

the Ginger ? It is curiously and wonderfully made, and well worthy
the attention given to it by Yours, POP.

Question and Answer.
THE Church 'as 'ADFIELD'S 'ate. Why does he din it

Ad nauseam ? "
Church" has got two H's in it.

In Two WORDS. CAIRXS and GRANVILLE'S loosing of the Irish
Church knot" Solvitur (pm)-aml>ulando."

A REAL GRIEVANCE.

THE Thames Tunnel is dis-established. It was finally closed a few

nights ago, and has been bought by a railway. This, you know, is a

grievance for Londoners. When country friends came to town, we
have been accustomed to send them, first, to the top of the Monument ;

secondly, to the Thames Tunnel ; and, if they ever returned (which
few did), thirdly, to the British Museum, which completed their anni-

hilation. Now the Tunnel is gone. What substitute is offered?

Somebody suggest something. It must be a very long way from
civilised regions, very improving, and awfully fatiguing. As every-

body will be off in a few days, to sponge on the hospitalities of country
friends, there is no immediate haste, but at is due to them that we
should have something invented before the winter.

Mrs. P. on the Irish Church Bill.

MRS. PARTINGTON says she cannot think MR. GLADSTONE was

polite in calling the Irish bishops Panthers, out of some Latin book.
If he had said Leopards, when he was making 'em change their spots,
and go from one spot to another, the delusion might have been clearer.

But she disapproves of the whole scream of sectarianising the surplice,
which ought not to be on a lay figure.

" The Grand."
"
CLIMACTERIC, climacteric," so accent WEBSTER places,

Nay,
"
Climacteric," JOHNSON says, revised on WALKER'S basis :

Penultimate, or antipen, it 's all the same to me,
While the unpleasant fact remains that I am

SIXTY-THREE.

BETTER LATE THAN NEVER. The Opera is closed, and the great

singers are not gone. We congratulate lovers of art on the probability
of their being now allowed to hear some good music.

Printed by Jnirph Smith, of No. 24. Holford Square in the Parish of St. James. ClerkcnweU, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, '& Co., Lombard
reel, in the P; ecmct of Whitctnars, in {he Citf of London, and Published by him at No. Si, Fleet Street, in the Pariah of St. Bride, City of London. S.VTCBDY, July 31, 18S9.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
HE Catalogue, on re-

ference to it, is,

divided into galleries
all nuiiilii-n d.

Happy Thought.
Take Number One
first, and an on, in

order. Where /.<

Number
tiiul invsclf opposite
214. I

and the

CALDERON. We both say
"
Beautiful !

"
I say.

" How delightful to

pass a day like that !

"
Miss MILLAR thinks, with a laugh, that it 's

rather too
spooney. (Don't like "spooney" to be used by a girl)

uney !

"
I say.

ffi*ppf Thought. Opportunil
'

>-'r>flopmentn, just

lovely

whicli --ars th

their future than of the ili

- really a p<
< -.e rowing

"

Yes, I do, and

Id n't it be nice to have a pic-nic up the river ?

MILLAE says, "Oh do r!> who wi

reply I know bo

me chape the dy. an arch
look : r before

means what she

my ii'i'i'-hook. I say,
:n finish, I am

is saying. I a.ik wii

I shall look

tff.

VI.

:

* tO I

another, l.i

think

thai

is Number
. What 11

- is Unit? Oh.

Landing H'rriny
'

again, of course. To another r ( men tal

Cnn't help stopping before. ;

l

Number One. This is 1S7. Pol: '

It. A. OK;
But (hit is Gallery No. III. People are crowding in now. Nuisance.

Wedged in. Beg pardon. Somebody "s elbowing my back. Big kdy .

stops the way. Beg pardon. Thanks. Squeeze by.
In another Room. I hope Number One this time. 429. Soonabharr. .

3. GRUTITUS. Gallery No. VH. Bother Soonabharr ! Try back

again.
Beg pardon several times for toes and elbows. No one begs my

pardon. Irritating place the Royal Academy, when yon can't get a

settled place. Where w Number One ? Beg pardon, bow, bend, toes,

elbows, push, squeeze, and I'm in another room. Hot work.

Tlw/iyht. Watch old kdy in chair. When she goes I will

sit down. Getting a seat is quite a game : like Puss in the Corner,
j

She tfnex go at last, and, though elbowed, hit, trodden upon, backed upon,
and pushed, I 've never moved. I sit. Now then to take it coolly.
Where am 1? U'hat 's that just opposite? Have I seen it before?
214. Itfwtow ll,-mngs. C. TAVLOH. Gallery No. IV. That's the

third time I 've seen the picture.

// Thought. 'Vo look out in Catalogue for what u Number One.
Number One is Tops;/, Wasp, Sailor, and Miister Turoeu. prottgti of
James Farrer, Esq., of Ingle.borough. A. D. CoopKR. Wonder what
that means ? He might, have called.it Topsy Wopsy $ Co. Funny that.

As I am being funny all to myself, I see two ladies whom I know.
Miss MILLAR and her Mamma.

ffiipp// Thought. Offer Mamma a seat, and walk with Mrss MILLAR.

Opportunity for artistic conversation. Clever girl, Miss MILLAR, and
pretty.

" Do I like pictures ?
"

Yes I do, I answer, with a reserva-

tion of
" Some not all."

" Have I been here before ?
"

I 've not.

Pause. Say, "It's very warm, though." (Why "though":' Con-
sider this.)

"

Miss Mi LI. MI wants to know "Whose that is?" I say,

off-hand, (one really ought to know an artist's style without referring
;o the Catalogue,)

" MILL vis." I add, "I think." I refer to Cata-

logue. If. isn't. We both say,
"
Very like him, though."

M iss MILLAR observes there are some pretty faces on the walls.

Happy Thought. To say,
"
Not so pretty as those off it." I don't

say this at once, because it doesn't appear to me at the moment well

arranged as a compliment ; and, as it would sound flat a few minutes

afterwards, I don't say it at all. Stupid of me. Reserve it. It will

come in again for somebody else, or for when Miss MILLAR gives me
another opportunity.

Portrait of a Lady. The opportunity, 1 think. Don't I admire
that ?

" Not so much as If I say,
" As you," it 's too coarse,

and, in fact, not wrapped up enough. She asks
" As what f

'

I

refer to Catalogue, and reply, at a venture, "As STORET'S Sister."

Miss MILLAK wants to know who she is ? I explain a picture of
"
Sirier," by G. A. STOREY.
We are opposite 428. Sighing his Sovl into hit Lady's Fare.

forward to

denly aware of two girls and a boy (from fourteen downwardv
at me with beaming faces, and the

- Miree positively .liout the uncouth
!

"
(they till My tin*,) seize* me

i .and kisses me. The lesser one follows.

keep them off. They arr in..

i her juM from school, whom 1 used at

foolishly to encoui . 1 them about my toug of

always fas a call me
ROTHZI; ill write to my w.

e, t be kept qn
ile, and look p!> me is turning to obser.

:, who pretends to be absorbed in, IMBlBr, and ay,

ah, P >\v d' ye do ? When d

-When are you going back again P Qirt them
half-a-crown to zo to :'n: r and eat buns and ices.

They go. Miss HILLAK hs found her Mamma, and gone into another
room. Hang those ' - body treads on my toes.

I will no/ hrir hi* pardon. 1 am tery angry. Somebody nearly knocks

my hat off pointing out a picture to a friend. He doesn't beg my
pardon. Rude people come to the Academy. I Ml be rude. I '11 hit

some one in the ribs when I want to change my position. I '11 tread

on toes, and say nothing about it. Very tall people oughtn't to be

allowed in the Academy.

Sappy Thought. Walk between tall person and pictures. Host be
rude at the Academy, or one will never sec any pictures at all at least,

close to.

A hit. really a blow, in my side. I turn savagely.
"
Confound it,

Sir- Sl

"
It 's that donkey MILBURD, who introduces a tall young friend as

MR. DILTHTRT.
"

'\VTiat picture do you particularly want to eef
"

asks MILBURD. I tell him NumberOne. DILBORT will show me.
"
But first," ay DiLBcay, taking me by the arm.

"
here

'

rather a

good bit of colour." He is evidently a critic, and walks me up in front

of a picture. "There!" says DILBVRT.
I refer to Catalogue. Oh, of course

214. Landing Herringt, C. TATLOR, for the fifth time.

I know it, and so we pass on.

I tell him

WE read in a contemporary that Alaska, better known as
"
Russian

America," is now quite "civilised," having "rum-shops, billiard-

saloons, and gambling-houses in abundance." MR. SKWARD is said

to be en route for this bright spot. The late MR. WRIGHT used tn say
in the Qree* Biuhe* that to be

"
civilised was never to be s'

Alaska should assuredly be satisfied with such charming opportunities
ready to hand for ruining its health, pocket, and morality. One
feels inclined to spell the word without the final Kjt, and to finish

with a note of Ex- not ^(/-miration.

Question and Answer out of Blackstone.

WHAT is the most profitable right young Noblemen can exercise

now-a-days ?

Right of Turbary.
Why?
Because it is the right of cutting the Twf.

I I VIVE CONUNDRUM.

WHY does the River Thames just now resemble a Plethoric Piig '-.

Because it 's especially bad at Barking.

VOL. LVII.
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M.P.'s Bride.
" On ! WILIIAM, DBAS IF YOU ARE A LIBERAL DO BRING IN A BILL NEXT-NEXT SESSION :FOR THAT UNDERGROUND TUNNEL ! !

"

PROPERTY OE MARRIED WOMEN.

JERKY SNEAK writes to us to ask whether RUSSELL GURNET, who has

taken charge of MR. LEFEVRE'S Bill, is
"
the GUKNEY married" whose

life, by one THEODORE HOOK, he.has seen advertised ? He says he can

hardly think so, or RUSSELL GURNET would have hesitated before taking

up a measure calculated to render quite intolerable a position which

many married men already find it as much as they can do to bear.

What nonsense (he goes on to say) to bring in a Bill to give a wife the

control of her own property ! As if, under the law as it stands, she

had not already, in most instances, the control, not only of her own
property, but of her husband's ;

as though, indeed, she did not, as a

rule, contrive to make her husband absolutely her own property, and to

treat him as such. J. S. concludes by asking whether there be any

property of a married woman so notorious 'as her determination to

have her own way, and her power of getting it
;
and quotes, as a case in

point, his wife's requiring him to sign every petition in favour of the

Bill in question which she can hear of in London. He has already

signed ten, and expects he will have to complete the dozen
;
but he

protests, notwithstanding, 'that he has acted under domestic duresse,

and hopes no weight will be allowed to petitions on the subject. He
does not think a Select Committee can be of any use, as he knows that,
if the married women wish to have the Bill carried, they will require the

married men to give evidence in its favour ; and of course they will

do it.

Politico-Chemical Change of Colour.

Now that the Irish Church Establishment that was has been dis-

established and disendowed, a leading organ of Irish Protestant opinion
proclaims that

"
the natural alliance of the English settlers in Ireland

is with the Whigs of England." So the immediate effect of the Irish
Church Act has been to turn Orange Blue.

THE HEAT AGAIN. What mental process most nearly resembles a
minute s reflection P Second Thoughts.

BY OUR COCKNEY.

WHBN is a Yew tree not a Yew tree ? When it 's a 'igh tree.

Talking of that, Mr. P., what a nice line the Great Northern to

Hedgware is. to be sure. I am, as you know, werry partikler about

my
" H "

s, but
"
'ang me," as my friend 'ARHT BELVILLE says,

"
if

faint 'nough to spoil your pronunshiashun fora Hage and Hall time to

'ave to 'ear such name's of stations one atop o' t'other, as the followin'

as called out by the porters an' guards."

'Olloway.
Seven Scissors Road.
Crouch Hend.

'Ighgate and 'Ampstead.
Heast Hend.
Finchley and 'Endon.
Mill '111.

Hedgware.

There 's a lot for you ! And t' other line goes to Arford, Atfield, and
Saint All-buns. Saint All Buns would be a good feast, eh, Sir ?

Ilivy 'Oitse, 'Oxton.

Yours,

ENEKT.

To the First Commissioner of Works Greeting.

No doubt 'gainst official rules you have been an offender arrant,

Agreeing to pay eight thousand pounds without due Treasury warrant :

But mosaics will last, and you "ve got the right men, so, as mouthpiece
of the nation,

Mr. Punch is glad to grant LATARD a Mosaic dispensation.

WRONG IN A LETTER.

Mil. GRENVILLE MURRAY invokes in his favour the Liberty of the

Press. What MR. GRENVILLE MURRAY represents is not the Liberty
of the Press, but its Liberties.
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GIANT GUARDSMAN CORRESPONDENCE.
(IMPORTANT.)

To the

SIR, Royal Hotel, July the- .

MAY I avail myself of your widely-spread Journal for publica-
tion of the following strange incident, which happened to me one

evening, about a month ago.

My house (No. 1, Paradise Cottage) is a semi-detached villa ; No. 2,

next door, is tenanted by a very strange person, an artist (although I

am told his connections are respectable enough).
On the evening in question I was watering my plants, when I was

shocked by the sound of a kiss, which
appeared

to proceed from my
neighbour's garden, accompanied by a foul effluvium of tobacco-smoke.

Prompted by a pardonable curiosity, 1 dragged a chair as noiselessly
as I could to the foot of the wall, and climbing thereon 1 cautiously
looked over. The adjoining garden was empty, but I perceived through
the fast gathering gloom what seemed to be a heap of white linen

huddled up in a corner, and part of which was in an evidently incan-
descent state.

To get my watering-pot and empty its contents on the burning mass
was the work of a minute, when suddenly the shapeless object shot up
into a towering ghost-like figure of exceeding height and tenuity, and
crowned with a small apex or head, from which burning sparks were
emitted freely.
As soon as I had sufficiently recovered myself to move, I sprang to

my garden gate, and rushing out into the road for assistance, I was
fortunate enough to meet a stalwart soldier hurrying home to barracks.
I brought him into my garden, where 1 explained what had happened,
and begged he would take advantage of his height t9 Io9k over the wall.

He accordingly made a minute survey of the adjoining garden from
his coigne of vantage, but saw nothing, except a black cat which
appeared restless and uneasy. Indeed, after a little while he persuaded
me to look for myself ; I did so with his help, and my experience
exactly corroborated his.

Feeling exceedingly uncomfortable about the matter, I got my

military friend t9 procure me a cab, and (after rewarding him for his

kindness and civility, of which I cannot speak too highly) I drove to

the Hotel where I am now staying.
I have since then written to my neighbour at No. 2, but have re-

ceived nothing but incomprehensible hieroglyphics in return
;
when I

have called, he has denied himself, and his servant, a pretty and well-

spoken young person, cannot in anyway account for the circumstances

I have detailed.

Can you, Sir, or any of your correspondents, suggest any explanation
for the above incident, which I have endeavoured to describe as faith-

fully as my memory will allow ? T remajn) girj &<-.,

BOGGLES.

Snt, No. 2, Paradise Cottages, My the

MAY I trespass on your valuable space with the following
little grievance of my own.
A hole has been burnt in the corner of our best table-cloth, which we

always wash at home.
Taxed with a knowledge of the origin of this hole in this corner, our

housemaid KITTY ingenuously confessed how it came to be burnt there.

Interested by this confession, we told her story to your artist, a

personal friend.

Inspired by this story, your artist has told it to the whole world

through the medium of your columns.
Instructed through the medium of these columns, the whole world

will be glad to hear that KITTY is about to marry the Guardsman ;
and

that BOGGLES, a hateful meddling old prig, has let his house, and left

this neighbourhood for ever (intending to spend the remainder of his

life abroad).

Now, Sir, which of you all, BOGGLES, this neighbourhood, KITTY,
the Guardsman, yourself, your artist, or the whole world in general,
who have all profited in some way or other by this affair (except per-

haps that particular part of the world BOGGLES may select for his

future residence) : which of you all, I repeat, ought in equity to provide
me with a new tablecloth f j remaillj sir, &c.,

YOUR ARTIST'S FRIEND.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
HE web is wove,
the work is done."
On Monday, July
26, beloved Uni-

verse, was the
assent of HER
MAJESTY, VIC-
TORIA or ENG-
LAND, given to

the Bill for Dis-

establishing and

Disendowing the
Irish Church,
from and after the
First of January,
1871. Punch did
not hear any
thunder, though
he would have
been very glad to

hear a deal, and
also to see light-

ning and rain, for

the weather was
uncommonly sul-

try. Nor has he
heard of any
Omens having
been witnessed

by persons of cre-

dibility
"
Sche-

dir's staff of dia-

mond'waved no sign" there were no earthquakes' to speak of, and
the Moon dropped as tranquilly as if nothing had happened, into her
last quarter, and placidly gazed at the Ocean leaning on the Sky, as
MR. DRYDEN

^remarks,
with a certain bold arrangement of astrono-

mical ideas. The assent was, of course, given in the House of Lords,
butjthe Peers did not come to see the death-stroke given. LORD
kvERSLEY, quondam Speaker of the House of Commons, politely
attended to receive MR. DENISON, and some twenty Members, and La
Jieme le Feut was said by the official in his usual mild and intelligent
manner. Now that the melancholy string on which Erin has so long
harped has been withdrawn from her Harp, we may be allowed to hope

for merrier music, including the National Anthem. Of course, it isn't

easy to be merry at a minute's notice.

Now for all sorts of small matters, until we come to the small fishes.

To-night we had speech over the Kembrandt in the Gallery the

Blessing Little Children which we bought for 7,000, and which

LORD DE L'IsLE AND DUDLEY does not believe to be genuine. LORD
OVERSTONE, as one of the Trustees, made an interesting speech in

defence of the purchase, and brought irrefragable evidence in favour of

the painting. He, moreover, quoted Punch's advice to all who are

capable of forming a judgment on such a matter, namely, that they
should go and look at the picture, and say, from their own feelings,

whether the divine tenderness of the principal face could have been

depicted by any hand but that of a grand master in his art. LORD
MALMESBURY asserted that the 9nly way of assuring oneself as to the

origin of an old picture was Spiritualism probably he had some incom-

plete mot ab9ut a Medium in his noble mind, but he did not polish up
his epigram into the desirable effulgence.

A Secret Police was suggested as a mode of detecting crime in

Ireland, and the Government dropped a
"
dark saying on the Harp,"

which might mean that something in that direction was under considera-

tion. The Russians, we believe, adopt the plan, when a grievous
crime has been committed, and the inhabitants of the district are

thought to be screening the offender, of marching a body of soldiers to

the place, and letting them live at free-quarters, until the locality is

glad to hand over the offender. The objection to this plan is that they
sometimes hand over the wrong man.

A Bill for enabling the parties, in Divorce and Breach of Promise

Cases to give evidence, was read a Second Time. As LORD PENZANCE
is the promoter of the measure, it ought to be passed as matter of

course. He knows, if anybody does, how it would work.

In the Commons, the SPEAKER announced that the Irish Church
Bill was the Law of the Land, and the Liberals shouted.

MR. BRUCE begged independent gentlemen not to get in the way
of business, but to let Supply be voted, and the Session brought to an
end. MR. DISRAELI was anxious to assist Ministers in concluding
work. But there were some deaf adders who would not listen to the

voice of either charmer. However we got into Supply at last, and

there was a pleasant passage-at-arms between MR. BEJJTINCK and MR.
LAYARD, about a letter the latter had written in the Times, rather

deriding something the former had said about national pictures.

Later, MR. LAYARD had to clear himself, as he did most completely,
from an insinuation that he might have recommended Mosaic orna-

ment for the Houses of Parliament, because he had been interested in

M. SALVIATI'S brsiness. He showed that he had nothing to do with

it, and that his interest in the business had been got rid of. But
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he avowed that bis two passions were Italy and Art, and rejoiced that
he had been able to do some good to both.
On the Telegraphs Bill Government obtained two immense

majorities
in favour of the scheme, and of giving the Executive a monopoly.

Tuesday. A New Zealand debate, raised by LORD CARNARNOS. He
thinks that the colony, which he described as much attached to the
mother country, bad been made independent too soon, and would have
great difficulty in dealing with the hostile natives. Still, the principle
of non-assistance had been adopted, and must be adhered to, but he

thought that somebody, possessing the confidence both of Government
and the Colonists, might be sent out to inquire and to advise. LORD
GRANVILLE did not seem to see it. and said that the Colonists must so

shape their policy as to put an end to the present system of brigandage,
and to conciliate the natives. The BISHOP OP LitiiyiELD made a warm
and affectionate speech for his old diocese, defending the Colonists, and
asserting the good qualities of the natives, who were not naturally
cruel or treacherous, but some of whom had been driven to outrage
by wrong. He thought that Government ought to lend money to
enable the outlying settlers to remove to towns, and that there ought
to be a British police force, to be used only for hunting down mur-
derers.

Scotland had her innings, and there was quite a row over the Scotch
Education Bill, which the Government and the Conservatives are said
to have combined to carry in a shape unacceptable to the Scotch people.
Wad we hae the presumption to understand the matter P

Wednesday. MR. GILPIN made a long speech in support of a Bill for

doing away with Capital Punishment. MR. R. N. BOWLER seconded
him. MR. J. D. LEWIS moved the rejection of the Bill, and in answer
to the argument that the death punishment had been abolished in

several countries, urged that this had been done in countries where
notoriously small value is set upon human life, and murder is by no
means regarded with abhorrence, and that th question had
increased in consequence of the abolition. MR. Stot'KHKi.u quoted
with approbation tin- Frenchman who had said,

"
By all means aoolish

the infliction of death, but let Messieurs the assassins begin." MR.
SECRETARY BRUCE believed most strongly in the deterrent effect of
the gallows upon the classes whence violent criminals chiefly come.
MR. 'ADFIELD 'ad "opes that the 'abit of 'anging would be haltered.
MR. HENLEY announced that he had come over to the abolition side,
and dwelt upon the fact that the present system prevented convictions.
MR. TORRENS paid MR. HENLEY a compliment on the frankness with
which he avowed his change of mind, and Mr. Punch is rejoiced to add
his tribute of respect to one of the most honest gentlemen who ever
maintained the old English character in the House of Commons. On
division, the House, by two to one, rejected the proposal for abolition,

the numbers being 118 to 58.

After a pleasant little Scotch Game Law squabble, the Bill on that

subject was thrown over, as was the Sunday Trading Bill. MR. BRUCE
is piling up a pyramid of work for

"
next Session but we don't

want to be unpleasant.

Thursday. My Lords finished off the Bankruptcy Bill. LORD
ROMILLY acutely remarked that the amount of a dividend was not the
criterion of the honesty of a bankrupt.
The Government has no intention of bringing in any Bill to alter

the the we really beg pardon for mentioning it again the Corona-
tion Oath. Later, to a plaint by the irrepressible MR. CHARLEY (who
we begin in our impatience to wish was CHARLEY Over the Water), the
ATTORNEY-GENERAL answered.that the Oath bound the Sovereign in

an executive and not a legislative capacity. Poor, dear KING GEORGE
TERTIDS could not understand this distinction, and replied to it.

"None of your Scotch metaphysics." But surely it can be understood
in these days of dictionaries.

The ATTORXKy-UK.NKRAL spoke of the QUEEN as one of the Estates
of the Realm, which estates, therefore, he takes to be Crown, Coronet,
and Hat. Many schoolboys are taught, of course erroneously, that
the Three Estates are the Lords Spiritual, the Lords Temporal, and the
Commons. Both allegations are incorrect. L'Etat, c'est Moi, .says
Mr. Punch, and the Millions answer in the affirmative.

MR. LAYARD admitted that nothing can be more inconvenient and
unworthy than the arrangements for the gentlemen of the Reporting
Press. But he does not Know how to

help them to decent accommo-
dation, and all he can do is to ventilate their uncomfortable Gallery.
We beg his pardon; a great deal more may be done. Turn the

Strangers out of their galleries, and make those commodious for

writing purposes ;
and as it is desirable that the Leaders of the House

should be near the Reporters, walk the Speaker's Chair to the other
end of the House

;
then build the rest of the rooms that are wanted

we'll show MR. LAYARD how. The plan would greatly add to the

dignity of the proceedings, as the SPEAKER would have to go down
the House in procession to his own apartments, a sight which it

would be pleasing to behold ; but he might have a sofa and other
comforts behind his chair, for occasional refreshment. If the Gallery
strikes some hot night, Ministers may as well proclaim an end to

representative government.

In Supply we voted 233,667 for Diplomatic Services, and MB.
KYI.ANUS objected; but SIR HENRY BULWER, in a very able speech,
pointed out the necessity of treating the rrpresenUtives of England,
who did much good and prevented much evil, with liberality. Pseudo-
economy is worse than extravagance.

Objection was also made to national payment for the presents made
in Australia by the DUKE of KIUMUKGII; but the reply was, that
his visit was for a national purpose, not for mere pleasure.

Friday. Very likely both Houses at. Mr. Punch went fishing.
You cannot say that he is not frank, and he feels that these revelations
of his private life endear him to the public. He caught a rood deal,
and when he got home he believes that he caught a good deal more,
but is inadequate to apeak as to details.

THE HEAT.

(Efeft OH our Poetical Young Gentleman tku vfft who had pnmiteJ ui

an Ode in one Column.)

GAILY The Troubadour strikes his guitar
As he is coming home from the War,

Singing, Jerusalem,
Oh my Kafoozlum,
Where is the

P.S. Thermometer at 90" in the shade. The poem will be continued
when the Thermometer has gone down again. Here break we off.

Liqwr. Yours, erer.

PP.8. Oh, here 's something like an inspiration, after an Eye Opener,
iced no end :

My lore, my dove,
Come let us rove

Whither,
Thither,

Let us slither.

With the Druids
Let

'
drink fluids.

Bomewhen
Come where

Beautiful Bicycles,
Take us to Icicles,

My brains I have racked till

I 'm sure it's a dactyl.
If not then to "Michael"
Rhymes the

"
Bicycle."

PPP.S. Thermometer up again. So no more from

Yours, ever,

MISTER CLEVER.

See Buffon, Ouvier, Owen, Ac.

IT may not be generally known that of all the animals in the

Zoological Gardens, the lion is the most saving and careful in his

habits, at least, according to "the very useful Guide, which assures it*

readers that
"
the economy of lions is now no longer unknown. This

accounts for the complaints the lioness is constantly making to

ier female acquaintances, that her lord looks very sharply after the

denkeeping expenses. (N.B. If you are in the habit of visiting the

Gardens on a Sunday,
1 and wish for a sufficient reply to any serious

riends who may remonstrate with you for so doing, tell them you go
there to study

" Dens' Theology.")

Similia Similibus.

HIPPOPHAGISTS have taken, we hear, to eating donkeys. We can

supply them with an appropriate motto :

" Not where I eat, but where I am eten." Skmttpun.

CONSTITUTIONAL TIES.

WHEN MR. GLADSTONE compared the Peers to men in a Balloon,

he evidently meant in a captive balloon like MR. GODFREY'S, at

Chelsea. with the Commons' Majority for rope, and GLADSTONE him-

self at the winch.

Warm Work.
CONSIDERING the temperature, it was perhaps superfluous to

announce that the velocipede races at the Crystal Palace would be run

in
"
heats." We avoided seeing the poor fellows who were to com-

pete
"
without hands."

HOP-FORTUNE. An Exhibition is advertised entitled
"
Kitching-

man's Performing Fleas." Isn't the K superfluous ?
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ALL THINGS ARE RELATIVE.
FRAGMENT OP DIALOGUE OVEEHEARD IN THE PARK.

Smith (in the White Hal). "WHY DON'T YOU MAEKY, BROWN?"
Brmon. " MARRY! Ill AH, IT'S AIL VERY WELL FOE A TALL, STRAPPING YOUNG FELLOW LIKE YOU TO TALK OF MARRYING!

WHAT WOMAN WOULD EVER LOOK AT sucn AN INSIGNIFICANT LITTLE MITE AS I ?
"

Smith (not displeased). "On, COME, OLD FELLOW, IT'S NOT so BAD AS THAT! LET ME OFFER YOU A CIQAR !

"

THE NEW ST. PANCRAS GUARDIAN.
AIR" Tfie Old English Gentleman."

I 'LL sing you a new song, though the theme is of too old date,
Of the New St. Pancras Guardians, who've showed themselves up of

late,

Bringing Local Self-Government into contempt at a most alarming rate,
And proving the need of a Poor Law Board to rap o'er the knuckles

and pate
These New St. Pancras Guardians, who'd bring back the bad old

time !

This New St. Pancras Guardian in at the workhouse drops,
And orders his snack of tea and toast, and has his eggs and chops ;

And he says grace for a good luncheon, while his oily brow he mops,
And out of the paupers' rations his own refreshment stops-

Does your New St. Pancras Guardian, who "d bring back the bad
old time !

The cry he was elected on, is
"
Keep down the Parish Bills :

"

lo be penny wise and pound foolish is his claim to the place he fills :

tte s all for under-paid officers with their fingers in parish tills

And lor lowest-tender contracts, though unhappy paupers he kills
Ibis New St. Pancras Guardian, who'd bring back the bad old

time !

If the Master of the Workhouse dares look the Board in the face,With your New St. Pancras Guardians he '11 soon be in disgrace.What s the use of his knowing his duty, if he doesn't know his place?Which means cringing to us, and grinding poor devils of pauper race,
JJ or the New bt. Pancras Guardians, who 'd bring back the bad old

time.

All medical men he holds humbugs, and all paupers' ailments feints :

He'll have the sick-wards cleared, double-quick (so the Doctor he

acquaints),
"It may cost patients their lives!" Such stuff! These saw-bones

would anger Saints !

He'll sojn find a Doctor who'll make short work of paupers and their

complaints,
Will the New St. Pancras Guardian, who 'd bring back the bad

old time !

If a few of 'em kick the bucket 'twill lighten the rates, you know :

We won't have no inquests, or, if we have, there 's no marks on the
bodies to show :

If the Poor-Law Inspector comes prying, to blazes we '11 bid him go ;

We won't stand no centralisation, and that we '11 let him know
We New Guardians of St. Pancras, who 'd bring back the bad old

time!

If the Master of the Workhouse split on us, his flint we'll fix,
And suspend him till he learns the good of kicking against the pricks.
And the Press and the Poor Law Board we '11 defy to check our fan-

tastic tricks,
And at WYATT throw loads of dirt, though the mud we fling only sticks

To the New St. Pancras Guardians, who 'd bring back the bad
old time.

What's the good of Local Self-Government, if we're to be bound by
the laws

To bear Centralisation's yoke on our necks, and her bridle in our jaws ?

Mind, if we fall, 'tis for Bumbledom and in penny wisdom's cause,
And these will have no champions, if you withhold your applause

From the New St. Pancras Guardians, who d bring back the
bad old time !
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"THE HARP THAT ONCE," &o.

"THERE, MY DEAR, I'VE TUNED THE STRING FOR YOU THAT MADE ALL THE DISCORD,

AND NOW HOPE WE MAY HAVE SOMETHING LIKE HARMONY."

HIBKRNU. "AH THIN, SISTHER DARLIN', SURE THERE'S ANOTHER STHRING AS 'LL HAVE TO

TUNED BY AN' BY."
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TO PLAYGOERS.

SUCH of you as are

still condemned to

a high black hat

and office hours,
to delightful om-
nibus excursions

through the very
heart of the City
of London, to

tempting glimpses
of 11 olborn Valley,
to lovely views
from the Monu-
ment andStPaul's,
to golden sunsets
behind the Bank,
to the ascent of
Primrose and Ha-
verstock Hill, to

rambles in busy
lanes and o'er

bustling Greens,
to subterranean

explorations in the

track of the Me-
tropolitanRailway,

and to the tantalising perusal
of large mural placards pro-

posing visits to Weymouth, and
Scarborough, and Ilfracombe,
and Llandudno, and the Chan-
nel Islands, for an almost nomi-
nal consideration, deserve now.
more than ever, to be told of

places where to spend a happy
evening, deprived, as you are, of the peace and seclusion of the Thames
Tunnel, and so soon to be shut out from the Gallery of the House
of Commons, and the infinite excitement of a discussion on the Game
Laws of Scotland.

But you are in fine condition for a little relaxation and simple enjoy-
ment. A few assenting words have been muttered in Norman French,
the Bishops are about to return to their episcopal palaces, the Minis-

terial fish-dinner is ordered, and the Irish Church is off your mind, and

you never mean to think of an Archdeacon again as long as you live.

You have dined, and finished your cigarette, and the second number
of TROLLOI-E'S Vicar of llulthampton, and require further entertain-

ment. We can prescribe it for you. Go to the Gaiety Theatre (remem-
ber that at the Gaiety, as, long before at the Adelpbi, there are no feet

for booking, programmes, &c.), and convince yourself that MR. W. S.

(Jn.HKKT, like MR. BURNAND, can produce a comedy as well as a

burlesque.
You will be hard to please if you do not like this drama of MR.

On. BERT'S An Old Score: only toothache or tight boots can possibly
be admitted as pleas in mitigation of your crime. The commencement
of the Long Vacation not having as yet been announced by the firing

of the Park and Tower guns, you are not unlikely to be a lawyer, and
if so. to know the meaning of

"
GILBERT'S Act." If, after a visit to

the Gaiety, you do not wish to see more of GILBERT'S Acts, we are

mightily mistaken. The plot no, we will not divulge it, for if we may
judge others by ourselves, to be told beforehand the story of the new
play you are going to see, is as unwelcome as to be made acquainted
witli tin; ending of a new novel, when yon are in the middle of the

second volume. But it will not interfere with your pleasure to hear
that the comedy is well played, and that all who take part in it, both
actors and actresses (positively there is a butler who is not a domestic
caricature !) succeed in settling An Old Score to the satisfaction of an

approving audience.

As you are debarred for the nonce .(whatever period of time that may
'

be) from the strand of the ocean, and cannot be among the waves in a

bathing-machine, you must be content to be Among the Breakers, with
,

a BROUGHAM, at the Strand Theatre. You will probably not think
this a great hardship when Miss BUFTON is on the stage, and MR.

i

JOHN S. CLARKE, with his irresistible drollery and marvellous face-

acting, makes you and all the house as merry as the conventional grig,
and as pleased as Punch himself.

This "farcical comedy," Among the Breakers, is most amusing,
making both sixteen and sixty laugh loud and long and oft; and as

it is followed by "a new edition of the comic drama," The ToodletA
in which MR. CLAUKE has you again at his mercy ; and Toodles is suc-

ceeded by Joan of Arc, full of that
burlesguerie

for which the Strand '

Company is famous ; and the bill of good fare is not complete without
The Chops ofthe Channel may it not be said that the Strand Theatre at

the present time provides good things tuque ad naiueam f You feel when
you have got over that hut explosive fit, and turn into the street about

twelve, and look up at the sedate stars and the demure moon, that

perhaps after all you have enjoyed yourself as much as your half-

brother ERASMUS with his MAHIA, and tbn children, and MARIA'S two
sisters in not too spacious apartments at Walton-on-the-Naze, or your
old college friend, CHAMPION SMITH, who is trying experiments, in

comfort, with one suit of clothes and one bank-note on a pedestrian tour

through the Orkneys.

BREWHOUSE AND BATHS.

UPON the Bridge of Waterloo,

My nose a scent did please
The other day ; the South-west blew :

And malt perfumed the breeze.

As I was walking Northerly,
I turned to whence it came ;

And lo,
there was a Brewery

A Lion o'er the same.

Waterloo Bridge, now thine air

Is purer than of yore,
From Thames when foul mephitis there

The sweetest zephyr bore.

And. what the credit may exalt

Of England somewhat, near

To thee are Brewers, who do malt

Still use in making Beer.

For public bathing now Thames' tide

Will soon be clean enow ;

And, O ye Powers ! the means provide
That will thereof allow.

The masses then your health shall drink,
In aromatic ale :

There brewed, where, nigh the River's brink,

Rose malt upon the gale.

THE SISTERS, FRANCE AND AMERICA.

OKIOINAUTT is charming, at least it used to be ; but now that the

generality of minds run in grooves, or on rails, its admirers are less

numerous than they were. Not being a popular commodity, it is little

in request and therefore scarce, but for its rarity all the more precious,

and agreeably surprising when it turns up. As, for instance, in the

subjoined extract from the Journal Qffitiel relative to the completion

of the French Atlantic Cable :

" The new rate of communication thus opened between France and the

United States will henceforth render their relations both more frwuent a>d

more intimate ;
it will alto help to draw itill closer the bond* of friendship

which now unite the two countries."

What ear or eye is there on which all this doe* not fall as something

new, never heard or seen heretofore ! The idea that the telegraphic

cable extending between France and America will not only render

their relations more intimate, but also
"
help to draw still closer the

bonds of friendship which now unite the two countries," is remarkable

for a metaphorical novelty equally striking with the probability of it,

viewed as a prediction. Its brilliancy is eminently French, and the

keenness of its foresight may be estimated on a basis of English expe-

rience. Only think what wonders our own Atlantic Cable has done

towards composing the differences between us and the Yankees about

the recognition-of-the-South-as-belligerents question and the Alabama
plaims !

Woman's Work in Art.

Old Lady (reading out from Timet leader on National Picture-Dealing

and Cleaning)." It is as certain that pictures require cleaning as that

men will not agree as to the safest method to be pursued in cleaning

them. Of course. What should men know about it ? Clean the Old

Masters, I say, the same way asjou do the Young Masters. There s

none so good as soap-and-water.'

NOVEL AITSOUSCEICEXT.

THE advertisement announcing a novel by a popular writer prints

the following extract from the preface :

" A sensation story pure and

simple." If true this is indeed a novelty.

RESULT OP THE WEATHER.

OUR weak contributor speaks of the Wimbledon competition as
"
Friendly Riflery."
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LEVITY.
The "Governor." "You AKE LATE DOWN THIS MORNING, ROBERT."
JRolert {w/io cannot Is Iroughl by his Parents to see that arriving to seventeen years

of age, leaving School, being put into the Surgery, and generally commencing the serious
lusiness of life, isn't a joking matter).

" VBRY SORRY. SIR SHAVING MORNING,
SIR ! !

"

MY VELOCIPEDE !

I ENVY not his gallant steed

That man who doth bestride ;

For 1 have a Velocipede,
Which I prefer to ride.

On, on we go, machine and load,
And never stop to bait ;

Toll-free along the turnpike-road
We clear each turnpike gate.

To keep a hobby-horse like mine,
You need not keep a man ;

You pay no tax, so, I opine,
It is the better plan.

No paddock he requires, on grass,
At seasons to be fed ;

Ne 'er comes, in stable, to the pass
Of eating off his head.

He never jibs, he never shies,
He never runs away ;

He never, stumbling as he flies,

Goes down as though to pray.
For why f Because he is, with knees,

Provided, as with heels,
Therefore no fits of kicking seize

Him whatsoe'er he feels.

To mend his pace no whip, no spur,
To curb, no bit, no rein,

No "tclcqk !

"
wants he to make him stir,

Nor "wo !

" him to restrain.

Uphill we pull, downhill we drag,
On level ground we speed.

Ha, ha ! Ho, ho ! my new-built Nag !

My own Velocipede !

Ad Punchum.
DEAB OLD BOY,

I SEE by the Times that you are not to be
"
sold,"

and never have been
"

sold." Of course : how other-

wise? EhP
You're taken, in everywhere, old fellow, although you

cannot be sold by anybody. Bless you !

Yours, ever,

AURELIUS JAFONICA.

P.S. Pay Postage. No stamps. Be happy. A. J.

SERVIA AND SOMEWHERE ELSE.

A TELEGRAM trom a certain Continental City thus reports the speech
made by a certain Ruler on the closure of the Session of a certain

Legislative Body. He said ;

" Servia's internal independence is established. The people have given
themselves a constitution. Servia has obtained liberty without bloodshed. If

liberty be united with order, Servia will flourish."

If this oration had been dated from Paris instead of Belgrade, and
the nation mentioned in it were not Servia but France, and the speaker of
it had been stated to be another than the President of the Regency,
would not everybody have called it characteristic ? It is not original-
one seems to have read it a thousand times over in

"
Foreign Intelli-

gence"but it sounds, so to speak, like Somebody's thunder employed
by somebody else. Let us hope that Somebody, when next he closes
the Session of his new and improved Legislature with a speech from
the Throne, will find that what he has to say will be best said, mutatis

mutandis, in the precise words addressed by somebody else to the
Skuptschina which, the foregoing remarks will perhaps have enabled
a great many people to understand, is a parliamentary institution and
not a musical instrument.

"
If liberty be united with order, Serria

will flourish." It is safe to say that ; and should the same, happily, on
the next opportunity be said of France, we shall have occasion to
remark with gratification,

"
Oh, how true !

"

Let us hope that the preceding observations will not cause all the
ports ot the French Empire to be closed against Punch,

Musical Note.
WE have no patience with OFFENBACH. In the M tide of his

deserved success 'he has determined," so says a Musical Journal, "to
throw up his pen." Depend upon it, if he does, he '11 catch it.

A CURIOUS COMPANION.

STRANGE are the wants of women, and more especially of advertising
women. See here is an example :

A LADY by Birth and Education seeks for a POST as COMPANION.
Residence on the Continent not objected to.

A Post as Companion ! What a curious thing to seek for ! Perhaps
we next may hear that some one wants a pillar as a bed-fellow. And
what sort of post, we wonder, does she wish to make a crony of?
Would she cotton to a door-post, or take kindly to a sate-post P Or is

her companionship more suited to a lamp-post F As she says she won't

object to live upon the Continent, we may picture her as going thither

with her friend the post, which might be awkward luggage in passing
through the Custom-house. Certainly a lamp-post would be troublesome
to travel with, and however much we might endeavour to make oneself

companionable, one hardly could expect to get much fun from a bed-

post.

On a Downy Blusterer.

JACK CAENIPEX before the poor doth swell ;

Before the rich drops voice and syllable,
And bleats a mild JACK CARNEY. JACK doth well.

ANOTHER.

CHAWLES says JACK bawls. Not to his Betters, CHAWLES ;

So no man hath a right to say JACK bawls. MARTIAL STALK.

.
A CONVEYANCE. To the uninitiated, whatever property a legal

instrument may be intended to convey, there is one thing it rarely

conveys ; i.e., its precise meaning.
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FILIAL FRANKNESS.
'3J

Palrotiiibig ffrigtoour.
" Giv THIS NOTB TO YOUK MAMMA, CECIL, AOT SAT we SHALL BE QUITE A SMALL PAKY-OHLY Oo-

8BLVB8 AND TUB IlBOTOR."

Cecil.
"
OH, THEN, I'M Sims SUB WON'T COMB !"

THE PARIS SUNDAY MOVEMENT. TILE MAGISTERIAL MOM I'*.

MB. ISGIIAM, of the Wandsworth Police Court, once wore a wig: on

the Northern Circuit. He has replaced it with a Wind be Is sinceREALLY Frenchmen are becoming daily more and more like English ,

'

ilevards with
"
bouledognes" at theirwhist ; they promenade the Bouicvaiuo wnu uvn;\*w5" ......

heels they row, they yacht, they shoot, they hunt, they plav le jeu

de cricketsmatch
"

;
in short, except that t hey speak I rcnch a trifle

better than ourselves, it would be difficult indeed to distinguish them

from Britons. No wonder, with such tastes, that they enjoy a hearty

English appetite for freedom, and receive with relish whatever little

scraps of it the EMPEROR accords to them. Nor can we be astonished
i

at tne bit 9f news that follows, and which shows the latest instance of

their imitation of us :

" SUNDAY CLOSING IN PARIS. It is announced in most of the French

papers that the principal shops in Paris will henceforth be closed on Sundays.

This important social reform is not the result of a religious movement, but has

been brought about by the same kind of agency which in England hat intro-

duced the Saturday half-holiday. The Society of the Employe's de Commerce

inform the public that, with few exceptions; nil the Hnendrapers, vendors of

ready-made apparel, silk mercers, and hosiers of Paris have consented to close

their shops on Sunday, and the employes
'

appeal to the goodwill of the public

to aid them in making the measure general.'

With closed shops on a Sunday, Paris will be hardly recognised as Ad Whalley.^^*^^&-^^^ . tfsirfrss* L-swisrt!
"

that a secular society, aided, simply, as in England,
"
by the goodwill

of the public," has succeeded in securing to many a hard worker

rest from labour on
"
the Sabbath," without the help of pious busy-

bodies armed with tiresome tracts.

reton on ine man wuo UBU MMOU OUIKUR u. - - -- -
n

sharps," he said, (quoting the police), "and you are a notorious

But he has surpassed even this brilliant repartee in the ca

who came lately before him to complain of a butcher, in whose ICTTM

she was, having assaulted her, and raised a lump on her head. MR.

INOHAM made Ught of the charge.
" \our head ! pooh, pooh ! there *

nothing in it." She offered to let the Magistrate feel the injured part.

MR. INGIIAM had her into his private room, made her removi

chignon, found and fingered the bump, and was satisfied. 1

you had only hurt the girl's feelings,'
1
he said to the butcher, I find

you have hurt her head." And then, when the laughter provoked by

this irresistible sally had subsided, followed sentence in due form.

Will MR. IKGHAM allow Mr. Punch to feel th bumps on kit head t

He only asks for a superficial examination, as he feels rt would be

pertinent to go further and look inside. Tue system of GALL and

SPURZHEIM does not assign a bump to "taste," hut Mr. P-M would

like to gauge, on MB. INGUAM'S brain-case, the relative prominence of

"
Wit,"

"
Self-Esteem," and

" Love of Approbation.

ADVICE TO IRISH PRIESTS. When you are at Rome, turn Ultra-

montanes.
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AN EQUESTRIAN MENDICANT.

ACCORDING to a letter from St. Petersburg, KOMISSABOW, who in

1866 saved the life of the EMPEROR ALEXANDER by turning aside the

arm of an assassin, has hanged himself at the absurdly early age for

suicide, one would think, of thirty-five :

" A mere journeyman hatter, he owed to the chance which placed him in

the path of the CZAR, Ma elevation at one stroke to the highest pinnacle of

fortune. His plebeian:
name was replaced by that of KOSTROMSKI the

Kmperor's munificence gave him a landed estate. He was named Colonel of

a Eegiment of the Guard, and the Emperor authorised the opening for him
of a national subscription, which produced nearly two million francs. In

spite of this abundance of honour and riches, he has committed suicide. The
abuse of spirituous liquors has been considered the cause of his lamentable
end."

This is really all but inexplicable. How could this poor man, having
been made a rich one, plunge into the abuse of spirituous liquors
when he could have drunk better liquors say Chambertin and
Chateau d'Yquem, and had no temptation to take more good wine than
was good for him ? All excess, even excess in the best Burgundy or

Claret, is essentially suicidal on the part of everybody. Drinking to

kill care is drinking towards self-slaughter; but had not KOMISSAROW,
alias KOSTROMSKI, been released from all care P He had no reason for

committing even the gradual suicide of fuddlement, still less any for

hanging himself. Yet one understands how, without reason, he might
have done that immediately on being presented with two million francs.

The transition from a state of pecuniary anxiety to one of opulence
must excite a tremendous emotion in any reasoning mind, insomuch as

very possibly to overthrow it, deprive a man of his reason, and drive

him mad with joy. It should be remembered that KOSTROMSKI had
been a hatter. But the best that can be said in explanation of his drop
too much, and final drop, is that a poor beggar was set on horseback

by the CZAR, and rods the proverb says whither.

THE HARMONY OF HANGING.

WE knew not, until the other day, that the science of sweet sounds
had a representative in the House of Commons. But music is repre-
sented by an Honourable Gentleman who also represents Stockport.
The Member for Stockport and Music, MR. TIPPING, is reported to

have said, in seconding the amendment against the Capital Punishment
Abolition Bill :

" He was not prepared to destroy the musical scale of penality by depriving
it of its gravest and final note."

In having been thus reported, the Member for Music was evidently
misreported. In likening, by a most elegant metaphor, capital punish-
ment, as inflicted in England, to the gravest of bass sounds, of course
he did not say note, but chord.

A PROMISING SITUATION.

I SAY, Punch, old boy. I wish you 'd have a slap at those old stingy
beggars, who stick into the papers such advertisements as this :

WANTED in a MERCHANT ACCOUNTANT'S OFFICE
in the City ;

about 15 years of age ;
must be able to write well, and have

a taste for figures and bookkeeping ;
no salary first six months.

Here 's a nice look-out for poor young fellows like myself, who are

just leaving school, and have nobody to help us. Gaudeamus igitur

juvenes dum sumus! A jolly life we'd have of it. if employers were in

general as generous as this one ! A chap must have a precious
"
taste

for bookkeeping and figures
"

to work at them for six months, and not
be paid a penny for it. At six months' end old SKINFLINT may say,"
O, you don't suit," and then he'll advertise for some one else to

work for him free gratis and for nothing six months more, and so be
always getting clerks without ever paying one of them. As for me,
old boy, I don't quite seem to see it, and so no more at

your young friend,

at present from

WILL WIDEAWAKE.

THE SOLDIER'S SIDE-COMPANION.

THE British bayonet is about to be modified after the fashion of that

supplied to the Irish constabulary. It will become a saw-sword-bayo-
net

; have a sword-edge, a saw-back, and a point as of old. This
bayonet will serve to cut a sheep up into joints of mutton, to saw
asunder the shinbone of an ox,or a three-inch plank of elm, and can, fixed
on to the rifle, be driven six inches through a one-inch door and let swing,
sticking in the wood. It is thus evidently a weapon which lias been
designed as well for pacific as for warlike purposes ; and, indeed, the

newspaper whence the foregoing particulars are derived, says that :

" The committee, in recommending this new sword bayonet, appear to havi
had in view the fact that bayonets will henceforth be less frequently used
than in former times as weapons of offence and defence

; they desired, there-

fore, to substitute an instrument of more general utility."

Arms of precision are abolishing hand-to-hand combats, and have
proportionally abolished the bayonet, half-abolished it, so to speak, and
semi-civilised it. There are sentimental and sympathetic milksops,
who, imagining themselves in the places of the multitudes variously
mutilated, aud otherwise injured, or suffering, through war, hate it as

they do that place of which a battle-field may be conceived to be the
nearest likeness on earth. Have those spoonies any reason to hope that
the excessive destructiveness of improved guns, small and great, will

ultimately prove the destruction of war itself, by reducing it to the
iiitcnieriae strife of Kilkenny cats ? Is it possible that some step to
the conversion of swords into ploughshares, and spears into pruning
hooks, may be visible in the contrivance of the sword-edged, but saw-
backed bayonet, ? There is, perhaps, one purpose, simply humane, to
which this twofold instrument could, on an emergency, be applied.
Since it can be used to cut up a carcase, and sever a bone, so might it,

also serve, as both saw and scalpel, for the performance of a surgical
operation, and then a saw-sword-bayonet would do to amputate a limb
which had been shattered by a breechloading-rifle.

YOUR MORAL WATER-POWER.
AT the fourth annual meeting of the Metropolitan Drinking Foun-

tains Association held last Saturday, the vote of thanks to the Chairman,
EAKL GROSVENOR, moved by MR. SAMUEL GURNEY, was appropriately
seconded by Mil. WATERHOUSE. The case of the Association of which
MR. WATERHOUSB is a leading member may be stated as that of

Waterhouse v. Publichouse. This is the kind of antagonism to

Intemperance that commends itself to the reasonable friends of

Temperance. Pit pure water against pothouse beer, and gin-shop

spirits. There are, doubtless, many persons who how fond soever of

good beer and good spirits, when they can get them, yet inasmuch as

they are unable to get them, would very much prefer good water to

bad beer and bad spirits. Beer at the public-house, even if unadul-

terated, is for the most part spoiled by the beer-engine ; spirits, at the

best, are no better than blue ruin, and a nice drinking-fountain is an
attraction likely to withdraw many a thirsty soul from a nasty bar.

THE RIGHT TOOL FOR THE WORK.
WHEN RAIKES moves inquiry on LAYARD,
Induced by the whispers of snobs,

Who the lowest of grounds, e'en to BAYARD
Would impute, for the meanest of jobs,

'Tis the work to the House he was sent for

(So may LAYARD and LAYARD'S friends say),
For what in the world were RAIKES meant for,

If not useful to clear dirt away ?

Cead Mille Failthe.

(Mr. Punch's worst wish for Ireland.)
" The road clear for improvements,

And no pike !"

A TEE-TOTAL THOUGHT.
ANGUS CAMERON, of Inverness, general dealer, a second time won

the Queen s Prize at Wimbledon. He is a resolute Abstainer. How
much better than paying your shot is making your shot pay you.

THE IRISHMAN IN THE MOON.
INSURRECTION seems spreading in Ireland to an alarming extent

and in a quarter which has hitherto been free from suspicion, aud
where, unfortunately, the services of the most active soldiery, the most
energetic constabulary, cannot possibly be made available. Is a proof
wanted of this serious statement ? Here is a little volume, entitled

The Rising of the Moon, and other Ballads, ^-c., which makes one deeply
regret that the peaceable, poetic moon should have turned rebel late in

life, and suggests the wondering inquiry how the Habeas Corpus Act
is to be suspended iu so distant a locality, where even an Irish bailiff

would find it difficult to gain an entrance, with or without a balloon.

HEEHAW !

TUAT idi'.t JJNES, who always
"

will have his joke," terms the pan-
niers in wnich his children ride on the family donkey, the

" Wicker of

Bray."
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LINGUA EAST ANQLIA.

First Angler (to Country Soy).
"

I RAT. MY Lu>, JUST oo TO MY I

FKIEND ON THE BKIDOS THERE, AND SAY 1 SHOULD BE MUCH OBLIGED
TO HIM IF HE'D SEND MB SOME BAIT."

Country Boy (to Stcgiul Angler, in the Eastern Count i(t language).
THEKB Bo' 8AHT H WANT A WCRBUM I I

"

EEAL SPORT AT RACES.
MR. PUNCH,

HAVE you not often wondered at the interest which people
generally take in races, insomuch as seriously to care about seeing
them for their own sake? For the sake of a holiday and eating and
drinking, that is another affair. That of course we understand: but
in merely witnessing a lot of horses gallop, what is there more than

anybody but an ass can perfectly well imagine ? That which anyone
can imagine perfectly weD, I cannot imagine why he should want to

see. At Goodwood, however, the other day I imagine you would have
been rather amused by an incident which a contemporary thus describes,
and speaks of as though really considering it an untoward one :

" In the Bentincls Memorial Stakes the only hone found to dispute the pre-
tensions of the famous and beautiful Formosa was Illuetkin, who had already
run a punishing long nice with Restitution. Sluakin'i jockey consequently
had orders to ride a waiting race. But Formom'* jockey had received similar

orders, because the marc's force is
speed,

and not lasting qualities. When
they were started, then-fore, euch jo.-key immediately tried to wait behind th

other, and their respective animals soon dropped down to a canter, then intn
a walk, and finally to the astonishment of the Beholders, actually stopped and
stood facing each other for a quarter of an hour. Never ht fore had such

sight been witnessed on a race-course, and it is to be hoped, never will again."

Now, this is what I call sport. What is sport if void of fun ? To
me it, is no conceivable fun simply to see horses run a race ever so fast,
but I can fancy at least the fun of absurdity in the sight of their stop-
ping to try which shall be the winner through longest standing still.

Are there not famous races run at Punchestown ? you ought to know.
Anyhow, Punchestown is in Ireland, and of that town and in that

country don't you think that such a race as the stand-still one run, so
to speak Hibernically, at Goodwood, would have been eminently
worthy? If any of my friends had, by the attraction of their society,
or that of eleemosynary chicken-salad and champagne, induced me to

join them in going to Goodwood Races, the contest of speed between
Blueskin and Formosa would have afforded me vastly more gratification

than any which I derived from the hottest run for the Derby thmt 1

ever saw, or could derive from any horserace whatsoever, if not a
breakdown. As to the speed of a fast-running hone, 1 confess the

only fun in it to my mind would be that which 1 might relish in the

spectacle of a hone running away at full speed with somebody else on
his back, than your humble servant,; JoH}. Gorasojr.

Chtapside.

" SECRETARIES OF STATE SUR LA SELLETTE."

OUE excellent contemporary, the Pall Mall Ga:ttt. has a
very

sound
and sensible article, called

"
Trial by the Daily Ttlegrapk," directed

against the weak and violent fashion of assailing a Secretary of State

when sentence of death has been passed in a ease involving romantic
or sensational circumstances with passionate solicitations for its re-

mission.

Will our friend the Pall Mall excuse us for reminding him of a

hackneyed quotation " Mutato nomine, de \r

Fabula narrati.

Is there not even a* irregular a proceeding in store for Secretaries of

State as trial by Daily Telegraph, called trial by Pall Mall Gazelle?
And is not MR. BRUCE even now undergoing that peine forte et Jure,
in the Haymarket Police case

'

" Alarum*. Excursions. Chambers Let Off."

DOU'T set down Jfr. Pu*fk for a reckless assertionist,
When he swears, with bis nearest approach to an oath,

There "s no table d'hote safe from COOK his excursionist,
And no dinner, but too many Cooks spoil its broth.

A LITERAL DESCRIPTION OF OUR AMERICAN POOR MAN'S FRIZSD.
-At once the M and P-bodiment of Benevolence.

VOL.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Some people want a railway from Rangoon/througk British Burmah,

to Western China. Happy Thought. Torment boys home from school

,

by demanding latitudes and longitudes. If they give them, the good
PUNCH informed yon,

; boys will know more than MR. GRANT DUFF thinks most folks know
in his accustomed , about the places in question. He seemed to hint that when the country
sweet and frank man- to be traversed had been really discovered, the railway.question might
ner, that he thought come up again,
it very likely that both
Lords and Commons Saturday. Yes, the industrious blokes sat on Saturday, and MR.
sat, on Friday the pe- TORRENS had the pleasure of beating the Ministry, represented by

nultimate day of July, !
MR. AYRTON, who is not very popular It was on the Metropolitan

but that as he went Loans Bill, and MR. TORRENS carried, by 40 to 33, a clause pre-

fishing he could not
'

venting the Board of Works from leasing to builders land that had

vouch 'for the fact.
' Deen bought for recreation purposes. On a later day the decision was

He was riht, as reversed, and there are two sides to the question, the leasing applying

nsual Those resp'ected
on'y \

"
fringes

"
of the parks, and being intended to obtain funds for

Houses did sit. LORD tkeir improvement. But the fact that Ma. AYRTON managed to get

PESZANCE moved the
' "is Ministry wqpped is noticeable and noticed.

Second Reading of the
'

But, Bless him, with a large B, he brought in the Appropriation

Bill for protecting the Bill. You know what that meant. Very early prorogation,

property of the poorer Monday. Some rather sharp practice, my dear Lords, about the
sort of married woman. I Dublin Freemen's Bill, for dealing with those corrupt Irishmen. It
It is a very good Bill, na(i been quite matter of understanding that the Bill was to pass, and
and much needed by , noble Lords, its friends, left town. At the last moment there was
many ladies who are

; opposition, and Government got first a majority of 1, and then of 2.

not ot the richer sort,
|

We say. However, on a later night, there was better behaviour, and
as well as by those the Bill passed. There will be some pleasant reading by and-by.
for whom it is chiefly But now listen, my Protestants, and ye, my Dissenters, and ye, too,
meant. But it was who heard, during the debates on the Irish Church Bill, that to endow
hustled away until the

j

in any way the Catholic faith was an impossibility, and all that. The
very end of the bes- , excellent member for Ennis, CAPTAIN STACPOOLE, asked the Ministers
sion, so that it could a straightforward question, and it was tkis :

not pass, and bad husbands may go on seizing their wives earnings, 2)oes Government mean to introduce a Bill to facilitate the purchase of
and selling up their furniture, for another vear. Rich women are gleues and the erection of gkbe houses for the ministers of all religious

protected by their marriage settlements, and, as LORD CAIRNS said, denominations in Ireland?
the law ought to do the same office for those who cannot afford the , fo which MR. CHICHESTER FORTBSCUE, the Secretary for Ireland,

luxury of parchments. Something was grumbled about revolutionising
; replied,

the law of marriage, but if that law means that a drunken, callous

spendthrift is to rob his wife, Mr. Punch is for the reddest revolution

against it. The Bill was read a Second Time, if that is any comfort for

the ill-treated.

On a Cattle Bill the BISHOP OP GLOUCESTER AND BRISTOL humanely
tried to carry words compelling the railway people to give food and

Government hopes to introduce such a Bill early in next Session.

Mr. Punch is only equal to adding, with the late THOMAS HOOD,
" What do you think of that, my Cat ?

What do you think of that, my Dog ?
"

for,_ , , , , . Our Government wanted the next Wednesday, so the Bill .ul

water to the nnhappy beasts whom they convey. The Bill enacts that enaD liag your wife's sister to marry you falls through for the Session,
the creatures shall not be starved longer than thirty hours. Please to j R BERESPORD HOPE was much pleased, MR. THOMAS CHAMBERS
think of that, you who fancy yourselves killed if you can t have break- declined to share his

"
vivacity." Ma. GLADSTONE approves the Bill,

it is not safe "to irritate them. So the cattle are to be suddenly driven i The way they wrangled over the Scotch Education Bill, and at last

out of their cool grass, and from their ponds, crowded into a cage, and
| uuddled it up and shoved it back to the House of Lords, was a caution.

. ... - . -"- ..'. . -*-!,* 1 . . _ !___ nA I. I 4

jolted, fasting, for thirty hours. Look at 'em, as you hurry past a

shunted train, you who are now hurrying to the sea, with your sand-

wich boxes and sherry flasks.

The Lords read a Second Time the Bill for temporarily protecting the

Trades' Unions from being plundered by their officers. It has since

UOUUIOU lu up nuu aiiuvcuii/ uav^& IM i/uo juuuupa UL AJVAW*. iraa IMMMMVU*

The Government is abused for its concessions to the Territorials, but
Punch fancies they afforded the only chance of passing the measure
this year. See Friday.

Tuesday. LORD WINCHILSEA continued to be exercised about the

National Pictures, and wanted to carry an instruction to MR. BOXALL
not to buy any more old pictures without showing them to the Trustees

In the Commons, MR. DISRAELI made graceful acknowledgment of i

For the Committee on the LawTemple Bar had spent a bad night.was offered by the well-known firm of AGNEW & SONS, Manchester.
Courts had decided, by a small majority, that the Carey Street Site

MR. DISRAELI added,National Gallery to have the picture.
| present. The Bar is in a more parlous i

You have heard of India 'i It is a large place. One hundred and
" It is so rare a thing for a dealer in pictures who has obtained a very \ forty-seven millions of its inhabitants are our fellow-subjects, and fifty

advantageous purchase to waive his rights in this way, and this is an act of < Other millions are more amenable to our influence than the nearest
such great public spirit, that I think it is due to the MESSRS. AGNEWT, as well

| ittaabitants of this quarter of Europe. So said MR. GRANT DUFF,
as to the public, that it should be known I have before had MMtato

; introducing the Indian financial statement in a better speech than we

oss* "d

Mr. Punch adds his cheer to the cheers with which the House of

Commons received this statement.
There was a Fortifications Debate. Ma. PETER TAYLOR tried to

p

prevent the going into Committee on the subject, but only got 32 i

now, ar ...
in no bad way quite the reverse. You may read Ma. GRANT DUFF s

speech without being bored, if you omit the figures ; and that is a great

tiling to say. But then Punch is always saying great things.
MR. FAWCETT brougkt on his motion for throwing open Trinity

against 100. But CAPTAIN BEAUMONT, who understands the question, I College, Dublin, to all religionists ; when, lo and behold, DR. BULL
moved a specific reduction in the amount to be voted, and gave suddenly flung the doors open. He said that while the Episcopal
rational grounds for his motion. So rational did they seem to the

Committee, that the Government was saved a defeat only by the

squeaking majority of 982 to 73 being the numbers.
MR. NEWDEGATE moved for returns which were calculated to annoy

the Roman f'alkalies, in the matter of their charities, and tkere was aA is
^AMi ncharity bestowed. In the end the proposal was rejected,me uueen s rr to ZQ

much better tha

Church was that of Ireland, it was the duty of the University to stand

by it
;
but the Church being disestablished, there was no reason for

excluding anybody. But Government, supposed to have its own
designs upon T. C. D., did not hail this surrender, and declared that it

was not what the people of Ireland wanted.
MR. EYKYN very properly raised the case of the young Bank Clerks

who, according to the police, were disorderly in the Haymarket, but,
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according to much more trustworthy evidence, were nothing of the

kind, and who were discharged by Ma. KNOX. the police, as MR.
EYKYTJ said, being thereby "involved in the much more serious charge
of perjury." The HOME SECRETARY refined to take any action in the

matter, and was inclined to believe in the police. Perhaps, when we
say that MR. RUSSELL GURNET, the Recorder, expressed great regret
at the speech of MR. BUUCE, and urged an inquiry, we shall put on
record as strong a condemnation of his course as we desire to set down
against a conscientious and able Minister.

For our next paragraph is all in his honour. On

Wednesday. MR. BRUCB took the Habitual Criminals Bill into Com-
mittee, and declared plainly and boldly that its object was the Hunting
Down of those who defied the law. With much discussion, and a good
deal of Cant, the Bill passed, and is now the Law. Ruffians at a

distance had better keep there. It is one of the stern necessities.

"
Thursday. MR. GLADSTONE explained the Bishops' Resignation Bill.

If a bishop be incapacitated, a coadjutor is to be appointed either with
or without the consent of the useless prelate. Of course, the latter is

tenderly treated. It went through Committee, with a good deal of

talk. MR. II AT KIEL 1 1 took an opportunity of abusing the bishops who
had voted for giving aid to the Catholic priests. Punch suggests to

Sheffield that MR. MUNDELLA wants a different coadjutor. MR. GLAD-
STONE, in the end, told good stories of cracked M.P.'s being brought
down to vote.

Friday. MR. BRUCE, asked by 8ra GEORGE JENKISSOJI to defend the

Discrepancies in sentences passed by the Judges, had nothing better

to say than that perhaps we did not know all tin: facts, and that we
must allow for the differing natures of Minos, ^Eacus, and Khadaman-
thus. We do not see what other answer was possible. But why don't

the Judges meet and arrange a Tariff, to be only reasonably elastic P

Another row on the Scotch Education Bill, and MR. DISHAELI firing

hot shot into the Government. He was answered by MR. BRIGHT, who,
moreover, said that we should hardly get any legislation at all if most
of the Members did not take themselves off. At night the Bill was
finished. Scotland's health, in a dram.
MR. BRUCE exactly expressed the feelings of J/r. Punch, in answer-

ing a merciless demand by SIR ROUNDELL PALMER that he should

make a speech on the Law of Marriage, and promise to a.nend it.
" At this advanced period of the Session exhausted nature finds it

difficult to arouse itself to an interest in Anything." However, if the

Law of Marriage interests nobody, marriage itself interests great lots.

Look at the Times' first column just now. The hotels in the pretty
districts will be perfectly intolerable by reason of Happy Couples. We
shall go into the Black Country, and preach to the savages.
MR. LOWE wants to Debase the sovereign, by one per cent., to

please the French. Punch is preparing some Drapier't Letter*.

MR. BRIGHT says there is communication between guard and

passenger on all the railways, or at least that the law, since the 1st

August, is that there must be. Also, he protests against many verdicts

obtained by claimants alleged to have been injured on a railway, calls

them swindling, and desires investigation into the matter. There may
be a few bad cases, the morals of some Companies may affect those of

a few travellers, and make them dishonest. But Mr. Punch sticks up
for Juries in these matters on the whole they are a protection against

Greed, and anyhow they are our only protection.

An Excellent Resolution.
" Two thousand five hundred Indies have taken the pledge ; i.., resolved not

to shop after two o'clock on Saturdays."

Mr. Punch is delighted to hear it, and cordially hopes that many
more thousands of ladies will follow this good example, and become
Total Abstainers from_Saturday afternoon shopping.

" Sors Virgiliana."

(For Young Nobs on the Turf.)
" uno avulso non deficit alter

Aurens, et simili frondescit virga metallo."

" SUBB as each sprig of nobility 's plucked, so sure there 's another,

Equally flush of his money, and just as refreshingly verdant."

PERS AS AERONAUTS.

SEVERAL of the Lords (including more than one prelate) who were
most prominent in their opposition to the Irish Church Bill, have made
arrangements to go up in

" The Great Captive Balloon," to prove to

the world that there is still such a thing as Protestant Ascendency.

THE ROMANCE OF CRACOW.
THE Ritualists, who boldly stretch the Rubric,
And celebrate High Mass, have been amused,

Perhaps, by that account of BARBARA UBRYK.
Carmelite Nun. in Cracow's Convent, used

80 barbarously ; for in the Faith no true Brick,
When holy Sisters stand of crime accused,

Though all the world the case hold undeniable,
Will deem it, as the papers say,

"
reliable."

The
story

"0 you Story ! "girls to quote-
Says BARBARA was twenty-one years shut up.

(Of course its author lieth in his throat)
In a foul dungeon, where she had to put up

With usage that St. Pancras e'en would rote,
Too vile for a sick pauper, who had cut up

Rough with the Workhousf: Beadle, from the Ubbiea
Who did the will of that old Cat, their Abbeit.

In darkness, dirt, and cold, they kept her tfcere,
So goes this Protestant report of iction ;

In all things like a pig, except pigs' fare,
Wherein the pig grunts under no restriction.

And light of day, which pigs hare, and fresh air,
A narrative that scarce nerds contradiction :

Well-informed people's laughter it provokes,
It really is such a transparent hoax.

A priest, confessor to the Sisters, knew
Alone the horrid secret and did smother.

Till he, one day, went and got drank, and blew
We're told, upon them to a rr reread, brother,

Wat ever priest known such a thing to do
As to disclose confessions to another ?

Impossibility, mere dream of fully

A theme for MURPHY, and a fact for WBALLIV.

But say that it were true, and not as far

From truth as every so-called revelation.
Was in the suit of SAURIN tentu STARR.
Mind, it would not afford the least foundation

The life concealed by convent grate and bar
For subjecting to any exploration.

For none need take the veil unless inclined to,

And all would know what they make up their mind to.

" DISHED IN THE SHELL."

SIR WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, in his Newcastle address, tells us, in

plain terms, that the Attack has very decidedly beaten the Defence.
In other words, guns have got the better of armour.

Plate we never so thickly, shots will find oat the way into ships.
As we can't keep the shots oat, the next best thing, SIR WILLIAM

suggests, is to let the shots out, when they have got in, and to build oar
vessels of iron so thin that the bolt or shell which makes its entrance

at one side will make its exit at the other, without leaving a between-
decks full of death-dealing splinters behind it, as would certainly be

the case with the five-foot thick hulls of the present fashion.

It is the old story over again the rrductio ad alaurdua of defensive

armour on ships at sea, which we arrived at, generations ago, in the

case of soldiers ashore. We have gone on adding plate to plate, till

our ships can neither sail nor manoeuvre, just as our ancestors went on

loading the man-at-arms with steel casing after casing, till he could

neither stand nor go ; till, if he was once knocked over, it was as im-

possible for him to get up again, as it would be for a modern iron-clad

of the last thickness to keep afloat, when once a shot or a ram had
knocked a hole in her between wind and water.

Punch came to it long ago. The Admiralty, let us hope, will folloi

as it usually follows a good lead, longo MeroaUo.

SWEET PACT.

Buonaparte's Riltt JOSEPHINE and MARIE LOUISE.

The Fenians and the Faithful.

THE Irish newsletter in the Timet states that a
"
mass meeting,"

numbering some 10,000 people, was held on Sunday last week in

Limerick on behalf of the Fenian prisoners. Don't suppose that this

i mass meeting consisted of mass-goers. Had they been in the habit of

going to mass they would, of course, have been taught better than to
1

sympathise with rebels and traitors. They have all ceased going to

mass and turned Protestants. Such has already been the effect of
; Justice to Ireland.
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I NATURE'S LOGIC.

Papa.
" How is IT, ALICK, THAT rou NEVER GET A PRIZE AT SCHOOL ?

"

Mumnia. "AND THAT YOUE FRIEND, LOUISA SHARP, GETS so MANY?"
Alice (innocently).

" AH ! LOUISA SHARP HAS GOT SUCH CLEVER PARENTS !

"
[Tableau.

"NO BAIT THIS YEAR!"
" The usual Ministerial

'

3/eicspaper paragraph.

ait Dinner will not take place this year."

WHAT was that acid, acrid, cry,

That sounded through the Treasury,
And Downing Street thrilled like a sigh" No Bait this Year !

"

What paler leaves pale STANSFELD'S front,

Makes AYKTON'S darker lhan its wont ?

The sentence shrilly, sharp, and blunt
" No Bait this Year !

"

Was 't GLADSTONE'S bile, or GRANVILLE'S gout,
LAYARD'S "

hot with." LOWE'S
"
cold without,"

Or BKUCE'S bothers brought about,
"No Bait this Year"?

Was :

t BRIGHT'S repugnance to a dish

That so suggesteth loaves and fish,

Induced him to put forth the wish
"No Bait this Year"?

Or was't the want of Rats to kill

(See the Votes on the Irish Bill)

That prompted grateful GLADSTONE'S will

"No Bait this Year"?

Was 't LOWE'S example to his friends,
His strenuous thrift of candle-ends
And cheese-parings, that recommends" No Bait this Year"?

Or was 't a hint to TIIWAITES & Co. ;

Vestries and Guardians meant to show
Their betters diunerless can go

Sans Bait this Year ?

Or, shades of HART and QUARTERMAINE !

Was 't that such load these feasts have lain,

All were rejoiced to swell the strain," No Bait this Year
"

?

Did all, rememb'ring past "Spoko, Spokes !"

Bad wine, stale plats, and staler jokes,
Join in the prayer, which none revokes

" No Bait this Year
"

?

JEWS AND PROSELYTES.

THE shade of JOHN WESLET will rejoice to learn that it was no
Methodist after his method who imitated the method of conversion

practised oh the boy MORTARA at Home. See what says the Times :

"THE JEWISH ABDUCTION CASE. The UEV. JIu. THOMAS, one of the
defendants in the above case, was erroneously stated in our leading article on
the subject to be a Wesleyan minister. MR. THOMAS ia a member of the

Baptist body."

THOMAS, it is to be hoped, look you, that, in compassing sea and
land to make a proselyte, you will henceforth conduct yourself with
a degree of scrupulousness which will prevent any repetition of the

general remark that you don't seem to be a very Particular Baptist.

ONE FOB HIMSELF.

MR. PUNCH discovers that he is the most credulous creature living,

seeing that he is regularly taken, in by nearly everybody.
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MEAN TIME AT GREENWICH.
CHAKCELLOR OK THE EXCHEQUER. "ECONOMY, DEAR BOYS, ECONOMY! TEA AND SHRIMPS, IF YOU LIKE,

BUT WE REALLY CAX'T STAND WHITEBAIT."

" The usual Ministerial Whitebait Dinner at Greenwich did not take place." Morning Paper.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.

ILBURY takes me to see EagU* Attacked. By SIR EDWTH
LANDSEKR. We stand opposite the picture in front of

several people : 'we are silent. DILBURY says presently,"
Fine picture that 'i

"
I agree with DILBURY. Wonder where SIR

EDWIN was when he saw it. I don't see how he could have imagined
it, because, from what one knows of eagles and swans, it is about the
last tiling I should have thought of. Perhaps it occurred to him as a

Happy Thought. But what suggested it P I put it to DILBURY.
'The Serpentine, perhaps, DILBURY thinks, adding afterwards,

"and a walk in the Zoo."
DILBURY tells me that that is how subjects suggest themselves to

him. From which I gather that DILBURY is an artist. I don't like to

ask him, "Do you paint?" as he may be some very well known
painter.
He says, "I '11 show you a little thing I think you'll like." He takes

me by the elbow, and evidently knowing the Academy by heart, bumps,
shoves, and pushes me at a sharp pace through the crowd. DILBURY
has an awkward way of stopping one suddenly in a sharp walk to

draw one's attention to something or somebody, that has attracted

him generally, a pretty face.
"

I say." says he, after two bumps and a shove have brought us just
into the doorway of Gallery No. 111.,

"
There 's a deuced pretty girl,

ehP'
Before 1 have time to note which girl he means, he is off again with

me by the elbow. Bump to the right, shove to the left, over some-

body's toes, and through a knot of people into Gallery IV. Stop sud-

denly. Hey what? "There's a rum old bird," says DILBURY, winking
slily,

"
in Eastern dress, he 'd make first-rate model for my new pic-

ture ; sacred subject, Mcthusaleh Coming qf Age in ike Pre-Adamite time.

Wonder if he'd sit?"

Happy TAouyAi.fo say, jestingly,
"

I wish I could," meaning sit

down, note.

DILBUKY is rejoiced. Would I sit to him P He is giving his mind
to sacred subjects, and is going to bring out Balaam and Balak.
Would I give him a sitting, say for Balak ? MILBURD has promised him
one for Balaam, unless I 'd like to take Balaam. (As he pronounces
this name Baa-lamb, I didn't at first catch his meaning.) I promise to

think of it. He gives me his address.

Happy Thought. Have my portrait taken. Not as Balaam, as

myself. Settle it with DILBURY. He '11 paint it this year, and exhibit

it next. MILHUKD, who happens to come upon us at this moment,
suggests showing it at a shilling a head in Bond Street, as a sensation

picture."
I '11 be with him," says MILBURD,

"
as Balaam (you 've promised

me that), and he shall be the
" "

I know what he 's going to say, and move off with DLLBURY before
he 's finished. MILBURD mil talk so loud. He 's so vain, too : does it

all for applause from strangers. I saw some people laughing about

Balaam. Hope the little SYMPERSOKS have gone. As we are squeezing
through the door, we come upon MRS. and Miss MILLAR again.

< Meeting for the third time, I don't know what to do.

llappy Thought. Safest thing to smile and take off my hat Miss
MILLAR acknowledges it gravely. 1'ity people can't be hearty. She
might have twinkled up and nodded.
DILBURY points out a picture to me. A large one.

"
Yours?

"
I ask.

Happy Thought. To make sure of this before I say anything about
it. He nods yes, and looks about to see whether any one is listening.
I suppose he expects that if it got about that he was here he 'd be

seized and carried in procession round the galleries on the shoulders of

exulting multitudes. However, there is no one near the picture
("which" he complains "is very badly hung") and consequently no
demonstration.

" Good subject, eh ?
"

he asks me.
"
Yes, very," I answer, wishing

I 'd asked him first what it was, or had referred to the Catalogue. It

is classical, evidently ; that is, judging from the costume, what there is

of it. 1 try to find out quietly in the Catalogue.
DILBURY says,

" You see what it is of course ?
"

Well I I I in

fact, don't, that is, not quite."
Well," he replies, in a tone implying that I am sure to recognise

it when I hear it
"

it s Prometheus Initiiuliitg the
Lampadephoria.

To
which 1 say,

"
On, yes, of course. Promttheut tinrtiu," and look at the

number to see how he spells it. I compliment him. Very fine effect

of light and shade. In fact, it 's all light and shade, representing a lot

of Corinthians (he says it's in Corinth) running about with red

torches. DILBURT
points

out to me the beauties of the picture. He
says it wants a week s study. He informs me that it was taken on the

spot, and that his models were
"
the genuine thing."

Happy Thought. To say,
"
1 could stop and look at this for an age,"

then take out my watch.
" You can come back again to it," observes DILBURY, seizing my

elbow again.
Meet MRS. and Miss MILLAR again. Awkward. Don't know

whether to bow or smile, or nod, or what this time. I say, as we pass.
"Not gone yet?" 1 don't think she likes it I didn't say it as I should
like to have said it, or as 1 would have said it, if 1 had the opportunity

'

over again. 1 daresay it sounded rude.

DILBURT stops me suddenly with, "Pretty face that, eh?" and
looks back at Miss MILLAR. Whereupon I rejoin.

" Hush ! 1 know
them." DILBUKY immediately wishes to be introduced. I will, as an

;
Academician, and his picture, too. We go back after them. We
struggle towards them : we are all jammed up in a crowd together. I

hear something crack. 1 become aware of treading on somebody's
dress. It is Miss MILLAR'S. I beg her pardon.

"
I hope I

*

Ilappy Thought." We met : 'twas in a crowd." Old song.
1 say this so as to give a pleasant turn to the apology and the intro-

duction. 1 don't think Miss MILLAR is. a good-tempered girl Some-

body is nudging me in the back, and somebody else is wedging me in

on either side. As she is almost swept away from me by one current,

and I from her by another,! say, hurriedly, "Miss MILLAR, let me
introduce my friend, MR. DILBURY an Academician." She tries to

stop : I turn, and lay hold of some one who ought to be DILBURY, in

srder to bring him forward. It isn't DILBURY at all, bat some one

else a perfect stranger, who is very angry, and wants to kick or hit

1 don't know which (but can't, on account of the crowd), and I am
carried on, begging Miss MILLAR'S pardon and his pardon, and remon-

strating with a stout, bald-headed man in front, who mil get in the

way.

Happy Thought Get out of this as quickly as possible.

Getting out again. Lost my Catalogue. Meet MILBCRD. I ask

him what 's that picture, alluding to one with a lot of people in scant

drapery in an oriental apartment. He replies,
"
Portraits of members

of the Garrick Club taking a Turkish bath." It is No. 277. It simply
can't be. Besides there are ladies present MILBURD pretends to be

annoyed, and says, I needn't believe it unless I like.

Must go to WILLIS'S : see about sleeping to-night, luggage, dinner,

and a lot of things.

Happy Thought. Have my hair cut Have an ice first Leave the

Academy. -^===^^==:^==
Charity and Criticism.

Broun (readt): "On Monday last the PRKCESS TECK opened a

new drinking fountain in the Regent's Park, erected at the cost of

COWASJEE JEJANGHEER READYMOXEY, Esq ,
a distinguished Parsee

gentleman, who has lately given more than 100,000 to benevolent

institutions in India."

Jonet. Ready money, eh ? And spent it wisely, eh, BROWS ?

Brown. Parsee money, too. Better far than parsi-mony.

{Poke each other in the rib, andpau to Ike next paragraph.

ACCORDING TO THE SABBATH-DAY LEAGTTE.

RECJUPT for Juoentut Mundi.Requiet Sunday.
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DECIMALS ON DECK.

Irish Mate. " How MANNY iv YE DOWN THER-RE ? !

"

Voicefrom the Hold. "
THREE, SOR !

"

Mate. " THIN HALF iv YE COME UP HERE IMMADIATELY ! !

"

RHETORIC BY M. ROUHER.

BLESS thee, ROUHER, bless thee, thou art translated in a telegram which makes
thee say to thy Master's Senate :

" To wish that France should remain at a standstill while liberal doctrines take posses-
sion of the whole of Europe would be to disregard the necessary loss of our influence

throughout the world, and to weaken the sacred ties which unite the Napoleonic dynasty
to the French nation

;
but to let oneself glide with indifference down a decline which

leads to an abyss would be to forget that France has a right to require from the
Government absolute security against violent passion, mad wishes and implacable hatred,
for in the words of AUGUSTVS,

' the Empire is sufficiently popular to go hand in hand
with liberty, and strong enough to preserve it from anarchy.' (Applause.)"

To let oneself glide with indifference down a decline which leads to an abyss,
could not be to forget anything that France has a right to require of anybody, we
should think, unless France has the right to require that he shall not consent to

go to the Doose, in a Doose-may-care kind of a way. Nor will the logical mind
easily see the force of M. ROUHER'S argument to the contrary drawn from

"
the

words of AUGUSTUS." But there is, M. ROUHER should consider, a policy at

least as bad as that of consenting to go unconcernedly to the Doose.
" To wish

that France should remain at a standstill while liberal doctrines take possession of
the whole of Europe

" would be a mistake perhaps even of worse consequence
than it would be

"
to disregard the necessary law of our influence throughout the

world," or even than
"

to weaken the sacred ties which unite the Napoleonic
dynasty to the French nation." It would be to disregard the adage

"
Doose

take the hindmost."

Madame L'On.

AT a female suffrage banquet in Paris the other day, says the Pall Mall Gazette,
one of the ladies, MLLE. BRENIL, observed that ''the greatest enemy women
had to contend with was the impalpable but ever present on 'on dira ceci ou
cela, and the on according to MLLE. BRENIL, represents only women. In a word,
and that of one syllable, on is the French MRS. GRUNDY.

THE WLLD(BAD) HUNTSMAN.
"The PRINCE and PRINCESS OF WALES have arrived at Wild-

bad. The influx of English tourists is tremendous." Cow/

Purr, Puff, by the steamer !

Jar jar by the rail !

Ting a ling by the teamsters,
Of Malleposte or mail !

Drowning row of COOK trainbands,
And Swiss Tourists' bray,

Hark to Wild-bad's Wild Huntsmen
In chase of the prey !

The Hartz has its wild hunt,
PILATUS has his :

In Der Freischiitz we 've seen it

Go by with a whizz,
Of skeleton rider

On skeleton hack,
And the rattle and yelp,
Of a skeleton pack.

But what are wild Huntsmen
Of Brocken or Hartz,

Or they that in Freischiit:

Third Act play their parts,
To the wild hunt of Wildbad,
Whose hot hounds at bay

Hold a Prince and a Princess,
For quarry to-day ?

Hang close on their traces,
No rest let them find-

Reporters in front,
Snob and snobbess behind !

Dog their doings by day,
And their slumbers by night,

Till their sleeping 's a terror,
Their waking a flight !

Let your distant view-holloa
Break in on their meals

;

Let them spring from their beds
With your yelp at their heels ;

Press close and yet closer

On crown'd stag and hind

Eager muzzles to earth,

Eager sterns to the wind !

Though the hunted cry mercy,
The lookers-on shame,

Are not ye Wild(bad) huntsmen,
And they royal game ?

Hunt them late, hunt them early,

By night and by day,
The Wild(bad) Hunt's up
The snobs loose on their prey !

MARTINETS AND MURDER.
THE subjoined extract from a leader in the Times on

"
Assassinations in the Army," ought to be suggestive to

the military authorities and the Legislature. It refers not
to the convicted felon, but to the British soldier :

" From morning to night he is subject to a discipline of a
kind which civilian outsiders can scarcely form a notion of,

unless, indeed, they recall their own treatment as little boys at

school, and of which the incessant
petty restraints, become posi-

tively intolerable to a man even of fairly good temper, when, as
must occasionally happen, they are abused by an ill-conditioned

superior."

By all means, therefore, cease to trust the British Soldier
with ball ammunition which he is not required to use

immediately on duty. At the same time remove his pro-
vocation to misuse it when shooting his superior officer.

The Curse of Ireland.

IT has been suggested that the great absentee pro-

prietors of Irish soil would do good to Ireland if they were
to go there, and during the next autumn and winter, reside

upon their estates. The answer to that suggestion which
the generally of them make is,

"
I 'M be shot if I do."
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"LE FOLLETS" ADVANCE IN INTELLECT.
// Pallet is evidently improving, if not at Earlswood, yet somewhere

else, apparently, under some course of training calculated to develop
intellect. It states that, amongst the various Fashions for August :*

"
Light waterproof cloths in hot colours such as violet and black, or brown

and gold, are much in demand. Costumes in thii material thould be quit*
plain, with a simple hem at the bottom of the sitirt, which is short. A small
crinoline of the same material at the dress, will be found very serviceable to

put on in wet weather, us it serve* to sustain the skirt, and preserve the
ankles from the damp."

Reasoning ; actual reasoning. That, too, in addition to a very
sensible remark about costumes which are themselves as sensible as
any can be waterproof, completed with :

"
Waterproof boots, sewn with the colour of the dress."

Mudplungers for wet weather. These/too, bespeak somewhat of an
understanding, in the upper region, if, more useful than ornamental,
they eclipse one at the lower extremities, of those who have judiciously
taken to wear them.
Then again, Le Pallet, with a decided gleam of thought, remarki :

"
Young ladies' dresses should always be simple. Originality of form or

colour need not be excluded, as will be seen from the following descriptions."

Of these one deserves to be quoted, for it certainly does bespeak
the merit of originality :

" The black confections mostly adopted are the fichu, with a point in front
and behind, completed by a short tuuique, with a cascade of coques termi-
nating in a square end behind."

A cascade of coques, for an embellishment of a lady's dress, certainly
does stake one as an original idea. What are the coqaes P Shells '<

Egg-shells, associated with
"
black confections

"
may agreeably remind

the beholder of omelette an confiture. Or are the coques oyster-shells,
or what else f And how is the cascade managed ? The uninformed
mind may surmise that watered silk is somehow employed in it.

Not only has Le Toilet attained to a degree of intelligence which can
appreciate originality, but it is capable also of exercising somewhat of
a critical faculty in a tone of gentle satire even. For example :

"
Elegant refinement in dress is a gift all ladies do not, unfortunaWv,

possess ; hence the caricatures we no often meet with. Striking contrasts in
colours and profusion in ornament, either on dress or head, destroy the beau-
tiful eflect which might be produced by a careful and graceful adaptation of
the numerous garnitures now in fashion.

Here is, besides, something like some notion of Art. Le Folkt,
perhaps, has so far advanced at Earlswood as to have been enabled to
profit by being taken of late occasionally to South Kensington.

OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

JUDGES' JUSTICE.
MR. PUNCH was expressing to the wife of his bosom his indignation

at the shamefully inadequate sentence of five years' penal servitude

I.-<;[.AI'UAM JUNCTI

BEHOLU ! the strident cnzine with its lielm

Of burnished brass, and fiery eyes, is In

To waft and whirl through Albion's sta-girt realm,
To cliffs and sands, to esplanade and

;

Tin- "Uinmrr swarm of travellers who throng
The busy platform in their summer suits,

And, eager as impatient school-boys, long
To taste, for one brief blissful moon, the fruits

Of months of industry and thrifty ways
. scenes, fresh air, fresh faces and fresh shrimp*.

Where the Savoyard still his organ plays,
And sands are trenched by merry barelegged imps
Cheerful, though conscious that oy shore and bay
The lowliest lodging-house awaits its prey.

II-SKAVILLI.

Musing 1 pace the shore, and idly scan
The groups who gossip on the grassy green,
The donky equipage, and drab machine,
The useful shrimper, and the coastguard man ;

Till, resting on a shattered mast, I trace

Upon the sand contiguous to the sea,
The dearest name in all the world to me
AMELIA STRAPPS, of 10, Shakspeare Place :

Then calling to my faithful hound afar,
I wander home to see the sun go down,
(About his usual time,) behind the town,
And watch the vessels as they cross the bar.
Pleased to observe the moon above the hill-
But not the extras in my weekly bill.

IIL 8SAVILLB KEVISITED.

Four Quarter-days hare passed since musing hire,
I graved her name upon the shifting sand.
And heard the music of the German band

Playing Selections on the crowded pier ;

The while I shaped within my joyous heart
The happy course of all my future life.

With her who promised to become my wife,
And won, for months, a locket with my eartt.

The scene 's unchanged ; the pier, the prawns, the I

But 1 my peace, my appetite, is gone,
My figure 'a shrunk, I 've lost at least a stone
Since here I traced that dear perfidious name.
And hoped But, hark ! gay laughers round the rocks
AMELIA and her husband CAPTAIN Cox !

A Prince for Punch.

-- . j. . vv
( UVHVI, JMM.I J. n/*i_.i. And tllC JllUffO VfCsiO -lAiri IjJjViV.

Is there no appeal from JUSTICE MELLOR to Justice MELIOR P Surely,
if ever trial by the Times and the Daily Telegraph, the San and the
Star, the Daily News and the Standard, the Morning Post and the
Morning Tizer, the fall Mall Gazette and Punch, all together, was -._-.-.- ~w~.~, -.--, -.. ~~ ... ~~~~. u v . VA**II/UI*
justified, it is in the case of the Judge who, after awarding five years

'

presided : and the rest of the distinguished officers present were not
penal servitude to this beast in human form, and eighteen months' *U Scotchmen.

imprisonment to another only less ruffianly scoundrel, who just missed
taking his wretched wife's life through the blunrness of the knife he

" In taking my leave of this garrison, for the purpose of proceeding to one
of the English colonies, it is with a sincere hope that I may soon return

again."

Tremendous cheers; but no laughter. Yet the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE

used on her throat, gave fifteen years' penal servitude to a fellow who
administered a threshing with his fists a savage and unjustifiable one,
it is quite true to a poor hair-dresser who, a year before, had given
evidence against him.
Are we to infer from the revolting disproportion of these sentences

that, in JUSTICE MELLOR'S eyes, threshing a witness is three times as
bad as breaking a wife's neck, and nearly ten times as bad as cutting
her throat ?

No Longer a Fault.

LADIES who have the privilege of offering their charitable contribu-
tions m the presence of a gracious and charming Princess, ;may be
pardoned if they feel a little purse-proud on the occasion. (N.B. The
gentlemen who attend them should be slim in figure, not pursy.)

THE IRISH FREE CHURCH QUESTION. Now that we are dises-
tablished and disendowed shall we go on praying for

"
the High Court

of Parliament ?
"

Two Chapters of Gladstone'* Autobiography.

(At Edittd by the BISHOP or TI-AM.)

1

Jutenttu U*nJi."
"
The State in its relations with the Church." 1S33.

1

Sevtftxi Immundi."
" The State in no relations with the Church."

Strength and Weakness.

MR. PETER TAYLOR, the other evening, made an assault on the
Government Bill for the completion of our inchoate dockyard defences.

Is not this gentleman a partisan of compulsory abstinence from exhi-

larating liquors? Perhaps his disapproval of anything strong is so

thorough that he objects even to fortifications.

OFF THB NMDLBS. A Tailor who has made money (some tailors

do), and wishes to measure himself against other rich men, should take
to yachting and get a cutter.
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PRO AND CON."
Prosaic Vndc. " LIKE TO BE A SMUGGLER ! DON'T TALK NONSENSB, GEORGB !

"

George.
" WELL ! 1 'i> RATHKI: LIVE IN A NICK CAVB LIKE THIS ONE HKKE, "STRAP o' THOSE

BEASTLY HOT LODGINGS !

"

A NOODLE'S NOTE-BOOK.
I HAVB recently returned from a visit on business to several of our provincial towns. I have

preferred lodgings to hotels, and I have found the landladies of the former are to be divided into

two classes those who take your brandy (my favourite beverage) and those who take it, but
add water to the residue, in the insane idea that the quantity will deceive yon. but apparently
unaware of the filmy effect produced by the process. There was a boldness about the former

predatory proceeding that induced a certain amount of respect combined with the natural surprise
of a simple-minded Londoner, but in the latter act of larceny there was a paucity of invention
and a certain meanness that provoked the purest contempt. 'I hope this mem will not be com-

pletely thrown away (at this sea-side season) upon all brandy-and-watering-place landladies, who
are hereby advised that it is sufficient to steal without spoiling what ia left for the luckless

lodger.

My respected friend, Jr.Hf.ur DIDDLER,
KM,. , once gave a very admirable pendant
to the well known titla of a medical work,

called,
"

ll'kat to Kit, Dnnk^ and A'
'ri - What to Eat: everything in season.

'

to Drink : the best wines in the house,
to Avoid : tlie waiter. This sounds

well in theory, but fur its successful practice
Hic-rr are required quicker eyes and
nimble legs than fall to the lot of most ol

us or rather, the/t^ of most of us. Eery
one has heard the story of

"
two brand v-

and-waters getting over the palings," pale
brandies

they
must have been but the iiievi-

'

table attendant caught ttan up be sure.
' Thev were brandies aud icaUeri in the end,
no doubt.

I rejoice to come across a middle-aged man
who hkea tarts. There are few pleasanter
sights than a Scotch confectioner's, with its

crowd of full-grown aud often elderly cus-
tomers. A man who retains bis sweet tooth
after forty is seldom a bad fellow. To ice
tlu: Lime lads of two-and-twenty shake their

beads and growl
"
dyspepsia, when the

pastry enters, and then watch them cry havoc
with the cheese, and rush wildly at the

radishes, it to me far from pleasant. \Vh>,
too, is the good old word "Pie" becoming
obsolete 1 mean in its fruity sense ? Some-
body told me the other day it was vulgar to

give people custards. Mr informant smo-
thered her aspirates, and called regiment"
ridgement."

The lessee of an alfresco place of amuse-
ment (finding the wet weather usually set in

simultaneously with the commencement of
hit season, always spoke of his having

"
once

more assumed the rains of management."
After all, a man's best friends and his wont

enemies are pens and ink.

Circulating medium a clown to the ring.

He waa a foolish fellow and inclined to go
to extremes, who. because he had a horror
of capital punishment, refused to even
execute a commission.

Some lawyers resemble folks who can sleep
in any position. It is immaterial on which
side they lie.

Medical men are the only people who are

wide awake when they are knocked up.

FOOTING OF CHINESE ROYALTY.

THROUGH one of REUTEK'S wires we are

informed that

" The Chintte authorities at Pekin hare offl-

inlly intimated to SIR Rr i HEJUfikD ALOOCX that

the DVKB OP Ki junot be received

by the royal family of China on a footing of

equality."

This shows some abatement ot Chinese
self-esteem. The Royal Family of China

mean, of course, that they are
prepared

to

receive the QCEEN OF EHGLASD s son on a

footing of superiority, a considerably higher

footing than their own. Accordingly it has

doubtless been
"
intimated," if not plainly

announced, to them in return, that they are

at liberty to kiss his Koyal Highuess's foot,

and will obtain assuredly therefrom, the

footing which they are entitled to.

Always Happy to Oblige.

A CORRESPONDENT inquires what the Ray
! Society, often advertised, means. We have

! pleasure in informing her that it is a Society
for Spectrum Analysis. This again means
an association for the investigation of Ghost
Stories.

VOL. LVU.
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OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

IV. SERVITUDE.

MY comrades go to warfare with the grouse
Now crowing on the hills and heathery moors,
To various foreign climes 011 foreign tours,

To croquet parties at the Manor House ;

Or, in the emerald sea to plunge and play,

Prone, with a curious eye, to watch at night

The waves lit up with phosphorescent light,

And the great fleet of C9lliers
under weigh :

Whilst I sit opposite this green-baize door,

And all day long frame letters from
" My Lords,"

Or wade through Minutes made by weekly Boards,

Glad when the well-watched clock announces four,

To change my coat and range the lonely Park,

A wistful, wearied, Departmental Clerk.

V. EMANCIPATION'.

The manumitted slave is not more glad

Than I to-day. For six delicious weeks

I leave my desk, my diary, and my pad-
To cruise the seas, to conquer snowy peaks,

To hear the music of the foaming fall,

To bask beneath the blue Italian sky,

To mark the covey down, to troll and trawl,

To lure the salmon with the mimic fly,

Or lingering long on mount, and mere, and isle,

T9 dress the salad and dispense the pie,

Asking but one remunerating smile,

Seeking but one reciprocating sigh ?

Not so my CELIA and her girls shall share

Thy dear delights, with me, Boulogne-sur-Mer.

evening would do for the Scotch Education Bill, and it was rejected

by 55 to 43. Most people seem rather pleased, for the Bill satisfied

'LORD GRANVILLE thought the present site of Canning's Statue a

good one, but intimated that .he should like to know the views of the

great statesman's family.

In the Commons there was opening on a scent that may leal to

something amusing. A very young gentleman has been made Revising

Barrister, over the heads of deserving seniors, and decidedly on

account of his pedigree. More anon we will not spoil sport.

MB THOMAS CHAMBERS, Member for Marylebone, intends next

Session, to Reform the Established Church, and make it an effective

instrument f9r
the Evangelisation of the whole nation. His intention

really does him great credit.

The Commons (this was in the morning) passed the scotch Bill, ana

sent it up to the Lords' afternoon meeting. The result has been told.

We know from BURNS that

<; To make a home for wife and weans

Is the true pathos and sublime

0' human life."

Don't we tell you, &c.

LORD ELCHO presented the memorial of 30,000 Miners, humbly

praying for inquiry into the causes of the dreadful accidents in mines.

The HOME SECRETARY thought that the subject could not then be

attended to, but said that he would consider the memorial.

MR. ALFRED SEYMOUR, who woa a gallantly contested fight at

Salisbury, took his seat.

" I want the Court Guide," says tny lady,
" to look

If the house, Seymour Place, is at 30 or 20
;

"

" "We've lost the Court Guide, M'm, but here's the Red Book,

Where you'll find, I dare say, Seymour Places in plenty."
(Moore.)

Don't we
dear

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

ME. PUNCH deeply regrets to say that the Session is over. He had

hoped that it would have been prolonged, as he is quite sure that a very

large number of gentlemen must still have a very large number of clever

and instructive speeches to make on many topics of interest. He is,

however, comforted by learning that there is to be an Autumn Session,

when all Members who have not obtained a hearing this year, will be

summoned to meet, and discuss the Irish Church, Scotch Education,

and English Pauperism. This will be very delightful ; and he is pre-

pared to hasten back to London, at the shortest notice, to report the

proposed debates. Meantime, he sets down that on

Saturday, August 7, the Scotch Education Bill, over which there have

been such interminable wrangles, was kindly promised to the House of

Lords in a day or two. LORD REDESDALE showed himself unworthy
of snch kindness, and declared that the Lords ought not to be asked to

discuss so important a Bill, which had been so materially altered, within

a few hours of the end of the Session. He should move its rejection.

LORD GRANVILLE mentally winked.

In the Commons, MR. MONK made a little speech about Rupert s

Land, which is somewhere in America. Punch believes Canada acquires

it, and we lend her money for the purpose, but it does not matter.

Nothing matters in August, except the having keys to your portman-
teau and sac de nuii. Whatever the case may be, the Bill passed.
"
For RUPERT only comes to conquer or to fall." (Macaulay.) One

quotation is as good as another, and better.

The eternal Scotch Education Bill was considered as amended.

DR. LYON PLAYFAIR said that everybody in Scotland wished for

Religious Education. We don't know anything about that, but a

precious lot in Scotland need it, especially the cruel folks in the High-

lands, who hugely overload coaches, and treat the horses with a bar-

barity that spoils all the pleasure of excursions. Though, if you found

fault with any of these fellows, in the localities, you would be told that

they are "decent bodies," and "regular communicants," and there

would be a sneer at
"
Cockney Atheists," who do not know that beasts

were made for the service of man.

Monday. Royal Assent was freely accorded to many hundred weight
of Bills. LOHD REDESDALE would not let the Rupert's Land Bill

pass through Committee.
"

Till, like a stream that bursts its batik

Fierce RUPERT thundered on our Hank,

Hurling against our spears a line

Of gallants, fiery as their wine." (fcolt.}

Don't we tell you that it is the act of quotation, not the relevancy of

the matter quoted, that is to be considered f

LORD REDESDALE kept his word, and a good many Opposition Lords

having been whipped up, LORD GRANVILLE pleaded in vain that one

*t we tell, &c. But Mr. Punch once repeated this epigram to a

lady, who, perfectly innocent of its meaning, highly approved

it. "Yes, that s good. That's just like servants. First they lose

your property, and then they give you impudence."

Tuesday. Rupert's Land Bill passed the Lords.

"
Mount, Cavaliers, it is vengeance that speeds you,

Mount, Cavaliers, it is RUPERT that leads you,

Mount, Cavaliers, let the flag that precedes you
Be covered with glory or covered with gore."

(Poet in an Annual.}

Don't we, &c. . , .,

LORD DENM,\N protested against abandoning the old historical site

of the Law Courts, and going to Carey Street, for the sake of getting

convenient lounging places for suitors and the like.

MR. PETER TAYLOR (we are glad to shake hands with a well-meaning

gentleman, whose chief error is his belief that somebody has appointed

him Inspector-General of the Human Race) asked a very proper

question about a young English subject, named NATHAN, who had

been locked up at Milan, since April. LORD CLARENDON seems to

have lost no time, when he learned the facts, m requesting that Ma.

NATHAN might be admitted to bail.

MB. LOWE said that Government cpuld take no step m regard to th(

Law Courts till Parliament met again. So Temple Bar is certainly

reprieved until February, and probably for a great deal longer. Mr.

Punch intends, with the good leave of his friends at the adjacent bank

to put his venerable head out at each of the windows of the Bar, and

drink the health of East and West London respectively. After that

solemn and affecting ceremonial, the Bar may be regarded as disendowed

and disestablished. . , .

Do yon want to know any more about MR. LOWE s intentions in

regard to your Sovereigns ? He wants them kept in this country, not

melted for exportation, and he thinks that he can achieve this by

making a sovereign lighter by one grain than at present. We prefer

our sovereign cum grano.
A Bill which MR. GLADSTONE thought important, that enabling

Bishops to resign, whether they like it or not, passed. Their Lord-

ships of Exeter and Winchester, will, it is thought, be interested.

MR. GLADSTONE has made learned DR. MOBERLEY, formerly Head

Master at Winchester, the new Bishop of Salisbury. He is High

Church, but not a thaumaturgist, like his venerable predecessor.

Clje ffirrtf.

Prorogation Day. In the Lords, DR. JACKSON, Bishop of London,

read prayer. Royal Commissioners took their seats.

Then did the Lord Chancellor HATHERLEY deliver about the worst

Royal Speech which Mr. Punch or MR. COBBETT ever sat upon.

Really, considering that the Session has been marked by remarkable

legislation and remarkable eloquence, it might liaye
been brought to an

end in less slipslop style. The cause of the debility was, we suppose,

I the indisposition of MR. GLADSTONE, who can write we should rather

say he could. Mr. Punch does not descend to criticise such a fortuitous

aggregation of words, but merely notes that HER MAJESTY, after the
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usual statement that Foreign Powers assure her of their friendliness

(no such assurance ever being given, of course), was advised to men-
tion :

1. That negotiation with America has been suspended, and it is

hoped that this delay may tend to maintain friendly relations. [Yet, if
two persons cut one another, they ran hardly quarrel, your Majeity.']

2. That I'iiilruiicnt lins 1 it and assiduous. [IPell deserted.!
3. The Irish Church Act.
4. The Re-Creatiou of the Compound Householder. [Your health,

MR. DisuA!
5. The Bankruptcy Act. [Lire within your income, everybody, <tn<l

(as the shut dnl to Ain boy, who mentioned that the trout

biting that >-d by his item parent to mind his work),"
then <."}
0. The Act abolishing imprisonment for Debt. 'Tradesmen, don't

givcfoolith credit."}

1. The Endowed Schools Act. [.Vote, toys, show your endowment* ]

8. The Habitual Criminals Act. [Tremble, ntfitu^
> Welt ,.

Kxox ! An admirable warning!}
9. The Catlle Act. [Not in MR. low's department.']

10. Repeal of Duty on Fire Insurance. [Kneryltody butfools inture.]
11. Repeal of Duty on Corn. f A'o chuff occurs to *.]

I -1. Tlie Electric Telegraphs Act. [Braco, MR. SCUUAMORE !]

The QUEEN was much obliged for the Supplies, and for the money
which has paid the Abyssinian bill.

And this was the highly elegant conclusion :

"
During the recess yon will continue to gather that practical knowledge

and experience which form the solid basis of legialatire aptitude."

And so endeth the first Session of the Terrible Parliament, which,
e4ected by the Millions, was to abolish everything except the Guillotine

Mr. Punch salutes the Public, and, dulce ridem, once more puts the

Stopper into the Bottle of Essence of Parliament.

CHARITY FOR CRIMINALS.
OSXERD MR. I'<

1 AM a pore man as lives by onnest industry, leastways
exactly onnest I am certingly industrious, fur . prigged as

many as half a score of tickers, besides scarf pin*, port monnays and
other harticles of virtue in a single evening's work. In r<x/r-

now and then been nabbed, and Ijr.i ! teeks, hut aving notliim:
in partickler to characterise my features, sich as a broken nose for

instance, or a pair of bandy legs, I aim bin often rrckoniied as previous
conwicted, and have got upon the ole pretty tolerable well ot!

what puts me in a funk is this here blessed 1 1 i>-- ,: what it called Ha-

unting down of us abitual crimnles, which MR. BRUCE be says of it

" The main object* of the Bill were the luperrision of criminal* and a

proper system of rcgUtrat: to Kcure the recognition of habitual
offender* when brought i

Sir, all as I say is that if us pore armless prigs like me aad CHARLEY
CLTFAUR is going to be registered, and have oar names and weights
and colours of our eyes and noses stock up at street corners for the
warnink of the public and instruction of the Piece*, we'd better shut

up shop and hemigrate at once. If they 're a going to register us like

a lot of stoves, and ave our picture published with our anto-biog-

rapheries, there wont be arf a chance of our Gammonin toe beaks, by
gitting of a friend for to depose a halibi in case we come to grief.

Goodbye to hold Uengland will soon ave to be our cry, for what's the

good of staying to get 7 years penal servitude arter being twice con-

wicted, to say nothing of the nuisance of living underneath the sur-

weillance of the
pleece.

MR. BRUCE he seems to think the Hack will

do a sight of good in criminal reformin, which he pats bis notion this

way in bis speech when the Bill passed :

" He had little faith in the moral enVct of the ordinary impriaonment of an
offender who had been living a life of crime; on the ether hand, a long
sentence of penal eervitude had thi* effect it broke up the habit* of the

criminal, separated him from hi* old ueoeiateo, accustomed him to rigorou*
labour, while mean* wen put within hi* power of returning to a life of

honesty and industry ; and, a* a matter of fact, tho*e nu-ans were frequently
and successfully resorted to, a* wa* proved by the experience of the Uncharged
Prisoners' Aid 'Society."

Sir, all as I can say is that if me and my pal CHARLY ad bin taken by
the & when we fust come out of quod, and put to any onest andicra/t

for urning oar own living, we should not have had occasion a second
time to trouble the beeks or the perlice. We none of as likes being
unted down and collared and sentenced to ard labour, though arter all

the fact is that the ardest of ard labour is the lives we have to lead.

Give a cove a elping and arter his fust punishment and yonll see that

1

19 oat of 20 wont ever want a second. Bat its ard lines on a lad to

]

be sent into the streets without a scrap of character, with nobody to

I
help him but his liuncle the pawnbroker, and with nobody to shelter

him but his old wicious haunts. 1 remain, Sir, yours most faithful to

command, p,TEK p,jGOM,,

CONVIVIAL i

A TRADJFUL of excursion folk, all under a marque*,
Sat down to bread and butter, young and old their drink was tea.

But first they tang the Hundredth Psalm, for grace, with jubilee
Good people, they were Methodists, come out upon a spree.

O Hyson, O green Hyson, can it be thou art so strong ?

Are ye such right stuff, Horuinian, and Pekoe, and Souchong ?

There seemed to be more merriment those .Methodists among,
Than their beholder had beheld at any board for long.

Good spirits from the tea-pot is it possible t

In cups that not inebriate, but cheer no less, but more,
Than goblets of the choicest wine, and grog with ample store.

Of weeds, which boon companions need, each other lest they bore ?

A Distinguished Tourist.

MRS. MALAPROP is abroad with her husband and a Currier, and from
the accounts which have come to hand of her progress appears to be

making rather a wide circuit in her travels, letters having been received

from her dated Aclies-la-Chapel, The Ague, Humbug, Kissing'em,
Tureen and Whistbaden. She writes that she was delighted with the

Rind and not surprised at the colour of the Roan. Her descriptions of

Lake Lemon, the Jargonelles, the Hearts Mountains, and the Simpleton
Pass are very remarkable, and the Jury Mountains she describes as

Grand. When last heard of, MRS. M. was going to Ruin.

Is This a Canard from Canada ?

" A curious bet wa* made between two gentlemen of thi* city [Montreal]
, the implitudc of their beards. . . . The bet wiu that the loer

of tho toss should at once denude himself of hn magnificent beard and

moustaches."

WHAT a hair-breadth escape for the winner !

No CHARGE FOK STAMPING. This familiar heading of an advertise-

ment might be adopted by the Mint to announce the maxim which, in

the coinage of sovereign?, it has established as a golden rule.

Lowe Jokes.

THE Conservatives appear to be stunned. They raise little or no

outcry against MR, LOWE'S proposal to lower the Standard. To be

sure your gold is not your paper. But the CHAKCELLOK OF THE

EXCHEQUER proposes bringing down the Sovereign. It is, however,
true that he contemplates doing this without prejudice to the Crown.
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A NOVEL IDEA. TO BRIGHTON AND BACK IN NO TIME.

SPIEIT CAETES DE VISITE.

DOES anyone want proof that the Invisible can be photographed F

Here it is, then plain as a pikestaff :

" In a recent notice of the Mumler photographs, poor Pu>ich made one of

his splendid misses with his baton. The tenor of it was that nothing can be
1

photographed which is not visible to the naked eye ;
that ghosts ate not

visible to the naked eye, therefore. &c. Now, it is well settled that the plate

|

is more sensitive than the eye, and it is, therefore, an unfortunate instance for
1 Punch to show his wisdom upon. The magnetic or odic lights, which BARON

j

KEICHEN'BACH photographed, are evidences of this.*'

Are they ? BAKON REICHENBACH got a photographer to shut up a

magnet, turned towards an iodised plate, in a case kept in perfect
darkness for sixty-four hours.

"
Taken out in darkness and exposed

to mercurial vapour, the plate now exhibited the full effect of the light

which it had received, over the entire surface." REICHENBACH adds,
"
It was clear from this, that unless other causes are capable of affecting

the photographic plate after considerable time, it, in fact, must be light,

real, though weak and acting but slowly, that issues from a magnet."
Italics original. Is the impression obtained in the manner above stated,

one of the
"
evidences

"
referred to by the Spiritual Magazine, as

demonstrating the possibility of photographing an invisible ghost?
We should like to see the others.

By the accounts of spirit photography it takes no more than ordinary

photographic time to photograph a ghost. And the ghost is photo-

graphed in daylight but, according to the Spiritual Magazine, not

thereby ; not by daylight, but by oaic light. The chemicals are de-

composed by rays of daylight reflected from the sitter, and at the same
time by rays of odic light emitted by the ghost. Optics and Chemistry !

Said odic light is too faint to affect the eye ; nevertheless affects the

plate
as quickly as the daylight does, and that in broad day. No need

tor the odic ghost to be shut up for sixty-four hours in the dark.
In order that spirits may

"
levitate

"
a Medium, or stretch and shrink

him, or write, or draw, or play the accordion, or send banjos flying
about your ears, they insist upon darkness that is, the Medium does
for them. A dark stance is de rigueur. But they don't want darkness
as a condition to being photographed. That demand would be reason-
able ; indeed, consecutive. The odic ghost should require darkness to

shine in it, like the odic magnet. But just where darkness would, ex

hypothesi, be requisite for a spiritual manifestation, the spirits that

manifest themselves photographically can do without it. And dou't

they dof
How can they do otherwise than spirits still in the flesh P One

understands, indeed, that such spirits can, apart from the magnesium
light, or the lime, or electric light, only be photographed by sunshine,

though, considering that they are Yankee spirits, attendant on a

Yankee Medium, and constant enpugh in their attendance to enable

him to do a regular business with confiding, but possibly through

co-operative Yankee sitters, one may venture to suggest that their

photography in effect is moonshine.

CITY INTELLIGENCE.

A BILL was left on Courts' counter the other day, which was so

heavy that it took two men to draw it and five to hold it.

Tickets for the Musical Money-lenders' ball this year will be two

months after date.

The costume for that evening will be drawers ot bills, check

trousers.

Odoriferous fountains will send up showers of sixty per scent.

Drafts of anything from twenty to a hundred thousand in the

refreshment-room.
The quadrilles will consist of nothing less than eight figures, whicli

will be danced to a pretty good tune.

The piper
will be paid by subscription.

Further particulars when we know more about it ourselves. One of

the most ancient and respectable houses in the City has been offered

for the occasion on account of its being so remarkably firm. Very

many are going. If any question of precedence should arise, the rule

will be that some of the best shall go first.

Highly Proper.

IN one paragraph of the Speech, the QUEEN recognises' what Parlia-

ment has done for the Public Weal Very right, and we.hope that the

cabs will now be better.
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THE LAMENT OF THE COLONNADE.

THE
SUPPER COLONNADE OF VAUXHALL GARDENS TO

BE SOLI) CHEAP. This remnant of the past has witneued many a

scone of merriment with lords and ladies of high degree. It U suitable for the

gardens of a tavern or place of amusement. From an Advertittmtnt in a

Daily Paper.

AND must 1 thus go to the wall,

Alas, alack a day !

Till time which swept away Vauxhall,
Valks hall of us away.

Ten thousand extra lamps such sights !

Dowsed broken lost degraded !

Alas, those lights of other nights
And other days are faded !

The orchestra where SINCLAIR sung,
If memory doesn't fail it,

Was graced by one a charm who flung
Around it must be-Wail-it !

The trees that trembled in the breeze,
The festooned oil devices ;

The waiters'
"
Give your orders, please,"

The famous
"
Vauxhall Slices/

To cut them as those waiters could,
Thin as a muslin curtain

My doom is fixed, I 'm much afraid,
Tia bootless to complain :

I 'm a despised old Colonnade,
And call-on-aid in vain.

Will no one philanthropic be
To save me from disgrace P

Ye publicans don't purchase me.
I 'm too old for the place.

Diaphanous most surely would
Die-half-on-us I 'm certain.

But 'tis an art completely lost,

As is the wondrous way
In which through throngs those waiters crossed,
With deftly balanced tray.

To
parties thirsting for a

"
pull"

Those waiters bore so well.

A dozen massive tumblers full,

Which never tumblers fell.

Ah me ! the vows that nothing mean,
That I 've heard people say ;

The loving looks that I have seen !

The suppers put away !

The "
teas" that steady early folks

Have cleared. The seas of beer
I 've seen absorbed. Ah me ! the jokes
That 1 have had to hear.

The imprecations I have heard
From youthful waiters tricked :

The pockets 1 've beheld absurd !

Incontinently picked.

" The glasses sparkled on Hit board ;

"

On that one to the right
Sat many a gay and festive lord.

Whose "
wine was ruby bright."

That was in days ere soda fizz

Sapped proud young English nature ;

And not of BASS or GUINNESS'S ;

But guineas to the waiters.

I date the downfall of Vauxhall,
Whatever parlies thinks,

I date its sad decline and fall

To its decline in drinks.

When soda-water folks did pour
On brandy, none need trace

The reason why a change came o'er

The Spirit of the pl;i

Champagne in quarts, expensive Ports,
Prime Sherry wines in cases ;

O'erflowing
"
cups

"
the dearest sorts

Alone can float such places.

Of Vauxhall's pomp sole rcmnanf I

By tavern gardens' side

That / should he permitted my
Diminished head to hide !

A LITTLE TURN WITH HANDEL.
IT is not often in one's lifetime that one gets the lucky chance of

feeling twenty-seven yean younger than one's age. Mr. Puxfk the
other evening experienced this feeling, and old fogies who have any
music in their souls may feel as young as he did, for an hour and a half,
while listening to HANOKL at the Princess's Theatre.

Seven-and-twenty years ago, when Mr. Pmiek had barely reached
his second volume, Acu ana Galatea was performed at Drury Lane,
with, to echo his own words,

"
every assistance to be derived from

scenery, stage management, and perfection in the choruses." Mr. Punch,
however, although then in his infancy, was not completely satisfied,
for he thought that

"
many of the principal singers were inadequate to

their task, and the band was unworthy of the Theatre Itoval, Drury
Lane." Moreover, he described it as "a garbled mutilated represen-
tation," the garbling, doubtless, having reference to the music intro-

duced in the wave-scene by Ma. TOM COOKE, which no doubt caused
the waste-basket in use then at the Pck Office to overflow with

jokelets about HANDEL being cooked.
Mr. Puttck repeats a few of his old words, just to remind old fogies

that there certainly were faults when Acu was performed in 1$42,

although old memories may not retain remembrance of the fact.

When one's ears are well tuned to the enjoyment of good music, it is

not pleasant to hear grumblings about "modern innovations," or
laments for the old days, when by Jove. Sir, men sang HANDEL as
HAHDBL should be sung. A well grouped scene upon the stage looks
not a whit less "classical" because a ray of lime light can now be
thrown ailant it ; and though big clumpy Polypkemia now sings sadly
out of tune, such clumsiness is after all not unsuitcd to a monster so
awkward and grotesque.
Some playgoers care for nothing except sensation scenes, and are

hardly likely to be tempted just at present into paying seven shillings
for a stall at the Princess's, although the heaving of the rock upon the
head of Acu might be described as a

"
Sensation Header," in the play-

billwe beg pardon, the programme, for which you pay a shilling when
shown into your seat Other playgoers, however, who have the better

taste to relish something better than terrific stage effects," will go
without much pressing to enjoy a turn with HAXDEL ; though, unless

they book their places a week or two beforehand, the chance is they
will find the house we beg pardon again, we mean the auditorium-
is so completely crammed, that not without much pressing will they
squeeze into a seat.

The pretty theatre is now "
as fresh as paint

"
and gorgeous gilding

and new drapery can make it, and all engaged there do their best to

make the evening pleasant. The scenes look like expanded landscapes

by old masters, and although a century old, the music sounds as young
as yesterday's, and will probably outlive it. The singers on the whole,
do justice to the songs, and they who form the chorus are so steady in

their time that Galatea has no cause to bid them
"
hush, ye wobbling

choir !

"
Moreover, they are drilled to show a something that

approaches what is natural in action, and this in choral singers is

so wonderful a novelty that the oldest of old-stagers will stare to see
it done.

Song of the Snob.

Trartllinj in Partuit of Soyally.

THRO' the world, thro* the world, follow and Gad them,
Dog all their footsteps, and mob them right well :

Stare in their faces, and strut close behind them,
So all hope of their resting in peace you'll dispel.

The Universities on the Stage.

THB Pall Mall Gatetle. in a note on the play of Formosa lately pro-
duced at Drury Lane, informs those who are concerned to know, that

the University crews are represented in that piece as coached by retired

prizefighters,
and the stroke-oar of one of the boats as spending the

last week or so of training in a course of wild dissipation, and the

night before the race on a sofa in a Fulham Drawing-room. One might
think, from this ridiculous impossibility, that Formosa, instead of being a
new and original piece, had been taken from the French, and also as

being particularly suited to the dtmi moxde.
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CRICKET!
Unde. "WELL, TOM, AND WHAT HAVE YOU DONE IN CRICKKT THIS HALF?"
Tom. "

OH, BLESS YOU, USOLE, WE 'VB BEEN '

NOWHKRE,' THIS SEASON
;
ALL

OUR BEST 'MEN,' YOU KNOW, WERE DOWN WITH THE AtEASLES I
"

SONG FOE A HAMPSHIRE HARVEST-
HOME.

THERE now lies a, prisoner in Abunduu jail,

For attemptun at murder awaitun his trial
;

Now send good deliverance unto un, I pray
I only repates what the peapers do zay.

This chap he 's a Shepherd, and HEATH is his name,
And it they belies un the moor is the shame ;

He tried, says the story, truth be ut or lies,

To pison his wife and his fara'ly likewise.

They says as how 'a mised up, wi' deadly intent,

Some stuff as for killun o' varmun was meant,
In a bason o' sugar, which all did partake,
And didn't no great difference to none on 'urn make.

Hereon 'tis obsarved up in London. I hear,

Sitch miiturs of rubbish in all goods appear ;

So made up and mingled wi' dregs and w' draff,

That pisou its own self be n't pison by half.

There "s rascals as counterfates aven our seeds ;

Wi' clover and turmuts whereby we sows weeds :

So halt' o' the crops in the ground as we puts
Comes up wretched charlock and barren wild wuts.

'Tood sim, by the charge 'gainst that there Shepherd
clown,

He bought his sham pison in Newbury town.
The county was Berkshire, wherein this here case

Did happen supposuu ut ever took place.

Loramassy, what rogues now-a-days do abound !

What chatun there is gwaiun on all around !

But, like a bright spot do in darkness appear,
lleturn of convictions diskivers Hampshire.

The number droughout a whole year, they declares,

Of dalun wi' false weights arid mizhures and wares,
Was seven, and too many, as can't be denied

But all was in Poachmouth and ne'er one outside.

What prime, precious, pure, upright fellers we be !

Don't, like others, desave, and bamboozle, not we !

In coorse that 's the fact, not a bit of a doubt
But what Hampshire's Perlice finds all Hampshire's

rogues out.

THE BOUQUET BONNET.

AMONG other vastly interesting [morsels of intelligence, a Paris cor-

respondent tells us that

" Ladies wear, as bonnets, diadems of flowers, extremely high, accompanied
by lace ruches and often by an aigrette or a small bird placed as if it were on
the point of flying away with full-spread wings."

For a long while ladies' bonnets have been growing, in the trite

phrase, small by degrees and beautifully less : and after oeing scarcely
visible to the naked eye, it seems they now have actually gone clean

out of sight. Flowers in France are worn
"
as bonnets," we are told;

and perhaps we soon may hear of ladies wearing bouquets on their

heads, and thus enjoying the delight of displaying something fresh

whenever they go out. No doubt, too, they will soon go in their

bonnets to the opera, and throw them to Dinorah, or Rosina, or

Ophelia, or whoever else may win their admiration and applause.
Staid persons might object to wear a bird

"
with full-spread wings,"

as it possibly might give them an appearance somewhat flighty ; but

no objection could be raised to a high diadem of flowers, excepting on
the ground that it was clearly not a bonnet. When is a bonnet not a

bonnet f it may now be asked. And the answer may be given, When
it becomes a bouquet, and then becomes a lady.

Our Political Confidence.

GREAT changes we "ve seen nothing follow,
As yet, that does not appear good ;

Hooray, therefore, boys, let us holloa :

We "re sure we are out of the wood.

A NONREPRESENTATIVE MAN.

Waiter. No Ministerial Whitebait dinner! That's your
GLADSTONE. And he calls his self Member for Greenwich !

friend

COWES AND COWS.

SOME unpleasantness, perhaps, may, as the writer of the subjoined
letter says it does, attend a spectacle which, as such merely, is

pleasing, bucolic, and rural :

" THE HIGHWAYS.
" To the Editor of the Hampshire Independent.

"
SIB, Will you allow me, through the medium of your columns, to draw

the attention of the powers that be (whether highway commissioners, police,

or others) to the fact that our best and favourite walks around Cowes are

entirely spoilt by one or two parties having cows continually grazing on

the highway. There are generally three or four cows together, with a

child to look after them, and I need not say much about the unpleasantness of

ladies having continually to pass them. Highways were surely not made
for the purpose of grazing cattle on ? By calling attention to this you will

greatly oblige many visitors. ,, Tour8 very obediently, A. B. C."

Of course ladies, even the most timid, are little likely to be frightened

still less to be hurt, by COSTS which a child can look after. No doubt

there are very many sensible girls, accustomed to perambulate the

walks about Cowes, without encountering any unpleasantness in them

occasioned by cattle or any other animals. They, whensoever and

wheresoever they walk abroad, go clad, with precaution equally tasteful

and prudent, in dresses sufficiently short not to sweep the ground.

New Novel.

LINCOLN GRAT, who has a large practice on the Occidental Circuit,

and delights in nothing but work, hearing of "A Life's Assize,"
remarked that that was just what he should like.

LONG LIFE TO HIM !

Ma. GLADSTONE, who has been unwell, is now staying at Walmer
Castle. We sincerely hop-; he will soon be a Deal better.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
LOOK in at WILLIS'S.

\ I S O K R (the

stranger) has p
RAWLISSOS says,"

If I like to stop
here, and us'

Lis's bed, I can.
"
1

will. !

wants to know what
I 'm 'going to do
this evening ?

Happy Thought, i

Don't know dine '

with Aim,if he likes.
)" He won't do

that," he says, "but
will meet mo any-
where aftenvar !>.'

Go to Club. Ask
for letters : two :

one from my wife.

Keep that untilI
'

ve i

opened this enve-

lope with the names
,

of MESSRS.
GOOD AND GROOI.I.Y

Ludgate, tli

nent public
stampedon theseal.

POPGOOD AND GROOLLY hare jumped at Typical Development*

least, in answer to a letter of mine, with an introduction from BOODMJ'
second cousin, "they will be glad if 1 will favour them with an <

call." An early call, say six in t lie morning. POPGOOD and GROOLLT '

in bed. POPGOOD in one room. GROOLLY in another, myself in a room
between the two, reading aloud Vol. 1. of Typical Detftopmentt. I say
this to a friend in the Club, as I must talk to some one on the subject,

being in high spirits.

Must look over the MS. and see it 's all in'order to-night. Better

read some of it out loud to myself, for practice, or try passages on

RAWLmsoNlwhen he comes in in the evening.

Happy Thought. -If I asked RAWLINSOS to dine with me, he couldn't

very well help listening to it afterwards.

Open FRIDDY'S letter. She says "Baby's got another rash; her

Mamma advises change of air sea-side. How long am I going to be
'

away ? Why don't I write P She is not very well. Now 1 am in town '

I must call on Uncle and Aunt BENSON, who have complained to

my mother of my neglecting them. My mother (the letter goes on
to say) was down here the other day, and cried about it a good deal.

Her Mamma (my wife's, my moihtsr-in-law, MRS. SYJCPERSOX) sends

her love, and will I call and pay FRIBSBY'S bill for her, to save her

coming up to town. FEUBSBY, the jeweller, in Bond Street."

Write by return ; dash the letter off to show how busy I am :

DEAR FRIDDY, Full of business just now. POPGOOD AJTD

GROOLLY, the great publishers, are going to buy Typical Derelopmenis,
I 'in going to see them to-morrow. Love to everyone. Poor Baby !

Will see about Uncle. yolir affectionate Husband, in haste.

P.S. Going to have my portrait done by DILBURY, A.R.A.

Letter sent. Send to MESSRS. POPGOOD AND GROOLLY to say I 'm

coming to-morrow ? or shall I take them by surprise ?

After some consideration I think I "d better take them by surprise.

Having nothing to do this afternoon (I feel as if 1 had dismissed

everything from my mind by having sent that letter to my wife, saying, :

" how full of business I am just now.") 1 will stroll towards Belgravia
and call on Uncle and Auti

Happy Thought. Take Rotten How and the drive on my way.
After the Popgood-and-Groolly letter I feel that I have, as it were, a

place in the world. My mother and Uncle and Aunt BESSON have always
. wanted me to take up a

profession ; especially since my marriage.
FRIDDY agrees with them. Well, here is a profession. Literature. Com-
mence with Typ. Devfl., Vol. i. Say that runs to fifteen editions; say I

it 's a thousand pounds for each edition, and a thousand for each volume ;
I

there will be at least fifty volumes, that's Jifty thousand ;
then fifteen

;

times fifty is seven hundred and fifty, that is, seven hundred and fifty !

thousand pounds. Say it takes me ten years to complete the work,
then that s seventy-five thousand pounds a year. 1 stop to make this

calculation in my pocket-book. A sneeze suddenly takes me : I haven't

got a cold at all, but it shakes me violently, and I feel that a button
has gone somewhere. The back button to my collar, I think : as I

fancy I feel it wriggling up. 1 really thought when one was married
all these things would have been kept in proper order.

Happy Thought. Might stop somewhere, and ask them to sew on a

button.
Where? Pastrycook's. Shall I? I look into the window at a

jelly, and think how 1 shall manage it. I, as it were, rehearse the

scene in my mind. Suppose 1 eater. Suppose I say to girl at counter,
[ '11 take an ice: strawberry, if YOU ;.'

.
. .UK), oh by the way, (as if

I hadn't come in for this at all) have you got such a thing as a

about you which you could kindly sew on for me ? Think I 'd better
in.', li might look odd. Or go into a haberdasher's. Buy gloves :

only 1 don't want gloves, and that '11 be four and sixpence for having a

button sewn on.
: the collar is wriggling up, and has got over my waistcoat. I seem

to be wrong all ov, 's a sort of sympathy m my clothes. On
looking down (I'd not noticed it before) I s-:e that one trouser leg is

than the other. 1 i. 'is about the last pair to my
tailor. 1 particularly told him not to nuke one lee longer than the

other. It 'a his / : days' wt-ar one leg always
becomes shorter t

;i Thought. Ca.n before a shop window,
ting to look in, uiibuit m my w , ist braces.

the same unliculty about braces as about my stirrups always in

BOODEU, an elder

arm suddenly, and turns me round. I lace

m Ninmi and two ladies, very fashionably dressed,

to wuoin, he says, lie wri..'- ;

il .rridly annoyin,-, my sh .und my neck, my waist-

coat is open, and in twisting me round .59 thoughtless of BOODBLS !)

the lower part of the liraeo has broken. Awkward. I can|t explain
uis that would sound M if it wasn't.

BOODKU says (hev 're been longing fur on introduction. Well, now
they've got . i'ch any of their

names) snakr my hand for him),

s with a smi!",
"

1 hive heard a great deal of you. Sir. I am
tolu you are a v^ty witty pcrs

."touffU.To say, "Oh, no. not at all."

a itupiJ rruu-K I'ur him t . nk^J apjttn't answer, "Yes,
Sir, I am vary witty." .1 'rty after this, and we
walk silently down Piccadilly. I can't help thinking kow disappointed
t !.'> must be in me as a very witty person. Then JPoODEu shouldn't

have led them to expect if. I '11 liave a row with him afterwards.

\\'hen I turn to speak to the young lady (rather handsome and tall)

my collar turns too. and seems to come up very much on one side. I

should like to be brilliant now. The result is that I ask her (round my
collar, which 1 pull down to enable me to speak comfortably) if she is

making any stay in town ? which, on the whole, is not particularly

brilliant.

She replies,
" No." and leaves the rest to me.

The Elderly Gentleman (her papa, I fancy) on the other side repeats
" We 've heard of yon "this with almost a'chuckle of triumph, as if

he 'd caught me at last.
" We 've heard of joa. as a very witty person."

I return
"
Indeed," and we proceed in silence up to Apsley House.

Thev're silent, not liking (as BOODILB tells me afterwards) to speak,

for fear I should satirically laugh at them, and also to hear some witty
remarks from me.

Happy Tkongkt (by Park Gale.) Very sorry, must Ictve ; got to go in

the opposite direction.

KINK LANGUAGE FOR FINE LADIES.

SIKASGB as are the fashiouable costumes now in vogne, the words

used to describe them are to our mind stranger still. 1 or instance,

look at this :

" The basque i edged round the bottom with a urn-ill
flatinjf.

The tight

sleevei are trimmed at the wrirt with a bouillon with two headings."

As there is a musical resemblance in the words, it is possible that

"fluting" may mean the same as "piping," a term which we distinctly

remember to have seen in some old fiddle-faddle fashion hook. But

how ran sleeves be
" trimmed with a bouillon,'' unless, indeed, some

French soup happens tj be spilled on them ? "A broth of a boy is

a foolishly incomprehensible expression, and perhaps a girl who
chooses to wear bouillon on her sleeve may, with almost eqnal

foolishness, be said to have a toup (on of being a fine lady.

Will it Ever be Otherwise ?

THERE is so much adulteration in what we eat and drink that most

articles of consumption have to be taken .upon trust, and treated as

Articles of Faith.

To A BENIGHTED CORRESPONDENT.
" MA*T EMILY

"
(photograph

and specimen of hair inclosed) is wrong in her supposition that a Knight
Bachelor is necessarily an unmarried man.
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LE DUEL A MORT.
SUGGESTED TO FRENCH JOURNALISTS AS BEING STILL UORS CERTAIN AND SATISFACTORY

THAN THEIR PRESENT METHOD OF SETTLING POLITICAL DlfFSREKCIS.

FALL IN FASHIONABLE HAIR.

A PARISIAN journal reports a fall of fifty per cent, in the value of ornamental hair ; namely."
cliignons, nattes, catogants, queues, agrements, meches, and false toupets." It is to be hoped

that this foretokens literally a fall in artificial hair the catogants (whatever they are), chignons,
queues, and all the rest of it. Still, however, at present, according to the Pans Correspondent
of the Post,

"
grey hair is very expensive." Silver locks are perhaps more precious, because

they are scarcer, than golden ; which everybody knows to be as common as carrots. Other-

wise, one would think that, for a lady at least, a silver crown could exeeed in Talue no other
than "

a pitiful bald crown. A hoary head, even natural, and male, is not always attended by
the wisdom which the experience it signifies ought to have purchased ;

female and factitious, it

may be taken to indicate meretricious idiocy, except in the case of a sensible old woman wearing
a suitable wig.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. Stopping in London in August.

SEAWAED !

(After SHELLET.)

THR bathrrs are splashing.
The ipaniels are dashing,
The darlings are dancing,
Their bright eyes are glancing

The railways are rolling,
The steamers are coaling,
The inn bells are ringing,
The Niggers are singing-

Get away !

The sea and the ocean
Are both in commotion :

BLACK, WHITE, (IKIES, and
Have ail vanished from Town-

Get away !

Take a dip, take a sail,

Never mind turning pale
A bold fellow, 1 trow,
Who dare blot paper now

We areTree-
Let him feather his oar,
Let him flirt on the shore.
Observe mollusks and shell*
Hut not the blue belles

In the sea;
And from cliff, cove, and rock,
At the sound of the clock,
Hurry home fleet and fast.
To that wholesome repast-

Shrimps and tea.

And crabs too, and prawns too,
And croquet on lawns too,
And drives on the sands.
And those terrible Bands,

Lovest thoa ?

Thy fortnight at Dover
Too soon will be over,
At Bognor thy pleasure
Shall be beyond measure,

I TOW,
By that great saline lotion,
'i tie blue briny ocean,
Which at rest, or uplifted,
Is sketched by the gifted

E'en now.

At the
" Crown "

or the
"
Royal,"

Where sojourn the loyal,
Crowds of tourists are meeting,
Hosts of tourists are eating

At seven ;

While all down the tables,
In white ties and sables,
Pass the grave solemn waiters
To hand the potato?

In Devon;
And with napkin in hand,
In the coffee-room stand,
To extinguish the gas.
When to bed yon snail

]

At eleven !

A Metaphor.Modernised.

PEOPLE are accustomed to say that any
discoverv whereby their own inventions or

designs nave been annulled has "taken the

wind out of their sails." This saying is

appropriate enough for the yachting season ;

but, with an eye to the general state of navi-

gation at this time of day, perhaps it would
be better to complain that we have had the

steam taken out of our cylinders.

TO MB. PUNCH.

PLEASE, Sir, what is the Height of the

Yours! truly,

Six FEET Two.

Season?

VOL. LVII.
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A DISCERNING DOG.

him a poodle. He (the dog

P CINCH, Everybody,
at this warm season
of indifference and
indolence, says to me,"
Confound your poli-

tics." And I answer,"
Frustrateyour kna-

vish tricks." But
politics being now
confounded by com-
mon consent, let me
not to talk twaddle
relate an uncom-

mon instance of
"
Sagacity in a Dog."

It is not the sagacity,

observe, but the in-

stance which I call

uncommon.
The dog which

afforded this instance

of sagacity is a Skye
terrier. I am bringing
an action for defama-
tion against a de-

tractor who has called

,
not the detractor) has been called a

im slate-coloured, for that is what he is,

and I hate puns. Moreover, he has lost the hair of his tail and its

dorsal neighbourhood, which gives him a mangy and not a celestial

appearance.
He is accustomed to bark violently whenever there is a rap at the

street-door announcing anybody whom he does not know.
When he hears a rap that he is familiar with, the rap of any frequent

visitor, or person accustomed to come to the door, he also barks. But
then he barks sotto voce, his back is a subdued wuh, uh, uh ! as much
as to say,

"
I know who that is, but I bark just to say some one is

there ; never mind, it 'a ofno consequence, only I can't help just barking,
and so I bark."
So plainly does he bark to that effect, that I can always be sure that

the rap which he so barks at is that of some customary caller or other,
and can generally tell whom.
A man comes daily bringing fresh water from a neighbouring well.

I can always distinguish his rap by my dog's bark.
But the other morning, Sir, I made a mistake in interpreting that

peculiar utterance.

Wuh, uh, uh, barked my canine domestic, wuh, uh, uh, uh, uh!

There, thought I, is NOAKES, the water-carrier.

It was the man who brings fluids of another description from the

public-house.
Now here, Mr. Punch, is a story fit to be told by any nice young

man for a small tea-party, to such a party, or to the larger kind of tea-

party formed by a meeting of the Temperance League, Band of Hope,
or United Kingdom Alliance. I think I may subscribe myself

HABITATS IN HUMIDO.

P.S. My dog barks loudly at the grocer's man and the butcher's,

baker's, and greengrocer's. He barks gently at the Waterman, and
the pot-boy.

MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
WILLIS not returned, so used his bed. I awake to the fact that it is

the day for POPGOOD AND GROOLLY, and Typical Developments.
RAWLINSON is down to breakfast about a quarter of an hour before

I am. He always will come down a quarter of an hour before I do,
and then he begins breakfast without telling me he is there which is

unsociable, as I now know him well enough to tell him. Apparently
his object in being first at breakfast is to get hold of the Times, which
he keeps until five minutes before the boy calls for it (it is only hired)
and then asks me "

If I 'd like to see it," though, he adds,
"
there.'s

nothing particular in it this morning."
The important question to me now is how shall I appear before POP-

GOOD AND GROOLLY ? I mean, how dressed ? I 've never called on a

publisher, or a pair of publishers before, and the difficulty (I put it thus
to RAWLINSON) is, should one be shabbily dressed to give them an idea
of poverty (starving author, children in attic, Grub Street, &c., &c., of
which one has heard so much) or should I go in the height of fashion,
so as to appear independent ? RAWLINSON doesn't take his eyes off
the newspaper but smiles, and replies,

"
Ah, yes, that 's the question."

Happy Thought. TQ interest him personally, and get his advice by
saying,

" What would you do, if you were in my position ?
"

He looks up from his paper for a second or so, vaguely, and after

answering,
"
that he doesn t precisely know," resumes his perusal.

Happy Thought. To express an opinion, so as to get him to differ

from me, and then the subject will have the benefit of a discussion.
I say,

"
I should think one ought to go dressed well, eh ?

"

KAWLTNSON (without taking his attention from the Times) replies,

"Oh, yes, decidedly."
I don't know him sufficiently well to express my annoyance at his

selfishness in not going into the matter thoroughly with me. He is

selfish, very. I took him to dine at my Club with me, in order that
on returning to his rooms together he might k'sten to me reading my
MS. aloud, as a sort of rehearsal for POPGOOD AND GROOLLY, but he

picked up two friends on the road, and whispering to me,
"
You'd like

to know those fellows, one plays the piano very well," he brought
them in, and they stayed in his and WILLIS'S rooms, singing, play-

ing, and smoking until past three in the morning, and in fact I still

heard them roaring with laughter after I had gone to bed.
RAWLINSON says, this morning, apologetically, that he 's sorry those

fellows stopped so confoundedly late, as he had missed hearing part of

my Typical Developments, which he had hoped I would have read to him.
I say,

"
Oh, it doesn't matter," but I shan't give a friend a dinner

at the Club again, in order to secure his attention afterwards.
He adds presently and still apologetically, that he should so much

t

have liked to have heard me read some of my best passages to him now,
i

after breakfast, if it hadn't been that he is obliged to go down to the

Temple this morning.
As I should really like to try some of it before appearing before

POPGOOD AND GROOLLY, I ask him at what time he must be at the

Temple, as there would be, probably, plenty of time for him to hear

something of it at all events.

RAWLINSON looks at the clock, and says regretfully,
"
Ah. I 'm

afraid I must be off immediately," and proceeds at once to look for his

umbrella and brush his hat.

Happy Thought. To brin* my MS. out of my bag and commence at

once on a passage with
" What do you think of this ?

"

RAWLINSOX has his hat on, and his hand on the door-handle. I

read, "Ox the various bearings of Philological Ethnography on Typical
Development. The assimilation of characteristics is perhaps from our

present point of view one of the most interesting studies of the present

day." Mem. Must cut out the second
"
present ;

"
tautology would

quite knock over POPGOOD AND GROOLLY.

Happy Thought. Ask RAVLINSON to lend me a pencil.

Very sorry he hasn't got one, I say "just stop a minute, while I

erase the word :" he looks at the clock again, and observes, he 's afraid
he must

I tell him that listening to this passage won't take a second.
"
In

Central Africa the present
"
very odd, another

"
present ;

"
scratch it

out : only having scratched it out, the next word to it is
"
present

"-

can't make it out at all. I pause and consider what I could have
meant. I ask R&WLINSON to look at the word. What is it P

" Phea-

sants, I think," he says,
"
but I can't stop now : hope to hear good

account of your interview with what's-his-name the publisher," and runs
out of the room.

Happy Thought. Must really read this through quietly, and see it 's

all right before going to POPGOOD AND GROOLLY.
"In Central Africa the Present presents an aspect not remarkablv

dissimilar from his brother of the American States." fsee what 1
meant : for

"
Present

"
read

"
Peasant," and the next word is a verb.

My eye soon gets accustomed to my own writing, after going care-

fully over several pages (there are a hundred and fifty-two in this MS.),
and I determine upon going to POPGOOD AJJD GB.OOLLY immediately.
Bay a pencil. Take a cao.

Happy Thought.- To appear (in the cab) opening and reading my
MS., and correcting with pencil. Anyone passing, who knows me.
will point me out as up to my eyes in literary business. I wish I could
have a placard on the cab, with

"
Going to call on POPGOOD AND

GROOLLY, the eminent publishers, with Typical Developments, Vol. I."

The result of the dressing question is that I am principally in black,
as if I had suddenly gone into half-mourning, or was going to fight
a duel with POPGOOD AND GROOLLY.

Happy Thought. Might buy a pair of spectacles. Looks studious,
and adds ten years' worth of respectable age to the character. Perhaps
1 'd better not; as if they found me out afterwards, they 'd think Id
been making a fool of them.
We drive eastward, and pull up at the entrance of a narrow street

which has apparently no outlet. I pay him, and enter under an arch-

way. I feel very nervous, and inclined to be polite to everyone. My
MS. seems to me quite in character when in the neighbourhood of

Fleet Street, though I couldn't have walked up Regent Street with it

on any account. I think (encouragingly to myself) of DR. JOHNSOX,
and GOLDSMITH, and MRS. THRALE, and SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS, and
then of SMOLLETT and FIELDING, and I am saying to myself,

"
They

went to a publisher's for the first time once ;
" when I find myself

opposite a door on which is written
" POPGOOD AND GROOLLY."^ I
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ascertain that this is not the only door with their names on it. There
are doors to the right, to the left

{Happy Thought (don't know why it occurs now, but suppose I am
nervous)- ,.

Uoors (o the ri(?ht of me>"
Doors to the left of me," Rode the Six Hundred."

Only it wasn't
"
doors "it was

"
cannon

"
or

"
foes '"and on all the

doors is
"
POPGOOD AND GROOLLY."

There is a great deal of noise from some quarter, as of machinery,
(not unlike the sounds you encounter on entering the Polytechnic),
and I deliberate as to which door I shall go in by. I see. on a wall, a

nourishing hand pointing up some stone steps to
"
Clerks' Office

Up-Stairs."

Happy Thought. Go up and see a clerk.
The passages are all deserted. They are divided into, it seems, different

rooms
; every room has its ground-glass window. Perhaps numbers of

people can see me, though I can't see them. Perhaps POPGOOD AKD
GROOLLY are examining me from somewhere, and seeing what I 'm
like, and settling how they '11 deal with me.

Happy Thought. To walk to the end of the passage, and if I don't
meet any one, come back again.

he wants ?
"

Because, really and truly, Typital Development! would uit
all readers.

1 tay, "It is rather difficult to explain, as it ccwBase* a vast
variety of subjects."
"It's not," says POPOOOD, or GBOOLLT. "a collect ion of tales. I

mean such as we could bring out, with illustrations, at Christmas f
"

I am obliged to say,
"
No, it 's not that," though I wish at the

moment I could turn it into that, just to please Porcoon A
'We bhould be open for something on this model," sai

or GBOOLLT, producing a thin book with green and yellow binding,
and coloured illustrations about Pvsitnll.ut*.

"
It went," be add*"

very well last Christmas." It occurs to me that the letter written
by BOODELS' relative must have given Popeoon AND GKOOLLY quite a
wrong notion of Typ. Steel. He teems to have introduced me as an
author of Xuriery hoots.

Happy Tfaupht.To aay I think Typieal DeceJeptunli would illus-
trate very well

It appears this is the first time he has beard the title.
" A relations

woTk?'s
he inqnrres.

I do meet some one, however, a clerk, bustling. He inquires of

IB, hastily,
" Whom do you want, Sir?" 1 reply,

" Well" rather

esitatingfy, as if I either didn't wish to commit myself with a subor-

dinate, or hadn't an excuse at hand for being in there at all. (li .

way, I never knew publishers had clerks. I had always thought
that a

publisher was, as it were, a sort of Literary Judge or Critic, who
said,

'

Yes, I'll print your book, and semi it to the booksellers."

Certainly varied experience enlarges the mind.)
"
Well," I continue

my reply
"
I want to see POP I check myself in saying fami-

'

liarly, POPGOOD AND GUOOLLY, and substitute,
" '

UD or Ma.
GROOLLY." The brisk clerk says, "This way," and 1 follow him into
a small room, with a small clerk in it, who, it appears, doesn't know if

MR. POPGOOD or MR. GROOLLY is disengaged, but will take in my name.
I fancy they are eyeing my manuscript. 1 feel that the appearance

of the roll of MS. is against me. If I could only have come to see
POPOOOD AKD GROOLLY for pleasure, it strikes me I should have been
shown in at once. But I can imagine (while I am waiting, having
written my name down on a slip of paper) the little clerk hinting to

POPGOOD AND GROOLLY that the visitor has a manuscript with him
; in

which case POPGOOD AND GROOLLY, being taken by surprise, and not

liking it, won't be at home.
The little clerk returns, and says,

"
Will I step this way ?

' '

I step !

his way, and, feeling very hot and uncomfortable (much as I did when
I was about to propose to FRIDOLIJIE in the conservatory), I am
suddenly ushered into POPGOOD AND GROOLLY'S private office. The
boy pauses by the door a minute, apparently curious to see what we '11

do to each other, for here sits either POPGOOD, or GROOLLY, I don't
know which, in a chair between a large writing-table and the fender.
1 think the clerk mentions the Gentleman's name, but 1 can't catch it.

POPGOOD, or GROOLLY, rises slightly, bows, and indicates a chair on
the opposite side of the hearthrug to where he is sitting.

I bo\v to him. So far notliing could be more pleasant or charming.
My hat suddenly becomes a nuisance, and I don't know whether to

put my hat on. the table, and my MS. on the floor, or rice versa. Hat
on floor. MS. on table.

Happy Thought. To say,
"

I think you had a letter of introduction
to me I mean about me, from MR. BOODEI.S."

It seems so formal to call him MB. BOODELS, that the interview at

once assumes the air of a sort of state ceremony.
POPGOOD, or GROOLLY, bows again. 1 wish I knew which it was.

He is elderly, and rather clerical in appearance. I should imagine him
to be POPGOOD. I don't like to dash in quickly with "Now I '11 read

you Typical Developments, Vol. i." though that would be the way to
come to business.

Happy Thought. To talk to him about BOODELS
; to make BooDits

pro tern, the subject of conversation, to give us, as it were, common
ground to start on.

I remark, that (taking it for granted that POPGOOD, or GROOLLT,
knows BOODELS) he is a capital fellow ; a great friend of mine ; that he
has (this I say patronisingly) written several little things, and in fact
oh yes, he is a very good fellow. POPGOOD, or GROOLLY, replies that

he hasn't the pleasure of BOODELS' acquaintance, and that it was a
relation of his from whom we (the firm of P. and G.) received this
letter."

Happy Thought. ifo ask, Did he mention what my Work was ?

POPGOOD. or GROOLLY (somehow I beg^in to think it is GROOLLY), says," No he did not. What may be" he inquires rather sleepily, as if 1
had failed to interest him up to this point,

" What may be the nature
of the work?"

Happy Thought. To stop myself from answering hastily,
"
Well, I

don't know," which in my nervousness I was going to do.
I hesitate. I should almost like to ask him " What sort of thing

Well no, MH. I I m about to say
-antly only it occurs to ate, as a Happy Thought, that if he is

OMOIJ.T be won't like being called Poraooc, so 1 reply.
"
Not exactly

: religious." Feeling that perhaps I nave (tone too fkr here, I correct
myself with, xjrse, wt atheistical."

POPOOOD, or
, considers.

" We are very busy just now. and
our hands are quite full," he says. "KvrrjUimg is very dull

[Happy Thought." Escept. Typical Derfhpmnli." But I don't say
it; and it 'a a bad time of year for bringing wit a book of the of
the nature you intimate."

I say, to put it clearly and help him along, that it 's something after
the style of a Dictionary I'UNOOD, orGROOLLr, appears much
relieved, and says, "It's a bad time just now for bringing oat Dic-

tionaries, even," he adds,
"

if t licy were in our line." It
appears, from

further conversation, that POFIIOOD AID GBOOLLT did once bring out a

Dictionary, in monthly ports, which nearly proved fatal to them. I

explain that, tuoutrk 1 said it was after the nt^le of a Dictionary, jet it

was not iiitigmlfmitimu\\ ,
but if I read him a little of it, he could

judge better tor knnself. He bows. I take the M.S. off the table. It

is all curled up, -ami won't open properly. m I will select any
passage at iiap-ha/.ird. He bows again. It is difficult. Something
about "Forms in a Primeval Forest" catches mj eye. I wonder if

that is a good specimen to read to him. I
'

ve forgotten what it 's about.

Happy Thought. To beg his pardon for a minute, just to gain time,
and cast my eye over it, to see if I can get at the meaning at once, so
as not to give it with wrong emphasis.

I commence, with POPGOOD'S, or GHOOLLT'S, eye upon me,
" The first

forms, or Protoplastic creations, have in themselves snch interest to us
of the present day, that

"
then follows a hard word scratched out,

and I have to read on to find out what it ought to be. I can't imagine
what this confounded word was.

Huppy Thought. To say this is only a mere prelude, and to pass on
to a paragraph lower down.
The door (not the one I came in by, but another on the opposite

side) opens, and in comes a tall, bluff gentleman with a beard. The
clerical person to whom I am reading introduces him.

Happy Thought. Shall now know which is POPGOOD and which
GROOLLY.
He introduces him as "My Partner." Pppcoon AXD GROOLLT are

before me. If I only knew which was which, I could carry on the

conversation so much more pleasantly.

Happy Thought To say
"
Well, Ma. GBOOLLT," and look at both of

them. One of the two mint acknowledge his name.
He doesn't. Both bow.

Happy Thought. Try
" M*. POPCOOD "

next time.

STANZAS IN THE Z(X)LOGICAL CARDBUS.

(To the White Bear during lie late ITeaUer.)

I ENVY thee, thou Polar Bear,
Whilst in thy tank I see thee roll,

However, not as thou art there,
But polarised at thine own Pole.

Those other Bears, the neighbouring lot,

That dwell together in their pit ;

A Pole themselves have also got,

And, when they choose, can climb up it.

To that performance, with a bun,
Be tempted though they often may,

They 'd into bear's grease melt and run
With such an effort this hot day.

THE DO-MOW FLITCH. All Gammon.
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THE FORESTERS AUGUST 17m
Bus Driver (pulling up).

" ULLO 'ENERY ! WHY YOU AKE EARIY THIS TEAR ! Bur WHERE 's YER LANTERN ? !

'

[Though this allusion to November 5th was delicately put, our Forester did not seem to like it at all I

HOW NOT TO SPEND A HOLIDAY.

IT has been said that one man's meat may be another's poison, and,
it may be added, one man's pleasure may become another's torment.

There are persons in the world whose only notion of enjoyment consists

in getting drunk, and (hen howling songs and playing horns as they
drive homeward from their drinking-bout. Perhaps it may not cross

their mind that what amuses them disturbs less noiay people, though
one can hardly give them credit for any such excuse, seeing that they

usually increase their yells when passing through a quiet neighbour-
hood, or when meeting any one who seems desirous to avoid them. A
timid man on horseback, or a carriage with a lady in it, will certainly
be hooted by these offensive brawlers, who appear to take a pleasure
in frightening a horse, and putting life in peril.

A hard-worker himself, Mr. Punch can rightly estimate the value of

a holiday, and well knows that it is needful now and then to all hard-

workers. Men who slave in London daily all the long year through
are naturally wishful for a whiff of country air, and therefore club their

crowns together for a van-party. If such open fresh-air outings were
conducted as they onght to be, Mr. Punch would never say a word

except in favour of them. But it occurs to Mr. Punch that a sniff of

country air ia not to be enjoyed by sitting sotting in a pothouse which
is reeking with tobacco-smoke ; and it occurs to Mr. Punch that it is

possible to enjoy a drive home from a dinner, without the bellowing
and braying which some vandemons indulge in. Moreover, it occurs
to Mr. Punch that if his brother workers, when they dubbed funds for

a van-party, were as a rule to take their wives and children with them,
the holiday would not be spent so selfishly as now, and quiet folks

would run less risk of finding it a nuisance.

Social Surgery.
DK. RICHABDSON has invented a knife that cuts so fast that nobody

can feel it. After all, however, there is nothing vastly new in this

surgical invention. People in society cut each other every day, and,
if they are at all fast, neither of them feels it.

POVERTY OF INVENTION.

THE Standard the other day quoted, for the information of the Con-
servative party, a story from a Scotch paper, enumerating a variety of

articles principally metallic, lately found inside of a dead horse, which
thus appears to have contained a collection of marine stores. Among
these were, according to that narrative, between two hundred and
three hundred large iron nails.

Some wretches addicted to drop their aspirates will say that a crea-

ture, capable of eating so much iron as the one above referred to ate,

could not have been an 'oss, and must have been an ostrich. Other

offenders will suggest that, by a sufficient continuance in its chalybeate

course, that animal would have grown into a locomotive, or iron horse.

The vulgar majority, however, will probably unite in pronouncing the

tale of a ferrivorous horse gammon, while the refined few will express
their view of it by terming it fabulous. It is, however, not much of a

fable. Whilst its author was about it, he might as well have stated

that the horse very often ate his own bit, and had more than once tried

to devour his own shoes. In for a penny (a line) in for a pound.

A BURN SOUTH OF THE TWEED.
INTELLIGENT Tourists in Scotland, visiting Melrose Abbey, will most

of them recollect WALTEK SCOTT'S Hues :

" And there the dying lamps did burn
Before thy low and lonely urn,

gallant Chief of Otterburn."

They will, of course, know better than to confound this place with

Otterbourne, a village in Hampshire of like sounding name. But some
fools may, from having heard that Otterbourne borders on the Itchen.

An ignorant clown or a cockney, nursed in vulgar prejudices, would be

likely to imagine the Itchen a Scotch river.

THE BEST SEAWEED. A Cigar on the Beach.
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DESTINY AND "FETE," OR TIME WORKS WONDERS.

GHOST o, NH* ,o Ira. "HIGHLY FLATTERED. I'M SURE, MON CHBRl-DARE SAY YOU'RE
DOIN;

WHAT'S RIGHT '.-THERE WAS A TIME-BUT NO MATTER !-AT ANY RATE, YOU'RE MAKING IT 8AE]

YOUNQ NUMBER FOUR."
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THE NEW ORIGINAL.
BY WALKER THE YOUNGER.

CHAP. I. ON INDU8TBY.

\Vnii what singular persisten.y of purpose does that diminutive and

laborious creature, the Bee, torn to account every minute of sunshine !

The construction of her cell is a marvel of insect architecture : and if you

were to attempt to spread wax with the same neatness and regularity,

you would no doubt fail in the most ignominious manner. At least.

I know / should ; for I was only the other day sealing a letter when I

burned my fingers dreadfully. 1 am aware that bee's-wax is not sealing-

wax ; but still if I had used bee's-wax to fasten my envelope, I dare sav

I should have made j ust as bad a mess of it, or worse. Then again, look

how the Bee labours to store those octagonal chambers with the

saccharine food she is all the day gathering from roses, tulips, candy-

tuft, pelargoniums, pansies, pinks, hollyhocks, fuchsias, heliotropes,

mangolds, dahlias, begonias, lupines, lilies, daffy downd lilies, and, in

short, every opening flower. I can't help thinking that if the whole 9f
one's time was passed in books or work, or even healthy athletic

pastimes, such, for example, as hop-scotch, dominoes, tossing the caber,

knurr and spell, coddams, cricket, rounders, peg-tpp, prisoner's-base,

noughts-and-crosses, Aunt Sally, cribbage, nine-pins, India^ clubs,

fly-the-garter. boxing, balancing tobacco-pipes on the tip of one's nose,

skimming halfpence at cats or attic-windows, turning Catherine-wheels

in the road, or putting the stone, we might haply give as good an

account of every day as our little friend the Bee could dp, if so re-

quired. (Since the foregoing was committed to manuscript, I hare

met with some similar ideas in verse, by a Dr. What 's-his-name. I do

not, however, think it necessary or desirable to cancel my own original

reflections on a subject which, after all, is quite open to anybody.)

CHAP.JII -ON QUANTIFYING THB PREDICATE.

The'cause why the quantitative note is not usually joined with the

predicate is, that'there would be two qvasita at once
;
to wit, whether

the predicate were affirmed of the subject, and whether it were denied

of everything beside. For when one says that all BUFFER is all twaddle.

we judge that all BUFFER is twaddle, and likewise that twaddle is denied

of everything but BUFFER. Yet these are in reality two different

queesila, and therefore it has become usual to state them, not in one,

but in two several propositions. And this is self-evident, seeing that a

qwesitum in itself asks only Doe* or does not this inhere in that, as

BUFFER in twaddle or twaddle in BUFFER F and NOT. Does or does not

this, as BUFFER or twaddle, inhere in that, as twaddle or BUFFER, and

at the same time inhere in nothing else in the whole imaginable
universe P (A remarkable coincidence of thought* and even, to some

extent, of language, has been kindly brought to my notice, too late for

me to act upon the friendly hint for which 1 am nevertheless deeply

grateful that somebody or other, perhaps MR. JOHN STUART MILL,
and perhaps not, points out the vice of SIB WILLIAM HAMILTON'S pro-

ceeding, in quantifying the predicate, in very much the same words
that 1 have here employed to represent my notions about the business.)

CHAP. III. ON BLOWING YOUR BRAINS OUT.

I would put the question to any sensible man, whether he does or

does not consider it nobler in the mind to suffer many inconveniences,

to which slings and arrows are mere flea-bites by comparison and

especially I might indicate blighted affections, the procrastination of

your family solicitor when there is property to be distributed, in which

you have a share, losses on the Derby, tightness of the money-market,
the impertinence of the fellow who keeps on calling for the Queen's
taxes, and, generally, the spurns that patient merit is obliged to

put up
with from all kinds of cads and humbugs, and stuck-up little beasts,
who give themselves no end of airs, and try to ride rough-shod over

everybody who has not had the same luck that they have than to

terminate one's existence by an act of felo de-it ? Well, you know, the

fact is that nobody would be fool enough to go on day after day
standing this sort of thing, if it wasn't for a deuced strong objection to

becoming a body, and being sat upon by a dozen tradesmen, some of

whom perhaps have been confoundedly rude to one in one's life, when
one has not happened to be able to pay one's bills the moment one
has been called upon in a sudden and peremptory, not to say insolent,
manner to do so. There "s the rub ! On consideration, most people
will rather bear the ills they have than do anything desperate to get rid

of them. (I have but this moment met with a passage in a shocking
tragedy, by the well-known SHAKSPEARE, that bears a decided family
likeness to my philosophic proposition. It will scarcely be expected
that I should expunge the foregoing observations, because of their

likeness to what was written at a distant period of English literature.)

TILE DOMESTIC MISSING LINK.

To do instead, I often think,
Of servant-girl, or flunkey,

We ought to have the Missing Link
Which negro binds to monkey ;

An ape, anthropoid in degree
So high that it could fill a

Place ounng-outang, chimpanzee
Can't, neither can gorilla :

A place beneath the Sable Moor
(Not brown Moor of Morocco)

To Quashee one on the next floor

Below, and over Jocko :

An ape, the male with calves, to choose
To tread the footboard able ;

Both sexes knives, forks, plates, and shoes
To clean, sad wait at table ;

An ape, which, as to brain ami hands,
On man so nearly borders,

That it can construe our commands,
And execute our orders ;

A drudge, in case of its neglect,
Its clumsiness, or kicking,

Yon could as lawfully correct
As give your dog a licking.

At will you could get rid of it,

Comld nowise be its debtor,
Your service whilst it could not quit

1 1 self that it might better.

Twould cost yon nothing but its keep,
Ne'er trouble you for wages,

So might your household be as cheap
As any saint's or sage's.

From followers allowed, or not,
Could spring no complications ;

For yon could regulate, you wot,
All that sort of relations.

Worn out with age, as hone or ass,
When used

up, you could treat 'em -.

Turn them, in their way, out to grass :

Or dogs and cats might eat 'cm.

The nigger is a sort of man,
Although that sort 's another :

We want slaves ; but a slave we can
Not make a man and brother.

The needful being should exist

Which sense hath, but behind it

No soul
;
the Missing Link, how missed !

Oh would that we could find it !

VOLUNTARY TRANSPORTATION.

HABITUAL criminals should listen to the words of wisdom and of

warning, addressed to one of them the other day by worthy Ma.

MISLEADING." An Old Player
"

writes to express his disappoint-
ment at an article in the Echo, headed

"
The Stumping Season, not

containing one single word about this year's cricket.

" Penal servitude for life wat a dreadful thing it wai (taring prisoner in
the face, sad sooner than undergo it he had batter be out of thii life. He
(MR. K.xox) hid been a witnoo of what it wai. A new law had recently
been paned, . . and the only chance for him when he next came out of

prison wai to leave this country. England wai too hot to hold him, and he
had better ship himself oil', or there wai Little doubt what would be his end."

Self-transportation, or penal servitude for life : this seems the alter-

native under the new Law, and MR. KNOX advises criminals to prefer
the first. To be sure, there is a third course open to sueh persons,
namely, that of living honestly at home, and this doubtless might be
found the least unpleasant of the three. But if men persist in crime,

they had better far transport themselves than go to penal servitude,
which is of the two the more unpleasant punishment, tette MR.
Ksox.
The question may arise as to how men self-transporting are possibly to

get sufficient money for their passage, and the answer might be given
that, in very many cases, it would clearly pay the country to provide
funds for their shipment to some foreign climes, and crimes. How
many burglaries, garrotings, and other costly robberies might yearly
be prevented, if a philanthropic Somebody started a society for aiding
the expatriation of our self-transporting criminals, and thus enabled
threatened miscreants to get out of the country ere their evil courses
led them to get into Portland gaol !
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CALL IT A TOY, INDEED I WHY, OUR INQENIOUS FRIEND, GLIMMER, HAS A
BUN BEFOEB BREAKFAST, AND GRINDS HIS COFFEE AND CHURNS HIS BUTTER
WITH THE GREATEST EASE.

A COMPATEIOT TO GUMMING.
HECH ! JOCK GUMMING, ye 're nae daft,

JOCK, ye "re nae puir doited bodie ;

I" the croon, JOCK, ye 're nae saft,

Ye 're nae crackit linkum-doddie.

Na. JOCK GUMMING, ye 're nae gyte,
Ye 've nae bee in your auld bonnet,

When ye did your letter write
To the POP', ye thooht weel on it.

Ye 're nae fou, ye 're nae that fou,
At Rome's Cooncil when ye prtffer

Your attendance
;
dinna you

Ken the POP" will scoot your offer ?

What, a gowk, gude troth, were he,

Wj" his harns hoo unco" dizzie,
Lettin' you prove him to be
Man o' Sin, an' Scarlet Hizzie !

Hech, JOCK, ye 're a modest man,
JBeiii' than ye are nae bigger,

In the Cooncil's face to stan'

Wha propose, a central figure.

As ye "re modest, so ye "re braw,
You, while Constance ye remember,

Wha, (ill Rom', where Pop'ry 's law,
Think o' gangin* next December.

Papal vengeance wad ye dare,
Doctrine into dour heads drummin' ?

Eh ! of martyrdom beware.
Recollect JOHN Huss, JOHN CUMMIN'.

But they roast, nae mair the noo,
He that bauds the Keys o' Peter,

Rules ; and a" the POP' will do
Aiblins will be burn your letter.

Want Places.

ABE you in search of employment ? You have only to

apply at one of those Theatres which advertise "fcew ap-

pointments."

EVENINGS FROM HOME.
(dt Drury Lane during the performance of that excessively prudish drama,

"Formosa.")

University Man (in Stalls, seeing FORMOSA'S protector at supper in the

Fulham Villa scene). Why, he 'a supposed to be the stroke of the Oxford

Eight, isn't he ? and in training ? He wouldn't be allowed to do it.

Gentleman (who has lost his bill, and hasn't quite followed the story).

Very pretty view of Switzerland! Wonder what lake it is! Very
pretty!
His Daughter. No, Papa, it 's at Fulham.

[Enter on the stage ladies of the demi-monde, who enact leaving out their
"
h's," and talk generally in afast and loose manner. Young Lady

in StalU doesn't quite understand it. Papa rather wishes she hadn't

come.

Man about Town (in Stalls). Yes. Doosid bad form, though.
His Funny Friend. Doosid bad Form-osa, eh ? (Changes the subject.)

That 's a pretty girl, by Jove, in the private box !

Man about Town. Yes. (With knowing wink.) That 's Lady MOUNT-
STKBET. (They both laugh.) She seems to enjoy it.

[The lady in question is ablaze with jewellery, and is accompanied by
two rakish-looking Swells.

[During the scene where FORMOSA'S parents discover her, and she

makes a sudden and miraculous leap from the lowest nice to the

height f most sublime virtue, telegraphic communications of
incredulity pass between the occupants of certain boxes, in-

cluding
"
Lady

"
Mountstreefs, and various fast parties in the

CU 77
Stalls.

Fast Party (Lady very much interested). Have you got your smelling-
bottle, dear ( I can't help crying, really.

Fast Party (Gentleman to a Friend). Gammon !

[His Friend shrugs his shoulders.

Man about Town (to Showy Lady in Stalls). Very affecting, isn't it ?

Showy Lady. Yes; quite knocks one over, doesn't it? (They laugh.)

The old woman plays it very well, doesn't she ? (The old woman means

act a part
have a dress ! ! and I "d wear all my diamonds.

[Ultimately Formosa the Bad becomes Formosa the Good, and marries,

if tee clearly follow the story (which, perhaps, owing to our

attention being distracted by the above remarks, we did not) a

yonnafool. Hoieeoer, we have great pleasure in recording the

excellent

Moral.
"
Lady

"
Mounlstreet (in box to her Friends'). We 'II go on to supper-

it's ordered. MOUNT won't be there. Ask for our room. (To her Showy
Friend.) You must come, dear. The Duke's a-coming. (Whispers.)

Heaps of money.
[Much the same in the Stalls, and exeunt omnes to various parttet of

pleasure. General moral deduction being Iced Soup, Champagne
Cup, Cigarettes, and We Won't Go Home till Morning in short

the thorough realisation of an entire Eveningfrom Home.

PENNY-A-LINEAL DESTITUTION.

A LOCAL paper, for want of something more instructive "or amusing
to say, enlivens and enlightens its readers with the information that

" It is a curious coincidence that the names of the Lords' and Commons

present leaders should both begin with a G (GBANVILLB and GLADSTONE),
whereas the champions of the late Government each commenced with a 1)

(DERBY and DISRAELI).

Gooseberries are over, but mulberries are in, and an enormous turnip
could be made to turn up at any time; invented if not found. A
potato of monstrous dimensions, described as a

"
Gigantic Fluke,"

would be a curiosity more remarkable than the coincidence remarked

on in the foregoing extract as curious. So very simple a coincidence

can have been mentioned at all only in consequence of an extreme

dearth of intelligence.
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HONORARY HUSBANDS.
IN common with every lover of Justice, we are charmed to see that

graceful divinity drop a silver thimble into her lightest scale. Speak-
ing less symbolically, a gallant Parliament proposes to rectify the post-

nuptial
balance of property the balance of power we suppose stands

in less need of correction. Hitherto hymeneal rites have been synony-
mous with Beauty's wrongs. Love, we are told, has been treated and
fined like a common assault, and liumeo has churned a thousand pounds
for baring been struck, with Julirt'x archery. ( )ld Law has stood at

the church porch with extended hand and avaricious smile, and many
a gentle widow has surrendered her consols without always receiving
that consolation for which she innocently sighed.
Thanks to certain chivalrous Knights of the Shire, a damsel not in

pecuniary distress will be enabled to ride on a milk-white palfrey,
with her purse unmolested at her bridal reign we beg pardon, bridle-

rein. The Ladies' Journal will soon be supplemented with a Ledger,
kept by double entry, in which Baron and Femme may open a Dr. & Cr.
account after this fashion:

"
JONES, Dr. to Ux. Cash: Us, Dr. to

JONES Flattery. Balance due to JONES. Errors excepted !

'

Men there are, however, who look upon Woman's monied indepen-
dence with an air of abject dismay. Mark how they write in trembling
characters, their h's all unlpoped, and with no speculation in their i's.

They dread their approaching humiliation, and can't reconcile them-
selves to the position of Honorary Husbands. Here is the

Casefor the Prosecution.
"
My property," writes MR. BARTHOLOMEW LAJTE.

"
lies, figuratively

speaking, almost within a ring fence.
; Literally the bulk belongs to my

wife, and was settled on her before our marriage. At my special
instance and request, CLARA has from time to time thrown a good deal
of her separate estate into the common fields of commercial enterprise.
We have together gone deep into mines, and in exchange for pounds
sterling have obtained Ibs. of copocr and tin. We jointly hampered
ourselves with foreign bonds, and in reference to Railway Companies,
were share and share alike. Latterly, however, CLARA hat taken to

reading Parliamentary debates, and a change has come o'er the spirit
of her dream. Yesterday she gave me formal notice of her intention
to dissolve our unsatisfactory partnership. She proposes, so far as 1

can understand, to take City Qffita on her own responsibility. Her
colloquial talents, I cheerfully admit, qualify her for that line of busi-

ness, which is now most popular and profitable. In accordance with
this resolution, a large brass-plate has just come home and is now
before me, on which is inscribed,

"
Mrs. Bartholomew Lou, Financial

Agent. OjjRce hours from 11 to 15. The smartest feather in her cap,

however, is to come. What do you think, Mr. Pwteh? She hag
offered me the situation of Book-keeper in her counting-house at a

present salary of 75 per annum, and spare my blushes out 1 assure

you, Sir, that stern necessity compels me to accept it."

Inspired by ambition though ambition should be nude of sterner
stuff the Consort of an old Correspondent boldly advances from the

suburban sofa to the civic chair.

"Municipal Reform," writes MR. TEMPLE BARBS, "is a matter to

which but few ladies have hitherto devoted much serious attention.

For some time past, however, a coterie over which MRS. TEMPLE BARRE
presides, have been discussing with considerable animation the privi-

leges of Freemen, and have expressed their conviction that an opulent
lady who has daughters of her own, is the most proper guardian of the

Wards of the City ! They report, also, that the Mayor might easily do
without a Remembrancer, by adopting the simple feminine expedient
of tying a skein of silk round his little finger ! Swan-hopping
they would prohibit as infra dig., and would not allow dancing at

taverns by Aldermen who liave passed the Chair under any circum-
stances. If elected herself to sit in the City Parliament, MBS. TEMPLE
BARRE is prepared to carry out a rigid system of economy, and con-
siders that the Corporation are much to blame to keep so many men in

Livery."
Another honorary husband, MR. WALTER WILLIAM Willows,

writes in a tone of, what a Hibernian orator calls, posthumous tribu-

lation.

I am not gone yet," we quote from his last mournful epistle,

"indeed, at present I am in robust health. Mus. WALTER WILLIAM
WILLOWS, however, in the exercise of her plenary powers, thinks my
state precarious, and assisted by the family solicitor of her first no
her second husband has prepared my last will and testament, to

which I have just put my signature, under tacit protest. By this

untruthful document she gives, in my name, to the sons of her second
no, her first husband (puppies, whom 1 despise) mourning rings in

token of my regard. Of course she appoints herself residuary legatee,
and lastly, makes me direct the sting is in the tail that my funeral

may be as private as possible, when it is matter of public notoriety that

her first no her second husband was interred with masonic honours.

My beloved ANSA (to use her own testamentary description) has

'also intimated that should it be her melancholy destiny to form a fourth

alliance, she hopes that the Bishops, in convocation, will annul the

antiquated vows of honour and obedience and empower her, standing
before the Superintendent Registrar of Marriages, to bestow the golden
hoop emblem of endless vassalage -instead of receiving it from the
hand of a tremulous bridegroom as, barely six months ago, was

Your humble Servant,

\V\LTea WILLIAM WILLOWS.

P.S. ANITA has just written to her Solicitor to take Counsel's opinion
;
whether after my demise she cannot resume her clannish maiden name
of M'GAU.
Having duly forwarded the communications from which extracts

have been made, to the lad:rs of property injuriously affected by them,
Mr. Punch has received n<>' : which are subjoined ver-

batim, and which cons 1

I ^^> 4i^^ Gut/or th* I)q>

MRS. BARTHOLOMEW LANK presents her compliments to Jlr. />..<,
,
and begs to assure him that her only motive for wishing to commence
business as a Financial Agent, is to provide some kind of occupation
for MB. H.I. 1 with ennui, and a burdento himself and

everybody ;

MBS. TKMPLE BXBRC wishes it to be distinctly understood by .'/-.

Pnnck and.his innumerable admirers of both sexes, that she has no
desire to ait in the civic chair, but that she should be greatly pleased to

1m BARKK there, and if MR. B. had been animated by a proper
ambition, she would not so long have been denied that womanly

\ gratification,
In reference to making MR.'WILLOW'S Will, Mis. W. had no inten-

tion to wound MR. WILLOWS'* feelings. M.KS. W. regrets, however,
I

to add that MK. WILLOWS is of a very docile disposition ndiculonily
so and MBS. W. thought by au innocent stratagem she might possibly
awaken in him a wholesome manly spirit of rebellion and sting him
into resistance. Unhappily she failed.

OCCASION A I , SOXX ETS.

VI. TIM DSMRTED

GONV. ! From the splendid square and irtmtsiy street,

The Park, the Gardens, and the jocund Mall,
From Fashion's haunt and Pleasure's nightly beat

Are gone the beauty, the amsring Swell '.

The sullen blinds, the darkening shutters, show
That rank, and wealth, and eminence in the State,

Are where the Danube and the Arno flow,

Or on tile scene of GRAHAM'S HiyUaud Sp*ie,

Seeking renewal of the vital force

By lake and Inch, where more ozone is found.
Than he inhales, who guides hit ambling hone

Beneath the arch hyuui OsMXfcjta'n crowned.
Be calm my GRANGE, my GUSTBR, don't despair

They will return when swallows skim the air.

VII. BKUEAVEStKNT.

The moon had left the sky, the stinted gas
Thre* insumeimt light upon my pthf

As, wild with beggars, and surcharged with wrath
At bawling boys, who would not let me pass,
I walked to Portland Road, and went Third Class

To Weslbnurne Park, where stands the house that hath-

Alas ! I should say had my winsome K.u n-

-ARTJJK. now painting in the Lud
I paced the Square, I stopped at Number I V.
I braved the storm, I heeded not the rain,

Content to gaza upon h,-r window-pane,
With wildly-besting heart and tearful cyne :

Then, from thu sput unwHliufrly 1 went,
Because policemen asked me what I m

Probable Papal Pun.

His HOLINESS TUB POPS is sometimes disposed to be faoatiou. 1 n

one of his merry-moods tli 'her will
perhaps reply to DR.

CUMMING'S letter, requesting lewe to speak at the approaching
(Ecumenical Council, by informing him that nothing anf Scotch

Presbyterian may have to say can possibly be attended to, unless he

first abjure his K.voxtoiu here?)-.

DBTTKR HEALTH TO HIM.

WB notice with regret an announcement that MR. ALDKRMIX
I)AKIN is not well enough to fill the office of Lord Mayor this coming
November. We hope he will take care of Number One, and be fully

able to act as Chief Magistrate of London next year.
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PUNCH'S ALPHABET.

onroTo

A WAB AN ARTIST, AND PAINTED A GUT,
BUT HE HADE HIM TOO I.IKE, SO HE GOT A BLACK

B IK MY BANKER'S IT 'a NOT THAT I 'M PROOD ;

BUT TO MENTION " ONE'S BANKER " IMPRESSES THE CROWD.

C is A COUNT WITH A LANDED ESTATE

(IN BOHEMIA, so MIND AND LOOK ATTER TOOK PLATE) !

D is MV DENTIST. HE LIKBS MB. HE 's WOBT
To BK ALWAYS AT HOME WHEN I CALL HO I Dos'T.

E 'B THE EXCEPTION (CONFIRMING THE RULE
THAT EXCESSIVE GOOD NATURE 's THE STAMP OF A FOOL).

F *S A PHILANTHROPIST, FULL OF BRIGHT ScHEMXS
FOR MANKIND. Birr HK DON'T LJKK COLD MUTTON, IT SEXUS.

r^M^^^
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PLEASANT !

BROWN TAKES ins RATH SITTING ON A LEDGE CNDBB SEDGEBURY WEIR,
LOOKING, AS THE BARGEES DECLARE, LIKE " A IMAGE UNDER A GLASS CA8E-T

"
I

A CUBE FOR RAILWAY CRUELTY.

CORRESPONDENTS are continually complaining of the
want of punctuality on railways and phrasing forth their
fears lest accidents should thereby happen, and themselves
be smashed, fiat want of common sense in nine cases
out of ten is the real cause of accidents, and until Directors

generally have learned to grasp this fact, there is very
Ettle hope of accidents decreasing. For the sake of false

economy, it is the fashion to cut down the cost of needful
care and caution, and to employ one guard or signalman
to do the work of six. This arrangement may, by luck,
suffice for ordinary traffic : hut when excursion trams are

added, as they are now in autumn-time, to those of even-

day, human flesh and blood grow weary with long hours of
extra work, and drowsiness (some call it negligence) arises,
and then accidents ensue. Directors weigh humanely ttie

chance of paying damages against the certainty of incur-

ring some additional
expense

in the safe working of thi-ir

line. Perhaps they might be taught to show more mercy
to their passengers if some such an Act of 1'arliament were

passed as we subjoin :

Whereas, human flesh and blood are not valued upon
railways so highly at they should be, and this is one of

the chief reasons why accidents occur :

Be it enacted therefore that no signalman, or guard, or

any other servant, shall work on any railway more than

eight hours in the twenty-four, which constitute a day.
Be it enacted further that, with the view to the encou-

ragement of proper care and caution, Directors shall be

personally liable for damages, to be assessed according to

the Schedule here annexed :

Sciir

A Black Eye
A Jammed Finger .

A Bruited Funny bone
A Sprained Ankle .

A Fractured Kib .

A Broken Leg....

100
MO
1000
JI.KKI

mo
Be it enacted also, that in case of loss of life an annuity

of not less than five hundred pounds a year shall be paid

by the Directors out of their own pockets, and not those of

their shareholders to each child of the deceased, together
with a pension of one thousand pounds a-year to the

widower or widow of deceased, if such survive.

MAKE YOURSELVES HAPPY.

ARE you unhappy because anxious about your pecuniary future ?

Then exert your imagination, with the help rendered you by newspapers
ia publishing particulars of wills and bequests which make, or ought to

make, people happy for life. Put yourselves in the place of those

people, and fancy tnat you are they. Or endeavour to identify yourselves
with a lawyer just raised to the Bench, or indeed with anybody that

has been newly appointed to a place and a good salary for life, especially
to a sinecure some sinecures even yet remain to beatify a favoured few.

The best place of almost anybody else that you can fancy yourself in,

next to an absolute sinecure, is that of a parson who has recently been
made a dean a dignitary whose situation, if fat enough, is much more

eligible than any Bishopric. But you will be enabled to derive a

pretty considerable amount of blessedness from realising for yourself,
with sufficient subjectivity, the state of mind which you may reason-

ably suppose experienced by the reverend gentleman named, and, by a

curious coincidence, bearing a very appropriately sounding name, in the

newspaper paragraph ensuing :

" CROWN CHURCH PATRONAGE. The CHANCELLOR or THE DCCHT OF

LANCASTER, on behalf of the Crown, has presented the REV. WILLIAM EOWE
JoLLET, M.A., St. Peter's College, Cambridge, Vicar of Corse, near Gloucester,
to the Rectory of North Repps, near Cromer, vacant by the death of the REV.
PATRICK C. "LAW, M.A. MR. JOLLET was for some time chaplain to her

Majesty's ship Illuttrious, and tutor to PRINCE AKTHVR. A few days since

he was nominated Chaplain in Ordinary to the QUEEN."

All this preferment no doubt well earned ought to make the REV.
MR. JOLLEY dance for jollity. How jolly he should be yon may con-

jecture from the sequel to the foregoing announcement :

" The Vicarage of Corse, which has become vacant by the preferment of

MR. JOLLET, is worth 450 a year, and is in the gift of the LORD CHAN-
CELLOR."

A certainty of 450 a year, though some of you may think little of it,

would beatify many, if not most. Only endeavour, then, to believe

that, having already enjoyed that certainty for some time, you have

now just been put into the enjoyment of a certainty of still greater

perhaps much greater, amount. What bliss, what rapture, yon will

then be conscious of! Don't fancy what too truly may be tie case-
that the Rectory of North Repps is a cure of a troublesome number of

souls. Neither imagine that the new incumbent of that living has

thereunto a disproportionately huge family, or has to keep a Curate.

You need not assume corns and bunions on your feet when you ideally

step into another man's shoes. No; but mentally changing places

with the Rector of North Repps and Chaplain in Ordinary to the

QUEEN, let the domiu et plaetnt aror wherewithal you endow and

establish yourself in iuM6ia be unqualified with any encumbrance that

would be a drawback on the dream of ecstasy in which yon can anti-

cipate the ripening of the peaches on your garden-wall.

A DOSE OF QUILLS.
" The Report of the Porcupine Expedition will be publuhed hortly."

WHAT do we want with more porcupines ? Why send Expeditions
in search of them ? Are there not enough already for all our wants in

the Zoological Garden?? This mysterious announcement makes us

as
"
fretful" as the porcupine itself, nor is the irritation lessened by

reading in the course of the same paragraph that
" DR. CAKPZSTER is

now at Stornoway, preparing to re-examine his
' warm and cold

areas.'" We have seen hedgehogs in kitchens, we have heard of

policemen being found in areas, but never before have we either seen

or heard of porcupines in such close neighbourhood to our front doors

and windows.

Foreign and Colonial Foolery.

THE Standard, of course meaning no offence to MB, GEORGB POTTER,

says that we must have no more pottering with interests of such

tremendous importance as those of Colonial Government. Yes, and

what is more, we must have no pottering in our dealings with China,

except as to Chinese clay.

TOL. Lvn.
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with me, so as to turn down corners (not of the book, I mean, of the

street. Mem. To work up this into a joke, somehow, "as SIIEKIDAN,

said,'" &c.) and look tilings out while you. think of it. It 's merely

developing my plan of note-books.

To WILLIS'S rooms. Rush up to tell RAWLTNSON everything about

it. He 's not there. Pass the evening in dining >ut, and coming
in five times to see if RAWMNSON has returned yet. At last he

appears.
Sit up with RAWLTNSON and MILBURD chatting. When RAWLTNSON

doesn't go to bed early he is an excellent hand at sitting up and

I chatting. He sits up (when he does sit up) till three or four in the

morning "expecting," he says, "that it's not unlikely some fellow

will drop in." I never yet have seen any fellow drop in at that time ;

so I fancy it's an excuse that RAWMNSON makes to' himself, so that
"

sitting'up and chatting" may be set down as &n act of politeness.

We naturally discuss POPGOOD AND GROOU.Y.
I ask him whether he thiuks they '11 read it. RATTLINSON says, Oh

of course," heartily. RAWLINSON always commences with the brightest

view possible under any circumstances, and then gradually introduces,

as it were, saving clauses. He continues,
"

they'll read
itt^at

least

their mau will. Publishers keep a man, you know," (1 don't know,
but I nod as ifPopoooo's man was a matter ofjcourse), "who has

to read everything and advise upon it."

I observe,
"
I suppose he '11 advise on Typical Developments."

Happy Thought. P'raps he 's reading it now, and enJ9ying it.

I say this. MILBURD says,
"
P'raps he isn't," which he thinks

funny, and I think simply stupid. RAWLINSON doesn't kogh. He
sympathises with me in a literary matter, I know.

"
I suppose," addressing myself to RAWLINSON,

"
they won't be

long before they give me an opinion ?
"

"
Oh, no time !

"
replies RAWLINSON, heartily.

"
Quicker, if possible," says MILBURD. (That 's the worst of him :

he never knows when to stop. For myself, I enjoy a joke as much as

anybody ; but this is out of place now.)

Happy Tlumght.Not even smile. Take no notice of him.

RAWLINSON says,
" Oh yes, they '11 soon give an opinion ; that 's if

HE Sitting-down partner (GROOLLY. I fancy) says to the they haven't much business. Of course, it may take a year or so before

partner standing up (consequently POPGOOD),
"
This their man can read it."

gentleman has called about his book on on '

Happy Thought. Typical Developments.
We all bow to one another like waxworks. Standing-up partner

says,
"
Ha. yes, I was going to

" and looks about fussily. He
evidently thinks that I have been there before, and that he has mislaid

my MS. His friend enlightens him with,
" He has brought his MS.

this morning." Standing-up partner's mind much relieved. I corro-
borate Sitting-down partner, and we all, more or less, do waxworks
again.
A silence. I recommence looking in the manuscript for something to

read to them. On glancing over it rapidly I don't recognise my own
sentences. It would be fatal to everything if I went on reading what
I didn't understand. Sure to show it.

Happy TAouffU.To say,
"
I think I '11 leave this in your hands,"

pleasantly.
It suddenly occurs to them at this point to introduce each other. It

is quite clear at first which is GROOLLY and which is POPGOOD. After
a short conversation on general topics I try to name them individually |

and correctly. I fail. Having exhausted general topics (we all fight i
Perhaps not read it at all."

Happy Thought. Oh, RAWLTNSOW can't know much about it. He
only talks from hearsay. But then what is hearsay ?

RAWLINSON continues,
"
Those fellows who are paid to read too !

They 're a ram lot."
"
Highly educated," I suppose.

They both pooh pooh the idea. I don't care abont MILBURD'S pooh-

poohing, as he's not in earnest.
"
Why ?

"
says RAWLINSON, who really does seem to be up in the

subject,
"
I was staying with a fellow once who did the reading for

SHAPTUR AND WERSE. He had piles of print and manuscript: just

like yours this morning. {Happy Thought. I say yes, and smile.

Why smile?] and he just cut a few pages of one, and dipped into

another, and skimmed a third, and threw 'em away like so much trash.

Of course if you know him he '11 read your MS."
MILBURD suggests

" Find out POPGOOD AND GROOLLY'S man, and

ask him to dinner." If it wasn't MILBURD who says this, there really

might be something in it.

RAWLINSON says,
"
Perhaps they may not even give it to the man.

shy of Typical Developments} I fancy they are getting tired of me, as

POPGOOD says to GROOLLY (or vice versa) that he must go to soniewhere
that I don't catch. This awakens GROOLLY to the fact that it 's later

than he had imagined.

Happy Thought. Ingratiate myself by taking the hint.

Hand them the MS. Should like to say something witty and re-

markable just before leaving the room. It I did, I feel they'd consult

together, and say,
"
Clever man, that ; let 's read his Typical Develop-

and so on to publishing.
The nearest thing to the point I can say is, "Well, I'll leave this

here, shall I?
"

placing it on the desk, whence MR. GROOLLY (or POP-
GOOD) removes it to a pigeon-hole, which looks business-like.

1 ask
"
If I shall call again ?

"
I feel immediately I 've said it that it 's

a mistake. Nothing like taking publishers by surprise. POPGOOD
says, "Oh, we won't trouble you to call; you'll hear from us."

I execute a sort of wax-work mechanical movement again, with my
hat in one hand and my umbrella in the other. I say,

" Good day,
MR, POPGOOD," and both return good day at the same time.

<t
Happy Thought (when I'm outside the house). I ought to have said,

"Gentlemen, I leave my bantling in your hands, you are excellent

nurses, I am sure, and will soon snow her how to walk."
I think I 've heard this before. Will look it out in Dictionary of

Quotations. Note. Add a Chapter to Typ. Devel., Book 2, on "Tncks
of Memory." By the way, what is a

"
Bantling P

"

I should say, without a dictionary, the youngest chick of a Bantam.
If it 's not that, it's a foundling put out to nurse. I know the simile
comes in happily, somehow. Ought to carry a pocket-dictionary about

Happy Thought Really RAWMNSON can't know anything about it.

From what I saw of POPGOOD AND GHOOLLY to-day, 1 should say

they were rather inclined towards the book than otherwise.

RAWLINSON says heartily as usual,
"
Oh, most probably. They '11

be delighted at your bringing it to
them.^ Only, don't you see, as

you 're comparatively an unknown man "

I feel it is kind of him to put in
"
comparatively," it softens down

obscurity when, as it were, it is only shared in a less degree by GLAD-

STONE, BUXWER LYTTON, DISRAELI, DICKENS, and so forth
"

of

course you can't expect the same attention as the great names

command."

Happy Thought fo take this remark sensibly and calmly, and

answer,
"
Oh, of course not."

Wonder (to myself) whether POPGOOD AND GROOLLY, immediately I

was gone, winked at each other, tied up my MS. in a clean sheet of

paper, directed it to me, and gave it to a clerk, to be posted in two

days' time.

We separate at last, [MILBURD finding ont at four o'clock, A.M. that
"

it 's time to go by Jove !

"
as if he 'd got to go and meet a bed like a

train, and be punctual to the minute. He does say such stupid things]

and MILBURD, as he goes down-stairs, calls out, "Liquor up the fellow

who reads, and he'll send to old POPKINS AND GRUEL," [he thinks it

so amazinely funny to pretend to mistake names. He will call Typ. Dev.

Biblical Elephants. Nonsense,]
" and say it 's the best sixpenn'orth

he ever read. Good night."
We retire.

In the morning, as usual, RAWLINSON sneaks down to breakfast,
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finishes, and is well in to the Times before I have even mastered what
o'clock it is. I 'm always telling him that this is unsociable.

"
Then,"

remonstrates RAWLINSON,
"
Why don't you get up in timeP"

Happy Thought. Drop the subject. Lie in bed and think.
I tell RAWLINSON it s much jollier waking in the country than in

town. While I dress I expatiate to him on the advantages of rustic
residence. Sometimes from the next room he replies,

" Ah ' " "
Yes!

"

"Oh!" "No!" "Well, perhaps!" and so forth, from which I

gather that he is absorbed m the Times. It is confoundedly unsociable
in the morning. After sitting up late hair looks wiry. They 've for-

gotten to pack up my hair-oil. See WILLIS'S in a bottle labelled Oil

of Mtrovingia. Bahama- properties, &c. &C.

Huppy Thought. Use it.

Generally find other people's hair-oil better than my own. Other
people's collars and shirts always seem made for me. Curious : same
with ties. Other

people's
colours always suit me better than my own.

WILLIS has two or tnree favourites of mine, which 1 shall always use
when I atop at his rooms. Don't much like the hair-oil, though, ll

will do,, however, for a change.
Come iu to breakfast : letters on table. One for me : open it after-

wards. RAWLINSON observes that there's not a nice smell in the

room._ In't there P (WILLIS'S hair-oil probably don't say so.)

Expatiate again on the sweet fragrance of the country in the morning
as compared with London smells on waking.

Breakfast. Open my wife 's.letter. Say. ." There, my boy
"

(to RAW-
LINSON)

"
this is perfectly scented with the country." I read it.

My wife writes to say,
"
Must come home at once: man been here

(that is, to our Rural Cottage) about nuisances dreadfiil stenches will

spread fevers and it wouldn't do to see her or her Mamma, but the
man must Me me. Also a man for some taxes or other, and dogs; and
something about executions in the house, which, my wife finishes,

"
I

do not understand, but he really did frighten me, and you oughtn't to

stay away so long. Baby's rash has appeared again the Doctor was
here yesterday."

Ihipiry Thought. KJ I must go down home on business.
Not a word about fragrance of country. Exceptions prove rules

this seems a very strong exception.

Happy Thought. Shall return again if WILLIS isn't coming back.
RAWLINSON says he isn't just yet, as he's just heard from him that

morning, and he 's rather seedy-. Extract from hia letter :

"
Please

send me down my diarrhoetic mixture (peculiar prescription, made on
purpose) which is in my room. Yours, &c. P.S. JJy-the-way, the cork
went into the proper bottle, so I had my old hair-oil bottle washed and
cleaned out, and I put it in that. You '11 know the mixture by its being
labelled Oil of Mermingia."

Happy TAouffAt.Saj nothing about having used this for hair-oil.

Tell it years hence as a practical joke I played on some one a long
time ago.

NO MORE MORPHIA.
A MEDICAL Correspondent of the Times the other day, complained

that the problem of the gold currency would "
prolong the sleepless

habit of the Session to the indefinite postponement of that serene and
dreamless sleep the overtasked brain demands after the hard work of
the Session." The profession of this gentleman makes his view of the

gold currency with relation to sleep appear extraordinary. He must
entertain peculiar notions about the matters commonly accounted nar-
cotics. Would he administer opium or hyoscyamus in cases of coma,
or of a tendency to somnolence P Most people are so constituted
that:

" Not poppy nor mandragora,
Nor all the sleepy balsams of the East,"

could ever
"
medicine

" them to that sound sleep which they would
"owe" the CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER if they were to read any
one of the letters written by financial and pecuniary gentlemen for the

enlightenment of the British Public on MR. Lowe's proposed reduction
of the Sovereign.

Epigrammatic.
FIFTY 's the game of billiards;
When all's done,

And you have fifty,

Yet you 've only tron.

An Aristocratic Print.

You must have noticed boards at Railway Stations inviting your
attention to

" A First Class Evening Paper." Has it not occurred to

you that this advertisement is rather too exclusive, and likely to injure,
instead of improve, the sale of the paper, by deterring second and third

class passengers, the most numerous of the travelling community, from

becoming purchasers ?

PROBABLE JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS IN

JERSEY.

(Judging from Recent Bfports.)

THIS was a prosecution for stealing two Jersey cabbure-sUlk-walk-
mg sticks the property of MR. DE Coi
The prisoner was found guilty, and Judge Dr. MALATKTI. was

about to pronounce sentence, when MR. GJUXDBOUCIIE, Counsel for
the prisoner, interposed.
Mr. Urandboudte. 1 want to know, in case of committal, where my

fees are to come from ?

Judge (testily). I don't know. (Witk judicial gratify.) The Court
down t know.

Mr. UrunJ/iouche.. C*est bien dur I mean, it 's ?eiy fcu-d
Judge C'est possible. But, apropos, before paving sentence, I

want to know who is to py the expenses of this sitting P
The Arni-atfor tie State* (daruirely). Whose expenses P
Judge (frovnmff). My expanses.
Jurat Gaoonutr. Our expanses.
The Arofat. Well, they won't come out of my purse.
Judge (about to pass satinet,,jatues). If 1 scud him to prison who 's

to pay for his keep there ?

Mr. Grandboueke. The Island.

Judge. If they can pay for him, they must flat pay us.
Mr. Grandbouche. The police are paid.
Judge. Are they ! That 's contrary to the Itw of order. If pay.

ments can be made, then they must commence with the Judge, Ma (hi-

res* in rotation.

The Arocat. Tn-s bien. (Bear, hear f)

Judge. Greffier, do you receive your fees ?

Grejfirr. Certainement, oui ; yes, of course.
ludye. Then I shall make an order that no officer of the Court shall

he
paid until I have received my last half-year's salary for sitting as

Judge.
Greffier. Then I shan't attend the Court.
Acocal. No more'shall I.

Jurats (indiridually). Nor I ! Nor I !

Judge. Very good. Then / shall : and shall expect my fees to be
duly paid. If not (ispu::led).
Mr. Grandbouche. Mais pour I'homme sur le bane des accuses how

about the prisoner at the bar P

Judge. I must sentence him ; but the longer he is kept at the public
charge the more will be taken from the public money, and the less

chance of my fees, and our fees. (Suddenly.) Why shouldn't the

prisoner pay our fees P

All (except the prisoner) . Trcs bien ! (Hear, near!)
Judge. I will make an order to that effect. Officer, what was found

on the prisoner when taken P

Officer (after some Hesitation). Nothing, my Lord; that is, nothing
worth mentioning.
Judge (suspiciously). "Worth mentioning!" I dmre say not, but

was it worth having.

Officer (hesitating). Well, my Lord, I-I
Acocat. I propose the oiiicer be committed unless he confesses the

truth on oath.

M:\ Urandboucke. Yes; hut who's to pay for him, his prosecution,
and nil maintenance in prison P

(Silence.)

Judge (resumes). How much did yon find in his pockets ?

Officer. Thiee shillings. \Ve handed it back to the prisoner.
Acocat. Without any deduction ?

Officer. Two glasses of ale.

Judge. Three shillings would have satisfied my fees for time and
attendance in thi* case. Prisoner, have you the money about you ?

Prisoner (sulkily). Two and six.

Judge. Hand it. to the Gretfier no, hand it to me. No, stop,[don't
come out of the dock. I '11 step down and fetch it myself.

Prisoner. I won't give it unless I 'm let off.

Mr. (Irandbouche. In which case it ought to go to the prisoner's
Counsel.

Judge. I don't see how this is to be arranged. Suddenly.) Let the

prisoner be locked up while the Court takes bis sentence into consi-

deration.

Grejfier. Will any further cases be taken to-day? I have twenty
down on my list. Civil cases chiefly.

Judge. Is there any sort of chance of our getting our fees P

Greffier. Yes, in one case,

Judge. Very well. (Satisfied.) Then we'll take that first. First

paid first served, but Justice can't go on on long credit. Now then.

Grcffier, tell them to pay up on both sides, and we '11 begin.

^Defendant and Plaintiff are introduced to Judge, wko begins to

arri/nije irilh them, the Jurats and Acocal anxiously regarding
the proceed!*g as Scene closes.
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ATHLETICS.
SPARRING WITHOUT PAIN OR LOSS OF TEMPER.-THE CUMBERSOME BOXING-GLOVE SUPERSEDED.

THE POLL AND THE CHIGNON.

ARE women in general fools as great as the unenfranchised residuum

of the harder sex ? Are they beings as depraved and degraded as those

non-electoral cads ? Then perhaps it is well that they should remain

serfs, on a political parallel with the unrepresented horse, ox, ass, dog,
cat, pig, sheep, and other cattle and domestic animals. Bat since even

negroes are entitled to vote, and if, as in the United States, they exer-

cise the right of voting with signally glorious results, it is difficult to

see why the suffrage should be denied to any cad, or indeed to any
idiot but a deaf-and-dumb one, to a negress any more than to a negro,
and then, of course, why it should not be conceded to white ladies, and
the fair sex at large. Thus much might have been said at a late

meeting of the London Woman Suffrage Society, held at the Archi-

tectural Gallery, Conduit Street. MRS. P. A. TAYLOH in the chair;

present a considerable number of advanced Liberal M.P.'s and philo-

sophers, with MR. J. S. MILL at their head. The Chairwoman (mind
your i) in a speech opening the proceedings, said :

" It had been urged by the opponents of this movement, that the polling-
booth was not a suitable place for women. She did not think that was a

sufficient reason why women should be excluded altogether from the franchise

(Sear, hear /) She had herself taken one woman to the polling-booth at the
last Leicester election, and many ladies had, to her knowledge, voted at other

places, and nothing objectionable had come under their notice."

An inference from the experience of one polling-booth may be con-
sidered to be a hasty generalisation, and information about other polling-
booths, from how many informants soever derived, is hearsay, and, those
informants being ladies, hearsay female testimony ;

not perhaps in the

highest degree trustworthy or conclusive. A polling-booth in general is

a place surrounded by a crowd of those persons who constitute the base
of Society, geometrically considered. They are most of them in states
of excitement, many in a state of beer or spirituous liquor. Under
these circumstances they are wont to express themselves in terms not
current among the higher orders. If any lady would like to increase
her acquaintance with the English language, a polling-booth may be
recommended to her as a place where she might learn more words than

are to be found in the dictionary, and at least one more definition than
it contains.

British electors of the Compound Householder class, or thereabouts,

particularly when they are inebriated, on provocation, or in spontaneous
fury, for the most part give vent to their feelings in terms other than
such "as

" Oh !

" "
Dear me !

" and
"
Goodness gracious !

"
Anyone

who offends them, orlncurs their resentment, they usually rebuke with

names more opprobrious than those of a
"
donkey," or a

"
stupe."

They would say something stronger to such an one than, "Oh you

story !

"
or

"
Oh, you brute !

"
even, or

"
Oh, you good-for-nothing

wretch !

"

The only polling-booth at present proper' for ladies would be a hair-

dresser's, where chignons might, so to speak, be polled, in being
affixed to the poll. Considering whence artificial chignons are derived,

it would be satisfactory to the fashionable part of the sex to be assured

by clever women that nothing objectionable at such a polling-booth
had come under their notice especially in the entomological way.
Otherwise the polling-booth ought, for the gentler and more refined

sex, to be as the public-house, Female Suffrage would be, to any
purpose, impracticaole without the concomitant concession of voting

papers ;
and these, of course, would be perfumed. Nevertheless, it is

quite true that an attractive damsel, polling, would be, as it were, the

cynosure of neighbouring eyes a poll-star : and if, as of course she

would be, on the right side, might occasion a rush to the poll which
would be desirable.

Fashionable Arrival.

MRS. MALAPROP, whose last letter was dated from Frankfort on the

Odour, has returned home to the family mansion at Ball's Pond. She
rather shocked some Temperance friends by telling them that she

came in a
"
screwed

"
steamer.

I TROW, NOT.

SHOULD you like to be caught giving a crossing-sweeper a shilling,

and asking him for elevenpence halfpenny change ?
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MIGHT NOT THE PRESENT PANNIER DRESSES BE MADE UaxnrL AS WILL AS
ORNAMENTAL ?

MIAKM'KARE SUPERSEDED.
WHEK on HOME'S successful

piece,
Doiifflai, first the rurlain fell

;

(Now-a-daya, dissentient geese,
Woud not let it go so well).

In the pit a brother Scot,

Cock-a-whoop, in triumph crew,
Cryine, like a patriot,

'

\V oar 'a you r \V u LLIE 8nAJTJFCK noo ?
"

To the Tragic the GrotesqueNow the multitude pn
Wags, burlesque upon burlesque,
To the public minister.

Why not, whm their loftier aim
Would be wasted, woald not do ?

So with Sawney we exclaim,"
Whir's your WULLH! SHAKSPUR noo ?

'

Up to Nature while buffoons,
On the stage, the mirror hold,

Colleen Beam and Oeiorowu,
In succession we behold.

Drawing, since a by-gone day.
More tham Hamlet ever tow.

Those sensation dramas pn>" Whar 's your WULLII 8nAKITOE oo ?
"

Six long years, at Drury Lsafl.
For the ideal Drama strove

CHATTEKTOX, with effort nin ;

All that while he newer throve.

Says tUt SIUKSPEARE nin spelt,
BTROK bankruptcy in view.

Where 's your BYRON, tedious felt ?
** Wh*r*s your WTTLLIB SHAMTO noo *""

Now Formosa, who Jane Shore,
In a measure would suggest ;

Were the latter not a bore,
Too outworn to be expressed,

fills the stalls full every night ;

Fills choke-full the boxes too
Who is England's first Playwright?" Whar's your WDLLM SHAUPUB noo?

"

THE ROMAN WORLD'S FAIR.

Pio NONO, apparently, does not mean to rest contented with con-
demning the proposition that the POPE ought to conform to the ideas
of modern civilisation. He seems to meditate confronting them, and
cutting them out on their own ground. One of the chief of these
ideas is, that of holding exhibitions of industry. The Holy Father, on
the other hand, intends to hold an exhibition of Romanism. According
to a newspaper :

" The POPE has decided that the Universal Catholic Exhibition of 1870
shall be opened on February 1, and closed on June 1, and u reserving a large
sum for the prizes and other expenses."

In speaking of a Universal Catholic Exhibition there seems to be
something of a pleonasm, such as would be committed in' talking of a
Hibernian Irish row. A better denomination for his Holiness's pro-
jected Show would

perhaps be the International Popish Exhibition, or
Romanist World's 1 air. Of course, in this assemblage of ecclesiastical

art-treasures, there will be no end of images and of Church millinery
and upholstery. We may expect a considerable display of canonised
bones, and other relics or remains of revered mummies. A large
assortment of hair-shirts, and a variety of sweet things in scourges and
other instruments of discipline, will also probably be offered to the

inspection of the faithful. In respect of hair-shirts and the like

specialties of saintly toilettes, hagiology will very likely be associated
with entomology in certain forms.
The department corresponding to that of machinery in secular exhi-

bitions will perhaps include certain winking statues and pictures, or

pictures and statues which, as our domestics would say,
"
have a wunk."

Among the thaumaturgic objects and productions a prominent item
will surely be the phial containing the celebrated blood of St. Jannarins,
which will liquefy to the confutation of heretics, being exhibited among
the sacerdotal machinery in motion. Possibly the Holy House of Loretto
will levitate itself, take another flight, and drop into a temporary
position amidst the other miraculous curiosities. The avoidance of
scandal will necessitate the omission of some mediaeval and even Liter

illustrations, racks and thumbscrews to wit ; stakes, chains, sanbenitos,
samarras, and other apperteuances, appliances, and engines of the

Inquisition. Such things are now out of date, even in Spain, and had
best be forgotten. No place, therefore, will be assigned them, but
besides the Catalogue, visitors to the papal omniumgatherum will be

presented with a copious Index.

BEATS SPIRITUALISM.
" This evening PBOPBMOB PHILLIP* will deliver a diMOune on Verorrai."

So it was stated in the account of the proceedings of toe British

Association in the West of England. But how could it be, seeing that

the Professor was at Exeter, in Devonshire, at the time when he was
announced to "deliver a discourse on Vesuvius

"
in Italy ? Impossible !

unless indeed like the celebrated Irish bird which ought, by the way,
to be sent into honourable retirement, along with M ACACLAY'S New
Zealander, SIR JOHN CUTLER'S stockings, Ac. he has the power of

being in tw9 places at once. Perhaps PROFESSOR HUXLEY win make
a note of this singular phenomenon, and mention it in his Presidential

Address next year. J/r. I'uxrh is glad to have this opportunity of

congratulating the last named Professor, the Association, and the

Scientific World generally, on his election to the Chair of the Liverpool
Meeting in IS70.

THE ANALOGUE OF THE OIDITJM.

A TELEGRAM from Lisbon may afford some gratification to the par-
tisans of compulsory total abstinence. It tells them thai :

" The ravajres of the vine diaewe in the province* are Mid to be gnt,
although much good hat been done by the roe of sulphur."

Are there not prizes proposed by certain anti-liquor Leagues for the

best essays in dispraise of intoxicating drinks ? If so, perhaps it would
answer some duffer's purpose to write a pamphlet calculated to disgust

people with wine by suggesting the essential identity of the vine

disease with a human malady wherein sulphur is a specific.

"Tm Coscrso MAS." A Waiter.
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AUGUST 27, 1869.

Tire Great International Boat Race is over! Bravo, Harvard! Bravo
Oxford ! Mr. Punch admires your pluck, skill, and endurance ; and thus
immortalises you !

OXFOHD.
F. WILLAN, Exeter (how).
A. C. YsflNBORonotf, Lincoln.
J. C. IV
S. D. DARHIMHIHK, Balfiol (str.)

J. H. BALL, Corpus (cox.).

HABVAKD.
i STOKY FAT, Boston (bow).
- Oi.in N I.YMAN, Ililn (Sandwich Islands).

Vf. H. SIMMIIMIS, Concord, llaagachuaetta.
ALDEN I'OHTKU LORINO, Boston (stroke).
AKTHUH UUBNUAM, Chicago (cox.).

As yon both spring from the same parent stock

" CORNELIA'S son were worthy of their mother "

there can be no offence in congratulating Oxford on its victory,
us sing

Here 's a health to both the crews,
The Harvards and the Blues

Kv'ry man !

And when they meet again,
May dark blue its place maintain,

If it can !

So let

SlGNAl.Mi;.\ AM) N Al'EfJOATS.

AT the Hampton Petty Sessions, on Tuesday last week, CHAKL_
BRADFORD, a signalman employed on the London and South
U'rNtrrn Railway at Staines Station, charged with being drunk
and disorderly, and neglecting to signal a train which was due,
got his deserts. That nobody can deny when informed, as by
newspaper, that :

" A sergeant of tho detactire poliee wh was in the train got t at

Stahws, and noticed that thu -innalman was drunk. The errReant told

him to be careful with th- -i.-riaK and '\<- replr wu ' the siirnaU.'
It wan tati-d that the defendant had been on duty thirteen and a hall

hours, but the Bench will th < . although that wu a matter for th Din-. -

tors' considers with it. If the defendant
had felt unable to do the duty required of him, he should have given it

up. Seeing how many accidents were oeoatkoed by nefiigwot, the

Magistrate inflicted a tine of 5, with the alternative of iatprianum-nt
for two months."

But that was not all :

"
It was stated that the man had been dismissed from the company's

service.
"

Every one sees that a fine of at least 6, with the alternative of
not less than two months' imprisonment, are necessary for any
signalman who gets drunk on duty, and not only neelects to signal
the train that he ought, hot answers a mild admonition to be care-
ful with the signals by blanking them. Preceded by dismissal,
the fine, coming on an empty pocket, probably necessitated the

Hobson's choice of imprisonment : all not too Dad for a reckless

and abandoned signalman. If he conL.ln't stand thirteen hours
and a half of duty without r . r

stimulants, and getting
drunk on them, doubtless he ought to have dismissed himself,
as the Bench jtiMly told him. They also told him what was

perfectly true when they said that, although the length of his duty
was a matter for tl> .deration, they, their worships,
had nothing to do with it. But that is a pity. They ought in

be in case to have something to do with it. Accidents are of rare

occurrence on the London and South Western line. One thinks

that they would be of frequent occurrence if the authorities of that

line were accustomed to put signalmen on duty for between
thirteen and fourteen hours at a stretch. So probably they are

not so culpable as "it was stated" they were. Otherwise it

would be to be regretted that the Magistrates who gave their

signalman the alternative of fine or imprisonment had not, and did

not exercise, the power of giving them, Directors and all, im-

prisonment without option.

To mt SKKK FOB Noranro. The Play of the Features.

OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

Vm.-NOT SO BAD AS IT SEEM8.

I AM not one of those who weakly dread
To be encountered in the West of Town,
When clubs are cleaned, and parks are slightly brown,
And all the gay and glittering throng have fled.

I saunter, now, where erst I swiftly sped
In terror, lest the car should hurl me down,
Or stucco me with mire from heel to crown

;

In shops I'm promptly served; in taverns fed

With welcome haste ; the papers I peruse
In peace ; and if Thalia's haunts attract

My nightly steps, my modest seat I choose
Without delays, in comfort watch each act

Unfold the plot, at ease applaud the views
I and my friends, whilom like herrings packed.

IX.-THE FIRST OP SEPTEMBER

Mark ! they are settling down on HORNER'S land,
A little wild, they've dropped in turnips there :

Come on keep back look
" Don "

and
"
Venus

"
stand,

Another brace the third (besides a hare)
I 've killed on WAKEFIELD'S farm good dog, good bitch !

The cock-bird's lying yonder in the grass,
The hen has fallen in the ferny ditch,
Hi ! Don, Hi ! Venus, there, good dog, good lass '.

Not onrs the fierce battue, the sweeping drive,
With servile keepers on the scent of fees ;

But just ten brace as Besthorpe clock strikes five

Then home, to yon white house amid the trees, :

To share with MARY when the dinner comes,
The birds, the smooth bread sauce, the brownest crumbs.

AUGUST, IMP.

The great
"
Devonian group

"
has broken up.

The Stars
"
have vanished from the West, and sagr,

And <&rra**-lights who lead this groping age
Have done with

"
junket

"
and with cider-cop.

No more they hold debate on granites, clays,

On agricultural labourers' wants.
And cnrbonif 'rous labyrynthodonta,
On puzzling man and his primeval ways :

The fauna of the mermaids' coral cave,

The bird on bright metallic wing that flies.

The sun, the stars, the worlds in distant skies.

The epiglottis, and the tidal wave,
The busy Sections leave, and disappear-
To meet at Liverpool in HOTLET'S year.

T1IK BOOK MARKET.

THERE are plenty of new novels in promise for the libraries, so

readers at the sea-side need not dread a dearth of recreation for wet

days. As a rule, the titles arc as catching as the influenza, and a sequel
now so usually succeeds to a success, that we feel surprised the follow-

ing have not yet been announced :

Near and Narrate, by the Author of Far and Wide.

Strings of Barley-tugar : a Sequel to the thrilling tale of Ropr of
Sand.

Doicny at a Deny Duct : a fascinating Sequel to Simple at a Dove.

The Gent She Jilted: a Romance of Real Life, written by the Author
of The Girl Hf Marrinl.

Bailed Blackbtetles : a Sensation Story, by the writer of Burnt Bnllfr-

fliet.

Fatal Fever-heat: a Tale of most Unreal Life, by the Author of

Fatal Zero.

Uandley in Good Humour: a Sequel to the Story of Handlry Croti.
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A SHREWD ANSWER.
Lady (at Sunday School).

" AND WHAT DO YOU UNDERSTAND BY ' THE POMPS AND VANITIES OF THIS WICKED WORLD '

?
"

The Head of the Class.
" THE FLOWERS IN YOUR BONNET, TEACHER ! !

"

BLACK SPOTS ON THE BLUE

OH, Bobby, what stories have reached me, too true,
Of Bobbies whose baseness disgraces their Blue ;

Bad Bobbies, false witnesses, vile corrupt knaves,
Low rascals whose foul hands dishonour their staves !

My Bobby, a ruffian, disgrace to thy name,
Assaults his own comrade, scandal and shame !

Sure Angels might weep 'tis to make them enough
Himself when the Guardian, of Peace acts the Rough.

High, Bobby, 's thy calling, a higher one, far,

Than that other Soldier 's, the trade of mere war ;

The battle he fights may, or may not, be just

Thine, honestly fought, of necessity must.

Garotters and burglars when you heroes smite

Then, crushing resistance, you strike for the Right ;

Or shouting "Move on !

"
while your truncheons you wave,

For Progress your combat is, Bobby the Brave.

As CAESAR'S wife's, Bobby's fame should be fair,

Not even the taint of suspicion can bear
;

The Beat, as the Bench, from all taint should be free :

The Azure as pure as the Ermine should be.

We honour you, Bobby, and therefore by those
Are taunted, whom Jack Priests conduct by the nose.
We smile at such dupes, but there 's point in their sneer,
When we in a Bobby a humbug revere.

Awake Bobby up, Bobby, come Bobby, come !

Invoke rub-a-dub, roll degrading of drum
;

With strain ignominious, which bugles shall pour,
Whilst Rogue, ex-Policeman, 's kicked out of your corps.

A WOMAN'S OWN CHARITY.

by a benevolent lady on
It)

~ ' ~ ' '
AN appeal has been made to the Public

behalf of an Institution of ambiguous name. It is entitled St. Luke's
Home for Incurable Women. Certainly some women are incurably fond

of^finery and furniture ; of gadding about, dancing, tale-bearing, and
scandal. Some are incurable flirts

; many incurable chatterboxes. Not
a few are incurably jealous, or incurably perverse, or incurably extra-

vagant, or have incurable tempers. In a (general way, it may be said

that incurable women are women whom it is impossible to cure of

their whims.
In some respects the

majority
of women may appear incurable ; but

their malady yields to time, and they are cured at last. Almost all of

them were for many years afflicted with a frenzy for crinoline whicli

defied ridicule, and all other remedies, but the crinolinomania ultimately

ceased, though 'a relapse of it may occur yet. Perhaps girls will, one
of these days, be cured of the fixed idea represented by chignons.

Having said thus much of incurable and curable women, we may
observe that Miss L. TWINING has acknowledged the receipt of

14 1 3. subscriptions in aid of her Home for the former, and says that

any further contributions will be thankfully received. What can't be
cured must be endured, but it may be palliated, and much suffering,
doubtless, will be prevented by the liberal support of the Charity
advocated by Miss TWINING.

Military Intelligence.

MANY years ago the discovery was made that common soldiers were
not to be trusted off duty with their side-arms. It remained to be
found out by the authorities at Head Quarters that there was any
danger in trusting them with the possession of ball-cartridge.

A THOUGHT AT MOKTLAKE.

THE row with America is over. The "
row

"
with that conntry/with

which we have at times been threatened, we hope will never bein.

Printed by Joseph "!?"". or No. 24. Holford Square, in the Parinh of St. .lames. Clericenwell. in the County of Middlesex, it the Printing Offle.e of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, * Co., Lombard
e Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. SVTCBDIT , September 4. 1959.reel, m the
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A DEDUCTION.
Young Hopeful.

" WHAT BOBS TA PAINT ALT. DAT ixwo FOR, 'MA ?"
Mamma. "THAT YOU MAT HAVE YOUR DINNER, MY DEABEST."
Young Hopeful (pondering).

" DOES HE SMOKE ALL DAT LONO FOR MT DINNER, TOO, '1U '

PHRENOLOGY AND FBENZY.
MB. PUNCH,

Now that the lively, pithy, and concise debates of the
Session have ceased, and political oratory can instruct and ex-
liiiarate us but occasionally, in the form of extra-parliamentary
utterances, we, the British Public, betake ourselves for intel-

lectual recreation to the fields of science. There we exercise our
observant faculties on swarms of ladybirds, and employ our reason-

ing powers in arguments about the origin of species, particularly
those relative to the dispute touching the human pedigree; whether
we are descended from an original pair of creatures like ourselves,
or if our first parents were a pair of anthropoid apes. By the

e^af they were, what cause or just impediment would there be why
any gentleman who may happen to conceive an attachment for one
of his poor relations should not be joined together in holy matrimony
with a chimpanzee ?

Well, Sir, by asking a scientific question at this season of the year,
a man may possibly contribute to the public stock of harmless amuse-
ment, and not constitute himself a bore. Allow me, then, to make an
mquiry suggested by divers reviews which have appeared of late in

sundry Journals, of SIR JAMES CLASH'S Memoir of John Conolly, MJ>.,
rational and reforming mad doctor. DR. CONOLLY, as you know, in a

very short time, succeeded in abolishing the system of mechanical
restraint at Hanwell.

Now, as you very likely also know, some years ago there lived in the
Straiid a certain gas-fitter and vendor of lamps, named DEVIT.LE. To
Ms business MB. DEVILLE added the pursuit of practical phrenology ;

a subject on which he occasionally gave lectures. MR. DEVILLE was a
self-educated man, and he had educated himself very imperfectly in

;

English grammar. He was wont to reverse his y's and w's, and drop |

jis h's, or aspirate his vowels amiss. But what is there necessarily to
"orbid an ungrammatical speaker from speaking the truth ? MR.
DEVILLE used to aver that one principal means whereby order was
uaintained at Hanwell without force was that of classification ; the I

lunatics being harmoniously associated together there, according to
their dispositions, as supposed to be ascertained from the craniological
conformation of their heads. Now was this the case ? If it was, it

constitutes a very considerable reply to the question,
"
Is Phrenology

all humbug ?
"
which was not debated by the British Association, but

may possibly, by way of diversion, or, for a bit of a timeous kind of

lark, oe considered by the Social Science Congress. Phrenology is not
all humbug if available for the government of lunatics, it has an answer
for the culbonoists, and, you. Sir, will perhaps decree that it should
cease to be altogether ignored. If Phrenology is a mistake, it is at any
rate no superstition, and its absurdity is nothing like that of the frcc
of Tvrning the Tables. For that matter, believe me,

Your ancient,

JEREMIAH BUMI-S.

P.S. I should mention that MR. DKVILLE was accustomed to call

himself DBWILLE. He always so pronounced his name in relating a
dialogue wherein the interlocutors were himself and a late eminent

Surgeon whom he denominated SIR UASIILEY COOPER.

WINCHESTER TWIGS.

THE antiquities of the City of Winchester may have some interest

for the autumnal excursionist. In the school-room of the celebrated

College there, his eye will be attracted by the following legend, pic-

torially illustrated, intended to admonish the neophyte or fresnboy :

" Aut disce aut discede ; manet sore tertia : crdi."

Winchester School, everybody knows, was founded by WILLIAM or
WYKEHAM. But our forefathers, in his day, were not particular how
they spelt their names. May we not conjecture that the founder of
the above-named seat of learning was, when called by his right name,
WILLIAM OF WHACK'EM ?

VOL. LV1I.
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TESTIMONIAL "WITH CIRCUMSTANCE."

11, Alcibiades Terrace, Yorkshire.

Y DEAR PUNCH, You may
be aware you kuow some

things that in the superior
kind of houses in watering-

places, landladies keep ele-

gantly bound books in

which a departing lodger is

asked to certify to the com-
fort he has enjoyed in the

apartments.
I see no harm in this,

except that as the grammar
of rich people is often queer,
the testimonials testify to a

good deal of defective edn-
cation among us. The certi-

ficate does not mean much,
for a landlady must, hare
behaved very badly indeed
to be denied a few civil

words.

Having been well treated,
at the above address, which
I have left your cashier

knows my new one 1 had
no hesitation in composing
a tribute to my handsome
and kindly hostess. It

pleased her so much, that

she rewarded me with the sight of a leaf which she had been obliged,
she said, to cut out of her book, but which she exhibited with affected

deprecation of the contents, though I know she thoroughly enjoyed
them. While 1 was looking at it, her youngest child luckily rolled

down a long flight of stairs, and while she was chastising him for

hurting himself, I made a note of the testimonial.

I think that if this style were usually adopted, the testimonial books
would be pleasanter reading :

"
I, HECTOR BLAZES, Colonel, have much pleasure in saying a good

word for MRS. ALLICAMPANE, of No. 11, Alcibiades Terrace. By the

way, a good-looking woman still, and must have been deucedly pretty
as a girl. She is a worthy, honest, motherly soul, who looks at her

lodgers as friends to be pleased, not as pigeons to be plucked. I
recommend any one who wants decent cookery, fair charges, clean

beds, and a pleasant smile, to come here. MRS. A. is a remarkable
contrast to the hag at No. 1 who stole my wine, which I could forgive,
and filled up the bottles with water, which I could not. Also to the
wretch at No. 2, who put me into damp sheets, and brought back my
gout. Also to the fiend at No. 3, who sang hymns, made me dine at

one on Sunday, and had a false back to her cheffonnier, which she was
so especially urgent that I should lock

"
not to tempt our humbler

fellow-Christians." Also to the squinting woman at No. 4, who gave
me toadstools instead of mushrooms, and dared to be saucy because I
tore down the bell-ropes, and sent out the servant for brandy a few
times after eleven at night. Also to the old cheat at No. 5, who cast

up her bill wrong, all in her own favour, and let me have it only -when
I had just time to save the train. N.B. Beware of insects in that

house. Also to the mad creature at No. 6, who screamed whenever

my dog a harmless, faithful beast jumped at her, and who tried, I

believe, to poison him for biting her ugly boy, though I gave the howling
little brat sixpence, and offered to burn the bite with the parlour poker.
Also to the superfine lady, without an aitch in her alphabet, at No. 7,

who did not like sending out for beer, talked of her late 'ENEKY, who
I dare say was hanged, and stole my tea. Also to the Cat at No. 8,

who gets tipsy every night, and beats her husband in the back cellar.

Also to the stupid Owl at No. 9, who won't have a cook, but tries to

do the cookery herself, and utterly spoils it, in the most cruel, detes-

table, and outrageous manner. N.B. It is a lie to say I struck her
1 because there were cinders in my mulligatawney, I never struck a

woman, but I threw the soup at her, and paid for a new dress, which
she wears now. Also to the slovenly creature at No. 10, who does

chops in a dripping-pan, and never opens a bed-room window for fear

the dust should come in, and require sweeping. N.B. I went into the

kitchen, and found her old shoes in a tureen. Also to the showy
woman at No. 12, who, I believe to be no better than she should be,
and "

But here, Sir, MRS. ALLICAMPANE came in with her castigated
infant, whose brow was adorned with dirt and brown paper, and she
reclaimed her testimonial, observing that the Colonel was nothing but
a gentleman, but a little hasty in temper, as Army gentlemen sometimes
were. So you lose particulars of three or four more houses.

If any other travellers find similar entries, they might remit them to

you, for I suppose you find it hard work to make your paper lively
when everybody worth a farthing is out of town, like

Yours truly,

OviD AMONG THE GOTHS.

ANOTHER TRADITION GONE DOWN.
" TVe hear from Bury St. Edmunds of a remarkable manuscript. It is a

Tolume which originally belonged to MK. FFOLXES, the antiquary. It contains

(we are told) an interesting account, addressed by NEWTON himself to

FFOLKES, of the discovery of the power of gravitation. Nothing is here said

about the fall of an apple having anything to do with it
;
in fact, the account

differs in many respects from the ordinary tradition, and as coming from
NEWTON'S lips is worthy of belief as the true account. This volume, with
other MS. treasures, is now in the possession of MK. WILLIAM KAYNBIBD."
Atk&ucunt.

MR. PCNCU,
HITHERTO I hve been a lover of old traditions and stories, an

unquestioning believer in ROMULUS and REMUS, in QUEEN ELEANOR
sucking the poison from her husband's wound, in KING ALFRED and
the neglected cakes, CANUTE and the waves, NERO'S fiddle, RALEIGH'S
cloak, COLUMBUS'S egg, RICHARD THE THIRD'S hump, QUEEN ANNE'S
farthing, SHAKSPEARE'S deer-stealing, the Royal Oalc, the Cock Lane
Ghost, the Geese in tbe Capitol, WHITTINGTON'S Cat, BURKE'S dagger,
DR. BUSBY'S hat, ANDREW MARVELL'S shoulder of mutton, and WIL-
LIAM TELL'S Apple.
Imagine then what I felt when I read the unwelcome paragraph

quoted at the head of this letter, and found that I was called upon to

abandon my faith in a still more celebrated apple NEWTON'S. It goes
to my heart's core to do it. I wish this untimely manuscript had
never been discovered. I only hope that amongst the "other MS.
treasures

"
one may not turn up, demolishing our faith in SIR ISAAC

using a certain lady's finger as a tobacco-stopper, and calmly for-

bearing to scold
"
Diamond " when that little dog upset the taper

which destroyed his papers.
But I am prepared now for any heavy blow. J fully expect that

authentic documents will be found by an enthusiastic antiquary, in an
old chest, in a disused garret, in a secluded country house, which will

upset our belief in JAMES WATT watching the steam issuing from the

family tea-kettle, or WILLIAM LEE attentively observing his wife

knitting stockings, or BENJAMIN WEST making a paint-brush out of the

hairs from the back of his mother's favourite cat, or PETER THE GREAT
working in Deptford Dockyard, or GIBBON planning his Decline and
Fall as he sat in the Capitol, or DR. JOHNSON taking his dinner
behind a screen in CAVE'S parlour and a score more of such like

romantic little narratives, almost as interesting as the Wars of the

Roses, or the gradual growth of the National Debt.
I daresay GOLDSMITH never ordered that plum-coloured suit from

MR. EILBY, I daresay ADDISON and PITT were total
abstainers^

and
SHERIDAN as abstemious as HANNAH MORE ; no doubt it is all a fiction

about JOHNSON waiting in LORD CHESTERFIELD'S ante-chamber, or

JUDGE JEFFREYS disguising himself as a sailor at Wapping, or BEN
JONSON serving the bricklayers, or SIR PHILIP SIDNEY resigning the

draught of water to the dying soldier, or THOMSON eating the peaches
off the garden wall, with his hands in his pockets.
We ought to be ashamed of our credulity, and get rid of these pld

wives' fables without delay, determined to believe in nothing which
cannot be proved as certainly as a mathematical proposition. I am
going to do so, and now that I have lost NEWTON'S apple, shall endea-

vour to forget that I ever was what CHARLES LAMB called himself
" A MATTER OF FICTION MAN."

THE POPE AND DR. GUMMING.

THE following Epistle, if genuine, would go to show that the POPE, if

somewhat dogmatic, is at least not uncourteous. It is perhaps a trifle

too facetious to be the production of his pen, and also seems to imply
a greater knowledge of the English tongue and of DR. GUMMING than
the POPE probably possesses. On the other hand, the advice given is

of a truly paternal character, and such as we should suppose DR.
GUMMING would do well to follow :

JOHANNI GUMMING, S.P.D. Pius NONUS.

Literas tuas aceepi. Quod attinet ad libertatem quam petis dicendi

in Concilio quid sentias, breviter et aperte respondeo operam te per-
dere. Quod putas Protestantes ad disputandum invitatos esse, toto

crras coelo. Aliud est disputare, aliud creco comiter viam monstrare.

Nequeo satis mirari te, Scotus etiamsi sis, en axlntf f^airfp<f perstare velle.

Nohm tamen Presbyterum cui nomen inditum Come-in, temere exclv-

dere, modo ne docere malis quam discere.

Igitur si bonus es, venias, si nequam, nequaquam. Vale.
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CLERICAL CELIBACY.
EAR MB. PUNCH,

As younf? ladies

in QUEEN tjmfi
time (was it ASSE?
1 really forget, and
have mislaid my
itaHgnall) were ac-

customed to write to

Mr. Spectator for bis

advice in their love

affairs, so we, in

VICTORIA'S rei?n,
address Mr. P. for

his tutelary guidance
when similarly em-
barrassed. I ai very
anxious to learn (for

certain reMBs which
1 cannot explain jut
now) whether greater
latitude is about to

be given to that very
interesting class of

highly educated gen-
tlemen who are at

present under vows
of perpetual celibacy.
To speak more

plainly,
will the ap-

proaching (Ecumeni-
cal (what an awkward word, one cannot pronounce it without looking

ugly) Council treat as an exploded canon the Komith law that no Cfer-

ft/mu of the (to ns) opposite persuasion shall take orders from any

person bvt his ecclesiastical Superiors ? Cousin AGATHA thinks that the

seoakr Ctergy will be permitted to enter into certain solemn engage-

ment*, nader certain severe restrictions. For instance, no union will

be allowed with a Lady whose fortune is herself alone, or who is very

inquisitive. (To confess the truth, Mr. Pttnck, both AGATHA and I
are rmtlur inquisitive.) In any event it will be setting a good example
to our young High-Church Curates, and will induce them to modify
their ascetic habits to some extent, for I know a young Oxford man,
who is so abstemious that he has not only renounced all ideas of

domestic bliss, but has given up eating nearly every kind of vegetables,
and subsists almost entirely on cresses or celery.

It will be so nice to see such excellent self-denying individuals driv-

ing a basket-chaise comfortably filled, or holding up a family umbrella.

I do, therefore, sincerely trust that the dear POPE will give his sanction

to such an arrangement, for it is such an anomaly that one whose title

as Head of the Papal States is suggestive of paternal relationships,

should discountenance them, I am sure I only speak the sentiments

of all my sisters when I say that not one of us would desire, for an

instant, even if opportunity were allowed, to approach the lattice-work

from which no whisper has ever yet been stolen by ears profane, since

Hymen, like CORIOLANUS, was banished from Rome.
And besides, were it otherwise, it is quite a vulgar error to sup-

pose that no woman can keep a secret, from the simple fact of her

being so seldom trusted with one. It is very true that our sex

is more communicative than yours. A husband's secret can only
be extorted from him, as we all know, by pinching his little finger

(my sister BERTHA has done it repeatedly), but something wrong is

so often hidden under the mantle of mystery that no young lady, who

really loves sincerity and truth, ever feels that she has quite done her

duty, until she has vindicated herself by taking it off. Do excuse, dear

Mr. Punch, this immethodical letter, as 1 am so busy preparing for

ETHEL'S wedding that I have no time properly to arrange my thoughts.

ntntvius Villas. Ever, ever yours. CONSTANTIA.

P.S. One word more. Will ladies (of a certain age, of course) be

allowed to be present at the (Ecumenical Council ? I know several

who dearly long to say a word or two on the occasion. AVXT ESTHER

says she is almost prepared, but fears that her knowledge of Latin is

so confined that she should have much difficulty in nmking herself

understood. Perhaps DR. GUMMING would assist her. It occurs to

me that the name ((Ecumenical) clearly implies that men oiily are

called to do what they can, under cover of the Vatican.

OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

XI.-TO THE HOOK.

PULL-GROW* Moon ! I scan thy simple face

Appearing as the Almanack foretold,
And shedding beauty on the meanest place,
On tower and tree, on window-pane and wold ;

On mariners becalmed in Southern teas,
Where dolphins play athwart thy lane of light,
On lawyers toiling till the dawn for fees.
On clown and king, on GLADSTONE and on BRIGHT ;

And as I gate, 1 ponder C.mst thou know
How frequent thou hast shone in rhyme and ly,
By bards addreMed who faded long ago,
By poeta sung who "pipe and trill

"
to-day,

By rare old HOVER in the mythic age,

By me, this week, in I'unrh't famous page ?

XIL-DISAPPOIXTMBVr.

1 wait and watch, I watch and wait in vain,
All day I watch, 1 wait at late as ten ;

I know his step amongst a thousand men,
I rise and prew my noie against the pan*,
I tnee his swift career from door to door.
And carer, nearer as he speeds to mine,
I tfimrtimnn have to take reviving wine,
To bear the blow too often borne before :

He
pulls

the wire, I fly along the ball

To tind within the box my heart, how hard !

A draper's circular, a dentist's cud,
Or Cousin RACHEL'S uninviting crawl.

O ROBBXT, KOBKRT ! far awar from Town,
Why don't you write to your LKTITIA BROWN ?

The Plague of the Wardrobe.
" MOTHS!" exclaimed an old lady, conning over a string of adver-

tisements relative to a book about those Lepidoptera in the Times.
" And

where to find them. Where, indeed ! As if there wanted a book
written to tell us that drat the nasty good-for-nothing destructif mis-

chevious things !

"

THE CRY OF "NO JENNERY!'

ON the platform of the Anti-Vaccinml

night at the Vestry-hall, Bancroft Hall, Mile

number of equally proficient amateurs of med
enumerates the illustrious MR. EDXOHD RE ALES, M.A. "Senral
mothers," it says,

"
holding children in their arms, were also present."

Has the reason of our BEALES vacated its throne ; does he imagine him-
self a mother, and write himself M.A., meaning Ma P Did M.A. BEA LES
also carry a baby ?

A MH. STM-HKSS, Hon. Sec. of the "East London Branch of the

Anti-Compulsory Vaccination Lesgue
"

stated that :

" A gentleman had wnt him a sovereign to py theeottiof HODGB, who had
been lately tent to gaol for neglecting to have hu child vaccinated. The man,
however, refuted to have hu eoata paid, and bad gone to gaol on principle."

Who is HODGE ? The name HODGE, once, with its synonym, GILES,
used to signify the British Clown, Clodhopper, Bumpkin in the

abstract. Are the ploughmen and carters, the agricultural labourers in

a body, an aggregate and collective HODGE, or GILES;, going to gaol on

principle that of an enlightened disapproval of vaccination ?

A MR. HVMER proposed a resolution which declared
"
that the law

enforcing vaccination is repugnant
to the principles of the British Con-

stitution." Perhaps MR. KVMKK can suggest some better preservative
of the British Constitution, than that afforded by vaccination, from

small-pox. MR. RYMKR'S resolution, above referred to, will not then
be open to the objection of being as devoid of reason as of rhyme.

Perhaps MR. KYMER is a believer in MOHISON, and very likely

BEALES, M.A., holds the same faith. The Professors of the College of

Health, and proprietors of the great Hygeist's
"
Universal Medicine"

strongly recommend the substitution of his discovery for JRXXIR'S.
The views of PROFESSOR HOLLOWAT have not been stated. He pro-

bably agrees with the Morisonians in the abstract as to vaccination

considered as a prophylactic, but differs from them in the concrete

his concrete being another patent medicine. The successors of

MORISOS style themsejves Medical Dissenters : but they constitute

only a single denomination. There are many other sects who dissent

from medical science, but also from each other. Possibly a medical

dissenter, instead of vaccinating a baby, would put it (if another

person's) on a course of the Delicious Peas-pudding, or What-do-you-
call-it.

The comparative statistics, sustaining the case for vaccination, might
as well, however, be posted on the church-doors, or in the public-

houses, or somehow or other proclaimed to the people who are going
over rather largely to medical dissent on the subject of vaccination.

They secede in gross ignorance, i'acts are stubborn things ; and may,
when sufficiently well known, prove too stubborn for the Mile End
malcontents, for a HODGE, or even for a BEALES.
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"
MAMMA, DEAR, is THAT THE PIANO ?

"

WHISPERS IN CHURCH.
" HUSH ! NO THE ORGAN !

' " THEN WHERE'S THE MONKEY!"

WHEAT AND WEDLOCK.
"THE price of wheat is falling ; statistics bid us wed,"
Fm-EusTACE REGINALD ST. CLAIR to GERTRUDE MOWBBAY said ;" The price of wheat is falling, and therefore needs must we
Now celebrate our marriage, long enough on the tapis.

"
The price of wheat is falling ; by reason of that fact

We ought our matrimonial alliance to contract
;

The price of wheat is falling ; then let us. lady fair,

Meet in the Church of sweet St. George, by-Hanover's high Square.

" The price of wheat is falling ;
a
Bishop must be got,

Assisted by a Canon, to tie our nuptial knot.
The price of wheat is falling ; we '11 to thy Sire's away,
The auspicious ceremony there, ensues a dejeuner.

"
The price of wheat is falling ; which makes it fit and meet

The happy pair their honeymoon should speud at some fair seat ;

The
price

of wheat is falling, and may descend more low,
But be no moment wasted in completing the trousseau.

"
The price of wheat is falling, though bread keeps up. What then ?

The loaf to even money will soon be down again.
The price of wheat is falling, so thou, though meat and wine,
Dress, dwelling, horses, equipage, abate not, must be mine.

"
The price of wheat is falling ; it only falls to rise,
We marry, notwithstanding ; we 're wealthy, and we 're wise.
The price of wheat is falling the masses marry too,
Its future rise unheeding, quite as little as we do."

THING NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.
THE Bibliopegist's art is of older date than is commonly supposed,

for we know that the ancient Greeks had the Prometheus Bound.

TO INFANTINE SMOKERS.
WE saw the following advertisement in the Liverpool Mercury :

TX7ANTED, a SMART BOY, well acquainted with a Tobacconist's
V I counter.

Wishing, if possible to supply the want, Mr. Punch looked round at

a lot of boys whom he knew, but found that they would not do, for

such of them as are well acquainted with Tobacconist's counters are

very far from smart, being usually stupid, slangy, pert cads. However,
having found one that he thought might possibly answer, Mr. Punch
dispatched him to Liverpool. He was returned by the next train.

The boy wanted was for the other side of the counter, the side on which
brains are required.

MILITARY JURISPRUDENCE.
FOB trying to kill himself a non-commissioned officer, named FULLER,

has been sentenced by a Court Martial to nearly two years' confinement,

in a niilitary prison, and to forfeiture of past claims for rewards and

pensions for the term of his natural life. This seems a very remarkable
course of proceeding with a view to deter a man from abridging
that term. Its only conceivable effect can be that of causing a person
about to commit suicide to take care to kill himself effectually. That

is, to kill himself effectually in the current sense of the verb to kill.

Whether a man can really kill himself is a question which occurred,
indeed, to Hamlet the Dane, but is not likely to occur to a British

non-commissioned officer. This the Horse Guards and the DUKB OF
CAMBRIDGE might have considered before approving of a sentence,
which, by way of encouraging a soldier to live, makes his life still more
wretched than it was before, when he found it unbearable.

COMPULSORY EDUCATION.

FRAUDULENT shopkeepers require the instruction we give to boys
and girls. They ought to be taught the scales correctly.
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WELL ROWED ALL!'

Uitrar.
"
HA, DEAR BOYS ! YOU 'VE ONLY TO PULL TOGETHER, TO LICK ALL THE WORLD !

'
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THE SHOOTING OF THE FUTURE.
OMMENTIXG on field sports,
the Pall Mall Gazette, in

some sportsmanlike remarks
on partridge shooting, ob-
serves :

"
By the way, last year some

one suggested shoeing pointers,
the modern stubble being so

short as to pierce their feet and
render them lame after a few

days' work."

The progress of agricul-
ture suggests the possibility
of an advance upon even
the expedient of shoeing
pointers. Steam-ploughs,
and steam-threshing ma-
chines may be expected to

be shortly followed by
steam cart-horses. From
the construction of a steam-
horse it will be but a step
to that of a steam-dog.

Some difficulty will have to be surmounted in the mechanism of the

dog's nose. Otherwise, on no very distant first of September, we
might expect to see partridge-shooters take the field, accompanied
by their brace, or rather their pack, of steam-pointers, setters, and
retrievers. Who knows f Perhaps they will also betake themselves
to steam guns, and make shooting altogether an affair of steam, a con-
summation to which the mechanical sport of modern times would
naturally tend.

FARE IS FOUL.
TIKE is money. The truth of this maxim is appreciated by Railway

'

directors in more ways than one. One. however, seems to be that of
the arrangement by which the least possible time is spent at Railway
Stations m taking passengers' money for their tickets. Not only is

time, and therefore money, thus saved in the proverbial sense, but
more money is taken than there would be if the passengers had time

enough to count their change, and get the deficit, when there is one,
returned to them. And, according to various complaints in the news-
papers, there is one very often. The allowance of time to the public
for taking tickets should at least be doubled, and the amounts of the
fares should be printed on the tickets. It is not to be supposed that
the Directors of Railways generally have instructed their Clerks to

give short change with intent, so as to obtain an increase of receipts
that will swell dividends, because none of them can be such fools as

not to see that servants who would not hesitate at cheating on their

employers' account, would as little scruple, on opportunity, to rob
their employers. Nor, indeed, will many people imagine that any
surplus, of which, by mistakes in their own favour as to change, rail-

way clerks may find themselves in possession, very often passes from
the booking-office till into the Company's coffer. As little will they
suppose that it is usually put into a poor's-box ;

their opinion will

rather be, that the clerk who makes a mistake at the public expense
usually profits by his own error, and pockets the difference.

Somebody did propose a scheme of railway fares at certain uniform

rates, analogous to that of the
penny-postage.

That plan, if it were
but practicable, would, as far as railway change goes, settle the question
of railway time, in as far as time is money, and that money change, too

frequently short at present.

Why not have a clerk whose duty it should be to give change to

those persons requiring it, before taking a ticket ?

The Critics, generally, have cried out against the vulgarity of
Burlesque, and the Critics, generally, have lavished praises on MLLE
SCHNEIDER.
She is essentially a burlesque actress. I went to see her (I play in

burlesque, my Lord, and will give you private and timely intimation of
my forthcoming benefit), for said I to myself, I may learn something
from this Parisian Paragon.
My Lord, 1 saw Orpht'e aux Enferi, also Barbe-Ble*, also La Grande

Dufkeue.

My Lord, had 7 or had any London actress, ventured upon one-half
or one-quarter of MLLE. SCHNEIDER'S eccentricities, we should have
been pronounced most vulgar, offensively coarse by the Press, and, my
Lord, we should have been goosed that means hissed off by the

Her liulotle in Barle-Bleumj goodness ! ! ! She did what the
celebrated nigger "Ol.; Joe" is reported to have done "kicked up
behind and before

"
on every possible occasion. She did such vulgar

tricks as would have brought down the birch on any little uneducated
boy at his first school. She leered, ogled, and and and the more
she leered and ogled, and the higher she kicked up behind and before,
and sideways too, the more vehement was the applause from private
boxes, stalls, circle, and upper boxes.
Her Evrydice was quiet and tame (a stupid piece that Orpher, but

then, 1 confess, I did nut understand the improper 4>*lles entndrei,
which a friend informed me were the life and SOB! of the piece) until
she came to the last act and danced a ea-tm. \netrr!! If fou saw
it, my Lord, did gou ever ?

Now, my Lord, what is the nrinsmisMSH of your -r^armf ? We
hare got Formna .'

I remain, my Lord, yours sincerely,

THALIA THMTTH.

HOW TO CHECK STKEET-BKKHNG.
Nor know bow to check i

let an Act of Parliament be
;

empowered to act as may be I

;ing? DoBtwe, though? Jut
by which a Magistrate may be

i of years, *y.

AT BRIDE COURT, yesterday, a silly-looking gentleman who at first

refused his name, but after some reflection confessed to that of

SMITH, attended before Mr. Punch, the sitting Magistrate, charged
with having given sixpence to a beggar in the street.

Policeman JONES, A 1, deposed that on the afternoon of Tuesday in
last week be saw the prisoner accosted by a beggar in South Kensrag-
ton, when, after a short parley, prisoner gave tie man a sixpence, and
was taken into custody for committing that offence. Prisoner appeared
to be quite sober at the time, and, from the furtive way in which he
drew the sixpence from his pocket, he clearly knew that he was doing
what was contrary to law.

Being asked if he had anything to say in his defence, the prisoner
smiled feebly and then blew his nose in a highly nervous manner, and
said in a mild voice that be was truly very sorry, but he really couldn't

help having acted as he did. His excuse was he had yielded to a
momentary impulse, or he might say, weakness, if the worthy Magis-
trate thought that a fitter word.

Mr. Punch. Yes : certainly. Go on.

Prisoner proceeded to relate that when the beggar first accosted

him, he felt utterly convinced that the man was an impostor, bat,
being himself afflicted with a large bump of benevolence, he found it

very difficult to give up his old habit of almsgiving in the street. He
had half-a-dozen children to support, and of course he knew that

charity should begin at home. Yet be never could deny himself the

A NATURAL CONSEQUENCE.
MY DEAR LORD CHAMBERLAIN,

NOTV MLLE. SCHNEIDER has gone, a word from me can do
her no harm, nor injure her in her business here. Not that I would
utter a word against her behind her back, which, if as broad as her

acting, will bear all that I or my professional brethren (I mean,
Sisteren) can say on the present subject.

My dear Lord, You in your anxiety for the public good would have

lengthened the dresses and shortened the run of an Extravagant
Extravaganza, recently played at the Gaiety Theatre. I don't complain
of that ; if the public agree with you, my Lord, well and good if it

doesn't, well and good again. Length of Extravaganzic dress must be
measured by public opinion.

But, my Lord, it is rather breadth not length with which I have now
to do.

luxury of giving a few half-pence to a beggar, although he knew that
in most cases the man was an impostor, who would speedily transmute
the metal into gin.

The worthy Magistrate observed that bumps were no excuse for

acting contrary to law. What an impetus to crime would be given if

a murderer could plead that his abnormal organ of destructiveness was a
sufficient exculpation for his atrocious act ! It was to check the

nuisance of misguided and injurious benevolence that the Act for the

Suppression of Street Almsgiving was passed. By this extremely
useful Statute (49 & 50 Viet. cap. 1S2; a blow was aimed at street im-

postors in a way that had been proved to be most hurtful to their

interests, and the comfort of the public demanded that the Act should
be most strictly carried out. Persons like the prisoner who selfishly
abstained from putting any stop upon their organs of benevolence, and

thoughtlessly indulged their sentimental passion for helping idle

beggars who had long been a street-pest in reality encouraged tin

mendicants they aided, and were responsible for idleness which often
led to vice. With the view, therefore, of making an example, as a

salutary warning of the terror of the law, he should inflict upon the

prisoner
a fine of fifty pounds, and condemn him in addition to hard

labour for a month.
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"
QUITE ANOTHER."

Funny Passenger (the conversation turning on the hard life of the horses).
"
AH, I

SEJS YOU 'BE NOT A BELIEVER IN THE TRANSMIGRATION OF SOULS !

"

Driver. "
WBLL, I DON'T KNOW, SIR. FOK MI PART I LIKES 'EM FRIED IN

THE USUAL WAY ! !

"

THE MILTONIC MARE'S NEST.

(An American Sensation Story.)

THE truth about JOHN MILTON is out at last. We knew already, as a kindred

spirit said of him, that he
" was a harsh, sire, odd spouse." That was a fact, and

not to be denied.
" For the first MBS. MILTON left his house." Why did she

skedaddle?
The later LORDS FAIRFAX were, for a considerable length of their pedigree,

citizens of the United States. The last LORD FAIRFAX died only the other day.

His celebrated ancestor once had an interview of five minutes with the first MRS.
MILTON. In that she confided to him a thrilling secret. His ancestors kept it out

of respect to the fair fame of the Author of Paradise Lost. But, when their latest

descendant's papers were rummaged at his decease, it came out.

MILTON is well known to have been a Dissenter from the Episcopal Church of

England. The reason of his dissent has always been taken for granted to have

been conscientious conviction. We now know what it was.

It is a fact which his biographers have unaccountably overlooked, that the

maternal parent of old MB. MILTON, JOHN'S father, lived to a very advanced age.

She was the cause of JOHN MILTON'S secession from the English Church. She was

also the cause of his disagreement with his wife, which occasioned the first MRS.
MILTON to absquotilate.

The Anglican table of the Prohibited Degrees of Affinity and Consanguinity

begins with the declaration that :

" A man may not marry his Grandmother."

But for that, MILTON would have remained an Episcopalian, and not have married

the woman he first did. He told her so immediately after their marriage, when they
were starting for their honeymoon, with a volley of oaths and curses. She was

jealous. He gave her cause.

The foregoing statement is genuinely reliable.

We guess nobody a cut above BRIGHAM YOUNG will ever read a line of Paradise
Lost again.

THE HEIGHT OF ASSURANCE. The Management of the
"
Albert."

THE GENEALOGY OF THE GORILLA;
OR, CAN A RACE DEGENERATE ?

(Re>pec/fully Dedicated to the British Association.)

HEAR a Gorilla, sprite-possessed,
A Medium-Ape, with tongue controlled

So that he shall, in speech expressed,
His ancient pedigree unfold ;

It from Humanity began :

His line descends from Ancient Man.

"
There was an Island of the Sea-;

Now 'tis a part of Ocean's bed,
TLere dwelt our primal ancestry.

Long ages since their day have fled.

They were a race, for brain and miud,
The chiefest of the human kind :

" Land of green wood and grassy mead,
And hedgerows bearing summer flowers,

Land of that once heroic oreed
Whose last degenerate race bred ours.

Of whom a
pair clung, when the Sea

Their isle whelmed, to a floating tree.

" Land of cathedrals old and grey,
And castles of historic fame ;

Progress improved them all away,
And field and forest served the same.

Material Progress did destroy
That Island's beauty and its joy.

" For Science into sordid hands
Put chemic and mechanic force,

Ami power to work their gross commands
Gave creatures covetous and coarse.

So all things were consumed too fast ;

Whereby the nation's grandeur passed.

"
New, mean, close-clustered houses crept
O'er all the commons and the downs.

For agriculture space was kept

Only between the reeking towns.

The rivers, all, of old, so pure,
Ran slush of factories, and manure.

"
Art, architecture, letters, to

A level dull and dead declined.

Of general cram there also grew
Low uniformity of mind.

Genius was starved ;
it could not more

And work in the gregarious groove.

" The glorious stage of other days
Was shared by Vice and Folly now ;

Buffooneries and sensation plays :

Because the Drama had to bow
To idiots, and to snobs, of taste

For scenes of common life debased.

"
Imagination had no scope,

No field the higher powers of thought.

Justice, Faith, Charity, and Hope,
Conceited sneerers set at nought.

The crowns of people slowly sank :

Backward their foreheads sloped and shrank.

" Yet did our fathers not descend
To what I am but by degrees,

They, long ere apehood was their end,

Did, like each other as Chinese,
A nation by competitive
Examination flattened, live.

"
Till the brow made its last retreat,

The jaw its last advance ; the hair

Grew shag, eye-teeth turned fangs, and feet

Of climbing hands a hinder pair.

Then Chaos came ;
and Ocean's foam

Bore the Gorillas to their home."

WASTE OF LIFE.

TIGHT lacing is bad, but "lacing" your tea with rum
or brandy till you are tight is perhaps worse.
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A CONVERT TO CHIGNONS.
Mil. 1'l'NCIi,

AII \'nir readers who also read their Shakspeare are

familiar witU King Lear'i pathetic exclamation :

" I am a very foolish, fond old man."

Though not. yet quite "fourscore and upward," and
always

I believe

in my ''perfect mind," at least as ranch us other people, I may well

borrow for myself that confession of Lear. Paternal fondness for young
ladies is one of my many weaknesses, insomuch that 1 am excessively
interested about them generally, and especially as regards their per-
sonal appearance, and their dress and tlir daoonfioni thereunto

ancillary. This is foolish enough to be sure, but 1 have been even more
foolish than so much so as to trouble my head about matters which

may be supposed not to concern me. I have committed a very ftross

error in judgment, Mr. Punch, respecting these matters. Peccan ! I

cave in.

Sir, I have been such a fool as to condemn and vituperate chignons.
In ignorance of their sterling merits, I allowed myself to be prejudiced

against them by unthinking eyesight. 1 did not like the look of them,
therefore abused them, and what is worse, tried to disgust their

wearers with them by pointing out the sources whence false hair is said

to be derived fabulously !

" He ins no children." is what Macdvff could not say of Mr. Punch.
If those children include grown-up daughters of some years standing,
then you know what used to be the cost of bonnets. You know it too

well. You need know it no more.

Sir, I have the honour, the pleasure, the happiness, of being ac-

quainted with a young lady whose bonnets, 1 find, come no dearer

than three shillings or three-and-sixpence a-piece. She makes them
herself out of a little piece of crape or tulle, and a few artificial

flowers. This tulle is not tulle illation, no, Sir, tulle at one-and-three

pence a yard, fifteen penn'orth of tulle, dog-cheap, no illusion, and no
mistake.

Now this admirable economy, Mr. Punch, is rendered alone possible

by the chignon. That fashionable superstructure of the upper storey

itself, in
fact, constitute* the clothing of the head, thus allowing, or

rather necessitating, a bonnet whicli is simply decorative. In the case

to which I refer it is Nature's gift ; but even a cliignon, constituting a

if/'iui wig would be so durable as to be comparatively cheap.

Chignons are praiseworthy inventions. No head-dress can possibly
be more becoming than the chignon, it is the most elegant, and cap-

tivating, and the prettiest ever devised. The chignon is more than

graceful when it has that saving grace which charms an old censor like

TOUI CATO.

RATHER A FOOL'S QUESTION.
THE Question which has arisen touching the precedence of the

Household Cavalry over the Royal Horse Artillery will recall to the

minds of some of Punch's more ancient readers, a scene at Astley's, in

the hippie days of that establishment, which used to occur between
MR. WIDDICOMBE and the Clown. At the conclusion of one of their

customary dialogues between the rides, MK. MKRHIMAN proceeded to

make his exit, marching ahead of MK. U'IDDICOMBB. Whereupon
MK. WIDDICOMBE pulled MK. MEHKIMAN back behind him, saying,"

I never follow the fool."
"
Don't you ?

" MR, MKRRIMAN used to

reply.
" Then I do." And he followed WJDDICOMBE. Did not MR.

MKRRIMAN treat the question of precedence in a spirit of wisdom
which the gallant officers of "crack" regiments might, but do not

emulate, in discussing that subject P

Beales v. Jenner.

Ax agitation, which it is not too much to call wicked, considering
its probable results among the uneducated, has been got up against
Vaccination. Mr, Puiirh rejoices to say tiiat. the movement has re-

ceived its death-blow. The Noble BKALES has observed the crisis.

Resolved to do something which should stamp the imitation as utterly

ludicrous, and should make it impossible for a rational person to speak
gravely of it, MR. BEALES has patriotically joined it. A. bolder, kinder,
!> 'tier-timed act is not. upon record. Let this reformer's motto be,"
Emancipate the Small-Pox!"

HABITUAL CRIMINALS BILL OF COMPLAINT.
MR. PUNCH,

LKTTER-WRITING not being in my line, I 've got a pcrfcssional

Gent, who makes his living by it (beging pardon of the "Mendicity,"
that is when they'll let him) to put my ideas on paper for ate. in order

that you and other gentlemen of enlitmed minds and libra! principals

may know what me and my 1 :ik of a certain act of parley-

ment, as effecting a vast and powerfull (so far as mutseiU is concerned)
class of society.
Mr. Punch. I don't mind telling you, now I'm obleeged to shut up

Shop, that I'm a Teacher of tlieiving. 1 hartily WIN-.

my Practice, but it ain't worth tupence now, and it's too late in gn
into the reglar joint stock business or open a bank unless it was with

a crow-b:irr). As therefore 1 can't do nothing in my native country 1

must go abroad where the liberty of the subject i.< respected as it ought
to be. Rut how am I to go without Ponds

'

Kvery body else whose

livelihood is taken away by a lot of Bighotbcd ledgtslaters has com-

pensation given them. Why didn't the home sec. pat a dawse in his

bill to make some prevision for us ? Next season I aMlmtand we are

to have a compulsory Education skew thrust upon us. Why that'll

be worser than this. We shan't huve a chance of getting a Prentice

then, fur our motto is "catch your hare early in the morning" (a

is a hare in Newgate he's JBg'd hare). Unlea* yo hare a

boy in training as soon as he cann*e his hooks and eyes you will never

make a t hief of him what 11 be worth a herinr.

If boys is made to go to School till they 're 10 or 12 year old, their

Fingers won't be lissome enough for the Pocket, and another thing

Education makes boys Superstitious, and further than that, they get

too knowing. They see that Theiving after all is a losing game that

it don't pay in the Long Run, so far as the lower orders is concerned,
even if it pays us Trainers what get a commission and run no risk.

I do hope the home sec. will see what he can do for us and pay our

expenses to America. Sweep a crossing I never will no, I '11 Deg my
bread from door to door first neither will 1 go to the Union, for there

the mean creatures require yon to pick okum, and I hate work as a rat

bates pison. Your-, .\r.

The Grit, Moniag Mormtf. JIIOIT.

p.s. My learned friend proposes that I should start a paper and show

up the Swell Mob. But I scorn such a shabby act to avoid starvation,

leastways that '11 be my last Dodge. 1 do abhor Ingratitude, and am

disgusted with that short but miry cut to Mint Street. J.

CUTTING DOWN CLBHXE
MR. BAXTER is of opinion that the country maintains

"
scon* of

useless clerks." Very likely it docs. That is an indisputable reason

for not filling up their vacated places. The country maintains a great

many officials who are of no use. It maintains uufcss bishops, parsons,

lawyers, military and naval otteers. MB. BAXTR does not propose
the abolition of their stipends and pay. So the Pott need not appre-

hend that he proposes the dismissal and disendowment of the nsefeas,

but engaged clerks. He scorns the suggestion of discharging scores

of clerks uncompensated, as be would scorn that of wiping out milk-

scores unpaid. He knows that the uselessness of useless clerks ought

to have been considered by those who hired them on the country s

behalf. Of course he no more thinks of pauperising ex-clerks than of

stopping the pensions which ex- Ministers may be entitled to. Mm.
H\\TKR'S views are the reverse of mean, cruel, unjust, and selfish.

For the sake of an inappreciably fractional relief of the taxpayer, who
would dream of turning poor clerks out of their situations to starve f

Nobody but an unfeeling economical prig ;
and there is no such person

in the Cabinet. Her Majesty's present Ministers are not the men to

reduce other placemen to beg*ary with the sole view of currying favour

with the British Public and keeping themselves in ofice. Than is no

fear, therefore, that they will deal more hardly with useless clerks than

by making use of them.

;.

THE w.v CLAK: \TE.

Elegant Writing.
A LANCASHIRK journal, describing a scene of confusion at the railway

after a people's holiday at Alton Towers, says :

" But for the humane and hereu'anean efforts of LORD SHREWSBTHY,
there would have been disaster."

llerculauean. is a noble word, and we compliment the Vesuvian
narrator, who had probably had a drop of the crater.

So, MRS PKMCOTT exclude* the British Public from the Roehampton
i entrance to Richmond Park, by barring them out of Clarence Lane !

Well, she can do what she likes with her own. r or no Railway Com-

pany has as yet been anthorised to spoil Clarence Lane and Richmond

Park too by laying down a line in the former to traverse the totter.

If this Vandalism had been legalised, DAMR PRESCOTT would have

been obliged to sell her lane to the Railway-men at a valuation. The

other day it appears she exercised her right of ownership by excluding

the Chief Commissioner of Works. Had not DAMS PRMCOTT better

agree quickly with her adversaries (LATARD and the British Public)

whilst she is in the way with them ; lest, ere this time twelvemonths, a

special Act of Parliament, compel her to surrender Clarence Lane to

the Government on terms to be dictated by a Metropolitan Jury.
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PUNCH'S ALPHABET.

G WAS THE GREENGROCER G WAS THE GUEST ;

7 DIDN'T KNOW T'OTHER FROM WHICH so I GUESSED.
H is A HUMBUG. IN //ONOUR SOME HOLD;
SOME IGNORE HIM IN 7/ATE. JBotk ARE EQUALLY SOLD.

I WAS THE IDIOSYNCRATIST WHO
BUT SO MATTER. KlHD READER, I LEAVES IT TO YOU.

J is A JOKE. BUT A LITTLE OF J,

LIKE A VERY GOOD THING, GOES A VERY LONG WAY.

K's A KALMUCK, FROM THE SHORES OF THE BALT-
IC. BUT THAT'S HIS MISFORTUNE. IT ISN'T HIS FAULT.

L is A LUNATIC, SELFISH AS WELL ;

FOR HE KILLS THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH AND RAVES ABOUT "L !

'

Printed t>y Joseph Smith, of Vo. M, Holford Square, in the Parish of St. James, Clerkenwell, In the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans. A Co , Lombard.
Street, in the Freauct of Whitefrian, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Paritb of St. Bride, City of London. SATUUJAT, September 11,1869.
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UNIFORM, BUT IRREGULAR."
IF THIT COULD ONLY SORT ALL THKIB MN AND HORDEM, HOW MUCH BETTER TH BCCTtSBRIDOK YlOMANBT WOULD LOOE !

CAUTION TO TRESPASSERS!

(By our Clodhopping Correspondent.)

MY DBAR MR. PUNCH.
THE other day, being Sunday, your servant and three com-

panions, a respectable solicitor and his two children, were ordered by a

seeming under-keeper, accompanied by two other cads, out of Nightin-
gale Wood.

Nightingale Wood is a wood lying between Southampton and
Romsey. Derives its name, of course, from being full of nightingales
in the nightingale season. Might have been called Primrose Wood
instead, with equal reason. Abounds in various other flowers and
plants, including lilies of the valley and Solomon's Seal. Is traversed

by grassy walks bordered with chesnuts and hazel. Communicates
with the highway by open gates not barred. Has been, from time

immemorial, open by gracious permission to rural ramblers.
Your Commissioner, when informed that he and his associates were

trespassing, was dancing jaunt.ingly down a hill, bearing in his hand a

large bunch of the herb evebright, and might, if he had only had
spectacles on, have been taken for a regnlar Professor. He did not
look like a poacher, at any rate. But one of the keeper's concomitant
cads did.

The principal cad, the keeper, said that he had orders from the

proprietor of the property to exclude all persons from the wood.
Your Commissioner does not for a moment believe any gentleman
capable of cutting off his neighbours, and the harmless stroller,

botaniser, or toadstool-hunter, and the children in the purlieus of

Broadlands, from their ancient
privilege

of access to Nightingale
Wood. He believes that the cad who accosted him as a trespasser,
was, in so doing, simply trying it on with a view to a

"
tip

"
which

he missed.
Let the exclusion of your Commissioner from Nightingale Wood, by

an officious if not a rapacious cad, pass. But there are other cads,
who, without doubt do represent their employers, and represent them
thoroughly, by whom the pedestrian has lately become liable to be
ordered out of woodlands and solitudes which in time past he was free

to roam at large. In wood, coppice, and wild, where for age* then-
had been free leave of pathway, wayfarers are now almost everywhere
confronted with a horrid board, reared on a post, and inscribed witli

an execrable
"
Caution to Trespassers." Which structure your Com-

mitsioner would gladly see converted into a gallows, with the churl
who reared it hanging thereon.

By the way, no notice-board warns people oat of Nightingale
Wood.

You, Mr. Punch, are aware that the brutes now fast closing the

sylvan scenery of England to Englishmen, are with the exception of
an ignoble Duke or two. rich rogues of speculators and financiers,
who have ousted the old territorial aristocrats and 'squires, having
bought fields and forests with the reward of their rascality."

Haven't 1 a right to do what I like with my own P
"
demands the

exclusive Proprietor. Oh yes. Curmudgeon. I am answering a Snob
and a Philistine, not Mr. Punch. Oh yes, Niggard. You have a

perfect right to curtail people of an indulgence they have only enjoyed
on sufferance. Yon have an undeniable right to deny them the vision,

even, of your Paradise. And they have a right to do what they like

with their own too. They have a right to vote for whom they will.

The rights of property rest on common consent. Did yon never hear

any thing about a certain cry of Communism f If you want to provoke
it, pursue your present course of excluding your less fortunate fellow

citizens from domains which they have been accustomed to range as

commons. And then that cry will be joined, and swelled, and helped
as much as possible to become law by men who, enthusiastic upholders
of a landed gentry, would, if they could, abolish landed Snubs.

Nobody, Mr. PmifA, can be a more thorough well-wisher to your
landed gentry observe, Gentry, not Snobs than, my dear Mr. Punek,

Your ever faithful Commissioner,
HOBNAIL.

Information Wanted.
WILL some one explain how it happens that, though wheat falls,

bread continues to
"
nse ?

" We have dipped into Yeatt, but can find

BO solution of this puzzle there.

VOL. i.vu.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.

O answer from POPGOOD AND GEOOLLT.

go home at once and return.

Happy nouflAl. Trying visit will enable me to

protract my holiday ;
because I can explain that I must

return to

1. Call on POPGOOD AND GROOLLY.
2. Make arrangements for publishing:, if necessary.
3. Sit for my portrait to What's-his-Name.

Happy Thought. Ewe it engraved as a frontispiece to Typ. Devel.,

with a little slip iu book,
"
*#* Directions to Binder : Portrait to face

title-page."

4. Bound to go to Jersey. Ought to go.

5. Bound to go to Milan. Ditto.

6. And to go to Austria, and call on COUNT DE BOOTJACK.

If my wife says I am too much away, that 's absurd, when it 's busi-

Then it 's absolutely necessary for my literary work.

his palfrey at the gate of Westminster Hall, observed to GEORGE
D'ARCY-"

Now what did SOAME JENYNS observe to GEORGE D'ARCY ?

*** Anyone knowing what SOAICE JENYNS said will kindly forward

the same to the Editor of the Commencements, rc.

As an example of Endings: "There's a capital Irish story ending
with

'

Bedad, Docther, 'tis the same thing entirely.' How does this

begin?"" '
His nose,' answered the wit. ERSKINB smiled at the witticism,

but never forgave the satire." How does this commence P

I would give a trifle to remember one or two things I've said also,

but I dare say they '11 come in in time. A friend of RAWLINSON'S told me
the other day about somebody on a tight-rope, and I made a reply

|

which set everyone roaring ; there were only RAWLINSON, CAZELL, and
self. I couldn't write it down at the time, and two hours after I

couldn't recall it.

I ask RAWLINSON ; he doesn't remember. I ask CAZELL, he doesn't.

CAZELL says he'll think of it, and he's got a capital thin? for me
for Typ. Deoel. Will he tell it me when I return '( He '11 be away.
He's going to BUSTED'S, in Hertfordshire to-morrow.

My Cottage is near the road, will he stop the night, and over a pipe
he could tell me all about it. He accepts.
CAZELL has his luggage ready, so we start. I complain of luggage."
I '11 tell you what you ought to do," says CAZELL.
N.B. I subsequently discover that this is CAZELL'S peculiarity; he

is always telling people
" What they ought to do." He is great in

"
dodges," aud apparently there is not a single subject he is not well

up in. Most usti'ul fellow, CAZELL.
As to luggage, he says,

" You ought to get one of SPANKER AND
TICKETT'S bags. Those are the men : only six guineas. Put every-

thing in 'em lor a fortnight."

Happy Thought. To say, knowingly, "That depends what you want."

Capital for repartee-book that. Jr'ut it down. I should have said it

was unanswerable if CAZELL (he it a sharp fellow, CAZELL) hadn't

immediately replied, "Yes; but if you take one of these bags, you
won't want anything."

Happy Thought. Put CAZELL'S answer down instead of mine.

Better.
" Have you got one ?

"
I ask.

"
No, he has not. He divides things into two lots, one for each

week. It is nearly as good."

Happy Thought. To say, "Yes, of course," being uninterested.

I don't know what he means, and hate uninteresting explanations.
We talk about literature : chiefly Typical Developments. I ask his

opinion of POPGOOD AND GROOLLY. He says,
"
1 tell you what you

ought to have done : gone to LAXOK AND ZtNSKiN."
1 say if POPGOOD AND GROOLLY fail, I '11 go to LAXON.

Happy Thought. Wish I 'd gone to LAXON.
I thmk CAZELL (I put this note down later as an opinion) is calcu-

lated to render one dissatisfied.
"
Where do you go for your hats ?

"
asks CAZELL.

I tell him. He smiles pityingly, and shakes his head. "Why not ?
"ness.

Happy Thought to put down on paper Literary work in order. I j ask
Have read somewhere of orderly habits of literary men (DISRAELI'S He tells me where I ought to go to for hats.

Curiosities, I think). Good plan, and divide the week and the days. it appears that I go to all the wrong places for gloves, shoes, boots,

First, What work ? Typical Developments. This will probably run to coats, shirts everything. All the people are furnishing me with those

twenty vols. Notes for these (as did the author of Civilisation, History things who oughtn't to.

(if). It is said that portmanteaux full of notes were lost. Good plan ;
I apologise for them generally, and say, "Well, they suit me very

that, portmanteau for notes for travelling. '. well."

Second, Book of Repartees, alphabetically arranged. These require '. Happy Thought When. CAZELL gets out at our Station and sees

perpetual refining and polishing. my boy in livery (as a tiger) and my pony-trap, he won't go on giving

Third, Everybody's Country Book. This will be a capital Shilling advice as if I was nobody at all, and knew nothing about that sort of

volume, with a picture outside (my portrait again, in colours would do) ; thing.

containing a Quantity of valuable information on country subjects,; At my Station." Come," I say, heartily, "here's the trap waiting,
when I have collected it.

\
I shall be glad to get home for dinner."

" My servant here ?" I ask the Station Master, with a lord-of-the-

manoriah air.

Station Master hasn't seen him, and goes off to give some directions

J a sub-official. This apparent neglect will not impress CAZELL. The

Fourth, Humorous Tales and Stories. I began to make a large

collection of these ;
that is, it would have been large only I kept

forgetting to carry about the special pocket-book with me, except at

first, so that I 've only got six down. It is so difficult to recollect a -.
good story when you come home late at, night and write it down. I 've

: trap is not there.

got some commenced in the manuscript, but on looking at them I fancy
j

1 say,
" Confound that fellow JAMES !

"
(Explain that JAMES is my

I must have fallen asleep over them. 1 have since tried to finish them.
|

groom.) The fellow JAMES is four feet high, aged fifteen.

Happy Thought. Might publish a weekly paper of Commencements I Happy Tnouff/il.Relter walk.
and Endings, as a sort of Notes and Queries, and invite the public to

|

"
Tell you what you ought to do," says CAZELL,

"
you ought to have a

correspond and fill up. communication between the Station and your house, so that you could

Very good idea this. Will try it on friends first : try it everywhere.
|

tell 'em when you come down, and so forth."
The plan on paper is this I say it would be convenient, but how could it be done ?

A Commencement. "As BRUMMEL was one day coming out of a shop i He says, "Easily; write to the Manager. Represent the case
in St. Martin's Court, an urchin who had been eagerly eyeing the

Beau, asked him for a penny. The Beau refused, telling the ragged
youngster in words less polite than forcible that he would see him at

Jericho before he would bestow upon him a stiver. The Urchin
"

Now what did the Urchin say ?

Again.
" SOAME JENYNS, seeing the LORD CHANCELLOR mount

here, and to the London Superintendent, and it's done."

We meet JAMES and the pony-trap. He is doing a full gallop, and,
on seeing us, pretends the pony has run away. Young vagabond !

Most angry at tlie present state of his livery, he looks so dirty and

disreputable (specially about the gloves, and tie), that I wish I could

pass him off as somebody else's boy.
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Ilappy Thought. Blow him up privately behind the stable-door when
we eel in, and threaten to send him away if he's not better.

lie weeps copiously at this, (hope CA/.KLL won't return during this

scene : he'll go about telling everyone that I make my groom cry,) but
1 feel sure that directly my back is turned he makes faces at me. I
turn suddenly one day, and find him (I will swear it) executing a sort
of war-dance at my back. I charge him with it, and he says, with a

look of utter surprise, at such an insinuation, that
"
No, he warn't."

1 can't say,
"

Yes, you were," when he says,
"
No. he waru't." He

must know whether it was a war-dance or not better than I.

As to pony-traps, CAZEI.L tells me what 1 ought to do. Go to

LAM BORN, the fellow who builds for the PRINCE. This wrinkle (he

generally calls his information
"
wrinkles ") he gives with a wink. In

fact, when 1 think of it, CA/.KLL'S conversation consists of nods, and
winks, and wrinkles.

" You mention my nami," says CAZELL, "and LAMBORX will do it

for you at a very moderate price."
I make a note of this. Begin to wish I'd gone to LAMBORX origi-

nally.
As CAZELL hasn't much to say about the pony (1 am disappointed

with CAZELL, as most people coming down observe
" What a prettr

pony !

"
Ladies say,

" What a pet !

" " What a delicious little trap,"
&c., &c.) I remark to him that it 'a a pretty pony, isn't it ?

CA/ELL hesitates.
"
Yes," be says, dubiously. It appears he doesn't

like that sort. He suggests that it is rather touched in the wind. I

deny it. VVish he wouldn't say these sort of things before the boy
JAMES. "If I want a pony (wink and nod) he can put me up to a
model. Go to HODGKIXS." Here [he leans back in the seat, and
looks at me as much as to say,

"
There ! there 's a chance for you, my

boy. 'Tisn't everyone who knows about HODGKIXS."

Happy Thought. To pretend (as I get rather tired of CAZBLL) that
I wouldn't go to HODGKIXS on any account." Then you 're wrong," says CAZELL. Subject dropped.
We arrive at my gate.
JAMES (the tiger) has been instructed by me to touch his hat on

going to the horse's head, lie has a salute peculiarly his own :

"
some-

thing between military and a clown in a ring," says CAZELL (rudely,
1 think, if he sees a fault, he says, it 's frienclly to mention it).

You ought to send your boy to TUOROOGHGOOD, the trainer. He
educates them regularly for noblemen. / know him, he "d do it for
me."
I thoxld like to send JAMES to be educated as a tiger.

Happy Thought. -To avail myself of CAZELL'S knowing THOHOUGH-
OOOD.

OUR SEA-SIDE SWINDLE.
IT is admitted by us both,
That summer leads to sea ;

So every autumn nothing loth
Do 1 and M us. B.

Lock np our plate, pack up our trunks,
And leave dear Number 3,

Cornwallis Place to MRS. HUNX,W ho "chars" for Mas. B.

An ancient female given to

Brown brandy in her tea ;

But that 's the case with all her crew,
Declareth MRS. B.

She never sets the house on fire,

And that means much to me ;

Whilst inexpensive is her hire

And that suits Mas. B.

Each August for ten years or so
To Shellford-on-the-Sea;

A small place lying rather low,
Have I and MRS. B.

Gone as a rule this year as well

Kinbrowning there are we.
We daren't admit that it *s a sell,
Not lor MRS. B.

The batchers' shops are dear and bad,
The grocers keep vile tea ;

There's seldom good tish to be had,
Which vexes MRS. B.

The butter's vague, the eggs are stale,
And with us disagree;

The smell of shrimps pervades the gale,
And sickens MRS. B.

If you should wish to get a book,
And seek the libraree

;

SCOTT'S novels meet your anxious look,
Head all has MHS. B.
>iiodern works by TROLLOPE, or

By K.KADE, are there, says the ;

But Pamela i on hand-* bore
To simple Mas. 1!.

To-day's newspapers don't arrive
Until to-morrow. Three

We fix for dinner, bat it '\ fire

Before poor M MS. B.

Can get it served, good luck if then.
Our evenings bring rnnui,

We have sat up till nearly ten,
Have 1 and Mas. B.

By early dawn a German band
Beneath our balconer.

Flays mad'ninz airs of fatherland
An ear has MRS. B.

It makes her ill : then men with prawns.
Then

"
Happy, gay, and

Yelled forth :

"
My ileir, I 'm sure our brawn

'

Been <*/.'" says Mas. B.

Our tea 's purloined, we lock it op,
But there 's another key ;

Bach day they take at. least a cup.
Says angry Mas. B.

Our butter melts, our cold meat shrinks,
Dries up our eau-de-vie ;

Bat that 's toe case with all our drinks,
In tears says Mas. B.

The things they call machines, oh dear !

We gladly pay the fee

To get OB land again : thev 're dear

Though bid, says MRS. B.

The drainage is defective, one
Old native said to me

"It's time that summut should be done,"
And so thought Mas. B.

There 's no amu?ement, oh dear, no,
We come for health, not spree ;

The third week seems a trifle slow.
Eh? Don't it, Mas. B. ?

And still each year we patronise
The place and hail with glee,

The welcome sight of two new "
flys,"

For me and Mas. B.

Each pimple on each boatman's nose,
We know as well as he ;

Their hoots, their pipes, their knives, their clothes

All known 19 M as. B.

The goods behind the grocer's pane,

Stamped on our meuioree ;

One cake of soap nine .rear* has lain,"
Just there," says Mas. B.

" How queer an animal is man,
How strangely loth is he

To deviate from his usual plan,"
Said 1 to Mas. B.

Whv do we stick to grooves and rules

Wky Suellford-on-the-Sea?
"

"
Because we are a pair of fools !

"

Says downright Mas. B.

To a Correspondent.
"
INVESTIGATOR." The two great exhibitions of armour in London

are at the Tower and the Souia Kensington Museum. There is none
in the place you suppose likely to have a collection of this tort The

College of Arms.

TUB IOIOT !

TOMPKISS says he never parses down Bond Street and sees orer a

door J. and A. jump,from Vulliamiit, without feeling sure those watch-

makers must employ the best springs.

MAXIM POR Mas. BEECHEH STOWB. De Jlorluii IfU uiti Si

HIRED BRAVOS. The Cheers of the Clacqte.
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SIC VOS NON VOBIS.

LlTEBATUBE, SCIENCE, AND MUSIC AT AN EVENING PASTY. TOTAL DEFEAT OF THE TWO FORMER.

Sra,

CROMWELL ON CULLEN.

I HEAD that the so-called CARDINAL CULLEN insolently pro-

claims that Papist children shall not go to your National Schools,

which he doth compare to
"

lions' dens," and declareth he will deprive
offenders

"
of the advantages of the Sacrament." I know not what spirit

ye English be now of ? Bat I know what the humblest servant of the

Parliament, he who signs this letter, would have done. Marry, the

so-called Cardinal should have been forthwith sent to a National

School, whence could his Church's hocus-pocus free him, well, but if

not, he should have had leisure to repent his outrage on the Parlia-

ment's laws. Methinks Popery did not greatly trouble our Israel

after certain action by
Your faithful servant,

0. CROMWELL.

OFFICIAL NONSENSE.

OFFICIAL phraseology is often very curious, and indeed not seldom

curiously foolish. One reads for instance that HER MAJESTY has
"
graciously been pleased

"
to do something or other, which, one feels

persuaded, could never have afforded the least pleasure to HER
MAJESTY. Again, one finds it stated that some death-deserving crimi-

nal, being luckily reprieved on the ground of his insanity, will be
confined in Bedlam "during the QOEEN'S pleasure," although certainly
the QUEEN call feel no pleasure in the circumstance, and is more likely
to feel pain that such a criminal, or lunatic, exists. So, too, when
MR. BUGGINS, having made a rapid fortune by the tripe and trotter

business, wants to change his patronymic for DE MOWBRAY or FITZ-
BOOYNS, the QOEEN is said to have "been pleased" to permit the
alteration, though, if HER MAJESTY expressed her real feeling in the
matter, it would probably be that of sorrowful compassion, not un-
mmgled with contempt, for one among her subjects who had proved
so great a fool.

THE BLUE KNIFE.

(From a Contemporary.)

"Sixteen sheep have been killed by lightning." What of that?
Sixteen perish daily in every parish ; sixteen hundred in every county ;

sixteen thousand in QUEEN VICTORIA'S merry England. Yet this death
is so singular and so touching, that its tragic element tragos was a

goat, a sheep's cousin becomes softened into a tender mystery.
Who needs remind us that lightning is but as mechanical as the action

of the fusee that kindles the Havannah of the cynic, who scoffs at

these deceased muttons, and who sneers that, had the flash struck an
old barn, or an abandoned coal-barge, or a brace of pointers indicating
a partridge, there would have been as much

purpose
in the matter ?

Nay, let us look higher. Excelsior ! Happy sheep ! Spared the

annual fleecing, by violent hands, in the muddy stream, spared the

weary, dusty road, and the drover's harrying g9ad, spared the fall into

the butcher's cellar, spared the cruel if finishing blade, they cropped
to the last the flowering food, and knew nought of the azure gleam
that ended all their cares. Man has done with them, save to bury
them, for, mystery on mystery, the bolt of Jove taints where it falls !

The sixteen are absolutely out of created space. Yet no ! From their

transmuted entity may daisies and buttercups grow, and merry
children weave the gladder garland that the Blue Knife of the Skies
dealt that blow. All is tender. May they fiud their way to the happy
grazing-grounds, if such there be, and, in the poet's words, bring their

tails behind them !

Touching Devotion.

WE read in an Irish paper
" A remarkable resolution has been adopted at a meeting held near Limerick

to petition for the liberation of the Fenian prisoners. It runs thus' The
farmers of Ireland will not accept of any tenant-right until the political

prisoners are first liberated."

This, if insolent, is consistent. Who house assassins f And who
but a landlord should speak up for his tenants?
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NATIONAL SCHOOL

BIG BOGEY" IN IRELAND.
C-LL-N.

"
HUBBABOO, ME DARLINTS ! GO BACK, GO BACK ! YE MUSTN'T BE ' IN THE LIONS'

DEN' WID THE LIKES 0' THIM WICKED ' SWADDLE RS,' ANYHOW! AN' YOU DO. I'LL ANATHEMATISE

YE, &c. &c."
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WORCESTER SAUCE.
(from our Special Commissioner.)

1 1 K HE 's the Festival, Sir, and here I am. Sir, and here are all of us-

at the Star Hotel, and at four expense. Understand that, at four ex-

pense ; I understand it, if you don't
; so does the landlord.

The Prodigal Son is here too, Sir. I mean the eminent composer of
that delightful oratorio, the chef-d'osuvre of which I am sure he will be
only too ready to own he obtained from my inspiration. But not a
word of this to a soul I gave him the notion of that part which com-
mences with the glissade movement (Prodigal Son returning in a

stately measure) and the polka-time of the guests within; the bellow-

ing of the Calf in the stables, which forms as it were the under-current
of the accompaniments, was to hare been performed on a special stop,
made for this occasion only by the organ manufacturers. I say

" wa
to have been performed," because owing to some envy, or hatred, or

malice, the special stop did not appear, and so a special stop was put to
this particular portion of the entertainment.
MR. S LL-V-N suggested that I myself should sing this part, thai is

the Calf's notes, but said I, with Shakspearian readiness-
" Go hang a Calf-ikin on tby recreant limbs,"

For I wasn't going to play the part of the Cock in Hamlet, or the
i

hindlegs of the Cow in Tom Thumb, for anybody. Pa.' parenthtit, though
1 never have heard the Cock in Hamlet, I 've often heard the Cock in a
hamlet. (Oh, how good ! how funny ! This is the war 1 set tables in a
roar.)

We had great fun at rehearsal. Immense. 1 am the life and soul of
|

the party. You must know, Sir, that the organ is electric. A chain
connects the notes with the pipes ; another chain connects the organist
with the notes, and a third the organist with the cylinder.
Method. Work the cylinder in three-four time by a Tempograph

made on purpose, and the organist is shocked, I mean receives tlie

exact number of shocks which force him to play precisely in Ike time,
and the notes which the composer wishes. The composer turns the

cylinder, and winds up the organist. The cylinder, you understand, is

the recipient of all the electricity of several batteries. Very good ; /
offered my services, at rehearsal. So excited did I get with the music
(always this effect on me) that I turned the machine on a hundred-and-

four-time, instead of three-fourth time, and bang, crackjwent the sparks,
away went the organist up in the air, over the organ to the extent of
his chain, back again bump on to his seat, up again round the corner,

kicking the notes as he alighted, with his heels and toes, whizz went
the organ-works, and in less than three minutes. Sir, the organ had

flayed
by electricity jive Oratorios all at once. The effect was fearful,

thought the Cathedral would have fallen it shook to its foundations.
So great was the force of the electric currents within a radius of ten

yards, that no one could venture near, while I sat within, like the magician
in a charmed circle, unable in my nervous excitement to stay ray hand.
The Organ manufacturers tried to break through the line, but the

current seized them and whirled them round and round (waltzing time),
while the Composer of the Prodigal So* himself could only tap the

edge of the Precentor's seat, as an intimation to the organ that he
wanted so many bars rest. No effect. Canons, Deans, Precentors,
all the Choirs, Conduits, Vergers, Beadles, Sextons, all came rushing
in to know what the

I mean to inquire what was the matter.
In a quarter of an hour all was explained, and the ancient edifice

had regained its wonted quiet.

First Day. 1 have to complain. Five people said they 'd get me a

stall, a reserved seat. Five people didn't, and everyone of them indi-

vidually said he thought the other had done it.

So you see I couldu't get a seat for Elijah [ mean I couldn't get a
seat for myself.

In the evening I was not asked out to any of the parties, although I

had brought my best things with me, and my gloves had been cleaned
on

purpose.
It 's too bad too bad. 1 sit alone in my room, and 1

say
" What is the use of these Musical Festivals? Charity ! Pooh !

Humbug !

" My own impression is that the whole thing it a Failure.

Second Day. Kept me a seat to-day. I saw people looking at me
and sayin?,

" Who s that f
"

I hear the answer in most cases : it

was
"
Don't know." But the better informed and well educated, I am

sure, replied,
"
That is Mr. Punch's Special Commissioner : he is also

a great composer, &c., &c , and a first-rate musician, &c., &c." Some
people informed others who I was, without being asked. I had on a
neat plum-coloured frock coat with velvet collar and cuffs, white waist-

coat, scarlet tie with fashionable collars, and plenty of wristband and
stud showing. You see I know how to make you respected, Sir.

The ladies did not, /think, behave quite as they should have done,
considering it was a cathedral we were in ; but then / knew your Cor-

respondent, was there, and the painted window was dimmed.
The stalls are very comfortable, not a bit like those at the Opera,

you must know. But 1 daresay you have been in a cathedral, and seen
one of these seats before now.

They are admirably adapted for repose and contemplation for what
the ascetics call recollection. Of course you can't sleep if electric

organs are pealing in your ears.

I couldn't refrain from a/m de mot. (Do you remember how I used
to revel in 'em when I went as your Commissioner 4 rEggtootunvu
years ago ? Aha !) I said,

"
Why is an Organ like a Policeman P

"

Anneer (to follov immediately)." Because it
'

a Ftthr."
I whispered this in the ear of ray next neighbour. He frowned, and

wouldn't laugh : no, not at that, nor at any one of my numerous witti-
cisms which I poured into his ear, and wrote down in my pocket-book.
He said, sternly, after ray fifth jeu de m

"
Why is the Ancient Mariner like a waggon ia the Kinchley Road,

going to London ?
"

Anneer (tofallov at once)." 'Cos it comes from Band."
Well, Sir, he said my neighbour did

"
I most beg, Sir, yon 'U bold

your tongue : your conduct is unseemly."
I thought, of course, he was a war, and so, s* I couldn't dig him ia

the riba the partition of the stalk prevented thai -I lioied him,
gently, oa toe shins, and said. *> wot*,

"
Click !

"
Wk*r*on. Sir,

uittesa off mrnBtng my pleasantry, I 'm nihasMiif to say Lbta inhos-

pitable dog (be was a Minor Canon I subsequently dicovesd. and in

Htawdto too) beckoned to the Verger, who in turn beckoned to m ;

but aa I ant too old a tod to be caught with such chaff a* that, 1

winked at him, a* much as to say,
"
Walker !

"

He the* himini* me (by a stranger inaseat below) a note to this

effect :

" Yon an reqMntod to behave yonrsatf while yon are in the Cathe
draL (Signed) Tn DEAH.

"
P.S. If naa, the police have strict orders," *c.

This was perhaps why I was not present at the next day's concert.
I was asked out to dinner previously, and enjoyed myself much. But
I complain : as your representative I register y omaplnint

I think the Ancient Mariner was the Oratorio performed when I teat

in the Cathedral. Somebody said so. At all events it was some sacred

subject or other. Altogether I have been very well treated, and the
whole thing is a success. More in my next.

It was not the Anrient Mariner I heard in the Cathedral, but Ma. A.
S. SULLIVAN'S Prodigy Son, which I have no hesitation as a mosician
in pronouncing the best thing he has yet done, that ia it ttvuU have

been, had he not previously composed Cox and Bos, the Great Trium-
viretta. To the regret of all true lovers of Art, including the Deaa
and the First Chapter of the Cathedral, the Committee had decided
that The Triumeirelta was not suited, as a whole, to the solemn place
and the occasion.

One word as a Musician. MR. A. S. SULLIVAN'S instrumentation
is admirable I assure yon I didn't go to sleep once / eonlAft.

Talking of that, the sweetest and most appropriate thing during the
whole Festival was done at the Concert : this was it It wae No. 9
in the books. Part II. of Concert, and was thus set down

SlUHAoa. " Don, enfant, dart .'" (f'iolixttUe obblijato. Ma. COLLIH*.)

Now, Sir, isn't that perfect ? First, the idea (so German !) of seren-

ading an Infant ! charming ! simply ecstatic ! Then the words,
"
Sleep,

Infant, sleep !" Beautiful! And says the Composer of this
exquisite

serenade, how shall we sooner send an Infant to sleep than by playing
an oMigato to him on the fiolincello !

Dors, enfant, dors,
Thou little smiling fellow :

That is if you can
" don"

While I play the vi'linccllo.

Those should have been the words for MADAME TXEBEUJ Bcrrun
to have sung. Copyright note. MESSRS. BARNETT AND SOILIVAN
received an "Ovation. I don't envy them. I recollect what my
ovation was when I was canvassing at Pennyborough. I found that

"Ovation" is derived from the Latin, Ova, eggs. Were yon ever
" Under the Yokef" with which jeu de mot I conclude for the present,
and am your old friend and pitcher-in (when necessary)

PEEPEE THE GREAT.

In the Long Vacation.

Tin newspapers have been speaking lately about the possibility of

some great legal changes taking place, one of which might send an
eminent Justice of the Common Pleas to the Court of Probate and
Divorce. Should this transfer ever take place, it will be universally

acknowledged that a more appropriate selection for the Court of

Probate could not possibly be made than WILLIS.

BY OUR OWN SIR ORACLE. Shut out the subject of the weather,
and you destroy half the world's conversation.
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MELBOURNE AND MELBOURNE.
Br the law of Victoria the colony as well a*

the QUEEN any person who has been convicted

of felony can be forbidden to reside there.

But the pardoned Fenians have been convicted

of felony.
Therefore the pardoned Fenians can be for-

bidden to reside there.

We may add that, if they are forbidden, and
don't quit within seven days, they are liable to

imprisonment, hard labour, and forfeiture of

] goods.
What then P

They may be forbidden, or they may not.

If they are not, well.

If they are, well too.

Let well alone.
"
Can't you let it alone ?

" was what the late

LORD MELBOURNE was accustomed to say to his

colleagues on occasion. He would certainly say
so, if he were now Premier, on the apprehended
expulsion, by the Colonial Government, of forty-
odd pardoned Fenians from the town synonymous
with him in Victoria. GLADSTONE will probably
say what, under the same circumstances, would
have been said by MELBOURNE.

TAKING IT EASILY; OR, MATRIMONY IN 1869.

friend (at Tea).
"

I SAY, WHEN is YOUR WEDDING TO COME OFF, GERTY ?
"

Gerty.
"

0, I DON'T KNOW. I HAVE A LOT OF VISITS TO PAY THIS AUTUMN, AND
GtTS WILL WANT TO BB IN LEICESTERSHIRE ALL NOVEMBER ;

SO I DARESAY WE SHALL
SETTLE rr ABOUT CHRISTMAS, WHEN THERE is NOTHING ELSE GOING OH, YOU KNOW,
DEAR !

"

What Says Apollo P

THE Standard properly says that it is
"
weary

of harping on the health of the EilPERpn." Yet,
is

"
harping

"
the right word for playing on the

instrument synonymous with Le Menteur, whence
the healthnews comes ?

INSURED.

M. CARPEAUX'S statuary, at the new Paris

Opera-house, has been splotched with a volley
of ink for being too like nature. How happy
our London statues must be in their absolute

safety from punishment for that offence !

IS A GOVERNESS A KITCHEN SEBVANT?

DEAR MR. PUNCH,
I AM a young lady, and I fro to church pretty regularly, and I

can speak French pretty well, and I can play on the piano, and I am
fond of children (at least as much as most folks are of those who don't

belong to them), and, though my sewing is so-so, I think I know
enough about the noble art of needle-work to feel

"
competent to in-

struct" a child of nine years old in it. Yet, although I am so clever,

I find it hard to earn my living, which I am forced to do ; and as 1

now want a situation as a Governess, I scan the papers eagerly in

the hope of getting one. Now, here is a fair specimen of the places I

see advertised, and as I have told you my accomplishments you may
help me to judge if I am likely to suit :

A RESPECTABLE YOUNG PERSON WANTED in a Christian

family, about six miles from London, to take the entire charge (includ-

ing washing, dressing, and undressing), under their mother's superintendence,
of three little girls, respectively in their fourth, seventh, and ninth years.
She must be competent to instruct in English, French, music, and needle-

work, fond of children, and truly pious. Salary 10 per annnm, with a

comfortable home.

The word "lady," now-a-days, is terribly misused, so I don't mind

being called a
"
respectable young person." But, should I be right in

applying for this place ? I don't know what is meant by being
"
truly

pious :" still, as I said before, I regularly go to Church, and in other

respects I fancy 1 am just the kind of Governess this family requires.
But as they would require me to act as nursemaid also, 1 fear they may
expect me to live chiefly in the kitchen

;
and moreover, a salary of 10

a-year is not a very tempting offer to a "person" who has to wash
and dress and put to bed three children, besides instructing them in

English, music, needlework, and French.
Then see, here is another splendid offer to poor me, but I have not

yet accepted it :

A COMFORTABLE HOME and Four Guineas a-year arc offered to a
-tX YOUNG LADY to take charge of and instruct three children, ages
seven, five, and one-and-a-half 5 ears. One fond of music preferred.

In this instance, I am at least addressed as a
"
yonng lady," but the

wages which are offered are less even than the former. The number

of my pupils would, I notice, be the same ; and I suppose I should be

right in considering myself left to teach them what I pleased, for

nothing specially is said about anything but music. It puzzles me,

however, to guess in what new branch oflearning I could
"
instruct"

a baby of but eighteen months in age, when surely it must far less need

a teacher than a nurse.

Please, dear Mr. Punch, do endeavour to persuade people to call a

spade a spade, and a governess a governess, and beg them not to

puzzle poor
"
young ladies

"
like myself, by advertisements which

seem at first sight to be meant for our attention, but which in reality

can only be intended for girls who are desirous to take a servant's

place. I feel sure that, if we met, you would not take me for a nurse-

maid; but many "persons" (well, I cannot call them ladies) very

willingly would do so, because, you see, the wages now demanded by a

nursemaid very far exceed the salary of many
A POOR GOVERNESS.

CULLEN 0' SIMPLES.

CARDINAL CULLEN orders three days of rejoicing over the downfall

of the Established Church in Ireland. Uugrateful PAUL! That

Church, by virtue of the hatreds it fostered, was the best friend of his

own. If the disestablishment bring peace, and fraternisation, how

long will superstition have a chance ? To do him justice, PAUL sees

this, and drives the little Catholics out of Protestant society. But

that will not do, while the parents can meet. Why doesn't he order

that no Catholic shall speak to a Protestant? Probably, "Cut the

Prods !

"
will be the next howl from the altar. Unless this be the

command, and it be obeyed, Rome has seen her best days in Ireland.

He had better revoke the order for thanksgiving, or transfer the thanks

to the account of St. Bartholomew's day, or some other real Catholic

victory.

Well-Named.
" MR. HENLEY on the Late Session." Remembering" that the

House of Commons used to sit till two and three o'clock in the morning,
a more suitable epithet could hardly have been devised for the Parlia-

ment of 1809. No wonder the fine old Member for Oxfordshire talked

at the Bicester dinner about sleep in the House.
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RECENT CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.
irlfd in lh>-

"
Times

"
last week.)

LOT of drovers and sailors

Heavens ! a sailor and a

cowardly brute !! No, hearts
of oak shiver my maintops,
it can't be ! At all events,
if it is, it shan't be have

il the poor beast ies

that come all the way from
Rotterd (" bad word,"
as the prim old lady said) to

provide us Englishmen with
the roast beef of Olii

land yes, ye gentlemen
who sit at home at ease

(where ? in what chairs P by
the way), toprovide you with
the Old English roast beef.

Shall thecattle be bullied?'
No. Shall disease be gene-
rated by cramming (it is,

afterwards, ye gentlemen
aforesaid of Old England by
stuffing) and herding the

poor animals together until

fiends in shape of drovers
and sailors can walk over
their backs like mats P Shall

they be goaded and hounded
on to the shore P No.
There is an Act, and the !

Privy Council can stop this

and punish the offenders,

punish the Directors who
order the packing on board
the steamboats first, punish
their agents, from captains
downwards, who see the
brutal commands carried

out. Go it, MB, ARTHUR
HJLPS!

There, ye Gentlemen, edu-
cate the drovers. Let us
hear no more

"
cursing and

a swearin' like anytbink"
in our streets as through
them our food is taken to

the markets.
Let us hear no thuds and

but let gentle smiles irradiate the shepherd's countenance

TUB POP 1 AN' JOCK CUMMlMi
AIR" The CampMlt an Comity

"

TUB POP' an' JOC:K Ci MMINO. oh dear, oh dear !

They wiuna forgather I fear, 1 fear ;

For JOCK certain questions has got to speer
That the POP' wad iia faticy to hear, hear, hear.

The Pop' till his Cooncil did all i.r

\Vha could na see Truth, to receive their sight."
For me," answered JOCKIE,

"
nop that's a* right ;

Just what I wad hae is your light, light, light.

" Ye Ve sic an' sic points I could ne'er mak' oot.
An' want my puir vision illumed aboot ;

Mair light is the cure my complaint wad unit ;

Sae lighten my darkness an' dool, doot, doot.

" Do show me your light, abune Line, or Hudr,
Magni-im, Kli-o'no .! n.- M" i'i<l-.- !

SHI' I 'v< li
'

I dinna inn
U'lien 1 cry f-ir lLr

:ir <-V m>-

The POP* to JOCK CUMMIXQ maks no rrplr ;

No* post****, noo, he may truly
Tis not SB it was in the days gane by,
When a POP' could his questioner fry, fry, fry.

The POP' and his Cardinals sing fa' ',

iiey glow'r in tncir Conclave Ha',
An' their avid shaven chaps wi'

JOCK GUMMING '

dumbfounded 'em, a', a', a' !

THE ELASTICITY OF YOUNG LADIES.

Is tight-lacing injurious to health? Quite the reverse. That is to

say, for women.
Man, we know we anatomists and

physiologists
is fearfully and

wonderfully made. Woman is made still more wonderfully and more
fearfully.
She is made more fearfully for her parents, at least, and for her

husband. Women, mostly, are always ailing; that is owing to delicate

constitution. This is fearful for those who love them, and on whom it

entails doctors' bills. But female ailments are never caused by Ught-
lacing, only by over-exertion and other varieties of self-sacrifice.

Women are more wonderfully made than men. Lady MoeteH says,

comparatively of men and a woman :

" That which hath mide them drunk hath mmde me bold ;

What hath quenched them hath given me fire."

That which is man's meat is woman's poison, and rice-tena. Tight-
lacing would make any man uncomfortable. Women declare that it is

nice. No doubt, if an ordinary man were to wear stays which drew in

Instead of, from the drovers' savage mouths, such sounds as these :

"
Gr-r-r-r blank my, &c. vot the blank are yer gettin' down there for,

blank you
"

II 'hack thwack, waving of arms, more
"
Grrr grrr ! "whoops

and cries, and howls, and blankings, and confused herding and
rushing of thefrightened animals.

I say, instead of this, let us hear: "Nay, gentle bullock, do not turn
:J

B; do not, I pray thee, go down a side street, for our way lies

ler straight, on, in fact."

idea if his icing m/iile into rounds and sirloins, stifles his emo-

tion, and, joining hit comrades in the rear, sings a gay air, the
burden of its chorus being

"
Ira la la la lietf."

This is a suggestion. Something, in fact, to begin with. Let who
will go on with it., and may blessings light on the Privy Council if they
adopt the liin's of

Yours ever>

BULLOCK SWYTHIE.Manchester.

Musical News.
THE new Irish Church is called the Church of the Future. HEKR

WAGNER has sent to as>k whether he shall compose hymns for it. He
has been answered by an extract from the Cancn, forbidding service in
a language that nobody can understand.

CERTAINLY NOT. Police Constables who just manage to scramble
out of a dirty case, can scarcely be said to get clean off.

all those things.
Even if a man, laced like a young lady, could exist for a short time,

he would be never well. His ribs, by the constriction of his waist,
would be forced into his liver, and indent it with deep grooves. His
stomach and its dependencies would be displaced and com pressed.
The bile would be apt not to get into his duodenum, and his solar

plexus of nerves would be squashed. He would be afflicted with indi-

gestion : he would grow peevish, fretful, melancholy, be always moaning

in lounging on a sofa.

The plastic nature of woman's organisation, in substance resembling

caoutchouc, enables her to lace almost as tight as she pleases with

impunity : the delicate hpalth which many women enjoy, and whereby
they afford so much enjoyment to their friends and relations, arising
from those other causes above-mentioned.

To lace quite as tight as perhaps some women would like, to be

sure, is not in their power. 1 1 you were to take a woman, put a strap
or a girdle round her neck, and pull it in several inches, yon would

seriously inconvenience her, and we know, indeed, from the case of

MAKIA MANNING and a few others, that a certain constriction of the

female throat is even fatal. What is true of the jugular veins, the

carotid arteries, the larynx and trachea, is doubtless not altogether
untrue of the thoracic and abdominal vessels, nerves and viscera. But

lacing has evidently no consequences which prevent women from

wearing stays as tight as they think pretty.

POLITB IHPRECATIOX OP THB PBRIOD. Lace me tight !
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SCOTCH 'SALMODY.
! LEABN FROM THE IxrBRlfBSS COURIER OF THE INVENTION OF A NEW ROCKET POP GtTN, WITH WHICH A DISTINGUISHED SPORTS-

MAN (THE INVENTOR) HAS DONE GKEAT EXECUTION ON THE SALMON IN THE HIGHLAND RIVERS WHEN THEV WON'T TAKE A FLY !

NEW YORK TIME.
DEAR MB. PUNCH,

I HAVE often heard Papa and Uncle HENRY, when talking of

the Americans, speak of them as a go-ahead people ; an expression I

now quite understand, after reading in the paper the following para-

graph, which I cut out on purpose to send to you, to ask you what it

cm. possibly mean :

" The intelligence of the result of the International Boat Race, which ter-

minated at 36 minutes past 5 on Friday evening, was received in New York
about 1 o'clock on the same afternoon." ! ! ! (These notes of admiration are

mine.)

As I was with dear OSCAR and his sisters at Mortlake, I know that

the race wot over about half-past five, and therefore I am completely

puzzled to understand how at one o'clock the same afternoon, four

hours at least before the boats even started, they could hear in America
who had won. Perhaps the Spiritualists there had something to do
with it. All I can say is, that, if t.he Americans have the power of

knowing what has happened before it has happened, they must be the

most wonderful people ever heard of, and so far before Old England and
all other countries as to well deserve to be called a go-ahead nation.

I forgot to ask dear OSCAR to explain this to me when he was here
on Friday; and as he has now? t<< ill-- brot.Lor'j in ^T

<rfolk, to

shoot, I venture to trouble you, / ch, with this little note.

fcrfis affectionately,

Vriothesley Crescent. EPFIB VALVASTON.

P.S. I ought to have told yon that I was at a first-rate school at

Brighton for five years, where the greatest attention was paid to Roman
History and ladylike deportment.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
In No. 1356 of Punch, Vol. 53, appeared the following

Medean and Persian Law, from which in future there will

be no departure :

" CAUTION.
"
CERTAINLY Mr. Punch may call himselfa man of letters, for by almost

every post he receives about a peck of them. Greatness has its penal-

ties, besides its pride and pleasures ;
and the penalty of Mr. Punch's

greatness is an avalanche of c >rrespondence that overwhelm* him every

day. He had need be a Briareus, born with fifty pairs of hands, to

open all the envelopes which are hourly laid before him ; and, were he

hundred-eyed like Argus, he could barely read, ere bed-time, a tithe of

their contents.
"
Yet, despite his many warnings that his waste-basket stands ever

yawning at his side, and that he never will return the nonsense he

receives, Mr. Punch is often plagued by irritable persons, who seem to

think he is responsible for the safety of whatever may he sent him by
the post. Mr. Punch repeats his caution, that the less his

'
constant

readers' write to him the wiser he will think them; and, as to any
' hints or suggestions they may proffer, he has neither time to look at

them, nor disposition so to do. ALL THAT Mr. Punch WILL ADD is,

THAT NO ARTICLES OR DRAWINGS SENT TO HIM, UNSOLICITED, WILL
BB RETURNED ;

THAT HE CANNOT GIVB THEM HOUSEROOM UNTIL
THEY ARE CALLED FOR; AND THAT NO LAW BUSTS IN JENGLAND

j

WHICH RENDERS HIM ACCOUNTABLE FOR WHAT MAY BB THEIR FATE."

Brigandage near Rome.
A DUKE and his daughter were robbed by brigands the other day

near the Chigi Park. This, says the report,
"
causes much trouble and

apprehension to those who are ruralising at Albano."
If the "apprehension" could only be applied to the brigands, the

cause of the neighbourhood's trouble would, be soon removed.

Revelation of the Smoking Room.

Brown, to Jones (who has suddenly re-appeared at the Clab\ JONES,

my good fellow, take another cigar, and try to be civilised. Yon are

abominably dull, and offensively dictatorial.

Jones (calmly). I dare say. Easily accounted for. I have been in

the country for a month, and have spoken to nobody but my wife and

family. {Qeneral disgust.

NOTES OF ADMIRATION. Love Letters.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of Xo. It. Hotford Square. In the Parih of 8t Jame. '-.-rlienwi.il In the County of Middlesex. at the Printing O^e of Mewrn. Bradbury, Evan-. * Oo.,IX)m>'M
Htreet. In the Precinct of WhitefrUn, In the City of London, and PuMlihcd oj him at No. 86. Fleet Street, in the Pariah of St. Bride, City of London. 8iTuBiT , September 1, \1*1
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'WARE THE KEYHOLE OF THE STREET-DOOR^
In the Pcutagt.)

Master. " Hi ! MART ! STOP ! IF IT 's MR. AND MKS. TOADY, SAT WE 'BE ODT or Towif." I/aid. "YE*, 81*."

(On Che Doorstep.)
Mws Toady.

" THXRX TREY ARK, PA ! / CAS SEE THEM ! THET 'VE .IUKT COME n rmon THE GARDEX ;
AHD sow TBET'U

RUNNING Ul'-STAIRs !

"

THEATEICAL AECHITECTUEE.

THE object of all internal arrangements is in modern times to kffp
the fiddleri ottl of sight, and to make the audience forget that it is in a

Theatre.
Miss MARIE WILTON (who has lately issued her queen-like mani-

festo) has commenced it, and several new Theatres, already projected,
are being built npon a similar plan.

Plan of Theatre, No. 1.

The audience will no longer sit in old-fashioned
"
Boxes," but on

sides of mountains, the seats being partitioned off by heather, and

overshadowed by foliage.

These at their bases will converge so as to form a valley where on

hillocks (apparently hillocks) in delightful daisy meadows the Stall

audience will sit.

The Pit will represent mushroom beds : but this is uncertain.

The Orchestra will be over the roof (to represent the Music of the

Spheres) and round the sunlight.

A river of scented waters will run in front of the stage, wherein

swans and ducks will swim, and the front row of Stalls alone, for extra

payment, will be allowed to fish during the entr'artes.

The Gallery will be made to represent clouds, so as really to keep up
the Olympian notion of gods being there seated.

The Upper Boxes will represent fir plantations.

The Dress Circle of red sandstone rocks, with dark green moss, the

back being a vivarium.

The Boxkeepers and Officials will be in pastoral costume ;
the

Refreshment Room will be a Swiss Cottage : the Ladies' Cloak-room

a Chalet in the valley : and the Gentlemen's Reading, Waiting, and

Smoking-room a cool grot, where they will be waited upon by faylike

forms.

Flowers will be everywhere : also real ants, grasshoppers, earwigs

and butterflies, only to be let out during the ntr'arln, with strings to

their legs.
In Summer the Theatre will be iced.

In Winter it will be warmed, and still retain in appearance all the

characteristics of Summer. NOVUMBALDERCM.

CHAWBACONS AND CHAWPRATIES.

AT the Anniversary Dinner of the Huntingdonshire Agricultural

Association the other day, LORD R. MOXTAOUE, on hi* legs, made a

suggestive observation, lie said :

" I once inquired why Irih hores jump so much better thin those of other

countries, and 1 wi informed th*t it was merely the rwult of hmbit. It is, in

fact, because the Irish are much worse farmers than you are. The Iols srr

turned out into rough tield, full of mll ditchri, snd ire thus made to jump
when young, and when two yean old they are ltd over higher leaps. They
thus acquire a greater custom or habit of jumping."

This information suggests a diflerenee between Irish and
English

auriniltural labourers, corresponding to that of Irish horses from

English. The English are clodhoppers, but the Irish are ditchhoppers.

unless, indeed, when they are bog-trotters, which all of them will cease

to be when all the bogs are reclaimed, and if that were done what a

satisfactory settlement it would be of the Irish Land Question !

Donkeys at Doncaster.

THE Doncaster St. Leger is not, as its locality might suggest to the

ignorant, a donkey race, wherein the hindmost quadruped wins ;

though the favourite may come in last. It is no more a donkey race

than the Derby or any other race which horses run that donkeys bet

upon. .

VOL. vni.
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SCHOOLS OF HUMANE SCIENCE.

Miss BURDETT COUTTS'S proposal to make kindness to dumb crea-

tures a branch of education is a happy thought, and, as such, commends
itself especially to Punch. It is erroneously imagined that the persons
whose education has hitherto been neglected in this particular, for the

most part occupy a station at the bottom of the social scale. Surely,

gentlemen accustomed to shoot tame pigeons for fun, ia so doing
practise a recreation not at all dissimilar, in point of humanity, for

example, to the sport of forcing a pig through a hole which is too

small for him. The higher classes, some members of them, need
tuition in clemency to the lower animals. There are Swells who, no
less than Cads, want lessons in their duty towards their subordinate

neighbours. Education has been described as teaching the young
idea how to shoot. The supplementary education which Miss BURDETT
COUTTS has proposed would teach the Gun Club how not to shoot ;

at

least as they are wont at Wormholt Scrubbs. If it taught them how I

to shoot, it would teach them so to shoot as never to break their birds'

legs and wings, but always kill them outright, which indeed would

perhaps be more merciful than wringing their necks, in case they were
wanted for a pigeon-pie.

SONGS OF SIXPENCE.

VII. THE BAKON HANWELL OF COLNEY HATCH.

THE wonderful deeds I'll sing in a catch

Of the BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

He hadn't a pair of boots to match,
Had BABON HASWELL of Colney Hatch.

He went to a shop to buy a batch,
Did BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

He stood on his nose his toes to scratch,
Did BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

He took a poker to wind up his watch,
Did BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

He went to the butcher to sew on a patch,
Did BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

He sat in a ditch and called it a datch,
Did BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

Thus he attempted repose to snatch,
Did BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

He went outside to bolt the latch,

Did BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

Then got on the roof and jumped through the thatch,
Did BARON HANWELL of Coluey Hatch.

MORAL.

Now who to the deeds can importance attach

Of BARON HANWELL of Colney Hatch.

THE FOULBOROUGH CATTLE PLAGUE.

THIS epidemic continues its ravages, particularly in the Eastern and
Western Counties. The exciting cause is a species of Acarus scobiei,

the predominant symptom being an itching palm, whose excessive

irritability can only be allayed by Banker's golden ointment. As a

disease of the body politic it requires to be vigorously stamped out.

and we trust that the Commissioners now sitting will put the govern-
ment stamp upon it. Millionnaires who cherish political aspirations
must not be permitted to touch the Polls, except with clean hands.

The Booths to which the Foulborough Cattle are driven should be

limewashed disinfectants liberally used in committee rooms, narrow

passages fumigated, and local attornies deodorised.

It has been observed and verified by Cabmen, that you cannot mix
much with horses without acquiring a love of chaff. Nor can certain

susceptible constitutions come in contact with
"
a Gent, one," &c., with-

out feeling an irresistible impulse to sue for money.
The Foulborough pestilence originates in morbid acquisitiveness,

and it may be taken for granted that no curative measures will be

effectual that do not enforce a rigid buttoning up of the Lawyer's
breeches-pocket.

MORE NEW NOVELS.

RARE news for young ladies ! The book market, we hear, is glutted
with new Novels. By the help of a clairvoyant we mention one or

two which probably, ere long, will be in everybody's hands :

The Deal Door : a romantic story by the Author of The Ivory Gate.

My Friend's Grandmother : a sentimental sequel to My
Daughter.

Ins and Outs of Life : a realistic novel, by the Author of Up and Down
the World.

Declined with Thanks : a sequel to the love story of Twice Refused.
The Pie and the Pudding : a domestic Novel, by the writer of Ihe

Crust and the Cake.

In Corduroys and Highlows : a rustic story, by the Author of In Silk

Attire.

Stingy Doings.

MRS. MALAPROP, who has read that the Bishops attending the

POPE'S great Council at Rome are to receive an allowance,
"
varying

between 6*. Sd. and 10s. a day," says that she now understands why
it is called the "Economical" Council. She is thankful to think

(MRS. M. is an exemplary member of the Established Church) that our

Bishops are better paid.

CONJECTURE VERIFIED.

THE Letters known as NEWTON-PASCAL,
Have turned out forgeries by a rascal.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

DULY received 3S9 jokes on
" MRS. BEECHER 'S-ioe putting her

foot in it." Enough for the present.
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"WALLACE WIGHT."

THE Scottish have finished the Wallace Memorial at last, and have
j

inaugurated it, and it is now open to English visitors, whose shillings

will in a short time make up the amount whicli Northern enthusiasm;
has not been able to raise, and then the Memorial will be paid for.

\\Y do not say this complainiiigly ; for, considering that we cut off

\\\L LACK'S head, the least we can do is to subscribe for his mouu-

Nor do we see the necessity for affecting to doubt whether there

ever was such a personage as SIR WILLIAM WALLACE, or for saying
that nobody knows much about, him. The facts of his life are very
familiar to every Scotsman, aud ought be so to every Englishman.
A-- THACKERAY wrote,

" He robs va half our glory who MVB the ' Scots
' had none."

SIR WILLIAM WALLACE, baronet (so created by his kinsman JAMES
THE FIRST), after defeating the Southrons many times at Flodden.

Sheriff-Muir, Culloden, and other famous spots resolved on a grand
effort for freeing Scotland from the "English Epicures." Gathering
all his forces together at Inverness, he marshalled them around the hill

called Tarn na Hunch (now a cemetery), from the top of which lie

addressed them in a Latin speech of extraordinary power, composed
for him by the celebrated BUCHANAN. In this speech, the original of

which is to be found in the Library of Advocates in Edinburgh, a good
deal stained with the tobacco which the hero, like CHARLES TIII.

TWELFTH, used to carry loose in his ttisericorJe, or pouch, SIR WIL-
LIAM asserted the right of liberty and property, deprecated centralisa-

tion, declared himself in favour of trial by jury and a reduced income-

tax, and professed his fidelity to the U. P. Church of his forefathers.

He then gave out a few verses from the hymn by his friend and protege,

ROBERT BURNS, "
Scots, whii nae with WALLACE hied,"

and a benediction having been pronounced by ARCHBISHOP SHARP

(previous to his murder), the Scots army n turned across the suspen-

sion-bridge to Inverness, the PravnsA-Mm .: the tolls for every
cannon and artillery-waggon, for WALLACE'S orderly habits forbad his

wronging the col!< at this supreme moment. A council of

war was held at the famous Stone, and.resolutions of a patriotic charac-

ter were drawn up. and sent for three insertions in ttie Invenut*

Courier, that all might be done in accordance with the Solemn League
and Covenant. Spies then brought word to WALLACE that the English

army, under KING EDWARD THE FIRST, was advancing upon Drumna-
drochit.

"
They shall hear my drum," said the hero, with a grim smile,

adding,
"
I 'm just droukit mysell with that mist, so here *s their health

in a dram." He next caused drink to be distributed to every soldier,

unless he belonged to the Band of Hope, observing,
"
Their necessity

is greater than mine." The march then commenced, the right wing
led by ROBERT BRUCB, and the left by the Black DOUGLAS, WALLACB
himself commanding the centre, where was displayed the Banner of

Scotland, with the lion ramping in gold, and the proud legend,
"

Jf'e 're

nae lhatfou, but gaily yet."

Again crossing the Ness, WALLACE proceeded by Craig Phaidric

and Belladrum, where he was joined by JACOBUS DB MKRI, on his

famous war-horse, named from his house, and theme of many a bard,
and on the next day came in sight of the foe. The King's army was
drawn out in Glen Urquhart, but the monarch himself observed the

Scotch through a telescope (the priceless gift of GALILEO) from the top
of the mountain called Mealfourvony.

"
Now," exclaimed WALLACE.

in the true spirit, of chivalry,
" now to kick those English droddums !

"

" Be it mine, Thane,, to bear your challenge,
' exclamed eagerly the

gallant young kiiight, SIR DAVID LINDSAY of the Mount, Lord Lion

King-at-Arms. SIR WALTER SCOTT has preserved the response,

" ' In battle d:iy,' the Chief replied,
' Nice tourney rules are set aside.'

"

" What say'st thon, MACBETH ?
"

he added, turning to that terrible

cliieftain. "Let us unseam them from the nave to the chaps, and

place their heads upon our battlements," was the savage reply.
WALLACE then gave the order for a general charge by both wings.
The Scots rushed to their work like men, amid the maddening strains

of the pibroch and the wild notes of the Lament of MARY Qi KKN UK

SCOTS ou the approach of Spring. Soldiers of ordinary mark and
likelihood would have gone down like corn before the reaper. But
the assailants were confronted by troops who had been trained in the

Wars of the Roses, and the Great Rebellion, and who had swept
through the South like a tempest, bearing JEFFREYS up to the bench
of the Bloody Assize.

" A thousand centuries are looking down upon
you from Ben Nevis," cried SIR WALTER RALEIGH, the poet.

"
Smite

Bel and smash the Dragon," growled the sterner voice of OLIVER CKOM-
WELL, and the English fire leaped forth like a blasting torrent. Vaiu
was then the DOUGLAS brand, vain the CAMPBELL'S vaunted hand,
vain KIRKPATRICK'S crimson dirk, making sure of murder's work.
The English shafts iu volleys hailed, with headlong charge their horse

assailed, nor paused on the devoted Scot the ceaselest fury of their

shot till scarce a foeman was there found alive save those who on the

ground groaned in their agony.
"All is lost except, honour," said WALLACE. "

Rut I knew not that

they had breech-loaders. There, is time, however," he added, taking
out his watch,

"
to win a battle yet. Meat and prayer never hindered

man, let us therefore refresh ourvlves at yon hostelry, kept, or

remember, by a hostess named DB PUTEIS." He galluped thitlirr,

and the excellent inn, still in the possession of a dMOesMMit of the

family, is pointed out to strangers as the place where SIR WILLIAM
WALLACE drank during the great battle of Drumnadrochit. Having
slaked his thirst, and treated his staff, the Hero of Scotland resumed
his post, and beheld KING EDWARD fiercely waving his telescope, at a

sign for his army to advance.
"

1; ..: seize thee, r

fusion on thy manners ! Wait!" cried WALLACE, in .

the bloodthirstiness of the British monarch. He then divided the

residue of his forces into five parts, placing four of them undrr the

command, respectively, of the ADMIRABLE CRICHTOK, NAPIER of the

Bones, the Regent MURRAY, and KALFOUH of Hurley, and giving each
a copy of the Ordnance map of the county, he directed them to make
wide circuits and mail the -English from different ouarten simul-

taneously.
" Li DtaUe a qttatn," laughed a gay French knight,

GcoRGH'.s in- KIKI, who was serving as a volunteer in the Scottish

ranks. "Carte and tierce," wittily rejoined another knight whose
name is seen in the Ragman roll, mid that of Hastings, GRUMPIUS nr.

MAIDA. Such was the high courage evinced in the midst of deadly

peril.
The masterly manoeuvre of WALLACB, which be ownrd that he had

imitated from MARLBOROUGH'S tactics at Drttinmin, had almost met
with the success it merited. But the fatal gift of the starry GALILEO
was the evil genius of WALLACE on that day. The wary EDWARD
spied the moving MM of Scotchmen, and exclaimed, "Odds-fih !

S pur ti amove."' He sent word to CKOMWELL. "Ha!" exclaimed

the Protector, "then, ifackins, Providence has delivered them into

onr hands, aye, marry, come up." The last words were addressed

to his charger. Suiting the action to the speech, the dauntless

regicide spurred his steed, and as the four divisions moved away,
leaving WALLACB with a small band only, the Ironsides swrpt down
upon him like Cedron in flood. The partridge might the falcon mock
could that slight party stand the shock. In sooth they awaited it not,

for scarcely did the dread notes of LUTHER'S Hymn, sun; by the

Puritans as they charged, reach the ears of the Soots, than, their horror

of Lntheranism beingadded to their natural terrors, they separated
and fled. WILLIAM WALLACE alone was firm in that dreadful hour.

SIR HUMPHREY DE Bonus sought to seize him, but was a corpse ere

he reached the ground to which he was stricken by the hero'* mace.

The LORD MAYOR, flushed from his Wat Tyler feat, snatched at the

rein of WALLACE, and the proud office was vacant in an instant. SIR

ALEXANDER IDEM, the slayer of CADE, found bis burly form no protec-

tion against the thunderstroke of the Scottish chief, and went down
to rise no more. Twelve or fourteen other warriors of historical name
and undoubted prowess succumbed to the fierce blows of the hero, and
it was from a pile of dead enemies that he was at hut dragged by
overwhelming numbers.
The rest is known. Dispirited by the loss of their great leader, the

other divisions lost heart, and the day was over. CROMWBLL, from

religious scruples, refused the knighthood that was given on the field

of battle to RALEIGH, hut accepted a handsome interleaved copy of

DR. WILLIAM SMITH'S Dictionary of the Bible, bound by EELU. The
Scottish rebellion was at an end. WALLACE was brought to London
to be tried, and though the trial was moved by cvrtioran into the Court

of Chancery, SIR THOMAS MOKE was too determined to destroy the

champion of freedom to give him a chance of escape, and KRASMVS

exchanged a classic jest with THEODORE BEZA as they heard the

Doomster give sentence. The efforts of Serjeant* BALLASTIXE and

PARRY were superhuman, but all was in vain ; and the Tower block,

scarce dry from the execution of LORD LOVAT, was again brought
forth.

Eight or nine hundred years later grateful Scotland still adores her

WILLIAM'S holy shade, and raises a stately tower in honour of him for

whom England raised a gloomy scaffold. Since WALLACE lost his

'.Blind has found hers, and has the sense to know that the

Mini nobler are her provinces, the stronger and nobler is the

dom. Therefore let Englishman, Scot, and Irishman

join hands around the Wallace Monument, and unite in singing, with

SUAKSPEARE, " Here we are met, three merry boys,

mrrry boyt, I trow, are we.
And many a night we've merry been.

And many a night we 'U merry be."

The Battle of Jenner.

OUR advice to anxious Mothers who are alarmed about Vaccination

is, Don't be tightened though yon 're Ciwed.
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FORCE OF HABIT.

City Met chant (blissfully dozing in his Country Church).
" SEASON TICKET ! !

'

" HEEE BE TRUTHS."

WE rather feel for ME. ALEXANDER BROGDEN, the Liberal M.P.
for Wednesbury, a place we have always had a regard for ever since

we read of a certain cock-fight, at which the combatants and most of
the spectators came to singular grief. MR. BROGDEN has been con-
victed out of his own mouth, by the Commissioners at Bridgewater, of

bribery at the election of MR. VANDERBYL.

"THE CHAIRMAN reminded the witness that the voters bribed had saiJ they
should not have been tempted if the gentlemen had not brought the money.

' MR. BROGDEN, M.P. My experience is exactly the other way. If
electors did not exact such requirements, the gentlemen would not be induced
to resort to such practices."

MR. CHISHOLM ANSTEY'S rejoinder to this was a crusher. He
supposed that, if people would only abstain from having valuables,
other people would not steal them.

But, if we feel for MR. BKOGDEN, we must, in j ustice, feel also for

MR. CHRISTOPHER SYKES, the Conservative M.P. for Beverley. We
don't know that we have any regard for Beverley, except in that it

gives name to the heroes of the Gamester and of the Rivals ; but the
Honourable Member is a son of SIR TATTON SYKES, whom everybody
honoured. MR. SYKES, examined, said:

" Until the winter I only suspected it (Conservative bribery) in the fairest

possible manner. I suspected it partially because Beverley had always been
more or less influenced from that source, and partly also from my knowledge
that every borough in England, in some degree or oiher, ia influenced by it.

" The CHIEF COMMISSIONER. Don't say that. 1 wish you would with-
draw it. You are a Member of the House of Commons. You had better con-
fine yourself to facts."

And
afte^a good many

"
facts

"
had come our, one of which was

MR. SYKES'S sending a cheque to somebody who had told SIR HENRY
EDWARDS that the Conservatives should come in for very little money,
this occurred :

" The CHIEF COMMISSIONER. Aa a Member of the House of Commons you

know that if you pay money that haa been illegally expended, by Act of
Parliament it ia bribery ?

" MR. SYKES. Yes.

"And, of course, at that time you knew that money had been illegally

expended ? Yea, after the sum was presented to me.
"
But, like others, you prefer to do an illegal act rather than allow persons

who advance money for you to be at a loss ? I should think so."

[Exit Mr. Punch, whistling
"
Little Boy Ballot, come Blow me

your Horn !
"

A PUZZLE ON THE MAP.
MR. PUNCH,

WHEN I was a boy Guildford was in Surrey, and Surrey was
not generally considered to be one of the Western Counties. But I

suppose all this is altered since my time, and that there must have been
wonderful changes in geography, as in farming, and drinking, and
travelling, and everything else during the last half-century. At least,
I conclude so after reading the following paragraph :

" At an influential meeting held at Guildford on Saturday afternoon, it

was decided to invite the Hath and West of England Agricultural Society to

hold its meeting in 1871 in that town."

I rubbed my eyes and my glasses, and suspected myself of a great
blunder over my paper, but my daughter assured me I had made no
mistake, and suggested that I should ask you for an explanation of
this puzzle. Which will oblige

Yours obediently,

JONATHAN OLDSTYLES.

Is it true that the Highland Society have been solicited to hold their

Agricultural Show at Margate in 1870 ;
and do you believe the rumour

that the Festival of the Three Choirs will take place at Durham on the
next occasion ?

A STRIKING^ACCOUNT. A Clockmaker's Bill.
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DOMESTIC SERVANTS.
HBRB is a laying that "when things
come to the worst there must be a
change for the better."

Now, dear Mr. Punch, can you MI
how we Buttresses can bring to the
worst oar difficulties about domestic
servants ? When I tell you what most
of us are doing towards this end, I am
sure you will say we deserve encourage-
ment.
We spend many half-crowns and

many more half days at the Register
Offices, offering any amount of wages
to any sort of incompetent servants.

Wages are no object at all, and we
omit no opportunity of saying so. If

we are in treaty with a young girl who
knows nothing; whose mother sends
her to service because she is undutiful
at home, or because she costs too much,
we offer her 10. If with one who
has had a little more experience, but
who is a great deal more extravagant,
and a great deal more impertinent, we
propose 15.

If she objects to washing, we put it out ; if to waiting, we engage a
parlour-maid ;

if to cleaning boots, we hire a boy and so on. Some
object to children, but that 's awkward. We can easily manage about
the perambulator, but we have not quite decided to put the children
oat. We send them to school before they are old enough ;

and in the
holidays we hurry them off to the sea-side, lest they should increase
the work at home, but that 's all we are doing at present.

Observe, we don't make these concessions to servants who have been
with us a year or two, but always to nev> and untried ona ; thus offer-

ing a premium to those who go from place to place, and unsettling
such as would otherwise stay in comfortable situations.
Then we are content with a written character, or a three months'

character, or without any character at all ; and it they turn oat dirty,
or untruthful, or dishonest, we pass them on as well as we can, to spoil
other servants and to disturb other homes. Yon see, Mr. Pimek, this

teaches them that they can get on quite as well with a bad character
as with a good one, perhaps better ; so it must help to bring things to
the worst.

We try many other ways, according to circumstances ; in fact we
leave no stone unturned. For instance we allow the cook to consider
the kitchen and larder, her kitchen and larder, and so we seldom intrude.
We should like to take our daughters in sometimes, but as it would
not be agreeable, of course we give way.

If the cold ducks or chickens are not served up again, we don't ask
for them ; we conclude her cousin has been having supper with her.

If she drinks more beer than we allow, we don't mention it, but
order in another barrel.

When she spoils a dinner we do venture to speak, and then there !

are
"
a few words."

"
She 's sorry she can't give satisfaction ; she 's

never been found fault with before ! Never ! Never since she was in
i

service has she been told that she didn't cook fish nicely. But if she
can't please, somebody else may try ! She '11 go that day month, that
she will ! If Misses can get a better cook, she knows she can get a
better place ! Yes, and better wages, too !

In a case like this we wait a week or so, and then we make her a

present of a new dress ; and then we hint that we don't want to

change, that if an advance of two or three pounds will satisfy her, she
shall nave it. If she is good enough to accept this reward for her out-
break of temper, she stays a little longer, just long enough to suit her
own convenience, and to set a bad example to all her fellow-servants.
Few plans answer the end we are aimiug at better than this. We
commend it to the notice of mistresses.
There are, however, some ladies who do not adopt our views or

plans ; they look well after their domestics. They combine firmness
with kindness : they know what to allow, and what to refuse. They i

advertise, and ignore Register Offices ; believing that good servants
and good places may be suited without their intervention. They
decline to expose to everybody the internal arrangements of their

home, or add to the number of tit-bits, which, true or false, must be
circulated by their means.

These thwart our efforts a little, but we are not greatly discouraged.
As long as we persist in offering to new servants higher wages than

they received in their last places, before their capabilities and characters
are tested in the new ones, things will go worse they must go worse.

(

There are, no doubt, many other ways of reaching the crisis, but so far
;

as we have observed, this answers better than all the rest put together.
But if you, Mr. Punch, can suggest anything else, we mistresses will

not fail to try it. We have, as you know, exerted ourselves to the

utmost for many years past, and not without great success. Even BOW,
the cook who spoils our dinner demands more consideration than ihe
Governess who teaches our children.
Our husbands and sons prefer the Club and the tablc-d'hote to their

own comfortless dinner-table ; our daughters look down upon hotue-
hold duties as irritating and degrading; and their "Admirers" are
deterred from matrimony by the fear of unreasonable expenses.

If things are not to be better, until they are worse than this, the
kindest wish we can express for you, good Mr. P**tk, is that you may
not be there to see.

OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

XIII CROqUlT.
SMOOTH as a billiard-table spread the lawn
Frequented by the early-rising lark,
Where dewy brilliants sparkled in the dawn,
And glow-worms lit their lanterns in the dark
But now astir with many an eager group
Brisk "youth and eld," black coat and musuu blent.

Urging the rolling ball from hoop to hoop,
Or taking light refreshments in the tent
Till the softVesper star, toon after eight.
Gave warning of another day's decline.
And tent as laughing through the gardm |ate
To lobster salad and the beaded wine
O happy hour ! when first I learnt the gOM.
And called MATI LDA by her Christian name.

Mystic and Seer, who stand above the crowd,
What nark you in the hazy distance coming,
Are boding voices heard by you aloud,
Or do you mock us with some idle mumming P

Is that dim future which we yearn to know,
Now lying mapped and measured oat before yon ?

Shall we, still hung'ring, from your presence go,
Or humbly bend and prostrate all adore you ?

Will you be guides, philosophers, and fntndi.

Through Life's dark pass, drear glen, and wildest forest,
Our constant escort till the journey ends,
Our balm and comfort when the need is sorest ?

Then Seer and Mystic, tell us, if you 're able.
Will next year's Derby fall to MEW'S stable f

AN ADVANCE ON BABY-SHOWS.
THIS is an age of interesting exhibitions. One such, according to

the Daily Nevi, bad place the other day at Gregory's Point, Connecti-
cut. This was a show of fat men. They boxed, performed athletic

exercises, and played at a game which was called leap-frog, but, bloated
as the players may be supposed to have been, would perhaps have been
more happily named leap-toad. Obesity is an ezeess of adipose tisne.
It may be general or partial. As an exhibition of the former has proved
popular, so may a show of the latter.

That American show consisted of the fattest men in the United
States. Two of them weighed respectively 253

Jbs. and 235 Ibs. This
it is as well to mention ; for, in some English minds, the idea of a Cat

American is less suggestive of a DAXIEL LAMBERT than of a DA.MIL
DANCER.

A HINT ON HIGH HEELS,

WH when speaking of a feminine dress, we mean to say that it is,

has been, or is to be made say, simply made, or made up, however
elegant the dress may be. But it a loileltt is pretty, French milliners

call it eofeelionee. This word suggests the idea of something not only
nice but savoury. Such a thing is gravy soap Gallice contomwti.

Couldn't a dress be called coiuomme' as well as a soup ? The short

dress with the high Heels which convert a pretty foot into the likeness

of MOTHER SHII-TON'S, the nearest possible approach to a cloven one,

might then, in bagman's French, be denominated Contommt am Honft.

Awkward Seats.

Ix a rabid speech in which MR. G. H. MOORE, M.P., endeavoured to

terrify the Government into letting loose another batch of Fenian

convicts, he is reported to have said that "England had always been
throned on the gallows." This beats the trunk-maker, in Bubble* <f
the Day, who compliments the aristocratic orator for his beautiful

picture of
"
Britannia sitting on her polished trident." But a more

ridiculous seat than either is MR. MOORE'S, in Parliament.
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PITY THE POOR FENIANS.

RELEASE the Fenian Convicts? Yes.
How could we think of doing less ?

They only made a slight mistake
Which still tbey say they didn't make :

Mistook themselves, and did suppose
They were our fair and open foes,

Forgot they were but private "gents,"
And "

claimed
"

to he belligerents,

And, gallows-free, to shoot police
On duty whilst they kept the peace ;

To blow, as in some hostile town,
A prison up, and houses down,
Reckless of death and mutilation
Dealt round to neighbouring population.

Release those Fenians ? If they please
To go down humbly on their knees,
For merciful remission sue
Of penalties most richly due,
Confess the crime they did commit,
Plead error in excuse of it,

The pardon of the QUEEN implore,
Promise they will offend no more ;

And, penitent, each penal slavey,

Cry miserere, and percavi.
Punch may consider, then, if he,
With dutiful consistency,
His Royal Mistress could, or no,
Advise to let those rascals go.

Happy Man !

AMONG the advertisements in the Daily Telegraph, for

lodgers, we find one which says that a single gentleman
may have "partial board in a house kept by a lady and

' her daughter. Busses and boats convenient." We only
i wish we were a single gentleman.

' A DULL BOY."

Podgkinson (determined to "be off" somewhere).
"
ALFBED, JUST BRING ME AN

ATLAS."

Jaded Club Servant (with his mind running on American drinks).
" VERY SOKBY,

SIR, BUT WE 'BE OUT OP IT ! !

"

A THOUGHT IN MA.DDOX STREET.

THE poor ill-used cattle have found a good friend in

Miss BURDETT COUTTS ;
and as they have HELPS besides,

there seems to be a hope of better treatment for them.

MR. PUNCH knows a Young Man who is so Lazy that

he will not even Labour under an Impression.

MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
I NEVER saw snch a fellow as CAZELL. I mean, he "d make anyone

(who wasn't strong-minded, and able to view things philosophically)
discontented with everything around him.

Happy Thought, Never ask anyone to stop at your house suddenly.
When I note down "

suddenly," I mean, don't ask a stranger, or a

comparative stranger. CAZELL is a positive stranger. [Note that down
on a side page as either for repartee, or a story from SHERIDAN. I see

how it might be done. Story about a stranger who laid down the law
to SHERIDAN. Some one says to SHERIDAN,

"
So rude too from a

comparative stranger." "Comparative," replied SHERRY,
"
Gad, Sir,

he 's & positive stranger." This will make story No. C. Good.]
We arrive at Mede Lodge. A little time ago I called it Asphodel

Cottage, but, as there are no Asphodels, and it isn't exactly a cottage,
I said one day.

Happy Thought. C&M it Mede Lodge."
Wny Mede ?

"
says CAZELL.

"
Because," I answer, triumphantly,

"it is in the midst of medes, or meadows." "Might as well call it

Persian," says CAZELL.

Happy Thought. To replv,
"
1 knew he 'd say that," and pass it over.

Everybody who comes down admires Mede Lodge. It is lovely ;

the rural thing that I was looking after for years. Everyone, seeing
it for the first time (specially ladies) is in raptures with it.

I say to CAZELL,
" Here 's Mede Lodge.""

Oh, indeed," says he.
"
This is the Lodge, eh ? Then wJie.re 's the

Home?"

Happy Thought. To tell him, without a smile, that it 's an old joke.
It suddenly occurs to me,

" How will my wife like CAZELL ?
"

That 's

another reason why one oughtn't to ask a man down suddenly. Always
try your gold in the fire (or some proverb to that effect).
The gate-bell doesn't respond to the tug I give it.

"
I tell you what you ought to do," says CAZELL, seizing the oppor-

tunity.
"
You ought to have a bell attached to the House "

"This is attached to the House," I return rather snappishly, I own.

Happy Thought. Host mustn't lose his temper with comparative
stranger. But then Comparative Stranger ought not to go on telling
me " what I ought to do," as if I didn't know.

"
Yes," he continues, imperturbably ;

"
but don't you see, if it was

attached by means of a metal-plated zinc tube impervious to wet, it

would never be put of order, as it is now."
I ring again violently. No one comes. Alost disappointing. What

I should have liked would have been one servant, rushing out to open
the gate, another at door (both smiling at my return) to receive lug-

gage, my wife in the hall, beaming, dogs rushing, barking, jumping up
and fondling me. Recollect how SIR WALTER SCOTT used to be

welcomed by his Deerhounds.

Happy . Thought. Buy a deerhound, and teach him to welcome
me.

I apologise to CAZELL. I say,
"
I suppose the servants, and all of

them" (meaning my wife, and MRS. SYMPERSOJI, with perhaps nurse

j
and baby)

"
are in the garden, and don't hear the bell."

"It's certain they don't hear the bell," says CAZELL, "It's dan-

gerous, too, in such a lonely place as this. I tell you what you ought
to do ; you ought to have dogs about."

I inform him that, I have dogs about four dogs, somewhere. I got
them because the place was lonely. I purchased a magnificent stable-

yard dog that has been chained up ever since we 've had him to make
him savage, but he won't, be vicious at at all, and only plays with all

the tradesmen and any strangers who may come in. If a burglar came
at night I 'm convinced the idiotic brute would play with him, and be

rather delighted to see him at midnight (when he must feel it very
lonely) than otherwise. Now I come to think of it, a burglar would be

quite a godsend to the animal as a playmate.

Happy TAouff/il.Vfhen the dog first came."' To call him Lion.
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He is between a retriever and a Newfoundland, with a placid sheep-
like expression of countcnawv.

Another Happy Thought, -To write up,
" Beware of the Dog."

If JAMES the boy-tiger in top-boots hadn't been a wicked, mis-

chievous, young ape, (1 was obliged to call him this when 1 found

him inciting Lion to jump over the side of the stye and worry the pigs,

which the little fiend cpnsidered as fair sport in the absence of rats)

people would have believed in Lion's ferocity. But he told anyone
who came up that the dog was as harmless as a kitten. I should

never be astonished if we were inundated with tramps and burglars.

My dogs inside the house do bark ;
at the slightest noise too. A

stranger (CAZP.LL, for instance) would think there were attempts at

burglary all night. If they really did come, I wonder whether the

dogs would be afraid. Perhaps they would.

CAZELL is about to tell me where I ought to go for dogs when the

maid comes down the garden and opens the gate. CAZELL says to me,
totto voce,

" What a pretty maid you 've got."

1flippy Thought. To reply Yes, severely, adding,
" and a very good

girl, too," emphatically.
I don't like CAZELL'S conduct. Mem. Certainly not to ask a fellow

down whom you 've only met once casually.
"
This gentleman sleeps here to-night," I tell my maid.

Happy Thought. Ov\j to-night.
Maid says/

1

Very well, Sir."

This is as it should be in a country house, no difficulty about re-

ceiving a guest, no trouble, old fashioned English hospitality.

I ask where her mistress is P She is up-stairs with MRS. SrMPERSoy.

Very good; then what does CAZELL say to a walk round the place

before dinner ? CAZELL says delighted to view the domain. A whiff

of dinner comes down the passage from the kitchen. A nasty whiff.

Happy Thought. Take CAZELL out before it gets worse.

I don't know why, but the smell of cabbages boiling conveys the

idea of huts, poverty, and living all in one room.

CAZILL won't be moved, but stops to sniff.

I say (to take, as it were, the wind out of his sails), "Yes, nasty

smell, but the cook will do it, though I've told her not to, over and

over again."
CAZELL says,

"
My dear fellow, I '11 tell you what you ought to do.

You ought to get one of INCH'S patent door-ventilators. Have it filed

up here," he taps the wall, and begins examining the capabilities of the

wall,
"
and you 'd be free from it at once."

I say,
"
Indeed !

"
and he puts on his hat and accompanies me into

the garden.
I never knew such a fellow as CAZTLL !

He surveys my geraniums and asters with an eye of pity ; he looks

at my roses, of which my gardener is justly proud, and shakes his head

as he observes.
" Ah ! why don't you have the Double Lancaster ?

that 's a Hose. As if this wasn't.
" You ought to go to MULLINS'S

at Sheffield for them. MULLINS is the only man."

We visit my glass-house, where the grapes are. He starts back he

is horrified. What is it P A wasp ? A. hornet ? No. " My dear

fellow," he says,
"
you '11 nfi-er do anything with your grapes if you

don't move 'em lower down, and syringe them with SLOPBR'S Ingreser

Mixture."

Happy TAotiffht.CiZKlL would be worth anything to tradesmen as

i advertiser. Won't suggest it, he might be angry. Host mustn't

suit guest.
But I say they (the grapes) are very fine this year.
"
Fine P well, so so," he admits ;

"
but next year you won't have

one,"

'd hare sworn I smelt some-

Happy Thought -Cd\ the gardener, who will floor CAZELL, techni-

cally, on the spot.
I call, loudly,

" ADAMS !

" There is no answer. I know by this

that ADAMS has gone to the village.

Directly his work is finished, ADAMS every evening disappears to

the village. Being remonstrated with, he says his work 's done for the

day, and what 's he wanted for here when his work 's done ? For this

I had no solution when he first put the difficulty, nor have I now. I

think a repartee, quick, cutting, and decisive, would have settled him. ,

[" G "
Gardener. Repartee to a Gardener. Never thought of Gardener

before. Had only got down Godchild and GaMn;m. Repartee to a God-

child : Repartee to a Gasman. ROWLAND HILL and STDNET SMITH
|

used to do this sort of thing: also DKAX SWIFT. SWIFT cuffed his

servant PATRICK. Wonder where / should be if I cuffed ADAMS ?]

CAZELL approves of the place generally. He agrees with me,
"
Nothing like being out of town." But he '11 tell me, he says, what I

ought to do with this place. This is given in an interrogative form,

and evidently demands the answer
" What P

"

"
Why," he returns emphatically,

"
Buy it."

Does he think it worth buying, 1 a?k modestly. No. he doesn t, he

says, for the present, but in future it, may be valuable.
"
But,' he

goes on,
"
I '11 tell you what you want." This is only another form of

what I ought to do," and it 's no use answering that you don't want

whatever it is.
" You want to pull down the left wing, construct a

new doorway, throw out a bay window, just put verandah round the

dining-room, and there you are."

Happy Thought. To say ironically : Pull down the house in fact.

CAULL replies, "That's it, pufl it down, and build two storeys.

What 's your drainage here P
"

Happy Thought. To say,
"
don't know," because this is a question

I hate.

I look upon the country as pure and healthy, and questions of

drainage and water-supply annoy me. 1 say to him, jocularly,
"

Bless

you ; we don't know what drainage is here, it 's beautifully managed,"
I hare an idea how it 's managed, but keep it to myielf ;

"
and we. none

of us, were ever so healthy anywhere as here." I always say this, or

my wife would want to go somewhere for the benefit of her health and

baby's.

Ring at gate-bell. A gentleman.
" Who 's that ?

"
"
That is," I 'm obliged to say" that is DR. BALSAM." \Vh >m

has he come to see P
" The maid replies,

"
Missus and baby."

"
Thought

you said it was so healthy," observes CAZELL.

Happy ThouffU Must remember he is the guest and 1 am the host.

Old English hospitality must be observed, or really he it so irritating

I could quarrel with him at once.

DR. BALSAM comes out. CAZELL doesn't offer to withdraw, as be

might do, on pretence of seeing the plums, or anything, before the family

doctor ; but he walks with DR. BALSAM and myself round the gardens,

while I am being told how my wife U suffering from a low state of

nerves and rheumatic hysteria; the baby, of coarse, from rash.

"Your wife says she 'shad the Inspector of Nuisance* here r"

try to turn the Doctor's question off jocosely before CAZILL ; but it

won't do. DR. BALSAM says.
" You must have your pigstye cleaned

out, and the drainage is
'

<7
Ah," cries CAZELL, knowingly, "I'l

thing horrid."

"It'll breed fever," says the Doctor.

What fever! fever! bad drainage! pigs cause of illness atlMede
Lodge, in the loveliest part of No !

"
I tell you what you ought to do, says CAZELL, buy five tons of

Disinfecting Fluid, and ten of Chloride of Amphistartutn Compound,
and empty It all about the place. It '11 hut for two vears."

The Doctor says he 's right, and wishes me good-bye.

Inspector of Nuisances to come to-morrow. 1 see Doctor to gate.

Happy Thought (which I express)." A little inconvenience which a

few labourers will remove : soon do it. The only nuisance, after all.

in the country."
Man looks over gate with a paper. "For yon, Sir" hesy. I

open it. A legal document. Summons before the Magistrate for

keeping dogs without a licence. Hang the dogs ! Irate woman heard

at back door. I go round to bar. She is holding up a fowl with its

head off.
"
Well ?

" "
Well !

" team irate elderly peasant,
"
I am t

going to have this : your naitv (fob) dog came into
pur

field (jo*), and

killed (tab) my (tob) chicken. I wouldn't ha' took five shillm for it

I wouldn't."

Happy Thought.-^ say,
"
Glad to hear it." Offer her sixpence.

CAZELL says,
" Yon ought to ask if the fowl was tied up, or not.'

I ask the question. This sends her nearly wild. She 11 have the

Law on me. She '11 go and fetch a policeman. 'T isn't because she 's

poor and hard-worked she 's to be insulted, &c.. *c. She raves through

the stable-yard gate. Lion, instead of attacking her (he oughtn t to

have let her pass, the idiotic brute !) pretends to play at something or

other with her shawl as she passes his kennel, for which he gets a

thump on the head, and retires dismally.

CAZELL follows her into the lane to reason with her and tell her

what she ought to do.

Happy Thought. Better leave it to mediation and retire.

Go back into house. Screams. Wife in hysterics on so*. Doctor

man with summons, woman screaming, smells from pifs, baby with

rash too much for der,
"
And," says MRS. STMPERSOK, ironically,

think you might have taken the trouble to come up-stairs and see now

we were when you came in."

Mem. Don't bring down a friend suddenly again.

Another Great Scandal.

Wl did think Mathematics was a steady and decorous science, but

our opinion is now completely shaken, since we have seen the

one of the papers read in the Mathematical Section, at the recent

meeting of the British Association-" On Conic Osculatio, ! e

have no longer any difficulty in believing in The bovw o

Triangles," and should not be in the least surprised to near of o

closures affecting the moral character of a Para lelogram AUhe same

learned Meeting another Paper was read On Initial Life

this refer to those strange advertisements which head the second

column of the Timei ?

NOIST INSTRUMENTS. Storm Drums.
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PUNCH'S ALPHABET.

M AY OON MOSSOO KEE PONX LWEEMAYM TKAY
BOWKOO PLOO BONG-REOARDONO KER VRAYMONO IL AY !

a iz A NINOLICHEMAN ! RosBiF ! ! OLRA! 1

MILOR ! DAM ! COMME IL TOUHNE up SON NOSE ! O MA!E A!E

s APOOR ORPHAN OF PARENTS BEREFT
;

FOR HE EAT THEM BOTH UP, SO HE'S OOT XOTHIXO LEFT.'

WAS THE PARENTS OF POOR LITTLE O ;

BUT THEY 'D TRAINED HIM NOT UP IN THE WAY HE SHOULD OO.

t IB THE QUESTION ; so SIMPLE, so SWEET,THAT ITS BARE RECOLLECTION WILL MAKE THE HEART P.EAT.

K, 's A REPLY, AND A SIMPLE ONE TOO,
AND A SWEET, TO THE TREMULOUS POPPING OK Q.

^^
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Philanthropic Coster' (who has been crying "Perry-wink vrink wink I" till

he
'

hoarse mid no buyers). "I WONDER WHAT THB P'OK UHFORI
IN THESE 'EBB Low NKIGIIB'B'OODS DO LIVK ON ! I

'

UNFORT'NATE CRKKTKBS

A VERDICT ON VACCINATION.

A SIMPLETON, the other day, applied to a Police Magistrate asking 'his advice

how to proceed in. order to compel a judicious Cemetery Company (the Highgate)
to let him inscribe on a gravestone, over a child he had buried there, the verdict

of a Coroner's Jury, "Died from the mortal effects of vaccination." One would
like to know who, and what, the gentlemen of this jury were. SHOWS. JONES, and

ROIUNSOK, probably, and nine more small tradesmen. Suppose a child bad really"
died from the mortal effects of vaccination," were those gentlemen capable of

understanding the proof that it had ? Death, in certain habits of body may result

from the clean prick of a pin or scratch of a needle. Were they able to un-

derstand the medical evidence which might have shown that the child died, if it

did die, of a poisoned wound, and not merely of a plain puncture f If so, they
were, in education, acquirements, and intellect altogether, very much above average

cheesemongers and chandlers.
Would it not be well if coroners' juries composed of tradesmen were limited

in the delivery of verdicts to questions within their competence, of which that

of post hoc or propter hoc in a case of death following vaccination is scarcely
oneP
In objecting to an epitaph declaring a child to have

"
died from the mortal effects

of vaccination," it is less probable that, the IJighgate Cemetery Company opposed
the record of a scientific opinion, than that they set themselves against the diffusion

of a senseless and mischievous prejudice. They deserve credit for disinterested-

ness ; for the propagation of a prejudice against vaccination must greatly conduce
to the crowding of a cemetery.

Opening on a Scent.

THE Timfi, in a City article, mentions
"
as an illustration of the devices used

by the European Assurance Society to entrap the unwary," that in one of its

pamphlets it said that
"
Favourable notices of the report and meeting appeared in

the Times."
"

It is hardly necessary," adds the writer of the City article,
"

to

say that no such notices were inserted." Not necessary, but very desirable, because
here is indicated a means of getting at somebody. Somebody must have written
the pamphlet. Where is the manuscript!* Where is the printer, to prove whence
he got it ? And then where is the nearest Police Court P

MORE GORILLA.
MR. PUHCIT,

Sir. that chaffing Gorilla hat done you !

A M :' .

'

I'-nila, indeed !

Be assured that the fellow has spun you
A yarn of lies, as to hi* breed.

Just read MR. DtRwrx, and tell up
The millions of years, if you can.

It took a Baboon to develope
Monstrosity into i

One day a large monkey was pounding
Some nuts with two stones in the dark,

When he noticed, the issue astounding
Of fire, lighted up by a spark.

Then gathering bunches of heath, he us
Showed how we might cook and keep warm,

He went by the name of Prometheus,
The father of Monkey reform.

Some thousand years later a Monkey
Laid several sticks in a row,

And nibbling tuned them in one key,
Constructing a xylophone so.

Then first music rang through the forest,
Mirth followed on awe by degrees.

With Lady Gorillas they morriced
And danced about under the trees.

Meanwhile, jabber grew into talking
The language MAX MPLLER describes,

Even while on all fours they were walking
They discussed the affairs of their tribes,

Distributed food into rations,
And brewed very passable drink,

For they held that all aimious nations
Must be jolly before they could think.

One day a Gorilla made scratches

On the sand of an abstract idea.

Nor knew what importance attaches

To all that originates here.

Metaphysical apes soon grew common,
Writing J'aleo- Sanscrit with ease,

Some scratched on the sea-shore, but some on
The smooth surfaced bark of the trees.

Sitting up a great deal to this writing
Their tails got so much in the way

Yon might see them indignantly biting
A bit off them every day.

And now, Sir, admire how plastic
Is nature ; Gorillas no doubt,

In tail-hating enthusiastic,
Had little Gorillas without.

'Tis said that one tribe of Gorillas

Still roam on the African shore ;

Though tailless, quite brainless, and still as

Great beasts as their sires of yore.

Of the long noble tails of their fathers

They cherish a secular dream ;

Whence each one, assuredly (fathers

He must be the cream of the cream.

The Stage and the Rail.

WITH a view to the increased attraction and accommo-
dation of the playgoing public, the Managers of Theatres

might adopt a great improvement upon their present

arrangements. Instead of keeping the Box-Office open all

day from 10 till 5, they might close it until a few minutes

before the opening of the doors. It is by thus limiting

the allowance of time to passengers for taking tickets

that Railway Managers contrive to create a rush.

A SCRAP or THIEVES' LATIN. Alirntna C*iq*r.

VOL. LVH.
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A WANTON WARNING TO VANITY.

KDEED the Morning Post ought
to be ashamed of itself. That

journal, -which we used to call

our fashionable contemporary,

publishes a paragraph, headed
"
TIGHT-LACING," which re-

ports the particulars of an

inquest held at the College

Arms, Crowndale Iload, Cam-
den Town, on the body of a

young woman, aged only

nineteen, and whereby, if they
see it, our dear girls who take

in such instructive journals
as the Englishwoman's Domes-

,

tie Magazine will be terrified
j

to no purpose by the infor-

mation that

" She was out three hours

with a perambulator, in which ,

was one child, and as she neared I

her destination she fell down in-

sensible. She was taken to 10,

Polygon, where upon examina-

tion by DR. SMELLIE, she was found quite dead. It was discovered that she

was very tightly laced, and DK. SMELLIE stated that death was caused by
effusion of blood on the brain, caused by fatty heart, accelerated by compres-
sion of the chest produced by tight-lacing. The jury returned a verdict in

those terms."

This statement, so inconsistently published by our once, and, we
hitherto supposed, our still fashionable contemporary, is calculated to

have a most unfashionable effect, namely, that of deterring girls from

following the revived fashion of lacing as tight as they can stand, and

tighter than they are sometimes able to go. But a propensity, which
seems a law of their nature, happily compels them, for the most part,

to follow the fashion regardless of consequences. The typical and

average woman can no more deviate from the dress of the day than an

animal can choose to change its skin or its spots. There is no fear

that any girls accustomed to tight-lacing will ever be induced to relin-

quish that practice which renders them such delightful objects to one

another, if ridiculous and repulsive to stupid men, by any such non-

sense as a report of the verdict of a coroner's jury ascribing death to

the effect of tight-lacing in accelerating fatty degeneration of the

heart. No apprehension of fatty hearts is excitable in intellects

which, dominated by a loveable instinct of imitation, brutal philoso-

phers consider fatuous, and sometimes dare to speak of their charming
possessors as fat-headed, and express the opinion that their heads

contain fat in the place of brains !

HONEY OUT OF THE ROCK.

MB. PUNCH did himself the pleasure of introducing to the world at

large his explosive contemporary the Rock, when that remarkable

journal started. He did so m obedience to the promptings of a pro-

phetic instinct that (if spared) the Rock would afford some good fun.

That instinct was accurate. Better fun than the
"
evangelical

"
journal

can be found only in Mr. Punch's own immortal columns. The Pro-

testant torch flames like a meteor in the troubled air. It is a pity that

the Rock's circle is limited, for though its correspondents, worthy
persons of the most exhausting enthusiasm, compliment it upon its tre-

mendous power to protect religion, and smash all the non-orthodox, it

reminds one of Mr. Quilp, who "
might have been a ship-broker, but if

he were, he broke up his ships so very small, that there was no seeing
the pieces." It is a reproach to mankind that the Rock is not more

known, and to do away, in some degree, with that reproach, Mr. Punch
has selected a few gems from the last number which has reached him,
and thus sets them for the civilised world :

THE ROCK ON THE STATE OF IRELAND.
' ' And whom has England gained in Ireland in lieu of the friends whom she

has alienated from her ? Absolutely none. There is far more disloyalty and
sedition in Ireland than there was thirty years ago, and a more intense na-

tional and anti-English feeling than ever existed before in that country."

THE ROCK ON WHAT THE LATE REV. ROBERT (" SATAN ") MONTGOMERY
WOULD HAVE SAID TO MR. GLADSTONE.

and destruction of that very Church he once so gloried to defend. Had the

RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, in 184S, listened to the wise, affectionate,

and prophetic warning of the EEV. ROBERT MONTGOMERY, he would now stand

before horror-struck Christendom, arraigned of the most impious and whole-

sale sacrilege on record !

"

THE ROCK ON LORD BYRON.
" But what of LORD BYRON : Surely there was fire bright, brilliant,

blazing fire enough in that heart but was it ever warmed with the glow of

a generous affection ; was it ever blest with the unspeakable bliss of a fervent

and abiding love ? The fire in BYRON'S heart was like the flame of the

volcano ; it tore his bosom to pieces, it tossed and upheaved his very being ;

it rushed out from him only to desolate and destroy all that was near it and
within its reach

;
it was not like the fire that burns in the lamp of Heaven, to

beautify and to brighten all that it looks down upon."

THE ROCK ON SHELLEY/.

" SHELLEY'S married life points precisely the same moral, and from the

same cause; for the intidel SHELLEY, like the infidel BYKON, was beyond
most men of his time capable of realising to the uttermost all that is most

beautiful and most poetical in human affection, and yet the natural fire

within him, which should have lighted the lamp of his earthly Paradise,

became, as in BYRON'S case, the tire of a volcano, and only burnt the heart

that it should have blessed."

THE HOCK ON BYRON AND SHELLEY.
" Both were ardent admirers of Republicanism and professed champions of

the rights of man (!) ; both became objects of admiration, of pity, and of

horror to the generation in which they lived
;
both loved to sing of the fasci-

nations of the flesh in strains of gross sensuousness, burdened, too, with the

curse of blasphemy, but splendid with the graces and glory of genuine poetry,
in which they painted to the very life the terrible influence of a godless un-

holy love in transforming the manhood of man into the brutishness of the

brute, or into the fury and fierceness of a fiend."

THE SOCK ON THE JESUITS.

" The Jesuits are not such simpletons as the Pall Mall Gazette seems to

imagine. Their unwavering purpose for more than half a century has been

fixed upon the accomplishment of that object which DR. MANNING looks upon
as the main business of his life to undermine and destroy the influence of

Great Britain as the leading Protestant Power in Christendom. Protestant

statesmen who understand this question do not trouble their heads with the

wild absurdities of modem Romish theology. 'Ihey find more congenial work

in looking after the occult diplomacy of the Vatican
; and, if we are not

greatly mistaken, the Council of Rome will supply some good material for

that study."

THE ROCK ON THE FACT THAT A SCOTSMAN HAS BEEN SHOT IN IRE-

LAND, THOUGH NEARLY ALL THE SOOTS MEMBERS VOTED FOR THE
DISESTABLISHMENT.

" What will the men of Scotland say to this
' immolation

'
of their country-

man ' on the altar of tenant-right
'

by the assassins for whom they sacrificed

their Protestant principles in pulling down at the last election the Protestant

Church of Ireland, professing, as they did, with MR. GLADSTONE, to glut and

gorge the cruel and insatiable hunger of the Popish wolves ?
"

It will be seen that one Abdiel-journal is
"
faithful alone among the

faithless found," and that the Rock is constant to the principles which

placed the Star of Brunswick on the Throne, and the Altar.

"MAY AND DECEMBER." Chaucer.

AN American paper gives the following account of the marriage of

an old fellow called VANDEBBILT, a railway millionnaire. Who shall

doubt the power of money when it causes such a lellow to be spoken

of, not merely civilly, but with adulation ?

" Not many months ago the COMMODORE VANDERBILT'S son fell desperately

in love with the charming daughter of one of the city officers. But for some

reason or other the father was unwilling that the young man should wed the

charming young lady, and there were sorrow and tears and coldness as a

result. At length the young man sickened and died. The young lady then,

for the first time, became known to the firm old father, who is 14. The latter,

in spite of himself, was pleased, then charmed, then in love as strong and

deeply as a youth of twenty. By presents at first, then attentions, then the

offer of his hand, his heart, and ' the keys of his chest,' was this love shown.

Each was accepted, and so the charming young lady became after all the wife

of a VANDEHBILT. As good as she is beautiful, the world says of her. And
a gallant knight is the hale old commodore."

A gallant knight ! If the story is true, an old ruffian were the fitter

word. He breaks his son's heart, evidently for no sort of reason, and

then buys the girl for himself.

" Over the recent deeds of the RIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, Prime
Minister of Great Britain and Ireland, might angels weep ! In what words of

fire would not the REV. ROBERT MONTGOMERY have denounced the bold
A Possible Erratum.

A SERIAL Tale is now appearing in Temple^ Bar, entitled "Red a3 a

ose is She." We hope gr

by Radicals and Socialists, devoted his power and his energy to the plunder for
" Red as a Nose is She

apostate, who in the decline of life, and in charity, we hope (of mental power ~ --- - -- -- -rr = ~
, ,

'

,.

and moral responsibilitv) has with matricidal hands, and aided and abetted Rose is bhe.
1 ' We hope great care is taken m printing tins Magazine,

f_ T>J > T.O ; ), -

certainly not read well.
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OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

XV. TO A MICHAELMAS GOOSE.
O Civic bird ! Thy flight for aye is stayed :

The lonely moor, the tranquil stubble-field,
The fen, the farm, the distant wold and weald,
Have sent thee southward sometimes carriage paid-
lo crown his board for whom the glittering blade
With nice

dexterity upraised, shall yield
Fierce onion and the milder sage, revealed
By one incision with due forethought made.
May those recall, who feast on thee, fond bird,
The time when ihou Home's Capitol didst save,Or later down, tliiit. memorable day,
When our great Queen was eating thec, and heard
Of Spain's Armada wrecked by wind, and wave,
And England freed from fear of alien sway !

XVI.-AUTUMV.

Another tenant of the year arrives.

Ejected Summer sadly moves away,
And Autumn, with nn aspect of decay,
His windy chariot thnmuli the forest drives,
And, despot in that !

,<<; rives
The moaning trees of nil their choice array,
Forced like unwilling children to obey
The tyrant terror of t heir simple lives.

Again great-coats are worn, again we burn
The cheerful produce of the irloomy mine,
Again to wliist mid oysters we return,
By artificial light asain we dine
For now we 've readied that, period of the year,
When comes October and October beer.

THE SHAM AT ST. CLOUD.

(Erpoted by Zadkiel.)

THERE has been nothing whatever the matter with LOTJIS NAPOLEON.
The "Voice of the Stars August, 1SG9," in ZADKIEL'S Almanack pro-
claims that :

" The chief feature of this month is the stationary position of Saturn very
near the Sun's place at noon on the birthday of an illustrious Princess. And
as on the 18th Jay Mare transits the opposite place of the Sun at noon on the
liiitlid iy <>f tin- K in; IIIT father, we may note that time for a portion of the

Now we observe that the Prince, her husband, has M. C. square
Saturn zod. con. = 27 51', and Sun square Mare zod. con.=27" 54'. These are
very serious; and I judge very serious consequences, which I do not feel at

liberty to explain more fully."

It can be hardly necessary to point out the obvious accomplishment
of this prediction in the trip of the PRINCE and PRINCESS OP WALES
to Wildbad. But the only other Royal or Imperial personages spoken

SLAVERY IX MTFOLK.
To M SIR,

I BAINT no skollard myself, but my bor JIM he goo to parsons
skule. and parson axed me what I thowt o' this here extrack from a
jarnal which be red tome, and as yow live in l/iinmm praps yow may
hev heerd on it t' sounded suffun like the Pa*l Maul Hat Set .

"
Apart from any consideration of personal enjoymmt, the ordinary rat-

of the labourer is not sufficient to maintain him in the health and
trenptli required for the efficiency, and therefore for the economy, of Ubour.
that it is impossible for him to mike any proruion out of hi* scanty earning

> and old age, and that all he has to look forward to ii a life of un-
intennittr<] toil, hut out from every hope of advancement, and ending with
his being pensioned ai a pauper on the poor-mo."

Well
say

1 arter parson bad explained all them loo* words I've
heerd as English folk hev paid down pretty bancota for emancipatun
niggers and if they 'd ony do the same for us poor labrers we 'd all sing
J be joyful and thank em for their help. Its weny bootiful to brag
about how Britons never never never wont be slaves hut I 'd like to
know if slavun for a wife and seven children npon 10 shillun a week
with northun but the Workus to look to and no Baccy, aint jist as bad
a lookout as they niggers hev bin born to and the wonder is faerm
labrers dont rise up in Rebellion like them Jaraaky Blacks. And
lookee here what parson read me out of the Paul JfcaW .

" It ii a significant fart that no reformer, however advanced, hu advocated
the admiMion of the agricultural labourer to UM franofess*. If use had not
familiariaed u to it, we should be ashamed that thu great clou U decidedly
in arrear of the general advance in comfort and well-being; and ia so wanting

lower in the political scale than
State*"

It taint much of a complement to tell us British labMH we be Lower
down than niggers. But I dont keer for thf francheesvso much as for

good bread and cheese with now and then o' Sundays a crumb of good
fat bacon. Still if I wur a woter I 'd am a pint or i o' Beer at lection
time may be and praps my wages ud be riz for to secure my wote and
influence ! But as 1 say to parson while us poor faermun labrers are
treated wuss than niggers why Gorm me ! 1 say yar gret folk mustnt
wonder at our poachun now and then to am a scrap o' meat. Nor yar
faermurs mustnt wonder if we do em skimpun sarvice. Fur it baint in
human natur to do good work on had feedun. And so no moor at

present from yars humbly to comand, G ,LM SCBOOOIM.
P.S. Uppud o' thuttyyeara labrer atlO shillun a week ia the employ

o' MUSTER SKINFLINT nigh to Ipsidge Sulfuk.

in independence and intelligence ae to be
even the emancipated slave* in the United S

FOOD FOR POWDER AND FIRE-DAMP.

How do the explosions of powder-mills, which are so frequent,
generally occur P Nobody, who could have told, can ever tell, because

everybody is blown up. So imagination sets to work supposing causes ;

friction of grit, spontaneous ignition, flashes of lightning, aerolites,

meteors, and so on. The more probable causation of most of these
accidents is suggested by a

paragraph in the Ttaft, which Hope, that

/, \nKir.i, predicted that he would "be extremely likely to encounter
fate on the 15th." Not a word is said about the EMPEROR OF THE
FKENCH, though we are told that:

"All persons born on the 2nd of December will suffer about or near the loth

day of the month."

Of course ZADKIEL is not such a humbug as to pretend to say that
the coup d'&tat was the MAS or DEC-HIKER'S birth.
The only reference to his Imperial Majesty under "Voices of the

Stars" for the present mouth is as follows :

" All persons born with the Moon in the same longitude are sure to agree.
This is the case with the I'OPK and NAFOI.EUN THB THIKU. llence they
agree, and the former is upheld by the latter."

Not a word about any illness of Louis NAPOLEON. That crafty
ruler lias only been ifaamnrinjr, of course with some sinister design.We shall know all about it by-and-liy, and then will ZADKIEL be

glorified, for the thousandth time Right Again !

" CAUTIOX TO WOKKMFX. No lees than AS men were impended at the

powder-mills of MKKMM. CruTtx AMI HAHVEY on Friday morning, for having
in thi-ir pos*esion pipes and lucifer-matchea, each being Marched a* he came
on the premises. The men are provided with books of rules, and order* are

posted in all parta of the building cautioning thote employed not to carry

pipea or matches."

What will make workmen cautious if not the fear of a blowing-up,
so much more severe than a reprimand as that of a powder-mill ?

Scarcely the mere risk of suspension from their employment. Probably
they would not even be restrained by liability to such suspension as

fin . per coll., and would strike their lights and smoke their pipes in the

midst of powder-works, though they might be hanged for it. What
can be a caution to fellows who must be idiotic as to the sense of

danger ? One would think that those powder-millers' men, as also

their like, the miners accustomed to light their tobacco by sucking
flame through their Davy-lamps, must be wretches tired of their lives

and wishing to commit suicide without incurring a verdict atfelo-de-te.

Bat even then, if that is their object with a view to decent burial, how
stupid they must be not to consider what sort oC interment they are

likely to enjoy if their bodies are blown to atoms !

Shooting Intelligence.

OUR Correspondent telegraphs as follows :

Curious Coincidence.

(Literatim.')

DEAR SIR, The Court Cirelar say that on Thursday PRINCE
CHRISTIAN went out for a deer drive I did the same, Hanson; (?) ,. In En(! iand lhe *,,, Terv short-
cabman charged me a shilling too much, by inserting wieh will oblidge, -

iu Scotland very little k'irt."

Your obedient Servant, A VICTIM.

[He should have overcharged such an idiot two shillings.]

This we now hear is attributable wholly to tiie late heat of the

weather.
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D/NA

UNINTENTIONAL SATIRE.

Donkey Boy (innocently, pointing out a couple of his animals). '"ERE yon ARK, SIR! 'ERE YOU AKE, Miss!"

HEY, JOHNNY GUMMING!
AIR "

Hey, Johnny Cope !"

HEY, JOHNNIE GUMMING ! are ye waukin' yet ?

Or aboot the Millennium talkin' yet ?

Gin ye were waukin' priests wad wait,
To shrive JOHNNIE GUMMING i' the mornin'.

JOHNNIE wrote a challenge to the POP" o' ROME,
Sayiu',

"
Sin" till the Cooncil ye've bid me come,

Gin I gang, can I speak as nae doggie dumb ?

I wad speer ye for light i' tlie mornin'."

When PAWPIE read the letter on,
He took him pen and ink anon,
" We '11 mak' short wark wi' this heretic son

O' Scotia an" RNOX i' the mornin'."

A line through MANNING the douce auld POP'
To JOHNNIE did in answer drop ;" Thae questions ye 'd speer We canna stop

To re-open the noo of a mornin'.

"
There 's nane can doot or deny that We

Are the Lord-Lieutenant o' Christendie.

D'ye spy ony green in Oar paternal ee ?

Get hoot wi' your chaff of a mornin' !

" Ye "re welcome at our Cooncil Ha",
Doon on your marrowbanes to fa'

An' your errors recant, and haud your jaw,
Nae mair o' your gab i' the mornin'.

" Ye '11 come to mak' submission mute,
We dinna argue or dispute,
Shall naething say but,

'

There 's Our fute,
Kiss that, JOHNNY CDMMING, i' the mornin' !

"

When JOHNNIE eat the POP'S reply,
Said he,

"
I baith doot an' deny,

An* sae do mony mair forbye,
The commission ye claim,of a mornin ."

Twice ten Munich Doctors of canon law

Acknowledge there 's nae rule at a"

To tell what the POP" says ex cathedra,
An" what aff of his throne i' the mornin'.

When Pawpish Doctors disagree
As to what maks gude the POP'S decree,

The warth o' t canna be ane bawbee
To ae canny Scot of a mornin'.

Nae dogmies Pio will discuss,

To prove whilk wad Auld Nick nonplus ;

And sae he cries non possumus :

Canna meet JOHNNIE GUMMING i' the mornin ,

Merely a Record.

M. DUMAS (not dear old MONTE CHBISTO) has expressed himself so

admirably upon the forgeries that imposed upon poor M. CHASLES (not

the accomplished PHILARETE) that no more need ever be said on the

subject.
" M. CHASLES," he observed,

"
had forgotten what was due

to HUYGHENS, the honour of his country, and to NEWTON, the glory of

humanity. The Academy associates itself with England and Holland
in saying that the reputations of NEWTON and HUYGHENS _have in no

way suffered by this attack either in their glory or their renown."

Loftily and -'ustly said, M. DUMAS. "Provincial Letters" please

copy.

DUCK Hllft

WHAT new London improvement reminds you ofa Submarine Cable ?
" A vire ducked," replied the miserable Cockney.
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. .

NON POSS.!"

PAPA Pius. "NO, DEAR DOCTOR CUMMING-YCU MAY K[SS MY TOE IF YOU LIKE, BUT

MUSTN'T SPEECHIFY."
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CASES SHOT FLYING.

HEADERS whoso relish of fun exceeds their philanthropy will he

more amused thau shocked by the following extract from the British

Medical Journal:

" ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL AND ITS OUT-PATIENTS.
" The iRur lit present rawed at St. Bartholomew'! Hospital between part of

the staff (as represented by UK. MAYO) anil the Governors of the Iiutitution,

is one about the results of which there can be but little doubt ; and a to it*

rigliU, none at all. 1>B. MAYO, on undertaking the office of House-physician,
finds that, in addition to his ward duties, he is required also to tee casualty

out-patient* ;
to take, indeed, a third-share of from 400 to 500 every morning,

and to see them at the rate of 100 per hour. His work in thi department
must be over by ono o'clock, for at that hour it Is his duty to attend the

physician of the day in his ward visit. Against this state of things UK. MAYO

protests."

Well may DR. MAYO protest against such a state of things. Yonr
friend in Horace often as, by way of a feat, he dictated two hundred

verses in au hour, ttata pedt in uap, never did anything eqnal to the

performance, exacted from a physician, of prescribing for 100 patients

in the same space of time. It is conceivably possible to knock off two

hundred verses for a poet literally standing at ease like a stork, but not

for a doctor, even on both legs, to knock off so many patients, though,
in attempting to do so, he would be likely enough to knock some of

them off with a vengeance, especially if he incurred a verdict of man-

slaughter. Indeed, the idea of a physician, despatching so many patients

in so short a time as DR. MAYO was required to do, suggests a compari-

son, not so much with the poet LUCILIUS, as with the historical dog

Billy, celebrated for killing a hundred rats in five minutes. The
benevolent Governors of St. Bartholomew's need only have their atten-

tion directed to the last instanced analogy to enable them to see the

necessity of providing a medical staff sufficiently large to insure all

the out-patients, as well as the inmates of that hospital, the full and

sufficient consideration of their several cases.

LINE OF BATTLE IN SMOKE.

WE trust we shall everpreserve our friendship with the countrymen
of HANS BREITMANN. We allowed Denmark to be robbed of Schles-

wig-Holstein, and tolerated the total theft of Hanover; so that there

seems to be no conceivable offence that can hook us into a war with

Prussia and Germany. That view is a pleasant one to contemplate for

thinking people, who, but for it, would be rendered very uneasy by the

following statement in a Times' leader on
" The Cruise of the Lords of

the Admiralty
"

:

" It has been imagined that the introduction of steam-power would render

naval tactics of extreme importance in any future engagement*, but when on

one occasion the ships were ordered to go into action, it was found that a few

minutes sufficed to envelope the whole fleet in so dense a cloud of smoke that

signals were no longer visible, and all that any vend could do was to fire u
rapidly as possible into the darkness around her."

Now, those Deutsohers are confoundly clever fellows : particularly

at chemistry. Gun-cotton, which was discovered by one of them, is a

substance they are at work on perfecting. No doubt they will soon

make it available, so as to supersede powder, for naval gunnery. Gun-
cotton goes oil' without smoke, lu the happily almost impossible event

of a war with them, our ships, enveloped in smoke of our own clumsy

making, would blaze awayat theirs in the dark, at random, with useless

guns of precision, whilst they would fire with unerring aim at the

flashes of our guns, and the end of our first sea-fight with them would

be, that the British would be sent to the bottom by the German Fleet.

The Recognition of Merit.

IT seems that a work entitled Lives of Eminent Serjeants is nearly

ready for publication. All who are interested in the welfare of our

Army must rtjoice that the gallant deeds of some of its non-com-

missioned officers are about to be made more widely known ; and the

wish will probably be felt that, as a sequel, the public may be favoured

with Lives of Distinguished Corporals, commencing with
" Le Petit

Caporal," the great NAPOLEON himself. It is not said to whom
the volume on "Serjeants" is to be dedicated probably to the

Commander-in-Chief.

VICE VERSA.

THE Post, in an ecclesiastical article, remarks :

" These things are a step in the adaptation of the Church to the masses."

Of altar candles, genuflexions, elevated wafers, and other Ritualist

instruments and acts you may say, on the other hand,
"
These things

are a step in the adaptation of the Masses to the Church."

MOST IMPORTANT

To all of the Tkeairifal Prafeuion ifhorn it may fonfern. A letter

addreurd in great hatte to Mr. Punch.

HISTORICALLY LEAHNK.H SIR,
You are archil-illogical, no end. Do you know this item *

Important to Clowns an nists generally. I have only jut
opened a book in whirli I 've found this most curious information :

" A Cardinal's Hat was destined for QKIKALOI, but he died just before hi*

intended promotion."

I closed the book at once, and rushed to the desk. What does
DK. GUMMING (" Gumming Events

"
I call him, 'cot be 's always

prophesying) what, I *y. does DR. GUMMING think of this

there 's hope for old I'antaloon to be
"
afterwards Bishop," Columbine

(whose original I suppine, by the way, was wife of COLUMBUS) will be
"
afterwards

'

; riweas," Ibtfequin a Subdeacon, and Sprites,

Acolytes. \Vhy, Sir, ths& MpnuBg idiut, the Converted Clown, is

nowhere after this. yourg> eTer>

SAK SCDDEX.

P.S. On continuing my penual of the book I find (in honesty I am
bound to inform you) that the above item of surprising intelligence is

part of the history of Monaco, in the middle ages, and that the illus-

trious ancestor of the great bulfoon was Bishop and Prince of that

historical Principality. What 's in a name ? Why enough to mislead

yours, ever, S. S.

THE TDB IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE.
" The nw had been washed, ju*t washed in a shower."

THIS poetical statement may be augfMtad to-the Londoner returning
to Town by the appearance of t he statues in Trafalgar Square, although
it is applicable to them only in part. They look as fresh as the man-

gold, turnips, and other root-crops
washed by the late rains, but have

themselves been washed with dilate sulphuric acid. NAPIER and
HAVELOCK have been niueh improved by the application of this deter-

gent; so has GEORGE THE FOUHTII, who has also had a good deal of

vitriol in a more concentrated form poured on his memory. NAFIER
looks remarkably bright ; HAVELOCK is as clean, but of a more sober

brown : and the eve reposes on a GEORGE of the same hue. only
darker. But His Majesty has been effectually cleaned, and the First

Gentleman in Europe" can no longer be classed among the Great

Unwashed.
SIR EDWTJC'S lions at the base of NELSOS'S column retain their

sombre colour, which contrasts strikingly with the brilliancy of the

genius that designed them. They remain dark lions, not to say black

Eons, for a black lion does not exist in creation, exists only on canvass,

or rather, perhaps, we should say board, and is not to be named im

connection with SIR EDWIN LANDSEER, at any rate. Indeed, did the

Catalogue of the Royal Academy Exhibition ever contain any entry of

a work of Art by anybody whomsoever to which an
appropriate quota-

tion or motto could have been considered to have been adjoined in

/,< VV Mf/fliii.-i

In London, having, as Englishmen, experienced the advantage of

cleanliness, we are now, from tubbing ourselves, proceeding to tub our

statues. In Continental capitals, of which the air contains little soot,

the monuments may not stand in need of that process so much as the

inhabitants do.

CORRUPTERS AND CADS.

THUS, truly in a sense, remarks the Time*, in a leader suggested by
the Election Commissions :

" It has been said that there would be no bribery if there were wo gentlemen
to bribe."

Well ; yes : with regard to what that statement means. But there

are no gentlemen to bribe. There are blackguards. Only blackguards

bribe; blackguards only are bribed; but the former blackguards,

knowing better than the latter, are the worse, and. richer as they are,

wanting the excuse of want, more richly deserve imprisonment and

hard labour.

A New School.

A NEW critical journal is announced, to come from the respected
house in Albemarle Street. It is to be called The Aeade*t. Now
Academia was a piece of land on the Cephissus, six stadia from Athens,

originally belonging to a hero, ACADEMDS, and subsequently a gym-
nasium. Here taught PLATO, whose followers were hence caled

Academics. The editor of the Arademy told us this in the strict con-

fidence of a classical dictionary. For ourselves we have only to express
our hope that in this Academy the birch will be unsparingly used.

There is a precious deal of sound flogging wanted in various quarters.
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"THE GRECIAN BEND."
DOES NOT TIGHT-LACING AND HIGH HEELS GIVE A CHARMING GRACE AND

DIGNITY TO THE FEMALE FIGURE ?

FOREIGN NOTES AND QUEEIES.
I SEE that some intrepid tourists, when they get among the mountains, stick

securely to the valleys, and never risk their valuable lives in foreign climbs. Yet

they provide themselves with alpenstocks of most portentous size, and get them
branded with the names of the heights they have ascended ; such, for instance,

as Lucerne, Brienz, and Interlaken, and the like terrific eminences. These

names may well strike terror to untravelled friends at home; but, as a look at

Murray might weaken the illusion, I tbink it would be safer to inscribe upon one's

alpenstock the heights which one has climbed to in getting to one's bedroom.

The tourist who arrives late at any Swiss hotel, unheralded by either a courier or

telegram, will find he has to mount to the eleventh staircase, that he may roost,

like house-sparrows, just beneath the roof. The feats of Alpine climbing which
he will thus accomplish in the course of a month's tour will be engraven on his

memory, and, I think, might fitly be branded on his alpenstock.
" Id on marque

les batons," should be prominently placarded in every Swiss attic.

How is it that our naturalists account for the strange fact that chickens which

are served at Continental tables d'hote are generally quadrupeds, and that appa-

rently two drumsticks are grown upon each leg ?

I asked a fellow tourist his opinion of the Rhine.
"
Wai, Sir," he said,

"
it 's not so grand as our North River. We haint got

them old castles, toe be sure, but our water's twice as broad, and our rocks air

twice as big, and mostly perpendic'lar." I remarked that the Rhine ruins were

extremely picturesque, and certainly enhanced the beauty of the river.
"
Wai,"

said he,
"

I shouldn't wonder if our builders could put us up a few, if we offered

them the contract. But our people don't deal much in ruins, that's a fact: and
when you come to think of it, you can't say there 's much use in "em."

The Robbers of the Rhine, by the way, have some descendants, but they now
live in hotels, and not in

" them old castles." One of them charged me three-and-

sixpence for a single slice of salmon, which I had incautiously ordered for my
breakfast. Moral: Don't go to the Rhine without plenty of the rhino.

BYRON was inspired by the grandeur of the Alps, but his inspiration never led

him to compose such wondrous lines as these : I discovered them in manuscript,
8,000 feet above the level of the sea :

" We rose at four, and our faces we soaped,
Then in the clouds our way we groped,

But to see the view we vainly hoped.
For the mountains in mist were enveloped."

Mrs. Malapropos descendants are not yet extinct. One
of them in my hearing asked if there was any danger
now in going up the Gemini ; while another sadly puzzled
me by saying that she wanted a Dinah a la carp, to be
served at eight precisely in the Salamander.

Why are not chefs more careful in writing their menu ?
Cacography may often lead to hideous mistakes. I have
seen

"
chevreuil

"
so scribbled that SMITH has asked for

"
encore un morceau du cheval," whereat JONES has very

rudely vented a horse-laugh.

CHORUS OF INFURIATED SPANIARDS.

Santiago! GENERAL SICKLES
Talk to us of Cuba ! Pickles !

By our TUBAL, son of JAPHET,
Hot and hot we '11 let him have it.

Sons of those who took Saguntutn,
Shall a Yankee cuss affront 'em ?

In the name of AFRICANUS,
Shall Americans disdain us ?

We, whose glory was SERTORIUS,
Shall we stoop to act inglorious ?

By the fame of CID RODRIGO,
Let him threat, to battle we go.

By the valour of ALPHONSUS
We will crack the Yankee sconces ;

By the fires of TORQUEMADA,
Let him hit, we '11 hit him harder ;

By the egg of proud COLUMBUS,
Shame that he our soil encumbers,
By the wisdom of XIMENES,
Serve him as we served the Sheenies ;

By the dashing deeds of CORTEZ,
Let us punch his head, my haughties ;

By the plunder of PIZARRO,
Shoot this Washington cock-sparrow ;

By the spouse of Bloody MARY,
We will tame him, a la RAREY,
By the shameful rock, Gibraltar,
He shall dangle in a halter.

By our licking at Trafalgar
We regard him vilius alga.

By the English BARON DOURO,
Each man shout, like CACUS,

"
Uro !

"

By the fatal Trocadero,
He has made each man a hero ;

By the bold DE LACY EVANS,
Send our war-cry to the heavens ;

By the windmills of DON QUIXOTE,
Off, and seek your father N ick, sot :

By the novels of CERVANTES,
Trash your philanthropic cant is ;

By the noble works of CALDERON,
Hang him, oak, elm, ash, or alder on ;

By the dramas of DE VEGA,
Let us kick the cheeky nigger.

Santiago! GENERAL SICKLES
Talk to us of Cuba ! Pickles !

HIS EMINENCE DEAN CLOSE.
"
OXONIENSIS," in the Times, says, touching the Very

Reverend the DEAN or CARLISLE, who lately delivered a

remarkable discourse on the tendencies of modern science :

" The Dean appears obnoxious to the charge of two gratuitous

assumptions viz., that the progress of science must necessarily,
and actually does, tend to the subversion of the Christian re-

ligion, and, as a corollary, that the attitude of Christianity to

scientific discovery must be one of uncompromising, and, I think
I may say, contemptuous antagonism."

The old proverb right again! Extremes meet. How
close is the proximity of DEAN CLOSE to the POPE ! In
ideas as to the relation of Science to Faith, CARDINAL
CULLEN himself could not be closer.

WHAT NEXT ? That the lower classes have not a mono-

poly of ignorance is proved by the deplorable fact that a

London police-Magistrate the other day, wished to know
wuat a witness meant by a

"
dickey !

"
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PUNCH TO THE POPE.

EAR AND HOLY FATHER,
If you please, may 7

come to the (Ecumenical
Council ?

I need not promise to

HOW TO MAKE A PIECE "GO."

(A Modem Receipt.)

CHOOSE an immoral subject, or one taken from some French,
German, Spanish, or Italian play. In this latter ease it may be per-

^ r fectly moral. In announcing it, call it a New Plat, omitting all mention

behave like a gentleman, as
,

of originality. (N.B. Call-all your plays New 1'Ujfs, whether original

I never do anything else,
j

or "o1
. alirayi omitting the word

"
original." Safest course.)

I will not even wink at As- Hint to one or two people, a* a teeret, that an incident in your new
i LI when any particu- piece is taken from the French. Do this in plenty of time before its

larly beautiful lady comes production.
into the gallery. I will make Jtftuu. One or two people in the secret will tell one or two people
no speech until invited to out otil. The one or two thus let into the secret will set to work to

do so, and 1 will not once make a guinea or so by writing a magazine article on Originality i

ay
"
Roo-ey-too-ey !

" liramatie H'riling, wherein your piece will be mentioned with its inci-

It appears to me that you,
dents from the French.

dear Father, ought at least '''his is one push towards making the piece "go."
to give my request the con- The secret will have oozed out by this time, if yon hare carefully

sideration which you gave informed two of the most intelligent of your performers how you have

to that of DR. JOHN CUM- adapted certain scenes (don't include dialogue, or their estimate of your

MING, "of Scotland." You talents will be considerably lowered) from the French, or German, or

are not kept quite 'so well Spanish, &c. This, through the circulating medium of the social

posted up (as our American "Clubs" and houses of call where certain literary and dramatic

friends say) in Protestant geniuses are wont to assemble, will soon incite ready wits with ready

affairs, as would be well be- P*ns * search for the original play itself, and attack you with transla-

fore Infallibility speaks or lions and comparisons in any journal with which they may be con-

writes, or you would know that I am equally entitled with GUMMING neetcd.

to be heard as the representative of Protestantism. In fact, we stand,
' This is another posh.

as regards that matter, in exactly the same footing in the eyes of Great Then some great mind will write to the Time*. Then some other

Britain. As to our respective fooling, 1 may say, revewing the words feat mind will reply. One will swear it is all, every bit of it, from the

of Sir Andrew Aguecheek, "I do it with a better grace,. but he does it
i
French, or German, or Spanish, the other will deny the entirety of the

more natural." theft, but will admit it in part. These gentlemen will, of course meet

Mo A O h/tU Pon,o, ;t ]< * v u j r iu i. i r y u at dinner at the house of a brother author, and the point will be
y dear holy lather, it would not be more absurd for the head of

'
i . , 1

distasteful to the Ultramontanes.

Well, I claim the same respect as that you have shown the Scotch
Doctor. But I have some personal claims of my own which I proceed

,1
to advance. Do you know my.history ? Did you ever see my Drama ? _:.

descends from his pedestal and stays

raging war : for the world is now in excitement and is feverish

with anxiety to know what the Chief will say. He writes in his best
It came from Italy.

t je a^^^ [uci(i Kfori Of "the foreign and the English work, and
1 am entitled to the veneration of the Romish Priesthood for the

,, , ,., ,

following reasons :

1. I got rid of my wife. Celibacy for me !

2. I delivered over my enemy to the civil power, whereby he was
put to death.

3. I banged the beadle thus protesting against the iniquitous in-
terference of secularism.

4. I smashed the lawyer I despise all laws but those of my own
making.

5. I pitched the baby out of window for crying i.e. protesting.
6. I pretended to demolish the Devil.

Now, really, dear Father, 1 think that, my dress excepted, I am as

leaves the case so very much where it was that the much-desired result

must follow, tiz. :

That everybody icitl g andjudgefor himtflf.

This, Gentlemen, is the way to make a piece go now-a-days. And,
Gentlemen, where 's the trouble and labour? Sum up :

Piece in aforeign language. Adapt il. Thoroughly Anplicue it. An
afternoon will do that.

Drop hintt about it. This occupies a week or so. After this you
leave it to itself. You stay at home at ease. You read the disc

You see whither it all tends. Good. You refuse to break your silence.

You will not appear to plead at the bar. A letter to the Chief of the

Critics, private, might take you five minutes, sending him the book,
marked by you, of course. Smoke your cigar, read more and more dis-

good a Catholic ecclesiastic as any that will come to the Council. For
i cussions, and 'inspect your nightly receipts.

my costume, I would say in DR. CUMMISG'S Latin, Cuiiilloi non fecit
\

A(hiee.Pu.t by something considerable for that rainy day (to you)
monkeyum. But I will attire myself as you please, if you will let me when such dodges will no longer serve, and the pubjic taste (for better
come. or for worse) has changed. la the meantime decimate a portion of

I would not be unpleasant, but the defection of FATHER HTACINTHE, your gains for a tour on the Continent where lie all the materials for
the grandest preacher in your church, and his declaration tlut your your trade, and get a smattering of German, Spanish, Italian, and, in

Council is a tyranny and a sm against humanity, are bores for you, fact, of any language with which you may not be acquainted. Who
and you need snme compensating Mat. Have me.

Come, dear Father, send me an invitation, and I will throw over
ISMAIL PASHA and Suez, though I look upon the Canal as a greater
miracle than any in your list.

Deign to receive the assurance of mucli more respect than DR.
Crnmnro showed the aged and venerable High Priest of a great

your Well-wisher,

JJUXC1S

until yon have posted

though mistaken sect, and believe me,
Saint Bridget's Church-lard.

lease, show this toP.S. Do not,

your answer. He is

a good-looking man.

doubts but there are comedies and plays in all ?

PRIGGTWIGS.

Bird and Beast.

" Well done, Well done, Hyacinthus my Sou'."
THaclitray.

Now is the time for Rome ! N ow for a manifestation of ecclesiastical

power. We all know the history of II >
s, and how he was

slain by a quoit miraculously directed at his head. Father Ih.u IXTHL

has descended from his pulpit, and denounces the (Ecumenical Council.

If the POPE in that Council has half the supernatural power claimed

for him, let the defiant Carmelite be physically floored. If this can't

be done, the Council had better shut up it is an anachronism Hamlet

without the Prince ofDenmark iu. fact, a Sham.

IN a pro-Fenian speech, full of Fenian frenzy, addressed at Castlebar
to a meeting on behalf of the Fenian convicts, MR. GEQUGE HENRY
MOORE, M.P., is reported by "Ax IM-I -IHK.R" in the Times to have ,

referred to the British Parliament as "the beast of Parliament." It's thoughts by means of conversation ? This is a mute point, which has
an ill bird that does that, to its own nest which MK. MOORE is said to

; frequently been mooted. One fact at least is certain. In Scotland at

have done. If he has done it, how long will the other nestlings con- 1 this season, wherever you may go, you are sure from all your sporting
tinue to stand him ? friends to hear accounts of deer 's talkin?.

Interesting to Naturalists.

Cows ruminate, we know, but can dumb animals exchange their
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THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE (SKETCHING) SEASON."
Papa.

"
THERE, HENRY I IF TOTT COULD DO LIKE THAT, I 'D HAVE TOT; TA.UGBT DRAWING, MY BOY !

"

"UP WITH THE BLACK FLAG!"

THE "Men of Business
"
have been at it again, and nicely they have

done it. Down went the Albert Assurance the other day, and now
the European has collapsed. What goes next ? We hear, the

And who cares, except unhappy policyholders, who have been living
in the comfortable faith that they had provided for their widows and
children, and now find that they have done nothing of the sort, the
" Men of Business

"
having made mistakes. Those poor holders care,

of course, and some hang themselves, as they are not now afraid of

vitiating their policies by the act. Some begin with old hands to try
to scrape a little. We have not heard of any of them throwing a
Director or two out of window.
But the rest of the world takes no heed of the ruin. It reserves its

indignation for twopenny police cases. A servant-maid sets her affec-

tions on a thief, and he sets his on the plate. All respectability is in
a hot rage, and would hang both. A couple of rogues break into a
church and take out the halfpence, and bits of tobacco-pipes, and
buttons, in the dusty old charity box. Sacrilege and transportation
are the household words on every respectable tongue.
But the

" Men of Business
" who take a hard-worker's money, half-

year after half-year, solemnly pledging themselves to pay a lump sum
at his death they smash up. Nobody proposes to hang any of them.
We really do not know why.
Just as an experiment made on a vile body ?

Let us have no ex post facto laws, but let it be understood that the
Directors of the next Assurance Company that collapses shall be
hanged.
The process can do no harm, and may do much good.
It should be done on the premises, in the Board Room. The Black

Flag Assurance Society would be a name of remembrance among
"Men of Business."

BOTHERATION !

ON the Irish Land Question everybody is of course at sea.

they should try to promote the Irish Fisheries.

Then

AND WHAT THEN ?

" At the last meeting of the Anthropological Society of London, DR, BEDDOE
read a paper on the stature and bulk of man in the British Islands. He
found the tallest men in Upper Galloway, the heaviest in Berwickshire, and
the smallest among the Spitalfields weavers.'

'

MOST valuable and interesting statistics. Next to knowing how
many pennies piled up would be as high as the Monument, and what is

the united age of nine old idiots who dined together on the 1st April,
we rejoice in acquiring the above information. But let us have some
more r From investigations by our own Special Commissioner, we are

able to inform DR. BEDDOE that in Cornwall are the most men who
squint, in Devonshire the most men who have the hiccups, in Dorset-

shire j the most men who put their knives into their mouths, in

Zummersetshire the most men who go to sleep in church, in Sussex
the most men who snore, in Hampshire the most men who stutter, in

Berkshire the most men who scratch their heads, in Derbyshire the

most men who like onions, in Worcestershire, the most men who wish
when they see a piebald, and in Herefordshire the most men who never
blow their noses. Knowledge is power, and here is a power of know-

ledge. Bravo, BEDDOS ! bravo, Punch !

"
Seely," i.e., Lucky. Spenser.

THE Author of Ecce Homo succeeds CANON KINGSLEY in the chair of
Modern History at Cambridge. LORD SHAFTESBURY is as well as can
be expected, and ARCHDEACON DENISON is so much recovered that no
further bulletins will be issued.

Why the Viaduct Isn't Opened.
ALL 's done, the work of trowel, stone-saw, forge :

Admit the public. Not so fast, by George !

Wait till Great Beadledom can Strut and Gorge.

DISINFECTING FLUID. Mr. Punch's Ink.
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"THE MORE HASTE, THE LESS SPEED."

Intelligent Peasant (who has been overlooking our Artitts with much interat).
" YAK HATE 's A STAISIN' o' Hia'jf A'KADT, Snt I

"

Happy,
No

A GRIN FOE CHESHIRE CATS.
" CALL no man happy before his death P

"
as a rule. Bat'we may

venture to call one living man happy? Whom? His name indeed
we know not, bat his office is named in the subjoined extract from the
Pall Mall Gazette .

" The PHINCB and PRINCESS op WALES are shortly to visit Chester, and
the old city i in a fever of loyalty OR the subject. At a meeting yesterday
1500 was promised in subscriptions for the purpose of welcoming their Royal

Highnesses in a becoming manner. The Mayor put his name down for 500."

On perusal of the foregoing paragraph a musical and poetical person
in narrow circumstances might impulsively sing perpetrating a gross
parody :

, happy, happy Mayor !

one but the rich,
None but the rich,

None but the rich that sum could spare.

"To be good is to be happy," said some unthinking moralist

perhaps WALKZB. How could lie know that ? Nobody is absolutely
good, and people are actually unhappy in proportion to their relative

goodness, unless they have as much money as they want to spend after

having paid all the expenses of doing their duty in every way, so as
iiot to be obliged to practise any self-denial, which is as irksome as it

is virtuous, and makes anybody who really practises it miserable. To
be rich is to be happy, in as far you can.

"
Money 's not happiness." That is no lie.

Certainly money 's not what it will buy.
What will it not, but natural good health ''.

Cure, bought that may be, can't be but with wealth.

Money 's not victuals, nor is money wine
;

But, wanting money, who can drink or dine ?

Happiness money is not, there 's no doubt
But money how much happiness without ':

With it, if you sufficiently are stored

How much ? As much as this world can afford ?

Think how newly sufficiently well off a man must be to be capable of

putting his name down for, and really meaning to pay, 500 for the

purpose of a temporary demonstration of loyalty not necessarily expen-
\\~liere will all the flags, the banners, the music, the flowers,sivc.

possibly the fireworks, wherein that money will be spent to signify
sentiment which might as well be expressed by shouting, and would

probably be taken for granted without even that, where will it all be

the day after the PRINCE or WALES'S departure from Chester ? Like
the elements of HERR BRKITMAXH'S

"
Barty

"
:

" All goned fv mil de Uger beer

Afay in de ewigbeit r

Happy is the man who can afford to let 500 go away into the

ewiplic.it. Happy he whose while it would be equally worth to play
ducks and drakes with the money. Happy, thrice happy, loyal ana
opulent Mayor of Chester !

THE NEW L.J.C.

1 The Lord Advocate is Ma. MOUCMIJT, not MB. MOSCWTF."
/ . N -

' t ma

HAVING stared hereat for half an hour,
With a double eye-glass of treble power,

We cleared up the mystery dark :

His
"
e

'

must come before his
"

i,"

But to save mistake of such awful dye.

(A. very good judge he'll be, by the bye)
\V e 're to call him LORD JiDSTICE CLERK.

Great Excitement.

Is consequence of the advertisement of a book entitled The
"
Sty-

*W" or the City of the Single, Mr. Punrk has received countless

letters from unmarried ladies, begging of him to tell them where this

interesting city is, and whether the single who inhabit it are single

gentlemen. His private secretaries are busy night and day answering
these inquiries.

VOL, tvn.
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CROWING ON ONE'S OWN-OELMONICO.

\

HE Harvard crew obligingly reserved, until getting
home, the true reasons of their defeat by Oxford.

*'

Here they admitted that everything had been fair

and honourable, and that the best men had won.
But at a banquet at DELMONICO'S, in New York, they have had another
tale to tell. They attribute their defeat,

1. To their not having been allowed to run about for exercise, at

Putney, in the costume of Adam before the Fall.

2. To their not having been able to get sea-bathing at Putney.
3. To "

bother
"

in getting food, which they say they had to obtain

secretly, and at different places, for fear of its being "drugged."
4. To their having got the

" wash
"

of the Oxford crew.

It is almost a pity that these things were not thought of sooner.

The first difficulty could easily have been met by a police order like

that issued in behalf of LADY GODIVA. The second, by an express
train being always ready to rush off with them to Brighton. The
third, we own, was serious, but the precautions taken with race-horses

might have been adopted, and a Taster have been appointed by the

American minister. As to the fourth, we can only say that Cambridge
never raised such an objection, and, with all deference, we think it is

rather a wishy-washy excuse. We half suspect that the American
nature is not suited to athletic contests in which, sad to say, somebody
must be beaten. However, here is an end of an affair which perhaps
had better not have come off.

A LIGHT MATTER.

IT is alleged that an invention has recently been made whereby
sewage, by some process, is converted into gas. Setting the Thames
on fire may be. therefore, viewed as possible, and, doubtless, also

profitable. Perhaps, too, the invention may be turned to such good
use that our sewage may be burned before polluting our fair river.

We now throw it to the dogs by wasting it at Barking. By cpnvert-
ing it to gas we should certainly establish the fact of our enlighten-
ment. The cost of gas at present is so heavy here in London that

nobody but millionnaires can afford well to make light of it.

A Lively Spot.

SOME people have curious notions. A Correspondent of the Athe-

Bum, who has been at Cette, after telling us that he
" mounted the

famous hill which dominates the town to get a good view of the
beautiful Mediterranean," goes on to speak of the scorpions to be
found on this hill

?
and concludes by saying,

"
Cette, too, is famous for

mosquitoes ; in fact, it is altogether a most interesting place." Scor-

pions and mosquitoes ! opinions perhaps might differ, as to Cette being"
a most interesting place."

A SPIEITUAL SALE.
" What a scandal, to take up a newspaper and find whole columns devoted

to the advertisements of sale of livings ; and to see the tone and language of
some of the advertisements themselves!" Archbishop of Canterbury's
Address, Sept. 2, 1869.

GOING, going, going !

I 'm going to tell you a tale,

Stranger than any you ever could learn

From spirits that rap or tables that turn,
Of a very remarkable sale.

Going, going, going !

No need very far to go.

Buy the Ecclesiastical Gazette,
Where "

Spiritual
"
goods and chattels are set,

The zeal of unbeneficed clerks to whet,
Like

"
temporals

"
all of a row.

Going, going, going !

The articles selling here
Are of Church Preferment some rare tit-bils,

And SIMON MAGUS himself he sits

Enthroned as auctioneer.

Going, going, going !

(Number three hundred and eight)" The present incumbent is eighty-two ;

"

Let 's hope that he 's ailing and feeble too,

But, youthful apostles, in any case you
Can't have very long to wait.

Going, going, going !

Perchance it may help him on,
When he hears the chink of the purchaser's gold,
And knows his poor frail life is sold

We may trust very soon this disciple old
Will be going, going, gone !

Going, going, going !

Number one is, of course, the best.
"
Walled gardens well-stocked and pleasure grounds,"

I'm free to confess, MR. BAGSTER, it sounds
Like an

"
everlasting rest."

Going, going, going !

GEORGE ROBINS this smacks of you"
Magnificent views

"
and

"
a house replete

With every convenience
"

the buyer may meet,
Who goes in for number two.

Going, going-, going !

Reflect, before you refuse,
The "

views
"

described with cool effront'ry
Are simply views across the country,

And not
"

religious views."

Going, going, going !

Particulars may be seen,

Though
"
confidentially

" names must lurk

In that interesting spiritual work,
SIMON MAGUS his, Magazine.

Going, going, going !

(Three hundred and twenty-five)
" A lawn and paddock and pond of fish."

If fishes, not
"
men," the rector may wish

To "
cure," for a future dainty dish,

It's here he can
"
catch 'em alive."

Going, going, going !

Here 's a buyer
"
declining pews."

It 's plain his sermons don't draw renters.

Another rather likes Dissenters
"
Holds Evangelical views."

Going, going, going !

The sooner it 's going and gone,
The sooner we call ourselves Mormon or Turk,
The better,

"
if this is Christian work,"

Or Christian
"
goings

"
on !

Wonderful Invention.

EVERYONE has heard of self-made men, but it may not perhaps be

equally well known that there are also
"
Ready-made and Bespoke

Tailors." Patterns can be had on application.
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THE EMPEROR AND THE PRESS.
WHO can wonder that the EMFEROR respects the liberty of the press ?

This is how French journals comment on his recent illness :

"
It is with ineffable delight we can apprise our anxious readers that

the slight indisposition which the EXFUOR has suffered has definitely
taken a most favourable turn. His Majesty last night enjoyed at
least an hour of uninterrupted sleep, partly owing to an opiate which
the skilful M. NKI.\TOS had prudently prescribed. Refreshed by this
unusual period of repose, the Imperial Convalescent, as we happily
may call him, has found himself robust enough to walk about his
chamber for upwards of five minutes, without the least fatigue. Such
unwonted exercise occasioned, as was natural, a good appetite for

dinner, when Hig Majesty consumed the greater portion of a biscuit,
and washed it down a 1'Anglaise with a cup of warm weak tea." Le
(lobewauche.
" We lenrn on credible authority that at an early hour last evening

the EMPEROR sneezed three times before he went to bed. This momen-
tous circumstance has naturally caused great agitation on the Bourse,
and Kentes before mid-day declined as much as five centimes. How-
ever, in the afternoon things wore a brighter aspect, a report having
sained ground, mainly owinpr, it is said, to operators fora rise, that the
sneezes were occasioned by a pinch of snuff. L'Ouri Financier.

"
Anxious though wo arc to allay the apprehension which publicly

prevails on I he. all-engrossing subject of the Imperial health, truth

obliges us to mention that the death of NAPOLEOJT THE FIRST oc-
curred as we all know in his ti fly-second year. His four brothers,
it, is true, lived longer than nd two of them attained the
somewhat advanced age of more than livc-anoVaw*aaty years. Longevity
is therefore n ILEON THE THIKD,
we must remember, is a fatalist, and the frequent reflection on the
death of near relations is naturally likely to shorten any life." Le
frelon Burtitlais.

"
It rejoices us to learn that his Majesty the EMPEROR has so far

regained the health which is so precious to us all, that he is able to
resume his literary labours, and is making daijy progress with his fa-

vourite romance. We allude to his so famous Hittoirt de Ctiar. whereof
the second volume was scarcely a success. The mere fact that he is

able to take a pen in hand, and turn his thoughts to any subject than
himself (if His Majesty indeed can be regarded as a subject) will be
bailed throughout the Empire as of favourable import, and will no
doubt allay the feverish excitement of the Bourse. We must, how-
ever, add that the Imperial Convalescent still suffers such debility that
he has barely strength to dot an "i" or cross a "t." He writes

propped up by pillows, having his hand guided by his faithful private
secretary, and resting from his labours after every long word." Le
Babillard Quotidien.

"
It may be definitely stated that the EMPEROR next Wednesday

will proceed to either Biarritz, or Vichy, or Dieppe, where the saline,
or rural, breezes we trust will soon restore his saghtly shattered con-

stitution, and permit him to resume his useful labours for the State.
That we have ample grounds for making this announcement will be

apparent when we state that M. NELATON was yesterday discovered in
the act of examining the 'marche des trains' of certain railways,
leading to the restorative places we have named." Le Menteur
L iiirersel.

" The EMPEROR this morning smoked three whiffs of a cigar. This
is a convincing sign of his amendment, and it may be asserted, with-
out fear of contradiction, that the prophecies of the alarmists have had
an end in smoke." Petit Journal des Xiais,

"The Impej-ial invalid is rapidly recovering, and, if there be no
relapse (though this is common in such cases), his sanguine friends

may hope to hear ere long of his removal for awhile to the sea-side.
That this long-expected journey is still regarded by his household as a

possible event, may be gathered from the fact that Monsieur X. has
bad instructions to

supply
a new bath-chair, adapted for the beach.

We learn, too, that the EMPKHOII'S travelling carriage has been fitted

with spring cushions, and the lock of his portmanteau has been recently
well greased. La Guepe Gauloise.

More Waves.

STRANGE to say, a paragraph that has appeared in the paper, with
the heading

" Waves of Sickness," says not a word about the incon-
venience too many suffer in crossing the Channel. This is the more ex-

traordinary, because it tells us that
"
the summer wave of sickness then

[about the first week in June] sets in and rises rapidly, attaining its

summit in August, which has shown itself the most sickly month of
the year." The paragraph in question has reference to the parish of

Islington, but how there can be waves of any kind at Islington, of all

places in the world, is not easy to understand.

OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

XVII.-AT A |-\SIIH>SAI!|.K A\I> .US WATERING PLACE.
WE tread historic ground : this quaint parade
In song and story holds a famous place ;

Along its walk, beneath its Colonnade,
Around its crystal Spring, with easy pace
The beau, the beauty, and the burly sage
.I'wxsos's huge form and CHUDLEIGH'S dangerous face,
Great N ASH. and he, the darling of onr stage,
GARRICK, all wit, vivacity and grace
have passed, in awful wig and stiff brocade,
In patch and powder, pearly lawn and lace,
To taste these waters, lounge beneath the shade
Of these old limes and gossip round their base,
Or buy, as I shall ere I go away,
This dainty ware with delicate inlay.

kings ;

we owe

XVIII. TO A HIGHLY INTELL1GEST DOO.

Not for thy royal name borne long ago
By him the braven of thy country's
Not for thy wakeful care to which w
Immunity from peril* Hi4nj> brines ;

Nor yet because thy uuUiful spirit cheers

My mdanrholr hours, wnen the world is struge,

An^^wlikdJ
feud

XD1diid!Zr%
lor tkeae thy merits (pn^Tby'me), dear do*.
1 would not vaunt thoe to tfcis frigid age,
Nor aak of Pnnck tir MUM to oatologue
With those immortals win illume his page ;

But and bards to come Ay praises will repeat
for howling, BRUCE, at organs in the i

QUOD MffiJ

PERHAPS, some time hence, in hot weather, Poor Lav Guardians
will advertise for tenders to supply workhouses with ice. Chtrnlstr
and sardines will be allowed for breakfiwt, good sound dan*, wnl be

ordinary beverage at dinner, and there will be a sntokhwDom
where those who like can have a cigar with seltzer-water and Tjrandy
afterwards. On Christmas-day, and other high festivals, mock-turtle

soup will be replaced with real in the richer unions. There is no
saying how comfortable workhouses will not be made when people
in general shall really come to love their neighbour as themselves
oat of Church.
In the meantime a ticket-of-leave man foes before a Magistrate at

Greenwich, and charges himself with having broken the conditions of
his licence by not reporting himself monthly to the police. Let out of
Millbank he had first gone to sea, then had travelled all over the

country, seeking work and finding none. Threatened with starvation,
he had before him the choice of the workhouse or the prison. II

petitioned the Magistrate to send him back to Millbank. But the

Magistrate decided that he had not infringed the Habitual Criminals
Act. lie had failed to qualify himself for Millbank. There was no place
for him but the workhouse ; this nndescrver had not merited the gaol.
Now the dietary of a gaol does not at present consist of three meals

a-day ;
the chief of them a dinner with three courses and a dessert. In

addition to meat, when meat is given, there is no soup and fish, nor
any pudding, nor is Champagne ever introduced at table the very
kitchen wines are absent, and their place is not even supplied by bitter

ale. It is almost needless to say that, on the removal of the cloth, no
rose-water ever goes round. Clearly, therefore, a prison is an abode far

from luxurious. What, then, must a workhouse be, when a prison is

preferred to it by a man who knows what a prison is ? Such a place
that the fear of it must neecjs make every out a very conscientious

poor person resolve to keep out of it as long as he can, honestly if

possible, if not, by crime.

A Serenade for Some People.

OFF the name of the Dead,
When a writer makes bread,
Such a living is foul,

Such a writer a Ghoul.

A HINT.

AT the Social Congress an enormous paper, by MR. MACFIZ, M.P.,

proved to be so irrelevant to the subject in hand, that the meeting
unanimously caused it to be shut up. What a pity the Assembly
which MR. MACFIE adorns does not treat all irrelevant addresses in

the above way. Hansard would become portable almost readable.



Edwin.

Angelina.

A WET AFTERNOON AT THE SEA-SIDE.
" NO GOING OUT FOB A WALK TO-DA r, DUCKY ! HflORAY ! "WHAT A RELIEF ! !

"

' THE VERT OBSERVATION I WAS ABOUT TO MAKE TO YOU, DUCKY !"

ÛU.tl * Ar T>TT>Tvcs rTi TvnwvAJND xJiJiJJo Ux JrivCjl.
What savs he who insists that it is pleasant, enlivening, inspiriting,

to see hawks, and kites, and buzzards, and other birds of prey, above

WHAT is to be done with the stuffed birds and other zoological
specimens in the British Museum? It seems to have been agreed that

they must be removed and kept elsewhere. Had they not better be

destroyed ?

Natural history can surely be of no more use than its objects them-
selves as they exist in nature. If a live sparrow is good for nothing, a
stuffed sparrow is good, if possible, for less.

In the building above named there is a distinct case exclusively
comprising the birds of Great Britain. If Natural History and
Zoology in general are bosh, British Ornithology in particular is utter
bosh ; that is if Britons have been wise in abandoning British Birds to

gradual extinction.

A writer in the Times, a few days ago, hailing from Wimborne,
lamented the destruction of the birds of prey, which used to keep the
mischievous little birds under, so as to limit their mischief to a reason-
able amount without exterminating them. No doubt a sufficient

number of sparrowhawks would deprive stupid farmers of all excuse
for sparrow clubs.

But now, in any cultivated part, if in any part,
of the kingdom, who

ever sees a sparrowhawk, a kite, a buzzard, a harrier, or an owl, of !

any description, except here and there a barn-owl ? Where will you |

find a raven ? The bittern is for us as dead as the dodo. Probably I

the heron will go, too. Does he not eat trout ?

The birds of prey have been snared and shot down in the interests
of the great poulterers who now hold the landed property of the
country. If pheasants and partridges are of such paramount import-

all, eagles, Hovering, skimming, pouncing, swooping, soaring about ?

The thing which is not? Then the British Legislature is another.
Has it not enacted a law to protect the auks and other sea-birds, in a

measure, from 'ARRY ? Are auks any more precious, for ornament to

our coasts, than hawks, which 'ARRY would confound with them, are

to our landscapes ? If not, then, as Parliament made a law protecting
the sea-fowl from 'ARRY, so perhaps it will pass a measure to afford

the raptorial birds some protection from the lauded poulterers.

elsewhere, be burnt. No ? Are they wanted for popular instruction,
for the information, cultivation, improvement, of the public mind?
Then don't improve their living species, or the other so-called vermin
either, entirely off the face of the earth and sky.

MORE IRISH AFFECTION.
DID anybody expect that BARRETT, who was tried for attempting

to murder the Irish landlord, would be convicted ? The proofs of his

guilt were so exceedingly strong that his escape was certain. However,
he is to be persecuted with another trial, and may be a

"
martyr" after

all. The judge tyrannically told the jury not to be frightened, but the
insult was hurled back in the face of the minion of the law. Still, much
as we admire the glorious sentiment that refused a verdict, it was going
a little too far to endeavour to put a juryman to death for thinkin*
BARRLTT ought to be convicted, and really to hurl stones at the
coaches of the judges and break the windows, though a fervid protest
against the tyranny of British law, was visiting on individuals the vices

of a system. Nor, perhaps, should the landlord have been hunted to

his hotel for having oeen shot at, and for not liking it. Yet who who
would impose the cold rein of reason upon the glowing hearts of an
Affectionate People ?

A Hatter of Consequence.
To remove all possible cause for the howl which has been raised

against vaccination, by all means revert for vaccine lymph to the cow.
That fluid, as obtained from the arm, may not be what it was in the
time of JEN>-R, having, in three-quarters of a century, very possibly
degenerated.
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A STAGE-WAIT."
i. "A1LONS DONC. 11'SIEO ! THE STAGE IS W1ITCG. iND THE PEOPLE ARE GETriNO

IMPATIENT !

"
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MORE
man to be trifled

adamant.

servili-

round the garden and into the piggeries, when he pretends to

gusted, and makes the case

It's unkind of CAZELL to

offh'

with. In the matter of pigs and drains he is

HAPPY THOUGHTS.
SSPECTOR of Nuisances calls upon me while

CAZELL is at Mede Lodge, in the morning.

Uappy Thought. -Try and get CAZELL
to take a turn round the garden while

uspector is here. . ,

CAZELL won't. He saysthat he s never CAZELL now (before the Inspector)
met an Inspector of Nuisances, and wants YOU ought," says he.

"
to take up all the old pipes, by down new

ones, turn on the water in a fresh place, open a new ditch, move the

piggeries, and put a wall rinht down the side, and have bell-traps."

1 pooh-pooh this. The I i^pector it serious and agrees with CAZELI..

In fact, he aays that's the only way to (what he calls) "make* job

1 1<ippy Thought. To
say (CAZELL tells me afterwards that this is

rvilr and 1 ought to be bullied) that I '11 do whatever he likes.

1 then." says he,
" make a job of it." C-./KI.L goes with us

'

'o the piggeries, when he pretends to be dis-

>ae out worse than the Inspector does himself,

to do this, sad I tell him so, subsequently.

Inspector) tells me " what 1 owht to do."

of it.'

It appears (oa my pleading ignorance of anybody who can do all

this in tkeaeighhoarnood) that a friend of hu can make a job of it.

llaffi Thought. to say, By all mnsns. let your friend come.

If the job isn't made, the Inspector says, with regret (on account I

think of the friendly feeling evoked by the sherry) that be mutt proceed

Against me.

Alternative, Inspector's friend to make a job of
it, say twenty

pMBb, or Law proceedings, Cosmsel. Judge, J ury, Magistrates,

sammatMk police, Westminster Hall, ami Government backing up _il-

to see one.

The Inspector (I thought he 'd have a

uniform on, but he hasn't) observes that

he will conic to the point at once. 1 say,
"
by all means." The point turns out to be

drains. He says he '11 have to report me
to the Board if I don't attend to it. He
is businesslike and determined, lie goes

on, in a Iwud voice, and with a great deal

of craphaeis with his right hand, to say
's been obliged

"
to bring several

people to book who had defied him." Here
lie compresses his lips, and looks at me
sternly.

Uappt Thought. to reply at once that

he's quite right" In the exercise of your duty," I re-

mark (CAZELL tells me afterwards that I

oughtn't to have been so patronising to

a Government official),
"
you are quite

right."
"Of course," returns the Inspector, m _.

firmly, and gives us aa anecdote about a SVMPEH&OS (who doeant wfaotMsd the ease at all, no more does my
man who tcould keep thirty-two pig*.

"
lie w;fg) -fret it as her opisioa that I oughtn't to have listened to him for

was a nuisance, Sir," say* the Inspector a moment. Both g* with CAZELL. Bow. All through CAZELL, too.

with grim retrospective delight at tos own
}f ]%ouffU To say jocularly, but ironically,

" What I ought to do
triumph. "He was a nnmanos, bir, and

to |[aVe ten thousand a year , pull the house down,and make a mansion."
defied me. The presence of a stranger (CAZELL) prevwlt nerimiiftliou. On

specS
1

"!' grt wZeSeT*- -"~- the whole it>3 not W *- ta* * *"*** ***** '

they're not a nuisance, says he.

answered, J haven't any except myself, and that's enough. We
it, says he, at law. Before the Magistrates, I says, for I was bound to

cIzELL's tosingThumbug." Wtat I object to is bis telling my wife

prosecute him. And so I did. And,"
j
says

i

the
L
In
^P

e
t
c
^ 1

r'
l^ar

l̂

ln
f that while all these alterations are being, made she ought to go to

Inspector **! dead against nae, SBJT, two hundred pounds. Affair

settled. Inspector departs. Friend (he overtakes to say, for curiously

enough he 's going to meet him qnite accidentally to-night, when he '11

tell him) will come and make a job of it in the morning.
When he 't gone, C*"" tells mj wife what I ought to have done.

He says I've bee* usjoeed non ; that I 'm weak, and have allowed

the Inspector to belly me. FWDOLWE says.
"

Yes that she heard us,

^far^tI'dh<^Mi^

nnlnaf niivKnHv'si In ft lliatt.ftr nt [tftr instance) D12S. x
. < . . . . - 1.

case.

lightly.

"

! but something poisonous or dangerous, or both. CAZSLL says 1.Wight

Uappy Thought. to appear interested, and ask if the man keeps i

to nave jt upi ^j g^g (literally playing into the Inspector's fr

pigs now. '

hands),
" You might have the hen-house done now it U be a nuisance

7< Yes he do still," says the Inspector (CAZELL says afterwards m t ;mc you'll see." Wr

e inspect the hen-house. Inspectors Inend

that I oughtn't to have asked this, as I evidently touched on a sore
'

8nakes ids head gravely. We have evidently been living m the midst

point),
" and I ain't done with him yet. He wanted to 'ave me hup for of danger w;thout knowing it.

"
Why, Sir," says Inspector s fnend

perjury, he did," the Inspector goes on. As he drops an h, and puts wno suddenly discovers that soapsuds are poured out on to the ground

one in occasionally, 1 suppose there is no examination for Inspectors near t |,e kitchen-window,
"
there ain't no poison like soapsuds : it

II11I151C1 l\l YlrtO, *WUl* fcl*\*iaV VV.AJ f*n w) "w wm -rf t

before BARON BRAMWELL (he calls the Judge BKAJIMLK) yes and

when the Baron 'ears it, he says to the Jury, says he, Look ere, says

he," here the Inspector gives us what he takes to be an exact and

correct report of BAROS BRAMWELL'S summing up, supposing CAZELL

to be the Jury, and myself the plaintiff with the pigs. CAZELL smiles,

and so do I, as if delighted with the whole thing as an entertainment
" There ain't no case against the Hinspector in this ; not a bit, says

the Judge. The pigs was a right down nuisance, says he, they was,

and the hoflicer, that was me the Baron meant, the hofficer was right

in having the law on him. And so you see, that 's how it was."

We reply, at least I do, speaking for self and CAZELL, that I do see

clearly. The Inspector adds the moral, that I must see about my

pigs at once.

Happy Thought. Ask him to have a glass of
sherry.

As he doesn't know but what he will just have a glass, I order in the
'

bottle, and he helps himself, and pledges us. We then resume business

on, as it were, a more friendly footing, though (by frequent reference

to the celebrated pig case) he gives me to understand that he is per-

sonally a favourite with the Government, and generally speaking, not a

Then "leave the drainage and pigs, and merely give

friend and CAZELL smile. CAZELL says,
"
No, go in for

making a thorough!/ good job of it" Inspector's fnend says h

means to : judging from the bricks and mortar and men (three more

have just come in with wheelbarrows and hidden) it looks like it.

At breakfast 1 happen to complain of rheumatics. CAZKLL almost

jumps from his chair, and
shouUJbefore

the
jf
die8

',
t
.

oo!^
r^
R
^
e
J^j'

atics! /""
Take baths

'// tell you what you ought to do for rheumatics.

is. Drink waters." Wife says,
"
Yes, by all me

Go abroad,

is." MBS.
1 BNI rSYMPERSOS says she did it years ago, and it eured her.

" Did it, indeed ?
"

but don't express joy.

./ Thought. Go abroad. Vienna : and call, as I promised, on

the Coi'XT D BOOTJA

Thomas of Genoa.

THE Crown of Spain has been kicked about like a football,

is not surprised that it should be secured by a Harrow-Boy.

So one
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A NERVOUS SYSTEM.
Ellen. "My GOODNESS, AUNTY ! WE HAVE BEEN LOOKINQ TOR TOTJ EVERYWHERE, AND DINNER is WAITING !"
Aunt Jemima. "

1 CAN'T HELP IT, MY DEAR. I ALWAYS SIT IN THE COAL-CELLAR DURING A THUNDER-STORM. TELL YOUR PAPA
TO KEEP A PARTRIDGE-WING HOT FOR ME."

ANOTHER GEOGRAPHICAL PUZZLE.
MR. PUNCH,

IN one of your recent numbers I read a letter from a Corre-

spondent, who, in consequence of a paragraph he had seen in the

newspaper, was in great perplexity as to the present position of the
town of Guildford on the map of England. I am in a similar state of
mental confusion as to the city of Oxford, brought on by the following
public announcement under the head of

"
University Intelligence

"
:

" PRINCE ASSAN, the eldest eon of the VICEROY OP EOYPT, will commence
i course of studies as a member of Christ Church, the marine residence of
MR. ALDERMAN RANDALL haying been taken for his Royal Highness and suite."

"
The marine residence

"
! Where is the Sea of Oxford P Perhaps

.he Bishop can tell us. I have no recollection of any ocean there,
when I was at Cornwall College. I conclude it has been added to the
other attractions of the place since my undergraduate days, and that a
stroll on the beach is now as much an everyday occurrence as a walk
down the "High "or a constitutional to Bagley or Cumnor. I am
;lad that the men of this generation have such an advantage over their

predecessors, who would have been delighted to gaze on the waves from
.he top of Headington Hill, and to combine the observation of shells
and seaweeds and other objects on the shore with the study of Aris-
'otle and Aldrich.

It must be a great satisfaction to the VICEROY OF EGYPT to feel that
us son can have the benefit of sea-bathing during his academical
career, without the necessity of a journey to Brighton or the Isle of
VI ight ; and the young Prince himself, as a freshman, will feel fresher
.ban ever after a dip, and enjoy his pipe all the more from being able
;o take it on the pier which, [ presume, has long since been erected for
the accommodation both of Town and Gown.

Will some University correspondent tell us whether the proximity
ol the sea has had an influence on Oxford slangology, leading men to

speak
oi being swamped or stranded, instead of ploughed and plucked ?

(L understand now wny they are said to be
"
gulfed.")

Perhaps, too, they are nolonger
"
coached," but

"
shipped." The row

on the sea, in addition to the pull on the river, must be a most welcome
novelty in University aquatics, and I can well imagine the zest with
which the men enter into the pleasures of a Regatta.

Yours very bewilderedly, A MIDDLE-AGED OXONIAN.

MARE MAGNUM.
THE Besleyans (not Wesleyans) have triumphed, and LOUD MAYOR

BESLEY will reign in 1809-70. When the victory was proclaimed, the

victor said, " I do not mean to sing any song of triumph NOW."

Quite right. Guildhall is not a pleasant place to sing in. We may
hope, later, for the pleasure of a song from his Lordship. It would
be a delightful variation from the usual musical programme at the
Mansion House banquets,

"
Gentlemen, pray silence for a song from

the LORD MAYOR."

Posy for the Pope.
THE POPE his blessed golden rose
Whom to send, this time, no one knew.

With his PERE HYACCNTHE he knows,
Perhaps, as little what to do.

A Bit of Botany.

THE Cokhieum autumaale, of repute for Gout, is now in bloom,
to be seen in meadows, also in a florist's window in Cheapside, by most
of the population whereof it is probably taken for a crocus, come up
out of season. It is, however, as its name implies, flowering quite

seasonably, and is therefore not any wonder, like another flower, as well

as the crocus, associated with Spring, and whose unlooked-for blowing
in Paris has so jistonished the Ultrainontanes the wild Hyacinth.
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BALLADS FOR BUSINESS MEN.

CASH AND AMALGAMATION.
( ) ! HAVE you heard a talc of late

I low Companies amalgamate ':

The way it 's done I "II shortly state

Cash and Amalgamation !

When on the ice some little Co.,
Is sliding, and must downward go,.
He clutches with convulsive woe
At any body near, you know.
Then some soft-hearted Manager
Holds out a glove all lined with fur,

And cries such people never err
"
Cash and Amalgamation !

"

Holl in ! the magic work "s begun,
Holl in more Companies for fun,
From eight or ten to fifty-one

Cash and Amalgamation !

And now Commissions quickly move,
Which highly beneficial prove,
To those who glide in a certain groove

Cash and Amalgamation !

These marriages, you understand,
Hy I'lutus are discreetly plann'd,
Who joins the couple hand to hand,
Like a Beadle with a golden band,
The ceremony is so sly,

No friends with nosegays standing nigh,
The Bride alone doth softly sigh

Cash and Amalgamation !

Roll in, &c.

Wind up ! wind up the Curtain green,
Act third and hut an old set scent,
A Board-room with a folding screen

Cash and Amalgamation !

The llimsy plot begins to ilag,

The actors now indulge in gag,
And speak the pert familiar tag,
At which their heads old Critics war.
"
Kind friends, for us let candour plead,

We've done our best in time of need,
So let the will stand for the deed

Cash and Amalgamation !

"

And now the winding-up 's begun,
Let henceforth all those unions shun,
Which profit only bring to one

In Cash and Amalgamation.

It Wi

and \oo

A NEAPOLITAN FIASCO.

AN Eye-witness of the alleged liquefaction of something called the

blood of St. Januarius at Naples, describing that performance in the

Times, says :

" There was no frothing or agitation in the liquid, no touilbnnemtnt, aa the
Frem-h writers on the miracle term it, and on which they insist so much."

Before that, he had said :

' There was no colour of blood, not only on the glass but in the fluid itself.

as quite opaque, and even at the edges I could not, though I tried hard,
looked closely into it over and over again, discern any red colour."

And before that, had remarked that, when shaken :

" The fluid in its motion left no trace of its presence upon the glass. The
fluid seemed to move altogether when it moved at all almost as if it were in

a skin or bladder."

In short, there was no iotilloitnemtnt in the liquid, but it was alto-

gether a bubble.

Very Sensible.

AT one of the Meetings of the Social Science Congress we read,

" The department proceeded to deal with the subject of ventilation, but not
above twenty members reimiined to take part iu the discu

What could be more practical. This proceeding from theory to the

jest method of ventilating a chamber shows how wrongly the Congress
is accused of being a mere talking machine.

THE FLOWER or THE (RoMisu) FLOCK. HTACINTHE.

LOW LIFE ABOVE STAIRS.

,
"lie haa no children!" An indignant mother once

applied this quotation to me because I complained of being disturbed

by the howling of a child next door. Children! lam happy to My
that I have none. 1 hate their howling. What were the first soumU
that pious .KXEAS heard when he descended to a place which I ore,!

not name. You can hardly want to be reminded, now that the equality
of the sexes has been recognised in education, as well a* every other

particular. You probably recollect :

" Continue widitc vecw, ngitai ot ingens,

Infuntumque auim*> fame* in liminn primo."

In the inferior regions he heard an inferior noise. It u an inferior

noise, Ma'am.
"
But consider what the poor little creatures suffer."

So 1 do ; and would put aa end to their sufferings in order to stop
their crying. Was once a baby myself though you 'd hardly faoqy it.

Now, Ma'am, what is the chid source of the howling in yonr nonrrv,
and other nurseries of the richer classes ? The sufferings iaflJESarl on

your children by hireling nursemaid*. Those hireling* nessleot and
maltreat them, not only because they are hirelings who care not for

their charge, but because they are hind at wage* which will not pro-
cure proper servant*. Your children are abandoned to the oarr of

creatures who slap and beat than, and terrify them with tales of Bofrry.
When they take them out for a walk,

"
broadie*," I think, is nurse -

maidish for that, in Kensington Gardens for instance, they leave them

about, screaming for cold, in perambulators, whilst themselves engaged
in amorous dalliance with six-foot soldiers, and other casual or estab-

lished followers. Meanwhile, not only are your precious babes crying
their eyes out, but usually their somewhat elder sisters have the advan-

tage of listening to the morally instructive and refining conversation of

those females and their admirers. Now, Ma'am, I'll tell you how you
may cause all that howling to cease, and may terminate all that inci-

dental and supererogatory education. Determine to pay
a young lady,

and treat her well enough to make it worth her while to serve you
as nursery governess. I say, treat her, as well as nay her; treat her

as one of the family, kindly as yon would expect her to treat it in

ministering to its .younger members. Offer generous terms to get a

decent girl to preside over your nursery better terms, for yon can
stand them, than even such aa these, advertised, 1 'may
in the MaitcAeiter Guardian :

say, Ma'am,

WANTED,
as usefnl 'COMPANION, and to take charge of a few

dogs, birds, tnd other pets, a Young Lady, of amiable dipoition. to

whom the comfort* of home and a liberally-provided table would compensate
for a small salary ; early rising unnecessary ; Ban's beer ahrays on draught.
Address, &c.

Doubtless, these terms are much better than those which a governess
tias generally to put up with ; namely, a small salary, and still smaller

jeer, much more of bitter mortification than bitter ale. But you could
stand a handsome salary into the bargain for a companion wanted to

ake charge of such pets as those yon now intrust to a
"
servant-gal."

You can afford it if you choose. I know yonr expenses are vast.

House-rent, rates and taxes
; yes I know all that 1 allow for confis-

cation under the name of Income-Tax. I am aware that it is difficult

o retrench in any particular except one. But in one you may. 1

mean dress. You could save enough yearly in superfluous attire to

remunerate a governess. I am not preaching what I don't practise,

Ua'am, I assure you. There is nothing I can economise in but osten-

tation ; and that I do. You may have remarked that I am no dandy.
"
MATER," in the Tine* I repeat, you all know Latin say* that

she lately discovered her head-nurse to have been drugging her child

with narcotics ; turned her off, and took her place for a time with

most satisfactory results : for one thing, what the under-nursemaid

old her, saying.
"
Why. M'm, yon don't want half so much waiting

on as nurse did. The best of all plans, if possible, as to the nursery,
s for MATER to perform maternal duties; but if you can't find time,

he next best is to engage a competent and willing substitute for a

ond parent in rendering all the requisite offices and attentions to

hem and their little noses.

You did me the honour, Ma'am, the other day, to ask me what my
jpiuions were on the question of Nursery Reform. I have thought
he subject over, and the foregoing observations thereupon are an

answer to the inquiry addressed by you on that occasion to

Your humble servant,

Lanft Sid, Goose-dot, 1869. COBJCOKAX OGRE.

The Other Side of the Question.

EARL FORTESCTJE and SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTZ, who have been

peaking lately at a harvest festival dinner in Devonshire, seem to be

f opinion that the agricultural labourer is better off than is sup-

osed, and that much ignorance is shown about his real condition ; in

act that those who think his state very deplorable are themselves

labourers under a mistake. We hope it is so.
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PUNCH'S ALPHABET.

S IS A SIGN THAT YOU 'VE HAD QUANTUM SUFF.,
WHICH is EARLY ITALIAN FOE " MORE THAN ENOUGH.'

T WAS A TENOR. HE SANG X's LAYS

SET TO W's Music AND OOT ALL THE PRAISE.

"U 13 THE 'TJSBAXD OF SUBSEQUENT V.

NOW THAT "YOU ARE THE 'U8BAND " SOUNDS BEST, I AGREE:
BUT V 's A VIRAGO

; so LEAVE HER TO U,
AXD THINK YOURSELF LUCKY THAT U ISN'T You.

Y IS A YOOTH WITH A CHIN LIKE A CACT-
Us (THIS SOUNDS LIKE A KlDDLE, THO-

SIMPLY A FACT)!

Z is A ZOOPHYTE. His HEART'S IN HIS HEAD,
AND HIS HEAD 't IN HIS " Tun I

" RUDIMENTARY Z I ! !

Pn
**'2fSLt

J M
.
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LONDON ASSURANCE.
DEAR MR. PUNCH,

I AH an old Woman of eighty-two, that has lived in the

country all my life. I know very little of your City manners and

customs, and out say whether it's true or not that your principal
street a are paved with

{.mill-as. But I read

my l'unrH&r\A my old
Bell'n Weekly, and
wlmt surprises me
more than any thing
is, where London
gets all its assurance
from. I know they
boast of the depth of

their Wells, but how-
ever deep the well of

Truth may be in their

great offices, those
who wind up the

bucket must be

deeper still. I hear
of balance sheets

being stuck all over
like a nursery-pin-
cushion with little

sharp-pointed fibs. I
often wonder that the

desk where they are

studded and the wain-
scots behind them
don't groan and cry
Uh ! as people do at

a grand letting off of

fireworks. A balance-

sheet like a table-

cloth should be as

white as snow, and
without a crease,
while some that are

held up by London
Assurance are, I am
told, covered with
blacks and full of

wrinkles. It seems
to me that a good
deal of money in your
Metropolis is made
out of pure brass;
and it is remarkable
with what confidence

your base coin is

uttered without any
question.
Now don't laugh

and call me an old

Woman ; for, though
1 have not yet taken
to spectacles, I can
see things as clearly
as most people. I

should like to look
into your system of

keeping accounts. 1

have kept my Dairy
books for forty years,
and balance them

every week to a

peony. 1 '11 tell you
a secret. If you want
to balance books you
must be perfectly up-

right ; and those that

have very slippery

fingers should not

attempt it.

WINIFRED WAIKINGAME,
Dairy House Farm, Broadaeret.

P.S. Can yon get real butter in London now ? My grandson assures

me he has not tasted any since he left home, and, by way of substitute,

has taken to honey, which he suspects is made from golden syrup.

Dear ! dear ! what will London assurance do next ? I suppose we
shall hear of people making wooden nutmegs.

MR.

MIGHT NOT

WHAT GLADSTONE MAKES \VKI.L

TAKE a Seville orange, stick cloves in the peel of it, all over, and
rout it at a fire until scorched. In the meantime mull a bottlelul of

port wine in the saucepan. Plunge the romated orange into the mailed

wine, together with four or five lumps of sugar. Cover up tbe sauce-

pan close, and let us
all to meditation
whilst it stand* on
the bob or in tbe

oven, for ten minute*
or a quarter of an
hour. Then pour tbe

liquor out of tbe

taucepan and pnt it

firstly into a jug, and
secondly into your
interiors, wherein it

will be good. The
good thing made, and
to be disposed of, a*

above directed, by far

excels every other
creature of it* name
that any mortal can
make, be he who be

may, Crcsar, Pope, or
Prime Minister. But
the present First

Lord of tbe Treasury
must be admitted
even by his enemies,
if he has any, a* many
of them as are reason-

able and candid, to

have, in several eases

lately, which have
occurred a* it were
in a

"
boiling," made

about as near an ap-

proach to it in ex-

cellence as circum-

stances, and tbe

nature of the ma-
terial which he bad
to deal with would
allow.

What makes this

the more remarkable,
and gratifying, it that

some yean ago no
one would have given
him credit for tbe

discretion and judg-
ment which he has

shown in so doing.
On tbe contrary all

men bat a sect of

high-flying fanatics,

were afraid that if

ever he got a chance
of making what be

baa, in every instance

made so satisfactorily,

he would so make it

a* to give dissatis-

faction as great and

general as the satis-

faction that he has,

in fact, given. No
sober Churchman will

deny that MR.GLAD-
STOMI has proved
himself a capital hand
at making a Bishop.

PUNCH'S DESIGNS AFTER NATURE.

Youxo LADIES ADOPT THIS COSTUME WITH ADVANTAGE!

Payment Hardly Optional.

IN Kent, when a stranger enters the hop-gardens, we are told that

the female pickers rush at him and begin to rub his boot* with

the hops, showing, by their gestures, that they expect a present

of money. Will the Editor of Sole* and Qverit* inform us wnetb

this custom] originated the common expression, "paying your

footing
"

F

VOL. LVIJ.
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CLERICAL COMMON SENSE!

VERY great contrast indeed to Convocation has

been presented by the Church Congress, which
met last week at Liverpool. On Wednesday,
the subject of debate being

" The Recreation

of the People," several of the reverend speakers

actually talked common sense. To prove this

requires that a little space should be covered,
but an excuse for that will be recognised in

the necessity of substantiating a statement

which will otherwise appear to most people
incredible. The REV. J. C. CHAMBERS is re-

ported to have remarked that :

" As for the clergy, it could not be pretended that

to play croquet was more pious than hunting,

shooting, or hshing. With respect to dancing they

might as well attempt to extort (expel ?) nature

with a fork, as to keep them from dancing. The

working classes had no other day for enjoyment but

Sundays, and no other day on which they could go
to picture-galleries and museums and the parks,
and if this class was to be gained over, it would
not be by ignoring or intimidating it."

Hear this, ye Sabbatarians and Pharisees.

And Parsons, as many as who heard not, hear

also this :

" A clergyman in a parish would have more in-

fluence with the young men if he were to coun-

tenance their sports and amusements, and in each

parish he would have grounds set apart for athletic

amusements, while in winter time they should

have penny readings, acting charades, and amuse-
ments of the kind to rival the attractions of the

free-and-easy of the public houses. They could

also have music and singing without going to

excess, and a smoking-room, where a cup of coffee could be obtained."

Yes, to be sure ; and why not also a glass of beer, or any other such

refreshment in moderation, as at a Club of the richer classes ?

The following observations, no less sensible than the foregoing, were
made by the ARCHDEACON OP ELY, who told his hearers that :

" The reason why many of the working classes did not go to the religious
services was because they did not sufficiently consider the recreations of the

people. They
* l

and so the wo
canm
their best to show that they took as much pleasure as they (the working
classes) could wish to do, and that they desired to consult their best interests

on the week-day by recreation, they would say
* What fine fellows these

parsons are
;
what a fine thing religion is

;
we will give some portion (of our

time ?) to God, who has put over us a set of teachers ' who think of our

bodies as well as our souls.
"

A little more space must needs be covered ;
but you will not mind

that.
"
Accept a miracle instead of wit" thorough good sense from

the mouth of ARCHDEACON DENISON :

" Some years ago he set cricket on foot for his parishioners between the

Sunday services. He would have no cricket before service or during the

services, and he looked after it himself; and he must say he never saw any-
thing which had a better efiect in binding them together and keeping them
out of the public-house."

Here then is testimony to the truth of what has been from time to

time, on every opportunity, since the beginning of his ministry,

preached by the Reverend Mr. Punch. He has all that while waged
an incessant war with Sabbatarianism and Compulsory Teetotalism,
which he would call twin giants, and say that AKCHDEACON DENISON
is a DAVID that lias slain GOLIATH and his brother with one stone, if

those monstrous Philistines were not, though prostrate, the Archdeacon

having knocked them down, yet too sure to get up again. Mr.
Punch presents his compliments to the ARCHDEACON OP TAUNTON on

having, for once in the way, spoken very wisely, as everybody of course

always does whenever he speaks in agreement with Mr. Punch.

CHOLMONDELEY TO THE RESCUE !

FROM Scarborough "JoiiN SHORTCUTS, Gentleman," writes to the

Tiuiex, with reference to the Heralds' College, complaining of an
obstacle which hindered that useful institution from licensing him
formally to change his name to BROWN. He makes a statement that
is not surprising, but adjoins to that an unaccountable question :

" My sons get much persecution at school on account of their name, over
which they have no control

; and my girls, I feel for them, for who in the
world would lead to the hymeneal altar a Miss SHORTCUTS ?

"

Who would not, if hymeneally disposed, and deeming her eligible ?

What 's in a name that will be replaced by a husband's ? There can be

no natural reason for objecting to a lady of the foregoing name unless

that name imports a family organic deficiency. Then, indeed, a short

waist might constitute such an objection. Do the females of the S.

family hold their property by any peculiarity of tenure ?

MR. SHORTCUTS adds :

" As far as I can learn, no female of our name has ever married."

Is it, then, necessary that any man who marries a lady so named
should take her name or else forfeit her estate? Otherwise, one would
think that a girl, nee S., would therefore be likely to get married, if

she could by trying, all the sooner than any other in order to change
it. It is conceivable, indeed, that a woman might dislike the name of

S., and therefore that no male of that name had ever married. Of

course, then it could not have been transmitted, would have died with

the first S. But we know that a woman would marry a man of any
name whatever rather than nobody unless she wished to be an old

maid. And what wise man would not rejoice to adopt the name of

SHORTCUTS provided its assumption would bring him a long purse f

No one, at any rate, who knows the value (and the want) of money
could hesitate for a moment to accept it in exchange for PLANTAGENET.
What sort of a name was BACON until the Friar, before the Philoso-

pher, first ennobled it ? SHORTCUTS, try and do the like. In the

meantime, if your name is cacophonious in the utterance, clip it. Cut
SHORTCUTS short. How do you. pronounce CHOLMONDELEY and
MAKJORIBANKS ? Call yourself SHORTS, or SHOGUS, man, can't you ?

Goto!

ADDRESS TO THE FENIANS' FRIEND.

EH, G. H. MOORE ?

What, G. H. MOORE ?

Pardon the Fenians ?

Those Anti-Queenians ?

Red-under-greenians ?

Humph, G. H. MOORE !

Don't, G. H. MOORE,
Pray, G. H. MOOKE,
Hiss like a goose on us ;

Don't heap abuse on us.

Whom you 'd let loose on us

Think, G. H. MOORE.

Might, G. H. MOORE,
We, G. H. MOORE,
Bloodshed have not again ?

Constables shot again P

Gunpowder Plot again ?

Say, G. H. MOORE ?

Now, G. H. MOORE,
Come, G. H. MOORE,

If we ope gaol f9r them,
Down on the nail for them
Will you be bail for them ?

There, G. H. MOORE !

UTILISE YOUR CONVICTS.

WHY cannot our prisons all be rendered self-supporting ? Readers

who are ratepayers will wish to see gaols managed on the modelJiere
described :

" In 1867 the value of the labour of the convicts at Chatham convict prison

exceeded the expense of the establishment by more than 5,000."

Hard labour is in one respect additionally hard, that in very many
cases it is also unproductive. Then it is hard upon, not only the

prisoner, but the ratepayer, upon whom the duty falls to provide the

money needful for the feeding of the convict. Last year the cost of

prisoners confined in Cold Bath Fields averaged above one-and-twenty

pounds apiece ;
and at Dover, we are told,

" Where each prisoner cost the borough over 101 a year, there was not the

value of a single farthing received, in return, though the prisoners were at

work nine hours a day in summer, and eight in winter. . . The explanation,

is, of course, that the prisoners were kept at unproductive labour treadmill,

currying shot, and hard labour machines."

Instead, then, of the treadmill, and the crank, and the like unfruit-

ful labour, let every gaol-bird be employed in earning his own keep.
If he can also earn a little towards feathering his own nest when he is

set at liberty, the better chance there will be that he may find it worth
his while to lead an honest life.
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THE PROFESSIONS IN PETTICOATS.
all ninn by these presents

that there a a Female Medical

Society, under the patronage of

the EAKI. OF BfiAranun, aiul

in connection tlierewitli a Kc-

male Medical College, which
" men with sisters and wives,"
or without either, but having,

nevertheless, the sympathies
which such men have, or ought
to have, should patronise if they
can. It* object is good. DR.
Jmo LCCISA is ordinarily pre-^-u.^-n-

8li0p_ The sixth

in of this College
on Wednesday lut
the presidency of

Dm.
'

EDMUNDS, of Fitzroy

Square, with an introductory
lecture delivered in the lower

Hall, by DR.
who, with much
d biographical de-

tail, enlarged on the pabililKI
of women. Do. DHTSU.UJS de-

clared that :

" Ttt could me no rearaa why
mtmm ihould not study for and

and tilde* if they dtiired to do so Firstly, with regard

to tne law, he we* certain that women wen often exceedingly eloquent, and

would oftm gain over a British jury when a male barrister would fail to do

so, and a* to being solicitors, there seemed to be no reason why a woman

should note nter that branch of the legal profession."

"
There arc some men who, though they may, as men

simply'cpn
sidered, have sisters as well as wives, yet considered professionally,

have no sisters. Thus a barrister, and of course a judge, is sisterless.

Brother BILKS has no sister, for instance. DR. DRYSDALE see* no

reason why Brother BYLES should not have a sister. Suppose he had.

Would she be willing to appear before Brother BYLES in a wig ? In a

mere chignon she could not appear before Brother BVLES. Brother

BYLES would say,
"
I do [not see you, Sister WIGLESS." If the Bar

were thrown open to wonien would the necessity of the wig still debar

them P Perhaps not all. A lady capable of haranguing a British Jury
could hardly be troubled with any sense of the grotesque. Besides,

wigs ere long may supersede chignons. We may see them announced

in the FolM, perhaps as soon as the First of next April, among the

Fashions for the Month, and described as indispensable at. balls and

dinner-parties for the ladies of the long robe.

DR." DRYSDALB added that':

" He was surprised, too, that to few churches had utilised the deep
emotional character of the female sex, and had enrolled so few of them among
the priesthood. It seemed to him that women were eminently fitted to sway
the minds of men by appeals to their emotions as seen in such characters at a

SIDDONS or a KACHKL.

"
PAULTJS, ach ! PAULUS, ob, yes, I have read him and I do not

agree with him." as the German Professor of Theology said in reply to

a text quoted by his Oxford guest. Or perhaps DR. DRYSDALB has

not read PAULUS. Neither may he have read BOSWELL, so as to know
what DK. JOHNSON said about a woman's preaching :" Sir, it is

like a dog standing upon his hind legs, you are not surprised to see it

not done well, you arc surprised to see it done at all." Perhaps the

pulpit is quite usually enough filled by a divine whose eloquence is

perfectly female, consisting entirely of appeals to the emotions of his

hearers. Most thinking men will agree that the answer to the ques-

tion, why or wherefore? of "Because it is," commonly called a

woman's reason, misht nearly if not quite as well be called a clergy-

man's. And, considering the Ritualists' passion for ecclesiastical

millinery, we may venture to say that already we have petticoats in

the pulpit. .

Literary Intelligence.

THANKS to the hideous Pantin murders, the "little" Paris news-

papers have been doing a large trade. Some of them selling nearly half a

million copies in a day. As a whet to morbid appetites, the loathsome

details have been daily dished up highly spiced ;
and

"
Le Seplieme

Cadavre!" paraded in big type at the top of the first page, has

attracted public notice to the carte du jour. Considering ths kind of

literary food which it has been recently purveying for its readers, we
think the Petit Journal should be henceforth called Le Vampire, while

the Oaulois ought to change its title for the Ghoul.

r.ALLADS FOR iuM\i-

IF I HAD TEN THOr.SANI' A YEAR.

Ir I had ten thousand a year, Mas. MAY.
If I li.i<l tin thousand a year!

I 'd stand for some Borough, and cheerfully pay
The Toll-tax for really there 's no other way

If 1 had ten thousand a year !

The country demand, Mat. MAY, men of nerve,
And if I d ten thousand a year,

All parties should se there are some that don't s

Front a straight lint to take a political curve.

Ah ! if 1 'd ten thousand a year.

Spinning yarn may not pay, Imt Trimming 'a a
That bnnn in ten thousand a year.

: men of that stamp a spado's not a spidr.
But an implement, or p'rhap* a shaft with a blade.

Ah! had I t*n thousand a year!

I 'd turn from a Minister's vote-winniat; mile.
That promised ten thousand a year.

And the
"
Whip

"
with blue ribbon, held op to beriile.

By which lame dogs are sometime* help'd over a sttk,

And bark with ten thousand a year.

far place or for pension would I e*er *e?
Not for three time* ten thousand a year.

Nor sail with that quick tacking ude-waitinsr crew,
Who strike their old colours and tall them for new,
To pocket ten thousand a year !

Mr*. May.
I fear, Sir yon 'd find it too hot in the House,
When that pleasant month August drew near ;

And while sitting as watchful and mnta a* a mouse,
Would marvel how men on the first day for gran*
Could sit there with tea thousand a year.

HISTORICAL FACTS.

(For tb Ute of the ColtceU-Halckitqi Sckoolt.)

Po*r eneourager lei cnfants. At the age of thirty-two SOCRATH
commenced learning the fiddle.

ALBXAHDER was called
"
the Great

"
long after he was six feet

high. The title was not hereditary.

The Ancients always took biscuits with their tea; but no JIM. The
moral of this is evident.

PLATO invented the Laws of Gravity. It is said that he was meter

seen to smile afterwards.

HVRPAOOX was an excellent musician, as his name implies.

ARISTOTLE put pebbles in bis mouth when he wanted to ke a

speech. An excellent device.

The Letters on the Roman Banners were R.S.V.P. They were a

polite nation.

The present style of hat was unknown to the Greeks ; but they

covered their Temples with friezes.

It is probable that an American discovered COLUMBUS before CO-

LUMBUS discovered America.

VICTOR HUGO was the founder of the sect called the Hugo-note. If

you think he warn't, llu-yo and.bask him.

It was late in life that CATO was taught dancing, bat he never

forgot it.

SIMONIDES was the first practtser of Simony. It was never disco-

vered until after his death that his Living was of any particular value.

Parma was an obscure town in Italy until the invention of the cele-

brated candles and lamps. It used to be called the Parent town of all

the others, because it united in itself Par and \l-t.

THE TIDAL WAVE.

AmSomelhiny ffandelian.

O SAXBY, thy prediction, A Prophet thou so clever

Concerning that High Tide,
To every man's conviction,

Last week was verified.

Hast proved thyself to be,

Thv name shall live for ever
With /. MIKIEL TAO SZE.
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STUDIES OF ANIMAL LIFE.

THE COMMON TOAD (Bufo disgustatis).

BRASS ON BRONZE.
DEAR PUNCH, Boicobel Gardens.

MY wife, ANGELINA, rides in an omnibus, because she is a

Lady, and superior to the vanity of taking a cab when we have many
demands on our income.

My wife, ANGELINA, does not visit tobacconists shops, because she

is a Lady, and in an age of fast young females has not even yielded to

the temptations of a cigarette.
Therefore I was moved to compassion by my wife ANGELINA s sad

tale that the other day, being in the omnibus, she stretched forth her

hand it was neatly gloved, because she is a Lady and under the

eyes of the six persons right and left between her and the door,

delivered to the smiling conductor three-pence, upon the top half-

penny of which sum was pasted a label.whieh I annex. :

The Best

2d. Cigar
IN LONDON,

AT
B. Squabbs's,

11,
FLESHANBONE

LANE, E.

Lest the other persons who rode that day should suppose that

I am in the habit ot sending my wife ANGELINA to the above or any

tobacconist's, I hereby announce that such is not the fact, and that

the melancholy event was due to the carelessness of some tradesman
whose bill she had been paying.

Moral. Pay no bills. Yours indignantly,
EDWIN.

Badly Educated.

MRS. MALAPROP is unable to understand how there can possibly be

Spring tides in October, a month she was brought up to believe was in

Autumn.

AN UNPROSPEROUS PROSPERO.

AN advertisement on the wrapper of the Spiritual Magazine rather

reminds one of what Prospero in The Tempest, tells Miranda, with

reference to the "noble Neapolitan, Gonzalo" to wit :

" Knowing I loved my books, he furnished me,
From mine own library with volumes that

I prize above my dukedom."

It announces that :

" A Spiritualist, who is in difficulties, is selling off his valuable library

cheap. The books are on view at the Progressive Library. Lists on appli-

cation."

Whether, however, this library, valuable as its owner may consider

it, is of quite as much value as the books which the wizard Duke of

Milan had reason for prizing at a high valuation, may be questioned.

However, here is an opportunity for anyone who wishes to acquire

information on the subject of ghosts aud necromancy. Gramarye in

general, perhaps we might add, with the qualification that the
"
sperrits"

are very commonly ungrammatical, and that many of the writers of

whose works the Spiritualist's valuable library consists are probably
no conjurors.

NO DOUBT OF IT.

DEAR MR. PUNCH,
I HAVE just read in Notes and Queries that in some parts of

England
"

it is held unlucky to put a pair of bellows, or a pair of boots

on a table, as there is sure to be a quarrel in the house."

I should think there was. I should rather think there was. And

pretty soon ;
and if the person doing such a slovenly thing were a

servant of mine, she would precious quick have to suit herself, for she

wouldn't suit

Yours respectfully,

Martinet Lodge. THERESA TIDY.

P.S. A person must be a Pig to think of doing such a thing.
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\

BOB AND THE BOBBY, OR ONLY HIS FUN.

BULL A 1.
" HULLO, YOUNG FELLER ! IF YOU 'RE A COIN' IN FOR ' SWEATIN" ' THE GOLD. YOU 'LL

BE GETTIN' YERSELF INTO DIFFICULTIES."

EXCHEQUER BOB.
" LOR' BLESS YER, MISTER BULL, WHY I 'M ONLY A MAKIN' THE HINCOME-TAX

LIGHTER !

"
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TA FPY is a Welshman
Taffy 's not a thief,

Taffy's mutton's very (food.

Not so (food his beef:

I went to Taffy's house,
Several things I saw.

Cleanliness and godliness,
Obedience to the law.

If Taffy rides to my house,
Or unto Pat's doth swim,

1 think my Taffy will remark
That we might learn of him.

He doesn't drink, my Taffy,

(Not, leastways, as a rule,)
He goes to Chapel regular,
And sends his boys to school,

lie dresses well on Sunday,
His family the like,

He 's not too fond of over-work,
But seldom cares to Strike.

He never lurks behind a hedge
To pay his rent with slugs.

Up craggy hills of steep incline

His garden-mould he lugs.
And there he grows his garden,
His cabbages and leeks,

His Kids get green meat in their mouths,
And roses in their cheeks.

PUNCH TO WALES.

Taffy is a \VeIahman
And glories in the name,

To laugh at which enjoyment
Appears to me a shame.

You compliment the Scotchman,
Who talks of BaucE and BURNS,

You tolerate the Irishman
Who vaunts ancestral Kerns.

You 're nuts on your own pedigree,
Won't call it English, fair,

But prate of
"
Anglo-Saxons,"

Till Reviewers nearly swear.

Why shouldn't gallant Taffy,
Have his relic* and his bones,

Llewellyns and Cadwallos,
And GrifTyevanjones f

To say nothing of the question
Whether Taffy's mother-tongue

Wastn't quite a fine old langvage
When all of ours were young.

He says he has good Poets,
Leave him his own opinion.

You like obscure old ballads,
And Taffy likes Englyniou.

Pray, are not
M
moe]?

7/
'afon,"

And "
Morwyns

"
(pretty rogues)

At least as good as
"
birks

"
and

"
braes

"
"
Mavourneena,"

"
Arrah pogues f

"

By all Nantfrancon's Beavers,
Of the pre-historic age ;

By Aberglaalyn's boarr bridge,
And the Swallow's llwing Rage,

By the TrouU of Cape! Curig.
By Carnarvon's Kagled tower,

Ttte smile of placid Tan-y-Bwlch,
And the frown of Penmanmaur.

By yon lonely 1'jffin Island,
And the monster Head of Orrae,

The Castle of the Beautaow Marsh
Llanberis' Pass of Storm.

By the magic Bridge of Baagor,
Hung.%wful, in the sky.

By the grave at sweet

By the lightnings that on
Glint, the jewels of his crown.

Stand up. breve Taffy, for thy right,
And never be put down.

I fall VICTORIA'S subject.
Were katf as good aithou,

VICTOKU'B smbieets would kick up
Unconuson little row.

And Pittek, Incarnate Justice,
Intends henceforth to lick

All who shall scorn or sneer at yon :

YOU JOLLI LITTLS BkICK !

LE FOLLE^S AUTUMN FLOWERS.
TEE contents of Le Pallet for this month are even more than usually

interesting and instructive. It may concern Paterfamilias in the first

place to know that :

" Some important changes in regard to costumes are taking place in antici-

pation of the coming wagon. The style of the seventeenth century is to be

reproduced if our rich and well-known leaden of fashion should prove suc-

cessful. The
expense

is somewhat excessive already, but the ornaments to be

adopted for the future will greatly surpass those of the summer, both in price
and richness."

Reflect on that, Paterfamilias. You will have to draw cheques of

increasing figures. Were they'not severe enough already? If you are

an independent millionnaire, well and good. But if only a business

man, what will you doP The wind must be raised. How will yon
manage that, unless by financing, and how finance without hazarding
a crash more or less proximate, thereupon a criminal prosecution

perhaps, and ultimately imprisonment and hard labour. If your wife

and daughters are to keep pace with the grandees, you must grasp,
rede si postu, &c., you know the rest, don't YOU, old GUINEI-PIG P

The fashions of society go far to generate the fashion in the City, and

you will have to follow that if you allow your women to follow them.
Or you can, to be sure, let expenditure take its course, to end in simple
bankruptcy ; an alternative to be weighed.
What follows is matter for the consideration of young ladies and

their Mamma. It has a special interest, however, for her :

" Wo must add that this new mode will be far more suitable and elegant
for ladies who have past their youth, and who for several years have been

quite ignored fashions having been studied and arranged for young ladies

only. For instance, the striking fashion for the present year has had no

appropriate style for faces and figures beyond the age of 25."

llcnce it would appear that, in the estimation of the minds repre-
sented and addressed

by
Le Follet, the age of 23 is the limit of female

youth. After that ladies are
"
ignored," unless they contrive, by

some remarkable expedient of dress, to attract attention. Many men
have sighed to think what an object a pretty, graceful girl is destined
to turn into in a few years ; but probably not many fix the period of

that deplorable change so early as 25. That limitation makes the season
of youth and beauty brief indeed

;
a melancholy state of things which

must force even the most unthinking of girls to think, when orouglit
home to her. There is a moral tendency in a statement whereby Lt

Follet impresses, albeit incidentally, its young and lovely readers with
the transitoriness of youth and beauty. But this will not bear much
thinking on. Away with melancholy! Gaily, but instructively, Le\
Follet continues :

" Coiffures of flowers or feathers in place of the bonnet, flowing hair, short

skirts, putted tuniques, dog-collars, &c., formed in such cases a juvenile style
of dress nut in accordance with the face."

Dog-collars. AVell, to be sure! That puppies should wear dog-
collars one would not wonder, but the idea of ladies decorating their

necks with such ornaments is, to use a not vary definite but sufficient Ijr

suggestive word, funny. Dog-collars "not in accordance with the
face." No, indeed. What a dreadful face it would be if they were !

Le Follet has doubtless astonished some of iU male readers by toe

information that :

" The style of body most in vogts is the bssqustto s ttad f postilion,

open with revert over a waiatoMt, which is also open in front quit.- Ama-
zonian."

We should think so ; Amazonian indeed. A kind of postilion, open,
is a sort of body that no one bat a very thorough Amazon could be

imagined capable of wearing. The Kiso OP DA.ROXBT has a regiment
of Amazons, and one would think that such a body could in any way
be worn by nobody but one of those female warriors, who had slain

the postilion in battle, and donned his skin.

The following begins with an apparent puzzle, which, however, its

conclusion sufficiently explains :

" The enormous pouffc from the waist behind, which will be abandoned
with but little regret, being more eeeentrie than graceful, will be repUecd by
tuniques cut on the bias and falling gracefully from the waist, with dents or

fancy scallops at the bottom."

At first sight one wonders what can be meant by the enormous

pouffs from the waist behind ; whether they are made of silk and satin

with gaseous contents, like balloons, or of gauze impervious to the

flame of gas, thus being in a measure analogous to Davy-lamps. Bat
speculation as to their nature is set at rest by the explanation that

those pouffs at the waist are replaced by tuniques cut on the bias,

which fall gracefully from the waist, and are embellished with deals or

fancy scallops at the bottom, or lower hem.
Learn one more important fact from L'. Follel :

" Autumn dresses an being made just loag enough to touch the ground."

They will therefore brash the pavement and the roads, but not

sweep them so clean as materially to lighten the labour of the crossing

sweeper.

THE FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE.

THERE are two forms of this distemper. One attacks cattle ; the

other affects human beings. The former is now epizpic among milch-

cows in England ; the latter has long been endemic in Rome amongst
Romanists ; manifesting itself in the fetichism of kissing the POPE'S

foot, and the toe of the statue in St. Peter's church, which they imagine
to have been meant for St. Peter. This, as well as the veterinary Foot
and Mouth Disease, is highly contagious. A predisposition to it is

diffused in the English Church by Parson BESXETT of Frome, Parson

MACKONOCHIE, and other Ritualist parsons, who pretend to be Mass
Priests, and, if they ever really become such, will nave had to confess

that, in pretending to be, they were heretical pretenders. There can

be no doubt that these gentlemen, and their followers, would be pro-
strated with the foot and Mouth Disease if they.were to go over to

Rome, as they would do if they were capable of consecutive reasoning,
which it is to be wished they were.
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A LAMENT BY A LOVER OP PIG.

" The Agricultural returns show a decrease of pigs since last

year of 376,702, which is equivalent to more than sixteen per
cent."

HAS then the taste for pork declined ?

Is there less love for sucking-pig?
The dish on which with joy we dined,
Our hearts with expectation big.

Do men, degenerate grown, no more
Love the streaked rasher with their egg ?

Nor feel a relish as of yore
For roasted loin or boiled leg ?

Peasepudding ! are thy charms forgot,
So smooth, so succulent, so sweet ?

Pig's fry ! art thou a memory, not
A thing which 'tis a joy to eat ?

Are juicy hams not relished now,
At breakfast, dinner, tea, or lunch ?

Do men no more their bliss avow
When the crisp crackling hot they crunch ?

Fair sausage ;
is thy well-known meat,

Or baked, or fried, not welcome deemed ?

Are rolls containing thee less sweet
Than when a boy of them I dreamed ?

Alas ! how ignorant is the man.
Of bliss enjoyed with knife and fork,

Who, without lamentation, can
Behold a coming dearth of pork !

STATE O' TRADE.
Small Girl. "PLEASE, MRS. GREENSTOITGH, MOTHER SATS WILL YOU GIVE

HER A LETTUCE ?
"

Mrs. 0.
" GIVE ? ! TELL THEE MOTHER Grv'ust 's DEAD, AND LENDUM 's VERY

BAD. NOTHINK FOR NOTHINK 'ERE, AND PRECIOUS LITTLE FOR SIXPENCE ! 1

"

The Imperial Programme.

FRENCH journalists keep talking of the
"
Imperial Pro-

gramme," as if his Majesty the EMPEROR were the manager
of a playhouse. Viewing matters in this light, we may
observe that his programme seems to us to be compounded
from those which are now put f9rth by the Globe and
the Strand theatres. Beginning with Among the Breakers,
it is next proposed to give an act or two of Progress, and
it is more than likely the performance will conclude

with the
"
extravagant comic drama of A Breach of

Promise."

POPPING ABOUT WITH GUNS.

SOME people are trying to get up an agitation for the enactment of a

Gun-Tax, in order to protect small birds from hobble-de-hoys. Whilst

farmers combine to form Sparrow Clubs, small birds can hardly be in

danger of extermination. Moreover, Cockney Sportsmen, in these

days of game-preserving, enjoy a very restricted field ; are shut out of

the fields almost entirely ; may be said to have scarcely any field at all

to shoot in, and are reduced to sneak about the lanes.

A Gun-Tax would be an admirable tax if it could be a source of

revenue. Hooray for any tax that tends to abate the Confiscation in-

flicted on a class under the name of Income-Tax ! But a Gun-Tax
would hardly pay the expenses of its collection ; there would be a

difficulty in levying it on boys. As a preventive tax, if enforced, it

would prevent poor boys and not rich from shooting cock-robins, and

it would not prevent the Gun Club from shooting tame pigeons.
MR. GRANTLEY BERKELEY comes forward as an ardent advocate of

a Gun-Tax, because he is disgusted with the lads who go popping about

the country on the day after Christmas Day, and who endanger them-

selves and others with accidents from fire-arms. Do they so more
than gentlemen in cover-shooting ? And have they not as much right

to go popping about after greenfinches, chaffinches, and yellow-

hammers, as MR. GRANTLEY BERKELEY has to go popping about after

game?
When schoolboys are home for the Christmas holidays, fieldfare-

shooting and lark-shooting alford them as much enjoyment as

partridge-shooting and pheasant-shooting ever do MR. GRANTLEY
BERKELEY. Lark-shooting and fieldfare-shooting in the snow is an

invigorating and manly pastime, quite as much as snipe-shooting,
and very much more than battue-shooting, which, of course MR.
GRANTLEY BERKELEY is too true a sportsman ever to be guilty of.

If the small birds require protection by law, let them be protected,
like the sea-fowl. If shooting is a cruel amusement, make it Cruelty to

\nimals. Prohibit cruelty if you like but don't license it. And don't,

under the pretence of a tender solicitude for little birds, endeavour to

impose prohibitions and restrictions, which, partial as they must be,

will not gratify that feeling, but only solace your petty dictatorial self-

esteem which itches to abridge the freedom of others.

MILITARY NAVVIES.

IN a Times leader on
"
European Armaments," advocating the indus-

trial employment of soldiers, Europe is told that :

' No man can calculate the beneBt which the army might confer on such

countries as Italy, Spain, and even France, by taking upon themselves that

task as roadmakers, of which the lloman legions so gloriously acquitted them-

selves."

" Aut viam inveniam autfaciam
" was a saying constantly reduced to

practice, for example, by JULIUS C.USAR ;
in the same spirit as that

which actuated him when he said to the boatman,
"
Casareni veAis, et

fortunas ejus." Where he did not find a road he made one, and, as he

found few roads in Gaul, and fewer in Britain, he made as many as he

could ; though his road-making in this country amounted to little more

than an inroad. If NAPOLEON CAESAR, and other Continental sove-

reigns, set their legions to work at making roads, we shall witness

what some people will look upon as a remarkable alteration : French,

Spanish, and Italian soldiers rendering their respective countries the

service which has hitherto generally had to be performed by the British

Navigator.

Known Far and Wide.

To the author of the successful drama, now being played at the

Queen's Theatre, it must be very gratifying to hear ot the great repu-
tation his piece has obtained, for everywhere along the coast, during

the past week, people's thoughts were occupied with The Turn of the

Tide.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
CAZELL says I ought to go by Antwerp to Aix. He knows a fellow

iroing : (Imi.vKHj. 'il: old schoolfellow of mine.
CA/.ELL is going to see a friend in Hertfordshire for a day or so, but
will give me Cmu mix's address in town. CA/.ELL says,

to go and consult a doctor about your rheumatism." He OUR
say this. It makes one nervous when you're not really nervous. Wife

begs me to consult a doctor. She is nervous about me : thinks I must
have caught something from the pigs or the chickens. CAZELL has told

her (he is an ass in some things, and ought not to frighten women)
that babies can catch measles from fowls, and chicken-uox, to

is frightened : sends for the doctor, and examines the b iby three times

an hour. New rash discovered. Doctor says, "Best thing to go to

Brighton, and MRS. SUM PERSON can take care of both."

delicate state. Doctor says to me : better go away for change. I smile.

He smiles. We both smile. We nod. We understand OMB another,

only what do we mean exactly P He saya good-bye, and hopes to hear

we re all soon better, taking it for granted that I am going abroad.

Happy Thought. -Qo on the Continent while Inspector's friend

builds pigstyes. If I 'm away he can't have any authority far doing
anything more than precisely what he has got to do.

Happy Thought (ffo. 2 on tie tame tubjecft. Quiet place to write

Typical Development, aud correct proofs of first volume far FOMOOD
AND GROOLLY.
CAZELL leaves. I mimist him, as I really au bad with rheumatics,

to go and see DR. PIUXKN in London. Wife says she wants a con-

siderable cheque before she goes away. Argument on economy. Mus.
SYMPEKSON points out what I xkoM hare spent if it hadn't Men for

her and FBIDOLINE'S admirable management.
I see some sort of a repartee (might come under heading, M.

Molher-in-Ltnc. Repartee to a Mother-in-Laic), but can't quite put it

into form. The taue is,
" what 1 .would have spent without them."

Feel this would be cruel. Draw cheque. Affecting parting. Arrange-
int as to correspondence : I am to write from abroad to FKXDDT :

tiDDv to me abroad from Brighton.
London again. At WILLIS'S rooms. Letter from POPGOOD AND

GBOOLLY, wit li MS. Know the MS. by sight at once : it is Typical

fievelefments returned. Civil note :

"
MESSRS. POPGOOD AND GROOLLY present their compliments, and

thank the author of the enclosed work for favouring then with a peru-
sal of it ; but as they understand from him that it is to reach twenty
volumes at least before it is finished, they are unable to pronpunce an

opinion on its merits in its present condition. If the author will kindly
allow them to look over it when it has attained a more perfected form,
and is near its completion, they will esteem it a favour, and will give
the work their immediate and most careful attention. Sincerely wishing
the work in hand a successful issue,

" We beg to remain. Sir,"
Yours faithfully,

POPGOOD AND GEOOLLT."

"P.S. We inclose the list of our latest publications, and also of

those works which can now be obtained from our stock at something
less than half price. P. & G."

Happy TAouffM. They've read it. Evidently they've read it,

because they want to see it again when it 's in a more advanced state.

Can't find fault with their answer. Sensible, when you come to think

of it. Will write, saying that I agree with them : will get on with the

work as quickly as possible, and let them see it. Will take it abroad,
and work at it.

Next thing is to go about the rheumatics to PILLZEN. Meet
MILLBTTRD in the Club. Ho exclaims,

"
Well, old GROPGOOD AND

POOLLY, how are youP" I check him by replying that, seriously,
POPGOOD AND GROOIJ.Y entertain the idea of publishing Typical

Developments. He replies, that the idea of publishing Typical Develop-
ments will

probably
entertain POPGOOD AXD GROOLLY. Old joke," I

say.
" Who said it wasn't ?

"
he retorts, and roars with laughter.

1 wish I hadn't told him about my rheumatics (as I did immediately
after the Popgood conversation), as he directly begins to imitate the

Pantaloon tottering about on his stick (and thin in the Club hall), and
then he says, as Cloicn,

"
Poor old man !

"
in a quavering voice. Then

he changes to a boisterous manner, and says,
"

I'a* got the rheumatics !

Walker !

" and slaps me on the back. I tell him (being annoyed, I

can't help speaking to him with asperity) that if he 'd had the rheu-

matics as / have, he wouldn't laugh. Upon which he winks, and

replies,
"
Yes, but I haven't, you see that 's where it is

;

" and pokes
me in the ribs, and snys,

" Tchk !

"
and, in fact, so plays the Tom-fool

that the Hall-porter disappears behind his desk, and 1 hear him sup-

pressing a burst of laughter.
"
Well," says MILBUKD,

"
you "re looking

awfully well : never saw you better.

He is most irritating. I return, that it's very good of him to say
that I 'm looking well, but I know I 'm not.

Happy Thought. Try and make him sympathise with me.

I shake my head, and say, sadly at the moment I am so impressive
that I can almost fancy myself at my last gasp (picture of the sad
event in the Club hall

porters kneeling butler coming, terrified,
down-stairs members explaining to one another oommissiunnaire just
come in from a message, weeping, and rubbing his efes with his only
arm Mii.iifiu), suddenly struck with remorse, vows never again to be

unsympathetic with a sick man, &c., 4c. really good subject for pic-
ture : lights and shades of our hall, marble columns, 4c., might be as

perfect as the late MR. ROHERTS'S Cathedra! .
- 1 shake

my head, and say, sadly,
"

Yes, I am going to see PLLUUUT to-morrow,
and he will," more sadly and with intensity,

"
order me off abroad,

somewhere."
ui) says, "Hooray! Then I will go with 700. my pretty

maid : 1 mean, 1 daresay I '11 join you. Bravo !

" And he slaps me
again on the back. N.B. Give up talking rhriMattisa with MILBDKU.

Doctor's to-morrow, and next atg with CUUARK* to Antweq*.

OCCASIONAL 80NNSHL

XU.-TIIAIN FOR LOVDOV AT 5 P.M.

We 90 to-day no respite from our doom-
Ik Mtbly ticket 's up, the bills are paid.
The boxes packed, the bucket and the spade
Put by. Farewell ! thon britht kow-wiadom
Where, both before and after luaeh, fate boom
The fishfnl sea for some time past has MHK,
We heard, md entiniaed the Fifhimli
The long, the lounging line in bat i

In suits of London and provincial i

In maslm. pique, and the tartan r1-^*.
In Tjmleie lAapimi and wideawake,
Some gay, tome grand, some happy and some sad
A. 1tow Mg mwk to Primrose Hill,

To grind -nT^r year in London's milL

XX ID A XOtmrUL FELLOW RAILWAY TRAVELLER

Baby that with grave unwinking eyes
At this dim kmp continuously dost stare,

1 stroke, with awe, thy somewhat fluffy hair,

And let my fancy wander in surmise
About the life which in the future lies

For thee, fore-doomed with all thy kind to share

Those ills to which (e. SIIAKSPEAHE) flesh is heir

E'en now thy portion, judging by these cries

Which show dentition has commenced, and chum
Thy mother's undivided care, thy nurse's zeal,

Thy grandam's pity roused from peaceful sleep.
And cause me, as I watch thy little frame,
Contented with my present state to feel,

And all resolved a celibate to keep.

LABOURERS AND LUNG-ROOM.

THE fact that houses have an influence upon those who chance to

live in them is becoming every year more generally acknowledged.
As an instance, see this statement in the Pall Mail Gazette :

" In the North, the demand for labour U lurb. that landlord* see that, in

order to render their otate product! TO, they murt not confine their attentio*

to the accommodation for famen and cattle, but mu*t alto ptoridc haute* of a

kind which will attract good labourers and keep them in health and heart."

Landlords who think much of the welfare of their pheasants are apt
to think but little of the welfare of their peasants ; and it very often

happens that cottages are pulled down to make a sporting wilderness,
where game may prosper undisturbed, and labourers, with their

families, are huddled up like pigs. That crops will suffer in such cases

,

is the natural result, for men who sleep in rooms with insufficient air

I

to breathe are sure to lose their profitable vigour for farm work.

Overcrowding is a common cause of ill-health in our cities ; but

sanitary inspectors are by law appointed to take measures to prevent
Sometime in the next century, perhaps, some such inspection may

be carefully provided throughout our rural districts; and when our

labourers have larger breathing space afforded in their homes, larger

harvests may attest the public good that has been reaped.

The Seers at Sea.

ASK one of the weather (beaten) prophets what he thinks now of his

prediction for the sixth of this mouth, and you will probably find.him

i
anxious to waive the question.
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A QUESTIONABLE COMPLIMENT.
Husband. "

CARRIAGE, MY DEAR GIRL ! ? CONSIDER THE EXPENSE ! I DON'T SEE HOW WE CAS AFFORD IT."

Wife.
"
BUT, GEORGE DEAR, MR. SMITH KEEPS A BROUGHAM FOR HIS WIFE !"

Husband ("with his logic ").
" BUT SHE 's HIS SECOND WIFE, RECOLLECT, MY DEAR ! !

"

[For the life of her, at the moment, she could not see the bearings of this argument, so she dropped the subject.

THE WITCHERY OF FASHION.
AIR" Gee-ho-Dobbin."

BEHOLD Mother Shipton ! Who knows of me Hot ?

By telling of fortunes my living I got.
I passed for a witch of prodigious renown,
And flew up aloft ; but again I 've come down.

Lawks-a-daisy !

The girls are crazy ;

Highty-tighty, the fashions, hey ho !

What turrets and towers of topknots instead,
Of hats or of bonnets on top of the head,
Piled tier above tier in a comical shape,
With a fly-away feather and morsel of crape !

Lawks-a-daisy ! &c.

What dowager-trains at fine dinners and balls,

Which, going down-stairs
;
a man treads on and falls,

Or dancing, the skirt of his partner off rends
To the cost and the grief of her parents and friends !

Lawks-a-daisy! &c.

Ah, there, I 've no patience with them that I meet,
With draggletails trapesing along in the street ;

They sweep off the pavement how many a mess
My broom shouldn't touch, with the tails of the dress !

Lawks-a-daisy ! &c.

To the other extreme, though, best part of them goes ;

And I candidly own I approve the short clothes.
With a neat foot and ankle they know what to do ;

Of course they have taken to my style of shoe.

Lawks-a-daisy ! &c.

Good half of her stocking Miss PUSSY reveals ;

There goes Puss in boots, or in shoes with high heels,
And buckles, as belles drawn by HOGARTH you see,

And TENNIEL may draw them that imitate me.

Lawks-a-daisy ! &c.

Those heels give that
"
Grecian bend" jnst like my own,

The stoop, if you like, of a crooked old crone,
When I hobble about, with the help of a stick,

As saucy boys say, upon hoofs like old Nick.

Lawks-a-daisy ! &c.

A Benefactor to Birmingham.
THE Town Council of Birmingham have decreed a statue to MR.

JOSIAH MASON for
"
munificent and enlightened benevolence," exerted

in the foundation, erection, and endowment of almshouses, at a cost of
above a quarter of a million, at Edgington. An announcement of this

fact by a contemporary is headed, "THE BIRMINGHAM PEABODY."
This is complimentary to MR. PEABODY, but not so either to MR.
MASON, or to Birmingham. MR. MASON ought, when spoken of as a
benefactor to Birmingham, to be styled MR. MASON of Birmingham,
and not described as the Birmingham, which the vulgar will be sure to

call the Brummagem, PEABODY.

New Officials.

MRS. MALAPROP is still mightily taken up with the POPE'S
"
Econo-

mical" Council, and reads all that the papers say about it. Her
present difficulty is a statement that

"
the Bishops will be received in

collective audiences, to which they will be introduced by categories."

Who, she wants to know, are these "categories"? Ushers, she [sup-

poses, or Popish beadles, or something of that sort.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 2. Kolford Square,m the Parish of 8t Jarnpn. Orkenwell. In the Connty of Mlddlwex. at the Printing OBoes of Mesr. Hradhury, Evans. 4 Co., Lomhurd
Street, In the Precinct of Whltefriars, In the City of London . aid Published By him at No. Si, Fleet Street, la the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. SxroaDit ,

October 1, 1869.
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A POINT OF VIEW.

Chatty Traveller (at our waUring-place).
" MUCH COHPASY DOWN HZRI, MT

BOY?"
Paper Soy.

" OH TES, SIR, PLENTY ; AND FUST-RATS CO'PAST, TOO."

Chatty Traveller. "How DO YOU TELL THAT t Eal "

Boy.
" ALL KNOW 'MI, SIR. WON'T LOOK AT NOTHIM' EOT TH THEM

PEBNIKS AND

THE CAWING SOCIAL CONGRESS.

IN Autumn time, when, sere and brown,
The leaves begin to tumble down,
Tu roam, at evening, in a wood
Of reverend old oaks, is good
for pilgrims, fog-proof who can rove

Through rising mist, the dusky grove.

Abroad when shard-born beetles fly,

Hum in the ear, hit nose and eve,
The wanderer at that hour will mark,
In forests can in Richmond Park
Great flocks of rooks, which, dense as bee*,

Swarm in the air and in the trees.

They cloud the sky with milling wings,
The forest with their clamour rings,

As cawing, cawing, still they keep
Till night falls, and, at roost, they sleep.

With clack of garrulous jackdaws,
Of those rooks cawing what 's the cause ?

The faculty of imitation.

A National Association

They 're holding, or a Social Science

Congress, with usage in compliance ;

And do our spouters' annual jawing
Match with a correspondent cawiti*.

But then there's music in the raucous

Cries uttered by the corvine caucus.

Pleasant to hear for one out walking
Unlike all that confounded talk;

Those platitudes, like snpres sonorous,
\\ liich papers, by reporting, bore us

With several columns of a speech

Hardly a single thought in each,

And that you seek for as yon may
A needle in a rick of hay.
The cawing to a purport reaches

Full as momentous as the speeches.
Let those who like to hear them sit ;

1 '11 walk, more edified with it.

Certainly.

IK the list of contents of a new monthly periodical,

under
"
Reviews of Books," occur these two entrie

Under Lock and A'ry.

Six Yean in the Pritoni of England.

Should not these titles have been transposed f

TO THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER.
(Private and Confidential.)

MY DEAR BOB,
You know how I have always stood your friend painting your

measures in the most rosy of lights, and yourself in the most flattering

colours that my limitation to black and white admitted of.

On the principle of like to like, I have always relished your point,

admired your pluck, pone along with your straight-hitting from the

shoulder, sympathised with your good-natured contempt for a fool, and

your genuine hatred of a luiave, especially of the more sanctimonious

und pompous order of wind-bag, and enjoyed, as a kindred spirit only

could, your calling of spades spades in the House and out of it. I will

not go along with you in velocipede practice, for 1 am not so short-

Mghted as you are, and no doubt, as being less used to tumbles, I

dare say I do care more for bruises. But most of your other little

games, so far as I know them, I am ready to back you up in.

I was quite in favour of your plan for collecting the year's assessed

taxes wituin the year. But I did not expect to have any more of those

nasty, and only too familiar, blue-ruled papers, beginning with "the

charge within referred to," and ending with the address of the collector,

and
"
attendance on Fridays from ten to four o'clock, P.M.," after what

you told our worthy friend SIR GEORGE Jumna on the seventeenth

<>f June, that assessed taxes were abolished from and after April 1S69.

I felt all the more satisfied of this, after your emphatic declaration on
the fourth of August last, when SIR GEORGE produced one of these

disagreeable papers, and asked yon the meaning of it. \ou told him
that the printed demand he had read was an error that assessed taxes

were, as you had assured him in June, abolished; and that you would
issue instructions at once for the recall of all such erroneous printed

demands, so as to prevent the needless annoyance to the public of

TOL. Lvn.

having to appeal against a demand for assessed taxes, which have been

abolished and therefore could not be due.

I need scarcely say how disgusted I was when, within a fortnight of

this assurance of yours, I had handed to me one of the old offensive

blue papers in question, headed
"
Assessed Taxes for the lear IS )9-<0,

mulcting me in the usual amounts for all my little luxuries mypony-
chaise, my Toby, my hair-powder, my armorial bearings, mv gardener,

iln. P.'i Alderney, &c., etc., informing me. with the usual parade of

precision, that the first moiety will become due on the 20th of Septem-

-'., and the other moiety on the 20th of March, IS, 0, and adding

that
"
the day of appeal is fixed," c., &c., &c.

How is this ?

You say assessed taxes are abolished from and after April 1 SCO and

here is a demand headed "Assessed Taxes for the \ear 1SC9.,<) I

can't understand it for the life of me. Can you ? Has somebody blun-

dered y And if so, who is it F

If I am to expect, in January, IS 70, a demand for the taxes payable

in respect of all taxs-.ble articles then in my possession, and after that,

in March, 1S70, a demand for the other moiety of the demand in the

paper I am now complaining of, it seems to me that I shall be paying

five quarters of assessed taxes in one year ; and that not all your clever-

ness, my dear BOB, can extricate me from this predicament. 1 remem-

ber, when yon converted a deficit into a surplus of three millions by

that wonderful coup of your first budget, you strenuously denied that

this would be the consequence of your coup de bonne. I should like t(

hear what explanation you have to offer me and our poor dear friend

Sm GEORGE on this point ; and, pending that explanation, I remain (in

spite of all demands),
Your attached friend and admirer,

The Right Hon. R. Lotcf, Jt.P., jrc., ire.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
APPY THOUGHT. On
my way to the Doctor's

call on my Uncle and

Aunt, whom I was '

n'ng
to see just before

eft town last time,
'

but, didn't.

Don't know why I

didn't. Very odd, but

it 's always been the

same as regards my
Uncle and Aunt ever

since I can recollect.

I used to be taken to

their house by my
nurse. Perhaps the fact

of being taken there has

remained in my inner

consciousness ever

since. Mem. for Typi-
cal Developments, Vol.

IV., Early Compulsion,

damaging effects of. By
the way, must hurry on
with Typ. Level., Vol L,
for POEGOOD AND
GROOLLY.
I remember the street,

but forget the number.
I don't know why I hit

upon thirty-seven, but
I doandamright. (Stop
to make this note in

the ball. Mem. for
Typ. Lev. Tendrils of

Memory, seize on leave

blank here for word to

be selected in calmer

moments in early youth, and so on, &c. I shall understand this when
I wish to develope the note into

I find that the Butler has held the drawing-room d9or open for

more than a minute, while I am making this note, coming up-stairs,

(not easy) in my pocket-book. My Aunt says, "Shut the door,

MUSSELS," sharply. MUSSELS, the butler, retires.

Happy Thought. MUSSELS rhymes to Brussels, and I am going to

Aix.
If my Aunt or Uncle had any sense of humour, I 'd say this as a

pleasant commencement. (Note. Typ. Level., On Commencements^

My Aunt having stood up to receive me, in the draught, which

MUSSELS had made by keeping the door open (funny name, MUSSELS)
is cross, and coughs behind her hand.

Happy Thought. To say cheerfully and smiling lightly, "How d'ye

do. Aunt ?
"

ignoring the draught. It appears she doesn't do parti-

cularly well, nor my Uncle either.

Happy Thought. Suit your manners to your company : drop smiling
ahd look serious. My Uncle is sitting in an arm-chair, very feeble,

and occasionally groaning. My Aunt describes her own symptoms
wiih painful and touching accuracy, but has no pity for Aim. She says

impatiently, "Oh dear, your Uncle groans and coddles himself up if

his little finger aches. 1 tell him to go out for a good walk, and take

healthy exercise." On examining him reproachfully, as much as to say,
"
Why don't you take my Aunt's advice f

"
he appears as if he might

possibly venture as far as the centre pattern of the carpet and back

again. Think my Aunt a little hard on my Uncle. Better not say so.

Merely observe gravely,
"
I 'm sorry to see you so unwell

"
(to my

Aunt, as if I didn't care how my Uncle was, dismissing him in fact as

a shammer).

[Query. Isn't this
"
time-serving," and oughtn't I to be above it P]

My Aunt gives me a list of her complaints ;
I appear to be listening

with great interest, like a doctor. If CAZELL was here, he'd tell her
"
what she ought to do." While she is talking I can't help remem-

bering that I have always heard what expectations I have from my
Aunt. Friends have joked me about it. Many have said they envy me.

Everyone seems to know what a lucky dog I am going to be except
myself. She continues her list, of maladies, she shakes her head mourn-

fully, says she 's getting an old woman now.

Happy Thought. Say politely,
" Oh no."

Feel that she must see through this. If she sets me down as a

humbug, it will ruin my chance. Yet I can't sit, as it were, gloating
over my victim like a Vampire. Feel inclined to say solemnly,

"
Well,

Aunt, we must all come to an end" (substituting this expression for
"
die

"
which had first occurred to me)

"
sooner or later." Should have

been obliged to say this, if she hadn't turned the conversation to my
wife and baby.

Happy Thought To answer, "they're longing to come and call on

you, but have been so unwell."

Partly truth partly fiction. They have been unwell, but I never

can get FKIDOLINE to call on my Aunt. She says,
"
It's such a horrible

idea to go and see, not how people are getting on, but getting off, when
they "re going to leave you money." The discussion has never ended

pleasantly. I can't help feeling that my wife is honest, but impolitic ;

so I put it to her reasonably, and she retorts that I want her to be a

hypocrite. It is so difficult to explain to a woman the difference

between policy and hypocrisy. She won't go, so / have to call. I own
to feeling (as I have said) like a Vampire myself. Perhaps it 's as well

as it is.

Happy Thought. One Vampire 's enough in a family.-
Interview over ; glad of it. My Uncle, who has not joined in the

conversation, except by groaning at intervals, mutters,
"
Good-bye,

won't see me again." 1 really could cry, if it wasn't for my Aunt, who,
having rung for MUSSELS to open the door, is now saying good-bye
to me, and remarking, quite cheerfully, "Your Uncle is very well, only
if he will make stupid mistakes," (with such a look at the poor old

gentleman, who groans,)
"
he can't expect to be well. Goodbye."

On inquiry, I ascertain from MUSSELS that the
"
stupid mistake

"
my

Uncle had made was in drinking his lotion and rubbing in his mixture.

As my Aunt said, of course he couldn't expect to be well.

Happy Thought. Good-bye, MR. MUSSELS.

Always be polite to the Butler. Recollect MUSSELS years a?o, \vhen

I used to look at picture-books in the pantry ;
at least, I think I do,

or another butler, just like him. Ma. MUSSELS asks civilly after my
wife and family. I return thanks (to MUSSELS) for them, and add

playfully that
"
the family" has the rash.

Happy Thought. Return compliment,
" MRS. MUSSELS quite we'l ?"

Wish I hadn't. MUSSELS has been a widower for five years. Don't
know what to say to this. Not the place for a repartee : opportunity
for consolation. The only consolation I can think of at the moment is.
"
Well, never mind." with the addition of what 1 wanted to have said

up-stairs about
" We must all be buried sooner or later." Pause on

the top step, fumble with umbrella, feel that on the whole nothing can
be said except

" Dear me !

"
and walk into the street abstractedly.

Door shut. I (as it were) breathe again. Re-action. Walk cheerfully
to the Doctor's.

Wonder what his opinion will be. Shall tell him that friends (really

CAZELL) have advised me to go abroad for the benefit of my health.

Happy Thought. Nothing the matter with me, except perhaps a
little rheumatism. However, just as well to see a Doctor.

"
Prevention better than cure," sensible saying that, and I shall be

able to finish off several volumes of Typ. Lecel. at Aix (a very quiet

place, I am told) and astonish POPGOOD AND GROOLLY.

Happy Thought. Before I go to Doctor's, wrap up the fee carefully

in a piece of paper, and put it in a pocket by itself. Watch in one

pocket ;
fee in tbe other. Then you can get at it at once, and give it

with a sort of grace.

THE TASTE FOR THISTLES.

ASSES, what can be absurder
Than much talk about a murder?
"
Many more," consider you," Murders must this one ensue."

Murders keep a certain rate
;

BUCKLE would account for eight
All at once, not every day,
But once only in the way.
Murder 'tis no good to mention
But with view to its prevention,
If prevented it may be.

Murder 's no grand mystery ;

Crime, in England or in France,
Save to fools, is no romance,
And the books wherein 'tis learnt

As such, ought to be all burnt,
All the plays hissed off the stage
Of this low

"
sensation

"
age ;

Then we should be cursed no more
With, a mischief, and a bore.

A Wizard no Conjuror.

DEAR old ZADKIEL is hard put to it for a puff, but he has found one.
" He prophesied No Tidal Waves, and none came." Quite right, dear

clever boy. And you did not prophesy the death of one of the Elephants
in the Zoo. And none has died. Why not advertise that ? The

Society won't mind.
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MR. PUNCH'S SYLLABUS.
COMPRISING (OR EMBRACING, IP YOU LIKP.) THIRTY PRINCIPAL ERRORS

UNDER WHICH THE CHURCH OF HOME IS LABOURING, WITH
REFERENCES TO THE AUTHORITIES CONFUTING 8UCII KRRORS.
RESPECTFULLY PREPARED IN RETURN FOR THE LIST OF Mt.HTY
ERRORS IMPUTED BY H. H. PIUS TUB NINTH TO THE EDUCATED
WORLD.

1. That Mr. Punch has any personal dislike to Popes, or that he is

lac-kin? in respect, fur the religion of millions, although of the less in-

structed sort. [Punch -pastint.]

2. That he is likely In be deluded into confounding Catholicism with
Romish Priestcraft. [Hid]

:>. That he has the least respect for thi (Ecumenical Council, or

would tolerate it except as a means of giving pleasure to a good old

J'rii-bt,. \ltiiil. nuperet nu*c.~]

4. That the decisions of the Council will hare more weight than the

hooting of any number of dignified old Owls. [Garden of ike Soul no,

<-iety.}

5. That more than two in one hundred of male Catholics beliere

more than one in a hundred of the things the Church tells us to

believe. [Conversations with Young Catholic*.}
C. That the sun goes round the earth, [Prof. diry,]

I. That salmon and lobster sauce are more religious than chops and
tomato saur, . Catholic Cook."]

8. That what, is right on Thursday is wrong on Friday. [Ovid. Fasti.]
'.'. That a priest has any supernatural power denied to a layman,

evr]it supernatural cheekincss. [Else he would show it. M. Luther.']

10. That holy water has a chance against printer's ink. [At. Luther.]
II. That ARCHBISHOP MANNING believes that the liquifying pomatum

is t lie blood of S. Jauuarius. [U. JFalkerius.]

12. That, the Catholic bishops in Ireland do not hate CARDINAL
,

, who was forced on them to the exclusion of the men of their

own suggestion, and that, they do not speak of him privately as "that

blessed Italian," or thereabouts. [Echoes of Dublin.]
115. That. II .HE. and that there

will not re long. [Flora Roaana.
of Jesuit* will vanquish the Bible Society.

Reports.]
15. That C.*<AR BORGIA was not the son of a Pope. \_A. Dumat.]
Id. That English folks approve of GUY FAWKESES because they

annoy Catholics. [Scotland Yard.']

17. That GUY FAWKES was originally a Catholic, and not a Protes-

tant, who was converted. [Hepworth Duron, Tower, 11.]

18. That if the Pope honoured us with a visit he would not be wel-

comed by all except a few fanatics. [II. M. the Sultan."]

19. That Protestants want anything more than equal liberty for

everybody. [Russell, Earl.']

20. That they cannot see the difference between a gentle and good-
natured ecclesiastic, and the dirty, scowling, low-browed priests,

creatures to be beheld at li mlogne-on-t he-Sea, and in certain parts of

Ireland ;
and that, the Protestant mind confounds an ASTONELLI with

aDuPANLOur. [Punch, passim.]
21. That. Protestants cannot perceive that Catholic newspapers are

addressed to readers of a low order of intellect. [Ibid.']

22. That though the hierarchy of Rome does not believe in Winking
Pictures, it is fit that the lower orders should be taught to believe in

them. [Butler. Puley]
23. That putting a book into an Index is not. the means of procuring

for it a quadrupled circulation. [Publisher's Circular.']

21. That the female Catholic world is not gradually extricating

itself from the grip of the priests, while retaining the true piety in-

stinctive in women. [Recent Sqjourntrs in Paris.]
25. That Pantheism has received a blow in England by the Pantheon

being turned into a wine-merchant's warehouse. [Gilliy fy Co.]

2'i That young Catholics can b prevented from learning anti-

Romish truth by preventing their attendance at Secular Schools, and

that, the maid-servant who put a piece of paper over the first pint of

beer, and then had a second poured into the same jug, remarking that

they were for different lodgers, did not resemble the excellent CULLEN.

[Josfphus Miller.]
27. That separating the wretched wedded is not better than driving

tin in to the bottle, or to throwing bottles. [Lord Pemance.]
2S. That if a youngster has

"
leaped in the dark

"
into Orders,

before he knew his own mind or nature, he ought not to be released,

and thus saved from being as much out of place as a brass-knocker on
a pigstye-door. [//or, /

29. That St.. Peter will open no letter dimissory unless it is fastened

with a consecrated wafer. rat.]

30. That the wisest thins for Catholics and Protestants to do is not

to shake hands, agree to differ, live like good friends, hope for the best,

and regularly read their Punch. [Common Sense.]

N.B. If anybody wants the above in Litiu, he may have it on appli-

cation at 85, Fleet Street, between the hours of 1 and 3 A.M. Cave

caiiem, however.

OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

XXt.-HOMKWAIlI) BCI'

TIIFY mme, thy come, the pilgrim army cone!
From all the points the iinpasi shows,

Mth the pennon and the roiling drum,
Hut with portmanteaux picked with suits of clothe*.
The engine snorts, the fuming funnel roars :

They start the old, the middle-aged, the young,
For Albion's limestone cliff* and rocky sho r

A '.rain to tune the pulse and vie.w the tongue,
Again to throng the f irnin and the mart,
I n Yiirimig's home to mould the coming age,
To ply the painter's and the poet's art,
And gire the world the broad diurnal page
So shutters open, open long-closed doors,
And ready get your first and second floors.

XXII LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE.

, with all thj faults, I love the* still"-
So sang (with one slight, alteration) he
Who holds high place in Knxlisli poetry ;

'[ill,

U'i' h sweet remembrances of stream and rill,

Of Alp, and tarn, and moonlight on the sea,
iud and storied 1 laly,

wise, pent up again, against our will,
In London where tare.- million people live,

-tinniest side. it* brightest phase,
And all the china* Mi-
Till in the solace which the Town can giro
In clubs and cooks, in libraries and play*,
We half forget those sunset* on the coast.

CIRCULAR TO POOR LAW GUARDIANS.
QBRLMCKW,

ire, doubtless, aware that the high price of meat, caused

by the cattle disease, rendered necessary, last Session, the enactment

of a precautionary measure against that pestilence.

It must be equally well-known to you that another malady has

broken out, and is now raging, amongst both milch cows and feeding

stock, a distemper named the foot and mouth disease. The month
disease of the coarser classes, which Tents itself in expressions sig-

nified by blanks and asterisks; the foot disease of young ladies,

apparently produced by high-heeled highlows, are bad enough. But
the foot and mouth disease of cattle is worse : for it raises the price of

milk, cheese, and butter.

The papers may be presumed to have informed you that great

cruelty (that is, the careless or wilful infliction of suffering, whether on

animals or mankind) has been discovered to be habitually practised on

cattle during their conTerance both by sea and land carnage, and that

! there is every reason to believe that this very greatly aggravates, if it

does not engender, the cattle diseases ; especially the foot and mouth

disease.

You, Gentlemen, can well appreciate the seriousness of thee diseases

of cattle ; because we eat cattle. You know what it is to pay for, and

consume, bad beef at a shilling a pound. If the bad beef went begging

at a Tile price ; if it were both cheap and nasty and that were all, you
would know what to do with it : and you would bear it as well as you

j
might. As it is, the quantity of beef which you can afford to allow

the inmates of your workhouses on meat days, or even on a Christmas

Day, amounts to a very few or.

If we were heathens, Gentlemen, nnWest with the privilege of

Christian light, and if we were cannibals besides, should we not, how-

ever, be more careful how we treat our kind ? Should we not practi-

cally love our neighbour more if we could eat him? If man were so

high as a shilling a pound, should we not, for the sake of dead paupers,

feed and house living paupers better ? Should we not be almost as

anxious about the medical treatment of our sick poor as we are about

that, of our diseased c.v

These questions will perhaps come before you at your next general

meeting, and should any difficulty occur to you as to the conclusions

which their consideration may suggest, you are invited to apply to the

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, which is competent

to afford yon all the information that you can require.

(Signed) S. PASCRAS.

Excelsiores.

THE Spaniards are not commonly supposed to be a progressive

pe9ple, and yet it, is certain that Spain at this moment is the most

j rising country in Europe, not even except Ireland.
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STUDIES OF ANIMAL LIFE.

THE MOCSB (Ridiculus mits).

NEW WORK AND NEW WARE FOB,

BIRMINGHAM.

(Dedicated to the Birmingham National Educational League.)

FOR knick-knacks, and trifles, and toys,

Showy lacquer-work, brazen and iron,

For bluster, and bunkum, and noise,

And getting more smoke up than fire on,
The town of all towns in our isle,

If from Thurso to Truro you rummage "em,
Seemed the one P. R. chroniclers style
" TheHardware Ken "

Cockneyce, "Brummagem."

So clever her forgers and hammermen
In putting new faces on metals,

Thanks to deft metallurgical glamour, men
Would at their hands for gold take brass kettles ;

Till all things that appear what they're not,
While with Truth's aquafortis untested,

From mock gems to bad sovereigns, have got
With the "Brummagem." title invested.

But henceforth, since the movement begun
By DJXON, MUNDELLA & Co.

For getting a mighty work done,
That seemed talked to death long ago,

Let us hope with new meaning annexed
The "

Brummagem
"

title to see
Worn by those who solve questions long vexed,
And make things that have but seemed, to be.

Of all the hard wares that e'er came
From brain-pan 'neath Brummagem brow,

The greatest, for profit and fame,
If the hardest, is this they 're at now :

To new-mould the England to come !

Heaven's mint-mark to bring out anew !

The brain-blind, brain-deaf, and brain-dumb
With new eyes, ears, and tongues to endue !

Here 's a Birmingham Union arrayed
For work before which shrinks to naught

All her ancient Trades'-Union essayed,
Or her currency doctors have taught :

To bring words into fruitage of act,

Aspirations to turn into deeds,
To make Education a fact

Spite of clashing of churches and creeds !

God speed unto her and to all

Who for this work put hand to her hand !

Roar, forges, and, sledge-hammers, fall

When was forging, or casting, so grand ?

Showy face for mean matter, till now,
'Twas Birmingham's business to plan,

Her new work 's to make substance of show,
In our schools, and her metal is Man !

The Very Place for Him.

THE office of MASTER OF THE MIST is vacant. There can be but
one opinion as to who should have the appointment MR. LOWE. He
will then be able to do what he pleases with the sovereign, and having
both the Exchequer and the Mint under his control, his happiness will

be complete, unmixed without alloy.

" This Must End Them." Addison.

WE don't often touch unpleasant matters. But it it a strange
coincidence tlut the man who detected the Cato Street conspiracy
should, half a century later, die as CATO died.
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HOW NOT TO DO IT.

PAT. "ARRAH, THIN, YE MURTHERIN' HARRIDAN! REL'ASE THIM NOBLE PATHRIOTS, OR, BE

JABERS, I'LL "
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HISTORICAL FACTS.

(For the I '.if </ the ColuieU-IIaichiif]/ ScAoob.)

ISTORT, in many cases, will

have to be re-writ ten. Fur

trample, there MMT teat a

Pope called Violincello.

The DUKE OF WM
TON always took a box of

sugar-plums with him to

battle to encourage the

troops. His celebrated ex-

pression was,
"
Up Gwurds,

and eat 'em!"

The well known mag-
nificent CZAR or RUSSIA
was always fond in winter

time of sitting with his

feet in the fender. Hence
his laughter-loving people
called him Peter the Grate.

If he caught anybody saying
this, he at once sent him to

Siberia.

The above will raise the

question where is Siberia?

The best Maps will well

repay the trouble of a search.

The scheme of tunnelling
under the Atlantic is not

new. The idea (if we are correctly informed) occurred to a gentleman
some time ago, but he never mentioned it, and the secret died with him.

DIOGENES was a persevering man. He was present at the siege of

Syracuse in his tub.
"
If I were not myself." observed ALEXAMMB,

with more wit than truth,
"

I would be somebody else."

WILLIAM, the first of England, was called the Conqueror. The
fact has never been disputed. He invented pepper. This fact ha.

Historically and correctly speaking, the Christian Era, A.D. 56, was
not published weekly, nor did it contain any theatrical or sporting

intelligence. It has much improved since then.

Dyeing was discovered by the Syrians, and they dye'd in great |

numbers. The use of the word
"
Dye" for joking purposes was not

unknown to the ancients.

OVID wrote the Metamorphoses, and changed his shirt three times a

day. VIRGIL tried to follow his example, but perished in the attempt.

The Romans were so fond of tea, that when they died their friends

erected Urns to their memory. This was the Origin of Tea Gardens.
"
The Antonines

"
was a game like skittles.

THE TOPE'S SYLLABUS.
" ADESTE FIDELES." POPE Pius at Home,
Is issuing cards for a little

"
at home."

And lots of old ladies will meet to talk scandal,
And make of their neighbours' wrong-doings a handle.
So come at his summons, be sure it can't hurt you,
These virgins are all of immaculate virtue ;

And errors to swamp a big boat, or to fill a 'bus.

You'll find on his Programme the Vatican Syllabus.

And first for a theme matrimonial, of course,
These elderly spinsters will talk of Divorce :

Since the Gordian Knot marriage, oner tied, it is said
( 'an be only dissolved by the Lady in lied.

But we Protestant brands, and a convert or two
About whom the world has cried hulla-ballpo,

taking herein common cause with
"

t
'

said in POPE Pius hi* Syllabus.

Then the Progress of Knowledge, with all of its

!' rum poor GALILEO to Spectrum analysis
It's all at an end, the >

'

trade is,

The cry being
" Room fur the elderly ladies !

"

Once more, the advancing Atlantic to stop.
IN stands with her

pail and her mop ;

Free Thought is iniquity *iau e millilnu

Of those specified on the Vatican Syllabus.

So come, all ye Faithful, and tramp it for Rww !

The "
Doctor of Scotland

"
can just stop at home.

PKRE HYAcnrrue, you have been going the pat*,
Drop your Carmelite cowl, to conceal your disgrace.
It 's enough an old lady si date to enrage
The rollicking ways of this go-ahead age.
Thank goodness, there 's some one to lecture and fillip us.
If only POPE P. and his Vatican Syllabus !

OUR BETISE AND GAUCHERIE.

WE stupid Britons too hastily entertained the idea that Spain, this

time, was going to accomplish a bloodless revolution. Not Spain. The
Spaniards are gloriously crying,

"
Long live ^he Republic !

"
and

shooting one another again as fast as ever. And this is the time that

certain persons in this country have chosen as a seasonable one to get

up an outcry against shooting little birds. They may be well-meaning,
but now, when we know what sort of shooting is practised by the

Spanish people, and at what a rate, to affect, at this especial juncture, to

denounce shooting tomtits aud thrushes as barbarous, is to do just one
of those things, which, taken by foreigners as offensive and insulting,
because felt to reflect ridicule on their manners and customs, occasion

us to be so much and so generally disliked as we are on the Continent
of Europe.

Important Discovery about Oliver Goldsmith.

IN the list of Almanacks for 1S70, to be published by the Stationers'

Company, appears
"

Golds/aitA's Almanack." We have referred to

all the biographies of the poet, but can find no mention of any such
work having ever been compiled by him. Perhaps some reader in the
British Museum library will try to ascertain when GOLDSMITH pre-

pared the first of a series of almanacks still issued under his name.
The discovery would be a very interesting one to those curious in our
literature.

A STANDING MATCH ON THE TURF. SLOWMAN against Fast
man.

INDIAN JARGON.
Mr DEAR PUTSCH,

THIS is what I am in the habit of receiving from mv nephew
in India. Am I always to be subjected to this, whenever I open a

letter from that country, and are Indian correspondents to be per-
mitted to ram their native jargon down the throats of their relatives

in this country P

Rain-pore, Atgrut 12.
" My Dear Uncle, I am afraid this will be barely legible, ss I am

writing in a harkery-ada*l*t ; which yon know very well is a sort of

Suggar. resembling a Sircar. The harvest is looking first-rate, espe-

cially the juogrry crops : the lyoti and the ckrttiet have a busy time

of it just now. My Zemindar, informed apparently by the dhobie's

brother the kitmutgar, however tells me that the Sudrat in some parts
are likely to suffer from a scarcity of ('hattlet. The Baboo* and Bantam
are having a good year in Mid land- Uplands. I enclose a photograph
of a Nautch-girL Your affectionate Nephew,

" W. Sxcoorxs."

What I wish to know, Mr. Punch, is why my Correspondents in

America, China. Australia, Russia, ana Austria, do not indulge in the

ng habits.same charming yours obediently,

PEBDRIS O'Cnocx.

A SLIGHT VARIATION.

lx reports of Public Meetings, particularly if they bear on Education,
care should be taken that the words given are the exact words em-

ployed by the authors cited. In an account of a local meeting, held

for the purpose of distributing prizes to youths who had been success-

ful in the Oxford and Cambridge examinations, a noble lord is reported
as saying, "One of the speakers had repeated what had been said in

other words by one of our greatest English poets-

Full many a time in thU rough island
tory,

The cause of duty pave* the way to glory."

It is impossible to say whether we are indebted for this happy jumlile
to the speaker or the reporter, but to lessen the chance of a repetition

of its mistakes, it mav be as well to quote what TE.N.NY.SOX really does

say. His lines run thus

" Not once or twice in our rongh uland-story,
The path of duty wa the way to glory."

Thus it will be seen that the Poet Laureate is silent as to the paving

part of the transaction.
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MEMBERS OF A LEARNED SOCIETY ON AN EXCURSION.
Learned Gentleman. " WE ABE NOW NEAR THE REMAINS OF A ROMAN WALL, AND ON EXAMINING THE GROUND LAST YEAR, IT

WAS FOUND TO BE
"

Appreciative Native cuts in" BARLEY, SIR
;
AND BEANS THE YEAR AFORE."

THE TOEMENTS OF TIGHT-LACING.

DEAR MR. PUNCH,
BEING a young lady, of course, you know, I must dress in the

fashion, and now that small waists have come in I am obliged to lace

myself as tightly as I can, so as not to look ridiculous. My stays hurt

terribly at first, they are so stiff and bony. Even now it is as much as

I can do to sit through dinner without fainting. But I mean to per-

severe, and hope in a few days to measure an inch less, though I sadly
fear I never shall be able to wear a waist of sixteen inches and a half,

which my modiste says is now considered fashionable. And I am
terribly afraid that what the doctors say is true, for since my dresses

were made tight I have felt wretchedly unwell and sadly out of spirits.

My head aches so, you can't think, and my cheeks are, O so pale, and

Retting actually yellow. Indeed, my sister tells me that I look a perfect

fright, but then, you know, she's envious of my having afinefigure.
But the worst is that I feel so cramped and stiffened that I can

hardly stir, and am really quite fatigued with the least possible exertion.

I used to love a dance and was immensely fond of croquet. But I find

with a pinched waist it's quite impossible to waltz, you get so out of

breath and feel so sick and giddy. And as for playing croquet, why,
you can't hit a hard knock, or stoop to pick a ball up, and your dress
is made so tight you feel afraid of something cracking.
Another of my miseries is that my maid has the impertinence to

follow the new fashion, and is getting quite unfit for work through her

tight-lacing. When 1 tell her to run up-stairs to fetch a pocket-hand-
kerchief, she moves as slow and stiffly as I do myself, and comes down
panting so that she can hardly gasp an answer to my questions. Then
she constantly is getting nasty stitches in her side, and while she
stands tp do my hair she often feels so faint I have to give her
sal volatile. The chance is too that when I come home from a party,
I find that she has gone to bed with a sick headache, leaving poor me
to retire to rest without the least assistance. Of course, you know, I'm
bound to give her my old dresses, and she says they'd be of no use it'

she hadn't got a waist as small as mine, and so this is her excuse for

her imitative impudence.
Of course it 's very nice to be admired for one's good figure, and of

course I 'd rather die than dress out of the fashion. But stays are a

great torture, and deprive one of a number of small comforts and

enjoyments, not to mention one so vulgar as enjoying a nice dinner,

which one has no room to swallow wlien one's squeezed to sixteen

inches. I know our great great grandmothers were tortured like our-

selves, but croquet wasn't known then, any more than waltzing. And
as I dearly love all feminine athletic sports like these, I certainly do-

hope the (Fashion will soon change, and that one may wear one's waist

as wide as nature made it.

Until then, believe me, yours, in misery,

A VICTIM.

To Mr. Layard.
" And the womanly soul, turning sick with disgust,
Tried to force her way out from her Serpentine crust."

Thomas Hood.

MAKE the Serpentine wholesome for roach, dace, carp, barbel,

And merit a statue of Serpentine marble
;

Bat if you can't dp it, pour back the old Hood,
Nor poison my children with Serpentine mud.

" A Panic Struck Mother." (Versified.)

An TJitrahumane Idea.

As the wise suggestion season has yet some time to run. a question
of which the discussion will perhaps be pursued is, whether it is not

cruel to open living oysters, and whether they could not be previously

steeped in some anaesthetic, whicli would not render them unpalatable
or injurious, and so make them disagree with those partaking of them,
as they would if they were eaten with chloroform.
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A MODEL TOURIST.
DEAR Ma. PUNCH,

EVERYBODY who goes abroad keeps some sort of diary or

notes in which he chronicle!! whatever he has seen, done, or felt. 1

put down in mine what I did not see, did nut do, did not feel. I ven-

ture to send you the result :

I did not say on crossing the Channel, that
"
It was not the motion

of the vessel so much as seeing other people ill," that upset me.
I did not find (as picture galleries had led me to expect) that

" An
Interior with Dutch Boors Smoking," was the most common object to

be met with in Holland.

I did not see the Rhine with a Murray or Batdelcer held persistently
before my eyes.
I did not notice one Englishman who was more taciturn and exclu-

sive than a decent regard to the levelling circumstances of travel

rendered desirable.

I could not discover one Swiss girl with whom, as far as appearance
went, her grandmother would not have borne comparison in comeliness

and youth.
I did not once suffer from indigestion after eating veaL (Query. Can

it be that there are highly- refined countries where veal IB not the flesh

of tortured calf.)

1 could not discover any similarity between "boeuf" and "beef."

Gravy erat duerimm.
I did not meet one party of Americans numbering less than thirteen,

and in which three families at least were not, represented.
I did not see a single German student travelling without a shawl ;

and not many with anytliiiiR

I did not transact business with one Italian who did not ask aa

much again as he intended to take, nor did 1 ever frive him more than
a quarter of that which he toi.k.

I did not meet one English clergyman who did not think it incum-

bent on him to show his calling by some peculiarity in costume, nor

one member of any other profession, legal, military, or medical who
did.

I have not since my return to England once said, "They manage
these things better abroad."

I have not published, either in a magazine or separately, under a

highly alliterative title, a most ordinary account of most 9rdinary
adventures in a most ordinary holiday excursion. I remain, dear

Mr. P>>> Yours truly,

NIL ADJURARI.

A BLOW FOR THE BEGGARS.

SOME months since Mr. Punch cried Bravo ! to Blackheath for its

systematic efforts to stop begging in its streets. How far these en-

deavours have actually succeeded, may be surmised by glancing at the

following report :

"
During the last six mouths 750 cues of imposture hare been detected :

124S passing wayfarers have been helped along ; and 117 oases of actual local

distress have been effectually relieved."

This result has been achieved by a general agreement to abstain

from personal almsgiving, and to employ a public almoner to sift the

case of any one applying
for relief. Charity may cover a multitude of

skins, and put needful bread and cheese into a multitude of stomachs.
But charity, to do a real service to the State, should not be impulsive
or selfish in its action, else impostors will be benefited and the generous
be duped. Let Anti-Beggar Companies

be started all through London,
on the model of the one so well established at Blackheath, and there

soon will be an end to the pestilence of begging, which has far too long
infested London streets.

Floreat !

LAST Saturday week might have been May instead of October, for

everybody was asking, "Have you seen 'The Academy?" The
inquiry referred to MR. MURRAK'S new venture, to which Mr. Punch
cordially wishes success.

(ADVERTISKME.NT >

PARISIAN
JOURNALISM. Wanted to join immediately, on the

staff of one of the leading Parisian journals, a Young Gentleman in first-

rate practice with swords and rapiers, and a dead nhot with the pistol. Hi*
work will be to superintend the 1 uelling Department of the Paper, to attend
at the office frrm 12 to 4 daily, to accept or send challenges.** There have been so many applications for this important poet that
silence on the part of the Editor-in-chief must be considered a gracious
negative. But the gentleman ultimately seleetid will of course be happy to

meet, and give every possible e:itUf;irti<>u to tie onmooevful candidates.
All communications, whether in acceptation <>t' < halh ngea already scut, or

provocative, must be addressed to the Duelling Department.
I'ife la Libtrlede la frasi !

LAYARD IN THE LION'S MOUTH.

ROME, we learu from the newspaper correspondents, is looking as

lively as
" Black friar* and white,
Bed frian and grey

"

can make it. Orbit drjtuit in urbe. PrietU are converging from all

quarters. Every convent that can take in lodger* u brimming over.

Even lodgings, we are tolil, are going up. But we do not sea how
any rush of saintly men, vowed to penuileatnest, can affect price*.

Whether these clerical visitors are all accommodated at the cost of

their brethren, regular or secular, or have to find themselves, we know
not. The run of the superior clergy ha* not yet set in with a*

much severity as that of the lower orders. Hut next month, we
are told, will see Rome "flooded with bishops "-about as disagree-

able a form of deluge aa can be imagined. The bishops, at least,

are to be supported partly, if not entirely,
"
by voluntary contri-

butions." The faithful of Martinique (we are told) have already sent

a quantity of coffee ; and a large gift of wine is on it* way from Fiance.

There is the Jesuit astronomer, FATHER SECCHI, with a mission, no

doubt, to let the faithful right on such here*ies_as
that the son goes

round I

report)

siastic welcome from the chief servant of MAHOOND, and the only

legitimate successor of St. Peter! who comeat not to the ground
between the two stools of the Mosque of Omar and the Basiboa! in

whose pantn cross and crescent seem to shine side by side with equal

brilliancy and becominjrness ;
and on whom, doing her pretty pil-

grimage to the Holy Places of infidel and true believer, prince* wait,

and nation* pour their homage
'

And if so. is it with exultation or wrath f Is there no connection

between LATAJLD in the Roman Lion's mouth and tie so-cal.cd

cleansing of the Serpentine which is really the letting loow of

typhus, malaria, cholera, and poison upon the Metropolis r \\ e merely

note the coincidence, and aak where is WHAUJST, to improve it r

BROOKS FOR EVER !

HCRRAII for BROOKS ! Hurrah with pleasure,

The noble BROOKS has won East Cheshire.

Take down your musket* from their hook*,

And fire them off to glory BROOKS.

Ring all the bells, explode maroon*,
And bid your bands play joyous tune*,

For BROOKS the brave ha* beaten WATKUT,
And smashed him up like any potkin.
" But BROOK* is Tory." Never mind.
" There 's something else remain* behind.

Why this rejoicing f Pray who care* P
"

POUCH ! WATKIN raited our raUvatfarei f

tore rejoice that BROOKS and Nemesis

Have sent SIR EDWARD off the premue*.

A CASE OF KIDNAPPING.

A BURSE i* now, unless ere now she has been taken up, lurking or

wandering about with a child of seventeen months old, a little

daughter of LIBCTESANT-COUWEL HICKIE, stolen by her out of

revenge for having had notice to leave her place, from that gentleman's

house at Maidenhead. In a letter to the Timet, inviting the public to

look out after this abominable woman, COLONEL HICKIMBJI :

"This woman cannot have travelled fur. She took with her bat a im 11

mm of money. The dutinctire maik on her face, U,e note or

of her upper lip, the prculimr blue *in ( birih-m*rk) ner Ifco 1.

our child, and the deep dimple on her chin. ll lad u to hopfcr prr-.y

y of our lost one, if we could only new* the eyw and tke IwarU lint

would watch for her everywhere."

Look sharp then, Bobby, look sharp out everybody, for awonnn
with a mole on the right side of her upper lip, and for a child wit:i a

blue mark under the eye and a dimple on the chin. There is reason to

believe that she has not murdered the baby, but if she cannot be

caught, or it recovered, she may put it into a way of life worse thin

death. Therefore if any crime can be checked by capital punishment
more effectually than by milder correction, that of which this n'

ELIZABETH BARRY, is accused, child-stealing, is one that ought

receive it* recompense from CALCRArr, and then what parent wou

not envy him his office ?
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CHOICE SPECIMENS OF EARLY ENGLISH.

(Compiled from the Remarks of a young Briton ycleped "Master George."}

' MAMMA DEAR, GIVE MB A APPLE 1
"

' Dou'T BAT ' A APPLE :

' SAT ' AS APPLE.'
"

'

I WELLY WELL I TUBS GIVE ME TWO NAPPLKS, MAMMA DEAR."

,

"O MASTEK GEOROE! Now DIDN'T I TELL YOU BE CAREFUL, ASD NOT DROP
MlSS WlLBELMINA 1

"

"
WILL, AND BO I Dmx'r ! SHE FALLDED OFF ON HER OWN ACCORD! "

IT'S MY DONKEY ! ISN'T IT, GEORGE?"
"
No, IT 's MY ! HIBN'T IT, DOROE ?

"

" DON'T BE SELFISH I IT 's BOTH or YOITR DONKEY ! IN FACT, IT 's ALL or OUR
DoKKEYl!"

Mat
STOP

tter Gearg, (o( an aukward raament).
" Hi I LOOK AT Puo ! t TOD 'o BETTER

WHERE YOU ARE, PUG I ! ! BETTERN'T HE, M\J"

<
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1"^ ln the p rt l> of St. Jm*l, Clerkenwell, In the County of MiddleMi, at the Printing Offlcw of Me..r. Bradbury. ETin. * Co . Ln.l>*rt

Street, in the Precinct of Whitefnar., in the City .f London, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet street, in the Paruh of Bt. Bride, City of London.-StTci)n, October S3, 1869.
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TAouffM.Sit as near the middle as possible, by table.
Door on my right opens. Doctor looks in, says nothing, takes

away an elderly lady. Wonder what 's the matter with her ? Open a
volume of Punch, commence lopkius at the pictures vaguely. Door
opens again. Can't be my turn P No. Doctor takes off a middle-aged
man with his arm in a sling. Wonder what "s the matter with him.'

llather expect to hear cries and screams in the distance : everything
mysteriously quiet. We are fetched, one after another, like victims
for the guillotine. (I make notes while I am sitting here.

Was it for the guillotine where the victims sat all in a room and were
called out one after (lie other ? or was it something in Japan ? Look
it up when 1 get home.) Open another volume of Punch. Doctor
wants somebody else.

'." Thought. My turn.

No. Old lady and her companion (evidently a companion) have
been waiting there nearly an hour.

Happy Thought. To try and catch the Doctor's eye next time he
looks in.

Throw into my eye an expression which will say" to him, "Never
mind these people, let me come; I'm worth your trouble. Can't waste
time like thy cau, being engaged on a great work, Typical Develop-

r looks in again. Arranged my eye : not quickly enough, as I

didn't, catch his. A prntlrman and a litt.le boy disappear iniu inr

sanctum. I open aimtlirr volume of Punch. During the morning I
rrad live volumes of Punch, and for an hour and a half I am perpetually

attempting to catch the Doctor's eye.
r looks iii for the twentieth time (I count them, and also keep

on looking at my watch, with a sort uf idea that if the people see me
doing I his they 11 say to themselves, "He's a man of business, got
appointments, wants to be oIF ; let him go first.")

11appy TAouffM.Veel if my fee is all right in waistcoat pocket.
It is. Arrange a little drama with myself ns to how I '11 give the fee.

Let the Doctor see it, then, when he's not looking, place it on the

mantel-piece; sort of conjuring trick. When I'm gone he'll say,
"Where's he put the fee?" Joy on discovering it. Kud of drama,
and enter another patient.

Happy Thought. Twenty-first appearance of Doctor's head at door.

Jump up at him.
I hear a rustle behind me of several people, and a murmur. Tall

lady in black is by my side, in a second, protesting. I give in. Tall

lady retires with Doctor, Feel I've done something rude. Never
mind, show I 'in not to be trifled with. I take a seat, defiantly now,
near the door.

Thought. Next time nint be mine.

MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
T the JJoftor'i. Door

is opened, imme-

diately, by a moat

respectable gentle-
man (it isn't the

Doctor, of course)
who shows me at

once into a room, and
somehow manages to

show somebody else

oat at the front door
at the same timo.

And yet he d<

seem to move. Odd
and spectral.

In the Waiting-
room. Several people

'

waiting, like wax-
works, at MADAME

vi n's, only
they 're sitting in-

stead of standing.
Some look up, with
one movement of the

head, at me on my
entrance, and then.

with what they call

in machinery
"
a

reverse action, "look
down again. (Query.
Do they call it

"Reverse action F"
Note.) There are three doora to the room. One by which I entered ;

from one of the other two the Doctor will appear, or we shall go to
him. Which ?

man" (indie:

in his hand)
invali.i,

Twenty-thi
. .t:w. \

the incipient

it ing a short stout man with a florid face and a carpet-bag
I tliiuk, the pat." I bow, not to the carpet-bag

'o of Doctor, and disappearance of Myself.
. go abroad. Take baths and waters, and get

I am quite right (Doctor tays) pre-
!le won't give me a

prescription,
but an

to a Ductur at the watering-place, which he dishes off

'iok up some medical notes for physiological

;ii j.
lit . I i

ion with him on I loma- spathic theories as

in Allopathic practice. Would it not. I say, in some cases be

lies,
"
Undoubtedly," and seals up the letter. (He*

ly fuels he has no ordinary patient
to deal with. I can presently

'"/imtnti to him : he'll be interested.)

draw him out.

The science of medicine, I observe, is in a state of change. The old

practices I suppose (I add) require readaptation to the increasing

knowledge of the present day.
Doctor replies, courteously,

"
Just so," and opens the door. Moat

annoying, the fee has g<> paper or, where the deuce has it

gone? Awkward to be fumbling fur fees, while the Doctor holds the

door opou. Can't say .v scientific. I have got the sum
in half a sovereign and silver in uur trousers pocket, but that 's mixed

up wii h copper* and keys ; and I k*f got studs in my other pocket to

be mended. (Uafpt Thonghi. .gwglhing in separate pockets : have

always intended to tell the i I must have lost the fee.

iy TtoxffU.tio ! feel it just over my hip bone.

Hole in pocket ; slipped through and got round into lining. Tear,

recklessly, the pocket lining, and catch the fee. Might make some

jocund remark about
"
Catching a fee."

r smile* courteously, but appears preoccupied. I can't do the

trick I had arranged about placing the fee on the mantelpiece, as he is

looking. On the (able or in his hand ?

Happy Thought. On the table.

Am just about to do it, when it strikes me, being in white paper, it

looks too staring.

Happy Thought ?w it iuto my other haud (by a tort of legerde-

main) and when saying good bye, preai it ou him, secretly, as much as

to say,
"
don't tell anybody."

Do it. Good bye, and leave.

As I walk along the itreet. Wish I hadn't done it in this manner :

bad taste. I should like to have done it in a less underhand way.
For instance, to have said, jovially, "Here! what's this!" holding

up fee, "There, take that, you rascal," playfully, and adding,
"

I 'm

very much obliged for your advice. Bless yon, good bye, my boy,"
ana so go out whistling.

Happy Thought. To my Handbook of Repartees will add Conver-
sations and Interviews.

Odd, just as I 've thought of this, I find myself in front of a Book-
seller's shop. In the window is a red-book, Manual of Convettationt i

French, Etglith, Germa*, and Italian.

Happy Thought. Buy it. Most useful And can work up my own
from it when travelling.

Full of the idea. When I am full of an idea, I should like to dash
it off in the street. If we lived in a literary age, and in a literary town,
there might be writing-desks, with pens and ink chained to them (at

they did the Bibles in the Parish Churches) at the corner of the

streets. Enter. Fay a halfpenny Write down idea, stop and de-

velope it if you like ; then tro on again. If another idea strikes you on
the same walk, another halfpenny will, as it were, register it there and
then.

Go to WILLIS'S. Pack up. Say good bye to EUwUMOK. CAZIU
has just been there. A card.

"
If you'll dine with me and CUILVEKS

cht: club, M i LUC nn and another fellow coming, we'll all go together
to Antwerp by boat to-morrow."

Happy Thought. Will dine with CA/.BLL.

' '

Bishop Temple is for Suppressing the Trade in Liquors."

\v keenly these Exeter Bishops endeavour
To prove they belong to such different lots

;

As the creed of the old one was
"
PHULPOTTS for ever !

"

Jhc cry of the new one it
"
Never fill poU !

"

Ticeiity-second appearance of Doctor's head. My turn ? Doctor
speaks this time most politely,

"
my turn next" he says ;

"
this gentle-

Old Ways not always the Best.

THERE are people, people too of judgment and experience Govern-

ment In-prclors, for example who arc that fatal railway
accidents would be much less frequent if what is known as the block

system were generally adopted. But, for all that, Companies persist in

sticking to the present, or blockhead system.

VOL. LVII.
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EXTRACT FROM 'THE FASHIONS."
" OUB AUTUMN COSTUMES SUITABLE FOR THE COUNTRY AND SEA-SIDE ARE

NOW READY."

CONDOLE WITH ROYALTY.

THE PKINCE OP WALES has again been suffering from an attack of Provincial

Loyalty. Before, when it was our painful duty to make the public acquainted

with a similar seizure, it was on the occasion of His Royal Highness's visit to Hul
in company with the Princess, when between them they gallantly underwent the

fatigue of receiving, we think, five Addresses in hot weather. But Hull is outdone

by Chester a city is before a mere borough; a new Town Hall is a greatei

thing than a new Dock ; so, though the Prince went alone to Chester, he was not

let off under six Addresses levelled at him. 1. By the Lord Lieutenant and a

number of the Magistrates of the county. 2. By the Freemasons of the City

3. By the Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses. 4. By the Bishop, Dean, anc

Chapter. 5. By the Roman Catholic Clergy, and, C. By the Nonconformis

Ministers. (What were the
"
Friendly Societies wearing their sashes

"
about, no'

to add another to the pile ? But above all, how is the absence to be explained o

the manufacturers of the staple of the county, the well known and highly respectec

Cheshire Cheese F)
' The wording of the narrative of the

"
Earl of Chester s visit, leads us to hope

that all these outbursts of loyalty were not read as well as presented, and in two

instances at least, it is consolatory to find that the Prince merely
" bowed his

acknowledgments."
Had the PRINCESS or WALES been with her husband at Chester, it is impossible

to say what number the Addresses might not have reached ; for of course the

Danish residents, the married ladies, the milliners and dressmakers, and other

influential bodies, would have
expressed

their attachment, devotion and respect

through the medium of illuminated vellum.
Like the allowance of bridesmaids at a wedding, the supply of Addresses on

the occasion of a Royal visit, seems gradually to increase, and it may be that a fev

years hence the PRINCE OF WALES will look back with a sigh of regret to tha

happy time when he escaped with only six !

A Quotation in Season.

" ANATHEMA MAEANATHA."
"Donee Templa refeceris."

Fasey loquitur.
'

TEMPLE for a Bishop take.

Till the Temples you remake !

"
Temple," quotha ! Den, say I,

Heresy and schism-shop, stye

For breeding Neologian pigs !

Stage for rationalism's rigs !

Beacon, to mis-pilot men so

That they wreck upon COLENSO !

Candlestick upon a hill,

Light for moths, that shines to kill-

Wretch, who holds discourse of reason

With theology no treason !

Sparing of the Church's terrors,

Treating heresies as errors

To be weighed, discussed, and handled,

Not at once bell'd book'd and candled !

Shall this heretic, plague-smitten,
Claim to stand on what he 's written,

And not smart for all we choose

To find in Essays and Reviews ?
The beliefs on him we father

Be Anathema Maranatha !

Whether he own, or disclaim 'em,

Whether we can, or can't, name 'em !

All 'twixt those vile boards that 's printe 1,

All that 's spoke out, all that 's hinted,

All we say the book avers,

All our logic thence infers,

All LEIGII should have found but wouldn't,
All we tried to prove but couldn't,

Let us on this Heathen vile,

On this pagan Temple, pile !

Strong as SAMSON and as blind,

Let us all our might of mind
Set to shaking, till it drops,
Each and all this Temple s props,

Though with its State pillars' crash

Church of England go to smash !

I am High, and you are Low,
But he is our common foe :

He 's not High, nor Low, but Broad ;

Sings not matin, none, nor laud,

Pins no trust, and founds no hope
On alb, dalmatic and cope,

Faith and works holds kin collateral,

Owns no priesthood supernatural ;

Little in his works you'll find

On Church-power to loose and bind ;

Apostolical succession,

He refines to an expression ;

Hash lay tendencies he feeds,

Dogmas to postpone to deeds,
While his general tone invites

To put ceremonial rites

Far below Faith, Hope, and Charity-
Deadliest note of secularity !

In a word, you may take oath of us,

He's at daggers drawn with both of us,

As we both are with each other

But to crush him 1 "m your brother,

And for the same righteous end,
You are mine, so howls let 's blend :

" Monstrum informs, detestandum,

Temp/urn vile et nefandum,
Templum heretieum et infaustum,

Templum, non sumend' per hanstum,

Templum dine, Templum dejice,

Templum in tenebrasforas ejice,

Templum everts, ab apice ad imum
Ecce lapidem jocular primum,
Charitis, adjumento, et Musee ;

Iraterjnfi.de, et Presbyter, PUSEY !

"

AT this time of the year when PIGSBIE, who is fond both of pork and poetry
sees the strings of fresh sausages hanging up in the shops, he annually tells

his friends that they remind him of what MILTON says
"
of linked sweetness long

drawn out."

Dramatic Intelligence.

DURING the dull season, a certain Manager has issued

such a number of his autographs, in order to ensure the

proper filling of his house, that he has in playfulness con-

ferred on it the nickname of the Ordertorium.
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INSULAR RESERVE.

Young Tourist (Time, Sunset; Plate, Switzerland).
" DON'T LOOK BOUND, 'ARBY. HERE'S THAT YOUNO BROWN w jnrr XT TH

SMITHS, BBT WAS NOT INTRODCCBD TO HIM ! I

"

PLEASING SCENE AT BEVERLEY.
Present TUKKE COMMISSIONERS, EMINENT BARRISTER, PENSIVE

PUBLIC.

Chief Commissioner (to Eminent Barrister). What do jo want here ?

Eminent Barrister. I wish to point
Chief Commissioner. Don't point. It 's vulgar. Hook it!

Eminent Barrister. I want to call

Second Commissioner. That 's the crier's business. Go away !

menl Barrister. I desire to invite

Third Commissioner. We 're engaged, and can't come. Be off !

Eminent Barrister. Really, your Honours, or whatever you call your-
selves, this is not the way to treat a professional man, who stands
before you

i'-r. He can't stand before us. He has no loau
itandi. Let him sit down.

Eminent Jlnrri.iter. But I will not sit down.
C/iirf Commissioner. Then we'll set you down. (Roars from the

Pa/fire.)
Eminent Barrister. I 'm much obliged, but I 've got my own carriage.

(More roars.) Now, your Honours, you are sitting in defiance

Chief Commissioner. Of you, and we mean to. Will you go to
London ?

Eminent Barrister. When I please. -You must be aware
Third Commissioner. If we are, there 's no need for your speech.
Eminent Barrister. You are committing
Chief Commissioner. You'll be committed in the twinkling of a

bed-post.
Eminent Barrister. You haven't power to sit

Chief Commissioner. We have, and chairs too.

Second Commissioner. Three, in fact. (Shoutsfrom the Pensive.)
Eminent Barrister. I shall take a course
Third Commissioner. We don't want your coarseness.
Eminent Barrister. If you would grant me a favour
Chief Commissioner. There are no favours now. Election "s over.

Eminent Barrister. There is not a Court in London
Second Commissioner. There are a great many there are twenty in

Fleet Street.

Kminent Barrister. I do not know a single Judge
Third Commissioner. Four or fire of 'em are single. The rest are

married.
tent Barrister. Gentlemen, the brief which I hold

Chief Commissioner. We 're nothing to say to that. Oar objection is

to the tongue yon don't hold.

Eminent Barrister. I will not be treated

Second Commissioner. Why should you? You are not a Voter.

(Applause)
nent Barrister. My unfortunate client

Chief Commissioner. Yea, we 're quite with yon so far.

Eminent Barrister. I do not deny that there has been corruption, or

that Beverley has been poisoned
Second Commissioner. MR, KARRI SULLIVAN poisons him every night

at the Holborn Theatre.

Eminent Barrister. But yon are out-running
Commissioner. The constable ': Chief constable, do your duty.

tent Barrister. He shall not do his duty. 1 mean
Second Commissioner. That 's hindering the police. And you a Serjeant !

Eminent Barrister. Now I warn you
Third Commissioner. Are you MR, WARNER SLEIGH f

Eminent Barrister. I protest

Chief Commissioner. We are glad that you are a Protestant, but this

is no place for religious discussions.

nt Barrister (in a roice of thunder). Now, Gentlemen, you SHALL
hear me.

The Three. Will we, though ? (They rush out of Court.)

Eminent Barrister. Well, I am blowed ! (Returns to London.)

THOUGHT BY A GIFTED MARKER.

THE game of Billiards must be conducive to self-control, for a good
player cannot fail to Pocket an Affront.
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GENTLE HYACINTHUS,
In the days of old,

Was to Dan Apollo
Dearer than his gold ;

Dearer than the cattle,
All and every one,

Grazing in the golden
Pastures of the snn

;

Dearer than the daybeams,
Which that lord of light

Opened in the morning,
Bottled up at night.

Gentle HYACINTHUS
Perished, it is said,

Zephyrus the jealous
Knocked him on the head :

Hit him with the discus
Whilst he was at play ;

Weltering in his life blood
HYACINTHUS lay.

From that crimson fountain

Beautifully grew
Hyacinths unnumber'd,
With their bells of blue.

FATHER HYACINTHUS,
In these modern days,

Got from Pio NONO
Kudos great and praise ;

HYACINTHUS REDIVIVUS. A BALLAD.

Till he took to preaching
Doctrines heterodox ;

Then upon his cranium
Got he cruel knocks.

Pio sits, like Phccbus,
Throned above the hills,

And the world with daylight
At his pleasure fills.

All the reins of knowledge
Loosens he, or pulls,

O'er the verdant pastures

Fulminating Bulls.

And for HYACINTHUS
Felt he great regard,

Whilst Pi RE HYACINTHUS
Was a winning card.

'Till those wanton Zephyrs
Treacherously came, ,

Making HYACINTHUS
Play a losing game.

"
Poptilaris aura"

(So POPE Pius said)

Came and turned the Father
HYACINTHUS' head.

So upon his cranium
Knocked they cruel knocks,

As on those who utter

Doctrines heterodox.

But alas ! the traitor,

Though they gave him rope,
Would not hang himself, no,
Not to please the POPE.

Still, to hear his preaching
Eagerly there flew

Fashioname Paris,

Savans, and
"
bos bleus."

So they just pronounced him
Heterodox and hated,

From the verdant pastures
Excommunicated !

Father HYACINTHUS
He has run away,

T'other side the Atlantic

Little games to play.

Zephyrs gently waft him
To that land of hope ;

Brother SAM he owns not

Any "airthly" Pope.

There he '11 live a new life,

Lecturing Broadway swells,

Whilst there hang upon him
Bluest Yankee belles.

So shall HYACINTHUS
Prove the legend true-^-

Still the crushed flower liveth

Wit hits bells of blue!

TOBACCO AND ITS ANTIDOTE.

HURRAH, Punch, old boy ! Here 's a bit of rare good news for us
habitual criminals I mean habitual smokers :

" M. ARMAND. a French savant, has stated to the Academy of Sciences that
he has discovered a sure antidote to nicotine, in the common watercress. It

destroys the poisonous effects of nicotine, and yet does not alter the aroma of
tobacco. A solution of watercress may therefore be employed for steeping the
leaves of tobacco, and would thus divest them of their noxious properties, and
moreover a draught of the same will act as a sure antidote to nicotine."

My life has been made miserable for many a month past by a general
conspiracy among my friends to put my pipe out. My wife, backed by
my doctor, first sounded the alarm that it was gradually killing me ;

and, to please her, I suppose, my friends have made my life a burden
by solemnly exhorting me, whenever we have met, to abstain from
certain suicide through this pernicious habit. The nicotine, they told

me, was playing the Old Nick with my health and constitution : and
they would not believe my protests that when I gave up smoking
say for half-a-dqzen hours or so I felt no whit the better for my
virtuous self-denial. But now, thanks to this sweet ARMAND, I have
them on the hip. Every time 1 buy a pound or so of bird's-eye, I shall
invest also in a pennyworth of watercress. Ha ! ha ! cured in an

gets soon cooled down when she cuts off my 'bacco.

Yours, old boy, delightedly,

ONE IN THE CLOUDS.

P.S. Won't you, as a smoker, give the French fellow a regular good
puff for his discovery ?

PP.S. Another classical excuse. Jupiter was fond of smoking.
Else why did HOMER call him "

the cloud compeller
"

P

FALLACY-WORSHIP.
"
Revivers of British Industry" have been holding meetings

the Jiast of London, at which resolutions are passed attributing the
:sent distress among the working-classes to the importation of foreign

manufactures duty-free. If this is not a revival of industry, it is at
least a revival of Protection. Considering how soundly that theoryhas been beaten by facts, we should say that these

"
Revivers ". must

the black and blue Revivers" one used to see advertised by the
dyers. \Vethoughttheyhad died out long ago; and that Protection
was not dying, but dead, along with them.

MUMMERY AND MUMMIES.

EVERYBODY knows that a dried head, called that of St. Januarins, is

preserved at Naples ;
but few people, probably, are aware of the fact

apparently implied in the following extract from a letter in the Post

dated at Rome, and stating that after having done so and so :

" The POPE then proceeded up to the Lateran Church, where he only stayed
to adore the Holy Sacrament, and venerate the heads of the Apostles Peter

and Paul."

Is the head of St. Peter, then, or at least is there a head said to be

St. Peter's, included amongst the sacrosanct organic remains in the

Lateran Hagiological Museum ? And does that collection also contain

the head, or the reputed head of St. Paul P The answer to this question

may perhaps be that it is a Protestant fool's ;
that the heads of the

Apostles Peter and Paul mean Peter and Paul, the heads of the

Apostles. Very good, if you mean to say there were two Head-

Apostles ;
but we need not go into controversy. Read on, and you

will see that His Holiness next went to the Church of San Lorenzo-

extra-Muros ; where :

" After venerating the bodies of Saints Stephen and Laurence-^he prin-

cipal relics preserved in the church his Holiness inspected the paintings by
the late FRACASSINI, by MEI, BAZZANI, MAKIANI, and GRANDI, and SIONOR

COCBOTTI'S vast composition over the principal door, representing the triumph
of the martyrs."

Hence it is quite clear that whether or no the POPE venerated the

heads, genuine or supposititious of St. Peter and St. Paul, he at any
rate did venerate the bodies of SS. Stephen and Laurence, or the

remains of their bodies, or the remains of bodies alleged to be theirs,

remains which, as for one of them, should consist of cinders. Perhaps
one of the new dogmas proposed to the (Ecumenical Council by His

Holiness for ratification will be a sentence of anathema against any
one who shall have affirmed that the mummy of a Saint, made an object

of veneration, is a fetiche. If this passes, every rational human being

will be excommunicated.

Don't Pick me Up before I Fall Down.

A COUNTRY journal, which, having mislaid it, we fear to miscall,

makes merry over the following lapsus pen/us by a London journal which

we shall not name :

" The EMPRESS was very near receiving damage at the hands of a soldier's

runaway horse."

But where is the mistake ? We don't see it. Perhaps it was a horse

of sixteen hands. We have seen such creatures. Critics should not

be hasty.
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fort* Jlcrbn,
Bonn, 17(9. DIED, 1869.

WITHDRAWING slow from those he loved so well,

Autumn's pale morning saw him pass away :

Leave them beside their sacred dead to pray,

Unmarked of strangers. Calmer memories tell

How nobly STANLEY lived. No braver name
Glows in the golden roll of all his sires,

Or all their peers. His was the heart that fires

The eloquent tongue, and his the eye whose aim

Alone half quelled his foe. He struck for Power,

(And power in England is a hero's prize)

Yet he could throw it from him. Those whose eyes

See not for tears, remember in this hour

That he was oft from HOMER'S page beguiled

To frame some
"
wonder for a happy child."

LOCAL LIQUOR LAWS.

WHAT nation of Europe contains a proportion of sots so vast as to

necessitate the exclusion of the people at large from access to liquor ?

France? Spain? Italy P Russia? Sweden? Norway? Does
your Dane, your Dutchman, your swag-bellied Hollander even, need
to be, every one, debarred from his 'swipes and his schnapps f No
Spanish, Italian, Muscovite, Swedish, Norwegian, Danisn, Dutch.

High or Low, National Alliance, exists to say anything so disgraceful
of its country. There is only the United Kingdom Alliance, that cries

"Drinking Fish," and proclaims to all mankind the exceptional
drunkenness of your English.
But the United Kingdom Alliance does not pretend that insobriety

prevails among the nobility and gentry of England. Those people of

whom it demands protection from themselves, to the molestation of

others, are the industrious people. It compliments the working-classes

by clamouring for the entire abolition of the liquor traffic on their

account, because so many of them are drunkards and dipsomaniacs.
This Association of busybodies has just had a meeting, and issued

its annual manifesto, wherein it states that, though rejoicing to hear

that the Government intends to deal next year with the whole licensing

system, it yet desires to express the conviction
"
that no Bill will meet

the claims of the community, or grapple with the great evils of drunk-
enness and the drinking system, unless it includes provisions on the

principle of local option, enabling the inhabitants of each district to

prevent the establishment or continuance of the liquor traffic in their

midst when they so determine."

yery well ;
and when Parliament consents to pass a measure recog-

nising the Permissive Prohibitory Principle as regards public-houses,
of course, in all consistency, it will extend the same principle to

gambling-houses, betting-houses, aud all other houses of which one

neighbourhood may disapprove and another may not. This legislation
would close many respectable public-houses, and not interfere with the

arrangements of any one of those in the Ilaymarket.

CHURCHGOING MADE EASY.

WITH a view to the relief of little children from their sufferings at

Church, the Pall Mall Gazette suggests that a short and simple service

might be given for their benefit, say every other Sunday, and the writer

naively adds :

" If the service were simplified, children would go to Church with glad-
ness."

Very possibly they would ; and even so would many children of a

larger growth. Simplicity and brevity should be the soul of public

worship ; and if short and simple services were generally adopted, good
wives would have less trouble in persuading naughty husbands to go
with them to Church.

Standing v. Sitting.

THE row between the Beverley Commissioners and SER.IEAXI
SLEIGH may have been unseemly, but it was only natural. As they
insisted that the learned Serjeant had no loan i/andi, he attempted
to prove he had by refusing to sit down !

G . H. MOORE'S FUDGE FAMILY IN IRELAND.

MR. G. H. MOORE, in his great amnesty speech at Navan, refers/ /

THE O'DoNooiu >. undrr the old figure of the ass who clothed him*
in I he lion's skin, but was found out when he began to bray. We n\\
come the image. That ass via, no doubt, an Irish lion: but it w\\

probably occur to most people that it had mnri: right to the nan\
of MOORE than d '.Vhy, MR. (i. II. MHOR* himself eaiv
marks with his own initials the lion-skin clothed, long-eared, loud-

mouthed donkey, when he goes on,
"

If the M Is to the

sterile bray of this anomalous hybrid, his Government must be chicken-
hearted indeed."
Who can the

"
anomalous hybrid," who flatten himself that his

"
sterile bray

"
will frighten the Government, be, if it isn't '

MOORE ? Of that orator it is an exact, if rather figurative, description.
It does not apply to the O'DosoonuE, for he is not attempting to

bully the Government, bat, on this matter at least, talking excellent

sense when he protests against the
"
heartless spouten who are

making it impossible for the Government, wen it ever so disposed I

mercy, to listen in the case of the Fenians to any voice but I

justice.
No wonder that MR. G. H. MOORE, irritated by such plain speanng,)

expresses the lordliest scorn of Tim O'DoNooncE, hints that he is am
empty-headed coxcomb, and a venal renegade, and winds up, "I)
hardly know what 'a his name. !!< <"OK '

:

' THE O'DosooiiUB.'j
just as he might call himself the RAJAH or SERrxoAPATAM ; and 1 do
not care to call him any other."
P*Hck will give MR. MOORB "another" to call him by - " THE

I DUKOW WHO."

BRAVO, BE8LEI !

WE have some notion that we shall be rather loyal to the next King
of the City, KING BESLET. For the other day, in his capacity of

Alderman, he* said something which we approved ; and if be goes on
in that way he may reckon on pur never conspiring or even rising in

revolution against him, or sending him interpellations. He sentenced

a rogue to hard labour, aud added

"And, Mr. Gaoler, you will tee Out it it hard labour."

This is well, for there is an idea, which may be unfounded, that some

rogues get very soft labour, and on slight pretexts escape labour alto-

gether. There must be great luck occasionally. A Chancery Judge
has intimated that no journal ought to mention a case after it has once

come before any court, and before sentence. Jfr. Punch has the leave

of the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE and his own to say what he likes, and
when he likes. But on the present occasion he will merely mention

that he observes that a baronet, who was deservedly sentenced for

cniel bigamy, and was released because his health was so bad that he

could live only in France, was this last week brought before an English

Magistrate, and charged with forging cheques. One of his names is

GIDEON, which may have put it into his head to fleece. This person s

case seems to Mr. P*ntk one which should originally have been settled

by a Magistrate of the Besley stamp.

HEAD AND TAIL OF INTOLERANCE.

So, my LORD SHATTESBURT, so, Da. PCSET, you two opposite par-

tisans agree in striving to prevent, if possible, DR. TEMPLE from being
made Bishop of Exeter !

O EARL OP SHAFTBSBURT, what has DR. TEMPLE done ? n ntten

an essay which, but for its literary quality, might have been written by

yourself or by DR. PUSBT. What has he not done P DR. TEMPLE
has never spouted fanaticism, like one of whom it may have been

said :

" 1114 *e jaetet in null."

Exeter, to wit. He never applied strong language to a mild, good

book, which somebody else said was ejected from the jaws of a place

not mentionable to ears polite.

O DR. PCSEY, what has not been done by DR. TEMPLE P No heresy,
so pronounced by his University, has ever oeen preached by him. No
distinctly Roman doctrine has beea avowed. DR. TEMPLE is the

leader and denominator of no sect which is constantly endeavouring to

Romanise the English Church, and occasionally supplying recruits to

Toleration, LORD SHAFTESBVRY ; toleration. DR. PDSET, DR. E. B.

PL-SET, or as some would write yon,
" M. B." Pi SET. Are you not a*

those who live in glass houses ? Behave as such.

HEIGHT 0? EXTHAVAGASCE.

GETTING yourself run over by a Railway Van, just after yon have

bought your Diary for 1
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"PREVENTION'S BETTER THAN CURE."
Jeames (excitedly). "HERE HERE HERE'S THE SHILLIN' ! QUICK QUICK OFF WITH YOU !

"

German Impostor (affecting concern).
" DERE is SOME VUN ILL ?

"

Jeamcs. "
WELL, NOT JUST YET ! BUT THERE PRECIOUS SOON WILL BE, IF YOU DON'T KNOCK OFF !

"

STAMBOUL SEEENADERS.
OF course the following statement of a letter-writer from Constanti-

nople in the Gironde is too bad to be true :

" The 20,000,000 fr., borrowed by the SDLTAN to receive the EMPRESS
EUOENIE, appear likely to be (juite insufficient, and the Turkish Government
has just decided that a deduction of sixteen per cent, shall be made from the
salaries of all functionaries. These men will no doubt be filled with joy at the

public festivals."

As if the SULTAN could have been so mean as to mulct public
servants of their wages in order to make a display of Oriental magnifi-
cence at their cost ! The fireworks which he burnt in honour of the
EMPRESS OF THE FRENCH, and all the rest of the flare-up wherewitli
he glorified HER IMPERIAL MAJESTY, were honestly paid for out of
his own treasury; otherwise by a shabby ostentation of boundless

wealth, he would certainly have subjected that generous and gracious
lady to a disgusting bore. As sure as kismet, bands of the amerced
functionaries would have assembled nightly under the windows of the

palace that was her abode, and annoyed under the pretence of enter-

taining her with the undignified solicitation forming the burden of
some such a scandalous appeal as the following specimen of a dis-

graceful
SERENADE.

Sleep, Lady, lulled with tuneful cheers,
Whence our unbounded joy appears.
Ah, mayst thou live a thousand years !

And may we live to see.
Our wages, for thy glory spent,
We do not in the least lament,
For we're aware 'tis thine intent

No losers we shall be.
Hush! Hish! Heesh!
Bucksheesb, bucksheesh, bucksheesh !

Remember us whose salaries paid sacrifice to thee.

Sleep, Lady ! be thy slumbers blest ;

Our Padishah's imperial guest,

sweetest, brightest, loveliest, !

O Beauty's fairest flower !

But, to repose ere thou dost go,

Thy large munificence bestow,
Thy bounty rain on us below,

At this auspicious hour.
Hush! Hish! Heesh!
Bucksheesh, bucksheesh, bucksheesh !

Piastres from thy casement upon fleeced officials shower.

The Turks are a sober people, but confiscation, like the income-tax,
drives the wise man mad, and would be enough to urge even the

gravest of Moslems to demean themselves with grotesque and base im-

portunity.

Strange Revelations.

WHAT horrible traffic goes on every[day in the very heart of London,
unsuspected, probably, by thousands of those who live in the midst of

it ! What are we to think of this announcement in an apparently
respectable shop window, not a hundred miles from Regent Street,

passed constantly by the police" Hawkers, Emigrants, Schools, &c.,
at Wholesale Prices"?
Who can say what that significant

"
&c." may not hide ?

Wonders Never Cease.

THE ingenuity of modern invention appears to be boundless. Lovers
of walnuts and filberts will be glad to hear that in seasons of scarcity

they are not likely to be deprived of these favourite additions to the

dessert-table, there now being a
"
nut-making machine !

" A friend of
ours wishes some one would bring out a machine for peeling walnuts.

Perhaps the Americans will see to this for him.
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"AN7 OBJECTION TO A CIGAB, SIR!"
"
PlRSOX.iLLr, SIR, NONE WHATEVER; BUT AS I HAITEN TO RK A DttttCTOR, WHY "

" HAW ! BT JOVE I TIIEX WHY THE Dooci DON'T tou MAKE TURK KEEP BETTEK TIME J'

ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S UNDER PROBE AND SCALPEL.

THE Hospital of St. Bartholomew is just now being treated, as the

Saint himself was flayed alive.

It deserves it if we may trust the iMXfel'.t account of the way the
"
casuals

"
and

"
out-patients

"
are knocked off, in that oldest, largest,

and wealthiest of medical charities and schools, at the rate, not

nnfrequently, of one thousand a-day on Monday and Tuesday mornings,
by a scanty staff of young and too often raw house and assistant phy-
sicians and surgeons, and at a pace, sometimes, which gives under forty
seconds per corpus rile. Patients, of course, must be patient, parti-

cularly when they get their advica and their physic such as they are

for nothing. But one cannot wonder that one of the medical officers

of the Establishment should lately have become impatient and kicked

under such a system, that the hospital staff should be tending to sixes

and sevens, the hospital school getting into disrepute, and the hospital

physicians and surgeons en masse growing sulky.
Till this flagrant abuse of insufficient staff, time, and space, for proper

attention to the casual and out-patients is corrected, we trust that the

flaying process now at work ou St. Bartholomew's will continue, tilt

the hospital has been thoroughly laid bare, and forced to enter on a
course of cure which shall be more than skin-deep which shall go
down to the roots of its constitution.

Fenianisrn and Frenzy.
THE clamour for an amnesty to the Fenian convicts reminds us of a

suggestion, proposed not long ago, for the abolition of the Lord-

Lieutenancy of Ireland. That office might be modified; indeed, with
some hope of advantage. For a Lord-Lieutenant substitute .a Lord-

Keeper, and ofl'er the appointment to DB. FOKHES WINSLOW. Then
PADDY would perhaps be quiet.

FAIR I IN.

notoriety, and

HURRA ! So IT OUGHT. It is believed that the proposition which
has been made fora "Temple Bar" in the Cathedral City of Exeter,
will end in utter failure.

THE object of an advertisement like the following is

Punch does not think that it has been illegitimately achieved. It

from a Liverpool paper :

THE Archbishop, Bishop, Dean, Prebendary, Vicar, II

bent, Curate, or La) nun, who (in mittake) took a SILK L'MBl.
from the front of the platform in the CONCERT- 3 Al 'KGB'S
HALL, lait evening, U requoted to return it to the owner, , whote
name and address are very legibly engraved on the handle.

We hope that the ingenious advertiser, who, we daresay, it a good
fellow, will get his umbrella back. Of course if a clergyman has taken

it, he will, but all the laity are not as conscientious as could be desired,
or indeed expected, considering the excellent advice administered by
their spiritual friends.

Livingstone All Alive.

SIR RODERICK MURCHISON is as right as /.UIKIEL ever was wrong.
DR. LIVINGSTONE has turned up alive and well, reporting a new
discovery. .\oit omnia jiasiumv.i tmei, so that we are all like the POPE
more or less, not excepting MR. NEWDEOATE himself, and there is one

thing out of anyone's power to do ;
but our great African traveller has

perhaps done what comes very near it. To no man can it be given to

set the Thames on fire. Da, LIVINGSTONE, however, thinks that he
has discovered the source of the White Nile. More honour to

LlVIXGSTOHE.

Mohammed no Bottle-Stopper.

THE delusion as to MOHAMMED'S temperance is dispelled by the

writer of a most remarkable article in the new number of the Quarterly
an article to be read, marked, and learned for other reasons. The
author states that the Prophet was supposed to have wrought miracles

|

by the aid of Jin (i'c), ana that his revelations were made in presence
I of the Negus of Abyssinia.
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DEVELOPMENT AND DEMONSTRATION.

fe
LOOK you, MR. PUNCH,

-- "-"-
According to the Academy,~
MR. DARWIN is preparing
a new work, wherein the

conclusions, at which he
has arrived iu his Origin of

Species, will be applied to

Man ;
that is, of course, to

Woman as well. This trea-

tise, by the following ac-

count which our learned

contemporary gives of part
uf its promised contents,

although scientific, appears
likely to be popular :

" "With respect to the race

or so called species of Man,
Jin. DAHWIN has been led to

the conclusion that sexual se-

lection has played

YANKEE BIG-DRUM TAPS.
" RECKON we are a great people. Yes, Sir. Greatness runs through

us, it du gin'rally. We've the greatest do-minion, and the greatest

cataract, and the greatest lake-chain, and the greatest railway system,
and the greatest railway-swindles, and the greatest public debt, and
the greatest hotel organisation, and the greatest showman, and the

greatest bunkum, and the greatest bounce, and the greatest greenback
circulation, and the greatest gold-ring, and the greatest big guns, and
the greatest market-riggers, and the greatest monitors, and the greatest

shoddy-fortunes, and the greatest landscape-picture, and the greatest

dry goods store, and the greatest expectoration, and the greatest

sleeping-cars, and the greatest income-tax payers, and the greatest

newspaper headings, and the greatest mare's-nests, and the greatest

sensations, and the greatest ocean-yachts, and the greatest trotters,

and the greatest spider waggons, and the greatest mediums, and the

greatest flats, and the greatest revivals, and the greatest pony-expresses,
and the greatest waggon-teams, and the greatest rifles, and the greatest

yarmin-traps, and the greatest pumpkins, and the greatest new religions,

and the greatest pew-rents, and the greatest popular preachers, and the

greatest wooden nutmegs, and the greatest labour-saving machines,

the rivalry between males of

the same species for the pos-
; .'sj-ion of the female ; and, on
the other, on the choice by
the females of the more attrac-

tive males combined in each
case with the transmission to

the oil'spring of the characters

of the more successful individuals of either sex."

In all this there seems much of what commends ordinary novels to

most young ladies, and some men. Philosophers, however, regard-

ing it in another light, will be curious to see how Mil. DARWIN
traces his series of zoological love-tales from Man through his imme-
diate progenitors, the anthropoid apes, up a line of beings lessening in

organisation as it gradually ascends to a Monad. Tiiis, at present,

problematical pedigree of the human species, must comprise a number
of grades or links which, subject to what PROFESSOR Du MORGAN may
say about it, one would compute at. some milliards of milliards. Can
MR. DARWIN show us one of themP Can he produce the beast, if not
the insect ?

MR. DARWIN'S theory of Development and DR. NEWMAN'S, incom-

patible as they are with each other, and diverse in all respects but one,

yet agree remarkably in that one. They both require confirmation.

There is, too, a curious kind of coincidence between MR. DARWIN and
the POPE. They are just now both trying to establish Assumptions,
and they both appear to assume facts that have no foundation. There
are many who consider that the POPE might appropriately decree, jind

in celebrating, a Festival of the Gra-inyite MR. DARWIN to join him in

tuitous Assumption. But perhaps, if they are right as to the POPE,

they are wrong as touching MR. DARWIN. "
I said to him,

'

Prove it.
1

And he did prove it." Such, let us hope, is the modification of Old
Welter's speech, which MR. DARWIN'S book will show to be applicable
to him. He will, of course, send it to you, Sir, and you will read it,

and then you may be pleased to send it to me, and I shall read it too :

so that if he has made out our genealogy to extend so much above (and
so much below) ADAM, as he thinks, that truth will cease to be ques-
tioned by your ancient CADWALLADKR.

Capricorn Cottage, Snowdon Ilill.

QUI, QUA QUOD, ETC.

"THEM Fenians" and their friends will not take a hint. Yet
Mr. Punch gave them one which was broad enough. He explained to

them, in a most beautiful picture, in which he hardly knows which

figure to admire most, that Raging Vilification of England, by ruffianly

Irishrv, was not the means by which the Fenian convicts could be got
out of their gaols. Now, MB. GLADSTONE, who has plenty of other

things to mind, has had the trouble of sending a letter to Limerick
(Prodigious) apprising the Fenians' advocates that the Government
considers that it should not do its duty, did it let loose the convicts.
Some folks have no sense of dignity, and cannot take

"
No," for an

answer
; but Mr. Punch begs to assure all whom it may concern, that

MR. GLADSTONE'S No means what it says, and that all law-loving folks
in England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland mean "No" likewise.

and the greatest wire-pullers, lobbyers, and log-rollers, and the greatest

pies, and the greatest candy, aad the greatest penitentiaries, and the

greatest drinks, and the greatest school-system, and the greatest bitters,
portant part.

"

This principle 1
pies, and

i

the greatest candy, aad
the_ greatest penitentiaries^aud^

the

depends, on the one hand, on
'

and the greatest caucuses, and the greatest clam-chowders, and the

greatest canvas-back ducks, aud the greatest gold-diggiiis, and the

greatest oil-wells, and the greatest soft sawder, aud the greatest
sweariu' aud the greatest prayin

1

, and the greatest rowdies, and the

greatest benefactor of the species, and the greatest steamboat explo-
sions and the greatest railway siuashos in the universal airtli !

"

BALLADS FOR BUSINESS MEN.

WOULDiT THOU GAIN TUB TENDER VOTER?

WOULDST thou gain a doubtful vote ? a

Little purse put on a sofa;

Suffrages are won by art

When active Agents play their part.

Wouldst thou gain a valued vote ? (a

Candidate must pay his quota)
Lift to the Lady-Moon thy gaze,

Trusting in her silver rays.

Wouldst thou gain a timid vote ? a

Flock of Lambs lead forth, for Nota

Bene, Painters own 'tis meet,
Lambs should grace a country seat.

Wouldst thou gain a tender Voter?
Seek his spouse no source remoter,
Of her sex's sad subjection,

Speak, and safe is thy election.

TWO SIDES TO A BOBBY.

THE Daily News announces a
"
Metropolitan Police Vigilance Asso-

ciation," to exercise a general supervision of the conduct of the Police

in the streets.

Punch offers them a motto,
"
Cuslodire Cmtodes," and a suggestion

that not only shall
"
the members of the Association be watcliful at all

times in the streets, especially at night, ready to acquaint themselves

with the facts of any outrage by the police, and to come forward in

proof of them," but that they shall ba equally vigilant to mark any out-

rage o* the police, and to come forward in their support. It should

not be forgotten that, as there are a head and tail to a bob, there are

two sides to a bobby, aud that the situation involves at least as many
kicks as halfpence, if not a good many more.

HOW TO CHECK BRIBERY.

IN concluding some remarks upon the recent election disclosures, a

contemporary very sensibly observes :

" In a society which regards respectability as the highest standard of

human nature, th? real problem is to make bribery disreputable."

If this be the problem, the solution is not difficult. Let briberyL i^ugiauu, YT ailis, 0UUbUillU, H.UU _LreiHllU UUXUl AS U likewise. . j . i . .
r

i i n' j |T i .. i j
When a bad child keeps on demanding that which a parent has firmly I

be made aa indictable offence, and let election mqumes be pursued in

refused, the consequences to that pertinacious brat arc unusually 1

a police-court lew'men like to see their'names paraded in police-

affltcting -not joyous, but grievous. We do hope that this Educational s>e.
et3. and published m the newspapers .with, the.headm"

f H,,l,.

suggestion will be applied in the right quarters.

MOTTO FOR THE L. G. O. C. Bus in Urbe.

..of

Only make bribery a criminal proceeding, and empower our paid

Magistrates to award a fitting punishment both for briber and brihee,

and there soon would be a marked decrease in such offences, and less

netd of the ballot which is now their sole preventive.
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LOVE ME, LOVE MY DOG."
A SKETCH IN THE PARK.

nication with his brother-in-law, hu received

notice of dismissal.

The Dean of Uipon (Da. ITNeiLi) nevtr

goes beyond the precincts of the Deanery,

except on Sundays, lest he should see photo-

graphs of DB. TEMPLE and DR. PUSET in the

shop windows. He has felt it to be his

painful duty to decline social intercourse

with those families whose tons are being
educated at Rugby.
The Dean of Carlisle (Da. CLOSE) is utterly

reckless, and has taken to smoking.
The Dean of Exeter (Da. BOTH) was for

some lime huoyed up with .the expectation
that MR. GLADSTONE would write him a

handsome letter of apology,
' and beg him

and the Chapter to name anybody they liked

as Bishop instead of DR. TEMPLE ;
but tlie

arrival of the congi (Fibre (by 1'aircls, Deli-

very) has put an end to all these hopes.

The Deanery blinds are drawn closely down,
and will remain so until the sad ceremony is

over. The Cathedral bells are muffled, and

the vergers spend their leisure time in read-

ing MOSUEIM, MHJIEB, SIMEOB'S Sermons,

and the publications of the Religious Tract

Society. The Dean is surrounded by Arch-

deacons, and is able to take nourishment.

The younger clergy of the diocese are going

through a course of controversial theology in

uiRht classes under the superintendence 'of

the Rural Deans. Cornwall is tranquil, the

miners caring more about a chapel than a

Temple.
ARCHDBACOH DESISOS has lost all interest

in harvest homes, cricket clubs, church

unions, the Daily Telegraph, &c. It is ru-

moured that if he is passed over in the

remain at home and join a neighbouring
sect the Plymouth Brethren. His unceasing

regret is that he is not a Member of the

Chapter of Exeter, and so lloses the chance

of enjoying all the consequences of a prt-
mniiire.

We have the greatest pleasure in an-

nouncing that MR. GLAMTOVB is well and

hearty, does not neglect his business or his

family, can eat his dinner, has not turned

grey in a single night, and, so far, has not

started up from
sleep,

exclaiming, with a

countenance in which terror and remorse

struggle for the mastery,
"
Oh, my Church !

Oh, my Church !

"

It will grieve but not surprise our readers

to hear that Da. TIMPLE has been com-

pletely prostrate, from the momfnt he read

that at a meeting of the clergy of the diocese

of Carlisle, CHANCELLOR BCBTOH declared

that "he himself would not appoint DR.

TEMPLE his curate if he applied for the ap-

pointment." Later accounts from Rugby
lead us to hope that the Bishop Designate is

slowly recovering.

CONSEQUENCES OF THE CONGE D'ELffiE.

DR. PCSET has not left, his bed since he saw in the papers the announcement of the

d'clire to the Dean and Chapter of Exeter. He has resigned his Canonry and Professorship,

and his passage is taken for New Zealand. The officers and crew of the vessel by which

will sail nave had to undergo a searching examination in sound churchmanship ;
and it i

understood that the second mate who failed in his Catechism, the ship's cook who broke down

in the Articles, and two common seamen proved by their own confession to be engaged to young

persons holding Dissenting views, will be discharged. The vessel sails from Liverpool, but

in going to that port from Oxford, DR. PCSET will make a considerable detour, to avoid Rugby

LORD'SHAFTESBCRT does nothing but wander up and down Bunhill Fields Burial Ground,

reading the inscriptions on the tombs of eminent Nonconformists. He has expressed his detei

mination never to enter Exeter Hall again unless the Directors change its name. One c

upper servants, whose sister's husband took a prominent part in the typographical preparation

of Essays and Reviews, having declined to pledge himself to withdraw from further commu-

SOVEREIGNS AT STAMBOUL.

THERE'S the EMPRESS EVGKSIE just left

Constantinople, and the Kaiser FRA.NCIS-

JOSEPH getting ready to go there: and

there 's the llertha corvette, with the CHOWS
PRINCE OP PRUSSIA, anchored in the Golden

Horn, and the Dolphin gunboat landing the

I'KISCE Locis OP HESSE at the Begler-beh

Palace and the DUKE D'AOSTA on his way

up the Dardanelles in his yacht the Vendetta !

Thinking of the bewildered Stamboulians in

this crush of crowns and half-crowns, one

is tempted to improve on the old schoolboy

sesquipedalians, and to sing or say :

Conturbabantur Comtantinopolitani
JnnumerabilibuB orowned-head-et-headling-ibu*.

VOL. LVII.
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POLITICAL HOLIDAY TASKS.

RODIGIOUS gooseberries
are out of season in

the autumn, but with
the view of filling

vacant corners in the

newspapers, other mar-
vellous phenomena are

observed by penny-a-
liners, such as this

which we have now
the luxury of quot-

ing:
" The CHANCELLOR OP

THE EXCHEQUER is fre-

quently to be seen prac-

tising on a bicycle near
his residence in the

country."

For the benefit of

news-mongers, and the
comfort of sub-editors,
we supply a few more
incidents of like mo-
mentous interest, to

show how our poli-
ticians are employing their time during the recess :

The LORD CHANCELLOR may frequently be seen now near his country
residence, indulging in his favourite sport of shooting sparrows from a

trap. On wet days he contents himself with the athletic indoor exer-
cise of battledore and shuttlecock.

LORD RUSSELL, it is stated, has in spite of his advancing age, en-
rolled himself a member of the Alpine Club, and may be daily seen in

the neighbourhood of Woburn, bravely practising the art of walking up
a little hill, as a prelude to more dangerous mountaineering feats.

LORD SHAFTESBURY, in order to divert his mind, which has been
much disturbed by Ma. SEELEY'S late appointment, 'may be frequently
observed at a neighbouring public-house, indulging with a friend in the

pleasant game of skittles.

MR. DISRAELI is engaged in the amusing occupation of compiling a
new volume of Curiosities of Literature, chosen chiefly from the speeches
of the party of Conservatives, whom he

"
educated

"
gradually into

radical reformers.

LORD OVERSTONE may be observed, by persons who are privileged to

come into his presence, consulting weighty pamphlets and a light pair
of scales, with a view to the solution of the momentous question,
"What is a Pound?"
The LORD ADVOCATE OF SCOTLAND is employing his vacation in

practising the national athletic sport of hop-scotch.
The HOME SECRETARY has set himself the task of framing certain

rules for the guidance of our Magistrates, whereby such trivial offences

as kicking a wife down-stairs, or stamping on her stomach, shall no
longer be visited with precisely the same punishment as is awarded to

a pickpocket who steals a pocket-handkerchief, or a ruffian of tender

years who pilfers a pint pot.
MR. MILL, having retired from the political arena, has, by way of

relaxation, lately turned his mental energies to the stupendous task of

trying to acquire some little knowledge of the game of knurr and
spell.

MR. WHALLEY, feeling that his occupation in Parliament is gone,
now that, in his opinion, Catholic Supremacy has become the law of

Ireland, has plunged into a reckless coarse of dissipation, and is

learning to play spillikins.

OCCASIONAL SONNETS.

XXIII. DINNERLESS.

[The Common Council have resolved that no entertainment whatever shall

be given in commemoration of the opening of Blackfriars Bridge and the

Holbom Viaduct on Saturday, the 6th instant.]

SWIMS there no turbqt in the fecund seas ?

Is turtle numbered with the things that were?
Are cask and runlet, drained unto the lees,

And capon, as the fabled phccnix, rare ?

No entertainment in the civic hall !

No culinary welcome in Cocagne !

No banquet at the Mansion House, or ball!

No toasts, no loving cup, and no champagne !

Now are we Mien on degenerate days
And dark with portents of a sure decline,
When Aldermen forsake their ancient ways,
And Common Councilman neglect to (line

When the great City, Bridge and Viaduct rearing,

Foregoes the feast, tie speeches and the cheering !

XXIV. NOVEMBER.

The lifeless leaves are falling thick and fast

In country woodlands and suburban squares ;

All cheap excursion trams and tourist lares

Have ceased, all Long Vacation joys are past :

Soon will the sky with fog be overcast,
What time the borough towns elect their Mayors,
And horse and hound pursue the timorous hares,
And sportsmen face the keen hibernal blast.

In Caledonia's gay historic plaid
Wherewith the mercers' pkte-glass fronts are full

The maidens in our thoroughfares are clad,
In silk, apd poplin, and the humbler wool

;

And, anxiously expected all the year,

Thy Pocket-Book, PUNCH, will now appear !

TOO SEVERE.
AN action has been brought in New York against the manager of

the fair-haired troupe, headed by Miss LYDIA THOMPSON. The plain-
tiff is a dramatic author. Two of his beautiful lines were read in court

by MR. EDWIN JAMES. Here they be :

Hold on! Such language ought not to be your rales ;

Arrest me, like young I-'ISK did SAM Bo \VLKS.

The Court JUDGE BRADY was rude enough to say that
"
Such

language was of the poorest kind, and too bad eren for ordinary bur-

lesque." The Court has evidently not been in the habit of reading
English burlesques.

"Salt is Good."
SIR Trrrs SALT is providing eleven acres of park for the people of

Saltaire. This is literally beinpr the Salt of the Earth. Honour to a
Titus who really increases the Delight of Mankind.

BEAR AND BULL-BAITING IN THE NEW WORLD.

FISK, the New York market-rigger, whose wonderful fiscal perform-
ances have lately held him up to the admiration of Europe, as the most
colossal of operators and the biggest of all bulls a veritable Bull of

Bashan, started in life, we are told, as a circus-rider. This may help
to account for his daring feats in the ring, and his power of keeping up
his balance under difficulties. His chief agents are one LANE (who by
this time has known a turning, under the effect of MR. SECRETARY
BOUTWELL'S timely influx of gold, which reversed the tide of battle in

favour of the sorely-baited bears against the triumphant bull-ring),
and one JAY-GOULD whose name susgests a change in the title of

the rigging triumvirate, from
"
the gold

"
to

"
the Gould "-ring. It is

to be hoped that the recent defeat of this respectable trio may restore

the New York money market to less feverish conditions, but we doubt
it.. When yellow fever does set in, in the New World, it is deadly;
and it seems this fall to have broken out with unusual severity in

Wall Street. But how strange it is to see the sports of the bear-

bait and the bull-ring, which the Old World has put down as degrading
and brutal, revived on this gigantic scale in the New !

HISTORICAL FACTS.

(Being Extracts from the Celebrated Course of Colwett-Tlatchney Lectures
t

for the Use of Students, and all those whom Providence has blessed

with affluence.)

AFTER writing several books to prove the contrary, I think I may
now fairly assert that Gunpowder was unknown to the Romans.

Art was not unknown to the Greeks. APELLES made a portrait so

like somebody that he was obliged to quit the city.

The celebrated poet TASSD obtained his reputation entirely by poems.
I mention this as an example of application.

What milk is to the moderns, it!was, though perhaps in a less degree,
to the ancients. Cows were found in Italy as early as 6 A.M. Also in

Carthage, introduced by HA-MILCAR.

The Greeks were a Martial nation. MARTIAL himself, however, was
a Roman.

Modern surnames are in most instances derived from Greek originals.

JONES is evidently ION. I can't think of any more instances.

The Uncle of the present EMPEROR OP THE FRENCH was not the

first NAPOLEON. There were a lot of them before him. Think over

this if it has never occurred to you before ;
and don't let if occur again.
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DON LAYARDOS IN MADRID.
(A SpanM Eallad.)

" DON LAYARIIOS, DON LAYARDOS, wherefore dost thou fret and fume,
Simbbest faithful KnuiusoNOS, spurn'st RUSSELI.OS from the room,
Mnkest proud Dos I'KNXKTIIORXOS sing the smallest of the small,
Wiggeat clerks, and wearest draftsmen, kickest up the deuce and all !

"
1st remorse for scared Tyburnia stunken out of honse and home ?

Is't the Embankment's site forbidden to thy Law Courts Street ant
dome Y

Is it London's outdoor statues sitting, sooty, on thy brain P

lioth the buzz of BJCJITIXCK bore thee, or the jibe of Ku uo pain?
" We had thought, if any office could have kept tbee from unrest,
'Twiathi- .K'lilrship of London, arbiter
That if c'rr pag fitted socket round to muud and square tuvu*
Don LAYAUUOS and the Board of Works that peg and socket wen !

"

Sternly spake stout DON LAYAKIXM, from beneath bia beaded brow,U nli it frown like the Olympian's wbw the Gtanta be -would cow ^

ret and InUet, turn the

haiijW8<iMi-', oil Don
down,

If I an

"
'Tis net Serpentine that stinketk ; Law-court SCOMM acumlad not ;

Not abuse for a queen i' the Abbey *K*u*t as brightw pewter-pot ;

Not our statues e'en the latest want that decorate thy ridge,
Art and Science, Trade and COMMHM* ill-used MW Bhckfriar-

bridge !

"
Tis that my strong soul s*i& battle in the Spauiah realms afar,

Royalists, Republiciiuos ranged with PKIM and CASTKLAR!
Ministerial muzzle irks me ! midst the fighting fain I'd be.
Where the

'

liravo toro !
' '

ahouted and the crowd roan like a sea.

" Now the Dons are up in quarrel, I would be amidst the fy,
Backing one side or the'other, in a diplomatic way.
"Twill be hard, when blows are flying, if my share thereof I lack ;

Never yet hard knocks were round me, but I gave and took my whack !

" Of my round hole I am weary, sick of fighting TITWAITES & Co.,
Bullying District Boards is dreary, nagging vestrymen is slow :

Estimates I 'm tired of fighting against Philistine M.P.'s,'
Of not pitching into humbugs, and not saying what I please.

Quite enough of Spain hath CRAM pros ; Spain hath had enough
of him.

Ministers in troubled waters should be people that can swim :

Give the Works to whom it likes thee ; and let me have CKAJIPTOS'S
berth-

In Madrid they say the Raflaelles are the finest upon earth."

"
Now, nay," answered EL CID GLADSTONE,

"
'twere a parlous choice,

I trow:
Of all men to make an envoy, the nnlikeliest art thou,
With the habit hot upon thee still of speaking out thy mind,
And of punching heads whenever heads for punching thou canst find.

"
Tweaking we shall have of noses, treading we shall have on toes ;

For Diplomacy's mild zephyrs, breezes that may come to blows :

Stiff-necked ever were the Spaniards, and high-stomached among men ;

Tornado case was plenty : DON LAYARIIOS will make ten,"

Straightway answered DON LATASDOS :

"
Nay, my Cid, so mote it be !

For Tornados let these Spaniards a Tornado try on me !

Well, I ween, it were for England, and for Europe Spain should know
That when courteous words are idle, there is such thing as a blow !

Saddle, and from the Museum lead my Babylonian Bull,
)n his back, of Madrilefws I will face the pla:a-(a.l\.

Though in choosing of a Sovereign Spaniards cannot yet agree,
When I come to them thus riding it may chance they will have me.'"

Deeply pondered EL CID GLADSTONE :

" One Broad Bishop if I make,
111 the Church I shake to centre ; how this choice F. O. will shake !

"

When upon his shoulder heavy came the broad hand of EL LOWE,
And a cheery voice cried,

" Unto Spain let DON LAYARDOS go !

"

'

Risk of diplomatic squabbles what if thereby we should run ?

hYitbout risk there is no blessing to be purchased 'neath the sun :

From the Works I see a blessing if LAYARDOS is set free,
[t will make a road for shunting AYRTON from the Treasurie !

* See VBRNON- HBATH'S photographs of these most deplorable examples of

}ity taste The Bridge Committee must hare employed a New Koad stone-
cutler at per yard.

" To expense, Guerra al cuchillo.' Bills 1 like to hack and hew
Bat whew 1 cut down a penny, Aero* A VTO be cuts two.
In the Home he makes at many foes as be five* sharp replies :

if Joiur BULL is oft pound-foolish, AVUTO* '

always peuny-wiw.

"On demand .:,! water, Acrox ATTOK uingeth hot :

I m resolved no more to bear his cold obstruction and his rot.
Great in Words, 1 vote we let him try the Works, \\

W liile we Mild itout DON LA TAKDOS at Madrid to aink or swim !

'

(.EMS FROM AMSTERDAM.
Nor having found it convenient to attend the (Vatttrdini
maelf. Mr. Pwuk requested sundry of his bis** who .

HMf it, to bring him over some spnrimasji of l)lch mdurtrr aad
IMMU them to kmM wall token* of respect MM! esteem. Up to
this writing he is sorry to say that he has been favoured with two
rarities only; bat the** are so remarkable that, with hi* CMtMttry
MMtoaitr, he uutantly bestows them on the umvtne.
The first u an advertisement of an article to be wed by tboe who

are troubled with corn* .

CH1MICAL FILE*

Those flee, ef Ik* greatest utility, hare the property to i

immedutely the disease oeeauonnad by the corn* on the mat,
and also to cure it.

To obtain that result, it U sufficient, (without uy prepan-
tion,) to file all the hart part It has Ml My itngsr to hid*
himself as with the cutting tools, on* menu m turn a n-

acoounUbla well-being, and by defreet, UM own tke feat

disappears entirely.

Do not put tk* feet in the waiter : The man theem isdrr,
the better it M to ftl*.

The tecond is a playbill, the original being of

plendidly yellow :

THAT NKW AND ELEGANT

ESTABLI8SEMEXT
shsj be ae much comfortable for the strange people, and for

strangers who's earning to the International Exhibition. His

theater is hung between two beautiful waters, one of the most

beautiful open platforms who is beautiful fitted up one of the

most grand gardens with Fountain, musick every day as mu -h

you like. The theater that U grand and beautiful, ligthed with

gaa, get one of the most beautiful platforms, Uiog besyds the

theater in the water.

The much most grand pieces from OFPKXBACH, Srrri etc.

shall be there every day from the beste* artist*.
,

Them operettas are icoureeld with the greatest trouble *vwjr

day and from the greatest artictee plait up
The iKTEBTATMnra an cheap 75 cents, and the BBTOHMRNI

commence at 8 o'clock eoaecly

Theater Bswlpendrakkerij van T. A. Vi

Net, A. 324 Amsterdam.

TRACTARIAN T. TEMPLE.

MR. GLADSTONE has, in his late episcopal appointments, agreeably

isappointed many reasonable Churchmen, who imagined that he was

Fuseyite. But he has proved himself any thum rather than that. In

ppointing l)n. TEMPLI to the See of Exeter, he baa disagreeably dis-

ppointed UK. I'VSEY. But Da. PUSBT would have done wisely, or
it her would have refrained from doing unwisely, if he had not pro-
laimed his disappointment bv an infuriated opposition to Da.
KMI'LF.'S preferment. His animosity is calculated to suggest the

uspicion that he is more bitterly disappointed than simple people
nink. Certainly, MR. GLADSTONE might have so disposed of a mitre

i to satisfy expectations which 1 )u. PL SKY may at one time have, not
it.hout reason, enieriamed. But then the PREMIER would have oc-

asioned a row in the Church to which the anti-TcMPLE agitation is a

;!'. What would Mas. GRUNDY have said, what would the EARL
OF SuAFrESBt:RY have said, what would Exeter Hall have said and

I done if Ma. GLADSTONE had made a bishop of DR. PUSEY ?
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THE FEATHER THAT NEARLY BROKE THE CAMEL'S BACK.
Little Wife.

" ONE THING MORE, DOLLY POPPRT, WHICH I 'D NEARLY FORGOTTEN ! GET THREE PAIRS OF THE THICKEST BLACK
RIBBKD LAMB'S-WOOL STOCKINGS FOR MAMMA. HERE'S AN OLD PAIR FOR THE SIZE, WHICH YOU CAN CARRY IN YOUR BREAST-

POCKET. DON'T FORGET I"

THE PECCADILLO OF CHILD-STEALING.

WITHIN man's memory poor sheep-stealers were hanged. Sheep-
stealing is still punishable as felony with a severity very excessive in

comparison with the offence named by the Pall Mall Oazelle in men-

tioning that
" Another case of child-stealing was investigated by the Portsmouth Magis-

trates on Friday. WILLIAM TAYLOR, a labourer, was indicted for the abduction
of a hoy named JARMANEY, aged fire years, the son of a publican in Ports-

mouth, in whose house the prisoner had been lodging. One afternoon both
the prisoner and the child disappeared, and a day or two afterwards a police

sergeant saw TAYLOR trying to force the boy to beg at Fareham. Suspecting

something was wrong, he questioned the prisoner, who eventually admitted
that he had Btolen the child. He was sentenced to eighteen months' hard
labour. A gratuity of 40*. was awarded to the sergeant."

The poor sheep-stealer is no longer liable to the gallows, bat has first

to be committed to gaol, to lie there perhaps half a year, and may then
be sentenced to a term of penal servitude considerably longer and
more unpleasant than eighteen months' hard labour. Magistrates do
not summarily dispose of poor sheep-stealers. Child-stealing is by
statute a mere larceny, or, may we say, misdemeanour f If MR.
WILLIAM TAYLOR, labourer, had stolen a pig instead of a child, it

would have been the worse for him. A thief would doubtless incur a
heavier sentence by stealing a goat even than he would by kidnapping.
The Law appears to be somewhat more than it was pronounced by
Mr. Bumble. It is not only an Ass, seemingly, but likewise a Bachelor.
The remark of Macdaff on Malcolm is applicable to the abstraction
called by the Divine WILLIAMS " Old Father Antic the Law," but,

pace WILLIAMS, miscalled Father. Letting kidnappers off more lightly
than cattle-stealers, the Law, personified, is a personage of whom
parents have cause to say,

" He has no children."

Praised, however, be the Portsmouth Magistrates for awarding the

police-sergeant who apprehended kidnapper TAYLOR forty shillings.
What a pity that they were not able to award TAYLOR as many stripes,
not even save one.

A BOW.

MR. PUNCH, ever polite, takes an opportunity of making his parting
bow to his Civic Sovereign, who will have ceased to rule at the date of

Mr. Punch's next issue. He begs leave to felicitate LORD MAYOR
LAWRENCE on the very becoming and dignified way in which he

suppressed one MR. ELIAS DAVIS (or ELIATH DAVITH) who opposed
himself to the feeling of the Common Council, on the proposition of an

address of condolence to the COUNTESS or DERBY. Poor ELIAS could

not refrain from poking in his political faith. His speech was received

with
"

general dissatisfaction," and the LORD MAYOR thus sat upon
ELIAS DAVIS

" The LORD MAYOR again interposing, said he must remind the Member
that when it was thought fit to pay a mark of respect to the memory of an

eminent man, the rule in most assemblies of gentleman (cheers) was to observe

some reticence as to differences of opinion, where there were men of all parties.

The mover of the resolution had strictly refrained from giving utterance to his

political opinions, aud it was not good taste in any one to depart from that

course. (Cheers.)
"

Neatly said, LORD MAYOR LAWRENCE, and you retire from' the

Mansion House, with the great and proud satisfaction of knowing that

Mr. Punch salutes you as you depart.

Familiar Astronomy.
ARE we not growing rather too playful with the heavenly bodies ?

Here is a book advertised with the title Half Hours with the Stars, to

be followed, we may certainly expect, by Twenty Minutes with Comets,

Spare Moments with (he Aurora Borealis, &c.

AN OBVIOUS DERIVATION.

PAN-CRAS, guust, TO.V,
"

utterly,"
"

entirely," and crass,
"
stupid."

"
dense." (See Speeches of Si. Pancras Guardians passim.)
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
WHEN I go in, MILBURD'S guests are waiting for their host. CAZELL

is there, and three other men in evening dress. CAZELL knows one of
them, but doesn't introduce me to him. We evidently, more or less,
consider one another as intruders.

Happy Thought. To say it 's been a nice day.
Some one (elderlv gentleman with yellow grey whiskers) says he

doesn't think so, but perhaps," he adds, sarcastically, "you like
rain." Forgot it had been raining. Should like (only he s my senior)
to inform him that my observation was only thrown out to give the
conversation a start. Pause. CAZELL who night talk to two of us,
doesn't. The third is a gentleman with tight waist, long legs, and a glass
in his eye. He manages to pass the time, apparently, by stretching out
his legs as far as he can away from him, smoothing them down with
both hands, and regarding them

critically through his eye-glass. We
are all drawn towards him. His smoothing his legs has evidently a
mesmeric effect upon us, and we all, at least so it seems to me, begin to
take a silent but intense interest in his

legs. If we were left there two
hours, he would probably become mesmencally mechanical in his move-
ment, and we should all be fixed staring at him in our chairs. (Nte,
Not to forget Mesmerism, under M, in Typ. Dtvel., vol. vi) Another
old gentleman is shown in by the waiter. He is portly, and enters
genially, with his hand out ready to grasp MILBURD'S. I can't help
pitying him when he doetn't see MILBURD.

Happy Thought. Respect age rise. Old fashion and good.

stance of COMMODORE BRUMSBT'S having mistaken me for MILBPRD,
had struck the Captain as

"
doocid funny;" in fact, so utterly and

out of all comparison droll has this appeared to the light hearted soldirr,
that he is perpetually recurring to the circumstance throughout the
evening.

PETER GROT.AX.U.," whispers MILBURD to me, "it a great
chemist : you '11 like him : you must draw him out." 1 uy

"
I will,"

but 1 don't quite see my way to drawing out a great chemist.

Happy Thought.-Manualsfor He Dreuinff.fa6le. Drawinf-out Quet-
tions for various professors. A. How to draw out an Artist, &c., say,
generally,

"
Are you hard at work now ?

"
(then be '11 tell you, how hard ;

what at; why: what next; what he thinks of other ArtiiU; what
r artists think of him, &c

, &c ;
of ancient art ; of old masters, As.)

B. How to draw out a Kitlmp. ''Your Lordship nut be very much
ovcrworke.t ':

"
, it

'

g not large pay ?
"

This raises into-
resting subjects, "Bishops' Income, Church Property, Establishment,
Simony, Lay-imprwmtion," &o. C. Chemist. How to draw oat
Chemist? Qteitum.

* Now should you say," put thisM ifton wouldn't
or he won't be interested; great secret this, interes*y<mrman, "Should
you say that Carbolic acid gas acting on the," *o_ *, Of Course, it is

'

necessary in scientific questions, in order to obtsim information, to
master up to a certain pom
its being "Carbolic" not

"
C.rbouic;

"
acid gs% not

"
said M ns ;"

also, as to whether it
"
does act on the," 4c,, to. Whatever it mar

be, iost to start it, because there 'd be an end to all conversation if A
or R or C replied,

"
No, Sir, such a case couldn't posnMr happen ;

a child wouldn't ask so foolish a question M fown." 6nfc? course, if
'

I answer, "Only pretty

give it up.
"Well," he says, "all well at homeP

well." He is sorry to hear it.

Happy TAouoAl.fo ask him if he 's all well at home."
Yes," he says he is,

"
though MILLY isn't," he adds, "quite so well

as she might be." 1 reply, "Indeed," thoughtfully, for as I don't
know how well MILLY might be if she tried, nor who MILLY is, I fancy
that there must be a mistake. Still if I ought to know him, to tell him
that I haven't an idea who he is, would be rude specially from a young
man to his senior. Man with eye-glass, in meantime, has lowered him-
self in easy chair and is stretching out, complacently, farther than ever.
(Note. Silent Gymnastics.) He is still criticising his legs favourably, and
varying his movements by pulling up his wristbands, which are very
wide, long, and come up to his knuckles.
Old gentleman suddenly puts his hand in his pocket and says to me,

"Oh, that reminds me, you didn't hear from MARTIN, did youP" A
dilemma for me. Of course I don't know hi* MARTIN. Shall I say,
simply to make a conversation,

"
Yes or No P

"

[appy Thought Say the truth.
"
No."

Ha !

"
he exclaims,

"
Then I must settle with you. How much

I in your debt F
"

This is awkward. It 's difficult at this moment
to tell him that I never saw him before in all my life, but I am certain
of it. If I had any doubt of it, his recollecting a debt to me would put
it beyond question, as I shouldn't have lent him anything."

Well ?
"

he asks, pausing with his purse in his hand.

,

he did say this he 'd be a bear, and people would jet tired of asking
him out. I am so convinced of the utility of this Itaaual that before
I go to bed to-night I make notes for its cnmnMDMsmwt, I 'm afraid
1 'm getting too many irons in my litenr
MILBURD really has mixed us well There 's a military CAPTAIN

DYNG WELL, there's CUILVKKN an architect, then CoinoBflnBRUMSHY,
R.N., a great traveller, Sm PETER GROGAKAL, a tremendous chemist.

Ha

Happy nought Tell the truth again.
I commence,

" The fact is
"

MILBUHD enters. He oughtn't to leave his guests.
" Ha ! Com-

modore !

"
he says to the old gentleman,

"
I 'm glad to see you 're

acquainted."
I explain at once that we 're not ; and he, putting on his spectacles,

for the first time, (without which the aged manner is it appears as blina
as a bat) discovers that he has taken me for MILBURD.
Happy TAouffhl.-A.jfcd mariner. Wish I could recollect a quotation.

Ought to have something about an albatross at my fingers' ends.
After this, Introductions: myself toCOMMODORE BRUMSBY, Cm LVERN

to me, we are to be travelling companions, MILBURD says ; whereupon
CHILVERN and myself both smile vaguely at each other, as if such a
notion was too preposterous or absurd. After all, if smiling means
nothing (when done in this way), it's better than frowning. [N.B.
Make a note in pocket-book to effect that under A might come im-
portant article on Amenities.] After this, myself to CA'FTAIX Dvxo-
WELL, who has risen, and on being introduced screws up his glass into
one eye, his forehead down on to his glass, and his mouth up on one
side, as if undecided whether to scowl, or receive me pleasantly.He murmurs something to himself (for me to take up if I like) about
something's being

"
doocid funny," and tries to pull himself out

of his coat by tugging at his wristbands. Standing on the rug
and stretching the right hand out with a jerk, he catches the elderly
gentleman with sandy grey whiskers just behind the ear. JllLBURD,
with admirable presence of mind, introduces them at once."

SIR PETER GROGANAL, CAPTAIN DYXGWELL." They bow politely,
and the Captain is understood to apologise, but as he is struck by
something's being

"
doocid funny," the conversation with him, beyond

this point, doesn't progress. It appears, subsequently, that the circum-

, , .

MILBURD for funniments seasoned by the courtesies of a host, and
myself, as representative, to a certain extent, of Literature.

Happy Thought. to ask MILBORD in a whisper, ss we go in to

dinner,
" What it a Commodore?" MiLBtmn returns, also in a

whisper,
"
Don't know."

We all sit down : CAPTAIX DTKOWELL, stretching out both his
wristbands over the table as if he was imparting a fashionable
sort of blessing to the knives, forks, glasses and napkins. Will I

face MILBURD ? With pleasure if he wishes it ; but wou t- P
"
No,

No," says COMMODORI BEUMSBY,
"
Young 'uns do the work." SIR

PETER says, gravely,
"

Yes, Sir, von can experimentalise." We are

arranged. MILBURD at the head: myself, his vu-a-vu: on my right
the Commodore, on my left the Chemist. Captain and CHILVERX rii-a-

m* one another, and there we are. Excellent number, eight CAZELL
is on MILBURD'S right and there 's an empty place for a man who
ought to have been there but isn't None of us care one dump
whether he comes or not. No one knows him : he 's a barrister,

"
very

rising man," says MILBURD, whereat one or two of us observe,
"
In-

deed F is he P
"

and go on with our soup.

Superhuman Industry.

THERE is or was a very remarkable man living in the West of

England, perhaps the most indefatigable student the world has ever
heard of, judging by ARCHDEACON FREEMAN'S account of him. In a

speech at Exeter, in which he expressed his strong dislike to news-
papers and magazines, the Archdeacon (who is said to be one of DR.
TEMPLE'S opponents in the Chapter) stated that he once gave a work
of JEREMY TAYLOR'S to a man who "

read it for three Tears night and
day, and never stopped !_^

Denomination by Analogy.
OBJECTION has been made, by certain sympathisers with the sect of

parsons named Ritualists, to that word as applied to distinguish that
Hot, It is possible to conceive one which would be more distinctively
definite. This sect appears to be no other than that originally founded
by l)n. PUSEY. There is a very decided method in their doctrines and
practices. Instead, therefore, of Ritualists, suppose we ll

and persons, of this denomination, Puseyan Methodists ?

A NUT FOR MRS. SORTOS.

THE name of EDMUND CURLL is not forgotten :

So neither will be thine, JOES CAMDEN HOTTSS.

QUESTIONS FOR THE CIVIL SERVICE EXAMUTAT7OH.

GIVE the Latin equivalent for
" A Music-Hall audience."

Answer (by Pvach'i crib)
"
Colluvies gentium." A mob of gents.
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REACTION.
Talented Authoress. " SENSATIONAL ? ! On DEAR, No ! THEY ABE ALL

PLAIN ' GOODY GOODY '

PEOPLE, WHO CALL ON EACH OTHER, AND TALK THE
MILDEST SCANDAL. THB ONLY INCIDENT or ANY KIND is A WEDDING IN THE
THIRD VOLUME."

Editor.
"
AH, WELL, I 'LL LOOK IT OVER !

"

A FENIAN MELODY.

(To the Right Hon. W. E. G.)

CONFOUNDED and cursed be your cold-blooded reason,
And argument not of the slightest avail

To discriminate loyalty nicely from treason-
Alike are all patriots pining in gaol.

O'DoNovAN ROSSE 's as much of a hero
As e'er was POERIO ;

a martyr as true.

A tyrant was BOMBA ? The likeness of NERO.
Then so is your QUEEN, and another are you.

I hurl back your dirty base insinuation.-

Against my veracity jokes I contemn.
Talk to me of the facts of a case ! Botheration !

My brief if they suit not, the worse, then, for them.
When a counsel is gtowing with generous fury
On behalf of the client whose cause he defends,

Would you have him regard what he says to the jury,
In case he expects it to answer his ends P

I turned up my nose with disdainful emotion,
When I got your insulting and brutal reply.

Had you said what you meant in that same, I 've a notion

Myself 'tis direct you'd have given the lie.

But I by your taunts will be ne'er shamed or shaken.

By ridicule don't think my mouth you will shut.

Your foul shaft of satire has no effect taken,
For a target of brass threefold thick is your BUTT.

A PARISIAN DEMONSTRATION.

ON the 26th instant order was expected not to reign in

Paris, as a demonstration of the Fenian kind menaced the

peace of that capital. It proved, however, a break-down,
according to telegram, whereby we are informed that a
crowd of some 2,000 persons having assembled in the

Place de la Concorde :

" M. GAGNE stationed himself by the obelisk, and read Borne

verses, but was hooted by those present."

Goose was all which thus appears to have been gained

by M. GAONE. Let us hope that Nelson's column in

Trafalgar-square will, on future occasions, see all orators

meet with the same public reception as that which the obe-

lisk in the Place de la Concorde saw M. GAGNE honoured

with the other day. They have begun to manage these

things very much better in France.

A DOVE ON PIGEON-SHOOTING.
DEAR MR. PUNCH,

Is there not some error in the wording of this paragraph ? I

quote it from an article on
"
the morality of field sports" :

" Ladies and gentlemen still look on at the slaughter of pigeons with tole-

ration or complacency ;
but the general public is beginning to think and to

say that there is something disgusting in this mode of displaying skill at the

cost of defenceless animals."

I don't know much of natural history, but I always thought that

figeqns
were not

"
animals," but birds. However, this is not the error

refer to. I must leave EDWIN to tell you if he thinks that any
"gentlemen" can ever see a cruel pigeon-match with "toleration or

complacency ;" but I am quite sure that no
"
ladies," in the true sense

of the word, can do so without feeling indignation and disgust.
Creatures of the weaker sex who go to see such

"
sport," would go to

see a bull-fight with similar complacency. To look at pretty little

pigeons being slaughtered by the score, and the grass bestrewed all

round with their feathers and their blood, is surely not a sight that

auy lady would be present at, and I wonder any woman even can be

found attending it. Yours indignantly,

ANGELINA.

Not a Hundred Miles from Westminster.

^

IN the account of PRINCE ARTHUR'S visit to Canada we are told that
"
Ottawa, though justly proud of that magnificent pile of buildings

which accommodates the Parliament of the Dominion, is also proud of
its great lumber establishments." Perhaps it was as well to make this
clear distinction between the Parliament buildings and the great
lumber establishments, for there are people profane enough to think
that even in Parliament Houses "

lumber" may sometimes be found.

PARSONS AND POPES.

THERE is more Popery in the Established Church even than what

Da. PUSEY and the Ritualists profess. Indeed Anglican Popery ex-

ceeds that of llomanism. ARCHDEACON DENISON, who can never be

quiet, has off his own hook memoralised the Dean and Chapter of

Exeter not to sanction and concur in the appointment of DR. TEMPLE
to the Bishopric of Exeter. In thus setting himself up as a judge of

DR. TEMPLE'S orthodoxy the Archdeacon ot Taunton makes a Pope of

himself, which is more than can be said of the Pope of Rome. DR.

PUSEY and all the rest of the anti-TEMPLE agitators make similar

Popes of themselves. Every parson his own Pope seems to be the

maxim of many clergymen of the Church of England. In the memorial

above referred to, ARCHDEACON DENISON declares that if DR. TEMPLE
is made Bishop of Exeter it will be the duty of every Churchman "

to

labour actively and steadily to dissolve all connection between the

Church and the State." That object he will, for his own part, no

doubt endeavour to accomplish by force of example. He will dissolve

the connection between the State and so much of the Church as he

represents in his own person. Directly that DR. TEMPLE has been con-

secrated, ARCHDEACON DENISON will doubtless proceed to disestablish

and disendow himself. So, of course, will DR. PUSEY, and all the other

little Popes who have subscribed the Thirty-nine Articles. They will at

least enjoy the comfort of a good conscience, and form a highly respect-

able body of Dissenters.

Waggeries of the Vote-Market.

IF the venal electors of Norwich, Bridgewater, or other borough or

electoral district infamous for bribery, were asked what they had to say
for themselves, they would perhaps have the impudence to plead

loyalty, shown in their attachment to the Sovereign. The obvious

answer to this excuse is, that none of them would vote..for the Sove-

reign if they could sell their votes for paper money.
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A BISHOP RAISING A LAUGH.
ISHOP MAGEE delivered "a
brilliant" address on cer-

tain ecclesiastical subjects
to a large meeting in the

Temperance Hall at Leices-

ter. The brilliancy of the
Sun itself is flecked with

spots, and so perhaps is

that of the brightest ad-

dress which can issue from
mouth of any mortal

even the most eloquent of

bishops. The following re-

mark may, to some eyes,

appear as one such an
opacity of episcopal ora-

tory :

" Men said they did not
want priest* and parsons to

go about preaching doctrine*
and dogma*, and they ez-

prewed their opinion that
there ought to be no dogma*,
although he might jut remark
in pawing that thi* very
saying wa* a dogma on the

part of him who said it."

Hereupon ensued "laughter." This, if disrespectful, was not
thoughtless. The expression of an opinion that there ought to be no
dogmas, is a saying which, on consideration, BISHOP MAGBE will

hardly persist a dogma. A dogma m not the expression of
an opinion as an opinion. It IB the assertion ef a Here opinion as a
matter of fact. Let HIMIOI- MAGRK reflect for a moment, and then he
must discern that his hearers may perhaps have laughed not at anything
he said which they took for a joke, but at bis own confusion of ideas.

THE FIRST AUTUMN COUNCIL.
SCENE. Tke Official Ranaenet f tlie PHEMIBB, in Doumaif Street.

PRESENT. Fourteen Minister!. Dai. Tuesday, 26M October.

The President. Hope you 've all enjoyed your holiday, and are pre-
pared to (to ti) work like dragons. ehP
Mr. Bright. E'm, well. We shall see. Work must be done, but it

isn't a pleasant thing to talk about.
Mr. Lowe. But we don't come here to say pleasant things.
Lord Grannlle. O

yes,
we do, and we say a great many of them, and

I am sure that we all have the sincerest regard and esteem for one
another. I am certain I have for all of you. And so LAYARD goes to

Spain, my dear CLARENDON.
Lord Clarendon. AYRTON goes to the Works, you mean. (Laughter.)
Mr. Lome. One kind of a check on GLYM is a precious good thing,

but another is less so, eh P

Lord Clarendon. Rein acu. Spain is a very pleasant country, if you
:

know how to enjoy yourself, and 1 have no doubt that LAYARD will
see many very pleasing objects there. Perhaps they will make him
King, who knows P

Da/re nf . Iryijll. \\Y1I, what are we to talk about P

I//-. Briitlit. Plenty. For I have been looking into Hantard and 1
find that our good friend here BRUCE has solemnly pledged us to

curry, this next Session, about sixteen times as much as ever was done
in any Se^ 'ivented.

l/r. Srufr (laughing). \Vh\-, I did promise a good deal, certainly,
but what could :i .,ml the Irish LandP

Mr. Gladitom. Let that stand till we meet next time, please. It
'

will take me a good many hours to explain what some of us think
ought to he proposed, and we have hardly got into gear, yet.
Mr. Bright . I think that a vrry wise suggestion.
Duke of Argyll. But 1 should like to know the general feature of

the measure.
Mr. Gladstone. Its object is to tranquillise Ireland by doing justice

to everybody. That is the general feature.
Duke of Argyll. But how do you do it ?

Mr. Gladstone. Ah, that 's a detail
;
and as I say, it will take me a

good many hours to develope that.

Lord Chancellor. I may assure the noble Duko that it 's all ri^ht.
There is to be no confiscation.
Duke of Argyll. 1 suppose not. But what's to be done with LORD

CLARENDON'S Felons?
Lord Clarendon. Figure of speech must use figures when you're

talking to an imaginative audience.

Duke of Argyll. Well, if I am to have no information at to the Land
Bill, I should like to ask MR. GLADSTONE what he has to say about the

appointment of Da. TEMPLE to Exeter.
Mr. (lladttant. He has to say three things. First that it does not

concern a noble Duke who is a member of a Scottish Church : secondly,
that DR. TEMPLE is an admirable man : and thirdly, that the appoint-
ment will be read in the Londo* (ja;ftte this afternoon.
Lvni GranuMe. Nothing can be more complete and convincing, and

I am sure that we are all obliged to the Duke for baring elicited an
answer that most give so much satisfaction to us all \\hat lovely
weather we have had for the country !

Date of Argyll. But if the Dean and Chapter of Exeter shomM decline
to accept the recommendation ?

Mr. <;l,,.l,!:jM. It is a most deairable thing that itisj1imMlil bad-
ness should he kept separate, awl the reply to the noble duke is the
business of our frieuds the ATTOMTBT and SoLiciToa-OhutEKii.

Diikf </ Argyll. I am to be told nothing, it seem*.
lard Granule. On the contrary, you are to be told how exceedingly

well you are looking, my dear duke. The Scottish air has done you
all the good in the world. Look at GUILDERS, too. My d*r eyes,
how that cruise hu picked him up !

'

Lord. It wasn't bad but I won't do it again.
Mr. Utee. Sing us one of DIHIH.N'S songs, CHILUERS "

Go, patter
to lulbert and strain, do you lee."

fint Lord. Lubbers and swabs ! Yes. But never mind. Stow
your chaff. (Laughing.) I won't do it again, 1 tell you. That was a
capital cut in Pxni-h about your sweating the sovereigns.
Mr. Love. Yes, it was, only not handsome enough. Do yon wish to

i hear anything about those same sovereigns P Shall I make the matter
clear to the meanest capacity, if there 's such a thing on the premises P

Mr. Bright. Unless it 's absolutely necessary, I wouldn't.
Lord Hartinolon. 1 've been thinking, CARDWELL, that you ought

not to let the First Lord carry away all the honours. Why don't you
put yourself at the head of the Army, and give us a jolly good review in

Hyde Park ? You 'd look awfully well in a blazing uniform.

Mr. Cardieetl. There are differences in the position of Fint Lord
and of Secretary for War, which preclude the coarse which you I

assume in facetiousness only suggest to me, and the consideration of

personal vanity has coated to exarcise if at any remote time it did
exercise an influence over me. I will explain myself more fully
Mr. Bright. No, no. We understand. What a fine day we are

losing.
Lord Cranmlle. Nay, not losing exactly, though I quite comprehend

the feeling of reluctance with which men, fresh from the country, tit

within doors. But I really feel inclined to suggest to what says the
PREMIER whether having met, as it was most right and proper we
should meet, we could not postpone further discussion.

Mr. Gladttone. There are three courses open : we can get to work.
Mr. Bright. That's the least agreeable.
Mr. Gladstone. Or those who are not interested can go away.
Mr. Bright. Nobody would like to imply that he isn't interested.

Mr. Gladstone. Or we can agree to meet again.
lard QrancUle. Anything with agreement in it is so delightful.
The I'retidtnt. Upon my word this is ha! ha ! this is just what I

like. We must have time to get our heads right. 1 're been deer-

stalking, and I smell the heather still.

Mr. (lladttone. But, you know, we understand the next time we really

get to work. I am bound to
apprise yon that the explanations I shall

have to give will demand a considerable expenditure of attention.

Mr. BrigU. More reason for being economical of it MOW. (Applaute.)
Mr. i;lad4tone. JOHH, thou art too bad. [fM the Council.

A Ducal Privilege.

MR. COMMISSIONER WIN-SLOW has decided, in the case of the DUKB
OF NEWCASTLE, that a Peer of the Realm, not being a trader, is not
within the pale of bankruptcy law. It is well everybody should know
that a Duke cannot be bankrupt iu law ; he can only be bankrupt in

fortune, in credit, and in character. He cannot file his schedule ; he
can only defile his 'scutcheon.

A Case in the Court of Arches.

THE PARSON or FROHE Romish nonsense maintains,
But parson of Frome notwithstanding remains.
1 1 ni't you think there's one letter too many iu Frome,
For a parson who teaches the nonsense of Rome P

A Pons Asinorum.

O.VE rather important consideration appears to have been overlooked

by the commercial speculators who seriously entertain the idea of

throwing a bridge over the Channel. Would not such a structure

stand a little in the way of the Channel Fleet P
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STUDIES OF ANIMAL LIFE.

THE BUCK BEETLE (SCAR.AB.EUS EXPLODANS).

THE LOB3TER (CRUSTACKCM RESCROEN8 VlNDEX).

THE GNAT (Ci'LEX DISPIOURANS).

THE FLY (MoscA DEMENTAMS).

THE DADDY LONOLEOS (PATERFAMILIAS LOMOIORUB).

THE (UXMESTIOSABILE NORFOLKIENSE HOVARDIANOM IKSECTDM TRIOM
LITERARUM).

An Indiscreet Chapter of Ecclesiastical History.

IT is said that the Statutes 25th Henry VIII., cap. 20, and 1st

Elizabeth, cap. 1, put an end to all Capitular discretion as regards the
election of Bishops.

This may account for the utter want of discretion shown by the

opponents of DR. TEMPLE'S nomination in the Chapter of Exeter.

True Thomas Again.

IN his story of the Diamond Necklace language
T

[brilliant as'poor

BOEHMER'S stones, THOMAS CAELYLE, citing PopE.landiadding unto

him, saith :

" Worth makes the Man and Woman."

Doth he not do the latter, at all events, ye Parisian husbands'?

Printed by Joteph Smith, of No. 24, Holford Snuare. In the Parish of St. James, Clerkenwell, In the County of Middlenei, at the Printing Offlcn of Messrs. Bradhury, Brans. Co . Lombard
Street, In the f. eclact of Whitefriars, in the City f London, and FuUishel by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, In the Parish of St. Biide, City of London. Sitcaoii, November 0, 1869.
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"IS IT POS-SIBLEP!"
Swell (lecturing Juvenile Member of Manufacturing Centre}.

" You SHOULD
ALWAYS AH TOUCH TOCB HAT TO A GENTLEMAN

factory lad. "
PLEASE, SIR, I DIDN'T KNOW AS YIU WAS ONE I !

"

BUSINESS OF THE BOARD OF TRADE.

Yc chandlers and ye grown small,
Not nice to quite a shade,

And 700, ye cozening tradesmen all,

IVware the Board of Trade.

Its President will deal with you,
Our trusty friend, Jons BKIC.IIT.

He hates the scales that are untrue ;

Just weights are his delight.

He has the power, and eke the will,

To check your knavish deeds.

Expect from him a stringent Bill,

Which South wart chiefly needs.

Ihini labour with imprisonment
He '11 make your portion be

Who sell by measures fraudulent,
Or falsify your tea.

But, most of all. ye Railway folk

Take heed unto your ways,
Or JOHN'S attention you 'if proroke
Some one of these fine days.

He 'II stand no inquests incomplete,
When passengers are slain

In trains through carelessness that meet,
Train running into train.

He'll cause investigation strict

When accidents Derail,

So as the faulty to convict.

The great no less than small ;

Not in a hugger-mugger, close

And hole-and-corner ay,

Hush up neglect however gross,
But drag it into day.

No dandy duffer is our Friend

In place, no lazy Swell,
He to his business will attend,
And knows that business well.

Long may be, for the general good,
The Board of Trade control,

Remaining where a round man should

Remain, in a round hole.

HISTORICAL FACTS.

(Being Ertractsfrom He Mebrated Course of Colieell-ffalcAnef Lecture*,

for He Use of Students, and ail Hose whom Pncidence hat blessed

with effluence.)

On the Instability of Human Greatness. few men have suffered more

from this complaint than CARDINAL WOLSEY. Yet he was entirely

cured, as SIIAKSTKARE has shown, by swimming on bladders for three

hours a-day. The custom has lately been revived at Boulogne.

Talking of Boulogne, the history of this place is very curious. Any-
one as curious as the history may find it out for himself.

Caps were invented early in English history. They were first worn

by fools.

Weaknesses of Great Hfeit.ll was XERXES who first conceived the

idea of the Chain Pier at Brighton. He cried very much when he did it.

The greatest men are invariably the most simple-minded. It is diffi-

cult to mention any one single case in point.

Early Genius. XENOPHON wrote his famous Enryrloptrdia Britannica

at six years old. HUMBOLDT insisted upou remaining in the cradle

until he had finished his Kosmos, a work of much labour and extensive

research. FRA ANGELTCO was st.ill in frocks when he painted his most

celebrated pictures. The Gentleman who invented printing gave

proofs of his future greatness in the nursery ; these proofs he subse-

quently corrected for the press.

What great events spring from small causes ! It was an unwearied

Phoenician who first discovered fire by robbing two pieces of stick

for a fortnight. The discovery has proved invaluable to many people.

CHARLEMAGNE introduced Chess into Germany. Pawn tickets were

of a later date.

The invention of going to bed when you 're tired has been attributed

to the Historian JOSEPHUS. But as is now believed, erroneously.

Apropos of the above'; Sleep was known to the ancients.

The Romans as a people were very fond of spectacles. Their Em-

perors used to give them as many as possible. This has been considered

i short-sighted policy.

Puns were not unknown to the ancients. CICERO sat up all night

with a wet towel round his head making one, and then he couldn t do

it. This was at Christmas time.

THEMISTOCLES was betrayed by his friends and persecuted by his

enemies. So altogether he hadn't a very pleasant time of it.

,

"
is the best policy ; but

was either original, or

as to spare as much as

possible the feelings of his family.

enemies. DO auogeiuer ne uauu T
"
Honesty," said the late intelligent X*. "

the worst diplomacy." As I don't think it i

particularly good, I won't tell you his name, so I

THE TWO TIDES, OR "A BLOCK AT TEMPLE-BAR."

WHAT 's this tearing and swearing, this rumpus and row

From Low-Church Dean, and High-Cliurca Don,

And seen over all, GLADSTONE'S knotted brow,

And, heard over all, GLADSTONE'S stem
' Move on i

'Tis but two tides that meet with opposing force,

Of things as they "re not, and of things as they are ;

And along the Strand folks observe
" Of course,

One must look for a block at Temple-Bar."

Will no One Tell Her ?

MRS. MALAPROF wants to know what all this disturbance about

Essence and Reviews means, and whether there is anything so rer;

,' in the Chapter everybody is talking of, and where she can

find it.
.

WHAT MAKES A PIECE is THE HATMARKET, AUD A WAB
IRELAND." The Kew Men and the Old Acres."

VOL. LVII.
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NOTHING LIKE SAVING TIME,
ESPECIALLY IN DRESSING.

AN (ECUMENICAL LANGUAGE.
"
Laiine loqueris ?

"
Many to whom this question is put will reply,"

I read and write Latin, with perfect ease, and I speak it so as to
make myself intelligible to my own countrymen, but not to foreigners
of any nation whatsoever, accustomed to hear it spoken only as they
pronounce it themselves. Such is the answer which would probably
be rendered to the inquiry,

" Do you speak Latin ?
"
by the majority,

as many as can speak Latin at all, of the Prelates whom the POPE has
convoked to talk theology in that language at, the approaching pan-
Papistical Synod, called, by courtesy, an Oecumenical Council. A
German bishop, addressing an Italian one in Latin uttered with High
Dutch intonation, might as well talk to him simply in High Dutch

;

and vice versa. A dialogue between any other two bishops of different
nations would be impeded by the same hindrance. The consequence
of this, if the POPE'S various Bishops were to attempt to speak Latin
each in his own way, would be a scene at His Holiness's Council con-
siderably more like that which, interrupted the erection of the Tower
of Babel than any other recorded in history, sacred or profane, and
especially very different from the one that signalised the first Whit-
suntide.

To obviate this difficulty, it has, we are told, been pre-arranged that
the speakers at the above-named assembly shall all employ a uniform
standard in pronouncing their Latin. But tbe Fathers of that Council
will be mostly not young ; and old dogs will not learn new tricks. The
most flexible of vocal organs require more than a few weeks' practice
for their adaptation to unwonted efforts.

Here, then, is a hole in which the POPE and his Council appear
likely to stick. But behold a way out of it. There is a generally intel-

ligible way of talking that the slowest of them all could manage to
acquire in next to no time. Could not the interlocutors, who are to
talk Latin, talk it with their fingers ?

This suggestion is freely offered to the Committee, Board of Manage-
ment, or Congregation of what name soever which the Holy Father may
have appointed to regulate his Council's proceedings. At the same
time, the Golden Rose would be thankfully received, or, for Pio NONO
is reputed to be a genial smoker, a box of cigars, which, sure to be
lirst-rate, would be noue the worse for his paternal benediction.
However, a suggestion for dealing with a seeming impediment may

be worthless. The impediment may not really exist. It will not sig-
mly how the Ultramontane Counciliuen talk Latin, if they are convened

not to deliberate but, only to vote. la that case, indeed, they may
appropriately talk with their fingers not Latin, however, or any other
articulate language. Then they will each express themselves best

by an indefinite vibration of the fingers, with the thumb's end applied
to the tip of the nose.

PARISIAN EOSES AND VIOLETS.

IT may be observed that Parisian toilettes are regulated by a spirit
which is not that of asceticism or of economy. In a communication
calculated to illustrate this remark, the Post's correspondent at Paris

says :

" I now come to a very difficult chapter of the fashionable history I am
attempting to write. My friend, MRS. CAVENDISH H

,
has made mo

promise to write it, but I am ' not to indulge in any nonsense.' Well, I
nevertheless am obliged to knock at a bed-room door

;
not so dreadful a thing

to do as in England."

We are left to infer that the answer to this knock was satisfactory.
For the giver thereof proceeds :

"
Amongst a wedding outfit we were shown several elegant examples of

bed-room dresses of the most confidential cut, and more particularly a perfumed
robe de chambre. It is now the fashion to perfume the silken lining wadding
of the bride's silken dressing-gown withpoudre d'iris."

This is certainly not the sort of apparel that one would expect to dis-

cover, on examination, in the dormitory of a Convent, except such an
one as the Agapemone. Nor can it well be conceived likely to be met
with in a workhouse, unless under possible Poor Law arrangements of
the Future. Poudre d'iris would impart to a garment an odour, which
is neither the odour of sanctity nor the odour of poverty, if there is any
material distinction between those odours. Its use, however, as a

luxury might suggest the employment, contrariwise, of some oppositely
odoriferous substance as a means of mortifying the flesh. Fashionable
French ladies, when their charms have faded, often turn devotees ; and
one of them who, in her youth, had been accustomed to wear a dressing-
gown perfumed with orris root, might, at a mature age, exchange it

for a hair chemise imbued with onions.

However, let us read on :

" The lady who showed us this exquisite robe in which a loving creature
will take her early cup of tei observed ' Why should not a beautiful woman
awake all the senses ? She captivates sight, why not enslave smell ?

'

I

suggested, with timidity, that she might also address the sense of hearing by
wearing a bag-purse containing a musical box."

A purse containing a large sum of money, derived from land, or

well-invested personal property, would make the most attractive music
that a lady could carry about with her.

"
Why not enslave smell ?

"

Well, there is one reason. No man but a fool would let himself be led

by the nose.

Our entertaining informant concludes :

"There is nothing wicked in all this idea of addressing the five senses,

including touch. The ancients perfumed their bodies. Anything which
increases true love and devotion to woman, elevates the man and improves
his morals."

Hear, hear ! Most undoubtedly. But as to the idea of addressing
the five senses, all of them, as above suggested, although indeed there
is nothing wicked in it, is there not something difficult P Decidedly
difficult but perhaps not wholly impossible. For, according to .the
old nursery song :

" CHARLEY loves good ale and wine,
CHARLEY loves good brandy,

CHAKLEY loves a pretty girl
As sweet as sugar-candy."

Yet one does not see very clearly how the pretty girl could, like the

sweetstuff loved by CHARLEY, address CHARLEY'S taste. A lovely
woman could hardly address her lover as a lollipop addresses a lad.

We have indeed a notion of a nice girl, but it is nothing at all like the
notion of a nice child which would be entertained by an Ogre.

Ditty on Lord Mayor's Day.
No turtle in the silent tomb !

But that thought need beget, no gloom.
No dainty we shall want, we trust,
When we are scraps in Earth's pie-crust.

OPTIONALISM IN IRELAND.

A PROPOSAL, published by a contemporary, of a subscription to defray
:he expense of completing the Protestant, Cathedral at Tuam, is headed
' An Appeal for Five Shillings." Success to this idea of maintaining
;he Church in Ireland on the Voluutary Principle by the support o!

,he Crown.
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BORN AT DA ItWEN. MASSACHUSETTS, FlBUCAftT 18. :7S.

DIED IN EATON SyUAItl , Novuiiau 4, 1W.

LKSS grief than gladness Death is wont to deal.

When he unlocks the wealthy worldling's hold

Upon the coin, close-clutched while he could feel

The cold and hard delight of hoarded gold.

Where life has been world's loss, death seems world's gain-
The loosening of a hard heart's icy bar

That, served a fertilising stream to chain,

Which, but for it, might hare spread wealth afar.

But by this rich man's death-bed is no sound
Save low-breathed love and grief of them that bow

The mourner's shrouded head, with cypress bound,
And place their wreaths upon the calm, cold brow.

No common mourners here such office fill

A mother and a daughter, grand of frame,
Albeit one in blood, oft twain in will,

And jealous either of the other's fame.

But. by this bier they pause from jar and boast,

Urged by no rivalry but that which strives

Him that lies here to love and honour most,
Ranking his life highest among the lives

Of men that in their tongue and blood claim part :

And well may child and mother mourn for OM
Who loved mother and child with equal heart,
Nor left, for either, love's best works undone.

He waited not or death to loose the hup
Of his strong box, nor clutched its key until

Death's hand unlocked it from his failing grasp
A lite-long niggard, generous by will.

lie sowed hi* seed of good with his own hand.
And lived to watch >ouie of its blessings spring .

Hopeful yet humble saw the stony laud
Bear harvest, heard the joylea* desert sing.

He goes down to the grave; but to the grave
His works follow biiu not as most men's do :

His works remain behind, remain to save

The live* of thousands and to guide them too.

Where'er from birth to death he found a place
For toil or rest some seed of good he sowed ;

Old World or New saw none who in life's raoe

Strove hunter, none, who so its prize bestowed.

THE ROGUE HIS OWN REGISTER.
A ! If D stand* for Deserter,
so does C for Criminal. This

may not be a very remarkable

truth; but it is one which

appears not to have been duly
considered by the Legislature.
The Habitual Criminals Act.
which subjects twice-convicted
criminals to police supervision,
contains no provision for

proving previous convictions

with due facility. As Deserters
can be marked with the fourth

letter of the Alphabet, could
not Criminals have the pre-

i-ding consonant imprinted
likewise on their skins, with
the addition of a figure,

whereby every habitual one
of them would be made to

bear about bodily evidence

of any number of previous
convictions P To this opera-
tion of marking criminals,

you, who entertain what MK.
CARLYLE calls a healthy hatred

of scoundrels, may object that

it is attended with little or

no pain; but that defect

might be remedied by inflicting on them, at or about the same

time, a certain number of lashes, so as to mark them also with
the cat-o' -nine-tails, legibly on the back. Flagellation is not a

degrading punishment to a fellow-creature, who has already degraded
himself by habitual crime, and no punishment is so likely as it to break
him of that bad habit. In the meantime it is the best you can resort

to for the purpose of rendering him an example to his associates, and
it is vastly cheaper than any other. If habitual criminals were not

only subjected to police supervision, but were also well whipped for

every fresh offence, would not the gaols soon come to contain very
lew prisoners, and increasing security of life and property coincide

with progressive reduction of county rates ?

Bather Unexpected.

SHELLEY is not a writer in whose poetical works you expect to find

slang, and yet one of his lines runs thus
**
Pity then will cut away."

WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE DEAN AND CHAPTER, II

THEY DO NOT ELECT DH. TEKPLB.
SIR TRAVHW Twiss, as Vicar-General, the Queen's Remembrancer,

and Garter King at Arms, will go down to Exeter, and will openly
in the most public place there deprive the Dean and Chapter of their

ecclesiastical vestments, and the Cathedral Vergers of their gowns, in

the presence of the county families and the leading inhabitants of the

city, the choir chanting a prtemmtire.
The Vicar-General, the Queen's Remembrancer, and Garter, accom-

panied by the Lord Lieutenant of the county, the High-Sheriff, the

Mayor and Corporation, and the fire-engines, and escorted by surro-

gates, apparitors, prothonotaries, lay vicars, volunteers, and family

solicitors, will then go in procession to the Cathedral, and take posses-
sion of the emblems of authority borne by the Verger* before the

Dean. These they will carefully place in green baize bags, and deposit
in the custody of the civil authorities, with whom they will afterward*

take luncheon and propose toasts.

A special train being in readiness, the Vicar-General, the Queen's
Remembrancer, and Garter will then return to Town, having the Dean
and Chapter and Cathedral Vergers in charge. At Paddington the Lord

Mayor and Sheriffs, with SIR JOBS THWA.ITIS, and the High Bailiff

of Westminster, will be in attendance, with an escort of light cavalry,

and convey the Dean and Chapter to toe Tower in hackney coaches.

On the morrow the Constable of the Tower and Sergeanl-at-Arms
will bring them by water in shallops to Westminster, to appear before

the Lords of the Privy Council, Her Majesty'* Judges, the Eccle-

siastical Commissioners, and the Reporters lor the daily press.

If the Dean and Chapter go down on their knees, and acknowledge
their fault in Norman French, and promise to return to Exeter by the

next train and elect Da. TKMI-LE, they will escape with a severe repri-

mand, the payment of heavy fee* to everybody concerned, and several

leading articles in the papers. But if they are contumacious, they will

be sent back to the Tower by the Metropolitan Railway, as far a* it is

at present completed, and confined there to the end of the chapter,

or until they publicly recant their errors standing on the Thames

Embankment, each clad in a white sheet, and holding a lighted com-

posite candle in his right hand.

Meanwhile DR. TKJIPLK will be confirmed, consecrated, enthroned,
and become an excellent Bishop without their aid or interference.

(N. B. The Cathedral Vergers will be distributed amongst the prin-

cipal Dissenting chapels in toe Metropolis.)

A Reform Wanted.

THE hubbub raised about the Exeter co*gt fflirt will have a good
t'rtVct, if it leads to an alteration in the mode of electing Bishops.

Many persons think it would be very desirable to give the present
method its conge altogether.
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" GARDENER ! GABDENER !

" LOKBLESSYEB MDM ! / DON'T MlND !

EACH FOR HIS OWN.
LOOK ! ! THERE'S MY LITTLE EOT PLATING WITH YOUE SCYTHE! ! I"

HE WON'T HURT IT! !"

DR. JOHNSON ON THE NEW BRIDGE.

SCENE The opening of MR. JOSEPH CUBITT'S new bridge, at Blackfriars.

Saturday, 6tA Nov., 1869. TIME, NOOK. PRESENT, HER MAJESTY

QUEEN VICTORIA. Also Mayor, Sheriffs, Aldermen, Citizens. MR.
PATERSON, Chairman of the Bridge House Estates Committee,

"
offers

to the QUEEN an Illuminated Book, containing a short account of

Blaclcfriars Bridge."

The Queen. A very beautiful book. Will you look at it, DOCTOR
JOHNSON ?

All Start!

Dr. Johnson (advancing and bowing). May I humbly thank your
MAJESTY for deigning to remember that I might well be expected to

be present on this occasion.
The Queen. The ceremony would have been incomplete, if it had not

included an act of justice to DR. JOHNSON.
Citizens (aside to one another). What does it mean ? Wherever did

he come from ? What 's a dictionary to do with a bridge ?

Citizen with a Happy Thought. Perhaps he was a Black Friar.

The Queen (smiling). Some of our good friends appear to be puzzled.
Will you, DR. JOHNSON, explain to them why it is so right that you
should be here ?

Dr. Johnson.
"
It is not for me to bandy civilities with my Sovereign,"

or I might have preferred to leave my claim to the judgment of those,
whose studies have rendered explanation as superfluous to them as it

is distasteful to me. But obedience is the primary duty of a subject.
MR. CUBITT, you, at least, will comprehend the reason of my presence.
Mr. Cubitt. Perfectly, DR. JOHNSON. And with HER MAJESTY'S

gracious permission, I will relieve you of such part of the commanded
explanation as might involve an egotism which is apart from your
nature.

Dr. Johnson (smiling). Sir, your proposal is so polite that I pardon
the impoliteness of your irony.

3fr. Cubitt. In 1759, when the Cily had determined to build a bridge
at Blackfriars, many schemes were laid before the authorities, one of

tbem, 1 may observe, by the illustrious SMEATON. The favoured com-

petitor was a young Scot, named ROBERT MYLNE, who proposed a

bridge of nine elliptical arches.

Dr. Johnson. Elliptical, Gentlemen, means having the form of an

ellipse.

Bold Citizen. Or eclipse, as we now call it.

Dr. Johnson. No, Sir
;
an ellipse is a figure formed by the intersec-

tion of a plane and cone, where a plane passes obliquely through the

opposite side of the cone.

Timid Citizen (aside). A carpenter might understand how the plane
is driven, I don't.

Mr. Cubitt. DR. JOHNSON'S friend, MR. GWTN, was one of the com-

petitors, and the great regard of the former for the latter, induced the

learned Doctor to engage in the controversy against MR. MYLNE.

Having studied the subject with his customary and conscientious

closeness

Dr. Johnson. Pardonable alliteration.

Mr. Cubitl. DR. JOHNSON wrote three remarkable letters in the

Gazetteer.

Thoughtful Citizen, (aside). Rum thing to write 'em in a book. I 've

got a Gazetteer, but I never write letters in it.

Mr. Cubitt. In these letters, which I, as a practical engineer, may
say evince a marvellous mastery of a topic foreign to an author's

habitual investigation?, the learned Doctor argued that the principle

adopted by MR. MYLNE was unsound, and.that its unsoundness would
extend to the contemplated edifice.

Critical Citizen (aside).
"
Contemplate

" means
"
look at." How can

you contemplate a thing when it is not built F

Mr. Cubitt. MR. MYLNE'S friends prevailed. A report by eight

gentlemen, supposed to be competent
Just Citizen (aside). What had their income to do with it ?

Mr. Cubitt. was made in favour of his plan, he was chosen sur-

veyor, and he built his bridge. The first stone was laid on the 31st of
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October, 1760, my Lord Mayor, by your Lordship's predecessor, SIR
THOMAS CHITTY, and coins were deposited. So were large plates of

pure tin, with a Latin inscription, highly eulogistic of the Prime
Minister of the day, MR. PITT, afterwards LORD CHATHAM

Historical Citizen (aside). Father of BILLY don't you know?
Mr. Cubitt. In honour of whom the bridge was named Pitt Bridge.
The Quern. Have those interesting deposits been discovered P

Mr. Cubitt. 1 regret to say, yonr Majesty, that they have not, though
great pains were taken to find the original stone. We are compelled
to conclude that the stone was not in the real foundation at all, but

was deposited in a hole dug for the purpose.
Dr. Johnson. Is it fanciful to imagine that one thousand years hence,

or more, the discovery may puzzle posterity as to the true history of

the bridge on which we stand ?

3/r. Punch (suddenly appearing, lowing profoundly to his Sovereign,
and pleasantly to the circle). I will insure posterity against purzledom,
as the true story shall be recorded in My pages.
The Queen. Mr. Punch, you are ever welcome. Include in yonr

record, if you please, the just tribute borne to you in one of my Courts

this week ; the judicial declaration that you are read wherever civilisa-

tion extends, and that you never wrote a word unworthy to be read by
the good.

Mr. Punch blushes, until the ipeftalon at a distance Hint that red in
has been kindled to produce an effect, and they begin to applaud.

Dr. Johnson. It were presumption in a subject to say that he coin-

cides with his Sovereign, but it may be permitted to one great moralist

to thank the QUEEN for so well merited a compliment to another.

Sarcastic Citizen (aside). "Compliments passes when gentlefolks

meets," but 1 want my meats, and my drinks too.

Mr. Cubitt. I now proceed to state that Pitt Bridge was opened on
the 19th November, 1769, amid the most confident predictions that it

would stand for centuries. A few days before a tingle century has

elapsed, HER MAJESTY is opening a new bridge, rendered necessary by
the decay and ruin of the bridge against which DR. JOHNSON wrote.

The Queen. It
is, therefore, fit and right that he should witness this

practical proof of his wisdom.
Mr. Punch. Hooray!

Decorous Cititen (lo him). Hold your row; that's not the way to

behave.
Mr. Punch. Who said it was P

Dr. Johnson. Your Majesty's gracious kindness raesJs to me the
memorable interview, at which 1 was honoured by your Majesty's
Grandfather, in 1707, and I know not that I can better express my
feelings than in the words which I subsequently used at my fnend SIR
JOSHUA KETNOLDS'S. "It does a man good to be talked to by hii

Sovereign." The phraseology is colloquial, but may be pardoned in

one who has heard m Elysium that the QUEER or ENGLAND loves to do
men good.

The Queen. She tries.

Dr. Johnson (bowing profoundly}. Of myself I say no more. Bat if I

might once more recal old words, I would add that in the interview

with His MAJESTY I began to consider that by part of my conversation
I was depreciating a man in the estimation of his Sovereign, .and I

sought to repair that injury. 1 would again do justice by reminding

your Majesty that MR. MYLNE'S bridge might have ensured many
years longer, but for the removal of Ola London Bridge, sad the liber

ation of the vast flow of waters restricted by those nineteen arches.

The Queen. That is just. It is just also to PETRR of Colechurch to

remember that his nineteen arches endured from 1309 to 1325. May
your beautiful work, MR. CUBITT, be as pemssjMt

All. So mote it be!
Masonic Citizen (tuidf). That's a good hearing refreshments are

Dr. Johnson. Let not the august ceremonial be longer delayed,

(unless such be HIE MAJESTY'S desire) in honour of myself. Let me
but pronounce a moral One hundred years have passed since I. doing
what I had to do in the best way I could, wrote down ray mind.

My work was sound, and after a hundred years it is remembered fur

me, and proclaimed. .
Let ail who have work to do, do it with all their

might.

\Al a signalfrom the QUEEN, the trumprUn * their wort mtk all

their might, and I >K. JOBKSOX and MB. PUNCH (luring bovtd )

escape to the MITRE.

HOORAY FOE THE HIGH TIDE!

SAXHY RIGHT AT LAST.

0. POUT, !

A LETTER has appeared in the Times objecting to MR. LAYARD'S

appointment as Envoy at Madrid, and asking why certain members of

the Diplomatic Service whom the writer specifies have been passed
over. Of one of these he says

" Does he not know the Peninsula!
1

Is he not sufficiently known as an ornament to the public service ? and

is not his report on Port Wine recognised as the standard work on an

article of consumption still in sufficiently good favour in Great

Britain P"
A sound knowledge of Port Wine should of itself be a sufficient

reason for the highest diplomatic promotion ; but perhaps Portugal
rather than Spain would be the more suitable field for this gentleman's
talents and experience.

OUR ISLAND FOR EVER!
" A Meeting of the French and EnrlUh ub*cribers towards the inter-

national bridge which u to unite Cpe Blare Nei to ghakipeare'i Cliff hu
been bald in Paris, and after an examination of M. Boonr1

! modU, it wa
determined to proceed to form a company." ftUI Matt OatetU.

PROJECT most base and absurd on its face !

A jury why don't yon empanel
Those traitors to try, who, so deep is their dye,

Have conspired to bridge over the Channel f

We're girt by the waves, but those pestilent knaves

Would traverse our girdle with dry hud ;

But they '11 ncrer succeed whilst we all are agreed,

Upon keeping Great Britain an Island.

\Ve '11 still keep Great Britain an Island ;

Keep Great Britain always an Island.

Tis the Isle of the Free;
Shall continue to be :

Britannia for ever an Island !

A tunnel at first was the scheme that they nursed,

But that, though a wild speculation,
With the waters around, a mere road underground.
Would not have destroyed insulation.

But a bridge o'er the brine, oh, confound that design
'

Is a landway, between land and nigh land.

To the Continent we so adjoined will ne'er be,

But continue to live in an Island,
A right little tight little Island.

From the whole world, in that little Island,
All apart and aloof,

Yes ; in spite of reproof
:

Britannia for ever an Island!

Amusement for Leisure Hours.

MORE pastime for our travelling princes ! We read that :

" Not long ago an interesting trial of tewing machine* took place at Lon-

don, Canada, in the presence of HU Royal Highness PBIJICB ARTHUR. The

contest lasted eight hours, and the machine, the proprietor of which

is , of , prored rictorious."

The wording of this statement leads us to fear that His Royal High-
ness passed eight hours in the society of sewing machines. Let us

hope we are mistaken, for this would be more dreadful than receiving

and replying to addresses from Corporate Bodies.
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DANGER IN DALMATIA.
THE insurrection in Dalmatia is said, by

those who ought to know
(
to be part of a

general movement, which if not suppressed
will include Montenegro, Bosnia, Servia,

Herzegovina, and throughout the whole of
the Sclave, Slave, or Slav (whichever is the

right way to spell the word) countries, and
thus extend very considerably beyond the
Dalmatian frontiers. (Where or what these

may be is a detail). Let us hope, then, it

may be speedily arrested, for a revolution on
the Continent of Europe spreads like wild-

fire, and if the rising in Dalmatia is not put
a stop to in time, there is no saying what will

be the end of that Dalmatian row.

A Squeak from the Scalpel.

WHY are the anatomical students at the

London Hospitals like journalists in the

great gooseberry season? Because accor-

ding to the complaint on their behalf, of
"

J. G.
"

in the Times they labour under a

dearth of subjects. This pun may suggest
to the HOME SECRETARY the expediency ol'

devising some legislative measure with a view

to preserve the science of medicine, anil

enable surgeons to obtain the knowledge
which they require to perform operations.

RECOLLECTIONS OF CUB-HUNTING.
CHEERFUL EVENING IN A COUNTRY-HOUSE AFTER BREAKFASTING AT 5 A.M.

NOT VERT LIKELY.

IF the Exeter Capitular Body refuse to

elect Da. TEMPLE, tliere will be no stranger

Chapter in their whole history.

MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
MILBURD manages to mix his company well for a dinner. Thinking

over it next day when on board the packet for Antwerp, how much
better it is when you give a dinner, to have one Chemist (for example),
one Cavalry Officer, one Architect, one General Conversationalist
(almost a profession in itself), one Barrister, one Commodore, one

Literary, and one Funny (but not too funny) man, I say, how much
better it is to give a dinner of this sort, than of all Architects, all

Chemists, or all Commodores, or all Funny men, as the case may be.

SIB PETER GROGAJ?AL the Chemist remarks as a starting point, that
it's excellent soup. This sets every one off. I don't know why. CAPTAIN
DYNGWELL pulls up his shirt-sleeves sharply, nearly knocking over the
water bottle in front of him, and says,

"
Yes, hang it, they don't give

him that soup at the Rag." Catching my eye, he suppresses a
laugh, and murmurs, "Deuced ridiculous." I ask him across the
table "What isf" He answers by leaning a little back, winking his

disengaged eye, jerking his head in the Commodore's direction, and
saying, not too loud,

"
Mistaking you for

"
Another jerk, and a wink

towards MILBURD. Whenever the Captain alludes to this ludicrous
incident henceforth, this is the method he adopts. He then chuckles,
pulls up his wristband, drops his eye-glass, searches for it with the
other eye, replaces it, looks defiantly round, ready either to smile or

scowl, and suddenly dives down at his plate of what-ever-it-is at the
moment.
SIR PETER GROGANAL the Chemist takes us, via soup, into various

questions of adulteration. At this point CAZELL tells us what we
ought to do

; and CHILVERN the Architect takes that opportunity of

recounting an instance in point when he did what he ought to have
done, but without effect; the anecdote being introduced for the sake of

letting us know that he had once tenders and contracts (or sent in
tenders and received contracts, or whatever it was), with MESSRS.
FERRY, RUST & Co., the great iron-merchants. This brings out the

Commodore, who, remembers having seen their name somewhere,
when he was in the Mozambique, which in turn brings me out.

Happy nouffht.-A.sk him about the Mozambique.
What I should really like, too, at this moment is, to request him to

draw a map showing me exactly where the Mozambique is situated ;

and, while he 's about it, what the Mozambique really is.

I thought up to this moment it was an island ; now, as he begins
talking, 1 fancy it must be a Bay or a Gulf.

Really, when one considers these every-day matters (afterwards and
in cool blood ; that is over an atlas quietly in my own room, before I go

to bed), it is astonishing how little 9ne knows about them. MILBURD,
who as host ought not to say anything rude, hearing our conversation,
asks me, as if it were a riddle
" What 's the Mozambique? Do you give it up ?

"

I nod and laugh, as if, of course, it was too absurd not to know what
the Mozambique is. I feel that MILBURD sees through me, and am a

little uncomfortable, as he doesn't mind what he says.

Happy Thought. Perhaps MILBURD doesn't know any more about
it than I do.

Happy Thought. Discover what the Mozambique is (whether a

Gulf, or a Bay, or an Island) from the Commodore's conversation.

Wish I hadn't devoted myself to the Commodore. He doesn't tell

me anything particularly distinctive about Mozambique ; but his story
commences with something about

"
headwinds on a foreeassel and

furling sails after soundings." The mention of "porpoises" seems to

pat me, as it were, at home again ;
but from these he gets into reefs,

shoals, deep waters, watches, yardarms, and going aloft, and evidently
hasn't got a quarter through his story whatever it is.

Happy Thought. Ess holds me, the guest, like the Ancient Mariner.

Should like to ask him about albatrosses. He wouldn't see the joke,
or perhaps, know the allusion. Besides it would prolong his story. I

listen respectfully. The worst of it is, that in the meantime a contro-

versy has got up between SIR PETER GROGANAL, CHILVERN, and
SLINGSBY the Barrister (who has just come in, apologised for being

late, and plunged into dinner and conversation as if he *d been there the

whole time), which really does interest me. It is on the Existence of

Abstract Right.

They are playing at a sort of dummy whist with this controversy ;

that is, SLINGSBY and CHILVERN are on one side, and SIR PETER on the

other. I hear every word they say, and am deeply interested. Should
like to cut in and make a fourth, but can't, because I am bound to

listen to the Commodore, who is still beating about Mozambique in

headwinds. He is telling me something about the maladministration

of naval affairs by the Admiralty, illustrating it with an argument just
as SLINGSBY is asserting confidently that there is no such thing as

Abstract Right.

Happy Thought. -To say to the Commodore,
"
Yes, it wants reform,"

and turn at once, without giving him a chance of dragging me into his

nautical conversation again, to SLINGSBY, asserting the Existence of

Abstract Right. (1 Vol. Typ. Develop.)

The Commodore won't give me a chance ; I am waiting for even a

semicolon in his conversation ; but he continues,
" Now I '11 just give

you a case in point, and you '11 say
"

then off he goes into something
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about a Lieutenant who had been twenty years in the service, and had
never got away from Malta, or something to that effect ;

while in the
meantime I hear SLINGSKY laying down most outrageous laws with
regard to his proposition, which I consider false in itself.

Ifappy ThouyHt. While the Commodore is in the middle of some
Admiralty grievance to turn a little aside towards SLINOSBY, smile, and
shake my head, as much as to say,

"
No, that .won't do, you know ;

"

look round at the Commodore immediately afterwards, and say,

blandly,
"

Yes, of course it was, very hard," apropos
of his story,

showing that 1 can listen to two things at once. Mii.nrHi> takes off

the Commodore's attention for a second, and 1 join in with SIR J'KTKK
the Chemist, against SLINGSBV and CUILVERN.

1 like a thorough philosophical discussion. We all get very warm
over it. CIIILVKRN objects to the introduction of theology, and
SIR PETER says "Quite so." SLINGSBY denies, for the fourth time
in my hearing, the Existence of Abstract Right, and at it we go
again.

I say,
"
There must be, in the nature of things "here MILBURD

recommends some of that pudding, to which 1 help myself, talking all

the time (for in an argument at dinner, if you once stop talking even
to take pudding, some one will take your turn away from you. People
are so selfish, and want to have it all to themselves). I say,

"
There

must be, in the nature of things, an Abstract Right.""
Why ?

"
asks SUNGSIIY the Barrister.

"Why?" I retort,
"
W^.'-Why if"-I don't

quite
see what I

am going to say ;
hut by talking steadily and cautiously, you're aafe to

come upon something worth saying, at last: besides, this is the true
method of induction, or

"
leading into

"
a subject

"
Why, if Abstract

Right," this with ereat emphasis,
"
did not exist

"
pronouncing each

syljable distinctly (to gain time), "then there would be no Certain Cri-
terion" (N. B. Talk slowly, and you'll always be able to get good
words.) "no Certain Criterion by which to judge" here sauce is

handed for the pudding "by which to judge the actions" here a

liqueur is handed round
"
the actions of mankind."

' Take a savage," says SLINGSBY. .

"Take a glass of Chartreuse," says MILBUHD, from his end of the
table. We dismiss MILBURD with a nod and a smile, and go back
to work again at Abstract Right. Somehow we all get very warm over
the subject. SLINGSBY puts arguments forward which sound un-
answerable

;
but which, I am sure, when 1 put them down on paper

and go into them, are simply preposterously absurd. Yet, at the

moment, 1 can't confute him.

Happy Thought. To ask him if he's read Tomluon on Abstract

Right? No, he has not. "Ah," I say, much relieved, "then when
you 've read that we '11 talk. You'll find all your arguments answered
and confuted there over and over again." I must get TOMLISON'S book
myself: 1 looked into it once, at a friend's house.
At this point there is a pause."
Well, Captain," says MILBURD, chaffingly (that's the worst of him,

never serious!) leaning over to CAPTAIN DYNGWELL, who has been

silently attentive to the wine all the while, "what's your opinion on
the subject f

"

The Captain smiles, and replies,
" Eh P Oh, it looks uncommonly

like a universal tittup."
I never was so much taken aback.

" A what ? A universal tchai!"'
asks SIR PETER.

"
Tittup," says the Captain.

"I never heard that word before," says the Analytical Chemist,
seriously." No ?

"
returns the Captain, carelessly. From this moment the

Captain is an object of attraction. It appears that he has quite a

vocabulary of his own. The interest I have in him is beyond this, as
he has just come from Aix, and is going back again there for the
benefit of his health. Will he, I ask, tell me what sort of a place
it is ?

"
Well," he says, "it's not much of a place for a tittup. There are

one^or
two jolly old cockalorums there, and, when the season's on, you

can go on the scoop in the way of a music-caper, or a hop, and you can
girt riil of the stuff there as well as anywhere."

Jlappy Thought. To note these words down. To take him aside
afterwards and ask him for an exact explanation of

"
tittup," "cocka-

lorum," "scoop,"
"
music-caper," and "stuff." "Stuff," I discover,

he applies equally to money or liquor of any sort. He passes the stuff
at table, he

"
makes no end of stuff," or

"
loses no end of stuff" (the

latter, generally, from his own account), on the Derby.
He tells me that he is going hack to Aix to be the

"
perfect cure," and

"do the regular tittup in Double Dutch," from which I gather, when
I know him better, that he is returning for the benefit of his health,
and to the study of the German language.
He kindly tells me he can give me

"
the correct card for hotels, put

me up to all the little games, and do the trick without any kidd, no

deception, no spring or false bottom, my noble sportsman." I laugh
at this, whereupon he adds (he has not spared the wine).

"
That 's your

tip, old Buck ; you just screw on to this light-hearted soldier," meaning
himself, "and you "11 turn out right end uppermost, A one copper-plate."

Here he drink* off a bumper, and chuckle* at
"
Old Cockalorum,'

'

meaning COMMODORE BHUHSBY,
"
having mistaken y itiao."

Ihis is what he says
"
be can't get over."

He adds presently,
"
1 say, you were nearly having a universal

tittup just now."
He alludes to our getting wrm ia our discussion about AbUract

Right, and simply mean* that we should have quarrelled if we'd
aed.

We go into the smoking-room ; and a* CIIILVKRN and I are going by
boat to-morrow, we leave early. When the party breaks up. everyone
wishes he was going with everyone else abroad next day; and everyone
hopes in default of that to meet everyone else, heartily and pleasantly,
but vaguely, somewhere else at some time or other. So the evening
lin:>hcs.

To-morrow, away from England.

Happy TtouffU. Write to FaiDDY before I *tart. Ak her to send

newspapers out to me.

"BETWEEN TWO SCHOOLS."
Low Church gives n* Trent* for the ti

High Church gives n* Tract* for

The first, milk for babes, duly kii

With sulphur and brimstone sublime* :

The second, our eyes, reason-dimmed,
With PCSEY'S collyrium be-aliae*.

'Twixt
"
low

"
tracts, which the carnal call barren

"The world
"

still asks food for the mind !

And "
high

"
tracts, which the Churcli wage* war in

With lay-reason that eye of the blind !

A* 'twixt two stools, 'twixt two schools a-jarrin",

Many faiths come to ground, as we find.

Till it strikes many Churchmen, like Punch,
DEAN LAKE, Bishops THIRLWALL and Ewnto,

That, taking the three in a bunch,
Low Tract*, High Tract*, Essay-and-Review-inff

The third, one must own, has helped scrunch
The harm the two others were doing.

And those whose souls wither in Low Church,
Those whose reason revolts against High,

Unwilling to put up with no Church,
Though from High and Low both forced to fly,

Find TBMPLE'S aught but a so-so Church,
And for more of such Broad Bishops sigh !

So we own, and feel thankful in owning,
That the QUEEN of our Church is the head,

And when, narrow Churches postponing,
She raises broad Temples instead,

Far from raving, and raging, and moaning,
To sing

"
Oh, be joyful !

" we 're led.

A PLEASANT PROSPECT.

Tms Dcnus at GENOA, whom PRIM has entered as his hone for the

Spanish Crown, is a boy of fifteen, now at Harrow School, learning to

build up Hexameters and Pentameters, and to keep hi* hands out of

bis pockets, under the watchful eye of Da. MONTAOOI BCTLIR, and

imbibing sweetness and light from that great fountain of both, MK.
MATTHEW ARNOLD.

If the Cortes follow PRIM'S lead, and choose this promising youth
for King, Spain may look forward to a pleasant time of it. PRIM will

pull the boy-king's strings ;
Pretenders will be plotting ; Republicans

rising, MONTPESSIER keeping the pot-a-huiling, for the chance of what

may come out of it for kirn in short the proverbial duoomfort of

"toads under a harrow" will be the only parallel for Doos under a

Harrow boy.

"MAKE YOUR GAME, GENTLEMEN!"

\v Englishman, just cleaned out at Homburg, was passing through

the Place de la Concorde on the terrible _<ith. The only sign of revo-

lution he saw was M. GAGNE, the mad advocate who had sworn to

proclaim from the foot of the Obelisk the abolition of the <

latif, declaring that he blushed for Paris and Le Peuple Francois.
The

Briton, with his mind still on the tables, was heard to mutter,
'

Couleur

gane, Rouge perd !

" A few minutes after, he said to hi-

panion,
" What 's the EMPEROR'S stake in his little game f A crown

a chenal on '52 and '69 !

"
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FRENCH WITHOUT A MASTER."
IAT DOES THAT MEAN 1 THE PRODIGIOUS

Accomplished Daughter (shocked). "MAMMA, DEAR! No 'L'ENFANT PRODIGUE' IT MEANS THE INFANT PRODIGY!!"

Matron in Stalls (readsfrom, Programme).
" ' OVERTURE TO L'ONGFONG PROD-EEG.'

CHILD, EH ?
"

MORALISING A GOSSAMER.
A YOITNG Sporting Swell and his sweetheart were walking
Over Newmarket Heath (Beacon course), 'tother day ;

With his arm round her waist cuddled close, they went talking,
Tor the morning was foggy and frosty and grey.

As he stooped to the sweet lips that prattled beside him,
He thought of his pluugings, of croppers come down,

And he wished he had not been so rash, to confide him
To the perilous passage from green to done-brown.

Now on Newmarket Heath there grows many a gorse thicket,
Their branches with spikes of gold blossom beset,

Whence fitting portiere for Titania's wicket

Hangs the dew-spangled curtain of Gossamer-net.

The Gossamers blew in the sporting swell's eye,
And the sporting swell gave them his "D !

"
for a benison,

But the sweet lips they checked him, and pouted "Oh fie !

"

And quoted, from thy In Memoriam, my TENNYSON,

That beautiful line, how the Gossamers twinkle,
On the calm autumn morning to green and to gold.

But the swell said,
" My sweet, you're not up to the wrinkle

The poet had put on the pot and been sold.

"
Yes, the Laureate must have been plunging, I'm certain,
And in that line has darkly forth shadowed his woes ;

His grief for his friend he may use as a curtain,
But that

'

in. memoriam '
is DIDDLUM & Co.'s.

" The green is the poet's, the gold is the losings
Dropped by him to

'

the Ring and the Book,' and their plebs :

And the Gossamers he has wove into his musings,
Were Newmarket Heath one's those cursed spider's webs !

"

LATEST NEWS FROM ROME.

BY a telegram just received from the Vatican, we learn that the fol-

lowing propositions (amongst others) will be submitted to the (Ecume-
nical Council, as indispensable for every faithful son and daughter of
the Church to believe :

1. That the States of the Church, and all other Catholic kingdoms,
are the most orderly, moral, well-governed, happy, enlightened, and
prosperous countries under the sun.

2. That England and all other heretical nations are the most dis-

orderly, immoral, ill-governed, miserable, ignorant, and declining
countries on the face of the earth.

3. That England will be converted to Catholicism, and not have a

single Protestant left within her borders before the end of the century.
4. That the QUEEN OP SPAIN is the most exemplary sovereign living,

and

5. That if the POPE, being infallible, says that the moon is made of

green cheese, it must be so.

Another Nuisance.

Is there no public body the Corporation of London, or the Metro-

politan Board of Works or the St. Pancras Guardians that has power
to put an end to the offensive practice of disQguring the pavement
with puffs of plays, photographs, pickles, &c. P Can no one forbid

these
"
Stencillings by the Way ?

"

ELECTION NEWS.

AMONGST the names of likely candidates for the representation
of

Southwark occurs that of
"
CONINGSBT." How strange if there should

be a DiSKAELi and a CONINGSBY in the same Parliament !

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 24. Holford Hqnare.m the Parish of St James, Clprkenwell. in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrt. Hradbury, Evans,* Co.. Lombard
Street, in the Precinct of Wnitefriars, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 86, Fleet Street, in the Pariah of St. Bride, City of London. Sn-uaDiT, November 13, 1889.
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"SOMETHINK LIKE!"

Pint City Clerk (after Kit Holiday).
"

I GOT A FEW DATS' SHOOTWO, TOO I

'

Second Ditto.
" GOOD SPORT !"

First C. C. "I BELIEVE Yon ! JUGGED FIVE HARES BMTOBK BREAK FAST, THE
FIRST MOKNINQ ! I

"

POETRY BY PILGARLIC.

(0 Ue Nintk of .\ovem6er.)

HA ! Thjtt
peal, thought I awaking,

Of some day auspicious tell*,

Thus mine early slumber breaking,

Blessing; on ye, merry bells.

Let me see. Yes, I remember
Why that sound mine ear assails :

This the Ninth is of November,
Birthday of the PRINCE or WALKS.

Every day, boys, whilst we mellow
As do medlar* grievous bore !

Is the birthday of some fellow

Who has lived, and lives no more.

Ring the birthday peal, however.
For all born with Fortune's boon,

Means to live without endeavour,
In the mouth a silver spoon.

Ring it too. but ring it other.

On their birthday whose lire's line

lias, from birth, been care and bother :

Ring it backwards upon mine.

A CARD FROM THE ISLE OF AFRICA.

FATHER NILE present* his respectful compliments to

Mr. Punch, and (with grateful remembrance of the de-

lightful way in which that gentleman depicted saucy
Miss BRITANNIA discovering the Father among his rushes,

a few years back) begs leave to inform Mr. Pnnek, and

therefore the world, that the Father, at the suggestion
of the REVEREND DOCTOR LIVINGSTONE, has removed

his head-quarters to a delightful region, about eleven

degrees south of the Equator or Equinoxious line, where

for the present he is to be found by his friends. Car-

riages to set down at Cizembc. a couple of hundred miles,

or so, south of BURTON'S Lake Tanganyika.

N.B. You are heartily welcome to any refreshment*

which you may bring with you. Nigger* about here don't

need to be shot.

TOT PREMIER'S MOST COVETED POSSESSION. A pair of

Garters.

RAILWAY COMPENSATION.

THANK yon. my LORD CHIE* JUSTICE. Pueh thanks your Lord-

ship heartily lor the words of sense you spoke the other day at West-

minster, when a wealthy railway company moved to set aside a verdict

awarding heavy damages to a badly-damaged passenger. Counsel

having hinted that Parliament might alter the laws which it had made,

and pass an Act to limit compensation in such cases, said your Lord-

ship very justly
" If you mean an alteration of the principle of law that railway companies,

like all other persons, are liable for the natural consequences of their negli-

gence, I rincerely hope that it will not be found. I can conceive nothing
more monstrous or more mischievous than that parties sustaining such

injuries should not be entitled to recover what juries may consider a fair and

equitable compensation."

So, according to your Lordship, an accident upon a railway is a

"natural consequence of negligence:" and in nineteen cases out of

twenty this is probably the fact. Monstrous, certainly, it would be,

and mischievous as well, to change the only law that holds such negli-

gence in check. Directors merely look at the money cost of accidents,

and little care what suffering and misery they cause. Make compensa-
tion cheap, and you encourage cheap arrangements, which are sure to

lead to] accidents, and while accidents are costly are not so often

risked.

If Director* hail their way, they would limit compensation to a sum
scarce worth the suing for, and then reduce their staff of signalmen,
and cut down all expenses incurred for safety's sake. The dread of

paying heavy damages deters them now from such a step ;
and the

heavier the sums awarded for an injury, the more likelihood there will

be that trains will be made safe. While compensation is unlimited,

Directors would impose a sliding-scale of fares, proportioned to the

yalue of the passengers conveyed. They who paid the dearest would

be taken the most can of, and perhaps be labelled in order to distin-

guish them from less precious folk. Special safety trains would be

started for such passengers, and those esteemed as the mo*t costlj

would receive the greatest care. In the eye* of a Director life and

limb are only valuable because, when they be either lost or injured,

compensation can be claimed. The chief security for traveller* lies in

the tact that life and limb are esteemed of money value, and the more

highly they are valued the safer they will be.

A Low Fellah's Prayer to Mohammed.

FROM Pasha* like ISMAIL PASHA deliver us,

His hand is so heavy, his look so Khediv-irous :

He has bottomless pockets, and stomach omnivorous ;

While his guests, fed and ftted. his praise sing vociferous.

We 've scarce lentils to eat, and scarce Utter* to kirer na !

EQUAL TO ANT BUTT.

AT the Lord Mayor's dinner the CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHE-

QUER proposed the toast of
" The Ladies !

"
in a manner which showed

that the task was no tax on his politeness.

WANTED A FAINTER.

WHO is going to depict the scene of the opening of the Suez Canal ?

There is one man who would have done it to perfection, but unfor-

tunately he is dead CANALETTO.

GOOD CHEMICAL PREPARATION FOR OVER-BEATEN BULLOCKS.

Ox-hide of Iron.

VOL. LVH.
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FASHIONABLE SUICIDE.
BED to this morsel of Pari

sian statistics, ladies who
are wishful to enjoy lon-

gevity:
" Since stays have gone ou'

of fahion, female mortality
has decreased eighteen per
cent. But chignons have
increased brain-fever nearly

seventy-three per cent."

Small waists and large

chignons are each of them
a form of fashionable sui-

cide ;
and although the

former have gone out ol

vogue in Paris, they are

iu fashion, here iu London
to the deadliest extent.

Ladies gradually kill

themselves in striving to

look killing; and, in order
to obey the dictates of the

dressmaker, they willingly
make sacrifice of happiness

and health. Torture and discomfort they will cheerfully endure, to enjoy the

great distinction of showing a small waist.
As for the assertion that chignons breed brain-fever, one really may believe it

when let into the secret of how chignons are now made :

<l All the hair purchased off doubtful heads, picked up here, there, and everywhere,
cut off in the hospital, collected from the comb, or thrown into the street and caught up
by the chiffonnier's hook, is sorted in shades, divided according io its length, and after ;

cleansing process which does not make it much, nicer, it is sent to St. Pelage, when
prisoners pass their day in fixing it on silken threads, and clustering it according to the
rules of art."

He must be a bold man who could ask a fashionable beau*v for a lovelock of
her hair, which, the chance is, has been previously cropped off in a hospital, or

swept up in the slums. The old joke of the cholera being in the hair might be
found a grim reality in French fashionable life. A number of diseases as deadly
as brain-fever might, we fancy, spring from chignons which have, bit by bit,
been picked oat of a gutter and put together in a gaol.

SUCCESS TO SAMUEL !

MAY difference of opinion never alter Churchmanship ! That sentiment all sober,
but not totally abstinent, members of the Church of England will concur in

associating with the toast of Bishop SAMUEL WILBERFORCE'S jolly good health
on his translation from Oxon to Winton. It is an aspiration suggested by a
simile occurring in the admirable farewell visitation charge delivered by his

Lordship the other day in Oxford Cathedral. Referring to the diversity of views

inseparable from diversity of tempers, the Right Reverend SAMUEL declared
that :

" Instead of that divergency in our Church being an evil, he held that it was a sign
of life, and he would no more make every voice in a diocese speak in the same tone than
he would abolish the music of nature by requiring the same note from every songster."

It is not, however, hypercritical to point out that the feathered choir and sur-

pliced body are just now very far from resembling each other iu one very essen-
tial particular harmony. There is the reverse of auy analogy between the music
of Nature and the hubbub in the Church. Nor even iu the best old times of
concord were our clergy ever supposed to be represented by Nature's songsters
iu general. They had, however, iu the popular idea, their special representative
in Parson Rook. At present how delighted ever) body would be, except STIGGINS,
BRADLAUGH, MANNING, and their partisans, respectively, if the sum of clerical

voices, in every diocese, were a clamour as euphonical as the cawing of a rookery !

With rooks jackdaws usually flock together in some proportion, birds of a
feather, of the same order, relatively a sort of minor canons. Wouldn't they pitch
into one of their number that had pranked himself iu peacock's feathers!

1 But
that no jackdaw ever does; and here again the similitude between a diocese aud
a rookery fails. A 11 's one for that. Here's the LORD BISHOP os OXFOKD that
is to be WINCHESTER'S very good health! Let us drink it in, a tumbler of
GLADSTONE'S best claret.

The Last Theatrical Phrase.
"SENSATIONAL" has become an admitted term in the theatrical bill. It is a

stupid word, but there it is. But the last
"
invention of the enemy

"
to the

adunrer ot plain English in play-acting matters is
"
complexional." A "coloured

"

artist advertises his stjle of piece Othello, The Slack Doctor, and so on, as
"

the
complexional drama." We shall hear soon, we suppose, of the Sartorial Drama, the
loiletteian Drama the Piscatorial Drama, the Qmdrupedal Drama and the
Criminal Drama

; the last being of course divided into Penal acts.

BUMBLE DEFYING THE THUNDER.
{Dedicated without reapeft to the majority of the SI. Pancrai

Board of Guardians.)

GIVE paupers full allowance of air,

All the same as you 'd give their betters !

And the newspapers a-backin' 'em up,
And the Doc:ois a-writin' letters!

And everybody a-cryiu' shame
On us, poor over-taxed Guardians,

Instead of in, let 'em try a Board
Of their GOSCIIEN and

With their stuff about stenches and stifliu'

As if Paupers knew any differ

Didn't like their air, as they likes their grog
All the more, as you mixes it stiffer.

As if the hou-es they lives iu

Waru'i. worse than our ward*, by a deal !

As if paupers had nos-s to snu'll wi'h,

Any more than they've feuliii's to feel !

We puts 'em on short, allowance
Of wittles aud also of drink,

And to put 'em on short allowance
Of air's only fair, 1 think.

Why the more of 'em we zets rid of

The lighter we makes the rate,
And instead of bad language we really

Deserves tur pieces of plate.

Th-y calls in old SAM SOLLY
To te.-t.ify to the slinks

Which it would he the heisrht of foUy
To be guided by what he thinks,

Fresh air iu a well-to-do house
Or a horspital 'a werry well,

But a vurk-'ui must smell like a vurk-'us,
And it ain't a pleasant smell.

And as for paupers erumblin"
At lyin' upon the floor,

And a ketchiu' cold aud rheumatics,
And couiplaiuiu" of ache aud sore

1 say they 're a nasty, sarcy,

Discontented, pampered lot;
And there aiu't a thing hut's too good for 'em,
Of all the things they've got !

Yet there 's our doctors and nusses,
And the master and corouer, too,

And the Times and Pum-h aud the PallMall Gazette,
Are all iu a tale untrue !

And the Poor-Law Board bullyrags us
To spend rates on sick wards and schools,

Set up pauper bodies and pauper minds !

Do they take us for downright fools ?

They say we 're a public scandal,
And St. Paucras a public scorn

But I can't believe things has altered

So much since I was born.

So 1 means to uphold the Board and myself,
And keep rates and paupers down,

And if that there GOSCHEN doesn't take care,
We '11 impeach him afore the Crown.

Triplets.
" TRIPLE BIRTH. The wife of a Ma. PILL was delivered of

;hree children on Saturday."

THREE pills at a time ! What a dose for the poor man !

The three sovereigns which it is customary for Majesty to

send on these interesting occasions will, however, do some-

thing towards gilding the little pills.

Another Fine Old Institution Going!
" It is not at all improbable that the rank of ensign may

disappear from the Army List after the passing of the next esti-

UitttS."

WHAT revolutionary times we live in ! No class of

society is safe from the iron grasp of innovation. Whose turn
will it be to disappear next ? Perhaps Beadles or Deans !
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AN ELECTRIC LESSON.
Tins Wires are up, the. instruments are being fixed, and in about six

weeks, v ;. HAHTINGTON will appear in the clmracler of

^piirk. In "'her words, HIP new system of Telegraphs will

come into play. The Post-Office expects every Man and \Vi)iuaa to

do his and her Duty. \Vt: arc hound to send Million*

Therefore as we are to have only Twenty Words for a Shilling will

it not be well for everybody to study the art of condensation of lan-

guage ? Remember your messages will not be sent if they contain

too much ; at least we imagine not, as the chances of a receiver liking

to pay an extra shilling or two fur a piece of chaff, or an intimation

that AUNT MAUIA'S cold is rather better, are too small to justify LOKD
I IARTINKTON in speculating on being paid at the door. Now, Punch

has observed that many worthy people tind much dtfliruhy in tying up
a message in a small parcel, iinii lie thinks that those lour evenings

may be profitably spent in nr puring Electric Literature. It will be a

pleasing recreaiinn for the father of a family to assemble bis Beloveds

around the Moderator, and to encourage them to prepare in the neatest

form a message suggested, at full length, by himself. For instance :

Paterfamilias. Now, my dears, all rot pen.", ink, paper? All right.

Now attend. What, 1 wick to say this :

" I ucuKfrnma- rf Ue
great prevalence of atdifo+ttcn, the eztraufa* frie* tf fne*i*u,
and the mistrial aimmmlii on charitt. the dam mmtmffer to wUek fun
irere itteiitd are potjpaud until next fear."

Paterfamilias. What's the use of making up a rialnsrtsaa Message
like that, which nobody in their senses would send ?

P. F. Nobody, aw JOWB. is not plural, and it k a message wticn it is

exceedingly likely that many reasonable peasoM will dispatch.

Louisa, I

Helen, \ (/oottay mp alarmrd). Papa can't Bean to hint
:

Ja, J

Bob. What a lark 1 I hate dancing.
/'./'. Papa never hints, my dears, and BOB will have the goodness to

keep his ornithology for his schoolfellows. I am not thinking of put-

ting off HELEN'* party (in a tin undertone) I am too happy to think

that we are going to get rid of her.

Helen. I will max. your ears, dear, presently.
P. F. I can wait. Now, go on, while I examine these most facetious

pictures in our friend Punch't new Poctei-Boot.

[A pause of ten minutes broken only by oceational mutt/rings of
"
O, bother .'" and chucklesfrom MASTER BOB.

P. F. All done P Now, Mamma, you first. Let "s see.

M. F. It is such a silly message that I have scarcely had patience
with it.

P. F. So it appears. (Reads.) I am sorry to say that Papa has thought

proper toput offthe parly. Ue tcill explain. That does not, you see, come
from me, and it does not comply with the condition, which was that

the explanation should be in the message. Women cannot do what

they are told.

Louisa. Sec whether girls can. Here is mine.

7'. F. That looks better. Circumstances over which at have no control

well done, \jQQr<'lu<-l<nitly compel us no. the circumstances are not

reluctant, dear to postpone the party until next month. Next year,

Miss, 1 said. Yours is better than Mamma's, but a failure for the

same reason.

Helen. Look at mine.

P. F. HELEN has been writing such heaps of letters lately that she

ought to be skilful in expression. Mr. Paterfamilias regrets no, he

does not that indisposition and other causes compel him to postpone
the partyfunlfor tin' 'Mt/i. But you should have mentioned the other

causes, HELEN.
Helen. They are too idiotic. The idea of your caring about the price

of lobsters !

Ixntisa. And the utter absurdity of the idea of giving up a party
that you might buy soup-tickets for beggars !

P. F. Still, I did myself the honour of requesting you to assign

those reasons, and when we are playing a game, let us play by
rule.

Matilda. Well, I felt that, dear, so I have put it all in.

P. /'. Obedient child. Voyons .'

Sob. Is that French, Governor ?

P. F. Yes, Sir.

Sob. All right. 1 only asked for information.

P. F. Nobody wants information more. Take that, Sir. Well

MATILDA, let us see.
"
Ctmnderattom of hriilth, erono'/iy, and philan-

thropy necetsilale the postponement of the festivity coatem/ilated on the

'Kith instant." You are a credit to your governess, my love; and, by
the way, here is the watch 1 promised you.

Matilda. You duck .'

M. F. You goose ! Why, a stiff and stilted stuck-up message like

that a lump of starch, 1 may say would make people think it was a

hoax, or that yon had gone cracky.
Sob. Well, I feel that, as MATILDA says, so I have expressed myself

with an elegant freedom that cannot fail to propitiate the admiration of
any nitclli-etu.il ears.

/'. /'. llund over the effort, and wipe up' that ink not, I submit,
with your handkerchief.

/'/' .rribleboy! Ring!
/'. /'. A aw nent. 1 hate to be interrupted, though 1 ought to be

used to it. Antes damp

Grub dear
Matilda Vulgar child

'

P. F. Fdlm* rtvmmra, dmlU*if
Boii. Pleas* to phsauj the alliteration-there 's art !

P. F. Ko lime* far ioft and spreads. Sfxctatmm mm mmini ritmm

tcxealv, mmid.'
< that master-stroke. Some little mmmmmamt in the
I'd by tbe fortunate esassirnl qBWWBB.

M. F. (rather prmmt of the monkey, for all the *). What doe* it

men, dear?
Bob (extempore). "V (nests cosae here, and can't gat ia,

I ttimk torv 11 all begin to grin."
P. F. (JWVM?, too, tmt emutftimt tie fuel). ROBERT, roa are not a

fool, bat year widom batb not appeaced in tbis eosaaaaitioa. The
priae ia with MATILDA, but ben '

linlf s mmiifi far you. We '11 try
tin. iur-,1-1 an.."'-r i.:.rii'.

JK*ttfeWM.lr** eans. Papa.

JT. F. (aside to P. F). Tarn aaob that boy, but wbo eke, at bis sgr,
could have done that deaaosesa ?

. Spilling the iakf May boys, I dare say. sM.

MISTAKE.

tae (Ewmemcal), kas h-t flv

injr particularly oafling for JTr.
MAWrato, O.ffi. (off to

parting Pastoral, wherein there is nothing particularly
Punrh's notice, except the amazing and exulting decluattoa by the

Archbishop that England is rapidly returning to love and veneration

for ST. THOMAS A'BECKETT, of Canterbury ! We certainly bad not

heard of the fact. There is a very good scene of Curterbary Oathadnl
in MR. HALLIDAT'S excellent drama of tittle Em'ly, which view, an i

the attractions of the play, crowd the Olympic ; but we have inquired
of the intelligent box-keepers (no fees) whether they hear any expres-
sions of adoration of A'BECKETT, and they inform us that they do not.

We have written to the admirable DEAN or CANTERBURY on the

subject, and he states that there is only the average attendance of

visitors to the Cathedral, and nobody has prostrated himself over the

little square bit of stone said to mark the spot where the turbulent and
mischievous THOMAS ceased, to be cither. We think the Archbishop
must have made a mistake in the name, and that it is the increasing

admiration of English folk for the wholesome wit in the works of

GILBERT A'BECKMT that has been mentioned to Da. MAHIOICG. We
overlook the mistake, as we always deal respectfully with a scholar,

but we must trouble the Archbishop not to call THOMAS A'BBcwrr a

saint any more, inasmuch as DR. LINGARD, a Catholic historian,

informs us that in aholic King solemnly deposed THOMAS
from his saint-ship, stating that he had been

"
guilty of rebellion,

contumacy, and treason, and had been killed in a riot excited by his

own obstinacy and intemperate language." We are sorrv to have to

reprove the Archbishop for flying in the face of a Catholic decretal.

NEW MAYORS.

LOOKING through a list of Chief Magistrates elected on the ninth by
various municipalities thoughout England, it is pleasant to find that

Birmingham has a PRIME one, snd to read of JOT reigning at Leeds,

but a little depressing to note lht the Mayor of Manchester is GRATE,
and of Ipswich GRiMWAnr. Exeter is to be ruled by a k. ING, Colchester

by a P.isiior.and Bideford byaPEDLia. There isaBeaRtat Coventry,

a MITT at Droitwich, a't'HOHNE at Barnstaple, and a BIRD at btratford-

on-Avon. St. Ivcs's Mayor is YOUNO, but then Nottingham trusts to

On. KNOW. At Newbury let us hope there will be no disturbances

during ISC'JJO compelling his Worship to read the RTOTT Act; at

Torrington harmony must prevail while LoTOaM is in office; and

though Stockport's Chief Magistrate is WILP, at Honitonthey have got

a man of the right STAMP. Cambridge should be gay with BALLS, and

Newport carefully instructed by I Portsmouth cannot go

wrong with a SHEPPARD to look after the flock, and Reading has done

well to provide itself with a SpoKrs-min. Should we have a dry

summer, Rochester may be glad of its I'oofcD, and Ripon of its W ELLS :

nor can Staleybridge be the worse for possessing
a KIRK.

the municipalities in the kingdom Hull pleases .!/>. Punch the n

that enlightened town wisely choosing a Mayor after ms own heart

a Mayor who is WITTT !
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VIRTUOUS INDIGNATION.

Donkey Driver (to nobody in particular).
" LOOK AT THAT LAZY FRENCHMAN, A MAKING OF THEM POOR DUMB ANIMALS WORK FOR

'is LIVIN' ! WOT A SHOIME ! ! (To his Donkey.) GEB UP !

" WHACK ! ! BANG ! ! !

I WON'T BE AN EDILE.

(The Tower Hamlets Hustings.)

SCENA.

Air Allegro.

I 'M not a Roman Edile,
I am a British Beadile.

Esteem my office humble,
In so far unlike Bumble.

Allegro, vivace.

No Artist, Sculptor, Architect,
No market gardener I,

The taste of Vestrymen Select

Alone to suit will try.

Recitative.

A certain sort of people in this nation,
Who have received a College education,
Two or three thousand years back want to go ;

But you will never catch me doing so.

1 'd have you know that I am not an Ass
Belonging to that educated class.

Air Allegretto.

I never was at College,
I glory to declare ;

Of statues I 'ye no knowledge,
For fountains I don't care.

I "m glad to say of Beauty
I 've not the slightest sense ;

I^deem it my sole duty
To save the Crown expense.

Recitative.

Improvement now has reached its end,

Gardening must in the Parks no more extend,
To save what 's left of Epping Forest free

The CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER ask ;

1 look upon it as an Edile's task

Not one for me.
Bravura.

Me Chief Commissioner they call,

Of Public Works, 'tis true.

Clerk of the Works I am that's all

And I'll put ou the screw.

No Roman Edile's place I fill,

It never shall be mine ;

I'll be a British Beadile still

A British Philistine !

GIVING HIM ROPE.

THE EMPEROR seems to have found out the real'way to show up
M. ROCHEFORT. He is allowing him to exhibit himself by the light of

his own Lanterne, Here is a description of the Great Irreconcileable

by a contemporary, the Gaulois :

"
Tall, thin verv thin, thin as a skeleton. Head more than pale of a

colour not to be defined between the creamy white and greenish blue of the
electric light. Cheek-bones prominent, eyes hollow, forehead high, a chin
terminated with what the Yankees call a barbiche uncombed into the

bargain ; an irregular nose everything angular hair like independent
brushwood short jacket black hat."

The first part of this pretty pen-and-ink portrait 'reminds] one of

THOMAS CAKLTLE'S wonderful word-picture of ROBESPIERRE,
" The Sea-green Incorruptible."

Let us hope M. ROCHEFOKT is as incorruptible as he is irreconcile-

able and sea-green.
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OUR NEW (B),DILE.
'I DONT KNOW NOTHINK ABOUT HART, AND PAINTERS, AN' SCULPCHERS, AN' HARCHITEX, AN'

MARKET GARDENERS, AN' SUCH LIKE. MY BOOTY'S TO TAKE CARE OF THE MO.\E1' .'"
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>

ENGLAND FINALLY EXTINGUISHED.
ES! We had better signify
at once to the Presi'l

the United States that we
made a mistake about that

Harvard and Oxfunl

race, and that the American

University beat us all to

and won by -

, easy. This would be
>le to beinz nagged

at every week, and accused
of all the crimes in the

world.

Firstly, the Harvard men
owned that they had
been beaten, and made

rful acknowledg-
nts of fair play and

kind treatment.

Secondly, one of them made a speech at hone, and denied the fair

play.

Thirdly, you shall read.

i !.!< In prinneth an article from a New York paper which has just
been received by Mr. Punch ;

"ETGLISH RUFFIANISM.
" A supplementary and final letter from Mm. WILKM, gives reliable and

satisfactory explication of the defeat of the American crew in England, and

explodes toe hollow saeshstf of fail play, generous concessions, and other

airy buboles which the Leom press have been buiily blowing for u* in

writing of the inter-collegiate boat-race. The fact is, limply, that the result

of this rate, ami the iilMtaaaiy and adrcit trickery displajed by our insular

opponents in its nmafBBtnt, have to thoroughly disgusted American
citizens."

We are truly sorry. We are much ashamed.
" It is understood, both here and in England, that never was there a match

made in the known world in which every advantage was so greedily asked for

and lavishly conceded, as the one in which the Oxfords so thoroughlyjockeyed
the Harvards."

If we might speak? It tca.i not "understood" in England, until this

explanation came. Now it is universally admitted.
After alluding to MR. LOHINU'S ordering his coxswain not to take

the water from Oxford, the American Editor says

"This was loftily magnanimous, but injudicious, and we can imagine the

shade of sarcasm which swept over the foxy face of MK. WILLAN a* the

Oxfords finally forged ahead, and with the ready instinct of professional
watermen placed their craft directly in advance of the prow of the deluded
Harvard*. RANDOLPH, of Boanoke, with incisive speech called out,

' Yankee

shrewdness,'
' Yankee swindling.'

"

And now we get it, HOT. Let us take our whipping meekly :

" If the long, lank, vituperative descendant of the virtuous Pocahontas lived

to-day, what language would ho find to characterise '

English Fair Play,'
that mocking motto which has for ages excited the hopes and curses of

nearly every
nation and people on the face of the globe. From the first

NAPOLEON down to the Mosquito King,
'
English Fair Play' has been a mockery

and a snare, and if th coronation robes of that imperial usurper had been

trebly dyed in the current of a bloody ambition, he would have deserved well

of the world for the abject attitude which England assumed for yean, when
crouching under the great soldier's relentless lash."

Yes, yes, boohoo ! boohoo ! We deserve it all, and more : and it is

false to say that the worm ever turned upon the First NAPOLEON.
What are we P

"Ruled over by the Dutch from WILLIAM OP ORANGE down to the present,
saved from destruction at Waterloo by Germans, and their wars fought from
time immemorial by the Irish, what have the English done to emblazon their

gaudy banner, which bears
appropriately upon its folds the gorging dragon ?

Nothing. As a nation, shop-keepers and legal peers. Individually, arrogant,

ignorant, and coarse as butchers ; their only refinement acquired hv fixed

rules of society, taught in books and schools, and without which no
man could ever be trusted to mingle pleasantly and creditably with a race or

a class of naturally and instinctively proud, high-bred, courteous people."

It's all true true as the Book of Mormon and we lay our butcherly
brows in the dust, and howl. But there is kindness mingled with

severity. MR. JEFIERSON BHICK it must be that grand creature that

is giving it us adds :

" We have no feeling ngainst England or the English. We speak of them
as they exist, and again tell our countrymen to abandon the delusions of their

fancy in supposing that any sweetness towards America can be got out of the

carcass of the English lion. The day of miracles has passed, and nothing but

a miracle can bring that besotted people to a realising sense of their condition

a* a seeond-clus nation. Time way do it, if sided by the military genius of

France, ttusiia or America, as it is not iinpomblo it may be."

Happily at least, there is a crumb of comfort in the far-

manifesto did not arrive in time to stop the QUEEN from opening
the Bridge and Viaduct. Could those words of fire have reached
GLADSTONE before that Saturday, even he would not have had the

audacity to advise the Sovereign of a second-class nation to flaunt in

public as if she were u But let us hare it all :

Atlantic cables, ii

cannot be found in Bt

bind us to each other '

Let us endeavour to

record of Engluh
g peers, who
Degradation,

el, and thrrrin is our state more gra

will Dot

be great and if~p.rt.-d of ourselves, without forvifn
alliances or the claims of long deaeent from wht is, after all, when analysed.
bat a nation of fools begotten by severe*. To show the faith, however, of

'

iturymen in Harvard's superiority, u* art wtt\tr\ttd to ttt ttt*

sni.d dollart Ikat Oxford u ill not row B'Ttfld in Amtrtcln tCfLtri, tut tut

th-Anand aWfer* Out i/t/Uf dt OH* *n dtf*Utd
"

The grammar is a little involved ; but perhaps that was intended it is

difficult to say which way the American journalist is authorised to bet.

Bat we understand him to mean some sort of challenge. Deeply
profoundly convinced of the unttlapas of Jtnglisumen to enter any lists

with those who put forth suck manifestoes we thankfully Wt reso-

lutely decline. No JtftUma* tax ever agm mccrpt a Ameriemckal-

tempi. We hope that we know our place in citation, and wo retire in

abject humiliation.______

A BUTCHERS' BILLS REFORM LEAGUE.

Tai Paris batchers are as unreasonable as those of London, but

appear likely to be soon brought to their senses. The Pati'i Paris

Correspondent states that flesh
"
does not get into the consumer's

kitchen but at an augmentation of at least thirty per cent, oa the price

paid by the batcher for the slaughtered animals." Wherefore
"
the

prospectus of a company for supplying the public with botcher's meat
at a reduced price is now published, under the tills of Qmptoin
Generma de la Bouckerie." We are thus going to have the advantage
of an experiment tried at the rick of our enterprising neighbours. If

they fail therein, they, fail, and British
capitalists

will not attempt a

losing speculation. But the success of the tfrench Butcher's Meat

Company will no doubt occasion the establishment of similar Associa-

tions for the defence of the British Public from
imposition.

Font

imliffnatio rernm, and Disgust, bursting into doggerel, thus apostro-

phises Rapacity :

Butcher, butcher, kill a calf :

Butcher, charire me less, by half,

Than 1 've paid of late for veal,

Beef and mutton, or I '11 deal,

Not with you, when I can buy
Of an honest company.
Butcher, butcher, stick it in

Through a sheep's or bullock's skin ;

But your victim I '11 not be :

No more stick it into me.

Talk of being priest-ridden ! What sacerdotal tyranny w *** so

grinding as the exaction of our butchers P The white surplice may
impose a yoke upon some people ; but that is not early so grievous as

th burden which everybody, except the vegetarians, is laden with by
the Blue. __

NEWS FROM THE NILE'S HEAD.

'Tis as SIR RODERICK foretold ;

His word by fact is crowned :

For Africa's explorer bold

Turns up all safe and sound.

To that which lying natives said

The contrary is shown.
Those knaves asserted him stone dead ;

But there is LIVINGSTON!.

The Convivial Question.

IF the United Kingdom Alliance could succeed in destroying the

liquor trade, they would destroy intellectual society. How long could

even the cleverest men endure each other's conversation if they had no

wine to sit and talk over ?

CKTJnXAL.

WHY is a prisoner's time like an abominable joke ? Because it 'spasl

in durance.
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GRATIFYING !

Rich City Man (who never rides upon less than "a hundred"). "YES, NEW HORSE. BOUGHT HIM LAST MONTH. WHAT DO YOU
THINK I GAVE FOE HIM ?

"

Country friend. "0, FIFTEEN POUNDS, PERHAPS. GOT HIM FOE CUB-HUNTING, I SUPPOSE. ANY 'ScEEW' DOES FOR THAT!"

THE DEVONSHIRE MAYOR.
" A number of gentlemen connected with the county of Devon met on

Wednesday, at the Terminus Hotel, Cannon Street, for the purpose of pro-

moting a congratulatory address from Devonshire men to the Bight Hon. the
LORD MAYOE, a native of that county."

AIK The Lancashire Lass. Music at HOPVTOOD AND CREWS.

You may talk of proud Mayors, but few can compare
With him whom proud London has placed in her Chair.

A kindly old smile and nice silvery hair,
Has our ALDERMAN BESLEY, our Devonshire Mayor.

He has made his rule from youth
Upright ways and downright truth,
Therefore Punch, in honest sooth,

Sings his excellent Devonshire Mayor,
Our excellent Devonshire Mayor, &c.

He comes from the county so lovely and fair

Where the hedges are gardens of wild flowers and fern,
Where the maidens are sweet as the beautiful air,

And speak with an accent you love as you learn.

Where Junkets most delightful be,
And rich the cream that spoils your tea,
And that, no doubt, well knoweth he,
Our excellent Devonshire Mayor,

Our excellent Devonshire Mayor, &c.

Hurrah for proud Devon, whose Worthies have long
Been names in the story that tells of our Best,

For fighting and writing, for sermon and song,
There "s none who outrival the boys in the west.

Our Mayor 's a man of sense and pluck,
Who well deserves his jolly luck,

(Whene'er he likes we '11 share his Tuck)
Our excellent Devonshire Mayor.

Our excellent Devonshire Mayor, &c.

Don't wonder that Punch this laudation allots

To a Mayor, though the practice is not in our rules,

For BESLEY has founded some millions of shots

Of the sort with which Punch keeps on bringing down'fools.

PuncKs hand with BESLEY'S gripes,
How could we bestow our wipes
But for hard-faced Printing-Types !

Say, excellent Devonshire Mayor ?

He has made his rule from youth
Upright ways and downright truth,
Therefore Punch, in honest sooth,

Sings our excellent Devonshire Mayor.

" A COMPARISON WITH A VERY LONG TAIL."

A CORRESPONDENT of the Times has taken the trouble to recal the

horrors of the Neapolitan imprisonments, so terribly denounced, some

years ago, by MR. GLADSTONE. In that the recital reminds us of the

good deed of the PREMIER, it is well
; but assuredly it was needless

for the purpose of demolishing the idiotic comparison, by a blatant

Irishman, ol the condition of the Neapolitan victims of a Popish despot
to that of the Fenian convicts, sentenced by British law. The imper-
tinent folly was demolished by the scornful laugh of all rational men.
Mr. Punch was reminded of a passage in one of DOUGLAS JEHROLD'S

Elays.

To a lady, of no particularly good character, who is adorning
erself at the glass, enters an acquaintance, who quotes,

" '

So sat the

chaste LTJCRETIA at her toilette, and ' aud there the parallel ends."

The Neapolitans were in prison, the Fenians are and that 's the single

resemblance.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
<>N I10AKD THK .STKAMKU.

HERE we are on board the Baron Osy, for Antwerp CUILVER*,
CAPTAIN I)VN<;WKLL, CAZELL, and self.

Lovely day, with occasional clouds.

Happy Thought. Secure a berth. Each cabin holds two. CHILVZRX

corrects me. He says, indig-

takes top berth
;
I take the bottom one.

I say,
"
Let's go up-stairs." CA/KI.L

nantly,
"
You ought to say, up the companion." He talks to the Cap-

tainI mean the Captain of the Baron Oty.

Happy Thought. Make friends with the Captain. To distinguish
him in my note-book from CAPTAIN DYNGWELL, put him down as
CAPTAIN OSY, or say ADMIRAL OSY. CurLVKim thinks this a good
idea, and improves upon it, he says by proposing to call him to his face
"BARON" OSY. I protest, as I don't want to quarrel with the Ad-
miral of the vessel at starting, or even afterwards. lie might make

the clouds fleet above as ! it makes one feel
" Dr so WELL

cuts 10, There 's nothing makes you feel so mops-and-brooms a* duinj
that."

How strange it is! Here are four fellows met together under ^.^
ditions for

inspiring poetical feelings, and not one of them can think o
any simile but

'

winking," and the other says, that looking up to heaven
while you're sailing, makes you feel all

"
mops-and-broom*.

Happy Thought. CtoDi- down tu

Talk of horse-racing, fur instao

their !'

- je, then bring out newspapers and
get seats. Very difficult In sit comfortably on deck : manage it al

last on a camp-stool. CIMIAEKH ud :. have both been
seized with a strong thirst,

board. DTNGWELL is alw;r
'

and CHILVBRK is joining hid in
B and S, brandy and soda-water. I

become so slangy,
sort of feeling thai

MB

M- IP .MU-II! tiK-v ranir ,'i

i Uttmp in the way ..f a
*ha* he calls -modest
heard fellows inrideuly

. I feel a loose sort of style coming over me too ;

t makes you turn down your collar and dance a boru
understand why a sailor is a roriag. rolling, carelsMiWt

1, on board I feel inclined to swear, purposelessly, hct 1:1

am MVWVCUA, iiu uiigui, wane
f i

the passage uncomfortable to us. He might tell the man at the
',.'

wheel to steer into waves, instead of over them, and take every
opportunity of splashing us. So 1 go up and talk to him. He is a

foreigner. Odd ! a foreigner in command of a British ship. Besides,
We are all (at least I am, and I think the others are) sviprised to

I thought that no foreigners were sailors. Always thought, up to this """ ** ea* *a'tc dinner on board. We are all in good spirit*. ADMTBAL
moment, that that's why N*LSON won all his victories because O*T at the head ol is, in the chair, doing terrific feats

foreigners were so ill at sea, (Note down this now as narrow-minded. *"'" "'8 knife, month, and the gravy. Makes one think of the African

Travel expands the ideas.) sword-swallower. Should like to be yachting. What a jovial lire a

ADMIRAL OSY, in answer to my question, answers that, "He not ""art n>t be, at least if it 's all like this.

think anybody ill to-day." "Anybody" means, in my question,
myself. (' \/i- I.L is rather anxious about it's being rough outside. The
Admiral doesn't know anything about it outside. His opinion generally
is that the sea will be like a river to-day, and that we shall do the whole
trip in seven hours less than the usual time.

Happy TkoufU. Still in the ri

1 say to the A DMIRAL OST,
"
I suppose that the sea brtweem here aid

Antwerp is nothing more than river, after alL" I am anxiow? to hear
his answer. His answer is, "Nasiy passage, very, sometiaMS; lot

-
' 'much pilch to-night; bad if wind gets round. Don't like the sound of

A/.KLL immediately assumes a knowledge of nautical affairs (my this: will draw him out. I say to him,
"

I suppose he 's

only wonder is t hat he doesn't at once tell the Admiral
"
what he ought

to do"), and inform* me confidentially, "that. we ought to have a
splendid passage."

1 say,
"
Ah, it

'

all very wefl hare," in the river.

CAPTAIN DTNGWTJLL, after looking at the clouds through his eye-

glass, gives it as his opinion,
"
That there '11 be no end of a tittup out-

side." I am inclined to agree with him about the "tittup" in this

instance, only I feel it won't be confined to "outside." CAZELL says," You oughtn't to talk about it."

Perhaps we oughtn't, but we all do, and at once begin comparing
experiences as to being unwell.

Happy Thought. Wot to boast about being what CAPTAIN DTNG-
WELL says he is

"
Quite the sailor," but say, modestly, that,

"
I don't

exactly know ; sometimes I 'm all right, sometimes 1 'm ail wrong.'
Inwardly I sincerely hope I shall be all right; my belief is that I shal

be all wrong.
CAZELL says,

"
Lor" bless'you, you can't be ill here ; why the sea 'I

be like glass ;
there won't, be any tossing."

CUILVERN observes, "Yes, that that't what he hates the tossing."
CAZELL tells him,

"
It's not the tossing you mean, you ought to say

the 'rolling.' The 'roll' of the vessel makes you unwell."

CHILVERN replies, that he dares say it is. Conversation then turns
on preventives. CHILVERN inclines towards filling yourself with

porter
and chops. CAPTAIN DTNGWELL says, "A good stiff glass ol

brandy 's the correct tittup
"

(everything 's a tittup to-day, with him),
and he adds, "go in for being quite the drunkard.
None of us think this a good preventive. CAZELL says, authorita-

tively, "You ought to stay on deck all the voyage; or if you think

there 's a chance of your being ill, then, while you feel icell, go at once

to your cabin and lie down."

Happy Thought. Go at once to my cabin.

They all say,
"
Pooh ! no use until you get out to sea ;

"
and it

appears we shall be seven or eight hours before we're out of the

Thames.
CAPTAIN DYNGWELL says, "The doose we shall! Why, I thought

we got into the briny at Greenwich." Greenwich is hit farthest point
on the Thames.

Happy Thought. DYNGWELL'S England is bounded by Greenwich
and Whitebait-

Say this. Expect roars of laughter. No roars. CAZELL takes me
aside afterwards and tells me,

" You oughtn't to have said that. You
don't know him well enough to joke him, and he's a tetchy fellow."

Ifappy Thought. Lovely day !

We glide along like like anything. (Am not good at similes.)

"Swans" won't do, as we're not going like swans. "Like a nautilus,"
I propose, in conversation. CAPTAIN DYNGWELL thinks 1 might as
well say, "like an omnibus." They all laugh. / don't. Serve him
out. If he had laughed at mine, I would have at his. CHILVEKN
says,

"
going along like winking," which seems to suit, and we drop

the subject.
I make another attempt at raising the tone of conversation by saying.

of nasty weather." I put this in what appears to me a nautical style.
The ADMIRAL Osr nods his head, and walks away. CHILVBKN say* to
me that he's not rude, only 1 oughtn't to bother him. ADMIRAL Usr
is never without a long clay pipe in his mouth. CHILVERM, who is

very fond of pipes, says he must get one of them.
'em scores," says the Admiral, whose English is disjointed.

"German?" asks CHILVRRV.
"
Dutch," replies the Admiral

" Dear ?
"

asks CHILVERN. "
Cheap," returns the Admiral

"
You're a German, I s'pose?" observes CHILVBRN, knowingly." No ; Dutch," answers the ADMIRAL OST, and stumps away.

Happy Thought. Seen a Dutchman,
From this moment I feel a great interest in the Admiral, a Dutch-

man. I say to CAZCLL,
"
Doesn't it remind yon of VANDIBDECKEN,

the Flying Dutchman, and WASHINGTON IRVIMG'S tales?" CAZCLL,
who is reading a paper, says,

"
No, it doesn't."

The Captain, who has been look ing through a small
pocket-telescope,

gives his opinion that
"

it won't be long before we 're in for a bit of a

tittup." He means that the clouds are gathering, and that out at sea

it looks rough. Wonder if he puts on a cocked-hat when he's oat at

sea. CHILVERN says,
"
Better ask him."

Happy Thought Better not.

Happy Thought. Have a cup of tea.

In cabin, not quite so steady as it was ; or perhaps it 's fancy. becsMse

I Ve been told that we 're coming ne\r the sea. Don't like NIC rbiu
now ; shall go on deck : things seem to have changed on deck, it looks

duller. Evening coming on.

"Aren't we pitching a li'tle?
"

I ask CAZCLL, at if merely oat of

curiosiiy, and not as taking any personal interest in the BUWMtt
of the vessel myself.
CAZELL says, with a doubtful air,

"
Yes, I think we 're beginning."

"ANOTHER AND ANOTHER STILL SUCCEEDS."

REMEMBERING that nothing ever succeeds like succes*, we are not

surprised to learn from a clairvoyant correspondent that 1m IbUiwia*
new works may shortly be expected, to luooeed the kte socooae*
which their writers have achieved :

Cadging in the Caufama : a Book of Thrilling Travel, by the Author of

Pioneering in the Pitapat.

Windy Hamptlead: a Sentimental Sequel to the Tale of Srefzie

Langton.
Discovered Fmaermaria : a Sensation Story, written by the Author of

Lott FooUtfpt.
Coating to Conquer : a Companion to the Tale of Waiting to Win.
Ttlania Talk: a Tale of E f laud, by the Author of Oberon Spell.
Ike Conundrum of Clapham Common: being a Sequel to The Riddle of

Icy Green,

SonvExiR PROM ELECTION TERMS. A Bridegroom The Man in

he ( Money) Moon.
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" BON VOYAGE !
"

Mossu (shot into a nice soft loam) exultingly.
" A HA A ! I AM SAFE O-VEBE ! Now IT is YOUR TURN, MEESTER TIMBRE JOMPRE !

COME ON, SARE !

"

"NAME! NAME!"
DEAB PUNCH,

Over the signature
"
ISABEL BURTON," names belonging to

the accomplished wife of the Consul at Damascus, hath appeared (Times)
a wifely and spirited letter, pointing out that at the great geographical
meeting last week, recognition was not made of the discovery, by
CAPTAIN BURTON, of Lake Tanganyika.

Sir, I am glad of anything that causes MRS. BURTON to publish any-
thing. Unlike some of her sex (and of mine) that lady can think as

well as write.

But I have two reasons for wishing that another system of nomen-
clature, in regard to places, were adopted.

(1). I am not good at spelling, even in English, and the barbarous
names given by savages worry me much, and send me across the room
to atlases, and the Eke, when it is a bother to me to get off my chair.

Perhaps, on cold days, like to-day. My style, in the winter, is much
more involved than in summer. This is because, to avoid going into
the cold, I go into periphrase, and circumvent hard words.

(2). Injustice, like that indicated by MBS. BURTON (in this case

accidental, SIR RODERICK is sans reproche), would be impossible if new
discoveries were stamped properly.

Henceforth call Lake Nyanza Lake SPEKE-GRANT ; the lake above-
mentioned (which I pray you to excuse me from spelling a second
time) Lake BURTON ; and the new aggregation of water, now believed
to be the Nile-source, Lake LIVINGSTONE, and oblige

Goneril Villa, Regan Park.

Your faithful friend,

EPICURUS ROTUNDUS.

Heal Patriotism.

HOORAY ! The Fenians, by way of showing their hatred to England,
have sworn to give up the use of tobacco. Bravo ! But Irishmen
always do things by halves. If the Fenians would give up the use of

everything, how delighted we should all be in about a week.

BALLAD AFTER BURNS. .

OF a' the airts the wind can blaw,
The East I do detest,

For there the population lives

Whose choice sent AYRTON West.
There hucksters low, and niggards slow
And many a cad between,

Have voted quite as they thought right
And so he serves the QUEEN.

I see him cutting down the flowers,
I see him scrape and pare :

I hear him utter waefu* words
;

I hear him say,
" No care

Have I for any flower that springs,
Or Fountain, Park, or Green,"

Although he's paid to mind those things
for us, and for his QUEEN.

Alarming Report.
" Our readers will be sorry to learn that the Holborn Viaduct, of which all

felt so proud on Saturday, has already come to serious grief. The beautiful
and massive red Mull of Ross granite columns are aat" ar as appearance goes
irrevocably spoilt." Evening Paper.

WE hope this is an exaggeration, and that the City has not made a
Mull of it.

In his Element.

AT the Guildhall Banquet, on the ninth, the Honduras Minister re-

turned thanks for the health of the Foreign Ministers
"
in an eloquent

speech." The Honduras Minister would, of course, feel perfectly at

home with his legs under the Lord Mayor's
"
mahogany."

Fruited by Joseph Smith, of No M Holford Square. In the Parish of St. James, ClerkenweU, In the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury Brans. * Co*. Lombard
Street, In the Precinct of Wnitefnars, in the City f London, and Published by him at No. Si, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. SUDEDAI, November 30, 1669.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.

H8 Admiral comes abaft (nr astern; I mean lie cornea
towards us, and we're about the middle of the ship),

smoking, always smoking. Somehow I didn't notice the smell of his

tobacco before: i' '<> be unpleasant; so does CHILVERN'S

pipe ; so does CAPTAIN DYNGWELL'S cigar." Won't 1 'baccy ?" he asks. "No, thank you, I won't baccy !

"

Feel that to baccy just now would be as it were the turning point (or

the turning-appoint) in my existence. "If you want to keep well,"

If,

"
be cautious." CAZELL says, "I tell you what fou

i take a good glass of stout." No, I don't want stout, specially

just, after tea; 1 feel iii fact that stout would but, no matter no,
thank you, I 'd better

stay
on deck.

Nifilit is coining on. We are no longer in the river. CHILVERN
1 1 it '$ no worse than this, he doesn't mind." 1 like to hear a

up.

Happy TAovff/it.'No wor -. 1 shall be all right.

AnMiiiu.
'

of his pipe, tells us that the wind's getting
roiiml.

"
Bad ':

''
:^ks CIIIIA

Atlminil nods and walks abaft, or afore, or somewhere out of sight.

I don't like to turn in. Horrid expression iust now "
Turning in."

Odd, how even an expression seems distasteful to me just now. The
Captain has a large overcoat and a rug. lie intends to

"
weather it,

and do the regular Tar," he says. I ask him,
"

If he is ever ?

I don't like to say the word. lie doesn't mind it, and takes it out of

my mouth. (Bah ! horrid expression again !) No," he
replies," Never. Stand anything," and he' lights another cigar. He politely

asks me,
"

if I mind his baccying ''.

"
Of course 1 politely rejoin

.lon't. Iii reality I feel (despairingly) that it makes no differ-

ence to me now. I am sure my fate is sealed. Only a question of time.

I mis* r\/Fi.r,. I wish he wouldn't go away. He has gone to be

no, I won't think of it. Perhaps he hasn't.

Thoughts (irhilst leaning anainsl paddle-box ip
at to keep in middle of

vessel at much at possible. Ti'ssel lurching horribly). Is travelling worth
thisP Aren't there many places in England one hasn't seen? Why
should 1 go abroad ''.

Wish they'd make a tunnel under the sea or a bridge over it. Never
mind expense. Anyone would subscribe handsomely who 'd ever been

abroad.andhadtocrosstheseaagain. Horrid. So helpless too. Recollect

suddenly that C \ZKLL told me, before he disappeared, that you oughtn't
to keep your eyes fixed on one spot. I won't. I feel that I can hardly
take them off a lump of something. No ; it 's a man lying in a rug with
his head on a camp-stool. CAPTAIX DYNGWELL is walking up
and down deck. He lurches from side to side occasionally, but still

he walks, and appears to enjoy it. I can only stick with my back to

the paddle-box. CUILVERN too. CHILVERN volunteers the statement
that he doesn't feel ill, l)o I P he asks. 1 don't know, I am uncertain.

Perhaps after all that is if I don'I /alt much or none, I may bt all

ripkt. Feel that everything is uncertain. Wish I wai at home : wuuld
give a sum of money to be sitting with FHIJ>
A lurch. My camp-stool nearly fell. A wave hu broken over u*

from somewhere. Helpless. Can't do anything. Lrt wavea break
over us. Let the water trickle down to my feet. Very cold. Captain
comes up unsteadily, but quite well and smoking. He has been having
hot bramly-and-water with the Admiral. He uks u, briskly,

" Mow
we 're getting on P Quite the gav Sailor, eh P

"
be inquires jovial!/ of

smile, 1 would smile (to be something of I be gay tailor,
and show mv spirit to the last), but I feel that i relaxation
of face, or alteration of position, would be fatal . and myself
an- against the

paddle-box, with nothing to hold on by, and a strong
on to fall face downwards on the deck at every lurch, or roll,

or whatever the horrid action of the ship is called.

The vessel now takes a very peculiar motion, and I feel myself, as it

were, following all the very peculiar motions of the veaael in detail aa
if by some internal (and infernal) machinery. She goes down with a

rush, quivering: so do 1 : th from where I am, but
the machiniT, It seems aa if 1 'd swallowed the engines. The
vessel slides or glides, and then comes up with a sort of acoopiug

'). i

1 wonder to m; - I.VBRH feels. I turn my head slightly
to look at him, an.i . staring before him in a blank,
helpless manner. cry gives a sunring groan every time we
dive down as if we were going right under the sea, and I feel aa if I waa
ln-uig lowered into my boots ; we come up again with a rush, and a
noise between a shriek and a groan from the machinery. 1 feel myself
entirely dependent on the machin>
The Captain comes up (he is pacing the deck to keep himself warm)

and observes that
" We 've got a deuced fine passage ;

and adds, that
"lie shouldn't think there d be a soul ill to-night." I can't answer
him: there's only a glimmer of hope in his speech. My thoughts
become gloomy, anything but happy. Kxcept one.

Happy Thought. The mind can abstract itself no as to be insensible

to pain. Therefore, if 1 can only think of something else, I shan't be
unwell

; or rather, as I feel unwell nor, 1 shan't be worse, but probably
better.

Try it. Think of stars. See only one. Wondlr what it it. Think
of the ancient sailors who, without compass or . TremenJmu lurch.

I struggle against interior machinery, and again try to think of the
stars. Wave breaks over vessel. Some one says

"
That 's a natty one."

Perhaps it is. 1 am past expressing an opinion. If anyone waa to point
a pistol at me I couldn't run away. Try to recal passagea of SBAOriAU ;

to think of my next chapter of Typical Development! ; to recollect what
SIB PETER GROOANAL s argument on Abstract Right. waa; to think
of Lurch. Wave. All machinery (internal) in motion. No more
stars. Shall I leave paddle-box now, or ifop a little longer f

*

suspense * ' * I think 1 '11 move * 1 make for the opposite
paddle-box * *

striking oat with my legs at the deck, and waiting for

it to come up to me * *
jerk to the nght just miaa cannoning

against Captain, who is pacing up and down, and who dexterously gett
out of my way.

Hupfiy TkongU (flaihe* acrou me even at (hit nprtmt moment).

/tevb-terously wretched
I am looking down into the dark waters at the white foam

if the bulwark were suddenly to give way ! Can I help it ?

Lurch * roll stagger
*

grapple with bul-

warks * * silent anguish.
Can anything on the Continent be worth this ! ! ! ! ! Cathedrals-

Churches pictures pleasures of Paris can't be worth Hit *

And0h! I'ceffoltocomt back again !!! Stagger to staircase

Companion, I mean.

"Quite the jovial Tar, ehr" asks the Captain, who it lighting a

filthy, beastly cigar."
les," I answer, knowing that if I could see mv face I should

never recognise the once joyous author of Typical Derflopmenti.
Go down-stairs : lu>rridly awkward stairs. Why couldn't they be

made straight down instead of curling round ? specially in a steam-

boat *

To my Cabin. Will undress and regularly get into bed.

Happy Thought. Give myself the idea of being quite at home.
II tveu't fastened door: it bangs against me, I against it, then

against chair, then against side, then over portmanteau, then clutch on

by side of berth. Tear my things off
; try to hang them up neatly.

Dash at a hook. Everything seems to be going topsy-furvy. Roll

into berth. On the whole, rather astonished to find myself there.

Shut my eyes !
* Open them again very quickly. Awful

sensation. I am wide awake, and painfully conscious of the oil-lamp,

and of the want of air. Out of berth again, to open the door same

performance as before. Put chair adroitly between open door and

wall : chance of air now. Stagger bump pause for breath.

The Lat Ueadiofmy leaders, by LORD SALISBURY. Being a sequel
to Thf Lost Tales of Miletus, by LORD LYTTON.

VOL. LTII.
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MODESTY, OR MORE EASILY SAID THAN DONE.

Hostess.
"
On, CAPTAIN ! GOING so EARLY? WHAT A BAD EXAMPLE ! !

"

GigatHic Swell (who is rather bashful than otherwise}.
" THANK you, MY BEAR MADAM, I MUST GO-IF YOU'LL LET ME

EVENING ; AND I 'LL SLIP OUT WITHOUT BEING NOTICE n ! ! !

"

SAT G

THE ST. PANCRAS ODOUR OF SANCTITY.

AT an inquest held the other day by DR. LANKESTER, on the body

of one MICHAEL MURPHY, who had died in the infirmary of St. Pancras

Workhouse, MR. SAMUEL SOLLY, President of the Royal College oi

Surgeons, Senior Surgeon of St. .Thomas's Hospital, and. JMLB., thus

swore :

" I risked the St. Pancras infirmary on the 4th inst., at half-past nine in

the evening. I -went over the whole infirmary, and amongst others, No. 11,

or male medical ward. I have been over and through the foulest of wards in

hospitals and other institutions, but I never, in the whole course of my pro-
fessional experience, entered so foul a place. I never experienced a stench so

beastly in all my life arising from foul atmosphere. I should say that tl

disgusting foulness of atmosphere arose mainly from the want of ventilation,

as well as the large number of patient* there were in the ward. Ihere were

twenty-eight beds, and nine sleeping on the floor."

A jury a coroner's jury presumably a jury of rate-payers, actually

believed this deposition. Perhaps their credulity may be considered

to derive some palliation from the fact, further reported, that :

" DR. BRUDBNM.L CARTER, fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons, who

accompanied MR. SOLLY on his visit, corroborated the whole of his state-

ments."

Yet it was not until
"
after considerable discussion," that they agreed

to return the following special verdict :

" That MICHAEL MURPHY died from consumption, accelerated by the

unwholesome atmosphere of the ward in which he was placed in the work-

house."

Had those jurors yielded to the impulse of their parochial feelings,

with which they evidently experienced a severe struggle, they would

have utterly discredited the mere evidence of the President of the Col-

lege of Surgeons, confirmed as it was only by the evidence of another

medical man. The St. Pancras jurymen were clearly loth to return a

verdict implying censure of the St. Pancras Guardians. Hawks do not

willingly
"
pike out hawks' een." But a verdict declaring the death of

a person to have been accelerated by the unwholesome atmosphere of

St. Pancras Workhouse Infirmary cannot but have the effect of tending

to persuade the public that the St. Pancras Guardians are mistaken m
thinking that DR. LANKESTER holds too many inquests on their de-

ceased paupers. At the same time, it will occasion
people

to say that

if he has not held more inquests than he ought already, perhaps, in

some case of what an exceptional jury may deem criminal neglect, he

may hold one too many for those gentlemen one of these days.

THE BEGGING NUISANCE.

WHAT is to be done with the beggars ? This is one of the mo-

mentous questions of the day. Whene'er one takes one's walks abroad,

how many idle brutes one sees, who beg though they can well afford

to pay for beer and bread and cheese !

Benevolence is a virtue, but it may also be a nuisance. Men who

give to beggars encourage vice, which grows by idleness, and dis-

courage honest labour, which thrives less than idle vice. It is not

easy to convince men of the selfishness of giving. A shilling to a

beggar is of very small account to the pocket of the giver, and breeds,

the pleasant feeling of doing a good deed. There is a luxury in alms-

giving which some men can't deny themselves, although their impulsive

charity is frequently accompanied by stinginess and surliness in helping

real distress. Men who give by impulse simply gratify a whim, and,

indeed, defraud their neighbours of the labour which, if it were not for

such promiscuous alms-giving, would come into the market, and render

service to the State. A great proportion of the miseries occasioned by

a strike may be traced to the offensive weakness which prevails of

giving money to the vagabonds who now infest the streets.

How TO IMPROVE THE CATTLE TRADE. Improve the Cattle-

Truck.
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Mamma (in despair).

A YOUNG REBEL.
'

PAPA, DEAR, YOU REALLY MUST TRV AND EXERT A LITTL1 ACTHORITT OTXR EVAJiOILJNB I

SPREAD HER JAM ON THE PALM OF HER HAND INSTEAD or HEB BREAD I

"
SHE WILL

A CHEER FOR KING VICTOR.
VICTOR-EMMANUEL (whom we beg leave to congratulate heartily on

the birth of his grandson, PRINCE or NAPLES, child of the amiable and
admirable PRINCESS MAKGHKHITA) is a brave man and an honest man.
His other virtues he has been content to keep hidden under a bushel,
on which the Italians, who like scribbling, have written uncomplimen-
tary words. But His Majesty KINO GALLANTMAN has rehabilitated

himself, in a great degree, by the felicitous snubbing he has administered
unto the priests. They sought, cold-bloodedly, to make a bargain with
him, on what was thought to be his last bed, and they hoped to work
upon the nerves of a dying man, by refusing him the rites of his or
their Church, unless he would give a written and witnessed promise
that he would abrogate all laws distasteful to Rome. If he died, this
was to be a sort of will. Anyhow, it was worth getting. Only, the
brave king utterly refused to give it. He had done what he believed
to be his duty, and if he were to be deprived of a sacrament for so

doing, he would take his chance. For very shame, the subordinate

priest who attended him was obliged to discharge his office. His
superior sent him back, to make another attempt on the King. VICTOR-
EMMANUEL told him that if he wished to talk about religion, he might
go on, but if about politics, the Premier was in the next room. So the

priest had to skulk off. Then, happily, the King got well. That he is

particularly well may be seen in his message to the Italian Parliament
at its opening. He has

not^prevented the oishops from going to the"
(Ecumenical,"

"
but the King hopes that a word may go forth from

that assembly to reconcile faith and science, religion and civilisation."
Well put, O King ! but it will need all Mother Church's soothing-syrup
to do that until to the words "

faith
"

and
"
religion

"
is restored

their real meaning in exchange for their superstitious one. Well
said, nevertheless.

Prevost-Paradol in Edinburgh.
THE eloquent French political lecturer has created such a furore in

the Modern Athens that a new word of worship has had to be coined
for itr Paradolatry.

BOARDS OF A FEATHER.
THE Holborn Guardians, who were wont to hold their meetings in

ClerkenweU Workhouse, have run away, from terror of scarlatina
now enjoying full swing in the neighbourhood, and having already
established a lodgment in the House to pleaianter and healthier

quarters.
The Pall Mall Gazette, that standing slanderer of Guardians, and

Me noire of sacred Bumbledom, has been accusing the Holborn Board
of cowardice, by insinuation, as is its wont, and expressing a hope
that perhaps as they have gone they won't come back again.

It 'sail very well; but has the Pall Mall considered the state of

ClerkenweU Workhouse in the Board-room of which, alone, DR.
STALLAKD says, from 1200 to 1400

paupers sometimes crowd, filthy,

frowsy, ragged, and wretched animated fever-nests, walking centres
of contagion P

Is this a place for Guardians to meet in ? Evidently not. It is a

place for paupers to live and die in. And the more of the nasty,

ragged, ill-smelling creatures who fulfil the second purpose there,
the better for the rates.

St. Pancras pats Holborn on the back, points proudly to its Work-
house Infirmary, with all the beds full, and paupers sleeping on the
floors of wards, corridors, and bath-rooms, defies P**rh and the Pall
Mall Gazette, the Poor-Law Board, and the Doctors, Statute Law, and
Common Humanity, all together, and bids its brother Board

"
go and

do likewise."

An Error of the Press.
" FATHER HTACTNTHI ate a beehteak hut Friday. The Catholic* are

much in*en*ed."

This must be wrong, for a very long time has yet to elapse before the

Catholics will be sufficiently
"
incensed

"
to eat beefsteaks on Friday.

W1IERB THE ST. PANCRAS GUARDIANS EXPECT DR. ELLIS TO GO TO.

X<JT the Elysian fields quite the reverse.
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LATEST FROM THE SPHINX.

ACROSS the desert's sandy sea

Though sorely battered brows I rear,
Still with my stony eyes I see,

Still with my stony ears I hear.

Thousands of years this resting place
Betwixt the Pyramids 1 hold,

And still their daily shadow trace,

Broadening o'er me, blue and cold.

And many wonders have I known,
And many a race and rule of men,

Since first upon the desert's zone
I fixed my calm, unwinking ken.

"Neath these same orbs that still revolve
Above my granite brows sedate,

I forged the riddles, which to solve

Was fame, wherein to fail was fate.

But darker riddle never yet
I framed for CEoirus the wise,

Than those that to the world I set,

Touching these things before my eyes.

What of this piercing of the sands ?

What of this union of the seas ?

This grasp of unfamiliar hands,
This blending of strange litanies P

Aves and Allah-hu's that flow
From ulemas and monsignors

These feridjees and robes-fourrean,
These eunuchs and ambassadors

This pot-pourri of East and West,
Pillau s&A.potage a la bisqite;

Circassian belles whom WORTH has drest,
And Parisiennes a I'odalisque !

Riddles that need no Sphinx to put,
But more than (EDIPUS to read

What good or ill from LESSEPS" cut
Eastward and Westward shall proceed P

Whose loss or profit P War or peace ?

Sores healed, or old wounds oped anew.?
Upon the loosing of the seas,

Strife's bitter waters let loose too ?

The Eastern question raised, at last ?

The Eastern question laid for aye ?

Russian ambition fettered fast ?

Or feathered but for freer play P

The shattering of the Sultan's throne P

Or the Khedive's rise, to fall ?

England and France, like hawks let flown ?

Or Aigle on perch and Bull in stall ?

Answer in vain the Sphinx invites ;

A darkling veil the future hides :

We know what seas the work unites,
Who knows what sovereigns it divides ?

Rule Britannia or No ?

ME. PUNCH extends the right hand of fraternal congratulation to
M. LESSEPS, because M. LESSEPS has made a Large Cut through the
Isthmus of Suez. That Large Cut, however, is a Channel, and Mr.
Punch hopes there will be no difficulty about the command of the
Channel Fleet.

AN OFFEB TO CLOSE WITH.

THAT famous old vineyard, the Clos Vougeot, has just changed
hands for 62,000. MR. NATHAN, on hearing of this, remarked that
it was the largest amount ever realised in the Old Clos line.

Palmam qui Meruit Ferat.
THE Suei Canal is opened, and its projector, we are told, is" to be

made a Senator and a Duke of France, in commemoration of the grea
event. We congratulate M. DE LESSEPS on two things on getting
through the Deserts, and on getting his deserts.

PUNCH'S HANDBOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
ETIQUETTE is the art of behaving yourself. Manners not only make

he man, but the woman too, what they ought to be ladies and gen-
lemen ;

whether they roll through life in their carriages or trudge
Jong the pavement on the lowly Blucher. True gentility is the

exercise of a due regard for the feelings of your neighbours, and

etiquette is the essence of gentility. You cannot wash the blackamoor

white, nor could all the teachings of LORD CHESTERFIELD convert his

loor of a son into a polished gentleman. You must have the material

,o work upon, so to all who go in for
"
speaking their mind," and

setting up their backs against the conventionalities of well-behaved

society, Punch has not a word to say. His present precepts are in-

nded for those who will receive them in the spirit in which they are

offered, and will lay his golden words to heart, and commit his many
mceless pearls of worldly wisdom to memory.
How to Begin the Day. Rise with the lark, but not for one. Be very

iareful to attire yourself neatly : ourselves, like our salads, are always
;he better for a good dressing. Shave unmistakeably before you
descend from your room ; chins, like oysters, should have their beards

;aken off before being permitted to go down. Start with determination

;o be agreeable and good-tempered, and that like an overwhelming fire

nothing shall put you out. Should the tea not be hot, take it coolly ;

should the ham be salt, emulate the philosophic BACON, and having
made a few pleasant observations about the milk of human kindness,
;he sugar of domestic felicity, the cup of happiness being full, and the

butter resembling an actor in a fresh part because it appears in a new
roll, conclude with the appropriate ballad of

"
Let the Toast pass"

cracking fresh eggs and stale jokes simultaneously.

How to Act Afterwards. If in a country-house, after breakfast is a

somewhat dull time, and the really amiable person should do his very
utmost to enliven the general gloom. Nobody but a brute writes

letters. The exception may be made in favour of one letter written to

the bore who will send you a batch "to be forwarded" from town.
You may send him a stinger by all means. Agree to anything proposed
by anybody. If it 's billiards, say you are in cue for it ; if it a walking,

put your best leg foremost ;
if it's croquet, throw over all for mallet-y ;

if it s cricket, stir your stumps : if it 's shopping, say
"
Buy all means ;"

if it's amateur acting, say Bray-vo icks;" if it's hunting, say"
Yo-icks ;" and if it 's a ramble in the woods, admit you are

"
good for

nutting."

How to Act at Luncheon. Luncheon is a jolly meal. With the ex-

ception of breakfast, dinner, tea, and supper, it is perhaps the jolliest

meal of the day. It is breakfast arrived at years of discretion ;
dinner

with all the charming error and heartiness of youth. Never despise
luncheon. You know you don't at the Club, where you feed well for a
low figure before four o'clock, and though missing what the world
calls

"
dinner," last on till actual supper very comfortably notwith-

standing. It 's true you hint vaguely at an eight o'clock gathering in

Tyburma, but if you are going there why this gorge in the afternoon P

You blush. The QUEEN they say enjoys her luncheon, and dinner at

the palace is a solemn swindle. This is wrong. Eat a good luncheon.
It is natural, and is etiquette. Besides, luncheon is a sort of half-way
house in the day's journey, and by the time we used to reach that

stage our coach companions and ourselves had generally become quite

friendly and pleasant. Always eat pastry at luncheon none but

maniacs touch it iu the evening. Don't attempt to be clever, save all

your small wit for seven o'clock, it looks like tlie real thing by candle-

light. Gas, too, gives a brilliancy to a Brummagem bon-mot, which
would stand forth as paste pure and simple in the mid-day light of

luncheon.

(To be Continued.)

" He shall have Nothing but his Penalty."
" VE don't expect no good grammar here ; but, hang it, you might

shut the scenes, to," said the historical sweep at what was then the

Coburg Theatre. We don't expect MR. CALCRAFT, the final expounder
of law, to write elegant epistles he does not but, shut us up, he

might hang properly. It is stated that he has ceased to possess the

adroitness desirable in an executioner, and that to capital punishment
is added more than is intended in the sentence. This is objectionable ;

and in the possible interest of a good many Fenians, Mr. Punch desires

that the matter may be inquired into.

ILLUSTRATION OF SWEETNESS AND LIGHT.

(For a Pictorial Edition ofMATTHEW ARNOLD.)

A St. Pancras Guardian Opening the Sick-ward Windows.

COUNTER-HITTING AT THE "
WORKS."

" You 're a wise-acre !

"
sneered ATRTON at FERGUSON.

" You 're a penny-wise-acre !

"
retorted FERGUSON on AYRTON.
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TO PLAYGOERS.
Yon have come back from Mont Cenis to the Holborn Viaduct

from St. Peter's to St. Paul's Churchyard, from the Swiss Lakes to
Ball's Pond and the Serpentine, from the Himalaya' to Haverstock
Hill. You have returned to town with the lawyers, and the doctors,
and the Election Commissioners, and the Cabinet Ministers, and the hop-
pickers. You have resumed business with clients, and patients, and
customers, and are not unwilling to resume pleasure in concert rooms,
and entertainment halls, and theatres, feeling perhaps a little surprised
that during the vacation one or two more new Houses have not been
built in Holborn or the Strand.
You examine the Times, and find immediately under the clock no less

than nineteen abbreviated playbills, besides a matter of fifty subsidiary
advertisements of the various attractions of the principal theatres,
ranging from

If Flauto Magico to the Performing Monkeys, who ape
their rich relations in such a wonderful way at the Holborn Circus

;

and in your bewilderment you think of taking your theatres alpha-
betically. Better take an impartial and intelligent guide, one who will
conduct you to what is best worth seeing and hearing between Covent
Garden and Hoxton, and to whom you can issue a real congi felire,
a permission to choose the pieces you are to see, without naming those
you desire may be selected. Let us see what can be done for you.
Like yon, we have come back from the Suez Canal to the Metropolitan

Railway ; we have exchanged a gondola for the interior of an Islington
and Brompton omnibus, Trajan's Column for the Duke of York's,
and are occupying our leisure hours with visits to the Metropolitan
theatres, where many novelties have been produced during onr absence
on a protracted Continental Tour on a bicycle.
With what results V We will borrow a familiar phrase from wine-

merchants' circulars "strongly recommended" and apply it heartily
to Neat Men and Old Acres, now being capitally performed at the
Haymarket; and wishing to do you a service, wul advise you to
commence the winter campaign by going to that theatre to see and
enjoy this original and admirable comedy.
Next to the Adelphi, where you will find yourselves Lost at Sea, in

the midst of the extraordinary excitement and remarkable incidents with
which that telling drama abounds. There are improbabilities in it

(there are in most plays and most lives), but the probability is that

you will forget them in the absorbing interest of Walter Coram's
story. Prepare for much laughter at Sat/ley, and for a great house-on-
fire scene.

A charming young lady requests the pleasure of your company at the

Olympic, tastefully transformed into a bright and handsome theatre.
She was first introduced, some years ago, oy MR. DICKENS, and now
wishes to renew her acquaintance with you through MB, HALLIDAY.
Do not disappoint her, but go and see Little Em'ly, and with her other
old friends of the names of Peggotty, Copper-field, and Micaicber. and
that .celebrated rascal, Mr. Uriah lleep. You will stay some hours
with them, for they have a remarkable knack of making themselves

agreeable to visitors.
"
Canterbury Cathedral

" and " The Wreck "
are

two scenes to be seen and talked of, and not readily forgotten. We
hope Little Em'ly will be long-lived.
At the Globe MR. BYRON rides his own horse, and rides a winning

race. He plays with great ability Sir Simon Simple (one of the new
creation of baronets) in (his own most amusing

"
farcical drama,"

Not suck a Fool as he Looks, and a merry time you will have of it in his

very good company. As Mould, Ma. J. CLARKE has a part which he
renders so successfully that it would puzzle the most exacting critic to

pick a fault in his acting from beginning to end. The drama is pre-
ceded by that charming bijou piece, A Household Fairy, in which there
are only two performers Miss LYDIA EOOTE and MR. H. NEVILLE;
but they do their work so well that no one can regret they have the

stage entirely to themselves.
Good old wine at the Holborn. MR. BARRY SULLIVAN continues his

praiseworthy revivals. The Gamester, a tragedy written by EDWARD
MOORE more than a hundred years ago, with its

"
natural and affecting

exhibition of domestic misery," affords MR. SULLIVAN and MRS. HER-
MANN VEZIN an excellent opportunity for the display of much striking
acting. The comedy at this house is the famous Lady of Lyons, to
whom in her new home we wish much prosperity and success. In
the entertaining old farce of The Lottery Ticket you will relish

MR. GEORGE HONEY'S Wormwood.
Do you like OFFENBACH'S sprightly music ? Do you enjoy a lively

ballet r Do you desire to see one of the best of the old comedies by one
of the greatest of the old masters f the play which JOUNSON said"
answered so much the great end of comedy, making an audience

merry."* St. James's will supply all your wants. There an operetta
begins the entertainment, and The Magic Waltz ends it ; and between
these two pleasant trifles is served up a prime and substantial joint,
GOLDSMITH s She Sloops to Conquer, which you should not fail to attack.
MR. LIONEL BROUGH s Tony Lumpkin is remarkably good. The dresses,
by MR. MAY, who has done so much for the costume of our stage,
and MADAME ULDLER, deserve a special word of praise. The new
lessee and manageress, MRS. JOHNWOOD, has been successful in giving

this theatre what it much wanted, a gay and brilliant interior ; and
MRS. WOOD has done another good thing, which, of itself, entitle! her
to hearty public support, the hoi abolished the fees tor booking, bills,

and attendance. May her receipt* grow greater and greater !

To say that School continues to be played at the Prince oi

Wales's. is to tell you that the Thames keeps on flowing, or that the
doors of the Bank of England remain open, (/'there is a playgoer in

good health within a radius of a great many miles from Charing Cross
who has not yet attended School, let him make the acquaintance of
Dr. and Mr*. Sutrli/e, and their first-rate establishment without
another night's delay. This recommendation equally applies to The
Turn of the Tide at the Queen's, which will cease running after the

3rd of December.
An omission has to be made good. Mention ought to have been

made before of the lively family party now performing at Drury Lane
in the Belles of the Kitchen. They sing, they dance, they act, they do

everything they have to do in the most diverting fashion, causing us

to remember them with pleasure, and to hope that we shall soon see

again such clever
"
Yokes."

TO MY BELOVED VESTA.

Miss, I 'm a Pensive Protoplasm,
Born in some pre-historic chasm.

I, and my humble fellow-men
Are hydrogen, and oxygen,
And nitrogen, and carbon too,
And so is JANE, and so are yon.
In stagnant water swarm onr brothers

And sisters, but we 've many others,

Among them animalcule,
And lizard's eggs and so, yon see,

My darling VISTA, show no pride.
Nor turn coquettish head aside,

Our pedigrees, as thus made out,
Are no great things to boast about.
The only comfort seem* to be
In this philosophers agree
That how a Protoplasm '* made
Is mystery outside their trade.

And we are parts, so say the sages,
Of Life come down from Long Past Ages.
So let us haste in Hymen's bands
To join onr protoplastic hands,
And spend our gay organic life

As happy man and happy wife.

ECONOMY WITH ELEGANCE.

THE EMPRESS EUGENIE appears to have worked wonders in the way
of civilising those whom somebody has called Mtissulwomen, by the

excellence of her dress. Therefore the Pall Mall Gazette gives her

just credit in an Occasional Note, remarking that :

" The doctrine which ha* 10 lonjr, BO earnestly, yet to ineffectually been

preached to women, that they ihould not oara (bout their drat* and outward

appearance, hai received a tevere shock by the influence which the EMPUM
OF TUB FRENCH i* said to hare exerciwd a* refarda the Turkish women at

Constantinople."

The EMPRESS OF THE FRINCII deserves to be extolled for dressing

her circumstances, but as she would dress if she were in theirs. They
will not carry their imitation of the EMPRESS OF THE FRENCH so far

as to incur bills which no man but one as rich as an emperor need

be can stand.

The Great French Kill.

(fivm our Own Reporter.)

Bound tht First. After some antics, A la ROCHBFORT, which we
think had better have been omitted, as contemptible, Liberty led off

with the Left, planting a regular facer, and [Telegram broken off.

TJnheard-of Brilliants.

WE read that the bridesmaids of one of the two fair and noble young
ladies married the other day in Westminster Abbey wore

"
gold lockets

set with pink and coral diamonds." This is something quite new in

jewellery. The South Kensington Museum would do well to procure
a specimen for public inspection.
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LIEBFRAUMILCH!"
Gent, (in the "

cliair"). "WHAT WINE HAVE YOU THERE!"
Ancient Waiter.

" IT 's AH WELL, THERE, SIR YOU CAN READ IT

YOURSELF. BUT WHICH, SlR, WE WARRANT IT 's HIS OWN GROWTH !

"
FOR

BUMBLE BEWAILETII THE EVIL OF

THE TIMES.

HERE 's good-bye to Local Self-Guv'ment

We may all on us strike our dockets,
Now the paupers' lives is considered

Afore the rate-payers' pockets.

Over decent respectable tradesmen,
Druv' mad, you '11 soon have to pop keepers,

Now that twopenny-halfpenny doctors

Is believed agin' well-to-do shop-keepers !

Then there 's Coroners' fees to swamp us
(

Wich they 're wampires, the whole kit on em,
Now paupers can't die and be done with,

But Juries must come and sit on 'em !

Wich, our national ruination

All I see and 'ear foretells

Now paupers wants wentilation,
And complains of nasty smells !

The order of natur's rewersed ....
Here's the Twists a-bullyin' the Bumbles !

At two in a bed they kicks,
And at three they act'ally grumbles !

And when we goes to GOSCHEN
Which that Board to the country 's a cuss

And asks him to sack that Doctor,
He hints as he '11 sack us.

I did think I knew a thing or two,
But it all a muddle and maze is :

And the only pint I 'm clear about,
la that Hengland 's a-goin' to blazes.

And Centralisation 's our GUY FAWKES
The wust bitters that fills my cup with

And our own wested rights is the powder
She's a-going to blow us hup with.

DEBEETT IN BRIEF.

TEN little noblemen with coronets so fine,

One is GLYN, the banker no matter t'other nine.

A JOLLY GROWL.
DEAR PUNCH,

YOUR daily contemporaries complain frequently of pressure on
their space, and regret being obliged to omit news of interest. I

venture to point out how a lot of waste paper may be reclaimed, and

interesting features be added, just as my friend the Duke of Suez has
done outside that Egyptian Lake, where he has made a site for Port
Said.

Let
your contemporaries throw overboard that column or column

and a half of vulgar and obtrusive Theatrical advertisements, which
are perfectly offensive with their superlatives, repetitions, puffs, and

touting style.

Retain, of course, the sensible and business-like list of entertainments ;

that is part of the news of the day. It was enough for our parents
and grandparents, when there were plays and actors. It is enough for

the French, yet theatricals with them are an important part of the
business of life.

The touting trash forces itself on you at the moment when it is most
detestable. You come down in a calm frame of mind to address your-
self to the important questions of the day, and the first thing that
strikes your eye is a large announcement that SNOOKS is nightly encored
in the

"
great" song of "Darn yer own old Socks."

If the journals will not leave out this stuff, at least let them relegate
it to supplements or back sheets. The sort who like it will hunt for it,
and their time is not valuable. Your obedient Seryant

Seat's Den, Zoological Gardens.

WAS HE A CONSERVATIVE OR A LIBERAL P

ME. PUNCH,
I HAVE ceased to lead the useless life of my sex. I have laid

aside the needle and the crochet-hook for ever, escaped from Berlin

wool to German neology, closed the frivolous piano, forsaken the

humiliating kitchen, exchanged fiction for physiography, and am
altogether indifferent as to the winter fashions.

I am working at the classics, medicine, gymnastics, the physical

sciences, psychology, MR. MILL'S logic, but, above all, I consume the

midnight paraffin over politics. An announcement, therefore, that a

Fellow of Balliol "has undertaken to edit the Politics of ARISTOTLE for

the Clarendon Press series" rouses my curiosity, (the only
_

feminine

weakness I retain,) and induces me to ask you what ARISTOTLE'S politics

were, as I have, for the first time this November, taken part in the

election of Town-councillors for my native borough, Oldford, and hope,

before many years are over, to march with my enfranchised sisters

to the poll, and participate in the choice of its Parliamentary

Representatives. SARAH GERMANICA JUDSMITH.

ANTI-TOUTEK.

Frustrate their Knavish Tricks.

Now the Isthmus of Suez Canal is open, let us hope it will shorten
our way to India. Let us also hope that, designing interference
therewith, none of your foreigners will be at any of their Isthmian
Games.

Impromptu, by Dr. Pusey.

(On reading in LONGMAN'S advertisement the title of a reprint
" On the Func-

tions of laymen in Synod," by the EIGHT HON. W. E. GLADSTONE, M.F.)

" ON the Functions of Laymen in Synod,"
Let GLADSTONE leave that to the cloth.

In Synods and Studios lay-men
Should be the same thing dummies both.

AS UGLY WORD MADE BEAUTIFUL FOE EVEE.
" Canaille." EMPRESS OF THE FRENCH, VICEROY OF EGYPT,

EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA, CROWN PBINCE OF PRUSSIA, Kings, Princes,

Potentates, Ambassadors, Correspondents all who went to Isinailia.
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DELIGHTFUL PROSPECT; OR, MATRIMONY AND FOX-HUNTING.
(<( RIMMAGE HAS MARRIED SINCE LAST SEASON, AND HIS WIFE ACCOMPANIES HIM TO THE MEET)

S. (who ntivr intended this sort of thing}. "DON'T YOU THINK voo HAD BETTBR Go BACK WITH WILLIAM NOW, DEA*?"

M , .. S.
"

NO, I AM NOT HALF TlElD YBT ;
AND TOU CAN OPEN ALL THE GATES FOR MB, YOU KNOW !

"

A HE-INCARNATION OF AN ANCIENT BOMAN.

THE Pythagorean doctrine of the pre-existence of souls evidently

suggested the leading thought in WORDSWORTH'S "
Intimations of

Immortality." Thus sang another and an elder poet in the character

of the Sanuan psychologist himself :

"
Ipse ego (nam memini) Trojani tempore belli,

eram."

When MR. AYRTON said he was no Edile, he spoke the truth indeed,

but intuition enables anybody endowed with it to discern that, in

speaking that truth, he left a somewhat unexpressed. This was not an

arriere pennfe ; on the contrary, MR. AYRTON probably has no suspicion

of the impulse that induced him to declare he was not an Edile.

Intuition, however, sees what it was ; namely, the trace of an originally

pre-natal reminiscence which made him, he knew not why, think of

Ancient Rome. The fact is, that the Member for the Tower Hamlets

and Chief Commissioner of Public Works, might have been an Edile in

Ancient Rome ; but he was not. The following passage in an account

of him occurs in our old friend LEMPKIKRE'S Ctauiral Dictionary :

" He was so unnoquainted with the value of the painting! and works of

the most celebrated artists of Greece, which were found in the plunder of

Corinth, thut he said to those who conveyed them to Home, that if they lost

them or injured them, they should make others in their stead."

The hero of the foregoing scrap of biography was not, at the time

referred to, or any other, an Edile
; no, but he was a Consul. He was

not, in his life, at that time, named AYRTON, of course, nor even

AYRTONIUS, or, more properly, AIRTONIUS, because, as Latin letters,

K. Y. 7,. occur only in words originally Greek, and ACHAKTS was so

named, in fact, from the victories which he gained over the Greeks.

In short, intuition, excited by a recent speech on the Tower Hamlets

Hustings, assures us that MR. AYRTON was, somewhere about B.C.

147, MUMMIUS ACHAICCS. He appears to have been a very honest

public servant then, as no doubt he is now, though not qualified to be

an Edile, or fit to preside over Public Works. Being, as he says,

no artist or sculptor, but having a scrupulous regard for the property
of the Public, MR, ATRTON is just the man who, if he had the control

of subordinates charged with the conveyance of picture* or statues,

would threaten them that, if those objects came to grief by their

carelessness, he would oblige them to make or put others in their

place. AYRTOS is not, indeed, an artist nor a sculptor, nor even a

market-gardener ; bat we will be bound to say that we believe he

would insist on having the national statues, the national pictures, and

the national cabbages (if there are any) taken the same care of as

goods are in a warehouse. We will say that for our MCMMIUS.

A WORD FOR ARCHITECTS.

TITE Viaduct is pronounced to be safe, in
spite

of the cracks in the

columns. But the apology which one scientific man kindly makes for

MR. HATWOOD can scarcely delight that gentleman. He is an archi-

tect and not an engineer, and therefore did not know what happens to

metal by reason of atmospheric changes. Mr. Punch rather thinks

that, architects in general will receive this excuse with an indignant

scoff. He remembers that a precious many jears ago every
real archi-

tect had a book full of pictures of balls of iron, and arches of iron,

and brackets of iron (was it by Billy flurloie ?), and that some dashing

architect early in the century got kdo* for tying up a building with

metal rods, with great nuts at the end, and heating all these nuts with

lamps, so that the nuts, screwed close, growing cold, exerciwd a

tremendous pressure, and held up the walls. To say that in IS

architect does not understand building with metal, implies presence

of another metal of the Ahenean kind.

THE RIGHT MAN IN THE RIGHT PLACE.

DR. HOGG Inspecting the Sick-wards of St. Pancras.
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AN INTOXICATED FRAGMENT.
MY DEAB PUNCH,

I SAT ! Did you notice what MR. STANSFELD, the Finance

Secretary, said at Bristol F

He, a Minister, dear boy, stated officially that it was the intention of

MR. GLADSTONE'S Government
"
at the earliest possible period, to deal

in a bold and comprehensive manner with the Licensing system, in

order to check and diminish the facilities and the temptations to :

Drink."
There was, Sir, a great philanthropist at Bristol, called COLSTON,

and in honour of him, all Bristol dines on
"
Colston's day." I don't

mean that it eats Colston's day, but that 's the date. The Liberals

have the
"
Anchor

"
dinner, the Tories the

"
Dolphin," and

" the good kind souls

"Who dare tell neither truth nor lies
"

eat their mild repast, and call themselves the
"
Grateful." MR. STANS-

FELD dined with the Anchorites, and Anchorites it would seem lhat

we are all to be made. I shall turn Tory, and drink like a fish with the

Dolphin. But he 's to be a dying dolphin, I suppose.

" But while his heart the fatal javelin thrills,

.And fleeting life escapes in sanguine rills,

What colours

Pardon me, Sir, dear boy. I wander a little. I have drunk, but I am
reasonably sober. Only emphatic and affectionate, dear clever boy.
But inexpressibly shocked. That last quotation was FALCONER. He
was drowned. I wish everybody was drowned that interferes with my
liquor. Drowned in a butt of Lord Maltnesbury no I wander again.
Lord M. is too polite a man to make a butt of anybody. Drowned in

the Red Sea, where the Suez Canal is, likewise PHARAOH. My dear

Punch, I "ve the greatest respect and esteem for you, old fellow, but
tell me with tears in your eyes no, my eyes tell me with tears in my
eyes, whr.t 's MR. GLADSTONE going to do F How's he going to check

my faculties did I write faculties P I mean facilities.

" Drink to me only with thine eyes."

That 's to be the rule, is it P It 's nonsense.^ It can't be. How can eyes
drink ? They can pour out water specially if onions are about but
it 's folly to say that eyes can drink. They can't drink. BEN JONSON
was an ass, he wrote the devil was an ass, but he was a bigger to talk

of eyes drinking. Do I express myself with fatuity, facility, felicity F

My dear Punch, I 've the greatest respect and esteem for you, old

fellow, but something must be done. Drink must not be cut off. He
may cut off what else he likes. Cut off MR. AYRTON'S head, only,
ha! ha ! ha ! dear clever boy, he must find it first. Cut off the corners
of the sovereigns, to please MR. LOWE. Cat off the pheasants and
partridges, I don't shoot, and I hate game. But liquor

" The liquor that I love

And keep it safe and sound "

No, my dear Punch. I respectfully decline haying my bold and
comprehensive checks and facilities cut off and diminished. Call him-
self an Anchor ! He 's not an anker of brandy. He 's a foul anchor.
He 's a Bristol diamond and no better. Finance

FineNantz
There's a joke.
It's nothing to joke about
Greatest

respect
and esteem

Dear clever boy. Greatest respect
STANSFELD ? No. He 's not clever

To cut off my faculties check cheek

T'other Way.
Tire St. Pancras Guardians naively give, as a reason for asking the

Poor-Law Board to allow them to dismiss their medical officer, DR.
ELLIS, that

"
it is not possible for them to work in harmony with him.

or to believe him, even if he should speak the truth, or act in good
faith."

Most people will think this is a better reason for dismissing the
Guardians than for discharging their Medical Officer.

Dupanloup.
(Joke by a Gentleman who has very lately learned French.}

THE learned BISHOP OF ORLEANS has signified that he does not
approve of the (Ecumenical Council's declaring the Infallibility. The
?9FE will think another of his sheep turned into a loup, but MONSIGNOR
will not be Loupandupe.

" BOGIE CARRIAGES."

WE see that bogie carriages are recommended for our railways.
What they are we have not the ghost of an idea ; but we think we can

imagine the terror of a child, on being threatened with a journey in a

bogie carriage ! Even to us children of a larger growth a title such
as this is hardly an attractive one. There is something weird and
ominous in the notion of a night spent in a bogie carriage. Accidents
on railways are tolerably frequent, and who knows what might happen
in so ghastly a conveyance ? If these carriages be adopted, we should

really recommend that another name be found for them, lest the nerves

of timid people be shattered in advance, and the railways lose thereby
a large proportion of their passengers. The idea of fogey carriages
seems terrible enough, that is, carriages reserved exclusively for

fogies. But to weak and nervous persons a fogey carriage would not
seem so frightful as a bogie one. For instance, they whose nerves are

at the mercy of the Spiritualists would scarcely dare to travel in a bogie

carriage. Who knows but, if suck formidable titles be adopted, we
may shortly hear of somebody inventing a ghost cab or a goblin
omnibus ?

THE CLERICAL SWALLOW.
SEE TEMPLE of Exeter Bishop elected,
This is as it should be, and as was expected.
The Parsons, against him who raised a halloo,
Still Parsons remain we expected that too.

Those Parsons had put up with HAMPDEN before ;

Had put up with GORHAM : will put up with more.

Suppose they saw, named to the first vacant See,

COLENSO, how wroth would they, high and low, be !

But would they, on seeing the conge d'elire

Accepted, resign their preferments ? No fear

That they 'd do that rather than stand, for a pal,

A Bishop, translated, forthwith, from Natal.

The heretic, some of them gladly would burn,

They 'd all swallow, rather than cut the concern.

Them steadfast wherein to remain it behoves,
That they too may swallow the fishes and loaves.

DIBDIN AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

MR. PUNCH has seldom more enjoyed an afternoon than one he

spent the other day, in hearing dear old Dibclin, at the Sydenham
Shilling Opera. Those merry tuneful little trifles,

" The Quaker"
and

"
The Waterman "

were given with a mirthfulness that added to

their merriment, and a carefulness in singing that added to their tune-

fulness. What a charm of freshness there is in this old music ! How
sweet are simple ballads like

"
Farewell, my trim-built Wherry !

"
to

ears that have been sickened by a dose of
"
Champagne Charley" and

such music-hall vulgarities ! There is a manly, hearty tone in DIBDIN'S
verse and music that makes one proud of living in the land which was
his birth-place, and inspired his noble strains. One feels one's blood
is British when warmed by DIBDIN'S fire, and one pities the poor
snobling who prefers a nigger breakdown to such brave old English
songs.

ALLITERATION WITH AYRTON.

A STANDS for Architect, Artist, and Ass.

A stands for AYRTON. A stands for Alas !

He boasts he 's no Artist, an Architect not.

Then Alliteration makes AYRTON out What ?

An Edile he said he was glad he was none.

Then why was he raised to the office of one ?

O GLADSTONE, your reason ! Speak, PREMIER, and say
An Edile what moved you to make such an A ?

Lords and Ladies of the Lake.

IN an otherwise delightful letter from Naples we read
" Such are the antecedents of the illustrious House of Savoy, which,

emergingfrom tlie Lake of Geneva, has acquired possession of and given a

King to Italy."

This, then, is the family of the WATER-KINO, of whom we read with

a shudder in the
"
Tales of Terror." Are the princesses of the House

Mermaids ? No wonder Cupids ride the Lion of the Deeps.

THE NEW CUT. The Suez Canal.

AN ALIAS FOK "BANDS or HOPE." Water-Babies.
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NOTE AND QUERY.
(H'Hk Jiwter.)

DUTTBOBIN CA.STI.K. A dint-union ii bcinu
carried on in fi'otn a*d Q*rriet and the
Scottish papers, aa to the derivation of Uw
name of this famous, cattle. If Pmrk had
been applied to, be would hare settled the
point at once. JSHAB, fourth Earl of Sn< her-
land U.D. 1473), was married to HELSHA
ROBINA JESSIE (second daughterof the Master
of Stair), a beautiful lady; bat like some
beautiful ladies of the present apt, immode-
rately fond of dress. She spent, daily, many
hours at her toilette, to the annoyance of
her Lord, who, when he wanted her to go
out with him, wonld stand at the foot of the
turret stairs, and call,

"
In the murkle deil

'

name, woman, wull ye ne'er ha' done robing?"
that is,

"
Will yon never be dressed > " The

cry was so often repeated that it became a
household, or rather a stronghold word, and
so got fixed as a name to the castle.

CHRONOLOGY.
'Bus- Driver. " THEY TELL ME THERE 'VE BEEN soint Cones FOTTND re THESE 'EM 'Encr-

VATIONS
' THAT *A BEEN BORIED THERE A MATTER O* FOUR OR FlTE 'USDRED TEAR ! I

"

Passenger Friend. "
OH, THAT 's NOTHIN' ! WHY, THERE 's SOME rs THE BRI'BH MUSEUM

AH MORK THAN TWO THOUSAND YEAR OLD I !

"

'Bus-Driver (after a pause).
"
COMF, GEORGE, THAT WOS'T DO, TX iNOWl 'CAUSE WE'RE

ONLY IN EIGHT'N 'UNBRED AN' SIXTY-NINE now! ! I"

Horrid Abuse of Handel.

To commemorate the execution of the

traitors, LAHKIN, ALLEN, and O'BRIEN,
hanged at Manchester fur the murder of
brave Policeman BRETT, a gang of Fenians,
4,000 strong, marched through Cork the
other night, led by a band playing the" Dead March in Saul." How this would
hare disgusted HANDEL! If that great
master could have foreseen those fellows'

seditions' demonstration, be might, however,
have adapted a March to it, namely, not the
" Dead March in Saul," but the

'

March in custody.

A Rajah's Ear-Rings.

SONG OF THE FENIAN SCRIBE.

A wTtrreji I am, of the Fenian Press ;

In an Irish Republic belief I profess :

With my rant of High Treason, and readers so green.
With pride 'tis 1 practice my lucrative art
For bread, boys; for beef, for champagne, boys, and clai'f.

The serf with his praties contented may be :

But the fat of the land will alone do for me.
With, &c.

Defiance to England I, dauntless, proclaim';
Rebellion with no great desire to inflame,

With, &c.

My customers may, or mayn't choose to rebel ;

My object is purely my paper to sell.

The divil may care, if I can but do that,
What effect I produce on excitable Pat,

With, &c.

Who fears to write fustian so long as it pays ?

I won't, barrin' for murder, get hanged in these days,
With, &c.

In the Pillory's time ears were cropped, noses slit ;

That 's all over, thinks I, at my desk when I sit.

There 's no more any chance of the cart's tail and cat,
Therefore no reason why 1 should mind what I 'm at

With, &c.

My career I defy the base Saxon fo check,
Though into a noose 1 '11 get Paddy's nate neck.

With, &c.'

Old JOHNSON said what a poor blackguard might sting;
Hut I laugh, in my purse whilst my profits I ring :

That "
Patriotism," for professional line,"

Is 4 scoundrel's last retuge." Ecdad, it is mine !

With, &c.

" ROLLING STOCK." Cattle on Railways.

GUARDIANS AND GUINEA-PIGS.

THE subjoined newspaper paragraph will naturally excite the indig-
nant alarm of many Vestrymen and Guardians :

" VERDICT OF MANPLAUOHTIB AOAurrr A RKLIIVINO Omen. At an

inquett held at Bradford, on Saturday, into the caiue of death of a muon'i
labourer, nmed lI'MncHA, a verdict of mimlaughter wu returned *(Un*t
WILLIAM BUHNISTOK, one of the relieving office, who btd neglected to five
relief to the deceased when in a lUte of destitution, and whom death had in

conwquence been accelerated. BURNBTON wu committed for trial, and
admitted to bail."

Really this verdict is extremely nnparochial as nnparochial as is

unprecedented. But the fear which parochial officers, with any sense

of their situation, must feel, is, that it will constitute a precedent. If,

talcing it as an example, coroner's juries get into the way of imputing
manslaughter to relieving officers whose omission to afford due relief

has helped to slay paupers, they will soon go on to subject those

servants' masters, whose failure of making sufficient eleemosynary or

other necessary arrangements, for which they were responsible, has had
the same effect, to indictment on the same charge. A perilous pro-

spect, my masters.

Grave apprehension mnst also be excited in the minds of Railway
Directors by a verdict of manslaughter, for neglect of duty conducing
to fatal consequences, returned against a functionary so respectable as

a Relieving Officer. They have serious reason to dread that some
coroner's juries will, in cases of loss of life by collisions of trains and
other fatal accidents occurring on Railways, begin to charge liability

tor criminal negligence not only on careless or forgetful pointsmen,

stokers, or engineers, but also on their superiors, who ought to have

taken precautions for want of which people got lulled. In many cases,

indeed, those juries will perhaps find verdicts of manslaughter not

against a Railway Company's stupid or sleepy inferior servants, but

against the gentlemen responsible for hiring such servants at wages
insufficient to procure competent ones, or for employing so few aa

to render them unfitted for the discharge of their duties by overwork
and fatigue.

GOOD ROUND GAME. A Plump Partridge.

TOL. Lvn.
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CANDLEMAS IN NOVEMBER.

IRS, Candlemas, like Christ-

mas, comes but once a year
to the genuine devotees of

the Mass and Candles. Their

Candlemas occurs on the

second of Febiuary, but
their mimics, some of them,
held a Candlemas, or some-

thing like one, at St. Albau's,

Holborn, the other night,

the 24th instant. Some five

hundred candles were con-

secrated by a parson and

placed in the hands of so

many people, who stood

holding them, meanwhile

being addressed by PAKSON
O'NEILL. MK. O'NEILL is

reported to have recom-
mended his hearers to take

the portion of their candles

not consumed home,
"
so

that any person might burn
the remainder of it at the

time of his death." The
hierophant of this Candlemas
celebration further informed
his hearers that :

"This candle would be a

happy reminiscence of the day,
and would guide them through

the valley of death, which was a dark journey."

Surely this statement is based on a gross mistake about the candle's

end and the saveall.

The five hundred candle-bearers at the St. Alban's Candlemas were
so many

"
penitents." Perhaps they included not a few fraudulent

small tradesmen. To some of these, namely the grocers and oilmen,
the candles which they carried may have suggested compunction ;

that

is to say in case those candles, supplied as wax, were evidently to ex-

perienced eyes, only sperm, or even mere composite or paraffin. Thus,
they possibly served to kindle some shame and contributed to illuminate

a particle of moral sense
;
but so much for the progress of enlighten-

ment as promoted by Ritualism !

The candle-consecrating clergy of the Ritualist denomination have
taken upon themselves to publish a manual of directions for the

practice of Confession, whereunto arrangements are now established at

various Anglican Churches for inveigling people, thereon offered abso-

lution. Persons who want that, and don't want common reasoning

faculties, and common information, know where to go for it. They
will resort to the original Italian warehouse for that article as well as

for candles. In the meanwhile, where is the BISHOP OP LONDON F

Has he, or has he not, power over the licence of the Manager of

St. Alban's Theatre Ecclesiastical, Holborn?

A LADY'S PROTEST.

MRS. THEODORE MARTIN held in honour, also, as Miss HELEN
FAVJCIT has been written about, pseudo-biographical fashion, in some
Scotch papers, and in her turn writes as follows :

" In 1828, when you tell the public I was acting tetitla. Hardy and Ophelia,
I was a child struggling with Mrs. Marcel's Histories and Cramer's Lessons.

NOT FOR THE FIRST TIME.

THE following is an extract from a City article :

" The Wall Street Journal says : MR. DRAKE, who put down the first

Petroleum Oil Well in America, and who at one time was worth 200,000,
recently died in the poor-house. The first derrick and engine still stand orer

the well, and are carefully preserved.
' A monument is to be erected to his

memory, which will contain a room, in which the engine is to be placed."
"

Would it not have been better, if the money which the monument
will cost had been spent in saving Ma. DRAKE from the poor-house ?

Perhaps if as much care had been bestowed on him as on the derrick

and engine, he might have been still alive. They seem, if this state-

ment is accurate, to do in America what has before now been done in

England neglect men in their lifetime to raise monuments to them
when dead.

Ffoulkes Finding it Out.

THE Roman Index FFOULKES'S tract has banned
;

For what untruth, poor FFOULKES, dost thou demand ?

Truth is, repugnant if to Rome it be,
The greater truth, the greater heresy.

inclined, to correct its statements ; neither were my friends likely to do so for

me, as I believe they have as little sympathy as myself with the morbid

curiosity which in these days seeks to know everything about everybody. I

have often been applied to furnish materials for a life of myself, and have

invariably refused to do so, on the broad principle that the life and works of

an artist are before the world to speak for themselves, but that as a woman I

claim the privileges of a private person."

Dear MRS. MARTIN, this might have been all very well fifty years

ago, but it will not do now. The one rule regarding everybody whose

public career has an interest for anybody, is laid down by the

Laureate
" 'Tis fit

The Many-Headed Beast know All."

We in England may not carry out the" law so boldly as it is carried

out in America. We do not yet "interview
"
a stranger on his arrival

at. the terminus, and,note-book in hand, demand how many sandwiches
he has eaten during his journey, and what is his opinion of the liquor

supplied at the refreshment-stall. But we are getting on. A celebrity
must soon expect to be asked to search among his papers for his

school-bills, be examined as to how he behaved when first taken to

the dentist's
;
whether he used to go to church as a boy, and how he

behaved there ; whether he fell in love with any of his cousin?, and

which, and what was the colour of her hair and eyes, and whom she

married, and whether she lives happily with her husband, and if not,

why not ;
whether his parents left him money, and how much, and what

he has done with it, and how much he has got now, and where it is

invested, and whether he is bothered by poor relations ; whether he
likes his wife with particulars of their first meeting, and whether her

friends did not think him rather below her ; whether lie had not many
struggles in early life, and whether all the bills he then incurred have

been paid ; whether he did not in other days know persons whom he

now considered it undesirable to know, and who they are, and why he

has ceased to associate with them ; whether he is a believer in the

Darwinian theory, and how he spends his Sunday mornings ;
and

whether he wears braces or a belt. Is it not clear that if the Many
Headed Beast condescends to notice him at all, it has a right to know
all these things, and more ? And if it be true of a man, dear MRS.

MARTIN, how much more true of a woman, seeing that her history

must be so much more interesting than his. Odi profanum el arceo

we daresay you know what that means, but if you doubt you have the

very best information close at hand must give place to the rule MR.
TENNYSON has so incisively worded, and there is no appeal. Your pro-

test is admirable, but we live in an enlightened age.

King Log Abdicates.

RATHER a good omen for honest men in the name of the real new
Member for Tipperary, who will take his seat as matter of course,

Parliament not being open to felons. His name is HERON and a

heron is a relation of STORK, REX, who will probably have to examine

sundry Irish pools of croaking vermin.

APROPOS OF THE SUEZ CANAL.

WILL ANY LADY SAY ?

WE read of a
"
Musical Gymnasium for Ladies," and we wonder

how they manage about the dumb-bells.

(By the Ghost of PALMERSTOX.)

IP the Shareholders never see the distribution of a dividend,3the

Canal may still lead to a considerable division of sovereigns.

Humbug against Hyacinthe.
THE Church News, organ of theological mock-turtle, censures FATHER

HYACINTHE for showing a tendency to throw himself into the world,
and into the

"
worst of all worlds the Protestant religious world."

We hope our counterfeit contemporary may never experience a worse
world than that.

1793 OVER AGAIN.

No wonder ROCHEFORT'S election is cited by alarmists. as a Revo-

lutionary symptom. It is clearly a case of hoisting a Representative" a la Lanteme !
"

THE JUGGLER VAIN. A Conceited Conjuror.
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PUNCH'S HANDBOOK OF ETIQUETTE.
The Afternoon A pleasant languor comes over one after luncheon

;

a kind of semi-somnolent state of happiness, a general desire to do
everybody a good turn, and a repugnance to actual labour or extensive
exertion. Now you should make what play you can with the fair

members of the family, or the visitors of the softer sex. If you can get
one or two to hear you read TENNYSON so much the better select the

sleepier and more dolcefar nientc passages of
"
The Lotos Eaten" and

so on
; don't try

"
Ijxksley Hull" it 's played out. By the way,

Tui'PEH is not to be despised, if you can throw your whole soul into
the proverbs ; but if it 's a warm afternoon don't tax too heavily the
female intellect, and if the Sun is powerful, mind and avoid BHOWXIXC;.
Should there be a lake and a boat avail yourself of the latter, and
remember to

"
Faddle your own Canoe," floating about ad libitum (or

paddle ibitum) and not rowing violently, for a true beau should never
be a fast sculler.

Botanising is not a bad way of getting over the afternoon, and if von
can get your basket well fern-isiied so much the better ; and it u a
well-known fact that the rarest specimens grow in the least frequented

spots, so yon and your blooming companion can bat the hint is

sufficient. Archery is not by any means a dull amusement, but you
must not shoot a

"
wide," rat shoot an arrow, and if you only

" make
your mark" it may be said you do right, though this sounds like

e-quiver-cation. If you play Croquet avoid being pitted against parsons.
There seems to be something in the clerical nature that peculiarly fits

country curates for this game. It must be pleasant for them, com-
bining as it does some of the attractions of cricket with much of the
allurement of the more reprehensible billiards. It is quite

"
going it

"

for these smiling young pastors, and they know all the rales of the

game, and often emerge with distinction from their obs-curate-y. Do
not fall a victim to the bewildering boots and distracting ankles this

game is calculated to display, if you once succumb to the fascinations
of

"
the female foot divine" it's all over with you, so be on your

guard for a Frenchman at the satate need not be more afraid of his

rival's pedal extremity than should the incautious croquet-player be of
his fair opponent's toolsicums.

Eow to Sehme at Dinner. Commence by complimenting the lady on
your arm, because yon should say something to make her think much
of herself at the

very
time you are

"
taking her down." Don't com-

mence to be too brilliant all at once (you will find it easy to follow this

injunction), sarcasm goes badly with soup, and there is a prevalent
frigidity for the first few moments of the banquet, which it is unwise
to rudely disturb. With the fish may come your first flash of fun

delicate, refined, hinted rather than blurted out, put forth in fact as a

feeler, an experiment to try the nature of your neighbour. Should she
be alive to humour, you will really pass an hour or so's genuine enjoy-
ment. But should she receive your small witticism with a withering
frown, or a supercilious half smile half sneer, then yon must summon
all the Mark Tapleyism in your constitution, and yield yourself blandly
to the infliction of silence, orresolve to nxrf; her pleasant and responsive
despite herself. This requires great delicacy, tact and courage. Several
learned writers on the subject have put forth directions more or less

elaborate and impracticable. Punch's infallible specific for such a case

is this set that her glass it kept pretty full this as the advertisements
have it, is

"
never known to fail. Never tell long stories at dinner,

dining-rooms are never so pleasant with long winders. If politics are

mentioned, behave like the patent pill, and "agree with everybody."
Don't argue with any one reserve your strong opinions for your club

smoking-room ;
what is the object of combating your fair neighbours'

sentiments concerning the tenets of the KBV. So-ANp-So, or the register
of MADAME SOMEBODY'S voice ? You won't convince her, she won't

convince! you ; so do as the Cockney does with the letter II drop it.

The Evening. Continue to keep lively if an impromptu dance is

got up, get up yourself and join it ; if you have a voice sing your best,

that is, your shortest ballads; don't hold off if asked to sing, or hold
on when you do ; but join in the general harmony of the evening, so
shall you revel in pleatant dreams, so shall the

"
evening's amusement

bear the morning's reflection," for your looking-glass will show you a

guileless and genial countenance smiling under toe security that your
tongue has said nothing unpleasantly sarcastic, your eyes not looked

daggers, and your ears been compelled to listen to no scandals or

squabbling. Example is better than precept, one jolly fellow makes
others so, laughter is infectious, good humour is as catching as an

epidemic, and pleasant manners are the first principles of etiquette.

LUMBEICUS (LESABIEI.

IT is pleasing to contemplate the results of the familiar intercourse
which the increased facilities of modern travelling have wrought
amongst ourselves and our neighbours on the other side of the
Channel. Mutual prejudices softened or abolished, mutual adoption
of manners and customs, are the most interesting of these. The
French have now their races, their cricket, their sport, once the

solely insular peculiarities of exclusive England. Jons BULL, while
sending JACQUES BONIIOXME the bitter ale of Burton, takes in return
the light wines of Bordeaux; and there is a good deal of reciprocitym connection with the French Treaty, for all the outcry at Birming-
ham, and in France at the same time. One remarkable change Ai^
a larger international communication has produced among Frenchmen
is an abatement of a certain cynical and suspicious scepticism, which
has heretofore constituted an unlovely element in their nations!
character, and an incipient growth of that generous confidence in

simple downright assertion, of which, amongst ourselves, the exigence
is attested by the commercial announcements which appear m every
newspaper, and, with the additional embellishments of colour and
illustration, OB every available wall or hoarding, and aw anetsd at

every station, and in almost every carriage, on every line of railway
throughout the kingdom. PBOFISSOR HOLLOWAY, if he reads the

Post, will have been very much gratified with the evidence of that

happy change afforded by the subjoined advertisement which forms
the subject of too eeatorae comment in that journal's Paris corre-

spondence. This iniiHiitiiii, however, should it meet the eyes, will

commend itself more partiemkrly to the
feelings, of RaeacTTEB,

MB. ALLEN, and other advertising benefactors of their eanntsi. who
offer the results of chemical ami physiological research in the shape of
various discoveries, formed into ooametics for the
remuaticn of the bead's loat or Med covering :-

L*
^MTlT tMT

aft*r a

not

. ., M oaly
,
A fluk ttitt. m IQfr. nOem to * nw

bead of ban, aa4 prevent hair tern fcffing off. Durinf the thirty yeen that
tm* wean- hat lieeii tiieeii, millioni of head* have already felt iu mureUou*

"
Spirit of Earthworm " was formerly an article of pharmacy ; and a

paper lately contained MI ancient. Latin poem moderating those
Annelida among the various things yielding material applicable to the

purpose of darkening the hair. Very likely, then, it is quite true that
t he hair can really be thickened or reproduced, as well as darkened, by
due perseverance in the Eau de Lob.

A Dubious Expression.

THE new issue of Peers now takes rank in conversation, but only
for a short time. Society will soon vote this a barren topic. Besides
is it right, is it seemly, to circulate the damaging statement, that

wealthy bankers, men of the highest credit, and large landed proprie-
tors, gentlemen of the greatest importance in their respective counties,
are

"
elevated

"
?

CISALPINE SERPENTS.

M. Loms VECILLOT, chief Editor of the Unttm that was. and of

the present Monde, lately published a book abusing objects of his theo-

logical hatred under the name of Co*lr*nrt. lie has just been honoured

by MGK. DCFANLOUF with a long letter, headed "A Warning,"
wherein the BISHOP OF OBLEASS strongly censures his conduct in

religious controversies, and accuses him of agitating and disturbing
the minds of the Faithful. Does M. YIUILLOT consider MOB. DOFAX-
LOCF a coulemre? Very likely.

MGK. DUPASLOCP baa issued a
Pastoral objecting to the definition of Papal infallibilty. MOB. MAKIT,
Roman Catholic bishop, has protested against it also. So haa Da.
DI.I. LINGER, with a number of learned German ecclesiastics. All of

these are probably eoalemrei in the estimation of M. VECILLOT. And
certainly the POFF,, in convoking an (Ecumenical Council to pro-
nounce himself infallible, has managed, as the Yankees say, to wake
snakes.

Another Abyssinian Grievance.

A WITTY Judge, hearing a Barrister pronounce a short Latin syllable

long, (some of em will) said,
" We are busy just now, MR. Josis,

don't make things longer than necessary." One would not Bnt you
are all to say MapJ.i'a, and not Magdala, do you know that ? The last

straw we bore the bill, but this new weight is really oppressive.

F(ESTnC HABET IS COUNT.

UAYKAX has been chosen Master of Rugby. Let us hope HAT-
VAN may not prove a man of straw. But IJAYMAN.and Ritualism do

not seem particularly promising "notes" of a successor to ARNOLD,
TAIT, and TEMPLE.

'

cmc WIT.

A CITY friend of ours, who takes considerable interest in the fatten-

ing of his fowls, alleges, as a reason, that he is an advocate for widening
the Poultry.
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THE LONG-CHERISHED DESIRE OF A LIFETIME!

Ywmg Enthutiast. " WHAT ! COOK GOING TO LEAVE ! MAMMA, MAMMA ! ! THEN, AT LAST, PERHAPS, I SHAH BE ALLOWED TO

CLSA.N THE FRONT DOOR-STEP! 1 1"

THE IRISH TREASON SHOP.

HERE 's your Thrayson for the sayson ! Here 's Sedition and Division !

Here 's Rebellion by the penn'orth, Revolution by the yard !

Here's the manner of conspirin", wid vitriol and Greek firm".

Here 's Arsion and Divarsion, that defies police and guard.
Here 's iligant landlord tumblin', widout potterin" and fumblin",
Wid a Ribbon lodge to do the dodge, and find the gun and man.

You goes out clane and cliver, and settles scores for ivver,

And it 's all betuxt your slugs and you, and sell the pass who can !

Here 's the liveliest of 'ruction ! Here 's all manner of destruction !

Here's the downfall of the Saxon, and the wearin" of the Green !

Here 's a bad end to black Prodestans, and blessed introduction
Of the finest iddication from Rome you ever seen.

Here 's disthribution of farms by the rule of force and arms,
And a short rope for the agents, and an end to layse and rinf,

And the right to choose a spot where every man may squat,
And ache man's right to shoot anny other man that 's in 't !

When GLADSTONE floored the Church, did he fancy we "d go search

For any other rayson than the fear what PAT might do ?

Talk of Justice and of Right ! Bother, boys sure it was fright,
Blue funk, and divil another, Disestablishment druv through.

Then if Landlords you'd put down, and make the Land your own,
But pitch your blusther hot and sthrong, make your thrayson black

enough :

Here's the Law has gone to sleep, and the Peelers daren't peep,
And SPENCER is a naygur, and GLADSTONE is a muff.

Great Feat.

LORD MAYO seems not only to be showing himself a good Governor-
General of India ; but also to be the possessor of wonderful fleetness
and

agility, if the statement is correct that his Lordship
"
ran up the

Delhi Railway."

FREEDOM IN SCOTLAND.

THE Minister of the Free Kirk. Inverness, is a divine of great intel-

lect and eloquence the Reverena DONALD FRASER. We should say,

from his name, that he is a Scot. He is wanted in London, and has

been invited to take the Free Kirk in Marylebone. The Inverness

Presbytery has been debating whether he ought to come to us, or not.

As regards Ma. FRASER himself, his feelings bid him stay, his judgment
bids him go. Presbytery decided that he should remain, but there is

appeal against this sentence. It is to one speech only in the debate

that we desire to call attention. MR. GAVIN TAIT, arguing against

the removal, said that it had been urged that the call was to labour in

London. But Marylebone was not London, and Scotland had the

same population as London, or a little more, so MR. FRASER ought to

remain and labour in Scotland." Inverness, we submit, is not Scot-

land, but let that pass. MR. TAIT reminds us of a Yankee hymn :

" London it is very big :

America is bigger."

But if Marylebone is not London, it is The Parish, and contains

more people capable of appreciating MR. FRASER than all the rest of

London, and all Scotland, put together. The Reverend DONALD
FRASER had much better come up. The Kirk is called "Free "

be-

cause its ministers are not allowed the liberty of other Britons that

of doing as they like, provided their likes be lawful.

A Truism.

A NEWSPAPER letter, in which the writer recommends emigration to

Jamaica, ends thus :

" I assert that the negroes of Jamaica generally are retrograding, instead of

advancing, and unless something is done to encourage them to mend their

ways, their future is a dark one."

Are not the last half-dozen words, applying as they do to negroes,

somewhat superfluous ?
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A WELL-INFORMED SOVEREIGN.
VR very welcome visitor the

KING or THE BELGIANS ap-

pears to possess a most re-

markable knowledge of the

local history of this country.
Can any one doubt this who
reads that after the presenta-
tion of the address from the

municipal authorities at

Buckingham Palace, and the

Royal answer, the LORD
MAYOR "introduced to the

Xing LORD NAPIER . ... as

well as the Mayors of all the

cities and boroughs who were

present," and marks
"
that

his Majesty shook hands most

cordially with all who were

presented to him, and in

almost every instance ad-

dressed to the presentee some
appropriate remark suggested
by the town or city which he
represented P"

Now looking through the

list ofMayors who were guest*
at the Mansion House Ban-

quet, and we presume the

same were present at the

Palace, it does occur to us to

wonder what "appropriate
remark" the Kino or THB
BELGIANS could possibly hit

upon to address to the Mayor
of Abingdon, or Bridgnorth,
or Colchester, or Denbigh,
or Daventry, or Evesham, or

Faversham, or Oswestry, or

Sandwich, or Stamford, or

Wrexham, or to the High Bailiff of Peterborough (can the fame ol

WHALLEY have penetrated Belgium F) or the High Constable o!

Shoreham ! Perhaps the Chief Magistrates of these important places,
or their mace-bearers, will communicate to the Public what his Majesty
said to them.

" AGES AGO."

It you look into your dictionary, at two o'clock in the afternoon,

you will find the word "
entertainment

"
interpreted to mean "

amuse-

ment;" "a performance which delights;" and if you look into the

Gallery of Illustration, Waterloo Place, at eight o'clock in the evening,

you will find something going on there which will cause you fully to

agree with the definition of your lexicographer.
At that hour it is now the fact and will be for a long succession of

nights to come, we venture to predict that those capital purveyors of

amusement, MR. and MRS. GERMAN REED, appear, well supported by
Miss FANNY HOLLAND, MR. E. CONNELL, and MB. ARTHUR CECIL, in

"Ages Ago," a musical legend, the successful work of MR. W. S.

GILBERT and MR. FREDERIC CLAY. A most agreeable little piece,

garnished with bright and pleasant music, in which an amusing notion

is amusingly worked out. Royal Academicians will hear of something

greatly to their advantage in the picture-gallery of
"
Glen-Cockaleekie

Castle."

Miss FANNY HOLLAND, we believe, makes her first public appearance
in a performance of this character in Ages Ago, with an amount of

success which makes it an agreeable duty to compliment and con-

gratulate her on so promising a ddl/ut.

The evening begins well, the evening ends well, for it ends with Cox
and Box, a piece of real fun which local tradition asserts was first per-
formed ages ago, (wherein we are again glad to welcome MR. ARTHUR
CECIL,) the production this for the benefit of the generation who have

sprung up since the long-established hatter and printer first entered

musical life of MR. BUKNAND, and MR. ARTHUR SULLIVAX, whose

delightful melodies make us desire to hear more such results of his

tuneful skill. Termed a
"
Triumvirctta," Cox and Box, out-farcing

farce, deserve?, from its great success, to be called a "Triumphi-
retta."

Persecution, and Puffery.

LONGMANS, GREEN & Co. are advertising the Twelfth Edition of

Essays and lieviews. That is what I'CSEY & Co. have got by their

agitation against DR. TEMPLE.

THOSE "BLESSED CANDLES!"
' Thoe novel element* of tn Kotliih ten-ire (at St Allan's, Holborn)

wen plain thin dip*, and would probably be described in the trade a* twelro-
Loch twenties."

Br all means, friend, assault and lick

That ugly customer, Old Nick.
The Prince of Darkness daren't show fight,
If once yon get him in the light.

But just allow me, Sirs, to say.
The proper light 's the light of day.
One pure clear ray from Heaven downsent is

Worth more than all your
"
twelve-inch twenties."

Dark as he is, he can eclipse
More than five hundred farthing dipt.

Satan, good folks, is not an ass ;

This age he knows an ace of gas.
And he can make himself, aye quite
An Angel of Magnesium-light.
Gone are the times when Satan's scandals

Could be exposed even by wax candles.

And if of him yo 'd be the tfkter,
Show Virtue something, dearer, brighter
Than all his meretricious glare :

Show *
sweet BeKgum," Faith and Pray'r,

Not only gracing (jut hie domei,
But lighting up poor squalid home*.
Thus fight him, and you '11 come well through it,

But take my word, friends. Hips won't do it.

Not all yonr stores of sacred tallow

That sly old darkie's ways will hallow.

Not flag, or symbol borne by crucifer,

Is going to scare away Prince Lucifer.

Don't try to turn our history's page*
Back to those musty Middle Age*.

Compared with ns, their men were boys,
Their holiest emblems simple toys.

And those dear souls with bonnets odd
Are not girls of this

period.
Bid every man in Conscience trace

Heaven's light that shines in darkest place.

Then need you not fear Faith's eclipse,

Then you may safely spare your dips
SIIAKSPEARE s advice yonr foe shall level

"Tell truth," good friends, "and shame the devil !

'

Liberal Spirit high and Water-low in Southwark.

THE Borough must not disgrace itself. It has hitherto borne the

Lion's share of the credit of Metropolitan Reformation, by its stes%

support of LAYARD. It should find a representative man for his soc-

cessor. Sre SYDMT WATERLOW, in the absence of a better, would

not be a discreditable choice. He has done a good work in his organi-

sation of improved dwellings for working men in the Metropolis. If,

among the candidates now before it, Southwark cannot manage to

return WATK&LOW, its intelligence and Liberalism are both at low-

water.

Ecclesiastical Intelligence.

A Rsv. MR. Wix has had a suit instituted against him for Ritualism.

That is, briefly, they prosecute Wix on account of his catuUtt. Vfa.

will be snuffed out Oh Wix ! Wax !

MR. PORCHAS'S case has been
"
heard again." Ritualism of course ;

but PCRCRAS in the Church of England ought to be proceeded against

as Simple Simony. And Ritualism as folly.

AN EVENT ANTICIPATED.

To the DUKE OF ARGYLL, as the author of a well-known book, it

must be a great satisfaction to know that the Metropolis of his native

country, Edinburgh, which has just chosen a new Lord Provost, is now
under

" The Reign of LAW."

A LOW-CLASS contributor, on reading in Le Toilet that flora

ornaments were much worn about the head," observed that
J
111011?*

his acquaintances he found that corduroys werelmuch worn about the

knees.

AS IT WILL BE V. AS IT IS.

" LONDON Self-Governed, by SIB WILLIAM FRAZKR
" ctrnu London

Self-Governed, by Number One.
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IRISH FENIAN FUN.

THE Irish treason-mongers, or Fenian

journalists, it seems, are telling their cus-

tomers, in case of a rebellion in Ireland, to

count on co-operation by the strong Repub-
lican party which they pretend exists in Eng-
land, together with the Irish population of

our large towns. This extravagance, of

course, is merely rampant Irish fun for

sale however. Might we be allowed to deal
in the same article ? What objection would
there be to the counterpart of such humorous
writing in English newspapers? Suppose
a number of London journals, affecting to

believe the Fenian fudge of a dangerous Irish

population in our chief towns, were to keep
on, day by day, exhorting the British public
to re-enact the Sicilian Vespers, and mas-
sacre every Irishman in Great Britain.

What eff.ct would soph rant produce on our

quick-witted Irish friends? They would
scream with laughter at the ridiculous

ravings of scribes, who exercise their one
talent for unbounded vituperation, instead

of sticking to tbeir lasts, or earning a decent

living as tailors.

LOOKS LIKE IT.

Maid. "
PLEASE, MA'AM, JAMES WANTS TO KNOW IF YOU ABE ' AT HOME '

TO ANYONE
THIS AFTERNOON ?

"

Mistress.
"
No, I AM GONE OUT, DBFTING. AND, PABKER, BEING ME SOME TEA, AND

TO-DAY'S PAPERS."

Too Bad to be True.

SURELY there can be no truth in the re-

port that Mn. AYRTON is going to have all

the flower-beds in the Parks broken up,
and their sites turfed over. It is a pity
that the Chief Commissioner of Works
should, by boasting that he was no edile and
no gardener, have given occasion to a sur-

mise so uncomplimentary as that rumour
to the Minister who preferred him to an

appointment, wherein if he does not give the

utmost dissatisfaction, everybody will be

most agreeably disappointed.

PLEASANTEIES FOE ST. PANCBAS.

DR. LANKESTER may sit on St. Pancras Paupers ;
but the St.

Pancras .Ratepayers and Guardians are not to be sat upon. They held
a united meeting the other night, in the Temperance Hall, Chalton

Street,
"
for the purpose of taking into consideration the present

state of affairs
"

in their
"
parish." This, on the whole, appears to

have been considered satisfactory, at least by their Chairman, MR.
HALL, President, of a parochial and philanthropic body, named the
"
Rates Reduction Association." For, firstly :

" The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, remarked that the association

had been instrumental in saving a large amount of money to the pockets of

the ratepayers by returning at the last election guardians who had carefully
watched the interests of their constituents."

The instrumentality to which HALL referred was, of course, that of
the Screw. Secondly, he said :

" He believed the reports with regard to the infirmary and workhouse were

got up for party purposes, but he was happy to say the sensation was dying
out."

Happy HALL ; happy hearers. The sensation created by a coroner's

jury declaring paupers to have been partly stifled to death is dying
out. It will soon, doubtless, be as dead as the paupers themselves.
No fear that the parishioners of St. Pancras will never hear the last of

their odoriferous Infirmary until it is deodorised.
MR. NODES, a Guardian, made a magnificent speech, wherein he

manfully contended that :

" The patients who were brought to the house at midnight, and who were
dead before morning, ought not to be charged on the workhouse."

Certainly not, NODES. For if they were killed by the workhouse
air, those by whose fault the air was poisoned were guilty of man-
slaughter at least

;
of which guilt, of course, the supposition is absurd

;

but, if it were true, they clearly ought to have been committed for trial.

NODES further protested that :

" With regard to the inquests, he thought there was little use in holding
them so long as thev were conducted as they were. He had no objection to
the fullest inquiry being made, but he objected to pay an additional fee to the
medical officer for attending them."

To be sure. It is as bad as a schoolmaster's charge, customary at

some old schools, of half-a-crown for a rod, imposed on the boy who
was flogged with it. Well said, NODES. Birch-rods have knots in

them. Dignus vindice NODTJS.
After that quotation suffice it to quote the moral of the meeting,

summarised by no fool :

" MR. WATKINS, another guardian, in addressing the meeting, contrasted
the conduct of the old guardians with that of the present board, showing how
the former endeavoured to saddle the ratepayers with additional expenditure,
while the latter strove to curtail it."

To be sure the evidence given before DR. LANKESTER had shown
that in some measure; but by showing it still further, MR. WATKINS,
no doubt, showed himself and his colleagues up completely.

Hard Lines by an Irish Landlord.

MY Tenants in Ireland who cabins have got,
Do not pay their rent, but they do pay their shot.

Of course I am absent, I 'm not to be got at,

But there is my agent, he 's paid to be shot at.

He 's not a baa man, 1 've known many a worse 'un,
He 's fit for the place, a most shooi-Me person.

A Representative in the Bight Place.

THE Electors of Tipperary, in returning O'DONOVAN B.OSSA their

Member of Parliament, have done a fine thing for that convicted
Fenian. No doubt Her Majesty's Government will now be in a hurry
to remit ROSSA'S sentence of penal servitude, and release him from

confinement, in order that he may represent his loyal constituents in

the^House of Commons instead of representing them in gaol.

OF COUKSE.

IP the VICEROY owed you anything, would you "distrain on his

goods ? Certainly not. What would you do, then ? Sue his Canal.

COMMON SCENTS. Musk and Verbena.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
I AM better.

Sleep, gentle sleep, or an imitation of it, with people walking about,
shouting, shutting off steam, going backwards and going forwards
and apparently getting (thank heaven!) into still water.

<

'

W.KLL looks in once, and looks out again very quickly. He merely
puts his head in at the door with the view, I believe, to tell me "

What
I ought to do

"
under the circumstances, hut he thinks better of it.

CHILVERN comes down he says In lly now. I won't attend
to him. I'm afraid he's coming to occupy the other berth above
me. Dreadful ! He '11 drag my things about, and tumble over my
boots.

Happy Thought. re.ten& to be asleep.
Ruse successful. He looks in, says, "Hallo! asleep f eh? The

pilot 's come on board," and then he disappears. He re-appears at in-
tervals after this, to inform me (if awake) that, 1st, the pilot han't
come on board

; 2ndly, that the pilot mnft come on board ; 3rdly, that
the pilot can't come on board (we are pitching awfully, and horrors are
returning) ; 4thly, that, if this pilot doesn't come on board, we must get
a pitot who will; 5thly, that they can't get a pilot at all ; Gthly, that, ,

the pilot has come on board. Altogether, 1 wish the pilot was- bat it

doesn't matter now.

architect he will enioy (I know he will, and I tell him M) the queer
old buihW, the tathedral, the other Churches, and the picture?Don t know

why, being an architect, he should enjoy picture* ; but it
seems natural when you thmk of it for the first time. Years ag\> 1 're
been to Antwerp. OOUWUI observe*.

"
You'll be able to stow me

everything He adds, "that he likes going about with a fellow who
really can show him everything, and who has an artistic appreciation of
queer buildings, old houses, fine churches, and picture*

"

DrxGWELL says,
"

If you 've seen one, you 've seen all" We acne.when talking DTHOWWJ.
over, tint the

Captain isn't troubled with
brains.

(Atal,,^ ptyciolofteal note for ftp. Develop. Isn't this a
form of mental pride F Isn't it also flat eryf It means that Cmi.vmji
has a great quantity of brains so great as to be troubled by them-nd
that I have also. It's as much as if I said to CUILVIWC.

"
I say,

Vn
"* w J *' b

f?"
Ue if l don>t' J0* won>t ' T 7>* *>"*n w ' ' >"*

ellow. Wonder wliat CHILVBHX sajs of me to DTNOWBLL. In
speaking ofCHiLVEwUoDYGr*Li, Isay with truth, that

"
CuiL

clever in his own
Jtae." meaning architecture ; this is aber we

'

the pictures and the
line." DM
1H- t,,W,l.

'

*e awn

that ofam* eam't say tha
got a particular line.]

Third Sub-party. CAZELL. By himself. He says be has been a
grett deal on the Continent, &nd will insist noon tnBiar evm nn

Morning.- Recognise feeble portrait of myself in the looking-glass, what he ought to do. Besides, he pretends to s^thtkairel?Recognise several other feeble portraits of yesterday's originals at also orders, with an air of superior knowledge, dkWai drinks!oreaKtast. which he says are peculiar to the place. He talks <a~ mjui FrnCAPTAIN DYSGWELL comes out of a cabin, "Eit," he says, "as a That is, he talks German, but 1 don't think
fld~le ' fall out, in fact, on this subject. He professes to apeak it 111 k native!

CAZELI, re-appears. He has not been seen since nine o'clock last I own 1 dont do that ; but I say I have a
night, when he told somebody what he ought to do, and then vanished and can read it easily. CHILVIU takes my vie'down the companion. I:L - *

He looks as if he 'd been to a ball for three nights together, and was
going to bed

of it.

like CUILVE wf.

CAPTAIN I >YNGWELL says that CAZELL "
looks as if he 'd been on the

;
e

ILVBM. A
very good fellow, and really clever as an architect ;

only 1 do wish he had come abroad with more antsy than two sove-
reigns in English money. Will I lend him some? Yea. Bat why

scoop," which sirikes me.'eomehow, as expressive, though not capable in so" manyVords" buT'hc'iiitimates' that he cu
of exact definition.

'

Slang," some one bays,
"

is the language of the he has
"
rather quarrelled with them by siding will

future ; if so. CAPTAIN DYNGIVELL is a sort of gay WAGNER,
All more or less represent the Great Unwashed. CHILVERJT, who is

five feet two, represents the Small Unwashed.
N.B. No amount of basining can be satisfactory on board. Look

forward to bath at hotel. Wish I hadn't put my comb and brush and
clean pocket-handkerchief in some (apparently) secret part of my port-
manteau.

Happy Thought. to have a bag, specially for this sort of thing, with rr u.

compartments, so that whatever you want at the moment comes out
first.

' '*'

Happy Thought To tell him he must write home far money at once.
See him do it, and post the letter myself.
He is bound to me now. He will fight for my opinions as a sort cf

mercenary.

IBg
everywl

i that I am going to show him the town, and that our tastes assimilate,

money in his pocket, perhaps our tastes wouldn't

ppy Thought. To secure a companion, I promise to pay for him
where, but I won't lend him any ready money. I point out to him

It appears there have been some difficulties with the pilot, and so ro
C

,

AZ
,f
L
V *?"*

"*
.

ouKh' *> ? and
p

ee toe Cathedral, (it isn't a
; are some hours late. This accounts for CHILVERN'S several visits Se5rJ say, dispute) and the Church of St. Jacques and St.we are some hours late. This accounts for CHILVERN'S several visits

to me during the night. He was much interested in the pilot, he says ;

if he hadn't been, he adds, he should have been unwell, or rather, worse
than he actually was.

Happy Thought. Shore. Antwerp.
CAPTAIN UYKGWELL says, "Here s Antwerp," pointing it out to us,

which is unnecessary, as there is no other place near at hand.
I say.

" Thank you, I know it." Consequent coolness between Cap-
tain and self. Custom-House officers. Chalked baggage. Crush. I

ger who is digging into me with an umbrella, a bag, and
, that

"
there is no hurry." Man in front, whom I am

pushing, tells me the same thing. We all struggle and push. Diffi-

cult to carry two rugs, umbrella, stick, and coat, to struggle and kick,
ind.it the same time to get one's ticket out of one's waistcoat pocket.
Do it though, somehow, desperately. Suppose I should lose it at the
ast moment ?

Happy TAouffAt.Ca,iTj it in my teeth : like Newfoundland dog with
a stick.

Collector takes it out. Ceremony over. Cro-s the plank. Dangerous.
Take breath, and look about.

Captain and CAZELL get off first. CHU.VERN and self follow. Hotel
de St. Antoine.

AT ANTWERP.

Happy Thought. foreign Town.
Our party of four is split up into, so to speak, three sub-parties.
First Sub-party is CAPTAIN DYNGWELL, who doesu't particularly

care about seeing anything, and when 1 say,
"
Why, my dear Sir, look

at the Churches!" he merely answers, "Oh, blow the chuiches!"
evidently not the spirit in which to come to Antwerp. He is entirely
as he expresses it,

"
for a tittup at tin- iiu-uire, and then fmd some sort

of Bal Mabille," here he winks knowingly behind his eyeglass, "and
?o in for a regular rumti-iddity." When upon he calls out "Waiter!

"

mperiously, with au aside to us that
"
he'll bustle "em a bit," and

>n the appearance of the waiter, the Captain orders a "B and S," just
as if he were in his London club, and oonfoundl the fellow's ignorance
when his command is not exactly understood.
Second Sub-party is in.vsdt' and Cini.viiix. Bond of sympathy

between us is that he really does want, to see the town. Being an

Paul, also the Museum of Pictures.
I reply that I will take CHILVERN to see the great Church,

the Museum, &c., in fact, choosing my own arrangement.
The head waiter asks me.

"
Will 1 have a gm

I am indignant. As indignant as if 1 'd lived in Antwerp all my
life. Hate guides. Explain to CHII.VEHX that it's noose having a
guide, one can find one's way so easily about Antwerp.
CHILVERN replies,

"
yes ;" then suddenly,

"
1 say, let's go and have

some lunch."
I juform him that abroad there is no such

anything that 'i

I notice, for the first time, that CUILVKRX, in Antwerp, is pecfjiadr
and offensively English. He seems to have learnt slang, or a slaney
manner from DINGWELL.
He is dressed in a suit of what he calls

"
dittos

"
and a wide-awke

hat.

Happy Thought. To stop him Iff/ore we get out of the hotel, and
say. You can't go out like that."

"Why not?" asks CBii.vt.nx.
"
WeU, my dear fellow," I put it to him reasonably," you wouldn't

do it in a town in England."" Wouldn 't 1 !

"
he exclaims, and cocks his wide-awake on one

side.

I request him as a favour, to get his bat, and put on a black coat."
Haven't got a hat or a black coat," he returns.

"
Quite the tourist," observes DTNGWELL, with his feet on a small

table in the courtyard of the hotel smoking a cigar. //<, at all events,
is well dressed. He is sensible on that point. I hold hiiu up as a
model to CHILVERX.

I hesitate about goin? out with CTIILVEHN. ruiLVEiiH sa;. ~.

all ridiculous humbug." I reply,
" That it isn't." He n '

it i." I observe, "That he ought to consider other people's feelings."
He rejoins, "That I ought, to consider his." 1 tell him "1 du.

answers flatly,
" You don 't !

"

Hnppy Thought. Say I won't lend him any money.
Uupjiy Thought. No, not say it, let him think it. See by his face that

he it thinking it. Row ends. \Ve go out. To dejeuner somewhere.
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TOO TRUE!
Jlfamma. "My DEAR CHILD, WHERE DID YOU GET THAT DREADFUL SCRATCH ON TOUR ARM ?"

Little Ada. "On, 'MA, IT WAS 'LISBETH'S BIG BRASS BROOCH WITH THE GBBEN GLASS IN IT, THAT THE TALL SOLDIER GAVE HER!"

WHIPPING-CHEER WITH A WILL.

Is it true that the distinguished officer whose hands are charged
with'the exalted employment of Finishing the Law has ceased to be the

man that he was ? If so, the knowledge of that circumstance must
diminish the satisfaction which has been derived from the subjoined
news, announced the other day by a contemporary :

" FLOODING IN NEWOATE GAOL. At the last Session of the Central
Criminal Court, JAMES FRENCH was convicted of robbery with violence, and
sentenced to receive twenty-five lashes with the cat, and be kept in penal servi-

tude for seven
years.

The former part of the sentence was carried into effect

yesterday morning in the gaol of Newgate in presence of the sheriffs, (ALDER-
MAN CAUSTON and MR. VALLENTIN), the under-sheriffs (MESSRS. CROSLEY
and BAYLIS), MR. JONAS (the governor), and DR. GIBSON (the surgeon of

the gaol). The punishment was inflicted by CALCRAFT."

Have years unstrung the nerves of the once steady hand ; relaxed

the muscles of the erst vigorous arm? "Use every man after his

desert, and who should 'scape whipping ?
"

Certainly not any ruffian

and rascal convicted of robbery and violence, like JAMES FRENCH.

But, that a deserver so meritorious as MK.FRENCH should be really used
after those deserts which entitle him to a whipping, it is most meet the

whipping should be sound. How can it, if administered with energy
enfeebled with age ? Is that the case with the venerable functionary
who has so long officiated at Newgate P This question suggests serious

misgivings. If JAMES FRENCH received a sound whipping, he was used
after his deserts. But may we indulge the fond belief that he was

whipped as soundly as he deserved to be, when, in regard to his whip-
ping, we know that

"
the punishment was inflicted oy CALCRAFT ?

"

Can we be satisfied that it, was adequately inflicted f Are we safe in

relying on MR. CALC RAFT'S continued ability to inflict that punishment
as it ought to be inflicted on cruel thieves ? The howling which it

may evoke is no trustworthy criterion. Simulation bellows, and
Bravado grins. Perhaps a dvnanometer would enable the Sheriffs to
test the strength of the aged Executioner. If found unequal to the
efficient application of the scourge, let him be relegated to the dignified

and pensioned retirement of a private station, and the oat.-o'-nine-tails

and the noose be transferred to hands enabled by comparative >outh to

adjust the latter with due adroitness, and to plv Mie former with suffi-

cient power. MR. CALCRAFT could then devote tlie calm evening of

life to the cultivation of those letters which, from a recently published

specimen of his correspondence, he appears to Iwve been compelled to

neglect by the pre-occupations of his professional career. Then he

might yet live to enrich the literature of his country with an auto-

biography which would be interesting and instructive, if not sensa-

tional. ,_

Punch-Laureate.

Nov. 26, 1869.

WE'wanted something pleasant,
Never times like those at, present,

Fogs, Fenians, Spain in muddle, NAPOLEON in a mess :

Let us smile at least a minute.
Take a glass, with something in it.

And cry
"
Bless the Nation's Darling aud her little new Princess."

A Gaol-Bird M.P.

THE Electors of Tipperary have chosen as their M.P. a convict Fenian,

now iu gaol, and likely to remain there. He is a very proper represen-

tative of his Constituents, and we recommend Government to give

deputations from them every opportunity of making his better acquaint-

ance, which can only be made by somewhat, protracted sojourn with the

Honourable Gentleman.

AN ECCLESIASTICAL^QlTESTrON.

MAY tickets of admission to Churches the Temple for example,

where by the way' you cannot always be sure of finding a vacant seat

when you arrive be considered as holy
"
Orders

"
f
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btreet In the Precinct of Whitefriars, In the City of London, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. 8ruaDiT ,

December 4, 1869.
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I'LL HAVE YER HAT!
N.S. As THIS PHRASE is USED ONLY BY THE INTERIOR CREATION, MR. Pvxca is GLAD

TO ILLUSTRATE IT so APPROPRIATELY.

ECONOMICAL COUNSEL.
THE (Ecumenical Council will comprise

between six and seven hundred Bishops,
many of whom, belonging to Italy, the Kaat,
and other Millions, are so indigent that the
POPB will hare to board and lodge them.
This cannot bat be Terr expensive .for Hit
Holiness almost enough to make him cry

"JfoHfoatanu!" The burden thus devolved
upon him, however, it will be in his power
considerably to lighten, by prescribing, as a
condition calculated to further the Council's

deliberations, the frequent practice of fasting
as hard and as long as the fathers are able.

Could he not sell a dispensation from absti-

nence to the richer Prelates, and dispense
himself r

By the expedient above suggested the deci-
sions of the Council would be expedited as
well as its cost diminished. Hut there is

one objection to it. DR. JOHXSOV said that

fasting made him peevish. It might pro-
voke the Members of the (Ecumenical Coun-
cil to declare the TOPE not infallible.

THE BOBBY AND HIS BOOTS.

THE Police are hereafter to have their

boots made in the Convict prisons. The
Pall Mall Gazette expresses a hope
" That no vindirtireness on the part of the

convict* will laid than to cause trifling annoy-
unce, uch a* inserting the point of a small brad
in the heel of the Policeman's boot."

There is no fear of anything of the kind.

The convicts know such tricks would Bake
the police, instead of bootless, only more
effective. We have the authority of a great
Latin poet for contending that the more
policemen might be lamed in this way, the more
convicts would be nabbed. See Horace :

Sanm talulum
Dtttiuit pah Pana elauoo."

Which Mr. Punek would translate :

"
'Ti seldom one hem of a Bobby that

'

lame,
But at running his prig down he showed binueU

g"at ' "======
Quite Another Thing.

A KEWSPAPBR correspondent, writing from
Rome on the subject of the (Ecumenical

Council, says that the Hall in which it is to

be held is now stated to be "good for

sound." We are afraid it will not be equally

good for

" A SWEET LITTLE CHERUB " AT ITS POST.

CARACCAS, like other South American republics, is in a chronic state

of revolution, and the merchants of Maracaibo, its capital, naturally
are the first to bleed, in purse, if not in person also, whenever some
gallant Colonel pronounces, or some patriot civilian buys, bribes, or

bullies some other patriot out of the President's chair, as in private

duty bound. But Maracaibo numbers some Britishers among its

merchants, and the Maracaibo Britishers have been lucky enough to

get the British man-of-war Cherub, CAPTAIN JOHN DAVIES, sent to

protect British interests in that lively port, which the Captain has done
so well that the merchants have presented him with a sword and a
chronometer.
The last West India mail brings the story how CAPTAIN DAVIIS

told the Britishers ashore to hoist, a flag if they wanted his help : how
the flag was hoisted

;
how the Captain pulled ashore with an armed

boat's crew, just in time to prevent one PULGAR, the last
"
pro-

nouncer," from battering down stores and houses, and converting
cotton bales into breastworks ; how POLGAR, being worsted, came
aboard the Cherub., and put himself and his adherents under CAPTAIN
DATIES'S protection, and then basely plotted to seize the Cherub and
massacre its crew; how CAPTAIN DAVIES, at risk of his life, circum-
vented him, handed him over to the authorities, and left him on the

high road to the gallows which we trust he has by this time reached,
in due fulfilment of the laws of natural selection and manifest destiny.

All honour to CAPTAIN DAVIES for so well sustaining the credit of

the British pennon, the
protector of honest folks' lives and properties

all over the world, and the terror and scourge of evil-doers.

The Britons in Maracaibo have been taught the faith as it is in

DIBDIN, that there 's a
"
sweet little Ckerub" anchored in the offing, as

well as smiling aloft, to keep watch o'er the life of rich JOHN (BULL)
in hot water, as well as of poor JACK in cold ditto.

An Irish Reason for Fixity of Tenure.

MR. PUNCH, SIRR, Why wouldn't you
"

fix
"

Irish linaxtt ? Sure
Irish landlord* is in a divil of a fix already.

Your constant reader, RORT O'MoRZ.

A Pert Memory.
" HB told me," says ARTEMUS WARD,

"
to get out of the Office. I

pitied him. and went." What put that into Mr. PuncKt sublime head f

Could it have been LORD MALMESBURY'S protest that he was not
"
deposed

"
from the leadership of the Tories, but that he

"
resigned

"
?

VOL. LVTI. A A
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PUTTING US IN OUR PLACE.

EAR MR. PUNCH, You who
mingle freely (I don't mean
mix grog) with the Aristo-

cracy, of which you are the

delight and joy, of course

know who my LORD SAN-
DON is. But some persons
may not know that his

admired young lordship is

the elder son of the EARL
OF HARROWBY, and is M.P.
for Liverpool. In the

gymnasium there, he ad-

dressed to the Dickey
Sams, the other night, a

speech of merit, whence
the Liverpool Daily Post
culls the following flow-

eret :

" And not only the men in

the higher walks of life, hut
the men who write the articles

in our papers
* * * know

what the sweat of the brain

is."

O my dear Sir, you can-

not think how truly grate-
ful and happy I felt at

reading these noble words ! I felt so thankful to young LOHD SANDON
for telling me so graciously that I am one of tlie men in the lower

walks of life, and yet am not to be despised altogether. After inditing,

at my favourite tavern, some articles for your paper (articles which you
are pleased to say are pregnant with wit, genius, and information, and
miht even afford hints to gigantic intellect, like that of men in the

higher walks of life), I went in a penny omnibus to my humble lodging,

eager to show the words to my wife. She was a little tired (I will not

say .cross), for she was cleaning the doorstep after a hard day's wash.

Pushing aside the damp clothes that were hanging across the room, I

led her to the three-legged stool, and read my LORD SANDON'S lan-

guage. Tears of pleasure, which she wiped with her check apron,
came to her eyes, and she sent our little boy to the public-house for an.

extra pint of beer, in which, over our cheese and onions, we earnestly,

but respectfully, drank to the health of the Noble Lord, who, while

pointing out our station, has acknowledged our merit.

Yours devotedly,

3, Bunkejfs Cottages, Snook Street, Hoxton. A JOURNALIST.

BE NOT TOO BOLD.
" COCKNEYS "

have revenged that slightly monotonous epigram by

remarking that the Scotch, much as they admire their own language,

prefer English for the highest purposes. This rejoinder is to be done

away. We read in the London Scotsman (a pleasant paper, however)
that the Bible is to be turned into Scottish. A specimen of the New
Version is given, and from it we make a quotation which we have

selected because it does not contain aught that may not be reverently

referred to here. Everybody knows the Anglican version of the 23rd

of KING DAVID'S Psalm. In Scotch it is to run thus :

"
Providence

"
2. Louts me till lie among green howes, and airts me atowre by the lown

wattirs.
"

3. "Waukens my wa'gaen saul
;
and weises me roun', intil right roddins.

"
4. Na ! tho' I gang thro' the deid-mirk dail, e'en thar sal I dreid nae

skaithing ;
for Yersel' are nar-by me

;
Ter atok an' yer stay baud me ay

cbeerie.
" 5. Mybuird Ye hae hansell'd in face o' my faes; Te hae drookit my beid

wi' oyle ; my bicker is fu' an' skailin.'."

We submit this curiosity, without further comment. It is due to

the London Scotsman to say that it does not approve the proceeding,

except as a literary effort, and says that it is not the Scotch of BURNS.
That fact may be held fatal to the New Version.

The Price of Persecution.

THE Atheneeum says : "It appears to have cost the Government of
MARY 1 5*. 2rf. to burn the two martyrs

" LATIMER and RIDLEY.
How cheap ! And now the poor High Church and Low Church par-
sons can't get one of the Broad Church burnt for love or money, and
not only are they unable to send him to the stake, but must go to the

expense of above a thousand pounds if they only endeavour, when they
generally fail, to bring him to book.

A NATIVE MONARCH AND A PBETENDEB.
" The Paris pnpers say that since the price of oysters has become fabuloua,

a new shell-fish has been produced at the Halle, which has attained great

popularity, and not only answers the same purpose as the oyster, but is in
some respects an improvement on the ruinous mollusc. The new shell-fish is

the Palourde. It is a bivalve smaller thin the oyster, and of a more elliptical

form; it is sold at sixty centimes the litre, being thus within the reach of
modest purses." Pall Mall Gazette, Nov. 30.

BASE bivalve and bumptious ! Molluscous pretender !

That darest thyself in the market to tender,
And thy flat flabby corpse aud elliptical shell,

Isnobly, at sixpence the dozen to sell !

Thou set thyself up as a rival to me,
The monarch of Molluscs, the Native, per se!

Nay, dare e'en in France to the throne to pretend,
Of my cousins of Cmicale, Dieppe, or Ostend !

At least they are Lords of the Ostrean line,

Though of lineage and flavour inferior to mine,

Who, since C.BSAR'S galley first touched British sand,
Have ruled Molluscs at sea as Rome ruled men on land !

I, of Ostreae edules owned Paramount Lord,
At Lucullian feast and Apician board,

_

When of food, as of law, Rome prescribed the world's code,
And the savage of Britain ran wild in his woad !

Since o'er Molluscs I reigned from my Rutnpine bay,
And the Oysters of Baiae acknowledged my sway,
Till now, when more honoured than ever before,
I in Billingsgate rule, at six shillings the score !

And this is the moment thou hope'st to strike in,

Presumptuous Palourde ! and, amid my French kin,
The place, pride and price of an Oyster to win !

"Blind ambitions," sang HORACE, "and blind hopes of men !

"

And they, doubtless, of beings were blindest just then :

But the strings of his lyre had a HORACE now strung,"
Blind ambitions of molluscs !

" methinks he had sung.
For thy blow, vile Palourde, though 'tis struck over sea,

At our vassals of Paris, is aimed against me.

Let thy place once be won in the laud of the Gaul,
'Gainst owtpelils cousins of Dieppe and Cancale,
And soon, with thy Paris credentials display'd,

Oar Billingsgate realm we shall see thee invade ;

There, with cockles and clams in rebellion uprear'd,
To assail native empire, and laugh at our beard !

Be calm, idle flutter, that thrills through my shell,

And let Reason through Whitstable sound her
"
All's well."

Talk now of dethronement, aud rivalry fear !

To those who adore thee, when wast thou so dear?

They who, dress'd or aw naturel, ne'er pass'd thee by,

In sauce, or in scallop, stew, gratin, or fry,

Feel their loyalty rise, their devotion increase,

Now its utt'rances stand them in threepence a-piece.

Now that we, who a morsel for kings ever were,
Are forbid to all mouths, save the millionnaire's,

Now we still go up, up, with no tendency down,
Till, in time, every Native may rise to a crown ;

Then where '11 this Palourde be, his head if he run

'Gainst the Natives of Britain, a king every one F

TRA LARA LA !

THE admirers of a Noble Poet, whose memory has been absurdly

calumniated, will be interested by the following paragraph, culled from
a contemporary :

" SINGULAR LAW SUIT. The MAROTJIS TIE NARBONNE LARA having dis-

puted the right of COUNT ALMAKY DE NAHBONNE LARA to b?long to the family,
a trial has just taken place on the subject before the Civil Tribunal. The deci-

sion of the Court was wholly in favour of the Count,',and the Marquis has been
condemned to pay the costs."

It is more intelligible that a Lara should object to acknowledge
somebody for a kinsman, than that any one should claim kindred with

the Lara family.
'

Who are they ? There is Conrad the Corsair; there

is the Giaour ; there is Manfred ; all of the same stock : to whom may
be added Cain, if not Don Juan. A precious queer lot, as the unedu-

cated classes say, for any respectable gentleman to wish for the repute
of being related to.

AN AMERICAN NOTION.

SHOULD "
Bogie

"
Railway Carriages come into use, the line on which

they may be expected first to appear will be the E(e)rie Railroad.
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THE EMPRESS IN TURKEY.

(From a Valued Correspondent.)

MY dear my very dear clever Boy. You have been, and not you
only, but millions of Englishmen, Irishmen, and Scotchmen (shall we
say Britons, Kent-rally, and have done with it F), have been waiting for my
account of Her Sweetest Highness's Imperialness's, Larmperartreece

. KEK'S tour to the East. Have 1 disappointed you F Have I ?

Meal parrrdong, mong ihare, song meal parrdong (French, you know, as

before, pronounced as spelt for the benefit of my compatriots at home).
No, / have not disappointed you. I am true. Voo nayte par trrompay

par mtcatc. Detctpo,
dewtoo ! But the post has miscarried. By accident,

by the merest accident, 1 can'assure you, from TIKALIK PASHA, and more,
from Ler Soollant Itceemayme, my letters were sent to Russia, instead of
to England, where they were opened by the Chief of the Police (May
DonUcs dance on his Great-grandmother's grave! as we say here in

Turkey, it's instead of swearing), by him referred to the CZAR, who, I
am told, was so delighted with them, that he insisted upon their being
copied in letters of gold, into the Archives of the Palace (Kymnopklm
Tzophm Raijn, as they call it in Russian. I think the last word is,

however, not in general use ; but they don't speak the best Russian in

the upper circles of St. Petersburg or Moscow), and afterwards printed
at the

Imperial
Press. This took some time, and though it was a con-

founded liberty to take with the MS. of a distinguished foreigner, yet,
as 1 knew that il ne arpar der lar leebairtay ong Roossee (at VICTOR HUGO
once observed to me, when I was dining with that eminent expatriated
gentleman at Guernsey), I have made no formal complaint to any one,

except note to you.
()t coarse 1 told LER SOOI.TARN. He shrugged his shoulders, and

said (he talks admirable English, under my tuition) : "He" (meaning
the CZAR) "is a rum covey."

" Miu-covey, your Royal Highness
means," said I, quickly. He dug me in the ribs with the forefinger,
and would have screamed with laughter, only that at that moment the
GRAND MUEZZIN (a sort of Archbishop who believes in MAHOMET,)
entered, and the SULTAN, smothering his fit of risibility behind a pocket-
handkerchief, (your strict Mahommedans never laugh ; like the Old
Guard, "They die, but never laugh" at least if that is what the Old
Guard did, but I forget exactly ) answered the old boy's salutation.

"Ner boujpas," he whispered to me, so I stopped where 1 was during
the audience. When the GRAND MUEZZIN was gone LER SOOLTARN
observed,

"
Mong share, that joke, th&tjerdyao of yours was excellent,

A One in fact." 1 blushed, and he proceeded.
"
and I should like to

reward you from the Royal Treasury, but" I knew what was coming
(he is the sliest dog, sir SOOLTARN !) and, being prepared for it, I pre-
tended to be suddenly afflicted with urn nay sanguenaire, and backed out
of the presence, and sharply as possible. Do you know why 1 did
thisF

"
I will tell yon," as Hiawatha says ; because whenever LER SOOLTARN

commences in this strain, he always ends by borrowing half-a-dollar

(which you can't refuse), or by tossing for a piastre, which, as a courtier,

you are bound to let him win. The Treasury is very low, and if it hadn't

been for my having had, ready in my pocket, three silver Mejidieh and
a few piastres, the Empress would*'t have been saluted with thote Catherine

wheels, squibs,-rockets, and crackers, which she so admired.
I state this plainly, so that mong chare Looey may see it, and, and

well, no matter, 1 should be sorry that he should consider himself under
an obligation to me ; yet cur vul/eyvoo ? Jer Her svee parsurn tneelleon-

air, mwaio!

Well, now to tell you everything.
When the exact hour of the EMPRESS'S arrival was known, the

GRAND VIZIER and party made a great show of going to meet the

Imperial steamers in the Dardanelles.

1 was behind the scene in this little jerdyspree, and I '11 tell you all

about it.

The GRAND VIZIER & Co. pretended to be asleep when the LARM-
PERARTREECE steamed up, so there were no firings, no showers of golden
flowers, no diamonds and pearls cast in the air to fall like rain on the

Imperial deck, no cheers from thousands of sailors and followers.

Why P

Because the GRAND VIZIER hadn't any of the above articles on
board, and had been ordered not to fire his cannons unnecessarily, as

the powder mould be wanted for Catherine-wheels.

Cheers cost nothing," you '11 say.
" Where were the cheers ?

"

Sir, there were no sailors on board beyond just so many as were

necessary to stoke the engine, poke the fire, and steer the ship.
I saw the VIZIER just before he embarked. He took me aside.

"Poor lonner der Turkie!" said he, almost crying,
"
prayte mwaw der

frank aydmee, jer voosenpree !
"

"
Jonayurn, monarmee," I replied, touched to the core, and dividing

with him the song songleem which I \atA.dog marposhe. Poor fellow !

he hadn't breakfasted that day.
"Jer mong souviangdray," said he, hysterically, noting something

down in his pocket-book. I took his promise for what it was worth.
Under these circumstances, can you be surprised if the GRAND VIZIER

pretended to be asleep when LA.RMPCKAITUECB passed Of course
not.

The SCLTAN kept tip the farce admirably. He stormed and raved
at the VIZIER in public, but 1 caught 'em just behind the door, tram-
ming their feezes into their mouths to prevent their bunting outright
before LAKH PERARTRIECE, who (bless her!) had taken all they said
for Gospel 1 mean Koran. I must say 1 was a little annoyed with
them both.

"AALI PASHA," says I to him, "how about those
fifty centime!?"

which soon shut him up, I can tell you. The SCLTAH said he 'd make
it a hundred if I 'd only hold my tongue.
"SOOLTARN !

"
I replied,

"
jrr iteee leebrr! jer ner nee* ftttmn

GRARHG VEZEAT !

" With that I turned on my heel, and left them
mightily perplexed. But I that saw how the case stood : for fifty
tonattems I had Turkey in my power !

However something must be done to amuse LABJfrnuiTUECE. to
I sacrificed my own private feelings (as to sonateemi), and consented to
assist at their Council.
"What!" asked the SULTAN, "is most brilliant, rornoas, and

worthy of Us, our Oriental Magnificence, and our Exalted Position at

Vicegerent of ALLAH, Commander of the Faithful, SoooeMor-"

"
Etcetera, etcetera," I interrupted, for 1 was for coming to hasinfil

without all this balderdash, which may be (and i*) very well for the

outside world.
"

Sir ker too daystray, ABDUL, monougfony, aw ktlHhtxrt

too brrtlrarng may ar bong mankay," or as I translated for the benefit

of the Secretary of the Treasury (a sinecure note),
" What you want,

ABDUL, my boy, is something showy, but cheap.""
Drtcate rootayte ! Right yon are !

"
responded A ALT, then, turning

to the SULTAN, "The Western Stranger gives good advice to the
Favourite of ALLAH."

"
By Jove !

"
I exclaimed.

"
I '11 tell you what you can do."

" What ?
"
they asked, in a breath.

"Going to church costs nothing, and is popular; let me see how
you can go to a mosque."
"Sauet! Sauti!" cried the Commander of the Faithful, falling on

my neck in a paroxysm of his full gratitude, while AALI embraced the

secretary.
" Lend me something to put in the plate," whispered the

SULTAN in my ear, taking advantage of his position."
ABDUL, Light of the Universe," I

replied,
in the same strain,

"
up

to fifty centimes, I "m your nun." (Juslcar sankamt songteem jer twee

notrome.)

"Saytassay," mtirmitra l-il, "may nong parlpar o Fteteaf."
So they took LARMPBRATRICI and let her see them all going to the

Mosque.
And then (par mong artee osee) they showed her the Sweet Waters,

which also cost nothing."
Everything's going admirably," whispered ABDUL to me, on Satur-

day,
"
and I 've only spent twenty-three out of the fifty centimes." I

patted him on the back. This spoke well for the future of the Ottoman
Empire.

(To be Continued.)

THAT '8 THE REMEDY.
" YE ruffians, attention !

"
says good JUSTICE LUSH,

"
Your hides with a fine cat-o'-nine tails 1 '11 brush,

And if I see fit, I '11 award Fifty Lashes,
In three just instalments, to settle your hashes."
" O bravo !

"
says Punch, giving numberless cheers.

"
That 's the one single punishment scoundreldom fears ;

Lay it on, hot and heavy, my Lord, but you see

That 50 's not neatly divided by 3 ;

Don't stand upon trifles, but add a few more,
And thrice let Jack Ketch score a rogue with a score."

A Note for No Maniac.

THE Post has announced that -.

" The EARL OP CHESTERFIELD relinquishes powenion of Chwt*rficld

House in the course of a few days, having assigned hi* interest to Ma.
HAGXLAC."

Then MR. MAONIAC will be the possessor of Chesterfield House.
What will he do with it ? Surely not pull it down. If he were to do

that, everybody would say that MAGXIAC had lost his G.

Larks in Season.

AN interesting communication has been sent by the Rxv. F. O.

MORRIS, to the Times, respecting the capture of a Shore Lark ;

"
a

bird stated to be a rare visitant to these shores. That may be : but

there is a species of lark very common indeed about the shores of sea-

ports especially, and large tidal rivers like the Thames. It is one of

the Sipes implumis species, popularly known as the Mudlark.
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RECOLLECTIONS FROM ABROAD. (FREE TRANSLATION.)
ROW IX A BELGIAN' ESTAMINET. (IN THREE TABLEAUX.)

" Now THEN ! TOT; BE OFF ! !

'

"
I SHAN'T !

"
""WHAT ! ! you WON'T!'
" NO 1 1"

THEN STAY WHERE YOU AKE ! !

"

PUNCH ON THWAITES.
MY dear SIB JOHN THWAITES, till you 've lowered our rates,

Settled sewers, embankments, and thoroughfares ;

Cease pseans to raise in Self-government's praise,
In the midst of a London your rule that obeys,

Yet worse than the pettiest borough, fares.

While (A your Board of Works in the public mind lurks

Something more than suspicion unpleasant,
Of contractors' paths eased, by kind hands, duly greased,
Of small rogues made examples, great rogues left unteased
Names had best not be mentioned at present

Thames-Embankment still blocked, the Strand still traffic-locked,

Father Thames poisoned still with your sewage,
Though the dose he once drank from a million of rills

He now drinks from the pumps of your sweet Abbey Mills,
In one flood of concentrated brewage a

While vestrymen talk, and leave fever to stalk

Through pestilent court and foul alley,
While the rates that should go his foul might to o'erthrow,
On' superfluous officials our Vestries bestow,
Who all for Self-government rally

While in silent reproof our best men stand aloof
From Vestry debates' rough and tumble,

Where jobbers can boast that 'tis they rule the roast,
And pennywise Selfishness musters its host,
In defence of the strongholds of Bumble-

While St. Pancras can doom pauper-lives, to make room
In foul wards where fever-germs fester ;

While humanity 's sneered at, and science is snubbed,
And they that expose workhouse horrors are dubbed

Lying rogues, that Self-government pester

Punch would recommend THWAITES, the next time he dilates

On local arrangements in London,
Not to choose for the theme of his praise what we deem
A nuisance, of riddance from which we still dream
Which we hope, some day soon, to see undone !

True Self-government yes : not the thing as it is

Self-government 's mockery and sham !

The rule rampant of jobbery, the Triumph of Snobbery,
That steals a fair title, and, proud of the robbery,

Exclaims,
"
I Self-government am !

"

BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND.

THE Times Correspondent at Rome, writing in the crowd of prelates

arriving for the (Ecumenical Council, says :

"
They are all looking for spectacles, and spectacles are evidently in pre-

paration."

Certainly, the POPE is only doing what is much needed when he

provides
all means for improving range and clearness of vision among

his clerical visitors. But one is tempted to ask, will spectacles do

it? Will not the operation for cataract be required in many
instances ? And are there not likely to be many cases of stone-blind-

ness, in which even couching will fail ARCHBISHOP MANNING'S, for

instance, or CARDINAL CULLEN'S ?

THE BEST CHRISTMAS-BOX FOR CHILDREN. A "Family" one for

the Pantomime.
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NEIGHBOURS IN COUNCIL.
FKANCE. "WHAT AM I TO DO WITH MY ' IRRECONCILABLES ?

'"

BKITASNIA. "I KNOW PERFECTLY WELL, MY DEAR, WHAT I'M GOING; TO DO WITH MINE!"
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
WE find a cafe in an open sort of square.
I call for the carte. CHILVERN makes some joke about cart and

none, something; about eating: horse-cutlets.

Ham ThuffAt.-Slop his English, by telling him that it's dangerous
to talk it when every one understands, though they don't speak it
Waiter attends.

"
(}ue detiret-vou ? " I ask CuiLveas in an off-

hand manner.

Happy Thought Oarcon thinks I 'm a Frenchman. [On considering
this question at night quietly, CIIILVERN says, "That the feeling is
snobbish."

"
Snobbish f" I retort,

"
Yes," he replies, "A fellow's

a 8
u

wunes to be considered anything better or worse than he
rettlly is.

Wish I 'd never lent him any money. This it a note at the end of the
day. Ever since he 's become bound to me he 's been disagreeable 1
CHILVEKN says, laughing, as if it was the greatest joke in the

world, Ask the cove li he
r
s got some roast beef and plum pudding."

I hate this sort of thing. I tell CHILVERN so afterwards. Hate
calling a waiter a cove." and asking for plum-pudding in the middle
of the day. He wouldn't do it if he was in England.
Happy Thought Not express disgust publicly before waiters in caft,but smile as if I was tolerating a drole.

Happy Thoughi.-CaU. CHILVBHH in French a poliuon. Garcon
Sllll It'S,

CiULVBRN replies,
"

Wee, let's have some of that," thinking I'd

The waiter here asks me a long question in rapid French. Haven't
an idea what he means.

Happy Thought. Won't, tell CHILVERN that I don't understand
him. Consider for a few seconds, then reply, in French,

"
Yes, but

make haste. Garcon gays something, and hurries off. Wonder
what the dickens I 've agreed toP Wonder what this will result in.
CHILVERN asks me, "What did the waiter say P

"

Garcon aids watercresses to the kor,<Ture,. "Bravo!" I
exclaim. J 'aime bfaui-uup U eretton ' "

"
Watercresses, by imgo !

"
shouts CHILVBBJT. He ben my Drdon

for hu excitement, but says he really thought thatWmTwer
pe.cuharly English. I beg him not to shout. Some^ouM menach or Belgian) are breakfasting at another table, ndtorn roun
H) stare At aim.

3LTh
?t
U-~'10 ifrnore

J
m
? own atioulity. and pretend to be

10 (of some s'>rt dou t know exactly what) ttii>
ff .n

fiogushmsn out for a hi>liday.

Ijsay,
Font fin un Anglait pour nrt."

f. Seen this somewhere in a French picture. Don 't

Wd. to

CHILVBRM replies,
" You be blowed !

"
If it wasn't mean, I 'd tellhim that I wouldn't lend bin, any more money. BveSthing

^ 'k\^/
rual

t
*** nueer,"in CHUTUW'S erei. He haiTgotinto a habit (from being with the Captain, I think) of calling everyone

. ^Ie-

. Se ^^l " Wh t """ those arerSSg *

Happy Thought. To answer,
"
Oh, only something about what WB

going to have. CHILVERN presses to know what we are going to

Happy Thought To say, slily,
" Tou'U tee." So shall L for at this

inute I haven't a notion what I 've ordered, by saying, "Yes; batminute
make haste to the waiter.

Happy Thought. 1 shall find out soon, though ; and then if 1 don't
like it, won t do it again. Just coming from England, one 's out of
practice at these things.

j fL ', fvyiuaifo, i. ill ilia. HJ U1V5CU, 13 IlaTUlV IIIC
word. CHILVERN observes (also carelessly) that he is experiencing
the same sensation. We look at one another we know what we
mean. Begin to fear we shan't enjoy lunch. Wonder what I've
ordered by saying

"
out

"
to the garcon. Here he comes. Foila.

Ihree little dishes, sardines, butter, and radishes.

Happy Thought. Hors d'ceuvret.
CHILVEKN asks which are hon d'auvres. I explain to him. He at

once commences with a sardine and bread-and-butter. I tell him. to
encourage him in foreign manners, that that 's quite the correct thing
to do, and eat some myself, also a radish.

Garcon appears with a fish of some sort done up in oil, with mush-
rooms, (i think,) truffles, (I fancy,) and mussels (I am not quite sure
about lese, but, as it's not oyster season, they must be mussels).

"Well," says CHILVERN. "I should say
"

I know he 's going to ask for beer.

Happy Thought (before Chibern can antu>er).n ordinaire.
Explain to CHILVEEN that this is the correct thing. CHILVEHN

who is much pleased with the first course, says, "capital idea of
yours," to me,

"
ordering fish. What is it P

"

Happy Thought. Sole Hollandaue. This is as good a title "as anv
other, better.

Odd, by the way, this fish coining, as I didn't recognise the word
poisson when the waiter asked me rapidly that question about what
I n hnirp - K T >a i_- *t-

Happy Thought. Another time m ^ui lor the carte, ana point oui

each dish that I want no mistake then.

Waiter appears with the wine.

CHILVERN says, "I wish you'd ask for a pepper-box and salt-

spoon."
I frown at him. I tell him that it 's a Continental custom not to

have salt-spoons (I don 't see any), but to take it out of the salt-cellar

with your knife.
"
Horrid custom !

"
says CHILVERN.

This is what I don't like in CHILVERN abroad; he is insular.

Because we havej pepper-casters, therefore all the world must. [For

.

-

. lthe other table. I tell i,,m, deprecuingly, that / ** nothing ?um
about them. I reproach him with beingiMular

Waiter brings cutlets. Admirable. Itieem* then I ordered cutlet*

am takm b
U
s

'
^^ **Ui ^ ""^ "* ^"^ 1

Ham TtonffU.Oni.
Result of the answer is that he takes the salad away." What 's he done that for?

"
asks CHILVMJI.

1 am obliged to own that I don't know.

L^SP* Tko*ffu To d<l, by wy of explanation to CHanui. that
it s the custom. CHILVBRN won't be satisfied. Waiter bring, salae
back again : he has took it away to mix it.

?2RJ*^ UffU,-~I^^ then coftVe and cigar. This, I explain to CBit-
TERN is the real delight of dejemtenng abroad in any eafi you can
always smoke immediately.
"/> cafe, garcon

"
(in an off-hand manner)." Deux?"

"
You 'U take some P

"
I ask CHUVIMT, to show him that I <; hold

a conversation with the waiter."
Yes, I '11 have caffy," replies CHILVBBJT.
Out, deux taaet," 1 translate.

We begin to lounge luxuriously. Suddenly motion of vessel return*.
liomd. 1 nope *

^?TJ2t
*J

CHILVERIC prodnces cigars,and I ask the waiter for fire.
C tit offend* de finer in n tot," he informs us, apologetically.

1 can t believe it. Being unible to argue the point satisfactorily
with him, I can only explain to CHILVSRS that this is not France, bat
Belgium. CHILVERN says, then let 's pay and go. Both dissatisfied.

Oarfon. L addition."
It turns out that we have had the onlv two dishes that were not on

the\ carte duiour, and that the waiter had asked me,
"
Would I leave it

to him to order f and it was to this I had answered
"
On." Horridly

dear : thought everything (especially vin orduuure) was so cheap
abroad. Eight francs a-piece.

Happy Thought. Put down in pocket-book everything I pay for
CHILVBRN, or he may say I didn't. Also keep the bill. We walk out.W ish CHILVKRN hadn't brouzht his umbrella. Suit of dittos, coloured
wide-awake, and umbrella.

"
Quite," as CAPTAIN DTSOWELL remarked

before, "the tourist." The people will think he's a COOK'S excur-
sionist, or some sort of

"
there and back for seven shillings

"
or

"

Happy Day at Antwerp
"

for half-a-crown.

Important Advertisement.

\\TANTED.-A NOBLEMAN to LEAD THE OPPOSITION in the
a quoutfg'ue of Lords. He must be cleanly, sober, and possess property, here
p-aphy, and be a fluent tpeaKer. ^.-~.j . ^.^...w. knnvledn of no-
paper, nor must he hare any liberal procliritiea. Temper not Mr uojc^S, _
Scotch Dukes are aggravating. Theological view* not insisted on. but he

must stand veil with the Episcopal Bench. Must know how to take orders

from his Chief in the House of Commons Must hare no personal dislikes,

but be able to be very offensive on occasion. Must not be too old to sit out a

heavy debate. Will "be allowed to keep racers, and indulge in the other

ordinary recreations of his class, but is not to be considered a turf man.

Photograph and testimonials to be addressed,
"
Ixion," 1, Grosvenor Gate, W.

Silence a polite negative. No law-lords need apply.
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THE EPISCOPAL CORRESPONDENCE.

MY DEAR EXETER, Rueholme.
MAY I, most affectionately, entreat you to do

something towards Dis-establishing the Church of

England? Will you have the kindness, by making
such a voluntary proclamation of your belief as will

satisfy orthodox clergymen and laymen, to signify that

a Bishop is appointed, not by the Crown, on the re-

sponsibility of the PREMIER, but by a species of uni-

versal suffrage, and oblige, Yours faithfully,

Dr. Temple. CHRISTOPHER LINCOLN.

Mr DEAR LINCOLN, . Rugby.
ALLOW me, most affectionately, to decline com-

pliance with your request. I am an Elect Bishop of the

Church of England as by law established, and I am
opposed to the separation 9f Church and State. I regret
that you have turned Radical, and joined MR. MIALL'S
Liberation Society. I cannot follow your example.

Yours, sincerely,

Dr. Wordsworth. FREDERICK EXON.

RATHER EMBARRASSING.
Rich Uncle.

"
TOM, TO ME THE FAVOUR TO LEAVE THIS AT YOUB COT/SIN'S,

IN REGENT STREET.
"

THE NEW P. G. M.

THE PRINCE OF WALES has been made a Member
of the Grand Lodge of Freemasons, and is now a Past

Grand Master. When His Royal Highness appeared
at the Freemasons' Hall on this happy occasion, he

'

wore
"
an ordinary Master Mason's apron." Who

would not wish to inspect the PRINCE'S very remark-

able collection of official dresses? Who would not

like to see him arrayed in the robes of a Peer of the

Realm, in the uniform of a General Officer of the Army
and a Colonel of the Hussars and Volunteers, in the

splendid gown of a Doctor of Civil Laws, in the cos-

tume of an Elder Brother, in all the bravery of the

Garter, the Bath, the Thistle, the Golden Fleece, the

Tower and Sword, the Legion of Honour, and the Star

of India, and in the
"
clothing

"
of a Past Grand

Master ?

Has the PRINCE acted for his own comfort in be-

coming a Freemason ? Has he reflected that he will

now be called on to lay more first stones than ever,

and to lay them with full Masonic honours ?

ON LOVE-LETTERS.
" SERVE him right," said Mrs. Punch, impatiently throwing down

the paper containing the report of a Breach of Promise case, damages
500.

"
I don't care about a woman who brings an action of the sort,

but a man ought to be punished for writing such idiotic love-letters."

"Logical as ever, my adored," said Mr. Punch;
"
but it is in the

fitness of things that a love-letter should be idiotic. Love is a brief

(very brief) madness. Would you have Hanwell edit Euclid?
"

"But a man needn't write
'

Now, my dear JANE '

sixty times in one

letter, and cover it with stars that mean kisses."
" Would you have him send French epigrams, or an analysis of the

result of deep sea soundings for mollusks ?
"

"
I 'd have him rational."

"Then, my worshipped, he had better postpone love-letter writing
till'after marriage.""

Well," said Mrs. Punch, smiling,
"
perhaps that 'would be the

best way. But then they would never be written at all."

"And whose fault would that be ?" said Mr. Punch, escaping from
the room.

Ad Imperatorem Classis.

See United Sen-ice Gazette, in which the First Lord of the Admiralty is

reported to have caused the Dockyard Cats at Portsmouth to be put on ta"-

rationa.

PANURGUS olim fabnlnmwuAiuAculum,
norrenaa, diro prs timpre, passus est,
U t Rodilardo venit obviam truci :

Amice, quanto tu laborares metu,
Si Rodilardos mille per navalia,
Per te esurientes, sevientes videris P

THE B*ST SERMON.-DR. TEMPLE'S Rugby Speech.

A SLAP AT THE STAGE.
DEAR PONCH, .

I AM a British playgoer, and I pay my money like a Briton for

my seat, and do not wait for
"
orders," like a waiter at a pub. So I

have a right to grumble when I see what I don't like, and am beguiled

by some bad acting from a capital cigar. What I dislike most is a

performance where the players are not perfect in their parts, which is

usually the case on the first night of a new piece. I pay to see a play,

and not a dress rehearsal, and a Manager receives my money under

false pretences, if he allures me to a piece ere it is fit to be produced.
See here how they manage things on the French stage :

"In Paris the Bohemian Girl is rapidly coming out. They have had

already forty-eight rehearsals."

Forty-eight rehearsals! Here is something I should like to see
"
adapted from the French !

" We should not hear such grumbling
about slovenly stage management, and actors not working together, it

forty-eight rehearsals were considered insufficient ere producing a new

piece. Yours in all sincerity,

SOLOMON SOLON HUNKS.

Great Nowe !

r- hurrah, let's i-a.u "- ' '

aanuu uua ouig, my JULIA !

For Venezuela has put down
The rebel folks in Zulia.

[They dance and sing, and then get the Atlas to see in what quarter
of the world the places are.

HIGHTT-TIGHTY !

THE United States is going to take possession of Hayti. When
once JONATHAN has got his grip on it, the island may change its name
to "Hayti-tigity."
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WARNING TO THE LIBERATION SOCIETY.
HKRB is an Association called
the Liberation Society. It
is composed of Dissenters
and Advanced Liberals, and
its object is to destroy the
connection between the
Church of England and the
Crown of England. This,
of course, is a perfectly
legitimate thing to aim at.

But not legitimate, Mr.
Punch, Children's Friend,
opines, is this :

" The Executive Committee
of the

Society for the Libera-
tion of Holigion from State

Patronage and Control, being
about to inue a Serial of new
Publications, explanatory of
the object! and illuttrattn if
the pnneiplet of the Soatty,
offer the following Prixei :

"
1. WORK FOE CHILDUBR.

A Prize of 50 for an illut-

tratt'd Volume, historical and
biographical in its character,
and suitable for Children of

from ten to fifteen yert tf
age. The Adjudicator* will be
the REV. S. GRRRN, It. A., and
HEKHEHT S. SKKATX, ESQ."

Children from Ten to
Fifteen years of age are to

be outraged with a discussion on the disadvantage of State Esta-
blishments! Perhaps the pill is to be sugared, and tales, with a
moral fielenda est Ecclesia are to be put into the hands of the un-

happy little creatures. Something of this kind, perhaps :

" THOMAS JONES was a good little boy, who gave all his pocket-
money to send out Missionaries to the poor dear blacks in Tongorparu, I

and who wept when he heard that they had never known the name of
BINNET. One day he was crossing the road of Parliament Street,

(Siuliu e"rist.

NAT, no elegies nor dirge* !

Let thy name recal the surges,
Waves of song, whose magic play

Swept our very souls away .

And the memories of the days
When to name tliec was to praise ;

Visions of a queenly grace,

Glowing* of a radiant face,

Perfect brow we deemed it proud
When it wore the Unurier-cload ;

Yet a brow might softly ret
On a gladdened lover's breast.

Were thy tamg a Passion-gush,
Were it Hatred's torrent-rush,

Were it burst of quivering Woe,
Or a Sorrow soft and low,

Were it Mischiefs harmless wiles,

Or wild Mirth aid sparkling smile*,

Art's liigh Priestess ! at her shrine

Ne'er was truer guard than thine

Were it Love, or were it Hate,
It was thine, and it was great.

Glorious Woman-like to t bee

We have seen not, nor shall see.

Lot* the Lwre, the Hate, the Mirth-

Lisht

ANOTHER PANCRA8 WITNESS.

THI Pancras Guardians publish all sort* of testimonials to their

haracter, and the public laugh at them, knowing how such things are
btained. It is a pity that they should have forgotten this one, which

just as much value as any that they have issued, and .which the
lie aa; ossing me road ol

.
Parliament Street, ^n have carelessly printed as having been received at Waterford.

where he had been sent to give a tract to a starving cobbler, and he ftis evidently the production of some "
respectable inhabitant

"
ofsaw a fine carriage, drawn by noble horses coming rapidly

a ong. 8t> Puicn, who is anxious, in a neighbourly way, to do his best for
Ihis was the carriage of a person who is profanely called the Right fellow-tradesmen
Reverend the LORD BISHOP OF DERWENTWATBB, a man who receives

150,000 a year (taken out of the taxes on little boys' bread and butter) ;

" At the lait weekly meeting of the Board of Guardian*, the followinj
for wearing a mitre and lawn sleeves, clothing himself in purple and i

visitor's report wai preeented :- I raited the Hou. Atupitle. mal and female

fine linen, and faring sumptuously every day. His only other business S^tSfJ^SVh TAU^i^SL tl^WU !
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every good law which men, like members of the Liberation Society, r>2?.iwv> ..wi.i. n...-.i j. D _i__^
seek to obtain for the benefit of poor little boys and girls. This so-

called Lord Bishop was afraid that he should be late, for he wanted to

oppose a law for making bread and cheese and tea cheaper, so he
sternly commanded his tinselled coachman to drive furiously, like JEHU,
the grandson of NIMSHI. The savage coachman lashed his horses, and

they rushed so fast that poor little THOMAS JONES could not get out of
their way. He was knocked down, and grievously hurt. The cruel Bishopsaw this, but would not stop, and THOMAS was carried to the

hospital,
where he lay many weeks. But he was not sad, because he had the. ,

tracts of the Liberation Society to cheer him up. He only said, pa-
tiently,

'
I think the Bishop ought not to have 150,000 a year for

running over me, but I daresay he is sorry now, and 1 heartily forgive
him.' But ice have not forgiven the Bishop, and we hope to see the

day when he will not have that enormous income, or want to go to the

gilded House of Lords."

MESSRS. GREEN & SKEATS may send 3fr. Punch the 50, or not, as

they please. But he warns them that he means to keep his eye on the
Liberation Society, and it will be a wiry time for the author of any
other Liberation Tale for Children when it gets to 85, Fleet Street.

We shall hear of a Dissenting Fairy Tale next. Let the children

alone, will you ? or Mr. Punch will show you that it is the safest plan.

Dissent in Danger.
SOME of the principal Dons at Cambridge have just declared for the

sbolition of University Tests of creed : wisely for the interests of the
Dhurch. Were tests swept clean away both at Oxford and Cambridge,
Dissenters would send their sons to the Universities, whence those

men, having received a liberal education, and especially learned to

construe Greek Testament, would return indoctrinated, most of them,
with a just appreciation of STIGGUJS, and also of MANNING.

Out of Debt, or hare them Fatted in Boardroom.

We hope that the Poor Law Board has seen this, but, lest it should
have escaped attention, ilr. Ptmck reproduces it.

THE BRITISH FARMER TO THE BOARD OF TRADE.

(At Perxmifitd i it* PrenAmt.)

STATISTICS can I render thee f

Thou told'st me, in thy brighter hours,
To keep my thought from figures free.

And watch, at home, the sky and showers ;

Nor e'er the Government to bore

With my affairs, not their concern.

I took thy counsel, and, therefore,
Have no statistics to return.

A NOVEL ARCHIDIACONAL FUNCTION.
" Some few weeki ago, ARCHDKAC-OX STOITORI>' cure for cramp went the

round of the papers. It will be remembered that the AKCHDBAOON obtained

knowledge of the remedy by inspecting the garter* of an Iriih Count***."

UNTORTUXATBLT, we had not the advantage of seeing the previous^)
notice of ARCUDEACON STOPFORD'S new cure for cramp. All we hope
is. that as these are ticklish times for Church establishments and
Church dignitaries, when it is more than ever necessary for those who
hold ecclesiastical preferment studiously to avoid all actions liable to

misrepresentation the Archdeacon did not obtain his valuable know-

ledge when her Ladyship's garters were fulfilling those purposes
for which garters were originally instituted.
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BRITISH ADMIRATION.
English Farmer (to French Gentleman, who has "cleared" him). "ALL RIGHT, SIR ! AND IF YOU CAN CATCH MY OLD MARE, YOU '

ABOUT THE BEST FRENCHMAN I EVER SAW !

"

WANTED A GHOST !

" To Proprietors of Haunted Souses. A few gentlemen wish to have the

opportunity of visiting a house said to be haunted, situate in or near London,
for the purpose of scientific observation." [Set Advertisement.)

WANTED a Ghost, of whatever variety,
Pitted to mingle in learned society :

Able to work on the feelings electric

Of tenant devoted to themes dialectic !

Wanted a house full of murderous hoards,
Bells autophouic and creakiest boards !

Regions by restless departed ones haunted,
That 's what, to keep up the spirits, is wanted.

Wanted to sit up the whole of the night

Waiting the advent of goblin or sprite !

Wanted from t'other side Jordan to roam,

Vampires inclined for a go-in
"

at Home !

"

Wanted some daemon to give us a note
What it is keeps airy DANIEL afloat !

Wanted at least elementary traces

What is the power that elongates his braces.

Wanted to know what on earth are the merits
That make MRS. MARSHALL affected by

"
sperrits."

Wanted to know why respectable dead
Come back to life at five shillings a-head.

Wanted old ladies and children to fright,
Waked up by cats in the dead of the night !

Wanted this age of inquiry to daunt-
That 's what these pseudo-philosophers want.

Wanted to galvanise once and again
All the exploded old tricks of Cock Lane !

Wanted to make a white sheet and a post
Go down once more as a genuine ghost !

Wanted how idle such needs 'tis to flaunt !

Blessed if I think they know what 'tis they want.
Wanted it seems to me : don't it to you?
Dialecticians want something to do !

RITUALISM AND RA.CING.

THE Turfh&s grown serious.
" AKGUS "

says :

"
Notwithstanding the ' Twelve Day Mission Week,' which occurred at the

same time as the "Warwick meeting, and which was imagined would interfere

with it, MB.' MERRY'S benefit was a regular bumper, and during its conti-

nuance Leamington never looked gayer."

Considering the fear entertained that the Warwick Meeting would
be interfered with by the concurrent Mission in London, anyone, not

knowing the nature of the meeting which has just occurred at Leaming-
ton, might fancy it was held in a meeting-house. On the other, that

apprehension may be supposed to have been inspired by a notion that

the Twelve Days' Mission was some affair arranged perhaps by the

Jockey Club, to come off probably at Tattersall's under the auspices of

MR. JOHN DAT, and eleven other members of that gentleman's family
so renowned in the racing world.

The Returned Convict.
" Member returned to serve in the present Parliament. County of Tip-

perary : JEREMIAH O'DonovAN ROSSA." Lmidon Gazette.

" M. P." may stand for something else besides
" Member of Parlia-

ment "
: it may mean, for instance, "Milbank Penitentiary."

THE BRITISH "PUBLIC." The Beer-shop.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 24, Holford Square. In the Parish of St. James. Clerkenwell In the County of Middlesex at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Brans. A Co'. Lombard
8tree:, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City f London, and Published by him at No. 86, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. SATOROAY, December 11, 1889.
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GEMS FROM AMERICAN MINES.

THIS IS THE WAT THE MANY-Hf-ADED BEAST IS FED OVER THE
WATKII. UK LIKKS HIS FOOD CUT UP SMALL. His FEEDERS ON
THIS SIDE MAY GET HINTS. TllEV AJLE COMING TO IT.

li< IH,E wanted to tarn
Fenian. But they said be
did not look dirty enough.
That was cruel, considering
the pains he takes not to wash
in.-, r.icv.

SENATOR JONES has rot a
new set of false teeth. They
don't fit

MRS. WINKLES. Fifth Ave-
nue. has her knocker tied up.

Welcome, little stranger !

But the white glove might be

whiter, WINKU* ':

BOB BAOSTKR'S new poem
will be bad. Well, praise to

him for not surprising any-
body, surprises are vulgar.
But so 's BOB.
Elegant LORIMER BKIGGS

has made tracks. Glad he
can make any thing. Didn't
think it in him.
KOOMT TouTLjt shouldn't

go to the theatre without a

pocket handkerchief. They are cheap enough at friend SHODDY'S, in

Broadway, who is a good fellow and a refined-minded gentleman.
Belle ST. CLAREMOST couldn't hock young SSUBBS, so me and nut

are back to town.
JUGGS gets fat.

Another new piece by VAMP announced. Where are the French
detectives ?

PETER WILKINSON overdrew his account last week. But we hear

that his grandmother has squared things. Good old lady. Wish she

were our grandmother.
There was a report that DANDY COCKHORSE had paid his tailor.

We are authorised to state that there was no foundation for that

scurrilous rumour. He would pay his debts of honour first, aud
hasn't begun that.

Pretty MRS. CHIKABIDDY refused to be comforted for beautiful

MRS. CHOLLYCHOWCOW'S diamonds. Wipe your eyes, dear, they are

false the diamonds we mean.
We don't like TOM PHILPING'S new coat. Does anybody ?

Snakes aud turnips, MRS. JERUSALEM, why do you let the MASSES J.

talk to psalm-singing GEORGE ? He ain t no good.
BILLY CLATWORTHY pled nobly in the lobster case on Saturday, but

what's the use of whistling jigs to a milestone? Yes, you, JUDGE
BILK.

Nature's Nobleman NOGGINS will lose his patent if he rolls so very
often in the kennel. Why don't he take the pledge ?

MRS. CHARLEY QUAGGLES has pretty feet.

Is the said MRS. CIIARLKY'S milliner's bill paid ? We shan't
pay it,

and QUAGGLES can't, unless that insured ship should liappily go down.
Where 's WOPPS ?

We saw the note, Miss JEMIMA P- . You dropped the ball-card

very neatly, and he picked it up very gallant.lv, but we saw. Don't

blush. He would be a very nice young man, if he were not so old.

JEFFERSON BRICK wanted 5000 dollars for his novel. This was to

make up for his disappointment because the last didn't sell. However,
SHARP and KOE didn't see it. We hear his wife wrote part of it the

love business. Not from her own experiences, we should say.

I'OKKR I'ATTISON leaves his Club. The Club is as well as could be
1

1, and we have not heard that any of the spoons are missing.
;n NT (ji;\vr uses cold cream after shaving. He will not eat

hard boiled ezgs. He is right as to the first, wrong as to the second.

But this is a free country, and men may do as they like.

The SIGNORA SAI.LIBKTII blew up considerable behind the scenes

last night. Four carpenters fainted at her language. SAM DAVIS
didn't, but then he was raised where they talk like that.

(Here we were eowhided. DdaiU to-morrow.)

JfENIANS UNDER FOOT.

OFT NELSON, where he on his column remains,
Mast-headed as though he had been for bis pains,
Looks down on a concourse convened to hear jaw,
The Government threaten, and Parliament awe.

Another bronze hero, if statues can see,
And think, and stare, might stare that such things should be,
I '.r HAVELOCK in bronze the same prospect commands,
Aud HAVELOCK what mutiny is understands.

Yet what does it matter, and what need we mind

Toff-rag disaffection to spouting confined f

Till action to word the Rough rabblement suits,
Let rampant mob orators bellow to brutes.

\Ve somewhat too much of this nonsense have stood.
In the temper of Log, patient Ruler of Wood.
Fenian prints aud processions Authority flout :

Traitors fancy the Crown dares not stamp treason out.

Resolved to the utmost to do PADDY right,
To keep him in order as resolute, quite,

May GLADSTONE be backed, with support firm and full.

By the nation at large : by dntf.rainad Joiiir BULL.

JOHN did back his brave men against mild Hindoos,
And your Fenian malignant* are mere bugaboos
Compared to MAHOMET'S and BRAHMAH'S black sons,
The Sepoys, who had to be blown from our guns.

LATIN IN ROME AND LONDON.
It a generally prevalent impression prove true, tke (Ecumenical

Council will have nothing to do but ratify the dogmas proposed to it

by the POPE. In doing that it will have occasion to use few words,

whereby the difficulty of arguing in a language which the debaters

pronounce differently, will be obviated. It will be easy for bishop*,

whatever may be their brogue, to concur in saying
" Amen" "

fiat,'
"
Placet" and

"
Anathema? which will be almost the only expressions

they will need to use, if they are not to argue. Then the rest of their

proceedings will be transacted in dumb show.

It is impossible for Protestant Englishmen to deny that, seeing the

Council will be in full swing about Christmas, there will be something

peculiarly seasonable, at least, in all this. In our own country, at the

same time, a certain kind of performances will be going on, consisting.

likewise, especially in action attended with few and emphatic words.

And there is no reason why those words should not be spoken in

Latin, indeed, there is much reason why they should, because they

would then augment the gratification afforded to schoolboys by per-

formances principally intended for their amusement.
"Hie turn**." "Salteie."

"
Quomodo eatttii crai." "Derine!"

"NmtctVulemiVttitt:' "St.'Cave
mliyttm

vktwUtm." "Aosm
ttlttu." "Bcee y*od MWW/" Sueh, for example, might serre at

th Latin equivalents of the vernacular utterances above referred to,

wherewith the playgoing public is familiar. To these might be added,

on the imitative principle, characteristic of the entertainments in which

they would be delivered, "Km pouniu," to be said, perhaps, on

some proper occasion, by the Pantaloon rather than by the Clown.

Between this and boxing-night there will be plenty of time to allow

the foregoing suggestion to be adopted by any enterprising iiiiuiir

who is getting up a Pantomime.

Plain English from an Irishman.

AN Irish friend of ours the other day thundered out a noble answer
to a pestiferous Dun.

"
Ye may call, Sor, for the dirthy bill this day

month, and if I see your ugly face before that day, be gomim I '11 have

to take the receipt from your Executors."

THE TURKISH FiRx't'ir.'fhe SOLTAN.

SUCCESS TO " H. R. H. PRINCESS POCAHONTA5"

SOMETHING has been said about a fortune having been left to the

spirited actress who hss undertaken the management of St. James s

Theatre. Be this as it may, all will agree that a lady who revives

GOLDSMITH and abolishes fees, as MRS. JOHH WOOD has done, deserves

the good fortune which we hope will be the result of her exertions at

St James's But if young swells and others will persist in giving six-

pences and shillings to attendant* at those theatres where gratuities

are forbidden, tin- eiV.iri.- of Managers (as at the Adelphi, the Gaiety,

I and now at St. James's) to free the public from an imposition and a

nuisance will be all in vain.

Not Well up in Derivation*.

MRS MALAPROP is astonished to think that ladies could ever have

supposed they would be allowed to be present at the opening of the

Council at Rome, she having always been told it was to be a

Council.

FAMILY " PICKLIS." Spoilt Children.

VOL. LTIL B n
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ON THE FACE OF IT.

Pretty Teacher. "
Now, JOHNNY WELLS, CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT is MEANT

BY A MIRACLE t
"

Johnny.
"
YES, TEACHER. MOTHER SAYS IF YOU DUN'T MARRY NEW PARSON,

'TWULL BE A MTTRKACLE !

"

THE SULTAN'S COMPLAINT.
" HERE 's Ismail, regardless
Of meum and luum,

Thinks this Suez Canal
Has made everything suum !

"
Midst crown'd heads at Cairo,
O'ercrows Stamboul's wassail !

Spends more than his Sovereign,
The impudent vassal !

" Then to make both ends meet
His poor fellaheen pinches,

Fain to eke out his ell

By the aid of their inches.

" But for each pound so squeezed
He spends three times the money,

And the more bees he plunders
The more he wants' honey.

" In his greed for the golden eggs
Kills off the ganders ;

Drains my Egypt dry
With the millions he squanders.

" Then whea quite out-at-elbows,
His pockets swept clean,

He at ten per cent, borrows,
While I pay fifteen !

".Now, thus to have pockets
Sans fond as a sieve is,

And thus, without limit,

Beg, borrow, and thieve, is

A Sultan's prerogative,
Not a Khedive's !

"

Wishing him Well.

WE are told that the employment of O'DONOVAN
ROSSA (" M.P.") in the prison at Chatham is to darn his

fellow convicts' stockings. Let us hope, before he comes
out, that he will have learned to mend his own ways.

NO DOUBT HE THINKS SO.

TROWER one who troweth.
Truth what he troweth.

(ECUMENICALIA.

A LITTLE dialogue between the POPE and CAEDINAL BONNECHOSE
as to what is said of the Council in France is reported in the Times.
One of his Holiness's questions was,

" What do they say of our in-

fallibility ?
" And this was his Eminence's answer,

"
Since, Holy

Father, you have inquired so precisely, it is hoped that it will not be
declared a dogma." Many people will think that CARDINAL BONNE-
CHOSE said a good thing."

General Councils have sometimes been interrupted by plagues."
Some apprehension is felt in Rome lest the General Council now
sitting should be interrupted by those

"
plagues," MONSIGNOR DUPAN-

LOTJP, MONSEIONEUR MARET, DR. DoLLINGER,
"
JanUS," &C.

There has been a case of brigandage "only six miles and a half out-
side the Porta Pia." An opinion is prevalent that the Council might
employ its time more unprofltably than in discussing how to put down
brigandage in the States of the Church.
One of the subjects likely to be debated in St. Peter's is,

" How to
deal with priests who wish to marry." Mr. Punch's advice on this

point would be very concise, only two words Let 'em."
In order to give greater Mat to the Council, the civic authorities

have invited the inhabitants to illuminate on Wednesday." What a

happy thing it would be if the illumination could be extended to the
interior of the Council Chamber ! Light is greatly wanted there.

A Good Word.
AT the Confirmation ot good BISHOP TEMPLE, his Advocate, also the

QUEENS did a great thing. He actually Porrected a document. No
wonder that the Dis-establishers. and the deniers of the QUEEN'S
Supremacy fled away discomfited, leaving the BISHOP or EXETER
"T ,l/ 1

the
i
fied

--

porrected! How truly awful ? But can it mean
only that he stuck it out F Henceforth it shall be a household world
Correct that mustard-pot, BELINDA, if you please, dearest

"

A BARK FROM BEADLEDOM.

HA, ha ! Mr. Punch, the Press is powerless to influence the iron will

of the St. Pancras Guardians. "On Wednesday evening," says a

newspaper,
" DR. LANCASTER held six inquests at the College Arms,

Crowndale Road, Camden Town, several of which referred to parish
cases." Let me only direct your attention to the verdict in which the
sixth of those inquests, held on the body of WILLIAM JAMES, a child

aged six months, resulted, Sir :

"The foreman of the jury, MR. J. BROMWICH, after a few minutes' conver-
sation with the jury, returned a verdict that death was caused by congestion
of the lungs and brain, aggravated by the impure air of the nursery, and
added that they were very much disgusted with the iniquitous conduct of the

guardians in dismissing witnesses who appeared before the Coroner's Court."

The Guardians of St. Pancras are not going to be put down by
censure, Sir. No, Sir, not even by the censure of a Coroner's Jury,
Sir. DR. LANKESTER may hold as many inquests on paupers as he
likes, Sir, and his juries may cast what reflections they please on
authorities who can set them at defiance. There is no law forbidding
the St. Pancras Guardians to dismiss whomsoever they can, Sir. The
evidence of the dismissed witnesses at DR. LANKESTER'S inquests dis-

gusted the Guardians as well as everybody else, Sir. Talk of bring-
ing in some case of death in the Infirmary manslaughter from criminal

negligence ! P9oh, Sir ! Parochial officers are not railway stokers or

engineers. Believe me, Sir, Bow-wow !

P.S. SOLLY ought to be sent to an asylum and smothered. Sanitary
mad, Sir sanitary mad !

Here 'a a Nass.

SOMETHING is said about some more Knighthoods. It won't do.
There is no room for any more knights till after the 21st December,
when the Days begin to Get Out.
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1

GlOKGB, DEAR, YOU ifCST HAVE 8OMB WATER IN YOUR CLARBT."
'

I PKP.FKR MT CLARET ALONE, MAMMA !

"

' Bur GBOROB, DBAR, WATER BRINGS OUT THE FLAVOUR or rax WINK."
1 YES

;
BUT / LIKl THE FLAVOUR KtPT IX, HAMMA I

"

A CAP AND BELLS CLUB.

THE London Auxiliary Branch of that Society for the Regulation

of Other People's Habits in the Matter of Drink, calling itaelf the
" United Kingdom Alliance

"
to the number of between 200 and S

men and women, held their annual
"
tmrte

"
the other evening in the

smaller room at Exeter Hall, where,
"
Polly put (he Kettle on

"
having,

or not having, been sung, they all
"
sat down," says a newspaper, to

tea."

Anyhow these people were quite capable, if not of singing Polly put

the Kettle on themselves, yet of listening to it when sung, and enjoying

it as a high intellectual treat. They might have heard it sung. Very

likely they did hear it. They had met to advance the great moral pur-

pose of enforcing temperance ; and so, according to the report of their

dignified proceedings :

" Miss EMILY EDWARDS, who was cleverly accompanied on the piano by a

very juvenile young lady, contributed to the enjoyments of the evening by

her vocal performances, which were invariably applauded, and the Temperance
Hand-bell Ringers received well merited applause for their clever peals, which

were given at intervals, showing how admirably they could render various

airs on those instruments."

As the wise think so the bells chink. The well developed ears

which derived gratification from the harmony of Temperance Hand-

bells would naturally have been equally charmed with the melody of

"Polly put the Kettle on," which song, if sung by Miss EDWARDS,

might have been quite as appropriately
as cleverly accompanied by

"
a

very juvenile young lady" indeed. Truly, but for the positive infor-

mation that this peculiarly musical meeting of auxiliaries to the United

Kingdom Alliance consisted of adults, one would take it to have been

constituted by the juvenile associates of the Band of Hope.
The chair, at the head of this playful party's tea-table, was taken by

DR. BRBWIR, M.P. This Member of the Collective Wisdom would,

perhaps, wish to have its deliberations assisted by the vocal efforts of

a young lady singing at the piano, and the instrumental performances

of a set of ringers on the Temperance hand-bells. Then the Collective

Wisdom at St. Stephens would, like the United Kingdom Alliance

Wisdom at Exeter Hall, resemble the celebrated "Old Woman of

Banbury Cross." People who had rather not be deprived of their

beer, must be glad to know that there are other Brewers than DR.

BREWER in the House of Commons.

RAISING THE WIND.

Ma. POUCH, I am afraid the Church of England is in a TeryUd
way, reduced to beggary, certainly to begging, and obliged to have

recourse to the most extraordinary shift* to pay its way. My reason

for these fears is the following circular :

' Tkt Stetory,
'

"
Bra, The Rector and Churchwardens having given their acquiescent* to

the kind offer of the Gentlemen Amateurs, generally known as the ' BLACK

DIAMONDS OF LOVIBIAKA,' to give their favourite negro entertainment on
i_ i ir _ u_ SYL._:_ f .._.! / * * mav T mm\r vmir hrii
behalf of the Choir Fund of

roui support for the above object.

, may I ask your kind and

I am, *e."

What a niggard congregation not to be able to pay their Choir with

out the help of nigger amateurs ! Is it going to be a common Dractici

for the gentlemen in black to rely upon the melodies and break-

downs
"
of the gentlemen with black faces for the maintenance of their

Church Choirs, perhaps for their own support, if pew-rents and col-

lections fall short P If so, our Church prospects are black indeed.

Yours, in much amazement, ATHA*ASIUS BROWS.

The Baw Material Wanted.
" THERE is Com in Egypt" is a common phrase. Manchester anc

Liverpool would have no objection to exchange it for "There is cotton

! in Egypt."
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THE EMPRESS IN TURKEY.

(From a Valued Correspondent)

OSE morning, in an agony, AALI rushed into my room ; luckily, I

was not shaving."
Are you mad ?

"
I asked, sternly, for I own I was annoyed at

having spilt my first cup of coffee over my best Mosque-going breeches.
"
Pardon, dear boy, and may the tuneful Bulbuls

"
"
Bulbuls be

" and I am afraid I used a word which I would not

have had the EMPRESS hear for a trifle. But hot coffee over your
best ! No ! no ! The Recording Angel must step in here, and
ahem ! not to speak it profanely re-cord me. [Do you see ? Jer-
>" "

cords= breeches" to "re-cord" is to "~ '""*" *>re-breech" so the

joke. This is worth ten shillings an, hour in a hunting country this

winter, and cheap at the nwney.]
After the laugh had subsided (for this was where the laugh came in),

I asked why he had disturbed me ?
"
Decorations," said he.

"
I won't lend another sou," I answered, determinedly.

AALI looked blank.

"Mashallah, Inshallah, Bekezzim, on my eyes be it !

"
he exclaimed.

"
Allah il Allah!"
"
Quite so,"I returned,

"
but that doesn't get you out of the diffi-

culty."" We want to make a great show," he cried, despairingly.
' We

can't be always going to the Mosque and the Sweet Waters, and the

EMPRESS is getting tired of seeing our embroidery and fezzes."

I pondered. My eye caught the strip of carpet in my room.
"Jer lay!" I shouted, suddenly. "As our English SHAKSPEARE

has it :

" Hang out your nofpets on the outer wall,
The cry is still She comes."

AALI was on his knees, invoking blessings on my head.
"
May the

Honris of Paradise
" he began."

You've only just time," I interposed, for I knew this sort of thing
would end in his wanting to borrow one franc fifty on his own account.
He left me, andLARMPERARTREECE then saw such an effect of Turkey

carpets in the open air as never in her wildest dreams had she even for

one second imagined."
It is ravishing !" she exclaimed ; then sighing into the ear of the

gentleman on whose arm she was leaning (I name no names), she mur-
mured,

" Ah ! how it is ravishing !

"
" Kil ay sharrmarng !

"
returned the gentleman aforesaid.

"
Kommong

jerver cur Louey pweese aytrr eesee mant'nong! ay ler p'tee Prarngse
Armpairearl osee !

"

"Ah! cur voosayte long! cur voosayte kummyfo!" sighed the

EMPRESS, pressing rather heavily arvek arntongsiong nezpar?wn
my I mean, on the arm of the gentleman who shall be nameless here.

" UJATNEE !

"
the gentleman gurgled,

"
TJJAYNEE ! koicur voosayte

larfam durn otrr
"

here that ass AALI joined us, in order to point
out (the donkey !) the beauties of the scene to the EMPRESS, and to

present her with a snowy yashmak. 7 soon got rid of him, however.
"
AALI," I whispered,

" how about those songteems ? "

He shuffled off; but 'twas no use, the SULTAN came up, and the

spell was broken.
Then followed the fireworks. Lor" ! how busy we were ABDUL, AALI,

and myself ! While the EMPRESS had her attention attracted in one
direction, we went in another.

I couldn't refuse three francs for the occasion. Three hundred cen-
times judiciously expended among the boys did it. You should have
seen the fireworks : magnificent ! ABDUL let off a lot himself, so did

AALI, till he burnt his fingers, and very nearly set light to his beard,
while I had to keep to my post by the EMPRESS. Then ABDUL took
mv place, and I relieved him at the Catherine-wheels. It was beauti-

fully done.
The review, too, was a coup of strategy. My dodge. Manager on

the old theatrical plan of

Enter the General, alone.

General (speaking to soldiers outside). You twenty thousand soldiers,
wait without !

This was the way of it. We showed as many as we could, and
talked of the others.

I myself appeared in several different dresses, like an entertainment,
and represented as many officers and functionaries of the SULTAN'S
Court as I could, with such limited means as I had at my command
that is, only one false nose and spectacles (joined together), and a red
wig (known, professionally, as a "

Brutus," I believe), which happened
to be in my portmanteau.

It was a great success. The fireworks on the Bosphorus have givenme a severe cold. AALI and ABDUL and self haven't stirred out for
days.

Yours,

PEEPER THE GREAT.

P.S. ABDUL has just looked in to ask me to come round and have a

cup of coffee and pipes." Ahem !

"
says I to him, winking out of the bed-clothes,

" how
about those sonpteetns, not to mention the three francs for fireworks ?

"

He returned disconsolately. You see I had hit the right nail on the
head. lie invited me, but expected ME to pay. Not for yours ever,
P. T. G.

PP.S. to my letter. I forgot to add that "Jay fewmay shay lay

Grrarng Sayneurs ler tchibouque dong ler boo darmbrr ongreeshee der

dearmarng ralay dee meal frarnk, ay," as LARMPERARTREECE herself

observed to to well, to a gentleman on whose brar it arrived that

she was leaning herself "Jay rasou lospetarletay lar plew kordearl."

By the way, AALI PASHA has the reputation of possessing a most

extraordinary memory : at least, so a Leaugkonnu French journalist
said to me, and also wrote in his paper.

If this is the case, why has he not said a single word about those
continues of mine? I do not wish to make this an international

question, nor do 1 desire to compromise the talented correspondent of

the F-ff-o aforesaid, who speaks of AALI'S faculty as
"

la- plus pro-
digieuse memoirs gui exists au monde ;

"
but less than this has brought

about a European War before now ; and I do hope, ere I write again,
to be able to tell you that we have satisfactorily disposed of this Eastern

Question without further complications. P. T. G.

FALLIBILIS INFALLIBILIS.

A QUICKENED and regenerate Italy
Bowed to be blest by him, and rose to bless,

As with uplifted brow and lambent eye,
To Peter's marble chair he clave the exultant press.

The nation's heart with his kept even beat,
In his and her veins one blood seemed to flow,

Till to its ancient Capitolian seat

Methought Rome's rale drew back, after long ebb and low.

Such was his dawning ;
but a swift eclipse

Blotted before its prime that wondrous light,
And curses strangled blessings on the lips
Of those that looked to him for day-spring and found night.

Lo, now the end ! About the marble chair

From earth's wide ends the Church's fathers draw
Cardinals, Patriarchs, and all that wear
The mitre, and own him their living God and Law,

Summoned to curse whatever erst he blest,
The faiths, the hopes, the charities to ban,

That the new Pope's humanity confest,
What time the natural manhood in him yearned to man.

And him who this great circle has swept through,
From zenith unto nadir of thought's zone,

Whose "
true

"
to-day is next-day 's most

"
untrue,"

The Church has gathered here INFALLIBLE to own !

THE FESTIVE SEASON.
DEAR PUNCH,

LOOK here, what the Law Times is so good as to remind us

of, concerning this next January :

" The whole of the year's taxes must be paid in advance, instead of being
collected half-yearly as hitherto. The Income-Tax is to be collected in like

manner, the whole year's tax is to be paid at once in the same month of

January, already severely burdened by the compulsory payment in advance of

the assessed taxes."

A festive prospect this is for the festive season ! The Egyptians
used to show a skeleton at their feasts, so as to prevent an exuberance
of jollity. So we easily may curb our merriment this Christmas by
hanging with the mistletoe a little sheaf of taxpapers.

"
Harlequin

Exchequer, or the Demon Tax-Collector !
" would certainly this year be

a fit title for a pantomime. Well, I wish you a Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year ; and, by way of a Happy Thought, you had
better begin to think about the coming New Year's visit of the tax-

gatherer.
Believe me, dear old boy, yours in sympathy, ^ SUFFERER

The Kilkenny Cat Cure.

IF Fenian mobs would only fight,
With mobs demanding Tenant Right,
So as ache other to desthroy,
Ould Ireland would have pace, me bhoy.
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NEW CURIOSITIES OF LITERATURE.

OMB of onr greateet
authors litvr required
to be stimulated by
particular influence*
to enable them to com-
pote with freedom.
When' AKENSIDB was
writing his famous

poem, Thf Firpin

Queen, lie invariably
tat in a room which
had a north-east as-

pect, in a Windsor
ebair, with an Angora
eat purring in his lap,
and a white silk hand-

kerchief, with purple,

spots, thrown over his

head. HANNAH MORE
could not put pen to

paper until some silk-

worms and an Julian

harp had been placed
by her side, with a

(rlas* of .barley-water
flavoured with vanille.

HORACE WALPOLB
competed his cele-

brated letter*, dressed
in a fall Court suit,

while bis aunt reclined

on a sofa opposite to

him shredding rose-leaves into a large China bowl, and singing at interval*

snatches of Jacobite ballads.

ADDISON was never without a ball of red wonted on hi* rosewood desk ;

BISHOP HOBSLBT used to write in his dressing-gown, sitting facing a large
cheval glass, behind which a musical box played; the popular airs of the day ;

SIR WILLIAM TEMPLE always had a hedgehog lying in a basket, lined with blue

flannel, on the hearth-rug ; and it was useless GRAY attempting a poem, if an

antique wine-glass with a sprig of fresh gathered penny-royal, for him to smell

at, was not at his elbow the Ode on a Dittant Protped of the Tower Ilamleti,
was composed under these circumstances. PETER PINDAR liked to have lodgings

opposite
a butcher's shop, and had a trick of tickling hi* neek with a feather

before commencing each stanza ; and BURKE, when busy with bis Peerage, was
restless and uneasy if he had not a smooth horse-chettnut to finger in his left-

hand breeches-pocket.

wrote in cipher, bat the key havinf tamed up, the letter
will be published in the course of the eummg teaeon

'by the kind mrmuaioa of the Noble Karl the Secretary

Da. JOHNSOW being helped off hi* bicycle by HORVE
TOOKB and MRS. TIIRALB, and reciting, a* be went up the

grand staircase, WoutfVJnvirf/Ar Thorn* More.
BOCWBLL unfortunately was not preeent OB thi* occa-

sion, having gone that evening ia a eheiw and
LORD TBTTBLOW and .1 -UK. to attend
wade Race* the following day ; bat HI entry ia a

kept by DAT, the author of Sana/or* *U M
that JOHNSON was in high spirit* and drank mi tee* cup*
of tea, walking afterward* with rtpoOL and
Ha. PAR* to a meeting of "The Club," to propoee
MACKINTOSH (curiously enongh it happened to be St.

Swithin'*) a* a Member. JOAS HAIWAT. the fnt man
who appeared in London with an mmbrelli, eteonded

him, and a full account of the whole proceedings appeared
next day in the Morning Bouti.

Great interest must always attach to the exact spot* where aome of the

precious possessions of our glorious literature have either been conceived or
executed.
Down in the Weald of Sussex they still show you the Urn hened gate over

which ADAM SMITH was leaning, listening to a distant peal of village bells, when
the idea of The Wealth of Nations first entered his mind

; and the summer-bouse
is kept in thorough repair in Oxfordshire, where COWLET corrected the hut
proof-sheet of his immortal Ode on Vaccination.

Leave the turbulence of Fleet Street, and turn down a narrow court not an
arrow's flight from Temple Bar. Enter the gabled house which stands last bat
nine on your left hand, ascend the creaking stairs almost to the very top, and in the

third-floor back you may picture to yourself the mighty JUNIUS, in a mask, with
a drawn rapier and some clack puddings on the deal table before him, penning
that memorable letter to LORD SOMERS, on the tyranny of the tax on hair-

powder, which was the immediate cause of thousands of the Liverymen of the

City of London emigrating in The Mayflower, to join the Puritan Fathers and
Mothers on the romantic shores of Wenham Lake.
Many a pilgrimage has been made to the scene of A Michaelmas ffighfi

Dream in the Poultry ; and not the most indill^rent passer-by could gaze without
emotion on that modest hosier's shop near Chancery Lane, where good IZAAK
WALTON vended braces, and wrote his two great piscatorial works. The CompleU
Angler and the Life ofHooker.

That was a memorable evening at WAJLK.EN HASTIKGS'S chambers in the East
India House, when SHERIDAN read, for the first time, his never to be forgotten
comedy, A New Way to Pay Old 1 U't, in the presence of BRITTON,

"
the

musical small-coal man," and JEREMY COLLIBR, and the old DUKE OP NEW-
CASTLE, and the younger PITT, and MRS. EI.I/ABKTH CARTER, and SIB
CLOUDESLEY SHOVEL, and ASH, who wrote the Dictionary, and BURNS, anc

BLACKSTONE, and COKE, and MRS. FRT, and all the other great luminaries in
the world of rank and intellect.

JOHN LOCKE, then coming into notice as the successful composer of the music
in Macbeth, has left a striking account of the scene in a letter which has latelv

been discovered in the Library of Caiua College, Cambridge, addressed, as it

would seem, to a friend of his own standing, then a Ward in Chancery. LOCKE

THE PABCE THEY WENT THBfy
IN ST. MABY-LE-HOU.

HBEB '

TROWBB, the Doctor,
Aqd CV*BT, his Proctor,

Met to sound of Bow-bells, in the Church of St. Mary,
Red-hot for a bicker

At Law with the Viear
Of the Primate and Province of fair Canterbury.

By that and by thi*.
To travene Twit*

In confirming of TIMrti, detemiatd, very !

Hark "
PrMoajfefcaf 1

"

Porreetor*. ifweh there beTolP&aetioM !

frt Cwr'BMjtiaraBg
Of Keverei/lQor TiVwi.'i "

porreetioM "-
Q*oU Sim TKAVIU "

Taet I

nriijrv/
And so shev Ret for the Queers BekatioM.

In a posit ire way,
But I know they are something moat fleree aad lery !

"

So TROWER, the Doctor,
And CURRY, his Proctor,

Had both perforce to sit down "
re Mtttt!"

To pack up
"
porrections,

Proofs, extract*, objection*,
And other Theoloyi membra dujeeia !

And to chorus with groaes,
While SIB TBAVBB* intone*

Thro' his nose, full feateous,
"
Templa, oh

, quam diltrta '"

Thu* TROWEB, the Doctor,
And CURBT, his proctor,

May each of them feel as mad as a hatter.
" Pneconiied

"
to

"
porrect/'

Then suddenly checked,
And informed they have never a voice in the matter.

If most things are vanity,
Some are profanity

And this seem* to Punch to be one of the latter.

"Entoned through hii now, full featooaily." CHAUCER.

Vomited Forth.

BROADHEAD has left Liverpool for the United State

i in the Etna. Let as be thankful for the eruption tha
1 carries off such very foul humours as those bred in Ui<

Broad Head of Sheffield Thuggee, and let us hope tha

this BROADHEAD has not left even the narrowest tai

behind him.
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THERE'S MANY A SLIP," &c.

Country Parson. "HERE'S A NICE BARREL OF OYSTERS FROM YOUR SISTER, MY DEAR.
I THINK YOU 'D ENJOY A FEW FOR YOUR SUPP "

Spouse (reading letter).
" Now I DO CALL THAT MEAN ! WITH HER INCOME, TOO I SHE

SAYS, IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE ENORMOUS PRICE, SHE HAS SENT US SOME FINE PERIWINKLES
AND A PAPER OF PINS !

"

THE SENSIBILITY OF SAVAGES.
IN these days of steam, electro-telegraphy, photography, and progress in general, old times are

lomrnendably recalled by a newspaper paragraph which, bat that it contains modern expressions,
the name of a living Judge, might be taken for an extract from some London Gazette or Daily

ReacHt,

' n ]ournalists used to moralise naturally and briefly on current events.

,
DKEADINO THE LASH. MH. JUSTICE LUSH, at the Leeds Assizes on Wednesday, sen-

o n , Th
8^ter

l ^ ,
variou8 tenn9 of imprisonment, and in addition to be flogged with a cat-

ills. Though they had been very cruel to their victims, they cried out for mercy for themselves."

It is, indeed, remarkable that the capability of inflicting any amount of pain upon other people,

which, one would think, could exist only by
reason of incapacity to apprehend, subjec-
tively, the painfulness of pain, is nevertheless

very commonly found to co-exist with the
clearest and most lively apprehension of that
discomfort. Accordingly, though it is true
that the garotters sentenced by MR. JUSTICE
LUSH to be flogged,

"
had been very cruel to

their victims," it is by no means wonderful

that, on hearing the sentence which appointed
them the pain of whipping,

"
they cried out

for mercy for themselves" ever so feelingly.
But as the foretaste of chastisement is, in

point of unpleasantness, much milder than
the actual experience, so will the cries evoked
from those criminals by the cat-o'-nine-tails,
doubtless be considerably more demonstra-
tive of sensibility than those occasioned by
the mere anticipation of its stripes.
The fact that garotters are beginning to

cry out at the mere prospect of a flogging,
should encourage Judges to persevere m the
determination to render that prospect, in

every case they can, a certainty. Thereby
they will ultimately make ruffians understand
that they really had better not commit rob-

bery accompanied with violence. In the
meantime :

All vile garotters crush,
All savage rascals thrash,

A health to JUSTICE LUSH,
Who dooms them to the Lash.

In that exemplary enforcement of the law
if that judicious Judge will only continue,

garotters, perhaps, will by-and-by leave off

garotting, and then he, and the other Judges
will be spared the necessity of ordering a
severe and shameful punishment to be in-

flicted on their fellow men.

A CANTICLE TO THE COUNCIL.

(Ex Cathedra)

Ab.v possuifns, for many a day,
Has been our simple cry ;

Now bid us, with addition, say
Non possumusfalli.

O'er eighteen hundred years ago,
Infallible, no doubt,

We were established, now although
You have to find it out.

'"Tis too late in the day, Papa,"
Quicitnque dixerit,

He jolly well anathema,
That homo, tell him, sit.

WANTED, A MINISTRY.

THE KINO or ITALY can't get a ministry.
After entrusting the task of forming an

administration to LANZA and CIALDINI, who
have both given it up as a bad job, he has
fallen back on SELLA. Let us hope SELLA
may prove the saddle on the right horse.
But what Italy wants is not so much a

saddle as a rider. What with a king who
neither reigns nor governs, and ministers who
sit loose, and use the curb injudiciously, and
show a thorough want of bridle hand, no
wonder the result should be staggers, stum-

bles, and tumbles, with fits of buck-jumping,
and kicking, and backing far less due to

the bad temper or bad blood of the horse

than to the bad horsemanship of those

allowed to get on his back.

SEVERE WINTER. We regret to state

that our favourite bibliographer is weather-

bound in Kussia.
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COVERT-SIDE STUDIES. MAKING THE BEST OF A BLANK DAY.

A EUSTIC ON " RECIPROCITY !

"

ALL yon manufacturers as finds Trade too free

And "Gie's Reciprocity !

"
holler'n who be,

I wish up to town you'd been able to go,
And zee the fat baists at the Islunton Show.

Hows'ever you all med the papers peruse,
And study the prints in the 'lusterled News,
To zee what should lighten your trouble and grief,

The progress we 've made in pork, mutton, aud beef.

Above two-and-twenty year now have rolled by
Since we on our own selves was forced to rely,

And had, afore some o' you youngsters was born,
To grapple wi' Free Trade in cattle and corn.

"Twas said then to we that was stuck in a rut,

You chaps to the cartwheel your shoulders must put,
It wun't do no good for Protection to whine.
You clodpoles and clowns in the farmerun line.

We took that advice ; we directly turned to,

And soon showed the foreigners what we could do.

Moor capital throw'd on the soil, to be sure,

Improved cultivation, machines, and manure.

We turned from low farmun and took unto high,
And soon competition we larnt to defy.
Take pattern from we that has throve by self-aid,

All you that 's beginnun to growl at Free Trade.

You copy high farmun, shun all idle waste,
And try to improve in design, skill, and taste,

Gie gurter attention to zience and art,

And bate every rival bang out o' the mart.

Nor don't you Trades' Unions, however you tries

For fair and just wages, wherein you be wise,
Sitch bye-laws for able and quick workmen pass
As levels 'em down to the slow-gwiun ass.

We did roar like bull-calves at fust, it is true,
Rut then grapsed our stingnettle ; so, mates, do TOO.

Doan't blubber, but hand and brain put into use,

What was sarse for gander now that's sarce for gocse.

TWO COUNCILS AND ONE COURSE.

THE REV. MR. MACKONOCHIE has been condemned in cost* by the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council There is another Council

now sitting, not at Westminster but in another place, which would

probably approve of views which the English Court of Appeal dis-

allows. It is altogether judicial in its office, whether or no endowed
with much of the judicial mind. As to privacy it is much more of a

Privy Council than the QUEEN'S, though it calls itself not Privy but

(F.cumenieaL That is the Council before which MR. MACKOSOCHII,
if still holding the opinions which he has expressed by illegal gesticu-

lations, had better go on his knees. In that position it would be

well if he were accompanied by DR. PCSET, and all other Romanistic

Dissenting Preachers in the Church of England.

French Echoes.

Is this happy isle (Britain) the Address is always called an
" Echo "

of the Speech from the Throne. The word seems hardly applicable

in France. Blow, breezes, blow, set the very wild echoes flying.

Listen :

Tlrom. I will give you Mayors from the Municipal Councils.

Erho. No great nrmy no centralisation no official interference

with electors no arbitrary arrests free press trial by jury changes
in the constitution something like a revolution.

NO, THANK TOD !

DR. TBMPLE had a nice dinner given him the other evening at

Rugby. He might have another either there or elsewhere, if he would

accept the pressing but indefinite invitation of Puseyites and Recordites

to eat his own words.
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PUNCH'S RULES FOR YOUNG TRADESMEN.

(After the well-known Advice by SIR RICHARD PHILLIPS, to befound in

MAYOR'S Spelling-Book.)

1. NEVER be idle. If you have nothing to do, go through your
books and turn the oughts, in your debtors' accounts, into sixes and
nines. You may thus make a wet day as profitable as a fine one. If

you only add a halfpenny to each of twenty-four accounts, you have
done something.

2. If your customer be solvent, never make up the so-called weekly
book until you are compelled to do so. Remember, the older a bill, the
more difficult it is to detect an over-charge.

3. You must have bad debts. It is due to your family that you
should not incur losses. Therefore, judiciously distribute the amount
you expect to lose over the bills of those who pay, but take long credit.

Society is bound to be self-supporting.

_

4. I need not tell you to stand well with all the servants in the fami-
lies of your customers. Those persons have much in their power. They
will, if you secure their good-will, even risk the anger of their employers
by fetching things from your shop instead of that to which they were
sent. Money is best, but presents from your stock are always welcome,
and you can often set them down in the bills.

5. When a Chancellor of the Exchequer announces that the tax is

taken off an article which you sell, do not instantly raise the price of
that article, but do so after a short time, and explain to Mater-Familias
that the rise has become necessary because the importing commission-
agents have backwardised the markets. She will not understand this,
but will be unable to answer it.

6. If a customer leave you for one who deals on easier terms, you
should take every opportunity of saying

1

,
with a compassionate ex-

pression, to other customers, that you are very sorry to believe that
there were good reasons for MR. Z 's going to a cheaper market,
and that you earnestly hope he is not in much difficulty.

7. If Pater-Familias is ever worked np by his wife to call and
remonstrate as to your charges, be rejoiced to see him, and show him
books and invoices, and say that his business head will at once enable
him to see how the truth is, which the ladies cannot be expected to

perceive. He will be nattered, and tell his wife that she accuses you
unjustly.

8. If Mater-Familias declares that she is resolved to try elsewhere,
beg her, most respectfully, to do so. and say that, though proud of her

custom, you would very much rather lose it than be supposed to act

unfairly but ask her where she means to go, and then say that you
are certain you will have the honour of seeing her again, for the
character of that house is pretty well known.

9. Of all tradesmen the butcher has the utmost opportunities of early
acquiring a fortune. His joints weigh for most families exactly
what he says they weigh. But if a customer begins to be suspicious,
let the butcher implore him to have a weighing-machine. How often
will it be used ? Or do you think that the cook and you will differ
as to weights ?

10. Some housekeepers preserve receipts. It is not often safe to
make a second demand for a paid bill

; but we cannot be too thought-
ful, and it is well to ascertain from servants what are the habits of their

employers in this respect.
11. Be in no hurry to get into parochial offices. Customers prefer

to .think that you are minding your business. Yet there are cases in
which offices bring jobs, and you must throw no chance away. But
seldom or never speak ; and if your position be alluded to by a cus-

tomer, say that it was forced upon you, and that you accepted it only
that you might not give offence, and perhaps might be able to save the

ratepayers some little expense, though you are bound to own that

things are really managed very justly.
12. Always be civil, even to excess. If you observe these rules, you

will soon ride when most of your late customers are walking, and then
you can splash them, and have your revenge. But meantime be

humility itself, except to your shopmen. No faculty should be lost for
want of exercise ; and in your behaviour to them you can practise your
dignity.

13. If the females of your family are fond of dress, keep them out of
the sight of your female customers. Especially do so, if your family
dresses gracefully, and looks well. I have known a profitable account
closed because a tradesman's pretty wife was seen to advantage in the
same bonnet as that of an ugly dowager.

14. 1 have said nothing about adulterations and the like, because I
suppose you to know your business, or to know those who will teach it

you. But tradesmen who sell articles of consumption should get DR.
HASSALL'S book. His exposures will be their instructions.

Do not
Jiang

these Rules up in your shop, but paste them inside your
ili'x/,-, and read them every Sunday morning, before going into your
accounts.

SOLEMN JEST. Where should Postmen be buried '( In a Post-crypt,

TOBACCO FOB. TEETOTALLERS.
DOUBTLESS his Reverence DEAN CLOSE, and other rabid and uncom-

promising haters of tobacco, will be charmed to hear that somebody
has recently discovered a completely harmless substitute for that per-
nicious weed. A Calcutta writer states that
"
Having read that watercress is a perfect antidote to nicotine, it lately

entered my head to try how some of it would smoke. To my great satisfaction
I found that, when put into my pipe, after a couple of hours' drying in the

sun, it had all the flavour of the best Cavendish without the treacle, and it

was even stronger than Cavendish. Here then is a perfect substitute for

tobacco, without the deadly poison so frequently contained in the latter : and
it is at the same time cheaper."

Good news this for the teetotallers, at any rate. Water-drinkers
surely could see no harm whatever in smoking pipes of harmless water-
cress. Tobacco in their minds is coupled with debauchery ; for

drinking bouts, they fancy, are accompanied by smoking. Bacchana-
lians they imagine must be tobacconalians. Pipes of wine, they think,
are drunk to moisten throats which have been dried by oipes filled with
tobacco. So teetotallers in general are regular tobacco-stoppers, and
call the weed pernicious because they think it is inducive of alcoholic
tendencies. Now that watercress, however, is found to be worth
smoking, we may expect to find teetotallers indulging in the luxury.
Tea-meetings without smoke must be somewhat dreary things ; and,
though tea and toast are relished by some people, we really can't help
fancying that drinking toasts in tea must be a little dismal. Now,
however, pipes of watercress may be introduced as soon as the plum-
cake is exhausted, and jovial teetotallers may vocally contribute to the

harmony of the evening some such ditties as the following :

A pipe with dried watercress fill, fill for me,
For I 'm told 'twill ne'er injure the brain,

Nor weaken the nerves like strong gunpowder tea,
From which most people wisely refrain.

Let others their Birus-eye or Cavendish buy,
Or in sixpenny weeds put reliance :

A penn'orth of watercress daily I '11 dry,
And Old Nick-otine set at defiance !

FINE IMPERIAL PHRASES.

You are quite right, Justice Shallow.
" Good phrases are surely

and ever were, very commendable." Your Worship might have made
that observation respecting the speech delivered by the EMPEROR
NAPOLEON, the other day, to the French Chambers

;
and the Justice

would have justly spoken, if not the Shallow profoundly. These be

good phrases :

" Whatever reproaches may be made against our century, we have certainly

many reasons to be proud of it. The New World suppresses slavery, Russia
liberates her serfs, England does justice to Ireland, toe littoral countries of

the Mediterranean seem to be once more calling to mind their ancient splendour,
and from the assembled Catholic Bishops at Home we need only expect a work
of wisdom and conciliation."

Very good Conciliation ! it comes of concilio : very good ; a good
phrase. Truly we do need only expect a work of conciliation, and
therefore of wisdom, from a Concilium or Council. No theological
nonsense ; no unwarranted dogma : no anathema of scientific truth or

political and social progress. We are not obliged to expect that the

Council will declare any gratuitous Assumption ; especially that it

will not ratify any assumption of Infallibility, nor confirm the Syllabus.
So much for one phrase in the EMPEROR'S last spoken speech ; a very
good phrase : highly commendable.

Good in no less degree, equally commendable, we are bound to

admit those preceding phrases :

" The New World suppresses Slavery,
Russia liberates her serfs, England does justice to Ireland." Particu-

larly are we sensible of the goodness and commendableness of the last

of these phrases: "England does justice to Ireland." Hear, hear.

Do you hear that, MR. G. H. MOORE ? May QUEEN VICTORIA, in her

next speech from the throne, be enabled, and pleased, to reciprocate
the Imperial compliment, enhanced by the homage of imitation in

point of phrase. Then will Her Most Gracious MAJESTY, referring to

the accomplished fact of the evacuation of Rome by French troops,

speak to her Parliament and Europe, saying :

"
France has done justice

to Italy."

Cutting his Stick.

IN America a popular quotation has been altered to suit a peculiar
habit of the people. DRYDEN'S familiar line there runs thut

"
and

whittled as he went, for want of thought."

To CORRESPONDENTS. See No. 1356.
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"THE WORD OF PROMISE TO THE EAR!"

Railway Porter.
" WBYBRIDOK ! WKYBRIDOK ! ANY OS* TOR VRGIN'A

WATER !

"

Thirsty Passenger (waking up at (he sound of the last word). "OiN AN' WATER
M T' ARE, PORTBR ! BRING 'SS FOUR PSNH'TH 1 !

"

AN INSTRUCTIVE EXHIBITION.

WE understand that, with a view to demonstrate the benefits of Local Self

Government, certain Vestrymen and Guardians are preparing what wei think must

prove a most attractive exhibition. Closely following the model of the annua

Fat Cattle Show, it is proposed under one roof to exhibit poor lean creatures

selected from the workhouses, and to give prizes to the Bumbles who, in their

treatment of these creatures, have been the oiggest brutes. Prizes also wiU

offered for the paupers who can live upon the smallest nutriment, and are contei

to put their parish to the least expense. Extra premiums, moreover, and perhaps

a copper medal, will be given to the legal representatives of paupers who nobly

have submitted, without grumbling or repining, to be starved nigh to death

and, when removed to the sick ward, have been stifled by foul air without a murmur

of complaint. ,, ...

The age and weight of every pauper will be posted at his back, together with

full details of his diet and its cost. Poor-Law Guardians will thus be able

glance to compare their own economy (which, of course, implies brutality) with

that of other stingy, selfish, wooden-headed Boards.

As at the Prize Cattle Show, a portion of the building will be kept for the dis

play of implements and models, and among them will be shown the Model of
Cr *, i Ml \ r 1 I J _f 1 J !_*- ._ f. innlrnau a n rt O ni

and sections of ill-paved, ill-lit, and fll-kept streets. Any such improvement as

steam-roller, for instance, will of course not be admissible to this part of the bhow

for if such new-fangled luxuries were sanctioned by our Vestrymen, London would

so9n lose the proud position it now occupies of being wellnigh the worst place to

drive about in all the world.

" T EODOGRAN, THE KING OF CAMELIARD, had one fair daughter . . .

-Lj in her his one delight." So lings the Poet-Laureat. But the fact U that LEO-

DOOBAN never had the pleasure of seeing liiiich't Almanack, or he would certainly have

owned that there was something else besides his " one fair daughter" wherein he could

delight.

BARKING THE BLEST.

OH, Barking's an Elysium
(By RAWUHSON'S report) :

For absolute Self-Government
Hath that salubrious port :

No "namply paid" officials

Waste the rate-payers' pelf :

The blessed town of Barking,
It governeth itself !

Its drains flow in its basin :

Its quay that basin flanks :

Rich the odours of that basin

The deposits of those banks !

The barges by the river

Bring the savoury London muck,
Which at pleasant Barking station,

Is shifted to the track.

And so pungent is its odour

By that station as you go,

That Barking causeth biting
To eyes and nose also.!

Each citizen of Barking
For himself a cesspool delves :

And the cess-pools are self-governed,

Being left to clean themselves.

No water-rates hath Barking
Self-governed its supply-

That is, if you want water,

By the bucket you may buy.

No highway-rates hath Barking,

Self-governed are its roads :

None mends or minds the foot-paths,

That serve its free abodes !

Now London is self-governed
In some things, but not all,

And envious of Barking
To poison her doth fall !

If London upon Barking
Its vengeance did not wreak,

By sending down its sewage
To the mouth of Barking Creek,

I think the town of Barking
A Paradise would be,

For a Saint Pancras Guardian,',

Self-governing and free.

The sweet air that for breathing

It* street and quay afford,

The atmosphere must rival

Of a Pancras Union ward.

And Mr. PuHch'i counsel

To WATKJN, NORTH & Co.,

Is to the town of Barking
For a residence to go.

For there, in its unfettered

Self-Government, they '11 see

The realised ideal

Of what London ought to be.

Once More.

WHES Mn. Malaprop heard that most of the Bishops

wore
"
white paper mitres

"
at the opening of the e

menical Council, she remarked that she supposed they did

this to show their Paper-cj. The same enlightened female

was rather puzzled by being told that the roFE read
"
a short mity."

A FORBIDDEN PLEASURE.

LADIES should never indulge in anticipation, for we all

know how objectionable a woman is who looks forward.

A SENTIMENT FOR CHRISTMAS. May your Goose

ans(w)er your expectations !

VOL. mi. c c
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"Monogram veils are the latest wrinkle among the New York fashionable

young ladies. Those of fawn colour and grey are the most in vogue the

monogram being embroidered in colours in the centre."

PLEASING EFFECT OF THE SAME.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR ITALY.

THE French Minister of Justice is said to have forwarded to the

MAKQUIS DE BANNEVILLE, Imperial Ambassador at Rome, "a note

stating that the dogma of the infallibility of the POPE is a question
which it would be inopportune to revive from a religious point of

view," whilst,
"
from a political point of view, such a proclamation

would relieve France from the obligation she has undertaken by the
Concordat with the Holy See."
MGR. PTJPANLOUP, also, without saying that the doctrine of Papal

Infallibility is humbug, declares that its promulgation just now as a

dogma would be "inopportune."
The partisans of that doctrine may reply, that for declaring it there

is no time like the present.
That their opponents must admit. There is no time like the pre-

sent for anything whatever, because no other time at present exists.

But, they can rejoin, there have been plenty of times like the present
for defining the infallibility of the POPE. There has been such a
time at every (Ecumenical Council that ever sat since the first, between
eighteen hundred and nineteen hundred years ago.
What a pity the POPE'S Infallibility was not declared then, if he

really is infallible ! And what a wonder !

Never miss opportunities.
What a golden opportunity was missed at the First Council for

doing that which has been inopportune ever since, until now. For
now it is, in a sense, opportune. If the (Ecumenical Council shall

declare the POPE infallible, it will afford the EMPEROR NAPOLEON an
opportunity of withdrawing the French troops from Rome. And then
the Holy Father will have an opportunity of retiring into private life.

The former opportunity will, perhaps, be taken, and the latter have
to be.

A Christmas Nursery Carol.

PANCRAS paupers pecked a plate of poorhouse pudding.
Did Pancras paupers peck a plate of poorhouse pudding ?

If Pancras paupers pecked a plate of poorhouse pudding,
Where 's the plate of poorhouse pudding Pancras paupers pecked ?

Corrigenda.
' M. SANT -was last evening, at a Meeting of the Royal Academy, elected a

Royal Academician. Seven other foreign artists were also elected members."

THE new R. A. is not
" M. SANT," but MR. JAMES SAST

; and he
is not a "foreign" artist, but an eminent English portrait-painter of
graceful women and charming children.

LOOK UP YOUR LATIN.
"THE BISHOPS AT -IIIKIR LATIN. A letter from Rome says that the

bishops who at that time had already reached their destination had been

making a trial of their Latin, and found it satisfactory neither in quantity
nor quality. A few days before a deliberation had taken place in the cham-
bers of CARDINAL ALTIEBI on the subject of an Address to the POPE. Every
one tried to express his opinion in the purest Ciceronian he could command,
but the result was unfortunately merely a modern adaptation of the scene
which once took place in the plain of Bhinar. In this confusion some of the
American bishops began to speak Fivnch, and the conversation became tole-

rably intelligible till the BIHHOP op REOOIO protested, and declared that all

ecclesiastical matters must be discussed in Latin. The consequence was that
the victory was won by those who had not quite forgotten their declensions
and conjugations ;

the rest signed their names in humble resignation without

attempting to take any part in the debate."

THE bisnops, all figg'd out iu cassock aud cope
Of shiniest silk aud of satin,

Were met to present an Address to the POPE,
But found for their eloquence limited scope ;

So few of the lot could talk Latin !

Full many a prelate all learned in rites.

And many au orthodox rhymer,
Were gathered together the world's brightest lights
But any small schoolboy, iu jacket aud tights,
Could have licktd 'em to fits in the Primer.

They tried
"'

parkz-t-ous "-ing and German '\Gesprdch,"
And Irish came constantly pat in

;

~~

Tried English, tried Yankee
;
but none of the^batch,

To save his episcopal soul from Old Scratch,
Could dish up a sentence in Latin.

"
Intelligo-non !

" stammered Cardinals grave,
And reddened all over, like Phryue,

Whilst, tried with pontifical verbiage suave,
Each prelate an answer identical gave,"

Ego non possum loqui Latine!"

Our frieuds Ritualistic a wrinkle may gain ;

They 're good at their mass and their matin :

But really a Catholic name to obtain,
~

'**

From this contretemps they '11 perceive that it 's plain

They must carefully look up their Latin.

The chair by St. Peter so handsomely feed

Many classical pontiffs have sat in ;

But 'twould be a scandal outrageous indeed
If prelates should have to send north of the Tweed
For CUMMIKG, to coach them in Latin.

Then change for a primer each ponderous tome,
And note, friends, the fact that I mention, 4

Both you at head-quarters, and Papists at home,
That to do as these Romans are doing at Rome,

Is a sign of the Faith's first declension !.

'Twill keep out of mischief these fidgety sprites
And ecclesiastical mimers,

Who 're fond as a schoolboy of joining in fights,
And have his bad habit of playiug with lights
To make "em stick close to their primers !

Sweeping Censors.

CONVOCATION, we are told, condemned Essays and Reviews generally,

though it had no fault to find with DR. TEMPLE'S Essay in particular.
If Convocation condemns a volume of independent works, orthodox

together with heterodox, simply because they are included by the same
covers, Convocation might as well condemn the Library of the British

Museum.

Dubious.

THE LOUD MAYOR has been distributing prizes to the boys at the
middle-class school recently established in Fiusbury, on which occasion
we read that a gentleman present, speaking for the Council,

"
expressed

their obligations to the LORD MAYOR fur extending his countenance to

the ceremony." Does this mean that his Lordship pulled a long face ?

A BLIGHTED VIOLET. Blighted ? Not a bit of it, you are only
rather bilious. What you want to cure you is a hearty tit of laughter,

which jou can get directly by a look at Punch's Almanack. Pay your three-

pence like i: Briton, and thus save yourself a sovereign aud ninepence ;
for

otherwise you '11 have to pay a guinea to a doctor.
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EQUAL TO THE OCCASION.
Footman (anticipating a scene).

" YOUR LADYSHIP'S 'AIR is HOFT !

"

Strong-minded Dowager.
" THEN SKND MT MAID TO PUT IT ON."

VNIMITY.

SOME prelate*,
AllinuiI'll'

Won Id now proclaim
The POM.'* inUllibilrr.

8sy some of their eommnviry.
;>prr.ity.

fkgt JMMtQBl f)r
' *'

80 Brack for Komi-h unity !

MILO'3
VENUS. U he t YTU, I 'm sure,

I never knew it. But don't forget to buy
her picture. Cort you only threepence, if you
ask for Puiuk-i Alm**aek, and y*u II get a heap
of other good thing* given in.

A TEACHER AT SION COLLEGE.

THE recent Minute of the Poor Law Board, laying; down the Poor

Law, declares that
"
the Poor Law authorities can only administer a

minimum of relief" the smallest amount of relief that will suffice to

keep a pauper alive.

On Wednesday last week a meeting, at which MR. GOSCHEN re-

asserted this proposition, was held at Sion College to discuss "the
desirableness of united action with a view to checking the increase of

pauperism, and improving the condition of the desemng poor." This

benevolent assembly consisted chiefly of
"
ministers of various denomi-

nations," to whom, says the Morning Po*t, a gentleman present,

referring to one particular Board of Guardians, which he bad been con-

nected with, "explained" that :

"Their method was thoroughly to investigate each case; to that, for

cxiimpl.-, if a man was overtaken by sickness they stepped in to help him, and
when he got well they enabled him to earn his livelihood. By this means

they hare not, in the ordinary sense of the word, a single able-bodied pauper

amongst them."

The Post hereon expresses the not unreasonable opinion that :

" This is the way to prevent the poor from becoming paupers."

If so. then conversely, the way proclaimed by the Poor Law Board

through Ma. GOSCHEN is not the way.
In the meanwhile perhaps you will wonder who the gentleman was

who, when ways of dealing with pauperism were under consideration

by
"
ministers of various denomination," had to explain to those diffe-

rent preachers the more excellent way ?

He was "the late Chairman of the Jewish Board of Guardians."

The Sion, at whose College the meeting which required to be told

how the Jews deal with their poor, was of course another Sion than

the specifically Jewish. But contrast, the rule proposed to that

meeting by the Poor-Law Board, with the explanation given to it by
the late Chairman of I lie Jewish Board of Guardians, and compare both

the said rule and the said explanation witli all the passages relative to

the relief of the poor contained in the four biographical works, pub-
lished in the first century, which constitute the moral foundation

of Sion College itself. Will not the explanation appear to be con-

siderably more in accordance with those passages than the rule ? If

you did not know that the gentleman who delivered that explanation
was a Jewish gentleman, would you not say, that, in delivering it to

the congregation of ministers of various denominations at Sion College,
he was teaching them Christianity, and carrying coals to Newcastle .

With Hibernian perspicuity of expression, one might vwture to

remark that, as Guardians of the Poor, at any rate, the Jews appear to

have much more of the Good Samaritan in them than Christian*.

The Society for the Conversion of the Jews, or rather the subscribers

to it, will perhaps give that obvious reflection the study it deserves.

SPORTING IN THE EAST.

Do EMPERORS and Kings, wherever they go, always travel provided
with breech-loaders and powder-flasks, and ihot-belts. and game-bags,
and pointers, and beaters, and keepers, and a complete shooting equip-

ment fully prepared, at a moment's notice, in any country, at any time,

on all occasions, to blaze away at every creature that flies, floate,

runs or swims, which can possibly be deemed to be ferf natmrm, the

sacred animal, the fox. always executed ? Can exalted personals
undertake no journey without having a little

"
sport

"
by the way r

We a*k these questions because, in a narrative of the KMTKROR or

AUSTRIA'S pilgrimage in the Holy Land, one reads that
"
the Emperor

with a small suite [gamekeepers,?], set off for the Jordan and the Dead

Sea, His Majesty en route bagging two partridges, a hawk, and a very

fine hooded eagle ;

"
and, again, the Emperor being by this time

on board his steamer, that

" A very fine turtle wa* observed disporting himself about one hundred

yards from the Roval ves-el, whereupon, calling for his rifle, His Majesty
waited patiently till the animal raised its head out ol the water, what U
ball, with unerring aim, pierced the animal's brain, and it sank like a stoo*.

It was expected the body would float and be secured for soup, but when the

contrary was found to be the cas His Majesty was sorry [we are glad to

read this] for having killed the poor animal.

It is rather a relief to find that Englishmen are not the only people
in the world who are never happy unless they are shooting at something.

EXASPERATION.
"

I WISH," said an anti-Chrijtmas Boxer, that somebody wonld

invent a new felicitation card. I hate those Redbreasts. At this time

everybody
'

a robbin'."

DORA
DARLING. Meet me opposite the Punch Office at 2

precisely, any day next week. Then I will tell you all Tonr own
devoted DOADV. P.S. You can amuse yourself until I come by reading

Punch's Almanack, which you will see stuck in the window. Say if you lik t

my portrait in the picture
" At the 7
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THE SAD SEA WAVES."
Mamma. "SEE, MARION! IN A FEW SECONDS THE SUN WILL SET IN THE OCEAN !"

Marion. "
OH, TBS, YES ! AND WHAT A SPLASH THERE WILL BE 1

"

A ROYAL EXAMPLE.

HEBE is a bit of pleasant reading for this pleasant Christmas season :

"ROYAL GIFTS. Sixty brace of pheasants have been presented by Her
Majesty the QUEEN to the University College Hospital, the Charing Cross

Hospital, and the Windsor Infirmary, for the use of the patients."

There would be less outcry against our over game-preserving if our

sportsmen would but follow the excellent example which HER MAJESTY
has set. We could well nigh bring ourselves to put forth some ex-
cuses for the butchery of battues, if the pheasants that are slaughtered
there were given to the poor. The feats of noble sportsmen in making
a.big bag are continually nowadays paraded in the newspapers, and
penny-a-liners try to witch the world with noble sportsmanship by
describing how the Duke of Pottington and party have, with the aid of

double breechloaders, and gamekeepers, and beaters, succeeded in the

slaughter of a hecatomb of game. To any but the snobbish mind such

paragraphs can hardly possess one whit of interest, and we fancy that
with most readers they are less likely to awaken admiration than dis-

gust. We should, however, view with tolerance, if not with actual

pleasure, announcements such as this :

u NOBLE SPORT. The Earl of Longtails has been entertaining a lar^e

company of sportsmen at his shooting-box, near Hareborough, where, in spite
of the bad weather, his lordship has enjoyed some excellent days' slaughter in
his over-stocked preserves. At a battue m the home coverts, which were shot

through on Friday last, the Duke of Guncotton, Lord Wipeye, General

Blazeaway, Captain Craekshot, Mr. Marksman, and Lord Longtails were
successful in making up the following good bag: viz., 1001 hares, 1002 rabbits,
999 pheasants, 11 partridges, 88 woodcocks, 3 squirrels, 2 beaters, and 1 goose.
The goose, we are informed, was shot just after lunch-time, being taken for a
lark; and the beaters, being only winged, can hardly be accounted as actually
bagged. With the sole exception of the squirrels and the woodcocks, eighty-
seven of which latter were thoughtfully distributed among his lordship's poor
relations, the whole of this enormous quantity of game was dispatched next
day to London, and presented to the hospitals ;

the goose and the excepted
woodcock, which weighed above twelve ounces, being specially reserved to

I

decorate the table of the worthy Mr. Punch."

ROUGH AND TUMBLE FIGHTING IN ST. PANCRAS.
THE "

Pancratium
" was a Greek athletic game, made up of wrest-

ling, boxing, kicking, biting, and scratching m short a Hellenic
"
Rough and tumble, such as in these unclassic times one would have

thought none but Lancashire tykes would consider it otherwise than
brutal to indulge in. But the Pancratium has found a new home in

London with an appropriate name -the St. Pancras Board Room, where
the Guardians last week indulged in a regular

"
rough and tumble."

It is true that on this occasion bad language, bad manners, and bad

grammar were used instead of kicks and fisticuffs. Everything must
have a beginning, including the St. Pancras Prancratium. Let us

hope that humiliating exhibition of brutality and bad manners may
soon have an end also.

A Hopeless Struggle.

WE are told that DR. TEMPLE'S opposers were very thorough and

particular in their opposition to his confirmation as BISHOP OF EXETER.
For instance, they required proof of his having been

"
born in lawful

wedlock," and that he was
"
a prudent and discreet man," &c. Indeed

they made themselves so ridiculous, that the only wonder is they did

not insist on evidence being furnished to show that DR. TEMPLE had
been vaccinated, or possessed money in the funds, or could swim, or

had never been summoned for non-payment of Church rates, or was
not in the habit of relieving beggars in the streets, &c.

THE BOOT OF IBISII EVIL.

IT used to be said that the Irish people were unwise in relying on
the potato. Their reliance on "taturs was foolish enough, but still

more foolish is their faith in agitators.

THE
SUEZ CANAL is certainly a Great Cut. But it is nothing

in comparison with the Great Cuts in Punch's Almanack. And yet
not one of his great artists has been made a Duke as yet !
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.
CHILVEKN stops at ever; shop.

Happy Thought. 1o walk on and leave him.

When I do this I hear behind me (this in the open street, too),
"
Hi, old boy ! hi ! look here ! Here 's a rum thing."

In Antwerp there is a statue an object of religious devotion at

the corner of nearly every street. People going past, I notice, gene-

rally touch their bats. CIIILVERN stops opposite one larger than the

rest : a light is burning before it.
" Hi ! hallo ! look here !

"
he cries.

"
Ain't this a rum go ? This is

a queer sort of dodge for lighting the streets."

Happy Thought. To take his arm. I explain (I am always explain-

ing to CHILVBRN) the meaning of these figures. I beg him not to

expose himself (and me) to ridicule. I point out that already his

umbrella and costume have attracted the little dirty boys. They are

really following us, and laughing at us I mean at him ; but, unfor-

tunately, we are together.

Happy Thought. Turn down a street.

Boys still following : joined by other boys. CHUVERN getting angry,
\

turns suddenly on them with his umbrella. Yells, scrimmage, shouts.

It occurs to me, as a stranger here, what must be the feelings of

that unhappy Chinaman whom one sees in London, perpetually

walking about in the costume of his country, pursued by little ill-bred,

dirty, vagabond boys. We are in precisely
the same position, all

through CUILVERN'S confounded "dittos" and umbrella. There!

really isn't another man dressed like him in Antwerp.

/A/;///// Thought. See the door of a church open. Enter. Refuge
from boys. Boys peep in after us, but a verger, or some sort of official i

person in seedy black, darts out at them from a recess, and hits the
,

ringleader over the head with a bunch of keys. Delighted.

Happy Thought. -If we stay long enough in here, boys will get tired

of waiting outside. Luckily, it is, we discover, the Church of St.

Jacques. The seedy black man locks the door, and commences at once

to take us round the church and explain. He is the regular guide.
Of all things I hate it is what CHILVERN does at this minute.

He winks at me, and puts his hand in a side-pocket, where there is

something bulky, which hitherto I had thought was a large cigar-case.

No. Out comes a big red book

Murray's Guide to Belgium.
Suit of dittos, coloured wideawake, umbrella, and Murray't Guide-

book ! And I was hoping that we shouldn't be taken for English ! If

the boys see this when he, comes out, it will be worse than -

Happy Thought. To borrow it of him, and leave it, when he 's not

looking, in one of the side-chapels. Do it.

Happy Thought. Leave Antwerp to-morrow, and go on to ALx. Not
so much "

leave Anticerp
"

as leave CHILVBRN.
He is a nuisance. Respectably dressed, I shouldn't mind him. If

he had his own money with him, I could get rid of him. But in his,

as it were, celebrated character of a British Excursionist in a suit of
"
dittos," and entirely dependent upon me for money, CHILVEKN u a

nuisance.

Happy Thought. Like the Monster in Frankenstein. I 'm Franken-

stein . Monster in
"
dittos

"
with umbrella.

He has contracted a habit of staring about him, stopping at comers

and before shop-windows.

Happy Thought (while he's infront of a picture-shop window). Go on

some way ahead, as if I was not connected with him. He 'd be sure

to find his way to the hotel again. If he didn't, though P He can't

be robbed, as he has no money, and has only got a steel watch-guard
with a bunch of keys at the end of it.

"Hi! Hi! Hi!" CHILVERN shouting. "Here! Look here, I

say. Here 's such a rum cove at the corner of the street !

'

The
" rum cove

"
turns out to be a monk of some order or another.

I suppress the strong desire to regard him curiously, and only say, as

a lesson to CHILVERN, "Oh, of course that's nothing here. Do
come on."

Happy Thought. Take his arm, and walk him along briskly.

CHILVERN can't get over the monk.
"
Why," he says to me,

"
he

had regular sandals." I am silent. A few seconds afterwards he con-

tinues, suddenly,
"
Why, he was shaved all over his head !

"
His next

idea on the subject is that
"
he 'd make his fortune at Covent Garden

in the season, at so much a night, for the Huguenots or Facorila."

Why can't CHILVERN see that he offends the prejudices of the people

by talking out loud like this, and staring at a monk ? /don't stare at

a monk. I should like to, but I don't.

We go to the Museum where the picture-gallery is. Woman at

gate wants to know if 1 'II have a catalogue. CIIII.VEKN sap,
"
Oh,

yes, do have a catalogue !

" and takes one off the counter. This costs

me three francs. He shouldn't take it and open it, and read in it,

before' it 's paid for. He replies, that it 's all the same to him, as it 's in

French, and he can't make it out. Shall certainly go on to Aix to-

morrow, and leave CHILVERN.

In the Gallfry.YM of Old Masters. Students at easels making
copies in oils. I like enjoying pictures by myself. Get away from
CHILVERN. He is at one end of the room, I in the middle. I am
admiring a masterpiece by some Flemish artist, date IK*. What
queer attitudes people fell into then !

While I am making this note, I hear CUILVERH shouting positively

shouting
"
Hi ! Look here, I say !

"
to me. Everybody turns round,

and stares. The whole place is disturbed.

Happy Thought. Ignore him.
He won't be ignored. He comes toward* me, calling all the way."
I say, do look here ! Come along ! Here 's such a ram go !

"
I

return, quietly, "I wish, ('IIILVEHN, you would not insult the pn-jn-
dices of foreigners, like this. It really does nut do. You wouldn't
shout like this in the Royal Academy."

"
No," ays CHILVEKN, know-

ingly,
"
but this un't the Academy. 1 tell him that his uiswer ii not

clever, and i* not a repartee. He drops the subject, and continue* in

tone a little more subdued,
"
But. I say, do com* and see i his." 1 ask

him what it is. He is bursting with the discovery of an artistic ouhotity,
and leads the way quickly up the room, stopping at hut in front of a

picture. Everyone is watching him. The student* are eyeing him
with interest. I walk up slowly, staying on my way before a picture
of a St. Francis. Most of the subject* ire religious.
CHILVERN thiuks I am not coming, so he shouts out again.

" Look
here ! do come, here it i* ! Look ! Here

' M old core praying like

anything, and two other coves kissing behind a door."
lie thinks I '11 laugh at this. I tell him I am annoyed. Referring

sternly to the Catalogue I found the picture he allude* to i* St. Bon*-
rentura in an eeslaty, a Popfaitd a Cardinal standing in tin Ajnttelutmbtr.

I tell CHILVEH.N once for all that I really will not go about with him,
if he behaves like this. He ha* a rude unpleasant habit of leaning
over the students' shoulder* while they are at work, and mminmf
theirpaintingsas if he understood them critically. I remonstrate with bin.

"Lor bless you," he replies,
"
they rather like it; they think I'm

going to buy."
A small bandy-legged amateur i* hard at work before an JJortUio*

of the Magi, by RUBENS. Hi* manipulation i* most creditable.

Judging from a distance I should say this earnest student will make a

good copy, and will advance in his art CHILVERN look* over hi*

shoulder quite bends over him. I think the little man rather resents

this as he shakes his head sharply, and a slip of the brush is the

result. Instead of begging his pardon and taking off hi* hat politely,

CHILYERN observe* to him with a wink.
"
Hallo, Rubens Junior,

you 're making a nice muck o' this, you are. Disgusting ! The student

doesn't understand English, and says so, in French.

Happy Thought. Leave the Gallery while CHILVERN isn't looking.

If he picks me up I '11 take him back to the hotel, and leave him there.

Lost my way. Thought I recollected the streets : ask at a
shop.

Will they have the goodness to show me the route to the Hotel de

St. Antome ? They understand the question in French, or they catch

the name. A little woman bustles out into the street, catches me

by the elbow, and give* me directions in rapid Flemish at least, I

suppose it
'

Flemish ; if not, it 's German. Perhaps German and
Flemish. I thank her politely.

Uappy Thought. Say Mtrci beaueoup, and take off my hat. She

appears dissatisfied with her own instructions, and recommence* more

volubly and more emphatically than before. I'm to do something
"

rechts," then
"
links."

Happy Thought. Watch her arm* and hands. During the instruc-

tions she makes herself into sign-posts. Deduction from watching :

Rechts is Right : links is Left.

I again say, Merci beaueoup, salute her more profoundly than

before, and she retires to the door of her shop.
As 1 haven't understood her in the least, what is the best thing

to do?

Happy Thought. Walk straight on. I look back : she is watching

my movements. I bow again, to encourage her in the idea that I have

clearly comprehended everything she ha* been telling me.

Looking back again, I find the delay has jost upset BIT plan*.

Here is CHILVERN running after me, waving his umbrella and shouting,
" Hi ! here ! stop ! I say, stop !

"

Happy Thought. Better stop as he "s attracting attention, and I

might be taken for a thief. Hang CHILVERN. I let him come up
with me.

"
To-morrow," I tell him decidedly, "I go on to Aix, and

leave you."

THK
QUEST OK THE HOLY GRAIL sinks into insignificance

when compared with the extiMrdlnary quest of funeh't Almanaek, u
witnwstd in Fleet Street on Thursday morning last. The crowd of thoee

who came in quest of it wa to wonderfully denw, that good King Arthur

hardly could hare bowed a pudge through them, even with the help of

EXCALIBUK iUelf.

A CONTRADICTION IN TERMS. If there is Self-Government in St.

Pancras, why are the Guardians always losing their tempers ?
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THE MERMAIDS' HOME.
" UNDER THE SEA ! UNDER THE SB A !

WHO WOULDN'T WISH TO BE JOLLY OLD P. ?'

TO PLAYGOEES.

IN Uncle DicWs Darling (a capital title) MR. BYRON has supplied
MB, TOOLE with a strongly marked character Dick Dolland, a Cheap
Jack which enables him to display his power, both as a comic and a

serious actor, with great effect, as that very large constituency with

whom he is so deservedly popular will within the next well, we will

not venture to assign a limit to the longevity the piece is likely to

attain give themselves the pleasure of observing by personal in-

spection.
He has the advantage of finding himself supported, and we have the

advantage of seeing Turn supported, with great efficiency, by Miss

NEILSON, who will win your admiration and your praise, as Mary
Helton, and by all who take part in the drama, and co-operate with

MR. TOOLE in making Uncle Dick's Darling another of MB. BYRON'S
successes.

In going to the Gaiety, remember and be grateful to MR. HOLLING-
SHEAD for following MR. WEBSTER'S excellent example at the Adelphi

that you go to a theatre where there are no fees ; an additional reason

why you should visit this bright and comfortable house,
to which the

accommodation [of a Restaurant, where you can dine before or sup
after the performance, has lately been added.

At the Holborn Theatre, MR. BARRY SULLIVAN, untiring in his

efforts to supply us with plays of established reputation and nigh ex-

cellence, has increased our obligation to him by restoring to the stage
Love's Sacrifice.

By many this powerful play of MR. LOVELL'S has never been seen at

all ; others may remember it in past years and be glad to renew their

acquaintance with its undoubted merits : all have now the opportunity
of seeing it well acted on the Holborn boards. As Matthew Elmore

and his noble daughter Margaret, MR. BARRY SULLIVAN and MRS.
HERMANN VEZIN are undeniably successful ;

MR. J. C. COWPER in the

character of Paul Lafont, gives them vigorous support, and is a great
contributor to the attraction of the performance, and MR. GEORGE
HONEY originates much mirth by his able personation of Jean, Time.

The story, told with much poetic diction, is one of considerable in-

terest, tragic in its development, but happy in its ending. We cor-

dially hope that this revival of Love's Sacrifice will be attended with the

success it so well deserves, both on account of the merits of the play
itself, and the very satisfactory manner in which it is now being per-
formed at the Holborn Theatre.

TESTIMONIUM PROTEST-ANTIS.

(After reading the interview of the Oxford and Cambridge Deputations

for the Abolition, nf Tests, with MR. GLADSTONE.

LIDDELL is a Latitu
Latitu dinarian :

BATESON is an Anything
Id est, Nothing arian.

THOMPSON is a Unit
Arian in Trinity :

Ductor Dubitantium,,

Though Doctor of Divinity.

JOWETT 's an irrational

Rationalist sheep-biter";
MAURICE a sensational

Hazy, crazy writer.

ROLLESTON 's a Materia
Medica listic squabbler];

PATTESON 's an ill and
Neo logical dabbler.

HARCOURT 's a Historicus,

Hystericus, Hyper-bolicus";
KINGSLEY is a sciolist,

And Socialist rowdy rollick-us :

These are the Promoters
Of this Godless movement,

To lift the Universities

Out of their old groove meant.

Tests to do away with

Heresy detestable !

And seat Non-conformists
At each College mess-table !

In this strife of Resident
Heter- and ortho-doxies,

We, for vis-inertia,

And statu-qiio, hold proxies.

Shall brain-weight o'erbear us.P .

Or learning overawe ?

We have got possession
That 's nine points of law.

We 've sacrificed Subscriptions
But Fellowships we '11 hold-

Never, shall Dissenters

With our Dividends make bold.

Who 'd grudge Non-Conformists
Admission to degrees ?

Or require Subscriptions,
If they '11 pay their fees ?

Let them have their tickets

For the road of honours free :

But not for the wickets

That admit to L. S. D'.

Fellowships to open
To Dissent's impatience,

Is assailing Holy
Church in its foundations.

In our College stalls we
Will have no new brooms ;

Nor with common company
Mob our common rooms !

Fellowships are feeding-grounds
For us, and for no more :

That for honour-lists and classes !

But short-commons are a bore.

An Appropriate Chaunt.

AT the induction of the new Bishop of Winchester SAMUEL
Ex-OxoN the Chaunt, as SAMUEL moved up the nave, was,

"
Oh, how

amiable!" a compliment equally neat and appropriate to that most

genial of prelates.

GO TO BATH, or Birmingham, or Bristol, or Bombay. The people
will be very glad to see you there, you may rely on that at least if you

are wise enough to make yourself as pleasant as a sight of Puitch's jilmanMK
will enable you to do.
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THE LIBERATOR OF THE LADIES.

i
p

. HKX Woman shall have been relieved

\ / of the disabilities imposed upon her
\ A / by Man, she will be emancipated. The

/ y hour of her emancipation is nigh. At
/ I the annual meeting of the Manchester
(J National Society for obtaining Woman

Suffrage, the other day, under the pre-

sidency of the MATOR OF MAX( IIKS-

TKK, present MK. CHARLEY, Ma.
JACOB BRIGHT, MR. KTI.ANDS. Mem-
bers t,f Parliament, with M iss BECKKR

ss ASH WORTH, as yet qualified
for a seat in Parliament only in the

Ladies' Gallery, and disqualified for

the franchise which every male fool

who happens to be a householder,
enjoys, it was determined to form a
guarantee fund of 5000 for the pur-
pose of promoting the above-named
Society's object. If the suffrage is to

be had for love or money, women will

shortly have it.

When ladies, ere many months
shall have passed over their beads,
rush to the poll and tender their votes

for the men of their choice, let them
not forget to whom they are mainly
indebted for ability to exercise the

birthright of a Britoness. It has ever
been toe aim of Mr. Punch to elevate

Woman as well aa Man. To this end
he baa directed pen and pencil to the

special exposure of the peculiarities
which distinguish silly from sensible

women to derision. The consequence
has been a very general relinquish-
ment of those ludicrous peculiarities,
and an awakening the female mind to

logical perception, and a sense of the
absurd and the grotesque. This has

engendered a corresponding respect
for the gentler sex in general among
philosophers,

with MR. MILL at the
head ot them, and MESSRS. JACOB
BRIGHT. MR. RYLANDS, MR. CHAK-
I.KY, and many other Members of Par-

liament, among their number. Hence
will sooner or later inevitably result Female Emancipation, for which
Female Intellect will have to thank Mr. Punch.
The Almanack which Mr. PncH has just presented to the world

contains many illustrations of the foregoing statement all tending still

further to cultivate that natural wisdom, grace, and refinement, which
young ladies sometimes allow to be perverted by the influence exerted
on their love-of-approbation by handsome fools.

Every man lias a right to do as he likes with Ins own, wronging
nobody else. One thing is undoubtedly Mr. Punch's own, namely a

trumpet. It can offend no ears, however long, and without descending
to vulgarity of expression, his motto is

" Blow it."

The gazing crowd those baits entice,
Unless they did, they ne'er would pay;

They serve to make the fli-sh look nice,

As, fair outs, ye are wont to say.

And you, so nice yourself*, ye fair,

\Vitli aim to look yet nfier, will

Variety of ribbons wear.
And ornaments more costly still.

\>H|, in the inutrimi nial mart,
Your ribbons are of much avail;

To thoughtless wights, of Beauty's heart,
Or hand, they expedite the sale.

Light fancy is by ribbons caught,
80 Beauty's sale, like Beef's, is sped ,

Bat Beef 's found simply Beef, when bought,
And Beauty proves as simple, v

But then, thereafter, for excess,
In ribbons, there *s no more excuse ;

Supciiliious, then, is flaunting dress,
Such as adorns the Christmas Goose.

No wife in finery should care,
Save by her husband, to be seen ;

What pleases him need only wear-
Nay, Ma'am, don't call this moral mean !

RAW MATERIALS IN RIBBONS.

(By an Old Brute.)

ADORNED with ribbons red and blue,
Fat turkeys, fowls, and joints of meat,

In many a shop now court the view,
As we perambulate the street.

Carcase, and haunch, and sirloin, why
Thus decorated do we see P

Of course, that people so to buy
The ribboned meat allured may be.

And so are many, and foretaste

Their banquet with augmented zest,
When they view grub with fal-lals graced
The raw material gaily drest.

But can such gauds attract the wise ?

They reck not n[ < xternal rig.
A sucking-pig is in their eyes,

Trimmed, or untrimmed, a sucking pig.

SANDHUEST BREAKING UP.

Sandhurst has not cone to pieces. Only on Friday last week the

Sandhurst Cadets were
"
breaking up and going away, all fur the sake

of a holiday," as when we were at school we used to say. But first those

military undergraduates were put through their drill and other exer-

cises by his Royal Highness the 1* XBRIDOK, "attended,"
says a reporter

"
by a numerous and brilliant staff." They were then

addressed by the Commander-in-Chief in twins of merited eulogy,
and :

" At the conclurion of the sddrew hii Royil Highnm presented prii* for

exemplary conduct to responsible under-olBcen FOWMBT, who received a

regulation modal
; XOHTOX, a iirord ; under-offlcen KXIOUT and floas-

BUBOH, an opera-glaw each."

And such aa instrument they were to use, of course, each recipient
of the opera-glass, aa well as the receiver of the sword. An opera-

glass, when we come to think of it, we perceive to be a suitable and

serviceable, if not an absolutely necessary, utensil for an officer and a

gentleman. As such it has now been recognised at Head (joanm.
There are, clearly, occasions when a gallant officer may find an opera-

glass advantageous in the exercise of gallantry. May the opera-glasses
awarded to MR. KNIGHT aad MK. HOKSBUHOH avail them maw a time

at the Opera, when there on duty as escort to ladies, and, bjflbringing
them nearer to objects of admiration, afford them frequent gratification,

of an evening, in after-life.

Fogies of the old military school may stare, some of them, and some

perhaps will smile at a peculiarity in the character of the new, which

may appear to them indicated by the information that :

" Cadet SPARKS received a prize of a gymnastic belt, with a lilver plate

bearing a suitable inscription for hit proficiency in gymautie exerci**. The

performance of this young gentleman, and the manner in which he climbed a

perpendicular pole,
w very lurpriung, and he wu highly complimented by

his Royal Highness."

There certainly does seem something both novel and peculiar in the

art of climbing poles, regarded as an element of military education,

though in civic schools it is commonly practised by school-boys ; but

out of school-hours. The idea of a cadet climbing a pole under the

admiring eyes of the DUKE or CAMBRIDGE presents itself to the mind
in an undeniably, if undeservedly deemed, comic aspect. It cannot

well be dissociated Irom that of a Street Arab ascending a
lamp-post ;

of nn Acrobat ;
of one of our Poor Relations, as the Bard of Memory

called certain quadnmaita. going aloft at the Zoological Gardens ; of a

member of the plantigrade family making a similar exhibition at the

same place of agreeable, instructive, and fashionable resort. One
cannot help imagining Cadet SPARKS receiving the gymnastic belt,

which he had most creditabjy won, from the Commander-in-ChiePs

hand, at the far end of a stick. But what then? There is no old

fogy, unless he is also an old fool, who would not be glad to be as

much like a bear or a monkey as MR. SPARKS, who resembles neither

the one nor the other except in the activity and vigour of both com-
bined. May this young gentleman differ especially from a young bear

in not having any troubles to come.
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VERY DEMORALISING.
Noble Sportsman.

"
WELL, JIM, HAVE YOU BEEN IN JAIL LATELY FOR NIGHT-POACHING ?

"

Jim. "No, MY LORD. I'VE BEEN A BEATIN' ALL THIS MONTH TO YOU GENTS FOR POT-HUNTIN', AND THAT'S ENOUGH TO
TAKE ALL NOTIONS O' REAL SPORT OUT OF A CHAP !

"

TO BISHOP TEOWEK.
I WISH I knew for certain, BISHOP TKOWER,
How to pronounce ^our venerable name

Whether it rhymes with spiritual power.
Or, which of course would be about the same,

It sounds as gently as a summer shower :

Or whether you pronounce it lower, slower,
And make it TKOWER !

My ignorance may stamp me as a noodle,
And may unfit me for my present task

;

But I "m afraid to ask,
However much I wish,

Your worthy secretaries, ME. FISH
And MB. BOODLE !

BISHOP TEMPLE'S would-be overthrower
O BISHOP TROWER

Ihere may be truth in much that you maintained,
But in your case there is this serious flaw

You choose to act against our English law :

For this, among the rest, were you ordained ?

Besides, another matter you forget ;

No one has made you yet" The Master of the Temple," DOCTOR TROWER !

True, once upon a time
And this is DR. TEMPLE'S only crime
He wrote an Article 'twas one of seven :

And though of heresy it gave no stgn,
No trace of schism you could well define,
But spoke, as good men speak, of earth and heaven,
Against that article you take your stand.

Remember, good divine,
That with the self-same hand

Which wrote the one, he signed the Thirty-Nine !

As for his life, that happens to be known,
And is at least as noble as your own.
Fathers and mothers know what he has'done

For many a dear and well-beloved son ;

How many a lad has learnt to be a man
In ARNOLD'S school, on ARNOLD'S Christian plan.

Now, in the ancient city of the West,

Through no ambitious yearnings of his own,
But in obedience to a high behest,

He takes his place upon the Bishop's throne.
"
Semper Fidelis

"
says the proud old scroll

Of the Cathedral-city, where, to-day,
Whatever TROWER, FISH, and BOODLE say-
Men write the name of TEMPLE on the roll :

"
Semper Fidelis !

"
Faithful to the last,

If we may judge his future from his past !

0, Orthodoxy's flower !

O, Reverend DOCTOR TROWER !

If still your ardent spirit it should vex
Thus to see TEMPLE Bishop by the Exe,
Your course is clear : you can resign, and be

What ? An it-Bishop, Sir, as much as he !

EDUCATE
! EDUCATE ! EDUCATE ! Costermongers, Duchesses,

Life-Guardsmen, and Policemen, Parlour-maids, and Cooks, should im-

prove their minds by the perusal of the new scholastic series, called CULTURE
FOR THE MILLION ! Price only Threepence, or Fourpence if impressed
with the Government stamp. Fi

Almanack. Sold by everybody every

'or further particulars apply to

erywhere, and bought by all the i

Punch's
rest.

rnntad by Joseph Smith, of No. 24, Holford Square. In the Parish of St. James, Clerkenwell, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, ETans. 4 Co\ Lombard
Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars m the City of Lonaon, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. BATDEOJH, December 25, 1869.
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METEOROLOGICAL MEMORANDA.
SIR, I am going to write to MB. HIND (ought,

in fact, to hare written to MR. HIND before)
about Meteorological matters. Let us come to

the point at once : through the medium of your
flying columns.

I want to see the months re-arranged.
There is no doubt, on any one's mind, but that

we are in a dreadfully unsettled condition as re-

gards weather. We are, Sir, in a Transition State.

Let us, scientific men, hold a Council and de-

fine what we mean by Spring, Summer, Autumn
and Winter.

1 propose a few questions to start with P

1. Who gave them these names f

2. When should Spring commence f When
Summer?

3. Who was the tyrant who divided the year
into twelve months t Why shouldn't there be

twenty-four ?

4. Why should one month hare thirty-one days
and another only thirty ''.

5. Why should February only have twenty-
eight and exceptionally twenty-nine P

For myself I vote for double the number
of months, and only
fifteen days apiece.

As to the Moon
having any effect upon
such an arbitrary divi-

sion as that of the

months, it is absurd,
and in these enlight-
ened times it should
not be allowed ; no,
not for an hour.

While we are re-

arranging, suppose we
say a little more sum-

mer, and just so much
mild winter as will be

beneficial to the poor
and sportsmen.

1 am ready to re-

ceive subscriptions,
and would suggest
that to further my
prospect the Scientific

Committee for the

Re-arrangement of the

Year should meet once
a fortnight for dinner

(a business dinner of

course) say, at the

London Tavern ; also

we could have a half-

yearly banquet, when
the reports could be

read and the Com-
mittee re-elected.

Yours, scientifically,

PARKY PLWEE.

THE NEW HAT.

DELIGHTFUL IN THE PARK.

PERHAPS A LITTLE DISAPPOINTING ACROSS COUNTRY IN A HIGH WIND.

A CROWN OF OLD CLO'.

A TELEGRAM from Rome states that there are
now no leu than sixteen Cardinals' Hats at the

POPE'S disposal. His Holiness, of course, need*
no advice how to dispose of them

; but if he felt

any difficulty on that score, he might be recom-
mended to evade it by bestowing them all on one

person, namely ARCHBISHOP MANNING. A a

persomGcatioBVbf Ultramontanism the titular

Archbishop of Westminster may be considered

more than equal to sixteen Cardinals rolled into

one, and his out-and-out advocacy of papal abso-

lutism has surely entitled him to a Cardinal's

Hat twenty time* over. If the Holy Father

gave him all those Hats, Da. MASKING could

crown himself with the whole of them mounted
in a pile, and perambulate the street* of London.
He would then cut a striking and significant

figure, to the immense diversion of his juvenile

spectator*, and agreeably remind their seniors

of old time* and old clo\ This would be as it

should be, for in championing the revived
pre-

tensions of the Mediaeval Papacy, what doe*

ARCHBISHOP MANNING, in fact, do bat cry "old

clo'," as MR. CARLTLE call* such-like anachron-
isms P Going about,

therefore, with six-

teen Cardinal*' Hat*

upon hi* head, one on

top of the other, CAR-
DINAL MANNING
would not only form a

conspicuous and amus-

ing object, but also

constitute an instruc-

tive walking symbol.

A Severe State

Surgeon.

MR, LOWE says that

the country has had
the benefit of the re-

duction of certain im-

poU through hi* ar-

rangement to pay all

the taxes at once on
the First of January,
one thousand eight
hundred and seventy.

That may be : but
couldn't Mm. Lowi
hare contrived tome

pleasanter
mean* nf

lowering taxation P It

is a clever financial

operation, but should

be performed on the

patients under chloro-

form, or if possible,

laughing gas.

A GOOD-BYE TO THE " GROWLERS."
" With the New Year there is to be free trade in cabs, and the flnal disap-

pearance of that unseemly vehicle the '
four-wheeler,' or

'

growler,' ii, we

may hope, imminent."

THEY were musty, they were fusty, they were grimy, they were grim,

They rattled and they jolted till you ached in brain and limb ;

Their drivers drove so slowly, that they drove you to despair.

They were deaf to your entreaties, for your threats they didn't care.

The wheels came off those growlers, as they trundled you along,

They capsized you in the thickest of the roaring City throng ;

You missed your train, your dinner, or your opera, or your pUiy,

How you 'scaped with bones unbroken oft was more than you could say.

They were hurtful to your temper, they were harmful to your health,

They shook your nerves, they robbed you of your time your greatest

wealth :

Of all our London nuisances i' the first rank they held place,

On every stand they stood, a standing national disgrace.

We sighed for cabs we saw abroad, in Paris, or in Rome,
Not even cabs in Norway were so vile as cabs at home ;

In Brussels, or in Boston, or wherever we might go,

No four-wheeler* were so shabby, or so shaky, or so slow.

But the
"
growler*

" now are going : unlamented be their end !

And haply if we mend our cabs our ways we may amend :

We live in times of Progress, yet our vestries never dream
That we might progress more smoothly if they rolled our roads by

steam.

Mayhap ere the next century our sons will take the air

In London streets as well paved as a Paris thoroughfare ;

Clean cabs and civil drivers may ensure a pleasant ride,

And who will then an omnibus be found to get inside

THOSE DEMOCRATIC RAILROADS. An old Tory, hearing of what had

been done to Mont Ce"nis, and that it was also proposed to tunnel fat

Gothard, remarked that it was indeed a levelling age.

VOL. LVII. D D
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SKITTLES.
BY A PLEBEIAN.

THEY 'VE done it. 'Tis t.he final bounce as busts the camel's back.

I 've stood from Peelers lots of chaff, and now and then a whack.

They 've stopped my beer o' Sundays laid embargo on my wittles ;

And I submitted meekly. But I draws the line at skittles.

I ain't no ways addicted to aristocratic sins,

But if I have a weakness, it's a liking for the pins ;

Yet even this, my fav'rite game, I owns as I do not

Appreciate, except the stake 's a foaming pewter pot.

But that 's tabooed. Now mark my words, although I ain't a bandit,

Or even a A.O. Forester, we 're not a going to stand it.

Stop Skittles, and you'll rouse a hopposition to your rule,

Compared with which the Fenian Movement 's nothing but a fool.

ttle 's

The links that bind a social state wot interferes with Skittles.

Yes, as T write, across my hoperative bosom steals

A wild desire to join my lot with BRADLAUGH and with BEALES
;

To greet the maddest Irisher, or Yankee cove as whittles,

And form a Confraternity for Liberty and Skittles.

Sundays and week-days, swells at clubs they drinks their wine, we
know it.

They keep their games up all night long, and freely we say
" Go it."

We don't want you made moral by the P'leece, and werry little 's

The liberty we ask in turn only our beer and Skittles.

You set us the example in the self-denyin' line,

When that
"
Association" 's started, possibly:! '11 jine.

For, though I don't give any heed to tattles or to tittles,

I once heard some aristocrats was very fond of SKITTLES.

So all you HALCIBIADESES, here I draws the line

Of quietness, you go your way, and just let me go mine.
You keep your 'osses, cards and dice, cigars, and, wine, and wittles,

But don't denige the working-man his pipe and beer and Skittles.

SAYINGS ADAPTED TO THE SEASON.

EVERY one for his neighbour, and Heaven over all for himself.

Other people's preservation is the first law of Nature.
First always take care of Number Two.
T will want ere thou shalt want.
Fast and let feast.

One good turn deserves a million.

A penny given is a penny got.
Be generous before you are careful.

Fork out and fear not.

Those who ask shall have some, and those who don't ask shall b

pressed to take some.

Of all my mother's children, most love the rest I bear ;

And so that they 're provided for, the Doose for me may care.

THE PROSPECTS OF THE POPPY.

So, the Indian revenue comes short by 400,000 in consequence of

fall in the price of opium ! How is the depreciation which has befalle

that narcotic to be accounted for? Very likely it has been caused b
the decline of Mahometan ism, whence Mussulmans may have exten

sively abjured opium together with thin potations, and addicted them
selves to beer, and other generous liquors, instead of it. But th

opium-growers, and the Indian Government need not altqgethe
despond. If the United Kingdom Alliance succeed in destroying the
British liquor-trade, the consequence of their triumph will in all proba-
bility be an immensely increased consumption of opium in the United
Kingdom. When exhilarating beverages shall have been banished
from the Christmas banquet of the future, people who have eaten as

much roast beef and plum-pudding as they can, will then sit after
dinner opium-eating, or drinking laudanum. But will not black drop
be even worse than blue ruin P

HE MONARCH, H.B.M. SHIP OF WAR, AND THE PLY-

MOUTH, U.S.N. CORVETTE, SAIL WITH THE BODY
OF GEORGE PEABODY.

Monday, Dec. 20, 1869.

WAR-SHIPS e'er now have veiled their warlike state,

And hid their bravery in mourning grey,
To bear across the sea a funeral freight

Great admiral, or great captain, passed away.

But now what admiral's, what captain's, bier

Doth our majestic Monarch bear o'er sea,

That thus in ashea-grey she shrouds her gear,
And half-mast flies her flag thus mournmgly P

Wherefore this mortuary chapel fair

Above this coffin, with immortelles crowned,
These stalwart sailors with bowed heads and bare,

In an unwonted death-watch ranged around P

Some mighty man of war this needs must be,
Thus by an English war-ship sravewards borne,

In a Columbian war-ship's company
One whom two nations wreathe their flags to mourn !

He WAS a warrior thus proudly borne,
Thus proudly convoyed o'er sea to his grave,

But one whose battle-fields no scroll adorn
Where fame writes the achievements of the brave.

He fought the silent fight with want and woe,
Thev fight whose right-hand knoweth not the deed

Their left-hand doeth, who no trumpet blow,
Assert no merit, and demand no meed.

A captain in the warfare, under Christ

Captain in chief 'gainst suffering and sin.

Who in love's strength, uupricing, and unpriced,
Went forth, his victory over these to win !

On such a Warrior's body it seems well

That Old World's war-ship with New World's attend,

Augury of the time when love shall quell
Warfare to peace, and turn each foe to friend.

INFORMATION WANTED.

A PARAGRAPH detailing the final arrangements (as then contem-

plated) for the new Bishop's reception at Exeter, concluded with the

following rather puzzling announcement :

" It is said that the clergy of Exeter will present an address to his Lordship,
and that the rural dean of Christianity who has taken a conspicuous part m
opposing his election will be called upon, by virtue of his office, to pre-

sent it."

Will some one possessing local knowledge be good enough to say
who the Rural Dean of "Christianity" is, and what are the geo-

graphical boundaries of his ruri-diaconate, and how he looked when

presenting an address (of course, of congratulation) to the Bishop
whose election he had

"
taken a conspicuous part in opposing" P

New Bulls v. Old Cows.

AT the Thames Police Court MR. BENSON has condemned the owner
and vendor of a quantity of old Irish Cow Beef to penalties for selling

meat unfit for human consumption. This should be a warning to all

whom it may concern, that though new Irish bulls may be introduced

freely, and even be relished in this country, there is no toleration for

old Irish cows on this side St. George's Channel.

Gems and Beads for Beauty.

MISTLETOE berries are pretty as pearls;
Berries of holly beat coral :

O, and so much less expensive, my girls !

Dearest ones, draw your own moral.

Mus. MALAPROP'S feeling heart is full of pity this Christmas for
those poor

"
Suffering

"
Bishops she hears people talking about. She

is knitting them some warm bucks.
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MORE HAPPY THOUGHTS.

Happy Thought (before I go away from Antwerp). Find out exactly

how we (that is. CHILVBRN and I) stand.

This is a polite way of putting the question, How much does

CHILVBRN owe me P
" CHILVBRN himself says that's just what he

wants to know. Have I kept an account ?
"
Yes,

I have, I am able

to answer,
"
to a certain extent, and we can leave the rest to memory.

CHILVBRN says his memory 'a a very good one : so, I return, is mine.

I know I put down most of what I paid for CIIILVERN in my pocket-

book, yet, on looking carefully through it, 1 can only find one entry
"
riiiLVEHN, Soap, Ifr. 50c."

[This discussion takes place in our bed-room on my last evening n

Antwerp. DYNGWELL and CAZELL have, I believe, quarrelled, and are

enjoying themselves separately.]

CHILVERN remembers the soap.
" Odd ! he says. Now 1 come

to think of it, I can't call to mind anything else."

I search the pocket-book again. I know I entered his account some-

where, and headed it in large letters, "CHILVERN."

Happy Thought (while I am looking in note-look). Rh share of the

dejeuner a la fourchette.

CHILVERN admits this. "How muehP" "Seven francs' (at a

guess). CHILVERN thinks it was six; because he says,
' Dont

recollect asking him whether it was fifty or a hundred centimes that

went to a franc."

No I don't recollect this. I shouldn't have asked such a question.

"Well," says CHILVBRN, "I know you asked me something about

centimes, because you didn't want to change another franc, and wished

to use the coppers in your pocket."

[Note here for Typical Development!. My mind is so constituted tc

believe in others, that if a man positively
asserts something, and

continuously goes on asserting it, I give in: against my better

judgment, I give in. I don't like the man for doing it, and I go away

feeling that time will show whether I am right, or he. But when time

does show, and I go to the other man and say,
" Look here ! you were

wrong, after all ! he has forgotten all about it, generally denies having

said anything of the sort, asserts perhaps something totally contrary,

or takes my view of the original case, and swears he had always held

it, and so begins the complication all over again.]

How a man's character comes out in travelling ! CHLLVEBN is obsti-

nate. CHILVBRN is ungrateful. CHILVBRN is niggardly. Again,

what I did not expect, CHILVERN repudiates, and condescends to mere

details. I am at least three pounds twelve shillings and sixpence out

of pocket by him, and he says "he doesn't see how 1 make that out.

I answer that
" / don't go into details, but put it down as a round sum,

which may be a little more one way or the other."

at Aix, might devote my time to learning German, and reading

List of booki also to read when I

Mutt read thii : everyone who reads

,
,

GOETHE'S Fautt in the original. List of booki also to read when I

olumes.

men ntiiy uo a attic muio uuu *cj u uuw w i..

He says he doesn't see what there is beyond "soap' and break-

fast." I tell him, "Lots of little things, that mount up.

Happy Thought.-To say. playfully,
"
1 '11 draw it out as a bill." If

this wasn't said playfully, 1 feel it might be unpleasant.
FT. c.

Porters from boat and hotel . . . . i

For several things on board boat . . . .

BreakfaBt \
Cigars

3

Catalogue at Museum
;

Tips to men for showing churches, &c. (t least) 7

Matches for cigars
25

Soap
'

Total 28 76

return FROUDB'S twelve volumes,

anything talks about this.

Met an elderly gentleman and his sister, who were well up m it,

to-day, in the hotel drawing-room.
. Happy Thought (in reply to any queitiun about FROUDl). No . I 'v-

not been right through it yet. The next question will be, probably,
i

course you've read his third volume ?
ft To which the reply (if you

haven't) must be, thoughtfully. "Let me see, the third volume,

what is that about ? I forget at this moment
" Then rely upon

your interrogator, who, ten to one, is a humbug after all Nou.

People read History by short cuts now-a-days, in Reviews.

Happy Thought Will make the acquaintance of a German philoso-

pher, and ask him what he thinks of the idea of Typical Development*

Get him to translate it. Should like very much to get into a set of

German philosophers. Must learn German. I m sore my leading

ideas are thoroughly German deep and profound
: only while one

with such men as DTKOWBLL, BOODELS, MILBURD, CHILVBM, and so

forth, one fritters away one's deeper feelings. I 'm waiting my time,

As I finish this note, and am about to blow out the candle, I

this, as a sort of vow or resolution, in writing.

(CHILVERN'S room is next to mine. 1 never heard such fearful

snoring :

"
fearful

"
is the word.)

Reiolution.l have two months or so before me. Got to get rid of

rheumatic gout (if any in me, which must be discovered) at Aix.

While there will study German, and go in for German phil

Will avoid all frivolity, and take this opportunity of working at Typieai

Development*, Vol. I., in order to have it out with PoroooDJJiD

GROOLLT at the beginning of the year. This 1 TOW. Signed (in b

If there is anything I detest, it is a fellow snoring when you want to

go to sleep yourself. I call to him. More snoring. I wi II call

wake him. Call. Snore. Call Louder snore apparently deruive.

Call. Snore : irritating to the last degree. Call *"> 8

Thumping at wall : man next door begs (in Amencan-Knghsli)

do that. I reply that it 's a fellow snoring. Call to CHILVERN again.

Louder. American next door shouts out that he'll complain to the

lotel manager. I tell him that 1 really must stop a friend of mine s

snoring. The door between CHILVBKK'S room and mine is open, that.

why I hear him so plainly. Why should I get out and shut it f

SHILVERN, wake up !

"
American, next room, thumping, w

mow if I mean to insult him and his wife ?

No, I don't Confound CHILVMW ! These American!i think nothi

of revolvers, and in a foreign country he'd be
applauded

for calling

me out. CHILVBRN suddenly grunts, gasps, and, apparently, wakes

himself uo with a start. He asks,
" What is it ?

"
vaguelv, and

that
"
he's just been dreaming of frogs.

"
1 tell him to shut his door.

He won't get out of bed. No more will I. He says, "Shut it
jour-

self, if you don't like it." I tell him ifs * door. He says It s

yours as much as mine." Row. He suddenly changes his tone (it

occurs to him, probably, that I may not lend him his three
pounds^

or

may go off without paying n " f ^ blll >' "" R tUn8 o

riever catch mewith CHILVERM again. Shall certainly send him to

the Cathedral to-morrow, and leave while he s there.

An Opportunity Lost.

IN one of our great Laureate's new poems Tke Coming <f Artt*r

Arthur and Guinevere are married

These are all I can recollect. Then there 's the hotel bill. CHILVBKN

admits it will be all right, if I lend him three pounds more to take him

back again. I say,
" Won't CAZELL do that I" He returns, that he d

rather not ask CAZELL.

Happy Thought.- Say, "We'll see about it to-morrow." Will

pretend to forget it, and get off by the train when he s out of the way.

To bed.

Happy Thought. Tell CHILVERN to go and see the Cathedral to-

morrow morning at 11'30. Give him a franc to do it with. My train

starts at 1215 ; and directly he has gone, I can be off. Leave him to

In Bed (toith note-book). Can't sleep. Whether it 's the foreign

atmosphere or whether it isn't, I don't know. I ought to be tired, but

I am not.

Happy Thought. Take note-book, and jot.

Jot down memoranda. Perhaps while I 'm jotting mems. for future

I may recollect what I 've spent on CHILVERN. Shan't travel with

CHILVEKN again unless he has money, and hasn't a suit of dittos. Also,

he must be less insular and narrow.

Apropos of "narrow," note for my own improvement; menu., Books

to read while I'm away; French BALZAC (what works? find "em

"
by DOBRIO the high Saint,

Chief of the Church in Britain
"

We think MB. TBNSTSOK might have afforded the High Church

party an innocent gratification, by calling the officiating mimst*

this interesting occasion RUBRIC.

A Cae in the Queen's Bench.

"
'Tis an ill wind that blows nobody good,"
With one accord did counsel and attorney

Remark, as it was natural they should,

On either side in
" OVEREND and GDRNBY.

DEFLOWERING THE PAiKS.

IO rcitci w line A. ui away ,
J. xoiii>ii j_^vi>*a.^ \ u*

out, and select two or three), VICTOR HUGO'S trtiomme qui Sit.

some standard works, say MOLIERE'S plays. While I 'm taking

Also
baths

ATRTON is going to root-up
the Park Flower-beds. Suppose

he kept

the nation's flowers of rhododendron in the Park and relieved us,

instead, of his own flowers of rhetoric in Parliament .

NEW AIR FOE ORASGE BANDS.

"
DOWN, Down, Derry, Down !

"
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EXPERIENTIA DOCET.
Master George (whispers). "I SAY! KITIY! HAS MAMMA BEEN TELLING YOU

DXLICIOUS CURRANT JELLY, so xics, so VERY NICE?"
Miss Kilty.

" Ess ! CULLEN' JELLY ! so M', so WILLY MI' !

"

Master George. "THEN DON'T TAKE IT!!"

SHE'D GIVE Yon 'A LOVELY SPOONFUL OF

A PHILOSOPHER'S CHRISTMAS.

PROFESSOR JOEKS, as usual, ate salt fish

On Christmas Day, because he likes the dish,
And then boiled mutton, which, in his belief,
Is something preferable to roast beef.

PROFESSOR JORKS plum-pudding and mince-pie
Esteems unwholesome ; did himself deny.
In apple-dumpling did indulge instead
That couldn't do liim any harm, he said.

PROFESSOR JORKS adorned his house with yew
And cypress, on his premises which grew,
For evergreens are evergreens, he thought.
Those that cost nothing better than those bought.

PROFESSOR JORKS announced a Christmas Tree,
Which many of his neighbours came to see ;

It was a tree which hadn't any roots :

On it PROFESSOR JORKS had hung his boots.

PROFESSOR JORKS burnt no Yule log, 'tis true,
But on the fire a lump of coal he threw,
And reasoned, "That is every bit as good ;

Its fibrous structure shows it once was wood."

PROFESSOR JORKS no Christmas bowl composed,
He deemed punch better in a jug enclosed.
To hold its fumes in, and its heat prolong.
He made himself some : made it hot and strong.

PROFESSOR JORKS sat, supped, and smoked, and mused,
Until his mind began to get confused

;

Zigzag he went to bed ; where deep repose
Did quickly sound its trumpet tiirough his nose.

KOT IRISH, BUT SCOTCH.

ARE the years 1870 and 1871 going to be distinguished by an extra

number of months ? This question, deeply interesting to all to whom
"
time is money," is asked because of an advertisement, from Edinburgh,

of a forthcoming
"
centenary edition

"
of the Waverly Novels in "twenty-

five monthly volumes," in which the following promises are made
" The work will be published in monthly volumes, commencing on the

1st of January, 1870 ; and, if found practicable, the whole set will be

completed on the Centenary day."
As the Centenary of SCOTT'S birthday, which this edition of his

novels is to commemorate, will occur as early as tbe 15i.h of August,
1871, we shall examine with much eagerness the "Prospectus" to

appear in the Magazines for January, as it will no doubt explain the

measures which have been taken for insuring an additional supply of

mouths, so as to let us have as many as twenty-five between now and

August 1871. The words
"

if found practicable
" make us fear there

may still be some hitch in the arrangements, and that we shall have to

be satisfied with the ordinary number of months, as in previous years.

The National New Year's Gift.

"PARE close the cheese," cries ROBERT LOWE. "Economy and
Thrift :

Pay"us your taxes in a lump, by way of New Year's Gift."

Oh, dear, yes ! Oh, most willingly ! Too happy. We will go
Short of our beef and pudding, and cry

"
Save and bless BOB LOVE !

"

Seasonable.

IF anyone read a statement of intended "City Ward Changes" on
the 21st of December, and noticed the announcement that

" MR. MID-
WINTER retires," did it occur to him as rather a remarkable fact that

Midwinter should retire on the Shortest Day F
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A NEW FATHER CHRISTMAS, AND HIS 'HAPPY

NEW YEAR !

"
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to the FeniaLs' Friend, 148
Ad Imperatorem Class!*, 886
Ad Punchum. 52
Advance on Baby Shows (An), 121
" ARM Ago," 22S

Alaska, 48
Alliteration with Ayrton, 918
American Banners, 293
Amusement for Leisure Hour*, 198

Analogue or the Uidlum (The), 91
' Anathema Maranatha," 160
And ubitTbent 134
"Another and Another still Suceectls," 205
Another Geographical Puzzle, 15i
Another Great Scandal, 128
Another Pancras Witness, 297
Another Tradition Gone Uomi, 94
Another Woman's Grievance, 41 j

Api>lot>ta and Unionists, 6

Apple-Sauce for the Ouu Club, 24j

Appropriate C'hauut (An), 238
Audi Alteram Partem, 86
AiiKM.it 27, 186, 98
BALLAD after Bums, 206
Ballads for Business Men, 143, 147, 170
Bark from Beadledom (A), 240

Barking the Best, 261
Bat and BalL 29
Bear and Bull-Baiting In the New World,

178
Boat* Spiritualism, 91

Begging Nuisance (The), 203
Benefactor to Birmingham (AX 104
Be not Too Bold, 230
Between two Schools," 15

Bishop lUising a Laugh (A), 185
Bit of Botany (A), li-j

Black Bpas on the Blue, 94
Ulin. I Loaders of the Blind, 832
Blow for the Begnars (A), 163

ifeCThe), 108
Boards of a Feather, 209

Bobby and his Boots (The), 229"
Bogie Carriages," 218

Book Market (The), 98

Bouquet Bounct (The), 72
Bow (A), ISO
Brass on Bronze. 148
Bravo, Boslcy
Brenhouseand Baths, 51
British Lion Secure (IheX 13
Brooks for Bver I 163
Bumble Bcwaileth the Evil of the Times,

216
Buuible IWyliitr the Thunder, 198
Bumble's Medicine and Surgery, 21
Burn South of the Tweed ( A
Business of the Board of Trade, 187
Butcher's Bills Reform League (A), 203

By our Cockney, 44
CANDLEMAS In November, 2iM
Canticle to the Council (A), US
Cap and Bella Club (A), 241
Card (A), 38
Card from the Ule of Africa (A), 197
Case in the Queen's Bench (A), 263
Case of Kidnapping, 163
Cases Shot Flying, 131
Castle of Otranto Balls, 9
Caution to Trespassers, 10S
Cawing Social ConRress (The), 155
Chan* without Knoi, 22

Charity and Criticism, 61

Charity for Criminals, 87
Chawbeoons and ChwprmUe, 114
Cheer for King Victor (A), 209

Cholmondttley to the Rescue, 146
Chorus of Infuriated Spaniards, 132
Christmas Nursery Carol (A), 352

Churchtroing nude Buy, 178
Circular to Poor Law Guardians, 167

Cisalpine Serpents, 221

City Intelligence, 68
Clerical CehWy, 97

|.-ri....l r, ,,,,!, i .11 > in... !;;

Clerical Swallow (The). 218

Coloey Hatch and BarUwood, 2)
"
Coming Eventa." *c-, 21

Comparison with a very Long Tail (AX 204

Compatriot to Gumming (AX 82
Condole with Royalty. 166
Confound their Impudence I 6

Consequences of the Congo d'fillre, 177
Convert to Chignons (A), 103
Convivial Tea, 67
Corrigenda, 25*

Corruptera and Cad*, 131
Cowes and Cows, 72
Crockfords and Tattersall's. 11
Cromwell on Cullen, 108

Crowing on One's Own Delmonlco, 134
Crown of Old Clo' (AX 261

Cry of "No Jennery I" (The) 97
Cullen o' Simples. 112

Cupid's Cheap Telegrams, 25
Cure lor Railway Cruelty (A), 84
Curious Companion (AX M
Cutting Down Clerks, 103
DANOU In Dalmatia, 194

Deadly Driving, 36
Der Freischuti In Ireland, 31

Development and Demonstration, 176
Devonshire Mayor (The), 104
Dibdln at the Crystal Palace, 21S

Discerning Dog (AX 76
< Dished In the Shell," 57
Distinguished Tourist (A), 67
Domestic Hissing Link (The), 81
Domestic Servant*, I'.'l

Don Layardoe In Madrid, r.'j

Don't Pick me Up before I fall Down, 168
Dose of Quills (A), 85
Dove on Pigeon-Shooting (A), 184
Drawback on Dinner, 25
Dr. Gladstone. 20
Dr. Johnson on the Now Bridge, 190

Dubious, S5J
ECONOMICAL Counsel, 229
Economy with Eleuance, 215

Elasticity of Young Ladies (TheX 113
lesson (An), 199

Emperor and the Press (Tlu
Empress in Turkey (The). 2.

England Finally Kxtn.

Episcopal Brains Can
Episcopal Correspondence. (The), 236
Equestrian Mendicant (An), 64

Evenings from lloin

FAITH above Facts (A), 9
Fair Fun, 175

Fallacy-Worship, 168
Fallibilis Infallibilis, 242
Fall in Faobionabls Hair, 75

Faraday Memorial (The), 12
Farce they went Thro' In St. Mary-le-
Bow (TheX 247

Fare la Foul, 101
Fas eat et ab Iloite Docerl, 1 >

Fashionable Nomenclture,i3
Fashionable Suicide, 198
Fentan Melody (A). 184
Kenlans under Foot. S39
Festive Season (The),
Fine Imperial Puraaes, 250J
Fine Language for Fin* Lvliea, 73
First Autumn Couneil (TheX 185
Food for Powder md Fire-D uiip. 127
root and Month Disease (TheX 151

Footing of Chinese Royalty, 65

Foreign Notes ud Querke. 132 I

Foulburough Cattle Plague (The), 116
Freedom In Scotland, 221
i n Mb I. i...-. .I-.*

Fnim London to Paris, 42
Guts and Beads.for Beauty, 362
Gems from American Mines, 249
(lems from Amsterdam, 17V

Genealogy of the Gorilla (TueX 102

George Peabody, 189
O. II. Moore's Fudge Family In Ireland,

Giant Guardsman Correspondence, 4ft

Giutia OrlaL SS7

Giving him Rope, WO
Good-Bye to the " Growlers

"
(AX -'61

Good Word (A), 240
Grin for Cheshire Call (AX 134
Guardians and Guinea- Pigs, 219
HABITUAL Criminals Bill ofComplaint, 103

Harmony of Hanging (The), 54
Head and Tall of Intolerance, 1<S
Heat (TheX 47
" Here be Truths," 118
"He shall hare Nothing but his Penalty,"
210

Hey, Johnny dimming I 128
Hint on High Heels (A), III
His Eminence Dean Close, 122
Historical Pacts, 147, 161, 178, *c.
Honey out of the Rock, 128

Honorary Husbands, 8*'

Ilopeli-ss Struggle (AX 264
Horrid Abuse of Handel, 219
How not to Spend a Holiday, 78
How to Check Bribery, 176
How to Check Street- Besging, 101

How to make Piece "
Go," 133

Hyacinthus Kedivivua, 168
IMPORTANT Advertisement, 235

Impromptu, by Dr. Pusey, SIC
IndW Jargon, 161
Information Wanted, 262

ive Exhibition (An). 2..1

Intoxicated Fragment (\a\ 218

(Irish Church) Venus attired by the

(Christian) Grace* (TheX 8
Irish Fenian Fun, 226
Irishman in the Moon (TheX 54
Irish Treason Shop (The), 222
Is a Governess a Kitchen Servant I 112
Is this a Canard from Canada T 67
TWon't be an Edil-, 200
JKNMRUI-* Suggestion (AX 11
Jews and Proselytes, 68
John Parry, 16

.Mly Grow! (AX 218

Judges! Justice, 63
KIOIILY Workhouse Economy, 35

Kilkenny Cat Cure (The), 242

LABoris -sVf r Room, IIS

Lady's Note<W 41

Lady's Protest (AX 210
Lament by a Luver of Pig (AX ' '-

Lament of the Colonnade (TbeX 71
Latest from toe Sphinx. tlO
Utost News from Rome, 198
Latin in Rome and London, ttt

Uyard In the Lion's Mouth, 163
Le Pollefs Advance in Intellect. 63
Le Follet's Autumn Flowers, 151

Let It Pas*. 22
Let Walla Alone, 24
Uberal Sptnt high and Water-low m
Southwark, 226

Ubsmtoroifhi I. ll.-s (Tl.c).

Light Matter (A), 13 j
line of Battle In Bnokr
Little Turn with Handel (AX 71
Local Liquor Law*. 179
London and Barking Bank (TheX M
London Assurance, IU
Long Strip of Welsh fssni
Look up your Latin, t42
Lord Derby, 173
Lords .ud Ladlee of the Lake-JU,
i

. ,' _ V ' 7

Low Fellah's Prayer toMohammed ( A),197
Low Life above Stain. 143
Lumbricus Csjeariei,
MAOimaiAL Momus (TbeX SJ
Make Tour Game.Gentlemen I 195
M ...o . .1-. i.i. ll.,| i >.

-
.

Margate Bathing-Woman's Lament, M
Man Magnum. 142
Martinets and Murder, 6)
"
May and December," 126

Melbourne and Melbourne, 11!

Merely a Record, 158

Metaphor Modernised (A), 75

Meteorological Memoranda, 141

Military Jurisprudence, M
Military Navvtea. 161
MUtonic Mare's Neet (TbeX '

Model Tourist (AX 163
Modest and Retiring Pension (At It
Mohammed no llottle-Stoi-per. 175

Monarch, II. UM Ship ol War. and tbe

Plymouth,^^^^^^^^^^|i
tbe Body of George Peabody, 262

Monarchical Policy, 1

Moralising a Gossamer, 194
More Gorilla. 125
More Happy Thoughts, 4, 19, 30, *c.
More Irish Affection. 188
More New Novels, 116
More Waves, 117
Moat Important to the Theatrical Pro-

fcesion, 181
Mr. Punch's Protest, 35
Mr. Punch's Syllabi
Mrs. P. on the Irish Church BUI, 42

Mummery and Mummies, 168

My Velocipede I it
"Win* I Name!" 204
National New Year's Gift (11.

Native Monarch and a Preteuder(A )

Natural Consequence (AX 101
Naval Inconstancy, 92

Neapolitan Fiasco (AX 14J

Sew Bulls . Old Cows, ?2
New Curiosities of Literature, 247
New L. J. C. (TheX 135
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New Mayors, 199,
New Original (The), 81

New P. G. M. (The), 236
New School (A), 131

News from the Nile's Head, 203

New St. Pancras Guardian (The). 48
New Work and New Ware for Birming-
ham, 153

New York Time, 114
" No Bit this Year I" 58
No Doubt of it, 148
No More Morphia, 87
Noodle's Note-Book (AX 41, 65
Note and Query, 219
Not for the First Time, 220
Not Irish, but Scotch, 264
Novel Archidiaconal Function (A), 237
OCCASIONAL Sonnets, 63, 66, 83. Ac.
(Ecumenical Language (An), 188

(Eoumenicalia, 240
Official Nonsense, 108
Once More, 251
On Love-Letters, 236

Opening on a Scent, 125

O, Port, O I 193

Opportunity for Italy (AnX 252

Opportunity Lot (An), 263
Our Betiso and Gaucherls, 161
Our Island for Ever 1 193
Our Political Confidence, 72
Our Poulterers and Birds of Prey, 133
Our Sea-Side Swindle, 107
PARISIAN Roses and Violets, 183
Parisian Demonstration (A), 184
Paris Sunday Movement (The,), 53

Parliamentary Shooting Saved, 33
Parsons and Popes, 184

Payment Hardly Optional, 145
Peccadillo of Child-Stealing (TheX 180

Penny-a-Lineal Destitution, si!

Pert Memory (A), 229

Philosopher's Christmas (A), 264

Phrenology and Frenzy, 95

Pity the Poor Fenians, 122

P'auue of the Wardrobe (The), 97
Plain English for an Irishman, 239
Plea for Pitch-and-Toss (A), 10
Pleasant Prospect (A), 195
Pleasantries for St Pancras, 2-26

Pleasing Scene at Beverley, 167

Poetry hy Pilgarlic, 197
Political Holiday Tasks, 178
Poll and the Chignon (The), 88

Pop' an' Jock Gumming (The), 113

Pope and Dr. Gumming (The), 96

Pope's Syllabus (The), 161

Popping about with Guns, 152
Portsmouth Seven (The). 22

Poverty of Invention, 78
Probable Judicial Proceedings in Jersey,

87
Profession in Petticoats (TheX 147

Promising Situatian (A), 54

Property of Married Women, 44

Prospect* of the Poppy (The), 262
Puffs of the Period, 5

Punch on Thwaites, 232
Punch's Essence of Parliament, 1, 13, 23,

33, 4c.
Punch's Fourth of July Oration, 21
Punch's Handbook of Etiquette, 210, 221
Punch's Rules for Young Tradesmen, 250
Punch to the Police, 34
Punch to the Pope, 133
Punch to Wales, 151

Putting us in our Place, 230
Puzzle on the Map (A), 118

Qui, Qua;, Quod, etc., 176
Quod Melius, 137
RAILWAY Compensation, 197

Balslng the Wind, 241
Bather a Fool's Question, 103
Raw Materials in Ribbons, 259
Real Grievance (A), 42
Keal Sport at Races, 55
Recent Cruelty to Animals, 113
Re-Incarnation ofan Ancient Roman, 217
Returned Convict (The), 238
Rhetoric by M. Rouher, 62
Riiiht Rev. Oliver Twist (The), 84
Right Tool for the Work (The), 54
Ritualism and Racing, 238
Rogue and his own Register (The), 1S9
Romance of Cracow (The), 57
Roman World s Fair (The), 91
Rough and Tumble Fighting in St Pan-
cru. 254

Row in St. Pancras Poorhouse (The) 92
Royal Example (A), 254
Royalty and Music, 2
Rustic on "

Reciprocity
"

(A), 249
SANDHURST Breaking up, 259
Sanitary Garden Parties, 15
Sayings Adapted to the Season. 262
Schools of Humane Science, 116
Seasonable, 264
Seaward I 75

'

Secretaries of State sur la Sellette." 45
See Bunon, Cuvier, Owen, Ac., 47
Sensibility of Savages (The), 24?

Servia and Somewhere else, 52
Severe State Surgeon (A), 261

Shakspeare Superseded, 91

Shakspearian Rudeness, 30
Sham at St Cloud (The), 127
Shilling Operas at Sydenbam (The), 9

Shooting of the Future (TheX 101

Signalmen and Scapegoats, 93

Skittles, 262

Slap at the Stage (AX 236

Slavery in Suffolk, 127

Slight Variation (AX 161
Soldier's Side-Companion (The), 54
Some Mistake, 199

Song for a Hampshire Harvest Home, 72

Songs of Sixpence, 40

Song of the Fenian Scribe, 219

Sovereigns at Stamboul, 177

Spade and Saw v. Rifle and Bayonet, 40

Spirit Cartes de Visile, 68

Spiritual Sale (A), 136

Sporting in the East, 253

Squeak from the Scilpel (A), 194

Stage and the Rail (TheX 125
Stamboul Serenaders, 174
Stanzas in the Zoological Gardens, 77
St. Bartholomew's under Probe and Scal-

pel, 175
St. Pancras Odour of Sanctity (The), 203
St. Swithin's, 1869. 29
Success to " H. R. H. Princess Poca-
houtas," 239

Sultan's Complaint (The), 240

Sweeping Censors, 252
Sweet Little Cherub at its Post (A), 229
TASTE for Thistles (The), 166
Teacher at Sion College (A), 253
Terrible Visitor (A), 9
Testimonial " with Circumstance," 96
Testimonium Protest-antis, 258
That 's the Remedy. 231
Theatrical Architecture, 115
Those " Blessed Candles I

"
225

Third Atlantic Cable Laid (The), 26
Tobacco and its Antidote, 168
Tobacco for Teetotallers, 250
Too Bad to be True, 226
To Bishop Trower, 260
To Correspondents, 114
To Infantine Smokers, 98
T'> Mr. Layard, 162
To my Beloved Vesta, 215
Too Severe, 178
To Playgoers, 12, 41, 51, &c.
Torments of Tight Lacing (The), 162
To the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 155
Touching Devotion, 108
Tractarian v. Temple, 179
Tra Lara La ! 230
Tub in Trafalgar Square (The), 131
Two Councils and One Course, 249
Two Sides to a Bobby, 176
Two Tides, or " A Block at Temple Bar "

187
UNOAINLTSBOROUOH'S Blue Boys, 10
Unheard of Brilliants, 215
Universities on the Stage (The), 71

Unprosperous Proepero (AnX 148" Up with the Blacs Flag 1

"
134

Utilise your Convicts, 148
VERDICT on Vaccination (A), Ii5
Very Kind, H
Very Place for him (The), 153

Vocal Government, 6

Voluntary Transportation, 81
Vomited Forth, 247
" WALLACE Wight," 117
Wanted a Ghost I 238

Wanted, a Ministry, 248
Wanton Warning to Vanity (A), 126

Warning to the Liberation Society, 237
Was he a Conservative or Liberal f 216
Wav through Clarence Gate (The), 103
" Well done, Hyacinthus my Son !

"
133

Well Informed Sovereign (A), 2'.'5

What Gladstone makes Well, 145
What to Do with our Old Wooden Walls, 29
What will Happen to the Dean and Chap-

ter, 189
Wheat and Wedlock, 98

Whipping-Cheer with a Will, 228

Wild(Baa) Huntsman (The), 62 j

Winchester Twigs, 95

Witchery of Fashion (The), 154
Wizard no Conjuror (A), 156
Wonderful Unanimity, 253
Worcester Sauce, 111
Word for Architects (A), 217
YANKEE Big-Drum Taps, 176
Your Moral Water-Power, 54

LARGE ENGRAVINGS :

"AM not I a Brute and a Brother? "119
"

Big Bogey
"
in Ireland, 109

Bob and the Bobby, or Only his Fun,
149

Change for the Better (A), 37

Changeling (The), 17

Conge D'elire-ium. A Caso for the

Doctors, 191

Destiny and Fete, or Time Works Won-
ders, 79

Don Layardos in Madrid, 181

Easing the Curb, 27
From the Great Pyramid. (A Bird's-

Eye View of the Canal and its Con-
sequences, 212, 213

"
Harp that Once," <fcc. (The), 49

" Her Majesty's Servant'," Last Night
of the Season, 60

How Not to Do it, 159

(Irish Church) Venus attired by the

(Christian) Graces (The) 7

Irish Treason Shop (The), 223
Mean Time at Greenwich, 59
Mr. Punch's Reading Party, 89

Neighbours in Council, 233
New Father Christmas, and his "Happy
New Year !

"
(A), 205

" Non Poss !

"
129

Our New (B)tedile, 201
Penance for Pancras Guardians, 355
Perilous Passage (A), 170, 171

Sliding on Thin Ice, 244, 245
"
Stage Wait "

(A), 139
" Well Rowed All 1

" 99

SMALL ENGRAVINGS :

ALL Things are Relative, 48

Athletics, 88
" Blow Fly Fishing," 40
" Bjn Voyage I

"
2U6

British Admiration, 233
" By the Sad Sea Waves," 254
" Call it a Toy, indeed t" 82

Captain Jinks and his Friends Enjoy,
ing Themselves on the River, 74.

Caution (A), 33

Choice Specimens of Early English, 164

Chronology, 219

Compliments of the (Sketching) Sea-
son (The), 134

Covert Studies, Making the best 01 a
Blank Day, 249

Cricket! 72

Croquet, 30
Decimals on Deck, C2
Deduction (A), 95

Delightful Prospect: or, Matrimony
and Fox-huntiog, 217

Division of Labour'(Tbe), 38
Dull Boy (AX 122
Each for his Own, 190

Equal to the Occasion, 253
Extract from "the Fashions," 166

Experientia Docet, 264
Feather that nearly Broke the Camel's
Back (The), 180

Filial Frankness, 53
Force of Habit, 1 1 8

Foresters' FSte, August 17th, 78
" French without a Master,'' 196
Giant Guardsman. A Prize Poem with-
out Words (The), 3, 32, 45

Going North, 92

Gratifying ! 204
Grecian Bend (The), 132

Hooray for the High Tide, 193
"

I '11 have ycr Hat !

"
229

Insular Reserve, 1C7
"IsitPos-sible?" 187
Le Duel a Mort, 75

Levity, 52
" Liebfraumilch 1

"
216

Lingua East Anglia, 55

Long-Cherished Desire of a Lifetime

(The), 222

Looking Forward, 11

Looks like it, 226
" Love me Love my Dog," 177
Mamma and George, 241

Members of a Learntd Society on an
Excursion. 162

Mermaids' Home (The), 25S

Modesty : or, More Easily Said than
Done, 206

Monogram Veils, 252
More Haste, the Less Speed (The), 135
Mr. Punch's Designs after Nature, 145
Nature's Logic, 58
Nervous System (A), 142
New Hat (The), 261
" Noblesse Oblige !

"
42

Nothing like Saving Time, 18S
Novel Idea. To Brighton and Back in

no Time, 68
Novel Sculling Match, 6

Obviously Absurd Question (An), 22

On the Face of it, 240
Pannier Dresses, 91

Philanthropic Cotter, 125
Pleasant ! 85

Pledged M.P. (A), 44
Point of View (A), 155
" Prevention's Better than Cure," 174

Pro and Con, 65
Punch's Alphabet, 84, 104, 124, 144

Questionable Compliment (A), 154
"
Quite Another," 102

Rather Embarrassing, 236

Re-action, 184
Re-Assuring, 23
Recollections from Abroad (Free Trans-

lation), 232
Recollections of Cub-Hunting, 194
Scene in a Railway Carriage, 175
Scotch 'Salmody, 114
Shrewd Answer (A), 94
Sic Vos non Vobis, 108
" Somethink Like I

"
197

Song of the Passoe Belle (The), 20

Specimens not yet Included in the Col-

lection at Regent's Park, 64

State o' Trade, 152

Studies of Animal Life, 148, 158, 186

Taking it Easily; or, Matrimony in

1869, 112
Tartar (A), 26
" There 's many a Slip," &c., 248

Too True! 228
"
Uniform, but Irregular," 105

Unintentional Satire, 128

Very Demoralising, 260

Virtuous Indignation, 200

'Ware the Keyhole of the Street Door,
115

Wet Afternoon at the Sea-side (AX 138

Whispers in Church, 98

Wimbledon, 1869, 10, 16

Word of Promise to the Ear (The), 251

Young Idea (The). 13

Young Kebel (AX 209
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